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Foreword

In the latter half of 1985, the American people continued to enjoy stable economic
growth and even lower inflation. Over 2 ¥2 million jobs were created in 1985—

a

record which is the envy of many other industrialized nations. The United States was
indeed leading the way, pulling the world economy into better times. This resulted,

in the short run, in an increasing trade deficit and pressure for protectionism and
trade restrictions. In December, I vetoed a bill that would have severely restricted

the import of textiles and shoes. America's prosperity depends upon keeping interna-

tional trade flowing freely and fairly among the nations, not in restricting it.

In November, the Congress passed an historic piece of legislation which, at long

last, addressed the threat of Federal deficit spending. The Gramm-Rudman-HoUings
bill mandated a phased-in reduction of the level of deficit spending, establishing a 5-

year program to bring about a balanced Federal budget.

Tax reform continued to work its way through the congressional maze, and I con-

tinued to speak aggressively on the issue. While there was a general recognition of

the counterproductive nature and the inequities of the current tax code, most pun-

dits wrote the issue off, even as I pushed forward.

In August, Congress passed a bill that also has great historical significance. A for-

eign aid bill explicitly repealed the Clark amendment, which had prevented the

United States from assisting the anti-Communist forces of Jonas Savimbi in Angola. In

repealing the Clark amendment. Congress reaffirmed that it is both in our national

interest and in our tradition as a free people to assist those who are struggling for

their liberty and national independence.
The United States must not only be strong and stand with its friends but it also

must be willing to reach out to our adversaries in the cause of peace. In November, I

met for the first time with General Secretary Gorbachev, the new leader of the

Soviet Union. Our summit in Geneva was a good first step and gave us reason for

cautious optimism, but optimism nonetheless.

The following pages cover this dramatic period in the final months of 1985.
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Preface

This book contains the papers and speeches of the 40th President of the United
States that were issued by the Office of the Press Secretary during the period June
29-December 31, 1985. The material has been compiled and published by the Office

of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Administration.

The material is presented in chronological order, and the dates shown in the head-

ings are the dates of the documents or events. In instances when the release date

differs from the date of the document itself, that fact is shown in the textnote. Every
effort has been made to ensure accuracy: Remarks are checked against a tape record-

ing, and signed documents are checked against the original. Textnotes, footnotes, and
cross references have been provided by the editors for purposes of identification or

clarity. Speeches were delivered in Washington, DC, unless indicated. The times

noted are local times. All materials that are printed full-text in the book have been
indexed in the subject and name indexes.

The Public Papers series was begun in 1957 in response to a recommendation of

the National Historical Publications Commission. An extensive compilation of mes-
sages and papers of the Presidents covering the period 1789 to 1897 was assembled
by James D. Richardson and published under congressional authority between 1896
and 1899. Since then, various private compilations have been issued, but there was
no uniform publication comparable to the Congressional Record or the United States

Supreme Court Reports. Many Presidential papers could be found only in the form of

mimeographed White House releases or as reported in the press. The Commission
therefore recommended the establishment of an official series in which Presidential

writings, addresses, and remarks of a public nature could be made available.

The Commission's recommendation was incorporated in regulations of the Admin-
istrative Committee of the Federal Register, issued under section 6 of the Federal

Register Act (44 U.S.C. 1506), which may be found in Title I, Part 10, of the Code of

Federal Regulations.

A companion publication to the Public Papers series, the Weekly Compilation of

Presidential Documents, was begun in 1965 to provide a broader range of Presiden-

tial materials on a more timely basis to meet the needs of the contemporary reader.

Beginning with the administration of Jimmy Carter, the Public Papers series expand-

ed its coverage to include all material as printed in the Weekly Compilation. That
coverage provides a listing of the President's daily schedule and meetings, when an-

nounced, and other items of general interest issued by the Office of the Press Secre-

tary. Also included are lists of the President's nominations submitted to the Senate,

materials released by the Office of the Press Secretary that are not printed full-text

in the book, and acts approved by the President. This information appears in the ap-

pendixes at the end of the book.

Volumes covering the administrations of Presidents Hoover, Truman, Eisenhower,

Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, and Carter are also available.

The Chief Editor of this book was William King Banks.
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Radio Address to the Nation on Counterintelligence Activities

June 29, 1985

My fellow Americans:

We continue to work for the release of

the American hostages held in Lebanon.
This terrorism reminds us of the threat

posed to open societies and of the great

challenges we face in a world where many
disdain our values and seek to harm us and
our way of life.

One of those challenges is our need to

counter the rash of spy activities that

threaten our security and interests at home
and abroad and to improve our own intelli-

gence-gathering capabilities. The number
and sophistication of Soviet bloc and other

hostile intelligence service activities have
been increasing in recent years.

The Soviet Union is a closed society

whose rulers fear the intoxication of free-

dom, indeed fear it so much they forbid

their people to compete freely with us in

the great race to create and invent our
future for the 21st century. As the West
pulled ahead, the Soviets embarked on a

major effort to catch up by stealing or

buying what they need from classified infor-

mation on American satellites, reports on
future weapon systems, including our
combat aircraft bombers, to our most ad-

vanced technologies from high-tech areas

like Silicon Valley in California.

Besides espionage against our most sensi-

tive secrets, theft of the high technology

upon which our defense depends, the Sovi-

ets have intensified what they call "active

measures"—propaganda and disinformation

meant to mislead Western governments
and their citizens, subversion, forgeries, and
covert action. For example, while American
officials and other proponents of freedom
are systematically excluded from Soviet

radio or TV, hardly a week goes by without

a so-called Soviet journalist or scholar on
our own airwaves. These men and women
should at least be identified for what they

are—^propagandists whose appearances and

statements are totally controlled by the

Communist Party.

The Soviets, Communist-bloc nations, and
surrogates elsewhere rely on a huge appara-

tus, including the KGB, to spy on us and
influence our public opinion. To equate the

KGB with the CIA is an injustice to the CIA
and a grave mistake. Far more than an in-

telligence service, the KGB is a political

police operation. As its motto says, "The
sword and shield of the Communist Party of

the U.S.S.R." The KGB mission to shield the

rigid Soviet dictatorship from any internal

challenge, to weaken and discredit the

United States and the various alliances

weVe built up, particularly the NATO alli-

ance, and to advance the Soviet quest for

power to destroy freedom makes it unique
in the world.

What can be done? Well, we can counter

this hostile threat and still remain true to

our values. We don't need to fight repres-

sion by becoming repressive ourselves, by
adopting such restrictions as internal pass-

ports for our citizens. But we need to put

our cleverness and determination to work,

and we need to deal severely with those

who betray our country. We should begin
by recognizing that spying is a fact of life

and that all of us need to be better in-

formed about the unchanging realities of

the Soviet system. We're in a long twilight

struggle with an implacable foe of freedom.

Next, we need to reduce the size of the

hostile intelligence threat we're up against

in this country. Some 30 to 40 percent of

the more than 2,500 Soviet-bloc officials in

this country are known or suspected intelli-

gence officers and all can be called upon by
the KGB. We need to bring the number of

their intelligence officers to a more man-
ageable number. We need a balance be-

tween the size of the Soviet diplomatic

presence in the United States and the U.S.

presence in the Soviet Union. The Soviets
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currently have a huge advantage. Now, we
intend to take steps to accomplish this, and
we need to better control foreign intelli-

gence agents working at the U.N., who
have utilized that organization as a spy nest.

Another priority is to improve our own
counterintelligence during the seventies

—

well, I should say during the seventies, we
began cutting back our manpower and re-

sources and imposed unnecessary restric-

tions on our security and counterintelli-

gence officials. With help from Congress

we've begun to rebuild, but we must perse-

vere. We must work for better coordination

between counterintelligence agencies,

better analysis of hostile threats, and learn

from the mistakes of past restrictions, which
unduly hampered us.

There is no quick fix to this problem.
Without hysteria or finger pointing, let us

move calmly and deliberately together to

protect freedom. We've developed a list of

things to be accomplished in the counterin-

telligence and security areas. Fm tasking

Cabinet officers to implement the improve-
ments and reforms in every one of these

areas on a priority basis.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.

Remarks Announcing the Release of the Hostages From the Trans
World Airlines Hijacking Incident

June 30, 1985

Good afternoon. The 39 Americans held

hostage for 17 days by terrorists in Lebanon
are free, safe, and at this moment, on their

way to Frankfurt, Germany. They'll be
home again soon. This is a moment of joy

for them, for their loved ones, and for our
nation. And America opens its heart in a

prayer of thanks to Almighty God.

We can be thankful that our faith, cour-

age, and firmness have paid off. But this is

no moment for celebration. Let it be clearly

understood that the seven Americans still

held captive in Lebanon must be released

along with other innocent hostages from
other countries; that the murderers of

Robert Stethem and of our marines and ci-

vilians in El Salvador must be held account-

able; that those responsible for terrorist acts

throughout the world must be taken on by
civilized nations; that the international com-
munity must ensure that all our airports are

safe and that civil air travel is safeguarded;

and that the world must imite in taking

decisive action against terrorists, against na-

tions that sponsor terrorists, and against na-

tions that give terrorists safe haven.

This drama has reminded us how pre-

cious and fragile are the freedoms and
standards of decency of civilized societies;

how greatly civilized life depends on trust

in other human beings; but how those

values we hold most dear must also be de-

fended with bravery—a bravery that may
lie quiet and deep, but that will rise to

answer our call in every time of peril. Free-

dom, democracy, and peace have enemies;

they must also have steadfast friends.

The United States gives terrorists no re-

wards and no guarantees. We make no con-

cessions; we make no deals. Nations that

harbor terrorists undermine their own sta-

bility and endanger their own people. Ter-

rorists, be on notice, we will fight back
against you, in Lebanon and elsewhere. We
will fight back against your cowardly attacks

on American citizens and property.

Several countries have been actively in-

volved in efforts to free our fellow citizens.

Syria has had a central responsibility. The
efforts of the Algerian Government were
likewise an example of constructive coop-

eration against the direct challenge of law-

less terrorists. King Hussein spoke out early

and forcefully in condemning the hijacking.

Saudi Arabia also made an effective contri-

bution. Throughout the past 17 days, we
have also been in close touch with Israel

and a number of governments in Europe
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and the Middle East, as well as with inter-

national organizations—all of which dis-

played great concern for the safety and re-

lease of the hostages.

We will remember and offer our thanks

to all who helped us and who stood with us.

And, yes, well remember those who did

not. We will not rest until justice is done.

We will not rest until the world community
meets its responsibility. We call upon those

who helped secure the release of these

TWA passengers to show even greater

energy and commitment to secure the re-

lease of all others held captive in Lebanon.
And we call upon the world community to

strengthen its cooperation to stamp out this

ugly, vicious evil of terrorism.

I just want to inject a personal note here
that, like all of you, Nancy and I have been
living with all these 17 days, and like you,
we have both been praying for what has
now taken place. And like you, we thank
God and wait with bated breath their final

arrival here on our shores.

Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 6:01 p.m. from
the Oval Office at the White House. His
remarks were broadcast live on nationwide
radio and television.

Nomination of Anne Graham To Be a Commissioner of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission
July I 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Anne Graham to be a

Commissioner of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission for a term of 7 years

from October 27, 1984. She would succeed
Nancy Harvey Steorts.

Since 1981 Ms. Graham has been serving

at the Department of Education as Assistant

Secretary for Legislation and Public Affairs.

During the 1980 Presidential campaign, she

was assistant press secretary to the Reagan-
Bush Committee. In 1976-1979 she was

press secretary to Senator Harrison Schmitt
(R-NM). Ms. Graham worked for Secretary

of the Treasury Simon in 1974-1975 and
served in the White House News Summary
Office in 1973. She was special assistant to

the deputy director for communications.
Republican National Committee, in 1971.

Ms. Graham graduated from Bradford
College and attended Columbia University.

She was born December 28, 1949, in An-
napolis, MD, and now resides in Alexandria,

VA.

Executive Order 12524—Amending the Generalized System of

Preferences

July I 1985

By virtue of the authority vested in me
by the Constitution and statutes of the

United States of America, including Title V
of the Trade Act of 1974 (the Trade Act)

(19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq.), as amended, section

604 of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2483), and
section 503(aX2XA) of the Trade Agree-

ments Act of 1979 (93 Stat. 251), and as

President of the United States of America,

in order to designate, as provided by sec-

tion 504(cX6) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C.

2464(cX6)), those countries that will be con-

sidered to be least-developed beneficiary

developing countries not subject to the limi-

tations on preferential treatment of eligible

articles for purposes of the Generalized

System of Preferences (GSP), after taking

into account the considerations in sections
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501 and 502(c) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C.

2461 and 2462(c)); and to modify as provid-

ed by sections 504 (a) and (c) of the Trade
Act (19 U.S.C. 2464(a) and (c)) the limita-

tions on preferential treatment of eligible

articles from countries designated as benefi-

ciary developing countries, it is hereby or-

dered as follows:

Section 1. In order to designate the coun-

tries that will be considered to be least-

developed beneficiary developing countries,

general headnote 3(c) of the Tariff Sched-

ules of the United States (TSUS) (19 U.S.C.

1202) is modified by adding the following

new paragraph 3(cXiv):

"(iv) The following beneficiary countries

are designated as least-developed benefici-

ary developing countries pursuant to sec-

tion 504(cX6) of the Trade Act of 1974:

Bangladesh
Benin
Bhutan
Botswana
Burkina Faso

Burundi
Cape Verde
Central African

Republic

Chad
Comoros
Djibouti

Equatorial Guinea
Gambia
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau

Haiti

Lesotho

Malawi
Maldives

Mali

Nepal
Niger
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe

Sierra Leone
Somalia

Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda
Western Samoa
Yemen Arab Republic

(Sanaa)

Whenever an eligible article is imported
into the customs territory of the United
States directly from one of the countries

designated as a least-developed beneficiary

developing country, it shall be entitled to

receive the duty-free treatment provided
for in subdivision (cXii) of this headnote
without regard to the limitations on prefer-

ential treatment of eligible articles in sec-

tion 504(c) of the Trade Act, as amended
(19 U.S.C. 2464(c))."

Sec. 2. Annex II of Executive Order No.
11888 of November 24, 1975, as amended,
listing articles that are eligible for benefits

of the GSP when imported from any desig-

nated beneficiary developing country, is

further amended by inserting in numerical
sequence "734.56".

Sec. 3. Annex III of Executive Order No.
11888, as amended, listing articles that are

eligible for benefits of the GSP when im-
ported from all designated beneficiary

countries except those specified in general

headnote 3(cXiii) of the TSUS, is further

amended by striking out "734.56".

Sec. 4. General headnote 3(cXiii) of the

TSUS, listing articles that are eligible for

benefits of the GSP except when imported
from the beneficiary countries listed oppo-
site those articles, is modified by striking

out "734.56 . . . Haiti".

Sec. 5. The amendments made by this

Order shall be effective with respect to arti-

cles both: (1) imported on or after January

1, 1976, and (2) entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse for consumption, on or after July

4, 1985.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 1, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:08 a.m., July 2, 1985]

Nomination of Michael E. Baroody To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Labor

July 2, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Michael E. Baroody to be

an Assistant Secretary of Labor (Policy). He
would succeed John F. Cogan.

Mr. Baroody is currently serving as

Deputy Assistant to the President and Di-

rector of Public Affairs at the White House.

He joined the White House staff as Deputy
Director of Communications in April 1981.

Prior to that time, he was executive assist-
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ant to the United States Trade Representa-

tive, William E. Brock. He was public affairs

director, and before that research director,

at the Republican National Committee in

1977-1981. Prior to 1977, Mr. Baroody held

various political and governmental posi-

tions, including service as executive assist-

ant to Senator Bob Dole (R-KS) and legisla-

tive assistant to Senator Roman Hruska (R-

NE).

Mr. Baroody graduated from Notre Dame
University (B.A., 1968). He served in the

U.S. Navy in 1968-1970. He is married, has

six children, and resides in Alexandria, VA.
He was born September 14, 1946, in Wash-
ington, DC.

Remarks to the Freed Hostages From the Trans World Airlines

Hijacking Incident

July 2, 1985

The President Mind, my remarks will be
brief—if I wait for a second to swallow the

lump in my throat. This isn't the time for

speeches; this is a time for reunions and
families coming together. There is only one
thing to say, and I say it from the bottom of

my heart and in the name of all the people

of our country: Welcome home. We're so

happy you are back safe and sound. You
know, you may not know this, Nancy's

birthday is Saturday. And whether you like

it or not, she's already declared that you are

the greatest birthday present she's ever

gotten.

This has been a trying and a very de-

manding time for so many people, but for

none more than you. I talked to many of

your relatives. I met them at various loca-

tions throughout the country—and now
some of us have met again—while you were
being held. And I know you won't be sur-

prised when I tell you how committed they

were to winning your freedom and how full

of caring and concern they were. I know
that they're very proud of you, and I know
from personal experience that you should

be very proud of them.

All of America was concerned about you;

many prayers were said for your safe re-

lease. In the days that you were away, our

attention was never once distracted from
your plight, and we wouldn't rest until you
returned to us safe and whole. None of you
were held prisoner because of any personal

wrong that any of you had done to anyone;

you were held simply because you were
Americans. In the minds of your captors.

you represented us. Well, whatever the pre-

sumed grievance or political motive that

caused these actions, let there be no confu-

sion—a crime was committed against you.

Hijacking is a crime; kidnaping is a crime;

murder is a crime; and holding our people

prisoner is a crime. When cruelty is inflict-

ed on innocent people, it discredits what-

ever cause in whose name it is done. And
those who commit such deeds are enemies
of the peace. Now you're returned to us,

and we have a deep felt sigh of relief, but

there are promises to be kept.

The day your plane was hijacked, the ter-

rorists focused their brutality on a brave

young man who was a member of the

Armed Forces of the United States. They
beat Robbie Stethem without mercy and
shot him to death. Our joy at your return is

substantial, but so is our pain at what was
done to that son of America. I know you
care deeply about Robbie Stethem and
what was done to him. We will not forget

what was done to him. There will be no
forgetting. His murderers must be brought

to justice. Nor will we forget the seven

Americans who were taken captive before

you and who are captive still. They must be
released. The homecoming won't be com-
plete until all have come home.

But now we rejoice at your return. Nancy
and I prayed for your safety, we prayed for

your speedy return, and we weren't alone.

Our prayers were only two among millions

and millions. We felt a great national con-

cern when you were taken, and it's truly a

national joy, as you can see, that greets your
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return. You are back in the free land of

America safe and sound. You withstood

your ordeal with extraordinary composure
and coolness.

Your family's waiting for you now and
your friends—all your loved ones—so, let

the rejoicing begin. It's great to have you

back where you belong, and thank you—all

of you. God bless you all.

Captain Testrake. Mr. President, Mrs.

Reagan, dignitaries, ladies and gentlemen of

the press, families of the ex-hostages, and
the people of America, these words were
written by one of our men, one of the hos-

tages. They asked me if I would address

them to you, and I wholeheartedly agree

with these sentiments.

"Speaking for the 39 ex-hostages, we
would like to express our sincere respect

and gratitude to President Reagan and the

United States Government for their contin-

ued efforts which resulted in the safe and
peaceful end to our difficult situation. We
hope that your efforts will bring back the

seven remaining Americans still held very

soon.

"Secondly, to the people of America, we
are proud and honored knowing how you
joined together in our time of crisis to let it

be known that our country was behind us a

hundred percent. It was your thoughts and

prayers that gave us strength and kept our

minds on our main goal: Freedom. We are

now free and want to take this opportunity

to thank and applaud you."

And just in closing, I'd like to say that

many of my fellow hostages share with me
the profound conviction that it was our

Father, God, that brought us through this

ordeal safely. And in the spirit of giving

credit where credit is due, I just wonder if

you'd join with me in a brief word of thanks

to the Lord.

Our Father, we just gather before you in

humble adoration and praise and thanks.

For we know that it was your strong hands
that held us safely through this ordeal, that

gave us the courage and the strength to

withstand in the darkest times. And, so.

Father, we just thank you for this, and we
give you all the praise and the glory,

through Jesus. Amen.
The President. Thank you very much. Go

home! [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 3:51 p.m. at

Andrews Air Force Base, MD. Prior to his

remarks, the President went to Arlington

National Cemetery to place a wreath at the

grave of Petty Officer Robert D. Stethem,

the Navy serviceman killed in Beirut

during the hijacking incident. Capt. John
Testrake was the pilot on the TWA flight.

Appointment of Five Members of the Board of Directors of the

Federal National Mortgage Association

July 2, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Board of Directors of

the Federal National Mortgage Association

for a term ending on the date of the annual

meeting of the stockholders in 1986:

Samuel W. Bartholomew, Jr., will succeed Bert A.

Getz. He is an attorney and senior partner in

the law firm of Donelson, Stokes & Bartholo-

mew in Nashville, TN. He graduated from

West Point Academy (B.A., 1966) and Vander-

bilt Law School Q.D., 1973). He was bom July

6, 1944, in Columbus, GA, and now resides in

Nashville, TN.

Merrill Butler is a reappointment. He is president

of the Butler Group, Inc., a real estate develop-

ment and construction company, in Irvine, CA.

He graduated from the University of Southern

California (BA., 1948). He was bom February

18, 1925, in Los Angeles, CA, and now resides

in Newport Beach, CA.

Alberto Cardenas will succeed James E. Lyon. He
is an attorney at law with the firm of Broad &
Cassell in Miami, FL. He graduated from Flori-

da Atlantic University (B.A., 1969) and Seton

Hall University (J.D., 1974). He was born Janu-

ary 3, 1948, in Havana, Cuba, and now resides
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in Miami, FL.

Henry C. Cashen II will succeed James B. Coles.

He is an attorney with the firm of Dickstein,

Shapiro & Morin in Washington, DC. He grad-

uated from Brown University (B.A., 1961) and
the University of Michigan Law School Q.D.,

1963). He was bom June 25, 1939, in Detroit,

MI, and now resides in Washington, DC.

Dianne E. Ingels is a reappointment. She is an

independent real estate broker, investor, and
consultant with Dianne Ingels and Associates in

Denver, CO. She graduated from the Universi-

ty of Colorado (B.S., 1963) and New York Uni-

versity (M.S., 1964). She was born August 8,

1941, in Denver, CO, and now resides in Colo-

rado Springs, CO.

Appointment of Donald A. Schwartz as a Member of the Board of

Directors of Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated

July 2, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Donald A. Schwartz to be a

member of the Board of Directors, Federal

Prison Industries, Incorporated, Depart-

ment of Justice. He will succeed Monica
Herrera Smith.

Mr. Schwartz is president of the Medallic

Art Co. in Danbury, CT. Previously he was
executive vice president of the Medallic Art

Co. He serves on the development board of

Danbury Hospital in Connecticut and is

past president of the Rotary Club of New
York City.

He graduated from New York University

(B.S., 1956) and Stanford University (M.B.A.,

1981). He is married, has two children, and
resides in Easton, CT. He was born May 19,

1931, in Brooklyn, NY.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate

Transmitting the Annual Report on the Soil and Water
Conservation Program
July 3, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

Transmitted herewith is the annual

report required by Sec. 7(c) of the Soil and
Water Resources Conservation Act of 1977

(P.L. 95-192).

The Soil and Water Resources Conserva-

tion Act of 1977 (RCA) requires the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to appraise the condition

of the soil, water, and related resources on
the nonfederal lands of the Nation and to

develop a national soil and water conserva-

tion program for assisting landowners and
land users in their future conservation ac-

tivities on these lands.

The first appraisal, completed in 1980,

was based primarily on the Department of

Agriculture's 1977 National Resources In-

ventory (NRI). The 1977 NRI was the most

comprehensive and refined body of such

data that had ever become available. It pro-

vided a solid foundation for the appraisal

and program.

The first program report, A National Pro-

gram for Soil and Water Conservation, was
completed in 1982. It set national conserva-

tion objectives and priorities, focused cor-

rective action on areas of the country with

the most critical problems, and strength-

ened the existing partnership among local

and State agencies, organizations, and the

Federal government for dealing with re-

source problems.

Guided by this program, the Department
of Agriculture has extended more technical

and financial assistance than ever before in

areas with the most serious problems of soil

erosion and dwindling water supplies. It has

also begun to evaluate some of its other
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programs from the standpoint of their

impact on soil and water resources.

This accompanying report covers Fiscal

Year 1984. It displays soil and water conser-

vation program accomplishments through a

number of tables and appendices. The ac-

complishments are consistent with those re-

ported through the 1986 budget request

and the explanatory notes that provide pro-

gram descriptions and details to support the

budget request.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Bush, President of
the Senate. The report was entitled ''Annual
RCA Progress Report, National Program for
Soil and Water Conservation, Fiscal Year
Ending September 30, 1984'* (United States

Department ofAgriculture).

Message on the Observance of Independence Day, 1985

July 3, 1985

The signing of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence on July 4, 1776 marked both the

beginning of a new nation and the start of a

great epoch in the history of political affairs.

That day in Philadelphia, a Republic was
born based on the idea of liberty for all.

The Fourth of July is America's birthday

celebration, but it is also a day of impor-

tance for anyone who believes in freedom.

The Declaration of Independence opened
government to the people as never before.

Each individual was acknowledged as pos-

sessing certain inalienable rights. And these

rights in turn enabled our people to take

part in their political system. Here was a

true revolution, embodying the idea that

government required the consent of those

it governed. Overnight, Americans were ac-

knowledged as citizens of a free land where
they had once been only colonial subjects of

a distant monarch.

To this day, this eloquent document de-

tailing the rights of man and the concept of

individual liberty is as moving as it is

timely. It continues to hold profound mean-
ing for us. We should remember the words
of John Adams when he wrote of its signing

to his wife Abigail as, "the most memorable
epoch in the history of America. I am apt to

believe that it will be celebrated by suc-

ceeding generations as the great anniversa-

ry festival. It ought to be commemorated as

the day of deliverance, by solemn acts of

devotion to God Almighty.*'

This Independence Day, 1985, let us be
guided by the wisdom of that great Ameri-
can statesman and of all our Founding Fa-

thers. As we commemorate 209 years of

liberty today, let us pray for God's blessing

and His help in safeguarding the precious

legacy of the Declaration of Independence.

Ronald Reagan

Appointment of Roger Stanley Johnson as a Member of the

President's Committee on Mental Retardation

July 3, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Roger Stanley Johnson to be

a member of the President's Committee on
Mental Retardation for a term expiring May
11, 1988. He will succeed James L. Kuebel-

beck.

Dr. Johnson has been practicing medicine

since 1950. He has been a surgeon since

1963. He is a diplomate of the American
Board of Surgery, a member of the Ameri-
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can Medical Association, and a fellow of the

American College of Surgeons.

He graduated from the University of Min-
nesota (B.A., 1947; B.S., 1948; M.S., 1950;

M.D., 1951; master's in surgery, 1963). He is

married, has four children, and resides in

Irving, TX. He was born April 29, 1924, in

St. Paul, MN.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Federal Budget
July 6, 1985

My fellow Americans:

rd like to take a few minutes out of your

Fourth of July weekend, if I might, to talk

about business. It's summer in Washington,
and as sure as the heat and humidity, we
could have predicted another seasonal oc-

currence: Once again, the budget process

has broken down. Even with dangerously

large deficits looming over the horizon

threatening to destroy the economic
progress we've made, it's still business as

usual when it comes to the budget. We can
only hope that the House will cooperate

with us in doing what is right for America.

Unfortunately, as it stands now, the

budget proposed by the House is simply not

a serious document. At best it could win a

prize for creative bookkeeping. Huge so-

called savings are simply assumed or invent-

ed, funds are juggled back and forth be-

tween accounts to show phony deficit re-

ductions, and billions of dollars of expenses
are just wished away. Let me give you one
example. Right now the Government
charges the oil companies for their offshore

leases—sort of a yearly rent for the use of

Federal property. Well, the House decided
that they would take the next 4 years of

revenue from certain offshore leases and
count it all in 1986. Now, sure, that reduced
the 1986 deficit by $4 billion, but it in-

creased our deficits in later years by exactly

that same amount.

A full quarter of the so-called deficit re-

ductions in the House budget are gimmicks
like this. Most of the rest comes from raid-

ing the national defense. There is nothing

proportionate or fair in the House's budget-

ary assault on defense. They propose

making over half their reductions in this

one area, which accounts for less than a

third of total spending. What the House

Budget Committee calls a defense spending
freeze is really a drastic cut requiring a re-

duction from current plans in research and
development, construction, and procure-
ment of 19 percent in 1986, 23 percent in

1987, and 28 percent in 1988. If the House
budget were adopted, it would deliver a

severe blow to our national security.

The Senate has proposed a budget that is

responsible and fair, that holds real defense
spending constant and makes the necessary

structural changes in domestic spending
that will enable us to substantially reduce
these deficits. But when the Senate and
House budget conferees met, it quickly

became clear that the House refused to

give up its gimmicks or consider real cuts in

domestic spending. If the pattern of past

years repeats itself, we can expect the ob-

structionists to keep the process stymied

until the final night before the deadline

when they'll go into a budgetary feeding

frenzy, loading up huge spending measures
with goodies for every special interest

group in sight. Well, enough is enough. We
refuse to make a choice between a budget
that threatens our national security and a

spending orgy that undermines our econo-

my.
Of course, as they do every year, some in

Congress are using this annual collapse of

the budget process as an excuse to call for a

tax increase. Well, I've promised before and
I will repeat that promise today, I will veto

any tax hike that comes across my desk, no
matter how it's disguised. And I'm glad to

say that I have more than enough votes

pledged in the House to sustain that veto. I

have some advice for those who talk about
tax hikes: Save your breath. I'm going to

hold their feet to the fire on this budget
until they do the right thing and get gov-
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ernment spending under control.

Fm happy to be able to report that the

Senate Judiciary Committee will be voting

on a bill next week that could put some
discipline back in the budget process: the

balanced budget amendment. Why
shouldn't the U.S. Government be held to

even the minimum standards of account-

ability that we demand of the smallest com-

mercial bank? It's true that amending the

Constitution is a lengthy and difficult proce-

dure. Well, that's all the more reason to

start right away. More immediate relief

would come from a line-item veto that

would enable me to veto individual budget

items. And that is the way to cut the pork

out of the massive appropriations bills that

Congress sends me, without vetoing that

part of the bill—essentially human needs

and our national security. If Congress can't

or won't stand up to the special interests,

give Presidents the line-item veto. This

President would be glad to take them on.

By cutting taxes and stamping out infla-

tion, we've put our economy back on the

track of strong and solid growth. America's

like a house that we build stronger and
prouder every day. But right now, the

American economy has termites. It's time
to clean them out once and for all. Please

tell your Representatives not to waste more
time or money, but to come back here
ready to put our fiscal house in order and
make government live within its means. We
must reduce the deficit and make a start on
achieving a balanced budget.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Letter to Andrey A. Gromyko on His Election as Chairman of the

Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union

July 5, 1985

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Please accept my congratulations upon
your election as Chairman of the Presidium

of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.

Even though the differences between our

nations are many and complex, as I made
clear when we met last year, we can and
must resolve these differences without

threat or use of force, through discussion,

patient effort and determination.

I wish you well in the high responsibilities

you have now assumed, and I hope that we
can cooperate to reduce tensions between
our countries.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: The original was not available for
verification of the content of this letter,

which was released by the Office of the

Press Secretary on July 8.

Remarks at the Annual Convention of the American Bar Association

July 8, 1985

Thank you, John Shepherd. I want to wel-

come all of you to the last tax deductible

ABA convention. [Laughter] Really, Fm de-

lighted you decided to come to the Capital,

and believe me, this week Washington be-

longs to you. I noticed this morning that

even Milt Pitts, the White House barber,

has a welcome sign up: "Haircutting, $10.

Hairsplitting, $100 an hour." [Laughter] I

was disappointed, though, when the White
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House Counsel told me that I couldn't

accept an honorarium this morning. Actual-

ly, I kind of thought it'd be a first to talk to

a group of lawyers and Yd come home with

the fee

—

[laughter]—^but don't worry, I'm

not going to speak very long. I have a lunch

scheduled back at the White House with

my wife, the Vice President, and my Chief

of Staff, or as you would put it—Reagan,

Reagan, Regan, and Bush. [Laughter]

Seriously, I'm delighted to be able to

speak today, not just to the largest volun-

tary professional association in the world

but one whose exclusive concern is the

starting point for any free society, a con-

cern that is at the heart of civiHzed life: the

law—our courts and legal system—justice
itself.

Now, I want to be very candid with you

this morning and tell you I'd been planning

to come here today to speak on a number
of legal issues: the problems of our courts,

our administration's enforcement of anti-

trust and civil rights laws, as well as our

ongoing attack on the drug trade and orga-

nized crime in general. But I'm afraid this

discussion will now have to wait for another

occasion, for it's been overtaken by events

of an international nature, events that I feel

compelled as President to comment on
today. And yet I think these matters will be
of interest to you, not only because you're

Americans but because, as lawyers, you are

also concerned with the rule of law and the

danger posed to it by criminals of both a

domestic and international variety.

The reason we haven't had time to dis-

cuss the issues that I'd originally hoped to

address this morning has to do with our

hostages and what all of America have been
through during recent weeks. Yet my pur-

pose today goes even beyond our concern

over the recent outrages in Beirut, El Salva-

dor or the Air India tragedy, the Narita

bombing or the Jordanian Airlines hijack-

ing. We must look beyond these events be-

cause I feel it is vital not to allow them—as

terrible as they are—to obscure an even

larger and darker terrorist menace.
There is a temptation to see the terrorist

act as simply the erratic work of a small

group of fanatics. We make this mistake at

great peril, for the attacks on America, her

citizens, her allies, and other democratic na-

tions in recent years do form a pattern of

terrorism that has strategic implications and
political goals. And only by moving our

focus from the tactical to the strategic per-

spective, only by identifying the pattern of

terror and those behind it, can we hope to

put into force a strategy to deal with it.

So, let us go to the facts. Here is what we
know: In recent years, there's been a steady

and escalating pattern of terrorist acts

against the United States and our allies and
Third World nations friendly toward our in-

terests. The number of terrorist acts rose

from about 500 in 1983 to over 600 in 1984.

There were 305 bombings alone last year

—

that works out to an average of almost one

a day. And some of the most vicious attacks

were directed at Americans or United

States property and installations. And this

pattern has continued throughout 1985, and

in most cases innocent civilians are the vic-

tims of the violence. At the current rate, as

many as 1,000 acts of terrorism will occur

in 1985. Now, that's what we face unless

civilized nations act together to end this

assault on humanity.

In recent years, the Mideast has been one

principal point of focus for these attacks

—

attacks directed at the United States, Israel,

France, Jordan, and the United Kingdom.

Beginning in the summer of 1984 and cul-

minating in January and February of this

year, there was also a series of apparently

coordinated attacks and assassinations by

leftwing terrorist groups in Belgium, West
Germany, and France—attacks directed

against American and NATO installations or

military and industrial officials of those na-

tions.

Now, what do we know about the sources

of those attacks and the whole pattern of

terrorist assaults in recent years? Well, in

1983 alone, the Central Intelligence Agency
either confirmed or found strong evidence

of Iranian involvement in 57 terrorist at-

tacks. While most of these attacks occurred

in Lebanon, an increase in activity by ter-

rorists sympathetic to Iran was seen

throughout Europe. Spain and France have

seen such incidents, and in Italy seven pro-

Iranian Lebanese students were arrested for

plotting an attack on the U.S. Embassy, and

this violence continues.
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It will not surprise any of you to know
that, in addition to Iran, we have identified

another nation, Libya, as deeply involved in

terrorism. We have evidence which links

Libyan agents or surrogates to at least 25
incidents last year. Colonel Qadhafi's out-

rages against civilized conduct are, of

course, as infamous as those of the AyatoUah
Khomeini. The gunning down last year

—

from inside the Libyan Embassy—of a Brit-

ish policewoman is only one of many exam-
ples.

Since September 1984, Iranian-backed

terrorist groups have been responsible for

almost 30 attacks, and most recently, the

Egyptian Government aborted a Libyan-

backed plot to bomb our Embassy in Cairo.

It was this pattern of state-approved assassi-

nation and terrorism by Libya that led the

United States a few years ago to expel

Libyan diplomats and has forced other na-

tions to take similar steps since then. But let

us, in acknowledging his commitment to

terrorism, at least give Colonel Qadhafi his

due. The man is candid. He said recently

that Libya was—and I quote
—

"capable of

exporting terrorism to the heart of America.
We are also capable of physical liquidation

and destruction and arson inside America."
And, by the way, it's important to note

here that the recognition of this deep and
ongoing involvement of Iran and Libya in

international terrorism is hardly coiifined to

our own government. Most police forces in

Europe now take this involvement for

granted, and this is not even to mention the

warnings issued by world leaders. For ex-

ample, the Jordanian leadership has public-

ly noted that Libyan actions caused the de-

struction of the Jordanian Embassy in Trip-

oli.

Now, three other governments, along

with Iran and Libya, are actively supporting

a campaign of international terrorism

against the United States, her allies, and
moderate Third World states.

First, North Korea. The extent and crudi-

ty of North Korean violence against the

United States and our ally. South Korea, are

a matter of record. Our aircraft have been
shot down; our servicemen have been mur-
dered in border incidents; and 2 years ago,

four members of the South Korean Cabinet

were blown up in a bombing in Burma by

North Korean terrorists—a failed attempt to

assassinate President Chun. This incident

was just one more of an unending series of

attacks directed against the Republic of

Korea by North Korea.

Now, what is not readily known or under-
stood is North Korea's wider links to the

international terrorist network. There isn't

time today to recount all of North Korea's

efforts to foster separatism, violence, and
subversion in other lands well beyond its

immediate borders. But to cite one exam-
ple. North Korea's efforts to spread separat-

ism and terrorism in the free and prosper-

ous nation of Sri Lanka are a deep and
continuing source of tension in south Asia.

And this is not even to mention North
Korea's involvement here in our own hemi-
sphere, including a secret arms agreement
with the former Communist government in

Grenada. I will also have something to say

about North Korea's involvement in Central

America in a moment.
And then there is Cuba, a nation whose

government has, since the 1960's, openly
armed, trained, and directed terrorists oper-

ating on at least three continents. This has

occurred in Latin America. The OAS has

repeatedly passed sanctions against Castro

for sponsoring terrorism in places and coun-

tries too numerous to mention. This has also

occurred in Africa. President Carter openly
accused the Castro government of support-

ing and training Katangan terrorists from
Angola in their attacks on Zaire. And even
in the Middle East, Castro himself has ac-

knowledged that he actively assisted the

Sandinistas in the early seventies when they
were training in the Middle East with ter-

rorist factions of the PLO.
And finally there is the latest partner of

Iran, Libya, North Korea, and Cuba in a

campaign of international terror—the Com-
munist regime in Nicaragua. The Sandinis-

tas not only sponsor terror in El Salvador,

Costa Rica, and Honduras—terror that led

recently to the murder of four United
States marines, two civilians, and seven
Latin Americans—they provide one of the

world's principal refuges for international

terrorists.

Members of the Italian Government have
openly charged that Nicaragua is harboring
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some of Italy's worst terrorists. And when
we have evidence that in addition to Italy's

Red Brigades other elements of the world's

most vicious terrorist groups—West Germa-
ny's Baader-Meinhoff gang, the Basque
ETA, the PLO, the Tupamaros, and the

IRA—have found a haven in Nicaragua and
support from that country's Communist dic-

tatorship. In fact, the Communist regime in

Nicaragua has made itself a focal point for

the terrorist network and a case study in

the extent of its scope.

Consider for just a moment that in addi-

tion to establishing strong international alli-

ances with Cuba and Libya, including the

receipt of enormous amounts of arms and
ammunition, the Sandinistas are also receiv-

ing extensive assistance from North Korea.

Nor are they reluctant to acknowledge their

debt to the government of North Korea dic-

tator Kim Il-song. Both Daniel and Hum-
berto Ortega have recently paid official and
state visits to North Korea to seek addition-

al assistance and more formal relations. So,

we see the Nicaraguans tied to Cuba, Libya,

and North Korea. And that leaves only Iran.

What about ties to Iran? Well, yes, only

recently the Prime Minister of Iran visited

Nicaragua bearing expressions of solidarity

from the AyatoUah for the Sandinista Com-
munists.

Now, I spoke a moment ago about the

strategic goals that are motivating these ter-

rorist states. In a minute I will add some
comments of my own, but for the moment
why don't we let the leaders of these

outlaw governments speak for themselves

about their objectives. During his state visit

to North Korea, Nicaragua's Sandinista

leader, Daniel Ortega, heard Kim Il-s6ng

say this about the mutual objectives of

North Korea and Nicaragua: "If the peoples

of the revolutionary countries of the world
put pressure on and deal blows at United

States imperialism in all places where it

stretches its talons of aggression, they will

make it powerless and impossible to behave
as dominator any longer." And Colonel Qa-

dhafi, who has a formal alliance with North

Korea, echoed Kim Il-s6ng's words when he
laid out the agenda for the terrorist net-

work: "We must force America to fight on a

hundred fronts all over the Earth. We must
force it to fight in Lebanon, to fight in

Chad, to fight in Sudan, and to fight in El

Salvador."

So, there we have it—Iran, Libya, North
Korea, Cuba, Nicaragua—continents away,

tens of thousands of miles apart, but the

same goals and objectives. I submit to you
that the growth in terrorism in recent years

results from the increasing involvement of

these states in terrorism in every region of

the world. This is terrorism that is part of a

pattern, the work of a confederation of ter-

rorist states. Most of the terrorists who are

kidnaping and murdering American citizens

and attacking American installations are

being trained, financed, and directly or in-

directly controlled by a core group of radi-

cal and totalitarian governments—a new,
international version of Murder, Incorporat-

ed. And all of these states are united by one
simple criminal phenomenon—their fanati-

cal hatred of the United States, our people,

our way of life, our international stature.

And the strategic purpose behind the ter-

rorism sponsored by these outlaw states is

clear: to disorient the United States, to dis-

rupt or alter our foreign policy, to sow dis-

cord between ourselves and our allies, to

frighten friendly Third World nations work-

ing with us for peaceful settlements of re-

gional conflicts, and, finally, to remove
American influence from those areas of the

world where we're working to bring stable

and democratic government; in short, to

cause us to retreat, retrench, to become
Fortress America.

Yes, their real goal is to expel America
from the world. And that is the reason

these terrorist nations are arming, training,

and supporting attacks against this nation.

And that is why we can be clear on one
point: these terrorist states are now en-

gaged in acts of war against the Govern-
ment and people of the United States. And
under international law, any state which is

the victim of acts of war has the right to

defend itself.

Now, for the benefit of these outlaw gov-

ernments who are sponsoring international

terrorism against our nation, I'm prepared

to offer a brief lesson in American history.

A number of times in America's past, for-

eign tyrants, warlords, and totalitarian dic-

tators have misinterpreted the well-known
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likeability, patience, and generosity of the

American people as signs of weakness or

even decadence. Well, it*s true; we are an
easygoing people, slow to wrath, hesitant to

see danger looming over every horizon. But
it's also true that when the emotions of the

American people are aroused, when their

patriotism and their anger are triggered,

there are no limits to their national valor

nor their consuming passion to protect this

nation's cherished tradition of freedom.

Teddy Roosevelt once put it this way: "The
American people are slow to wrath, but

when the wrath is once kindled it burns
like a consuming flame." And it was an-

other leader, this time a foreign adversary.

Admiral Yamamoto, who warned his own
nation after its attack on Pearl Harbor that

he feared "we have only awakened a sleep-

ing giant and his reaction will be terrible."

Yes, we Americans have our disagree-

ments, sometimes noisy ones, almost always

in public—that's the nature of our open so-

ciety—^but no foreign power should mistake

disagreement for disunity. Those who are

tempted to do so should reflect on our na-

tional character and our history—a history

littered with the wreckage of regimes who
made the mistake of underestimating the

vigor and will of the American people.

So, let me today speak for a united
people. Let me say simply: We're Ameri-
cans. We love this country. We love what
she stands for, and we will always defend
her. [Applause] Thank you very much.
Thank you. [Applause] God bless you. [Ap-

plause] Thank you, and God bless you. We
live for freedom—our own, our children's

—

and we will always stand ready to sacrifice

for that freedom.
So, the American people are not—

I

repeat—not going to tolerate intimidation,

terror, and outright acts of war against this

nation and its people. And we're especially

not going to tolerate these attacks from
outlaw states run by the strangest collection

of misfits, loony tunes, and squalid crimi-

nals

—

[laughter]—since the advent of the

Third Reich.

Now, I've taken your time today to out-

line the nature of this network of terrorist

states so that we might, as a nation, know
who it is we're up against and identify the

long-term goals motivating this confedera-

tion of criminal governments. Do not for a

moment, however, think that this discussion

has been all inclusive. First of all, though
their strength does not match that of the

groups supported by the terrorist network
I've already mentioned, there are some ter-

rorist organizations that are indigenous to

certain localities or countries which are not
necessarily tied to this international net-

work. And second, the countries I have
mentioned today are not necessarily the

only ones that support terrorism against the

United States and its allies. Those which
I've described are simply the ones that can
be most directly implicated.

Now, the question of the Soviet Union's
close relationship with almost all of the ter-

rorist states that I have mentioned and the

implications of these Soviet ties on bilateral

relations with the United States and other

democratic nations must be recognized. So,

too. Secretary of State Shultz in his speech
of June 24th of last year openly raised the

question of Soviet support for terrorist orga-

nizations, as did Secretary Haig before him.

With regard to the Soviet Union, there is

one matter that I cannot let go unaddressed
today. During the recent hostage crisis in

Beirut—39 Americans were brutally kid-

naped; an American sailor was viciously

beaten; another American sailor stomped
and shot to death; the families and loved

ones of these hostages undergo indescrib-

able suffering and a sense of distress, anger,

and outrage spreading through our nation

like a prairie fire—the Soviet Union made
some official comments through its govern-

ment-controlled press. The Soviet Govern-
ment suggested that the United States was
not sincerely concerned about this crisis,

but that we were, instead, in the grip of

—

and I use the Soviets' word here
—

"hyste-

ria." The Soviet Union also charged that the

United States was only looking for a—and,

again, I use their word
—

"pretext" for a

military—and, again, I use their word
—

"in-

vasion." Well now, ladies and gentlemen of

the American Bar, there is a non-Soviet

word for that kind of talk. [Laughter] It's an
extremely useful, time-tested original Amer-
ican word, one with deep roots in our rich

agricultural and farming tradition. [Laugh-
ter]
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Now, much needs to be done by all of us

in the community of civilized nations. We
must act against the criminal menace of ter-

rorism with the full weight of the law, both
domestic and international. We will act to

indict, apprehend, and prosecute those who
commit the kind of atrocities the world has

witnessed in recent weeks. We can act to-

gether as free peoples who wish not to see

our citizens kidnaped or shot or blown out

of the skies—just as we acted together to

rid the seas of piracy at the turn of the last

century. And incidentally, those of you who
are legal scholars will note the law's de-

scription of pirates: "hostis humanis"—the

enemies of all mankind. There can be no
place on Earth left where it is safe for these

monsters to rest or train or practice their

cruel and deadly skills. We must act togeth-

er, or unilaterally if necessary, to ensure

that terrorists have no sanctuary anywhere.
Vice President Bush returned from

Europe last week after intense consultations

with our allies on practical steps to combat
terrorism. He'll be heading up a govern-

mentwide task force to review and recom-
mend improvements in our efforts to halt

terrorism. For those countries which spon-

sor such acts or fail to take action against

terrorist criminals, the civilized world needs
to ensure that their nonfeasance and mal-

feasance are answered with actions that

demonstrate our unified resolve that this

kind of activity must cease. For example,

I've informed our allies and others that the

Beirut International Airport, through which
have passed 15 percent of the world's hi-

jackings since 1970, must be made safe.

And until that time, the airport should be
closed.

Finally, I want you to accept a challenge

to become part of the solution to the prob-

lem of terrorism. You have a fundamental
concern for the law, and it's upon the law
that terrorists trample. You need to address

this problem in conferences and conven-

tions that will lead us to a better domestic

and international legal framework for deal-

ing with terrorism. You must help this gov-

ernment and others to deal legally with

lawlessness. Where legislation must be craft-

ed to allow appropriate authorities to act,

you should help to craft or change it. In the

past lawyers have helped when civilization

was threatened by lawbreakers, and now is

the time to do so again.

What I place before you this morning is

not pleasant, nor will the solution be easy.

The answer to the threat of international

terrorism is difficult, but it can be found. It

is to be found in a clear understanding of

the problem and the expression of our na-

tional will to do something about it. It's

always been so with any important cause;

it's why our Declaration of Independence
was more important to our Revolution than
any one military maneuver or single battle.

And that is why we do not today engage in

policy discussions or focus on strategic op-

tions but simply state the facts about the

nature of international terrorism and affirm

America's will to resist it.

But there's another point that needs to be
made here, the point I made at the start of

this discussion: that in taking a strategic

—

not just a tactical—view of terrorism, we
must understand that the greatest hope the

terrorists and their supporters harbor, the

very reason for their cruelty and viciousness

of their tactics, is to disorient the American
people, to cause disunity, to disrupt or alter

our foreign policy, to keep us from the

steady pursuit of our strategic interests, to

distract us from our very real hope that

someday the nightmare of totalitarian rule

will end and self-government and personal

freedom will become the birthright of

every people on Earth.

And here, my fellow Americans, is where
we find the real motive behind the rabid

and increasing anti-Americanism of the

international terrorist network. I've been
saying for some years now that the cause of

totalitarian ideology is on the wane; that all

across the world there is an uprising of

mind and will, a tidal wave of longing for

freedom and self-rule. Well, no one senses

this better than those who now stand atop

totalitarian states, especially those nations

on the outer periphery of the totalitarian

world like Iran, Libya, North Korea, Cuba,
and Nicaragua. Their rulers are frightened;

they know that freedom is on the march
and when it triumphs their time in power is

over.

You see, it's true that totalitarian govern-

ments are very powerful and, over the
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short term, may be better organized than

the democracies. But it's also true—and no
one knows this better than totalitarian

rulers themselves—that these regimes are

weak in a way that no democracy can ever

be weak. For the fragility of totalitarian

government is the fragility of any regime
whose hold on its people is limited to the

instruments of police-state repression.

That's why the stakes are so high and why
we must persevere. Freedom itself is the

issue—our own and the entire world's. Yes,

America is still a symbol to a few, a symbol
that is feared and hated, but to more, many
millions more, a symbol that is loved, a

country that remains a shining city on a hill.

Teddy Roosevelt—and he is a good Presi-

dent to quote in these circumstances—put
it so well: "We, here in America, hold in

our hands the hope of the world, the fate of

the coming years; and shame and disgrace

will be ours if in our eyes the light of high

resolve is dimmed, if we trail in the dust

the golden hopes of man." And that light of

high resolve, those golden hopes, are now
ours to preserve and protect and, with

God's help, to pass on to generations to

come.
I can't close without telling you one little

incident here. When I say we are a symbol
of hope—I have on my desk at home a
letter signed by 10 women in the Soviet
Union. They are all in a prison camp in that

Union—a labor camp. The letter is no more
than 2V2. inches wide and just an inch high,

and yet, by hand, they wrote a complete
letter, signed their 10 names to it, smuggled
that and another document just a little

bigger—about a 3-inch square of paper

—

that is the chart of the hunger strikes they
have endured. And they smuggled it out to

be sent to me because they wanted to tell

me and all of you that the United States,

where they are, in that prison, still remains
their hope that keeps them going—their

hope for the world.

So, thank you very much. God bless you
all.

Note: The President spoke at 10:32 a.m. at

DAR Constitution Hall. He was introduced
by John C. Shepherd, president of the asso-

ciation.

Nomination of Joe M. Rodgers To Be United States Ambassador to

France

July 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joe M. Rodgers, of Tennes-
see, to be Ambassador of the United States

of America to France. He would succeed
Evan Griffith Galbraith.

Mr. Rodgers was chief engineer of A.E.

Burgess, Inc., in Birmingham, AL, in 1959-
1963. In 1963-1966 he was sales and pro-

duction manager of Dixie Concrete Pipe
Co., Smyrna, TN. He became president and
chairman of the board of Joe M. Rodgers &
Associates in Nashville, TN, in 1966-1976.

Mr. Rodgers then served as chairman of the

board, Rodgers Construction International

in Nashville, 1976-1979. From 1976 to the

present, he has been the proprietor of JMR
Investments in Nashville, and from 1979 to

the present, he has been chairman and
president of American Constructors, Inc., in

Nashville. Since 1980 he has also been
chairman of the board of CRC Equities,

Inc., in Nashville. In 1982 Mr. Rodgers
served as U.S. Commissioner General of the

U.S. Section at the 1982 World's Fair. In

1984 he became a member of the Presi-

dent's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.

Mr. Rodgers was born November 12,

1933, in Bay Minette, AL. He received his

B.S. in 1956 from the University of Alabama
in civil engineering. In 1956-1958 he was a

lieutenant in the U.S. Coast Guard and Geo-
detic Survey. He is married to the former
Helen Martin, and they have two children.
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Nomination of Thomas Michael ToUiver Niles To Be United States

Ambassador to Canada
July 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Thomas Michael ToUiver
Niles, of the District of Columbia, a career

member of the Senior Foreign Service,

Class of Minister-Counselor, as Ambassador
of the United States of America to Canada.

He would succeed Paul Heron Robinson, Jr.

Mr. Niles entered on duty in the Depart-

ment of State in 1962. He served at the

American Embassy in Belgrade, Yugoslavia,

in 1963-1965. In 1965 he became an eco-

nomic officer in Soviet affairs in the De-
partment, and from there took Russian lan-

guage training. In 1968 he went to Moscow
as an economic officer, where he served

until 1971 when he was assigned as a politi-

cal officer at the U.S. Mission to the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in

Brussels, Belgium. He returned to Moscow

in 1973 as director for commercial affairs,

where he served until 1976 when he
became a student at the National War Col-

lege. In 1977-1979 Mr. Niles served in the

United Nations Office in the Bureau of

International Organization Affairs. He then
became Director of Central European Af-

fairs in the Department until 1981, when
he was appointed Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary of State for European and Canadian
Affairs.

Mr. Niles was born September 22, 1939,
in Lexington, KY. He received his B.A. in

1960 from Harvard University and his M.A.
in 1962 from the University of Kentucky.
His foreign languages are Serbo-Croatian,

German, Russian, and French. He is mar-
ried to the former Carroll Ehringhaus, and
they have two children.

Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session with Regional Editors

and Broadcasters

July 9, 1985

The President. Good afternoon, and wel-

come to the White House. It's always re-

freshing to speak to representatives of the

real America—that vast and wonderful land

where a special interest is a hobby like fish-

ing and a lobbyist is somebody who hangs
around in hotels. I want you to know how
deeply I appreciate this opportunity to

speak to you and, through you, to the

American people.

Fd like to devote the bulk of our time

together to answering your questions. First,

however, permit me to say a word about

the budget and then about our major new
domestic policy initiative—the effort to in-

stitute a fair share tax plan. Once again it

seems that the budget process has broken
down. Growing deficits appear to have
made virtually no difference; for too many
in this town, it's still business as usual.

They're a little like sailors on a ship adrift,

painting the gunnels and polishing the

brass, but ignoring the broken rudder.

The main problem lies in the House,

which has proposed a budget that juggles

funds back and forth between accounts, in-

vents savings, and simply wishes away mas-
sive costs—a budget that would be laughed
at by bookkeepers in any well run shop or

business in the country. What the House
Budget Committee calls a defense spending
freeze, moreover, is really a deep cut. It

would require us to scale back our spending
on research and development, construction,

and procurement by 19 percent next year,

23 percent in 1987, and 28 percent in 1988.

The Senate, by contrast, has to its credit

proposed a budget that is responsible and
fair, that at least holds real defense spend-

ing constant, and that makes the structural
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changes in domestic spending that will help

us to grow out of these deficits. But when
representatives of the Senate and House
met in conference, it quickly became clear

that certain Members of the House still re-

fused to consider real cuts in domestic
spending.

My friends, I can promise you that this

year things are going to be different. By
cutting taxes and forcing down inflation,

we've created new growth, new jobs, and
hope. And after so much progress, I flatly

refuse to be cornered into a choice between
a budget that undermines our national secu-

rity and a spending spree that threatens our
prosperity. Together, Republicans and
Democrats must make genuine cuts in do-

mestic spending. And to see that this finally

happens, Fm willing to go to the American
people again and again.

Turning to our tax plan, when the income
tax first became law back in 1913, the tax

code ran to 15 pages. Today it adds up to 4
volumes and more than 4,000 pages, and
one standard interpretation of the code
runs to 18 volumes and requires some 6
feet of shelf space and weighs almost 90
pounds. The complexity is staggering, but
the injustice it engenders is worse.

Each year, countless Americans pay more
in Federal income taxes than the giant cor-

porations they work for. Some wealthy indi-

viduals write ofl^ ocean cruises as education-

al; others deduct expenses for sky boxes at

sports events. And with our steeply progres-

sive tax code, working men and women
struggling on behalf of their families find

that the Government lays claim to a bigger

chunk of each new dollar they earn. And
for them, making economic progress is like

climbing a wall with no ladder.

Our tax code has become in a fundamen-
tal sense un-American, and I mean that as a

serious, moral, and economic assertion.

Americans are an expansive and optimistic

people. We constantly seek opportunity and
work to better our lot. Yet our high margin-
al tax rates discourage risk-taking, savings,

and work and thereby smother growth.

Most Americans are straightforward and
honest; yet our tax code constitutes one of

the most complicated and convoluted legal

codes ever devised. Americans look to the

future, and yet we're weighed down by a

tax code that is the result of decades of

political deals that's become the very em-
bodiment of the dead hand of the past. No
wonder the underground economy is so big

and thought to be growing. Americans
today feel an abiding disappointment, even
disgust, with the taxation that represents

that most basic transaction between the

Government and the people. My friends,

this is no way to go about building econom-
ic growth.

Maybe it has to do with our early history

as a nation of farmers, but when we Ameri-
cans see a problem, we solve it. If there's a

stump in the field, we hitch up the tractor

and haul it out. If a new barn needs build-

ing, we gather together and raise it. And
when we have a mess as big as the tax code
that stifles growth and undermines our self-

respect as a people, then forgive me, but

it's time to clean out the stalls and put
down fresh straw.

Our fair share tax plan for America would
give families a dramatic benefit by nearly

doubling the personal exemption to $2,000.

This would mean that an income well into

the $25,000 to $30,000 range—a working
family with two or three children would
pay an efl^ective tax rate of less than 10

percent. Perhaps the central idea in our

proposal is this: By curtailing loopholes and
eliminating deductions that are only used
by a few, we can lower marginal rates

sharply, increasing the rewards for savings,

investment, and good, hard work. In other

words, a fair share tax plan is a progrowth
tax plan. Lower tax rates, a near doubling of

the personal exemption, and an end to

unfair deductions—what it adds up to is

simple justice, more jobs and renewed hope
for our own future and that of our children.

A great deal has been said about a timeta-

ble for passage of our proposal. Well, my
own idea is simple: By Thanksgiving Day of

1985, we should cook our turkey of a tax

code and get our tax reform passed by both
the House and the Senate. Then, by Christ-

mas Day, America's new tax plan should be
signed into law and presented to the people

as the best gift of the year.

So, thank you. And, now, I know some of

you may have some questions and—yes?
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Tax Reform

Q. Mr. President, Bill Glass from KPRC-
TV in Houston. Thank you for the opportu-

nity to ask you about something that's of

great concern to people in Houston, where
we are suffering an economic situation be-

cause of our oil-based economy. People are

wondering how your tax plan is going to

impact that industry in Houston and wheth-
er it*s going to help or hurt our much-
looked-for recovery?

The President. We believe it is not going

to hurt. There have been some changes.

We're phasing out the tax plan now—I can't

think of the right word that I want for it

—

but the depletion allowance. But except for

wells that are producing 10 or fewer barrels

a day, to keep them in existence, from not

shutting down—^but we also are keeping the

tax breaks that come for exploring and find-

ing—the deduction of the intangibles and so

forth. Because we think that is our real

problem, is to make sure that we do not
make it uneconomic to continue to explore.

Half of our trade deficit today is the need
for us to buy oil outside our own country.

So, the more production we have here, the

better off we think we are. We don't be-

lieve that it is going to militate against the

industry.

Q. Mr. President, Kevin Gulp from
Ghronicle Broadcasting. I am here repre-

senting our station in Omaha, Nebraska,

and the farmers in Nebraska say that

they're concerned about something called

farming the tax code or tax farmers; that is

to say, people who invest in agriculture for

a tax writeoff rather than for the product
from the land. And they seem to think that

your tax reform proposal doesn't go far

enough to stop this kind of thing that they
say is driving commodity prices down. Do
you think that your tax reform proposal

does go far enough, and would you consider

any additional ways, and what do you think

of the whole idea of tax farming; that is,

investing in agriculture for a tax writeoff

rather than for the product?

The President Well, of course, we are

pretty strict now, and have been for some
several years, about hobby farms as versus

real farms. I've had some experience with
that; I've had a ranch for years. I can re-

member when it was deductible, and it isn't

anymore.

No, we think that the best thing that we
can do for the farm economy—and I grant
you, there's going to be some disruption in

doing it, and we don't mean to pull the rug
out instantly. We think that government
itself created the bulk of the farm problems
with programs that were well-intentioned,

but programs that encouraged people to

farm even if there was no market for their

product. We would like to feel that we
could get farming back into the open
market. And we can point to the fact that

that part of farming that is and has always
been in the open market has never had the

problems that the farms—that in the part of

agriculture that is government-regulated
and with quotas and all that sort of thing

—

that it seems to be the one that has the

most problems. And I think that we are

taking some steps that are going to make
the tax farmers have to look elsewhere be-

cause one of our aims in this tax reform
plan is to eliminate some of the so-called tax

shelters that have been designed not to

raise crops particularly but to give a tax

writeoff.

Q. Mr. President, do you think that Gov-
ernor Mario Guomo of New York is at-

tempting to turn your fair tax program into

a political issue?

The President Well, I don't know what
his motive is. I wouldn't ascribe any motive
to him. I'll let him have that. But I know
that he's been very vocal, particularly about
the nondeductibility anymore of local and
State taxes. And at the same time, he cou-

ples that with charging us that we're, once
again, doing things for the rich. Well, I'd

like to point out to him that less than a

third of the people in this country itemize,

and they are the people with the higher

incomes, the so-called rich. They are the

ones that benefit from the present tax de-

duction of State and local taxes. More than
two-thirds of our people who don't deduct,

who don't itemize on their bills, they get no
benefit from that deduction at all. So, we
don't see that we're doing any harm in

taking it away.

The young lady right there.

Q. Mr. President, Patti Suarez, KWTV,
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Oklahoma City. There's a lot of talk about

revenue neutrality. Some Congressmen are

saying that your plan may fall anywhere
from $12 billion to $20 billion short of reve-

nue neutrality. My question is: Intangible

drilling costs—might they still be sacrificed

to keep it revenue neutral? Are we going to

keep intangible drilling cost deductions?

The President. I would object to that be-

cause I think it would be counterproductive

to an industry that is very important. The
exploring for oil is not done by the giant oil

companies. The exploration is done by inde-

pendent people who are out there, the so-

called wildcatters, doing this. And we want
them to keep on doing it. So, no, I don't

feel that we should. And as to that estimate

that we're going to fall revenue short, I

happen to think that some of those people

are the same ones that estimated when we
started our economic recovery program in

1981 that it wasn't going to work. Matter of

fact, they named it Reaganomics, and it was
going to be a failure. Well, it's a success,

and they don't call it Reaganomics any-

more.
Yes?

American Hostages in Lebanon

Q. Mr. Reagan, Mike Olszewski, WERE
Radio in Cleveland. Some families of the

seven hostages still in Beirut have expressed
interest in meeting with Syria's President in

hopes of getting his help in securing the

release of their loved ones. I'd like your
opinion on that move, also your opinion of

Florida Congressman Dan Mica's bill to pro-

vide compensation to Federal employees
who fall victim to terrorism abroad.

The President. Well, to the first question

here, I can't deny them if they feel that

they want to try this and it could be of

some help. Certainly, we would never inter-

fere with that. But I do want everyone to

know that—because there's been some talk

here and there, and even some of them out

of their frustration and grief have said, out

of sight out of mind—that isn't true. There
has never been a minute from the first kid-

naping on that we've not been doing every-

thing we can. Our great problem is the se-

crecy, the inability to locate and find. Are
they being held by one group all together?

Are they separated?

We have reason to believe now, from
some of our intelligence gathering, that

they are being moved around quite often.

And our difficulty with taking some action

is the very fact of their lives. And we're
continuing, and we meant it when we tried

our best to get them included with the 39
that came home. But evidently, they're in

the hands of others not having to do with
the same hijackers as this last time. We are

continuing, we're using every effort we can
to bring them back. And yet we do know
that there is a threat hanging over them
and that we must be very careful and not
precipitate that threat being carried out.

You've—all right

—

[laughter]

Federal Budget

Q. Marlene Schneider, WFSB-TV, Hart-

ford. I'm told that you are going to be
having a meeting later this afternoon with
the top leaders in the House and Senate on
the budget impasse in conference, and I am
very curious as to what exactly you are

going to say to them.

The President I'm going to be rather

firm. [Laughter] And I'm going to say that

this is a time to forget the 1986 election

and partisan differences, that we've got a

job to do, and the job to do is to make this

country solvent again and to get the deficit

eliminated. And that's what it's all going to

be about.

Q. Do you think they're going to be lis-

tening?

The President. I'm going to try to get

their attention. I've—because I had called

on you, yes?

Q. Thank you. I wanted this red suit to

work. [Laughter]

The President. I heard that there were
red suits in the room.

Farm Legislation

Q. Nancy Chandler from KMTV in

Omaha, Nebraska. Again, I have a lot of

rural people who I speak to, and they are

saying this tax code isn't going to expire.

The tax laws are going to continue through
into 1986 if we don't change the tax code

—

our farm bill does not. Do we go back and
go with the policies of the past, or can we
expect the President to step in and also
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urge the House and the Senate to pass a

new farm bill in

—

[inaudible].

The President Yes, we are working on a

farm bill right now. We can't just shove

everything aside and say only the budget

and the tax plan are all we're talking about.

There are a number of legislative matters

that are all of vital importance.

Ms. Mathis. One more question.

The President. Oh, always happens to me.
[Laughter]

American Hostages in Lebanon

Q. Russ Garrett, WICC Radio, Bridge-

port, Connecticut. Congressman John Row-
land of Connecticut has proposed a rescue

mission for the seven hostages if all else

fails. How would you react to that, sir?

The President. Well, my reaction—I think

I, in a way, answered it in what I said earli-

er about them. The situation is: How do you
rescue someone if you don't know where
they are? How do you rescue them if, at the

same time, you would have to reveal your-

selves to the point that you might be bring-

ing home a body instead of a human being?

And this has been our great problem all this

time and long before this particular hijack-

ing took place, is, as I say, the trying to

learn where, and are they together, are

they one or separate? And unfortunately it

just isn't that easy to find out. We've had
suspected targets over there, but, again, no
knowledge that we could take an action

that would not result in their death. And
we're going to do everything we can to see

that that doesn't happen.
But, as I say, we're continuing our efforts,

and we have to feel that the success that

we've had this time and part of our prob-

lem is—and I think all of you can under-
stand this—part of our problem is we can't

answer all your questions on these particu-

lar subjects because we can't say what we're
going to do next Thursday or there might
be someone on the other side that's a little

uncomfortable about that. So, we just have
to tell you that we're using everything that

we know and everything that we have on
this entire subject, but we can't talk specif-

ics.

Ms. Mathis. Thank you.

The President. But, again, they've told me
that's the last one I can do. I'm sorry.

Thank you very much.

Note: The President spoke at 1:10 p.m. at a

luncheon in the State Dining Room at the

White House. Susan K. Mathis was Deputy
Director of Media Relations.

Appointment of Six United States Representatives to the United
Nations Program for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of

Offenders

July 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be Representatives of the United States to

participate, as National Correspondents, in

the United Nations Program for the Preven-

tion of Crime and the Treatment of Offend-

ers for a term of 5 years:

Roy R. Barrera, Jr., is criminal district judge for

the 144th district court in San Antonio, TX. He
graduated from St. Mary's University (B,A.,

1972) and St. Mary's Law School (J.D., 1975).

He was born January 25, 1952, in San Antonio,

TX, and now resides in Boerne, TX.

Richard A. Boyd is national president of the Fra-

ternal Order of Police in Baltimore, MD. He
graduated from the University of Oklahoma
(B.S., 1972). He was born January 21, 1943, in

Inwood, NY, and now resides in McLoud, OK.

Claire A. DAgostino is a licensed clinical psychol-

ogist in Wilmington, DE. She graduated from
Agnes Scott College (B.A., 1967) and Georgia

State University (M.A., 1970; Ph.D., 1973). Dr.

D'Agostino was born August 15, 1945, in Nash-

ville, GA, and now resides in Wilmington, DE.

Lois Haight Herrington is currently serving at

the Department of Justice as Assistant Attorney

General, Office of Justice, Research, and Statis-

tics. She graduated from the University of Cali-

fornia at Hastings (A.B., 1961; LL.B., 1965). She
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was born December 6, 1939, in Seattle, WA,
and now resides in McLean, VA.

Anthony M. Kennedy is U.S. Circuit Judge for

the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in

Sacramento, CA. He graduated from Stanford

University (B.A., 1958) and Harvard Law
School (LL.B., 1961). He was born July 23,

1936, in Sacramento, CA, and now resides in

Sacramento, CA.

Guadalupe Quintanilla is assistant provost at the

University of Houston. She graduated from Pan
American University (B.S., 1969) and the Uni-

versity of Houston (M.A., 1971; Ed.D., 1976).

She was born October 25, 1937, in Ojinaja,

Mexico, and now resides in Houston, TX.

Remarks to the United States Delegation to the United Nations

Conference on Women
July 10, 1985

Good afternoon, and welcome to the

White House. It's an honor for Nancy and
me and George and Barbara [Bush] to have
all these distinguished members of the Cab-

inet—all for them to be able to spend this

time with all of you before you depart for

the United Nations World Conference on
Women. You know, I can't tell you why, but

somehow this feels like a family affair.

[Laughter]

Your efforts in Nairobi can help to im-

prove the lot of women around the world

—

half the population of the globe—and no
challenge could be more important. Maur-
een tells me that the delegation will focus

on four issues, each a matter of the greatest

importance, each a matter to which the

members of your delegation will bring wide
knowledge and experience.

First, women's literacy. Millions of the

world's women can neither read nor write;

some because schools in their countries are

scarce, and others because they live in soci-

eties that encourage education only for

men. Now, I grant you that the men are

more in need of it, but

—

[laughter]. But
even in our own country

—

[laughter]—too

many women have suffered educational ne-

glect that has left them illiterate. In Nairobi

your delegation will work to promote edu-

cation for all.

Your second focus will be upon women in

development, the role that women play as a

country becomes more modern. Modern so-

ciety can offer longer, healthier, and more
prosperous lives, but the transition from tra-

ditional to modern modes of existence can

place families and individuals under great

stress. Women not only participate in the

economic and social developments which
lead to modern life but provide an anchor,

a source of stability, as their societies under-

go these difficult changes. And you will

seek to highlight and enhance this unique
role.

Third, you will draw attention to domes-
tic violence against women and children. In

our own nation we have just begun to un-

derstand the extent of this problem and to

take the first steps toward solving it. In

other societies domestic violence is some-
times taken for granted or ignored. Let us

hope that delegates from around the world
will work with you to condemn domestic

violence in all its forms wherever it occurs.

Finally, your delegation will concentrate

upon the plight of refugee women and chil-

dren. As refugees, women face unique hard-

ships. Many fall victim to rape and physical

abuse. With their children, they often suffer

discrimination in the distribution of food

and medicine. In Nairobi you will seek to

fasten the attention of the world upon these

innocent women and children, and you will

work to increase the number of women
workers in refugee camps themselves.

These, then, will be the issues that you
champion.

And as we look to the Conference in

Nairobi, we would do well to consider the

United Nations Conference on Women in

Mexico City in 1975 and in Copenhagen in

1980. At these conferences legitimate

women's concerns, like the four on which
you will concentrate, were all but pushed
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off the agenda. Commenting on the work-
ings of the United Nations, former Ambassa-
dor Jeane Kirkpatrick, a member of your
delegation, once said that the biggest chal-

lenge for the United States is whether we
can learn to be effective at the politics

played at the U.N. Well, given the way the

Conferences went in Mexico City and Co-
penhagen, we can be certain that will apply
in Nairobi as well.

To make certain that you operate effec-

tively, you have divided your delegation

into caucus teams, small groups that will

work to establish rapport with other delega-

tions. You have planned informal conversa-

tion groups, opportunities to get together in

relaxed settings with delegates from other

countries. And you'll be visiting develop-

ment projects, including Peace Corps and
AID locations near Nairobi, gaining insights

into the problems of women in developing
countries.

The members of your delegation firmly

believe that the business of this Conference
is women, not propaganda. Should it prove
necessary, youll be more than willing to

fight to keep the Conference on track. Take
it from someone who knows Maureen,
that's the way it's going to be. [Laughter]
But, my friends, you represent the diversity

and vitality of American women. And when
you reach Nairobi, you, as Americans, will

have a powerful story to share. For in our
land of political and economic freedom,
women take part in virtually every aspect
of the life of our nation. I know that in

Nairobi you'll work tirelessly with other del-

egations to help women make strides

throughout the world. I thank you from my
heart for giving of your time and talents to

this historic task. God bless you all.

And now I understand that we'll have the
chance to greet each of you personally,

George and Barbara and Nancy and myself,
in the other rooms. And so I will start out of
the room here, and we will see you all

again in the Red and the Blue Rooms, all

right.

Note: The President spoke at 1:29 p.m. at a
luncheon in the East Room at the White
House. Maureen Reagan was head of the
U.S. delegation.

Nomination of Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr., To Be Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff

July 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Adm. William J. Crowe,
Jr., to serve as the next Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of De-
fense. He will succeed Gen. John W.
Vessey, Jr., who is retiring on September
30, 1985. General Vessey has served as the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff since

June 1982.

From 1954 to 1955, Admiral Crowe
served as assistant to the naval aide to the

President. In 1958 he was assigned as aide

and assistant to the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Plans and Policy), Office of the

Chief of Naval Operations. His first com-
mand was U.S.S. Trout (SS-566), homeport-
ed in Charleston, SC. He served as com-
manding officer from 1960 to 1962. Upon

completion of postgraduate education in

1966, he assumed commanding officer

duties of submarine division 31, homeport-
ed in San Diego, CA. In 1967 he became
the head of East Asia and Pacific Branch,
Politico-Military Division, Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations. This was fol-

lowed 3 years later by assignment as senior

adviser to the Vietnamese Navy Riverine

Force, Republic of Vietnam. After this tour,

he served as director of the Office for Mi-
cronesian Status Negotiations, Department
of the Interior, until 1973. In 1973 Admiral
Crowe received his promotion to rear admi-
ral and subsequently was assigned as

Deputy Director, Strategic Plans, Policy,

Nuclear Systems and NSC Affairs Division,

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. In
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1975-1976 he served as Director, East Asia

and Pacific Region, Office of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (International Security

Affairs). On June 30, 1976, he assumed
duties as Commander Middle East Force, a

post which he held until July 1977 when he
returned to Washington, DC, for another

tour of duty in the Office of the Chief of

Naval Operations, as Deputy Chief of Naval

Operations, Plans and Policy. He was as-

signed as Commander in Chief, Allied

Forces, Southern Europe, in 1980-1983.

Since July 1983 he has been serving as

Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Com-
mand.
Admiral Crowe graduated from the U.S.

Naval Academy (B.A., 1947), Stanford Uni-

versity (M.S., 1956), and Princeton Universi-

ty (M.A., 1964; Ph.D., 1965). He is married

and has three children. He was born Janu-

ary 2, 1925, in La Grange, KY.

Appointment of 11 Members of the National Graduate Fellows

Program Fellowship Board

July 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Graduate Fel-

lows Program Fellowship Board for the

terms indicated. These are new positions:

For terms of 6 years:

Martis Jones Okpalobi is a consultant for execu-

tive development at the Southland Corp. in

Dallas, TX. She graduated from Miami Univer-

sity (Ohio) (B.A., 1969), New York State Univer-

sity (M.A., 1972), and Vanderbilt University

(Ph.D., 1977). She was born November 6, 1946,

in Dayton, OH, and now resides in Dallas, TX.

/ Ronald Thornton is associate director for indus-

trial programs and director of National South-

ern Technology Applications Center at the

University of Florida. He graduated from Berry

College (B.S., 1961) and Wake Forest Universi-

ty (M.A., 1964). He was born August 19, 1939,

in Fayetteville, TN.

For terms of 4 years:

John Audley Grant, Jr., is a member of the Flori-

da house of representatives. He graduated

from the University of South Florida (B.A.,

1964), Florida State University (M.A., 1965),

and Stetson University (J.D., 1968). He was

born July 12, 1943, in Tampa, FL, where he

now resides.

Peter R. Greer is superintendent of the Portland

public school system in Portland, ME. He grad-

uated from the University of New Hampshire
(B.A., 1963; M.A., 1964) and Boston University

(Ed.D., 1974). He was born August 14, 1940, in

Portsmouth, NH, and now resides in Yarmouth,

ME.

Eugene Welch Hickok, Jr., is an assistant professor

in the department of political science at Dick-

inson College. He graduated from Hampden-
Sydney College (B.A., 1972) and the University

of Virginia (M.A., 1978; Ph.D., 1983). He was
born September 6, 1950, in Denver, CO, and
now resides in Carlisle, PA.

Anne Paolucci is a professor of English at St.

John's University. She graduated from Barnard

College (B.A., 1947) and Columbia University

(M.A., 1950; Ph.D., 1963). She was bom July

31, 1926, in Rome, Italy, and now resides in

Beechurst, NY.

James M. Walton is with the Tiber Co. in Pitts-

burgh, PA. He is former president of Carnegie

Institute and Carnegie Library. He graduated

from Yale University (B.A., 1953) and Harvard
University (M.B.A., 1958). He was born Decem-
ber 18, 1930, in Pittsburgh, PA, where he now
resides.

For terms of2 years:

Reed St. Clair Browning is a professor of history

at Kenyon College. He graduated from Dart-

mouth College (A.B., 1960) and Yale University

(Ph.D., 1965). He was bom August 26, 1938, in

New York City and now resides in Gambier,

OH.

William F. Campbell is professor of economics at

Louisiana State University. He graduated from

DePaul University (B.A., 1960) and the Univer-

sity of Virginia (Ph.D., 1966). He was born Feb-

ruary 21, 1939, in Indianapolis, IN, and now
resides in Baton Rouge, LA.

James J. Kirschke is associate professor of English

at Villanova University. He graduated from La-

Salle College (B.A., 1964) and Temple Universi-
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ty (M.A., 1970; Ph.D., 1977). He was born

August 10, 1941, in Norfolk, VA, and now re-

sides in Bryn Mawr, PA.

Tibor R. Machan is a distinguished visiting pro-

fessor of philosophy at the University of San

Diego. He graduated from Claremont College

(B.A., 1965), New York University (M.A., 1966),

and the University of California at Santa Bar-

bara (Ph.D., 1971). He was born March 18,

1939, in Budapest, Hungary, and now resides

in Spring Valley, CA.

Nomination of Harvey Frans Nelson, Jr., To Be United States

Ambassador to Sw^aziland

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Harvey Frans Nelson, Jr., a

career member of the Senior Foreign Serv-

ice, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be Am-
bassador of the United States of America to

the Kingdom of Swaziland. He would suc-

ceed Robert H. Phinny.

Prior to entering government service, Mr.

Nelson was a political science instructor at

Bowdoin College in Brunswick, ME, in

1950-1951. Mr. Nelson entered the Foreign

Service in 1951. In 1952-1953 he served as

consular officer at the U.S. Embassy in Co-

penhagen, Denmark, to be followed as po-

litical officer in 1953-1955. He returned to

the Department as a political analyst in the

Office of Intelligence Research in 1955-

1957 and then took Finnish language train-

ing at the Foreign Service Institute. Mr.

Nelson studied East European studies at the

University of Indiana in 1957-1958. He
became desk officer in the Office of Scandi-

navian Affairs in the Department in 1958-
1960. He then went to the U.S. Embassy in

Helsinki as political officer, where he
served until 1965. This was followed by
French language training at the Foreign

Service Institute. From there he became
political officer at the U.S. Embassy in Kin-

shasa, Zaire. In 1967-1969 he was deputy
chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy in Li-

breville, Gabon. Returning to the Depart-
ment in 1969, he became deputy chief in

the Office of Southern African Affairs. In

1971 he attended the senior seminar in for-

eign policy at the Foreign Service Institute.

In 1972-1975 he was deputy chief of mis-

sion at the U.S. Embassy in Lusaka, Zambia.
In 1975 he was an adviser on Africa at the

United States Mission to the United Nations

in New York. In 1976 he served as a legisla-

tive management officer in the Office of

Congressional Relations. From there, in

1976 he became deputy chief of mission at

the U.S. Embassy in Pretoria, South Africa.

In 1979-1980 he was a diplomat-in-resi-

dence at Arizona State University in

Tempe, AZ, and in 1980-1984 he was
deputy commandant for international af-

fairs at the U.S. Army War College in Car-

lisle, PA.
He graduated from Occidental College

(B.A., 1947) and the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy (M.A., 1950). He served in

the U.S. Navy in 1942-1946. His foreign

languages are French, Swedish, and Danish.

Mr. Nelson has four children. He was born
January 6, 1924, in Long Beach, CA.

Nomination of Gary L. Matthews To Be United States Ambassador
to Malta

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten- ginia, a career member of the Senior For-

tion to nominate Gary L. Matthews, of Vir- eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to
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be Ambassador of the United States of

America to the Republic of Malta. He
would succeed James Malone Rentschler.

Mr. Matthews was appointed a Foreign

Service officer and began his training in

1961. In 1962 he went to Bonn, Germany,
as a rotational officer, where he served until

1964 when he returned to the Department
as an operations center watch officer. In

1965-1966 he took Polish language training

at the Foreign Service Institute. In 1966 he
became a consular officer at the U.S. Em-
bassy in Warsaw, Poland, and in 1967-1968
served as political/economic officer at the

American Consulate in Poznan, Poland. In

1968 he took Soviet/East European studies

at Columbia University in New York. In

1969-1971 he was an international relations

officer in the Office of Soviet Union Affairs.

From there, in 1971, he became an assistant

province adviser in Quang Nam; deputy,

then province senior adviser in Thau Thien
and the City of Hue in the Republic of

Vietnam. In 1973 he became deputy princi-

pal officer and political/economic officer at

the American Consulate General in Lenin-

grad, U.S.S.R. In 1976 Mr. Matthews went

on a detail assignment to the Governor as

director of international business develop-
ment, State government of Missouri, Jeffer-

son City. In 1977-1980 he was officer-in-

charge, multilateral political relations in the
Office of Soviet Union Affairs, to be fol-

lowed as special assistant to the special ad-

viser on Soviet affairs in the Department.
In 1981-1982 he was Executive Assistant to

the Under Secretary of State for Political

Affairs and then in 1982 Executive Assist-

ant, to be followed as Executive Assistant to

the Deputy Secretary of State. In 1982-
1983 he was a member of the executive
seminar in national and international affairs

at the Department. Since 1983 he has been
Senior Deputy Assistant Secretary of State

for Human Rights and Humanitarian Af-

fairs.

Mr. Matthews was born January 24, 1938,
in Springfield, MO. He graduated from
Drury College (B.A., 1960), Oklahoma State

University (M.A., 1961), and Columbia Uni-
versity (M.I.A., 1969). He served in the U.S.

Army in 1955-1958. Mr. Matthews' foreign

languages are Russian, Polish, and German.
He is married to the former Virginia Web-
ster, and they have three children.

Nomination of Irvin Hicks To Be United States Ambassador to

Seychelles

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Irvin Hicks, of Maryland, a

career member of the Senior Foreign Serv-

ice, Class of Counselor, as Ambassador to

the Republic of Seychelles. He would suc-

ceed David Joseph Fischer.

Mr. Hicks began his career in 1961 as a

clerk typist at the Department of the Army
in Washington, DC. In 1962 he joined the

Department of State, where he trained

before going to the U.S. Embassy in Libre-

ville, Gabon, as a communications clerk. He
then became accounts assistant at our Em-
bassy in Libreville, where he served until

1964 when he returned to the Department
for training at the Foreign Service Institute.

From 1964 to 1965, Mr. Hicks was accounts

assistant at the U.S. Embassy in Bamako,
Mali, to be followed as budget and fiscal

specialist until 1966. From 1966 to 1967, he
was a post management assistant in the De-
partment, and from 1967 to 1968, an ad-

ministrative support officer. In 1968 he
took leave from the Department and served

until 1969 as budget director for the Com-
munity Development Agency in New York.

He returned to the Department in 1969 as

an administrative support officer and in

1970 took further training at the Foreign
Service Institute. From 1970 to 1973, he
went to the American Embassy in Bangui,

Central African Republic, as administrative

officer. From there, in 1975 he became ad-

ministrative officer at the U.S. Embassy in
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Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, where he served
until 1977 when he was assigned as admin-
istrative officer at the U.S. Mission in Berlin.

From 1980 to 1981, Mr. Hicks was deputy
chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy, Lome,
Togo, and from 1981 to 1982, Charge d'Af-

faires. He attended the U.S. Army War Col-

lege in Carlisle, PA, in 1982-1983. Since

1983 Mr. Hicks has been Deputy Executive
Director of the Bureau of African Affairs.

Mr. Hicks was born March 16, 1938, in

Baltimore, MD. He received his B.A. in

1983 from the University of Maryland. His
foreign language is French. He is married
to the former Donita Buffalo, and they have
three children.

Nomination of Herbert S. Okun To Be Deputy United States

Representative to the United Nations

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Herbert S. Okun, a career

member of the Senior Foreign Service,

Class of Minister-Counselor, to be the

Deputy Representative of the United States

of America to the United Nations with the

rank and status of Ambassador. He would
succeed Jose S. Sorzano.

Mr. Okun is currently ambassador-in-resi-

dence at the Aspen Institute in Washington,
DC. Previously he served as United States

Ambassador to East Germany. Prior to that

assignment, he was deputy head of the U.S.

delegation to the Trilateral Negotiations on
a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and
deputy chairman of the U.S. delegation to

SALT. Earlier he was deputy chief of mis-

sion at the U.S. Embassy in Lisbon. Mr.
Okun entered the Foreign Service in 1955

and was assigned to Munich as a consular
officer. He then served in Belo Horizonte as

consul and in Brasilia as principal officer

and then counselor of the U.S. Embassy.
After training at the Naval War College,

Mr. Okun was Special Assistant to the Sec-

retary of State and then was transferred to

the Department's Office of Soviet Affairs.

Named political adviser to the commander
in chief of U.S. Forces in Southern Europe,
he served in Naples until his transfer to

Lisbon.

Mr. Okun graduated from Stanford Uni-

versity (B.A., 1951) and Harvard University

(M.P.A., 1950). He speaks Portuguese,

German, and Russian. He has three chil-

dren and resides in Washington, DC. He
was born November 27, 1930, in New York
City.

Nomination of Hugh Montgomery To Be Alternate United States

Representative to the United Nations for Special Political Affairs

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Hugh Montgomery to be
the Alternate Representative of the United
States of America for Special Political Af-

fairs in the United Nations with the rank of

Ambassador. He would succeed Harvey J.

Feldman.

He is currently serving as a member of

the Senior Review Panel at the Central In-

telligence Agency (CIA). He was Director of

Intelligence and Research at the Depart-
ment of State in 1981-1985. In 1953-1981
he was a national intelligence officer for

Western Europe with the CIA.

Mr. Montgomery graduated from Har-
vard University (B.A., 1947; M.A., 1948;
Ph.D., 1952). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Arlington, VA. He was
born November 29, 1923, in Springfield,

MA.
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Nomination of Patricia M. Byrne To Be Deputy United States

Representative to the United Nations Security Council

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Patricia M. Byrne, a career

member of the Senior Foreign Service,

Class of Minister-Counselor, to be Deputy
Representative of the United States of

America in the Security Council of the

United Nations with the rank of Ambassa-
dor. She would succeed Richard Schifter.

Miss Byrne is currently a foreign affairs

fellow at Georgetown University. Previous-

ly, she served as Ambassador to Burma,
Ambassador to Mali, deputy chief of mission

in Colombo, and a political officer in Paris.

She also participated in the Geneva confer-

ence on Indochina. She entered the For-

eign Service in 1949 and was assigned to

Athens. After 2 years in Saigon, she was

posted to the Laos desk in Washington. An
assignment to Izmir was followed by a tour
in Ankara. She served in Vientiane as a po-
litical officer and then was in charge of de-

pendent areas affairs in the Bureau of Inter-

national Organization Affairs. After a tour

as a personnel officer, she was special assist-

ant in the Central Administrative Office,

followed by a training detail at the National
War College. She then was political officer

in Paris, specializing in Southeast Asia.

Miss Byrne graduated from Vassar Col-

lege (B.A., 1946) and the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies

(M.A.). She is fluent in French. She was
born June 1, 1925, in Cleveland, OH, and
now resides in Washington, DC.

Nomination of Joseph Verner Reed To Be United States

Representative to the United Nations Economic and Social Council

July 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joseph Verner Reed to be
the Representative of the United States of

America on the Economic and Social Coun-
cil of the United Nations with the rank of

Ambassador. He would succeed Alan Lee
Keyes.

Mr. Reed served as Ambassador to Moroc-
co from 1981 until June 1985. In 1963-1981
he was with Chase Manhattan Bank of

North America in New York City, serving as

assistant to the director (1963-1968), vice

president and executive assistant to chair-

man David Rockefeller (1969-1981), and
vice president and adviser to the chairman
(1981). He was an assistant to the President

of the International Bank for Reconstruc-
tion and Development in 1961-1963.
He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1961). He is married, has two children, and
resides in Greenwich, CT. He was born De-
cember 17, 1937, in New York City.
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Statement on Signing the Export Administration Amendments Act
of 1985

July 12, 1985

I have signed into law S. 883, the "Export
Administration Amendments Act of 1985,"

which amends and reauthorizes the Export
Administration Act (EAA) of 1979.

The Congress and the executive branch
have worked long and hard to produce the

compromise contained in this complex and
controversial legislation. Lengthy negotia-

tions nearly produced a bill in the final

hours of the 98th Congress. The 99th Con-
gress took up the legislation with renewed
determination. The bill I have signed re-

flects that determination as well as congres-

sional willingness to compromise to resolve

difficult problems.

I believe that this new law, which reflects

compromise by all concerned parties,

strikes an acceptable balance between en-

hancing our commercial interests and pro-

tecting our national security interests.

• To ensure national security, this law
provides expanded enforcement authority,

takes numerous steps to strengthen
COCOM (an informal organization that pro-

vides for multilateral controls), and, by es-

tablishing new statutory crimes for illegal

exports, provides enforcement officials with
an effective tool to reduce illegal diversions.

• To make our exporters more competi-
tive, this law decontrols the exports of low-
tech items to COCOM members, liberalizes

licensing where comparable goods are

widely available in the international mar-
ketplace, and provides for expanded con-

gressional and private sector roles in the

export control program.
During the congressional deliberations on

the EAA, I stated that there must be ade-

quate discretionary authority to allow the

President to manage the export control pro-

gram. I regret that in the new law the Con-
gress has prescribed several new adminis-

trative arrangements and reporting require-

ments that make the export control pro-

gram more difficult to manage. However, I

am pleased that the Congress also has ac-

knowledged the administration's efforts to

resolve issues administratively. One exam-

ple of this is my recent instruction to the
Commerce and Defense Departments to

work together to develop licensing proce-
dures for specific commodities and coun-
tries. These procedures are now in place
and are being overseen by the National Se-

curity Council.

During the EAA debate, the Congress
faced numerous controversial issues on
which each of the competing sides had
compelling arguments for its position. One
such contentious issue was whether the con-

tracts of U.S. exporters would be protected
if foreign policy controls were imposed. The
Congress agreed to compromise language
that allows the President to break existing

contracts if the strategic interests of the

United States are threatened. This provision

will allow U.S. exporters to be perceived as

more reliable suppliers, while at the same
time maintaining adequate presidential au-

thority to respond to those instances where
the country's strategic interests are at risk.

Another controversial issue addressed was
the administrative arrangements for the en-

forcement of the act. The new law grants

enhanced enforcement powers to the Cus-

toms Service and the Department of Com-
merce by providing both agencies with
police powers. In addition, the new law
grants primary authority to the Customs
Service to conduct investigations overseas

and provides that the Commerce Depart-
ment's overseas activities will relate princi-

pally to prelicensing and postshipment in-

vestigations. It is clear that the Congress
envisions significant roles for both agencies.

Thus, I intend to direct both agencies to

cooperate to ensure effective and comple-
mentary roles in enforcement of our export

control laws.

This new law also contains provisions re-

garding congressional procedures for re-

viewing nuclear cooperation agreements. It

adds a 30-day consultation period to the

current 60-day congressional review period.

Under these new procedures, the President

has the discretion to approve execution of
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an agreement before transmitting it for

either period. If approved for execution

before the 30-day period, the agreement
would not have to be resubmitted; a single

submission would be legally sufficient. I

expect that these new procedures for con-

gressional review will apply to the agree-

ment for cooperation with Finland, which I

transmitted to the Congress on May 21,

1985.

It is clear that the new EAA involves a

delicate balancing of national as well as pro-

grammatic objectives. I do want to acknowl-

edge the invaluable role in securing final

enactment of this legislation by the bill

managers—Senators Jake Garn and John
Heinz and Representatives Don Bonker and
Toby Roth.

Note: S. 883, approved July 12, was as-

signed Public Law No. 99-64.

Executive Order 12525—Termination of Emergency Authority for

Export Controls

July 12, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including section

203 of the International Emergency Eco-

nomic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1702) (herein-

after referred to as "lEEPA"), 22 U.S.C.

287c, and the Export Administration Act of

1979, as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2401 et

seq.) (hereinafter referred to as "the Act"),

it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. In view of the extension by
Public Law 99-64 Quly 12, 1985) of the

authorities contained in the Act, Executive
Order No. 12470 of March 30, 1984, which
continued in effect export control regula-

tions under lEEPA, is revoked, and the dec-

laration of economic emergency is rescind-

ed.

Sec. 2. The revocation of Executive Order
No. 12470 shall not affect any violation of

any rules, regulations, orders, licenses, and
other forms of administrative action under
that Order that occurred during the period

that Order was in effect. All rules and regu-

lations issued or continued in effect under
the authority of the lEEPA and that Order,

including those published in Title 15, Chap-
ter III, Subchapter C, of the Code of Feder-

al Regulations, Parts 368 to 399 inclusive,

and all orders, regulations, licenses, and

other forms of administrative action issued,

taken or continued in effect pursuant there-

to, shall remain in full force and effect, as if

issued, taken or continued in effect pursu-

ant to and as authorized by the Act or by
other appropriate authority until amended
or revoked by the proper authority. Noth-
ing in this Order shall affect the continued
applicability of the provision for the admin-
istration of the Act and delegations of au-

thority set forth in Executive Order No.

12002 of July 7, 1977, and Executive Order
No. 12214 of May 2, 1980.

Sec. 3. All rules, regulations, orders, li-

censes, and other forms of administrative

action issued, taken or continued in effect

pursuant to the authority of the lEEPA and
Executive Order No. 12470 relating to the

administration of Section 38(e) of the Arms
Export Control Act (22 U.S.C. 2778(e)) shall

remain in full force and effect until amend-
ed or revoked under proper authority.

Sec. 4. This Order shall take effect imme-
diately.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 12, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:29 p.m., July 12, 1985]
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Message to the Congress Transmitting a Report on the Termination
of Emergency Authority for Export Controls

July 12, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

This report is submitted pursuant to Sec-

tion 204 of the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1703) and
Section 401(c) of the National Emergencies
Act (50 U.S.C. 1641(c)) to account for gov-

ernment expenditures attributable to the

national economic emergency that I de-

clared following the lapse of the Export Ad-
ministration Act of 1979, as amended (50

U.S.C. App. 2401 et seq.) (EAA), on March
30, 1984. On that date, I issued Executive

Order No. 12470 to continue in effect the

system of controls that had been established

under the EAA. In view of the extension by
Public Law 99-64 Quly 12, 1985) of the

authorities contained in the EAA, this

emergency authority is no longer needed.

Accordingly, I have today issued Executive

Order No. 12525, a copy of which is at-

tached, rescinding the declaration of an
economic emergency and revoking Execu-
tive Order No. 12470.

The export controls were not significantly

expanded during the emergency period,

and the administration of the system of con-

trols continued in the normal course. Ac-

cordingly, the government spent no funds

over and above what would have been
spent had the EAA remained in force with-

out interruption.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 12, 1985.

Nomination of Raymond D. Lett To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Agriculture

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Raymond D. Lett to be an
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture (Market-
ing and Inspection Services). He would suc-

ceed C.W. McMillan.

Mr. Lett is currently serving at the De-
partment of Agriculture as Executive Assist-

ant to the Secretary. He was assistant direc-

tor of the State of Illinois Department of

Agriculture in 1977-1981; State executive

director of the Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service (ASCS) in Illinois

in 1971-1977; and district director for

northeast Illinois of the ASCS in 1968-1971.

He graduated from Iowa State University

(B.A., 1956). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Vienna, VA. He was
born December 16, 1934, in Sandwich, IL.

Nomination of Vance L. Clark To Be Administrator of the Farmers
Home Administration

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Vance L. Clark to be Ad-
ministrator of the Farmers Home Adminis-

tration, Department of Agriculture. He

would succeed Charles Wilson Shuman.
Mr. Clark is a member of the board of

directors of the Producers Cotton Oil Co.

He also serves as a commissioner of the
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California Student Aid Commission. He re-

tired from the Bank of America in 1983

after 42 years of service in various positions

and locations throughout California. He is

past president of the Fresno County and

City Chamber of Commerce.
He graduated from Nebraska Business

College (1941). He is married, has three

children, and resides in Fresno, CA. He was
born September 17, 1923, in St. Paul, NE.

Nomination of Joyce A. Doyle To Be a Member of the Federal Mine
Safety and Health Review Commission

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joyce A. Doyle to be a

member of the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Review Commission for the remain-

der of the term expiring August 30, 1986.

She would succeed Rosemary M. CoUyer.

Ms. Doyle is currently serving as assistant

general counsel of Belco Petroleum Corp.

in New York City. Previously she was with

the New York law firm of Fogarty,

McLaughlin and Semel, where she served

as an attorney in 1973-1976.

She graduated from Youngstown State

University (B.A., 1960), Catholic University

(M.A., 1964), and Fordham University

School of Law J.D., 1972). She was born
August 13, 1937, in Youngstown, OH, and
now resides in New York, NY.

Nomination of Richard S. Nicholson To Be an Assistant Director of

the National Science Foundation

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Richard S. Nicholson to be
an Assistant Director of the National Sci-

ence Foundation (Mathematical and Physi-

cal Sciences). He would succeed Edward A.

Knapp.
He has been serving as Acting Deputy

Director and Staff Director of the National

Science Foundation since 1983. He has

been at the National Science Foundation

since 1970 serving most recently as Deputy
Assistant Director for the Mathematical and

Physical Sciences in 1980-1982; Director of

the Chemistry Division in 1977-1982; Di-

rector of the Division of Information Sys-

tems in 1979-1980; Senior Planning Officer

for the Mathematical and Physical Sciences

in 1978-1979; and Special Assistant to the

Director in 1976-1977.

He graduated from Iowa State University

(B.S., 1960) and the University of Wisconsin

(Ph.D., 1964). He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in McLean, VA. He was
born April 5, 1938, in Des Moines, IA.

Appointment of Philip B. Elfstrom as a Member of the Advisory

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Philip B. Elfstrom of Kane
County, Illinois, to be a member of the Ad-

visory Commission on Intergovernmental
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Relations for a term of 2 years. He would
succeed William J. Murphy.

Mr. Elfstrom is county commissioner of

Kane County in Illinois and also serves as

president of the National Association of

Counties. He has been a member of the

board of directors of the National Associa-

tion of Counties for 11 years. Since 1982 he

has been president of the Kane County
Forest Preserve Commission. In 1961-1982
he was owner of Bader Publishing Co. in

Batavia, IL.

Mr. Elfstrom graduated from the Univer-

sity of Kentucky (B.S., 1950). He was born
July 14, 1928, in Evanston, IL, and now
resides in Batavia, IL.

Nomination of George D. Gould To Be Under Secretary of the

Treasury

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate George D. Gould to be
Under Secretary of the Treasury. He would
succeed Norman B. Ture.

Since 1976 he has been serving as chair-

man and chief executive officer of Madison
Resources, Inc. He has also been a general

partner in the investment banking firm of

Wertheim and Co. since January 1985. Pre-

viously he was chairman of the Donaldson,
Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corp. in 1961-
1976. He was with Jeremiah Millbank In-

vestments in 1955-1961.

He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1951) and Harvard Business School (M.B.A.,

1955). He is married, has one child, and
resides in New York City. He was born May
22, 1927, in Boston, MA.

Appointment of George Deukmejian as a Member of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Council

July 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint George Deukmejian to be a

member of the United States Holocaust Me-
morial Council for the remainder of the

term expiring January 15, 1986. He will suc-

ceed Mario M. Cuomo.
He was elected Governor of California in

1982 and was inaugurated on January 3,

1983. Previously he was attorney general

for the State of California in 1979-1982. He

served as a member of the California State

Senate in 1967-1979. Prior to that time, he
was a member of the California State As-

sembly (1963-1967).

Governor Deukmejian graduated from
Sienna College (B.A., 1949) and St. John's

University Q.D., 1952). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Sacramento,

CA. He was born June 6, 1928, in Albany,

NY.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Strategic Defense Initiative

July 13, 1985

My fellow Americans: March 23, 1983, I challenged the scientific

In a television address to the Nation on community to change the course of history
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by embarking on a research effort to

counter Soviet threats with measures purely

defensive—^measures to reassure people
their security no longer depends alone on
threats of mutual nuclear annihilation to

deter a Soviet attack, but measures enabling

us to intercept and destroy ballistic missiles

before they reach our soil or that of our

allies. A nonnuclear strategic defense makes
good sense. It's better to protect lives than

to avenge them. But another reason, equal-

ly simple and compelling, persuades us to

its merit. As the Book of Luke says: "If a

strong man shall keep his court well guard-

ed, he shall live in peace." Well, SDI, our

Strategic Defense Initiative, could prove
crucial to guarding security and peace for

America and her allies.

The strategic challenges we face are far

different from those in 1972, when the

United States and the Soviet Union signed

the SALT I and antiballistic missile treaties.

When those treaties were signed, certain

assumptions about the Soviets were made
that—well, to put it charitably—have not

proven justified. For example, it was as-

sumed the treaties would lead to a stable

balance and, ultimately, to real reductions

in strategic arms. But the Soviet Union has

never accepted any meaningful and verifia-

ble reductions in offensive nuclear arms

—

none. It was assumed the treaties were
based on acceptance of parity in offensive

weapons systems, but the Soviets have con-

tinued to race for superiority. As former
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown put it,

"When we build, they build. When we stop,

they build." It was assumed the Soviets

would accept the innocent notion that

being mutually vulnerable to attack was in

our common interest. They haven't.

The Soviets have repeatedly condemned
as provocative our research on defense

against their first-strike missiles, while blan-

keting their own country with the most so-

phisticated air defense system ever seen to

protect against our second-strike bombers.
And while we dismantled our lone ABM
system 10 years ago, the Soviets have con-

sistently improved the world's only missile

defense system deployed around Moscow.
They've also developed and deployed the

world's only operational killer satellite

system and then proceeded to condemn the

United States for daring even to test such a

weapon.

It was assumed that an effective defense

would not be feasible in 1972. But in that

very year, Soviet Marshal Grechko testified

to the Supreme Soviet: "The treaty on lim-

iting ABM systems imposes no limitations

on the performance of research and experi-

mental work aimed at resolving the prob-

lem of defending the country against nucle-

ar missile attack." Thus, the Soviets have
devoted a huge share of their military

budget to a sophisticated strategic defense
program which, in resources already allocat-

ed, far exceeds what the United States an-

ticipates spending in the current decade.

Finally, it was assumed that the agree-

ments signed would be complied with, but
the Soviets are seriously violating them in

both offensive and defensive areas. It is the

Soviet Union that has violated the 1972
ABM treaty with its construction of a mas-
sive radar facility at Krasnoyarsk. Further,

the Soviet Union has tested and deployed
sophisticated air defense systems which we
judge may have capabilities against ballistic

missiles.

Given these facts, is it not preposterous

for the Soviets, already researching defense

technologies for two decades, to now con-

demn our embryonic SDI program? And as

Paul Nitze, one of my chief arms control

advisers, pointed out, Soviet hypocrisy is

even more glaring when we realize who's
taking advantage of our open society to

propagandize against our SDI program. A
letter to the New York Times denouncing
SDI was signed by the very Soviet scientists

who've been developing the Soviet strategic

defense program; other Soviet scientists

who signed have spent their entire careers

developing offensive weapons. I intend to

mention this when I meet with Mr. Gorba-
chev in Geneva this November. I will tell

him the United States not only has the right

to go forward with research for a strategic

missile defense, but in light of the scale of

their program we'd be the greatest fools on
Earth not to do so.

We're going to put our best scientists to

work. We're going to cooperate with our
allies. We're going to push forward in full

compliance with the ABM treaty on a
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broad-based research program, whose re-

sults to date are immensely encouraging.

And, yes, I hope we will one day develop a

security shield that destroys weapons, not

people.

Until next week, thanks for listening. God

bless you.

Note: The President's remarks were recorded

at 5 p.m. on July 11 in the Roosevelt Room
at the White House for broadcast at 12:06

p.m. on July 13.

Letter to the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker

of the House on the Discharge of the President's Powers and Duties

During His Surgery

July 13, 1985

Dear Mr. President: (Dear Mr. Speaker:)

I am about to undergo surgery during

which time I will be briefly and temporarily

incapable of discharging the Constitutional

powers and duties of the Office of the Presi-

dent of the United States.

After consultation with my Counsel and
the Attorney General, I am mindful of the

provisions of Section 3 of the 25th Amend-
ment to the Constitution and of the uncer-

tainties of its application to such brief and
temporary periods of incapacity. I do not

believe that the drafters of this Amendment
intended its application to situations such as

the instant one.

Nevertheless, consistent with my long-

standing arrangement with Vice President

George Bush, and not intending to set a

precedent binding anyone privileged to

hold this Office in the future, I have deter-

mined and it is my intention and direction

that Vice President George Bush shall dis-

charge those powers and duties in my stead

commencing with the administration of an-

esthesia to me in this instance.

I shall advise you and the Vice President

when I determine that I am able to resume
the discharge of the Constitutional powers
and duties of this Office.

May God bless this Nation and us all.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Strom
Thurmond, President pro tempore of the

Senate, and Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker

of the House of Representatives. The Vice

President temporarily assumed the powers

and duties of the Office of the President

from 11:28 a.m. until 7:22 p.m. on July 13.

At 11:28 a.m. the President underwent in-

testinal surgery at Bethesda Naval Hospital

for the removal of a polyp. Subsequent

analysis revealed that it was malignant but
that the cancer had not spread and no fur-
ther therapy was necessary. The President

recovered more rapidly than anticipated

and was released from the hospital on July
20.

Letter to the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker

of the House on the President's Resumption of His Powers and
Duties Following Surgery

July 13, 1985

Dear Mr. President: (Dear Mr. Speaker.)

Following up on my letter to you of this

date, please be advised I am able to resume

the discharge of the Constitutional powers
and duties of the Office of the President of

the United States. I have informed the Vice
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President of my determination and my re-

sumption of those powers and duties.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Strom

Thurmond, President pro tempore of the

Senate, and Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker

of the House ofRepresentatives.

Nomination of John Gunther Dean To Be United States Ambassador
to India

July 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John Gunther Dean, of

New York, as Ambassador to India. He
would succeed Harry G. Barnes, Jr.

In 1950 Mr. Dean entered government
service as economic analyst with the Eco-

nomic Cooperation Administration in Paris.

In 1951-1952 he was an industrial analyst in

Brussels. In 1953-1956 he was assistant eco-

nomic commissioner with the International

Cooperation Administration in Saigon,

Phnom Penh, and Vientiane. Mr. Dean en-

tered on duty in the Department of State in

1956. In 1956-1958 he served as political

officer in Vientiane and in 1959-1960 as

consular officer in Lome. In 1960-1961 he
was Charge d'Affaires in Bamako and then

became officer in charge of Mali-Togo af-

fairs in the Department in 1961-1963. In

1963 Mr. Dean was adviser to the U.S. dele-

gation to the 18th Session of the United
Nations General Assembly, and in 1964-

1965 he was an international relations offi-

cer in the Department. He went to Paris in

1965 as political officer and served there

until 1969. In 1969-1970 he was a fellow at

the Harvard Center for International Affairs

in Cambridge, MA. He was then detailed to

the Agency for International Development
and served as Regional Director CORDS in

Saigon until 1972. In 1972-1974 he was
deputy chief of mission/counselor in Vien-

tiane. In 1974-1975 he was Ambassador to

the Khmer Republic; in 1975-1978 he was
Ambassador to Denmark; in 1978-1981 he
was Ambassador to Lebanon, and since

1981 he has been serving as Ambassador to

the Kingdom of Thailand.

Mr. Dean graduated from Harvard Uni-

versity (B.S., 1947; M.A., 1950). He received

his doctorate in 1949 from the Institut des

Hautes fitudes (Paris). He served as a lieu-

tenant in the United States Army in 1944-

1946. His foreign languages are French,

German, and Danish. He is married to the

former Martine Duphenieux, and they have
three children. He was born February 24,

1926, in Germany (naturalized in 1944).

Nomination of James W. Spain To Be United States Ambassador to

Sri Lanka and Maldives

July 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James W. Spain, of Califor-

nia, a career member of the Senior Foreign

Service, Class of Career Minister, as Ambas-

sador to the Democratic Socialist Republic

of Sri Lanka and to the Republic of Mal-

dives. He would succeed John Hathaway
Reed.

Mr. Spain began his career as a consultant

to the Secretary of the Army in Tokyo,

Japan, in 1949-1950. In 1951 he served as a

vice consul in Karachi, Pakistan. He taught

at Columbia University in 1953-1954 and in

1955 became an analyst, Office of National

Estimates at the Central Intelligence

Agency until 1963. He served as a member
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of the policy planning council in the De-
partment in 1963. He then became direc-

tor, Office of Research and Analysis for the

Middle East and South Asia, in 1964-1966.

He taught at American University between
1965-1967. In 1966 he was director, Paki-

stan and Afghanistan affairs, and in 1969 he
became Charge d'Affaires at the U.S. Em-
bassy in Islamabad, Pakistan. From there, in

1970 he went to Istanbul, Turkey, as consul

general. In 1972-1974 Mr. Spain was
deputy chief of mission in Ankara, Turkey.

He went to Florida State University in Tal-

lahassee as diplomat in residence in 1974-

1975. In 1975 he became Ambassador to

Tanzania. In 1979 he went to New York as

Deputy U.S. Representative to the United
Nations, returning in 1980 to become Am-
bassador to Turkey. Since 1982 he has been
a foreign affairs fellow, Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace and the Rand
Corp., in Washington, DC.
Mr. Spain graduated from the University

of Chicago (M.A., 1949) and Columbia Uni-

versity (Ph.D., 1959). He served in the

United States Army in 1946-1947. His for-

eign languages are French and Turkish. Mr.

Spain has three children and resides in

Washington, DC. He was born July 22,

1926, in Chicago, IL.

Nomination of Leo C. McKenna To Be a Member of the Advisory

Board of the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation

July 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Leo C. McKenna to be a

member of the Advisory Board of the Saint

Lawrence Seaway Development Corpora-

tion, Department of Transportation. He
would succeed Jacob L. Bernheim.

He is a self-employed financial analyst in

New York City. He was vice president and
member of the board of Dominick & Do-
minick. Inc., in 1973-1974; president and

chief executive officer of Lombard, Nelson

& McKenna, Inc., in 1967-1973; and staff

assistant to the president of W.R. Grace &
Co. in 1961-1967.

Mr. McKenna graduated from Dartmouth
College (A.B., 1956) and the Amos Tuck
School of Business (M.B.A., 1957). He has

four children and resides in New York City.

He was born October 9, 1933, in Concord,

MA.

Appointment of 14 Members of the President's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense Management
July 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the membership of the

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on De-
fense Management. In addition to David
Packard, who was previously announced to

serve as Chairman, the President has select-

ed the following individuals to serve as

members of the Commission:

Ernest Arbuckle, of California, dean emeritus,

graduate school of business, Stanford Universi-

ty;

Gen. Robert H. Barrow, of Louisiana, former
Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps;

Nicholas F. Brady, of New Jersey, chairman,

Dillon, Read and Co., Inc.;

Louis Wellington Cabot, of Massachusetts, chair-

man of the board, Cabot Corp.;

Frank C. Carlucci, of Virginia, chairman and
chief executive officer, Sears World Trade, Inc.;

William P. Clark, of California, counsel, Rogers

and Wells;

Gen. Paul Francis Gorman, of Virginia, vice

president, Burdeshaw and Associates;
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Carta Anderson Hills, of Washington, DC, part-

ner, Latham, Watkins and Hills;

Adm. James Holloway, of Maryland, president.

Council of American Flagship Operators;

William James Perry, of California, managing di-

rector, Hambrecht and Quist;

Charles J. Pilliod, Jr., of Ohio, director and con-

sultant, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.;

Gen. Brent Scowcroft, of Maryland, vice chair-

man, Kissinger Associates, Inc.;

Herbert Stein, of Virginia, senior fellow, Ameri-
can Enterprise Institute; and

Robert James Woolsey, of Maryland, partner.

Shea and Gardner.

Appointment of W. Dennis Thomas as Assistant to the President

July 15, 1985

The President announced today his inten-

tion to appoint W. Dennis Thomas as Assist-

ant to the President.

Mr. Thomas most recently has been a

partner and associate director of the nation-

al office of Touche Ross, an international

accounting firm. He joined the firm in May
1985. From December 1983 to May 1985,

Mr. Thomas worked in the White House as

Deputy Assistant to the President for Legis-

lative Affairs, serving as the President's liai-

son with the House of Representatives.

From January 1981 to December 1983, he
served as Assistant Secretary for Legislative

Affairs, Department of the Treasury. From
1976 to 1981, Mr. Thomas served as admin-
istrative assistant to Senator William V.

Roth, Jr. (R-DE). From 1974 to 1976, Mr.
Thomas was administrative assistant to Sen-
ator J. Glenn Beall, Jr. (R-MD). From 1971
to 1974, he served as executive assistant to

Senator Beall, and from 1969 to 1970, he
served as special assistant to then Congress-
man Beall. Mr. Thomas was a member of

the administrative staff of the Carroll

County, MD, board of education from 1967
to 1968.

He graduated from Frostburg State Col-

lege in Frostburg, MD, in 1965. He re-

ceived his master's degree from the Univer-
sity of Maryland in 1967. Mr. Thomas is

married and has one son. He lives with his

family in Bethesda, MD. Mr. Thomas is 41
years old.

Remarks of the First Lady at a White House Reception for the
Diplomatic Corps

July 15, 1985

Good evening, and welcome to the White
House. My husband is sorry he can't be
with you, and Fm sort of a stand-in. But
he's asked me to give you his very best

wishes and his regrets.

Now, to conductor John Williams and all

the members of the Boston Pops, I know I

speak for the entire audience when I say

thank you for that wonderful performance.
Through the years, 19 conductors have pre-

sided over the orchestra, including the be-

loved Arthur Fiedler. John Williams is a

noted composer, a brilliant conductor, and,

as I think you will all agree, a true show-

man. So, to one of America's oldest and
most enjoyable cultural institutions—thank
you, again, and a very happy 100th birth-

day.

Now, having thanked the performers, I

can't resist a remark or two about the audi-

ence. A diplomatic manual written long ago
by a noted Frenchman comes as close as

anything to describing you, the diplomats
we here have come to know. "A good diplo-

mat," it states, "must have an observant
mind, a spirit of application which refuses

to be distracted, a mind so fertile as easily

to smooth away the difficulties, an equitable
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humor, always open, genial, civil, and
agreeable." And for your untiring grace and
charm, for the dedication which each of you
represents your nation, we thank you.

Today we've enjoyed the beauty of music
and the pleasures of a summer evening
shared with friends. So, we need nothing

more to remind us of the fruits of freedom
and peace. My husband joins me in wishing

and praying that good will may forever

reign between the people of our country

and those of yours.

Thank you, and God bless you all.

Note: Mrs. Reagan spoke at 5:40 p.m. on the

South Lawn of the White House. The Presi-

dent, who was in Bethesda Naval Hospital

recovering from surgery, was unable to

attend the reception.

Executive Order 12526-

Defense Management
July 15, 1985

-President's Blue Ribbon Commission on

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and the laws of

the United States of America, and in order

to establish, in accordance with the provi-

sions of the Federal Advisory Committee
Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. App. I), a Blue
Ribbon Commission on Defense Manage-
ment, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Establishment, (a) There is es-

tablished the President's Blue Ribbon Com-
mission on Defense Management. The
Commission shall be composed of no fewer
than ten and no more than seventeen mem-
bers appointed or designated by the Presi-

dent.

(b) The composition of the Commission
shall include persons with extensive experi-

ence and national reputations in commerce
and industry, as well as persons with broad
experience in government and national de-

fense.

(c) The President shall designate a Chair-

man from among the members of the Com-
mission. The Chairman shall appoint a pro-

fessional and administrative staff to support

the Commission.

Sec. 2. Functions, (a) The Commission
shall study the issues surrounding defense

management and organization, and report

its findings and recommendations to the

President and simultaneously submit a copy
of its report to the Secretary of Defense.

(b) The primary objective of the Commis-
sion shall be to study defense management
policies and procedures, including the

budget process, the procurement system,

legislative oversight, and the organizational

and operational arrangements, both formal

and informal, among the Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense, the Organization of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and Speci-

fied Command system, the Military Depart-

ments, and the Congress. In particular, the

Commission shall:

1. Review the adequacy of the defense

acquisition process, including the adequacy
of the defense industrial base, current law
governing Federal and Department of De-
fense procurement activities, departmental
directives and management procedures,

and the execution of acquisition responsibil-

ities within the Military Departments;
2. Review the adequacy of the current

authority and control of the Secretary of

Defense in the oversight of the Military De-
partments, and the efficiency of the deci-

sionmaking apparatus of the Office of the

Secretary of Defense;

3. Review the responsibilities of the Orga-
nization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in pro-

viding for joint military advice and force

development within a resource-constrained

environment;

4. Review the adequacy of the Unified

and Specified Command system in provid-

ing for the effective planning for and use of

military forces;

5. Consider the value and continued role

of intervening layers of command on the

direction and control of military forces in
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peace and in war;

6. Review the procedures for developing
and fielding military systems incorporating

new technologies in a timely fashion;

7. Study and make recommendations con-

cerning congressional oversight and investi-

gative procedures relating to the Depart-

ment of Defense; and
8. Recommend how to improve the effec-

tiveness and stability of resources allocation

for defense, including the legislative proc-

ess.

(c) In formulating its recommendations to

the President, the Commission shall consid-

er the appropriate means for implementing
its recommendations. The Commission shall

first devote its attention to the procedures
and activities of the Department of Defense
associated with the procurement of military

equipment and materiel. It shall report its

conclusions and recommendations on the

procurement section of this study by De-
cember 31, 1985. The final report, encom-
passing the balance of the issues reviewed
by the Commission, shall be submitted not
later than June 30, 1986, with an interim

report to be submitted not later than March
31, 1986.

(d) The Commission shall be in place and
operating as soon as possible. Shortly there-

after, the Commission shall brief the Assist-

ant to the President for National Security

Affairs and the Secretary of Defense on the

Commission's plan of action.

(e) Where appropriate, implementation of

the Commission's recommendations shall be
considered in accordance with regular ad-

ministrative procedures coordinated by the

Office of Management and Budget, and in-

volving the National Security Council, the

Department of Defense, and other depart-

ments or agencies as required.

Sec. 3. Administration, (a) The heads of

Executive agencies shall, to the extent per-

mitted by law, provide the Commission
such information as it may require for pur-

poses of carrying out its functions.

(b) Members of the Commission shall

serve without additional compensation for

their work on the Commission. However,
members appointed from among private

citizens may be allowed travel expenses, in-

cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, as

authorized by law for persons serving inter-

mittently in the government service (5

U.S.C. 5701-5707), to the extent funds are

available.

(c) The Secretary of Defense shall provide
the Commission with such administrative

services, facilities, staff, and other support
services as may be necessary. Any expenses
of the Commission shall be paid from such
funds as may be available to the Secretary

of Defense.

Sec. 4. General, (a) Notwithstanding any
other Executive order, the functions of the
President under the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act, as amended, except that of re-

porting to the Congress, which are applica-

ble to the Commission, shall be performed
by the Secretary of Defense, in accordance
with guidelines and procedures established

by the Administrator of General Services.

(b) The Commission shall terminate 30
days after the submission of its final report.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 15, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 12:43 p.m., July 16, 1985]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on July 16.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Soviet-United States Nuclear and Space Arms Negotiations

July 16, 1985

The United States and the Soviet Union
completed today the second round of nucle-

ar and space talks in Geneva. The primary

U.S. goal remains significant, equitable, and
verifiable reductions in the size of existing

nuclear arsenals. The United States entered
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the second round of the nuclear and space

talks with specific, detailed proposals on the

table to achieve this goal and was prepared
to make progress with the Soviet Union in

each of the three negotiating areas.

In the area of strategic nuclear offensive

arms, the U.S. delegation has flexibility in

pursuing the significant reductions that we
seek and is prepared to negotiate a number
of specific, alternative paths that could lead

to such reductions. With respect to interme-

diate-range nuclear forces (INF), our ulti-

mate goal remains the elimination of the

entire class of nuclear weapons carried on
land-based INF missiles. Towards this end,

the U.S. delegation also has flexibility and is

authorized to pursue an interim agreement
resulting in equal U.S. and Soviet global

limits at the lowest possible level.

We were equally prepared and remain
prepared for detailed exchanges in the area

of defense and space. During the second
round, regrettably, the Soviet position has

remained entrenched, with no movement
in their formal positions. The Soviet delega-

tion repeated their moratoria proposals

while continuing to precondition progress

—

or even detailed discussion—of offensive

nuclear reductions on acceptance of their

demands for unilateral U.S. concessions in-

volving unrealistic and unverifiable con-
straints on research in the defense and
space area.

Late in this round the Soviets surfaced

some concepts which could involve possible

reductions in existing strategic offensive nu-
clear arsenals. However, the method of ag-

gregation proposed in these concepts seems
designed to favor preservation of the Soviet

Union's primary area of advantage; that is,

in prompt hard-target kill capability, the
most worrisome element in the current
strategic equation. Efforts by the U.S. dele-

gation to elicit Soviet answers to our ques-

tions about these concepts—with regard to

issues such as numbers, ceilings, and rates of

possible reduction—have thus far essentially

gone unanswered. In this regard, we are

disappointed that the Soviet Union has

been unable to deal in concrete terms and
with hard numbers, even framed as overall

negotiating goals. And while the United
States immediately probed the Soviet con-

cepts, the Soviets unfortunately have re-

fused to engage in discussion of the U.S.

proposals.

In sum, we are about where we had ex-

pected to be given that we are ending only

the second round of negotiations of such

complexity and importance. We hope that

the Soviet Union will be more forthcoming
during the next round of negotiations.

Appointment of E.V. Hill as a Member of the Commission on the

Bicentennial of the United States Constitution

July 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint E.V. Hill to be a member of

the Commission on the Bicentennial of the

United States Constitution. This is a new
position.

Reverend Hill is pastor of Mount Zion
Missionary Baptist Church of Los Angeles,

CA. He was a member of the President's

Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives in

1982.

He graduated from Prairie View College

(B.S., 1955). He was born November 11,

1933, in Columbus, TX, and now resides in

Los Angeles, CA.
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Appointment of Mary S. Pyle as a Member of the National Council
on Vocational Education

July 16, 1985

The President has announced his inten-

tion to appoint Mary S. Pyle to be a

member of the National Council on Voca-
tional Education for a term expiring Janu-

ary 17, 1987. This is a new position.

Ms. Pyle is supervisor of consumer mar-
keting for the Mississippi Power Co. in

Gulfport, MS. She has been with the Missis-

sippi Power Co. since 1969 as an energy
communications specialist and a home econ-
omist.

She graduated from Southwest Junior
College (A.A., 1967) and the University of

Southern Mississippi (B.S., 1969). She was
born March 27, 1948, in Magnolia, MS, and
now resides in Gulfport, MS.

Nomination of Douglas H. Ginsburg To Be an Assistant Attorney
General

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Douglas H. Ginsburg to be
an Assistant Attorney General (Antitrust Di-

vision), Department of Justice. He would
succeed J. Paul McGrath.

Since 1984 Mr. Ginsburg has been Ad-
ministrator for Information and Regulatory
Affairs in the Office of Management and
Budget. Previously he was Deputy Assistant

Attorney General for Regulatory Affairs,

Antitrust Division, in 1983-1984. He was at

Harvard University as professor of law
(1981-1983) and assistant professor of law
(1975-1981). He was law clerk at the U.S.

Supreme Court (1974-1975) and the U.S.

Court of Appeals (1973-1974).

Mr. Ginsburg graduated from Cornell

University (B.S., 1970) and the University of

Chicago Law School (J.D., 1973). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Wash-
ington, DC. He was born May 25, 1946, in

Chicago, IL.

Nomination of Richard Kennon Willard To Be an Assistant Attorney
General

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Richard Kennon Willard

to be an Assistant Attorney General (Civil

Division), Department of Justice. He would
succeed William F. Baxter.

Since 1983 Mr. Willard has been serving

as Acting Assistant Attorney General, Civil

Division. Previously he was at the Justice

Department as Deputy Assistant Attorney

General, Civil Division (1982-1983), and
counsel for intelligence policy (1981-1982).

He was an attorney with the law firm of

Baker & Botts in Houston, TX, in 1977-

1981. Prior to that time, he was a law clerk

to the Honorable Harry A. Blackmun, Su-

preme Court of the United States (1976-

1977), and to the Honorable Anthony M.
Kennedy, U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Cir-

cuit in Sacramento, CA (1975-1976).

He graduated from Emory University

(B.A., 1969) and Harvard Law School Q.D.,

1975). He is married, has two children, and
resides in Arlington, VA. He was born Sep-

tember 1, 1948, in Houston, TX.
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Nomination of Robert Vossler Keeley To Be United States

Ambassador to Greece

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert Vossler Keeley, of

Florida, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to

be Ambassador of the United States of

America to Greece. He would succeed

Monteagle Stearns.

Mr. Keeley began his government career

as a personnel clerk with the Department
of Agriculture in 1955. In 1956 he joined

the Department of State and was assigned

to the Executive Secretariat of the Interna-

tional Cooperation Administration. In 1958
he went to the U.S. Embassy in Jordan as

political officer and served there until 1961,

when he was assigned to Bamako, Mali. In

1963-1965 he was desk officer for Zaire,

Congo, Rwanda, and Burundi. Mr. Keeley

was then assigned to the U.S. Embassy in

Athens, Greece, as political officer and from
there in 1971 became deputy chief of mis-

sion in Kampala, Uganda. He returned to

the Department in 1974 as Alternate Direc-

tor of East African Affairs. He then served

as deputy chief of mission in 1975-1976 in

Phnom Penh, Khmer Republic, Cambodia.
He returned to the Department and served

as Deputy Director of the Interagency Task
Force for Indochina Refugees until 1978,

when he became Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary for African Affairs. He was appointed
Ambassador to Zimbabwe in 1980. Since

1984 Mr. Keeley has been senior fellow for

the study of foreign affairs at the Foreign
Service Institute.

Mr. Keeley graduated from Princeton

University (A.B., 1951). His foreign lan-

guages are French and Greek. He served in

the U.S. Coast Guard in 1953-1955. He is

married to the former Louise Schoonmaker,
and they have two children. He was born
September 4, 1929, in Beirut, Lebanon.

Nomination of Francis J. Meehan To Be United States Ambassador
to the German Democratic Republic

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Francis J. Meehan, of Vir-

ginia, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be
Ambassador of the United States of America
to the German Democratic Republic. He
would succeed Rozanne L. Ridgway.

Mr. Meehan began his government
career as a clerk at the American Consulate

General in Bremen, Federal Republic of

Germany, in 1947-1948. He then became
an administrative assistant with the Eco-

nomic Cooperation Administration in Wash-
ington, DC, in 1948-1951. In 1951 he went
to Frankfurt as an information officer with

the U.S. High Commission for Germany and
served there until 1952, when he was as-

signed to the American Consulate General

in Hamburg. In 1953 Mr. Meehan served in

NATO, Paris, as a political officer. He was
there until 1956, when he took Russian lan-

guage training at the Department of State

and Harvard University. He became an in-

telligence specialist in the Department in

1957 and in 1959 went to the U.S. Embassy
in Moscow as political officer. He served

there until 1961, when he was assigned to

Berlin as political officer. In 1966-1968 Mr.

Meehan was watch officer/director of the

Department's Operation Center. From
there he became deputy chief of mission at

the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, Hungary, in

1968-1972. He then went to the U.S. Em-
bassy in Bonn, Federal Republic of Germa-
ny, as political counselor in 1972-1975. In

1975 he went to the U.S. Embassy in Aus-
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tria as deputy chief of mission and served

there until 1977, when he returned to Bonn
as deputy chief of mission. He served in

Bonn until he became Ambassador to

Czechoslovakia in 1979-1980. He was then

named Ambassador to Poland in 1980 and
served there until he became research pro-

fessor at Georgetown University. He has

continued at Georgetown until the present.

From October 1984 to April 1985, he was
also a senior foreign policy officer in the

Office for Management Operations in the

Department.
Mr. Meehan graduated from the Universi-

ty of Glasgow (M.A., 1945) and Harvard
University (M.P.A., 1957). He served in the

United States Army in 1945-1947. His for-

eign languages are German, French, Rus-

sian, Polish, Czech, and Hungarian. He is

married to the former Margaret Kearns,

and they have four children. He was born
February 14, 1924, in East Orange, NJ.

Nomination of John Pierce Ferriter To Be United States

Ambassador to Djibouti

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John Pierce Ferriter, of

Florida, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, as

Ambassador of the United States of America
to the Republic of Djibouti. He would suc-

ceed Alvin P. Adams, Jr.

Mr. Ferriter was a law librarian with
Mendes & Mount in New York in 1962-
1963. In 1964 he became a junior Foreign
Service officer and was assigned to the U.S.

Embassy in Brazzaville, Congo, until 1965.

He then served at the U.S Embassy in Mau-
ritania. In 1966 he became an economic
officer at the U.S. Mission to the Organiza-

tion for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment in Paris, France. He served there

until 1970, when he returned to the De-
partment of State as economic officer. In

1972 Mr. Ferriter became a staff member
of the National Security Council, the White
House. In 1972-1973 he took university

training at Harvard University in Cam-
bridge. In 1973 he went to the U.S. Embas-

sy in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, as economic/
commercial counselor until 1975. He then
served at Paris, France, as commercial atta-

che until 1978. He returned to the Depart-
ment's Economic Bureau first as Division

Chief of the Tropical Products Division,

then Director of the Office of International

Commodities, followed by Director of the

Office of Energy Consumer Country Affairs.

From 1983 to the present, he has been
deputy chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy
in Kinshasa, Zaire.

Mr. Ferriter graduated from Queens Col-

lege at the University of the City of New
York (B.A., 1960), Fordham University

School of Law (L.L.B., 1963), and Harvard
University, J.F.K. School of Government
(M.P.A., 1973). He also graduated from the

U.S. Army War College in 1983. He served
in the United States Marine Corps Reserve
in 1955-1961. His foreign languages are

French and Italian. Mr. Ferriter is married
to the former Daniela Calvino. He was born
January 26, 1938, in Boston, MA.

Nomination of Anthony J. Calio To Be Administrator of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Anthony J. Calio to be
Administrator of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Department
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of Commerce. He would succeed John V.

Byrne.

Since 1981 Mr. Calio has been serving as

Deputy Administrator of the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration. Pre-

viously, he was Associate Administrator for

Space and Terrestrial Applications for the

National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion in 1977-1981; Deputy Associate Ad-
ministrator for Space Sciences at NASA
Headquarters in 1975-1977; Director of Sci-

ence and Applications at Johnson Space
Center in 1968-1975; and at NASA Head-
quarters as Assistant Director of Planetary
Exploration (1967-1968) and Chief of In-

strumentation and Systems Integration

(1965-1967).

He graduated from the University of

Pennsylvania (B.A., 1953). He is married,

has four children, and resides in Potomac,
MD. He was born October 27, 1929, in

Philadelphia, PA.

Nomination of Orson G. Swindle III To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Commerce
July 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Orson G. Swindle III to be
an Assistant Secretary of Commerce (Eco-

nomic Development Administration). He
would succeed J. Bonnie Newman.

Since June 1981 Mr. Swindle has been
serving as Georgia State Director of the

Farmers Home Administration within the

U.S. Department of Agriculture. He was
commissioned in the United States Marine
Corps in 1959 and became a fighter pilot,

flying over 200 missions in Southeast Asia.

He was captured in North Vietnam in No-
vember 1966, where he was held prisoner

for over 6 years. He was repatriated in

March 1973. He was a financial manager for

the Marine Corps Logistics Base in Albany,

GA, in 1975-1979. In 1979 he retired from
the Marine Corps with the rank of lieuten-

ant colonel. He has over 20 personal deco-

rations for valor, including two Silver Stars,

two Bronze Stars, two Legions of Merit, two
Purple Hearts, 13 Air Medals, and the Navy
Commendation Medal.

Mr. Swindle graduated from Georgia In-

stitute of Technology (B.S., 1959) and Flori-

da State University (M.B.A., 1975). He is

married, has one child, and resides in Ca-
milla, GA. He was born March 8, 1937, in

Thomasville, GA.

Message to the Senate Transmitting the United Kingdom-United
States Supplementary Extradition Treaty

July 17, 1985

To the Senate of the United States:

With a view to receiving the advice and
consent of the Senate to ratification, I trans-

mit herewith the Supplementary Extradi-

tion Treaty between the United States of

America and the United Kingdom, with

annex, signed at Washington on June 25,

1985.

I transmit also, for the information of the

Senate, the report of the Department of

State with respect to the Supplementary
Treaty.

The Supplementary Treaty adds to and
amends the Extradition Treaty between the

United States and the United Kingdom,
signed at London on June 8, 1972.

It represents a significant step in improv-
ing law enforcement cooperation and com-
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batting terrorism, by excluding from the

scope of the political offense exception seri-

ous offenses typically committed by terror-

ists, e.g., aircraft hijacking and sabotage,

crimes against diplomats, hostage taking,

and other heinous acts such as murder,
manslaughter, malicious assault, and certain

serious offenses involving firearms, explo-

sives, and damage to property.

The Supplementary Treaty, in addition to

narrowing the application of the political

offense exception to extradition, will also

help improve implementation of the cur-

rent Extradition Treaty in several other re-

spects. I recommend that the Senate give
early and favorable consideration to the
Supplementary Treaty and give its advice
and consent to ratification.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 17, 1985.

Appointment of Philip A. Lacovara as a Member of the District of
Columbia Judicial Nomination Commission

July 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Philip A. Lacovara to be a

member of the District of Columbia Judicial

Nomination Commission for a term of 5
years. This is a reappointment.

Mr. Lacovara has been a partner in the

law firm of Hughes Hubbard & Reed in

Washington, DC, since 1974. Previously, he
was counsel to the Special Prosecutor, Wa-
tergate Special Prosecution Force, in 1973-
1974; Deputy Solicitor General of the

United States in 1972-1973; special counsel
to the police commissioner of the city of

New York in 1971-1972; and Special Assist-

ant to the Attorney General of the United
States in 1970.

He graduated from Georgetown Universi-

ty (A.B., 1963) and Columbia University

School of Law (LL.B., 1966). He is married,

has seven children, and resides in Washing-
ton, DC. He was born July 11, 1943, in New
York City.

Appointment of Anne E. Stanley as United States Representative on
the South Pacific Commission
July 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Anne E. Stanley to be the

Representative of the United States of

America on the South Pacific Commission
for a term of 2 years. She will succeed Wil-

liam McBride Love.

Ms. Stanley is vice president of Russo-

Watts and Associates in Alexandria, VA. She
was with the National Republican Congres-

sional Committee in 1979-1983, serving as

deputy director of the campaign division;

deputy director of the research division;

and field director for the Western States. In

1973-1979 she was an account executive

with George Young & Associates in Los An-
geles, CA.
She graduated from George Washington

University (B.A., 1964). She was born Octo-
ber 22, 1942, in Cape Girardeau, MO, and
now resides in Alexandria, VA.
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Appointment of Two Alternate United States Representatives on

the South Pacific Commission

July 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be Alternate Representatives of the United

States on the South Pacific Commission for

terms of 2 years:

John Henry Felix will succeed Frederick William

Rohlfing. Mr. Felix is president and chief exec-

utive officer of Hawaiian Memorial Services in

Honolulu. He has served as chairman of the

Honolulu Planning Commission; Honolulu Re-

development Agency; Honolulu Board of Parks

and Recreation; and the Honolulu Civil Serv-

ice. He is married, has five children, and re-

sides in Honolulu, HI. He was born June 14,

1930, in Honolulu.

Bradford M. Freeman will succeed Frank D.

Yturria. Mr. Freeman is a partner in the firm

of Riordan, Freeman & Spogli in Los Angeles,

CA. In 1966-1983 he was with Dean Witter

Reynolds, Inc., serving most recently as manag-

ing director and member of the board of direc-

tors. Mr. Freeman has one child and resides in

Los Angeles, CA. He was born March 11, 1942,

in Fargo, ND.

Letter to Senate Majority Leader Dole Endorsing the Line-Item

Veto Bill

July 18, 1985

Dear Bob:

As the Senate considers S. 43, I wanted

you to know and convey to your colleagues

my strong support for this initiative. As you

know, I asked the Congress to pass this leg-

islation in my State of the Union Address on

February 6th. I am pleased that under your

leadership the Senate is acting judiciously

on this important matter.

The line-item veto authority would pro-

vide a powerful tool for eliminating waste-

ful and unnecessary spending. IVe often

made known my willingness to use such a

veto authority judiciously—^but firmly—to

curtail the excesses often embedded in oth-

erwise meritorious legislation. As Governor

of the State of California, I had firsthand

experience with the line-item veto and

found it necessary to keep spending in

check and used the line-item veto on over

900 occasions to remove unnecessary

spending from the budget. In every in-

stance the legislature agreed with my deci-

sion.

Given your strong and courageous efforts

to date to reach a budget compromise with

the House, I know you share my conviction

that bringing Federal spending under con-

trol is essential if we are to sustain econom-

ic growth. Yet the uncertain outcome of

that endeavor underscores the need to

move forward on all fronts to hold down
government spending.

The American people have a right to

expect that all of us in government make
every effort to eliminate deficit spending. I

hope the Congress can move forward expe-

ditiously on legislation providing line-item

veto authority and not get sidetracked on
procedural considerations. If the Congress

acts responsibly on this issue, I pledge to do

my part as well.

Sincerely,

/S/RON

Note: The original was not available for

verification of the content of this letter to

Senator Robert Dole.
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Remarks of the Vice President Announcing the Winner of the

Teacher in Space Project

July 19, 1985

The Vice President. We're here today to

announce the first private citizen passenger

in the history of space flight. The President

said last August that this passenger would
be one of America's finest—a teacher. Well,

since then, as we've heard, NASA, with the

help of the heads of our State school sys-

tems, has searched the Nation for a teacher

with "the right stuff." Really, there are

thousands, thousands of teachers with the

right stufl^. And they're committed to qual-

ity in education; to teaching their students

the basics—reading, writing, mathematics,

science, literature, history—to teaching the

foundations of our cultural heritage; to

teaching the values that guide us as Ameri-
cans; and to teaching that important, but
difficult to obtain, quality—clarity of

thought.

We're honoring all those teachers of

merit today, and we're doing something
else because the finalists here with me and
the more than a hundred semifinalists will

all in the months ahead serve, as Jim has

said, as a link between NASA and the Na-
tion's school system. These teachers have all

received special NASA training to pass on
to other teachers and to their students. And
together they and NASA will be a part of

an exciting partnership for quality in educa-
tion.

So, let me tell you ow who our teacher in

space will be. And let me say I thought I

was a world traveler, but this tops anything
I've tried. And first, the backup teacher,

who will make the flight if the winner
can't: Barbara Morgan of the McCall-Don-
nelly Elementary School in McCall, Idaho.

Barbara has been a teacher for 11 years.

She first taught on the Flathead Indian Res-

ervation in Montana. She currently teaches

second grade. Congratulations. And we
have a little thing for you.

And the winner, the teacher who will be
going into space: Christa McAuliffe. Where

is—is that you? [Laughter] Christa teaches

in Concord High School in Concord, New
Hampshire. She teaches high school social

studies. She's been teaching for 12 years.

She plans to keep a journal of her experi-

ences in space. She said that—and here's

the quote
—

"Just as the pioneer travelers of

the Conestoga wagon days kept personal
journies [journals], I as a space traveler

would do the same." Well, I'm personally

looking forward to reading that journal

some day.

And by the way, Christa, while you're in

the program, Concord High obviously will

need substitute teachers to fill in. And it's

only right that we provide

—

[laughter]—one
of these substitutes. So, the first class you
miss, your substitute will be my dear friend

and the President's, Bill Bennett, the Secre-

tary of Education.

So, congratulations to all of you. Good
luck, Christa, and God bless all of you.

Thank you very much for coming. And you,

too, get one of these.

Ms. McAuliffe. It's not often that a teach-

er is at a loss for words. I know my students

wouldn't think so. I've made nine wonder-
ful friends over the last 2 weeks. And when
that shuttle goes, there might be one body,
but there's going to be 10 souls that I'm
taking with me.
Thank you.

Note: The Vice President spoke to the 10
project finalists at 1:18 p.m. in the Roose-

velt Room at the White House. He was in-

troduced by James M. Beggs, Administrator

of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. The winner and backup teach-

er were presented with small statues on
behalf of NASA and the Council of Chief
State School Officers. The President, who
was in Bethesda Naval Hospital recovering

from surgery, was unable to attend the

event.
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Nomination of John Blane To Be United States Ambassador to Chad
July 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John Blane, of Illinois, to

be Ambassador of the United States of

America to the Republic of Chad. He would

succeed Jay P. Moffat.

Mr. Blane served in the United States

Army in 1953-1955. He entered the For-

eign Service in 1956 and was vice consul in

Mogadishu (1957), in Asmara (1958-1960),

and in Salzburg (1960-1962). He attended

Northwestern University in 1962-1963. He
was political officer in Yaounde, Cameroon,

in 1963-1966. He then returned to the De-

partment as country officer for Togo, Daho-

mey, Chad, and Gabon (1966-1968) and

Acting Director of Research for Northern

and Eastern Africa in the Bureau of Intelli-

gence and Research in 1968-1969. Mr.

Blane was deputy chief of mission in Ft.

Lamy, Chad, in 1969-1972. In 1973-1975

he was Director, Inter-African Affairs, in

the Department. He was on detail as Direc-

tor of Bilateral Programs Division of the

Office of International Activities at the En-
vironmental Protection Agency in 1975-
1977. He was deputy chief of mission in

Nairobi, Kenya, in 1977-1980 and a

member of the executive seminar in nation-

al and international affairs at the Foreign
Service Institute in 1980-1981. In 1981 he
was a member of the United States delega-

tion to the 36th Session of the United Na-
tions General Assembly in New York City.

Mr. Blane was special Charge d'Affaires in

N*Djamena, Chad, in 1982. He was then
appointed Ambassador to the Republic of

Rwanda in September of 1982 and has

served there until the present time.

He graduated from the University of Ten-
nessee (B.A., 1951; M.A., 1956). In 1952-

1953 he attended the University of Vienna.

His foreign languages are German and
French. He is married to the former
Dianne Metzger, and they have two chil-

dren.

Nomination of Richard Wayne Bogosian To Be United States

Ambassador to Niger

July 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Richard Wayne Bogosian,

of Maryland, a career member of the Senior

Foreign Service, Class of Counselor, as Am-
bassador of the United States of America to

the Republic of Niger. He would succeed

William Robert Casey.

Mr. Bogosian began his career in the For-

eign Service in 1962. He attended the For-

eign Service Institute and was then assigned

to the Near East and South Asian Affairs

Division of the Department of State until

1963, when he went to Baghdad, Iraq. He
served there until he returned to study

French at the Foreign Service Institute in

1965. In 1966-1968 he served as vice consul

in Paris, France, returning to the Depart-

ment to serve in the Bureau of Intelligence

and Research until 1971. In 1972 he studied

economics at the Foreign Service Institute

and was then assigned as chief of the eco-

nomic section in Kuwait until 1976. He
became deputy chief of mission in Khar-

toum, Sudan, in 1976, where he served

until 1979, when he became chief of the

Aviation Negotiations Division in the De-
partment. Since 1982 he has been Director

of the East African Affairs Office in the

Bureau of African Affairs.

He graduated from Tufts College (A.B.,

1959) and the University of Chicago Law
School (J.D., 1962). He speaks Arabic and
French. He is married to the former Claire

Marie Mornane, and they have three chil-

dren. He was born July 18, 1937, in Boston,

MA.
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Nomination of James C. Miller III To Be Director of the Office of

Management and Budget

July 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James C. Miller III to be
Director of the Office of Management and
Budget. He would succeed David A. Stock-

man.
Since September 1981 Dr. Miller has

been serving as member and Chairman of

the Federal Trade Commission. Previously,

in 1981, he served as Administrator for In-

formation and Regulatory Affairs, Office of

Management and Budget. He was also Ex-

ecutive Director of the Presidential Task

Force on Regulatory Relief. He was a resi-

dent scholar at the American Enterpise In-

stitute and was codirector of AEFs Center

for the Study of Government Regulation in

1977-1981. He also served as a member of

the board of editors of AEFs journal Regula-

tion and served on the board of editorial

advisers of the AEI Economist. In 1974-

1975 Dr. Miller served as a senior staff

economist with the Council of Economic
Advisers, where he specialized in matters

relating to transportation, regulation, and
antitrust policy. In 1975 he was appointed

as the Council on Wage and Price Stability's

Assistant Director for Government Oper-
ations and Research. He also served as a

member of President Ford's Domestic
Council Regulatory Review Group, which
directed the administration's program in

regulatory reform. In 1972-1974 Dr. Miller

was an associate professor of economics at

Texas A&M University and served as a con-

sultant to the Department of Transporta-

tion and the National Bureau of Standards.

Previously, in 1972, he was research associ-

ate at the Brookings Institution and at AEI.

In 1969-1972 he was a senior staff econo-

mist at the Department of Transportation.

Dr. Miller graduated from the University

of Georgia (B.B.A., 1964) and the University

of Virginia (Ph.D., 1969). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Washington,

DC. He was born June 25, 1942, in Atlanta,

GA.

Announcement of a Reward for Information Concerning the

Murder of United States Citizens in San Salvador

July 19, 1985

Today the United States Government an-

nounced a reward of up to $100,000 for

information leading to the effective pros-

ecution and punishment of those responsi-

ble for the murders of six U.S. citizens on

June 19, 1985, in San Salvador, El Salvador.

Those with information in El Salvador

should notify the investigating authorities of

the Salvadoran Government. Those with in-

formation in the United States should notify

the Office of Security, Department of State.

Those with information in any other coun-

try should notify the nearest U.S. Embassy.
Information received will be handled on a

confidential basis, and the identities of in-

formants will be protected. Officers or em-
ployees of any governmental organization

who furnish information while in perform-

ance of official duties are not eligible for

the reward.
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Proclamation 5357—Captive Nations Week, 1985

July 19, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The unique and historic significance of

our Nation has always derived from our role

as a model of political freedom, social jus-

tice, and personal opportunity. While not a

perfect Nation, we have offered to the

world a vision of liberty. It is a vision that

has motivated all our national endeavors

and serves us yet as an anchor of con-

science. The humanity and justice of our

collective political life and the freedom and

limitless opportunity in our personal lives

are an inspiration for the peoples of the

world, both for those who are free to aspire

and for those who are not.

The uniqueness of our vision of liberty

comes not only from its historical develop-

ment, but also from the conviction that the

benefits of liberty and justice rightfully

belong to all humanity. Hostility to this fun-

damental principle still haunts the world,

biit our conviction that political freedom is

the just inheritance of all nations and all

people is firm. Our dedication to this princi-

ple has not been weakened by the sad histo-

ry of conquest, captivity, and oppression to

which so many of the world's nations have

been subjected.

We are all aware of those many nations

that are the victims of totalitarian ideolo-

gies, ruthless regimes, and occupying

armies. These are the nations held captive

by forces hostile to freedom, independence,

and national self-determination. Their cap-

tivity and struggle against repression re-

quire a special courage and sacrifice. Those
nations of Eastern Europe that have known
conquest and captivity for decades; those

struggling to save themselves from commu-
nist expansionism in Latin America; and the

people of Afghanistan and Kampuchea
struggling against invasion and military oc-

cupation by their neighbors: all require our

special support. For those who seek free-

dom, security, and peace, we are the custo-

dians of their dream.
Our Nation will continue to speak out for

the freedom of those denied the benefits of

liberty. We will continue to call for the

speedy release of those who are unjustly

persecuted and falsely imprisoned. So long

as brave men and women suffer persecu-

tion because of their national origin, reli-

gious beliefs, and desire for liberty, the

United States of America will demand that

the signatories of the United Nations Char-

ter and the Helsinki Accords live up to

their obligations and respect the principles

and spirit of those international agreements

and understandings.

Each year we renew our resolve to sup-

port the struggle for freedom throughout

the world by observing Captive Nations

Week. It is a week in which all Americans

are asked to remember that the liberties

and freedoms which they enjoy as inherent

rights are forbidden to many nations. It is a

time to affirm publicly our convictions that,

as long as the struggle from within these

nations continues, and as long as we remain

firm in our support, the light of freedom

will not be extinguished. Together with the

people of these captive nations, we fight

against military occupation, political oppres-

sion, communist expansion, and totalitarian

brutality.

The Congress, by joint resolution ap-

proved July 17, 1959 (73 Stat. 212), has au-

thorized and requested the President to

designate the third week in July as "Captive

Nations Week."
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim the week beginning July

21, 1985, as Captive Nations Week. I invite

the people of the United States to observe

this week with appropriate ceremonies and

activities to reaffirm their dedication to the

international principles of justice and free-
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dom, which unite us and inspire others.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this 19th day of July, in the year of

our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-five,

and of the Independence of the United

States of America the two hundred and

tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:33 p.m., July 19, 1985]

Appointment of Cynthia Grassby Baker as Chairman of the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

July 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Cynthia Grassby Baker to be
Chairman of the Advisory Council on His-

toric Preservation for the term of 4 years

expiring June 10, 1989. She will succeed

Alexander Aldrich.

Mrs. Baker was Deputy to the Chairman
for Private Partnership at the National En-
dowment for the Arts. In 1979-1982 she

was finance director for the Colorado Re-

publican Committee; sales representative

for Johns-Manville in 1977-1979; develop-

ment director for the American Medical
Cancer Hospital in Denver, CO, in 1976-
1977; and development officer for John
Grenzebach and Associates in 1975-1976.

She is on the advisory council for Ford's

Theatre and a member of the Symphony
Orchestra League and the Denver Center
for Performing Arts. She is married and re-

sides in Denver, CO. She was born June 25,

1946, in Denver, CO.

Appointment of Three Members of the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation

July 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation for terms of 4 years

expiring June 10, 1989:

William J. Althaus, mayor of York, PA, will suc-

ceed Virginia Workman Bremberg. He was
elected to the position of mayor of the city of

York in November 1981. Previously he prac-

ticed law in the city of York in 1976-1981. He
graduated from Johns Hopkins University in

Baltimore, MD (B.A., 1969), and Dickinson

School of Law (J.D., 1976). He is married, has

two children, and resides in York, PA. He was
born January 28, 1948, in York.

Gov. Michael Newbold Castle of Delaware will

succeed Victor George Atiyeh. He was inaugu-

rated Governor of Delaware in January 1985.

Prior to that time, he was lieutenant governor

of Delaware. He graduated from Hamilton Col-

lege (B.A., 1961). He received his law degree in

1964 from Georgetown University. He was
born July 2, 1939, in Wilmington, DE, where
he now resides.

Jennifer B. Dunn will succeed Calvin W. Carter.

She is chairman of the Washington State Re-

publican Party. Previously she was a systems

engineer for the Seattle regional office of IBM.
She graduated from Stanford University (B.A.,

1963). She has two children and resides in

Bellevue, WA. She was born July 29, 1941, in

Seattle, WA.
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Radio Address to the Nation on the President's Recovery From
Surgery

July 20, 1985

My fellow Americans:

rm talking to you today from a little

makeshift studio just outside my room in

Bethesda Naval Hospital. And at the

moment, Fm remembering the little boy
who wrote me a letter back in 1981 after I

was shot and said, "Mr. President, you'd

better get well quick, or you'll have to

make your speech to Congress in your paja-

mas." Well, today Fm in street clothes again

so I can go home this afternoon. Fm feeling

fine, and there's a lot I want to share with

you. So, here goes.

First off, Fm feeling great, but Fm get-

ting a little restless. A lot of you know how
it is when you have to endure some en-

forced bed rest. You get this feeling that

life's out there, and it's a big, shiny apple,

and you just can't wait to get out and take a

bite of it. I'm eager to get back to work.

I've been keeping close track of things that

are going on, especially the budget process

in Congress.

I'll tell you what I think of the House
budget proposal so far: I hope it gets well

soon. In fact, I told one of the fine surgeons

who operated on me that if Congress can't

make the spending cuts we need, Fm going

to send him up to Capitol Hill to do some
real cutting. I know some are saying that

we can just keep going with business as

usual in the Federal spending department.

But, well, forgive me, I don't have as much
stomach for that kind of talk as I used to.

But that's for another day.

Today I just wanted to say some thank-

you's to some very special people. First, the

doctors and nurses who helped me and
healed me. Now I know why nearly every-

one comes to America for a major oper-

ation. It's because we have the best doctors

and nurses in the world. If you have to be

sick, you're better off if you're sick right

here in these United States of America.

I want to thank everyone—heads of state,

leaders, so many friends and citizens who
have written and called and included me in

their prayers. There were the balloons and

flowers and what seemed like millions of

cards. One of the nicest was the one I got

from the nurses down the hall who sent me
a card from the new babies in Pediatrics. It

was signed with their little patients' tiny

footprints.

I also want to mention a sort of caution-

ary note. We all tend to ignore the signs

that something may be wrong with us. But
may I say, speaking from personal experi-

ence, it's important to go and get a checkup
if you think something isn't right. So, if

you're listening to this right now, and it

reminds you of something that you've been
putting out of your mind, well, pick up the

phone, call your doctor or local hospital,

and talk to someone. Just tell them Dr.

Reagan sent you.

I'd also like to indulge myself for a

moment here. There's something I wanted
to say, and I wanted to say it with Nancy at

my side, as she is right now, as she always

has been. First Ladies aren't elected, and
they don't receive a salary. They've mostly

been private persons forced to live public

lives. And in my book, they've all been
heroes. Abigail Adams helped invent Amer-
ica. Dolly Madison helped protect it. Elea-

nor Roosevelt was F.D.R.'s eyes and ears.

And Nancy Reagan is my everything. When
I look back on these days, Nancy, I'll re-

member your radiance and your strength,

your support, and for taking part in the

business in this nation. I say for myself, but

also on behalf of the Nation, thank you,

partner, thanks for everything. By the way,
are you doing anything this evening?

Just one more thing I wanted to say, and
I want to address it to my supporters and
opponents. Republicans and Democrats,

friends and foes. So many of you have sent

gracious notes and messages, and you've

made me think of something that I've been
pondering the past few days. There are a

number of things that keep our country

united: a shared reverence for certain

ideals, for instance, and certain memories
and traditions, but there's something more.
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We're a country of 230 million very differ-

ent souls, and yet here we are—liberals and
conservatives, fundamentalists and agnos-

tics, southerners and northerners, recent

immigrants and Mayflower descendants

—

arguing often enough and disagreeing with

each other, but at the same time held to-

gether, always held together by a tie that

can't be seen, yet can't be broken. It is, I

think, the great unknowing love of Ameri-
cans for Americans, the great unknowing
love that keeps us together and for which.

this day, I'm more thankful than ever.

In the next few minutes, I'll be leaving to

go home to get on with the job you gave
me. There are no words to express my ap-

preciation for the great honor you've be-

stowed on me.
Until next week, thank you—all of you

—

and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Bethesda Naval Hospital in Bethesda,

MD.

Informal Exchange With Reporters

July 20, 1985

Q. Mr. President, how are you feeling

today?

The President. What?
Q. How do you feel?

The President. Great. A little sad. I was
beginning to like it here. [Laughter] I know
I can't say individual goodbyes, but I just

want to thank you from the bottom of my
heart. [Inaudible] I'm going to

—

[inaudi-

ble]. There's another cartoon in the paper
this morning. It's the second cartoon I've

seen in which a Navy nurse is portrayed.

And I'm going to wage a one-man cam-
paign to shape those guys up and get them
much closer to the truth about Navy
nurses

—

[laughter]—and the way you've

been portrayed.

God bless you all, and thank you all.

Audience. Thank you!

The President. Thank you. I'm looking

forward to coming back for seconds.

[Laughter]

Q. Mr. President, how does it feel to be
up and around and on your feet, sir?

The President. What?
Q. How does it feel to be up and around

and walking around on your feet?

The President. Feels great. Yes?

Q. Mr. President, did you pay for this or

did you get free care?

The President. What? I've never asked

anyone. If I don't, they'll send a bill.

Note: The exchange began at 12:15 p.m. as

the President was leaving Bethesda Naval
Hospital in Bethesda, MD. He returned to

the White House after greeting and thank-

ing hospital staff members.

Proclamation 5358—Space Exploration Day, 1985

July 20, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Sixteen years ago, on July 20, 1969,

American astronauts sent a message to

Earth: "The Eagle has landed." In a dra-

matic and compelling moment in history.

the first humans had reached solid ground
beyond our own planet.

To understand Earth systems we must
understand our solar system and the uni-

verse beyond. Remotely controlled satellites

have been sent on missions to Mars, Saturn,

and Jupiter. If all goes well, the outer plan-

ets Uranus and Neptune will be studied as
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the Voyager spacecraft passes by in 1986

and 1989, respectively. Within the next

year or so the first comet rendezvous are

planned (Giacobini-Zinner and Halley), the

powerful Hubble Space Telescope will be
placed in orbit, and the Galileo Mission to

Jupiter will be launched. Scientists around

the world eagerly anticipate the results.

The space shuttle continues to demon-
strate and expand its capabilities with each

successive flight. Within the past year, satel-

lites have been launched from the shuttle's

bay, repaired in space, and retrieved and
returned to Earth for repair. We have con-

ducted missions in which a European-de-

signed and -built scientific laboratory

—

Spacelab—has flown in the shuttle bay's

gravity-free environment during which data

in a wide range of disciplines have been
acquired, materials tested, and chemical re-

actions monitored.

Under NASA's direction, the next logical

step in America's space program—the space

station—is being planned, with develop-

ment scheduled for the latter part of this

decade. When it becomes operational in the

early to mid-1990s, the space station will be
a catalyst for expanding the peaceful uses of

space for scientific, industrial, and commer-
cial gain. The station will serve as a labora-

tory for materials processing and industrial

and scientific research; as a permanent ob-

servatory for astronomy and Earth observa-

tions; as a storage and supply depot; and as

a base from which to service other satellites

or satellite clusters that will form the

world's first space-based industrial park.

Japan, Europe, and Canada have joined

with us in partnerships that are designed to

serve all our long-term interests.

Space exploration is little more than a

quarter century old. In that brief period,

more has been learned about the cosmos
and our relation to it than in all the preced-

ing centuries combined. The ever-increas-

ing knowledge gained from peaceful space

exploration, and the uses to which that

knowledge is put, potentially benefit all

those aboard Spaceship Earth. The spirit of

July 20, 1969, lives on.

In recognition of the achievements and
promise of our space exploration program,
the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

154, has designated July 20, 1985, as "Space
Exploration Day" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-
tion to commemorate this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim July 20, 1985, as Space Ex-

ploration Day. I call upon the people of the

United States to observe the occasion with

appropriate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twentieth day of July, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:59 a.m., July 23, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on July 22.

Nomination of Bill D. Colvin To Be Inspector General of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

July 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Bill D. Colvin to be In-

spector General, National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA). He would
succeed June Gibbs Brown.

Mr. Colvin is currently serving as Acting

Inspector General and Deputy Inspector

General of NASA. Previously he served as

Assistant Inspector General for Technical

Services at NASA in 1983-1984. Prior to

that time, he was supervisory special agent

at the Federal Bureau of Investigation in

1972-1983; head of the data processing de-

partment at Western Wyoming College in
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1971-1972; and computer systems analyst at

Eastern New Mexico College in 1966-1971.

He graduated from Eastern New Mexico
University (B.B.A., 1969; M.B.A., 1971). He

is married, has two children, and resides in

Fredericksburg, VA. He was born June 7,

1940, in Clovis, NM.

Memorandum on Leadership of the Combined Federal Campaign
July 22, 1985

Memorandum for the Heads of Executive

Departments and Agencies

Helping people to help themselves

through private sector initiatives is a com-
mitment of this Administration, and we are

extremely proud of our record in this

regard. As leaders in the Federal govern-

ment, we participate side by side with indi-

viduals, groups, voluntary organizations,

and corporations to provide opportunities

for others less fortunate. We do our part

through our leadership of the Combined
Federal Campaign in our respective agen-

cies.

It gives me great pleasure to announce
that Secretary of Transportation Elizabeth

Hanford Dole has agreed to serve as Chair-

person of the fall 1985 Combined Federal
Campaign of the National Capital Area. I

am asking that you support Secretary Dole
by personally serving as Chairman of the
campaign in your organization and appoint-

ing a top official as your Vice Chairman.
Please advise Secretary Dole of the person
you designate.

Your personal interest, visible support,

and active participation are vital to the suc-

cess of the campaign. Make a special effort

to encourage your employees in the Wash-
ington area, and in all CFC locations world-
wide, to support the Combined Federal
Campaign at greater levels than ever
before.

Ronald Reagan

Memorandum Urging Participation in the Combined Federal
Campaign
July 22, 1985

Memorandum for All Federal Employees
and Military Personnel

Over the past 24 years. Federal employ-
ees and members of the Armed Forces
have had the opportunity to show their con-

cern for those in need through participation

in the Combined Federal Campaign. They
have responded to the opportunity during
this time by contributing over $1.1 billion

to charitable organizations through the

CFC.
I ask each of you now to continue that

tradition of voluntary sharing.

Through the Combined Federal Cam-
paign, we can assist the less fortunate in our

country and extend a nurturing hand to

friends around the world. We can help re-

lieve pain and health problems now and
support research to eliminate them in the

future. We can help our neighbors without

making them dependent on government.

You have a record of generosity and con-

cern for others. I am confident that that

proud record will continue in the fall 1985
Combined Federal Campaign. While the

decision to give is personal and voluntary, I

encourage each of you to join me in whole-

heartedly supporting this year's CFC.

Ronald Reagan
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Nomination of Winston Lord To Be United States Ambassador to

China

July 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Winston Lord, of New
York, as Ambassador to the People's Repub-
lic of China. He would succeed Arthur W.
Hummel, Jr.

Mr. Lord worked as a summer intern in

the office of Senator Estes Kefauver of Ten-
nessee in 1959. In 1961 he was a volunteer

for the New York State Republican Com-
mittee, and from 1977 to the present, Mr.
Lord has been president of the Council on
Foreign Relations in New York City. He
entered government service in 1962 as a

Foreign Service officer in the Office of

Congressional Relations. In 1962-1964 he
served in the Office of Political-Military Af-

fairs and then the Office of International

Trade. In 1965 he became a member of the

negotiating team and special assistant to the
Chairman of the United States delegation to

the Kennedy round of tariff negotiations in

Geneva, Switzerland. In 1967 he was a

member of the international security affairs,

policy planning staff at the Department of

Defense. In 1969-1973 he was a member,
planning staff of the National Security
Council, and Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs. In 1973-
1977 he served as director of the policy

planning staff and top policy adviser on
China in the Department of State. In 1983-
1984 he was senior counselor of the Nation-
al Bipartisan Commission on Central Amer-
ica.

Mr. Lord graduated from Yale University

(B.A., 1959) and the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy (M.A., 1960). He served in

the United States Army in 1961. His foreign

language is French. He is married to the

former Bette Bao, and they have two chil-

dren. He was born August 17, 1937, in New
York.

Remarks at the Welcoming Ceremony for President Li Xiannian of
China

July 23, 1985

President Reagan. It is my pleasure today
to welcome you. President Li. This is your
first trip to the United States and the first

visit by a Chinese head of state to our coun-
try. It's a great honor to have you, your
wife, and the distinguished delegation who
accompanied you as our guests. During my
visit to China last year, I had the opportuni-

ty to get to know President Li. Under the

guidance of President Li and other wise

leaders, the Chinese people are enjoying

greater productivity and a rising standard

of living.

The American people are working with

them as friends and partners in enterprise.

Trade between us is at a record level and
continues to climb. Scientific, technological

cooperation is being put to use in a wide

range of endeavors, and this too can be ex-

pected to increase. Our educational and
cultural exchanges—already substantial

—

are expanding. We're in the initial phases of

cooperation in the control of narcotics and
antiterrorism. And by our common opposi-

tion to aggression, we are not only enhanc-
ing our mutual security but bolstering

world peace as well.

Both our peoples should be proud that in

a few short years a solid foundation of good
will has been laid. Ours is an increasingly

productive relationship based not on per-

sonality or momentary concerns, but on a

recognition that our nations share signifi-

cant common interests and an understand-

ing of the many benefits we've reaped from
the good will between us. Now, this doesn't
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mean that there are no areas of disagree-

ment; however, we will continue to put any
differences in perspective. When I met
with you, President Li, in the Great Hall of

Beijing, I suggested a Chinese principle that

can serve as a tool in building an ever-

stronger bond between us: hu jing, hu
hui—mutual respect, mutual benefit. Let us

proceed in that spirit

—

hu jing, hu hui. As
leaders of great nations, we should expect

nothing more and accept nothing less.

President Li, we Americans highly value

the ties we have built with the people of

China in these last 13 years. We rejoice

with you over the economic success your
country is enjoying, and Fm pleased to be
playing a small part in this modernization

effort. We wish for the people of China
what we wish for ourselves—to live in

peace and to enjoy prosperity. By working
together the people of both our countries

can achieve this noble goal. We are pleased

to have you with us.

On behalf of the people of the United
States I say, huan ying. Welcome.

President Li. Mr. President and Mrs.

Reagan, ladies and gentlemen, at the kind
invitation of President Reagan Fve come to

pay a visit to a great country. On behalf of

the Chinese Government and the people, I

wish to extend a heartfelt thanks and the

best wishes to the American Government
and the people. Mr. President, I am very
happy to see that you are recovering so fast,

and I'm deeply touched by your participa-

tion in this welcoming ceremony.
The purpose of my coming to visit is to

deepen mutual understanding, enhance our
bilateral relations, increase the friendship

between our two peoples, and safeguard

world peace. I believe this purpose is in

conformity with the interests and desires of

our two peoples. Both China and the

United States are great countries and both

our peoples, great peoples. I am convinced
that if China and the United States can es-

tablish a long-term and stable relationship

of friendship and cooperation on the basis

of the five principles of peaceful coexist-

ence, it will greatly benefit our two peoples
and world peace.

In the past two centuries or more the

Sino-U.S. relations went through a tortuous

road, with both exciting moments of joy

and the painful periods that provoked
thought. It is gratifying to note that since

1972 leaders of the two countries, judging
the hour and sizing up the situation, have
cooperated to lay down principles guiding
bilateral relations and have reached a

number of agreements that provide the

foundation for the establishment of a long-

term and a stable relationship of friendship.

The Sino-U.S. relations have made very
big progress. A dozen years ago very few
people could foresee the present level of

development in our bilateral relations.

However, I wish to point out that in our
relations there are even today great poten-

tials to be tapped and obstacles and difficul-

ties to be overcome. The new situation de-

mands our fresh efforts and new achieve-

ments. I hope that a dozen years hence,

when we look back, we shall be able to feel

gratified, as we do today, that as we pro-

ceed difficulties are increasingly reduced
and our steps grow more vigorous.

Thank you.

Note: President Reagan spoke at 10:08 a.m.

at the South Portico of the White House,

where President Li was accorded a formal
welcome with full military honors. Presi-

dent Li spoke in Chinese, and his remarks
were translated by an interpreter. Follow-

ing the ceremony, the two Presidents met in

the Residence.

Nomination of Thomas John Josefiak To Be a Member of the

Federal Election Commission

July 23, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Thomas John Josefiak to

be a member of the Federal Election Com-
mission for a term expiring April 30, 1991.
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He would succeed Frank P. Reiche.

Mr. Josefiak is currently serving as special

deputy to the Secretary of the Senate for

the Federal Election Commission. Previous-

ly he was a legal counsel to the National

Republican Congressional Committee
(NRCC) in 1977-1981. In 1979 he was on
leave of absence from NRCC to serve as

counsel to the Committee on House Admin-
istration.

He graduated from Fairfield University

(B.A., 1969) and Georgetown University

(J.D., 1974). He was born November 21,

1947, in Adams, MA, and now resides in

Alexandria, VA.

Appointment of Ross O. Doyen as a Member of the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

July 23, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Ross O. Doyen, a State sena-

tor from Kansas, to be a member of the

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations for a term of 2 years. He will

succeed Miles Yeoman Ferry.

He was first elected to the Kansas house
of representatives in 1958 and served five

terms there. He has been a State senator

since January 1969 and has served as presi-

dent of the senate and chairman of several

committees, including the Senate Ways and
Means Committee. He is president of the

National Republican Legislators Association

and past president of the National Confer-

ence of State Legislatures.

Mr. Doyen graduated from Kansas State

University (B.S., 1950). He has two children

and resides in Concordia, KS. He was born
October 1, 1926, in Rice, KS.

Toast at the State Dinner for President Li Xiannian of China

July 23, 1985

Good evening, and welcome to the White
House. Tonight it's my pleasure to return

the hospitality that was extended to us by
President Li during our visit to China. And
I'm grateful to have had the opportunity to

develop a personal relationship with him.

And it's my honor. President Li, to greet

you affectionately as lao pengyou. Now, for

most of you who don't speak Chinese, that

means "old friend." [Laughter]

Today when President Li and I renewed
our friendship, he expressed his wishes for

my full recovery. In fact, he told me that

once I was totally back on my feet, a young
man like myself could expect to have a long

and distinguished career ahead of him.

[Laughter] President Li comes from a

nation whose people are known for their

traditional respect for the elders. President

Li, I can assure you I'm doing my best to

reestablish that tradition in our own coun-

try. [Laughter]

But I learned about that and many other

wonderful aspects of China during our visit

last year. Although our stay was brief, I did,

as the Chinese say, "look at the flowers

while riding horseback"—capturing lasting

impressions not only of the magnificence of

the culture and the land but also the bold
vision of those directing China's future.

The progress we've made is a tribute to

individuals with courage and foresight, like

President Li, on both sides of the Pacific.

The relationship we've built improves the

material well-being and increases the secu-

rity of our countries. Areas of disagreement
exist; these should not be ignored, nor
should they be permitted to inhibit us from
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acting together in these many areas of com-
monality. Historic truths determine our fun-

damental national interests, and they con-

tinue to draw our two peoples together.

After our meeting today, I'm happy to

say I remain confident that Chinese-Ameri-

can cooperation will grow and strengthen

in the years ahead. Underscoring the mo-
mentum of our relationship, I am delighted

tonight to announce that the Chinese Gov-
ernment has invited Vice President Bush to

China and that he has accepted this most
gracious invitation. Such visits as yours, Mr.

President, elevate the relationship of the

leaders of our two nations, enhance our

joint efforts, and open new doors of coop-

eration.

President Li, by the time you return

home you will have seen much of the

United States and met many Americans in

and out of government. You will have seen

our industry, our people, and our land. We
Americans came here from almost every

nation, including China, to an undeveloped
land, a wilderness. We're proud of what
we've accomplished. And today we're

proud to stand beside the people of China,

who are striving to build a better life.

By working together, we can and will

create a more prosperous and peaceful

world. So, let us drink a toast to that and to

President Li and Madame Lin, his wife.

Note: The President spoke at 9:25 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

Nomination of Frank Shakespeare To Be United States Ambassador
to Portugal

July 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Frank Shakespeare, of

Connecticut, to be Ambassador to the Re-

public of Portugal. He would succeed

Henry Allen Holmes.
Mr. Shakespeare served as president of

CBS Television Services, CBS, Inc., in New
York in 1950-1969. He was named Director

of the United States Information Agency in

1969 and served there until 1973. In 1973-

1975 he was executive vice president of

Westinghouse in New York. In 1975 he
became president/vice chairman, RKO

General, Inc., in New York. And from 1981

to the present, he has been Chairman,

Board for International Broadcasting.

Mr. Shakespeare graduated from Holy

Cross College (B.S., 1946). He has received

honorary degrees from the Colorado School

of Mines (engineering, 1975), Pace Universi-

ty (commercial science, 1979), Delaware

Law School (law, 1980), and Sacred Heart

University (law, 1985). He has three chil-

dren and resides in Greenwich, CT. He was
born April 9, 1925, in New York, NY.

Appointment of Three Members of the National Selective Service

Appeal Board, and Designation of the Chairman

July 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Selective Serv-

ice Appeal Board. The President intends to

designate Frank De Balogh as Chairman

upon his appointment.

Julius Belso is a partner in the Biro-Belso real

estate firm in New Brunswick, NJ. He is also

chairman of the board of Magyar Savings and

Loan in New Brunswick. He is former commis-

sioner of the New Brunswick Human Rights

Commission. He is married and resides in New
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Brunswick. He was born August 12, 1918, in

Kerkakutas, Hungary.

Frank De Balogh is director of the decision sup-

port systems laboratory and assistant professor

of systems science for the Institute of Safety

and Systems Management at the University of

Southern California. He is married, has one
child, and resides in South Pasadena, CA. He

was born October 9, 1941, in Budapest, Hunga-
ry.

Guadalupe F. Hinckle has been actively involved

in community service in Los Angeles for many
years. In 1980 she was presented with the Los
Angeles Human Relations Commission Certifi-

cate of Merit for Outstanding Community
Service. She has three children and resides in

Los Angeles, CA. She was born April 24, 1916,

in Sonora, Mexico.

Message to the Congress Transmitting the Proposed China-United
States Nuclear Energy Agreement
July 24, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

I am pleased to transmit to the Congress,

pursuant to sections 123(b) and 123(d) of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amend-
ed (42 U.S.C. 2153(b), (d)), the text of the

proposed agreement between the United
States and the People's Republic of China
Concerning Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy, with accompanying annexes and
agreed minute. The proposed agreement is

accompanied by my written determination,

approval, and authorization, and the Nucle-
ar Proliferation Assessment Statement by
the Director of the United States Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency concern-
ing the agreement. The joint memorandum
submitted to me by the Secretaries of State

and Energy, which includes a summary
analysis of the provisions of the agreement,
and the views of the Director of the United
States Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency are also enclosed.

The proposed agreement with the Peo-
ple's Republic of China has been negotiated

in accordance with the Nuclear Non-Prolif-

eration Act, which sets forth certain re-

quirements for new agreements for coop-

eration with other countries.

It is the first peaceful nuclear cooperation

agreement with a Communist country and
the only such agreement with another nu-

clear-weapon state (the United Kingdom
and France are covered by U.S. agreements
with EURATOM).
During the last several years, the People's

Republic of China has developed ambitious

plans for the installation of a substantial

number of nuclear power stations. The pro-

posed agreement reflects the desire of the

Government of the United States and the

Government of the People's Republic of

China to establish a framework for peaceful

nuclear cooperation. During the period of

our negotiations and discussions, China took

several important steps that clarify its non-

proliferation and nuclear export policies.

Premier Zhao has made important state-

ments of China's non-proliferation policy

that make clear that China will not contrib-

ute to proliferation. Those statements have
been endorsed by the National People's

Congress, thereby giving them official

status. Based on our talks with the Chinese,

we can expect that China's policy of not

assisting a non-nuclear weapon state to ac-

quire nuclear explosives will be implement-
ed in a manner consistent with the basic

non-proliferation practices common to the

United States and other suppliers. Further,

in conjunction with China's membership in

the International Atomic Energy Agency,
effective January 1, 1984, China has said

that it will require IAEA safeguards on its

future nuclear export commitments to non-

nuclear weapons states.

This agreement will have a significant,

positive impact on overall U.S.-China rela-

tions. It will provide the United States and
its companies an opportunity to participate

in another aspect of China's energy pro-

grams, with possibly substantial economic
benefit. The proposed agreement will, in

my view, further the non-proliferation and
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other foreign policy interests of the United
States.

I have considered the views and recom-
mendations of the interested agencies in re-

viewing the proposed agreement and have
determined that its performance will pro-

mote, and will not constitute an unreason-

able risk to, the common defense and secu-

rity. Accordingly, I have approved the

agreement and authorized its execution.

I have also found that this agreement
meets all applicable requirements of the

Atomic Energy Act, as amended, for agree-

ments for peaceful nuclear cooperation and
therefore I am transmitting it to the Con-
gress without exempting it from any re-

quirement contained in section 123(a) of

that Act. This transmission shall constitute a

submittal for purposes of both section

123(b) and 123(d) of the Atomic Energy
Act. The Administration is prepared to

begin immediately the consultations with

the Senate Foreign Relations and House
Foreign Affairs Committees as provided in

section 123(b). Upon completion of the 30
day continuous session period provided in

section 123(b), the 60 day continuous ses-

sion period provided for in section 123(d)

shall commence.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 24, 1985.

Nomination of Donald J. Quigg To Be Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks

July 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Donald J. Quigg to be
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
Department of Commerce. He would suc-

ceed Gerald Mossinghoff.

Since 1981 Mr. Quigg has been Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Commerce and
Deputy Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks. Previously, he was at Phillips

Petroleum Co. as patent counsel (1971-

1981); associate patent counsel and chief of

the legal branch (1954-1971); senior patent

attorney, section chief (1950-1954); and
staff patent attorney in 1946-1950.

He graduated from the University of

Oklahoma (B.S., 1937) and the University of

Missouri (J.D., 1940). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Falls Church, VA.
He was born April 28, 1916, in Kansas City,

MO.

Nomination of Larry L. DeVuyst To Be a Member of the Federal
Farm Credit Board

July 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Larry L. DeVuyst to be a

member of the Federal Farm Credit Board,

Farm Credit Administration, for a term ex-

piring March 31, 1991. He would succeed

Jewell Haaland.

Mr. DeVuyst is a farmer in Ithaca, MI. He
serves as director of the Federal Farm
Credit Council and as vice president of the

Michigan Pork Producers Association. He is

past State director of the Michigan Farm
Bureau and past director of the Michigan
Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Asso-

ciation.

He attended Michigan State University.

He is married, has four children, and re-

sides in Ithaca, MI. He was born July 10,

1939, in Ithaca, MI.
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Nomination of Three Members of the National Advisory Council on
Women's Educational Programs

July 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the National Advisory

Council on Women's Educational Programs
for terms expiring May 8, 1988. These are

reappointments:

Betty Ann Gault Cordoba is a teacher in Wood-
land Hills, CA. She is a member of the board of

directors of the Professional Educators of Los
Angeles, CA. She graduated from the Universi-

ty of Southern California (B.S., 1949). She is

married, has one child, and resides in Wood-
land Hills, CA. She was born December 23,

1927, in Philadelphia, PA.

Irene Renee Robinson is actively involved in com-
munity and charity work. She is a former in-

structor of Russian at Georgetown University,

School of Foreign Service. She graduated from
St. Joseph College in Tientsin, China (B.A.,

1941). She is married, has one child, and re-

sides in Washington, DC. She was born Decem-
ber 5, 1922, in Harbin, China.

Judy F. Rolfe is vice president of Rolfe & Wood,
Inc., an automobile dealership in Bozeman,
MT. She attended Montana State University.

She is married, has two children, and resides in

Bozeman, MT. She was born June 20, 1953, in

Analunda, MT.

Appointment of Robert Earl Farris as a Member of the National

Council on Public Works Improvement
July 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Robert Earl Farris to be a

member of the National Council on Public

Works Improvement. This is a new position.

Since 1981 Mr. Farris has been serving as

a commissioner of the department of trans-

portation for the State of Tennessee. Previ-

ously he was the owner of Swimco, Inc. He

was assistant sales promotion manager at

the Gillette Co. in 1952-1960.

Mr. Farris attended the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard Universi-

ty. He is married, has two children, and
resides in Nashville, TN. He was born
March 7, 1928, in Etowah, TN.

Appointment of Michael R. Farley as a Member of the National
Council on Vocational Education

July 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Michael R. Farley to be a

member of the National Council on Voca-

tional Education for a term expiring Janu-

ary 17, 1987.

Mr. Farley is currently president of

Farley & Associates, a firm specializing in

family and business insurance planning, in

Tucson, AZ. He is a member of the South-

ern Arizona Association of Life Underwrit-
ers and the National Association of Life Un-
derwriters.

He graduated from the University of Ari-

zona (B.S., 1967) and the American College

of Life Underwriters (C.L.U., 1972). He is

married, has three children, and resides in

Tucson, AZ. He was born March 6, 1944, in

Los Angeles, CA.
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Radio Address to the Nation on Economic Growth and Minorities

July 27, 1985

My fellow Americans:

Some of the recent economic reports

might be seen as spectacular were they not

becoming so routine. The Consumer Price

Index increased by only two-tenths of 1 per-

cent in June, following an identical two-

tenths of 1 percent increase in May. The
United States economic expansion is 31

months old. Employment stands near its

highest level in history, and yet inflation is

below 4 percent.

Not since the 1960's have prices been so

well contained for so long a period of eco-

nomic growth. Most important, the outlook

on this summer day for the balance of 1985

and beyond is very good for continued low
inflation, renewed economic strength, and
rising employment. Productivity growth is

strengthening and interest rates have
dropped significantly, invigorating housing

markets and permitting businesses to better

finance investments and machines, technol-

ogies, and products for the future. Add to

this the increase in business orders, which
provides incentives to rebuild inventories,

and the pickup of other economics abroad,

and we see all the parts falling in place for

a new surge of robust expansion.

One of the most hopeful signs for our

future is being seen in our black communi-
ties. We'll have to wait for the Census
Bureau to release the latest poverty figures

in August to confirm the new trend, but the

evidence of progress seems clear. A record

number of blacks—some 10.6 million—now
have jobs. Since November 1982 the black

unemployment rate has fallen by 6 ¥2 per-

centage points, and nearly one of every five

new jobs generated went to a black man,
woman, or teenager. Blacks have gained an

average of 45,000 new jobs every month for

the past 31 months—twice the job gain rate

of whites.

Those gains were created by the engines

of enterprise, not the horse and buggy
system of bureaucratic make-work that

broke down long ago. They were created

by people getting ahead and breaking free,

not because of what society does for them.

but what they do for themselves—by
people who know complete emancipation
must be a spiritual struggle for brother-

hood, a political struggle for participation at

the ballot box, and an economic struggle for

an opportunity society that creates jobs, not

welfare; wealth, not poverty; and freedom,
not dependency.

We're reaching out to every American
who yearns to board the freedom train that

can take them to the destination of their

dreams. But that train can't keep moving if

government keeps blocking the track. We
can't rest until everyone who wants to work
can find a real job. No American seeking

opportunity through an expanding economy
can break free if government erodes their

take-home pay with new taxes. Minorities

and women can't break free if government
destroys their earning power with protec-

tionist measures that raise prices and even-

tually cripple the job market and our econ-

omy as well. And workers searching for jobs

and advancement can't break free if gov-

ernment upsets the marketplace with hare-

brained ideas like federally mandated com-
parable worth, a proposal that would take

salary decisions out the hands of employers
and employees and give government the

power to determine what a fair salary is.

On another front, we'll keep speaking

out, pushing as hard as we can, to give all

Americans new opportunity to build a

better life. That means passage of our tax

reform to lower rates, nearly double the

personal exemption, raise the standard de-

duction, and increase the earned-income

tax credit. Tax reform is a must, because it

would turn private energies away from ef-

forts to save another dollar in taxes toward
efforts to earn another dollar. This is how
hope and opportunity are created.

We'll keep pushing for passage of enter-

prise zones as long as areas that could be
new sites for economic development
remain destitute landmarks of despair. Such
neglect is an outrage, and those blocking

this legislation should never have the nerve
to say a word about compassion again.
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Finally, to bring teenage unemployment
rates down further, weVe asked the Con-
gress for a 3-year test of the youth employ-
ment opportunity wage. It enjoys bipartisan

support—leading black mayors, 114 histori-

cally black colleges, the Fraternal Order of

Police, even the National Alliance of Postal

Employees. It's time Congress passed this

proposal that could create some 400,000
new jobs for our youth. WeVe got to be-

lieve in them if they're to believe in us.

At long last, all Americans are beginning

to move forward together. From now on,

it's got to be full speed ahead.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Excerpts From an Interview With Hugh Sidey of Time Magazine

July 25, 1985

The President's Health

Mr. Sidey. Well, listen, I just—a few ques-

tions here to—as you start in again. How do
you feel? That's the first one.

The President. Feel fine. Really. Everyday
I'm amazed at the improvement. Only a

few days ago to bend in the middle, some-
body had to help. Now I can get up all by
myself.

Mr. Sidey. The sore spot's going away?
The President. Oh, yes.

Mr. Sidey. That sort of thing.

The President. There's an 11-inch line

there that

Mr. Sidey. I see. You don't plan to show
your scar like Lyndon Johnson. [Laughter]

So keep that quiet, huh?
The President. No, no.

Mr. Sidey. On a serious note, you've got

another adversary now, cancer. How are

you going to deal with that these next 3 ¥2

years?

The President. I'm going to do exactly

what they've told me to do. The thing is,

Hugh, in this—one, the doctor himself was
a little concerned because he'd used the

term that I "have cancer." He says the

proper thing is I "had cancer." And very

—

to a minor effect—that particular polyp,

called adenoma type, is one that, if it is left,

it begins to develop cancerous cells. Well,

this one had. When they got it out, they

found that there were a few of such cells,

but it's gone, along with the surrounding

tissue. It had not spread; no evidence of

anything else. So, I am someone who does

not have cancer. But, like everyone else,

I'm apparently vulnerable to it. And, there-

fore, there will be a schedule of checkups
for a period to see if it's going to return or

if there was a cell that had escaped into the

bloodstream or something.

Mr. Sidey. Will the fear of cancer intrude

into your life, though?

The President. No. I've never been that

way about things of that kind.

Mr. Sidey. Well, I must say, twice you've

been brushed by death since you've been in

this office, and you seem unfazed. You keep
going; you keep your hope up. What is it?

The President. Well, I have a very real

and deep faith. Probably, I'm indebted to

my mother for that. And I figure that He
will make a decision, and I can't doubt that

whatever He decides will be the right deci-

sion.

Mr. Sidey. That's not going to affect your
work?
The President. No.

Mr. Sidey. But, Mr. President, if cancer
should show up and you had to undergo
treatments, is there the possibility that you
would resign, turn the job over to Mr.

Bush?

The President. I can't foresee anything of

that kind, and that is not just me talking,

now. That's on the basis of all that I've been
told by the doctors who were all involved

in this. I can't see anything of that kind

coming. But, as I said once when they were
talking about my age before I was elected

the first time, if I found myself ever phys-
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ically incapacitated where I, in my own
mind, knew I could not fulfill the require-

ments, rd be the first one to say so and step

down.
Mr. Sidey. When was the hardest moment

in this whole episode for you?
The President. The hardest moment?
Mr. Sidey. Yes.

The President. Golly, that's pretty hard to

say. The most difficulty I have is in that

period in which time disappears and you're

no longer a part of the world

—

[laughter]—
under the anesthetic. The most difficult

time I had was trying to reorient as to

where I was and had I been operated on
yet or not. [Laughter] And they said, "Oh,
yes. It's all over."

Mr. Sidey. I see. Did you suspect you
might have cancer before they told you?
The President. No. They've tried to make

something of the scheduling of these things.

The first polyp had been taken out, the

knowledge that I had another one yet to

come out, and it was the kind that, as they

said, doesn't become cancerous. The sched-

ule was set, and I went in there fully pre-

pared on a Friday afternoon to have that

one snipped out. Also, they were going to

do this examination then of the intestine to

make sure. And I went in with a little hand-
bag, fully convinced that I would be on my
way to Camp David the next morning, Sat-

urday. And they came back in after having
taken out the polyp and told me that they
had found this other type. And they said,

about this other type, that we have no evi-

dence whether there are cancer cells, but it

is the kind that can be cancerous. And they
said, now, you're all prepped, you're here

—

and that prepping took a lot of imbibing
of— [laughter]—certain fluids for hours

before I went there. They said you can
schedule this to come back, or they said,

our advice is, you're all ready and you're

here and why not now? And I said yes. I

didn't want to get back on that fluid

again

—

[laughter]—a week or two from
now.

Mr. Sidey. I see, I see.

The President. So, I said yes. And then
they told me that, yes, there had been a

few cancer cells in it, but it had not pene-

trated the outer wall. It was confined; there

was no trace of this going anyplace else.

And, as the doctor said, therefore, all you
can say is you had cancer.

Mr. Sidey. Yes.

The President. I've got too many
friends—even my brother who—good Lord,
he had very severe cancer of the larynx. He
was a very heavy smoker, which I have
never been. But that was, golly, I guess in

the neighborhood of 20 years ago, and he's

doing just fine. So, I'll take the checkups
that they recommend for them to keep
track.

Mr. Sidey. There was some comment
when you only spent 5 minutes with the

doctors, when they told you that the speci-

men was cancerous that they took out, you
know?
The President. Yes.

Mr. Sidey. But that was all you needed to

spend with them?
The President. Yes. They were most reas-

suring.

Mr. Sidey. You're not unhappy with your
medical advice?

The President. Oh, no, not at all.

Mr. Sidey. Why didn't you do it last year,

in '84?

The President. Well, I think this is what
has been misplayed somewhat. We didn't

know about this new polyp. We knew at the

time that there were two polyps—one
much smaller than the other. And they had
gotten one, and then, subsequently, we set

a time later when I would go back in.

Mr. Sidey. Have any of your priorities

changed because of this illness, as far as

being President of the United States goes?

The President. No. If there was any
change it was back in 1981, with the indica-

tion of mortality after the shooting, that I

made up my mind that those things that I

believed in doing, for whatever time I

might have left.

Mr. Sidey. So, it's full speed ahead?
The President. Yes.

Mr. Sidey. Work is your answer, in a way.
The President. Yes.

Mr. Sidey. One of the things that's been
commented on, Mr. President, is Mrs.

Reagan, who was, as you said in your
speech—she has been remarkable in this.

Has she become more of the Presidency in

these last couple of weeks, or are we just
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noticing it?

The President. No, but Nancy is a mother
hen. Let something happen to one of the

family, and they become the chick. She's

very concerned that there be no overdoing.

And being a doctor's daughter, a surgeon's

daughter, as a matter of fact, she is very

insistent that no one's going to overwork
me. And that includes me, because she

knows that I tend to take such things a little

lightly. And I think she reached her high

point this morning. You know, she's on her

way to Denison University in Ohio for a

program on drugs. She'll be back today. But
on the table by my side of the bed, there is

one of those little cabbage-type dolls in a

nurse's uniform. [Laughter] And she has

named it Nancy and has put it there so that

while she's gone, it is to remind me that

—

[laughter]—I'm to do all those things like

rest, and so forth.

Mr. Sidey. Well, she's displayed great

courage
The President. Yes, she has.

Mr. Sidey. ^you know, before the

world, really, in that time.

The President. And it hasn't been easy

because, as she herself admits, she is a wor-
rier. And she has been through a lot, includ-

ing a most traumatic experience, the death
of her father. She was there and with him
for a couple of weeks in the hospital, and
both knew that he was dying. And then, to

have what happened to me—I recovered
far more quickly than she did from the

shooting. And then, along comes a thing

like this. She can't resolve her concern.

White House Staff

Mr. Sidey. There was a little comment,
Mr. President, about your staff and whether
Mr. Regan assumed too much power
and
The President. No. He was carrying out

things that I said. And this whole mixup,

Hugh, whether George was shipped away
or something—^when I found out about the

anesthetic, I designated, of course, auto-

matically George Bush. But George had just

come back from that very successful, but

also very tiring trip. And knowing that this

was just for the hours of an operation—and
at this time, it was all going to be over on
Friday afternoon—I said to Don, I said that

I knew that George had gone—as I would
have gone to the ranch after that trip—had
gone up to Maine. I said, tell George,
though, to stay where he is. There's no
need—^he's as much in contact there as he
would be here. I said, "Tell him to stay

there and not to break up his weekend
simply because I'm going to have this little

thing snipped."

So, this was my order. But then when the

subsequent thing came along and it was
going to be extended hours, it was George's

decision to come back. And he just said he
just felt that under the circumstances—and
he was right—that it just would not look

right in the eyes of anyone for me to be
there and him to be up there in Maine. And
so, he felt that it would be much more reas-

suring to the people and everything else if

he came back. And that was all. I was the

one from the very beginning who had said

to him, "I don't want you to give up your

weekend."

Mr. Sidey. And you think Don Regan's

function as the coordinator in that was the

way it should be?

The President. Yes, and with all the things

here, Don's carrying out the things that I

have said. I've witnessed no grabs for power
on the part of anyone. Hugh, there seems
to be a concerted effort, and has been for

the last 4 ¥2 years, to try and build feuds

within the administration. I think they

thrive on—some do—on combat, and there

just isn't anything to it.

The White House

Mr. Sidey. You talked of "going home"—

I

was struck by it—in the hospital. You men-
tioned it two or three times, how you
wanted to go home and get into your bed.

I've never heard a President talk of the

White House with such affection and
warmth. Now, what's the change?

The President. Well, yes. And, Hugh, I

think again we go to—Nancy is a nest-buUd-

er. If we stop in a hotel for a couple of days,

she can't be in a suite for 5 minutes until

she's moving the furniture around

—

[laugh-

ter]—to make it more homelike. In the hos-

pital there for only those several days, she

brought pictures up and some large framed
photos that we have of her trying to give
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the dog a bath and so forth, and hung them
on the walls. And at first, I kept saying,

"Honey, Fm going to be out of here in a

few days. You're going to a lot of trouble."

But I have to say, she was right. Suddenly,
it was much more pleasant to look around.

She had framed photos, family photos that

she brought and were around the place.

She does that, and the same here with the

White House.
Mr. Sidey. So, it has become home de-

spite living over the store and the isolation

and all the problems?
The President. Yes, the living quarters

there—our own furniture in there. And I

just always have had a tendency to settle in.

Mr. Sidey. Maybe you want a third term?
The President. [Laughter] I think that's

not permitted, but I have to say it is home.
And she's done the same with the house at

Camp David. That's similar to when we had
a house in Los Angeles and the ranch.

The President's Health

Mr. Sidey. One final question, Mr. Presi-

dent, here. What's your favorite joke about
your operation?

The President. [Laughter] Oh, Lord! Oh,
well. Yes, there was a cartoon that came
out

—

[laughter]—and somebody brought me
a copy of it. I guess it was in the Washing-
ton Times. I called him to thank him for it,

but also to give him a little warning. It's a

cartoon that appeared in the paper. It was
of the hospital. Up here in a window was a

nurse and a man. The nurse was very
angry, and she was pointing down out of

sight, below the cartoon. And she was
saying, "That crazy clown down there chop-
ping wood, he'll wake the President!" And
the man, looking down, says, "That fellow

chopping wood is the President!"

Mr. Sidey. I see. [Laughter]

The President. And so, I showed it to ev-

eryone, but he had quite a cartoon figure

for the nurse. And these nurses were all

very trim and nice people and all, and they

were a little disturbed by the image of a

Bethesda nurse. So, when I left the hospital

up there, I told all of them—that's what I

was saying when I turned my back and was
talking to them—I was telling them that I

was going to do my utmost to see that the

image as portrayed was corrected in the

cartoon industry and that they were not
properly portrayed. So, I told him that

when I called him.

Administration Goals

Mr. Sidey. Now, I guess one final thing.

Your purposes in the Presidency, your pri-

orities, basically have not changed?
The President. No, no, they haven't.

Mr. Sidey. Budget, tax reform
The President. Peace.

Mr. Sidey. strength abroad?

The President. Yes.

Mr. Sidey. You'll go to see Mr. Gorba-
chev
The President. Yes.

Mr. Sidey. as far as you know?
The President. Yes, yes, all of those things.

The view I felt for a long time, that, even if

there were no deficit, the Federal Govern-
ment, out of a number of things and with
the best of intentions, embarked on all

kinds of programs, some of which are just

not the proper function of government,
things government shouldn't be doing, and
some of which, even if it's doing them,
they're not cost-effective at all. Job training

programs in which the training was given,

but the placement rate of people in jobs

was extremely low. And for the cost of

training, that was enough to send them to

the finest university in the land. Things of

that kind, things that we discovered in our
own welfare reform.

And part of it—the advantage you see in

it, from that State level out there as Gover-
nor—the Federal programs mandated on
local and State government. And even if

you were given some say in the administra-

tion of those programs, you were so bound
and restricted by regulations and redtape
that time after time you found yourself

saying we could do this program twice as

well and at half the price if we weren't
bound by these restrictions. And yet it was
the Government saying, you can't change,
you've got to do these things this way.

Well, I made up my mind when I came
here that we'd done what we could at the

State level—our welfare reform in Califor-

nia was tremendously successful, and it

didn't throw people out into the snowdrifts

or take away from those who had real need
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at all under some of those programs. We
found people that were, say, 2 ¥2 times their

income—outside income—above the pover-

ty rate, and they were eligible for as many
as four Federal aid programs. You said, "We
don't think this is what was intended."

I want to see government to where it

should be. And a President said it before

me. In 1932 Franklin Delano Roosevelt, in

campaigning, said one of his purposes

would be to restore to the States and local

communities, and to the people, authority

and autonomy that had been unjustly seized

by the Federal Government.
Mr. Sidey. Well now, Mr. Gorbachev—are

you up to him?
The President. Yes, looking foward to it.

Mr. Sidey. He's a young fellow and quite

vigorous.

The President. Yes, but I'll try not to take

advantage of him. [Laughter]

Mr. Sidey. Thank you, Mr. President.

Note: The interview began at 11:11 a.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. A tape

was not available for verification of the

content of this interview, which was re-

leased by the Office of the Press Secretary

on July 28.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Limiting
Nuclear Weapons Testing

July 29, 1985

President Reagan's central arms control

objective, and the objective declared in the

U.S.-Soviet joint statement issued in Geneva
last January, is to eliminate nuclear weap-
ons altogether. We, therefore, have pro-

posed at the bargaining table in the nuclear

and space talks in Geneva radical reduc-

tions in the size of existing nuclear arsenals,

beginning with the most destabilizing ballis-

tic missiles. We believe such radical reduc-

tions, coupled with possible future strategic

defenses for both sides, are the most prom-
ising avenues to eliminate the danger of

nuclear war. We regret that the Soviet

Union to date has been unwilling to negoti-

ate in concrete and detailed terms to

achieve such reductions in Geneva. In this

respect not only have they failed to address

our desire for deep reductions and en-

hanced stability, but they have not been
willing to present specific numerical levels

supporting their own approach.

While we believe the most direct path is

through equitable, verifiable reductions, we
also believe that verifiable limitations on
nuclear testing can play a useful, though
more modest role. For that reason. Presi-

dent Reagan, in his speech to the U.N. Gen-
eral Assembly on September 24, 1984, pro-

posed that the Soviet Union and the U.S.

exchange visits of experts to measure di-

rectly at nuclear test sites the yields of nu-

clear weapons tests. The President views

this proposal as a means to increase confi-

dence in verifiable limits on underground
testing. To date, the Soviet Union has re-

fused to agree to this practical and fair-

minded approach.

As a demonstration of our seriousness, the

President has extended to the Soviet leader-

ship our invitation for a Soviet team to ob-

serve and to measure a nuclear test at our
Nevada test site. This offer, which is uncon-
ditional, is a unilateral step which clearly

demonstrates the U.S. intention to go the

extra mile. The Soviet experts are invited to

bring any instrumentation devices that the

Soviet Union deems necessary to measure
the yield of this test. This U.S. initiative

demonstrates our commitment to achieving

verifiable limitations in nuclear testing.

We would welcome Soviet interest in

joining us in developing and putting into

place truly verifiable and durable limits on
nuclear testing. We believe the President's

initiative is the most practical approach to

begin addressing this serious problem. We
reiterate there are no conditions to this far-

reaching offer, and we look forward to a

positive and timely Soviet response.
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Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters in the Briefing Room at the

White House during his daily press brief-

ing, which began at 9:28 a.m.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the
Fiscal Year 1986 Budget

July 29, 1985

The President a few minutes ago tele-

phoned Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
with the following message:

—A Federal budget for 1986 is essential

to maintaining economic recovery. It is up
to Congress to act on the budget before

they leave for summer vacation.

—^The President will not support a tax

increase in the form of an oil import fee.

He will not support a change in Social Secu-

rity cola's nor will he support a change in

tax indexing that protects the working
American from inflation-generated tax in-

creases.

—He firmly believes there is sufficient

ground for a compromise between the

Senate and the House that can provide in

excess of $50 billion in deficit reductions.

—Deficit reduction is the number one
issue in America today. The only way to get
true deficit reduction is to cut Federal

spending and do so this year.

—He complimented Senator Dole on his

and the Senate's efforts to produce a budget
and shares his belief that too much is at

stake to allow deficit reduction to fall by
the wayside. The Senate and House have
come a long way toward agreeing on a
budget. Reasonable men and women can
agree. It's up to the conferees to meet with-

out delay and act with dispatch. They need
to put aside their differences, get down to

business, and produce a budget.—^This afternoon Chief of Staff Don
Regan will meet with Budget Committee
Chairmen Pete Domenici and William Gray
to express the President's desire to have
Congress adopt a budget resolution.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement
to reporters in the Briefing Room at the

White House during his daily press brief-

ing, which began at 9:28 a.m.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Trade
With Japan
July 30, 1985

The Government of Japan today an-

nounced its Action Program for Imports.

This program is to be the framework for

Japan's market-opening activities over the

next 3 years. It fulfills a commitment by
Prime Minister Nakasone to provide such a

program by the end of July; however, it is

difficult to determine from the announce-
ment whether the program will remove the

bulk of these barriers in a timely fashion.

So, we must reserve judgment until the

effect of the program on our exports is real-

ized.

The program focuses on long-term access

to the Japanese market. Effective imple-

mentation of its initiatives would remove
numerous nontariff barriers to trade with

Japan. While a long-term effort is welcome,
earlier implementation would help resolve

the crucial trade problems confronting us

today.

The action plan focuses primarily on spe-

cific trade barriers, but the removal of such

barriers will not result in more imports

without an accompanying increase in the
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willingness of Japanese businessmen and
consumers to purchase imported goods. We
hope the Prime Minister's countrymen will

heed his call to reevaluate and alter their

attitudes toward imports. An encouraging
note is the recognition of the need for do-

mestic demand expansion, which would
result in higher levels of imports. Also an-

nounced are steps on the path to capital

market liberalization, which we have long

encouraged. We are especially aware of the

need to improve investment opportunities

in Japan.
This program comes at a crucial time in

Japan's trading relations with us and with

her other trading partners. While United
States relations with Japan are amicable and
cooperative in nearly all respects, trade

issues have been a source of deep and

growing concern. U.S. firms believe strong-

ly that they have less access and opportuni-

ty to compete in the Japanese market than

Japanese firms enjoy here. The administra-

tion has made righting this imbalance of

market opportunities a number one priority

with Japan. We will continue discussions

with Japan in an ongoing effort to resolve

these troublesome trade frictions. This

afternoon the Economic Policy Council will

begin a thorough examination and analysis

of the plan. We will have more to say upon
completion of this review.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters in the Briefing Room at the

White House during his daily press brief-

ing, which began at 9:28 a.m.

Statement on the 10th Anniversary of the Signing of the Final Act
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
July 30, 1985

Ten years have passed since the United
States, Canada, and 33 European govern-

ments joined in Helsinki to sign the Final

Act of the Conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe (CSCE). Today Secre-

tary [of State] Shultz and the Foreign Minis-

ters of those nations. East and West as well

as neutral and nonaligned, are meeting
again in the capital of Finland to com-
memorate this important event.

In 1975 President Ford affirmed the sup-

port of the United States for the universal

standards of international conduct and the

fundamental human freedoms contained in

the Helsinki Final Act. Today I reaffirm our

commitment to those principles and our

equally firm dedication to give them mean-
ing in the daily lives of all citizens whose
governments have undertaken the obliga-

tions contained in the Helsinki Final Act.

The CSCE process has long been a source

of hope that the division of Europe can be
overcome and that the human freedoms en-

joyed in the West will be honored and re-

spected throughout the continent. The Hel-

sinki process offers the peoples of East and

West the way that, by patient and serious

dialog, we can improve the lives of our indi-

vidual citizens and increase security and co-

operation among our states.

As Secretary Shultz said in his statement

in Helsinki, we had no illusions in 1975, and
have none today, that words alone can

strengthen security and nurture freedom.
When heads of state and government gath-

ered in Helsinki 10 years ago. President

Ford stated: "History will judge this confer-

ence not by what we say here today, but by
what we do tomorrow—not by the promises

we make, but by the promises we keep."

Sadly, despite some gains, the Soviet

Union and several other signatories of the

Helsinki Act have failed to keep their

promises. Despite the solemn pledge that

citizens have the right "to know and act

upon" their rights, brave men and women
have suffered for taking this commitment
by their governments seriously. Those who
have tried to exercise freedoms of religion,

thought, conscience, and belief have often

paid a tragic price. The Helsinki accords

called for freer movement of people and
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ideas across the European divide, but that

flow remains impeded, and in the case of

the Soviet Union it is but a trickle.

The Helsinki accords and the Madrid con-

cluding document of 1983 provided stand-

ards by which to judge the conduct of the

35 participating states and set down a proc-

ess which can be used to ensure account-

ability. The United States will continue to

uphold these standards and press for com-
pliance with them. We consider this a com-
mitment on the part of all those who volun-

tarily subscribed to the Final Act of the

Helsinki accords.

As we mark this 10th anniversary and re-

flect on the hopes initially raised by the

CSCE process, it is time to renew our ef-

forts to ensure that those hopes were not
totally without foundation. We rededicate

ourselves to the code of conduct embodied
in the Helsinki Final Act. We call upon all

of those who participate with us in CSCE to

fulfill their pledges. With commitment and
determination, we can make the promise of

the Helsinki accords' first 10 years the reali-

ty of this second decade of CSCE.

Nomination of J.C. Argetsinger To Be a Commissioner of the

Copyright Royalty Tribunal

July 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate J.C. Argetsinger to be a

Commissioner of the Copyright Royalty Tri-

bunal for the term of 7 years from Septem-
ber 27, 1984. He would succeed Douglas
Coulter.

Since 1982 Mr. Argetsinger has been
serving as General Counsel at ACTION.
Previously, he served in various United
States Senate staff positions, including chief

legislative counsel for Senator Frank Mur-
kowski (1982) and Senator Larry Pressler

(1979-1982); professional staff member to

the Judiciary Committee (1977-1979); chief

minority counsel to the Judiciary Commit-
tee in 1975-1977; and counsel to the Crimi-

nal Laws and Constitution Subcommittees
in 1973-1975. In 1970-1973 he was a trial

attorney at the U.S. Department of Justice.

Mr. Argetsinger graduated from Cornell

University (B.A., 1963) and Western Re-

serve University (J.D., 1966). He is married,

has three children, and resides in Alexan-

dria, VA. He was born December 24, 1941,

in Montour Falls, NY.

Nomination of L. William Seidman To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

July 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate L. William Seidman to be
a member of the Board of Directors of the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation for

a term of 6 years. He would succeed Wil-

liam M. Isaac.

Mr. Seidman is dean of the College of

Business at Arizona State University. Previ-

ously, he was Cochairman of the White
House Conference on Productivity in 1983-

1984; vice chairman of the Phelps Dodge

Corp. in 1976-1982; a member of the Board
of Foreign Scholarships at the Department
of State in 1977-1980; Assistant to the

President for Economic Affairs in 1974-

1977; managing partner of Seidman & Seid-

man, certified public accountants, in New
York in 1968-1974; and Chairman (1970)

and Director of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Chicago, Detroit branch, in 1966-1970.

He graduated from Dartmouth (A.B.,

1943), Harvard Law School (LL.B., 1948),
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and the University of Michigan (M.B.A.,

1949). He is married, has six children, and
resides in Tempe, AZ. He was born April 3,

1921, in Grand Rapids, ML

Appointment of W. Jarvis Moody as a Member of the Advisory
Committee for Trade Negotiations

July 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint W. Jarvis Moody to be a

member of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for a term of 2 years.

This is a reappointment.

Mr. Moody is a consultant to American
Security Bank in Washington, DC. He
joined American Security Bank in 1964 as

vice president, was elected senior vice

president in 1968, executive vice president

in 1969, director in 1972, and president in

1973. In 1974 he was elected president and
a director of American Security Corp. In

1980 he became chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of the bank and corporation. He
served as chairman, president, and chief ex-

ecutive officer until January 1985. Prior to

joining American Security Bank, he was
with Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New
York for 14 years.

Mr. Moody graduated from Harvard Uni-
versity (B.A., 1950) and New York Universi-

ty (M.B.A., 1957). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Washington, DC.
He was born April 23, 1928, in Mineola,

NY.

Nomination of Charles O. Sethness To Be an Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury

July 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles O. Sethness to be
an Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (Do-
mestic Finance). He would succeed Thomas
J. Healey.

Since 1981 Mr. Sethness has been associ-

ate dean for external relations at Harvard
Business School. Previously, he was manag-
ing director of Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc.,

in 1975-1981: U.S. Executive Director of

the World Bank Group and special assistant

to the Secretary of the Treasury in 1973-

1975; and associate and vice president of

Morgan Stanley & Co. in 1967-1973.
Mr. Sethness graduated from Princeton

University (A.B., 1963) and Harvard Univer-
sity (M.B.A., 1966). He is married, has four

children, and resides in Lexington, MA. He
was born February 24, 1941, in Evanston,
IL.

Nomination of Diana Powers Evans To Be a Member of the

National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs

July 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Diana Powers Evans to be
a member of the National Advisory Council

on Women's Educational Programs for a

term expiring May 8, 1988. She would suc-

ceed Gilda Bojorquez Gjurich.
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She is actively involved in political, civic,

and charitable organizations in Oregon. She
is a member of the Oregon Historical Socie-

ty and a volunteer for the Salem public

school system.

She graduated from Stanford University

(B.A., 1949). She has three children and re-

sides in Salem, OR. She was born February

28, 1928, in Oakland, CA.

Proclamation 5359—National Disability in Entertainment Week,
1985

July 30, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The entertainment industry in America
today has an enormous ability to inform and
educate at the same time that it entertains.

This fact is especially well-known to the

thirty-six million Americans with disabilities,

because they are aware of the concerted

efforts being made by the entertainment

industry to dispel the unfair stereotypes

that still hinder the progress of disabled

people in our society.

One of the most important messages the

entertainment industry is delivering to the

public is that people with disabilities can
live full and rewarding lives. They ask only

to be given the same opportunities to com-
pete and achieve as everyone else. To pro-

vide them with this opportunity is not only

fair, but makes available to society a rich

pool of talents and ambitions that would
otherwise be lost.

The entertainment industry deserves to

be commended for its role in making these

worthy developments possible. Because of

the industry's continuing efforts, Americans

with disabilities can look forward to bright-

er futures, filled with the wide variety of

opportunities they deserve.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

86, has designated the period from July 25,

1985, through July 31, 1985, as "National

Disability in Entertainment Week" and has

authorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in honor of this observ-

ance.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of July 25, 1985,

through July 31, 1985, as National Disability

in Entertainment Week, and I call upon all

Americans to observe this week with appro-

priate ceremonies.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirtieth day of July, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:22 p.m., July 30, 1985]

Message to the Congress Reporting a Budget Deferral

July 30, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Impoundment
Control Act of 1974, I herewith report one

new deferral of budget authority for 1985

totaling $16,004,810. The deferral affects an

account in the United States Information

Agency.

The details of this deferral are contained
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in the attached report.

The White House,

July 30, 1985.

Ronald Reagan

Note: The attachment detailing the deferral

was printed in the Federal Register of
August 5.

Nomination of Donna R. Fitzpatrick To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Energy

July 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Donna R. Fitzpatrick to be
an Assistant Secretary of Energy (Conserva-

tion and Renewable Energy). She would
succeed Joseph J. Tribble.

Miss Fitzpatrick is presently serving as

Acting Assistant Secretary for Conservation

and Renewable Energy at the Department
of Energy. Previously she was Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Conservation
and Renewable Energy in 1984-1985. She

was a sole practitioner in the general prac-

tice of law and a consultant to the Secretary

and Under Secretary of Energy in 1983-
1984. She was an associate attorney (1980-

1983) and a legal assistant (1976-1980) with
the firm of O'Connor & Hannan.
She graduated from the American Uni-

versity (B.S., 1972) and George Washington
University (J.D., 1980). She was born May 9,

1948, in Washington, DC, where she now
resides.

Nomination of Anthony G. Sousa To Be a Member of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission

July 31 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Anthony G. Sousa to be a

member of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, Department of Energy, for a
term expiring October 20, 1988. This is a

reappointment.

Mr. Sousa has been a member of the Fed-
eral Energy Regulatory Commission since

1981. Previously he was vice president and
general counsel of the Hawaiian Telephone
Co., a subsidiary of General Telephone &
Electronics Corp., in 1973-1981. In 1968-
1973 he was counsel, later senior counsel,

and finally administrative law judge with
the California Public Utilities Commission.

Mr. Sousa worked with the U.S. Steel Corp.

in 1967. From 1959 to 1967, he worked in

the traffic department and was later West-
ern regional distribution manager with
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., of San Francisco,

CA. Prior to 1959, he was manager of trade

promotion and documentation at the Hong
Kong General Chamber of Conmierce in

Hong Kong.
He graduated from St. Luiz Gonzaga Col-

lege (B.A., 1945) and the University of San
Francisco Law School J.D., 1966). Mr.
Sousa is married, has three children, and
resides in Washington, DC. He was born in

Hong Kong, China, on August 8, 1927.
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Message to the Congress Urging Support of Federal Productivity

Improvement and Management Reform Efforts

July 31 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

We share a common objective—to make
government more responsive and sensitive

to the needs of the people. Over the past

several years, significant progress has been
made toward:

• Controlling the growth of government
by selectively limiting funding through

the budget process and by controlling

personnel levels;

• Identifying and preventing waste and
fraud in government spending;

• Improving individual agency manage-
ment, to further reduce costs and
make better use of its resources;

• Developing government-wide manage-
ment systems that can be adapted to

the needs of each agency; and
• Improving agency delivery systems to

ensure that services are efficiently de-

livered to the American people.

Throughout this effort, I have sought the

advice and counsel of the private sector.

The President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control conducted systematic studies

of agencies to determine more effective

and efficient approaches to delivering serv-

ices to the public. Thousands of recommen-
dations were made and a large number
have been and are being implemented.
The Congress has also supported our ef-

forts by giving the Executive branch impor-

tant tools to improve efficiency, including

milestone legislation such as the Paperwork
Reduction Act, the Congressional Reports

Elimination Acts, the Prompt Payment Act,

the Debt Collection Act, and the Deficit

Reduction Act.

Today, I am requesting your further as-

sistance to build on this foundation of

progress through your continued support of

our efforts to improve government per-

formance. I am also asking you to pass a

joint resolution establishing productivity im-

provement as a national goal and to enact

management legislation that is critical to

further improving the government's oper-

ations and reducing its costs. Together we

can enhance our government's ability to use

business-like procedures, providing the

public with higher quality and more timely

services at a lower cost—an objective

shared by the Congress and the Executive
branch.

The Productivity Improvement Program

The need for and importance of improv-
ing the efficiency with which the Federal
government delivers goods and services to

the American public cannot be overstated.

The Federal government now accounts for

24.6% of the GNP. If we pattern our pro-

ductivity efforts after those which have
proven the most productive in the private

sector, it is reasonable to expect that we
could match or exceed the private sector's

gains, which have recently climbed to about

3% per year.

Therefore, I will shortly establish a gov-

ernment-wide program to improve produc-

tivity 20% by 1992. Each agency will be
called upon to establish specific priorities

for improvement of their services, to exam-
ine each of their functions, and to achieve
agency-wide productivity goals. They will

be asked to focus on results, rather than on
process. Agencies will be asked to draw
upon the creativity and ingenuity of all em-
ployees, to properly reward any achieve-

ments in productivity improvement, and to

minimize any negative impact productivity

increases might have on their employees.

This management approach is standard in

the private sector and we plan to make it

standard in the Federal government.

The President's Management Improve-
ment Program: Reform 'SS has provided a

solid foundation upon which to base this

productivity improvement program, as

great strides have been made in establish-

ing effective cash and credit management
programs, improving agency management
systems, lowering administrative costs, and
reducing waste and fraud. Some of our Fed-
eral agencies have already demonstrated
that they can make real improvements in
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productivity when they commit their time
and talent.

The success of this effort will be rein-

forced by an early expression of Congres-
sional resolve to make productivity im-

provement a national goal. Each depart-

ment and agency will report to me through
the Office of Management and Budget on
their productivity goals, and on both the

progress and the problems in accomplishing

them. On the basis of that report, our

annual management report to the Congress,

which is part of the budget, will also de-

scribe our efforts to achieve productivity

improvements.

The Administration 's Management
Legislation Initiatives

The Congress has been most helpful in

passing legislation that has made manage-
ment reform possible. To further assure suc-

cessful implementation of our Management
Improvement Program: Reform '88, I have
directed the Office of Management and
Budget and agencies to transmit legislative

proposals which would make it possible to

improve substantially the effectiveness of

the Executive branch. These management
legislative initiatives cover the important
areas of fraud prevention, payment integri-

ty and simplification, procurement, reorga-

nization authority, and reduction in regula-

tory and paperwork burdens. Some of these

proposals have already been sent to the

Congress, and others will be transmitted in

the days ahead. I want to stress that each of

these proposals plays an important role in

improving government's management, re-

ducing fraud and waste, or improving pro-

ductivity. I hope that the Congress can
enact them promptly.

Conclusion

Now is the time for us to redouble our
efforts to improve the operations of govern-
ment. The budget deficit, the need to make
programs more responsive to their benefici-

aries, the complexity of the problems we
face, and the very size of government itself

all require us to apply the best methods and
procedures available to improve productivi-

ty. Enactment of the various legislative pro-

posals outlined here will enable us to con-

tinue and strengthen our joint effort to im-
prove government management.
Federal managers want to do a good job.

Given the necessary tools and support, they
can do so. Passage of these proposals will

demonstrate our commitment to increased

productivity and improved management
practices in the Federal government. The
American people want and deserve a Fed-
eral government that is fair, efficient, effec-

tive, and, above all, productive.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

July 31, 1985.

Memorandum Directing Improvements in Service Delivery and
Agency Productivity

July 31, 1985

Memorandum for the Heads of Executive

Departments and Agencies

Four years ago we embarked together

upon an ambitious mission to improve man-
agement of the Federal government and
ensure wiser use of each tax dollar, while

simultaneously making government more
responsive to the needs of our constituen-

cy—the American public. Some observers of

government activities have often said it was
"mission impossible," but through our

progress so far, we have proved them
wrong.

, In the past, in practice as well as in prin-

ciple, you have been very supportive of our

Management Improvement Program:

Reform *88. As a direct result of your ef-

forts, we are instituting vigorous new con-

trols on program growth, trimming adminis-

trative costs, reducing waste and fraud, and
streamlining the Federal field structure.

These achievements are substantial and
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are a necessary first phase in making gov-

ernment work better. Now it is time to

focus on the next phase of Reform '88: im-

proving our delivery of goods and services

to the public. To facilitate this effort, I have
asked the Congress to demonstrate its sup-

port for a government-wide program to im-

prove Federal productivity by passing a

joint resolution declaring productivity im-

provement as a national goal. In addition, I

am asking the Congress to pass a legislative

program to improve government manage-
ment tools by addressing specific problems
relating to fraud prevention, payment in-

tegrity and simplification, procurement, re-

organization authority, and reductions in

regulatory and paperwork burdens.

While Congress works to enact these

measures, there is much we can do to lay

the groundwork as we enter the beginning

stages of the FY '87 budget process. You
should begin by identifying specific prior-

ities which will improve service delivery

and agency productivity. These initiatives

should concentrate on those programs
which make a real difference to the Ameri-
can public, as well as on internal adminis-

trative processes.

Through demonstrated ability to institute

progressive change, we have begun to stem
the public's disillusionment with the Feder-
al government's capability to serve them
well at a reasonable price. I know you have
as one of your highest priorities completion
of the next phase of our management im-
provement journey—improved delivery of

public services through higher quality, im-
proved timeliness, and lower cost to the tax-

payers.

Ronald Reagan

Appointment of Calvin M. Whitesell as a Commissioner of the

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission

July 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Calvin M. Whitesell to be a

Commissioner of the Franklin Delano Roo-
sevelt Memorial Commission. He will suc-

ceed Anna M. Rosenberg.
Mr. Whitesell is an attorney with the law

firm of Whitesell, Morrow and Romine in

Montgomery, AL. He is a member of the

Alabama Trial Lawyers Association and of

the American Bar Association Committee
on Governmentally Assisted Housing Pro-

grams. He served as a special assistant attor-

ney general of Alabama in 1973-1979.

He graduated from the University of Ala-

bama G.D., 1951). He is married, has three

children, and resides in Montgomery, AL.
He was born November 22, 1926, in Bain-

bridge, GA.

Letter Accepting the Resignation of David A. Stockman as Director

of the Office of Management and Budget

July 31, 1985

Dear Dave:

It is with regret and a high regard for

your accomplishments that I accept your

resignation as Director of the Office of

Management and Budget.

Not many people, even here in Washing-

ton, could name our Nation's Budget Direc-

tors for the past twenty years. But just

about everyone knows who has held that

post for the past four and a half years. Your
analytical intelligence and obvious devotion

to the public interest quickly made you one
of my most important advisers. The fresh

approach you brought to budget issues, and
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your courage in confronting long-estab-

lished special interests, earned you the re-

spect even of those who opposed us in spe-

cific areas. Most importantly, you have
shown that it is possible to reduce Federal

spending without sacrificing vital human
services.

Sometimes, in dealing with an issue as

important and multi-faceted as the prepara-

tion of the Federal Budget, it is easy to

become discouraged by the sheer magni-

tude of the task and to wonder if you are

really making any progress. But the public

tributes coming your way from every quar-

ter are proof that you have indeed made a

difference. Future OMB Directors will be
measured against the standard of your per-

formance, and they will find it a hard stand-

ard to match. I want to thank you personal-

ly for a job well done.

Nancy joins me in sending you and Jenni-

fer and your daughter Rachel our best

wishes for every future happiness.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

[The Honorable David A. Stockman, Director,

Office of Management and Budget, Washington,

D.C. 20503]

Dear Mr. President:

A sad day has arrived for me—the day I

leave service in your Administration and
embark on a new career and challenge.

I do so with heartfelt gratitude for the
opportunity you have given me to partici-

pate in an historic and momentous venture.

You set out to change the course of Ameri-

can history and to steer the nation back to

its true strength, prosperity and greatness.

You have succeeded to a remarkable
degree and with permanent effect. Even
though difficult problems still lie ahead, our
nation's direction and goals are clear once
again.

I will always be proud of whatever contri-

butions I have made along the way. More
importantly, I will always cherish the kind-

ness, consideration and patience you afford-

ed me—sometimes under very trying cir-

cumstances. Changing decades' old habits

and policies has necessarily given rise to

contention and disagreements among all of

us entrusted with the responsibilities of gov-

ernance. But your unfailing grace, spirit

and goodwill have made all those debates
and battles more pleasant, rewarding and
memorable than you can possibly appreci-

ate.

As you know, Jennifer and I are now the

parents of a three-month old daughter. Just

as Rachel is the pride of our lives, I know
that someday the pride of her's will be that

her father was privileged to serve President

Ronald Reagan. With your leadership Amer-
ica was put on a new path that will mean a

bright and hopeful future for her and mil-

lions of her fellow citizens. For this, we will

always be grateful.

Mr. President, you have my abiding re-

spect as I leave and my best wishes as you
continue with the challenges ahead.

With my deepest regard,

David A. Stockman

[The President, The White House, Washington,
DC 20500]

Remarks to Members of the Evangelical Press During a White
House Briefing on Tax Reform
August 1, 1985

Fve kept you waiting long enough.

[Laughter] I know Fm late, but thank you
very much, and welcome to the White
House. I know all of youVe already heard

the wisdom of Vice President Bush and
Don Regan and Manley Johnson. Somehow

I don't think they had in mind that they

were saving the best for last. [Laughter]

Seriously, I want to take a moment to

first thank so many of you for keeping me
in your prayers when I was in the hospital.

A number of you sent some very kind
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words of encouragement, and Fm truly

grateful.

May I take a few minutes of your time

today to lay out some of the thinking that

went into our tax reform proposals, some of

the philosophy behind it. When you talk

about taxes, you're talking about the move-
ment of money in the United States—what
goes to the Government, what stays in the

economy and in the pockets of the people.

And I want you to know what concerns

motivated us as we considered the flow of

money. We're concerned about those who
would manipulate the system and invest a

hundred dollars in a tax shelter to get a

thousand dollar writeoff. And it's the system

itself that we want to change.

We didn't worry about special interest

groups and special interest pleading. We
were concerned about the interests of all

working Americans, starting with the cen-

tral entity—an entity that is itself central to

the interests of the entire nation. We were
concerned about the family, and so, we cre-

ated a tax reform proposal that puts the

family first. Why? Because there's nothing
more important to all of us and nothing
more important to our society and our
nation and our future than the family. The
family is where our children learn a moral
view; it's where the values of personal re-

sponsibility and loyalty and kindness are

taught. And it's not saying too much to say

as the family goes, so goes the nation. And
there are many people who share this view,

and it isn't exactly revolutionary. And yet,

in spite of that, in spite of our general

agreement in this country that the family is

important, the public policy of our nation

has, in fact, worked against the interests of

the family for decades now. You know the

facts; you've heard them repeated today.

But I'll just say that for me the biggest

proof of how careless we've been in our

support of the family is the personal tax

exemption for each child and dependent

—

1948, the amount of that exemption was
$600. If we had kept up with inflation, the

exemption today would be $2,700. Well, as

you know, it hasn't nearly kept up. Admin-
istration after administration just hasn't

been interested in raising the exemption.

They've been more interested in finding

new ways to spend each family's earnings.

I'm tired of that kind of behavior, and I'm
sick and tired of governments that put the

family at the end of the line.

We raised the exemption to $1,000 in

1981 and indexed it to inflation so that

today it's $1,040. And now, in our tax

reform proposal, we're raising the exemp-
tion to $2,000 and, again, indexing it to in-

flation. Now, I'm proud of this, and there's

one thing I want to make clear: Our tax

reform plan is not static. We're working
with Congress so we can put together a

plan that we can all live with. But I'll tell

you one thing: The $2,000 exemption is the

centerpiece of our program. This is a

family-first bill, and that $2,000 is very im-

portant to us and, I think, to you. Not only

are we going to get the exemption up,

we're going to get tax rates down in order
to encourage economic growth. And it's

economic growth that will give new eco-

nomic power to the family. We're talking

about jobs for your children, a future for

your children.

Just parenthetically, by the way, I'm

learning about a whole new species of

animal as I work on tax reform. I call that

animal the "I-like-it-but." [Laughter] I talk

to a politician, I ask him how he feels about
our plan, he says, *T like it, but . . .

."

[Laughter] "Well, I think you should in-

crease capital gains," he says. I talk to an-

other fellow, and he says, "I like it, but

you've got to retain deductibility." And it's

catching. I listen to them, and I understand
why they're saying what they're saying.

And they ask if I couldn't just bend on this

or that, and I find myself saying, "Well, I

like it, but . . .
." [Laughter] But if I give

in to everyone who's protecting their little

loophole or their little special interest, the

good news is we'll get a bill through Con-
gress, and the bad news is it won't be tax

reform.

Well, there are many elements of our

plan that benefit the family that you're fa-

miliar with, such as our attempt to expend
full IRA benefits to those who work in the

home, as well as those who work outside it.

And the point I want to make is that so

often in the past we've met and we've dis-

cussed issues that are important to you and
important to this administration—school
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prayer and abortion, for instance.

But I want to urge all of you and ask all

of you to help us also in the area of the tax

reform. It has as much to do with how this

nation lives its life as any other proposal or

initiative put forth in the past decade. It has

as much to do with how the family lives

and whether it will flourish as any initiative

that's proposed in the past decade. It's

nothing less than crucial. And so, I frankly

ask for your help and your interest. And if

there's any more you need to know or dis-

cuss, any questions you have, please contact

the members of the staff here, and they'll

do whatever they can.

I need your help. I'm not embarrassed to

ask for it. And I have faith that you'll come
through, because you always have. So, that

was the last, I guess, on the agenda here
after all the other. I hope I've not been
repeating too much of what you might have
already heard.

But I thank you all for being here. God
bless all of you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:11 p.m. in

the East Room at the White House. In his

opening remarks, he referred to Donald T.

Regan, Assistant to the President and Chief

of Staff, and Manley Johnson, Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury (Economic Policy).

Nomination of Elizabeth Flores Burkhart To Be a Member of the

National Credit Union Administration Board
August 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Elizabeth Flores Burkhart

to be a member of the National Credit

Union Administration Board for the term of

6 years expiring April 10, 1991. This is a

reappointment.

Since 1982 Mrs. Burkhart has been a

member of the National Credit Union Ad-
ministration. Previously she was Associate

Deputy Administrator for Information Re-

sources Management at the Veterans Ad-
ministration in 1981-1982. In 1981 she also

served at the Veterans Administration as

consultant and later as Assistant Deputy Ad-
ministrator. She was deputy treasurer for

the Reagan-Bush Compliance Committee
and cost center manager for the Reagan-
Bush Committee. In 1979-1980 she was
controller of the George Bush for President

Committee in Houston, TX. Previously she

was assistant vice president of the Texas-

Commerce Bank in Houston, having served

with that institution in 1968-1979. She
served in the United States Marine Corps in

1954-1956.

She graduated from Midwestern Universi-

ty (B.A., 1966) and Houston Baptist Univer-
sity (M.B.A., 1979). She is married and re-

sides in Washington, DC. She was born July

19, 1935, in Waelder, TX.

Nomination of Robert B. Sims To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Defense

August 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert B. Sims to be an

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Af-

fairs). He would succeed Michael Ira Burch.

Since 1983 Mr. Sims has been at the

White House, serving as Special Assistant to

the President and Deputy Press Secretary

for Foreign Affairs. Previously he was Spe-

cial Assistant to the President and Senior

Director of Public Affairs on the National

Security Council in 1982-1983. A former
Navy public affairs specialist, Mr. Sims was
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a senior research fellow at the National De-
fense University before joining the NSC
staff in May 1982. He was Deputy Chief of

Information for the Navy Department in

1978-1981 and Special Assistant for Public

Affairs to the Secretary of the Navy in

1974-1978. Mr. Sims has worked as a daily

newspaper reporter and as a weekly news-
paper editor and publisher. His writings in-

clude "The Pentagon Reporters," a book
published in 1983.

He received a bachelor of arts degree
from Union University (1956) and masters

degrees in journalism and political science

in 1971 from the University of Wisconsin.

He was a Rotary Foundation fellow, study-

ing international relations at the University

of Sydney, Australia, and is a graduate of

the National War College. He is married,

has four children, and resides in Washing-
ton, DC. He was born November 26, 1934,

in Alamo, TN.

Nomination of Four Members of the Board of Directors of the

United States Institute of Peace, and Announcement of Three
Statutory Members
August 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Directors of

the United States Institute of Peace. These
are new positions.

For terms of2 years expiring January 19,

1987:

Sidney Lovett has been the senior minister of the

First Church of Christ Congregational in West
Hartford, CT, since 1976. He graduated from
Yale University (B.A., 1950) and Union
Theological Seminary (M.Div., 1953). He was
born May 1, 1928, in Boston, MA, and now
resides in Hartford, CT.

Richard John Neuhaus is director for the Rock-

ford Institute Center on Religion and Society

in New York City. He also serves as editor of

the Religion and Society Report and the Lu-
theran Forum Letter. He graduated from Con-
cordia Seminary in St. Louis, MO (B.A.,

M.Div.). He was born May 14, 1936, in Ontario,

Canada, and now resides in New York City.

W. Bruce Weinrod is director of foreign policy

and defense studies for the Heritage Founda-
tion in Washington, DC. He graduated from
the American University (B.A., 1969), the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania (M.A., 1973), and

Georgetown University Law School (M.B.A.,

1978). He was born January 7, 1947, in Wash-
ington, DC, where he now resides.

For a term of 4 years expiring January 19,

1989:

John Norton Moore is director of the Center for

Oceans Law and Policy and a professor of law
at the University of Virginia. Previously he was
Chairman of the National Security Council

Interagency Task Force on the Law of the Sea

(1973-1976). He graduated from Drew Univer-

sity (A.B., 1959), Duke University Law School

(L.L.B., 1962), and the University of Illinois

(L.L.M., 1965). He was born June 12, 1937, in

New York City.

In addition, the following will serve as

members of the Board of Directors by law:

Kenneth A. Adelman, Director of the United
States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency;

Max M. Kampelman, Ambassador of the United
States to the United States Office for Arms Re-

duction Negotiations in Geneva, who will serve

as the designee of the Secretary of State;

Richard N. Perle, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(International Security Policy), who will serve

as the designee of the Secretary of Defense.
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Message to the Congress Transmitting an Amendment to the
France-United States Defense Nuclear Cooperation Agreement
August 1, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

I am pleased to transmit to the Congress,

pursuant to Sections 123 b. and 123 d. of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amend-
ed (42 U.S.C. 2153 (b), (d)), the text of an
amendment modifying the 1961 defense

nuclear cooperation agreement between
the United States and France to provide for

cooperation on the safety and security of

nuclear activities and installations for

mutual defense purposes. I am also includ-

ing a copy of my written approval, authori-

zation, and determination concerning that

agreement, as amended. A copy of the joint

unclassified letter submitted to me by the

Secretaries of Energy and Defense, which
provides a summary position on the amend-
ment, is also enclosed. A classified letter

and attachments are being transmitted di-

rectly to the appropriate congressional com-
mittees.

The amendment focuses our cooperation

on the safety and security of each nation's

nuclear activities and installations. It does
not allow transfer of nuclear components or

weapons, or special nuclear materials, or

source material and, therefore, fully com-
plies with the international agreements in

matters of non-proliferation and does not
alter other mutual cooperation agreements

that exist between the two countries in the
field of defense.

I have concluded that the cooperation au-

thorized by the amendment is in the
United States' interest and have determined
that performance of the amended agree-
ment will promote and not constitute an
unreasonable risk to the common defense
and security. Accordingly, I have approved
the amendment and authorized its execu-
tion.

I have also found that the amendment
meets all applicable requirements of the
Atomic Energy Act, as amended, for agree-

ments for defense nuclear cooperation; and
therefore, I am transmitting it to the Con-
gress without exempting it from any re-

quirement contained in Section 123 a. of

the Atomic Energy Act. The transmission

shall constitute submittal for the purposes
of Sections 123 b. and 123 d. of the Atomic
Energy Act. The 30-day continuous session

period specified in Section 123 b. shall

begin immediately. Upon completion of this

period, the 60-day continuous session period

provided for in Section 123 d. shall com-
mence.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
August 1, 1985.

Statement on Congressional Approval of the Federal Budget
Resolution

August 1, 1985

Today's budget resolution compromise
follows a long and difficult effort by the

Senate and House conferees, but it marks
only a beginning, not an end. I would have
preferred more substantial reductions, such

as were in the original Senate version in

May, so I will continue to work to reduce
spending even further and put budget defi-

cits on a downward path.

In this connection, I plan to examine each
and every upcoming appropriations bill line

by line; and if it is excessive, out of line, or

in any way jeopardizes our national securi-

ty, I will not hesitate to use my veto pen. I

am pleased that the deficit reductions

agreed to by the conferees are achieved
through spending reductions and not tax in-

creases and are consistent with the budget
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philosophy we proposed in February. Large
budget deficits were not created by the

American people paying too little in taxes,

but by the Federal Government spending
too much of the people's money.
Over the long term, the budget can be

brought into balance by a steadily expand-
ing economy and a firm grip on the Federal

purse. Therefore, we intend to redouble our

efforts in the weeks ahead to secure passage

of tax reform, the line-item veto, and a con-

stitutional amendment mandating a bal-

anced Federal budget.

With these changes and the prospect of

additional budget reductions in the future,

there is every reason to expect continued
strong economic growth. This should have a

positive effect in encouraging lower rates of

interest, creating new jobs, and keeping in-

flation down, which is very good news for

every American.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate
Transmitting a Proposed District of Columbia Fiscal Year 1985
Budget Supplemental

August 2, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

In accordance with the District of Colum-
bia Self-Government and Governmental Re-

organization Act, I am transmitting a fiscal

year 1985 budget supplemental of the Dis-

trict of Columbia. This supplemental pro-

poses a net increase of $35 million in the

city's General Fund Budget, including $53
million in program increases and $18 mil-

lion in rescission of budget authority of Dis-

trict agencies.

This increase is in District of Columbia
funds and does not affect the Federal
Budget.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Bush, President of
the Senate.

Appointment of Two Members of the Intergovernmental Advisory
Council on Education
August 2, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Intergovernmental Ad-
visory Council on Education for the remain-
der of the terms expiring July 27, 1990:

Anne Lindeman will succeed Dalton Sheppard,

Jr. She is a member of the State senate in

Arizona, where she served as chairman of the

Committee on Education in 1979-1984. She is

a member of the Education Commission of the

States. She served as a member of the State

Vocational Education Advisory Commission in

1977. She has three children and resides in

Phoenix, AZ. She was born September 10,

1932, in East Orange, NJ.

John K. Andrews, Jr., will succeed Jacqueline E.

McGregor. He is vice president for Outreach,
Hillsdale College, Michigan, and Shavano Insti-

tute for National Leadership in Colorado. Pre-

viously he was executive director of Adventure
Unlimited, Inc., in Denver, CO. He is married,

has three children, and resides in Englewood,
CO. He was born May 1, 1944, in Allegan, MI.
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Proclamation 5360—Freedom of the Press Day, 1985
August 2, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Freedom of the press is one of our most
important freedoms and also one of our

oldest. In the form of the First Amendment
it is permanently embedded in our Consti-

tution, but its roots go back to colonial

America and indeed to the traditional laws

and customs of England.

Two hundred and fifty years ago, on
August 4, 1735, one of the landmark events

of American legal history occurred when a

court exonerated the newspaper publisher

John Peter Zenger, who had been accused

of sedition because of his zeal in uncovering
official corruption. Since then, his case has

become a symbol of our Nation's continuing

commitment to maintaining freedom of the

press.

Today, our tradition of a free press as a

vital part of our democracy is as important

as ever. The news media are now using

modern techniques to bring our citizens in-

formation not only on a daily basis but in-

stantaneously as important events occur.

This flow of information helps make possi-

ble an informed electorate and so contrib-

utes to our national system of self-govern-

ment. Freedom of the Press Day is an ap-

propriate time to remember the contribu-

tions a free press has made and is continu-

ing to make to the development of our
Nation.

In recognition, the Congress, by House
Joint Resolution 164, has designated August
4, 1985, as "Freedom of the Press Day" and
authorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in observance of this

event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim August 4, 1985, as Free-

dom of the Press Day. I call upon the
people of the United States to observe this

occasion with appropriate ceremonies and
activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this second day of August, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:04 a.m., August 5, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on August 3.

Radio Address to the Nation on Economic Growth and Tax Reform
August 3, 1985

My fellow Americans:

The month of August marks an important

milestone for our country. Four years ago

we took our first giant step toward putting

this economy back in your hands when I

signed our bill to lower and permanently
index the tax rates of every working Ameri-

can. After being held back so long, a ring-

ing declaration went forth that the dream
of economic freedom was alive and well in

America's soul. And you responded, burst-

ing ahead with energy and enthusiasm, ig-

noring all those who were downright panic-

struck that Washington could no longer

reach deeper and deeper into the pocket-

books of your families. While they were
busy predicting disaster, you began trans-

forming our economy from top to bottom.

From the nightmare of interest rates that,

at 21 Va percent, had pierced the highest

level since the Civil War, double-digit infla-

tion raging like an uncontrollable virus,
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long gas lines, and the worst tax burden in

peacetime history, we awoke to a new
dawn of progress—swift, sure, and steady

progress that has continued for 4 years and
is continuing today. Inflation, which has

been as high as 13 percent, has not just

eased but has sharply declined to less than

4 percent. The prime interest rate, while

still too high, has dropped to its lowest level

in almost 7 years. And decontrolling oil

prices did not send the price of gas at the

pump skyrocketing as some said it would;

prices are lower today than 4 years ago.

Progress regained has renewed our confi-

dence. We can see and feel that confidence

in the vigorous increases in consumer pur-

chases, in greater incentives to save, and in

the advances to record levels in the stock

market. All of us are building a new Amer-
ica, a dynamic America that's created

nearly 8 million jobs in the last 32 months
and almost 500,000 last month alone; an
enterprising America with a record 635,000

new business incorporations last year, the

auto, housing, and construction industries

rejuvenated, and spectacular breakthroughs

in new technologies; and, most important, a

successful America with one of the most
impressive economic expansions in postwar

history. Even as we speak, new strength in

factory orders, jobs, leading economic indi-

cators, and equity markets show the U.S.

economy flexing its muscles for another big

push toward greater prosperity.

But this building of a new America is not

complete. We still face a great challenge in

reducing the deficit, but those who insist

that spending cannot be cut any further

and that we must increase your taxes to

reduce the deficit are flatout wrong.
Last February I submitted a budget call-

ing for large savings, including elimination

of 17 costly and wasteful programs. The
budget resolution finally agreed to by the

Congress this week represents a good-faith

beginning to tackle the deficit the right

way—by reducing what government can

spend, rather than simply taking more of

what you earn so government can keep
spending levels high. But when Congress

votes on the various spending bills this fall,

we will review each one line by line to be
sure they don't contain excessive spending
levels or might jeopardize our national se-

curity.

Let's all recognize that spending has not

been cut to the bone and that a tax increase

would only reduce our incentives to work,

save, and invest and ultimately weaken our

economy and make deficits far worse.

Sometimes it's difficult to remember that

you didn't send us to Washington to feed

the alligators; you sent us to drain the

swamp. We didn't come to raise your taxes,

but to lower them. And what better

moment than this anniversary of our first

tax cut than to sound the trumpet once
more.

This nation is poised to forge ahead,

poised to give every citizen the noble

chance to break free and taste the thrill of

high adventure. Our next great advance
must come from a total overhaul of our tax

code. And make no mistake, that day is

coming. As Congressman Dan Rostenkow-
ski, chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, indicated this week, "Reports

of the death of tax reform are greatly exag-

gerated." We can pass an historic tax

reform to sweep away unjust loopholes fa-

voring the powerful few. We can reduce
the top rate of tax to 15 or 25 percent for

all but a tiny fraction. We can reach for

excellence and make America the most
powerful success story for growth and
human progress the world has ever known.
And, yes, with your help, we can continue

the success we began 4 years ago.

Till next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.
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Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Reporters

August 5, 7955

Administration Goals and
Accomplishments

The President. I have a statement here

first. I wanted to take this opportunity to

look back as well as ahead to our expecta-

tions for the fall.

Nineteen eighty-five is shaping up as a

year of progress. The economy is in good
health; America's at peace and helping to

push forward the frontiers of freedom. We
can draw confidence from seeing interest

rates still trending down, an inflation rate

that is still remaining under 4 percent, and
nearly 600,000 jobs created this year. And
now with the economy's batteries re-

charged, we're setting forth with new zest.

The road ahead looks clear to a strong job

market, with no new tax increases to slow

us down and no dark clouds of inflation on
the horizon.

But there is much we can and must do to

make this a better year. We intend to

launch a major fall offensive—going to the

people and working with Congress to

achieve major and much-needed reforms.

We will intensify our efforts for budget
reform, for a line-item veto—which 43 State

Governors already have—and for a bal-

anced budget amendment, finally mandat-
ing Congress may spend no more than it

takes in. We cannot reduce chronic over-

spending by Congress with a mere carrot of

friendly appeals to good intentions. We
must also be able to bear down with a rod
of real discipline. We'll also devote special

attention to the areas of farm and trade,

which have great impact on the budget and
the health of our economy. Come Labor
Day, we're going to pull out all the stops for

passage of tax reform. We cannot abide the

injustices and disincentives in the current

code. We must replace it with a new system

offering lower marginal tax rates and great-

er fairness for the American people. For the

sake of our future, there is no higher nor

more pressing priority.

On the legislative front, we didn't get all

the savings we sought, but we held firm on
principle, and we did succeed—which I

consider crucial—in attacking budget defi-

cits, not by reducing the people's earnings

but by reducing government spending.

Many appropriations bills will be coming
up, and I'm looking forward to examining
each one with my veto pen hovering over

every line.

In foreign affairs, we've turned the tide

of gradual Soviet expansion so evident 5
years ago. Our alliances are stronger, and
we have regained our position of leader-

ship, working to resolve the international

debt burden, carrying the flag for the

spread of democracy, and seeking real gains

on key global issues from human rights to

nonproliferation. At Geneva we're in the

best position in more than a generation to

achieve real reductions of nuclear weapons.
All we need is a serious approach by the

Soviets. I look forward to my meeting with

General Secretary Gorbachev in Geneva
this November.
Looking elsewhere, we've begun rebuild-

ing our defenses: Our conventional forces

are stronger, Congress has supported our

strategic modernization program, and our

deterrent is stronger. But we must press on
and complete that program. We're also

going forward with research on our nonnu-
clear Strategic Defense Initiative, holding

forth the great hope that we may one day
protect the people of this planet from the

threat of nuclear attack.

And we achieved a breakthrough when
Congress recognized the importance of

Central America to our national security by
voting to assist the freedom fighters in

Nicaragua. The cause of freedom is the

cause of peace, and I commend all those in

Congress who voted to support the profree-

dom movements in Nicaragua, Afghanistan,

and Cambodia and to repeal the Clark

amendment that banned help for the free-

dom fighters in Angola.

So, as I said, we've begun well, but we
have much more to do.

And now, I suspect there may be some of

you that have a question or two.
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Federal Budget

Q. Mr. President, some of the Senate Re-

publicans feel youVe really pulled the rug

out from under them, that you really did

not go for a big deficit cut, and that you are

going to face a very tough time. Your state-

ment's very rosy, but that isn't the outlook

that's coming from the Hill.

The President Well, there may be some
who feel that way. But before they left

town, [Senate Majority Leader] Bob Dole
came over late in the afternoon, and we
had a good meeting up there and were in

agreement that, yes, the budget resolution

that we got was not as much as we had
hoped; a compromise never is. But we
think it came very close to the figures

that—well, in some instances, were even
greater than the figures that I had first pro-

posed in February. And we were in agree-

ment also, and Bob agreed that the Senate

and I—the Senate Republicans—we could

be working together. And I'm hoping that

it'll continue to be a bipartisan effort.

Q. But, Mr. President, the figures that

came out of the two Houses—the $56 or

$57 billion—are being challenged by the

Congressional Budget Office and by some
of the legislative leaders who say the first-

year savings won't be anywhere close to

that. Sir, do you think that next year, a

congressional election year, you can do any
better in actually eliminating programs as

you first proposed?

The President We're going to try. We're
going to try to get—well, in other words,

let's say over this 3-year projection we have
to make—I have never believed that what
we agree to now is the final for the next 3

years and we're frozen in. We're going to

continue trying to eliminate programs that

have outlived their usefulness and are no
longer serving a worthwhile purpose and
some things that the Government never
should have been doing in the first place.

And I think that there will be some pretty

sizable support for that because, even
though it's an election year, I think most in

Congress know that the number one

—

every poll shows this—the number one con-

cern of the people of the country today is

the deficit and the overspending by govern-

ment. So, I think that they'll be aware of

that.

Q. Do you think real deficit reduction is

possible without getting into the entitle-

ment area, which you have put off the table

with the Speaker?

The President Well now, let me point

something out about the entitlement area. I

didn't pull it off. We had a meeting out

here in the patio, outside the office one
day, with the leadership of both Houses and
both parties. And at that meeting, the Dem-
ocrat leadership made it plain that as far as

they were concerned Social Security was off

the table—nonnegotiable. Now, at that

time, the conference had broken up. There
were no longer any conference meetings
going on to try and bring a conference reso-

lution.

When the proposal was then made again

from the Senate with regard to Social Secu-

rity cola's and the tax increase, I immedi-
ately called Bob Dole and told him that

there was no way that I could support a tax

increase; I think this would be counterpro-

ductive with regard to spending cuts and
all. And I told him also that I thought we all

were aware that we couldn't go back into

conference if it was based on Social Security

cola's that had been taken off the table.

But let me point out something else

about Social Security. Social Security as a

part of the deficit is nothing but a book-

keeping gimmick. Social Security runs a sur-

plus. By incorporating it in the budget, you
then add to the budget the outgo and the

income. But with that surplus, this appar-

ently reduces the size of the deficit. But the

Social Security payroll tax goes into a trust

fund and cannot be used for anything else;

not one penny of it can be used to reduce
the deficit in the overall management of

government. To continue to say that this

could somehow reduce the deficit by reduc-

ing Social Security benefits is a snare and a

delusion. And that's why I believe that we
shouldn't even wait till 1992, when it is

slated to be taken out of the budget and
made a separate program. It originally was,

and it was during the Johnson years that

Social Security was incorporated into the

budget for the very purpose of making the

deficit then look smaller than it was.

Q. You mean L.B.J, would do that?
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The President. What? Oh, he had help up
on the Hill.

South Africa

Q. Mr. President, a question about South
Africa.

The President. All right.

Q. Do you intend to continue your policy

of constructive engagement, or do you
think the time is quite near when you
might have to take some action such as

sanctions?

The President. I believe the results that

we've had in this constructive engagement
with South Africa justifies our continuing on
that score. Obviously, and as we've made
very plain, we all feel that apartheid is re-

pugnant. Now, this is the actual participa-

tion on a more equitable basis of the black

citizens of South Africa. But if you look at

the gains that have been made so far by our
so-called constructive engagement—the in-

crease in complete biracial education; the

fact that American businesses there have
over the last several years contributed more
than $100 million to black education and
housing; the fact that the ban on mixed
marriages no longer exists; that some, I

think, 40-odd business districts have been
opened to black-owned businesses; labor

union participation by blacks has come into

being; and there's been a great desegrega-
tion of hotels and restaurants and parks and
sport activities and sports centers and so

forth.

There are other things—I can't list them
all here, but all these have been coming
about as they've continued to work toward
what is the final answer. And I think just

recently, and over the weekend, the words
of Buthelezi, who is the leader of the
Zulus—and they're a full third or more of

the black population of South Africa—he
has come out against the idea of hostility, of

sanctions, and so forth, and said what we
have said, that things of that kind would
only hurt the people we're trying to help.

Q. So, you're going to veto the bill?

Q. But, sir, this is the third week of

Q. Are you going to veto the bill?

The President. I never say what I'm going
to do until the

Q. Sometimes you do.

The President thing gets to my desk.

But I am going to say that in principle I

have to say what I've said, that our continu-

ation of our present program, I think, is the
best way that we can be of help to the
black citizens of South Africa.

Q. But, sir, this is the third week of the
state of emergency in South Africa. Your
administration has called for it to be lifted,

and yet there's been no results on that.

What are you going to do to make that

point more forcibly to the South African
Government?
The President. Well, we're going to con-

tinue, as I say, and we think we've had
some influence so far, and they have them-
selves guaranteed that they want to make
progress in that direction. You're talking

though now about a governmental reaction

to some violence that was hurtful to all of

the people. We have seen the violence be-

tween blacks there, as well as from the law
enforcement against riotous behavior. I

think we have to recognize sometimes
when actions are taken in an effort to curb
violence.

Q. Would you veto the bill as it now ap-

pears to be going to pass the Senate and has

passed the House?
The President. Well, let me wait till I see

what comes to my desk. I know that in

some of the things that we are talking about
in that legislation were things that could be
helpful in the very way that I have been
talking. I know also, however, that the sanc-

tions would not only be harmful to the
black citizens there, they would be harmful
to the surrounding black countries whose
economies greatly depend on their trade
and economic relations with South Africa.

Q. So, would it be fair to say that there'll

be no change in U.S. policy, nothing to get

tougher?

The President. Well, it depends on what
you mean by change. If you mean by turn-

ing to the thing of sanctions and so forth,

no. But there can be fluctuations in your
conversation and your relationship with an-

other government.

Q. Sir, can you give us a brief

Secretary of State Shultz

Q. What do you think about the conserva-

tive attacks upon Secretary Shultz as being
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insufficiently anti-Communist?
The President. I think that they are with-

out foundation, and they're utterly ridicu-

lous. And I have every confidence in Secre-

tary Shultz and that he is carrying out the

policies that I believe in.

The President's Health

Q. Could you give us, sir, in view of your
recent medical adventures, a little update
from top to bottom, so to speak?

Q. And your nose?

The President. Well, I'm glad that you fi-

nally got around to that subject and asked

that question.

Q. You didn't think we would?
The President. What? No, I was worrying

that—you can see, just like Lyndon, I left

my scar exposed here. [Laughter] And I

know that you've all been losing a lot of

sleep over the last several days about my
nose.

Q. We worry about you.

The President. Yes. So, if I can, let me
give you an update on this. So far, all the

statements that have been made—by Larry

[Speakes] and by myself, by others—have
been the truth as we knew it. And I'm
coming to a correction now, but we did not
know it at the time.

It is true I had—well, I guess for want of

a better word—a pimple on my nose. And
the doctors have a word—papule—that

sounds nicer than the first one. But I violat-

ed all the rules; I picked at it, and I squoze
it and so forth and messed myself up a little

bit. But it seemed to be getting a little

better when I went into the hospital. And
then after the operation, when they put
that tube in through my nose and down to

my innards, they taped on the side of my
nose quite heavily to hold that in place. I

happen to have an allergy to adhesive tape.

I can wear a band-aid maybe overnight or

something, but not that kind. And when,
finally, they took it off and removed the

tube, why, I was quite swollen and inflamed

all around here.

And then my little friend that I had
played with began to come back. So, after 3

days—well, no, Fm getting 3 days in the

wrong place here. Well, when I went over

to the doctor for my weekly allergy shot, I

called attention to this matter, and it was

snipped off. And then, I wore a patch

—

there's where the 3 days come in—for

about 3 days before you all noticed it in the
East Room. And I was surprised that no one
had paid any attention to it, or maybe you
were just being polite.

But I'd heard some talk when they—it

only took a couple of minutes—I'd heard
some talk about possible—and they wanted
to look at it for possible infection because of

the irritation around there. But I did not
know until this weekend at Camp David—

I

was informed that it had been examined,
and it was indeed a basal cell carcinoma,
which is the most common and the least

dangerous kind. They come from exposure
to the sun. Nancy had one removed above
her upper lip some time ago. They're very
commonplace, and they do not betoken in

any way that you are cancer-prone.

It is a little heartbreaking for me to find

out, though, because all my life I've lived

with a coat of tan, dating back to my life-

guard days. That's why I didn't have to

wear makeup when I was in movies. But
now I'm told that I must not expose myself
to the sun anymore. And, you know, I don't

mind telling you all this because I know
that medicine has been waging a great cam-
paign to try and convince people to stop

broiling themselves in the sun because of

this very ailment. And so, if I can contrib-

ute any by saying, here I am a veteran all

my life—and it took a long time for it to

finally have an effect—but for others to

give up their dreams of a good tan, because
evidently this is what causes it.

Q. Does this condition require you, sir, to

undergo any other examinations?

The President. No. No further examina-
tion, no further treatment of any kind. It's

gone, and, as I say

Q. What about your overall health, sir?

The President. Overall health is

Q. Since the operation.

The President. very good. I am
amazed myself—when I look at the length

of the incision, which I won't show you, and
all—that I feel as good as I do.

Q. Sir, we had some trouble getting infor-

mation about your nose last week. And I

wonder to what extent do you think the

American people have a right to know
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about your full condition and your full

health and welfare?

The President. No, as I told you, we
thought we were giving you all the truth on
it, that it was just exactly as I described it.

And it wasn't until after I was up at Camp
David that the report came to me that it

was that mild form, that carcinoma

Q. But we were told

The President. commonplace thing.

Q. We were told-

question about it. And when it-

Q. Does basal cell carcinoma mean skin

cancer, sir?

The President. I think that where life and
death or ability to do jobs is concerned, yes,

the people have a right to know whether
the man sitting at this desk is—or woman
sitting at this desk is

Q. Good catch.

The President. capable of performing

the tasks. And, on the other hand, I think

there can be invasions that go beyond the

need to know that. And I think we were
trying to tell you as much as we could, what
we believed was the truth.

Q. Well, you see, when you put out a

statement—the White House put out a

statement, they said, "This is it." And we
were never told what it was.

The President. Well, that Fd messed
around with a pimple and caused some
trouble for myself.

Q. But we were not told that there was a

biopsy.

The President. What?
Q. We were not told that there was

also

The President. I didn't know.

Q. a biopsy.

The President. I didn't know. As I say, all

I heard, as I was sitting up and getting

ready to walk out of the office, was the

doctor mentioned the fact that he needed
to check this for possible infection, that it

might have become infected from not only

my messing around but from the tape and
all. And that's all I heard and what it

meant, and I didn't know about the other

until this weekend at Camp David. And, as

a matter of fact, I hope you'll all recognize

that at Camp David I decided that when I

came back that I would either make that as

an opening statement at this mini press

conference

—

[laughter]—or let you ask a

Q. It was on the tip of our tongues.

The President. well, when it seemed
to have disappeared from view, I thought
I'd wait for you to ask a question about it.

Q. Sir, does the basic cell carcinoma
mean skin cancer, or what's that

The President. Well, carcinoma, the very
word—it is a form of cancer. This is the, as I

say, the commonest, the least dangerous. It

is not known as becoming or spreading or

going someplace else, and it is virtually to-

tally caused by the sun, exposure to the sun.

Q. How soon will you be riding a horse,

sir?

The President. I'm hoping to be riding a

horse when I get to California next week.

Q. In the shade.

Nuclear Weapons

Q. You know that Gorbachev said that we
were barbaric to drop the atomic bomb.
What do you think of that?

The President. Well, I always thought it

was barbaric of Stalin to kill some 20 mil-

lion people in his own country, of his own
countrymen. But we dropped the bomb in

an effort to end what had been the greatest

war in man's history. The resistance of the

enemy and the island campaigns leading up
to an invasion of Japan was such that we
knew we would be facing that kind of to-

the-death resistance. The casualties were es-

timated at more than a million if we contin-

ued. And I think to second-guess now those

who had to make that awesome decision is

ridiculous.

I think, horrible as it was, we have to say

this, too—that it did give the world a view
of the threat of nuclear weapons. And I

think that should be an aid in one day, now,
ridding ourselves of them. But I think we
have to recognize that that and the pres-

ence of our nuclear weapons as a deterrent

have kept us at peace for the longest

stretch we've ever known—40 years of

peace.

Q. On a related point, why won't you go
along with Gorbachev's suggestion for a

joint moratorium on nuclear testing?

Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

Can we make this the last question?

The President. All right. That's the last
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question, all right. But Fm delighted to

answer that one, too.

The Soviet Union is ahead of us in the

development and the modernization of nu-

clear weapons. They have just finished their

tests, or they even have a couple left they

might try to sneak in before the 6th, which
was their opening date. But they had fin-

ished their tests on their 24's and 25's, the

18, which is comparable to our MX. And we
have not yet begun the testing and certain-

ly haven't completed it in some of our

weapons of that same type to keep pace
with them.

So, their suggestion for a mutual—first of

all, for a single moratorium for several

months—they finished their tests; they

don't have any more to do. Their asking us

to make it mutual meant that we would
then not be able to catch up with them.

And we've had an example of that back in

the Kennedy era, and this had to do with

the testing with regard to ABM's and so

forth. And we were begging for a treaty,

and the Soviet Union kept refusing. And
they'd completed the tests, and then the

Congress passed a go-ahead for us. And the

Soviets immediately said to President Ken-
nedy, "Oh, yes, we're willing to talk now
about a moratorium on testing."

So, this is why we said to them: "Look,
we still have our tests to do, same ones that

you've been doing. You're welcome to send
somebody over and watch all our tests."

And I would like to add also that after that

limited moratorium, which was supposed to

end around December or something, if they

want to make that a permanent moratori-

um or if they want to agree with us and
have bilateral inspection of each other's

testing, we're willing to do that.

Q, You said watch all our tests?

Q. You would go for a total moratorium,

permanent moratorium on all underground
tests? All tests?

Q. At the end of the year?

The President Well, I don't know wheth-
er we'd be able to complete ours by that

time or not—^when we've completed ours

and they're not doing any more
Q. Well, they say we've
The President. yes, that would be

-completed ours in Nevada.

fine.

<?.

The President. What?
Q. I understand our tests have been com-

pleted.

The President. Oh, no. We're still talking

about a Midgetman to match their 24 or 25.

And we haven't even come to that stage

yet.

Q. When might that be? Within a year
or

The President. I don't know. I don't

know. But, in the meantime, let's get back
down to real facts. In Geneva is where the

decision should be made and not with
moratoriums of that kind. Let's get down to

the business, once and for all, of reducing
the numbers of nuclear weapons, hopefully

leading toward a total elimination of them.
Then there wouldn't be any need for test-

ing.

Q. Thank you, Mr. President.

The President. All right. Well, it's nice to

see you all. Where have you been keeping
yourselves?

Q. You should do this more often.

The President. What? [Laughter]

Q. You should do this more often.

The President. I always enjoy it.

Baseball Strike

Q. What are you going to do if there's a

baseball strike?

The President. Well, I'm not going to go
to the ball game. \Laughter\

Q. Do you have any views on the baseball

strike?

The President. Well, I don't think govern-

ment should intervene in labor-manage-

ment affairs of any kind. But I do think that

all parties really should sit down there with

the fans in their minds and their obligation

to the baseball fans.

Q. Thank you, sir.

The President. Bye. [Laughter]

Q. We'll be watching you ride the horse.

The President. Yes, I know, from way up
on the mountain. [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at LOl p.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House.
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Statement on Signing the Bill Extending the Equal Access to Justice

Act
August 5, 1985

I am pleased to be able to approve H.R.

2378, a bill to extend the Equal Access to

Justice Act. I support this important pro-

gram that helps small businesses and indi-

vidual citizens fight faulty government ac-

tions by paying attorneys' fees in court

cases or adversarial agency proceedings

where the small business or individual citi-

zen has prevailed and where the govern-

ment action or position in the litigation was
not substantially justified. It was with great

regret that I vetoed the bill to extend this

program that passed at the end of the last

session of the Congress. I am pleased that

the Congress has corrected the problems I

perceived in that bill.

On the important definition of the posi-

tion of the United States or position of the

agency, this bill would allow the court or

the agency to look at the agency action that

is the basis of the litigation or the agency
proceeding, in addition to the position

taken by the United States in the court or

in the formal agency proceeding, to the

extent these differ, in determining whether
the position of the United States was sub-

stantially justified. I note that the bill strict-

ly limits the court's or the agency's fee in-

quiry to the agency action that is at issue in

the litigation or proceeding and does not

permit the examination of any other agency
conduct. I note further that the Congress
has specifically instructed the courts to base

the fee inquiry on the record made in the

litigation or agency proceeding for which
fees are sought and not to engage in addi-

tional discovery or evidentiary proceedings
in considering the question of substantial

justification. I believe these changes take

care of my concerns that the fee proceed-
ing not become another trial and that fee

proceedings not involve matters not at issue

in the principal litigation. It is with these

understandings that I sign this bill.

In addition, it is my understanding in

signing this bill that the Congress recog-

nized the important distinction between
the substantial justification standard in the
fee proceeding and a court's finding on the

merits that an agency action was arbitrary

and capricious or not supported by substan-

tial evidence. The substantial justification

standard is a different standard, and an
easier one to meet, than either the arbitrary

and capricious or substantial evidence
standard. A separate inquiry is required to

determine whether, notwithstanding the

fact that the Government did not prevail,

the Government's position or action was
substantially justified. The Equal Access to

Justice Act was never intended to create an
automatic fee award every time the Gov-
ernment loses a case. The current bill is

true to that principle.

Note: H.R. 2378, approved August 5, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-80.

Appointment of Two Members of the Board of Directors of the
Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation

August 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Board of Directors of

the Pennsylvania Avenue Development
Corporation for terms expiring October 26,

1990:

Lee Atwater will succeed Peter Kelly. He is a

partner in the firm of Black, Manafort, Stone

and Atwater in Alexandria, VA. Previously he
was deputy campaign director and political di-

rector for Reagan-Bush '84. He served at the

White House in the Office of Political Affairs as
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Special Assistant (1981-1982) and Deputy As-

sistant (1982-1983) to the President. He grad-

uated from Newberry College (B.A., 1973) and
the University of South Carolina (M.A., 1975).

He is currently studying for his doctorate from
the University of South Carolina. He is married

and resides in Columbia, SC. He was born Feb-

ruary 27, 1951, in Atlanta, GA.

Michael R. Gardner will succeed Julia M. Walsh.

Since 1982 he has been a partner with the law

firm of Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld in

Washington, DC. He also serves as head of the

firm's communications division. He serves as

chairman of the board of directors of the

United States Telecommunications Training In-

stitute. In 1982-1985 he served on the Council

of the Administrative Conference of the United

States. In 1982 Mr. Gardner was Chairman,

with the rank of Ambassador, of the United

States delegation to the Plenipotentiary Con-
ference of the International Telecommunica-
tions Union in Nairobi, Kenya. He graduated

from Georgetown University (1964) and
Georgetown Law Center (J.D., 1976). He is

married, has two children, and resides in Wash-
ington, DC. He was born November 19, 1942,

in Philadelphia, PA.

Statement on the 40th Anniversary of the Bombing of Hiroshima

August 6, 1985

This week millions around the world will

mark the 40th anniversary of the first and
only uses of nuclear weapons—events that

brought to an end a long and terrible war.

The war over, an unprecedented friendship

between the free peoples and democratic

governments of the United States and Japan
was born. Thus, as we reflect on the mean-
ing of the events of 40 years ago, we and
the people of Japan can take pride in

having demonstrated that, even between
former enemies in warfare, lasting reconcil-

iation is possible.

We must never forget what nuclear

weapons wrought upon Hiroshima and Na-
gasaki, yet we must also remain mindful
that our maintenance of a strong nuclear

deterrent has for four decades ensured the

security of the United States and the free-

dom of our allies in Asia and Europe. In

Europe, these years represent the longest

period of peace since the early 19th centu-

ry. Peace has not made us complacent, for

we are continually seeking ways to reduce
still further the risks of war. As I have often

stated, "A nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought." This anniversary is,

therefore, a time not only for reflection but

for action.

The United States will take every reason-

able step to build a more peaceful world.

Just last week I extended to the Soviet lead-

ership an invitation to send a team of Soviet

experts to our Nevada test site to observe

and measure the yield of an American nu-

clear test. My offer involved no precondi-

tions; the Soviet experts were invited to

bring with them any instrumentation de-

vices that they deemed necessary to meas-

ure the yield of the test. Our objective was
straightforward: to set in train a process

that, regarding limitations on nuclear test-

ing, could markedly increase confidence

and cooperation between our nations.

It is my hope that the Soviet leadership

will accept this invitation in the spirit of

good will in which it has been tendered. I

would also urge the leadership of the Soviet

Union to work with us to achieve deep,

verifiable, and equitable reductions in nu-

clear arsenals; to resolve questions relating

to compliance with existing arms control

agreements; and to establish a constructive

dialog on ways to reduce the risk of acci-

dental war.

We must also be vigilant in our efforts to

prevent nuclear proliferation—and here all

nations must share the burden. Those who
would profit from the transfer of sensitive

nuclear technology to trouble parts of the

globe pose a threat to world peace. Action

must be taken, and we encourage all na-

tions to join us in requiring comprehensive
safeguards as a condition of nuclear export.

We look forward to the third review session

of the nonproliferation treaty, which will

begin this month. The United States, the
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Soviet Union, and all the nations of the

world must work to ensure that the atom is

never again used as a weapon of war, but as

an instrument of peace.

Appointment of Two Members of the Federal Council on the Aging,
and Designation of the Chairperson

August 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Federal Council on the

Aging for terms of 3 years. The President

intends to designate Ingrid Azvedo as

Chairperson upon her appointment.

Ingrid Azvedo will succeed Syd Captain. She is

active in community and political organizations

in Sacramento, CA. She was a delegate to the

White House Conference on Aging in 1981 and
was also elected to the executive committee of

region four, White House Conference on
Aging. She is married, has two children, and
resides in Elk Grove, CA. She was born Febru-
ary 28, 1934, in Germany.

Albert Lee Smith, Jr., will succeed Josephine K.

Oblinger. He is a special representative for Jef-

ferson Standard Life Insurance Co. in Birming-
ham, AL. He was a member of the United
States House of Representatives in 1980-1982.
He is married, has three children, and resides

in Birmingham, AL. He was born August 31,

1931, in Birmingham, AL.

Message to Hugh Desmond Hoyte on the Death of President
Linden Forbes Sampson Burnham of Guyana
August T; 1985

Dear Mr. President:

It was with sadness that I learned of the
unexpected death of President Linden
Forbes Sampson Burnham. Please convey
my sincere condolences to President Burn-
ham's family and to the people of Guyana

at this time of grief.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: First Vice President Hoyte succeeded

to the Presidency on the death of President

Burnham.

Executive Order 12527—Repealing Provisions Establishing an
Administrative Position in the Food-for-Peace Program
August T; 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including section

301 of title 3 of the United States Code, it is

hereby ordered that Executive Order No.
11252, as amended, is further amended by
repealing Sections 2 and 3, and by redesig-

nating the current Section 4 as Section 2.

Ronald Reagan
The White House,

August 7, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:29 p.m., August 7, 1985]
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Message to the Congress on the Publication of the Regulatory
Program of the United States Government
August 8, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

The publication of The Regulatory Pro-

gram of the United States Government
marks a major milestone in our continuing

effort to make government more accounta-

ble to the American people and more re-

sponsive to their needs. This document pre-

sents, for the first time, a comprehensive
program of regulatory policy to be carried

out over the coming year.

Regulations are a feature of almost every

government program. Though many regula-

tions accomplish worthwhile ends, we
should not forget the huge hidden costs

they entail. The Federal government man-
dates tens of billions of dollars of expendi-

tures every year—dollars paid for by the

people but not included in any of the Fed-
eral budget accounts, not appropriated by
the Congress, and not constrained by any
spending limits.

Before 1980, these regulatory expendi-

tures had grown out of control. More pages
were published in the Federal Register in

1980 than during the entire period be-

tween 1936 and 1945—the first 10 years of

the Register. Paperwork burdens had grown
such that by 1980, almost two billion hours

were expended annually by businesses and
individuals to satisfy the Federal govern-

ment. Estimates are that Federal govern-

ment regulations imposed costs of over

$100 billion annually by 1980, adding sig-

nificantly to the burden imposed on the

economy by excessive Federal spending. It

has become essential that tools be devel-

oped to plan the rational evolution of Fed-
eral regulatory requirements.

In 1981, I issued Executive Order No.

12291 setting forth my regulatory principles

and, imder the Paperwork Reduction Act,

my Administration mounted an attack to

reduce the paperwork burden. These ef-

forts have helped to reverse the trend of

more intrusive and burdensome Federal

regulations and paperwork. But more was
needed.

The Regulatory Program is a critical step

in this process. In order to see that the laws

are faithfully executed, and that the policies

of this Administration are reflected in the
regulations issued under those laws, I issued

Executive Order No. 12498 initiating this

Regulatory Program. The Program covers

the decisions that are within the scope of

discretion afforded to the Executive agen-
cies by law and describes the underlying
policies and priorities that will influence

those decisions.

To set goals and priorities for different

programs, government officials must choose
the right regulatory tools and identify legiti-

mate needs for regulation as opposed to

those that merely benefit special interests.

Because some complex regulations take

years to develop, involving studies, surveys,

and the identification and selection of regu-

latory options, it is important that senior

Federal officials be able to review regula-

tory options early in the rulemaking process

and plan regulatory actions over a longer

time horizon. It is also important that they

examine and reexamine the nearly 200 vol-

umes of existing regulations to see what
regulations need to be modified or have
outlived their usefulness.

This year's Regulatory Program is the

first in an annual series that will document
the efforts of my Administration to manage
Federal regulatory programs. This should

lead to an increased level of predictability,

consistency, accountability, and rationality

in Federal regulatory activity.

The objectives of the Regulatory Program
are to:

—Create a coordinated process for devel-

oping on an annual basis the Adminis-

tration's Regulatory Program;
—Establish Administration regulatory pri-

orities;

—Increase the accountability of agency
heads for the regulatory actions of their

agencies;

—Provide for presidential oversight of

the regulatory process;

—Reduce the burdens of existing and
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future regulations;

—Minimize duplication and conflict of

regulations; and
—Enhance public and congressional un-

derstanding of the Administration's reg-

ulatory objectives.

All of this cannot be accomplished simply

by publishing a book. This Regulatory Pro-

gram is the end product of a long process of

agencies planning their regulatory activi-

ties: gathering and reviewing information,

evaluating past progress and program effec-

tiveness, and setting goals and priorities.

The publication of the Regulatory Program
for 1985 is, however, only the first step in

this annual planning process. The next step

is for each agency to implement its part of

this first Program, as planned and on sched-

ule.

My goal remains to have a government
that regulates only where necessary and as

efficiently and fairly as possible.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
August 8, 1985.

Executive Order 12528—Presidential Board of Advisors on Private

Sector Initiatives

August 8, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, and in order to

establish, in accordance with the provisions

of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, as

amended (5 U.S.C. App. I), an advisory

committee on private sector initiatives, it is

hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Establishment (a) There is es-

tablished the Presidential Board of Advisors

on Private Sector Initiatives. The Board
shall be composed of not more than 30
members, to be appointed or designated by
the President.

(b) The President shall designate a Chair-

man and Vice Chairman from among the

members of the Board. The Deputy Assist-

ant to the President and Director of Private

Sector Initiatives shall serve as Secretary to

the Board.

Sec. 2. Functions, (a) The Board shall

advise the President and the Secretary of

Commerce, through the White House
Office of Private Sector Initiatives, with re-

spect to the objectives and conduct of pri-

vate sector initiative policies, including

methods of increasing public awareness of

the importance of public/private partner-

ships; removing barriers to development of

effective social service programs which are

administered by private organizations;

strengthening the professional resources of

the private social service sector; and study-

ing options for promoting the long-term de-

velopment of private sector initiatives in

the United States.

(b) The Board shall seek the advice, ideas,

and recommendations of the White House
Office of Private Sector Initiatives and such

other government offices as the President

may deem appropriate in order to fulfill its

responsibilities under this Order.

(c) In performance of its advisory respon-

sibilities, the Board shall report to the Presi-

dent from time to time as requested.

Sec. 3. Administration, (a) The heads of

Executive agencies shall, to the extent per-

mitted by law, provide the Board such in-

formation with respect to private sector ini-

tiative issues and such other support as it

may require for purposes of carrying out its

functions.

(b) Members of the Board shall serve

without compensation for their work on the

Board. However, members appointed from
among private citizens of the United States

shall be allowed travel expenses, including

per diem in lieu of subsistence, as author-

ized by law for persons serving intermit-

tently in the government service (5 U.S.C.

5701-5707).
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(c) The Department of Commerce shall,

to the extent permitted by law and subject

to the availability of funds, provide the

Board with such administrative services,

funds, and other support services as may be
necessary for the effective performance of

its functions.

Sec. 4. General, (a) The Board shall termi-

nate two years from the date of this Order,

unless sooner extended.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

August 8, 1985.

{Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:44 p.m., August 8, 1985]

Remarks at the Signing Ceremony for the International Security

and Development Cooperation Act of 1985
August 8, 1985

The President. Well, first of all, thank you,

gentlemen, for being here—and to all of

you. We're here for the signing of the for-

eign assistance authorization bill, and it's

the first one that I have had to sign since

1981, and I am particularly pleased.

The Congress has approved renewed aid

to the Nicaraguan freedom fighters and re-

placed the so-called Clark amendment—or

repealed it and provided support for the

Philippines and Guatemala. And these gen-

tlemen have my deep gratitude for that.

These measures are important in signaling

American resolve and support for freedom.

And I must say with the substantial re-

duction, however, in the support levels, the

security assistance has been disappointing.

These reductions, plus the reduction in the

defense, I think, reduce our effectiveness

and the effectiveness of our foreign policy.

And I realize that the budget pressures

have been very severe, and there's a gener-

al lack of enthusiasm for foreign aid, and
that made the job more difficult. We have
to make the people aware that these pro-

grams are the most effective instruments

we have for a more secure international

environment, and I hope that we can all

work together in the months ahead to rein-

vigorate the program.

And now, I'm going to sign Senate bill

960. I'll do the same thing now with the

statement. All right, that does it.

Reporter. Mr. President, what message
have you given Mr. McFarlane about South
Africa?

The President. No. This is the purpose of

this meeting here, and I'm not going to

take any questions now in this photo oppor-
tunity to take away from this.

Q. Let me try again on something else. Is

the NSC directing any contra operations,

and if so, is that in violation of the current

law today prohibiting exchange of intelli-

gence?
Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

Ira [Ira R. Allen, United Press Internation-

al], he said no questions.

The President. That's a question that kind
of traps me—in one that we're not violating

any laws.

Thank you all.

Note: The President spoke at 1:15 p.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. Among
those attending the ceremony were the Vice

President, Secretary of State George P.

Shultz, Senator Richard G. Lugar of Indi-

ana, chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, and Representative Wil-

liam S. Broomfield of Michigan, ranking
Republican on the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. During the informal exchange
at the end of the remarks, a reporter re-

ferred to Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs.

S. 960, approved August 8, was assigned
Public Law No. 99-83.
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Statement on Signing the International Security and Development
Cooperation Act of 1985

August 8, 1985

Today I am signing into law S. 960, the

International Security and Development
Cooperation Act of 1985. This act author-

izes appropriations for security and devel-

opment assistance programs and related ac-

tivities and makes certain substantive

changes in the statutory requirements gov-

erning these programs.

S. 960 is the first foreign assistance au-

thorization bill since 1981 to be passed by
both Houses of the Congress and presented

to me for signature. I am pleased that the

authorization process on foreign aid is back
on track. Enactment of foreign assistance

legislation is never easy, and I appreciate

the tough decisions Members made in their

support of it. In helping our allies and
friends meet their security, development,
and humanitarian needs, we directly sup-

port U.S. interests and objectives. Our for-

eign assistance programs, despite any per-

ceptions to the contrary, are manifestly in

our own national interest.

S. 960 authorizes appropriations for both
fiscal years 1986 and 1987. I understand the

desire of the Congress to enact a 2-year

authorization, and I support it. I will, of

course, assess the requirements for foreign

aid programs in preparing the fiscal year

1987 budget and will transmit to the Con-
gress any additional authorizations that are

required to support our national interests.

I am concerned about the sizable reduc-

tions made in S. 960 to my fiscal year 1986
requests for security assistance programs.

Security assistance enables us to help our

friends deter aggression, deepen bilateral

ties, build forces which are more compati-

ble with our own, and develop the confi-

dence necessary for advancing peace and
stability. These reductions, coupled with

legislated earmarkings of numerous pro-

grams for individual countries and interna-

tional organizations, will necessitate severe

cuts in other programs that are critical to

U.S. security interests. I will review the

impact of these reductions and determine

whether additional funding in fiscal year

1986 will be required in support of these

interests.

Security assistance is, quite simply, the

most effective instrument we have for help-

ing to shape a more secure international

environment. And yet since the decades of

the fifties and sixties, the resources commit-
ted to these programs have shrunk drasti-

cally in real terms. I invite the Congress to

work with us to see how we might best go
about reinvigorating this important area.

We need to strengthen our security assist-

ance partners so as to give them the confi-

dence and the capability to better defend
our common interests. Foreign assistance

resources are essential to a successful for-

eign policy. One of our highest national se-

curity priorities in the years ahead must be
to reinvigorate our foreign assistance pro-

gram. At a time of defense reductions, we
must pay particular attention to our most
compelling international security needs.

I am pleased that S. 960 contains many of

the substantive legislative provisions that I

proposed over the past 2 years; in particu-

lar, the main policy recommendations of

the National Bipartisan Commission on
Central America. Although it has required

extensive debate and compromise on all

sides, I believe that this bill sets forth a

viable policy framework for Central Amer-
ica, which enjoys strong bipartisan support.

It will guide our assistance programs as we
seek the goals of peace, democracy, and de-

velopment in that region of such great im-

portance to the United States. The reduc-

tions in security assistance levels, however,
will inhibit our ability to achieve these goals

in fiscal years 1986 and 1987.

Equally important, S. 960 authorizes vital

humanitarian assistance for the democratic

resistance in Nicaragua. This aid is an im-

portant element in our overall efforts to

assist neighboring countries in their defense

against Nicaraguan attack and subversion.

Unfortunately, the provision unduly and un-

necessarily restricts efficient management
and administration of the program. Never-
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theless, I will continue to work with the

Congress to carry out the program as effec-

tively as possible and take care that the law
be faithfully executed.

I am gratified by the assistance author-

ized in this bill for the Afghan people and
the non-Communist opposition in Cambodia
who are resisting foreign aggression and oc-

cupation groups. The repeal of the Clark
amendment relating to Angola is also wel-

come, eliminating a symbol of unnecessary
and inappropriate restrictions in the con-

duct of U.S. foreign policy.

On the other hand, I do have serious res-

ervations about sections 717 and 1302 of

S. 960. In spirit both sections are consistent

with my foreign policy. Section 717 directs

the Secretary of State to enter into negotia-

tions with the Government of Mexico over
certain trade issues. I am deeply committed
to efforts to facilitate international com-
merce and welcome congressional attention

to this matter. Similarly, section 1302(a) cor-

rectly describes U.S. policy not to recognize
or negotiate with the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) so long as the PLO
does not recognize Israel's right to exist and
does not accept United Nations Security
Council Resolutions 242 and 338. This ad-

ministration reaffirms that policy and wel-
comes congressional support for it.

I am compelled, however, as a matter of
principle, to reiterate my refusal to accept
any congressional effort to impose legisla-

tive restrictions or directions with respect
to the conduct of international negotiations

which, under article II of the Constitution,

is a function reserved exclusively to the
President. I will therefore consider sections

717(b) and 1302(b) as constituting only non-
binding expressions of congressional views
on these issues.

I also wish to mention the new certifica-

tion requirement relating to arms sales to

Jordan. I believe that this requirement is

unnecessary and inappropriate in light of

King Hussein's recent public statements
confirming Jordan's commitment to the rec-

ognition of Israel and to negotiate promptly
and directly with Israel under the basic

tenets of United Nations Security Council
Resolutions 242 and 338. Furthermore, the
King has made and is continuing to make
significant and courageous efforts in putting
these principles into practice by moving
Jordan toward direct negotiations with
Israel.

Finally, I would note that the bill contains

a number of other restrictions and require-

ments that the administration must meet in

carrying out its foreign affairs programs; for

example, tieing security assistance for

Greece and Turkey to an arithmetic formu-
la ignores the changing conditions in the
region and unnecessarily limits our flexibil-

ity to respond. None of these restrictions by
itself is unacceptably onerous, but in the
aggregate, they seriously constrain my abili-

ty to carry out foreign policy, particularly in

rapidly changing situations. I believe that

rigid, detailed, prescriptive provisions of

law can also frustrate the desires of the

Congress. Thus, I plan to work with the
Congress to minimize such constraints in

the future.

The programs authorized by S. 960 are
central to attaining U.S. foreign policy ob-
jectives and to promoting international se-

curity and stability by helping our allies and
friends to achieve economic growth, to deal
with problems requiring humanitarian as-

sistance, and to deter and defend against

military threats. It is therefore imperative
that we join in a mutual effort with Con-
gress to ensure the success of these pro-

grams during the years ahead.

Note: S. 960, approved August 8, was as-

signed Public Law No. 99-83.
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Nomination of Craig C. Black To Be a Member of the National

Science Board
August 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Craig C. Black to be a

member of the National Science Board, Na-

tional Science Foundation, for a term expir-

ing May 10, 1990. He would succeed David
V. Ragone.

Since 1975 Dr. Black has been director of

the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural

History. Previously, he was director of the

museum and professor of geosciences at

Texas Tech University (1972-1975); associ-

ate professor, department of systematics

and ecology. University of Kansas (1970-

1972); and curator (1962-1970) and associ-

ate curator (1960-1962) of vertebrate fossils

at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History.

He has served as president of the American
Association of Museums and the Association

of Science Museum Directors. He is a fellow

of the Geological Society of America and a

member of the Society for the Study of

Evolution and the Paleontological Society.

Dr. Black graduated from Amherst Col-

lege (A.B., 1954; M.A., 1957) and Harvard
University (Ph.D., 1962). He has two chil-

dren and resides in Los Angeles, CA. He
was born May 28, 1932, in Peking, China.

Nomination of Dennis Miles Kass To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Labor

August 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Dennis Miles Kass to be an
Assistant Secretary of Labor. He would suc-

ceed Donald L. Dotson.

Mr. Kass is managing director of the Eq-
uitable Investment and Management Corp.

in New York City. Previously he was vice

president of Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., in

1982-1983. He served at the White House
as Special Assistant to the President for

Policy Development and Executive Secre-

tary of the Cabinet Council on Commerce
and Trade in 1981-1982. In 1977-1980 he
served as manager for corporate finance,

energy industry, at Citicorp Investment

Bank.

He graduated from Principia College

(B.A., 1972) and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (M.S., 1977). He is married, has

two children, and resides in Rye, NY. He
was born October 5, 1950, in Englewood,

NJ.

Nomination of Roger A. Yurchuck To Be a Director of the Securities

Investor Protection Corporation

August 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Roger A. Yurchuck to be a

Director of the Securities Investor Protec-

tion Corporation for a term expiring De-

cember 31, 1987. This is a reappointment.

Since 1973 Mr. Yurchuck has been a part-

ner with the law firm of Vorys, Sater, Sey-

mour and Pease in Columbus and Cincin-

nati, OH. In 1971-1973 he served as vice

president and general counsel of the Feder-

al Home Loan Mortgage Corporation in

Washington, DC. Previously he was a part-
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ner with Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease.

He graduated from Northwestern Univer-

sity (B.A., 1959) and Harvard Law School

(LL.B., 1962). He has two children and re-

sides in Cincinnati, OH. He was born June
9, 1938, in Amityville, NY.

Nomination of Two Members of the United States Advisory

Commission on Public Diplomacy

August 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the United States Adviso-

ry Commission on Public Diplomacy:

E. Robert Wallach, to serve for a term expiring

July 1, 1988. This is a reappointment. Mr. Wal-

lach is an attorney in San Francisco, CA. He
has served as dean of the Hastings Center for

Trial & Appellate Advocacy and as adjunct pro-

fessor of the Hastings College of Law. He grad-

uated from the University of Southern Califor-

nia (B.A., 1955) and the University of California

at Berkeley (Boalt, LL.B., 1958). He was born

April 11, 1934, in New York City and now

resides in San Francisco.

Herbert Schmertz, to serve for a term expiring

April 6, 1988. This is a reappointment. Mr.

Schmertz is a director of Mobil Corp. and a

director and vice president of Mobil Oil Corp.

He joined Mobil in 1966 and has served in

various capacities, including manager of the

corporate labor relations department and as

vice president for public affairs. He has served

as a member of the President's Commission on
Broadcasting to Cuba. He graduated from
Union College (A.B., 1952) and Columbia Uni-

versity (LL.B., 1955). He is married, has four

children, and resides in New York City. He was
born March 22, 1930, in Yonkers, NY.

Radio Address to the Nation on the 40th Anniversary of the End of

the Second World War in the Pacific

August 10, 1985

My fellow Americans:

In a few days, we'll be commemorating
V-J Day, the 40th anniversary of the end of

the war in the Pacific, which brought to a

close the most destructive and widespread
conflagration in the history of mankind.

Over 3 million American airmen, soldiers,

sailors, and marines served in the Pacific

and Asian theaters between 1941-1945.

They endured some of the most savage

combat of the war, from the frozen Aleu-

tian Islands in the north to the jungles of

Guadalcanal and the volcanic sands of Iwo

Jima.

Our fighting forces came back from the

defeat at Pearl Harbor and slugged their

way across the Pacific, island by island.

General Douglas MacArthur wrote of the

American fighting man in the Pacific: "He
plods and groans, sweats and toils. He

growls and curses. And at the end, he dies,

unknown, uncomplaining, with faith in his

heart, and on his lips, a prayer for victory."

Well, the victory was won, and our freedom
and way of life were preserved because of

the courage and honor of those who put

their lives on the line four decades ago.

The Americans who went through this

ordeal of storm and sacrifice, just as their

counterparts who battled our enemies in

Europe, deserve a special place in the

hearts of all those who love liberty. Vice

President Bush might be a little embar-

rassed if he knew I was going to say this,

but he's one of those Americans I'm talking

about. As a young fighter pilot in the Pacif-

ic, his plane was shot down on a military

mission. He came perilously close to losing

his life. If you know any veterans of the

Second World War, you might take the
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time on August 14th to thank them. There
are so many heroes among us, and Fm sure

they'd like to know how much we appreci-

ate them.

The veterans of the Pacific war should

take special pride that today the Pacific rim
is blessed with stability and bustling with

enterprise and commerce. The hard-fought

battles of the Pacific laid the foundation for

what is becoming one of the most vibrant

regions of the world. The devastation and
rubble of the war have given way to great

centers of human progress, futuristic metro-

polises with vast industrial complexes, mod-
ernistic transportation systems, and impres-

sive institutions of culture and learning.

Nowhere is this more evident than in

Japan, now a close and reliable friend and
one of our most important allies. In these

last 40 years, the Japanese have trans-

formed bombed-out ruins into a great in-

dustrial nation. With few natural resources

of their own, they now produce over 10

percent of all the world's goods and serv-

ices. They've accomplished this economic
miracle with hard work, free enterprise,

and low tax rates. The Japanese are today in

so many ways our partners in peace and
enterprise. Our economic ties are a great

boon to both our peoples. Our good will

and cooperation will be maintained by a

mutually beneficial trading relationship

based on free trade and open markets on
both sides of the Pacific.

The great strides forward being made in

the Pacific rim bode well for the United
States. We are, after all, a Pacific rim coun-
try. Already our trade with Pacific and East

Asian countries is greater than with any
other region of the world. We can look for-

ward to the future with anticipation of a

better tomorrow. The people of our country
will be in the forefront of the economic
renaissance of the Pacific.

Liberty not only spawns progress, but it is

the genesis of true peace as well. As free

peoples, it is unthinkable that the Japanese
and Americans will ever again go to war.

Where there are differences, as there are in

the relations of any two great nations, they
can be settled in the spirit of good will.

Those brave Americans who fought in the

Pacific four decades ago were fighting for a

better world. They believed in America and
often they gave the last full measure of de-

votion. One such man was Marine Lieuten-

ant David Tucker Brown from Alexandria,

Virginia. While in the Pacific, he wrote
home: "I am more than ever convinced that

this is Thomas Jefferson's war, the war of

the common man against tyranny and
pride. It is really a war for democracy and
not for power or materialism." Well, Lieu-

tenant Brown was later killed in action in

Okinawa, one of so many brave and coura-

geous young Americans who made the su-

preme sacrifice.

I think if those brave men were with us

today they'd be proud of what has been
accomplished. At war's end, with victory in

hand, we looked forward, not back. We
lived up to our ideals, the ideals of heroes

like Lieutenant David Tucker Brown. And
we worked with our former enemies to

build a new and better world, a world of

freedom and opportunity. That's the Amer-
ica we're all so proud of.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.

Appointment of M.B. Oglesby, Jr., To Assume Additional

Responsibilities While Serving as Assistant to the President for

Legislative Affairs

August 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint M.B. Oglesby, Jr., to assume
the responsibilities of Max Friedersdorf,

who will take a new position within the
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administration in the fall. Mr. Oglesby will

continue to serve as Assistant to the Presi-

dent for Legislative Affairs. In his position,

he will serve as the President's chief liaison

with the United States Congress.

Previously Mr. Oglesby has served as

Deputy Assistant to the President for Legis-

lative Affairs and as minority staff associate

for the House Energy and Commerce Com-
mittee, dealing principally with railroad, en-

vironmental, and commerce-related legisla-

tion. Mr. Oglesby also served as deputy and
acting director of the State of Illinois Wash-

ington office and as executive assistant to

Congressman Edward Madigan (R-IL). Prior

to coming to Washington, he served in Illi-

nois State government as an assistant to

Gov. Richard Ogilvie and as executive as-

sistant to the speaker of the house. Mr. Og-
lesby also spent 3y2 years in management
positions with Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

He attended the University of Illinois in

Champaign. He is married, resides in Be-

thesda, MD, and was born October 1, 1942,

in Flora, IL.

Appointment of Mitchell Daniels, Jr., as Assistant to the President

for Political and Intergovernmental Affairs

August 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Mitchell Daniels, Jr., as As-

sistant to the President for Political and
Intergovernmental Affairs. He will succeed
Edward J. Rollins, who will depart in the

fall.

Mr. Daniels has been Deputy Assistant to

the President and Director, Office of Inter-

governmental Affairs, since March 1985.

Previously he served as executive director

of the National Republican Senatorial Com-
mittee in 1983-1985. He was administrative

assistant to Senator Richard Lugar of Indi-

ana (1977-1982) and chief aide to then
Mayor Richard Lugar of Indianapolis (1974-

1976).

He graduated from the Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International Affairs at

Princeton University in 1971 and received a

J.D. degree from the Georgetown Universi-

ty Law Center in 1979. He is married, has

three children, and resides in Fairfax Sta-

tion, VA. He was born April 7, 1949, in

Monongahela, PA.

Proclamation 5361—Polish American Heritage Month, 1985
August 13, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The history of Polish Americans is an in-

spiring part of our Nation's heritage. The
first massive wave of Polish immigrants

came to America to flee the political and
economic oppression thrust upon their

homeland by the 19th century imperial

powers of Eastern and Central Europe.

While they came with few material posses-

sions, they brought something much more

important—a deep faith in God and a de-

termination to succeed in this land of op-

portunity. And succeed they did. They es-

tablished churches, schools, and fraternal

benefit societies. They worked hard in the

mines, steel mills, and stockyards. They un-

derstood the importance of education, so

that today, the children and grandchildren

of the first immigrants can be found in

America's leading businesses and education-

al institutions.

Americans of Polish descent have made,
and continue to make, enormous contribu-
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tions to the culture, economy, and demo-
cratic political systefti of the United States.

The names of Tadeusz Kosciuszko and Kazi-

mierz Pulaski, heroes of the American Rev-
olution, have left a lasting imprint upon our

history. Highways, bridges, and towns dedi-

cated to the preservation of their memory
dot our countryside. In the future, other

public facilities and institutions will be
named for today's prominent Polish Ameri-
cans, such as those serving our Nation in

the Executive branch, in Congress, the

armed services, and in state capitols and
city halls from coast to coast.

The dedication of Polish Americans from
all walks of life to the ideals of freedom and
independence, which Kosciuszko and Pulas-

ki fought for in America and in Poland, and
which their worthy successors within the

Solidarity movement are struggling for in

Poland today, serves as a model for all

Americans. That struggle remains alive

today and two Polish leaders of internation-

al stature—Pope John Paul II and Lech
Walesa—provide inspiring examples of

moral leadership for us all.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

106, has designated August 1985 as "Polish

American Heritage Month" and authorized
and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of this month.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim August 1985 as Polish

American Heritage Month. I urge all Amer-
icans to join their fellow citizens of Polish

descent in observance of this month.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirteenth day of August, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:13 a.m., August 15, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on August 14.

Proclamation 5362—National Neighborhood Crime Watch Day,
1985

August 13, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

A Nation promising justice for all must
ensure that its citizens are free from fear of

crime in their homes and on the streets. Yet
crime continues to be a substantial problem
for American society. Twenty-three million

households were touched by crime in 1984
and felt, in varying degrees, the pain, eco-

nomic loss, sense of violation, and frustra-

tion that accompany crime victimization.

Fewer households were victims of crime

in 1984 than in any of the previous nine

years, due in part to greater public aware-

ness and understanding of crime. This Ad-
ministration is committed to increasing that

awareness and understanding, thereby as-

sisting in our Nation's effort to combat

crime.

We recognize the effectiveness and the
growth of local crime watch organizations

throughout the country and the major role

they have played in turning the tide against

crime. By working together and in coopera-

tion with their local law enforcement agen-

cies, citizens have always been one of our
most effective deterrents against crime.

Such citizen action reaffirms those values of

community, respect for the law, and indi-

vidual responsibility that are so much a part

of our national heritage.

It is important that all of the citizens of

this Nation are aware of the significance of

community crime prevention programs and
the valuable impact that their participation

can have on reducing crime in their neigh-

borhoods. A "National Night Out" cam-
paign will be conducted on August 13, 1985
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to call attention to the importance of com-
munity crime prevention programs. All

Americans will be urged to spend the hour

between 8-9 p.m. on that evening on their

lawns, porches, and steps in front of their

homes to signify that neighbors looking out

for one another is the most effective form
of crime prevention.

Participation in this nationwide event also

will demonstrate the value and effective-

ness of police and community working to-

gether in a partnership on crime preven-

tion. It will generate support for, and par-

ticipation in, local crime watch programs;

strengthen neighborhood spirit in the anti-

crime effort; and send a message to crimi-

nals that neighborhoods across America are

organized and watching. This is a unique

effort to remind the American people of

the crucial role they can play in making
their streets and neighborhoods safer.

Strong, safe communities don't just happen.

They are built by people who care and vol-

unteer their time and energy to make the

community a good place to live.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

168, has designated August 13, 1985, as

"National Neighborhood Crime Watch
Day" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim August 13, 1985, as Na-
tional Neighborhood Crime Watch Day. I

call upon the people of the United States to

spend the period from 8 to 9 o'clock p.m.

that day with their neighbors in front of

their homes to demonstrate the importance
and effectiveness of community participa-

tion in crime prevention efforts.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirteenth day of August, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:14 a.m., August 15, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on August 14.

Statement on the Death of John Willard Marriott

August 14, 1985

J.W. Marriott was a living example of the

American dream. From modest beginnings

in Ogden, Utah, he rose to become one of

the world's most successful and respected

businessmen, but he never lost the values of

honesty, decency, and hard work instilled in

him as a youth. He built an enterprise and
raised a family, both of which are models
for us all.

No one ever had an unkind word about

Bill Marriott—only words of praise and ad-

miration for a man who never stopped

caring about others. He never quite got

used to the trappings of status that his hard-

earned success brought, preferring instead

the quiet and unpretentious world of life on
his farm with his beloved family.

Nancy and I will always remember Bill

Marriott's friendship and many kindnesses.

We will miss him and extend our deepest

sympathy to his family.
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Executive Order 12529-

Outdoors

August 14, 1985

-President's Commission on Americans

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and statutes of the

United States of America, including the

Federal Advisory Committee Act, as

amended (5 U.S.C. App. I), and in order to

revise the name of a presidential advisory

commission to better describe its areas of

responsibility, and to extend the date within

which the commission must complete its re-

sponsibilities, it is hereby ordered that Ex-

ecutive Order No. 12503 is amended as fol-

lows:

The title of the Order and Section 1(a)

are amended by deleting "Presidential

Commission on Outdoor Recreation Re-

sources Review" and inserting in lieu there-

of "President's Commission on Americans

Outdoors"; and
Section 4(b) of the Order is revised to

provide as follows:

"The Commission shall submit its report

no later than December 31, 1986, and shall

terminate 30 days after its report.".

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

August 14, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:51 a.m., August 16, 1985]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on August
15

Appointment of 14 Members of the President's Commission on
Americans Outdoors, and Designation of the Chairman
August 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the President's Commission
on Americans Outdoors. The President in-

tends to designate Lamar Alexander as

Chairman upon his appointment.

Lamar Alexander is Governor of the State of

Tennessee. He graduated from Vanderbilt Uni-

versity (B.A., 1962) and New York University

(J.D., 1965). He is married, has four children,

and resides in Nashville. He was born July 3,

1940, in Knox County, TN.

Frank M. Bogert is mayor of Palm Springs, CA.
He attended the University of California at Los

Angeles. He is married, has three children, and
resides in Palm Springs. He was born January

1, 1910, in Mesa, CO.

Sheldon Coleman is chairman of the Coleman
Co., Inc., in Wichita, KS. He graduated from
Cornell University. He is married, has three

children, and resides in Wichita, KS. He was
born November 15, 1901, in Fort Worth, TX.

Derrick A. Crandall is president and chief execu-

tive officer of the American Recreation Coali-

tion in Washington, DC. He graduated from
Dartmouth College (A.B., 1973). He is married,

has two children, and resides in Fairfax, VA.

He was born July 16, 1951, in East Orange, NJ.

Gilbert Melville Grosvenor is president of the

National Geographic Society in Washington,

DC. He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1954). He is married, has three children, and
resides in McLean, VA. He was born May 5,

1931, in Washington, DC.

/ Bennett Johnston is a United States Senator

from Louisiana. He graduated from Louisiana

State University (LL.B., 1956). He is married,

has four children, and resides in McLean, VA.
He was born June 10, 1932, in Shreveport, LA.

Charles R. Jordan is director of the parks and
recreation department for the city of Austin,

TX. He graduated from Gonzaga University

(B.S., 1961). He is married, has two children,

and resides in Austin, TX. He was born Sep-

tember 1, 1937, in Longview, TX.

Wilbur F. LaPage is director of the division of

parks and recreation for the State of New
Hampshire. He graduated from the University
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of New Hampshire (B.A., 1960; M.A., 1962) and
Syracuse University (Ph.D., 1975). He is mar-
ried, has three children, and resides in Rye,

NH. He was born February 1, 1935, in Jaffrey,

NH.

Rex Maughan is president and chief executive

officer of Forever Living Products, Inc., in

Phoenix, AZ. He graduated from Arizona State

University. He is married, has three children,

and resides in Mesa, AZ. He was born Novem-
ber 20, 1936, in Logan, UT.

Patrick Francis Noonan is president of the

Nature Conservancy in Arlington, VA. He
graduated from Gettysburg College (B.A.,

1965), Catholic University (M.A., 1968), and
American University (M.B.A., 1971). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Potomac,

MD. He was born December 2, 1942, in St.

Petersburg, FL.

Stuart Northrop is chairman of the board of

Huffy Corp. in Dayton, OH. He graduated

from Yale University (B.A., 1948). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Haver-
ford, PA. He was born October 21, 1925, in

New Haven, CT.

Morris King Udall is a Member of the U.S. House
of Representatives from Arizona. He graduated
from the University of Arizona (LL.B., 1949).

He is married, has six children, and resides in

McLean, VA. He was bom June 15, 1922, in St.

Johns, AZ.

Barbara Farrell Vucanovich is a Member of the

U.S. House of Representatives from Nevada.
She attended Manhattanville College of the

Sacred Heart. She is married, has five children,

and resides in Alexandria, VA. She was bom
June 22, 1921, in Camp Dix, NJ.

Malcolm Wallop is a United States Senator from
Wyoming. He graduated from Yale University

(B.A., 1954). He is married, has four children,

and resides in McLean, VA. He was born Feb-
ruary 27, 1933, in New York City.

Statement by Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

McFarlane on Apartheid in South Africa

August 15, 1985

Apartheid is a system that has long

plagued South Africa, and it must be ended.
A cycle of violence and repression has en-

gulfed South Africa; this too must end.
South Africa must find peace with itself and
develop a system of government which ac-

commodates the legitimate rights and needs
of the black majority and provides for jus-

tice, equality, respect for fundamental
rights, and, most importantly, government
based on consent.

The South African President has made an
important statement, and we are studying it

carefully. We hope that the steps President

Botha has outlined will advance the end of

apartheid. He has called for negotiations on
a new constitutional structure and has rec-

ognized the principle of participation and
the responsibility of all South Africans in

their country's future. We look for early im-

plementation of those principles through a

process of negotiations between the South
African Government and the leaders of

South Africa's other communities. The
President's statement advances new ideas

on citizenship. These ideas and other ideas

contained in the speech must be clarified.

The tragedy of South Africa can only be
resolved if negotiations begin quickly and
produce concrete progress. The United
States looks to the South African Govern-
ment and all South Africans to explore

every opportunity for negotiation and rec-

onciliation.
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Proclamation 5363—Modification of the Effective Date for

Increased Rates of Duty for Certain Pasta Articles From the
European Economic Community
August 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

1. On June 20, 1985, I determined pursu-

ant to section 301(a) of the Trade Act of

1974, as amended (the Act) (19 U.S.C.

2411(a)), that the preferential tariffs granted

by the European Economic Community
(EEC) on imports of lemons and oranges

from certain Mediterranean countries deny
benefits to the United States arising under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) (61 Stat. (pts. 5 and 6)), are

unreasonable and discriminatory, and con-

stitute a burden or restriction on U.S. com-
merce. I further determined, pursuant to

section 301 (a) and (b) of the Act, that the

appropriate course of action in response to

such practices is to withdraw concessions

with respect to certain imports from the

EEC and to increase the U.S. import duties

on the pasta articles provided for in items
182.35 and 182.36 of the Tariff Schedules of

the United States (TSUS) (19 U.S.C. 1202)
that are the product of any member coun-
try of the EEC. Accordingly, in Proclama-
tion 5354 of June 21, 1985 (50 F.R. 26143),
the increased duties with respect to such
pasta articles from the EEC were pro-

claimed to be effective on or after the date
that was 15 days after the date on which
that proclamation was signed.

2. In light of discussions currently being
conducted between the United States and
the EEC, I have decided that it is appropri-

ate to delay the effective date of the in-

creased rates of duty with respect to such
pasta articles in order to encourage a mutu-
ally acceptable solution to the situation.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, acting

under the authority vested in me by the

Constitution and the statutes of the United

States, including but not limited to sections

301 (a) and (b) and section 604 of the Trade
Act of 1974, do proclaim that:

1. Proclamation 5354 of June 21, 1985, is

superseded to the extent inconsistent with
this proclamation.

2. The increased duties imposed by Proc-

lamation 5354 are suspended with respect

to articles entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse for consumption, on or after July

6, 1985, and before November 1, 1985. Any
articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house for consumption, on or after the ef-

fective date of Proclamation 5354 and
before November 1, 1985, shall be subject

to duty and the entries thereof liquidated

or reliquidated as if the increased duties

imposed by the proclamation were not in

effect.

3. The United States Trade Representa-

tive is hereby authorized to suspend,

modify, or terminate the increase in U.S.

import duties on pasta articles, which was
imposed by Proclamation 5354, upon the

publication in the Federal Register of his

determination that such suspension, modifi-

cation, or termination is justified by actions

taken by the EEC toward a mutually ac-

ceptable resolution of this dispute.

4. This proclamation shall be effective on
and after the date of its signing.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of August, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:21 p.m., August 19, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on August 16.
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Nomination of Jennifer Joy Manson To Be an Assistant

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
August 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jennifer Joy Manson to be
an Assistant Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency (External Af-

fairs). She would succeed Josephine Cooper.

Miss Manson is presently serving as exec-

utive assistant to Senator John Warner. Pre-

viously she was executive assistant to Gov.

John Dalton of Virginia (1978-1982). Prior

to that time she worked on the Dalton com-
mittee and in the Governor's transition

office. She served at the White House as

administrative aide to the Deputy Special

Assistant to the President (1976-1977).

She graduated from the University of

North Carolina (B.A., 1974). She was born
January 10, 1953, in Naples, Italy, and now
resides in Alexandria, VA.

Nomination of M. Alan Woods To Be a Deputy United States Trade
Representative

August 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate M. Alan Woods to be a

Deputy United States Trade Representative

with the rank of Ambassador. He would
succeed Robert Emmet Lighthizer.

Mr. Woods is president of the Interna-

tional Service Corp. in Washington, DC.
Previously he was vice president of technol-

ogy. Sears World Trade, in Washington,
DC, in 1983-1985. He was vice president of

DGA International in Washington in 1977-
1983. He served at the Department of De-
fense as Assistant Secretary for Public Af-

fairs (1976-1977); Special Assistant to the

Secretary and Deputy Secretaries (1975-

1976); and Principal Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary (1975). He was Deputy Director of

Presidential Personnel at the White House
in 1974-1975. Prior to that time he was
executive assistant to the Governor of Mis-

souri in 1973-1974 and vice president of

Bradley, Woods and Co. in 1970-1972.

He graduated from American University

(B.A., 1964). He is married and resides in

Washington, DC. He was born October 31,

1945, in St. Louis, MO.

Appointment of 10 Members of the Advisory Committee for Trade
Negotiations

August 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for terms of 2 years:

Barbara McConnell Barrett will succeed Gerald J.

Lynch. She is presently serving as special coun-

sel in the law firm of Evans, Kitchel & Jenckes

in Phoenix, AZ. Previously she was Vice Chair-

man of the Civil Aeronautics Board. She grad-

uated from Arizona State University (B.S.,

1972; M.A., 1975; J.D., 1978). She was born
December 26, 1950, in Indiana County, PA,
and now resides in Phoenix, AZ.

John R. Faust, Jr., will succeed Vincent McDon-
nell. He is a partner of the law firm of

Schwabe, Williamson, Wyatt, Moore & Roberts

in Portland, OR. He is also a director of West-
ern Savings & Loan Association. He graduated
from the University of Oregon (B.S., 1953; J.D.,
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1958). He was born June 16, 1932, in Portland,

OR, where he now resides.

Murray Howard Finley is a reappointment. He is

president of the Amalgamated Clothing & Tex-

tile Workers Union. Previously he was general

president of the Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers of America. He graduated from the Univer-

sity of Michigan (B.A., 1946) and Northwestern
University Q.D., 1949). He was born March 31,

1922, in Syracuse, NY, and now resides in Gut-

tenberg, NJ.

Simon C. Fireman is a reappointment. He is

chairman of the board of Aqua Leisure Indus-

tries in Avon, MA. Previously he was president

and chief executive officer of Marine Hardware
and Supply Co., Inc. He graduated from Har-

vard University (B.S., 1968). He was born Sep-

tember 10, 1925, in Boston, MA, and now re-

sides in Avon, MA.

Leonard A. Lauder is a reappointment. He has

been serving as president and chief executive

officer of Estee Lauder, Inc., in New York City

since 1972. Previously he was executive vice

president of Estee Lauder, Inc. He graduated

from the University of Pennsylvania (B.S.,

1954). He was born March 19, 1933, in New
York City, where he now resides.

Kenneth A. Lazarus is a reappointment. He is a

partner of the law firm of Ward, Lazarus,

Grow and Cihlar in Washington, DC. He has

served as an adjunct professor at Georgetown
University Law Center. He graduated from
Dayton University (B.A., 1964), the University

of Notre Dame (J.D., 1967), and George Wash-
ington University (L.L.M., 1971). He was born
March 10, 1942, in Passaic, NJ, and now resides

in Lovettsville, VA.

Harold M. Messmer, Jr., will succeed Stanley

Ebner. He is president of Pacific Holding Corp.

and vice chairman of its subsidiary. Cannon
Mills Co. In addition, he serves as a director of

Castle & Cook, Inc., and a partner of the law
firm of O'Melveny & Myers. He graduated
from Loyola University (A.B., 1967) and New
York University Law School Q.D., 1970). He
was born February 20, 1946, in Jackson, MS,
and now resides in Pacific Palisades, CA.

Edmund T. Pratt, Jr., is a reappointment. He is

chairman of the board and chief executive offi-

cer of Pfizer, Inc., in New York City. He is

chairman of the New York State Council on
International Business. He graduated from
Duke University (B.S., 1947) and Wharton
School of Commerce and Finance, University

of Pennsylvania (M.B.A., 1949). He was born
February 22, 1927, in Savannah, GA, and now
resides in Port Washington, NY.

/ Steven Rhodes will succeed John T. Dailey. He
is presently serving as vice president for public

finance at Smith Barney in New York City.

Previously he served at the White House as

Assistant to the Vice President for Domestic
Policy (1983-1985) and Special Assistant to the

President for Intergovernmental Affairs (1981-

1983). He was born September 29, 1951, in

New Orleans, LA, and now resides in New
York City.

Don A. Sebastiani will succeed Robert Ivie. He
has been a California State assemblyman since

1980. He is also a vintner at the Sebastiani

Vineyards. He graduated from the University

of San Francisco (B.A., 1975). He was born Feb-

ruary 15, 1953, in Sonoma, CA, where he now
resides.

Statement on Signing the Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1985
August 16, 1985

I have signed H.R. 2577, the Supplemen-
tal Appropriations Act for 1985. The act

provides additional funding for a number of

important programs, including economic
aid to several nations in the Middle East,

essential humanitarian aid to the Nicara-

guan democratic resistance, funding for im-

proving security at our Embassies and facili-

ties abroad, and start-up funding for several

water projects.

H.R. 2577 provides funds that I requested

to support the Nation's foreign policy. It

will contribute significantly to our ability to

provide urgently required aid to our friends

in the Middle East and will support our

efforts to bring peace to the region. I would
note in particular the funds it appropriates

for both Israel and Egypt, as well as for

Jordan. All three of these nations have a

vital role to play if there is to be peace in

the Middle East.

Moreover, the act contains $27 million in

funding for humanitarian assistance to the

Nicaraguan democratic resistance. While
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the program that has been approved is

more modest than I believe necessary, we
have clearly won bipartisan support on this

very critical issue as well as recognition and
humanitarian support for those fighting the

Sandinista dictatorship. This is an important

element in our overall effort to assist neigh-

boring countries to defend themselves

against Nicaraguan attack and subversion.

Unfortunately, the provision unduly and un-

necessarily restricts efficient management
and administration of the program. Never-

theless, I will continue to work with the

Congress to carry out the program as effec-

tively as possible and will take care to

ensure that the law is faithfully executed.

H.R. 2577 is also an important first step

in reforming and revitalizing the Nation's

water resources development program.

Little progress has been achieved in recent

years due mainly to the impasse over the

proper Federal role in water projects and
the amount of cost sharing that local project

sponsors should assume. This act acknowl-

edges that the traditional Federal role is no
longer appropriate and that project benefi-

ciaries must contribute a larger share of

costs for water projects. It allows for pro-

gressive and essential new approaches to

the financing of projects, while retaining a

significant Federal role and demonstrating
commitment to implementation of viable

water projects. I commend the Congress'

efforts in this matter. The act represents

only the first of two steps that must be
taken to reform national water policy. I an-

ticipate that the Congress will soon be ad-

dressing a comprehensive water policy and
project authorization bill that could set na-

tional policy for years to come. This admin-
istration has already demonstrated flexibil-

ity in working out a reasonably implemen-
table cost-sharing agreement with the Con-

gress. I am confident that the Congress will

act in this matter in a prompt and responsi-

ble manner.
I am concerned that the act mandates a

specific and excessive number of new
grants to be awarded by the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH). Such requirements
not only undermine the flexibility essential

to the continued success of the NIH but also

threaten the long-run stability of biomedical

research funding. In signing this bill, it is

my understanding that the Congress will

take future appropriations action to restore

programmatic flexibility and budgetary sta-

bility to the NIH.
This act authorizes the Federal Emergen-

cy Management Agency (FEMA) to estab-

lish a national board to oversee an emer-
gency food program. I am deeply con-

cerned about the membership of the board.

If read literally, the act would permit six

private organizations to appoint members
of the board. As members, these persons

would be officers of the executive branch
because the board will perform executive

functions. Such appointments by private or-

ganizations is in clear violation of the Ap-
pointments Clause of the Constitution (U.S.

Constitution, Article II, Section 2, Clause 2).

In order to avoid this constitutional infirmi-

ty, I direct the Director of FEMA to con-

strue this provision as granting him com-
plete discretionary authority to determine
who should be appointed to the national

board. The organizations mentioned in the

act may make recommendations, but only

the Director, as the "head of a depart-

ment," id., is authorized to appoint mem-
bers to the board.

I am disappointed that the bill provides

more funds than I believe necessary. I must
urge the Congress to exercise greater re-

straint if Federal spending is to be brought

under effective control.

Note: H.R. 2577, approved August 15, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-88.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Farm Industry

August 17, 1985

My fellow Americans:

August is a happy time for most of us, a

time of vacations and State fairs. A number
of America's farmers will be showing their
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livestock and produce at those fairs, and
this month they'll have more to show than

ever. It's been another bumper-crop year

on the farms, and that's good news for

America's consumers, but a mixed blessing

for our farmers. Big crops mean weaker
prices, and under current conditions, that

means more financial strain for some of

those who grow the food that feeds our

country.

It's no secret that American agriculture is

facing hard times. And it's particularly pain-

ful to know that those affected are among
our most productive and hard-working citi-

zens. American farmers are the backbone of

our country. Their crops and stock and re-

lated industries account for nearly one-fifth

of our gross national product and almost

one-fifth of our exports.

Now, not all farmers are in trouble; many
are not. And it's important to note that

those whose crops are the beneficiaries of

governmental programs are worse off than

those who operate without such assistance.

Current farm problems arise from a host of

reasons. There were the shocks of the sev-

enties: grain embargoes, double-digit infla-

tion, and record interest rates at 21 per-

cent. Some farmers borrowed large sums of

money based on inflated land values, and
when we brought inflation down, those

farmers were left with declining land values

to cover their loans. But a major contribu-

tor to the problem is the Federal program
designed to help farmers. For years now.
Federal farm programs have distorted the

market and sent confusing signals to farm-

ers. Interventionist commodity programs
have encouraged farmers to produce more
than the market will bear while attempting

to prop up prices.

Today we find ourselves with farmers

who grow more than they can sell, and the

result is low commodity prices and a de-

pressed rural economy—and this, in spite of

how much we've spent. In 1979, for in-

stance, the Federal Government was pur-

chasing less than 1 percent of all dairy

products at a cost of $250 million. Just 4

years later, in 1983, it was purchasing 12

percent of those products at a cost to the

taxpayer of well over $2 ¥2 billion a year.

And it's not just the dairy program. From

1981 through this year, we will have spent

just under $59 billion on farm price sup-

ports. That's nearly 3y2 times what we
spent from 1976 to 1980. Our administra-

tion has spent more on the farm program
than any other administration in history. If

spending more money on agriculture would
solve the problem, we already would have
solved it by now.

We've got to create a future for the

farmer that's every bit as bright as the

future is for the rest of our economy. A big

part of that is keeping inflation and interest

rates down. We've made progress on these

fronts, as you know, and it's helped farmers

control their own costs. Farm production

costs were rising fast in the 1970's, but now
they've been stable since 1981.

The other half of the job is to free our-

selves from the quagmire created by Feder-

al farm programs. I support long-term poli-

cies that will enable the American farmer

to enter the 21st century stronger than

ever before. The world market holds the

potential for increasing opportunities for

our products, but we must have a farm

policy that maintains our competitiveness.

Through our trade policies, we must ensure

that farmers have full and fair access to all

foreign markets. That is one of the Federal

Government's greatest responsibilities; an-

other is to provide stability in programs.

Much of the farm problem stems from the

past practice of lurching from one emer-
gency program to another, coming up with

so-called solutions that never solve any-

thing.

The answer to our farm problems cannot

be found in sticking with discredited pro-

grams and increasing government controls.

The answer can only be found in our ability

to help our entire agriculture industry stand

on its own feet again. You know, this coun-

try is nothing without the farmer, and those

who work the land have the right to know
that there's a future in farming. Their chil-

dren have the right to know that they'll still

be fible to work the family farm generations

from now and make a decent living.

The law governing our farm program ex^

pires September 30th. I'm eager to sign his-

toric legislation that will put American agri-
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culture on a sound course for the future. In

writing farm legislation, I expect the Con-

gress to stay within its own budget goals. I

need your help to send Congress an unmis-

takable message that change in our farm

policy is not only desired but essential.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 9:06 a.m. from
Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa Bar-

bara, CA.

Statement on Signing the Foreign Relations Authorization Act,

Fiscal Years 1986 and 1987

August 17, 1985

I have signed H.R. 2068, the Foreign Re-

lations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1986

and 1987. H.R. 2068 authorizes appropria-

tions for the conduct of our foreign affairs

during fiscal years 1986 and 1987. These

appropriation authorizations and several

new authorities in this legislation are vital

to the national security of the United States.

Appropriations authorized by this act will

enable the State Department to manage
our diplomatic and consular establishment

abroad, participate in and provide contribu-

tions to important international organiza-

tions, and extend humanitarian refugee as-

sistance. The act also continues our impor-

tant information, exchange of persons, and
radio broadcasting efforts through the

United States Information Agency and the

Board for International Broadcasting. It pro-

vides continued authority for the United

States Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, as we proceed with arms control

negotiations.

A few serious problems are raised, how-
ever, by several other provisions of the act,

the foremost of which pertain to our rela-

tions with the United Nations and its spe-

cialized agencies. These provisions establish

conditions that may be impossible to meet
within the period of time indicated, thereby

requiring reductions in U.S. payments of as-

sessed and voluntary contributions. Activi-

ties of these organizations of importance to

the United States could be deleteriously af-

fected as a result.

I note in particular that section 143

places contingent limitations on our pay-

ments unless the United Nations adopts

weighted voting on budgetary matters by

fiscal year 1987. I am asking Secretary [of

State] Shultz to begin discussions toward
that end. He will stay in close contact with

the Congress as he proceeds. Depending on
the outcome of those discussions, it may be
necessary to seek legislative changes.

Section 113 prohibits contributions by the

United States to the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) after

June 1986 unless the High Commissioner
provides for annual audits by an independ-

ent consultant. The Department of State

will begin to work immediately with the

High Commissioner to see if this require-

ment can be satisfied, since the limitation

could put the United States in a position of

being unable to respond adequately

through the UNHCR to life-threatening

emergencies such as those found in Africa

and Southeast Asia. If it cannot, legislative

relief may also have to be sought.

Similar difficulties may also result from
section 151, which assumes that the United

Nations can determine whether and the

extent to which some U.N. employees are

required to pay part or all of their salaries

to their respective governments. This provi-

sion also assumes that the United Nations

can correct such a practice and requires a

reduction to U.S. payments of its assessed

contributions to the United Nations to the

extent that the practice continues. The dif-

ficulties in administering section 151 may
require some modification of it at a later

date.

I am also concerned about the numerous
earmarkings of appropriation authorizations

for particular activities included in this act.

I understand the intent of the Congress in
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setting out these amounts. Nevertheless,

they may severely limit our ability to meet
other important program needs within the

limited appropriation amounts that are

likely to be enacted by the Congress. In this

regard, I am particularly concerned about

earmarkings enacted for refugee assistance

and for the United States Information

Agency. Because of the lack of clarity in the

earmarkings of the exchange of persons

program of USIA, I am asking the Director

of that agency to plan on program levels of

$148 and $159 million in 1986 and 1987,

respectively. Because of the large number
of earmarkings found in the bill, the Secre-

tary of State and the Director of USIA will

have to work closely with both authoriza-

tion and appropriations committees as fiscal

years 1986 and 1987 progress so that inter-

ests of the Congress and priority foreign

affairs needs can best be accommodated.

Note: H.R. 2068, approved August 16, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-93.

Nomination of Clyde D. Taylor To Be United States Ambassador to

Paraguay

August 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Clyde D. Taylor, of Mary-
land, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, as

Ambassador to the Republic of Paraguay.

He would succeed Arthur H. Davis, Jr.

Mr. Taylor worked at Americans United
as director of the film department in Wash-
ington, DC, from 1959 to 1961. He joined

the Foreign Service as a junior officer in

1961. He served from 1962 to 1964 in the

Bureau of Security and Consular Affairs. In

1964 he went to the U.S. Embassy in

Panama as vice consul and served there

until 1966, when he became economic/
cominercial officer at the U.S. Embassy in

Canberra, Australia. He returned to the De-
partment in 1968 as an international econo-

mist in the Commodities, Industrial and
Strategic Materials Division of the Bureau
of Economic Affairs. He then became chief

of the economic and commercial section of

the U.S. Embassy in San Salvador, El Salva-

dor, from 1972 to 1975. In 1975 Mr. Taylor

went to the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Iran,

as economic development and financial offi-

cer, where he served until 1979 when he
became acting counselor for economic and
commercial affairs in Tehran. From 1979 to

1980, he attended the National War Col-

lege. In July 1980, he became Director of

the Office of Program Management in the

Bureau of International Narcotics Matters

and in November of 1980 was named
Deputy Assistant Secretary in that Bureau,

where he has served until the present time.

Mr. Taylor was born September 30, 1937,

in Colombia, South America (American par-

ents). He received his B.A. in 1959 from
Wheaton College and his M.A. in 1961 from
American University. His foreign language
is Spanish. Mr. Taylor is married to the

former Virginia L. Lundberg, and they

have two children.

Nomination of Natale H. Bellocchi To Be United States Ambassador
to Botswana
August 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten- New York, a career member of the Senior

tion to nominate Natale H. Bellocchi, of Foreign Service, Class of Minister-Counsel-
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or, as Ambassador to the Republic of Bot-

swana. He would succeed Theodore C.

Maino.

After graduating from Georgia Tech, Mr.

Bellocchi worked as an industrial engineer

at the Burlington Mills Corp. in AUentown,
PA, from 1948 to 1950. He joined the For-

eign Service as a diplomatic courier in

1955. From 1960 to 1961, he was an admin-

istrative assistant in Hong Kong. From 1961

to 1963, he served as general services offi-

cer in Vientiane, Laos. He took Chinese lan-

guage training in Taichung, Taiwan, from
1963 to 1964 and then became assistant

commercial attache in Taipei, Taiwan,

where he served until 1968. From 1968 to

1969, he was chief of the commercial unit

in Hong Kong. He returned to Washington

in 1970 to take economic training. From
1971 to 1972, he was commercial attache in

Saigon, Vietnam, and from 1973 to 1974, he

was commercial counselor in Tokyo, Japan.

He attended the senior seminar in Washing-
ton, DC, from 1974 to 1975 and thereafter

was detailed as a special assistant in OASIA,
Department of the Treasury, Washington,

DC. Mr. Bellocchi then went to New Delhi,

India, as economic counselor until 1979,

when he returned to Hong Kong as deputy
principal officer. From 1981 to the present,

he has been Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for Current Analysis in the Bureau of

Intelligence and Research.

Mr. Bellocchi was born July 5, 1926, in

Little Falls, NY. He received his B.S. in

1948 from Georgia Tech (industrial man-
agement) and his M.A. in 1954 from
Georgetown University. He served in the

United States Army from 1950 to 1953. His

foreign language is Chinese-Mandarin. Mr.

Bellocchi is married to Sujr (Lilan) Liu, and
they have two children.

Statement on the Retirement of Senator Paul Laxalt of Nevada
August 19, 1985

It was with sincere regret that I learned

of Paul Laxalt's decision to retire from the

Senate after 12 years of honorable service.

Paul Laxalt has been a dedicated public

servant who has given more than 20 years

of his life serving the people of Nevada and
this nation, first as district attorney of

Ormsby County, then as Lieutenant Gover-
nor, then as Governor, and now as U.S. Sen-

ator from Nevada. His friendship and sup-

port have been invaluable to me over the

years.

Senator Laxalt has agreed at my request

to remain as general chairman of the Re-

publican National Conmiittee through 1988,

and I will continue to rely on Paul's advice

and counsel in the years ahead.

Nancy and I offer our thanks and best

wishes to Paul and Carol as they continue

to serve the people of Nevada, and in their

future endeavors.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on
Antisatellite Weapons Testing

August 20, 1985

The President today submitted to the

Congress, in accordance with the 1985 De-

partment of Defense Authorization Act, the

certification required by the Congress prior

to a test against an object in space of the

nonnuclear miniature vehicle antisatellite

(ASAT) system which is now in develop-

ment. The miniature vehicle is launched

from an F-15 aircraft. In the certification,

the President attests to the Congress that:—^The United States is endeavoring in

good faith to negotiate with the Soviet
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Union a mutual and verifiable agreement
with the strictest possible limitations on
antisatellite weapons consistent with the na-

tional security interests of the United States;

—Pending agreement on such strict limi-

tations, testing against objects in space of

the F-15-launched miniature homing vehi-

cle ASAT warhead is necessary to avert

clear and irrevocable harm to the national

security;

—Such testing would not constitute an ir-

reversible step that would gravely impair

prospects for negotiations on antisatellite

weapons;
—Such testing is fully consistent with the

rights and obligations of the United States

under the 1972 antiballistic missile treaty,

as those rights and obligations exist at the

time of testing.

The Soviet Union has for many years had
the world's only operational antisatellite

system. There is also a growing threat from
present and prospective Soviet satellites

which are designed to support directly the

U.S.S.R.*s terrestrial forces. The United

States must develop its own ASAT capabil-

ity in order to deter Soviet threats to U.S.

and allied space systems and, within such

limits imposed by international law, to deny
any adversary advantages arising from the

offensive use of space-based systems which
could undermine deterrence. Systematic,

continued testing is necessary for us to be
able to proceed with ASAT development
and finally to validate operational capabil-

ity, in order to restore the necessary mili-

tary balance in this area.

A number of serious problems, including

definitional and monitoring difficulties plus

the need to counter existing Soviet target-

ing satellites, contribute to the conclusion

that a comprehensive ban on development,
testing, deployment, and use of all means of

countering satellites is not verifiable or in

our national security interest. Moreover, no
arrangements or agreements beyond those

already governing military activities in

outer space have been found to date that

are judged to be in the overall interest of

the United States and its allies and that

meet the congressionally mandated require-

ments of verifiability and consistency with

the national security. We will continue to

study possible ASAT limitations in good
faith to see whether such limitations are

consistent with the national security inter-

ests of the United States.

The United States is presently engaged in

negotiations with the Soviet Union at

Geneva on nuclear arms reductions, de-

fense and space issues. We believe that

ASAT testing can constitute an incentive to

the Soviet Union to reach agreements on a

wide range of issues.

Appointment of 13 Members of the National Highway Safety

Advisory Committee
August 21, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Highway
Safety Advisory Committee for the terms

indicated:

For terms expiring March 15, 1987:

Cecelia K. Bros will succeed Joanne Corday Koz-

berg. She is president of the American Ethnic

League United Hungarian Fund in Washing-

ton, DC. She was bom March 1, 1934, in Jyor,

Hungary, and now resides in Springfield, VA.

Frederick Edward (Fritz) Hitchcock, Jr., will suc-

ceed Michael L. Johnson. He is owner and op-

erator of several new car dealerships in City of

Industry, CA. He was born October 24, 1939,

in Des Moines, lA, and now resides in Palos

Verdes Estates, CA.

Candy Lightner will succeed Stanley J. Preebe.

She is president and chief executive officer of

MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Drivers). She

was born May 30, 1946, in Pasadena, CA, and
now resides in Arlington, TX.

Frank E. (Gene) Raper will succeed Russell I.

Brown. He is president of the United Packag-

ing Corp. He was born January 18, 1946, in

Portsmouth, VA, and now resides in Hacienda
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Heights, CA.

John F. Sammons, Jr., will succeed William B.

Snyder. He is mayor of the city of Temple, TX,
and president of Temple Supply Co. He was
born June 21, 1949, in Temple, TX, and still

resides in Temple.

For terms expiring March 15, 1988:

Thorn L. Holmes will succeed Paul R. Meyer, Jr.

He is president and chief executive officer of

HJT Industries and Associates. He was born

January 30, 1946, in Texarkana, AR, and cur-

rently resides in Los Angeles, CA.

Eric Harrison Jostrom will succeed Harold Coker.

He is vice president of Eaton Vance Manage-
ment. He was born March 1, 1942, in Newton,
MA, and currently resides in Essex, MA.

Vern McCarthy, Jr., will succeed Michael J.

Hermreck. He is president of Vern McCarthy,

Ltd. He was born May 12, 1927, in Melrose

Park, IL, and currently resides in Oak Brook,

IL.

Thomas G. McGuire will succeed Henry Edward
Hudson. He is the retired chairman of the

board of Industrial Indemnity Insurance. He
was born March 15, 1907, in Santa Rosa, CA,
and currently resides in Borrego Springs, CA.

Andrew S. Natsios will succeed Lexie E. Herrin.

He is chairman of the Massachusetts State Re-
publican Committee. He was born September
22, 1949, in Philadelphia, PA, and currently

resides in HoUiston, MA.
Edward F. Reilly, Jr., will succeed Evie Teegen.
He is a Kansas State senator. He was born
March 24, 1937, in Leavenworth, KS, and cur-

rently resides in Leavenworth.

Oswaldo Gonzalez Rodriguez will succeed
Walter W. Gray. He is the owner of Comput
Income, Inc. He was born December 26, 1932,
in Cardenas, Cuba, and currently resides in

West New York, NJ.

A. Starke Taylor, Jr., will succeed John A.

Kraeutler. He is the mayor of Dallas, TX. He
was born July 2, 1922, in Paris, TX, and cur-

rently resides in Dallas, TX.

Nomination of Michael Sotirhos To Be United States Ambassador to

Jamaica
August 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Michael Sotirhos as Am-
bassador of the United States of America to

Jamaica. He would succeed William Alexan-

der Hewitt.

Mr. Sotirhos began his career as a partner

with Ariston Sales Co., Ltd., New York, NY,
in 1948. In 1958 he became founder and
chairman of Ariston Interior Designers,

Inc., of New York, and in 1983 became
chairman of the board and consultant. In

1973-1975 Mr. Sotirhos was a member of

the National Voluntary Service Advisory
Council and Chairman of the International

Operations Committee, Peace Corps. In

1976 he served as a member of the Nation-

al Advisory Council of the Small Business

Administration. He has also been chairman
of the National Republican Heritage Groups
Council. In 1983 he received the Man of

the Year Award from the National Republi-

can Heritage Groups Council.

Mr. Sotirhos was born November 12,

1928, in New York. He received his B.B.A.

in 1950 from the City College of New York,

Bernard M. Baruch School of Business and
Civic Administration. His foreign languages
are Greek and Spanish. Mr. Sotirhos is mar-
ried to the former Estelle Manos, and they
have two children.
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Nomination of Robert G. Houdek To Be United States Ambassador
to Uganda
August 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert G. Houdek, a

career member of the Senior Foreign Serv-

ice, Class of Minister-Counselor, as Ambas-
sador of the United States of America to the

Republic of Uganda. He would succeed

Allen Clayton Davis.

Mr. Houdek entered the Foreign Service

in 1962. In 1963-1965 he was a junior offi-

cer trainee at the U.S. Embassy in Brussels,

Belgium. He served as political officer in

Conakry, Guinea, in 1965-1967 and then

returned to the Department as a staff offi-

cer in the Executive Secretariat in 1967-

1969. Mr. Houdek then went to the Nation-

al Security Council as a special assistant to

the national security adviser in 1969-1971.

He attended the Woodrow Wilson School as

a Mid-Career fellow at Princeton University

in 1971-1972. In 1972 he became deputy

chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy in

Freetown, Sierra Leone, where he served

until 1976 when he went to Jamaica as po-

litical counselor. In 1976 he served as

Deputy Director of the Office of West Afri-

can Affairs in the Department and then Di-

rector of the Office of Intra-African Affairs

in 1978-1980. In 1980 he became deputy
chief of mission in Nairobi, Kenya, where
he served until 1984 when he returned to

the Department as a member of the execu-

tive seminar in national and international

affairs.

Mr. Houdek was born February 26, 1940,

in Chicago, IL. He received his B.A. in 1961

from Beloit College and his M.A. in 1962

from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplo-

macy. His foreign language is French. Mr.

Houdek is married to the former Mary Eliz-

abeth Wood, and they have two children.

Nomination of Jean Broward Shevlin Gerard To Be United States

Ambassador to Luxembourg
August 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jean Broward Shevlin

Gerard to be Ambassador of the United

States of America to Luxembourg. She
would succeed John E. Dolibois.

Mrs. Gerard began her career as an attor-

ney with Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft

in New York in 1977-1981. In 1981 she was
named the United States Permanent Repre-

sentative to the United Nations Education-

al, Scientific, and Cultural Organization at

Paris, France, and accorded the rank of

Ambassador by the President during the

tenure of her service in this position. In

1982-1985 she was U.S. member of the Ex-

ecutive Board of UNESCO and vice presi-

dent of the Board in 1983-1985. In 1984

she served as chairman of the U.S. delega-

tion at the preparatory conference for the

1985 United Nations Decade for Women
World Conference in Vienna, Austria. In

1983 Mrs. Gerard was chairman of the U.S.

delegation to the 4th Extraordinary

UNESCO General Conference in Paris,

France, and vice chairman of the U.S. dele-

gation to the 22d UNESCO General Confer-

ence in Paris. She was chairman of the U.S.

delegation to the 2d UNESCO Conference
on World Cultural Policies in Mexico City

in 1982.

Mrs. Gerard as born March 9, 1938, in

Portland, OR. She received her A.B. in

1959 from Vassar College and her J.D. in

1977 from Fordham University School of

Law. Her foreign languages are French,

Italian, and German. Mrs. Gerard is married

to James Watson Gerard II, and they have

two children.
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Nomination of Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., To Be a Member of the United
States Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy, and Designation

as Chairman
August 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., to

be a member of the United States Advisory

Commission on Public Diplomacy for a

term expiring July 1, 1988. This is a reap-

pointment. The President also intends to

redesignate Mr. Feulner as Chairman upon
his confirmation by the Senate.

Since 1977 Mr. Feulner has been serving

as president of the Heritage Foundation.

Previously, he was executive vice president

of the Heritage Foundation in 1977; execu-

tive director of the Republican Study Com-

mittee in the U.S. House of Representatives,

in 1974-1977; president of the Robert M.
Schuchman Memorial Foundation in 1973-

1974; and legislative assistant, administra-

tive assistant, and special assistant to Repre-

sentative Philip M. Crane in 1970-1977.

He graduated from Regis College (B.S.,

1963) and the Wharton School, University

of Pennsylvania (M.B.A., 1974). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Alex-

andria, VA. He was born August 12, 1941,

in Chicago, IL.

Remarks at a California Republican Party Fundraising Dinner in

Los Angeles

August 22, 1985

Governor Deukmejian, Members of the

Congress who are here. Chairman Antono-

vich, ladies and gentlemen, and a special

thanks to Margaret Brock for all she's done
to make this the successful dinner that it is.

And I'm more than a little overwhelmed
now that I know that that building is—what
its name is going to be. Up until now, the

only thing named after me was a pub in

Ballyporeen, Ireland. [Laughter] Now
you're going to make me respectable.

[Laughter]

Well, California is always in the forefront

of new trends, and perhaps this idea of a

before-dinner speech—I'll make it a short

one, though—will catch on. I was happy to

see our friend John Gavin, our Ambassador
to Mexico, and Jack, as you know, has done
a superlative job there. I think he's one of

the best Ambassadors this country has ever

had, and we're enormously pleased that

he's going to stay on in his post and contin-

ue his great work.

I can't tell you how much of a pleasure it

is for Nancy and me to be here with old

friends and back in California. I've told

[British Prime Minister] Margaret Thatcher

on several occasions that if only their

people had come across the other ocean
first, the Capitol would be in California.

[Laughter]

This is the first time that I've been with

many of you since spending a little time in

Bethesda, and Nancy and I want you to

know how much your prayers and well-

wishes and good wishes meant to us. We sat

together and read many of the get well

cards that you sent. Knowing you were with

us in spirit was the best medicine of all.

Some of those cards were pretty special and
pretty memorable. Just one in particular

said, "Dear Mr. President, I was very con-

cerned to hear that the doctors took two
feet out of your inner workings. How did

those two feet get in there?" [Laughter]

This was my second serious visit to the

hospital since getting to Washington, and
I'm not a bit discouraged or anything about

it. My father told me that optimism, and as

Duke pointed out just a few moments ago.
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is something that is probably a part of my
Irish heritage. As a matter of fact, there's a

story that illustrates that. You knew that Fd
get around to telling a story, didn't you?
[Laughter] Had to do with a young Irish-

man that was bandaged from toes to nose as

a result of an accident, couldn't move a

muscle. He was in court suing, and he won
the suit for $4 million. And the lawyers for

the insurance company went over immedi-
ately afterward. And they said: "You're not
going to enjoy a penny of this. We know
you're faking. We're going to follow you 24
hours a day, and the first time you move,
we'll have you." And he said: "Will you
now? Well, let me tell you what's going to

happen to me. In a few minutes, they're

coming in with a stretcher. They're taking

me out of here and downstairs, they're put-

ting me in an ambulance. We're going
straight to Kennedy Airport. There, on the

stretcher, they're putting me in an airplane,

and we're flying straight to Paris, France.
They're taking me off the plane on a

stretcher, putting me in another ambu-
lance, and we're driving straight to the

Shrine of Lourdes. And there, you're going
to see the greatest miracle you ever

—

[in-

audibley [Laughter]

Seriously, though, I am feeling fine. And
when we get back to Washington, there's

going to be full steam ahead. And if we're
going to succeed, we'll need your help. I

can count on you, can't I? [Applause] I was
hoping you'd do that.

We've been through a great many politi-

cal battles together. Mike Antonovich and
Pat Nolan were just kids back in those days
when I was making my first run for the
Governor's office. They were walking pre-

cincts for Youth for Reagan. And they
called their gang the Brown Is Out To
Lunch Bunch. [Laughter] I've still got the

T-shirt they gave me. Well, now those same
young people are assuming leadership posi-

tions in State government, and some hold
positions of responsibility in our administra-

tion in Washington.
Perhaps the most heartening develop-

ment in recent years is that today's crop of

young people is turning to our party as

never before. I used to say—sometimes dis-

couraged back in an earlier time—that

every time I went to a Republican affair, I

thought the only young people there looked
like they couldn't join anything else

—

[laughter]—^but not anymore. In that '84

campaign, all the way across the country
and on a great many campuses—and I

could remember when if I went to a

campus, I started a riot—^but this time, to

see them all filled with energy and idealism

at our Republican rallies all across America.
Young voters will continue supporting us as

long as we offer the way to a better future,

as long as we're the can-do party with an
agenda for an opportunity-filled tomorrow,
the party with a positive strategy for free-

dom and growth.

And today the Republican Party is the
party of the open door. Here in California,

as in other States, we're reaching out to

Asians, Hispanics, blacks; and it's making a

difference. I know, for example, that a big

factor in Bob Dornan's race for Congress
was his going to the Hispanic community
even though he was told why they belong
to the other party. Well, they got almost 50
percent of the Hispanic vote. Inroads are

being made in the Asian community. You
see, the other party looks at all those groups
and others and says they're ethnic groups.

Well, we look at them, and we see Ameri-
cans. More and more Democrats are realiz-

ing they have more in common with our
goals than those targeted with the leader-

ship of their own party.

And today we're a major political force

for change in America. That's evident by
the teriffic job that Governor Deukmejian is

doing here in California. And, believe me,
we're seeing it all across the country. Now,
I hope—indeed, I know that all of you are

going to do your best to reelect him next
year, and I'll bet I know what his wish
would be if he were blowing out birthday
candles right now. It would be: Send him a

legislature that he can work with—more
Republicans.

And while you're at it, why not send an-

other Republican to Washington as a Sena-

tor to join the Republican Senator we al-

ready have there. Now, I hear there are

quite a few people interested in the job

—

[laughter]—and there's nothing wrong with
that. And I'm sure that practically any one
of them would be an improvement. [Laugh-
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ter] But may I make a suggestion? Twenty
years ago our party in California gave a

priceless gift to Republicans everywhere

—

the 11th commandment: "Thou shalt not

speak ill of another Republican." Have a

spirited primary, but don't campaign
against each other. Campaign against the

incumbent and then stand united behind
our party's choice. And I mean, not just talk

about, as we have maybe for too many
years, but let's go back to what it was like

in that first year, 20 years ago, when the

candidates themselves pledged to observe it

and when Republican groups and organiza-

tions like the Federated Women said they

would only support a candidate who sub-

scribed to the 11th commandment. Let's

bring that back and do it again, and maybe
this time it will catch on all over the coun-

try. I've been trying to spread the word
about it for a long time, and we'll get them
everyplace.

By being here tonight, you're contribut-

ing to a registration drive that will give

Governor Deukmejian the leverage he
needs up in Sacramento to help us build a

new coalition for opportunity and freedom.
The other side would like to believe that

our victory last November was due to, oh,

something other than our philosophy or

anything of that kind. They talked about
personalities and things like that. I just

hope they keep believing that. There's a

change happening in America. Realignment
is real. What the American people see is

that the other party just keeps going in cir-

cles. And that's just like, you know, when
you get lost in the woods; if every time you
come to a decision you lean to the left, you
will wind up going in circles. [Laughter]

Now, in contrast, we're going forward
with confidence and with gusto. Gusto

—

that's Republican for vigor. You'll remem-
ber vigor back a couple of administrations

ago. [Laughter] We're not going to stop till

we get the job done. Now, I know that

some of the same people who thought that

we would be co-opted by the permanent
Government when we got to Washington a

little over 4y2 years ago now think that the

second term is going to be little more than

a holding action. Well, let me clear that up.

Yes, we're proud of what we've accom-
plished so far, but we've got an agenda for

the next few years and to borrow a phrase
from that '84 campaign, "You ain't seen
nothin' yet."

This fall we're going to campaign for the

most extensive tax overhaul this country has

had since the 1920's. It will bring down the

rates and close the loopholes. It'll be fair.

And once in place, it will energize our
economy, spurring investment and enter-

prise. People will have an incentive to

channel their resources into job-creating

businesses and commercial investment,

rather than nonproductive shelters and tax

dodges. We're going to take our case direct-

ly to the people. It's a choice between the

special interest and the general interest.

This is a big one, and with your help, we're
going to win it for America.

Looking to the future, we're moving for-

ward with research on a project that offers

us a way out of our nuclear dilemma—the

one that has confounded mankind for four

decades now. The Strategic Defense Initia-

tive research program offers us the hope of

protecting ourselves and our allies from a

nuclear ballistic missile attack. This will

permit us to shift our focus to saving lives,

rather than avenging them. We seek an
antinuclear shield, using technology to

make us safer. Our success will be meas-
ured by the number of people we can save,

not destroy. We keep hearing some self-

declared experts and some of those blame-
America-first crowd saying that our SDI
concept is unfeasible and a waste of money.
Well, if that's true, why are the Soviets so

upset about it? As a matter of fact, why are

they investing so many rubles of their own
in the same technologies?

One of the reasons the American people
have turned to us is that we don't waver
from our commitment to do what's neces-

sary to keep our country safe and to secure

the blessings of liberty for our children and
our children's children. That is the Republi-

can goal, and nowhere is this clearer than
in Central America. We've turned around a

desperate situation in these last 4y2 years.

One of the proudest accomplishments of

this administration has happened slowly and
quietly with little recognition. When we
first got to Washington the question we
heard everywhere was, "Will El Salvador
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fall to the Communists?" Well, today the

question is, "Will democracy win in Nicara-

gua?" And tomorrow the question will be,

"How soon?" We've held firm. We'll contin-

ue to do what needs to be done to protect

our country's security and help the people
of Central America build free, prosperous,

and democratic countries.

Today we have so many reasons to be
grateful. Nancy and I have said a few pray-

ers of thanks in these last few weeks, but all

of us can be thankful that we're citizens of

this blessed land. I want to thank all of you
for what you're doing to keep it the good
and decent land that God intended it to be.

And I'm sorry we can't spend the rest of

the evening here with you, but I appreci-

ate—and I know Nancy does—this opportu-

nity, at least for this limited time, to be
here with you. Just seeing you here like this

makes me sure we'll preserve this last best

hope of man on Earth.

God bless you all. Thank you all for all

you're doing.

Note: The President spoke at 6:40 p.m. at

the Century Plaza Hotel. In his opening re-

marks, the President referred to California

State Republican Party Chairman Michael
Antonovich and Republican Party activist

Margaret Brock. He also referred to the an-

nouncement that the new California State

Republican Party headquarters in Burbank
was to be named in his honor. The Presi-

dent remained at the hotel overnight.

Proclamation 5364—Women's Equality Day, 1985

August 23, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Women's Equality Day is celebrated each
year on August 26 because it was on that

day in 1920 that the 19th Amendment,
guaranteeing women the right to vote,

became part of our Constitution. This was
an accomplishment of great practical and
symbolic importance, since it recognized
women as full participants in our democrat-
ic system of self-government.

The adoption of the 19th Amendment
was a tremendous victory for the ideals of

democracy, but its consequences have not

been confined to our political system. In

every field of endeavor, women have made
notable contributions to our national life.

Their achievements have shown that Amer-
ica's women are a tremendous human re-

source for our Nation—an inexhaustible re-

serve of talent, imagination, and ambition.

Today, women have an unparalleled

degree of opportunity to decide what they

want to achieve in their lives. Whether they

devote themselves to raising families or to

pursuing careers, their contributions to

America are leaving an indelible mark on
our Nation's life. In the years ahead, their

accomplishments will continue to shape
profoundly our Nation's destiny.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim August 26, 1985, as

Women's Equality Day. I call upon all

Americans to mark this occasion with ap-

propriate observances.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-third day of August, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:31 a.m., August 23, 1985]
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Radio Address to the Nation on Education

August 24, 1985

My fellow Americans:

As summer draws to a close our thoughts

naturally turn to the coming school year.

Few things could be more central to the

life and health of our nation than the edu-

cation of our children. Our schools hold the

future of America in their hands. They will

decide whether that future is enlightened,

free, and informed, or shrouded in the

darkness of ignorance.

From the beginning, our administration

has made excellence in education a top pri-

ority, and from the beginning, we've recog-

nized that excellence is formed in the class-

room by teachers, administrators, and par-

ents working closely together to give their

children the very best education possible,

not by bureaucrats in the far-off city of

Washington. When it comes to education,

it's the classroom, not Washington, where
the real action is.

That's why, starting in the next couple of

weeks, Bill Bennett, our Secretary of Edu-
cation, will be traveling to eight elementa-

ry, middle, and senior high schools across

the country and teaching a class in each

one. Secretary Bennett will not only be
honoring the teaching profession and
paying tribute to the art of teaching, he
should be having something of a learning

experience for himself as well. Now, I re-

member from my own school days the

tough time we used to give substitute

teachers, and I warned Bill he might be
getting in over his head. But he said he's

had a lot of practice dealing with unruly

groups like the Congress. Still, I'm going to

ask all of you kids who may be in his class

—

as a favor to me—go easy on him.

A recent Gallup Poll found that an over-

whelming majority of Americans want their

schools to do two things above all else: to

teach students how to speak and write cor-

rectly and, just as important, to teach them
a standard of right and wrong. They want
their schools to help their children develop,

as Thomas Jefferson said, "both an honest

heart and a knowing head." Unfortunately,

parents today all too often find themselves

confronted with so-called experts and a

large battery of misguided opinion that says

their children's education should be what
they call value-neutral. Well, to me, and I

bet most Americans, a value-neutral educa-

tion is a contradiction in terms. The Ameri-
can people have always known in their

bones how intimately knowledge and values

are intertwined. We don't expect our chil-

dren to rediscover calculus on their own,
but some would give them no guidance

when it comes to the even more fundamen-
tal discoveries of civilization: our ethics, mo-
rality, and values. If we give our children

no guidance here, if we give them only a

value-neutral education, we're robbing

them of their most precious inheritance

—

the wisdom of generations that is contained

in our moral heritage.

Our Founding Fathers weren't neutral

when it came to values. "We hold these

truths to be self-evident," they wrote in the

Declaration of Independence, "that all men
are created equal," and that they're "en-

dowed by their Creator with certain una-

lienable Rights." Our forefathers found

their inspiration, justification, and vision in

the Judeo-Christian tradition that empha-
sizes the value of life and the worth of the

individual. It most certainly was never their

intention to bar God from our public life.

And, as I have said before, the good Lord
who has given our country so much should

never have been expelled from our nation's

classrooms.

Around the country, the educational pic-

ture is improving. Violence in schools is

dropping, and test scores are up. Most im-

portant, community pride and involvement

in our schools is way up. My message to

parents is simply this: Your school system

exists to serve you; keep getting involved.

The more parents get involved with their

children's schooling and education, the

better it will be and the brighter the future

of our country will be.

Finally, I'd like to address a few words to

all you students. If you're anything like me
when I was in school, you're looking for-
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ward to the beginning of the school year

with mixed feelings. You've probably got

those "end-of-summer blues" now, but soon
you'll be wrapped up in the excitement of

your classes. But you, too, can help make
America's educational system second to

none. If your teachers don't give you home-
work, ask them why not. If discipline is lax,

see how you can help to make it better. It's

your right to learn, your right to the oppor-

tunities that a good education can bring.

Remember, you're not only studying for

yourself but for your family, your communi-
ty, your country, and your God. So, go for

it, kids. Give it your best effort.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 9:06 a.m. from
Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa Bar-

bara, CA.

Telephone Interview With Lockwood R. Doty of Washington
Broadcast News, Inc.

August 24, 1985

Mr. Doty. Good morning, Mr. President.

The President. Good morning, Dick.

Haven't talked to you since our lunch at the

White House.

Mr. Doty. That's right, sir. And that was a

good experience and this will be, too. And I

thank you very much for talking to us.

The President. I'm pleased to do it.

Tax Reform and the Federal Budget

Mr. Doty. Mr. President, you said you will

launch a hard campaign to get Congress to

pass your tax reform package when you and
Congress return to Washington. What will

you do first?

The President. Well, we're working on
the schedule of appearances and so forth. I

will be taking this issue to the people. I

think they're the ones who have to show us

exactly what they think. And according to

all the evidence we have so far, the people
are pretty much united that tax reform is

exactly what we need. I think they have
been misinformed to a certain extent by
some pressure groups that want one item or

the other taken out of the tax reform pro-

gram. But we feel we have a good reform
there, and it'll be the first one, literally, that

we've ever had in the income tax.

Mr. Doty. How do you plan to persuade
Congress to accept both budget cuts and
tax reform, particularly now that you're get-

ting some negative reaction, not only from
Democrats but also from Republicans in

both House and Senate?

The President. Well, let me point out one
thing: Actually, on tax reform there is no
argument about whether we should have it

or not in the Congress. The approach is

completely bipartisan. The only areas of dis-

agreement have to do with some features of

the program—whether it should do one
thing or the other.

Now, the same thing is true of the

budget. It is true that they have gotten to-

gether, and before they went home they

passed a budget resolution in the Congress.

It's a nonbinding resolution; it is a compro-
mise. I still think that the budget we origi-

nally submitted was the best for dealing
with the deficit problem and reducing gov-

ernment spending. But we now have this

one, and, again, if there is disagreement, it

would be over particular items—where to

cut, for example, and how much. I'm going
to be watching it very carefully because
each one of the features has to be augment-
ed by legislation and appropriation bills,

and I'm prepared to veto at any time if

they start to add in things that would in-

crease the deficit. And I know that there

are a number of spending bills that are still

before the Congress.

Mr. Doty. President Harry Truman once
kept Congress in session when the Mem-
bers wanted to go home. Do you have any
plans for keeping them in session, perhaps
through Christmas and New Year's, in order
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to force tax reform or spending cuts?

The President No. And, Dick, I think Fd
have to tell you that if I did have any ideas

of that kind, I don't think I would mention
them now. But, no, we haven't considered

that. We've just thought that we're going to

do everything we can to aid the Congress
in dealing with these and getting the plate

cleared this year.

South Africa

Mr. Doty. Mr. President, here in Wash-
ington, the uproar over apartheid in South

Africa is reaching something of a crescendo

and there's talk of economic sanctions

against South Africa. If Congress passes such

sanctions, what will be your reaction: veto

or no veto?

The President. Well, Dick, I've always re-

fused to say whether I will specifically veto

something before it gets to my desk be-

cause you never know just exactly what it's

going to look like when it gets there. I will

tell you that I am basically opposed to the

idea of punitive sanctions. I think in this

particular case—South Africa—they would
hurt the very people we want to help. They
would have an effect on the economy that

would result in more unemployment, set-

backs in the gains that have been made by
labor and by the blacks in South Africa.

And so, I can tell you I'm standing back and
looking with a kind of jaundiced eye at

what may come to me. But then, the final

decision as to whether to veto or not will

depend on exactly what does hit my desk.

Protectionism

Mr. Doty. What do you plan to do about
foreign footwear imported into this country:

leave it alone or cut it back?
The President. Well, that's a decision that

I have to give an answer to in the next

several days. I'll answer that in a broad
brush stroke also. I am opposed to protec-

tionism. Protectionism is a two-way street,

and you may help some particular industry

with protectionism or some group of em-
ployees, and you find that you've done it at

the expense of other employees. And I

recall very well in the Great Depression

back in the early thirties when this country

did turn to protectionism with the mistaken

belief that it might help somehow in the

Depression. It was then the Smoot-Hawley
tariff bill, and all it did was expand the

Depression more worldwide than it was and
make it worse and prolong it. So, I have to

tell you, basically, I don't think that protec-

tionism is the way to go. We're trying to

talk to our trading allies about a meeting to

get trade more open, more fair, between all

countries—open markets in all countries.

U. S. -Soviet Relations

Mr. Doty. Mr. President, when you meet
with Soviet leader Gorbachev, are there

proposals that you'll make to him to ease

U.S.-Soviet tension?

The President. Well, I'm looking forward
to the talks with him, and I hope that it

won't be just a session of trying to make
some agreements on particular, specific

issues, but that we can get right down to

discussing the problems between us and an
agenda for the future so that we can elimi-

nate the hostilities and the suspicions, if

that's possible. There's no question but that

the Soviet Union has made it plain that

they are embarked on an expansionist pro-

gram. They believe in the one-world Com-
munist state, the world revolution. But at

the same time, you have to wonder if this is

not based on their fear and suspicion that

the rest of us in the world mean them
harm.

Now, I think that we can present evi-

dence to show that we have no such inten-

tion and if we could discuss things from the

standpoint that we're the only two nations

in the world, I believe, that could start

world war III. We're also the only two na-

tions in the world that could bring about

world peace, and I would think that that

would be our task in history—to deal with

that problem. And I'm going to do my best

to present the evidence that would show
and prove that this country has no intention

of taking hostile action against them and
also, however, that we believe we have
good reason to believe—to think—that they

do have hostile intent—their expansionism
worldwide, their invasion of Afghanistan,

and so forth. But I wish we could get that

out on the table and, hopefully, reduce the

suspicions between us.

Mr. Doty. Thank you, Mr. President, very.
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very much. It's been-
The President. Thank you, Dick. My best

to your wife.

Mr. Doty. a pleasure to talk to you
again, sir. Thank you.

Note: The interview was conducted at 9:16

a.m. from the Washington, DC, studios of
Washington Broadcast News. The President

was at Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near
Santa Barbara, CA. A tape was not avail-

able for verification of the content of this

interview, which was released by the Office

of the Press Secretary on August 26.

Telephone Interview With Bob Mohan of WSB Radio in Atlanta,

Georgia

August 24, 1985

Mr. Mohan. Good morning, Mr. Presi-

dent. This is Bob Mohan with WSB Radio in

Atlanta, Georgia.

The President. Yes. Good morning. Bob.

Good to talk to you.

South Africa

Mr. Mohan. Thank you so very much, Mr.

President, for this opportunity to talk with

you this morning. Since time is at a premi-

um, I have a three-part question regarding

South Africa, sir. In view of the increased

unrest in South Africa, Mr. President, do
you anticipate any change in our policies in

South Africa?

The President. No, not really, because I

have to look at what has been accomplished
so far. Our relationship with South Africa,

which has always over the years been a

friendly one—we have made it plain, in

spite of that, that apartheid is very repug-

nant to us and that they should go down
the path of reform and bringing about a

more perfect democracy in their country.

And our present relationship has, we be-

lieve, resulted in some very substantial

changes: the very fact that now the blacks

have ability—^being in labor unions or even
having their own labor unions; the fact they

can buy property in the heretofore white

areas; that they can own businesses in some
40 white-dominated business districts. They
have eliminated the segregation that we
once had in our own country—the type of

thing where hotels and restaurants and
places of entertainment and so forth were
segregated—that has all been eliminated.

They recognize now interracial marriages

and all.

But we believe that for us to take an
action now such as some are suggesting,

turning our backs and walking away, would
leave us with no persuasive power whatso-

ever. We think that if we continue we can
help the present administration there,

which is a reformist administration as evi-

denced by the things that I have just men-
tioned.

Mr. Mohan. Mr. President, what is your
reaction to Reverend Jerry Falwell's state-

ment that Bishop Tutu is a phony who does

not represent the interests of South African

blacks?

The President. Well, I was very pleased to

see his clarifying statement—yesterday, I

believe it was—and what he had to say

about that and his apology to Bishop Tutu.

It seems from what I could read that his

original statements were based on more,
not his judgment, but on quotations from
those people that he had met with in South
Africa—^both blacks and whites. You know,
we must recognize that the black majority

in South Africa is a combination of minori-

ties. There are at least 10 tribal divisions

there. And so, he heard that some consid-

ered Bishop Tutu a leader; others rejected

him as a leader. And this is what he was
trying to say. But I was very pleased when
he went public and said that his use of the

word "phony" was really an unfortunate

choice of words, and he certainly had never
meant in any way to describe the character

or the beliefs or philosophy of Bishop Tutu.

He was trying—he used mistakenly, the

word to describe the thing that he had
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found—that he was not recognized as a

black leader of all the blacks.

Mr. Mohan. Mr. President, do you fear a

pro-Communist government may take

power in South Africa if the present gov-

ernment fails? This is a fear that many
people who call my talk show express. How
do you feel about that?

The President. I have to say that for us to

believe the Soviet Union is not, in its usual

style, stirring up the pot and waiting in the

wings for whatever advantage they can

take—we'd be very innocent, naive, if we
didn't believe that they're there

Mr. Mohan. Yes.

The President. ready to do that.

Tax Reform

Mr. Mohan. Okay. The next question I

have regards tax reform, Mr. President.

Several members of the Georgia congres-

sional delegation are saying that tax reform

will be the first order of business when
Congress reconvenes. After all the gnashing

of teeth, debate, and compromise, can the

American people expect any reform in the

tax system this year?

The President. I have to be optimistic and
believe they can, because we're going to

push very hard for it. You see, if we don't

do it this year, then we've got to wait a

whole other year, another year before this

can be implemented. I think there are such

advantages to the program, the tax reform
program that we've presented: the simplifi-

cation, the fairness, the advantage to the

family. I was greatly encouraged when a

committee of the House, dominated by the

opposing party, came forth the other day
with a statement that this tax plan as we've
presented it offers the most advantages to

the American family of any of the tax pro-

posals that have been made. So, we're going

to try very hard. I know that with the Con-

gress it isn't so much an outright opposition

as it is their concern that they've got too

much on the plate to get to this in time.

Mr. Mohan. Mr. President, I have one
more question I've been allowed. You have
been very kind to allow me to ask you some

questions. Since my listening audience com-
prises about 36 States, I would like to afford

you an opportunity to ask them something
that they can discuss with me during my
show on Monday night. Is there something
you would like to ask them?
The President. Oh, my. [Laughter] I wish

I'd have had some warning about that. I

could probably think of several things.

Mr. Mohan. You'll probably think of a

thousand things afterwards. I know that's

sort of slipping it in the back door. I didn't

check with Sue Mathis on that, but I

thought perhaps you would have something
that you might like to ask them because
they'll be talking to me on Monday night.

The President. Well, there are a couple of

things where I think there's a possibility of

great misinformation: one we've just been
talking about—the tax reform. I know that

the people have been told where we're
eliminating a number of so-called tax de-

ductions and so forth in return for the

much lower rates; that if the people have
any questions as to exactly how this would
come out for them regarding what the fair-

ness would be—would their taxes be in-

creased or reduced? They, in fact, will be
reduced. The only people who have to fear

this are those people who've been avoiding

their fair share of taxation by taking advan-

tage of certain tax shelters and loopholes

and so forth—but if they would ask, so that

they would know and understand.

Mr. Mohan. Thank you very much for

this opportunity.

The President. All right.

Mr. Mohan. Thank you.

The President. Thank you.

Note: The interview was conducted at 9:24

a.m. from the Atlanta studios of WSB
Radio. The President was at Rancho del

Cielo, his ranch near Santa Barbara, CA. In

the final question, Mr. Mohan referred to

Susan K. Mathis, Deputy Director of Media
Relations. A tape was not available for veri-

fication of the content of this interview,

which was released by the Office of the

Press Secretary on August 26.
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Telephone Interview With Tomas Regalado of WRHC Radio in

Miami, Florida

August 24, 1985

Mr. Regalado. Good morning, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President. Good morning, Tomas. It's

great to hear your voice again.

The President's Health

Mr. Regalado. Sir, first of all, how do you
feel?

The President. I feel just fine. I really do.

As a matter of fact, as soon as you and I are

finished here, Fm going over and saddle up
a horse and take a ride.

Mr. Regalado. Well, Mr. President, we're

very glad.

U.S.-Cuba Relations

Mr. Regalado. Sir, 2 years ago in the

White House, I asked you about the Kenne-
dy-Khrushchev agreement, and you said

that as far as you're concerned, that agree-

ment has been abrogated many times by
the Russians and Cuba. My question, sir, is

are you prepared to denounce that agree-

ment publicly and officially?

The President. Now, are we talking about
the agreement of—did I understand—of the

Kennedy-Khrushchev agreement after the

missile crisis in Cuba?
Mr. Regalado. Yes, sir.

The President. Ah. Well, actually, that was
an agreement, an informal agreement; it

had no legal standing. And it is true that

the Soviet Union have observed the most
important part, which was not replacing the

nuclear missiles in Cuba or having any
there. They have observed that. Almost
from the beginning, however, there are

other facets of that kind of informal agree-

ment that have been violated: the use of

Castro's forces throughout the world, such

as in Angola and all; his interference in

Central America and Latin America in at-

tempts to get overthrows of legitimate,

democratic governments and all. So, I don't

see where there's any need to take action

with regard to that particular agreement,

but simply to deal with each issue as it

comes up and what they are doing and
what they're not doing. And what they're

doing with regard to stirring up revolution

in Central America is wrong for all the

Americas, and I think all of us should

oppose it.

Mr. Regalado. Mr. President, as you have
said, Castro has been waging war on the

U.S. for 26 years, exporting terrorism and
suppression in this hemisphere and now
trafficking with drugs. Isn't it self-defense to

take measures to counter those attacks by
Castro?

The President. Yes. And I think we are in

dealing with it where he is attacking, such

as right now in Nicaragua. We did it before

that in El Salvador. When we first came
into this administration, the whole question

was whether Salvador was going to go Com-
munist. Well, now we have a democracy
there. There have been several elections,

supervised elections in which we know that

they were free of any corruption. Democra-
cy is on the march in other areas, and right

now the sore spot is Nicaragua. And we're

going to continue our help and support of

the freedom fighters.

Mr. Regalado. Mr. President, by the way,

speaking to the OAS in 1982, you said that

freedom cannot survive if our neighbors

lived in misery and oppression. Can you tell

us if the Cubans can expect some kind of

help from the United States to seek free-

dom for Cuba?
The President. We have—on more than

one occasion—we have heard some propos-

als from the present Cuban Government
about wanting a better relationship and
wanting to discuss with us how that could

come about. We've responded, and then
we've found that, really, they had no con-

crete proposal. They were offering nothing.

I do not believe that armed overthrow is

the answer, but I believe that we should

continue some of the restraints and restric-

tions that we have with regard to our rela-

tions with Cuba but, at the same time,

make it evident that any time that they

want to prove by deed, not just word, that

they are willing and want to come back to
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the community of American nations, as they

once were, we'd be very happy to help and
to help open the door for that. But at the

present time, they are openly a satellite of

the Soviet Union and taking their orders

from the Soviet Union, and we see no open-
ing for us to be of help.

Democracy in Latin America

Mr. Regalado. Mr. President, do you
think that when you finish your second
term, among your legacy to history will be
a Central America and a Caribbean free of

communism entirely?

The President. I don't know whether we
can accomplish that "entirely"—to qualify

that word—^but I think that the progress

that is being made in Latin America with

regard to democracy is far more outstand-

ing than many of us have realized over

these past couple of years. Right now about

50 percent of the people in Latin America
live in democracies or in countries that are

rapidly moving toward democracy. That has

never been true before, and we're going to

continue helping in every way we can to

keep that trend going. But I think great

progress has been made.

Soviet Policies in Latin America

Mr. Regalado. Mr. President, one final

question. Would you be discussing the situa-

tion on the activities of Cuba and Nicaragua
with Mr. Gorbachev in Vienna?

The President. I would think that that

subject could very well come up, because,

as I view these talks with Mr. Gorbachev
and our effort to try and lessen the hostility

and see if we can't eliminate some of the

suspicion that exists between the two coun-
tries there, I think very much that we
would point out to him the contrast be-

tween our own conduct and what he is

doing with regard to the Americas—or what
his country is doing with regard to the

Americas—by way of Cuba principally, and
get that out on the table as one of the facets

of the relationship that we think stands in

the way of any better relationship with the

Soviet Union.

Mr. Regalado. Thank you very much, Mr.
President.

The President. Well, thank you. Been a

pleasure.

Note: The interview was conducted at 9:31

a.m. from the Miami studios of WRHC
Radio. The President was at Rancho del

Cielo, his ranch near Santa Barbara, CA. A
tape was not available for verification of
the content of this interview, which was
released by the Office of the Press Secretary

on August 26.

Statement on the 1984 Census Bureau Report on the Poverty Rate

August 27, 1985

The Census Bureau has just released

news for which every American can be
thankful. Some L8 million Americans es-

caped from poverty last year, the largest

single drop since 1968. Four hundred thou-

sand black Americans moved up and out of

poverty, as did more than half a million

children. The poverty rate among the el-

derly in the United States is lower than it

has ever been in American history. I be-

lieve these numbers are further proof that

the greatest enemy of poverty is the free

enterprise system.

The success of 1984 does not mean that

the battle against poverty in this country is

over; it does mean that America—after a

difficult decade—is once again headed in

the right direction.
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Statement on the Denial of Import Relief for the Nonrubber
Footwear Industry

August 28, 1985

Today we increasingly find ourselves con-

fronted with demands for protectionist

measures against foreign competition, but

protectionism is both ineffective and ex-

tremely expensive. In fact, protectionism

often does more harm than good to those it

is designed to help. It is a crippling cure,

far more dangerous than any economic ill-

ness. Thus, I am notifying the Congress

today of my decision not to impose quotas

on nonrubber footwear imports.

As President, it is my responsibility to

take into account not only the effect of

quotas on the shoe industry but also their

broader impact on the overall economy.
After an extensive review, I have deter-

mined that placing quotas on shoe imports

would be detrimental to the national eco-

nomic interest. While we support the prin-

ciple of free trade, we must continue to

insist of our trading partners that free trade

also be fair trade. In that regard, I have
instructed our Trade Representative to take

action to initiate investigations under sec-

tion 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, as

amended, to root out any unfair trade prac-

tices that may be harming U.S. interests.

With respect to the footwear industry,

the Council of Economic Advisers estimates

that quotas on nonrubber shoe imports
would cost the American consumer almost

$3 billion. Low-income consumers would be
particularly hard hit as shoe prices rose and
less expensive imports were kept off the

market. Instead of spending billions of con-

sumers' dollars to create temporary jobs, I

am directing the Secretary of Labor,

through the Job Training Partnership Act,

to develop a plan to retrain unemployed
workers in the shoe industry for real and
lasting employment in other areas of the

economy.
There is also no reason to believe that

quotas would help the industry become
more competitive. Between 1977 and 1981,

U.S. footwear manufacturers received pro-

tection from foreign imports, but emerged

from that period even more vulnerable to

international competition than before. In

fact, while unprotected by quotas, the shoe

industry has begun to show positive signs of

adjustment. Producers have invested in

state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment,
modernizing their operations, and diversify-

ing into profitable retail operations.

While bringing no lasting benefit to the

shoe industry, quotas or other protectionist

measures would do serious injury to the

overall economy. The quotas proposed by
the International Trade Commission could

cost over $2 billion in compensatory claims

under GATT and could invite retaliation

from our trading partners. The result would
be an immediate and significant loss of

American jobs and a dangerous step down
the road to a trade war, a war we fought in

1930 with the infamous Smoot-Hawley tar-

iffs and lost. Our economy is truly interwo-

ven with those of our trading partners. If

we cut the threads that hold us together,

we injure ourselves as well. If our trading

partners cannot sell shoes in the United

States, many will not then be able to buy
U.S. exports. That would mean more Ameri-

can jobs lost. Thus, we find that the true

price of protectionism is very high indeed.

In order to save a few temporary jobs, we
will be throwing many other Americans out

of work, costing consumers billions of dol-

lars, further weakening the shoe industry,

and seriously damaging relations with our

trading partners.

The United States can set an example to

other countries. We must live according to

our principles and continue to promote our

prosperity and the prosperity of our trading

partners by ensuring that the world trading

system remains open, free, and, above all,

fair.

Note: Clayton Yeutter, United States Trade

Representative, read the President's state-

ment at 2 p.m. to reporters in the Briefing

Room at the White House.
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Memorandum Announcing the Denial of Import Relief for the

Nonrubber Footwear Industry

August 28, 1985

Memorandum for the United States Trade

Representative

Subject: Nonrubber Footwear Import

Relief Determination

Pursuant to Section 202(bXl) of the Trade

Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-618; 19 U.S.C.

2252(bXl)), I have determined the action I

will take with respect to the report of the

United States International Trade Commis-
sion (ITC), transmitted to me on July 1,

1985, concerning imports of nonrubber

footwear. This investigation covered items

700.05 through 700.45, inclusive, 700.56,

700.72 through 700.83 inclusive, and 700.95

of the Tariff Schedules of the United States.

While the escape clause provisions of the

Trade Act of 1974 require the ITC to deter-

mine the question of whether a domestic

industry has been seriously injured as a

result of increased imports, I am charged

with the responsibility of determining

whether the provision of import relief to

the domestic industry is in the national eco-

nomic interest. After considering all rele-

vant aspects of the case, including those set

forth in Section 202(c) of the Trade Act of

1974, I have determined that granting

import relief would not be in the national

economic interest. I believe my decision

today will promote our national economic
interest by encouraging an open, nondis-

criminatory and fair world economic
system, a system in which jobs are created

and prosperity grows through increased

productivity and competitiveness in an

open market. My decision is based on the

following reasons:

First, import relief would place a costly

and unjustifiable burden on U.S. consumers
and the U.S. economy. The Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers estimates that the global

quota remedy recommended by the ITC
would create between 13,000 to 22,000 jobs

with an average annual wage of $14,000.

However, the cost to consumers to create

these jobs would be $26,300 per job,

amounting to a total cost which could be as

high as $2.9 billion over the next five years.

Moreover, these jobs would not provide

permanent employment and would be
likely only to last during the 5-year relief

period.

Second, import relief would result in seri-

ous damage to U.S. trade in two ways. If the

ITC global remedy were imposed U.S. trade

would stand to suffer as much as $2.1 billion

in trade damage either through compensa-
tory tariff reductions or retaliatory actions

by foreign suppliers. This would mean a loss

of U.S. jobs and a reduction in U.S. exports.

U.S. trade would also suffer because of the

adverse impact import relief would have on
major foreign suppliers, such as Brazil, who
are heavily indebted and highly dependent
on footwear exports. Import relief would
lessen the ability of these foreign footwear

suppliers to import goods from the United

States and thus cause an additional decline

in U.S. exports.

Third, I do not believe that providing

relief in this case would promote industry

adjustment to increased import competi-

tion. While imports of nonrubber footwear

have increased rapidly over the last 12

months, I believe that the industry has been
and is in the process of successfully adjust-

ing to increased import competition. An in-

dustry that was once characterized by many
small firms with limited manufacturing ca-

pability, has now emerged as an industry

led by larger, more efficient producers who
have invested in state of the art manufac-

turing equipment, diversified into profitable

retail operations, and filled out their prod-

uct lines with imports to respond to rapidly

changing consumer taste.

In order to address the difficult problems
faced by workers in the industry, I have
directed the Secretary of Labor to work
with State and local officials to develop a

retraining and relocation assistance pro-

gram specifically designed to aid workers in

the nonrubber footwear industry. Appropri-

ate programs of the Job Training Partner-

ship Act are to be used to the fullest extent
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possible under U.S. law.

This determination shall be published in

the Federal Register.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 3:08 p.m., August 28, 1985]

Message to the Congress Reporting on the Denial of Import Relief

for the Nonrubber Footwear Industry

August 28, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with Section 203(bX2) of

the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2253(bX2)),

I am writing to inform you of my decision

today to direct the Secretary of Labor to

develop a plan to utilize the Job Training

and Partnership Act of 1982 to aid dislocat-

ed workers in the nonrubber footwear in-

dustry. At the request of the Senate Fi-

nance Committee, the United States Inter-

national Trade Commission (ITC) instituted

an investigation to determine whether in-

creasing imports of nonrubber footwear

were injuring the domestic nonrubber foot-

wear industry. The ITC found that nonrub-
ber footwear imports are a substantial cause

of serious injury, or threat thereof, to the

domestic footwear industry.

While the escape clause provisions of the

Trade Act of 1974 require the ITC to deter-

mine the question of whether a domestic
industry has been seriously injured as a

result of increased imports, I am charged
with the responsibility of determining
whether the provision of import relief to

the domestic industry is in the national eco-

nomic interest. After considering all rele-

vant aspects of the case, including those set

forth in Section 202(c) of the Trade Act of

1974, I have determined that granting

import relief would not be in the national

economic interest. I believe my decision

today will promote our national economic
interest by encouraging an open, nondis-

criminatory and fair world economic
system, a system in which jobs are created

and prosperity grows through increased

productivity and competitiveness in an
open market. As my determination does not

provide import relief to the industry, I am
setting forth the reasons for my decision.

First, import relief would place a costly

and unjustifiable burden on U.S. consumers
and the U.S. economy. The Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers estimates that the global

quota remedy recommended by the ITC
would create between 13,000 to 22,000 jobs

with an average annual wage of $14,000.

However, the cost to consumers to create

these jobs would be $26,300 per job,

amounting to a total consumer cost which
could be as high as $2.9 billion over the

next five years. Moreover, these jobs would
not provide permanent employment and
would be likely only to last during the 5-

year relief period.

Second, import relief would result in seri-

ous damage to U.S. trade in two ways. If the

ITC global remedy were imposed, U.S.

trade would stand to suffer as much as $2.1

billion in trade damage either through com-
pensatory tariff reductions or retaliatory ac-

tions by foreign suppliers. This would mean
a loss of U.S. jobs and a reduction in U.S.

exports. U.S. trade would also suffer because
of the adverse impact import relief would
have on major foreign suppliers, such as

Brazil, who are heavily indebted and highly

dependent on footwear exports. Import
relief would lessen the ability of these for-

eign footwear suppliers to import goods
from the United States and thus cause an
additional decline in U.S. exports.

Third, I do not believe that providing

relief in this case would promote industry

adjustment to increased import competi-

tion. While imports of nonrubber footwear

have increased rapidly over the last 12

months, I believe that the industry has been
and is in the process of successfully adjust-

ing to increased import competition. An in-
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dustry that was once characterized by many
small firms with limited manufacturing ca-

pability, has now emerged as an industry

led by larger, more efficient producers who
have invested in state of the art manufac-

turing equipment, diversified into profitable

retail operations, and filled out their prod-

uct lines with imports to respond to rapidly

changing consumer taste.

In order to address the difficult problems

faced by workers in the industry, I have
directed the Secretary of Labor to work

with State and local officials to develop a

retraining and relocation assistance pro-

gram specifically designed to aid workers in

the nonrubber footwear industry. Appropri-

ate programs of the Job Training Partner-

ship Act are to be used to the fullest extent

possible under U.S. law.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

August 28, 1985.

Message to the Congress Transmitting an Alternative Plan for

Federal Civilian Pay Increases

August 29, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Under the Federal Pay Comparability Act

of 1970, the President is required to make a

decision each year on what, if any, pay ad-

justment should be provided for Federal

employees under the General Schedule and
the related statutory pay systems.

My pay advisors have reported to me that

an increase in pay rates averaging 19.15

percent, to be effective in October 1985,

would be required under existing proce-

dures to raise Federal pay rates to compara-
bility with private sector pay rates for the

same levels of work. However, the law also

empowers me to prepare and transmit to

the Congress an alternative plan for the pay
adjustment if I consider such an alternative

plan appropriate because of "national emer-
gency or economic conditions affecting the

general welfare."

Accordingly, after reviewing the reports

of my Pay Agent and the Advisory Commit-
tee on Federal Pay, and after considering

the adverse effect that a 19.15 percent in-

crease in Federal pay rates might have on
our continuing national economic recovery,

I have determined that economic condi-

tions affecting the general welfare require

the following alternative plan for this pay
adjustment:

In accordance with section 5305(cXl) of

title 5, United States Code, the pay
rates of the General Schedule and the

related statutory pay schedules as ad-

justed by Section 1 of Executive Order
No. 12496 of December 28, 1984, shall

remain in effect without change.

Accompanying this report and made a

part hereof are the pay schedules that will

remain in effect under this alternative plan,

including, as required by section 5382(c) of

title 5, United States Code, the rates of

basic pay for the Senior Executive Service.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
August 29, 1985.
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Letter to President Jose Napoleon Duarte of El Salvador on the

Investigation of the Murder of United States Citizens in San
Salvador

August 29, 1985

Dear Mr. President:

I was gratified to hear from you of the

important accomplishments of your govern-

ment's ongoing investigation of the murder
of thirteen persons, including American and
Salvadoran citizens, in a brutal raid in San
Salvador on June 19, 1985. I congratulate

you on the speed and professionalism of the

arrest of William Celio Rivas Bolanos, Juan
Miguel Garcia Melendez, and Jose Abraham
Dimas Aguilar. On behalf of the victims'

families and the United States, I personally

thank all involved.

Terrorism is the antithesis of democracy.

By brutal acts against innocent persons, ter-

rorists seek to exaggerate their strength and
undermine confidence in responsible gov-

ernment, publicize their cause, intimidate

the populace, and pressure national leaders

to accede to demands conceived in vio-

lence. Where democracy seeks to consult

the common man on the governance of his

nation, terrorism makes war on the

common man, repudiating in bloody terms
the concept of government by the people.

I am proud that the Special Investigative

Unit, which we in the U.S. worked with you
to develop, is playing an active role in the

investigation. I shortly will be consulting

with Congress to find new ways to assist

Central American nations in their laudable

efforts to overcome the scourge of terror-

ism. I hope that, with the support of the

Congress, we can help police and military

units to respond consistently with the matu-
rity, professionalism, and respect for the law
shown by your police in this case. We must
not compromise with criminals. Appease-
ment only invites renewed attack. Terror-

ists merit only swift, certain justice under
the rule of law.

The people of El Salvador and the people

of the United States stand together against

terrorism. Each defeat for the terrorist

makes the world safer and more just for

everyone.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: The original was not available for
verification of the content of this letter.

Nomination of F. Keith Adkinson To Be a Member of the Advisory
Committee for Trade Negotiations

August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate F. Keith Adkinson to be a

member of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for a term of 2 years.

This is a reappointment.

Since July 1982, Mr. Adkinson has been
an attorney in the law offices of F. Keith

Adkinson. Previously he was with the law

firm of Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather & Ger-

aldson in 1979-1982. From 1974 to 1979,

he served as counsel, U.S. Senate Perma-

nent Subcommittee on Investigations, in

Washington, DC. Mr. Adkinson was an asso-

ciate attorney with the law firm of Wyman,
Bautzer, Rothman and Kuchel in Los Ange-
les and Washington, DC, from 1969 to

1974.

He graduated from the University of Vir-

ginia (B.A., 1966) and the University of Vir-

ginia Law School (J.D., 1969). He resides in

Wheaton, MD, and has one child. He was
born May 26, 1944, in Brooklyn, NY.
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Nomination of Michael A. McManus, Jr., To Be a Member of the

Board of Directors of the Communications Satellite Corporation

August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Michael A. McManus, Jr.,

to be a member of the Board of Directors

of the Communications Satellite Corpora-

tion until the date of the annual meeting of

the Corporation in 1987. He replaces

Robert M. Garrick, whose term has expired.

Since March 1985, Mr. McManus has

been executive vice president of MacAn-
drews & Forbes Group, Inc., in New York,

NY. Previously he served as Assistant to the

President and Deputy to the Chief of Staff

at the White House in 1982-1985. From

1977 to 1982, he was corporate counsel and
general counsel at Pfizer, Inc. He served as

an assistant to Secretary Elliot Richardson
at the U.S. Department of Commerce in

1975-1977. Mr. McManus was an attorney

with Cadwalader, Wickersham and Taft

from 1970 to 1974. He served in the United
States Army in 1968-1970.

He graduated from the University of

Notre Dame (B.A., 1964) and Georgetown
University Law Center (J.D., 1967). He is

single and was born March 11, 1943, in

Boston, MA.

Nomination of Francis J. Ivancie To Be a Commissioner of the

Federal Maritime Commission
August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Francis J. Ivancie to be a

Commissioner of the Federal Maritime
Commission for the remainder of the term
expiring June 30, 1987. He replaces Robert
Setrakian, who has resigned.

Since November 1984 Mr. Ivancie has

been president of Ivancie and Associates in

Portland, OR. Previously he served as the

mayor of Portland, OR, from 1980 to 1984.

Mr. Ivancie has held various public offices

in Portland, serving as a member of the

Portland City Council for four consecutive

terms beginning in 1966 when he was also

elected commissioner of public affairs. In

1957-1966 he served as executive assistant

to Portland Mayor Terry Schrunk. Previous-

ly he was a teacher and school administra-

tor for 8 years. Mr. Ivancie served in the

United States Air Force in 1942-1943.

Mr. Ivancie graduated from the Universi-

ty of Minnesota (B.A., 1948) and the Univer-

sity of Oregon (M.A., 1955). He is married,

has 10 children, and resides in Portland,

OR. He was born June 19, 1924, in Marble,

MN.

Nomination of Charles L. Hosier To Be a Member of the National

Science Board
August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles L. Hosier to be a

member of the National Science Board, Na-

tional Science Foundation, for the remain-

der of the term expiring May 10, 1988. He

replaces John H. Moore.

Since 1965 Dr. Hosier has served as dean
of the College of Earth and Mineral Sci-

ences at Pennsylvania State University. Pre-

viously he served as head of the depart-
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ment of meteorology in 1961-1965. Since

1960 he has been professor of meteorology

at the university. Prior to that he was asso-

ciate professor. He started his career at

Pennsylvania State University as a graduate

assistant in meteorology in 1947-1948. He

served in the U.S. Navy in 1943-1946.

He graduated from Pennsylvania State

University (B.S., 1947; M.S., 1948; Ph.D.,

1951). He is married and has four children.

He was born June 3, 1924, and resides in

State College, PA.

Selection of Two Members of the Board of Directors of the National

Railway Passenger Corporation

August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to select the following individuals to be
members of the Board of Directors, Nation-

al Railway Passenger Corporation (Amtrak):

Samuel H. Hellenbrand, to serve for a term of 2

years. This is a reappointment. Mr. Hellen-

brand is currently director of Security Capitol

Corp. Previously he was vice president of real

estate operations of International Telephone
and Telegraph Corp., a position he held from
1971. From 1968 to 1971, he was vice presi-

dent for real estate and industrial development
for the Penn Central Corp. From 1942 to 1968,

Mr. Hellenbrand was with the New York Cen-
tral Railroad Co. He graduated from Brooklyn
Law School of St. Lawrence University (1941)

and was admitted to the New York Bar in

1942. He was born November 11, 1916, in New
York, NY.

Frank W. Jenkins, to serve for a term of 2 years.

This is a reappointment. Mr. Jenkins is an at-

torney in Pennsylvania who is active in Repub-
lican politics. He graduated from the Universi-

ty of Pennsylvania (B.A., 1947) and the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Law School (L.L.B., 1949).

He is married and has four children. Mr. Jen-

kins was born May 8, 1926, in Philadelphia, PA.

Appointment of Five Members of the National Advisory Council on
Adult Education

August 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Adult Education:

Thelma P. Duggin, to serve for a term expiring

July 10, 1988. She succeeds Nancy H. Hill. Ms.

Duggin is currently director of government re-

lations, Comprehensive Benefits Services Co.

Previously she was coordinator of minority af-

fairs at the Department of Transportation. Ms.

Duggin graduated from Edgewood College in

Madison, WI (B.A., 1971). She was born De-
cember 23, 1949, in Mobile, AL.

Nicholas M. Nikitas, to serve for a term expiring

July 10, 1988. He succeeds Mary Elizabeth

Strother. Mr. Nikitas is president of Nikitas

Family Inns Property Development, Manage-
ment and Operations. He graduated from
Dartmouth College (B.A., 1972) and currently

resides in Boston, MA. He was born February

26, 1950, in Fitchburg, MA.

Donald F. Shea, to serve for a term expiring July

10, 1988. He succeeds Kathleen McCuUough.
Mr. Shea is a Catholic priest in residence at St.

Anthony's parish in Falls Church, VA. He grad-

uated from DePauw University (B.A., 1947),

University of Michigan (M.A., 1947), and
Loyola University (Ph.D., 1956). He was born
September 24, 1925, in Maywood, IL.

Abraham Shemtov, to serve for a term expiring

July 10, 1988. This is a reappointment. Rabbi

Shemtov is national director. Friends of Luba-

vitch. He did his undergraduate and graduate

work at Lubavitcher Rabbinical College,

Brooklyn, NY, and was ordained in 1960. He is

married and has six children. Rabbi Shemtov
was born February 16, 1937, in Wilno, Poland.

Henry Yee, to serve for the remainder of the
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term expiring July 10, 1986. He succeeds

Ronna Romney. Mr. Yee is a certified public

accountant. He graduated from California State

University in Los Angeles (B.S., 1958). He is

married and has six children. Mr. Yee was born
August 3, 1927, in Los Angeles, CA.

Executive Order 12530—Establishment of Nicaraguan
Humanitarian Assistance Office

August 29, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including section

722 of the International Security and De-

velopment Cooperation Act of 1985 (Public

Law 99-83) (the Act), Chapter V of the Sup-

plemental Appropriations Act, 1985 (Public

Law 99-88) (the Supplemental Act), the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended
(22 U.S.C. 2151 et seq.) (the FAA), including

but not limited to sections 621, 632, and
633 thereof (22 U.S.C. 2381, 2392, 2393),

and section 301 of title 3 of the United

States Code, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Establishment (a) There is

hereby established the Nicaraguan Humani-
tarian Assistance Office (the Office).

(b) The Office shall, unless otherwise ex-

tended, terminate on April 1, 1986, or one
week following completion of disbursement
of the funds made available under section

722(g) of the Act by Chapter V of the Sup-

plemental Act, whichever date is later.

Sec. 2. Functions. The Office shall, in ac-

cordance with the FAA, section 722(g) of

the Act, Chapter V of the Supplemental
Act, and the provisions of this Order, ad-

minister the program of humanitarian as-

sistance to the Nicaraguan democratic re-

sistance authorized thereunder. The Office

may, to the extent permitted by law and
the provisions of this Order, enter into such

grant agreements and contracts and take

such other actions as may be necessary to

implement the program effectively.

Sec. 3. Policy guidance. In accordance

with the FAA, and to the end that such

programs and activities are effectively inte-

grated with and supportive of the foreign

policy of the United States, the Secretary of

State shall be responsible for the continuous

supervision and general direction of the

programs and activities carried out by the

Office.

Sec. 4. Administration, (a) At the head of

the Office there shall be a Director, who
shall be an officer of the United States des-

ignated by the President. The Director shall

exercise immediate supervision and direc-

tion over the Office.

(b) The Director may, to the extent per-

mitted by law, including but not limited to

section 621 of the FAA (22 U.S.C. 2381),

employ such staff from Federal agencies as

may be necessary, except that the staff shall

be limited to twelve supervisory personnel,

plus appropriate support personnel. No per-

sonnel from the Department of Defense or

the Central Intelligence Agency may be de-

tailed or otherwise assigned to the Office.

(c) The Secretary of State shall provide

the Office with such administrative serv-

ices, facilities, and other support as may be
necessary for the performance of its func-

tions. Funds made available under section

722(g) of the Act by Chapter V of the Sup-

plemental Act shall be provided to the

Office through the Department of State.

(d) At the request of the Director, and to

the extent otherwise permitted by law, the

agencies of the Executive Branch shall pro-

vide such information, advice, additional ad-

ministrative services, and facilities as may
be necessary for the fulfillment of the Of-

fice's functions under this Order.

Sec. 5. Classification Authority. In ac-

cordance with section 1.2(aX2) of Executive

Order No. 12356 of April 2, 1982, the Di-

rector is hereby designated as an agency
official with authority to classify information

originally as Top Secret. The Director shall

ensure that the Office establishes and main-
tains controls for the safeguarding of classi-

fied information as provided in part 4 of
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that Order.

Sec. 6. Delegation ofFunctions. Subject to

the provisions of this Order and Executive
Order No. 12163 of September 29, 1979, as

amended, and to the extent necessary to

the efficient and effective implementation
of this Order, there are hereby delegated to

the Director the functions conferred upon
the President (and not reserved to him) by
sections 632(a) and 635(b) of the FAA and
other provisions of that Act (including but
not limited to those set forth in Part III of

the FAA) that relate directly and necessari-

ly to the conduct of the programs and ac-

tivities vested in or delegated to the Direc-

tor.

Sec. 7. Procurement, (a) In accordance
with the provisions of section 633 of the

FAA (22 U.S.C. 2393), it is hereby deter-

mined to be in furtherance of the purposes

of the FAA that the functions authorized

thereunder, as set forth in section 2 of this

Order, may be performed by the Director

without regard to the provisions of law and
limitations of authority specified in Execu-
tive Order No. 11223 of May 12, 1965, as

amended.
(b) It is directed that each specific use of

the waivers of statutes and limitations of

authority authorized by this section shall be
made only when determined in writing by
the Director that such use is necessary to

the efficient and effective implementation
and in furtherance of the purposes of this

Order and in the interest of the United
States.

Sec. 8. Reports. The Director shall assist

the President in preparing the reports re-

quired by section 722(jX2) of the Act, in-

cluding a detailed accounting of the dis-

bursements made to provide humanitarian
assistance with the funds provided pursuant
to section 722(g) of the Act. The Director

shall keep the President informed about the

implementation of the program.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

August 29, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:25 p.m., September 3, 1985]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on August
30.

Statement on the Establishment of the Nicaraguan Humanitarian
Assistance Office

August 30, 1985

I have signed an Executive order which
establishes the Nicaraguan Humanitarian
Assistance Office. This Office will adminis-

ter the distribution of humanitarian assist-

ance to the Nicaraguan democratic resist-

ance as provided for in the International

Security and Development Cooperation Act
of 1985 and the Supplemental Appropria-

tions Act, Fiscal Year 1985.

The democratic resistance in Nicaragua

was born and has grown in response to the

steady consolidation of a totalitarian and
interventionist Marxist-Leninist regime in

Nicaragua since 1979. Most of the members
of the armed and unarmed opposition sup-

ported the overthrow of General Anastasio

Somoza and expected that a democratic.

pluralist government would follow. Very
quickly, however, it became clear that the

Sandinistas intended to make Nicaragua a

one-party state. There would be no room
for those who opposed the Sandinistas or

who sought through democratic elections to

challenge the Sandinistas' right to absolute

rule. There would be collaboration with

Cuba and the Soviet bloc in assisting revolu-

tionary groups seeking to subvert and over-

throw the democratic governments of

neighboring countries.

The good will that had existed between
the Sandinista front and the Nicaraguan

people who had welcomed the new govern-

ment soon began to crumble. Prominent
leaders who served in the government after
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the revolution and who had led the opposi-

tion to Somoza fled the country and broke

pubHcly with the Sandinista regime. By
1982 significant numbers of Nicaraguans

were compelled to pursue the last resort for

civil resistance of bearing arms against the

government because there was no other

choice. Their numbers have grown steadily.

In recent months, with the resistance forces

desperately short of weapons, ammunition,

food, and supplies, volunteers kept coming.

The resistance could not even provide

boots, but people from all walks of life left

their homes to join the cause. Tens of thou-

sands of Nicaraguans have gone to refugee

camps in Costa Rica and Honduras rather

than continue to live under the Sandinistas.

Many of these people are poor, simple peas-

ants—the very people the Sandinistas claim

to be helping—yet under the Sandinistas

they lost too much. They lost their individ-

uality, they lost their freedom, they lost the

opportunity to control their own destiny.

The $27 million appropriated by the Con-
gress for humanitarian assistance to the

democratic resistance recognizes the serious

nature of the conflict in Nicaragua and the

desperate conditions which have forced

people to choose armed opposition and the

hard life of warfare and refugee camps over

the controlled life offered by the Sandinis-

tas. As Americans who believe in freedom,

we cannot turn our backs on people who
desire nothing more than the freedom we
take for granted. By providing this humani-
tarian assistance, we are telling the people

of Nicaragua that we will not abandon them
in their struggle for freedom.

This administration is determined to

pursue political, not military solutions in

Central America. Our policy is and has

been to support the democratic center

against extremes of right and left and to

secure democracy and lasting peace

through internal reconciliation and regional

negotiations. In El Salvador, the opening of

the political system has led to impressive

reconciliation and the beginning of a dialog

between President Duarte and the Salva-

doran guerrillas. In Nicaragua we support

the united Nicaraguan opposition's call for a

church-mediated dialog, accompanied by a

cease-fire, to achieve national reconciliation

and representative government.
We oppose the sharing of power through

military force, as the guerrillas in El Salva-

dor have demanded; the Nicaraguan demo-
cratic opposition shares our view. They
have not demanded the overthrow of the

Sandinista government; they want only the

right of free people to compete for power
in free elections. By providing this humani-
tarian assistance, we help keep that hope
for freedom alive.

As with any foreign assistance program,
the mandate of the Nicaraguan Humanitari-

an Assistance Office will be carried out

under the policy guidance of the Secretary

of State. Program funds will be provided
through the State Department, which will

also be responsible for providing adminis-

trative services and facilities. Other agen-

cies of the United States Government will

be able to provide advice, information, and
personnel; however, by the terms of this

Executive order, no personnel from the

Central Intelligence Agency or the Depart-

ment of Defense will be assigned or de-

tailed to this Office. I have ordered that the

Director of the Nicaraguan Humanitarian

Assistance Office shall be an officer of the

United States designated by the President,

and the staff of the Office shall be limited

to 12 officials, plus support staff. The Direc-

tor will be responsible for assisting the

President with reporting requirements, in-

cluding the detailed accounting required by
the law. Authority for this Office will termi-

nate on April 1, 1986, or when all the funds

to be distributed are disbursed, whichever
is later.

I am proud to establish the Nicaraguan

Humanitarian Assistance Office by this Ex-

ecutive order and to begin providing the

humanitarian assistance needed to help

those people who are fighting for democra-
cy in Nicaragua. I value the support that

Congress has shown for this important

measure and will ensure that the imple-

mentation of the program is fully in accord

with the legislation the Congress has en-

acted.
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Nomination of Roger Kirk To Be United States Ambassador to

Romania
August 30, 1985

The White House today announced the

President's intention to nominate Roger
Kirk, of the District of Columbia, a career

member of the Senior Foreign Service,

Class of Career Minister, as Ambassador to

the Socialist Republic of Romania. He
would succeed David B. Funderburk.

Mr. Kirk served as a general services as-

sistant in Moscow from 1949 to 1951. He
was appointed a Foreign Service officer in

1955 and was assigned to the Department's

Executive Secretariat until 1957. He then

went to Rome as political officer until 1959.

He returned to the Department in 1959 to

serve as staff assistant to the Counselor of

the Department, followed by special assist-

ant to the Secretary of State from 1960 to

1961. From 1961 to 1962, he was public

affairs adviser in the Office of Soviet Union
Affairs, Bureau of European Affairs. He
then studied the Russian language in Ober-
ammergau, Germany (Soviet area and lan-

guage school), from 1962 to 1963. From
there he served as consular officer in

Moscow (1963-1964), to be followed as po-

litical officer in Moscow (1964-1965), New
Delhi (1965-1967), and then Saigon (1967-

1969). From 1969 to 1971, he was assistant

to the Deputy Assistant Secretary on Viet-

nam in the Department. He then attended

the senior seminar until 1972 when he was
sent on detail to the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency as Deputy Assistant

Director for International Relations. He was
appointed Ambassador to the Somali Demo-
cratic Republic in 1973, where he served

until 1975 when he became Deputy Direc-

tor of the Bureau of Intelligence and Re-
search in the Department. In 1978 he was
appointed the U.S. Permanent Representa-

tive to the United Nations system organiza-

tions in Vienna, Austria, with the rank of

Ambassador. He served there until 1983
when he was asked to serve as Senior

Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Bureau of

International Organization Affairs.

Mr. Kirk was born November 2, 1930, in

Newport, RI. He received his B.A. in 1952
from Princeton University, where he grad-

uated magna cum laude. In 1953 he attend-

ed the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies. He served in the

United States Air Force from 1952 to 1955.

Mr. Kirk is fluent in Russian, Italian, and
French. He is married to the former Made-
leine Yaw, and they have four children.

Nomination of Malcolm Richard Wilkey To Be United States

Ambassador to Uruguay
August 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Malcolm Richard Wilkey,

of Texas, as Ambassador to the Oriental Re-

public of Uruguay. He would succeed

Thomas Aranda, Jr.

Mr. Wilkey began his career in 1948 as an

associate with Butler, Binion, Rice & Cook
in Houston, TX, where he was employed
until 1954. He then entered government
service as special assistant to the attorney

general in Houston in 1953. In 1954 he

became United States Attorney for the

Southern District of Texas, and in 1958 he
was named Assistant Attorney General in

the Office of the Legal Counsel in Washing-

ton, DC. In 1959 he became Assistant At-

torney General in the Criminal Division

until 1961. In 1959 he also served as a U.S.

delegate to the United Nations Conference
on Judicial Remedies in Buenos Aires, Ar-

gentina. From 1961 to 1963, he was a part-

ner with Butler, Binion, Rice & Cook, and
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from 1963 to 1970, he was general counsel,

associate general counsel, and secretary

with Kennecott Copper Corp. in New York.

From 1969 to 1973, Mr. Wilkey was a

member of the Advisory Panel on Interna-

tional Law for the Legal Adviser in the De-
partment of State. From 1970 until he re-

tired in 1985, he was U.S. Circuit Judge for

the District of Columbia Circuit. From 1975
to 1979, he served on the Judicial Confer-

ence of the U.S. Committee on Rules for

Admission to Practice in the Federal

Courts. Since early 1985 Mr. Wilkey has
been a visiting fellow at Wolfson College in

Cambridge, England.
Mr. Wilkey was born December 6, 1918,

in Murfreesboro, TN. He received his A.B.
in 1940 from Harvard College and his J.D.
in 1948 from Harvard Law School. He
served in the United States Army from
1941 to 1945 and in the U.S. Army Active
Reserve from 1948 to 1954. His foreign lan-

guage is Spanish. Mr. Wilkey is married to

the former Emma Seoul.

Executive Order 12531—Establishing an Emergency Board To
Investigate a Dispute Between the United Transportation Union
and Certain Railroads Represented by the National Carriers'

Conference Committee of the National Railway Labor Conference
August 30, 1985

A dispute exists between the United
Transportation Union and certain railroads

represented by the National Carriers' Con-
ference Committee of the National Railway
Labor Conference designated on the list at-

tached hereto and made a part hereof.

The dispute has not heretofore been ad-

justed under the provisions of the Railway
Labor Act, as amended ("the Act").

This dispute, in the judgment of the Na-
tional Mediation Board, threatens substan-

tially to interrupt interstate commerce to a

degree such as to deprive a section of the
country of essential transportation service.

Now, Therefore, by the authority vested
in me by Section 10 of the Act, as amended
(45 U.S.C. § 160), it is hereby ordered as

follows:

Section 1. Establishment of Board. There
is hereby established, effective August 30,

1985, a board of three members to be ap-

pointed by the President to investigate this

dispute. No member shall be pecuniarily or

otherwise interested in any organization of

railroad employees or any carrier. The
board shall perform its functions subject to

the availability of funds.

Sec. 2. Report. The board shall report its

finding to the President with respect to the
dispute within 30 days from the date of its

creation.

Sec. 3. Maintaining Conditions. As pro-

vided by Section 10 of the Act, as amended,
from the date of the creation of the board
and for 30 days after the board has made its

report to the President, no change, except
by agreement of the parties, shall be made
by the carriers or the employees in the con-

ditions out of which the dispute arose.

Sec. 4. Expiration. The board shall termi-

nate upon the submission of the report pro-

vided for in Section 2 of this Order.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
August 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:26 p.m., September 3, 1985]

Note: The attachment listing the designated
railroads was printed in the Federal Regis-

ter of September 5.
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Announcement of the Establishment of Emergency Board No. 208
To Investigate a Railroad Labor Dispute

August 30, 1985

The President announced today that he
has established, effective August 30, 1985,

Presidential Emergency Board No. 208 to

investigate and make recommendations for

settlement of a current dispute between the

United Transportation Union and most of

the Nation's major railroads represented by
the National Railway Labor Conference.

The President, by Executive order, estab-

lished the Emergency Board on the recom-
mendation of the National Mediation Board.

The situation appears to the President to be
extremely critical.

The impact of a nationwide railroad

strike would have an immediate effect on
the public. The Nation's railroads move
more than one-third of all intercity freight

traffic, or more than 100 million tons each
month. A strike against the railroads could

result in the layoff of hundreds of thousands

of employees, who would be idled. Cessa-

tion of operations on the freight railroads

would halt the flow of $750 million worth
of goods each day.

A nationwide railroad strike would have a

materially adverse effect on basic industries

served by the railroads. The coal industry,

for example, relies heavily on rail transport.

In 1984 the railroad industry hauled close

to 60 percent of total U.S. coal production.

Cessation of rail service would force shut-

downs of some mines almost immediately.

The automobile industry relies on rail serv-

ice for transportation of some essential ma-
terials for parts production and for distribu-

tion of a large share of the finished prod-

ucts. The disruption of supply channels

during a rail strike would result in the

layoff of thousands of employees. Railroads

are one of the primary transporters of De-
partment of Defense freight traffic. A strike

would severely limit the Department of De-
fense's ability to move this freight. Finally,

although the National Railroad Passenger
Corporation (Amtrak) is not a party to this

dispute, its passenger service may be cur-

tailed because it contracts with other rail-

roads for train and engine crews. The rail-

roads also operate trains carrying 150,000

commuters each day, more than three-quar-

ters of them in and around Chicago, IL.

Consequently, the President has invoked

the Emergency Board procedures of the

Railway Labor Act, which in part provide

that the Board will report its findings and
recommendations for settlement to the

President within 30 days from the date of

its creation. The parties must then consider

the recommendations of the Emergency
Board and endeavor to resolve their differ-

ences without engaging in self-help during
a subsequent 30-day period.

Proclamation 5365—To Implement Reductions in U.S. Rates of

Duty Pursuant to the United States-Israel Free Trade Area
Agreement, and for Other Purposes

August 30, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

1. Section 4 of the United States-Israel

Free Trade Area Implementation Act of

1985 (the FTA Act) (19 U.S.C. 2112 note)

confers authority upon the President to pro-

claim changes in tariff treatment which the

President determines are required or ap-

propriate to carry out the schedule of duty

reductions for products of Israel set forth in

Annex 1 to the Agreement on the Establish-

ment of a Free Trade Area between the
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Government of the United States of Amer-
ica and the Government of Israel (the

Agreement), entered into on April 22, 1985,

and submitted to the Congress on April 29,

1985. I have determined that the modifica-

tions to the Tariff Schedules of the United
States (TSUS) (19 U.S.C. 1202) set forth in

Annexes I, VIII, IX, and X to this Proclama-

tion are required or appropriate to carry

out such duty reductions.

2. Previously, pursuant to Title V of the

Trade Act of 1974, as amended, (the Trade
Act) (19 U.S.C. 2461, et seq.), I designated

certain articles provided for in the TSUS as

eligible articles under the Generalized

System of Preferences (GSP) when import-

ed from designated beneficiary developing
countries, and determined that limitations

on the preferential treatment for eligible

articles from certain beneficiary developing
countries were necessary or appropriate.

Previously, pursuant to section 503(aX2XA)
of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (the

Trade Agreements Act) (19 U.S.C. 2119
note), I determined that certain articles

provided for in the TSUS are not import
sensitive and, if the product of a least devel-

oped developing country (LDDC), are eligi-

ble for full tariff reductions pursuant to cer-

tain trade agreements without staging. Pre-

viously, pursuant to sections 211 and 218 of
the Caribbean Basin Econoniic Recovery
Act (the CBERA) (19 U.S.C. 2701, 2706), I

designated certain articles provided for in

the TSUS as eligible articles under the
CBERA when imported from designated
beneficiary countries.

3. In order to provide, for purposes of the
GSP, for the continued designation of eligi-

ble articles and beneficiary developing
countries (including least developed benefi-

ciary developing countries, pursuant to sec-

tion 504(cX6) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C.

2464(cX6)), and associations of countries to

be treated as individual countries for pur-

poses of limitations on preferential treat-

ment), and for the continuation of existing

limitations on preferential treatment for ar-

ticles from certain beneficiary developing

countries, and in accordance with Title V of

the Trade Act, as amended, it is appropriate

that such preferential treatment and desig-

nations be set forth in this Proclamation.

4. Section 604 of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C.

2483) confers authority upon the President

to embody in the TSUS the substance of the
relevant provisions of that Act, of other
Acts affecting import treatment, and of ac-

tions taken thereunder. In addition, section

8(bX2) of the FTA Act (which amends Title

V of the Trade Act) confers authority upon
the President to embody in the TSUS, by
proclamation, actions taken with respect to

the GSP. In order to implement the duty
reductions authorized by the FTA Act and
to facilitate the administration of the pref-

erential tariff regimes described above, it is

necessary or appropriate to incorporate the

duty treatment provided pursuant to the

relevant provisions of the GSP, the Trade
Agreements Act, the CBERA, and the FTA
Act, in a rate of duty column in the TSUS
entitled "Special", and to make other neces-

sary and conforming changes as set forth in

Annexes I through XI to this Proclamation.

5. In Proclamation 5291 of December 28,

1984, I determined that modifications in

the TSUS were appropriate in order to pro-

vide duty-free coverage comparable to the

expanded coverage provided by other sig-

natories to the Agreement on Trade in Civil

Aircraft (31 UST (pt. 1) 619). Through tech-

nical error, the staged reductions in rates of

duty for certain tariff items redesignated by
the Proclamation were omitted. According-
ly, I have determined that due to the im-

plementation of Proclamation 5291 that fur-

ther modifications to Annex III to Procla-

mation 4707 of December 11, 1979, set

forth in Annex XII to this Proclamation, are

appropriate in order to ensure the applica-

tion of such reductions in customs duties for

articles classified in those tariff items.

6. In order to make technical corrections

in the preferential treatment under the

GSP for articles that are imported from
countries designated as beneficiary develop-
ing countries consistent with the changes to

the TSUS which have resulted from the im-

plementation of Proclamation 5291 of De-
cember 28, 1984, and Proclamation 5305 of

February 21, 1985, I have determined that

the technical corrections to Executive
Order No. 11888 of November 24, 1975, as

amended, and general headnote 3 set forth

in sections A and B, respectively, of Annex
XIII to this Proclamation, are appropriate.
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7. In Proclamation 5133 of November 30,

1983, as amended by Proclamation 5142 of

December 29, 1983, and Proclamation 5308
of March 14, 1985, I designated certain

countries and territories as "beneficiary

countries" under section 212 of the

CBERA. Section 213(cX2XA) of the CBERA
provides that duty-free treatment under the

CBERA for sugar and beef products that

are the product of a beneficiary country

shall be suspended if such beneficiary coun-

try, within the ninety-day period beginning
on the date of its designation as a benefici-

ary country, does not submit a stable food

production plan to the President. I have not

received stable food production plans from
five beneficiary countries (Antigua and Bar-

buda, Montserrat, Netherlands Antilles, St.

Lucia, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines)

within the required ninety-day period. As
provided by section 213(cX3) of the

CBERA, I have entered into consultations

with these five beneficiary countries. These
countries do not export sugar or beef prod-

ucts to the United States and, therefore,

have determined not to submit stable food

production plans at this time. Should they
wish to export either sugar or beef products
in the future, they may submit a stable food
production plan for review by the United
States Government at that time. In accord-

ance with section 213(cX2XA) of the
CBERA, I am suspending duty-free treat-

ment extended under the CBERA to sugar

and beef products that are the product of

these five beneficiary countries. I will ter-

minate the suspension of duty-free treat-

ment under the CBERA imposed by this

Proclamation with regard to any affected

beneficiary countries which take appropri-

ate action to remedy the factors on which
the suspension was based.

8. In Proclamation 5021 of February 14,

1983, as amended by Proclamation 5291 of

December 28, 1984, I proclaimed tempo-
rary duty reductions on certain articles pur-

suant to legislation implementing the Nai-

robi Protocol to the Florence Agreement on
the Importation of Educational, Scientific,

and Cultural Materials. And, pursuant to

section 604 of the Trade Act, I modified the

Appendix to the TSUS by inserting a new
part 4 to such Appendix providing tempo-
rary duty reductions for such articles which

were entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house for consumption, on and after Febru-
ary 11, 1983, and before the close of August
11, 1985, as set forth in the Annex to Proc-

lamation 5021. The effective period for the

temporary reduction of such duties having
expired on August 11, 1985, I am modifying
the Appendix to the TSUS, pursuant to sec-

tion 604 of the Trade Act, by deleting part

4 thereof.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, acting

under the authority vested in me by the

Constitution and the statutes of the United
States, including but not limited to sections

4 and 8(bX2) of the FTA Act, section 213(c)

of the CBERA, and section 604 of the
Trade Act, do proclaim that:

(1) The rate of duty column in the TSUS
entitled "LDDC" is retitled "Special" each
place it appears, including part IB of the

Appendix to the TSUS.

(2) Part 1 of the Appendix to the TSUS is

further modified by inserting a rate of duty
column entitled "Special", following the

rate of duty column numbered 1, opposite

each item for which a rate of duty column
entitled "LDDC" is not set forth.

(3) The column in the TSUS entitled

"GSP" is deleted.

(4) The modifications to the TSUS made
by Annex I to this Proclamation, including

the designations of eligible articles and ben-
eficiary developing countries and the limita-

tions on preferential treatment necessary to

continue existing GSP treatment incorpo-

rated therein, and the suspension of duty-

free treatment extended under the CBERA
to sugar and beef products of certain bene-
ficiary countries, shall be effective with re-

spect to articles entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse for consumption, on and
after the effective date of this Proclamation.

(5) Products of Israel provided for in

TSUS items which are enumerated in

Annex VIII to this Proclamation and which
are imported into the customs territory of

the United States in accordance with gener-

al headnote 3 of the TSUS (as modified by
Annex I to this Proclamation) on or after

the effective date of this Proclamation are

eligible for duty-free treatment, and a rate

of duty of "Free" applicable to such prod-
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ucts is inserted in the column in the TSUS
entitled "Special" followed by the symbol
"I" in parentheses.

(6) Products of Israel provided for in

TSUS items which are enumerated in

Annex IX to this Proclamation and which
are imported into the customs territory of

the United States in accordance with gener-

al headnote 3 (as modified by Annex I) on
or after the effective date of this Proclama-

tion are subject to duty as described in such

Annex IX, and the rate of duty applicable

to such products is inserted in the column
in the TSUS entitled "Special" followed by
the symbol "I" in parentheses.

(7) Products of Israel provided for in

TSUS items which are enumerated in

Annex X to this Proclamation and which
are imported into the customs territory of

the United States in accordance with gener-

al headnote 3 (as modified by Annex I) on
or after January 1, 1995, are eligible for

duty-free treatment, and a rate of duty of

"Free" applicable to such products shall be
inserted on such date in the column in the

TSUS entitled "Special" followed by the

symbol "I" in parentheses. Until January 1,

1995, products of Israel provided for in the

TSUS items enumerated in Annex X are

subject to the rate of duty in column num-
bered 1 of the TSUS unless the tariff treat-

ment of such products is expressly modified
in accordance with section 5(cX2) of the

FTA Act.

(8) In order to provide duty-free treat-

ment to articles hereby designated as eligi-

ble articles for purposes of the GSP when
imported from any designated beneficiary

developing country, for each of the TSUS
items enumerated in Annex III to this Proc-

lamation, a rate of duty of "Free" is insert-

ed in the column in the TSUS entitled

"Special" followed by the symbol "A" in

parentheses for each such item.

(9) In order to provide duty-free treat-

ment to articles hereby designated as eligi-

ble articles for purposes of the GSP, except

when imported from the designated benefi-

ciary countries set forth opposite those

TSUS items enumerated in general head-

note 3 (as modified by Annex I to this Proc-

lamation), for each of the TSUS items enu-

merated in Annex IV to this Proclamation,

a rate of duty of "Free" is inserted in the

column in the TSUS entitled "Special" fol-

lowed by the symbol "A*" in parentheses

for each such item.

(10) For each of the TSUS items which
are enumerated in section A of Annex V to

this Proclamation, the rates of duty set forth

for each item in such section A of Annex V
is inserted in the column in the TSUS enti-

tled "Special" followed by the symbol "D"
in parentheses.

(11) For each of the TSUS items which
are enumerated in sections B and C of

Annex V to this Proclamation, effective as

of the dates provided in such sections B and
C, the rates of duty set forth for each item
in such sections B and C of Annex V shall

be inserted in the column in the TSUS enti-

tled "Special" followed by the symbol "D"
in parentheses.

(12) For each of the TSUS items which
are enumerated in Annex VI to this Procla-

mation, a rate of duty of "Free" is inserted

in the column in the TSUS entitled "Spe-

cial" followed by the symbol "E" in paren-

theses.

(13) For each of the TSUS items which
are enumerated in Annex VII to this Procla-

mation, a rate of duty of "Free" is inserted

in the column in the TSUS entitled "Spe-

cial" followed by the symbol "E*" in paren-

theses.

(14) For each of the TSUS items which
are enumerated in Annex XI to this Procla-

mation, the rate status set forth for each
item in such Annex XI is inserted in the

column in the TSUS entitled "Special".

(15) Annex III to Proclamation 4707 of

December 11, 1979, is amended as set forth

in Annex XII to this Proclamation effective

as to articles entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse for consumption, on and after

the effective date specified in Annex XII to

this Proclamation.

(16) Annexes II and III of Executive

Order No. 11888, as amended, and general

headnote 3 are further amended as set

forth in sections A and B, respectively, of

Annex XIII to this Proclamation effective

with respect to articles both: (1) imported
on or after January 1, 1976, and (2) entered,

or withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion, on and after the effective dates speci-

fied in sections A and B of Annex XIII to
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this Proclamation.

(17) Annex III of Proclamation 4707 and

Annex III of Proclamation 4768 of June 28,

1980, are amended as set forth in Annex II

to this Proclamation as of the effective date

of this Proclamation.

(18) Except for articles provided for in

items which are enumerated in Annex IV to

Proclamation 4707 and Annex IV to Procla-

mation 4768 and which are not enumerated
in Annex V to this Proclamation, Annex IV

to Proclamation 4707 and Annex IV to

Proclamation 4768 are superseded by

Annex V to this Proclamation, to the extent

inconsistent therewith, as of the effective

date of this Proclamation.

(19) Executive Order No. 11888, as

amended by subsequent Executive orders

for purposes of the GSP, and as amended
by subsequent proclamation to the extent

they amend Executive Order No. 11888 for

purposes of the GSP, is superseded by this

Proclamation as of the effective date of this

Proclamation.

(20) Proclamations 4707, 4768, 5133,

5142, 5291, 5305, and 5308, are superseded
to the extent inconsistent with this Procla-

mation.

(21) Part 4 of the Appendix to the TSUS is

deleted effective August 12, 1985.

(22) Except as provided in paragraphs

(11), (15), (16), and (21), the provisions of

this Proclamation shall be effective as to

articles entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house for consumption, on and after Sep-

tember 1, 1985.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirtieth day of August, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:22 p.m., September 3, 1985]

Note: The annexes were printed in the Fed-
eral Register of September 5.

Radio Address to the Nation on Free and Fair Trade

August 31 1985

My fellow Americans:

Last Wednesday I notified Congress of

my decision not to impose either quotas or

tariffs on foreign shoe imports into this

country. I'd like to talk with you about that

decision because the case of shoe imports

illustrates why so-called protectionism is

almost always self-destructive, doing more
harm than good even to those it's supposed

to be helping.

Advocates of protectionism often ignore

its huge hidden costs that far outweigh any

temporary benefits. The Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers estimates that the quotas on
shoe imports that I turned down would
have cost the American consumer nearly $3

billion, and there are other costs. Quotas

would have entitled our trading partners to

another $2 billion in compensation, or they

would have retaliated, slapping quotas or

tariffs on the products we sell to them. That

would mean an immediate loss of American
jobs and a dangerous step down the road to

a trade war. Also, if our trading partners

can't sell their products here, they can't

afford to buy our exports and that means
more lost jobs for Americans.

Protectionism almost always ends up
making the protected industry weaker and
less able to compete against foreign im-

ports. Between 1977 and 1981, U.S. foot-

wear manufacturers received protection

from foreign imports, but at the end of that

time they were more vulnerable to foreign

competition than before. Instead of protec-

tionism, we should call it destructionism. It

destroys jobs, weakens our industries, harms
exports, costs billions of dollars to consum-
ers, and damages our overall economy.

Of course, free trade also means fair

trade. We will move vigorously against

unfair trading practices, using every legal
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recourse available to give American manu-
facturers a fair shake at home and open
markets abroad. The balance of trade has

become a very emotional issue; some claim

our trade deficit has cost us millions of jobs.

Congress is awash in bills calling for trade

sanctions and retaliation. But look at the

facts: In 1980 we had a trade surplus, and
about 99 million Americans had jobs. Today
we have a trade deficit, and almost 107

million Americans are working. Despite a

growing trade deficit, we've gained over

7 ¥2 million new jobs since 1980. Our free,

open, and growing economy has put more
Americans to work in 1985 than ever

before in our history. We've created more
jobs in the last 3 years than Europe and
Japan combined.
The surest way to destroy those jobs and

throw Americans out of work is to start a

trade war. And one of the first victims of a

protectionist trade war will be America's

farmers, who have it tough enough already.

A news story the other day said protection-

ist fervor on the Hill is stronger than it has

been since the 1930's. Well now, some of us

remember the 1930's, when the most de-

structive trade bill in history, the Smoot-
Hawley tariff act, helped plunge this nation

and the world into a decade of depression

and despair. From now on, if the ghost of

Smoot-Hawley rears its ugly head in Con-
gress, if Congress crafts a depression-

making bill, I'll fight it. And whether it's

tax, trade, or farm legislation that comes

across my desk, my primary consideration

will be whether it is in the long-run eco-

nomic interest of the United States. And
any tax hike or spending bill or protection-

ist legislation that doesn't meet the test of

whether it advances America's prosperity

must and will be opposed.

America is getting stronger, not weaker.
Our 23-percent tax rate cuts have given us

2V2 years of economic expansion, a dramat-
ic increase in after-tax personal income, and
the most dramatic drop in poverty in 10
years. We must not retreat into the failed

policies of the past, whether they be protec-

tionism or higher taxes. Let's go forward by
cutting income tax rates again and building

opportunity. On Monday we'll be recogniz-

ing America's working men and women.
We've created over 7 million jobs in the last

4y2 years. On this Labor Day, let's chal-

lenge ourselves to create 10 million more in

the next four. To do that, we're going to

have to be courageous, hopeful, hard work-
ing, and proud, which pretty well sums up
what it means to be an American. There is

one quality I left out: faith in the loving

God who will continue to guide us on the

optimistic course we've set.

Enjoy your Labor Day holiday. Until next

week then, thanks for listening, and God
bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 9:06 a.m. from
Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa Bar-

bara, CA.

Statement on the Fifth Anniversary of the Solidarity Movement in

Poland

August 31, 1985

In the history of Eastern Europe since

World War II, there have been few events

whose anniversaries can be celebrated with

any sense of pride or satisfaction. The lot of

these countries has been one of repression,

of sacrifice, of waiting for a better day that

never comes. Five years ago, however, in a

unique, spontaneous, and overwhelming ex-

pression of the public will, the working
people of Poland exacted from their gov-

ernment the right to form their own free

trade unions. The myth of the "worker
state," as Communist governments so mis-

leadingly characterize themselves, was
thereby shattered for all time.

During the ensuing 15 months, some 10
million Polish citizens banded together

under the banner of the Solidarity move-
ment, to be joined by 4 million farmers who
created their own union along similar lines.
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Their goals were no different from those of

the working class throughout the world

—

decent working conditions, a fair wage, an
economic system that works, and a genuine
voice in shaping the society of which they

form the foundation. They pursued those

goals then, as they do today, not with force,

for they had no weapons other than indomi-

table courage, steadfast will, and a readiness

to accept high risks in pursuit of their

cause. Not one drop of blood was shed

when Polish workers gained their victory,

and Solidarity has consistently eschewed vi-

olence in any form ever since.

These brave aspirations were brought to a

temporary standstill in December 1981,

when, pressured by Moscow, Gen. Wojciech

Jaruzelski used the Polish Armed Forces to

impose martial law on his own people, to

arrest most of Solidarity's leaders and many
of the rank and file, to force others into

hiding, and to withdraw from the union its

legal right to exist. Since that day, the alien-

ation of the Polish Government from the

people it professes to represent has become
all too evident.

But Solidarity has not died, nor have the

principles for which it came into existence

become any less urgent in the minds of the

Polish people. Despite all oppressive meas-
ures, provocations, imprisonment, police

brutality, and even killings, this, the only

free trade union in the entire Communist
world, has continued its struggle by peace-

ful means to persuade its government to

provide all elements of the society a role in

shaping Poland's destiny. Although Solidar-

ity's voice has been muted by being forced

underground, its message—whether via un-

derground radio, clandestine publications,

public demonstrations, or by simple word of

mouth—continues to be heard clearly

throughout Poland and throughout the

world, wherever there are people who
value freedom.

We here in the United States have also

heard Solidarity's message and respond to it

with all our hearts. We call upon the Polish

Government to do likewise. This is not a

subversive organization. It asks only that

basic human rights be observed and that

Poland be governed by responsible and re-

sponsive leaders. It asks those leaders to

seek participation of workers, managers,
and technocrats, academicians and intelli-

gentsia, and the cohesive strength of the

church in grappling with the massive eco-

nomic and societal problems which must be
solved if Poland is to assume its rightful

place within the brotherhood of nations.

Should such a reconciliation take place, the

traditional hand of American friendship will

be ready and unreservedly extended to

Poland, just as it has been throughout the

last 200 years. Meanwhile, we shall contin-

ue to support the legitimate hopes of our

Polish brothers and sisters who are defend-

ing our common values.

Message on the Observance of Labor Day, 1985

September 1, 1985

On this Labor Day, I proudly join my
fellow citizens in saluting our Nation's

working men and women.
As we celebrate the historic role of our

nation's free labor movement, we are re-

minded that workers have contributed as

much to America's social greatness as they

have to our economic strength. Their dedi-

cation to humanitarian goals, conscientious

craftsmanship and technical excellence

have improved virtually every aspect of our

lives—^from jobs and working conditions to

education, national defense, housing, medi-

cal care and transportation. Because of the

quality of the goods and services they

produce, we enjoy one of the highest stand-

ards of living in the world.

Labor Day, 1985, finds the American
wage earner better off than in many years,

with inflation down, a vibrant economy cre-

ating many opportunities, and employment
running at record levels. But we must not

slacken in our efforts to resolve the continu-

ing problems facing those whose skills have
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become obsolete and young people seeking

entry level jobs. Labor and management
must also work hand in hand to improve
the position of American products in for-

eign markets. Increased exports means
more jobs for American workers, more
growth, more opportunity. Doing its part,

this Administration is committed to keeping

open foreign markets and removing obsta-

cles to free trade.

These challenges require the best efforts

of all of us because we all have a stake in

the success of these efforts. By shaping a

better future for our workers, we can and
will assure continued progress and even
greater opportunity for all Americans.

Ronald Reagan

Remarks at the Santa-Cali-Gon Days Celebration in Independence,
Missouri

September 2, 1985

The President. Thank you very much.
And before I begin my remarks, I think out

of deference to those who accompany me
here on the wagon, Fm going to dictate a

change in the wardrobe of the day.

[At this point, the President removed his

jacket. ]

Well, Governor Ashcroft and Mayor Potts,

the distinguished guests here on the plat-

form, and all of you ladies and gentlemen,

thank you very much. It's wonderful to be
in Independence, and Fm especially

pleased to be here for the 13th annual
Santa-Cali-Gon Days celebration. I was born
in the Midwest, oh, sometime back

—

[laugh-

ter]—well, not that long ago. There's no
truth to the rumor that I waved goodbye to

the Donner party when they headed west.

[Laughter] But the trails that we remember
today were still being used up until around
the turn of the century. And when I was
born, stories of the pioneers and what they

went through were still close to our experi-

ence. The spirit that won the West is still,

in my opinion, very much with us in this

country, and that's good. We have great

challenges ahead of us, and we're going to

need it.

Now, this is the first time that I've really

been out on the stump since I was in the

hospital, and I missed doing this. I missed it.

I even miss hecklers. [Laughter] I'm very

happy to be in Truman country on this

Labor Day. I want to talk about

—

[ap-

plause]. I have to digress for a moment be-

cause there was a wonderful sign down
here that just told me to give 'em hell.

[Laughter] And I'm very proud, and I

learned directly from President Truman
that he had not said that. Someone had said

it to him, and his reply was, "I'll tell them
the truth, and they'll think it's hell."

[Laughter]

Well, I want to talk about tax reform, and
I wanted to be here with you, the men and
women who work hard to support your-

selves and your families with your weekly
paychecks. You're always there when your

neighbors need help, when the community
needs help. It's the working men and
women of America who pay the taxes, foot

the bills, and make the sacrifices that keep
this country going. And Fm here to talk to

you about a long overdue change in our tax

laws, a change that is aimed at benefiting

you.

Now, tax reform has its enemies, especial-

ly among the people who have vested inter-

ests in the status quo. Status quo—that's a

Latin name for the mess that we're in with

our present tax structure. Those vested in-

terests just hate it when we talk about

reform, and they loved it when they

thought I was laid up and out of action.

Well, I'm back and rarin' to go, up for the

battle that's only just begun. In fact, when I

think of all the good people who've pleaded

with the Federal Government for years to

clean up our tax structure, I'm reminded of

a recent, very popular movie. And in the

spirit of Rambo, let me tell you, we're going
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to win this time.

IVe been thinking about ways to sum up
exactly how disgusted I am by our current

tax structure, and I read a little story Harry
Truman once told when he rejected a bit of

bad policy. He vetoed a bill, and in doing so

he said: "I intended to veto it all along. In

fact, I feel like the blacksmith on the Mis-

souri jury. The judge asked him if he was
prejudiced against the defendant, and he
said, *Oh, no, judge. We ought to give the

bum a fair trial before we string him up.'

"

[Laughter] Well, let me tell you why we
ought to take our current tax system out

and string it up. It's been tried and found
unfair, unworkable, and unproductive. It is

a system that yields great amounts of reve-

nues, but even greater amounts of discon-

tent, disorder, and disobedience. It's a

system that yields a lot of things that we
have to have—of course, that money—^but a

lot of things we don't need at all.

Our current tax system is antifamily: It

gives a measly little deduction of just over a

thousand dollars for each dependent. Our
current system is an assault on personal im-

provement and effort: It taxes you at such
rapidly increasing rates when you work
overtime that the harder you work, the

smaller the share of your income that you
take home. Our current tax law is anti-

growth: It discourages enterprise, and it dis-

courages productive investment. Our cur-

rent tax law is unfair: It clobbers people
who don't have a team of legal advisers and
accountants to look after their interests. It's

supposed to be progressive—meaning the

highest earners are supposed to pay a great-

er percentage of their earnings than, say,

the typical mid-class family. But does it

work out that way?
Audience. No!
The President. Recently the Treasury De-

partment completed a study on the taxes

paid by those in the top brackets. It wasn't

a very pretty sight. True, nearly half paid

the heavy tax, but a sizable number took

advantage of the so-called loopholes and tax

shelters.* In the year 1983 there were
260,000 persons who had incomes from all

sources of a quarter of a million dollars a

year or more; almost 30,000 of them paid

virtually nothing at all. There were 28,000

people who made a million dollars or more

in 1983; more than 900 of them didn't pay
a dime in taxes, and 3,000 of them paid less

than 5 percent of their million-dollar-plus

mcomes.
Treasury added it all up, and they found

that 17,000 taxpayers whose income was
anywhere from a quarter of a million dol-

lars a year to millions of dollars a year paid
taxes of less than $6,272 apiece. Now, the
reason I used that figure, it just happens
that $6,272 is just about the tax that is paid
by a family of four with two workers in the
family and an income of $45,000 a year.

Now, undoubtedly some of these high-

income people had legitimate losses from
bad investments, or maybe there were cases

of lawsuits and legal decisions that went
against them. But for a great many, it was
simply the opportunities provided in the

present tax law, with all its complexities, its

shelters to hide in, loopholes to get lost in

—

the legal scams that are worked by people
who don't want to pay their fair share. And
the middle class gets stuck paying most of

the bills.

Now, we all agree that the current system
is bad, but we've never quite reformed it.

Why? Well, one reason is a good, healthy

skepticism on the part of our people.

They've heard too many promises by too

many politicians about how their lives are

going to be made better. They have been
hurt too many times by elected officials

who promised better and delivered worse.

Well, maybe another reason we haven't
changed the tax structure is that in a de-

mocracy like ours, it's hard for us to get

worked up and united over something
unless it's truly dramatic, like, say, a very
sensational murder. Well, our present tax

code is not a sensational murder—it's more
like a daily mugging, and we've begun to

get used to it. But another, and maybe the

biggest, reason we haven't changed the tax

structure is that change has been resisted at

every point arid is being resisted today by
vested interests, those who profit from the

status quo—organizations that enjoy special

tax advantages, special interests, and various

professionals who are doing just fine, thank
you, under the present, unfair system.

There's a whole slew of people and lobby-

ing groups who share a kind of self-right-
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eous self-interest. They're well represented
in Washington, and they're not dumb. They
never say, "We're against tax reform be-

cause we're in Fat City." Their favorite

word is "but." "We're against tax reform"

—

well, they say, "I like it, but we can't lose

State and local tax deductions." Then they

say, "I like it, but I don't like the capital

gains part," or whatever other part it is

they don't like. Well, all I can say to the I-

like-it-buts is: Our tax reform bill isn't for

special interests; it's for the general interest.

And I'm here to declare to the special inter-

ests something they already know and
something they hope you won't find out.

Our fair share tax program is a good deal

for the American people and a big step

toward economic power for people who've
been denied power for far too long.

We have just received a report from Con-
gress, from the House of Representatives,

which is controlled, as you know, by the

Democratic Party. The House Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families has

called our tax plan the most profamily of all

the tax proposals before Congress. Now, this

congressional committee says it is fair to

low-income working families, fair to large

families, single-parent families, and average-

income families. Now, that sounds like a

pretty fair appraisal. And it doesn't come
from the people in my own party; it's

coming from the majority party, the Demo-
crats. On this issue, I'm pleased to say that

apparently we're not Republicans and
Democrats on this; we're Americans, and
we've got something to do for America.
Under our plan, middle-class earners will

be helped by an increase in the personal

exemption from the present $1,040 a year
to a more reasonable $2,000. Take a family

of four, that means $8,000 is untaxed be-

cause of exemptions, and another $4,000 is

untaxed because of the standard deduction,

which we're raising to $4,000. So, in all,

that family of four will find the first $12,000
of earnings won't be taxed one penny.
We're going to keep the itemized deduc-
tions that speak directly to how Americans
live their lives—the mortgage interest de-

duction on the house you live in and a de-

duction on charitable contributions and
medical expenses. But silly or unproductive
tax shelters will be eliminated in our tax

reform.

Another reason for tax reform: Even as

we clean up the current system, we will be
lowering rates for the vast majority of

Americans. Lower rates will mean more
money stays with you in your hands, more
money for savings, more money for invest-

ment and economic growth. For each
added dollar that you earn up to $29,000 of

taxable income, you get to keep 85 cents

out of each dollar. Above $29,000 and up to

$70,000, you keep 75 cents out of each
dollar. And above $70,000, you keep 65
cents of every additional dollar. The highest

percentage of tax cut goes to those who
earn from $20,000 a year or less. They get a

cut of 18 percent. The next biggest cut goes
to those who earn from $20,000 to $50,000.
They get a tax cut of 7 percent. And the
lowest tax cut goes to those who make
$50,000 or more. They get a cut of just less

than 6 percent.

Now, we think this is quite an improve-
ment over the present complicated 14 tax

brackets. Did you know that Einstein actu-

ally said he couldn't understand the Form
1040? [Laughter] But still it remains, as you
can see, that some of the progressive fea-

tures are retained of the present. But all

this means an America bursting with eco-

nomic opportunity, an America rolling out
new jobs the way we used to roll Model T's

off the assembly line. And all of that means
a better chance for our kids and a first

chance for those who've been denied eco-

nomic power for much too long. If our fair

share tax plan didn't bear within it the

promise of more justice, more equity for

every American, I would never support it.

A few minutes back I mentioned Ameri-
cans' skepticism about politicians. And
when I did, I have a hunch you said to

yourself, "Look who's talking." Well, it's

true I've been in public office for more
than a dozen years now, with roughly 3
years and 4 months to go, the Lord willing.

And since the Constitution limits a Presi-

dent to only two terms, there are no more
elections for me, and, therefore, no need
for political considerations in any decision

that I'm called on to make. So, like you, I'll

be living the rest of my life with everything
that we do in Washington in these next few
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years. And that's why I want tax reform for

all of us.

Now, what can you do? Will you write

your Congresswoman or Congressman? Will

you write your Senators? Believe me,
having been there a few years I can tell you
they do read the mail—they count the mail.

[Laughter] And you do have an effect. They
need to hear from you. Tell them to go for

it. And if you do, I promise you we are

going to win this time.

Well, thank you, and God bless you. And
may I just add quickly here: As I said, I've

been thinking a lot about Harry Truman. I

remember when he took a step toward tar-

geting tax reductions to help the poor and
those in lower income groups. And I'm
proud to be talking about this good deal in

the home of the father of the Fair Deal.

And I just figure we're taking another step

toward independence in Independence. I

think Harry would be very pleased.

Thank you all very much. God bless you
all. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 2:12 p.m. at

the Jackson County Courthouse. Following
his remarks, the President returned to

Washington, DC.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Soviet

General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev's Interview With Time
Magazine
September 3, 1985

We welcome General Secretary Gorba-
chev's statement that he is prepared to

submit serious proposals at the meeting
with President Reagan in November. For
the United States, the President is taking a

serious approach to the relationship, and he
is willing to meet the Soviets halfway in an
effort to solve problems. The President

hopes that the meeting in Geneva will lay

the groundwork to address the issues that

face our two nations. Our views of the
causes of present U.S.-Soviet tensions are

quite different from that presented by Mr.
Gorbachev, but we do not intend to enter
into a debate in the media. Preparations for

the meeting in Geneva are best conducted
in confidential diplomatic channels.

We are pleased that Mr. Gorbachev was
able to present his views to the American
public. The interview is a prime example of

the openness of the American system and
the access the Soviets enjoy to the Ameri-

can media. If President Reagan had a com-
parable opportunity to present his views to

the Soviet people through the Soviet media,

this would doubtless improve our dialog and
indicate Soviet willingness to accept a

degree of reciprocity in an important aspect

of improving our relations. Direct access for

President Reagan to the Soviet people

would go far in improving understanding
between our people. The objective of such

an exchange would not be to debate, but to

make clear the views of each side.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters in the Briefing Room at the

White House during his daily press brief-

ing, which began at 12:08 p.m.
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Letter to the Speaker of the House and the Chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Reporting on the Cyprus Conflict

September 3, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. Chairman:)

In accordance with Public Law 95-384, I

am submitting herewith a bimonthly report

on progress toward a negotiated settlement

of the Cyprus question.

Since my previous report, United Nations

Secretary General Perez de Cuellar has

continued his efforts, begun last fall, to

obtain the two Cypriot communities' ac-

ceptance of an agreement containing the

elements of a comprehensive Cyprus settle-

ment. He endeavored to overcome the dif-

ficulties that had arisen during the January
1985 summit meeting by incorporating

components of the documentation into a

consolidated draft agreement. His expressed

intention was to bring greater clarity to its

various elements and to devise procedural

arrangements for follow-up action, while

preserving the substance of the documenta-
tion. The Secretary General reported to the

Security Council in June, a copy of which is

attached, that the Greek Cypriot side had
replied affirmatively to his revised docu-
mentation and that he was awaiting the

Turkish Cypriot response to his efforts. The
Secretary General added that, "provided
both sides manifest the necessary goodwill
and co-operation, an agreement can be
reached without further delay."

The Turkish Cypriots postponed replying

to the Secretary General while they pro-

ceeded with a constitutional referendum on
May 5, a presidential election on June 9,

and parliamentary elections on June 23.

The Turkish Cypriots stated that the refer-

endum and elections would not preclude
their participation in a federal Cypriot
state. We have repeatedly registered with
both communities our conviction that ac-

tions which might impede the Secretary
General's efforts to negotiate an agreement
should be avoided and have reiterated our
poHcy of not recognizing a separate Turkish
Cypriot "state."

Since my last report to you, American
officials in Cyprus have met regularly with
leaders of both Cypriot communities. De-
partment of State Special Cyprus Coordina-
tor Richard Haass visited Cyprus, Greece,
and Turkey in July. He discussed the

Cyprus issue with the two Cypriot parties

and the Governments of Greece and
Turkey and expressed our support for the

Secretary General's initiative. We continue

to urge flexibility by all parties and are en-

couraged that they continue to support a

negotiated settlement under the Secretary

General's good offices mandate.
Sincerely,

/s/RoNALD Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and Richard G. Lugar, chair-

man of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. The original was not available for
verification of the content of this letter.

Message to the Senate Transmitting the Vienna Convention for the

Protection of the Ozone Layer

September 4, 1985

To the Senate of the United States:

I transmit herewith, for the advice and
consent of the Senate to ratification, the

Vienna Convention for the Protection of

the Ozone Layer. The report of the Depart-

ment of State, the final act of the confer-

ence that adopted the Convention, and an
environmental assessment and finding of no
significant impact are enclosed for the in-

formation of the Senate.
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The Convention provides a foundation for

global multilateral undertakings to protect

the environment and public health from
the potential adverse effects of depletion of

stratospheric ozone. The Convention ad-

dresses this important environmental issue

primarily by providing for international co-

operation in research and exchange of in-

formation. It could also serve as a frame-

work for the negotiation of possible proto-

cols containing harmonized regulatory

measures that might in the future be con-

sidered necessary to protect this critical

global resource.

The Convention, which was negotiated

and adopted under the auspices of the

United Nations Environment Program

(UNEP), will be an important step toward
protecting and enhancing public health and
the quality of the global environment. The
United States played a leading role in the

negotiation of the Convention. Expeditious

ratification by the United States will dem-
onstrate our continued commitment to

progress on this significant environmental

issue.

I recommend that the Senate give early

and favorable consideration to the Conven-
tion and give its advice and consent to rati-

fication.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
September 4, 1985.

Nomination of William R. Barton To Be Inspector General of the

General Services Administration

September 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate William R. Barton to be
Inspector General, General Services Admin-
istration. He would succeed Joseph A.

Sickon.

Since 1982 Mr. Barton has been serving

as Deputy Director of the United States

Secret Service. He has been with the

United States Secret Service since 1953 and
has served as Assistant to the Director

(1979-1982); special agent in charge, Los

Angeles field office (1978-1979); Deputy As-

sistant Director, Office of Protective Re-

search (1977-1978); Deputy Assistant Direc-

tor, Office of Inspection (1976-1977); spe-

cial agent in charge. Foreign Dignitary Pro-

tection Division (1972-1976); Inspector

(1970-1972); special agent in charge, Mil-

waukee field office (1964-1970); and special

agent (1953-1964).

He graduated from Michigan State Uni-

versity (B.A., 1953). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Fairfax, VA. He was
born August 18, 1925, in Detroit, MI.

Nomination of Carol G. Dawson To Be a Commissioner of the

Consumer Product Safety Commission

September 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Carol G. Dawson to be a

Commissioner of the Consumer Product

Safety Commission for a term of 7 years

from October 27, 1985. This is a reappoint-

ment.

Since 1984 Ms. Dawson has been serving

as a Commissioner of the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Commission. Previously, she was

Deputy Special Assistant to the Secretary of

Energy (1982-1984); Deputy Press Secre-

tary at the Department of Energy (1981-

1982); senior staff assistant on the Reagan-

Bush transition team (1980-1981); a real
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estate sales associate with Latham Realtors

(1977-1980); and a freelance writer (1972-

1977).

She graduated from Dunbarton College

(B.A., 1959). She has four children and re-

sides in Oakton, VA. She was born Septem-
ber 8, 1937, in Indianapolis, IN.

Nomination of Edward V. Hickey, Jr., To Be a Commissioner of the
Federal Maritime Commission, and Designation as Chairman
September 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Edward V. Hickey, Jr., to

be a Federal Maritime Commissioner for

the remainder of the term of 5 years expir-

ing June 30, 1986. He would succeed Alan
Green, Jr. Upon his confirmation, the Presi-

dent intends to designate him as Chairman.

Since 1982 Mr. Hickey has been serving

as Assistant to the President and Director of

Special Support Services. In 1981 he was
commissioned as Deputy Assistant to the

President and Director of Special Support
Services. Previously he served as acting

counselor for administration at the U.S. Em-
bassy in London. Mr. Hickey served as

senior regional security officer for the U.S.

Embassies in the United Kingdom, Ireland,

and Iceland in 1978-1980; Assistant Direc-
tor of the Office of Security at the Depart-
ment of State in 1975-1978; executive di-

rector of the California State Police in

1969-1975; and a special agent of the U.S.

Secret Service in 1964-1969.

Mr. Hickey graduated from Boston Col-

lege (B.S., 1960). He served in the United
States Army in 1954-1956. He is married to

the former Barbara Burke, and they have
seven sons. He was born July 15, 1935, in

Dedham, MA, and now resides in Falls

Church, VA.

Appointment of the Membership of Emergency Board No. 208 To
Investigate a Railroad Labor Dispute, and Designation of the
Chairman
September 4, 1985

The President has appointed the follow-

ing individuals to be members of Presiden-

tial Emergency Board No. 208, created by
Executive Order 12531 of August 30, 1985:

Harold M. Weston^ of New York, to serve as

Chairman. He is an independent arbitrator and
attorney in New York City. Previously he was
an attorney with the firm of Cabbie, Med-
dinger, Forsyth and Decker in New York City.

He was bom June 4, 1912, in New York City

and now resides in Hastings-on-Hudson, NY.

Richard R. Kasher, of Pennsylvania, is an attor-

ney and arbitrator in Bryn Mawr. Previously he
was director of labor relations for the Consoli-

dated Rail Corp. in Philadelphia. He was born
May 30, 1939, in New York City and now re-

sides in Bryn Mawr, PA.

Robert E. Peterson, of New York, is an independ-
ent arbitrator in Briarcliff Manor. Previously he
was chief personnel officer for the Long Island

Rail Road. He was born December 5, 1929, in

Bronxville, NY, and now resides in Briarcliff

Manor, NY.
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Remarks to the Students and Faculty at North Carolina State

University in Raleigh

September 5, 1985

The President. Thank you, Governor
Martin. Thank you, Lieutenant Governor

Jordan, Senator Helms, Congressmen
Cobey, Broyhill, McMillan, and Coble, and
Chancellor Poulton, all the members of the

administration and the faculty, and you, the

students, and my fraternity brothers. I think

the first thing Fm going to do is pull rank.

And I believe that I can dictate the uniform

of the day, and out of sympathy for all these

distinguished guests here on the platform,

Fm changing the uniform of the day.

[At this point, the President removed his

Jacket]

Well, it is great to be here with all of you
at North Carolina State. Matter of fact,

nothing could be finer than to be in Caro-

lina in the morning. Last time that I was in

North Carolina was about a year ago in the

middle of the campaign. And may I tell you
that my warmest and happiest memory of

that campaign is of young people, college

students like yourselves, who came to our

campaign rallies. It wasn't always this way,

and your generation is something special.

You are the future of America. You're

urging this country on toward a vision of

optimism, hope, and prosperity. And Fve
come here today to seek your support, be-

cause with your support we can make that

vision real.

We have before the Congress a plan that

would completely overhaul our nation's tax

code, knocking down the barriers to

achievement and making America's future

as big and open and bright as our dreams.

It's a good plan, a fair plan that helps fami-

lies and spurs economic growth. It will

mean more jobs, bigger paychecks, and
smaller taxes for those who now pay too

much. And it will give America a powerful

boost ahead in the world competition.

Somehow, I just had a sneaky idea that

you've been thinking a little bit about the

America that you'll meet, diploma in hand,

and figure an America with a fair tax plan

that lets you keep a bigger share of what

you earn is better than a legal shakedown
by Big Brother.

Now, the biggest obstacle between Amer-
ica and the future she deserves is—and I

think you've already guessed it—special in-

terests. Everybody agrees that our proposal

would be better than the current disgrace

we call our tax system, but a lot of cynics in

Washington are laying odds against getting

our fair share tax plan. Our plan has too

many enemies, they say, enemies among
those with a vested interest in the status

quo. Status quo—that's Latin for the mess
that we call our present tax system. [Laugh-
ter] Well, the special interests may think

they have this one locked up tight, and we
may be starting this battle for tax fairness as

underdogs, but you students of North Caro-

lina State know a thing or two about start-

ing out as underdogs and going on to victo-

ry. You began the '83 basketball season near

the bottom of the polls, but you never lost

heart. You gave it all you had through that

final second of play when a dunk shot won
you the championship. Well, what I want to

do is bring a little more of that Wolfpack
spirit to Washington this fall and win one
for America.

Now, many of you, I'm sure, have already

had your first job, which means that you've

had your first experience with the incredi-

ble shrinking paycheck. [Laughter] You
have to see it to believe it. There in one
box it tells you your gross pay. And then

you have all those other little boxes with

the taxes taken out. [Laughter] The Federal

tax, the withholding, the State tax, the

Social Security tax. The list seems endless.

And the end of all of it is the figure for your

net income. You may have wondered at

that point whether you were working for

yourself or the Government. And that's a

good question, but what we need is a good
answer.

The way our tax system is structured, the

harder you work and the more you earn,

the less you get to keep. One of the first

priorities of our tax overhaul is to make
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sure that more of your hard-earned dollars

end up where they belong—in your wallets

and not in Uncle Sam's pockets. Now, let-

ting you keep more of what you work for,

that's one thing that fairness means. And
that's one reason that America needs tax

fairness before this semester's seniors gradu-

ate. We need America's tax plan this year,

in 1985.

Fairness also means opportunity, and op-

portunity means a vital and growing econo-

my. And that's another priority of our fair

share tax plan: to keep our economy hum-
ming, creating jobs and opportunity, not

only for you seniors but for the juniors,

sophomores, and freshmen, too. Our first

25-percent across-the-board tax rate cut has

helped give us 32 straight months of growth
and helped create nearly 8 million new
jobs. Well, on the theory that you can't

have too much of a good thing, we're going

to cut tax rates again. Our goal is a decade
of economic expansion and 10 million more
jobs in the next 4 years. And that's 10 mil-

lion very good reasons why our nation

simply can't afford a tax increase that would
hurt economic growth. No matter what
they call it, no matter how they disguise it,

no tax increase will cross my desk without

my writing a great big veto on it.

The present system, with all its shelters

and loopholes, is not only unfair; it is dumb
economics. The economic misuse of the real

estate provision of our tax code alone is

mind-boggling. Many of our nation's busi-

ness districts are beginning to look more
like ghost towns, with huge see-through

skyscrapers. They're built, but not fin-

ished—no partitions. That's why they're

called see-throughs. They were constructed

largely for tax reasons and never occupied.

The return to the owners was in tax write-

offs, not in profit on an investment. The
waste is in the multibillions, and we, the

American people, must pay for it with

higher taxes and lower economic growth. I

say it is time we pulled our money out of

tax shelters and invested it in America's

future.

By closing loopholes and making sure that

everybody pays their fair share, we can
lower the tax rates for everybody. With
lower personal and corporate rates and an-

other cut in the capital gains tax, small and

entrepreneurial businesses will take off.

Americans will have an open field to test

their dreams and challenge their imagina-

tions, and the next decade will become
known as the age of opportunity.

Fairness also means giving some much-
needed relief to the long-suffering Ameri-
can family by raising the standard deduc-
tion to $4,000 and nearly doubling the per-

sonal exemption to $2,000. This means that

a family of four with two wage earners will

pay no tax on the first $12,000 of earnings.

This summer I received a report card. The
House Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families graded all the different

tax plans according to their effect on chil-

dren and families. Our fair share tax plan

came out at the top of the class. That's

better than I did when I was in college.

And what's especially important, that report

card came from the Democratically con-

trolled House of Representatives, not from
my own party. I believe that this can be
one of those great moments when we stop

being Democrats and Republicans and for a

time are just Americans.

Audience. U.S.A.! U.S.A.! U.S.A.!

The President. Thank you.

Fairness also means a fair deal for the

poor. Our tax plan would immediately take

the working poor or any of the blind or

elderly Americans living at or below the

poverty line off the Federal tax rolls with
not one penny of tax to pay. The fact is,

years of runaway government spending in

the sixties and seventies produced an infla-

tionary binge that threw millions of people
into poverty. And that runaway govern-

ment spending was for a program the Gov-
ernment called the War on Poverty. Well,

poverty won. [Laughter] And then our first

tax cut took effect and ignited one of the

strongest economic expansions in history.

Between 1983 and 1984, poverty dropped
faster and farther than it had in over 10

years. Those figures proved conclusively

that big government, big spending, and in-

flationary policies create poverty, and that

tax cuts, less government, and a thriving

private sector promote self-sufficiency and
prosperity.

You know, I have to inject something
here. One of my favorite stories about run-
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away bureaucracy was a fellow—this is for

true—the fellow who sat there in one of our

large departments, and his job was, when
the papers came there, he was to look at

them, whatever was sent to him, and

decide where it went in the agency, initial

it, and send it on. And one day a classified

paper marked "secret" came there. Well, it

arrived there and was handed to him. So,

he figured out where it should go and

wrote his initials on it and sent it on.

Twenty-four hours later it came back to

him with a memo attached that said, "You
weren't supposed to see this. Erase your

initials

—

[laughter]—and initial the erasure."

[Laughter]

You know, the Constitution limits a Presi-

dent to two terms, so there are no more
elections for me.
Audience. Awww!
The President. Well now, wait a minute.

No, no. They're—^nope—there isn't any

need for me to take political considerations

into account. All I have to think about

when I make a decision now is what's good

for America. Because I, like so many of you

and in about the same number of years,

we'll be out there in the world. I'll be living

out there with you and with what we've

been able to accomplish in these next few

years in Washington. And that's why I'm

going all out for this simple tax reform, and
will you help me?
Audience. Yes!

The President. We can do it, but we're

going to need your very strong and vocal

support. The walls of Congress are pretty

thick. You're going to have to speak up if

you want them to hear you. Do we want a

tax system that's fairer and simpler with

lower tax rates for most Americans?
Audience. Yes!

The President. I can hear you, but make
sure those gentlemen and ladies of the

press back there can hear you, too. Do we
want a decade of prosperity and 10 million

new jobs before 1990?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Do we want record

growth, record business starts, and an entre-

preneurial renaissance of invention and pro-

ductivity that'll keep America number one

in world competition?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Do we want America's tax

plan, a fair share tax plan for everyone?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Something tells me I came
to the right place. [Applause]

All right. Now, the present income tax

has 14 brackets. And in these recent years

of high inflation, a worker would get a cost-

of-living increase to keep pace with infla-

tion. Did he or she keep pace? All too often

the increased number of dollars pushed the

worker into a higher bracket, leaving him
or her with less purchasing power than

before the pay raise. Of course, the Govern-

ment got a raise, a tax increase without

having to pass one. Well, we fixed that in

our 1981 tax bill. Now the brackets are in-

dexed according to the inflation rate. You
don't go into a higher bracket unless you've

gotten a real increase in purchasing power.

But our tax reform will reduce those 14

brackets to 3 brackets—15 percent, 25 per-

cent, and 35 percent. An earner will keep

85 cents out of each taxable dollar up to

$29,000. From there up to $70,000, you

keep 75 cents out of each taxable dollar

earned, and above $70,000, you keep 65

cents out of every additional dollar that you

earn. Now, in my adult lifetime, I have seen

and worked during top tax brackets of 94

percent. That, to be true, was in wartime.

But when peace came, it was only reduced

to 91. Go ahead, work harder, earn more
dollars, and the Government would let you

keep less than a dime out of each dollar.

When our administration began in Washing-

ton, there was a 70 percent bracket; now
it's 50 percent. And under our reform plan,

that top bracket will be down to 35 per-

cent.

Today we're being called to a second

American revolution of hope and opportu-

nity. Our country has never been stronger

or our economy so vital. We're at the dawn
of a technological revolution which will

soon be shining its light into every aspect of

our lives. If I have one piece of advice for

you: Dare to dream big dreams. Follow

your star. Maybe some of you dream of

striking out on your own some day as entre-

preneurs, starting your own business, or

joining a new start-up venture with exciting

ideas. Well, there's never been a better
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time.

There'll always be the naysayers, people

who tell you it can't be done. Let me just

tell you about one. Just recently I met a

young woman with her young husband. She

was fairly recently out of college. She had
aspired to a career as a classic pianist, and
then, shortly after graduation, developed a

tendonitis that made the career that she

trained for and wanted impossible. She no
longer could play. There she was at home;
she didn't know what to do. Some of her

relatives knew that she'd had a kind of per-

sonal recipe for brownies, and while she

was there they said, "Well, while you're

waiting to see what you're going to do, why
don't you make those brownies and sell

them to the nearby grocery stores here and
at least have a little spending money." So,

she did. Last year her business, Nancy's

Brownies, sold to gourmet restaurants, to

delicatessens, to airlines, and so forth—did

$2y2 million in business.

I met a couple of young fellows the other

day who have an electrical business. They
did a million dollars business last year as

partners. They got together; they figured

that a company with their names put to-

gether might just have a pretty good
chance. Their names are Cain and Abel.

[Laughter]

Well, when our administration sees some
of these things, this is why we think what
our biggest responsibility is wherever it's in

your way—to get government out of your
way. Those naysayers that I mentioned a

little while ago, those gloom artists, just

remind them that this is America and that

there are no limits except those that we put
on ourselves. We're free to follow our

imaginations into a future of abundant
promise. Like the final line in that movie
"Back to the Future," where we're going,

we don't need any roads, just an open heart

and a trusting soul to map the way and
those standard American qualities of hard
work, determination, and faith in the loving

God who has so blessed this land beyond
any place else.

Thank you. God bless you all. Thank you
very much.

Note: The President spoke at 11:30 a.m. at

the William Neal Reynolds Coliseum. Fol-

lowing his remarks, the President went to

the Special Editions Restaurant at the Uni-

versity Student Center, where he had lunch

with members of the chancellor's liaison

council. Following the luncheon, the Presi-

dent returned to Washington, DC.

Nomination of Marshall Jordan Breger To Be Chairman of the

Administrative Conference of the United States

September 5, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Marshall Jordan Breger to

be Chairman of the Administrative Confer-

ence of the United States for the term of 5

years. He would succeed Loren A. Smith.

Since December 1983 Mr. Breger has

been serving as Special Assistant to the

President for Public Liaison with specific

responsibility for liaison with the academic
and the Jewish community. Prior to that

appointment, Mr. Breger was associated

with the New York Law School as an associ-

ate professor of law, from which institution

he is presently on leave. In 1982-1983 he
was a visiting and then a senior fellow in

legal policy at the Heritage Foundation,

Washington, DC. In 1980 he was a member
of the Reagan-Bush transition team. Mr.

Breger has taught law at the State Universi-

ty of New York at Buffalo Law School and
the University of Texas Law School. In

1975-1978 he served as a member of the

Board of Directors of the Legal Services

Corporation. In 1981 he served as visiting

professor of law at the Bar-Ilan University,

Ramat-Gan, Israel.

He graduated from the University of

Pennsylvania (B.A., M.A., 1967; J.D., 1973)

and received a B.Phil. (Oxon) degree in

1970 from Oriel College, Oxford University.
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Mr. Breger is married to the former Jenni-

fer Anne Stern, and they have one daugh-

ter. He was born August 14, 1946, in New
York City.

Message on the Observance of Grandparents Day, 1985
September 6, 1985

From the earliest days of our Republic

the most important institution in American
life has been the family. The bonds and
values nurtured in the loving atmosphere of

the family sustain and uplift us as a people.

Although it is not often recognized, grand-

parents play a critical role in family life.

Grandparents give their grandchildren

gifts no one else can give. From them
grandchildren learn of times long before

their own and of the values that can sustain

one through the changes and challenges of

a long, full life. Children can see in their

grandparents the continuity of family life

through the generations. Grandparents give

to their grandchildren the same love and
counsel, enriched by long experiences they

gave to their own children a generation
earlier.

The grandparent-grandchild relationship

brings together the wisdom of maturity and
the curiosity of youth in a special loving

way. Many grandparents bring their special

wisdom and love to the broader community
in the many volunteer efforts of which we
Americans are rightly proud. Such sharing

deserves great praise, because it enriches

the whole of society with the same loving

generosity that binds our families together.

In recognition of the important role of

grandparents in our families and communi-
ties, Congress has proclaimed the first

Sunday after Labor Day as National Grand-
parents Day. Nancy joins me in urging all

Americans to take time to honor their

grandparents on September 8.

Ronald Reagan

Remarks Announcing the Latest Employment Statistics and a

Question-and-Answer Session With Reporters

September 6, 1985

The President. Why weren't you all in

North Carolina? [Laughter]

Q. We were.

The President. I know.
Well, I was delighted to learn the exciting

news this morning that our unemployment
rate has dropped to 6.9 percent, the lowest

level in over 5 years. 332,000 more Ameri-
cans were working last month, and today

employment in the United States stands at

an all-time high. And I believe that's not

only in the amount of numbers but also in

the percentage of the overall labor pool. It's

interesting to note that this nation which
believes in lower taxes and free and fair

trade has created more than 8 million jobs

now in 33 months. We're seeing the proof

that America's economy is packing new
power. We can keep driving our unemploy-
ment rate down; we can keep opening up
opportunities for our future if all of us unite

in working for an America where govern-
ment doesn't grow, prosperity does.

In the days ahead, I urge the Congress to

join with me with renewed energy in our
shared responsibilities: to control all unnec-
essary spending; to work for a freer and
fairer trading system; and to pass a new tax

plan for America, a fair-share tax plan for

all.

Now, let me add that we're still discuss-

ing the subjects of trade and South Africa.

Let me direct your questions on the econo-
my to Beryl Sprinkel, because I have to be
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getting back to the office. The schedule was
planned before we knew that I would be
coming in here.

South Africa

Q. We thought you were going to an-

nounce some trade sanctions, Mr. President.

The President. No. As I say, those things

are still under discussion, and as quickly as

we have something to report on those dis-

cussions, we will.

Q. What do you intend to do

Q. Today?

Q. about South Africa?

The President. I can't say that it will be
today. I doubt that it would be.

Q. Have you changed your mind, sir,

about sanctions against South Africa?

There's some indication that you want to

try and head off a bruising battle with Con-
gress on
The President. I said both those subjects,

trade and South Africa, we're in consulta-

tions now on both of those. And when we
can, and I know it won't be too long, we'll

be
Q. Why did you say, sir

Farm Credit

Q. Will you do something about farm
credit? You've got to do something right

away on that, haven't you?
The President. That's what we're meeting

on. As I say

South Africa

Q. Are you having any second thoughts,

Mr. President, about your policy of con-

structive engagement?
The President. I think it's the only thing

that's shown any signs of improvement in

that whole situation as yet.

Q. Do you really believe that all segrega-

tion has been eliminated in South Africa,

Mr. President? You said that in your radio

interview.

The President. No, and I didn't intend to

say that. I did know that all the people that

have been coming back here have been re-

porting to me on how widespread was this,

and I'm sorry that I carelessly gave the im-

pression that I believed that it had been
totally eliminated. There are areas where it

hasn't.

Q. Well, what do you believe is the case

in South Africa regarding people's ability to

live, to move about freely, to vote?

The President. You'll hear about all of this

as soon as we finish these consultations.

Q. Are you still against the sanctions, Mr.

President? Still against sanctions?

The President. Beryl is waiting impatient-

ly here to take your questions.

Q. Why do you think you were so misin-

formed about the state of the situation in

South Africa in terms of whites and blacks?

The President. Helen [Helen Thomas,
United Press International], I will answer
that one question, and then I'm going to

walk out of here, and Beryl's going to take

over.

Q. Don't you have a lot of briefers?

The President. I was not nearly as ill-in-

formed as many of you have made it out

that I was. I may have been careless in my
language in that one thing, but I was talk-

ing about improvements that actually do
exist there and have been made. But, as I

say, I know that segregation has not been
eliminated totally and in some areas there's

been no improvement. But there has been
a great improvement over what has ever

existed before.

Q. Well, there's no vote there. No partici-

pation as citizens.

The President. No, no, no. I was talking

about the specific things of segregation, of

labor, and the new things that have taken

place with regard to labor and things of

that kind.

Tax Reform

Q. What about the tax reform plan in the

House Ways and Means Committee, sir?

Q. Will you get tax reform this year?

The President. You've been hearing me
talk about tax reform. You'll hear me some
more.

Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev

Q. What about Gorbachev, Mr. President?

Do you have a reaction to the interview in

Time magazine? We haven't heard from
you on that yet.

The President. I know. [Laughter]

Q. How about a press conference next

week?
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The President. FU take it up with him in

November.

Americans Missing in Lebanon

Q. Mr. President, can you tell us if there's

anything new about the Americans still

missing in Lebanon?
The President. We're working just as hard

as we can in every channel that we can

about that. It's a far different situation than

the hostages. And the fact that there isn't

anything out there every day, as there was
on the hostage situation, doesn't mean that

that is not the most important thing for us.

And we are doing everything

Q. But you see no progress at all in that?

The President. We don't know.

The President's Health

Q. How are you feeling, sir? Any aches or

pains?

The President. No. You all should have
seen me—^no, I feel fine. As a matter of fact,

my biggest problem's with the doctors that

are still trying to shorten down the riding

time.

Q. When are you going back out to Be-

thesda, Mr. President, for the checkups? Do
you know?
The President. I don't know, but pretty

soon. I know that's a routine thing that has

to be done.

Note: The President spoke at 10:34 a.m. in

the Briefing Room at the White House. Fol-

lowing the President's remarks. Beryl W.
Sprinkel, Chairman of the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisors, continued to answer report-

ers' questions.

Nomination of Alan L. Keyes To Be an Assistant Secretary of State

September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Alan L. Keyes to be an
Assistant Secretary of State (International

Organization Affairs). He would succeed

Gregory J. Newell.

Since 1983 Ambassador Keyes has been
serving as U.S. Representative on the Eco-

nomic and Social Council of the United Na-

tions, with the rank of Ambassador. He was
a teaching fellow at Harvard University in

1974-1978. In 1978 he was TV-radio news
secretary with the Bell for Senate Commit-
tee in New Jersey and that same year en-

tered the Foreign Service. In 1979-1980 he
was consular officer in Bombay. In the De-
partment he was Zimbabwe desk officer in

1980-1981 and a member of the policy

planning staff in 1981-1983. In 1983 he re-

signed from the Foreign Service.

He received his B.A. (1972) from Harvard
College and his Ph.D. (1979) from Harvard

University. His foreign languages are

French, Spanish, and Italian. He is married,

has one child, and resides in Guttenberg,

NJ. He was born August 7, 1950, in New
York City.

Nomination of Ronald E. Robertson To Be General Counsel of the

Department of Health and Human Services

September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Ronald E. Robertson to be

General Counsel of the Department of

Health and Human Services. He would suc-

ceed Juan A. del Real.

He recently served as chief counsel for

the Reagan-Bush '84 Committee. Previously

he was a partner in the law firm of Musick,

Peeler & Garrett in Los Angeles, CA. He
was a professor of law at Pepperdine Uni-
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versity (1978-1981) and at Mississippi Col-

lege (1975-1978). He was vice president
and general counsel of Amcord, Inc. (for-

merly American Cement Corp.), in 1971-
1975.

Mr. Robertson graduated from California

State University at Los Angeles (B.S., 1961)
and the University of California at Los An-
geles School of Law (J.D., 1964). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in

Vienna, VA. He was born November 8,

1935, in Long Beach, CA.

Nomination of Lawrence J. Jensen To Be an Assistant Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency
September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Lawrence J. Jensen to be
an Assistant Administrator (Water Pro-

grams) of the Environmental Protection

Agency. He would succeed Jack E. Ravan.
Since 1981 he has been Associate Solicitor

at the Department of the Interior. Previous-

ly he was an associate with the law firm of

Jones, Waldo, Holbrook and McDonough in

Salt Lake City, UT (1979-1981), and a trial

attorney in the Civil Division at the Depart-
ment of Justice (1976-1979).

He graduated from the University of
Utah (B.A., 1973) and Brigham Young Uni-
versity (J.D., 1976). He is married, has three
children, and resides in Woodbridge, VA.
He was born January 17, 1950, in Salt Lake
City, UT.

Nomination of James P. McNeill To Be an Associate Director of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James P. McNeill to be an
Associate Director (Training and Fire Pro-
grams) of the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency. He would succeed Fred
Joseph Villella.

Since 1984 Mr. McNeill has been serving
as senior planning officer, international se-

curity affairs, at the Department of De-
fense. Previously he was an assistant cam-
paign director for the Reagan-Bush *84

Committee. He was with the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency (FEMA) in

1977-1983, serving as senior planning offi-

cer. Civil Security Division (1981-1983);
senior planning officer. Continuity of Gov-
ernment Division (1980-1981); and associ-

ate superintendent. National Fire Academy
(1977-1980). In 1971-1976 he was with the
U.S. Postal Service as director. Northeast
Regional Management Institute.

He graduated from Cathedral College
(B.A., 1955) and New York University

(M.B.A., 1962). He is married, has four chil-

dren, and resides in Olney, MD. He was
born April 9, 1933, in New York City.
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Appointment of James M. Crawford as a Member of the National
Highway Safety Advisory Committee
September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint James M. Crawford to be a

member of the National Highway Safety

Advisory Committee for a term expiring

March 15, 1987. He will succeed Anatole

Milunas.

Mr. Crawford is president and chairman
of City Mortgage Corp. in Anchorage, AK.
Previously he was president of City Deposit

Corp. in Anchorage. He was with the

Alaska State Housing Authority as deputy
executive director in 1979-1981 and man-
ager of Groh Investments in 1978-1979. He
was coordinator for the Alaska offices of

U.S. Senator Ted Stevens in 1975-1978.

He is married, has one child, and resides

in Anchorage, AK. He was born July 10,

1948, in Anchorage.

Appointment of Two Members of the National Commission on
Innovation and Productivity, and Designation of the Chairman
September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Commission on
Innovation and Productivity. These are new
positions.

Marshall Turner, Jr., will be designated as Chair-

man upon his appointment. He is general part-

ner in Taylor & Turner Associates, Ltd., in San
Francisco, CA. He graduated from Stanford

University (B.S., 1964; M.S., 1965) and Harvard

University (M.B.A., 1970). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Belvedere, CA.
He was born October 10, 1941, in Santa

Monica, CA.

William A. Barnstead is president and treasurer

of Consolidated Machine Corp. and Scotty Fab-

ricators, Inc., in AUston, MA. He is also an in-

ventor, holding several U.S. and foreign pat-

ents. He is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Lexington, MA. He was born Novem-
ber 4, 1919, in Cambridge, MA.

Appointment of Therese Dozier as a Member of the Commission on
Presidential Scholars

September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Therese Dozier to be a

member of the Commission on Presidential

Scholars during her tenure as National

Teacher of the Year. She will succeed Sher-

leen Sue Sisney.

Mrs. Dozier has been a teacher at Irmo
High School in Columbia, SC. She graduat-

ed from the University of Florida (B.A.,

1974; M.A., 1977). She is married and re-

sides in Columbia, SC. She was born June
17, 1952, in Saigon, Vietnam.
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Appointment of Nicholas A. Zoto as a Member of the President's

Commission on White House Fellowships

September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Nicholas A. Zoto to be a

member of the President's Commission on
White House Fellowships. This is an initial

appointment.
Mr. Zoto is founder and owner of Zoto's,

Inc., a restaurant in Hatfield, PA. He was
appointed to the board of directors of the

Philadelphia Industrial Development Corp.

in 1983 and to the board of directors of the

Philadelphia Small Business Investment
Corp. in 1982. He served as chairman of

the Small Business Advisory Council in

Philadelphia in 1980.

Mr. Zoto is married, has three children,

and resides in Huntingdon Valley, PA. He
was born May 29, 1937, in Philadelphia, PA.

Appointment of Seven Members of the National Council on
Vocational Education

September 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Council on Vo-
cational Education. These are new posi-

tions.

For terms expiring January 17, 1986:

Marilyn D. Liddicoat is an attorney in Watson-
ville, CA. Previously she was chairman of the
Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors. She
served on the Santa Cruz County Board of

Education for 6 years. She graduated from the

University of California at Los Angeles (B.A.)

and the University of Southern California (J.D.).

She was born October 2, 1931, in Los Angeles,

CA, and now resides in Watsonville, CA.

Joe C. Nunez is executive director of the Latin

American Research Service Agency in Denver,
CO. Previously he was an investigator for the

Colorado Department of Labor. He graduated
from the University of Northern Colorado
(B.A., 1959) and the Inter American University

of Puerto Rico (M.A., 1976). He was born April

5, 1937, in Greeley, CO, and now resides in

Englewood, CO.

Ray Shamie is founder and chairman of the

Metal Bellows Corp. in Sharon, MA. He is a

director of the Massachusetts High Technology
Council and an adviser and trustee of the Na-
tional Schools Committee for Economic Educa-
tion. He is the founder and chairman of Pro-

ductivity Conmiunication Center, a nonprofit

educational foundation based in Boston. He

was born February 14, 1921, in Brooklyn, NY,
and now resides in Walpole, MA.

Arthur E. Vadnais is supervisor of education co-

ordination for the Minnesota State Board of

Vocational-Technical Education in St. Paul. He
graduated from the University of Minnesota

(B.S., 1962). He was born December 23, 1928,

in Chicago, IL, and now resides in Minneapolis,

MN.

For terms expiring January 17, 1987:

George Johnston Ames is president of Asa Proper-

ties in San Antonio, TX. He is a member of the

board of directors and secretary/treasurer of

the Southwest Food Industry Association. He
graduated from Trinity University in San Anto-

nio, TX. He was born July 28, 1940, in

Gladewater, TX, and now resides in San Anto-

nio.

Pier A. Gherini, Jr., is executive vice president of

Westpac Shelter Corp. in Santa Barbara, CA.
Previously he was president of Cow Hollow
Investment Co. in San Francisco. He graduated

from the University of San Francisco (B.A.,

1965). He was born December 28, 1942, in

Pecos, TX, and now resides in Santa Barbara.

William C. Hayes is president of Windsor Finan-

cial Corp., a real estate development company,
in Encino, CA. He graduated from Brigham
Young University (B.S., 1963). He was born July

25, 1941, in Los Angeles, CA, and now resides

in Woodland Hills, CA.
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Remarks at a White House Luncheon for Elected Republican
Women Officials

September 6, 1985

Thank you all very much. Welcome to

the White House. It's always good to see

some old friends, but to have a chance also

to make some new ones. And it's always a

pleasure to be joined by two of the most
important women in my life, Nancy and
Maureen. We don't often have lunch to-

gether.

It may be September, but here in Wash-
ington it is still hot and muggy, as you have

discovered. They don't know whether we
are going to break the record. The record is

7 straight days of this kind of a heat wave,

and I think we're up to 5 now or maybe I

haven't counted them all. But I remember,
as a boy, a preacher in our church one
Sunday, in the dog days of summer, told us

that because of the heat he was going to

preach the shortest sermon that we had
ever heard. And he said just seven words:

"If you think it's hot now, wait." [Laughter]

So, I am going to follow his example. I'll run
a little bit over seven words, but I'll try to

keep it short.

I'm sure you've heard of our plan to com-
pletely overhaul the Federal tax structure.

This is the most burning issue facing the

American people, I think, in this decade.

I'm going to be out on the stump all fall

bringing our case for tax fairness and eco-

nomic growth to the American people and
rallying their support. I'll be in many of

your States, possibly many of your commu-
nities. And I'll be looking for your help,

because it's at the grassroots level that our

tax proposal will find the energy, determi-

nation, and willpower needed to topple the

status quo. Now, I used that term because

every place I've been going, like yesterday

to the students of North Carolina State Uni-

versity, I explained status quo—that that's a

Latin term for the mess we're in. [Laugh-

ter] And the present system is a mess.

As State legislators, I'm not going to tell

you about the pleadings of lobbyists. You're

very familiar with that. The siren songs of

special interests are heard in every legisla-

tive hall. But this time we can work for the

special interests of all the American people
to create a fair and equitable tax system,

one which will be a double boon to the

economy because it will both close wasteful

loopholes and cut tax rates. It's time for

Americans to take their money out of tax

shelters and invest that money in America's

future. Every day we live with the present

tax code, we're slowing economic growth,
sacrificing jobs that could've been created,

and unfairly burdening families and perpet-

uating an unjust system that only breeds

cynicism and resentment in the American
people.

I was out on the road twice this week. I

was in Missouri on Labor Day and yester-

day at North Carolina State, as I told you

—

State University, and talking to those col-

lege students brought home the urgency of

this issue. The room was just electrijFied

with their hope and energy and enthusiasm.

I just said at the table and will repeat—the

21st century is going to be in good hands.

How unfair it would be to chain them to

the failed policies of the past. One of our

proudest accomplishments as Republicans is

the way we've been able to draw more and
more young people into our ranks. I've re-

peatedly said that I can remember back a

time talking to Republican fundraisers, and
so forth, when I'd come home and say the

only young people present look like they

couldn't join anything else. [Laughter] But
not anymore.

We've swept aside the pessimism and the

resignation that gripped the elected leader-

ship of this country not too long ago, and
we've opened up the doors to the future.

Like the American people, we Republicans

believe that America is still young, still

vital, still strong. And what we have accom-
plished goes beyond just words. We've
backed our words, I think, with decisive

and dramatic action. Our 25-percent across-

the-board tax reduction gave new life and
substance to the American spirit of opti-

mism. An entrepreneurial renaissance is

spreading across our land. A powerful eco-
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nomic expansion is lifting America out of

the devastation of a decade of high tax poli-

cies and enabling us to build on a solid base

of noninflationary growth.

Now, here's a piece of good news you
may not have heard about, but then, know-
ing some of the people on our team that

have been talking to you so far today,

maybe they mentioned it. The Democrat-
ically controlled House Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families rated all

the different tax plans that are floating

around and found that ours was, by far, the

most profamily of all of them. By raising the

standard deduction to $4,000 for a married

couple filing jointly and nearly doubling the

personal exemption to $2,000, we'll make it

so that a family of four doesn't pay one
penny in Federal income tax on the first

$12,000 of earnings. We're also giving non-

wage-earning spouses equal access to the

IRA's, those nontaxable savings accounts.

And this, coupled with the pension reform
that was passed in the last Congress, will go
a long way toward alleviating poverty by
allowing women the means to care for

themselves in their retirement years.

Another report may be of special interest

to you as State legislators. Our proposal to

eliminate the State and local tax deduction
has been getting a lot of flack from some
quarters—been talking about it here at this

table. Well, it turns out that the New York
State government has a study by its comp-
troller that found that taxpayers in New
York would save $588 million a year in

taxes under our proposal. And that's the

point. If the individual taxpayers in your
States benefit, your States and localities as a

whole benefit. There's no logic to fighting

tax fairness and fighting a plan that would
increase economic growth, create jobs, give

families a much-needed break, and take the

working poor off the tax rolls all together.

Of course, we still have a job to do in

Congress getting spending under control. In

that connection, on the revenue side, I'd

like it known that I could immediately de-

posit $1.2 billion in cash in the Treasury if

Congress will support this administration's

decision to sell Conrail back to the private

sector, where it belongs, and get the Feder-
al Government out of the business of

owning a railroad. I was only a kid the last

time the Government tried to run the rail-

roads. That was in World War I. And it was
a disaster for the country and for the rail-

roads. Everett Dirksen might have said, "A
billion here, a billion there, and pretty soon
it adds up." [Laughter] Well, some in Con-
gress seem to think that they can proceed
as usual, indiscriminately spending taxpayer

dollars, and that sooner or later they'll be
bailed out with a tax hike. Well, not for at

least 3y2 years they won't be bailed out

with a tax hike. Using Navy terms, I'll say as

many times as I have to, there will be no
tax hike on my watch.

We Republicans have always looked for

long-term solutions, and this tax plan is one
of those which will be working long after

we've left office. As State legislators, you
know the programs closer to home are

more cost-efficient, better planned, and
oflfer more assistance. But the gluttonous

Federal tax system has robbed you of the

base for local programs. We must continue

to move this wheel of government in the

interest of what's right for America. And
this is the time for which all of us have
worked, the moment in which together we
can build a partnership between the levels

of government with a growing economy to

give America the momentum for the next

century.

And with that, I'm going to say thank
you, and God bless you all. And we're going

to eat dessert. [Laughter] Thank you all.

Note: The President spoke at 12:50 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

In his opening remarks, the President re-

ferred to the First Lady and his daughter
Maureen.
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Radio Address to the Nation on Free and Fair Trade

September 7, 1985

My fellow Americans:

In my last radio address, I discussed my
decision not to impose quotas or tariffs on
footwear imports. Protectionism, I said,

costs consumers billions of dollars, damages
the overall economy, and destroys jobs. In-

stead of closing down markets at home and
throwing Americans out of work, we should

be stepping up our efforts to open markets

abroad and create American jobs by in-

creasing exports. I instructed the United

States Trade Representative to begin inves-

tigations of unfair trading practices on the

part of our trading partners. We have the

authority to counter unfair trading practices

by initiating investigations, entering negoti-

ations, and taking active countermeasures if

those negotiations are unsuccessful.

Therefore, I'm directing the U.S. Trade
Representative to start proceedings in three

cases of unfair trade: one, against a Korean
law that prohibits fair competition of U.S.

life and fire insurance firms in the Korean
market in direct contradiction of treaty ob-

ligations; two, against a Brazilian law that

has restricted U.S. exports of computers and
related products and squeezed out some
American computer firms operating there;

and three, against restrictive practices deal-

ing with tobacco products in Japan that un-

fairly block U.S. entry into that market. I've

also ordered acceleration of ongoing efforts

to open up Japanese markets in leather and
leather footwear and to challenge the Euro-

pean Community's subsidies on canned
fruit. On these two cases we're setting a

deadline of December 1, 1985. I have di-

rected that a list be prepared of counter-

measures which will be taken if these dis-

putes are not resolved by then.

We hope that through these negotiations

we will be able to convince our trading

partners to stop their unfair trading prac-

tices and open those markets that are now
closed to American exports. We will take

countermeasures only as a last resort, but

our trading partners should not doubt our

determination to see international trade

conducted fairly with the same rules appli-

cable to all. I'm committed to and will con-

tinue to fight for fair trade. American ex-

porters and American workers deserve a

fair shake abroad, and we intend to see

they get it. Our objective will always be to

make world trading partnerships freer and
fairer for all. So, while we will use our

powers as a lever to open closed doors

abroad, we will continue to resist protec-

tionist measures that would only raise

prices, lock out trade, and destroy the jobs

and prosperity trade brings to all. There are

no winners in a trade war, only losers.

As we take these important steps to make
our trading system freer and fairer, let's

also look at the subject of trade in its broad-

er context. Some point to our trade deficit

with alarm, but our share of world exports

has not declined. In 1980 our share of world
exports was just below 12 percent; in 1984
it was just over 12 percent. We have a

trade deficit not because exports are declin-

ing but because imports are rising at a

much more rapid pace. Why? Because our

economy is, in a sense, out of balance with

many of our trading partners. The strong

growth of the U.S. economy has simply not

been matched by many countries abroad.

Our tax cuts ignited a noninflationary

economic expansion that has put over 8 mil-

lion Americans to work in the last 33
months alone. In fact, numbers released

yesterday showed a dramatic drop in over-

all unemployment to 6.9 percent, the

lowest in 5 years. Contrast that to Europe
where a mix of protectionist policies and
continued high tax rates have produced
economic anemia and where they've actual-

ly lost jobs overall in the last 10 years. And
many developing countries with massive

debts, high taxes, and low or negative

growth find it difficult to afford U.S. ex-

ports; some look to our strong dollar as the

culprit. And, yes, a strong dollar does make
it harder for American firms to sell their

products abroad, but the strong dollar is a

reflection of America's economic strength.

Low taxes and low inflation make America
an attractive place to invest. We can either
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balance the trade deficit up by encouraging

our trading partners to adopt the high-

growth policies of tax cuts and open mar-

kets, or we can balance down by adopting

the nogrowth policies of tax hikes and pro-

tectionism.

The choice is clear. Let's take the high

road to prosperity by fighting for an open,

free, and fair trading system with our eco-

nomic partners and by encouraging them to

adopt low tax, high employment growth
policies. And let's keep our engines of

growth humming here at home, too, by
passing a new tax plan for America, a fair

share tax plan for all.

Until next week, thanks for listening. God
bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Reporters on
Signing the Executive Order Prohibiting Trade and Certain Other
Transactions Involving South Africa

September 9, 1985

The President. I want to speak this morn-
ing about South Africa and about what
America can do to help promote peace and
justice in that country so troubled and tor-

mented by racial conflict. The system of

apartheid means deliberate, systematic, in-

stitutionalized racial discrimination, deny-

ing the black majority their God-given
rights. America's view of apartheid is simple

and straightforward: We believe it's wrong.
We condemn it, and we're united in hoping
for the day when apartheid will be no
more.
Our influence over South African society

is limited, but we do have some influence,

and the question is how to use it. Many
people of good will in this country have
differing views. In my view, we must work
for peaceful evolution and reform. Our aim
cannot be to punish South Africa with eco-

nomic sanctions that would injure the very

people we're trying to help. I believe we
must help all those who peacefully oppose

apartheid, and we must recognize that the

opponents of apartheid, using terrorism and
violence, will bring not freedom and salva-

tion, but greater suffering and more oppor-

tunities for expanded Soviet influence

within South Africa and in the entire

region.

What we see in South Africa is a begin-

ning of a process of change. The changes in

policy so far are inadequate, but ironically,

they've been enough to raise expectations

and stimulate demands for more far-reach-

ing, immediate change. It's the growing
economic power of the black majority that

has put them in a position to insist on politi-

cal change. South Africa is not a totalitarian

society. There is a vigorous opposition press,

and every day we see examples of outspo-

ken protest and access to the international

media that would never be possible in

many parts of Africa or in the Soviet Union,

for that matter.

But it is our active engagement, our will-

ingness to try that gives us influence. Yes,

we in America, because of what we are and
what we stand for, have influence to do
good. We also have immense potential to

make things worse. Before taking fateful

steps, we must ponder the key question:

Are we helping to change the system? Or
are we punishing the blacks, whom we seek

to help? American policy through several

administrations has been to use our influ-

ence and our leverage against apartheid,

not against innocent people who are the

victims of apartheid. Being true to our her-

itage does not mean quitting, but reaching

out, expanding our help for black education

and community development, calling for

political dialog, urging South Africans of all

races to seize the opportunity for peaceful

accommodation before it's too late.

I respect and share the goals that have
motivated many in Congress to send a mes-
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sage of U.S. concern about apartheid. But in

doing so we must not damage the economic
well-being of millions of people in South

and southern Africa. If we genuinely wish

—

as I do—to develop a bipartisan basis of

consensus in support of U.S. policies, this is

the basis on which to proceed. Therefore,

Fm signing today an Executive order that

will put in place a set of measures designed

and aimed against the machinery of apart-

heid without indiscriminately punishing the

people who are victims of that system,

measures that will disassociate the United

States from apartheid but associate us posi-

tively with peaceful change.

These steps include a ban on all comput-
er exports to agencies involved in the en-

forcement of apartheid and to the security

forces; a prohibition on exports of nuclear

goods or technology to South Africa, except

as is required to implement nuclear prolif-

eration safeguards of the International

Atomic Energy Agency or those necessary

for humanitarian reasons to protect health

and safety; a ban on loans to the South Afri-

can Government, except certain loans

which improve economic opportunities or

educational housing and health facilities

that are open and accessible to South Afri-

cans of all races. Fm directing the Secretary

of State and the United States Trade Repre-

sentative to consult with our major trading

partners regarding banning the importation

of Krugerrands. Fm also instructing the Sec-

retary of the Treasury to report to me
within 60 days on the feasibility of minting
an American gold coin which could provide

an alternative to the Krugerrand for our

coin collectors.

I want to encourage ongoing actions by
our government and by private Americans
to improve the living standards of South

Africa's black majority. The Sullivan code,

devised by a distinguished black minister

from Philadelphia, the Reverend Leon Sulli-

van, has set the highest standards of labor

practices for progressive employers

throughout South Africa. I urge all Ameri-

can companies to participate in it, and Fm
instructing the American Ambassador to

South Africa to make every effort to get

companies which have not adopted them

—

the Sullivan principles—to do so. In addi-

tion, my Executive order will ban U.S. Gov-

ernment export assistance to any American
firm in South Africa employing more than

25 persons which does not adhere to the

comprehensive fair employment principles

stated in the order by the end of this year.

Fm also directing the Secretary of State

to increase substantially the money we pro-

vide for scholarships to South Africans dis-

advantaged by apartheid and the money
our Embassy uses to promote human rights

programs in South Africa. Finally, I have
directed Secretary Shultz to establish an ad-

visory committee of distinguished Ameri-
cans to provide recommendations on meas-
ures to encourage peace&il change in South
Africa. The advisory committee shall pro-

vide its first report within 12 months.

I believe the measures Fm announcing
here today will best advance our goals. If

the Congress sends me the present bill as

reported by the conference committee, I

would have to veto it. That need not

happen. I want to work with the Congress

to advance bipartisan support for America's

policy toward South Africa, and that's why I

have put forward this Executive order

today.

Three months ago I recalled our Ambas-
sador in South Africa for consultations so

that he could participate in the intensive

review of the southern African situation

that we've been engaged in. I have just said

goodbye to him. I'm now sending him back
with a message to State President Botha
underlining our grave view of the current

crisis and our assessment of what is needed
to restore confidence abroad and move
from confrontation to negotiation at home.

The problems of South Africa were not

created overnight and will not be solved

overnight, but there is no time to waste. To
withdraw from this drama or to fan its

flames will serve neither our interests nor

those of the South African people. If all

Americans join together behind a common
program, we can have so much more influ-

ence for good. So, let us go forward with a

clear vision and an open heart, working for

justice and brotherhood and peace.

And now, Fm going to sign the Executive

order.

Q. Mr. President, why did you change
your mind on sanctions?
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The President Helen [Helen Thomas,
United Press International], I haven't. I

thought here I tried to explain. I am op-

posed and could not sign the bill if it came
to me containing the economic sanctions

which, as we have repeatedly said, would
have harmed the very people we're trying

to help.

Q. But much of that's in your order

The President But there are—no, there

were many things in that bill

Q. Right.

The President that we could agree

with and many of those are incorporated in

this Executive order.

Q. But those are basic sanctions, aren't

they?

The President Not in the sense of the

economic kind of sanctions that the bill

called for and that, as I say, would have
hurt the economy there.

Q. And this won't hurt the economy?
The President No, I don't believe so.

Q. Mr. President, you've basically put the

weakest measures in the congressional

package. Why should this satisfy those in

Congress who want a strong message sent

to South Africa?

The President Well, we have consulted

with some of them and found that there's a

great deal of improvement for what we're
doing here, and they see the intent of this.

Q. Mr. President, South Africa's business

leaders have been talking about meeting
with its black political leaders, but Presi-

dent Botha has described this as disloyal.

What do you think?

The President Well, we happen to be-

lieve that negotiation is the thing that must
take place, and we hope that maybe we can
persuade them that they should—with the

responsible black leaders—they should ne-

gotiate with regard to the solution of the

problems.

Q. Mr. President, can you still call your
policy constructive engagement now?
The President What's that?

Q. Can you still call your policy toward
South Africa constructive engagement?
The President Yes. You might add the

word "active" to constructive. But, yes, I do
think it is.

Q. But what changes-

have been doing in the past.

Q. What changes would have to take

place in South Africa for you to lift these

measures?

The President Well, I think the negotia-

tions that lead toward the steps necessary to

bring about political participation by all the

citizens of South Africa, and when they
start those constructive steps, as I've said,

there isn't anything that's going to be
achieved overnight. And

Q. So, a dialog would be enough?
The President No, I think out of that

dialog then would come further steps lead-

ing toward, as soon as possible, the end of

apartheid.

Q. But at what point would you feel free

to lift what you have done today?

The President Well, that would be hard
for me right now to say. I think you have to

see the intent and see whether the steps

are being taken in a forthright manner or

whether there is some trying to give in

here and there but still hold off from the

ultimate results. So, let us wait and see what
happens.

Q. What are you saying in your letter to

Botha?

The President Well

Q. Basically, is it the same premise?

The President I assured him of our desire

to be of help in this and to be of help in the

further progress that we hope they intend

to make.

Q. Well, what kind of reaction do you
think your reactions are sending to South
Africa?

The President What is that?

Q. How would you describe the kind of

message you think this action is sending to

South Africa?

The President I think the same kind that

we've been using before. It is persuasion,

but also indicating that the American
people can get impatient with this, that we
all feel very strongly about the changes that

are needed in that society.

Q. You know, Mr. President, since the bill

is so similar to what you are proposing, why
would you veto it?

The President Because, as I say, there

were features in there

The President It is similar to what we Q. What? Which ones?
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The President You see, this wouldn't have

been necessary if I had what a President

should have, which is line-item veto. I could

have signed the bill and line-item vetoed

out the

Q. What don't you like?

The President What?
Q. What don't you like?

The President Well, as I say, basically, let

me just sum it up and say the actual eco-

nomic provisions that we thought would

have militated against the chance for pros-

perity and good living of the people we
want to help. But now, I think I've taken

enough here because George Shultz is wait-

ing in the press room to take your questions

and to brief you more thoroughly on this

whole problem.

Q. Would you tell us, however, if you

have discussed this matter with Congress

and what kind of response you are going to

get? Aren't you in effect stealing their thun-

der a bit here with what you are doing?

The President No, we have discussed this

with leaders of Congress and have been

very pleased with the reaction that we got.

Q. If these sessions don't bring progress,

the kind of progress you are looking for,

will you take stiffer sanctions then?

The President Well, that we'll look at

when that comes. But remember, we're

talking about a sovereign nation, and there

are limits to what another country can do.

We can't give orders to South Africa. We're

trying to be helpful to them, knowing that

there is a large element in South Africa

which also wants an answer to this problem.

Q. Do you intend to keep the Ambassa-

dor there?

The President What?
Q. He was recalled several months ago

because of displeasure over policy. Will he

remain in South Africa?

The President Yes. I said goodbye this

morning.

Q. Have you spoken personally to Presi-

dent Botha about these actions?

The President What?

Q. Have you spoken personally to Presi-

dent Botha about

The President No, I've written him.

Now, I think George

Q. Are you going to fire Don Regan?

The President must be getting very

impatient.

What?
Q. Are you going to fire Don Regan?

The President [Laughing] Are you talk-

ing about the Redskin football player?

[Laughter]

Q. Not quite. I'm talking about the Post

articles on the schism in your hierarchy.

The President If I fired anybody, it would
be the Post. [Laughter]

Okay, go join George.

Q. I shouldn't have mentioned their

name. [Laughter] Oh, excuse me.

Q. How are you feeling, sir?

The President What?
Q. How are you feeling?

The President I feel just fine. Don't I look

it? [Laughter]

Q. Are we going to be looking forward to

more vetoes after this one?

The President What's that?

Q. If you're talking about vetoing this bill,

are you going to veto others, too? Is this

going to be a rough session?

The President Oh, I don't know. That'll

depend a lot on the fellows on the Hill. I

don't want it to be rough, but I've

never

Q. Don't forget your veto pen.

The President What?
Q. Don't forget your veto pen.

The President [Laughing] I'll just leave it

there for future use.

All right.

Q. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 10:30 a.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. George

P. Shultz was Secretary of State, and
Donald T. Regan was Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Chief of Staff.
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Executive Order 12532—Prohibiting Trade and Certain Other
Transactions Involving South Africa

September 9, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including the

International Emergency Economic Powers
Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), the National

Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.),

the Foreign Assistance Act (22 U.S.C. 2151
et seq.), the United Nations Participation

Act (22 U.S.C. 287), the Arms Export Con-
trol Act (22 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.), the Export
Administration Act (50 U.S.C. App. 2401 et

seq.), the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.

2011 et seq.), the Foreign Service Act (22

U.S.C. 3901 et seq.), the Federal Advisory

Committee Act (5 U.S.C. App. I), Section

301 of Title 3 of the United States Code,
and considering the measures which the

United Nations Security Council has decid-

ed on or recommended in Security Council
Resolutions No. 418 of November 4, 1977,

No. 558 of December 13, 1984, and No. 569
of July 26, 1985, and considering that the

policy and practice of apartheid are repug-
nant to the moral and political values of

democratic and free societies and run
counter to United States policies to promote
deraocratic governments throughout the
world and respect for human rights, and
the policy of the United States to influence

peaceful change in South Africa, as well as

the threat posed to United States interests

by recent events in that country,

/, Ronald Reagan, President of the

United States of America, find that the poli-

cies and actions of the Government of

South Africa constitute an unusual and ex-

traordinary threat to the foreign policy and
economy of the United States and hereby
declare a national emergency to deal with
that threat.

Section 1. Except as otherwise provided
in this section, the following transactions

are prohibited effective October 11, 1985:

(a) The making or approval of any loans

by financial institutions in the United States

to the Government of South Africa or to

entities owned or controlled by that Gov-
ernment. This prohibition shall enter into

force on November 11, 1985. It shall not
apply to (i) any loan or extension of credit

for any educational, housing, or health facil-

ity which is available to all persons on a

nondiscriminatory basis and which is locat-

ed in a geographic area accessible to all

population groups without any legal or ad-

ministrative restriction; or (ii) any loan or

extension of credit for which an agreement
is entered into before the date of this

Order.

The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
authorized to promulgate such rules and
regulations as may be necessary to carry out
this subsection. The initial rules and regula-

tions shall be issued within sixty days. The
Secretary of the Treasury may, in consulta-

tion with the Secretary of State, permit ex-

ceptions to this prohibition only if the Sec-

retary of the Treasury determines that the

loan or extension of credit will improve the

welfare or expand the economic opportuni-

ties of persons in South Africa disadvan-

taged by the apartheid system, provided
that no exception may be made for any
apartheid enforcing entity.

(b) All exports of computers, computer
software, or goods or technology intended
to service computers to or for use by any of

the following entities of the Government of

South Africa:

(1) The military;

(2) The police;

(3) The prison system;

(4) The national security agencies;

(5) ARMSCOR and its subsidiaries or the

weapons research activities of the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research;

(6) The administering authorities for the

black passbook and similar controls;

(7) Any apartheid enforcing agency;

(8) Any local or regional government or

"homeland" entity which performs any
function of any entity described in para-

graphs (1) through (7).

The Secretary of Commerce is hereby au-

thorized to promulgate such rules and regu-

lations as may be necessary to carry out this
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subsection and to implement a system of

end use verification to ensure that any com-
puters exported directly or indirectly to

South Africa will not be used by any entity

set forth in this subsection.

(cXl) Issuance of any license for the
export to South Africa of goods or technolo-

gy which are to be used in a nuclear pro-

duction or utilization facility, or which, in

the judgment of the Secretary of State, are

likely to be diverted for use in such a facili-

ty; any authorization to engage, directly or

indirectly, in the production of any special

nuclear material in South Africa; any license

for the export to South Africa of component
parts or other items or substances especially

relevant from the standpoint of export con-

trol because of their significance for nuclear

explosive purposes; and any approval of re-

transfers to South Africa of any goods, tech-

nology, special nuclear material, compo-
nents, items, or substances described in this

section. The Secretaries of State, Energy,
Commerce, and Treasury are hereby au-

thorized to take such actions as may be nec-

essary to carry out this subsection.

(2) Nothing in this section shall preclude
assistance for International Atomic Energy
Agency safeguards or IAEA programs gen-
erally available to its member states, or for

technical programs for the purpose of re-

ducing proliferation risks, such as for reduc-
ing the use of highly enriched uranium and
activities envisaged by section 223 of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 10203)
or for exports which the Secretary of State

determines are necessary for humanitarian
reasons to protect the public health and
safety.

(d) The import into the United States of

any arms, ammunition, or military vehicles

produced in South Africa or of any manu-
facturing data for such articles. The Secre-

taries of State, Treasury, and Defense are

hereby authorized to take such actions as

may be necessary to carry out this subsec-

tion.

Sec. 2. (a) The majority of United States

firms in South Africa have voluntarily ad-

hered to fair labor principles which have
benefitted those in South Africa who have
been disadvantaged by the apartheid

system. It is the policy of the United States

to encourage strongly all United States

firms in South Africa to follow this com-
mendable example.

(b) Accordingly, no department or agency
of the United States may intercede after

December 31, 1985, with any foreign gov-

ernment regarding the export marketing
activity in any country of any national of

the United States employing more than 25
individuals in South Africa who does not
adhere to the principles stated in subsection

(c) with respect to that national's operations

in South Africa. The Secretary of State shall

promulgate regulations to further define

the employers that will be subject to the

requirements of this subsection and proce-
dures to ensure that such nationals may reg-

ister that they have adhered to the princi-

ples.

(c) The principles referred to in subsec-

tion (b) are as follows:

(1) Desegregating the races in each em-
ployment facility;

(2) Providing equal employment opportu-
nity for all employees without regard to

race or ethnic origin;

(3) Assuring that the pay system is applied

to all employees without regard to race or

ethnic origin;

(4) Establishing a minimum wage and
salary structure based on the appropriate

local minimum economic level which takes

into account the needs of employees and
their families;

(5) Increasing by appropriate means the

number of persons in managerial, superviso-

ry, administrative, clerical, and technical

jobs who are disadvantaged by the apart-

heid system for the purpose of significantly

increasing their representation in such jobs;

(6) Taking reasonable steps to improve
the quality of employees' lives outside the
work environment with respect to housing,
transportation, schooling, recreation, and
health;

(7) Implementing fair labor practices by
recognizing the right of all employees, re-

gardless of racial or other distinctions, to

self-organization and to form, join, or assist

labor organizations, freely and without pen-
alty or reprisal, and recognizing the right to

refrain from any such activity.

(d) United States nationals referred to in

subsection (b) are encouraged to take rea-
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sonable measures to extend the scope of

their influence on activities outside the

workplace, by measures such as supporting

the right of all businesses, regardless of the

racial character of their owners or employ-
ees, to locate in urban areas, by influencing

other companies in South Africa to follow

the standards specified in subsection (c) and
by supporting the freedom of mobility of all

workers, regardless of race, to seek employ-
ment opportunities wherever they exist,

and by making provision for adequate hous-

ing for families of employees within the

proximity of the employee's place of work.

Sec. 3. The Secretary of State and the

head of any other department or agency of

the United States carrying out activities in

South Africa shall promptly take, to the

extent permitted by law, the necessary

steps to ensure that the labor practices de-

scribed in section (2Xc) are applied to their

South African employees.
Sec. 4. The Secretary of State and the

head of any other department or agency of

the United States carrying out activities in

South Africa shall, to the maximum extent

practicable and to the extent permitted by
law, in procuring goods or services in South
Africa, make affirmative efforts to assist

business enterprises having more than 50
percent beneficial ownership by persons in

South Africa disadvantaged by the apart-

heid system.

Sec. 5. (a) The Secretary of State and the
United States Trade Representative are di-

rected to consult with other parties to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
with a view toward adopting a prohibition

on the import of Krugerrands.
(b) The Secretary of the Treasury is di-

rected to conduct a study to be completed
within sixty days regarding the feasibility of

minting and issuing gold coins with a view
toward expeditiously seeking legislative au-

thority to accomplish the goal of issuing

such coins.

Sec. 6. In carrying out their respective

functions and responsibilities under this

Order, the Secretary of the Treasury and
the Secretary of Commerce shall consult

with the Secretary of State. Each such Sec-

retary shall consult, as appropriate, with
other government agencies and private per-

sons.

Sec. 7. The Secretary of State shall estab-

lish, pursuant to appropriate legal authority,

an Advisory Committee on South Africa to

provide recommendations on measures to

encourage peaceful change in South Africa.

The Advisory Committee shall provide its

initial report within twelve months.

Sec. 8. The Secretary of State is directed

to take the steps necessary pursuant to the
Foreign Assistance Act and related legisla-

tion to (a) increase the amount of internal

scholarships provided to South Africans dis-

advantaged by the apartheid system up to

$8 million from funds made available for

Fiscal Year 1986, and (b) increase the

amount allocated for South Africa from
funds made available for Fiscal Year 1986 in

the Human Rights Fund up to $1.5 million.

At least one-third of the latter amount shall

be used for legal assistance for South Afri-

cans. Appropriate increases in the amounts
made available for these purposes will be
considered in future fiscal years.

Sec. 9. This Order is intended to express

and implement the foreign policy of the

United States. It is not intended to create

any right or benefit, substantive or proce-

dural, enforceable at law by a party against

the United States, its agencies, its officers,

or any person.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

September 9, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:59 a.m., September 9, 1985]
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Message to the Congress Reporting on the Prohibition of Trade and
Certain Other Transactions Involving South Africa

September 9, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Pursuant to section 204(b) of the Interna-

tional Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50
U.S.C. 1703(b), I hereby report to the Con-
gress that I have exercised my statutory au-

thority to declare that the policies and ac-

tions of the Government of South Africa

constitute an unusual and extraordinary

threat to the foreign policy and economy of

the United States and to declare a national

emergency to deal with that threat.

Pursuant to this and other legal authori-

ties, I have prohibited certain transactions,

including the following: (1) the making or

approval of bank loans to the South African

Government, with certain narrow excep-

tions; (2) the export of computers and relat-

ed goods and technology to certain govern-

ment agencies and any apartheid enforcing

entity of the South African Government; (3)

all nuclear exports to South Africa and re-

lated transactions, with certain narrow ex-

ceptions; (4) the import into the United
States of arms, ammunition, or military ve-

hicles produced in South Africa; and (5) the

extension of export marketing support to

U.S. firms employing at least twenty-five

persons in South Africa which do not

adhere to certain fair labor standards.

In addition, I have directed (6) the Secre-

tary of State and the United States Trade
Representative to consult with other parties

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade with a view toward adopting a prohi-

bition on the import of Krugerrands; (7) the

Secretary of the Treasury to complete a

study within 60 days regarding the feasibili-

ty of minting U.S. gold coins; and (8) the

Secretary of State to take the steps neces-

sary to increase the amounts provided for

scholarships in South Africa for those disad-

vantaged by the system of apartheid and to

increase the amounts allocated for South

Africa in the Human Rights Fund; and (9)

the Secretary of State to establish an Advi-

sory Committee to provide recommenda-
tions on measures to encourage peaceful

change in South Africa.

Finally, this Order (10) commends the ef-

forts of U.S. firms in South Africa that have
voluntarily adhered to fair labor, nondis-

crimination principles and encourages all

U.S. firms to do likewise.

I am enclosing a copy of the Executive
Order that I have issued making this decla-

ration and exercising this authority.

1. I have authorized these steps in re-

sponse to the current situation in South
Africa. It is the foreign policy of the United
States to seek peaceful change in South
Africa, and in particular an end to the re-

pugnant practice and policy of apartheid

and the establishment of a government
based on the consent of the governed.

Recent developments in South Africa have
serious implications for the prospects for

peaceful change and the stability of the

region as a whole, a region of strategic im-

portance to the United States. The recent

declaration of a state of emergency in 36
magisterial districts by the Government of

South Africa, the mass arrests and deten-

tions, and the ensuing financial crisis are of

direct concern to the foreign policy and
economy of the United States. The pace of

reform in South Africa has not fulfilled the

expectations of the world community nor

the people of South Africa. Recent govern-
ment actions regarding negotiations on the

participation of all South Africans in the

government of that country have not suffi-

ciently diffused tensions and may have
indeed exacerbated the situation.

Under these circumstances, I believe that

it is necessary for this Nation to recognize

that our foreign policy of seeking change
through peaceful means is seriously threat-

ened. In order for this Nation successfully

to influence events in that country, it is

necessary for the United States to speak
with one voice and to demonstrate our op-

position to apartheid by taking certain ac-

tions directed specifically at key apartheid

policies and agencies.

2. The above-described measures, many
of which reflect congressional concerns, will
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immediately demonstrate to the South Afri-

can Government the seriousness of our con-

cern with the situation in that country. Fur-

thermore, this declaration mobilizes the in-

fluence of the private sector to promote an
improvement in the economic prosperity,

freedom, and political influence of blacks

and other nonwhites in South Africa.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
September 9, 1985.

Appointment of Dennis Stanfill as a Member of the Board of

Trustees of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts

September 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Dennis Stanfill to be a

member of the Board of Trustees of the

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing

Arts, Smithsonian Institution, for the re-

mainder of the term expiring September 1,

1988. He would succeed Frances Breathitt.

Mr. Stanfill is president of Stanfill, Doig &
Co., an investment company in Los Ange-
les, CA. Previously Mr. Stanfill was chair-

man of the board and chief executive offi-

cer of Twentieth Century-Fox in 1971-
1981. He joined Twentieth Century-Fox in

1969 as executive vice president for finance

and as a member of the company's board of

directors and executive committee. Previ-

ously he was vice president for finance at

the Times Mirror Co., Los Angeles. He is

chairman of the board of directors of

KCET, public television for southern Cali-

fornia; a trustee and member of the execu-

tive committee of the California Institute of

Technology; and a member of the board of

governors of the Performing Arts Council of

the Music Center.

Mr. Stanfill graduated from the U.S.

Naval Academy (B.S., 1949). He was select-

ed for a Rhodes scholarship to Oxford Uni-

versity (England), where he received a M.A.
in 1953. He is married, has three children,

and resides in San Marino, CA. He was born
April 1, 1927, in Centerville, TN.

Appointment of Six Members of the Commission on Presidential

Scholars

September 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Commission on Presi-

dential Scholars. These are initial appoint-

ments:

Dennis V. Alfieri is vice president for develop-

ment at Aiken Construction Co. in Arcadia,

CA. He graduated from the University of

Southern California (B.S., 1980). He is married
and resides in Arcadia, CA. He was born No-
vember 20, 1958, in Pasadena, CA.

Anna C. Chennault is president of TAG Interna-

tional in Washington, DC. She graduated from
Ling Nan University, Hong Kong (B.A., 1944),

Chungang, Seoul, Korea (Litt. S., 1967), and

Lincoln University (LL.D., 1970). She has two
children and resides in Washington, DC. She
was born June 23, 1925, in Peking, China.

Wells B. McCurdy is chairman and chief execu-

tive officer of Pacific Factors, Ltd., in Seattle,

WA. He graduated from the University of

Washington (B.A., 1941). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Seattle, WA. He
was bom June 24, 1919, in Seattle.

Joseph R. Reppert is president of AmeriFirst

Mortgage Corp. in Miami, FL. He graduated

from Kansas State University (B.A., 1966; M.A.,

1970). He is married, has two children, and
resides in Coral Gables, FL. He was bom
March 8, 1943, in Anna, XL.
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Rodney W. Rood is vice president emeritus of

Atlantic Richfield Corp. in Los Angeles, CA.
He graduated from the University of California

(B.A., 1938). He is married, has two children,

and resides in La Canada Flintridge, CA. He
was born October 1, 1915, in Minneapolis, MN.

Mae Sue Talley was a member of the United

States Advisory Commission on Public Diplo-

macy in 1979. She was also a United States

delegate to the UNESCO Conference in Nai-

robi, Kenya, in 1976. She has two children and
resides in Washington, DC. She was bom No-
vember 27, 1923, in Hampton, VA.

Appointment of William Lucas as a Member of the Commission on
the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution

September 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint William Lucas to be a

member of the Commission on the Bicen-

tennial of the United States Constitution.

This is a new position.

He was elected Wayne County (Michigan)

executive in 1982 and took office in January
1983. Previously he served in Wayne
County as sheriff (1969-1983) and under-

sheriff (1968-1969). Prior to that time, he
was a special agent for the Federal Bureau
of Investigation in Washington, DC, Cincin-

nati, and Detroit.

Mr. Lucas graduated from Manhattan
College (B.A., 1952) and Fordham Law
School (J.D., 1961). He is married, has five

children, and resides in Detroit, MI. He was
born January 5, 1928, in New York City.

Appointment of John H. Mackey as a Member of the National

Council on Vocational Education

September 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint John H. Mackey to be a

member of the National Council on Voca-
tional Education for a term expiring Janu-
ary 17, 1986. This is a new position.

Mr. Mackey is president of the Interna-

tional Longshoremen's Association in Savan-

nah, CA. Previously he was vice president

of the South Atlantic and Gulf Coast Dis-

trict, International Longshoremen's Associa-

tion.

He is married, has three children, and
resides in Savannah, GA. He was born Octo-
ber 26, 1921, in Savannah, GA.

Nomination of Esther Kratzer Everett To Be a Member of the
National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs
September 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Esther Kratzer Everett to

be a member of the National Advisory

Council on Women's Educational Programs
for a term expiring May 8, 1987. She would
succeed Marie Sheehan Muhler.

Mrs. Everett is president of Emil A.

Kratzer Co., Inc., insurance, real estate,

mutual funds, and other financial services,

in Amherst, NY. She is a former supervisor

and teacher of business management and
accounting candidates at the University of
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Buffalo.

She graduated from the University of

Buffalo (M.A., 1955). She is married, has

three children, and resides in Amherst, NY.
She was born January 5, 1929, in Buffalo,

NY.

Statement on the Conference on Confidence and Security Building

Measures and Disarmament in Europe
September 9, 1985

On September 10th the Conference on
Disarmament in Europe will reconvene in

Stockholm for its seventh session. The
Stockholm Conference can contribute im-

portantly to creating a more stable and
secure Europe and to improving the East-

West relationship. The coming months will

determine whether the Conference will be
successful in fulfilling its great potential as

an instrument for enhancing peace in

Europe. The issues before the Stockholm
Conference are important and complex.

They directly affect the vital security inter-

ests of the participants—the United States,

Canada, plus 33 European nations. If these

issues are to be resolved and a meaningful
agreement achieved in time for the review
meeting next year of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE), serious and detailed negotiations on
concrete confidence-building measures
must begin very soon.

Towards this end, the members of the

Atlantic alliance worked together in Stock-

holm to put forward six specific proposals

which meet the mandate of the Conference

to enact practical, concrete, militarily signif-

icant measures to reduce the risk of military

confrontation and surprise attack in Europe.
These Western proposals go well beyond
the modest confidence-building measures
enacted in Helsinki 10 years ago. They are

aimed at increasing openness in relations

among all the participating states, reducing
the suspicion and mistrust which divide

East from West, and lowering the risk of

conflict arising from miscalculation, misun-

derstanding, or misinterpretation.

In preparing for this new round, the

United States delegation has consulted

closely with our allies to explore how best

to advance the work of the Conference.

The alliance remains flexible and open to

constructive ideas from others. We are in

close contact with the other participating

states and look forward to continuing this

substantive dialog in the upcoming round.

The U.S. delegation to the Stockholm Con-
ference continues to have the full support

of my administration in its efforts to achieve

an agreement which will promote the secu-

rity of all.

Interview With Representatives of College Radio Stations

September 9, 1985

Central America

Q. Mr. President, many students fear that

we will become involved in a war outside

our borders. Although you cannot tell us

under what specific circumstances we
would have a military intervention in Nica-

ragua, what can you say to address the stu-

dents' fears?

The President. I would like to address

those fears by telling them that we certain-

ly have no plans whatsoever for ever land-

ing military forces in Latin America. As a

matter of fact, all our friends down there

have told us, and repeatedly, they don't

want our forces there to help them, al-

though they want our help in training, in

providing the weapons they need and do
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not have at the present for themselves. But
the memories of the big Colossus of the

North and that early gunboat diplomacy era

are still so much in their minds that just

politically they don't want it, and we agree
with them.

Q. Would this continue to be our policy

even if there is a Soviet or Cuban threat?

The President. Well, now, you could get

into hypothetical cases in which—suppose
this entire hemisphere were endangered by
an all-out invasion—literally we'd be talking

about a world war. Now that, I think, would
be a much different picture, and we'd prob-

ably all find ourselves allied. But that's such

a hypothetical, and I don't think I should

even be talking about it because we're
doing everything we can to see that there

won't be that kind of world conflict.

Tax Reform

Q. Mr. President, your tax reform drive

has important implications for all of our fu-

tures, particularly young people. You've at-

tacked special interests that are fighting to

maintain the tax breaks they currently re-

ceive in the tax code, but some of your
critics have accused your administration of

bowing to certain special interests before
the plan was submitted to Congress. They
note that between the time of the release of

the first Treasury tax plan and the unveiling

of your plan that larger breaks were rein-

stated for oil and gas interests, for capital

gains, and for the restaurant industry's

three-martini lunch. Is there a conflict be-

tween these changes and the image youVe
nurtured as the defender and protector of

the little guy during the tax reform debate?
The President. No, not really, and the

plan as it came from the Treasury Depart-
ment contained a number of things which
they themselves frankly knew were options.

The idea of being able to reduce the rates

sizably has to be based on the elimination of

many deductions that have—the so-called

loopholes—that have grown into situations

where, without doing anything illegal, indi-

viduals and even corporations have been
able to avoid their fair share of taxes

through these so-called tax shelters. And,
no, the things that we looked at and some
of those options had to do with things that

could have been inimical to our own eco-

nomic recovery. We're a country that still

has to, for example, import a large share of

our oil—fuel our industry and our transpor-

tation and all. And, so, we looked at some of

those things and found that the supposed
gains from them would not be enough to

justify the setback we might be giving to

businesses and to industries that were es-

sential to our own welfare.

Now, listening to some of the talk shows
on the weekend, on Sunday, I was a little

upset to see some or hear some demagogu-
ery from some individuals about how we
were—our tax program, they admitted,

benefited the people at the lower end of

the bracket, but in the middle bracket, we
were penalizing those people to benefit the

so-called rich, the people of the upper end.
The truth of the matter is we're tying to cut

from 14 tax brackets down to 3—a 15 per-

cent, a 25 percent, and a 35 percent. In

order to do that, we eliminate many of

these cuts. We have found that the average
tax cut in the lower bracket will be some-
where in the neighborhood of around 13

percent. The average cut for the middle
class will be 7-plus percent. The lowest cut

will be in the upper bracket. So, they were
misstating—they just plain didn't know
what they were talking about on the air

with some of those people that were talking

about what we're trying to do. We want a

program that'll be revenue neutral.

Incidentally, with regard to capital gains,

every time we have reduced the capital

gains tax we have found that the Govern-
ment's revenues from capital gains in-

creases, that more people are then induced
into using the capital gains or making in-

vestments and so forth. And the result is

there's more activity and more tax even
though the rate is lower. You have to recog-

nize that a number of our trading partners

in the world don't even have a capital gains

tax. That's a kind of peculiarly American
institution.

Q. Does the use of the capital gains tax

and also the oil and gas tax break to

produce domestic exploration conflict with
the goal that you'd set, that the tax system
should not be used to promote other social

or economic purposes, that it should be a

level playing field for all?
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The President. I don't think that we vio-

lated that, except that when you talk about

charitable deductions. Of course, that's

something that I think all of us want to

keep in our country. We're rather unique in

the world in the amount of good that is

done by private, voluntary contributions

and voluntarism in various social affairs. But

like, for example, the oil and gas thing, we
did away with one great tax inducement
that has existed for a long time. And that

began originally to inspire the finding of oil

and gas here in our own country. But the

thing that we did retain, the break we did

retain is for the smaller, the independent

wildcatter and so forth out there. And we
need that because most of our exploration is

done by those independents.

Liberal Arts Education

Q. Mr. President, I'd like to know what
you see as the value of a liberal arts educa-

tion in today's fast-moving, increasingly

high-tech society.

The President. Well, I have one myself,

and I've been trying to figure how it set me
back. No, I'll tell you, I believe very much
in it. I think it is the basis, and I deplore the

tendency in some places, in some institu-

tions, to go directly toward training for a

trade or profession or something and ignor-

ing the liberal arts. I think it is the founda-

tion of education—a good, round liberal arts

training. And I think you'll find that in

many great companies and corporations and
institutions that many of them say that,

rather than having someone that has tried

to train themselves specifically for that line,

whatever line of work they're hiring him to

do, they believe in the broad, liberal arts

education. Many employers will tell you
that they believe they can do the training

in their particular line of work or company
themselves that needs to be done, but they

would like to have a well-rounded, educat-

ed individual.

Q. I'm happy to hear you say that be-

cause that's the degree I'm pursuing. So,

thank you.

The President. Well, I majored in eco-

nomics and sociology and then found that

my careers in the bulk of my adult life

came from my extracurricular activities. I

always was—you know, all the class plays

and belonged to the drama club and loved

that sort of thing. And my other love was
football, mainly, but athletics in general.

And I played football for 8 years in high

school and college. So, the first two careers

that I had were as a sports announcer and
then as an actor. And finally I got around to

a job, when I was talked into running for

Governor, where I could use, maybe, the

economics and sociology.

U. S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, White House officials

have requested equal time for you to speak

to the Russian people. If you were granted

2 minutes on live TV, what would you tell

the Soviet citizens?

The President. Well, I don't know wheth-
er you can bring it down to 2 minutes or

not. I remember a speaker, once, who was
to be hired, and they asked his fee. And he
said, "A thousand dollars." And the people

who were asking him said, "Oh, but we
only want a 5-minute speech." He said,

"That'll be $5,000. It's that much harder to

do a 5-minute speech than a lengthy one."

No, I think the thing is—I've always be-

lieved that a lot of troubles would go away
if people would talk to each other instead of

about each other. And there's no question

but that the people in the Soviet Union
hear mainly what their government wants
them to hear. And they have little impact

on that government, unlike our own coun-

try and our people here. I think I would try

the best I could to disabuse them from the

idea that not only our own country but

others of the capitalist world here in the

Western World have designs on them and
feel an enmity toward the people of Russia,

but that their government policies, their ex-

pansionism, has led us to fear them. And I

would appeal for all of us to be able to get

together and know each other and find out

that we're the only two countries in the

world, I think, that can start a world war.

We're also the only two countries—the

Soviet Union and the United States—that

can preserve the peace.

Q. Do you feel that you would realistical-

ly be able to accomplish that, noting, like,

the different Soviet press papers that speak

of your administration differently? Would
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that be a realistic accomplishment?
The President. Well, you couldn't do it all

at once, no. But maybe you might spark

some doubt in their own minds as to what
they were being fed by way of their jour-

nalism.

U.S. Foreign Policy

Q. Mr. President, the presiding bishop of

the Episcopal Church, John Morey Allen,

said in a speech on September 7th that

America in the 1980's in his view has come
to be seen as "a bully preoccupied with

profits and self-protection and military

power." How would you respond to this

view, and how can the United States possi-

bly improve its image for the future among
allies and among developing nations par-

ticularly?

The President. Well, again, and I have to

take issue with the reverend on a statement

of that kind. First of all, if we were a bully,

if we had aggressive intent, when World
War II was over, and we were the only

major nation in the world whose industry

had not been destroyed by bombings and so

forth, and we were the only ones who had
the ultimate weapon—the nuclear

weapon—if we were a bully, that wouldVe
been our time. We could have dominated
the world, and there wasn't anyone who
could've stopped us. We didn't. What we
did instead was a thing called the Marshall

plan, in which we set out to not only re-

build our allies and reinstate them but our

enemies as well. And today two of our
staunchest allies. West Germany and
Japan—well, we could make it three, Italy

—

are, as I say, our staunchest allies now, these

erstwhile enemies.

But, also, in the whole world of helping

the lesser developed countries, in opening
ourselves up to trade to stimulate business

and industry on their part so they can have
an economy, we do as much as the rest of

the world put together. In the feeding of

the starving in Africa, again, we are the

giver that equals or tops everything else

that anyone is doing.

Now, that's not only from government.

Again, as I say about the voluntarism in our

own country, I had an interesting experi-

ence here at a dinner one night in the

White House. I won't name the country.

but an Ambassador's wife was one of my
dinner partners. And I was talking about

something and the voluntarism and what
our people were doing here on their own in

this country. And God bless her, she spoke

up, this Ambassador's wife from another

country. And she said, "Yes, but you must
understand, that is unique with the United

States." And I said, "What do you mean?"
She said, "You're the only country, really,

that does that to the extent that you do."

She said, "In all our other countries," she

said, "all the rest of us, we look to govern-

ment for doing things of that kind." But she

said, "You," and then I thought back to de
Tocqueville, 130-odd years ago, who said

that in America, if there's a problem, some-
body goes across the street, talks to a neigh-

bor. Pretty soon a committee is formed, and
the next thing you know the problem is

solved and the bureaucracy never had any-

thing to do with it.

So, I think to refer to us in that way

—

who have we bullied? We're still playing

catch-up with the Soviet Union. All the talk

about nuclear weapons and all—they still

top us by great percentages. Fifty percent

more nuclear missile submarines, about 35

percent more land-based missiles—the war-

heads, I should say. Talk about—that's

where the money is—warheads. But—and
we're not trying to become superior to

them—we want a deterrent. One of our

military bases out on the west coast has a

sign over the entrance gate to the post. This

is a military base of ours. And the sign says,

"Peace is our business."

Job Training

Q. Sir, what specific plans does the ad-

ministration have to aid the blue-collar

worker in this transition to a high-tech era?

The President. Specific plan to aid the

blue-collar worker. It is true that since 1979

about 1,600,000 factory jobs have been lost

in America, lost mainly because of improve-

ment in technology to where robotics and
improved machinery does what men used

to, and women used to, do by hand before.

Also there are industries that become obso-

lete as new things come along, such as our

Silicon Valleys and so forth. So, we have a

program in which we help fund the retrain-
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ing of people who are in those industries or

who lose their jobs because a machine has

taken their place. We also have in that fund
provision for relocating these people to

areas, then, where the new jobs they're

being trained for are available. It must be
fairly successful because where we've lost,

since 1979, 1,600,000 jobs in factories, we
have in service industries and in transporta-

tion, we have added 9,000,000 new jobs.

And today we have the highest percentage
of the employment pool that has ever been
employed in our country is employed today.

What is called the labor pool—they aren't

really all looking for jobs—but it is everyone
from 16 to 65, male and female in America,
is known as the total potential labor pool.

And ,as I say, the highest percentage of that

pool that has ever been employed is em-
ployed. We have the greatest number of

people employed today, and in the last 33
months we have created almost 8,000,000
new jobs. Last month alone—when I hear
sonie of the protectionist talk I think of

this—last month, the month of August, we
put 332,000 more people to work in this

country. So, we are making every effort to

replace those who, through no fault of their

own, find themselves unemployed.

U.S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, we realize that we have
to maintain a tough bargaining stance with
the Soviet Union, but the picture that has
been painted by your administration seems
pretty bleak. What are your realistic and
specific goals for the summit meeting?
The President. Well, it's a little bit like

your question about what would I say if I

had a few minutes on their television. I be-

lieve that, again, the thing that I said about
the two countries, the two superpowers,
that hold so much of the fate of the world
in their hands—that we've got to recognize
that. Now, if the Soviet Union, in all of its

talk that we represent a threat to them,
that we're the aggressor and so forth—if

there is any element of real belief in that, if

that isn't just propaganda, and they really

believe that, then I would like, as I did here
a moment ago, I would like to talk a little

bit, well, or give them facts to try and show
them by deed, not word, that we're not an
aggressor.

On the other hand, at the same time, I

would like to reveal to them why we be-

lieve that they represent a threat to us and
to the Western World. There is their expan-
sionism in Africa, Ethiopia, the Cubans'
troops that the Soviet Union is maintaining,

and they really are, in Angola, but—Afghan-
istan. But, also, go back as far as you want
to go, all the way to Lenin, and every Rus-
sian leader at some time or other—the
present one hasn't had time yet—but every
one of them has, over and over again, re-

stated their goal of a one-world Socialist

revolution, a one-world Communist state.

And invariably, they have declared that the
United States is the final enemy.
Lenin made an eloquent statement. He

said, "We must take Eastern Europe." And
they certainly have now; there it is behind
the Iron Curtain. He said, "We will orga-

nize the hordes of Asia." Well, they tried in

China. They haven't done too well there,

but look at Cambodia and Vietnam, North
Korea. And then they said, "We will move
into Latin America." And they said, "Then
we will not have to take the last bastion of

capitalism, the United States. It will fall into

our outstretched hand like overripe fruit."

But since then, Brezhnev made a state-

ment; he said that the Soviets had gained
enough through detente that by the
middle-eighties they would be able to have
their way wherever in the world they
wanted to. Well, in the last few years, with
our buildup and our determination to not
let that happen, they can't have their way
wherever they want to.

And, so, I know that we have differences.

We're not going to like their system.

They're not going to like ours, but we're
not out to change their system. If that's

what they want, let them go forward with
their foolishness—^but to convince them that

it is in their best interest also to have peace.
Right now, to maintain their armaments,
they have reduced the standard of living for

their people to a point that—well, Mr. Gor-
bachev was talking great reforms to try and
do something about reinstating their com-
merce, the consumer items that the people
can't buy. Do you know that in Russia

today, the average time spent by a Russian
in line waiting to buy things is greater than
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the time they spend in working at their

job?

So, I—the only thing—I think, for exam-
ple, arms control and arms limitation, I

don't think about that so much as a thing to

take up in the summit as to eliminate the

things that are preventing arms control.

Q. Is it realistic, though, to try to prevent
them from thinking that we are not aggres-

sive, when they, in fact, their main goal is

expansionism? Isn't it kind of difficult to

change their view on that?

The President. Well, the only thing that I

think that I'd like to try is to prove to them
that, or show them that, as I said earlier

here, when we had an opportunity to be
successfully aggressive, we weren't, but that

they have created suspicion in all our

minds. Now, if they really mean what
they've said about—^be the last ones to start

a war, that they don't want a war, maybe
they don't. Maybe they'd like to win what
they want by threatening war, and then
they could only do that if they were so far

superior to us in armaments. Well, we're

not going to let them have that superiority.

But I'm hopeful that they'll just see—if we
can show them that—well, the cartoon told

it all. When we started building up our

—

refurbishing our arms and our military

—

when there was a cartoon of two Russian

generals, and one of them was saying to the

other, "I liked the arms race better when
we were the only ones in it." I don't know
whether we can or not. I don't know
whether they are so indoctrinated with
their policy of expansionism that they won't
listen, but at least they will know where
we're coming from and how we view things

and what our determination is.

Administration Goals

Q. Mr. President, what specific goal

would you most like to accomplish during
the remainder of your administration but

realize that you will be unable to?

The President. I'm an optimist. I don't

know that I'm admitting anything will be
impossible. The things that I would like to

see done are the continuation of what
we've started already.

First of all, with the arms talks—^maybe it

might be impossible; I don't know, but I

would like to see the end of nuclear weap-

ons. I would like to envision the Soviet

Union and the United States agreeing, and
then verifiably eliminating those weapons,
and then being able to turn to lesser na-

tions, or other nations that maybe have
some, and saying, "Look, we've done this

now. Come on, get in line. You do it, too.

Let's rid the world of this nightmare and
this threat." But that'll be something we'll

continue to try to do.

But in these next 3 years, I would like to

see us continue to where the Federal Gov-
ernment is finally back in the harness

where it should be; that authority and au-

tonomy that has been over the years seized

by the Federal Government from States

and local communities, that it is returned to

them; that we return to them also the tax

sources that have been preempted by the

Federal Government. And I would like to

see a start made—this couldn't be accom-
plished—but I would like to see us come to,

with all of this, the elimination of the defi-

cit, a balanced budget. Then an amend-
ment down the road at the proper date that

there will be no more deficit spending, and
see this country embark, however modestly,

on a program to start paying off the nation-

al debt. I don't think it's very much of a

heritage for us to pass on to all of you.

Q. You mentioned that specific sequence.

Do you believe, then, that a balanced

budget amendment would have to come
after the budget was in balance

The President. Yes, yes.

Q. Rather than trying, imposing it

right now?
The President. Well, no, you could do it in

advance. Picture this: There's no way that

you could balance the budget in 1 year. It is

too far out of

—

[inaudible^ And, remember,
this unbalanced budget goes back a half a

century. And there were many of us, over
the years, who were complaining and
saying this is wrong and someday it's going

to get out of hand.

Well, first of all, in the sixties we had the

great War on Poverty passed. And you saw
immediately a great increase—1965 there

was a $1.6 billion deficit. The whole budget
was $118 billion. No, it wasn't 1.6, it was
1.16—was $118 billion. Fifteen years later,

in 1980, the budget was almost five times as
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great as it had been in '65, but the deficit

was 38 times as big as the deficit had been
then. Now, in 1974 the Congress got to-

gether and passed a thing that was called

the Budget and the Impoundment Act that

supposedly was to give more control over

the budget and handle things. Well, since

1974 til now is when the great deficit

simply got uncontrollable.

Now, the plan that has been proposed,

and even the compromise that we ap-

proved, will show that as we increase in our

growth, our estimates are that next year the

deficit would be 4 percent of gross national

product. The following year it would be 3

percent, maybe a fraction of a point above

either one of those—3 percent. By 1988 it

would be 2 percent. Now, if you envision

that line of decline in the deficit, by 1990 it

would be even. So, suppose you embarked
on a plan right now that said 5 years to

balance the budget and in 5 years the bal-

ance the budget amendment goes into

effect—and work toward that end.

Ms. Mathis. We only have time for one
last question.

The President. Oh, dear, did you have
more than—I've talked too long, I know,
but

—

[laughter]—I don't very often get a

chance like this.

Education

Q. Okay, I guess I'd like to close with the

fact that it seems that a few of my fellow

students are choosing to enter the teaching

profession these days while many profes-

sional teachers are leaving. What changes
should be made so that the teaching profes-

sion can compete with private enterprise

for the biggest and best, brightest students?

The President. Well, for one thing, I'd like

to see a lot of things changed. And some of

them are being changed now, after we ap-

pointed, a few years ago, our Commission
on Excellence in Education. And the States

have jumped in with both feet and taken

up many of the recommendations that com-
mission made, and there is being an im-

provement all along the line. But I would
like to see for teachers, merit pay. I would
like to see where there is recognition of a

good teacher or someone not so good—that

they could achieve and they could look and

see where there was a possibility for in-

crease instead of seeing a fixed income and
that was that forevermore, like being on a

pension early. I think that that would be
one thing that could be done.

Q. Who do you see putting this into

effect? It'd come from the State govern-

ment. Federal Government, any govern-

ment at all?

The President. Yes, well, basically, educa-

tion is run at the local end. And, in coopera-

tion with the States, and—either they're

—

one or the other, but between them is

where it should be done. The thing that we
have turned around, and I'm very proud of

this, is that Federal aid to education never
amounted to more than 8 percent of the

cost of education. But for that 8 percent,

the Federal Government was usurping

much of the authority that belonged back at

the local and State level where it always has

been in our educational system. And I

wanted to get Uncle Sam out from the busi-

ness of—the redtape and pulling the strings

and running things in return for its 8 per-

cent, and much of that has been done.

See, having been a Governor, I know
what it's like out at that end to get those

supposedly government aid programs, but

complete with all the rules and regulations.

I know that in one change we made here in

our administration, having to do with such

programs, such grants, we found that we
had reduced 805 pages of regulations im-

posed on the local levels of government by
[to] only 30 pages of regulations. Even that

maybe is too much, but I think it was quite

an improvement. So, yes, that's

Q. I'm curious. Don't you see it as the

—

that the Federal Government is the means
of ensuring that a poor child in Mississip-

pi—whatever, a poor section of Mississippi

is going to get the same opportunity for an
education as someone from, say, Shaker

Heights, Ohio?

The President. Through all the many
social programs that we have, that is taken

care of. For example, starting school with a

breakfast or a school lunch and so forth, aid

to students, as we talked about earlier here,

some $9 billion that we're spending now to

aid, for secondary education.

No, there are some things, of course, the

Federal Government under the Constitu-
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tion has to see to certain equalities for all

our citizens. But the actual running of

schools—when you get a bureaucracy back
at the national level that tries to make rules

that fit all of this country, that ignores the

great diversity in this country, that our

States aren't all alike. You can't set a figure,

for example, that would be adequate for,

let's say, the great metropolitan centers

where costs are much higher and, at the

same time then, have it be right for some
States, more rural States where prices and
cost-of-living standards and so forth are

much lower. So, the best thing is to give

this back—the actual running back to those

elements that are close at hand, and in a

community where parents can be involved,

and they know what they want for the edu-

cation of their children.

Is this all that I am going to be able to

do? Wait a minute. Could I just then volun-

teer something else?

We have done a lot of talking here, and
your generation is subject to more informa-

tion than any generation in history. It is

coming at you through the airwaves. They
have even fixed it so you can jog and hear
it, and you get speakers on your campuses
and in the schools and literature of all

kinds. And I have been talking to you a lot,

and I have been citing a lot of things that I

have claimed are facts and figures and so

forth. Let me just suggest one thing. Don't
let me get away with it. Check me out, but
check everybody else out. Don't just take it

for granted because you read it someplace
or because someone stood up in a lecture

course and told you from a lecture plat-

form. Check it out. Don't be the sucker
generation. You are the brightest and the
best, and make sure that you are hearing
the facts, not just somebody's opinions. And
as I say, that goes for me, too. Check me
out.

Q. Thank you very much, Mr. President.

Note: The interview began at 4:31 p.m. in

the Roosevelt Room at the White House.

Susan K. Mathis was Deputy Director of
Media Relations.

Remarks at the Welcoming Ceremony for Prime Minister Poul
Schliiter of Denmark
September 10, 1985

The President. Prime Minister Schliiter,

Mrs. Schliiter, today it's a great pleasure to

welcome you.

Denmark is an old friend and an ally in

NATO and an active trading partner; ties

between our two countries run long and
deep. Denmark recognized the United
States as a free and independent nation

shortly after our Declaration of Independ-
ence. Ever since that act of friendship, rela-

tions between the Danish and American
people have continued to grow to our

mutual benefit. Commerce between our

two countries, for example, has been a boon
on both sides of the Atlantic, underscoring

the need for free and open international

trade. I look forward, Mr. Prime Minister,

to discussing with you the need to strength-

en and broaden the international trading

system, perhaps through a new round of

comprehensive trade negotiations. At a

time when our countries are enjoying im-

proving economic conditions, protectionism

looms as a threat. Working together, we can
see to it that our international markets stay

open and that this avenue to progress and
well-being is not blocked.

In the past century many Danes immi-
grated here to look for the American
dream. With their hard work and good citi-

zenship, they not only made that dream
real, they helped build a great nation as

well. So many Danes came here around the

turn of the century; in fact, it's said that

every Dane in Denmark has a relative in

America. Whether that's true or not, clearly

we are of the same family of free peoples.

We're bound together by our common
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dedication to the principles of human liber-

ty and our mutual commitment to the pres-

ervation of peace. Our countries have both

recognized that the blessings of peace can

only be secured by free peoples who are

strong and stand together. This fundamen-

tal truth is at the heart of the NATO alli-

ance in which Denmark has played an

active role for nearly four decades. The col-

lective deterrence of NATO has given Den-
mark and all of Europe 40 years of peace.

We in the United States are proud to have

played a role in preserving European peace

and are grateful that Denmark has commit-

ted her moral weight and made a military

contribution to the success of the Western

alliance.

As we face new and complex challenges

to our mutual security, it is ever more im-

portant that we reaffirm the trust and

friendship which has served us so well. By
strengthening our common defense and
standing united in our efforts to achieve

effective and verifiable arms reductions, we
can make ours a safer planet. We can, must,

and will have not just four decades of peace

but a century of peace—a more stable

peace which is what we want most next to

the preservation of our own freedom. And
independence will not be secured by wish-

ful thinking or public relations campaigns;

free people must be mature, vigilant, and
stand in solidarity.

We have already reached out in the cause

of a safer world on numerous occasions, and
we will continue to do so. We have offered

to reduce the number of intermediate-

range missiles in Europe to zero. We have
offered major reductions in strategic and
intermediate weapons as well as a lowering

of the level of conventional forces. We look

forward to the coming meeting in Geneva,

not for an end of all that has been wrong
between East and West, but a beginning

point for better relations, a starting point

for progress.

Mr. Prime Minister, Fm certain you agree

with me that democratic governments are

naturally inclined toward peace. Freedom
brings people of diverse backgrounds to-

gether as friends. I hope that during the

time you spend in the United States you'll

feel, through our welcome to you, the

warmth and friendship that Americans

share for the Danish people.

Perhaps something that best exemplifies

this is the unique Fourth of July celebration

that takes place every year in Denmark. In

the hills of Rebild, thousands of Danes and
Americans celebrate together the birth of

the United States and the values we share.

The American and Danish flags fly together

in honor of democracy and freedom. We
had the wonderful pleasure—Nancy and I

—

of sharing that day in Denmark in 1972
when we personally participated in the

Rebild Fourth of July festivities. And the

warmth and friendship we felt that day re-

flected something between our two peoples

that is very special, and we shall never

forget it.

It's an honor for me at this time, Mr.

Prime Minister, to return to you the good
will and hospitality that was extended to us

then. On behalf of all of our citizens, wel-

come to America.

The Prime Minister. Mr. President, Mrs.

Reagan. I wish to thank you, Mr. President,

for your very kind words of welcome.

Relations between Denmark and the

United States of America have always been
close and friendly. When Denmark as early

as in 1801 established diplomatic relations

with the United States, we were among the

very first countries to do so. Over the years,

the dynamic creativity of the new nation

tempted, as you mentioned, thousands of

Danes looking for challenges and opportuni-

ties. The contribution by Danish immi-

grants to the building of America has been
one of the pillars of Danish-American rela-

tions.

The American engagement in Europe in

two world wars and American support for

European recovery after World War II have

become basic elements in our relationship

in the second half of the 20th century. The
presence of American troops in Europe is

visible proof of the U.S. commitment to the

Atlantic alliance, which for almost four dec-

ades now has protected its members against

war and secured their freedom. The solidar-

ity of the Atlantic alliance has also provided

the necessary background for our endeavors

to seek a more secure and confident rela-

tionship between East and West.

We wish that the upcoming meeting in
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November with General Secretary Gorba-
chev will lead to the beginning of a more
constructive East-West relationship, benefit-

ing the United States, the Soviet Union, the

alliance, and the world. We all have, as you
also expressed, Mr. President, one major
goal in common—survival. As free societies,

we have always been able to discuss openly;

a free and open debate serves mutual un-

derstanding and unity in cooperation.

Mr. President, you have not only been a

strong supporter of NATO; I would also like

to pay tribute to your support to our econo-

my. Protectionism is indeed, as you have
said, destructionism.

I'm looking very much forward to our
talks today, Mr. President, and to meet
members of the American administration.

Thank you very much, Mr. President.

Note: The President spoke at 10:11 a.m. at

the South Portico of the White House, where
the Prime Minister was accorded a formal
welcome with full military honors. Follow-
ing the ceremony, the President and the

Prime Minister met in the Oval Office.

Nomination of Seven Members of the United States Sentencing
Commission, and Designation of the Chairman
September 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the U.S. Sentencing Com-
mission:

For terms of 6 years:

William W. Wilkins, Jr., of South Carolina. The
President also intends to nominate Judge Wil-

kins to be Chairman. He has been serving as

U.S. District Judge for the District of South
Carolina since 1981. He graduated from David-
son College (B.A., 1964) and the University of

South Carolina School of Law (J.D., 1967). He is

married, has three children, and resides in

Greenville, SC He was born March 29, 1942,
in Anderson, SC.

Ilene H. Nagel, of Indiana. She is a professor of

law at Indiana University School of Law in

Bloomington. She graduated from Hunter Col-

lege (B.A., 1968) and New York University

(M.A., 1973; Ph.D., 1974). She is married, has

three children, and resides in Bloomington, IN.

She was born June 14, 1946, in New York City.

For terms of 4 years:

Michael K. Block, of Arizona. He is associate pro-

fessor of management and economics in the

School of Business and Public Administration at

the University of Arizona. He graduated from
Stanford University (B.A., 1964; M.A., 1969;

Ph.D., 1972). He is married, has two children,

and resides in Tucson, AZ. He was born April

2, 1942, in New York City.

Helen G. Corrothers, of Arkansas. Since 1984 she

has been serving as a United States Parole

Commissioner for the western region. She

graduated from Roosevelt University (B.A.,

1965). She has two children and resides in

Foster City, CA. She was born March 19, 1937,

in Montrose, AR.

George E. MacKinnon, of Maryland. Judge MacK-
innon has been serving as United States Circuit

Judge for the District of Columbia Circuit since

1969. He graduated from the University of Col-

orado and the University of Minnesota (LL.B.,

1929). He is married, has three children, and
resides in Potomac, MD. He was born April 22,

1906, in St. Paul, MN.

For terms of2 years:

Stephen G. Breyer, of Massachusetts. He has been
serving as United States Circuit Judge for the

First Circuit since 1980. He graduated from
Stanford University (A.B., 1959), Oxford Uni-

versity (B.A., 1961), and Harvard Law School

(LL.B., 1964). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Cambridge, MA. He was
born August 15, 1938, in San Francisco, CA.

Paul H. Robinson, of New Jersey. He is a profes-

sor of law at Rutgers University. He graduated
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (B.S.,

1970), the University of California at Los Ange-
les (J.D., 1973), and Harvard University (LL.M.,

1974). He is married and resides in CoUings-

wood, NJ. He was born November 12, 1948, in

Waterbury, CT.

Attorney General Edwin Meese III has

designated Ronald L. Gainer, of Virginia, an
Associate Deputy Attorney General at the

Department of Justice, to serve as his desig-

nee to the U.S. Sentencing Commission.
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Toast at the State Dinner for Prime Minister Poul Schliiter of

Denmark
September 10, 1985

Prime Minister Schliiter, Mrs. Schliiter,

and distinguished visitors, welcome to the

White House. It's been a pleasure to have
you as our guests. As one would expect be-

tween close allies, our meeting today with

the Prime Minister was straightforward,

useful, and reflected the genuine friendship

of our countrymen.

I was happy to have had the opportunity

to congratulate you. Prime Minister

Schliiter, on the success that youVe had in

your country in putting in place economy-
building measures, including a far-reaching

tax reform program. [Laughter] I can well

imagine how difficult that task has been.

[Laughter] Our efforts at tax reform remind
me of one of Denmark's better known fairy

tales. When I talk about reforming the tax

shelter—or system, I should say, I can visu-

alize a beautiful swan. All the special inter-

ests see is an ugly duckling. [Laughter] I

think the national debate over tax reform
reflects the strength and soul of our democ-
racy. The outcome is still in doubt. Every
citizen is free to participate in the decision-

making process. All sides are going to the
people to muster support, and once the

issue has been voted on and settled, there

will be no recriminations. The losers won't
be sent to some gulag. Everyone—winners
and losers—will feel proud to live in a coun-
try committed to freedom of speech and
press and dedicated to the principles of rep-

resentative government.

This is what binds not just Americans but
the free citizens of all lands, especially the

people of our two countries. That bond is

evident in so many ways. Perhaps the most
impressive is in the magnificence of one of

the resounding monuments to American
freedom—the great stone carvings on
Mount Rushmore in South Dakota. There,

the son of Danish immigrants, Gutzon Borg-

lum, immortalized in granite the faces of

Washington, Jefferson, Roosevelt, and Lin-

coln. He died before he saw the completion
of his work, but his son carried on. And
today it stands as a tribute to the flame of

liberty that burns red hot in the soul of a

man with roots in America and Denmark.
One of the greatest threats to freedom is

that it will never be taken for granted—or,

pardon me, I should say, it will be taken for

granted is the threat. It never should be.

But there are many reasons for confidence.

And a story I came across recently truly

inspired me, and I'd like to share it with
you. Ms. Drake is here in the audience, who
brought this story to my attention. Natalia

and Nels Mortensen, both in their eighties,

live in a small town of Marstal on the island

of Aero in Denmark. For the last 40 years,

they have been tending the gravesite of a

young man they never met. They dig the

weeds out, they place flowers—red, white,

and blue ones—on the grave, and always

there is a small American flag, and when it

gets too worn, they replace it with another.

They're watching over the final resting

place of U.S. Air Force Sergeant Jack
Elwood Wagner, who died when his plane
was shot down off* the coast of that island,

fell into the sea after a bombing raid over
enemy territory on June 20th, 1944. Jack
Wagner's body washed up on shore in occu-

pied Denmark 18 days after his bomber
crashed, and the word spread quickly.

When the Nazi occupation troops finally ar-

rived to bury the young American, they

found nearly the whole town of 2,000 had
been waiting at the graveyard since early

that morning to pay tribute and homage to

the young American flyer. The path had
already been lined with flowers. And when
the enemy troops—they, incidentally, had
removed his identification before the troops

had arrived—when the troops had laid him
in his grave and left, then the townspeople
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placed two banners of red, white, and blue

flowers on the grave. They conducted a fu-

neral service. One of the banners had a

ribbon which read, "Thank you for what
you have done."

Jack Wagner was a 19-year-old American
from Snyder County, Pennsylvania. They'd
never met him, yet the people of the small

town—thousands of miles from his home

—

felt they knew him, because they said he

was a young man who gave his life for their

freedom. The Mortensens have tended his

grave four decades now, just as if he were a

member of the family. We invited them to

be here tonight, but they wrote and told

me that, at their age, they didn't believe

that they could take on such a long trip.

But Jack Wagner's sister is here tonight

—

Mrs. WoU, would you stand for just a second

and let us—[applause]. She has been to

Denmark to meet the Mortensens and to

thank them for what they've done.

Let all of us learn from their devotion.

After our meeting today and the heartfelt

good will of this evening, I think we can all

be certain that in the future our two peo-

ples will continue to stand side by side as

members of the same family—the family of

free people. Incidentally, I should have
added that, with the age of the Mortensens,
the village in which they live has already

officially made it plain that when they can
no longer care for the grave, the village will

take it over as an official function of that

village.

So, I think we shall have two toasts to-

night. First, a toast to Her Majesty, the

Queen of Denmark—to the Queen. And
would you also join me in a toast to Prime
Minister and Mrs. Schliiter and to our
Danish friends and allies.

Pete Rose has been at bat twice, and he
hasn't hit yet. [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 9:51 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

Following the toast, the President referred

to Cincinnati Reds baseball player Pete

Rose, who was one hit away from breaking

Ty Cobb's record for the most career base

hits.

Remarks at a Senior Citizens Forum on Tax Reform in Tampa,
Florida

September 12, 1985

The President. Thank you, Paula. Ladies

and gentlemen here on the dais and you
ladies and gentlemen, before I begin my
formal remarks today, I have something
that I think many citizens of Florida will be
glad to hear. As they say in the news busi-

ness, "This is just in."

I am today making eligible for Federal

assistance those parts of your State which
suffered so much at the hands of Hurricane

Elena—those are Franklin, Levy, Pinellas,

and Manatee Counties. And the entire

Nation watched with you as this disastrous

storm made not one, but two passes at the

Florida Gulf course. And I want to assure

you that we in Washington—did I say—^you

know, gulf stream came out—or gulf coast

came out like a golf course

—

[laughter]—

believe me, that was a Freudian slip.

[Laughter] But I want to assure you that we
in Washington will work closely with your

State officials, with Senator Hawkins, and
your congressional delegation to see that

every resource of the Federal Government
that's available under law is placed at your
disposal. We want those who face the brunt
of this storm to have a helping hand to

begin rebuilding their homes, their busi-

nesses, and their lives.

Now, it's great to be back in Florida, and
I am going to dare to say the Sunshine State

even though it's a little cloudy out there.

I'm happy to have a few kids my own age

to play with. [Laughter] May I say what an
honor it is to be here with your fine Sena-

tor, Paula Hawkins; your Congressmen

—
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Sam Gibbons, Mike Bilirakis, Andy Ireland,

and Bill Young; and your mayor. Bob Marti-
nez.

You know, last fall I fought the last elec-

tion of my political life, and for the rest of
my time in this high office, there can be no
doubt that all decisions will be guided by a
single question: What's best for America?
Fve tried to do that all along, but no one
really believes it of a politician. But now
they can't doubt it because I am not going
any place. [Laughter] My friends, in this

regard you and I have a lot in common.
We've lived out the great part of our lives.

As we look to the past, our hearts are filled

with gratitude for the blessings that this

great nation has bestowed upon us. And as

we look to the future, we want our children
and grandchildren to know the same free-

dom and opportunity, the same greatness of
spirit that we as Americans have cherished.
Of course, we intend to live the rest of

our own lives to the fullest, but more and
more, we do find ourselves asking what's
best for the next generation? What's best
for America? In this spirit, I'd like to talk to

you about a subject of vital importance for

the decades ahead. I know you have already
heard some specifics about it—tax reform

—

and I'll hope that I won't replow ground
that's already been plowed here today.
But today our administration, as you

know, has before the Congress a plan for a
dramatic tax reform. It's a reform that
would make it easier for Americans to keep
more of their own earnings; that would
create new jobs by fostering economic
growth; and that would make it easier for

our children and grandchildren to raise

families of their own. Any reform this major
is bound to have its opponents, and our tax
plan is no exception. The special interests

have already dug in around Capitol Hill and
are prepared to do battle. They want to
preserve certain tax shelters and loopholes
and make the rest of us pay for the special

treatment that they and their big-money
clients receive.

Well, if we're going to out-flank those
special interests and get this tax reform
passed, a certain senior citizen is going to

need your help. He's a fellow named
Ronald Reagan. So, with your permission,
I'd like to present our case. I want you to

know what's wrong with the present
system, what our new plan would do, and
how each of you can lend a hand. As I've

traveled the country to talk about taxes,

I've discovered that the American people
have a few strong opinions of their own.
Let me ask you here in Florida a question
that I've asked elsewhere, and I wonder if

you'd answer loud enough so all of those
way back in Washington can hear you. My
friends, don't you believe that our taxes are
too high, too complicated, and utterly
unfair?

Audience. Yes! [Applause]

The President. Thank you. Looks as

though I came to the right place. [Laugh-
ter] The tax code we're saddled with today
is the result of almost 75 years of political

wheeling and dealing. When the income tax
first became law back in 1913, the tax code
amounted to just about 15 pages—I may
have been the only 2-year-old to read it

cover to cover. [Laughter] Well, today the
tax code runs to 4 volumes and more than
4,000 pages. And one standard interpreta-

tion of the code—you know that isn't

enough, just the code; you got to have it

explained—and that explanation includes 18
volumes, weighs 87 pounds, and takes up 6
feet of shelf space. Just think of it—the
Bible contains all the wisdom we need to
lead our lives and is perhaps 2 inches thick.

You know, the complete works of William
Shakespeare—plays and poetry that have
enriched life in the English-speaking world
for almost four centuries—can be bound in

a single volume. But just to explain the tax
code to the United States—18 volumes and
6 feet of shelf space—I think you'll agree
it's not exactly a major contribution to

Western civilization.

The sheer length and complexity of the
tax code is bad enough, but the unfairness is

worse. Every year many Americans pay
more in Federal income taxes than the
giant corporations they work for. Some indi-

viduals go on so-called educational ocean
cruises or purchase sky boxes at sports
arenas and write them off as business ex-

pense. Now, I've been preaching the merits
of free enterprise for years. Business people
provide jobs and create wealth; I have noth-
ing against them—on the contrary, they
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have my heartfelt admiration. What I am
against is a tax system that allows some to

take perfectly legal deductions that by any
standards of fairness are an outrage. I think

you agree with that.

For individuals, the current system means
you have to pay just too darned much.
Maybe one of your grandchildren just got a

job and showed you his or her paycheck.

One box shows the actual salary—not a bad
figure. Then there are all the boxes that

show taxes taken out—Federal tax, State

tax, and on and on and on. And when you
get to the box that shows take-home pay,

it's a mere fraction of the starting figure.

It's like one of those horror movies from the

1950's—"The Incredible Shrinking Pay-

check." [Laughter] And I'm sure your

grandchild might wonder who he or she is

working for—for him or herself or the Gov-
ernment. I still remember—the first one in

my family—a daughter, she'd been with
that kind of campus liberalism at the time
that was going around. Then she brought
home her first paycheck. She was pale and
horror stricken. And I tried to explain to

her that's what her old man had been
making speeches about all these years.

[Laughter] Well, you know, we can tell our
children and grandchildren that there was a

time when taxes were lower and simpler,

and it doesn't stop there. If your grandchil-

dren work hard and get a raise, they'll find

out now that they get to keep less of each
dollar.

When it comes to families, the present
system is shameful. The standard deduction
for married couples and the exemption for

dependents—so crucial to household fi-

nances—^were never big to begin with.

After the inflation of the seventies, they're

downright puny. The tax code has, in effect,

made it more and more expensive to care

for older parents or to give children the

good upbringing and education they de-

serve.

Today's tax system means that precious

resources—often scarce investment cap-

ital—are spent on useless tax dodges. It

means business districts that look like ghost

towns, with huge, unfinished skyscrapers

constructed largely for tax reasons—they're

called see-through buildings because they

haven't finished them and put in the parti-

tions. It means punishment instead of re-

wards for hard work and achievement;
growing pressure on the American family;

and high taxes for everybody who can't

afford a lobbyist on Capitol Hill. Those see-

through buildings—I should have finished

and pointed out—they're not finished on
purpose, because the purpose in building

them were the tax deductions that were
made available from that which far exceed-

ed any reason for going after a profit.

You know, the tax code sort of reminds
me of Jack Benny's old Maxwell car—it

puffs and wheezes and squeaks and squeals

and gives everybody a lousy ride. I seem to

remember one time when the Maxwell car

on the Benny show ran out of gas and Jack
Benny's line was, "I don't understand. The
gas gauge reads full." And then it was Roch-
ester, his sidekick there on the show, who
answered and says, "Well, it's painted that

way." [Laughter] Well, my friends, today

we have a Maxwell car tax code. It's paint-

ed fair and simple, but in truth, it's unfair,

unjust, and complicated to the point of ab-

surdity. Isn't it time we junked that old

heap and got ourselves a better model
that's brand new? Now, our tax plan calls

for us to close loopholes and make sure that

everybody pays his fair share. But this,

then, enables us to lower the rates across

the board for everyone.

Permit me to say a few words right here
about Social Security. I've been accused

—

oh, boy, have I been accused—of wanting to

tamper with Social Security more times

than I've had birthdays, and that's getting

to be a pretty big number. [Laughter] Well,

it just ain't so. As long ago as the 1976
campaign—I was saying then that correct-

ing the problems of Social Security must be
done without reducing the benefits for

those who are receiving them. I mention
this, first of all, because I think all of us

would like to know that nothing in our tax

plan will affect your Social Security checks
in any way—period.

Now, to return to our tax plan, the corpo-

rate tax rate will come down. The capital

gains tax will come down, spurring new in-

vestment. On personal income taxes, we'll

replace the present tangle of 14 brackets

and a top rate of 50 percent with just 3
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brackets at 15, 25, and 35 percent. And for

the majority of Americans, personal taxes

will not only be simpler but lower. With
these lower personal, corporate, and capital

gains tax rates, new jobs will be created,

new technologies will be developed, and
living standards will rise. Once again, our

country will be a land of true opportunity.

And, my friends, isn't that what we want
for our children and grandchildren? For
families, our plan will raise the standard de-

duction for married couples to $4,000 and
nearly double the personal exemption of

$2,000. And with these measures in place, a

family of four won't pay one penny in Fed-

eral tax on the first $12,000 of its earnings.

Won't it be good news when our tax code

stops punishing families and starts giving

them a helping hand?
Now, last weekend on television, a promi-

nent national figure said that our tax plan

would hurt the middle class while it bene-

fited the rich. I finished watching that show
on the ceiling, looking down. Well, if I may
use a word that people our age will remem-
ber, "balderdash." [Laughter] Now, there

are some earthier words, but balderdash

will have to do. [Laughter] As I've said, we
intend to cut personal income tax rates and
raise deductions and exemptions for the

family. This means that every group in

America will be better off, and anybody
who tells you otherwise just doesn't under-

stand or deliberately doesn't want to under-

stand.

Regarding our proposal to eliminate the

deduction for State and local taxes, it turns

out that there's an important new study by
the comptroller of the State of New York,

which ranks certainly near the top among
States with regard to tax rates. That study

concludes that under our proposal, taxpay-

ers in that State would save $588 million a

year. And that's the point. If individuals are

better off. States are better off, and Amer-
ica is better off.

And our fair share tax plan includes relief

for millions of the needy. Under our plan,

the poor and all blind, elderly, or disabled

Americans living in poverty or at that pov-

erty level would be completely removed
from the Federal tax rolls—not one penny
of tax to pay. The fact is that years of run-

away government spending in the seventies

produced an inflationary binge that threw
millions into poverty. You remember the

Government's War on Poverty? Well, sad to

announce, poverty won. Then, our first tax

cut took effect and ignited one of the

strongest economic expansions in American
history. Between 1983 and 1984, poverty

dropped faster and farther than it had in

more than a decade. Among us senior citi-

zens alone, more than 400,000 have been
lifted out of poverty. Now, this experience

proves beyond all doubt that prosperity

isn't created by big government. Prosperity

is created by lower taxes, less government,
and more economic growth. You know, I

mentioned a moment ago three tax brack-

ets. I think what I've just described to you
indicates there are really going to be in our

plan four tax brackets—15, 25, 35, and zero.

But we can make the tax plan, this fair

tax plan, a reality. But I'll need your help.

Please spread the word among your neigh-

bors and, most important, make your views

known in Washington. Tell folks up there

that it's time for a change, and let them
know that you support and want America's

tax plan. You know, you and I have lived a

good part of the history of this nation. And
many of you, no doubt, are the sons and
daughters of immigrants who came to this

country with nothing. Many, like me, were
getting our first jobs during the hard times

of the Great Depression—^began in '29 and
in the early '30s, grew worse. All of us have
seen what hard work and determination

can accomplish. All of us know from first-

hand experience just how much economic
growth means to this nation.

To return to my original question of

what's best for America, you and I know
the answer. It's freedom and opportunity.

And today we have a chance to give these

precious gifts to the next generation, to our

children and grandchildren. Let us work to

give them the fair share tax. And together,

my friends, I know that we can succeed.

Thank you, and God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 11:44 a.m. at

the Curtis Hixon Convention Center. He
was introduced by Senator Paula Hawkins.
The forum was sponsored by Americans for
Tax Reform.
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Message to the Congress Transmitting the China-United States

Fishery Agreement
September 12, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act of 1976
(Public Law 94-265; 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.\

(the Act), I transmit herewith the text of

the Governing International Fishery Agree-

ment between the Government of the

United States and the Government of the

People's Republic of China, which was
signed at Washington on July 23, 1985.

This agreement is one of a series negotiat-

ed in accordance with the Act. It is the first

such agreement to be concluded that incor-

porates the 1984 amendments to the Act,

clearly establishing the relationship be-

tween a foreign nation's allocations requests

and its contributions to the development of

the U.S. fishery in which it is requesting

allocations. This agreement will further the

objectives of the Act and will serve to en-

hance relations between the United States

and the People's Republic of China.

I recommend that the Congress give fa-

vorable consideration to this agreement at

an early date.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

September 12, 1985.

Message to the Congress Transmitting the Poland-United States

Fishery Agreement
September 12, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act of 1976
(Public Law 94-265; 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.\

(the Act), I transmit herewith the text of

the Governing International Fishery Agree-
ment between the Government of the

United States and the Government of the

Polish People's Republic, which was signed

at Washington on August 1, 1985.

This agreement is one of a series negotiat-

ed in accordance with the Act. It is a re-

negotiated agreement that will allow the

fisheries relationship between the United
States and the Polish People's Republic to

continue when the agreement currently in

force expires on December 31, 1985. It in-

corporates the 1984 amendments to the Act

that clearly establish the relationship be-

tween a foreign nation's allocations requests

and its contributions to the development of

the U.S. fishery in which it is requesting

allocations. This agreement will further the

objectives of the Act and will permit the

fishing industries of the United States and
the Polish People's Republic to continue

without interruption the cooperative fishery

arrangements that have developed since

the first such agreement was signed with

the Polish People's Republic in 1977.

I recommend that the Congress give fa-

vorable consideration to this agreement at

an early date.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

September 12, 1985.
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Nomination of William Robert Graham To Be Deputy Administrator

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

September 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate William Robert Graham to

be Deputy Administrator of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration. He
would succeed Hans Michael Mark.

Mr. Graham is senior associate at R&D
Associates in Marina Del Ray, CA. He has

been with R&D Associates since 1971 serv-

ing as director of computing operations

(1971-1973); division manager (1973-

present); and corporate program manager
(1977-1981). Prior to joining R&D Associ-

ates, he was a member of the technical

staff, physics department, at the Rand Corp.

in 1965-1971; project officer of the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory in 1962-1965;

and a member of the technical staff of the

Hughes Aircraft Corp. Research Laboratory
in 1961-1962 and 1959-1961. Since 1982 he
has been serving as Acting Chairman of the

President's General Advisory Committee on
Arms Control and Disarmament. He also

serves as a member of the Defense Nuclear
Agency Scientific Advisory Group on Ef-

fects and as a consultant to the Defense
Nuclear Agency. In 1970-1981 he served as

a consultant to the Office of the Secretary

of Defense.

He graduated from the California Insti-

tute of Technology (B.S., 1959) and Stanford

University (M.S., 1961; Ph.D., 1963). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Mammoth Lakes, CA. He was born June 15,

1937, in San Antonio, TX.

Message on the Observance of the Jewish High Holy Days
September 13, 1985

Rosh Hashanah marks the beginning of

the year 5746 in the Jewish Calendar. It is

also the beginning of the Jewish High Holy
Days, which conclude with the observance
of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement.

This is the most sacred time of the year

in the Jewish tradition, and it is also a time

when we are reminded of the depth of our

Nation's inheritance from that tradition.

During this period, members of the Jewish
community look both forward and back in a

spirit of repentance. This theme of repent-

ance is one that all Americans can under-

stand because it is an inextricable part of

America's oldest traditions. The Jewish

High Holy Days provide us all with an op-

portunity to reflect on our responsibilities

toward God and our fellowman and to re-

solve to do better in the future in meeting
those responsibilities than we have done in

the past.

This time of year also reminds us of the

close and enduring relationship between
the United States and Israel. Our two na-

tions are joined not by the fragile strands of

temporary interests but rather by the deep
bonds of our common values. The Jewish
High Holy Days remind us of the perma-
nence and depth of those values. As the

shofar's call ushers in the new year, let us

all pray that the values of this season will be
reflected in our own lives and in the cre-

ation of a world at peace.

Ronald Reagan
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Statement on the Nation's Economy
September 13, 1985

This morning we have received more
very encouraging news about our nation's

economy. Retail sales for the month of

August rose sharply, while our standard

measure for inflation at the producer level

actually declined. Sales for August rose a

robust 1.9 percent. Much of that gain came
from an impressive 7.8 percent increase in

new car sales, and other sales categories

also showed increases. In the midst of this

healthy consumer activity, we also saw
prices at the wholesale level for August fall

0.3 percent while industrial production in

the manufacturing sector rose 0.5 percent,

the largest increase in a year. Industrial

production overall climbed 0.3 percent.

All of this good news follows a drop in

our unemployment rate of three-tenths of 1

percent and the Census Bureau's announce-
ment that 1.8 million fewer Americans are

living in poverty. This is further evidence of

the miraculous powers of American enter-

prise. If the Congress will help me to con-

trol domestic spending, to work for freer

and fairer trade, and to reduce tax rates

further by passing our fair share tax plan for

all Americans, then we can reach our goal

—

we can unleash a decade of growth and
create 10 million new jobs in the next 4

years.

Statement on the Soviet-United States Nuclear and Space Arms
Negotiations

September 13, 1985

I met today with my senior negotiators to

the nuclear and space arms talks in

Geneva—Ambassadors Max Kampelman,
John Tower, and Maynard Glitman. I gave

them my instructions for the third round of

the negotiations, which begins on Septem-
ber 19, and discussed with them the pros-

pects for progress in this round.

I reiterated to Ambassadors Kampelman,
Tower, and Glitman my strong desire to

move with renewed effort to reduce nucle-

ar arms. Achieving real reductions in both

strategic and intermediate nuclear forces is

our overriding objective in Geneva. We
have placed a number of positive and far-

reaching proposals on the table for signifi-

cant and verifiable reductions. Our negotia-

tors have unprecedented authority for give

and take in trying to reach these objectives.

There is no reason why a serious reduction

process cannot begin promptly, as these nu-

clear arms exist today and are of consider-

able concern to both sides. At the same
time, I have emphasized my desire to

strengthen the dialog with the Soviets in

Geneva on the full range of issues involving

defense and space arms.

I am hopeful that we may indeed be able

to move forward in this round. Soviet lead-

ers have recently given public indications

that they may be considering significant nu-

clear reductions, and we have encouraged

them to translate this expression into con-

crete proposals at the negotiating table in

Geneva. Now is the time for them to spell

out their intentions; now is the time for

both sides to move forward. Concrete

Soviet proposals would get the talks moving
and would make a positive contribution to

the intensified U.S.-Soviet dialog which has

been underway in recent months. I am
looking forward to my meeting with Gener-

al Secretary Gorbachev in November. Arms
control will, of course, be one of the impor-

tant parts of our agenda at that meeting,

and progress at the negotiating table in

Geneva in this round would provide a posi-

tive, additional stimulus to a productive dis-

cussion in November.
As I have stressed before, my administra-

tion is committed to bringing down dra-

matically the levels of nuclear arms through
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equitable and verifiable agreements. We
have made serious proposals, we are pa-

tient, and we are ready for serious give and

take. With a comparable Soviet attitude,

much can be accomplished and soon.

Nomination of Paul Freedenberg To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Commerce
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Paul Freedenberg to be an

Assistant Secretary of Commerce (Trade

Administration). He would succeed Law-
rence J. Brady.

Since 1981 Mr. Freedenberg has been
staff director of the Subcommittee on Inter-

national Finance and Monetary Policy, U.S.

Senate Banking Committee. Previously, he

was minority counsel to the International

Finance Subcommittee; on the minority

professional staff of the U.S. Senate Banking
Committee in 1977-1979; minority counsel,

U.S. Congress Joint Committee on Defense
Production, in 1977.

He graduated from the University of Illi-

nois (B.A., 1965) and the University of Chi-

cago (Ph.D., 1972). He was born February

17, 1943, in Chicago, IL, and now resides in

Silver Spring, MD.

Nomination of Jeffrey I. Zuckerman To Be General Counsel of the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jeffrey I. Zuckerman to be
General Counsel of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission for a term of 4

years. He would succeed David L. Slate.

Since 1984 he has been chief of staff of

the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission. Previously, he was special assistant

to the Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust

Division, U.S. Department of Justice, in

1981-1984 and associate to the law firm of

Sullivan & Cromwell in 1974-1981.

He graduated from the City College of

New York (B.A., 1969) and Yale Law School

(J.D., 1972). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Silver Spring, MD. He
was born January 15, 1950, in New York
City.

Nomination of Joseph A. Grundfest To Be a Member of the

Securities and Exchange Commission

September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joseph A. Grundfest to be

a member of the Securities and Exchange

Commission for the term expiring June 5,

1990. He would succeed Charles L. Marin-

accio.

Since 1984 Mr. Grundfest has been serv-

ing on the Council of Economic Advisers as

counsel and senior economist. Previously,

he was an associate with the law firm of

Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering in 1979-1984;

consultant to the firm of Peat, Marwick &
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Mitchell in 1979-1980; and an economist

and consultant to the Rand Corp. in 1973-

1979.

He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1973) and Stanford University Q.D.). He is

married and resides in Washington, DC. He
was born October 8, 1951, in New York
City.

Nomination of Ford Barney Ford To Be a Member of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Review Commission, and Designation as

Chairman
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Ford Barney Ford to be a

member of the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Review Commission for a term of 6

years expiring August 30, 1990. He would
succeed Frank F. Jestrab. Upon his confir-

mation, the President intends to designate

him as Chairman.

Since 1983 Mr. Ford has been serving as

Under Secretary of the Department of

Labor. He was Assistant Secretary of Labor
for Mine Safety and Health in 1981-1983.

Previously he was vice president of the

California Institute for Industrial and Gov-
ernmental Relations and served as presi-

dent of the Oilquip Marketing Corp. He
was chairman and public member of the

California Occupational Safety and Health
Appeals Board in 1973-1978; deputy secre-

tary, California Resources Agency, in 1967-

1973; executive director and chief consult-

ant, the Senate Fact Finding Committee on
Natural Resources, in 1959-1967; associate

administrative analyst. Joint Legislative

Committee, in 1955-1959; and an inspector

with the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. in 1948-

1955.

He graduated from the University of Cali-

fornia (B.S., 1948) and attended Virginia

Military Institute. He served in the U.S.

Army in 1943-1946. He is married, has two
children, and resides in Woodbridge, VA.
He was born November 19, 1922, in

Norton, VA.

Nomination of James M. Stephens To Be a Member of the National

Labor Relations Board
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James M. Stephens to be a

member of the National Labor Relations

Board for the term of 5 years expiring

August 27, 1990. He would succeed Robert

P. Himter.

Since 1981 Mr. Stephens has been labor

counsel to the Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources. Previously, he was
associate minority labor counsel to the

House Committee on Education and Labor

(1977-1981); an associate in the law firm of

Roetzel and Andress in Akron, OH (1973-

1977); and law clerk for Judge Leo A. Jack-

son, Ohio Court of Appeals, Eighth Appel-

late District, in Cleveland, OH (1971-1973).

He graduated from Wittenberg Universi-

ty (A.B., 1968) and Case Western Reserve

University Q.D., 1971). He is married, has

one child, and resides in Arlington, VA. He
was born September 16, 1946, in Syracuse,

NY.
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Nomination of William J. Merrell, Jr., To Be an Assistant Director of

the National Science Foundation

September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate WiUiam J. Merrell, Jr., to

be an Assistant Director (Astronomical, At-

mospheric, Earth and Ocean Sciences) of

the National Science Foundation. He would
succeed Floyd James Rutherford.

Dr. Merrell is presently serving as direc-

tor of the division of atmospheric and

marine sciences and associate dean of the

College of Geosciences at Texas A&M Uni-

versity. He also serves there as a professor

in the department of oceanography. Previ-

ously, he has served at Texas A&M Univer-

sity as director of the Earth Resources Insti-

tute of the College of Geosciences (1983-

1984); associate professor (1981-1985) and

deputy department head (1981-1983) of the

department of oceanography. He was pro-

gram manager of the Gulf of Mexico topo-

graphic features synthesis in 1981-1983 and
oceanographer and manager. Climate and
Coastal Zone Branch Science Applications,

Inc., in 1979-1980. He was with Texas

A&M University as associate director of the

Earth Resources Institute (1978-1979); as-

sistant to the dean of geosciences (1978-

1979); deputy sea grant director (1977-

1978); and lecturer and deputy department
head, department of oceanography (1977-

1979).

He graduated from Sam Houston State

College (B.S., 1965; M.A., 1967) and Texas

A&M University (Ph.D., 1971). He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Bryan,

TX. He was born February 16, 1943, in

Grand Island, NE.

Remarks at a White House Luncheon for Elected Republican

Women Officials

September 13, 1985

Thank you, and good afternooij, and wel-

come to the White House. It's always good
to see some old friends and have a chance
to make new ones. And it's always a pleas-

ure to be joined by two of the most impor-

tant women in my life, Nancy and Maur-
een.

Well, it may be September, but here in

Washington it's been plenty warm until just

a couple of days ago. We turned this off just

for this particular

—

[laughter]—gathering.

And these past few weeks, I guess we broke

the record here for the length of a hot spell

just a few days ago, before the reduction in

temperature, and it reminded me when I

was a kid of our minister one hot summer
Sunday morning. And he said that he was
going to keep his sermon short, and he
did—just seven words. He said: "If you
think it's hot now, wait." [Laughter] Well,

today I'll follow his example, though I may
slip a few more in than seven.

But I'm sure you've heard of our plan to

overhaul the Federal tax program. This is

the most burning issue that's facing the

American people, I think, in this decade.

I'm going to be out on the stump all fall

bringing our case for tax fairness and eco-

nomic growth to the American people and
rallying their support. I'll be in many of

your States; indeed, in many of your com-
munities. And I'll be looking for your help,

because it's the grassroots level that our tax

proposal will find the energy, determina-

tion, and willpower needed to topple the

status quo. Status quo—that's Latin for the

mess we're in. [Laughter] And the present

system is a mess.

As State legislators, you don't need to

hear about the pleadings of lobbyists, and

the siren songs of special interests are heard

in every legislative hall from Capitol Hill

out through all the 50 States. But this time
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we can work for the special interests of all

the American people to create a fair and
equitable tax system, one which will be a

double boon to the economy because it'll

both close wasteful loopholes and, at the

same time, cut tax rates. It's time for Amer-
icans to take their money out of tax shelters

and invest the money in America's future.

Every day we live with the present tax

code, we're slowing down economic
growth, sacrificing jobs that would have
been created, unfairly burdening families,

and perpetuating an unjust system that only

breeds cynicism and resentment in the

American people.

You know, last week I spoke about tax

reform at North Carolina State University.

And talking to those college students

brought home to me the urgency of this

issue. The room was electrified with their

hope and energy and enthusiasm. Believe

me, having served as a Governor during the

time of the Vietnam riots and all, when, if I

went to a campus, they'd burn down a

building—to see these young people today

has just made me sure—and I'm glad to tell

you—the 21st century's going to be in good
hands. And one of our proudest accomplish-

ments as Republicans is the way we've been
able to draw more and more young people
into our ranks.

We've swept aside the pessimism and res-

ignation that gripped the elected leadership

of this country not too long ago, and we've
opened our doors to the future. Like the

American people themselves, we Republi-

cans believe that America is still young, still

vital, and still strong. What we've accom-
plished together goes beyond words. We've
backed our words with decisive and dra-

matic action. Our 25-percent across-the-

board tax reduction gave new life and suste-

nance to a spirit of optimism. An entrepre-

neurial renaissance is spreading across our

land. A powerful economic expansion is lift-

ing America out of the devastation of a

decade of high tax policies and enabling us

to build on a solid base of noninflationary

growth.

Here's a piece of especially good news.

The Democratically controlled House Select

Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-

lies rated all the different tax plans that are

presently floating around up there on the

Hill and found that ours was by far the most
profamily of all of the tax proposals. By rais-

ing the standard deduction to $4,000 for a

married couple filing jointly and nearly

doubling the personal exemption to $2,000,

we'll make it so that a family of four doesn't

pay one penny in Federal income tax on
the first $12,000 of earnings. We're also

giving nonwage-earning spouses equal

access to IRA's, those tax deductible savings

accounts. Someone's got to be very brave to

suggest that a homemaker is not working.

But alongside the pension reform passed in

the last Congress, this will go a long way
toward alleviating poverty by allowing

women the means to care for themselves in

retirement years.

Another report may be of special interest

to you as State legislators. Our proposal to

eliminate the State and local tax deduction
has been getting a lot of flack from some
quarters. Well, it turns out that the New
York State government has a study by its

own comptroller. It found that under our

proposal, taxpayers in New York would save

$588 million a year. So, that's the point. If

the individual taxpayers in your States ben-

efit, your States and localities as a whole
benefit. There's no logic to fighting tax fair-

ness, to fighting a plan that would increase

economic growth, create more jobs, give

families a much-needed break, and take the

working poor off the tax rolls completely.

Of course, we still have a job to do in

Congress getting spending under control. In

that regard, on the revenue side, I'd like it

known that I could immediately deposit

$1.2 billion in cash in the Treasury if Con-
gress will support this administration's deci-

sion to sell Conrail back to the private

sector, where it belongs. I was only a small

boy the first time the Federal Government
tried to run the railroads. That was during

World War I, and it was a disaster. If the

war'd gone on a little longer, I don't think

we'd have had any trains left. [Laughter]

So, we have an oflbr of that amount al-

ready. We can sell, if they'll only give the

word. As Everett Dirksen might have said,

"A billion here and a billion there and
pretty soon you're talking real money."
Some in Congress seem to think they can

proceed as usual, indiscriminately spending
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taxpayer dollars, and that sooner or later

they'll all be bailed out with a tax hike.

Well, for at least 3y2 years they won't.

There'll be no tax hike on my watch.

We Republicans have always looked for

the long-range solutions, and this tax plan is

one of those which will be working long

after we've left office. As State legislators,

you know that programs closer to home are

more cost-efficient, better planned, and
offer more assistance. But the gluttonous

Federal tax system has robbed you of the

base for local programs. We must continue

to move this wheel of government in the

interest of what's right for America. And
this is the time for which all of us have
worked, the moment in which we can build

a partnership between the levels of govern-
ment with a growing economy to give

America the momentum for the next centu-

ry. And, my friends, I'm convinced that to-

gether we can succeed.

And now I'm going to—^you know, in the

business I was always in, you wanted a tag

line to get off that would be popular

—

[laughter]—appreciated. It is, we're going
to have dessert now. [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 12:55 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.
In his opening remarks, the President re-

ferred to the First Lady and his daughter
Maureen.

Nomination of Roger Dale Semerad To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Labor
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Roger Dale Semerad to be
an Assistant Secretary of Labor (Employ-
ment and Training). He would succeed
Frank C. Casillas.

Mr. Semerad is presently serving as exec-
utive vice president of the Brookings Insti-

tution. Previously he was chairman and
president of Semerad Associates, Inc. He
was executive secretary to the Policy Advi-
sory Councils of the Republican National

Committee in 1977-1980; executive direc-

tor of the Committee on Resolutions of the

1980 Republican National Convention in

1979-1980; and a member of the National

Advisory Council on Vocational Education

in 1976-1979.

Mr. Semerad graduated from Union Col-

lege (B.A., 1962). He is married, has one
child, and resides in Kensington, MD. He
was born September 9, 1940, in Troy, NY.

Nomination of Mark L. Edelman To Be a Member of the Board of
Directors of the African Development Foundation
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Mark L. Edelman, an As-

sistant Administrator of the Agency for

International Development, to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

African Development Foundation for a

term expiring September 22, 1991. This is a

reappointment.

Since 1983 Mr. Edelman has been serving

as the Assistant Administrator for the

Bureau of African Affairs at the Agency for

International Development. From 1981 to

1983, he was Deputy Assistant Secretary,

Bureau of International Organization Af-

fairs, at the Department of State. In 1981
he served as a program analyst, Agency for

International Development. Mr. Edelman
was the legislative assistant to Senator John
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C. Danforth in 1977-1981. In 1975-1976 he
served as deputy commissioner of adminis-

tration, Office of Administration, Jefferson

City, MO. In 1973-1976 he served as direc-

tor. Division of Budget, Office of Budget,
Jefferson City, MO. Mr. Edelman was the

budget examiner, Bureau of the Budget,
Office of Management and Budget, from

1968 to 1972.

Mr. Edelman graduated from Oberlin
College (B.A., 1965). He did graduate work
in public administration at George Wash-
ington University in 1965-1966. He was
born June 27, 1943, in St. Louis, MO. Mr.
Edelman is married and currently resides in

Washington, DC.

Nomination of Neal B. Freeman To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the Communications Satellite Corporation

September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Neal B. Freeman to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

Communications Satellite Corporation until

the date of the annual meeting of the Cor-

poration in 1988. This is a reappointment.

Since 1976 Mr. Freeman has been presi-

dent of Jefferson Communications, Inc., a

radio-television production and media con-

sulting firm in Reston, VA. During this

time, he has also served as consulting

editor, Washington Post Writers Group,
1977-1980; contributing editor, the Advo-
cates, 1977-1979; Washington editor. Na-
tional Review, 1978-1981; and senior con-

sultant, ACTION /Peace Corps, 1981. Prior

to founding Jefferson in 1976, Mr. Freeman
was for 9 years an executive with the
Hearst Corp. in New York. In 1967 he
joined the King Features division of Hearst
as editor in charge of newspaper relations,

becoming executive editor in 1968 and di-

rector of King Features Television Produc-
tions, Inc., in 1970. From 1972 to 1976, he
was vice president and editor of the Hearst
division and responsible for division per-

formance.

Mr. Freeman graduated from Yale Col-

lege (B.A., 1962). He was born July 5, 1940,

in New York, NY. He is married, has three

children, and currently resides in Vienna,
VA.

Nomination of Barbara J.H. Taylor To Be a Member of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science

September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Barbara J.H. Taylor to be a

member of the National Commission on Li-

braries and Information Science for a term
expiring July 19, 1990. She would succeed
Gordon M. Ambach.

Mrs. Taylor was appointed as the U.S. Na-

tional Commissioner for UNESCO in 1982
and served as a senior adviser to the United
States delegation, 22d General Conference
of UNESCO in Paris, France (1983). She

also represented the United States at the

15th General Assembly of the International

Social Science Council, Paris, France, in

1983. She is chairman of the Daughters of

the American Revolution Schools for Under-
privileged Children.

She attended the Georgetown University

School of Foreign Service. She is married,

has one child, and resides in Potomac, MD.
She was born September 9, 1934, in Provi-

dence, RI.
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Appointment of William M. Taylor as a Member of the National
Highway Safety Advisory Committee
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint William M. Taylor to be a

member of the National Highway Safety

Advisory Committee for a term expiring

March 15, 1987. He will succeed Taras G.

Szmagala.

Since 1982 he has been president of Bill

Taylor & Associates, Inc., a corporate and
governmental relations firm, in Jacksonville,

FL. Previously he was vice president—sales

for George Washington Life Insurance Co.
in 1966-1967. He was superintendent, gen-
eral agencies, for Peninsular Life Insurance
Co. in 1964-1966.

Mr. Taylor attended Arizona State Uni-
versity. He is married, has two children,

and resides in Jacksonville, FL. He was born
May 11, 1923, in Thomasville, GA.

Appointment of Barrie S. Ciliberti as a Member of the National
Graduate Fellows Program Fellowship Board
September 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Barrie S. Ciliberti to be a

member of the National Graduate Fellows
Program Fellowship Board for a term of 6
years. This is a new position.

Since 1965 he has been a professor at

Bowie State College. He is also owner of

Reston Town & County School in Reston,
VA. He is president of the local chapter of

the American Association of University Pro-

fessors.

He graduated from Ursinus College (B.A.,

1951), Georgetown University (M.A., 1961),

and Catholic University (Ph.D., 1975). He
has three children and resides in Rockville,

MD. He was born July 27, 1936, in Philadel-

phia, PA.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Farm Industry

September 14, 1985

My fellow Americans:
Recent economic reports confirm our

economy is moving smartly ahead with solid

expansion in the job market and inflation

being held down. Our future looks good,

but one group is still having difficulty. Far
too many farmers are seeing hard times.

Prices for corn, wheat, and soybeans have
been weak and getting weaker. Demand for

exports has dropped as production here and
in other countries has steadily increased,

and foreign suppliers have filled markets
that once were ours.

Our great success in bringing down infla-

tion has helped farmers by ending double-

digit price increases for fuel, fertilizer, and
other supplies, but there's been a down
side. Many farmers took out loans in the

late seventies when inflation was soaring,

assuming the value of the land they were
pledging as collateral would keep on rising.

Unfortunately, the opposite happened.
When inflation plunged, land values

plunged, too. And when inflation stayed

down, defying the experts' predictions,

those loans farmers were carrying became
more and more diff'icult to finance. How
can we not open our hearts to these people
in distress who mean so much and give so
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much to America? We know that, while

farm^ers account for only 3 percent of the

work force, farming and related industries

generate $660 billion a year or almost 18

percent of our gross national product. We
know that these industries are responsible

for 21 million workers, nearly 20 percent of

the work force. We can be thankful that

agriculture, one of the few industries with a

strong, positive trade balance, provides em-
ployment for 630,000 nonfarm workers

through its yearly exports.

These facts and figures are convincing in

their own right. Yet facts and figures don't

tell the whole story. They don't convey the

strength and nobility of values, the deep
faith in God, and love of freedom and inde-

pendence, the many years of hard work and
caring for friends and neighbors that began
on the farm and made America the greatest

Nation on Earth. Farming is hard work,

maybe the hardest. The strength of our

farmers has always been the strength of

their dreams for the future—dreams that a

son or a daughter working the fields, tend-

ing the herds, "might decide to stay on that

farm and be able to make a go of it. There
is no price tag on traditions like these, only

the stark realization that to lose our farmers

would be to lose the best part of ourselves,

the heart and soul of America. Well, we
cannot let that happen. We cannot permit
the dreams of our farmers to die. We must
have compassion for these men, women,
and their families, so important to all of us.

I'm asking Congress to join me in plant-

ing fresh seeds of hope for America's farm-

ers. We might begin by seeing and avoiding

the one threat that could make today's

problems far worse. Some 300 protectionist

bills await action in Congress. To enact

them would be to invite certain retaliation

against our farm exports, heightening the

risk of a farm catastrophe which would send
shock waves throughout our economy. Be-

lieve me, protectionism is farmers' enemy
number one, and that enemy is stalking our

gate. Let us work aggressively for freer and
fairer markets. But more than that, let us

have the courage to urge that more coun-

tries start doing what America has begun
doing so well. Go for growth by adopting

low-tax, free-market policies that will in-

crease jobs, raise their people's standard of

living, thereby strengthening demand for

our products. Nations which have stagnated

their economies with high taxes are weak
importers, and this problem must be recog-

nized.

We do not seek an America that is closed

to the world; we seek a world that is open
to America. We do not dream of protecting

America from others' success; we seek to

include everyone in the success of the

American dream. I'm asking Congress to

unite with me for intelligent policies that

provide farmers needed help, without doing

harm to the budget limitations adopted by
Congress, and greater freedom for them to

grow and sell their crops in the market-

places of the world. By working in this

spirit, we can avoid budget-busting legisla-

tion which repeats the mistakes of the past,

legislation I would not hesitate to veto. We
must meet our responsibility to America's

farmers and pass a farm bill that provides

hope, not measured doses of despair.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Proclamation 5366—National Hispanic Heritage Week, 1985

September 14, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

One of the greatest strengths of our

Nation is its rich mixture of people from
various cultural backgrounds. Americans of

Hispanic heritage have made an immense
and unique contribution. In thousands of

communities across the land, Hispanics are
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a vital element in fostering America's

achievements in fields as diverse as the arts

and industry, agriculture and education, re-

ligion and business, science and politics.

People from Spain were among the first

explorers and settlers in the New World,

long before the United States became an
independent Nation. They came in search

of a better life for themselves and their

children, and they have helped to create a

richer life for all of us.

In our international relations, Hispanic

Americans also contribute to our Nation's

identity—our own perception of who we
are and our role in the world. The strong

family and cultural ties which bind Hispan-

ics in the United States with our nearest

neighbors are an important element of

strength, unity, and understanding in the

Western Hemisphere. The freedom of our

neighbors is our freedom. Their security is

our security. We Americans seek justice,

economic progress, the spirit of good neigh-

borliness throughout the hemisphere, and
we count on Americans of Hispanic herit-

age for special insight and leadership as we
work together toward these goals.

In recognition of the many achievements

of the Hispanic American community, the

Congress, by Joint Resolution approved Sep-

tember 17, 1968 (Public Law 90-498), has

authorized and requested the President to

issue annually a proclamation designating

the week which includes September 15 and
16 as "National Hispanic Heritage Week."
NoWy Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Pres-

ident of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Sep-
tember 15, 1985, as National Hispanic Her-
itage Week, in recognition of the Hispanic
individuals, families, and communities that

enrich our national life. I call upon the

people of the United States, especially the

educational community, to observe this

week with appropriate ceremonies and ac-

tivities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fourteenth day of September,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:13 a.m., September 16, 1985]

Interview With Guillermo Descalzi of the Spanish International

Network
September 13, 1985

Tax Reform

Mr. Descalzi. Mr. President, the major
focus of your Presidency has been the reac-

tivation of the economy, and many would,

of course, arguably say that you've been
very successful at that. So, the question now
is: Why now with the project of tax reform?

The President. Well, what we've started

with the economy and the growth that

we've had—the increase in prosperity

here—I think is only a beginning. I think

there's further to go, and so the tax reform,

I think, could contribute to economic
growth. But the main thing is, even without

that, our present tax system is unfair. It is so

complicated that a great many people can't

determine how much they owe the Govern-
ment without getting expensive legal help.

And we believe it's long overdue that we
have a tax system that is more fair; that is

simpler, more easily understood by the

people; and that, at the same time, can

lower the tax rates in the simplification, re-

moving some of the loopholes that have led

to unfair deductions by some, the use of tax

shelters to avoid, legally, a fair share of tax.

Mr. Descalzi. Now, the question is: If

through simplification and through the new
tax system the average amount of money
that the individual is going to contribute to

the IRS is going to diminish, how, then, is

the Government going to compensate for
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the diminishing tax returns that it will take?

The President. Well, we aren't going to

diminish the total tax revenues the Govern-
ment gets. It's true we'll lower the rates; it's

true that individuals will pay less tax than

they're presently paying. The difference

will be made up in part by what we think

will be more growth in the economy, and
the more the economy grows, the more tax

revenues there'll be. But mainly it's because

right now there are a great many people

who have taken advantage of some well-

intentioned tax loopholes, as we call them,

to reduce their personal tax burden, and
this has resulted in a great unfairness. For
example, we have people today who are

paying a higher income tax as individuals

than the great corporations they work for

are paying as their total tax. So, once we
change that, the difference will mainly be
made up by those tax revenues that are

being avoided by some, and that's where
the fairness comes in. Everybody will be
paying their fair share.

Mr. Descalzi. And we're also banking on
the growth of the economy. Talking about

the primary focus of this reform, many see

the family as the main concern of yours,

and I would like to ask you about which is

the main focus of this project of yours.

The President. Well, we think it is aimed
at the family, and we think that the family

is the most important unit in our whole
social structure. As the family goes, so goes

the Nation. But what we are going to do in

addition to lowering the rates, we are going
to make the personal deduction for a wage
earner $4,000. We are going to almost

double the increase exemption—or deduc-

tion for dependents to $2,000 because it

hasn't nearly kept up with inflation over

the years—that deduction that used to be
$600 and then came to $1,040. Well, now
it's going to be $2,000 under our plan, and
thus we feel particularly the families at the

lower end of the earning scale—^we could

see an average family of four that wouldn't

have to pay a penny on the first $12,000 of

earnings. Also we are going to see people

that are near the poverty line that are

going to be dropped from the tax rolls en-

tirely.

Mr. Descalzi. Now, Mr. President, tax

reform is a very serious and complex issue,

and there have been many attempts in the

past. There is opposition in Congress, and I

would like to ask you, in here, which are

the political angles of tax reform, or are

there any political angles to it?

The President. I think the main political

angles have to do with specific changes we
want to make—some of those deductions I

am talking about removing—that there are

special interest groups that will try to pre-

serve those, and they will get here and
there some congressional support in behalf

of one or the others of those features. But I

believe that overall this may be one of

those times when we see there are no
Democrats or Republicans, just Americans,

because overall there is a bipartisan feeling

that tax reform is necessary.

Mr. Descalzi. Well, among the Americans,

we have Hispanic Americans, and, of

course, as you know, most of Hispanic

America—not most, a large proportion of

Hispanic America is in the modest-income
category. You already talked a little bit

about how people with a modest income
would benefit, but talking specifically about

Hispanic Americans, most of them in a

modest-income category, how would
modest-income and middle-income Ameri-

cans benefit from this proposal?

The President. They would benefit most
of all, particularly at the lower end of the

earnings. Right now, you know, there are

14 tax brackets that people, based on their

earnings, fall into. We're reducing that to

3—a 15-percent bracket, a 25-percent

bracket, and a 35-percent bracket. But in

reality, there's a fourth bracket—zero. The
people at the very lowest end and there

around the poverty line will find they no
longer have any taxes at all to pay. And
elderly people that are in that particular

bracket, some of the handicapped people,

and then those that are just earning but

around that location—they won't have any
tax to pay at all.

Nicaragua

Mr. Descalzi. Mr. President, let me go to

another major concern of your Presidency.

I remember interviewing you in Los Ange-
les in 1980, and you mentioned as one of

your big concerns the spread of commu-
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nism in this hemisphere, in the Caribbean
and Central America. Well, one of your
most notable successes in foreign policy has

been Grenada; however, we still have Nica-

ragua, and it continues unabated. My ques-

tion now is: What can you tell us that will

give us confidence that the problems pre-

sented now by the Sandinista regime in

Nicaragua will be solved in the future?

The President. Well, I'm optimistic about

what's going to happen there. Right now
we have a totalitarian government—the

Sandinista government—in Nicaragua. This

came out of the revolution to overthrow the

dictator, Somoza. But the people who are

fighting as the contras against the Sandi-

nista government now are mainly the

people who were part of the revolution also

against Somoza. They came together to

overthrow that particular regime.

In 1979 those revolutionaries, including

the Sandinistas, went to the Organization of

American States and asked that organiza-

tion to appeal to Somoza to step down so

the killing could stop. The Organization of

American States asked them: Well, what
were the goals of their revolution? The
promise was given that it was to have de-

mocracy, to have free labor unions, a free

press, free speech—all the things that we
associate with democracy and government
by and of and for the people. And then the

revolution was over. Well, the Sandinistas

were probably the most organized. They
had been a pro-Communist organization for

years back. They ousted from the revolution

those who had fought with them. Some of

the leaders had to flee into exile; some of

them were imprisoned; some of them, I'm
afraid, were executed.

And we have this totalitarian govern-

ment. It is literally a satellite of Cuba, the

Communist regime in Cuba, and that

means it's indirectly a satellite of the Soviet

Union. It has made it plain that its revolu-

tion knows no borders, that it is going to be
the centerpiece here in the Western Hemi-
sphere for spreading that kind of Commu-
nist regime throughout the hemisphere.

Their military has been furnished, and their

weapons—well, they're furnishing weapons
to the guerrillas in their neighboring coun-

try. El Salvador, where there is a democrat-

ic government. So, we think that in helping,

as we have been trying to help, the con-

tras—and we've seen them grow as the dis-

satisfaction in Nicaragua with the Sandinis-

tas spread among the people; the forces of

the contras have grown to around 20,000 in

number. They're getting stronger. Desert-

ers from the Nicaraguan Army, the Sandi-

nista army, are turning up and volunteering

as contras.

So, we think that those people who were
simply striving for the original promises of

the revolution to be kept should have our
help. That does not mean, however, mili-

tary forces from the United States. All of

our friends in Latin America have made it

plain to us—maybe with some memories of

a far distant past—that, no, they have the

manpower; they don't need American man-
power. They do need our help in supplies

and weapons and training and so forth, and
that we're giving them. And, so, I know
that the contras have progressed to the

point that they have several times offered

to lay down their arms and negotiate a set-

tlement with the Sandinistas, their former
allies in the revolution, and the Sandinistas

have repeatedly refused. But we think they

deserve our help.

Mr. Descalzi. Well, you say that we are

giving them help, and, yes, we are; howev-
er. Congress has wavered constantly on this

issue. It's teeter-tottered between the

Boland amendment and no aid to the con-

tras. And right now there is limited human-
itarian aid. Has Congress been playing poli-

tics with the security of this hemisphere?

The President. Well, I hesitate to say that.

Some may; I don't know. I think maybe the

rest were well intentioned, and they're suf-

fering from something I call the Vietnam
syndrome. I think too many of them, still

remembering our entanglement there

10,000 miles away from our own land, in

that that this might lead to our military

involvement. And, so, they have been cau-

tious about what we can do. As I've already

explained, we have no intention of military

involvement nor do I think it is needed.

And I think as more of them come to see

that, and also as more of them have come
to realize the real nature of the Sandinista
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government—that it is a totalitarian, Com-
munist government—that that opposition is

lessening.

Immigration Reform

Mr. Descalzi. Mr. President, another very
important issue for Hispanic Americans is

that of immigration. As you know, there

have been attempts in the past at immigra-
tion reform. This is the third time that Sen-

ator Simpson is pushing his own version of

immigration reform through Congress—and
Congressmen Rodino and Mazzoli in the

House—do you support this? Are you
behind this attempt? Would you sign into

law a Simpson-Rodino-Mazzoli bill if it

comes to be?

The President. I have to say that, begin-

ning back in 1981, 1 supported the principle

of reform in our immigration laws because

we, in a way, have lost control of our bor-

ders. Right now, I have to say with regard

to the Simpson bill that—and weVe in-

formed of this—that we support generally

his bill, but there are some amendments
that we think are necessary. For one, we
very much need in any immigration bill

—

we need protection for people who are in

this country and who have not become citi-

zens, for example, that they are protected

and legitimized and given permanent resi-

dency here. And we want to see some
things of that kind added to the immigra-
tion bill.

Hispanic Americans

Mr. Descalzi. Mr. President, this is my last

question, really, and I want to ask you
simply if you have any messages for the

Hispanic community in America that's lis-

tening to you.

The President. Well, yes, I do. Our whole
country is made up of people who came
here from someplace else, either the indi-

viduals themselves or, like myself—in my
case it was grandparents, others it's their

parents—^but we represent the cultures and
the diversity of the whole world. And we've
come together in what some people called a

melting pot and created a whole new breed
of human being called an American. And I

have to say, I think America's great success

in the world has been the result of this

diversity and this understanding and
coming together of such diverse peoples.

And I just have to say that our Hispanic

Americans—their contribution to America is

not surpassed by that of any other people.

They have brought a great warmth, and
they have brought great traditions of

family. In our wars, they have brought
great service and great heroism and loyalty

to this country. And all I would like to say

to them is, God bless them all, and vaya con
Dios.

Mr. Descalzi. And vaya con Dios, tam-

bien, Senor Presidente. Muchas gracias.

The President. Gracias.

Mr. Descalzi. Thank you very much.

Note: The interview began at 3:25 p.m. in

the Map Room at the White House. The
transcript was released by the Office of the

Press Secretary on September 16.

Nomination of Two Members of the Board of Regents of the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Regents of

the Uniformed Services University of the

Health Sciences, Department of Defense,

for terms expiring June 20, 1991.

Mario Efrain Ramirez would succeed William R.

Roy. Dr. Ramirez is in the private practice of

medicine in Rio Grande City, TX. He is a char-

ter fellow of the American Academy of Family

Physicians and a charter member and diplo-

mate of the American Board of Family Prac-

tice. He graduated from the University of

Texas (B.A., 1945) and the University of Ten-
nessee (M.D., 1948). He is married, has five

children, and resides in Roma, TX. He was
born April 3, 1926, in Roma, TX.

Carol Johnson Johns would succeed Lauro F. Ca-

vazos. Dr. Johns is associate professor, assistant
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dean, and director of continuing education at

Johns Hopkins University. She is a full-time fac-

ulty member of Johns Hopkins University in

the respiratory division. She graduated from
Wellesley College (B.A., 1944) and Johns Hop-

kins University (M.D., 1950). She is married,

has three children, and resides in Baltimore,

MD. She was born June 18, 1923, in Baltimore,

MD.

Appointment of Stanley M. Freehling as a Member of the
President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities
September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Stanley M. Freehling to be a

member of the President's Committee on
the Arts and the Humanities. He will suc-

ceed Gabriele Murdock.
He is a partner in Freehling and Co. in

Chicago, XL. He also serves as a trustee of

the Art Institute of Chicago. He was chair-

man of the board of the Illinois Arts Coun-

cil in 1971-1973. He has been an active

member of the Chicago Theatre Group, the
National Corporation Theatre Fund, and
Sadler's Wells Theatre Association in

London.
He graduated from the University of

Stockholm (B.A., 1947). He is married, has
three children, and resides in Chicago, IL.

He was born July 2, 1924, in Chicago.

Nomination of Hazel M. Richardson To Be a Member of the
National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs
September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Hazel M. Richardson to be
a member of the National Advisory Council
on Women's Educational Programs for a
term expiring May 8, 1988. She would suc-

ceed Eleanor Thomas Elliott.

She is vice chancellor of government af-

fairs at the University of California at Santa
Barbara. Previously she was deputy regional

campaign director for Reagan-Bush '84. She
has served as regional chairman, chancel-

lor's council, at the University of California

at Santa Barbara.

She graduated from the University of

California at Los Angeles (B.A., 1967). She
has two children and resides in Santa Bar-

bara. She was born February 15, 1947, in

Redlands, CA.

Appointment of Thomas W. Moses as a Member of the Advisory
Committee on the Arts

September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Thomas W. Moses to be a

member of the Advisory Committee on the

Arts (John F. Kennedy Center for the Per-

forming Arts, Smithsonian Institution). This

is an initial appointment.

Since 1969 Mr. Moses has been serving as

chairman of the board of the Indianapolis

Water Co. Previously he was chairman of

the board of the First National City Bank of

Minneapolis. He serves as chairman of the
board and director of Compucom Develop-
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ment Corp.; director of Merchants National

Bank & Trust Co.; director of Merchants
National Corp.; and director of Park Fletch-

er, Inc. He is vice chairman of the capital

fund for the Indianapolis Ballet League and
honorary chairman of the capital fund for

the Indianapolis Art League.
He graduated from Washington & Lee

University (A.B., 1939) and Yale University
(LL.B., 1942). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Indianapolis, IN. He
was born January 30, 1919, in Benton, IL.

Appointment of L. William Mc Nutt, Jr., as a Member of the Board
for International Food and Agricultural Development
September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint L. William Mc Nutt, Jr., to

be a member of the Board for International

Food and Agricultural Development for a

term expiring December 6, 1987. He will

succeed Ernest T. Marshall.

Mr. McNutt is director and chief execu-

tive officer of the Collin Street Bakery in

Corsicana, TX. He also serves as a director

of Interfirst Bank of Corsicana, Navarro
Pecan Co., Data Dallas Corp., and Dexter
Lloyds Insurance Co.

He graduated from Vanderbilt University

(B.A., 1949). He is married, has four chil-

dren, and resides in Corsicana, TX. He was
born June 16, 1925, in Corsicana.

Appointment of Benjamin Frank as a Member of the Advisory
Committee for Trade Negotiations

September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Benjamin Frank to be a

member of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for a term of 2 years.

This is a reappointment.
Since 1971 Mr. Frank has been with

Allied Stores Corp. and is currently senior

vice president. He served as executive vice

president of the Hament Corp. in 1969-
1971 and deputy commissioner of the
Office of General Services of the State of

New York in 1967-1969. He was in the pri-

vate practice of law with the firm of

Dubow, Frank & Dubow in New York in

1963-1967.

He graduated from Boston University

(B.Sc, 1958) and New York University

School of Law (J.D., 1961). He is married,

has three children, and resides in New York
City. He was born February 10, 1934, in

Montreal, Canada.

Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Regional Editors

and Broadcasters

September 16, 1985

The President. Good afternoon, and wel-

come to the White House. Like millions of

Americans, Nancy and I recently returned

from our summer vacation. My horse and I

got reacquainted, and I had time to reflect

once again on the old truth inherited from
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the cavalry that there's nothing so good for

the inside of a man as the outside of a

horse. Now, fall is nearly here, and the Na-
tion's begun another season of work and
achievement. I can't think of a better way
to begin the new season here at the White
House than by speaking to you, the repre-

sentatives of newspapers and television and
radio stations out there in the real America,

and through you, I hope, to the communi-
ties that you serve.

Today our country's at peace, and our

economy is in good health. The inflation

rate, which was in double digits when we
first took office, is under 4 percent, sizably

so. Interest rates have dropped dramatically

and are still easing down. And already this

year we've seen the creation, this year, so

far of more than 900,000 jobs. And last

month the Census Bureau reported that be-

tween 1983 and '84, the poverty rate in

America showed the sharpest drop in 16

years. In all, more than 1,800,000 Ameri-
cans were lifted out of poverty. Gains were
shared by virtually every major group, in-

cluding children, the elderly, and blacks.

Income among Hispanic families rose by a

remarkable 6.8 percent, and that was more
than double the percent for the rest of us.

It all goes to show that the answer to pover-

ty is not more government programs and
redistribution. The answer to poverty is

economic growth through greater freedom.
And despite all this good news, we can do

even better. And I'd like to spend just a

moment on our historic new initiative. I'm
sure you've heard about it—tax reform.

When the income tax first became law back
in 1913, the tax code amounted to just 15

pages. Today it runs four volumes, and the

complexity alone is staggering. But worse is

the unfairness, the simple injustice that the

complexity engenders. You just know that

with a tax code that complicated, there are

going to be accountants and lawyers who
know how to make it work to their clients'

advantage and that ordinary Americans
who can't afford such high-paid advice will

end up paying for it with higher taxes.

Today some individuals are able to take

so-called educational cruises, ocean luxury

liners, to buy sky boxes at sports arenas, and
write it all off as business expense. Many
Americans pay more in Federal income

taxes each year than the giant corporations

they work for. Now, I've been preaching
the gospel of the enterprise system for

more years than I can remember. Business

people are the ones who provide many of

our jobs, create much of America's wealth,

and they have my enduring admiration.

What I am against is the unfair tax system
that allows some businesses to take perfect-

ly legal deductions that by any standards of

fairness are ridiculous.

The key idea in our proposal is that by
ironing out the complexities, closing loop-

holes, making everyone pay their fair share,

we can lower tax rates, almost double the
personal exemption, make the system more
equitable, and do it all without a loss in

revenue. Lower tax rates, nearly doubling
the personal exemption, end the loop-

holes—it all adds up to fairness, stronger

growth, more jobs, and renewed hope for

our future. Well, next summer's a long way
off, but if you thought your vacation was
good this year, just wait till next August.

You see, after being on a horse, the next

best thing for a man is lower tax rates.

[Laughter]

Thank you again for joining us here

today. And I'm going to quit with the mon-
olog, and you perhaps have some questions

that

Farm Industry

Q. Mr. President, you have repeatedly

warned Congress that you will veto any
budget-busting farm bill. A lot of farmers in

Minnesota are concerned as to what price

to farmers does this administration intend

to hold the line on farm spending? And will

you, at some point, be forced to either

rescue the Farm Credit System or approve
a farm bill that exceeds budgetary limits?

The President. First, let me just say that

more has been spent since our administra-

tion's been here on farm programs than
ever in the history of our country. And
what we have right now—we believe, inci-

dentally, that the Government programs
are the cause of much of the farmers' prob-

lem. And we believe that we can't pull the

rug out from under an industry that has

gotten used to this government participa-

tion. That wouldn't be right. But we have
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an obligation to not only correct what is

wrong but to do it in such a way as to not

penalize the farmers.

We have a short-term problem—or

answer. We're going to do something with
regard to those farmers who borrowed

—

and under the double-digit inflation the

land prices were high. Now they've come
down with the corraling of inflation, left

many farmers out on a limb. We're going to

have a short-term program of loans and fi-

nancial aid for those farmers.

But we want to embark—and this is what
we want to work with Congress on—is to

have a long-term program that will be
pointing to a date certain down the line

where we can say to the farmers, as of that

point, we're going to phase these programs
out, these regulations, and so forth and
have you out in the free marketplace as of

such and such a year. And we think that

this can work, because the two-thirds of

farming that is not and never has been in-

cluded in the Government programs is not
part of the great crisis today and is not
having the trouble. They have known a

consistent increase in the per capita con-

sumption of their produce, where the rest

of farming has known a per capita decrease
in that consumption.

So, we think that is the way to help the

farmers and, at the same time, do all that

we can out in the world markets and so

forth to see that they get a fair shot at

export markets and all.

Q. Mr. President

The President. Let me take him and then
I'll be back

Central American Conflict

Q. Mr. President, as another priority of

your administration. Central America. This

weekend, Nicaragua again attacked Hondu-
ras. And I wonder, and also know that Hon-
duras wonders, what can the United States

do if these attacks continue against Hondu-
ras and Costa Rica?

The President Well, I don't say that I—or

I wouldn't talk if I did have anything about

a specific thing that we would do. But I

thought that Honduras behaved nobly and
was well within their rights, because Hon-
duras responded against that battery that,

as I understand it, caused casualties on their

side of the border with an aerial strike and
took it out. We have been supportive of

Honduras and Costa Rica and Guatemala,
the other Central American countries.

There's no question but all of them have, to

a certain extent, been preyed upon by the

Sandinista government.

We are, as you know—continue to be sup-

portive of the contras, and they are gaining

in strength every day. They now number
some 20,000. Their goal is to restore the
true revolution. The Sandinista government
is a totalitarian. Communist government
here in the mainland of the Americas, and
we feel that all of us have a stake in seeing

that they're not allowed to export that revo-

lution to other Latin American countries.

I think there's more of a support and an
agreement between the countries of Latin

America and the United States than we've
known in many years. And we'll do what
we can. We have no plans for military

action of our own in any Latin American
country nor do we think it's necessary; in

fact, it isn't wanted by our friends down
there. And we're continuing to support the

Contadora process and its 21 goals.

Federal Employees

Q. Mr. President, your administration has

tried to bring business practices to govern-

ment to make it run more like a business.

The guiding principle of many successful

businesses is to treat employees like win-

ners and problemsolvers. Yet as President,

many times you've gone on television in

speeches around the country and blamed
the bureaucrats for the Government's prob-

lems that may have been caused by past

Presidents or past Congresses. How do you
feel about the Federal employee, and what
message do you have for them?
The President I think there are thousands

and thousands of Federal employees that

are performing a great service for this

country and for their fellow citizens, and
they're doing a great job. On the other

hand, there are some ills of bureaucracy
that cannot be overlooked, that programs
many times that are started by government
in the best of intentions—and then the bu-

reaucracy that is created to manage that

program, its first priority becomes to pre-
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serve the bureaucracy. And we have to be
ready to deal with that. But that isn't to

overlook the fact, as I say, of the great serv-

ice performed by so many government em-
ployees. We have reduced the number of

government employees, without any loss of

service to the people, by—I guess it's

around a hundred thousand by now. And
we feel that the elected representatives of

government have got to determine the

policy of government, not the permanent
structure.

U. S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, first of all, I'm Bill

Sharp from Charleston, South Carolina. We
would like to have you there. If you would
like to come, I have an extra bedroom in

the house if you and Mrs. Reagan need a

place to stay.

In your upcoming talks with Mr. Gorba-
chev, do you believe that dealing with a

Communist is a Communist is a Commu-
nist? That is to say, whether it's Mr. Gorba-
chev or anybody else, essentially it is deal-

ing with the Communists. And also do you
take or seek Mr. Nixon's advice in the up-

coming summit?
The President I have frequently talked

with President Nixon. He had great experi-

ence and I think is most knowledgeable on
international affairs. And certainly he had a
number of—well, he had a leader that was
there while he was there and had a number
of meetings, both in this country and there,

with that leader. My problem for the first

few years was they kept dying on me.
\Laughter\

No, I feel, though, that there's one thing

that you have to recognize: There are great

differences between our two systems. And
they're not going to like ours, and we don't

like theirs, but we have to live in the world
together. And I think one line recently

written by former President Nixon was very
true. He said of our country, we want
peace; he said the Soviet Union needs
peace. And they do, with this great, massive

buildup, the greatest the world has ever
seen in military might.

We have augmented our forces and, I

think, have given them reason to believe

that we're not going to allow them to get

such a superiority in weapons that they can

someday lay down an ultimatum. But I

think the thing of the summit and what we
would hope to do is to make them recog-

nize that we both have to live in the world
together, and it doesn't mean that we have
to love each other or that we have to

change each other's system, but that we
can—there are areas where we can—we're
the only two nations in the world, I think,

that could start another world war. We're
also the two that could prevent one from
starting. And we're going to try to find a

way to deal practically with them.

Nicaragua

Q. Mr. Reagan, you referred to Nicaragua
a while back. The contras you're support-

ing, are they not merely remnants of the
Somozista government down there which
was in and of itself totalitarian?

The President I'm glad you asked that

question. No, they aren't. There are some
there, some that were formerly connected
with the National Guard, but there are also

a great many who were part of the revolu-

tion. What the Sandinistas did—that wasn't

their revolution alone, they were just one
factor in it of the groups that had come
together to oust Somoza. But once they got

in, they do what the Communists have tra-

ditionally done. Now, their idea of a consen-
sus government is for them to run it. And
they ousted other revolutionary leaders;

they took over for themselves. Some were
exiled; some, I think, were executed; some
were imprisoned.

And you have many of the former revolu-

tionaries that are now in the contras. And
what they're after is reinstituting the goals.

Remember that the revolutionaries, 1979,

went to the Organization of American
States. And they asked the Organization to

appeal to Somoza to step down and let the

killing end. And the Organization asked,

what are the goals of your revolution, and
they were given. And the goals were: plu-

ralistic society, democracy, freedom of

speech, free labor unions, freedom of

press—all the things that go with a democ-
racy. They have never kept one of those

promises. As I say, they ousted the rest, and
it became the—well, the Sandinista govern-
ment was a pro-Communist organization
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before there was a revolution. So, this is

what we're trying to bring about, and it

isn't just a case of the Somozistas trying to

get back in at all.

Q. Mr. President

Ms. Mathis. One more question.

The President. I promised someone
here—then there will be one more after

this one.

Tax Reform

Q. Mr. President, according to figures

from the Massachusetts Department of Rev-

enue, when you take Social Security tax in-

creases, only the very wealthy will actually

be getting decreases according to your tax

plan. Now, granted that those Social Securi-

ty tax increases were passed before you
came into office, still, it doesn't seem con-

sistent with your goal of fairness.

The President. The Social Security tax, of

course, is—and as you say, has been in-

creased at a time when it looked like

—

when we came here, we gave Social Securi-

ty until July of '83—then it would be broke.

And then after using the issue in '82 politi-

cally, our opponents, shortly after the elec-

tion, came to us and said, now, what are we
going to do about Social Security. They
denied it had any problems. And we had a

bipartisan commission that reorganized

Social Security and has put it on a sound
financial footing. The Social Security tax,

there's no question many people are paying

a higher tax there than they are in the

income tax. But there will be a sizable de-

crease in the overall tax because while

they'll still be paying that, they'll be paying

much less in their income tax.

Right now our estimate is that between
$15,000 and $20,000 a year incomes, the

individuals will be getting about a 13 ¥2 per-

cent average decrease in taxes. From 20 to

30,000, that will drop to a little under 9

percent, 8.7 percent by our estimates. And
as you go up in the income tax brackets

—

actually the average deduction or cut in

taxes is going to get less. So, we think that

this is fair from top to bottom. We talked

about 3 instead of 14 brackets—15, 25, and
35. There is a fourth bracket—zero—^be-

cause those people who are down at or near

the poverty line are going to be off the tax

rolls all together and not pay any tax at all.

So, we think there's no way they can distort

the figures. The other day, with all the cam-
paign that's being waged in New York with

regard to the one feature of the program

—

tax, State and local tax deduction—the

comptroller of New York has done a study

and has estimated that New Yorkers will

get $588 million a year in tax cuts. So, I

think that we can stand on ours that it is

going to be fair and it is going to result in

individual as well as a certain business tax

decrease. Where we're going to remain rev-

enue neutral is we're going to have some
people paying taxes that are not now
paying their fair share.

Ms. Mathis. Last question.

Q. Mr. President

Q. Mr. President, despite your

The President. I heard this voice a couple

of times here before.

Free and Fair Trade

Q. Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. Presi-

dent, everybody believes you're going to

veto the textile import after it comes to

your desk. Let me ask you, sir, are you
going to veto it if it does, and what would
you say to textile workers in places like the

Carolinas and Virginia who believe that

their jobs depend on a bill which would
limit foreign imports?

The President. I should have taken one of

the

—

[laughter]. Well, first of all, let me say,

I have a rule. I never say veto or not veto

until something reaches my desk, because

what started out be an apple might arrive

there an orange. So, I'll wait till that to

answer that part of your question.

But now, let me say one thing about this

whole idea of protectionism. And, with

regard to those employees in industries

where they think their—the possibility of

losing their jobs, we have a program and
we're supporting a program of providing

funds for retraining and relocation of

people who lose their jobs because of indus-

tries of this kind. Remember, also, that we
have a lot of people losing their jobs, not

because of this, but in other industries be-

cause of change in the industries—modern
technology that has now made the industry

use fewer employees; some things that are

just out of date, but other new industries
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have come along. The truth of the matter
is, with regard to jobs, we have the highest

percentage of the labor pool employed that

we've ever had in the history of our coun-
try, the labor pool being everyone in the
country, male and female, from 16 to 65

—

highest percentage of those. Last month
332,000 people found jobs. In the last 33
months, new jobs have been created for

more than 8 million people.

So, yes, this can happen. But with protec-

tionism to favor one industry over another,

no one ever looks over their shoulder at the
retaliation that, then, throws people out of

work in other jobs. So, let me say this one
thing about protectionism: that it's good to

be old enough to remember the Great De-
pression, which I do. I was looking for my
first job in 1932. The Smoot-Hawley tariff

was passed, a great protectionist measure. It

spread the Depression worldwide; it pro-

longed it and kept it in existence until

World War II after about 10 years—was the
only thing that ended the Great Depres-
sion. More than a thousand economists ap-

pealed to Herbert Hoover to veto the
Smoot-Hawley tariff. But there was a classic

example of protectionism, overall protec-

tionism, and its result.

Now, I'd like to say a word or two about
it. Looking at these last 33 months, 8 mil-
lion new jobs without the protectionist

things that we're asking. And I'd like to

point out that this, in coupling with the
trade deficit, that has so many people con-
cerned—it'd be nice if we didn't have one,
but we're the biggest exporters it is in the
world. In these 33 months, we've had this

great trade deficit. And I hear this linked to

people losing jobs, but we gained 8 million

new jobs. In the Great Depression—every
one of those 10 years of the Great Depres-
sion—we had a trade balance that was in

surplus on our side, and yet we had the
greatest depression we've ever had in this

country.

But protectionism—we want to do, as I

say—we will try to help the people that,

through no fault of their own, are—if there
is a cutback and are going to lose jobs. But,

at the same time, we want fair trade, and
we've already announced the things we're
going to do to try and see that the world
can be out there in the free marketplace
competing on even ground. We'll do all

those things. We will take actions against

countries that are unfairly militating against

us, keeping us out of their markets or what-
ever. But there's no way that you can go for

protectionism without having it a two-way
street and retaliation. And the retaliation

will be against others in other industries.

The American farmer knows that most of
all—there was a farm question. The Ameri-
can farmer knows—he's one of our biggest
exporters now—and he knows that the easi-

est way to retaliate is against farm exports.

So, we're just going to continue to try for

free and fair markets and believe that that's

the answer that we should have.

Ms. Mathis. Thank you, Mr. President.

Q. Mr. President

The President. They've told me I've got
to—in fact, I am late, aren't I? I've kept you
here too long, and I'm sorry. It's just like on
those other press conferences—there's

always more hands than there are answers.
And I'm sorry that I can't get to all of you
here, but again, I appreciate very much
your being here. It's good to have you from
outside the beltway and have a chance to

meet with you here. And I hope the brief-

ings you've been getting have been helpful

to all of you. And now, I'd better get out of

here, or I'll get scolded. [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 1:12 p.m. at a
luncheon for the editors and broadcasters

in the State Dining Room at the White
House. Susan K. Mathis was Deputy Direc-
tor ofMedia Relations.
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Nomination of Two Members of the Board of Directors of the

United States Institute of Peace

September 16, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Directors of

the United States Institute of Peace for

terms of 4 years expiring January 19, 1989.

These are new positions.

Dennis L. Bark, of California, is professor of his-

tory, emeritus, at the Hoover Institution in

Stanford, CA. He served at the Hoover Institu-

tion in various capacities including deputy di-

rector and senior fellow and executive secre-

tary of the National Peace and Public Affairs

Fellows Program. He graduated from Stanford

University (B.A., 1964) and the Free University

of Berlin (Ph.D., 1970). He was born March 30,

1942, in Appleton, WI, and now resides in

Stanford, CA.

Evron M. Kirkpatrick is president of the Helen
Dwight Reid Educational Foundation in Wash-
ington, DC. Previously he served as executive

director of the American Political Science

Foundation. He graduated from the University

of Illinois (M.A., 1932), Yale University (Ph.D.,

1939), and Indiana University (LL.D., 1977).

He was born August 15, 1911, in Raub, IN, and
now resides in Washington, DC.

Proclamation 5367-

September 16, 1985

-Citizenship Day and Constitution Week, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

In this, the coniinenceinent year of the

100th anniversary renovation of the Statue

of Liberty, Americans are called on to

renew and deepen their appreciation of the

unique and precious heritage passed on to

us by our Founding Fathers. This heritage

finds its most sustained and formal expres-

sion in the United States Constitution. It is

truly a marvel that a group of people as-

sembled from a small population could de-

velop a document capable of guiding the

course of this Nation through nearly 200
years of growth to become the greatest on
earth. The wisdom and foresight of the ar-

chitects of the Constitution is manifest in

the fact that this dynamic document has

required so few amendments over the 198

years of its existence, and has remained a

powerful governing tool throughout.

The kind of society our Constitution has

created—free and fair and reformable

—

helps to explain the desire of many foreign

nationals to become United States citizens.

Last year, over a quarter of a million

people, more than ever before in a single

year, took the oath of United States citizen-

ship. Clearly the fire of liberty enshrined in

the Constitution is not only a hearth to

warm, it remains a beacon that draws

people from every continent.

How grateful to God all Americans should

be that our Constitution remains as Judge
David Davis observed more than a century

ago: "A law for rulers and people, equally in

war and peace, and covers with the shield

of its protection all classes of men, at all

times, and under all circumstances."

In recognition of the importance of our

Constitution and the role of our citizenry in

shaping our government, the Congress, by
Joint Resolution of February 29, 1952 (36

U.S.C. 153), designated September 17 of

each year as Citizenship Day and author-

ized the President to issue annually a proc-

lamation calling upon officials of the gov-

ernment to display the flag on all govern-

ment buildings on that day. The Congress,

by Joint Resolution of August 2, 1956 (36

U.S.C. 159), also requested the President to

proclaim the period beginning September
17 and ending September 23 of each year

as Constitution Week.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-
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dent of the United States of America, call

upon appropriate government officials to

display the flag of the United States on all

government buildings on Citizenship Day,

September 17, 1985. I urge Federal, State

and local officials, as well as leaders of civic,

educational, and religious organizations, to

conduct appropriate ceremonies and pro-

grams that day to commemorate the occa-

sion.

I also proclaim the period beginning Sep-

tember 17 and ending September 23, 1985,

as Constitution Week, and I urge all Ameri-

cans to observe that week with fitting cere-

monies and activities in their schools,

churches, and other suitable places.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this sixteenth day of September, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:59 a.m., September 17, 1985]

Nomination of United States Representatives and Alternate

Representatives to the 40th Session of the United Nations General
Assembly
September 17, 1985

The President intends to nominate the

following individuals to be Representatives

and Alternate Representatives of the

United States of America to the 40th Ses-

sion of the General Assembly of the United

Nations:

To Re Representatives:

Vernon Walters, of Florida, Representative of the

United States of America to the United Nations

and the Representative of the United States of

America in the Security Council of the United

Nations;

Herbert Stuart Okun, of the District of Columbia,

Deputy Representative of the United States to

the United Nations;

Gerald B.H. Solomon, United States Representa-

tive from the State of New York;

Daniel A. Mica, United States Representative

from the State of Florida; and

John Davis Lodge, of Connecticut, former United
States Ambassador to Switzerland (1983-1985).

To Be Alternate Representatives:

Robinson Risner, of Texas, brigadier general,

USAF (ret.);

Patricia Mary Byrne, of Ohio, Deputy Represent-

ative of the United States in the Security Coun-
cil of the United Nations—designate;

Joseph V. Reed, of New York, United States Rep-
resentative to the United Nations Economic
and Social Council—designate; and

Hugh Montgomery, of Virginia, Alternate United
States Representative to the United Nations for

Special Political Affairs.

Appointment of Richard B. Morris as a Member of the Permanent
Committee for the Oliver Wendell Holmes Devise

September 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Richard B. Morris to be a

member of the Permanent Committee for

the Oliver Wendell Holmes Devise for a

term of 8 years. He will succeed Philip B.

Kurland.

Dr. Morris is the Gouverneur Morris pro-

fessor emeritus of history at Columbia Uni-
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versity. Prior to teaching at Columbia, he
was a professor at City University. He was a

visiting professor at the University of

Hawaii and Princeton University; a distin-

guished professor at the Free University of

BerUn; and a Fulbright research scholar at

the Sorbonne. He has served as president of

the American Historical Association and of

the Society of American Historians. He re-

ceived a New York State special citation for

historic preservation in 1982.

He graduated from City College of New
York (A.B., 1924), Columbia University

(A.M., Ph.D., 1925, 1930), and Hebrew
Union College (L.H.D., 1963). He received
his Litt.D. in 1976 from Columbia Universi-

ty and Rutgers University. He is married,

has two children, and resides in Mount
Vernon, NY. He was born July 24, 1904, in

New York City.

The President's News Conference

September 17, 1985

The President. Good evening. Please be
seated. I have a statement here.

Economic Growth

We've been pleased to see mounting evi-

dence of new strength in our economy. By
following policies of lower taxes and free

and fair trade, America has led the world
with 33 straight months of growth and
more than 8 million new jobs. Inflation has

been held under 4 percent. And, mean-
while, nations clinging to high taxes and
protectionist policies have not only failed to

match our performance, they've lost jobs

and seen their investment flow to the

United States.

Opportunity is our engine of progress. So,

Fm asking Congress to work with me and
not against me to control Federal spending,

to pass our fair share tax plan lowering rates

further, open up closed markets overseas,

and urge other nations to cut their high tax

rates to strengthen their economies and
ability to buy American products. We need
stronger growth not just at home but
throughout the world. And we must have
free and fair trade for all. This is the path of

cooperation and success that will make our

people more productive and that can lead

to a decade of growth and 10 million new
jobs in the next 4 years.

But there's another path that can only

lead away from opportunity and progress: A
mindless stampede toward protectionism

will be a one-way trip to economic disaster.

That's the lesson of the Smoot-Hawley tariff

in 1930, which helped to trigger a world-

wide trade war that spread, deepened, and
prolonged the worst depression in history.

And I know; I lived through that period.

I've seen and felt the agony this nation en-

dured because of that dreadful legislation. If

we repeat that same mistake, we'll pay a

price again. Americans whose jobs depend
upon exports of machinery, commercial air-

craft, high-tech electronics, and chemical

products could well be the first targets of

retaliation. Agriculture and industry, al-

ready in great difficulty, would be even
more vulnerable. Protectionist tariffs would
invite retaliation that could enliven a—or

deliver, I should say, an economic death

blow to literally tens of thousands of Ameri-
can family farms.

We've begun doing many good things for

America these last 4 ¥2 years. Much remains

to be done and can be done. So, let us not

place all that progress, all our hopes for the

future at risk by starting down on a slippery

slope of impulsive acts and imprudent judg-

ment. And this is a time for cool heads and
clear vision, and now my vision says that I

should call on you, Helen [Helen Thomas,
United Press International].

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Mr. President, as you head toward the

summit, one of the big questions is whether
you would be willing to explore the possibil-

ity of a tradeoff on the space weapons or

big cuts in the Soviet arsenal. And I'd like

to follow up.

The President. Helen, no, we're talking
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about the Strategic Defense Initiative now.
Fm sorry that anyone ever used the appel-

lation Star Wars for it because it isn't that.

It is purely to see if we can find a defensive

weapon so that we can get rid of the idea

that our deterrence should be the threat of

retaliation, whether from the Russians

toward us or us toward them, of the slaugh-

ter of millions of people by way of nuclear

weapons. And rather than that kind of ne-

gotiation, I think at this summit meeting
what we should take up is the matter of

turning toward defensive weapons as an al-

ternative to this just plain naked nuclear

threat of each side saying we can blow up
the other. And I would hope that if such a

weapon proves practical, that then we can
realistically eliminate these horrible offen-

sive weapons—nuclear weapons—entirely.

And I also have to point out that with

regard to whether that would be a bargain-

ing chip—which I don't see it as that at

all—is the fact that the Soviet Union is al-

ready ahead of us in this same kind of re-

search. They have been doing it much
longer than us, seeking a defensive weapon
also.

Q. And you're really saying, then, that

you are not going to negotiate and that you
really want to test just to see if it's practical.

But aren't you really paving the way
toward a militarization of the heavens, be-

cause the Soviets are bound to build up a

weapon—offensive to counter the Star

Wars.
The President. No, the strategic defense

that we're seeking is something that can,

just as an antiaircraft gun once could pro-

tect you against bombers, could be used
against these offensive weapons—the mis-

siles. And it doesn't mean no negotiation at

all. As a matter of fact, the side that has not

been negotiating—with all of our months
and months of meetings in Geneva and the

arms talks—is the Soviet Union. We have
offered at least six versions of a possible

reduction and six different ways to enlist

their interest in negotiating with us in a

reduction of warheads. They have come
back with nothing. They simply won't dis-

cuss it or negotiate.

But the original idea of weapons in space

dealt with the thought that, in addition to

the present missiles that we have, that

somebody would place weapons of that kind
in orbit in space with the ability to call

them down on any target wherever they

wanted to in the world, and we agreed.

This isn't anything of what we're talking

about. We're talking about a weapon that

won't kill people; it'll kill weapons. And, as

I say, they have been exploring this, but
there's a great deal of room for negotiation.

The room would be if and when such a

weapon does prove feasible, then prior to

any deployment, to sit down with the other

nations of the world and say, "Here. Now,
isn't this an answer?" I don't see it as being
something that we would add to our arsenal

to increase our ability over them. I see it as

the time then that you could say, "Isn't this

the answer to any of us having nuclear

weapons?"

Federal Supportfor AIDS Research

Q. Mr. President, the Nation's best-known
AIDS scientist says the time has come now
to boost existing research into what he
called a minor moonshot program to attack

this AIDS epidemic that has struck fear into

the Nation's health workers and even its

schoolchildren. Would you support a mas-

sive government research program against

AIDS like the one that President Nixon
launched against cancer?

The President. I have been supporting it

for more than 4 years now. It's been one of

the top priorities with us, and over the last

4 years, and including what we have in the

budget for '86, it will amount to over a half

a billion dollars that we have provided for

research on AIDS in addition to what I'm
sure other medical groups are doing. And
we have $100 million in the budget this

year; it'll be 126 million next year. So, this

is a top priority with us. Yes, there's no
question about the seriousness of this and
the need to find an answer.

Q. If I could follow up, sir. The scientist

who talked about this, who does work for

the Government, is in the National Cancer
Institute. He was referring to your program
and the increase that you proposed as being
not nearly enough at this stage to go for-

ward and really attack the problem.

The President. I think with our budgetary
constraints and all, it seems to me that $126
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million in a single year for research has got

to be something of a vital contribution.

U.S.-Soviet Summit Meeting

Q. Mr. President, why has the United

States consistently played down expecta-

tions of what will happen at the summit
meeting when you meet with Mr. Gorba-

chev in November, even as the Soviet

Union has insisted that summit meetings

are for grand and important decisions and
sought to raise our expectations. And Fd
like to follow up, sir.

The President. Well, it worries me a little

bit that they go out of their way to try and
raise expectations, in view of summits in

the past and what has come of them. Maybe
we were overly concerned, but we were
worried that there might build up a eupho-

ria and that people would be expecting

something of a near miracle to come out of

that summit. But I don't mind saying right

now, we take this summit very seriously.

And we're going to try to get into real dis-

cussions that we would hope could lead to a

change in the relationship between the two
countries—not that we'll learn to love each
other; we won't—but a change in which we
can remove this threat of possible war or

nuclear attack from between us and that we
can recognize that, while we don't like

their system and they don't like ours, we
have to live in the world together and that

we can live there together in peace. And
we're going to be very serious about that.

Q. Well, sir, that implies that you think

that you will be able to reach some sort of

agreement. Can you reach agreement? Or
do you think that this will be used mainly to

get acquainted?

The President No. This has got to be
more than get acquainted, although, that's

important, too. As you know, I've said

before, I believe that you start solving prob-

lems when you stop talking about each
other and start talking to each other. And I

think it's high time that we talk to each
other.

Antisatellite Weapons Testing

Q. Mr. President, the United States has

just had its first successful test of an antisat-

ellite weapons system. We showed the

Soviet Union that we could do it. Would

this not be an ideal time to stop further

ASAT tests and negotiate a ban on such
weapons?
The President Well, here again, this is

going to take a lot of verification if you're

going to try to do that, because, here again,

we were playing catch-up. They already

have deployed an antisatellite missile. They
can knock down and have knocked down
satellites that have been sent up in their

testing, and they've completed all of that

testing. And this was our test, and I don't

know whether others are necessary to com-
plete the thing, but we couldn't stand by
and allow them to have a monopoly on the

ability to shoot down satellites when we are

so dependent on them for communication,
even weather and so forth.

Gary [Gary Schuster, Detroit News]?

U.S.-Soviet Nuclear and Space Arms
Negotiations

Q. Mr. President, thank you. You sent the

arms negotiators back to Geneva for the

start of the third round of talks that begin
in 2 days. Did you send them with any new
proposals?

The President. No, because they have a

great flexibility, and I sent them back with

the same thing that we sent them in in the

first place, and that is that we are to be
flexible. We know that there is a difference

in the Soviet Union's—the emphasis they

place on various weapons systems. They
have all the same ones we do—airborne,

submarine launched, and so forth. Theirs is

a little different strategy than ours. So, we
said that we proposed a number of war-

heads as an opener for discussion, that we
would reduce to a certain number. As I said

earlier, we have presented at least six dif-

ferent ways in which that could be done,

and we have made it plain that we're will-

ing to meet whatever are their specific

problems with regard to their mix of weap-
ons, that we would find ways to accommo-
date the differences between us in our

strategies.

And so far, they have not made a single

comment or proposed a different number.
They have just been there. And I don't

know how much more flexible we can be,

but we're there waiting for them to say.
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"Well, that number's wrong; let's try an-

other number," or make a proposal of their

own. And in spite of the language that's

been used in some of the international

broadcasts recently by leaders in the Krem-
lin, none of those proposals, nothing of that

kind has ever come to the table for negotia-

tions.

Sam [Sam Donaldson, ABC News]?

Antisatellite Weapons Testing

Q. Mr. President, we did conduct an anti-

satellite weapons test the other day, and the

Soviets said that that showed you were not
serious about curbing the space race and
that it complicated the summit. Why was it

necessary to make that test now? Couldn't

it have waited until after the summit, sir?

The President, No, I don't think so, be-

cause, as I said, we're playing catch-up.

We're behind, and this was on the schedule
that we hoped that we could keep with
regard to the development of this weapon.
And it wasn't done either because of or

with the summit in mind at all. It was
simply time for the test. They've been
doing it, and we didn't call them any
names.

Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev

Q. On the summit, sir, British Prime Min-
ister Margaret Thatcher met Mr. Gorba-
chev and said, "I like Mr. Gorbachev. We
can do business together." Is it necessary,

do you think, that you and Gorbachev like

each other at the summit in order to do
business?

The President. Well, I wasn't going to

give him a friendship ring or anything.

[Laughter] No, seriously, I believe this. I

think she made an observation out of this,

and our own people who've been over
there—our recent group of Senators who
met with him found him a personable indi-

vidual. I'm sure I will, too. It isn't necessary

that we love or even like each other. It's

only necessary that we are willing to recog-

nize that for the good of the people we
represent, on this side of the ocean and
over there, that everyone will be better off

if we can come to some decisions about the
threat of war. We're the only two nations in

the world, I believe, that can start a world
war. And we're the only two that can pre-

vent it. And I think that's a great responsi-

bility to all of mankind, and we'd better

take it seriously.

Chris [Chris Wallace, NBC News], your
question the same one as this morning?

Q. No, actually, Helen asked that ques-
tion. But I've got another one, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President. All right.

Q. Some people believe that the Soviets

are winning the propaganda war leading up
to the summit, that Mr. Gorbachev, in

recent days, has made a number of propos-
als for test moratoria, for a chemical free

zone in Europe, while the U.S. is testing an
antisatellite weapon and, we learned today,

a test of a component of SDL With them
talking peace while we're testing weapons
of war, is Mr. Gorbachev beating you at

your own game?
The President. Well, I've not engaged in a

propaganda game. I'm getting ready to go
to the meeting and take up some things I

think should be discussed. I do think that

this is a continuation of a long-time cam-
paign aimed mainly at our allies in Europe
and in an effort to build an impression that

we may be the villains in the peace and
that they're the good guys. I don't think it

has registered with our allies, and I'm not
going to take it seriously at all. He can prac-

tice whatever tactics he wants to. We're
going to meet, and we're seriously going to

discuss the matters that I've just mentioned
here.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Sir, if I could follow up, actually, on
Helen's question. You're known as a pretty
good negotiator, and some people think

that even if you were willing to negotiate

on SDI, you wouldn't tell us now; you'd
wait for Geneva. Are you telling the Ameri-
can people tonight that you are ruling out
any deal with the Soviets at this point on
testing, deployment, research, development
of SDI?

The President. I'm saying that the re-

search to see if such a weapon is feasible is

not in violation of any treaty. It's going to

continue. That will one day involve, if it

reaches that point, testing. On the other
hand, I stop short of deployment because.
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as I said then. Fin willing to talk to our
allies, talk to them, and talk to the Soviets

—

to anyone about the meaning of it, if it

could be used in such a way as to rid the

world of the nuclear threat.

Q. But development and testing—you're

ruling out any deal on that? You're ruling

out a deal on testing or development?
The President. I think that's a legitimate

part of research, and, yes, I would rule that

out. I don't mind saying here—and normal-
ly I don't talk about—as you said, what's

going to be your strategy in negotiations.

But in this, this is too important to the

world to have us be willing to trade that off

for a different number of nuclear missiles

when there are already more than enough
to blow both countries out of the world.

President's Relationship with Congress

Q. Thank you, Mr. President. You won
reelection in an unprecedented landslide,

and your personal popularity is standing at

an all-time high, yet members of your own
party in Congress have failed to follow your
leadership on two key policies—South
Africa and trade. How do you account for

the difference between your popularity and
the willingness of the members of your own
party to follow your lead, sir?

The President. Oh, I don't think that

that's unusual. You're dealing with a Con-
gress and 535 people up there on the Hill

who also have their own ideas. I think we're
getting along pretty well right now, and
we've had meetings on most of these sub-

jects. I made my position clear on the mat-
ters that you mentioned—trade and South
Africa and all. And as a matter of fact, I

thought that our own side, the Republicans,

rallied around pretty well when one of the

authors of the sanction bill gave that up and
heartily approved of my proposed Execu-
tive order. So, I don't anticipate too much
friction.

Q. May I follow up, Mr. President? On
both those issues, you seem to have moved
closer to the position of those in Congress.

Are you afraid of losing your leadership at a

key point in what you call your fall offen-

sive?

The President. No, I'm not afraid of that.

And, no, I saw in that bill things that I

could say to them, "If that bill came down

without this and this and this, but with
these things, I could happily sign it." And
then it occurred to me that I could also

prove that by writing an Executive order
that included those things plus a few of our
own, and they seemed to accept it.

South Africa

Q. Mr. President, your sanctions against

South Africa seem to have drawn criticism

from many sides. Bishop Tutu called you a

racist; President Botha says they will

impede U.S. efforts to help in the region,

and many in Congress are still pressing for

stronger measures. What is your answer to

these charges, and do you plan to appoint a

special envoy to the region as you have in

Central America?

The President. I think that when you're

standing up against a cellophane wall and
you're getting shot at from both sides, you
must be doing something right. And if it

had all come from one direction, I would
have looked again and said, "Well, did I

miss something here?" But the very fact

that both factions are unhappy—one says it

goes too far, and the other one says it

doesn't go far enough—I must be pretty

near the middle. And what I tried to do was
to avoid the kind of sanctions, economic
sanctions, that would have militated against

the people we're trying to help. And there

have been other leaders over there and
leaders against apartheid who have been
gratified by what we did. So, we'll see what
happens.

I've got to call on somebody in a red
dress here or Nancy will never forgive me.

U.S. Trade Deficit

Q. Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. Presi-

dent. You're looking well, and I'm sure the
American people are happy to see you
The President. Thank you.

Q. looking so well. But I have a ques-

tion. For the first time in 70 years, we have
become a deficit nation—since 1914. Does
this disturb you? Throughout your political

life, you have decried deficit spending and
our secondary posture in the world of trade.

Do you have a solution for this?

The President. You used the word "defi-

cit"; you mean our trade imbalance?
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Q. Yes, the fact that we have become a

debtor nation for the first time since 1914.

The President. Are we? I think this false

impression that's being given that a trade

imbalance means debtor nation. This isn't

our government that is expending more
than it is for imports than it is getting back
in exports. These are the people of our
country and the businesses and the corpora-

tions and the individual entrepreneurs. On
one hand, the American people are buying
more than the American people are selling.

Incidentally, those figures of export and
import have some failings in them, some
weak spots. They don't include on exports

anything that we're getting back for serv-

ices. There's a lot of technical things I won't
get into, because they get too complicated
here, about the difference in the two fig-

ures.

But let me point something out about
this. The deficit that I'm concerned about,

that is the most important, and that can be
the biggest problem for us and that must be
solved, is the deficit in Federal spending

—

here, our domestic spending. This is the

threat to everything that we hold dear.

But the trade imbalance—from 1890—or

1790 to 1875, this country, all that 85 years,

ran a trade imbalance. And in those years,

we were becoming the great economic
power that we are in the world today. Now,
we come up to the present. And in the last

33 months, we have seen more than 8 mil-

lion new jobs created. Yes, we've lost since

1979 1.6 million jobs in manufacturing, but
we've added 9 million new jobs in travel

and service industries. We've had this great

recovery; we've brought inflation down; the
interest rate is coming down—all of these

things that we want. This recovery, the

greatest one we've known in decades, has
been done with this same trade imbalance.
Now, in the 1930's, in that depression that I

mentioned earlier in my remarks, in that

depression, 25-percent unemployment—the

worst depression the world has ever
known—we had a trade surplus every one
of those 10 years until World War II ended
the depression.

So, I think this has been exaggerated, and
it isn't a case of us being a debtor nation.

Another thing we don't count is that from
abroad, that is not counted in our export

figures are the billions of dollars of foreign

capital that has been invested in the United
States, invested in our private industries, in-

vested in our government bonds, if you will,

things of this kind, because we are the best

and safest investment in the world today.

School Attendance of Children With AIDS

Q. Mr. President, returning to something
that Mike [Mike Putzel, Associated Press]

said, if you had younger children, would
you send them to a school with a child who
had AIDS?
The President. I'm glad I'm not faced

with that problem today. And I can well

understand the plight of the parents and
how they feel about it. I also have compas-
sion, as I think we all do, for the child that

has this and doesn't know and can't have it

explained to him why somehow he is now
an outcast and can no longer associate with
his playmates and schoolmates. On the
other hand, I can understand the problem
with the parents. It is true that some medi-
cal sources had said that this cannot be
communicated in any way other than the

ones we already know and which would not

involve a child being in the school. And yet

medicine has not come forth unequivocally

and said, "This we know for a fact, that it is

safe." And until they do, I think we just

have to do the best we can with this prob-
lem. I can understand both sides of it.

Back there, back

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Mr. President, why couldn't all the
weapons and all the technology that are

currently under rubric of the Strategic De-
fense Initiative be used offensively as well

as defensively and thereby defeat your ra-

tionale for a strategic defense? Why
couldn't lasers and electronic beam weap-
ons be used offensively and defeat the pur-

pose of the program?
The President. Well, I'm sure there must

have been some research in things of that

kind, but we're definitely seeking a defen-

sive weapon. And one of the things that I

believe should be taken up at the summit is

to make it plain that we're both willing to

look at certainly a mix and see if we can't

place more dependence on defensive weap-
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ons, rather than on destructive weapons
that could wipe out populations.

Q. But, sir, isn't it fair to assume that the

Russians, out of their own sense of military

security, are bound to consider the possibili-

ty that weapons developed under SDI could

be used offensively as well as defensively?

The President. Well, Fm not a scientist

enough to know about what that would
take to make them that way. That isn't

what we are researching on or what we're

trying to accomplish. And at the moment I

have to say the United States—in spite of

some of the misinformation that has been
spread around—the United States is still

well behind the Soviet Union in literally

every kind of offensive weapon, both con-

ventional and in the strategic weapons. And
we think that we have enough of a deter-

rent, however, that the retaliation would be
more than anyone would want to accept.

So, for 40 years we've maintained the

peace, but we've got more years to go, and
this threat hangs over all of us worldwide,

and some day there may come along a

madman in the world someplace—every-

body knows how to make them anymore

—

that could make use of these. It's like when
we met in 1925, after the horror of World
War I, and in Geneva decided against

poison gas anymore as a weapon in war.

And we went through World War II and
down to the defeat of our enemies without

anyone using it, because they knew that

everyone had it. But they also knew some-
thing else. We outlawed poison gas in 1925,

but everybody kept their gas masks. I think

of this weapon as kind of the gas mask.

Jerry [Jeremiah O'Leary, Washington
Times]?

President Machel ofMozambique

Q. Mr. President, this week you'll be
meeting with President Machel of Mozam-
bique, who is a Marxist, but he has turned

his back on his Soviet allies to cut off the

lines of infiltration from the African Nation-

al Congress to South Africa. What is the

quid pro quo in this meeting? In other

words, what will you do to make President

Machel's action worth what it has probably

cost him?
The President Well, all I know is that for

some time now there has been an indica-

tion that he, who had gone so far over to

the other camp, was having second
thoughts. We just think it's worthwhile to

show him another side of the coin, and we
think it's worth a try to let him see what
our system is and see that he might be wel-

come in the Western World. And that's why
I'm meeting with him.

I know I should go over here. Yes.

Espionage

Q. Mr. President, I'd like to turn, if I

might, to the subject of the recent spy scan-

dals and ask you a two-part question. Do
the string of West German defections mean
that the United States must cut back the

amount of sensitive information it shares

with NATO? And secondly, does the Walker
spy scandal in the United States suggest to

you that perhaps we should reduce the

Soviet presence in this country?

The President. Well, we've always been
aware of the fact that the Soviets had, un-

doubtedly, more agents in this country than

any personnel that we had in theirs; this has

been very much on our minds. I don't know
just how you can evaluate what might have
been compromised. The Walker case some-

how doesn't seem to look as big as it did a

short time ago now with what we've seen

happening in the other countries. I think

that if there has been damage, it's been
done already with what they could have
conveyed both ways in this. You know, Eng-
land, at the same time, has got the defec-

tioners from the KGB that have now come
to them with information that certainly

must make a lot of agents throughout the

world wonder when they're going to feel a

tap on their shoulder. And we just have to

play with this the best we can and hope
that, together and between us all, we can

establish some means of identifying better

those who are loyal.

Q. Can I follow up on that and ask again

the first part of the question, and that is

whether you feel that now, given these de-

fections in West Germany, that perhaps it's

time for us to reevaluate just how much
information we share with some of our

allies in Europe?

The President. Oh, I think there's reevalu-

ating that's going on all over the world on
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that, and Fm sure here, too.

Free and Fair Trade

Q. Yes, Mr. President, just returning to

trade specifically for a minute. Members of

Congress who support the so-called Textile

and Apparel Protection Act claim that the

U.S. adherence to free trade and our allies'

adherence to unfair trade practices has not
only cost the jobs of 300,000 workers since

1980 but forced companies here to close

down even the newest, most efficient plants

in the world. Now, if the shoe were on the

other foot, Mr. President, and you repre-

sented a textile apparel producing State,

how would you explain the President's re-

luctance to support a bill that seems to be
the last, best hope for those industries and
also for the 2 million remaining workers in

those industries?

The President. Well, again, protectionism

is a two-way street. And there is no way
that you can try to protect and shield one
industry that seems to be having these com-
petitive problems without exposing others.

No one ever looks over their shoulder to

see who lost their job because of protection-

ism. We do know the history of the Smoot-
Hawley tariff and what it did. There were
over a thousand economists that sought the
President out at the time and begged him
to veto that bill. But in this one with a

single industry, if there is an unfairness

—

and we've already made that plain and
made it evident—we are going to, if they're

taking advantage in some way in another
country, competing unfairly with us—we're
going to take action on those items. For
almost 2 years now, I have been begging
our allies and trading partners in the
GATT, the general tariff program, to join

with us in another round of trade talks to

again eliminate whatever holdovers there
are of discrimination against someone else's

products getting into their country or subsi-

dizing sale at less than production cost in

other countries. These things we'll do and
we'll do vigorously.

But just plain protectionism—let me
point out another problem that no one has
considered. You take one product—that

kind—and you look at the list of countries,

and then you find out we're the biggest
exporter in the world. Then you find out
that in some of these countries, if we punish
them for that one product, we happen to

have a trade surplus in that country. How
can they stand by on the one thing they're
exporting successfully and then say, "But
we're buying more from you than we're
selling to you in your country." So, there
just is no excuse for protectionism that is

simply based on legitimate competition and
curbing that competition.

Q. May I follow up, Mr. President? ff the
current bills which are on the Hill now
seeking sweeping trade protectionism were
enacted, do you foresee somewhat of a,

might say, reenactment of Smoot-Hawley
which led to the Depression or certainly

deepened it? Do you feel there is a cause
and effect there?

The President. I don't know. I think there
are probably some individuals that haven't
learned the lesson or haven't lived long
enough to have been around when the
Great Depression was on. That's one of the
advantages of being a kid my age.

Ms. Thomas. Thank you, Mr. President.

Note: The President's 32d news conference
began at 8 p.m. in the East Room at the
White House. It was broadcast live on na-
tionwide radio and television.

Remarks at a White House Reception for Members of the Future
Farmers of America
September 18, 1985

The President. Well, and already I've met
someone from my hometown, Dixon, Illi-

nois. Thank all of you. It is wonderful to

have you visit here in the Rose Garden,
where you can still see a little of the sum-
mer's crop is left.
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I have been very interested in the Future
Farmers of America, your program of build-

ing our American communities. And I com-
mend all of you individually for your won-
derful work in helping our rural communi-
ties. It's gratifying to me to see young
people like yourselves volunteering your
time to keep these communities strong.

And everything you've done, including OP-
ERATION: Care and Share and working
with local churches and various groups and
other private sector initiatives, is indispen-

sable to the future of our farm communi-
ties.

I want you to know that I've been think-

ing about the problems of the farm these

past few years. In fact, we're, all of us here
in this big house, constantly concerned
about the challenges faced by American
farmers during these difficult days. We're a

farming nation. We always have been. The
American farmer not only feeds this coun-
try that is 238 million strong, the American
farmer feeds the world. And so when we
contemplate the problems farmers are

facing these days, we realize that we are

dealing with a problem that speaks to the

heart of how America lives and what Amer-
ica is.

A while back I received a letter from a

daughter of a farmer in Louisiana. She
wrote of how she remembered her father

—

up at last light, no time for breakfast, out
milking the cows, gathering eggs, feeding
the dogs. She spoke of how always in a

farmer's day something will break down,
and her father would have to fix it. And
then he would hit the fields with the tractor

and the earth tiller, and he wouldn't mind
because "a farmer is part of the ground he
works." But she ended it with these words
addressed to all: "Don't you think it is time
to say thanks to the farmer? After all, you
stick your feet under his table every day."

Well, those are wonderful words, and they
shine with truth. But we do thank the

farmer. And when you go home, will you
tell your parents how we feel?

We've been trying to encourage a nation-

al farm bill that will help the farmer and
ensure that you have a future in farming by
making American agriculture more com-
petitive. We want to put the agriculture

industry on a firm and sound basis once and

for all so that by the time you're ready to

own and work a farm, you can count on
being part of a strong and vibrant industry.

And my great hope for you, for those of you
who do aspire to farm for a living, is that

you will be as wonderful as your parents

are—those people who are feeding a great

nation and the world. They are the main-
stay, the backbone of a great country. And
I've got a little special place in my heart

that's devoted to them alone.

It's been wonderful to have you here, and
I thank you all for coming. I'd like to just

add something here. You know, about 135
years ago a Frenchman came to this coun-
try because this country had already

become the great economic powerhouse
that it has continued to be. His name was
Alexis de Tocqueville, and he toured all

over this country, as he said, looking for the

secret of our greatness. And he told some
wonderful things. We are pretty unique in

all the world with things like you, your-

selves, are doing—volunteer programs
where people set out to help others, to help

their neighbors. It's pretty traditionally

American. And he described it as how, he
said, a man would see a problem, and he
wouldn't call the Government. He'd cross

the street and talk to a friend, and pretty

soon a committee would be formed. And,
he said, they would solve the problem. And
then in his book to his own countrymen in

France, he said, and you won't believe this,

but there wouldn't be a bureaucracy in-

volved at any time in solving that problem.
But he found the secret of America, and he
also put this in his book. He said he had
looked in the busy harbors; he'd looked in

our industrial cities; he'd looked all over for

the secret of our greatness. And then he
said he looked in our churches, and he
heard our pulpits aflame with righteousness.

And he said America is great because
America is good. And if America ever
ceases to be good, America will cease to be
great.

Well, I've taken more than my time here
because I've got to get in Marine One out

there on the South Lawn in just a few min-
utes and head off for New Hampshire with
some of our people and talk to the people
up there. And you are all invited to go on
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over there and—you girls, it will kind of

blow your hairdos a little bit when we take

off. [Laughter] We'll shortly be taking off in

Marine One, as it's called, out to get on Air

Force One.
So, again, thank you all for being here.

God bless all of you.

Mr. Meredith. Mr. President, you have
long been recognized as having a tremen-
dous desire to serve both education and ag-

riculture, a desire reflected by the appoint-

ment of Secretaries Bennett and Block to

serve this nation. As young people prepar-

ing for careers in the agriculture industry,

and as part of a vocational education pro-

gram in agriculture, we're excited about
our futures. In particular, we are pleased to

have you as a part of this national FFA
conference on community development
and would like to present you with this spe-

cial gift from the Future Farmers of Amer-
ica and R.J. Reynolds Industries, Incorporat-

ed, and invite you to attend the 58th Na-
tional FFA Convention, with over 22,000
members in attendance, November 14
through the 16th, in Kansas City, Missouri.

Thank you.

[At this point, the President was presented
with a clock.]

The President. Well, thank you all very
much. I am very proud and pleased to have
this. I have to tell you that there have been
times when I hear a ticking I worry a little

bit. [Laughter] In this case I figure it must
be all right. But thank you all very much,
and this will see that I get on the helicopter
on time, as well as everyplace else. Thank
you all.

Note: The President spoke at 9:14 a.m. in

the Rose Garden at the White House. Paul
Kidd Meredith was assistant director of the

Future Farmers ofAmerica.

Remarks to Citizens in Concord, New Hampshire
September 18, 1985

The President. Governor Sununu, Sena-

tors Humphrey and Rudman, Mayor Coey-
man, and you have two fine Congressmen

—

Smith and Gregg—whose wives are repre-

senting them here. But instead of coming
here, they had to stay on the floor of the

House of Representatives and defend yours

and my interests, which they are now
doing. And all of you ladies and gentlemen.
You know, I was told that some time ago
Lafayette spoke here. And I wasn't around
at the time

—

[laughter]—^but they said that

his crowd was bigger than the crowd today.

I don't know about that, but I'll bet he
wasn't any happier than I am today.

It's a great pleasure to be with so many
old friends. New Hampshire has a special

place in my heart. I came here, as the Gov-
ernor told you, in 1980 asking for your help.

I know that many of you were active in that

campaign, and together we started some-
thing that has changed the face of the

Nation. And I'm going to continue trying to

keep that change going until the Federal

Government looks a little bit more like

New Hampshire. Let me just take this op-

portunity to express to you my heartfelt ap-

preciation. Thank you. New Hampshire.

A lot of political pros come up here to

test the waters. And I don't know why—I'm
going to let that remind me of a story. I

heard about one who was driving on a back
road up here. And he looked out and no-

ticed that there was a chicken running
alongside the car, and he couldn't believe

what he was seeing. So, he stepped on the

gas, and the chicken kept up with him.
Then he spurted ahead to about 70 miles an
hour, and all of a sudden the chicken went
by him and turned down a side road. Well,

now he was really intrigued because he
thought the chicken looked like it had three

legs. So, he turned down the side road and
found himself in a farmer's barnyard, and
the farmer was standing there. And he
pulled up, and he said, "Pardon me, but did

you see a chicken go by here?" And he says,

"Yep. It's one of mine." Well, he said, "I
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don't know whether Fm crazy or not, but

tell me, it looked like it had three legs."

And the farmer says, "Yes, I breed them
that way." He says, "You breed them that

way. Why?" "Well," he says, "I like the

drumstick; Ma likes the drumstick; and now
we got Junior, and he likes the drumstick. I

just got tired of fighting over them."

[Laughter] And the fellow says, "Well, how
did it taste?" He says, "I don't know. We
haven't been able to catch one yet."

[Laughter]

Well, I hope that, unlike that farmer, the

American people are beginning to enjoy

the fruits of what we set out to do. There
was a monster loose in our land back in

1980; inflation was running at double digits

for 2 years in a row. It was destroying the

economic well-being of our people and
tearing at the fabric of our free society. But
we've put that monster in a cage and
brought inflation under control. The latest

figures have it running something well

under 4 percent, and we're not going to

stop until there isn't any inflation at all.

Have we made a difference? You bet we
have.

Our economy was in serious trouble, and
today we've enjoyed 33 straight months of

economic growth. Retail sales are up; per-

sonal income is up; overall unemployment
is down to 6.9 percent, and more Ameri-
cans are working than ever before in our

history. And if someone cynically says,

"Well, that's because there are more Ameri-
cans today"—no, the employment pool is

considered to be everyone, male and
female, between the ages of 16 and 65 are

part of the employment pool. Well, today

the highest percentage of that employment
pool is employed than ever in the history of

our nation.

I think there's reason for optimism on the

trade front as well. American industry has

become vastly more efficient in the last few
years. There's been a jump in worker pro-

ductivity, and our tax rate reductions have
stimulated heavy investment in new tech-

nology. This is the way to a more competi-

tive America and lasting progress. What we
can't be nor do is be stampeded into the

dark hole of protectionism, igniting a trade

war that will undercut everything we've ac-

complished and, in the long run, throw mil-

lions of Americans out of work. The last

trade war we fought was back in the 1930's.

We brought it on ourselves with the Smoot-
Hawley tariff. It was called the Great De-
pression. I was looking for my first job in

that Great Depression. What we must do,

and what we're committed to do, is to see

to it that there is free and fair and open
trade on both sides of the ocean.

We have created more than 8 million

new jobs since this recovery began 33
months ago. Many of those jobs flowed from
a tidal wave of new small business activity.

Well over a million businesses were incor-

porated in the last 2 years, most of them
small operations, each the entrepreneurial

dream of one individual. The grassroots free

enterprise can keep America number one.

On November 22d there will be a meeting
of the White House Conference on Small

Business here in Concord to get New
Hampshire's input on how to further

expand the opportunities on Main Street

America. I urge you to participate and to

make your voices heard.

New Hampshire already has a strong

voice in Washington, and I want to thank

you for sending one of the best delegations

of any State to Washington. Senators Hum-
phrey and Rudman and Representatives

Smith and Gregg are doing a terrific job in

your behalf and in behalf of America.

The way to progress is not, as some in the

Nation's Capital would have us believe, to

harness the energy of the American people
by centrally directing it from Washington.

Do any of you want to be harnessed by the

Government planners?

Audience. No-o-o!

The President. The way to a better life for

all Americans is to free the energy of our

citizens, to let you the people make deci-

sions with your own lives, and to do that by
getting the Government out of your way.

That's the plan for a more prosperous

future. With freedom and the profit motive,

there's nothing we can't do. It's frightening

to think of where we would be now had we
permitted government policies of the last

decade, with their disastrous economic con-

sequences, to continue. Instead, together

we set America on a new course, and be-

cause we stuck to our principles, life is im-
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proving.

One of the accomplishments of which I

am most proud is the turnaround that

we've seen in poverty. When I campaigned
here and throughout the country back in

1980, I said, and still firmly believe, the

best cure for poverty is a strong and grow-

ing economy. The answer to helping those

in need is not more welfare, government
programs, and dependency; the answer is

growth, jobs, and opportunity. Well, after

years of progress, the number of poor

people in America surged sharply upward
in 1979, as the tax, tax, spend, and spend
philosophy of the previous administration

came on line. Well, it took time to put our

program in place, time to reverse previous

trends, but as our program began to take

hold in 1983, when it was finally fully in

place—contrary to certain news accounts

—

that increase in poverty, which had contin-

ued since 1979 and increased, ground to a

halt. And last year we witnessed one of the

largest reductions in the number of people
living in poverty in history—1.8 million

people lifted into new lives of progress and
hope.

One of the cornerstones of our economic
program was a 25-percent across-the-board

reduction in the tax rates. In the years

before we got to Washington, taxes had
been skyrocketing. The Federal tax take

doubled just between 1976 and 1981, si-

phoning off strength and resources from the

private sector and undermining any chance
for economic growth. Our economy was
being bled dry, and the liberals acted sur-

prised when they found the patient was
barely breathing. Well, we put a stop to the

tax spiral by offsetting tax increases built

into the system. Without our changes, an
average family of four with two earners in

America would have paid $2,544 more in

taxes in these last few years. Fm sure that

being able to keep $2,544 more of your
money has been good for you and for your
family. Offsetting the built-in tax increases

was a good start, and it's paid off with more
investment, more jobs, and better times for

everyone.

Well, that was step one; now it's time to

finish the job. Taxes are still too high. The
system is unfair and too complicated. It en-

courages people to channel their resources

into tax shelters rather than job-creating in-

vestment. It's a boon to the tax experts and
accountants and a drag on just about every-

one else. There are politicians in Washing-
ton—some of the same ones who construct-

ed this tax code monstrosity—who say that

you, the American people, are not interest-

ed in tax reform. Well, that's why I came
here. I want to simplify the system and
overhaul it from top to bottom. I want to

bring down the rates and close up the loop-

holes. Are those politicians right when they
say you don't care?

Audience, No-o-o!

The President. Can I count on your sup-

port to finish the job that we began in

1981?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Thank you. You just made
my day. Your representatives here and I

will give them in Washington your message
personally.

We propose to reduce the 14 tax brackets

down to 3—15 percent, 25 percent, and 35
percent. Virtually everyone will be paying

at a lower rate. At the same time, we'll be
closing loopholes that distort economic
choices, do nothing to improve our econo-

my, and are downright unfair. Now, let's

not blame those who are using legal but

unfair loopholes and writeoffs. Let's just

change the system so all of us are treated

the same.

Now, one of the writeoffs we're talking

about concerns State taxes. Less than 40
percent of all taxpayers—usually the more
well-to-do—use this writeoff. The majority

use the short form and don't itemize; so you
don't get advantage of that as a deduction.

So, even for the people within the same
State and within the same community, it is

unfair. It is even more unjust for those who
live, as you do, in low-tax States. Thanks to

the responsible leadership of Governors like

John Sununu and his predecessors. New
Hampshire is, as I said, one of the low-tax

States. So, in effect, the current system re-

wards rich States with big budgets and high

taxes. You people who've been responsible

and kept your budgets low don't receive an
equal benefit, and that's no way to run a

Federal tax system.

What we want is a tax system that en-
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courages prudent management of resources,

a system that rewards those who work by
permitting them to keep more if they

produce more. We want the ingenuity and
creative talents of the American people

channeled into beating the competition in-

stead of focusing on beating the tax collec-

tor with schemes and maneuvers. We want
a system that's good for the American
family. We want a new tax system for all

Americans, a fair share tax plan for every-

one. So, we propose raising the standard

deduction for the American family to

$4,000 and nearly doubling the personal ex-

emption to $2,000. The political establish-

ment back in Washington says you don't

care about these things. Well, I say the

Washington establishment is out of touch

with the American people. America wants
tax reform, and America deserves tax

reform, and if we stand together, America
is going to get tax reform.

You know, one cannot come to this spot

without remembering what New Hamp-
shire has meant to America. The tranquility

of your countryside, your lakes and forests,

the majesty of your wooded hills and moun-
tains gave birth to a new breed of people

—

people respectful of God, fiercely independ-
ent, and unafraid to stand up and be count-

ed. In 1976, and then again in 1980, I trav-

eled through your beautiful State, speaking
at city halls and school gymnasiums and
town meeting halls. And if anyone doubts
that democracy is alive and well, let them
come to New Hampshire. "Live free or die"

is more than a motto. It's more than a

motto; it's a way of life that we're bound
and determined to preserve. And you know
something? I don't think you'd be unhappy
if a lot more of the other 49 neighboring
States would adopt that same motto and
we'd adopt it in Washington.
The American Revolution that began

here never died. It, too, started over unjust

taxation. King George underestimated how
much the people cared about this issue.

Don't you think it's time for a second
American revolution? And we'll win this

one, too, together. We'll overhaul our tax

structure. We'll continue building a society

where people are free and opportunity is

unlimited—one nation under God, with lib-

erty and justice for all.

And now, before I thank you for letting

me be here today, I just have a little news
note. There has been some information al-

ready that has leaked out about it. And I

can tell the press that they're supposed to

wait around because you're going to get a

briefing from some others. I'm pleased to

inform you, if you haven't heard, that Rev-
erend Benjamin Weir, who was held hos-

tage for 18 months in Lebanon, has now
been released. I talked with Reverend Weir
on Air Force One this morning. And I'm
happy for him and his family. But I will not

be satisfied and will not cease our efforts

until all the hostages, the other six, are re-

leased.

The Vice President plans to meet with

the families of the six remaining hostages

on Friday, when they will be in Washing-
ton. And, as I said, a briefing for the press

will occur here after I depart. But I want to

tell you that, on the plane, knowing about

this and knowing that we had him back in

America, safe with his family, I wasn't going

to say anything because we were going to

make the announcement from Washington
at 12:30 p.m. And then when I saw that

someplace along the line some information

had leaked and that I would be here until

about 12:20 p.m., I thought, well, I'll just

jump the gun on the fellows in Washington
and tell you about it. So, we were trying to

keep it so quiet because we don't want to

do anything that endangers the chances of

the other six.

But now, God bless you all, and thank
you for letting me be with you here today.

Thank you very much.

Note: The President spoke at noon outside

the statehouse. He was introduced by Gov.

John H. Sununu. Following his remarks, the

President returned to Washington, DC.
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Statement by the Deputy Press Secretary for Foreign Affairs on the

Release of Reverend Benjamin Weir in Lebanon
September 18, 1985

We are pleased to inform you that Rever-

end Benjamin Weir has been released 18

months after he was taken hostage in Leba-

non. We are obviously happy for Reverend
Weir and his family and friends, but we will

not be satisfied and will not cease our ef-

forts until all hostages—American, French,

and British—have been released. This is top

priority for the Reagan administration.

Since the first American was seized, the

President has been directly engaged in in-

tensive efforts to liberate our citizens. He
will remain involved until all of our citizens

have been liberated.

This morning the President spoke to Rev-
erend Weir, expressing relief at his release

and determination to see the others freed.

While there was no linkage between the

release of the Atlit prisoners and the free-

ing of our hostages, we have hoped that

repatriation of the Atlit prisoners would im-

prove the atmosphere in the region. We,
therefore, intensified our efforts when the

Atlit release occurred. Thus far, these ef-

forts have resulted in the liberation of Rev-
erend Weir, for which we are grateful. Our
efforts are continuing in order to obtain the

release of the other six hostages. I am not
going into any further detail on the release

of Reverend Weir or what measures we are

taking to obtain the release of the others

because it might interfere with these ef-

forts.

The Vice President plans to meet with
the families of the six remaining hostages

on Friday, when they will be in Washing-
ton. He will review for them what can be
shared on our efforts to obtain release of

the remaining hostages and to assure them
of the administration's determination to

continue these efforts.

Note: Edward P. Djerejian read the state-

ment to reporters at 12:35 p.m. during a

press briefing in the statehouse cafeteria in

Concord, NH.

Nomination of Mary L. Walker To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Energy
September 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Mary L. Walker to be an
Assistant Secretary of Energy (Environ-

ment, Safety, and Health). She would suc-

ceed William Addison Vaughan.
Since 1984 Ms. Walker has been serving

as Deputy Solicitor of the Department of

the Interior. Previously, she was Deputy As-

sistant Attorney General, Land and Natural

Resources Division, Department of Justice,

in 1982-1984; associate (1976-1979) and

partner (1979-1982) in the law firm of Rich-

ards, Watson, Dreyfuss & Gershon in Los

Angeles, CA; and an attorney with Southern
Pacific Transportation Co. and subsidiaries

in 1973-1976.

Ms. Walker graduated from the Universi-

ty of California at Berkeley (A.B., 1970) and
Boston University Law School (J.D., 1973).

She was born December 1, 1948, in Dayton,
OH, and now resides in Bethesda, MD.
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Accordance of the Personal Rank of Ambassador to John J. Crowley,

Jr., While Serving as Head of the United States Delegation to the

Annual Meeting of the Inter-American Council for Education,

Science, and Culture

September 18, 1985

The President today accorded the person-

al rank of Ambassador to John J. Crowley,

Jr., in his capacity as head of the U.S. dele-

gation to the annual meeting of the Inter-

American Council for Education, Science,

and Culture. Mr. Crowley is presently

Deputy Permanent Representative of the

United States of America to the Organiza-

tion of American States as well as the U.S.

Representative to the 16th meeting of the

Inter-American Council on Education, Sci-

ence, and Culture.

He served in the United States Army in

1946-1948. He was an instructor at the Uni-

versity of Puerto Rico in 1950-1952. Mr.

Crowley joined the Government in 1952 as

a public affairs assistant in Maracaibo, Ven-
ezuela, with the International Communica-
tion Agency. He entered the Foreign Serv-

ice in 1955 and became consular and politi-

cal officer in Lima, Peru. In 1959-1960 he
attended advanced labor and economic
studies at the University of Wisconsin and
then served as labor and political officer in

Brussels, Belgium, in 1960-1964. He then

returned to the Department as an interna-

tional relations officer until 1966 when he
went to serve as deputy chief of mission in

Quito, Ecuador, until 1969. Mr. Crowley
then attended the National War College. In

1970-1974 he served as deputy chief of mis-

sion in Santo Domingo, Dominican Repub-
lic. In 1974 he was assigned in the Depart-
ment as Director of the Office of Northern
European Affairs until 1977 when he
became deputy chief of mission in Caracas,

Venezuela. In 1980 he was appointed Am-
bassador to the Republic of Suriname and
served there until 1981 when he became a

senior inspector in the Department. Since

1982 he has been Deputy Permanent Rep-
resentative of the United States to the Or-

ganization of American States.

Mr. Crowley was born February 10, 1928,

in Albuquerque, NM. He graduated from
West Virginia University (A.B., 1949) and
Columbia University (M.A., 1950). His for-

eign languages are French and Spanish. Mr.

Crowley is married to the former Ileana

Cintron and has two daughters.

Remarks at a White House Barbecue for Members of Congress

September 18, 1985

The President. Thank you very much, and
welcome to the White House. Fm glad you
could all make it here this evening. And
Mickey is the sometime cowboy to an urban

cowboy. That was just wonderful, and thank

you very much. You know, we have a music

hall here in Washington, too. It's up there

on a hill; it's called the Capitol. [Laughter]

And we got lots of vocal talent, but

—

[laughter]—^but we're not always so good

when it comes to carrying the harmony.

[Laughter] That's why I always enjoy these

get-togethers with Congress. Rest of the

year we have our differences, but times like

these allow us just a moment to stop being
Republicans and Democrats and just eat

—

[laughter]—and enjoy.

Now, you won't mind, will you, if I tell

them a little thing here that I understand

happened at Mickey Gilley's restaurant?

Q. Did we lose the mike?

The President Did we?
That one sounds better than this one, or

maybe I'll get a feedback if I get to use

them all? [Laughter]

Well, anyway, I understand that a real
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tough young cowboy came in one night and
said to one of your waiters there, "I want a

real rare steak." In about 3 minutes, the

waiter was back with a platter and a steak

on it, and the kid took one look at it and
says, "Take it back." And he said, "You said

you wanted a real rare steak." And the kid

said, "I've seen cows hurt worse than this

get up and walk away." [Laughter]

Now, I only did that as an excuse to just

tell a little something that I saw in the Mil-

waukee Journal not too long ago that actual-

ly might—you could stretch it, and it might
apply to the activities of all of us—our

friends out here and myself and things we
go through. This was a woman that's been
reading about all the crime and the vio-

lence and so forth and became frightened

enough that she started studying judo. And
she really did; she studied and she went
through all the stages of that till she was a

master of the art all the way to the very

top. And then one night, the thing she

dreaded happened. She was walking down
the street—it was about 9:30—and a fellow

stepped out of a doorway and grabbed her,

this judo expert. She hit him over the head
with her umbrella. [Laughter]

So, again, I just want to say that, because
although the executive branch may com-
plain about the legislative branch a lot and
vice versa, the U.S. Congress remains the

greatest invention in self-government this

world has ever seen, and all of you in the
Senate and the House do it proud. Maybe
it's natural that in the heat of legislative

combat we focus on our differences, but
this season let's also try to remember how
much we have in common—the great love
we have for this blessed land of ours and
our desire that comes before all else to do
what's best for America. As I said, we've got

a lot of work to do this fall.

Speaking for Nancy and myself, let me
just say again what a great pleasure it is to

have all of you here. And now, once again,

and I think speaking for all of you—and this

time you won't mind if I speak for you

—

and that is, Mickey and all of your talented

artists here, God bless you, and thank you
very much for the generous and warm way
you've entertained us.

Note: The President spoke at 7:59 p.m. on
the South Lawn of the White House. The
entertainment for the barbecue was provid-

ed by country singer Mickey Gilley.

Nomination of John A. Gaughan To Be Administrator of the

Maritime Administration

September 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John A. Gaughan to be
Administrator of the Maritime Administra-

tion, Department of Transportation. He
would succeed Harold E. Shear.

Mr. Gaughan is presently serving as

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Governmen-
tal Affairs at the Department of Transporta-

tion. Previously, he was Director of the

Office of External Affairs, Maritime Admin-
istration, in 1984; congressional relations of-

ficer in the Office of the Secretary of Trans-

portation in 1981-1984; an attorney for the

Federal Maritime Commission in 1980-
1981; Deputy Chief, Legislative Division, in

the Office of the Chief Counsel at the U.S.

Coast Guard Headquarters in 1978-1979;
and on the U.S. Coast Guard House /Senate
Liaison staff, U.S. Coast Guard Headquar-
ters, in 1973-1978.

Mr. Gaughan graduated from the U.S.

Coast Guard Academy (B.S., 1970) and the

University of Maryland Law School (J.D.,

1977). He is married and resides in Bethes-

da, MD. He was born March 29, 1947, in

Washington, DC.
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Remarks Following Discussions With President Samora Moises
Machel of Mozambique
September 19, 1985

President Reagan. It has been a pleasure

for me today to meet with President

Machel of Mozambique. At a time when
much attention is focused on southern

Africa, my meeting with the President un-

derscores the determination of the United
States to continue playing an active and
constructive role in this volatile portion of

the globe. The United States prides itself as

a force for freedom and progress and stabil-

ity, and this is true in southern Africa, as in

other parts of the world. We seek to en-

courage the development of democratic

government in all the nations of southern

Africa. Democracy and the respect for fun-

damental human liberties are not only con-

sistent with our values as a free people but
are also the surest pathway to economic
progress, internal reconciliation, and inter-

national peace.

President Machel, you have already taken

a step toward peace. And because of your
personal foresight and courage, cross-border

violence in the region has been reduced
and a more constructive relationship with
South Africa has begun. These efforts al-

ready have proven to be a great boon to

the well-being of your people. We know
that economic recovery and development
will require the restoration of peace, a proc-

ess which will call upon all the statesman-

ship of Mozambique's leaders.

Mozambique has suffered greatly in the

last decade from drought, domestic vio-

lence, and economic dislocation. I was im-

pressed today with President Machel's sin-

cere desire to improve the lot of his people.

The United States, as is true in other Afri-

can countries, is doing what it can to allevi-

ate the worst effects of the drought. We are

now also involving ourselves in a major
effort to rebuild Mozambique's shattered

economy. We welcome Mozambique's deci-

sion to cooperate with the International

Monetary Fund and the World Bank to

design a program of economic stabilization

and development. Encouraging Western in-

vestment and strengthening Mozambique's

private sector is a formula for economic ad-

vancement and improving the quality of

life. We know you will find. President

Machel, that the freer people are in the
arena of economics, the more enterprising

they become and the more benefits are en-

joyed by the society as a whole.

I was glad to have had this opportunity
today to express personally to President
Machel America's good will toward the
people of his country. We look forward to

the success of his economic initiatives and
movement toward national unity. Thank
you, President Machel, for your visit to the

United States.

President Machel. Thank you very much.
We have come here on an official visit at

the invitation of President Ronald Reagan.
We say a sincere thank you for this friendly

gesture. Our aim in this visit is to strength-

en existing bilateral relations and define a

basis for the long-term development of

these relations. I have just had a very posi-

tive, fruitful, and constructive meeting with
President Ronald Reagan. I had the oppor-

tunity to express our appreciation for the

food and development aid that the United
States of America has granted us.

Mozambique is an independent and non-

aligned African country. We value our inde-

pendence. We are proud of our independ-
ence. We are intransigent in the defense of

our national interest. We firmly believe

that, like ourselves, each people must deter-

mine the destiny of its own country. Our
chief concern is to solve the basic problems
of our people and to make the region

where we live one of peace, stability, good-
neighborliness, cooperation, and develop-

ment.
In this context, we signed with the Re-

public of South Africa the Nkomati agree-

ment, an essential condition for peace and
development. The People's Republic of Mo-
zambique has strictly complied with the

Nkomati agreement. The need for the

urgent elimination of apartheid is a matter
of common concern. Mozambique took a
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positive view of the efforts of the interna-

tional community, including the United
States, in this regard. We hope that such
efforts continue and that they lead to the

independence of Namibia, to peace and sta-

bility for the whole of southern Africa.

Mozambique is still a backward and un-

derdeveloped country, but one with vast

potential and natural resources. We seek
the participation of the United States and of

its private sector in putting those resources

at the service of our economic and social

development. I am convinced that the

meeting I have just had with President

Ronald Reagan has established a solid basis

for long-term cooperation in all fields be-

tween Mozambique and the United States.

With mutual respect and reciprocal advan-
tages, we shall develop the friendship

which we all seek. So, thank you very
much, Mr. President.

Note: President Reagan spoke at 1:25 p.m.
at the South Portico of the White House.
President Machel spoke in Portuguese, and
his remarks were translated by an interpret-

er. Earlier, the two Presidents met in the
Oval Office.

Interview With Pat Robertson of the Christian Broadcasting
Network
September 19, 1985

Administration Accomplishmen ts

Mr. Robertson. The 40th President of the

United States. When historians write about
the Reagan administration, what do you
want them to say?

The President. You know, I've been asked
that, and I guess I have to say, I've never
thought that far ahead. I'm so busy thinking
about what we want to accomplish. I guess
maybe just that I helped perpetuate this

great American dream.

Administration Goals

Mr. Robertson. What do you hope for in

the next 3 years?

The President. There are so many things.

I would like to get us definitely on the pat-

tern of reducing the deficit so that the bal-

anced budget is in view. I would like to

have, then, going into effect at that time a

balanced budget amendment so we could
never again go a half a century, as we have,

of regularly deficit spending each year. And
I would like to see us also have some plan
for beginning installments to start reducing
the national debt, as we have done many
times in the past. There are a number of

things that I would like to see—resolve the

problem of prayer in schools and have us on
the road, a good solid road that could make
us optimistic about the chances for peace.

Budget Deficit and Tax Reform

Mr. Robertson. On the budget deficit, it

seems as if members of your own party are

not totally in accord with you. The Con-
gress hasn't supported you. Are you optimis-

tic? David Stockman said maybe this is the

last chance, but you're optimistic about the

future?

The President. Yes, I am. There's no way
that anyone could ever balance the budget
in 1 year. This budget, over the years, has

been structurally built into our budgeting
process. And the difficulty, of course, is get-

ting agreement not on the need to reduce
it—everyone seems to agree on that—but
then trying to get them to agree on, well,

where do you apply the tourniquet and
shut off that hemorrhage of funds. But I

think that we're on the beginning of a track

where we can see a progression of reducing
the deficit as a percentage of gross national

product.

You know, if you just count the deficit in

dollars—and it looks so horrifying—and you
say, "How did this ever happen?" Well, if

you look at it back over these 50 years of

deficit spending on the basis of what it is as

a percentage of gross national product, that,

too, has been growing bigger. So, it isn't as

far out of line with past deficits; some of
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them were just about as big as this one is in

that percentage. But if we can get on a

percentage to where, for these next 3

years—what we have in mind is if we can

get it next year down to 4 percent of the

gross national product, 3 percent the follow-

ing year, 2 percent the next year, we think

that that progression will point us to, by
1990, a balanced budget and then you
could have go into effect the balanced

budget amendment.
Mr. Robertson. I spoke to an influential

Republican Senator on Sunday who felt

that, possibly, the tax reform measure might
be diverting attention away from deficit re-

duction. Do you see that as a complement
to it or possibly a stimulant for it?

The President. Actually, a stimulant for it

in a way, because if you look back, not just

in our administration and what we did in

1981 when we implemented—or began im-

plementing our tax cuts, but go back to

President Kennedy's across-the-board tax

cut, before that to President Coolidge and
the tax cuts that he implemented—in every
instance the economic growth has resulted

in the Government getting more revenues
at the lower rates than it was getting at the

higher rates. So, I think this tax reform very

definitely would help. It isn't aimed at

being a part of that, but it would help in

that it would stimulate economic growth
and I think would actually, thus, result in

increased revenues.

Mr. Robertson. This has been spoken of as

a profamily tax measure. How will that help

the families in your estimate?

The President. Well, let's start right off

with someone down there at the lower end
of the earning scale. One of the features of

this is that the personal exemption is in-

creased to $4,000 and then the deduction

for dependents is almost doubled to $2,000
apiece instead of the present 1,040. So, you
take a family of four, you've got $8,000 of

nontaxable income to begin with right

there. And that plus the reduced rates—we
believe that—and first of all, so many of our

people can't and don't take advantage of

many of the loopholes that others have
been able to use to reduce their fair share

of the tax burden. So, it is very definitely

aimed at families and that was sort of

proven the other day when the Democratic

majority in the House of Representatives

—

so, I'm not just citing a Republican meas-

ure—in the Committee on Children, Youth,

and Family have made a study of this tax

proposal plus all the others that are before

the Congress and said flatly this one is the

most profamily of all of the tax proposals.

Mr. Robertson. Is the $2,000 personal ex-

emption, dependent's exemption, is that a

non-negotiable feature? Would you veto a

bill if it didn't have that in it?

The President. I think it just has to have
it, and let me give you my thinking on that.

Some years ago, as you know, that deduc-
tion was $600 and then inflation took hold

and has kept coming on. And finally, some-
one got around to increasing the 600 to

1,040. But right now, actually, if we had
kept up with inflation, the deduction should

be $2,700. Now, we couldn't remain reve-

nue neutral and go that high, but going to

$2,000 is eminently justified simply on the

matter of—that actually, in purchasing

power, that's smaller than the $600 was
back in 1948.

Mr. Robertson. There's no lobby for it,

though; among the people, the vast num-
bers will help. So would you, in a sense, be

their champion and go the mount on that

issue?

The President. Yes, and I have to say,

though, that I haven't heard here, from
Democrats or Republicans, any objection to

those figures. There have been some of the

loopholes or deductions, other areas that

people have thought should be retained,

and there's been argument about that. But
I haven't heard anyone raise a complaint
about these personal exemptions.

Administration Accomplishments

Mr. Robertson. One oblique question. I

read that the reason that you and Franklin

Roosevelt were so tremendously popular is

because you gave the American people

hope. Looking down the road, what cause

do you have for hope?

The President Well, I'm an eternal opti-

mist, I know; but I can't help but have
hope. Just a few years ago, we were seeing

our streets torn up with rioting and demon-
strations of various kinds, but we also were
seeing a lack of hope. We were hearing talk
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that we were no longer a nation of growth
and so forth; that we must begin to limit

ourselves in our expectations, and our gov-

ernment itself was telling that to the

people. And here, today, in these few short

years, double-digit inflation is down to less

than 4 percent and still on its way down;
interest rates, the prime rate had reached
2iy2 percent, and it is down to far less than

a half of that now, and still, I believe,

they're going down. In the last 33 months,

we have created more than 8 million new
jobs. And today—you know what is referred

to as the employment pool is everyone in

the United States—male and female be-

tween the age of 16 and 65 are known as

the potential labor pool—that if all of them
sought work—they're all employable. The
highest percentage of that labor pool is em-
ployed now than has ever been employed
before in our history. And the growth in the

recovery has been the greatest that we've
known in any recovery from any previous

recession or depression.

But even more than that, there is some-
thing out there—you get out on the road
and talk to the people. There is a spirit. Our
young people, who once were, as you know,
totally disillusioned with government and so

forth over the Vietnam war—the resur-

gence of patriotism among them. And now
with our volunteer military—no longer

having to have a draft—I don't know of

anything I am more proud of than our
young men and women in uniform and
their spirit.

Nancy Reagan

Mr. Robertson. I ask you a question for

the women viewers in our audience. You've
just gone through a very critical medical

problem, and we know how close you and
your wife Nancy are. It is almost a fabled

love affair—^better than Hollywood could do
it. What was her reaction? How did she

handle this crisis?

The President. Well, she is very coura-

geous, and once upon a time when she was
younger she was one of those—what did

they call them—those nurses aides that

—

during war time and all. So, that part, she

was on the job. But she also is a very great

worrier, and let me put it this way: I've

recovered quicker than she did.

Mr. Robertson. It was a terrible crisis.

This is the second one. Some of your very
close friends from California have gone
back into private enterprise or gone back
home. Are you turning more to your wife

for counsel? She's a very wise lady.

The President. Oh, listen, we have always

talked over everything together. I couldn't

imagine it being otherwise. But as to the

people leaving the administration, I've ex-

pected that. I had 8 years experience in

California. And I made it plain from the

beginning that these people—I would take

them even if it was only for a year or 2
years and then find someone else if and
when they had to return to their own ca-

reers. And I think it should be that way if

you're going to get—well, I always put it

this way. I wanted people in government
that really didn't want a job in government,
but that were willing to come and serve

rather than those that were seeking govern-

ment jobs. And the result is, you know that

they will have to go back to their own ca-

reers sooner or later.

But, no, Nancy and I—we don't have any
secrets from each other.

American Hostages in Lebanon

Mr. Robertson. We were very heartened

to learn that Reverend Weir had been re-

leased from Lebanon, and word reached us

that a member of the White House staff was
dispatched on Sunday, I believe, to Iran to

seek the release of the remaining six—and
actually it was seven at that time. Is there

any word on that that might give hope to

us?

The President. Well, I can't really talk

about what we are doing, because I don't

want to do anything that will endanger the

prospects of the others being freed. I can

only say that we have explored every

avenue. We've been working for this for all

the time since the first one, Mr. Buckley,

was kidnaped. And I know that some of the

families have grown impatient, because if

they don't see things in the paper, they

don't think we're doing anything. But going
public and being in the paper is not the

way to get a Reverend Weir back or any of

the others.

Mr. Robertson. Could we say cautiously
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optimistic, or is there anything that we can
say to characterize it?

The President I have to remain cautiously

optimistic. And we are continuing the ef-

forts that—and we've explored and been
trying in every avenue that is open to us.

But, again, it's something I can't talk about
because, as I say, there is a risk in all of this

for them.

Soviet Propoganda

Mr. Robertson. You're getting ready for

the summit. Is the American press—and a

free press is so important in our nation—^but

is it from time to time being manipulated
by the Soviet Union to sort of stack the

deck against you in this summit meeting?
The President. Well, I did begin to feel

there for a while that when the summit
started they'd be rooting for the other side;

that he was wearing the white hat, and I

was wearing the black hat. You know, that's

an old Hollywood expression, that you iden-

tify the villain as

Mr. Robertson. I know.
The President. ^by the color of the hat.

I think what should be better understood
by our people—and this isn't any criticism

of our press—the Soviet Union has a world-

wide disinformation network, and it's very
effective. And they can get many things

published and broadcast and so forth to suit

their ends and in their drives, for example,
to try to create some friction among us and
our allies. And I don't think we have any-
thing comparable to that.

Free and Fair Trade

Mr. Robertson. One last question. I see

that our time has run out. If the Congress
gives you a trade protectionist bill having
either a tariff or a surcharge or some other
name, will you veto it?

The President. I'll have to. That's one of

the advantages of being my age. I was look-

ing for work in the Great Depression, and I

know what the Smoot-Hawley bill did, the

world trade war that it created. There is no
way that that can win—protectionism for,

say, a particular industry—^no one ever
looks over their shoulder to see how many
people in other industries lost their jobs

—

because it's a two-way street, and retaliation

sets in. We are still the greatest exporter in

the world. And even though there is a great
trade imbalance right now, that we're im-
porting far more than we're exporting, that

is not because we have reduced our exports,

as big as they ever were. We have in-

creased our imports because of the value of

our dollar and the fact that our trading

partners have not had the economic recov-

ery we've had, so their prices are low. And
you can't blame people for picking up a
bargain.

Mr. Robertson. What they need is a dose
of Reaganomics in Europe, is that what you
say?

The President. Exactly. As a matter of

fact, they themselves admit that in their

systems there are so many rigidities in labor

laws and everything else that have been
built in that they have not had the recov-
ery. Indeed, when I was at the recent eco-

nomic summit, the last summit in May, they
called to my face, they called what we have
is the miracle of America. So, we've tried to

pass on to them information that we think

would help them have some miracles.

Mr. Robertson. Mr. President, thank you
so much. This has been wonderful.

The President. Well
Mr. Robertson. God bless you.

The President. Well, thank you very
much, and, in saying that, let me tell you,

when you asked about the future and why I

was optimistic and all, I am convinced this

is a nation under God and as long as we
recognize that, believe that, I think he'll

help us.

Mr. Robertson. There's no question about
it. That's the greatest cause for optimism I

know of. Thank you very much, sir.

The President. Thank you.

Note: The interview began at 4:44 p.m. in

the Map Room at the White House.
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Nomination of the United States Representative and Alternate

Representatives to the 29th Session of the International Atomic
Energy Agency General Conference

September 20, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be the Representative and Alternate

Representatives of the United States of

America to the 29th Session of the General

Conference of the International Atomic
Energy Agency:

Representative:

Danny J. Boggs, of Kentucky, is Deputy Secre-

tary at the United States Department of

Energy. Previously he was Special Assistant to

the President and Assistant Director, Office of

Policy Development, at the White House. He
graduated from Harvard University (B.A., 1965)

and the University of Chicago Law School

O.D., 1968). He was born October 23, 1944, in

Havana, Cuba, and now resides in Arlington,

VA.

Alternate Representatives:

Richard T. Kennedy, of the District of Columbia,

is Ambassador at Large, United States Repre-

sentative to the International Atomic Energy
Agency, Department of State. Previously he
was Ambassador at Large, Department of

State, in 1982-1984. He graduated from the

University of Rochester (B.A., 1941), Harvard
University (M.B.A., 1953), the U.S. Army Com-
mand and General Staff College (1959), and
the National War College (1965). He was born
December 24, 1919, in Rochester, NY, and
now resides in Washington, DC.

Nunzio J. Palladino, of Pennsylvania, is Chair-

man of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Previously he was dean of the College of Engi-

neering at Pennsylvania State University. He
was Alternate Representative to the General
Conference of the International Atomic
Energy Agency in 1984. He graduated from
Lehigh University (B.S., 1938; M.S., 1939). He
was born November 16, 1916, in AUentown,
PA, and now resides in Washington, DC.

Bruce Chapman, of Washington, is Representa-

tive of the United States of America to the

Vienna office of the United Nations and
Deputy Representative of the United States of

America to the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Vienna, Austria. Previously he was
Deputy Assistant to the President and Director

of the Office of Planning Evaluation in 1983-

1985. He graduated from Harvard College

(B.A., 1962). He was born December 1, 1940,

in Evanston, IL, and now resides in Washing-
ton, DC.

Nomination of Two Members of the National Transportation Safety

Board
September 20, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the National Transporta-

tion Safety Board:

Kenneth John Hill, of Virginia, for the remainder

of the term expiring December 31, 1986. He
would succeed Donald D. Engen. He was di-

rector of governmental relations and Armed
Forces liaison for the 50th Presidential Inaugu-

ral Committee in 1984. Previously he was the

White House staff liaison to the 1984 Summer
Olympics. He served in the Foreign Service in

the Bureau of Administration in 1982-1983 and

as Deputy Chief, Dignitary Protection Division,

in 1978-1982. He graduated from Rollins Col-

lege (B.A., 1968). He was born September 7,

1946, in Trenton, NJ, and now resides in Alex-

andria, VA.

John K. Lauber, of California, for the term expir-

ing December 31, 1989. He would succeed

George Herbert Patrick Bursley. He is Chief of

the Aeronautical Human Factors Research Di-

vision at NASA—Ames Research Center. Previ-

ously he was the project psychologist for the

training analysis and evaluation group at the

Naval Training Devices Center in Orlando, FL.
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He graduated from Ohio State University (B.S.,

1965; M.A., 1967; Ph.D., 1969). He was born
December 13, 1942, in Archbold, OH, and now
resides in Palo Alto, CA.

Designation of Three Members of the Board of Governors of the

United Service Organizations, Incorporated

September 20, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to designate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Governors

of the United Service Organizations, Incor-

porated, for terms of 3 years. These are

reappointments

:

Fred H. Gottfurcht, of California, is president of

Gottfurcht Investment Securites Co. He grad-

uated from Detroit City College (1931) and
Wayne University (1935). He is married, has

four children, and resides in Los Angeles, CA.

He was born May 8, 1910, in Vienna, Austria.

Mary Carol Rudin, of California, is a member of

the board of directors of the South Coast Foun-

dation, the Blue Ribbon Club for the Los Ange-

les Music Center, and the Hereditary Disease

Organization. She graduated from the Universi-

ty of California at Los Angeles (B.A., 1969) and
California State University (M.A., 1974). She is

married, has four children, and resides in Santa

Monica, CA. She was born April 1, 1944, in

EUenburg, WA.

Gordon D. Walker, of California, is vice president

of Smith Barney, Harris Upham, Inc., in Bever-

ly Hills. Previously he was president of

Dowalco, Inc., in 1962-1965. He graduated

from the University of Southern California. He
is married, has four children, and resides in Los

Angeles. He was born June 3, 1923, in East

Orange, NJ.

Radio Address to the Nation on Foreign Policy

September 21, 1985

My fellow Americans:

During the next 10 days at the White
House, matters of central importance to our
country's role in the w^orld and to the peace
and prosperity of all nations will be dealt

with.

This week I will meet President Mubarak
of Egypt; next week with King Hussein of

Jordan. In both meetings, one item will

dominate the agenda—peace between
Israel and her neighbors. King Hussein has

made clear his wish for a peaceful solution

to the Arab-Israeli conflict which has

plagued the Middle East and the world for

so long. He foresees a peace negotiated di-

rectly between Israel and a Jordanian-Pales-

tinian delegation and is committed to begin

those negotiations, if possible, by the end of

the year. We're doing all we can to support

the efforts to make this vision a reality.

Egypt, President Mubarak's nation, has al-

ready proven that peace between the Israe-

lis and Arabs is possible and now faces other

problems—a troubled economy at home
and danger on some of its borders. We're
doing all we can to help Egypt meet these

challenges because we know that a secure

and prosperous Egypt is the cornerstone of

peace and stability in that region.

King Hussein, President Mubarak, and I

will also discuss the war between Iran and
Iraq. America and other nations have

worked for years now to bring this war to

an end—so far, to no avail. Yet if we cannot

end the fighting, we and close friends like

Egypt and Jordan can keep it from spread-

ing. In particular, we're determined to pre-

serve the free shipment of oil through the

Persian Gulf.

Next Friday I'll meet the new Soviet For-

eign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze. He
and I will discuss human rights, regional

conflicts such as the Soviet invasion of Af-
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ghanistan, bilateral issues such as trade be-

tween our two countries, and security mat-

ters including our efforts to achieve genu-

ine, verifiable reductions in nuclear arms.

As Mr. Shevardnadze and I meet, it will be
6 months since Mr. Gorbachev became the

new Soviet leader, and this will give our

meeting special significance.

As you know, the Soviet Union frequently

has been bent upon expansion. Indeed,

since the 1970's the Soviet Union has been
engaged in a military buildup which far ex-

ceeds any rational definition of its defensive

needs. These policies have inflicted bitter

costs upon the Soviet peoples. Every week
Russian soldiers are dying in Afghanistan,

while their standard of living has suffered

accordingly. Mr. Gorbachev can change
this; he can set in train a policy of arms
reductions and lasting peace. By shifting re-

sources from armaments to people, he can
enable his nation to enjoy far more econom-
ic growth. Given the nature of the Soviet

system and its ideology, we must not raise

false hopes, but during my meeting with

Mr. Shevardnadze, I will express the good
will of the United States and search for

signs of a Soviet willingness to engage in

genuine give and take.

Mr. Shevardnadze and I will both have in

mind the approaching meeting between
myself and Mr. Gorbachev. Again, with
regard to this meeting, we must not raise

false hopes. The differences between com-
munism and democracy are profound.

There will inevitably be competition be-

tween us, but it's the central responsibility

of the leaders of the United States and the

U.S.S.R. to ensure that this competition is

peaceful. In these meetings, we will make
clear to the Soviet leaders that we are de-

termined to protect Western interests, but

willing at the same time to do our part to

improve American-Soviet relations. If

there's comparable seriousness and flexibil-

ity on the Soviet part, cooperation between
our two great nations will be enhanced. Al-

ready many in our administration are toil-

ing on preparations. On Friday I will tell

Mr. Shevardnadze how genuinely we wish
this meeting to bear fruit.

Turning from foreign affairs to interna-

tional trade, in recent weeks there has been
sentiment growing in the Congress for

some form of protectionism—legislation

which would make it difficult or impossible

for us to exchange whole categories of

goods with our trading partners. On
Monday I'll address our absolute commit-
ment to trade that is both free and fair. For
now, let me simply state that the answer to

our trade problems isn't antitrade legisla-

tion; it's more economic growth worldwide.
My friends, the dangers to world peace

and prosperity are ever present. But I be-

lieve that with your support, during the

next 10 days, we'll be able to promote
peace and advance the cause of free and
fair international trade.

Now, in closing, I want to talk about the

tragedy of the Mexican earthquake, which
has brought a great outpouring of sympathy
and offers of assistance from the American
people. We greatly admire the bravery and
resolve of the Mexican people to dedicate

all their resources to overcome this calami-

tous event. A tragedy like this reminds us

that the desire to be a good neighbor is

basic to the American character and to our

foreign policy. We have already provided
some technical assistance, as requested by
the Mexican Government, and stand ready
to help in every way in the days and
months ahead. To aid in that effort, Nancy
will go to Mexico within the next few days

to express the support of the American
people for our courageous friends in Mexico
and to explore how we can lend a hand in

this ordeal.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.
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Remarks at a White House Meeting With Business and Trade
Leaders

September 23, 1985

Thank you very much, and welcome to

the White House. Fm pleased to have this

opportunity to be with you to address the

pressing question of America's trade chal-

lenge for the eighties and beyond. And let

me say at the outset that our trade policy

rests firmly on the foundation of free and
open markets—free trade. I, like you, recog-

nize the inescapable conclusion that all of

history has taught: The freer the flow of

world trade, the stronger the tides for

human progress and peace among nations.

I certainly don't have to explain the ben-

efits of free and open markets to you. They
produce more jobs, a more productive use

of our nation's resources, more rapid inno-

vation, and a higher standard of living.

They strengthen our national security be-

cause our economy, the bedrock of our de-

fense, is stronger. I'm pleased that the

United States has played the critical role of

ensuring and promoting an open trading

system since World War II. And I know that

if we ever faltered in the defense and pro-

motion of the worldwide free trading

system, that system will collapse, to the det-

riment of all.

But our role does not absolve our trading

partners from their major responsibility: to

support us in seeking a more open trading

system. No nation, even one as large and as

powerful as the United States, can, by itself,

ensure a free trading system. All that we
and others have done to provide for the

free flow of goods and services and capital

is based on cooperation. And our trading

partners must join us in working to improve
the system of trade that has contributed so

much to economic growth and the security

of our allies and of ourselves.

And may I say right here to the leaders of

industry that my admiration for business in

the United States is stronger than ever. You
know, sometimes in Washington, there are

some who seem to forget what the econo-

my is all about. They give me reports saying

the economy does this and the economy
will do that, but they never talk about busi-

ness. And somewhere along the way, these

folks in Washington have forgotten that the

economy is business. Business creates new
products and new services; business creates

jobs; business creates prosperity for our

communities and our nation as a whole.

And business is the people that make it

work, from the CEO to the workers in the

factories. I know, too, that American busi-

ness has never been afraid to compete. I

know that when a trading system follows

the rules of free trade, when there is equal

opportunity to compete, American business

is as innovative, efficient, and competitive

as any in the world. I also know that the

American worker is as good and productive

as any in the world.

And that's why to make the international

trading system work, all must abide by the

rules. All must work to guarantee open
markets. Above all else, free trade is, by
definition, fair trade. When domestic mar-

kets are closed to the exports of others, it is

no longer free trade. When governments
subsidize their manufacturers and farmers

so that they can dump goods in other mar-
kets, it is no longer free trade. When gov-

ernments permit counterfeiting or copying

of American products, it is stealing our

future, and it is no longer free trade. When
governments assist their exporters in ways
that violate international laws, then the

playing field is no longer level, and there is

no longer free trade. When governments
subsidize industries for commercial advan-

tage and underwrite costs, placing an unfair

burden on competitors, that is not free

trade.

I have worked for 4 years at Versailles

and Williamsburg and London and last at

Bonn to get our trading partners to disman-

tle their trade barriers, eliminate their sub-

sidies and other unfair trade practices,

enter into negotiations to open markets

even further, and strengthen GATT, the

international accord that governs world-

wide trade. I will continue to do these

things. But I also want the American people
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and our trading partners to know that we
will take all the action that is necessary to

pursue our rights and interests in interna-

tional commerce under our laws and the

GATT to see that other nations live up to

their obligations and their trade agreements
with us. I believe that if trade is not fair for

all, then trade is free in name only. I will

not stand by and watch American business-

es fail because of unfair trading practices

abroad. I will not stand by and watch Amer-
ican workers lose their jobs because other

nations do not play by the rules.

We have put incentives into our own
economy to make it grow and create jobs,

and, as you know, business has prospered.

We have created over 8 million new jobs in

the last 33 months. Just since 1980 manu-
facturing production has increased 17 per-

cent. But Fm not unmindful that within this

prosperity, some industries and workers
face difficulties. To the workers who have
been displaced by industrial shifts within

our society, we are committed to help. To
those industries that are victims of unfair

trade, we will work unceasingly to have
those practices eliminated.

Just a few weeks ago, I asked the United
States Trade Representative to initiate

unfair trade practice investigations. It's the

first time a President has done this. And, as

you know, we have self-initiated three such
cases that will investigate a Korean law that

prohibits fair competition for U.S. insurance

firms, a Brazilian law restricting the sale of

U.S. high technology products, and Japanese
restrictions on the sale of U.S. tobacco prod-

ucts. I have also ordered the United States

Trade Representative to accelerate the on-

going cases of Common Market restrictions

of canned fruit and Japanese prohibitions

on imports of our leather and leather foot-

wear.

But I believe more must be done. I am,
therefore, today announcing that I have in-

structed Ambassador Yeutter to maintain a

constant watch and to take action in those

instances of unfair trade that will disadvan-

tage American businesses and workers. I

have directed the Secretary of the Treasury

to work with the Congress to establish a

$300 million fund that will support up to a

billion dollars in mixed-credit loans. These
funds will counter our loss of business to

trading partners who use what, in effect,

are subsidies to deprive U.S. companies of

fair access to world markets. And Fve asked
that these initiatives be continued until

unfair credit subsidies by our trading part-

ners are eliminated through negotiations

with them. I have further instructed Treas-

ury Secretary Jim Baker to inform the par-

ticipants at the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank conferences in Seoul

that we will take into consideration the

trading practices of other nations in our de-

liberations and decisionmaking.

A major factor in the growth of our trade

deficit has been the combination of our
very strong economic performance and the

weak economic performance of our major
trading partners over the last 4 years. This

has limited our exports and contributed to

the weakening of other currencies relative

to the dollar, thereby encouraging addition-

al imports by the United States and discour-

aging our exports. Yesterday I authorized

Treasury Secretary Baker to join his coun-

terparts from other major industrial coun-

tries to announce measures to promote
stronger and more balanced growth in our

economies and thereby the strengthening

of foreign currencies. This will provide

better markets for U.S. products and im-

prove the competitive position of our indus-

try, agriculture, and labor.

I have ordered the Secretary of State to

seek time limits on negotiations underway
to open up markets in specific product
areas in Japan. I have instructed the United
States Trade Representative to accelerate

negotiations with any and all countries

where the counterfeiting and piracy of U.S.

goods has occurred to bring these practices

to a quick end. And I look forward to work-
ing with the Congress to increase efforts to

protect patents, copyrights, trademarks, and
other intellectual property rights. And final-

ly, I am today directing that a strike force

be established among the relevant agencies

in our government whose task it will be to

uncover unfair trading practices used
against us and develop and execute strate-

gies and programs to promptly counter and
eliminate them.

Fm also looking forward to working with
the Congress to put into place any neces-
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sary legislation that would help us promote
free and fair trade and secure jobs for

American workers. Among the topics that

we should jointly consider are authority to

support our new trade negotiating initia-

tives that would, among other things,

reduce tariffs and attempt to dismantle all

other trade barriers; to protect intellectual

property rights, including trade in articles

that infringe U.S. process patents, longer

terms for agricultural chemicals, and elimi-

nating Freedom of Information Act abuses

that will help our businesses protect their

proprietary property; to improve our anti-

dumping and countervailing duty laws so

that a predictable pricing test covers non-
market economies, enabling our companies
to have protection against unfair dumping
from those countries. We should also im-

prove these laws so that business can have
full and rapid protection in receiving help

against unfair imports—to amend our trade

laws to put a deadline on dispute settle-

ment and to conduct a fast-track procedure
for perishable items. We should no longer
tolerate 16-year cases and settlements so

costly and time consuming that any assist-

ance is ineffective.

I am also directing the Secretary of Labor
to explore ways of assisting workers who
lose jobs to find gainful employment in

other industries, and I look forward to

working with Congress in this vital task. Ad-
ditionally, I welcome the suggestions of the
Members of Congress on other potential

legislation that has as its object the promo-
tion of free and fair trade. I will work with
them to see that good legislation is passed.

Conversely, I will strongly oppose and will

veto measures that I believe will harm eco-

nomic growth, cause loss of jobs, and dimin-
ish international trade.

But I do not want to let this discussion

pass without reminding all of our ultimate
purpose: the expansion of free and open
markets everywhere. There are some, well-

meaning in motive, who have proposed bills

and programs that are purely protectionist

in nature. These proposals would raise the

costs of the goods and services that Ameri-
can consumers across the land would have
to pay. They would invite retaliation by our
trading partners abroad; would in turn lose

jobs for those American workers in indus-

tries that would be the victims of such retal-

iation; would rekindle inflation; would
strain international relations; and would
impair the stability of the international fi-

nancial and trading systems. The net result

of these counterproductive proposals would
not be to protect consumers or workers or

farmers or businesses. In fact, just the re-

verse would happen. We would lose mar-
kets, we would lose jobs, and we would lose

our prosperity.

To reduce the impediments to free mar-
kets, we will accelerate our efforts to launch
a new GATT negotiating round with our
trading partners. And we hope that the
GATT members will see fit to reduce bar-

riers for trade in agricultural products, serv-

ices, technologies, investments, and in

mature industries. We will seek effective

dispute settlement techniques in these

areas. But if these negotiations are not initi-

ated or if insignificant progress is made, Fm
instructing our trade negotiators to explore

regional and bilateral agreements with
other nations.

Here at home, we will continue our ef-

forts to reduce excessive government
spending and to promote our tax reform
proposal that is essential to strengthening

our own economy and making U.S. business

more competitive in international markets.
Further, we will encourage our trading

partners, as agreed upon at the Bonn
summit, to accelerate their own economic
growth by removing rigidities and imbal-
ances in their economies. And we will en-

courage them to provide sound fiscal and
monetary policies to have them fully par-

ticipate in the growth potential that is there
for all. We will seek to strengthen and im-
prove the operation of the international

monetary system. And we will encourage
the debt burdened, less-developed countries

of the world to reduce and eliminate im-

pediments to investments and eliminate in-

ternal restrictions that discourage their own
economic growth.

Let me summarize: Our commitment to

free trade is undiminished. We will vigor-

ously pursue our policy of promoting free

and open markets in this country and
around the world. We will insist that all

nations face up to their responsibilities of
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preserving and enhancing free trade every-

where. But let no one mistake our resolve

to oppose any and all unfair trading prac-

tices. It is wrong for the American worker
and American businessman to continue to

bear the burden imposed by those who
abuse the world trading system. We do not
want a trade war with other nations; we
want other nations to join us in enlarging

and enhancing the world trading system for

the benefit of all. We do not want to stop

other nations from selling goods in the

United States; we want to sell more of our
goods to other nations. We do not dream of

protecting America from others* success; we
seek to include everyone in the success of

the American dream.

Thank you very much, and thank you for

coming.

Note: The President spoke at 11:30 a.m. in

the East Room at the White House. Also
attending the meeting were Members of
Congress, the Cabinet, the President's

Export Council, and the Advisory Commit-
tee on Trade Negotiations. Clayton Yeutter

was the United States Trade Representative.

Appointment of 21 Members of the President's Export Council

September 23, 1985

The President today appointed the fol-

lowing individuals to be members of the

President's Export Council:

Joseph A. Boyd, of Florida, is chairman and chief

executive officer of Harris Corp. in Melbourne,
FL. He was born March 25, 1921, in Oscar, KY,
and now resides in Indialantic, FL.

Edward A. Brennan, of Illinois, is president and
chief operating officer of Sears, Roebuck and
Co. in Chicago, IL. He was born January 16,

1934, in Chicago and now resides in Burr
Ridge, IL.

Philip Caldwell, of Michigan, is retired chairman
of the board of Ford Motor Co. in Bloomfield
Hills, MI. He was born January 27, 1920, in

Bourneville, OH, and now resides in Bloom-
field Hills.

Colby H. Chandler, of New York, is chairman
and chief executive officer of Eastman Kodak
Co. in Rochester, NY. He was born May 15,

1925, in Strong, ME, and now resides in Hon-
eoye Falls, NY.

Douglas D. Danforth, of Pennsylvania, is chair-

man and chief executive officer of Westing-
house Electric Corp. in Pittsburgh, PA. He was
born September 25, 1922, in Syracuse, NY, and
now resides in Venetia, PA.

Russell L. Hanlin, of California, is president and
chief executive officer of Sunkist Growers, Inc.,

in Sherman Oaks, CA. He was born November
18, 1932, in Sioux Falls, SD, and now resides in

Pasadena, CA.

Arthur H. Hausman, of California, is chairman of

AMPEX Corp. in Redwood City, CA. He was

born November 24, 1923, in Chicago, IL, and
now resides in Atherton, CA.

Edward G. Jefferson, of Delaware, is chairman
and chief executive officer of E.I. DuPont de
Nemours and Co. in Wilmington, DE. He was
born July 15, 1921, in London, England, and
now resides in Wilmington.

James E. Jenkins, of California, is president of

Transworld Group Limited in Washington, DC.
He was born September 12, 1923, in Oklahoma
City, OK, and now resides in Arlington, VA.

Whitney MacMillan, of Minnesota, is chairman
and chief executive officer of Cargill, Inc., in

Wayzata, MN. He was born September 25,

1929, in Minneapolis, MN, and now resides in

Wayzata.

Lee L. Morgan, of Illinois, is chairman and chief

executive officer of Caterpillar Tractor Co. in

Peoria, IL. He was born January 4, 1920, in

Aledo, IL, and now resides in Peoria.

John J. Murphy, of Texas, is chairman, chief exec-

utive officer, and president of Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., in Dallas, TX. He was born Novem-
ber 24, 1931, in Olean, NY, and now resides in

Dallas.

/ Bonnie Newman, of New Hampshire, is presi-

dent of the Business and Industry Association

of New Hampshire in Concord. She was bom
June 2, 1945, in Lawrence, MA, and now re-

sides in Durham, NH.

Robert W. Page, Sr., of Texas, is chairman and
chief executive officer of Kellogg Rust, Inc., in

Houston, TX. He was born January 22, 1927, in

Dallas, TX, and now resides in Houston.
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Van P. Smith, of Indiana, is chairman and presi-

dent of Ontario Corp. in Muncie, IN. He was

born September 8, 1928, in Oneida, NY, and

now resides in Muncie, IN.

George J. Stathakis, of Connecticut, is president

and chief executive officer of General Electric

Trading Co. in New York City. He was born

April 22, 1930, in Martinez, CA, and now re-

sides in New York City.

Stephen M. Studdert, of Utah, is president of

Commerce Consultants International, Ltd., in

Washington, DC. He was born November 17,

1948, in Pataluma, CA, and now resides in

Morgan, UT.

David S. Tappan, Jr., of California, is chairman

and chief executive officer of Fluor Corp. in

Irvine, CA. He was born May 27, 1922, in

Hainan, China, and now resides in Newport
Beach, CA.

Charles Parry Tyson, of California, is former

Deputy Assistant to the President for National

Security Affairs. He was born July 25, 1941, in

San Diego, CA, and now resides in Madrid,

Spain.

Thornton A. Wilson, of Washington, is chairman

and chief executive officer of the Boeing Co. in

Seattle, WA. He was born February 8, 1921, in

Sikeston, MO, and now resides in Seattle.

David C. Scott, currently serves as Chairman. He
has been a member of the Council since

August 13, 1981.

Letter to President Miguel De la Madrid Hurtado on the

Earthquake in Mexico

September 23, 1985

Dear Miguel:

On behalf of the American people, Nancy
and I want to convey once more to you and

the Mexican people our sympathy and sup-

port as you struggle mightily with the tre-

mendous tragedy that has befallen Mexico.

It was Nancy's strong desire to travel to

Mexico to let your people know of our re-

spect and admiration for Mexico's vigorous

response in meeting its great human needs.

The resiliency of your citizens is truly ex-

traordinary.

During this time of need, I am confident

that the global community will generously

respond in supporting Mexican efforts to

overcome this tragic earthquake.

You can be sure that the United States

will accelerate our efforts in providing ap-

propriate assistance, as identified by the

Mexican Government. We stand ready to

assist you and the Mexican people as you
undertake this heroic effort to relieve the

misery wrought by the earthquake. And,

beyond your immediate needs, as you for-

mulate your longer term reconstruction

plans, we will want to consult with you

about how we and other members of the

international community can be of help.

Nancy and I will have you, Paloma, and
the Mexican people in our prayers in the

days ahead.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: The original was not available for
verification of the content of this letter.

Remarks at a Symposium at the University of Tennessee in

Knoxville

September 24, 1985

Well, thank you. Dr. Reese, distinguished

panelists and guests. Thank you all—and

Senator Baker, Congressmen Duncan, Quil-

len and Ford—all of you. It's wonderful to

be here in the Volunteer State at the uni-

versity of volunteers.
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Governor Alexander couldn't make it

today; FU miss him because he's been one
of the staunchest and most eloquent sup-

porters of America's fair share tax plan.

Right now he's on his way to the East look-

ing for opportunities to expand Tennessee's

links to the Asian market. He pointed out to

me that Tennessee has a significant concen-

tration of Japanese capital investment and
that the future of this State, as well as every

other State in our nation, is dependent on
an open, free, and fair trading system. And
that's why he's abroad right now aggressive-

ly promoting Tennessee's interests. He's

trying to increase world trade, not block it

out. I'm glad to see Governor Alexander

taking this positive approach to prosperity

through free trade.

When I was in Tennessee last year, the

Governor and Senator Baker briefed me on
the proposals for a high-tech corridor in

Knoxville. They talked about soon compet-
ing with Silicon Valley. And when I see the

impressive strides Tennessee has made in

just the last few years, all I know—they

weren't just whistling Dixie. [Laughter] As
all of you know so well, advances in tech-

nology are almost synonymous with ad-

vances in knowledge, and that's one reason

why improving America's educational

system must be a high priority for our
nation.

Last year scholastic aptitude test scores

rose four points nationwide. And this year

we have even better news to report; yester-

day we learned that the SAT scores were
up nine points over a year ago. I like that

trend; that's the biggest single jump since

1963. We're making a powerful comeback
from the two decades of educational de-

cline that began in the 1960's, but we have
more to do if we're going to fully prepare

our nation to lead the world into the 21st

century. So, let's keep up the good work.

Now, I've really come here today to listen

to you. I can't wait to hear about your plans

and the progress that you've made, and
afterward I may say a few words about how
America's fair share tax plan will promote
high-tech investment and

—

[laughter]—and
the prosperity that it brings here in Knox-

ville.

[At this point, symposium participants dis-

cussed developments in the partnership be-

tween the State of Tennessee, the private

sector, and the university. At the conclusion

of the symposium, the President delivered

the following remarks.]

Well, first of all, I am fascinated by what
I've heard, and at the same time, here
we've all heard concrete examples that ex-

plain some of the statistics about which I

like to speak now and then, such as how we
could, since 1979, lose 1,600,000 manufac-
turing jobs. And in one of the talk shows
over the weekend there was someone from
government that was making quite a point

of this—neglected to answer why at the

same time, since 1979, we have added more
than 9 million new jobs to transportation

industries, to service industries, and so

forth. And I've seen here the examples of

what we're talking about.

When I was young, which was quite a

while ago everybody reminds me

—

[laugh-

ter]—high technology then probably re-

ferred to a Model T that could make it up a

hill. But we've come a long way. I think

we're standing at the beginning of a new
era of technological revolution that will

transform all our lives for the better. And
it's more than just the personal computers
that have found a place in so many of our

homes and offices. Every facet of industry,

as has been evidenced here at this table

today—the manufacturing, agriculture, sci-

ence, health care—is being improved, made
more efficient and productive by technolo-

gy. Our healthy increases in productivity

are in great part attributable to the efficien-

cies that technology brings. And technology

also strengthens our national security and
has given us the hope that within the next

generation the human race can strengthen

and ensure for the long term our ability to

deter nuclear war with nonnuclear defense

systems that would allow us to protect

against missiles without threatening inno-

cent civilians.

But while we celebrate the beginning of

this new era, we should remember that mis-

guided tax policies in the late sixties and
seventies almost destroyed America's posi-

tion as the leader of the high-tech revolu-

tion. Not just the tax policies—I know that

you were sure you were going to hear me
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say something about that—but when I first

became a part of government, I did so

imbued with the feeling that, among other

things, government had developed a kind

of adversarial relationship with its own busi-

ness community, where government and its

business community should be partners, and
not with government being the senior part-

ner, by any means. And I say—we'd almost

wiped out the venture capital markets in

this country with tax rates, plus the high

rate of inflation. Entrepreneurs were forced

to look abroad for financing.

You gave an example of someone who
couldn't find what was needed here. There
was a fellow named Gene Amdahl, the in-

ventor of what many consider the most suc-

cessful computer that was ever built. And
back in the seventies, he was going to start

his own company. He couldn't find the ven-

ture capital that he needed in this country,

and he was forced to go to Japan to a large,

high-tech competitor. And they gave him
the money all right—in exchange for his

ideas.

High tax rates were literally producing an
exodus of American high tech to foreign

countries and creating tax refugees out of

some of our best minds and talents and
most successful entrepreneurs. One figure

that just explains this—just a few years ago,

in the late seventies, there was only $39
million—in I believe the year was 1979, of

venture capital available in the United
States. Today there is $4 billion in venture
capital that is available. And I think that

one of the basic rules of economics was
proven: that if you tax something, you get

less of it. So, this was the result, I think, of

our cutting the taxes and, certainly, the

taxes on capital gains and so forth. High
rates discourage work and risk-taking and
initiative and imagination. And they're

really a tax on hope and optimism and our

faith in the future, and they penalize many
of the people that give us the most—the

risk takers, the entrepreneurs who create

whole new businesses and industries and
often do it out of no more than a dream
and some hard work, as this little bottle also

evidences.^

Cutting the tax rates has opened the

floodgates on entrepreneurship in our coun-
try. That's why, on the theory that you
can't have too much of a good thing, we're
going to propose more tax cuts in our fair

share tax plan, and we're going to cut the
capital gains tax rate again to encourage
more venture capital and fuel the fires of

technological innovation. Equally important
for entrepreneurs in small business, though,
we're bringing down the top personal tax

rate to 35 percent, and that's just half of

what it was 5 years ago. We're going to

close wasteful loopholes. And we'll be able

to lower tax rates on America's businesses.

We think it's time that America pulled its

money out of tax shelters and started in-

vesting in the future. This tax cutting has

given the economy new blood and new life.

And in the last 33 months, we have created

8 million new jobs alone. And I believe that

this tax plan that I'm out on the road talk-

ing about—and will be talking about it in

Athens in a little while—will give us a

decade of economic expansion, and we fore-

see creating 10 million more new jobs in

the next 4 years. Now, I'll bet you anything

a whole bunch of those jobs are going to be
created right here in Tennessee. Incidental-

ly, I had the privilege of driving the proto-

type of the new car that is going to be built

here. I don't get to do that very often—only

drive the Jeep when I'm up at the ranch
and

—

[laughter]—8 years as Governor,
when we finally left the Governor's office

and went home, I remember one night

Nancy and I were invited out to dinner. We
went out and got in the back seat of the car

and waited for somebody to get in and
drive us. [Laughter] But driving that

Saturn, I must say, was an experience.

[Laughter] Having driven for a lot of

years—you're really going to be making
something very remarkable here.

Well, the best way, I think, to stay

number one is to lower tax rates further

and give all of our business community and

^ The President referred to a vial contain-

ing a small plant used in tissue propogation
given to him by Randolph Henke, president

ofPhyton Technologies, Inc.
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our people a chance. You can feel the ex-

citement, and I felt it here at this table

down here in Tennessee; it's the excitement

of progress. Your Congressman here, John
Duncan and his colleagues Jimmy Quillen

and Harold Ford and I are not going to let

Washington obstruct the road to the future.

So, you let these people know how you feel,

and we'll pass this tax bill in this year of

1985 and open the future to hope and op-

portunity.

This whole idea of your partnership

here—it's government, education, private

sector—I've had some experience with that.

When I became Governor of California, I

invited what had to be the top industrialists

and business and labor people—well, the

leadership of the State of California to a

luncheon. The room wasn't much bigger

than this one and probably no more people

than are here today. And I suggested to

them an idea, and that was would they vol-

unteer their services to be formed into task

forces to go into every agency and depart-

ment of the State government and come
back and tell us how modern business prac-

tices could be put to work to make it more
efficient, more economic—and to a man
and woman, they volunteered. And for the

next period of virtually a year, these busy
people gave an average of more than 3 days

a week to this task. They appointed among
themselves an executive committee to put

things together, and they delivered to us

1,200 specific recommendations. And by
the time I had left the governorship, we
had implemented more than 800 of those

for a visible savings of billions of dollars to

government, and it vastly reduced the size

of the government, while the population of

California was increasing faster than any
other State.

We've done something of the same kind

at the Federal level, and that partnership

does work. And the private sector, in every
way—and this country of ours has made us

unique in all the world. It's possible that

some of the deterioration of our technology

and all that has been mentioned here,

maybe that was a result of World War II,

where everything of ours remained intact

and the rest of the world—our industrial

partners and neighbors—had theirs virtually

destroyed in the war, and then we set out

to help them rebuild. And they rebuilt in a

different period of time and with all the

newer things that were available.

Well, we don't have to bomb everything

here to catch up with them, just do what
several of you here have been suggesting

that you have been doing. And I see my
job, and that of John's and the others here
in government, to get out of your way, to

be a partner but not a senior partner, and
to have policies that we are sure are not

going to hinder the practice of the free

economy. I think we've discovered in this

land more than anyplace else, freedom
really works.

Well, I've gone on for too long here. I'll

stop talking and listen some more.

Note: The President spoke at 10:50 a.m. and
11:25 a.m. at the Carolyn P. Brown Univer-

sity Center. He was introduced by Jack E.

Reese, chancellor of the University of Ten-

nessee. Following the symposium, the Presi-

dent had lunch with students, faculty, and
private sector representatives in the Execu-

tive Dining Room. He then traveled to

Athens, TN.

Remarks to Citizens in Athens, Tennessee

September 24, 1985

The President. Thank you very much, and

thank you. Congressman Duncan. Believe

me, it is wonderful to be here. You know, I

always wanted to speak on democracy and

good government in Athens. Now, it is ab-

solutely not true that I taught Plato all he
knew. [Laughter] So, I thank you for this

opportunity. It's good to see my friends,

Senator Baker and Congressman Quillen

and Congressman Ford and Mayor Brake-
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bill. Governor Alexander wanted to be
here, but he's off finding new business op-

portunities for Tennessee. And I suspect

that he will have the same success on this

trip as he did in recent dealings with a

company in Detroit.

But I want to speak to you today about
changing our tax system. Fm going to speak
briefly so I don't hold you up too much
from your day, but I'm going to—you know,
I learned once a very important lesson

about the importance of brevity in a

speech. I was making a speech, and in the

audience was a minister from Oklahoma,
Bill Alexander, who had been quite well

known around the country. And Bill told

me, after I had spoken, about his first

sermon, and I've always thought there was
a connection between my speech and his

story.

He said that he had been ordained, and
then he was invited to speak at a little

church out in the country. And he worked
for weeks on that first sermon, and then
stood up in that little country church that

was empty except for one lone little fellow

sitting out there among all the empty pews.
Well, he went down, and he said: "My
friend, you seem to be the only member of

the congregation that showed up. I'm just a

young preacher getting started. Should I go
through with it?" And the fellow said:

"Well, I don't know about that sort of thing.

I am just a little old cowpoke out here in

Oklahoma. But I do know this—if I loaded
up a truckload of hay, take it out on the
prairie, and only one cow showed up, I'd

feed her." [Laughter] Well, Bill thought
that was a cue. So, he got back up in the
pulpit with his carefully prepared sermon,
and an hour and a half later said, "Amen."
And then he went down again and said:

"My friend, you seem to have stuck with
me. I'm a young preacher, like I told you,

just getting started. What did you think?"

And he said: "Well, like I told you, I don't

know about that sort of thing, but I do
know this—if I loaded up a truckload of

hay, took it out on the prairie, and only one
cow showed up, I sure wouldn't give her

the whole load." [Laughter]

Well, to start with, the whole struggle for

tax reform in our country is a kind of

drama, with good guys and bad guys and

even a damsel in distress. But like all

dramas, it occurs in a certain context, and
here's ours: Our economy, the American
economy, has never been stronger, never
been bigger, and never been better. Since

the economic recovery began, we've cre-

ated over 8 million new jobs. Well over a

million new businesses were incorporated
in the last 2 years alone. The American
standard of living has increased. Our tax

cuts put more money back in the American
wallet. Interest rates are down from 2iy2
percent to 9 ¥2 percent; so we can build

houses and make big purchases again. And
most important, in the past 5 years, we
chased inflation. We caught it; we wrestled
it to the ground and stopped it from rob-

bing the American consumer. That's a long
way of saying that inflation, when we got to

Washington, was 12 percent, and so far this

year, it has only been 3.3 percent, and for

the last 4 months, it has only been 2y2 per-

cent. And we're not going to stop until we
get it even lower and eliminate it entirely.

So, we're in good shape, and because of

that we can afford, finally, to turn to one
big area of American life that's been a mess
for years now. I'm talking about our current

tax system. Now, I sometimes do an infor-

mal poll about what the people think about
taxes, and if you'll cooperate—do you love

our current tax system?

Audience. No-0-0!

The President. Well, do you like our cur-

rent tax system?

Audience. No-o-o!

The President. Well, how about this? Do
you find our present tax system utterly dis-

gusting and demoralizing?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Well, I'm with you.

[Laughter] A system that penalizes people
for working overtime, a system that allows

some to unfairly shelter their income from
taxation—well, that's a system that just

doesn't deserve to survive. What we want
to put in its place is a tax system that, to

begin with, will reduce the 14 tax brackets

we have now down to 3. We want to simpli-

fy the system and make it loophole-free. We
want to see that everyone pays their fair

share, but no one pays more than that.

Our tax plan is aimed at helping the
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family. We're raising the personal exemp-
tion for each dependent from about $1,040

to $2,000. We're going to raise the standard

deduction to $4,000 for a married couple

filing jointly. And under our plan, a family

of four won't pay one cent in Federal

income tax on the first $12,000 of earnings.

Now, we're also giving nonwage-earning
spouses an equal chance to have an IRA,

the tax-deductible savings account. You'd

have to be pretty brave or awfully foolish to

suggest that a housewife, a homemaker,
isn't working. You bet you are.

Well, one of the keys to our tax proposal

is that we went in with the clear intent to

try to lower the personal income taxes

faced by the American people. So, we de-

vised a system in which a full 79 percent of

the taxpayers of our country would either

get a tax cut or see their taxes for now
remain unchanged. Barely 20 percent

would face a tax increase, and they are

mostly the folks who've been using shelters

and loopholes and such to avoid paying

their fair share. By the way, there's been a

little inaccurate information provided by
some of our opponents on this. They say

that under our plan the rich will benefit the

most; they have it exactly backward. Under
our proposal, those who make $20,000 a

year or less will enjoy the biggest tax cut. It

will average about 18 percent. The second
biggest tax cut goes for those who earn

from $20,000 to $50,000 a year, and they

will get a cut that averages 7 percent. And
the smallest cut, but still a cut, nonetheless,

goes to those who make $50,000 a year or

more, and their tax cut averages a little less

than 6 percent.

And I want to be very clear on why we
think it's important to keep trying, to keep
striving to get your tax bills lower. I want
you to think about the cash that you've got

in your pocket right now, in your wallet or

your purse. The money that is in there you
earned. The less of it the Government takes

from you, the more freedom you will have.

You can take that money and spend it and
give a boost to retail sales and encourage

Miller's and Proffitt's to hire more workers.

[Laughter] You can take it and save it and
add to the capital available for all kinds of

investment. Or you can take it and ulti-

mately invest it in a business or a new firm

or a new idea of your own. But whatever
you do—spend, save, or invest—you'll be
making a wonderful contribution to the

quality of life of your fellow citizens; you'll

be creating jobs.

You may have heard that our Council of

Economic Advisers has just done a study of

the expected economic impact of our tax

plan. They said the economic growth it will

inspire should create the equivalent of

almost 4 million new full-time jobs. They
found that the personal economic gain for

each household will be about $600 a year

for every household in America. And they

came up with something else that was
pretty interesting. There are some people
who go around saying the American people

are undertaxed and we can't give them a

break now because it will lower the amount
of revenues coming into the Government.
And I know that people are concerned
about the deficit, and we are. And we are

going to do something about it. But what
we are going to do something about is—or

the something we are going to do is reduce

government spending, not increasing taxes.

Now, the funny thing is that our tax plan,

by reducing individuals and businesses

—

their taxes—will ultimately bring a lot more
money into the Government. With the rates

lower, the revenues become greater be-

cause of economic growth and increased

prosperity. One reason is that every time

we cut tax rates in one area, say on capital

gains, we bring in more capital gains reve-

nues because the cut in rates stimulates

economic activity. When we cut, in 1981,

the top tax rate of 70 percent down to 50
percent, actually the people paying in that

bracket ended up paying more money to

government at 50 percent than they had
been at 70, because there was an incentive

now for them to go out and do better and
earn more and not try to find ways just to

evade their taxes, but to pay them because

they got to keep more of the share of the

dollar. There's another element that figures

in here. Our plan closes unproductive loop-

holes and eliminates the welter of shelters,

and that will cut down on legal tax avoid-

ance.

A few minutes ago I said that tax reform
is a drama with heroes and villains and a
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damsel in distress. Well, the heroes are the

citizens across this country who are asking

for tax justice. The villains are the special

interests, "the I-got-mine gang," and the

damsel in distress, well, that's a lass named
endless economic growth, and she's tied to

the tracks and struggling to break free.

What do you say? Will you help us untie

her? [Applause] Thanks, I needed that.

I want to mention something that is kind

of funny, and I hope you can help me with

it. I've been going all over the country talk-

ing about tax reform, and wherever I go the

people tell me they are frustrated by the

current system, and they back our plan, and
then they ask me what can they do to help?

Well, it's up to us together. Now, maybe
you can help me and Congressmen Duncan
and Quillen and Ford. Maybe we can make
Washington listen. Do you want a fairer tax

system?

Audience. Yes!

The President. Washington is kind of far

away. I'm not sure they can hear you, and
our friends there in the press, they want to

know if you really want a fairer tax system?

Audience. Yes!

The President. I think I've just fallen in

love with Tennessee. Well, I'm not sur-

prised; Andrew Jackson started here—that

couldn't have been me [referring to a noise

on the public address system]. Andrew Jack-

son started here, and he was a President

who cared about the average American. He
knew you weren't so average. And this

great town, Athens, the friendly city, you
have a history of standing up to special in-

terests. I guess you just can't stop Athens
and McMinn County from backing justice

and fairness.

I'll tell you what you've done here
today—and with these Congressmen here
to carry the message back to Washington in

person, even if some of them didn't hear
you way back there, I'm sure they tried.

I've heard from so many up on the Hill that

said: "Well, we just haven't heard anything
from the people yet about tax reform. We
don't know whether they're very interested

or not." Well, everyplace I've gone it's been
just like this: You are interested, and you
want what tax reform means—a reduction

of the rates, making it simpler so that you
don't have to hire an expert to tell you how
to pay your tax, making it simpler and
making it fairer—all of this. And we can go
back to Washington now and tell them that

out here, in the real America, we found out

the people do want something done about
this hodgepodge tax system that's been
growing like a jerry-built something or

other for the last several decades.

Well, your support means a lot to me; I

know it means a lot to them. And we're
going to do everything we can to see if we
can't get this passed this year so you'll know
in a hurry that Aprils from here on are

going to be a little happier around the 15th

than they've been.

Audience member. Thank you, Mr. Presi-

dent!

The President. Well, just saw a sign—

I

love you, too. Somebody had a sign up. Yes.

Thank you for letting me come here, and
thank you for listening to me. God bless you
all, and God bless Tennessee. Thank you
very much.

Note: The President spoke at 1:37 p.m.

the McMinn County Courthouse.

at

Informal Exchange With Reporters in Knoxville, Tennessee

September 24, 1985

Q. Tell us what you think about Shevard-

nadze's proposal for "star peace"? Will you
join him for "star peace"?

The President. I have already seen some
items that suggest to me that I was misun-

derstood in trying to call an answer over

here. First of all, we have received no pro-

posal officially of a 40-percent cut as I was
asked about, and when I made a remark
that I wish it were more if he had done it, I

was doing that in the context of the fact

that both Mr. Gorbachev and myself said
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that we would both like to see the missile

done away with entirely. But I was not

turning down any offer; we've received no
offer, either here or our negotiators in

Geneva have received no proposals.

Q. Would you go for deeper cuts than the

40 percent which seems to be bandied

about and he may propose to you this

week?
The President. Well, all I know is that no

one on our side has heard anything, but just

this report that he has said this.

Q. But would you go for deeper cuts?

The President. I told you, our goal, if we
could make it, would be total elimination,

but we are perfectly prepared to take what-

ever mutual reduction we can get with the

idea of eventually getting there to zero.

Q. What do you think of this "star peace"

proposal?

The President. That again, I have just

heard that it was said in a speech. I'll wait

until we get together and I hear exactly

what they are talking about.

Q. Mr. President, Shevardnadze specifi-

cally said that the Soviet side has given de-

tailed proposals in Geneva and has heard

nothing back in substance from the United

States.

The President. I'm sorry, but our negotia-

tors there have had numbers out on the

table that we have put there as to a reduc-

tion in weapons, and there have been no
counteroffers as yet to those other numbers
suggested or any thing of the kind. There
has been no negotiating position presented

by the Soviets.

Q. How do you think this tit for tat bodes
for Friday and your meeting with Gorba-
chev?
The President. No, you mean Shevard-

nadze. No, I'm going to see what we say to

each other, but I'm not going to pay any
attention to statements that are made pub-

licly until they are presented to us formally.

Q. Are they lying about having put any-

thing on the table in the way of

—

[inaudi-

ble].

The President. What?
Q. Are they lying?

The President. As far as I know they have
unless something has been done since I

have talked to our people. Our people have
never had any numeral count suggested to

them either agreeing or suggesting a differ-

ence from the figures we've presented.

Q. Thank you.

Note: The exchange began at 2:45 p.m. at

McGhee Tyson Airport. The President then

returned to Washington, DC.

Nomination of Charles J. Cooper To Be an Assistant Attorney

General

September 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles J. Cooper to be an
Assistant Attorney General (Office of Legal

Counsel), Department of Justice, vice Theo-
dore B. Olson, resigned.

Since 1982 Mr. Cooper has served as

Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Civil

Rights Division, Department of Justice. Pre-

viously he was special assistant to the Assist-

ant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,

Department of Justice. From 1979 to 1981,

he was an attorney with the law firm of

Long & Aldrige in Atlanta, GA. In 1978 Mr.

Cooper served as a law clerk to Justice Wil-

liam H. Rehnquist at the Supreme Court of

the United States.

Mr. Cooper graduated from the Universi-

ty of Alabama (B.A., 1974; J.D., 1977). He
was born March 8, 1952, in Dayton, OH,
and currently resides in Alexandria, VA.
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Nomination^of Stephen J. Markman To Be an Assistant Attorney
General
September 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Stephen J. Markman to be
an Assistant Attorney General (Office of

Legal Policy), Department of Justice, vice

Harold J. Lezar, Jr.

Since 1978 Mr. Markman has served as

chief counsel and staff director of the

Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution,

except for 1983 when he left to serve as

deputy chief counsel. Senate Committee on
Judiciary. From 1975 to 1978, he was legis-

lative assistant to Representative Tom Ha-
gedorn. In 1978 Mr. Markman was legisla-

tive assistant to Representative Edward
Hutchinson on the House Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Mr. Markman graduated from Duke Uni-

versity (B.A., 1971) and the University of

Cincinnati College of Law (J.D., 1974). He
was born June 4, 1949, in Detroit, MI. He is

married and currently resides in Alexandria,

VA.

Nomination of Charles Fried To Be Solicitor General of the United
States

September 25, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles Fried to be Solici-

tor General of the United States, Depart-
ment of Justice, vice Rex E. Lee, resigned.

Since 1985 Mr. Fried has served as

Deputy Solicitor General and counselor to

the Solicitor General at the Department of

Justice. Previously he was special assistant

to the Attorney General. From 1961 to

1984, he held various positions at Harvard
University Law School including Carter
professor of general jurisprudence (1981-

1984); lecturer on medical ethics at Harvard

Medical School (1974-1975); professor of

law; and assistant professor (1961-1965).

From 1960 to 1961, Mr. Fried was law clerk

to Justice John Harlan, United States Su-

preme Court.

Mr. Fried graduated from Princeton Uni-

versity (A.B., 1956), Oxford University (B.A.,

1958; M.A., 1960), and Columbia University

Law School G-D., 1961). He is married to

the former Anne Summerscale, and they
have two children. Mr. Fried was born
April 15, 1935, in Prague, Czechoslovakia,

and currently resides in Washington, DC.

Appointment of Carl A. Anderson as Special Assistant to the

President for Public Liaison

September 26, 1985

The President has appointed Carl A. An-

derson to be Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent for Public Liaison. Mr. Anderson will

have responsibility for domestic issues.

Since 1983 Mr. Anderson has been serv-

ing in the Office of Policy Development.
Previously he was counselor to the Under

Secretary of Health and Human Services in

1981-1983. He served as legislative assistant

to Senator Jesse Helms in 1976-1981. He
was a member of the Presidential transition

team in the office of the President-elect in

1980-1981. Mr. Anderson is an attorney ad-

mitted to practice in the State of Washing-
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ton and the District of Columbia.

Mr. Anderson graduated from Seattle

University (B.A., 1972) and the University of

Denver College of Law Q.D., 1975). He is

married to the former Dorian Lounsbury,
and they have four children. He was born
February 27, 1951, in Torrington, CT, and
currently resides in Arlington, VA.

Nomination of Fred L. Hartley for the Rank of Ambassador While
Serving as Commissioner General of the United States Exhibition

for the International Exposition in Vancouver, Canada
September 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Fred L. Hartley, of Cali-

fornia, for the rank of Ambassador during

the tenure of his service as Commissioner
General of the United States Exhibition for

the International Exposition, Vancouver,

BC, Canada, 1986. The nomination of Mr.

Hartley reflects the importance the United

States attaches to the Vancouver Exposition.

Since 1939 Mr. Hartley has been em-
ployed by the Union Oil Co. of California

(Unocal Corp.) as an engineering trainee at

the San Francisco refinery. He has re-

mained in the employ of the Union Oil Co.

of California progressing through many job

assignments to his present title of chairman
and president. Among numerous member-

ships he is presently also chairman of the

American Petroleum Institute, trustee of

the California Institute of Technology, and
a member of the British-North American
Committee. Mr. Hartley was appointed ear-

lier this year as Commissioner General of

the United States Exhibition for the Inter-

national Exposition in Vancouver by Direc-

tor Wick of the United States Information

Agency.

Mr. Hartley received his bachelor of ap-

plied science in chemical engineering at the

University of British Columbia in Vancou-
ver in 1939. He is married to the former
Margaret Alice Murphy, and they have two
children. He was born January 16, 1917, in

Vancouver, BC, Canada.

Nomination of Ross O. Swimmer To Be an Assistant Secretary of the

Interior

September 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Ross O. Swimmer to be an

Assistant Secretary of the Interior (Indian

Affairs). He would succeed Kenneth L.

Smith.

Since 1975 Mr. Swimmer has been princi-

pal chief of the Cherokee Nation of Oklaho-

ma in Tulsa. He also served as president of

the First National Bank of Tahlequah, OK,
in 1975-1984. He was general counsel of

the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma in 1972-

1975 and an attorney with the law firm of

Hanson, Peterson and Thompkins in Okla-

homa City, OK, in 1967-1972. He was a

member of the Presidential Conmiission on
Indian Reservation Economies in 1983-

1984. He serves in Oklahoma on the Eco-

nomic Development Commission and on
the board of trustees of the Oklahoma
Health Sciences Foundation. He is also

president of the Cherokee National Histori-

cal Society.

He graduated from the University of

Oklahoma (B.A., 1965) and University of

Oklahoma School of Law Q.D., 1967). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Tulsa, OK. He was born October 26, 1943,

in Oklahoma City, OK.
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Statement on the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction
Negotiations

September 26, 1985

Today in Vienna members of NATO and
the Warsaw Pact will resume their efforts to

negotiate reductions and limitations on con-

ventional forces in central Europe. The
Vienna talks are an important part of the

United States commitment to achieve con-

crete progress in arms reductions on a

broad front—in the areas of conventional,

chemical, and nuclear forces.

In Geneva U.S. negotiators are striving to

reduce the risk of nuclear war through sig-

nificant reductions of nuclear weapons that

will create a more stable deterrence. Also in

Geneva, the American negotiators continue

our effort to achieve a comprehensive,
global, and verifiable ban on chemical
weapons, as we proposed last year at the

40-nation Conference on Disarmament.
And at the Stockholm Conference on Confi-

dence and Security Building Measures in

Europe, the U.S., in conjunction with its

NATO allies, will continue to press for

agreement on confidence-building measures
designed to reduce the risk of surprise

attack in Europe.

The U.S. and its NATO allies in Vienna
will actively pursue every avenue of possi-

ble agreement in the upcoming negotiating

round in order to achieve a verifiable

agreement that reduces conventional forces

in central Europe in an equitable manner.
The U.S. delegation will give close scrutiny

to proposals on the table as part of its on-

going search for mutually acceptable solu-

tions to the difficult issues that underlie the

talks. We hope for a similar approach from
the Warsaw Pact. Ambassador Robert
Blackwill, our representative to these nego-

tiations, can count on my support and keen
interest in reaching a meaningful agree-

ment that will add to the security of both
sides.

Appointment of Three Members of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations

September 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for terms of 2 years:

Maurice R. Greenberg, of New York, will succeed
Charles H. Pillard. He is president and chief

executive officer of the American International

Group in New York City. Previously he was
vice president of Continental Casualty Co. He
graduated from New York Law School (LL.B.,

1950). He is married, has four children, and
resides in New York City. He was born May 4,

1925, in New York City.

Henry Y. Hwang, of California, is a reappoint-

ment. Mr. Hwang is chairman and president of

the Far East National Bank in Los Angeles, CA.

He graduated from National Taiwan University

(B.A., 1950) and Linfield College (B.A., 1951).

He is married, has three children, and resides

in Pasadena, CA. He was born November 28,

1929, in Shanghai, China.

Nancy Clark Reynolds, of Virginia, will succeed
LeGree S. Daniels. Ms. Reynolds is president of

Wexler, Reynolds, Harrison and Schule, Inc., in

Washington, DC. Previously she was vice presi-

dent at the Bendix Corp. She served as Repre-
sentative of the United States of America on
the Commission on the Status of Women of the

Economic and Social Council of the United Na-
tions in 1981. She graduated from Goucher
College (B.A., 1949). She has four children and
resides in Arlington, VA. She was born June 26,

1927, in Pocatello, ID.
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Appointment of Three Members of the Intergovernmental Advisory

Council on Education, and Designation of the Chairperson

September 26, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Intergovernmental Ad-
visory Council on Education for terms ex-

piring July 27, 1989:

Paul M. Jenkins, of California, will succeed

Emlyn Irving Griffith. Mr. Jenkins is a resource

teacher in the achievement goals program at

the Baker School of Music in San Diego, CA.

He is married, has two children, and resides in

La Mesa, CA. He was born March 5, 1948, in

Santa Monica, CA.

Sterling R. Provost, of Utah, will succeed Esther

Rushford Greene. Mr. Provost is assistant com-
missioner for veterans education and proprie-

tary school affairs in the State of Utah. He
graduated from the University of Utah (B.A.,

1955; M.S., 1957) and Brigham Young Universi-

ty (Ed.D., 1966). He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in Salt Lake City, UT. He was
born August 13, 1929, in Provo, UT.

Sylvia B. Wagner, of Nebraska, will succeed

Norman A. Murdock. Mrs. Wagner has been a

city council member in Omaha since 1981. She

graduated from the University of Nebraska

(B.S., 1946). She is married, has three children,

and resides in Omaha, NE. She was born

August 4, 1925, in Omaha.

The President today also designated Anne
Lindeman to chair the Intergovernmental

Advisory Council on Education. She will

succeed Joseph C. Harder. She has served

as a member of the Council since August 6,

1985.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Trade
With Canada
September 27, 1985

The President spoke by telephone with
Prime Minister Mulroney on September 26,

1985, and warmly welcomed the offer from
the Prime Minister to explore the scope and
prospects for bilateral trade negotiations be-

tween our two countries. The President is

firmly committed to the pursuit of free and
fair trade. The Canadian offer could pro-

vide opportunities for both countries to fa-

cilitate trade and investment flows.

Canada is our largest trading partner with
two-way trade in 1984 exceeding $110 bil-

lion. Canada takes nearly one-fifth of our

total exports, accounting for close to $45
billion in U.S. exports. The Canadian ex-

pression of interest is in keeping with the

desire expressed by the President and
Prime Minister at the Quebec summit to

explore ways to reduce and eliminate all

existing barriers to trade between our two

countries.

The U.S. Trade Representative, Ambassa-

dor Clayton Yeutter, will begin informal

consultations with the Senate Finance and

the House Ways and Means Committees on

the advisability of entering negotiations.

The administration will also seek advice

from the private sector on the desirability

and objectives of any bilateral negotiations.

In addition, the administration will request

advice from the U.S. International Trade

Commission on the economic impact on

U.S. industry of a bilateral trade agreement

with Canada.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters in the Briefing Room at the

White House during his daily press brief

ing, which began at 9:20 a.m.
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Nomination of Robert L. Barry for the Rank of Ambassador While
Serving as United States Representative to the Conference on
Confidence and Security Building Measures and Disarmament in

Europe
September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert L. Barry, of New
Hampshire, a career member of the Senior

Foreign Service, Class of Career Minister,

for the rank of Ambassador during the

tenure of his service as United States Repre-

sentative to the Conference on Confidence
and Security Building Measures and Disar-

mament in Europe. He would succeed

James E. Goodby.

Mr. Barry served in the United States

Navy as lieutenant in 1957-1960. He en-

tered the Foreign Service in 1962 and was
vice consul in Zagreb in 1963-1965. In

1965-1967 he was in the Department as

international relations officer in the Office

of Soviet Union Affairs. He studied the Rus-

sian language at Munich (Garmisch) in

1967-1968. He was consular officer, then
political officer in Moscow (1968-1970), po-

litical officer at the United States Mission to

the United Nations in New York, NY (1970-
1971), and deputy principal officer in Len-
ingrad (1971-1973). He was on detail to the

International Communication Agency as Di-

rector of U.S.S.R. Division of the Voice of

America in 1973-1975. Mr. Barry returned
to the Department as Deputy Director of

the Office of Soviet Union Affairs (1975-

1977), Director of the Office of United Na-
tions Political Affairs (1977-1978), Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for International

Organization Affairs (1978-1979), and
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Eu-
ropean Affairs (1979-1981). He was appoint-

ed Ambassador to Bulgaria in 1981 and
served in Sofia until 1984, when he became
a John Sloan Dickey fellow (Dartmouth Col-

lege) and Distinguished Visitor of the W.
Averell Harriman Institute for Advanced
Study of the Soviet Union (Columbia Uni-

versity).

He graduated from Dartmouth College

(B.A., 1956) and Columbia University (M.A.,

1962). He attended Oxford University (Eng-

land) in 1956-1957. His foreign languages

are Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, and
French. He is married to the former Marga-
ret Crim, and they have two children. He
was born August 28, 1934, in Pittsburgh,

PA.

Nomination of Francis S.M. HodsoU To Be Chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts

September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Francis S.M. HodsoU to be
Chairman of the National Endowment for

the Arts, National Foundation on the Arts

and the Humanities, for a term of 4 years.

This is a reappointment.

Since 1981 Mr. HodsoU has been serving

as Chairman of the National Endowment
for the Arts. Previously he was at the White
House as Deputy Assistant to the President

and Deputy to the Chief of Staff. He was a

Foreign Service officer and Deputy U.S.

Special Representative for Nonproliferation

at the Department of State (1978-1980). He
was Deputy Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce for Energy and Strategic Resource
Policy and Assistant to the Under Secretary

of Commerce. He has previously been a

Special Assistant to the Administrator of

EPA.
He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1959), Stanford University (J.D., 1964), and
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Cambridge University (M.A., LL.B., 1963).
He is married, has two children, and resides

in Arlington, VA. He was born May 1, 1938,
in Los Angeles, CA.

Appointment of Richard Chavez as a Member of the Architectural
and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Richard Chavez to be a
member of the Architectural and Transpor-
tation Barriers Compliance Board for a
term expiring December 3, 1988. This is a
reappointment.

Mr. Chavez is president of Educational
Designs, Inc., in City of Commerce, CA.
Previously he was founder and executive

director of Chavez and Associates Institute.

He was the Federal representative for Cali-

fornia to the 1977 White House Conference
on the Handicapped and was a member of
the California Governor's Committee for

Employment of the Handicapped.
He is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Whittier, CA. He was born August
28, 1943, in Los Angeles, CA.

Appointment of Cynthia Boich as a Member of the Advisory
Committee on Small and Minority Business Ownership
September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-
tion to appoint Cynthia Boich to be a
member of the Advisory Committee on
Small and Minority Business Ownership.
She will succeed Al Cardenas.

Ms. Boich presently serves as a consultant
to Cynthia Boich & Associates, a corporate
art marketing firm in Phoenix, AZ. She was
founder and served as president of the firm
in 1981-1984. Previously, she was with

Armour-Dial, Inc., in product management
(1977-1981); and with J. Walter Thompson
Co. as an account executive in 1974-1976.
She graduated from Bethany College

(B.A., 1969) and the American Graduate
School of International Management (M.A.,

1973). She was born November 10, 1947, in

Steubenville, OH, and now resides in Scotts-

dale, AZ.

Appointment of Two Members of the Commission on Presidential
Scholars

September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Commission on Presi-

dential Scholars. These are initial appoint-

ments.

Carlos Benitez, of Florida, is president of United
Schools of America in Miami. Previously he was

president of Loyola School in Miami. He grad-
uated from Miami Dade Junior College (A.A.,

1965) and the University of Miami (B.B.A.,

1968). He is married, has three children, and
resides in Miami, FL. He was born May 11,

1942, in Havana, Cuba.

Marvin A. Pomerantz, of Iowa, is president of the
Mid-America Group in West Des Moines, lA.
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Previously he was with International Harvester

as president of the diversified group. He grad-

uated from the University of Iowa (B.S., 1953).

He is married, has four children, and resides in

Des Moines, IA. He was born August 6, 1930,

in Des Moines.

Appointment of Sally Ann Gumaer Ranney as a Member of the
President's Commission on Americans Outdoors

September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Sally Ann Gumaer Ranney
to be a member of the President's Commis-
sion on Americans Outdoors. This is a new
position.

She is founder and president of the

American Wilderness Alliance in Engle-

wood, CO. She also serves as executive di-

rector of the Island Foundation and of the

Crystal Island Foundation. She is a member
of the Advisory Board of the World Wilder-

ness Congress and is coordinator for the Na-
tional Wilderness Research and Manage-
ment Conference. She served as a resource

policy analyst for the Wilderness Society in

1975-1977.

She graduated from Western State Col-

lege of Colorado (B.A., 1970; M.A., 1972).

She has one child and resides in Engle-

wood, CO. She was born July 2, 1947, in

Denver, CO.

Proclamation 5368—National Sewing Month, 1985

September 27, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The sewing industry annually honors ap-

proximately fifty million people who sew at

home and approximately forty million

people who sew at least part of their ward-
robes. Their initiative, creativity, and self-

reliance are characteristic of the people of

our Nation.

The home sewing industry generates an
estimated $3,500,000,000 annually for the

economy of the United States. Home
sewing also has enhanced career opportuni-

ties for many Americans in fields such as

fashion, retail merchandising, design, pat-

ternmaking, and textiles. Learning the art

of sewing in the home or in elementary

school home economics classes started many
on careers in these fields.

In recognition of the importance of home

sewing to our Nation, the Congress, by
Senate Joint Resolution 173, has designated

the month of September 1985 as "National

Sewing Month," authorizing and requesting

the President to issue a proclamation in ob-

servance of this month.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim September 1985 as Nation-

al Sewing Month. I call upon the people of

the United States to observe this month
with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-seventh day of Sep-

tember, in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and eighty-five, and of the Inde-

pendence of the United States of America
the two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:58 a.m., September 30, 1985]
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Proclamation 5369—National Adult Day Care Center Week, 1985

September 27, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The people of this Nation are striving to

help older Americans to avoid being institu-

tionalized unnecessarily and to remain inde-

pendent in their homes. The rapid growth

of adult day care centers is a reflection of

the increasing interest in the development
of long-term community care alternatives

for the elderly. These centers offer compre-

hensive personal, medical, and therapeutic

assistance to older people and to the handi-

capped, thus helping them to maintain a

great degree of independence. The centers

also offer support for families who are will-

ing to care for their loved ones at home,
but who welcome the opportunities the

centers afford for wider human contacts

among people often consigned to loneliness.

The many adult day care centers

throughout America are to be commended
for recognizing the vital needs of older

people and for striving to meet those needs.

To increase public awareness of the im-

portance of adult day care centers, the Con-

gress, by House Joint Resolution 229, has

designated the week beginning September
22, 1985, as "National Adult Day Care
Center Week" and authorized and request-

ed the President to issue a proclamation in

observance of this occasion.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Sep-

tember 22 through September 28, 1985, as

National Adult Day Care Center Week, and
I call upon all government agencies, nation-

al organizations, community groups, and
the people of the United States to observe

this week with appropriate programs, cere-

monies, and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-seventh day of Sep-

tember, in the year of our Lord nineteen

hundred and eighty-five, and of the Inde-

pendence of the United States of America
the two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:59 a.m., September 30, 1985]

Nomination of Russell A. Rourke To Be Secretary of the Air Force

September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Russell A. Rourke to be
Secretary of the Air Force. He would suc-

ceed Verne Orr.

Since 1981 Mr. Rourke has been serving

as Assistant Secretary of Defense (Legisla-

tive Affairs). Previously he was administra-

tive assistant to Representative Harold S.

Sawyer (R-MI) in 1977-1981. In 1976-1977

he served as Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent (Legislative Affairs). Mr. Rourke was

Deputy to Presidential Counsellor John O.

Marsh, Jr., in 1974-1976. In 1974 he was

the Republican-Conservative nominee for

Congress in the 36th District of New York.

Mr. Rourke served in 1965-1974 as admin-
istrative assistant to Representative Henry
P. Smith III (R-NY). In 1960-1964 he was
administrative assistant to Representative

John R. Pillion (R-NY). Mr. Rourke was as-

sociated with the firm of Keogh, Carey and
Costello in 1959-1960.

He graduated from the University of

Maryland (B.A., 1953) and Georgetown Uni-

versity Law Center (LL.B., 1959). He is

married, has three children, and resides in

Annapolis, MD. He was born December 30,

1931, in New York City.
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Nomination of Julius W. Becton, Jr., To Be Director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate JuHus W. Becton, Jr., to be
Director of the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency. He would succeed Louis

O. Giuffrida.

Since January 1984 General Becton has

been serving as the Director of the Office

of Foreign Disaster Assistance at the

Agency for International Development. In

1983 General Becton retired from the U.S.

Army after nearly 40 years of distinguished

service. In his last Army post, he reported

directly to the Army Chief of Staff and was
responsible for institutional training and
education in over 300 specialties. In 1978-

1981 he commanded the largest U.S. Army
Combat Ready Force in the free world (VII

Corps) located in Stuttgart, West Germany.
He was commander of the U.S. Army Oper-
ational Test and Evaluation Agency in

1976-1978, commander of the 1st Cavalry

Division (1975-1976), and deputy com-
mander of the U.S. Army Training Center
in 1972-1975.

He graduated from Prairie View A&M
(B.S., 1960) and the University of Maryland
(M.A., 1967). He also attended the National

War College. He is married, has five chil-

dren, and resides in Springfield, VA. He
was born June 29, 1926, in Bryn Mawr, PA.

Nomination of Two Members of the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science

September 27, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science for

terms expiring July 19, 1990:

Lee Edwards, of Maryland, would succeed Pau-
lette H. Holahan. Mr. Edwards is editor of Con-
servative Digest and president of the Center
for International Relations in Washington, DC.
Mr. Edwards graduated from Duke University

(B.A., 1954) and received a certificate from the

Sorbonne in Paris, France. He is married, has

two children, and resides in Bethesda, MD. He
was born December 1, 1932, in Chicago, IL.

Frank Gannon, of New York, would succeed

Charles William Benton. Mr. Gannon is pres-

ently serving as editor of Saturday Review in

Washington, DC. He is also president of Frank
Gannon Productions, a communications con-

sulting company. He graduated from George-

town University (B.S., 1964), the London
School of Economics (M.S., 1965), and Oxford
University (Ph.D., 1968). He was born August

11, 1942, in Jamaica, NY, and now resides in

Washington, DC.

Statement on United States Arms Sales to Jordan

September 27, 1985

I have today notified the Congress of my
intention to provide the Kingdom of Jordan
with the tools it needs to help defend its

people as King Hussein courageously pur-

sues peace with Israel. The provision of

these defensive arms to Jordan is essential

for two reasons: first, it conveys in the near

term a powerful message of U.S. political

support for King Hussein's efforts to bring

about a comprehensive, lasting peace settle-

ment between Israel and the Arab world;

and second, in the longer term, it will meet
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Jordan's most pressing military deficiency;

namely, its ability to provide adequate air

defense against an external attack and mili-

tary intimidation by the adversaries of

peace. It will not directly counter the cruel

acts of the terrorists, whose bombs and as-

sassination attempts are even now trying to

turn Hussein from his quest for peace.

Nevertheless, as firm evidence of Ameri-

ca's support, this package will strengthen

Jordan as a force for stability and modera-
tion in the Middle East. By giving Jordan's

small armed forces the ability to deter the

threat of conventional attack, we provide

King Hussein the flexibility and confidence

he needs to continue toward negotiations

with Israel.

For the past 15 years, Jordan has success-

fully denied the use of its own territory to

terrorists from abroad seeking to attack Is-

raeli targets across the Jordan River. More

recently. King Hussein has renewed diplo-

matic relations with Egypt, the first Arab
state to do so; he has enlisted the Palestin-

ians in his peace initiative in order to dis-

suade them from their earlier policies of

confrontation and hostility toward Israel;

and he has publicly recognized Israel's right

to exist and stated his desire to commence
peace talks this year.

I remain totally committed to helping

Israel to ensure its security, survival, and
well-being and to maintaining its decisive

advantage over any combination of poten-

tial adversaries. The arms transfer which I

am proposing for Jordan does not jeopard-

ize this policy. Indeed, a strong, stable

Jordan able to defend itself against radical

pressures is in Israel's interests, as well as

our own. I am convinced that this support

by the United States is an absolute necessity

if we are ultimately to achieve the peace
which we all so fervently desire.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Policy for Release of Sensitive Information Derived From Federally

Funded Research

September 27, 1985

President Reagan has issued guidance to

the various agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment which outlines procedures concerning
the releasability of scientific, technical, and
engineering information generated as a

result of federally funded fundamental re-

search in universities, colleges, and labora-

tories. This policy addresses a widespread
concern that efforts to reduce the flow of

sensitive technologies to potential adversar-

ies could restrain free and open exchange of

fundamental scientific information. It is in-

cluded in a directive to the heads of execu-

tive branch departments and agencies.

The new policy states that: It is the policy

of this administration that, to the maximum
extent possible, the products of fundamen-
tal research remain unrestricted. It is also

the policy of this administration that, where
the national security requires control, the

mechanism for control of information gen-

erated during federally funded fundamental

research in science, technology, and engi-

neering at colleges, universities, and labora-

tories is classification. Each Federal Govern-

ment agency is responsible for: (a) deter-

mining whether classification is appropriate

prior to the award of a research grant, con-

tract, or cooperative agreement and, if so,

controlling the research results through

standard classification procedures; (b) peri-

odically reviewing all research grants, con-

tracts, or cooperative agreements for poten-

tial classification. No restrictions may be
placed upon the conduct or reporting of

federally funded fundamental research that

has not received national security classifica-

tion, except as provided in applicable U.S.

statutes.

Our goal is to maintain the free and open
exchange of unclassified research so neces-

sary to a free society and an expanding
economy.
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Proclamation 5370—National Historically Black Colleges Week,
1985

September 27, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The one hundred and two historically

black colleges and universities in the United
States have contributed substantially to the

growth and enrichment of the Nation.

These institutions have a rich heritage and
tradition of providing high quality academic
and professional training, and their gradu-

ates have made countless contributions to

the progress of our complex technological

society.

Historically black colleges and universities

bestow forty percent of all degrees earned
by black students in the United States. They
have awarded degrees to sixty percent of

the black physicians, sixty percent of the

pharmacists, forty percent of the attorneys,

fifty percent of the engineers, seventy-five

percent of the military officers, and eighty

percent of the members of the judiciary.

Throughout the years, these institutions

have helped many underprivileged students

to develop their full talents through higher
education.

Recognizing that the achievements and
aspirations of historically black colleges and
universities deserve national attention, the
Congress of the United States, by Senate

Joint Resolution 186, has designated the
week of September 23 through September
29, 1985, as "National Historically Black
Colleges Week*' and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-
tion in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of September 23
through September 29, 1985, as National

Historically Black Colleges Week. I ask all

Americans to observe this week with appro-
priate ceremonies and activities to express

our respect and appreciation for the out-

standing academic and social accomplish-

ments of the Nation's black institutions of

higher learning.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-seventh day of Sep-

tember, in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and eighty-five, and of the Inde-

pendence of the United States of America
the two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11 a.m., September 30, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on September
28.

Radio Address to the Nation on the President's Meeting With
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze of the Soviet Union
September 28, 1985

My fellow Americans:

During the past week weVe been work-

ing hard to advance the Middle East peace

process and to try to improve U.S.-Soviet

relations. I met with our good friend Presi-

dent Mubarak of Egypt, and I'll be holding

discussions this coming week with another

longtime friend of the United States, King

Hussein of Jordan. I hope to talk to you
more about the Middle East next week.

But today let me speak about our efforts

to build a more constructive and stable

long-term relationship with the Soviet

Union. Both Secretary Shultz and I met
with the new Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze this past week. These
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meetings covered a broad global agenda,

including the four major areas of the U.S.-

Soviet dialog: human rights, regional and
bilateral issues, and security and arms con-

trol matters. They enabled us to discuss at

the most senior levels the key issues facing

our two nations. I told the Foreign Minister

Fm hopeful about my upcoming meeting
with General Secretary Gorbachev, and I

put forward some new ideas as well as my
plans and expectations for that meeting.

The Soviet Foreign Minister indicated that

Mr. Gorbachev also is looking forward to

these discussions. Furthermore, we agreed

to set up a series of senior level discussions

between our experts in preparation for the

Geneva meeting.

Let's be clear, however, that success will

not come from one meeting. It must come
from a genuine, long-term effort by the

leadership of the Soviet Union as well as

ourselves. The differences between us are

fundamental in political systems, values,

and ideology as well as in the way we con-

duct our relations with other countries. The
United States must and will be forthright

and firm in explaining and defending our

interests and those of our allies. I went over

with Mr. Shevardnadze Soviet actions in

various parts of the world which we feel

undermine the prospects for a stable peace,

and I discussed with him the need for the

Soviet Union to work with us seriously to

reduce offensive nuclear arms. These weap-
ons exist today, and there's no reason why
real reductions cannot begin promptly.

Finally, I emphasized the need for a

more productive Soviet response to our ef-

forts in Geneva to begin a U.S.-Soviet dialog

now on how to fashion a more stable future

for all humanity if the research in strategic

defense technologies, which both the U.S.

and the U.S.S.R. are conducting, bears fruit.

Mr. Shevardnadze indicated that the Soviet

negotiators will present a counterproposal

in Geneva to the initiatives we've taken

there. We welcome this. It is important that

the counterproposal address our concerns

about reductions and stability just as we've
sought to address Soviet concerns. And we
hope it'll be free of preconditions and other

obstacles to progress. We're ready for tough

but fair negotiating. You, the people, can
distinguish diplomatic progress from mere
propaganda designed to influence public

opinion in the democracies.

All too often in the past, political and
public opinion, and sometimes government
policy as well, have taken on extreme views
of the U.S.-Soviet relationship. We have wit-

nessed sometimes a near euphoria over a

supposed coming together, at other times a

feeling that the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. may
somehow be at the brink of conflict. By
holding to the firm and steady course we
set out on 5 years ago, we've shown that

there is no longer any reason for such
abrupt swings in assessing this relationship.

Our differences are indeed profound, and it

is inevitable that our two countries will

have opposing views on many key issues.

But we've intensified our bilateral dialog

and taken measures, such as the recent up-

grading of the crisis hotline, to ensure fast

and reliable communications between our

leaders at all times.

Above all, I emphasized to the Foreign
Minister, and will do so with Mr. Gorba-
chev, that the overriding responsibility of

the leaders of our two countries is to work
for peaceful relations between us. So, what
we're engaged in is a long-term process to

solve problems where they're solvable,

bridge differences where they can be
bridged, and recognize those areas where
there are no realistic solutions, and, where
they're lacking, manage our differences in a

way that protects Western freedoms and
preserves the peace. The United States

stands ready to accomplish this. Much more
must be done, but the process is underway,
and we will take further steps to show our
readiness to do our part. With equal deter-

mination by the Soviets, progress can be
made. We will judge the results as Soviet

actions unfold in each of the four key areas

of our relations. And I will be reporting to

you further as preparations for the Novem-
ber meeting proceed.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.
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Remarks in an Interview With Representatives of Le Figaro of

France, Together With Written Responses to Questions

September 26, 1985

Views on the Presidency

Q. There was a question I wanted to ask,

Mr. President, which is: At a time when
everybody would love to retire, how is it

that you still feel you've got to run the

biggest country in the world and the enor-

mous burden that it represents?

The President. Well, I only sought this job

because I thought there were some things

that needed to be done and that maybe I

could help bring them about, and I just

don't want to leave the job unfinished.

Q. What time in your career, which has

been a long—political career, I mean, did

you feel that you could run for the White
House if it possibly was offered to you and
that you would win in the end?
The President. Well, I've always said that

you don't decide, the people tell you. The
truth is I never sought or thought I ever

would seek public office. I, as a performer,

as an entertainer, I always thought that you
kind of pay your way; so, I supported causes

and candidates that I approved of. And,
being an entertainer, I could attract an au-

dience and so forth and, therefore, be
useful at a fundraiser—things of that kind.

Never did I ever dream in my wildest

time that I would ever even want to be in

public life. And then, at a time in our coun-
try when our party was greatly divided

—

and all the friction, there was a group that

came to me. And my first reply was a refus-

al. This group that came wanted me to seek

the governorship. And finally, they con-

vinced me I had an obligation, I should do
it and that I could win, and so, I ran. And I

found out after I had won and was in the

office that where I had thought that I was
giving up a career, which I did love—in the

other business—and that I'd find this very

dull, I found out it wasn't at all. And then,

subsequent to 8 years in the Governor's

office, there were people that came and, on
that basis, said that I should try for this. So,

I did.

Q. Is the American President, in fact, im-

peded by the fact that he can't run more

than twice for the office?

The President. I think that this country

should look very seriously at that recent

change in the Constitution which limits the

President to two terms and see if they don't

feel that they have taken something away
from democracy. After all, if the people—as

they did in this country the one time for

Roosevelt—want someone to serve them,
they should have the right to vote for them.

Q. It means that you could put forward or

present an amendment against the 22d
amendment?
The President. Well, if I did that, I would

do it at such a time to make it very plain

that I was not doing it with myself in mind,
I was doing it for whoever would be Presi-

dent from now on.

Q. Which would be, I suppose, the Re-

publican Party?

The President. Who knows. The only time

it was ever four terms, extended, it was
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a Democrat.

Q. Thank you very much.
The President Good to see you.

The President's Responses to Questions

Submitted by Le Figaro

NATO Alliance

Q. Mr. President, before going to Geneva,
Mikhail Gorbachev will visit Paris on Octo-

ber 2. You have often denounced the Soviet

attempts to seduce Western Europe. Do
you think, nevertheless, that the results of

this trip can be useful to your November
meeting or, on the contrary, that it repre-

sents a threat for the NATO alliance?

The President. I think General Secretary

Gorbachev's visit to France can be very

useful both in its own right and with regard

to my meeting with him in Geneva. It is

particularly important that Mr. Gorbachev
realize that our alliance stands strong and
that the Soviet Union has to do its part—as

we are ready to do ours—in a serious,

honest effort to build more constructive re-

lations. I am sure this will be made clear to
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the General Secretary during his visit to

France. I know from my many meetings

with President Mitterrand that he is a very

forceful advocate of his views; that he
favors a strong, united, and secure West;

and that he has no illusions about the Soviet

system.

The Soviet Union has long sought to

divide the Western allies from each other

and the people from their governments.

They have never succeeded because the

Western democracies have a partnership

based on equality, common values, and a

shared vision of the future. These ties have
kept us strong, united, and determined to

defend our mutual interests. We and our

allies want to establish a more stable rela-

tionship, but we cannot be lulled into a illu-

sory peace that masks or ignores the real

causes of tension between us. What we
want is a just and secure peace.

I will be looking with great interest at

General Secretary Gorbachev's visit to

France. This will be his first trip to the

West as a leader of the Soviet Union, and
rU be interested in President Mitterrand's

impressions. And, of course, I look forward

to hearing what the General Secretary will

have to say on all the issues between East

and West, including nuclear arms reduc-

tions. I have read often in the press that

General Secretary Gorbachev is a new style

of Soviet leader. I very much hope that, if

true, then, he will pursue policies which
will lead to a more constructive East-West
relationship.

U. S. 'Soviet Relations

Q. Depending on the outcome of the con-

versations that President Mitterrand and
the General Secretary will have, would you
be susceptible to modifying the United

States position for the Geneva summit?
The President Of course, I welcome

President Mitterrand's views as well as the

views of our other allies. This is an impor-

tant part of the preparations for my meet-

ing with the General Secretary. We are pre-

pared to listen to any positive, concrete

proposals the Soviets may have, and we
want to engage in a dialog on the full scope

of the U.S.-Soviet relationship. My meeting
with the General Secretary in November,
and President Mitterrand's next week, are

important steps in a process that all of us in

the West have been pursuing for a number
of years—to build a more constructive rela-

tionship with the Soviet Union and a more
secure future. We have not come as far as I

would have liked, and we should ask why
that is.

Does it serve the long-term Soviet inter-

est or the interest of peace for them to

keep well over 100,000 troops in Afghani-

stan against the wishes of that country's

people? Is it in the long-term interest of a

just world for the Soviet Government to

ignore the obligations it assumed under the

Helsinki accords and other international

agreements, to deny its people some of the

basic human rights that we in the West take

for granted? Is it in the long-term interest

of peace and stability for the Soviet Union
to continue to build up its military forces

beyond defensive needs and to such levels

that NATO has no choice but to respond by
strengthening its own defenses?

One of my objectives for Geneva is to put

these kinds of questions to Mr. Gorbachev,

in hopes that we can clear away some of

the misunderstanding and narrow differ-

ences wherever possible. But I also hope
that, even before then, we can make as

much progress as possible in all areas of our

relations: human rights, regional issues such

as Afghanistan, bilateral questions, and arms
control. Arms control is, understandably,

one of the central issues between us, but it

is not the only one. We need to look hard at

the fundamental sources of tension in our

relationship if we are to be true to our re-

sponsibilities to the peoples of our countries

and the world.

European Security and the Strategic

Defense Initiative

Q. From the point of view that the set-

ting of a nuclear shield in the United States

seems to put in question the principle of

linkage, do you foresee a defense of Europe
by conventional means? In your opinion, if

there were to be a threat to European secu-

rity and integrity, what would be the role of

the French deterrent?

The President Let me make clear that

there is no thought whatever of calling into

question the principle of linkage between
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the U.S. and its European allies. The U.S.

remains fully committed to the defense of

its European allies, and our research under
the Strategic Defense Initiative seeks to

strengthen that unalterable commitment. It

will be years before we can make a judg-

ment about the feasibility of defensive tech-

nologies. Meanwhile, we must continue to

rely on our existing deterrent forces.

NATO's strategy of flexible response re-

mains as valid today as when it was first

adopted.

The Strategic Defense Initiative does not

replace the current energetic efforts to im-

prove the conventional defenses of the alli-

ance. Moreover, by countering ballistic mis-

sile threats against all members of the alli-

ance, including the United States, strategic

defenses would strengthen the credibility of

U.S. extended deterrence and NATO's flexi-

ble response doctrine by reducing the vul-

nerability of United States reinforcements

to Europe. Finally, the United States fully

supports the independent French nuclear

deterrent force, and the Strategic Defense
Initiative does not weaken or call into ques-

tion that support.

Q. A corollary question, how do you
intend to convince Europe, and especially

West Germany, that SDI can improve their

security?

The President. Research into new technol-

ogies which could provide effective de-

fenses against nuclear attack is both pru-

dent and necessary. Indeed, defensive sys-

tems are consistent with a policy of deter-

rence, both historically and in practical

terms. Moreover, the Soviet Union clearly

believes in defenses. They continue to im-

prove their ballistic missile defense system
in place around Moscow. Their activities

have violated the ABM treaty and raise

even more serious questions about their

future intentions. They have an extensive

and longstanding strategic defense research

program which is exploring many of the

areas in which the United States is interest-

ed, and they have a sizable headstart. Thus,

the question should be, can we afford not to

pursue this research? Effective defenses

against ballistic missiles have the potential

for enhancing deterrence by increasing an
aggressor's uncertainties and helping

reduce or eliminate the apparent military

value of nuclear attack to an aggressor. The
U.S. will continue its close consultations

with our allies regarding SDI research. We
would ultimately make a decision on wheth-
er to deploy strategic defense systems only

after consultations with our allies and nego-
tiations with the Soviet Union, as envisioned
by the ABM treaty.

Q. Is the Strategic Defense Initiative, to

which you intend to associate your Europe-
an allies, only an update of the ABM
system, or does it further mean a revision

by the United States of its commitment to a

nuclear protection of Europe?
The President. The Strategic Defense Ini-

tiative is a research program to pursue vig-

orously important new technologies that

may be used to create a defense against

ballistic missiles, which could strengthen de-

terrence and increase the security not only

of the United States but of our allies as well.

The prevention of war through deterrence
is fundamental to U.S. and NATO defense

policy. If our research bears fruit, increasing

reliance on defensive systems which threat-

en no one would be fully compatible with
that objective. In our SDI research, we seek

to reduce the incentives—now and in the

future—for Soviet aggression and thereby to

ensure effective deterrence for the long

term. This represents a reaffirmation, not a

revision, of the U.S. commitment to the

protection of Europe.

Defensive technologies, should they
prove feasible, would counter the threat

posed by the massive growth of Soviet of-

fensive nuclear forces during a period in

which the United States exercised consider-

able restraint. For it is a fact that while the

United States significantly reduced the

number of weapons in our nuclear arsenal,

the Soviet Union was continually adding to

its arsenal. SDI also responds to the Soviets'

longstanding and extensive strategic de-

fense efforts. In the near term, then, SDI is

a direct response to the Soviet efforts,

which include longstanding advanced re-

search in many of the areas we are now
exploring, as well as the world's only de-

ployed antiballistic missile (ABM) system.

Our program provides a powerful deterrent

to any Soviet decision to break out of the

ABM treaty, which in fact the Soviets are
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already violating. Our SDI research, howev-
er, is fully compatible with the terms of the

ABM treaty.

Because the security of the United States

is inextricably linked to that of our friends

and allies, the SDI program is not confining

itself solely to an examination of technol-

ogies with the potential to defend against

intercontinental ballistic missiles, but it is

also carefully examining promising technol-

ogies with potential against shorter range
ballistic missiles as well. An effective de-

fense against short-range ballistic missiles

would have a significant impact on deter-

ring aggression against Europe. By reducing
or eliminating the military effectiveness of

such ballistic missiles, defensive systems

have the potential for enhancing deter-

rence against both nuclear and convention-

al attacks on any members of our alliance.

Q. Would the fact that France has clearly

shown its doubts towards this project, de-

spite your administration's approval of the

Eureka program, mean that its scientists

and firms will be excluded from this trans-

Atlantic cooperation?

The President. No, certainly not. The
United States has made very clear that we
do not see any competition between SDI
research and the Eureka program. We wel-

come participation in SDI research by
allied, including French, institutions and
companies.

Q. The Germans and the British are on
the eve of being associated with the SDI
program. At which level, at which stage of

its development would you require their

participation?

The President. Although the United States

welcomes the participation of its allies in

the various stages of SDI research, it is a

decision for each ally. We have invited such
participation and are convinced that such
participation will bring real benefits for par-

ticipating allies, for the research program
itself, and for the security of the alliance as

a whole.

U.S.-France Relations

Q. During the visit to the United States of

President Frangois Mitterrand, in the spring

of 1984, you said that France was the best

ally of your country. Is this statement still

valid?

The President. In the hearts of the Ameri-
can people, France has always had a special

place, with profound ties of affection and
respect. France was America's first ally,

joining us in the fight for independence.
Our two constitutions stand on a shared
foundation of liberty and democracy, and
our peoples are bound by common political

and cultural traditions. Among the tradi-

tions which we both hold dear are respect

for individual human rights and equality of

all peoples. We share and respect these

values, and they link us more strongly than
any political agreement can. Since the days
of Lafayette and through two world wars.

Frenchmen and Americans have fought
side by side in defense of our values. I was
poignantly reminded of that bond two sum-
mers ago when I visited the Normandy
beaches where so many Frenchmen and
Americans gave their lives as brothers-in-

arms. Today our two countries and peoples
still stand together, both in the Atlantic alli-

ance and around the world, and I have
every confidence that we will continue to

do so in the years to come.

U.S. Foreign Policy

Q. The interest of the United States for

the Pacific nations is more and more obvi-

ous and geopolitically somehow natural.

Does this mean that in the future, Europe
and Africa have a chance of losing the

major role they have had in American di-

plomacy since World War II?

The President. The NATO alliance re-

mains the cornerstone of U.S. foreign

policy. It not only embodies a fundamental
security interest; it represents a community
of moral and political values. It is no acci-

dent that one of America's most durable

peacetime alliances is with our fellow de-

mocracies of the Atlantic world.

The Pacific nations are indeed growing in

importance in political, security, and espe-

cially economic terms, but our strengthened
relations with Asia have not diminished our
traditional ties to Europe. Indeed, a major
foreign policy accomplishment of this ad-

ministration is its success in encouraging
the industrialized democracies in Europe,
Asia, and North America to cooperate in

developing global, not parochial, solutions
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to our common economic and security

problems. The United States has sought not
merely to strengthen our bilateral ties with
Asia and Europe but to encourage greater

interaction among all members of the com-
munity of advanced industrialized democra-
cies. This new and more cohesive allied

consensus has been in evidence in the eco-

nomic summit meetings, where the leaders

of the seven largest industrialized democra-
cies of North America, Europe, and Asia

meet to discuss a vast range of political,

economic, and security problems.

U.S. International Trade

Q. Commercial relations between the

United States and the European Communi-
ty are marked, and have been marked, by
tensions and their quota of mutual accusa-

tions, but Congress is more and more press-

ing for measures against what it thinks are

unfair practices. Do you think you would be
able to reduce its appetite for protection-

ism?

The President. It's true some highly pro-

tectionist ideas are circulating in Congress
right now. I recently rejected proposals to

restrict footwear imports, and I will contin-

ue to fight protectionism. We remain dedi-

cated to free trade; however, to remain
free, trade must also be fair. Many of our
industries face unfair trade practices by
other nations. Unless our trading partners

stop these practices, support in the United
States for free trade will be undercut. I re-

cently outlined a series of initiatives which
my administration is going to take to elimi-

nate such practices. We mean business on
this question of fairness; it is fundamental to

freedom and to avoiding the disastrous mis-

take of protectionism. I anticipate that the

Congress and the administration will be
working together on this problem.

Q. Do you think a new GATT round
could terminate the commercial war which
is flaring up between the United States and
its occidental allies?

The President. The GATT has been the
linchpin of the postwar trade system. It

hasn't worked perfectly, but until recently

it has kept the world trade system working
relatively well. Now, we and our trading

partners need to take a fresh look at the
GATT and the new kinds of barriers that

have been raised against trade. Early
launching of a new GATT trade round is

needed to shore up the open trading

system. We think some parts of the GATT,
for example the dispute settlement process,

can be improved. Now, I know that improv-
ing the system won't solve all our trade

problems, but I think it will help. There are

many other things to negotiate in a new
round as well, such as establishing rules for

trade in services, breaking barriers to agri-

cultural trade, improved protection of intel-

lectual property rights, and the elimination

of many nontariff barriers. I don't expect

the new round to end all the trade disputes

between the United States and Europe or

Japan, but we will all be better off negotiat-

ing than closing our markets to one another
in frustration over outdated and ineffective

rules.

Note: A tape was not available for verifica-

tion of the context of the oral portion of
this interview, which was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on September
30.

Informal Exchange With Reporters on Secretary of Health and
Human Services Margaret M. Heckler

September 30, 1985

Q. Mr. President, will you fire Margaret

Heckler today or soon?

The President There's never been any

thought in my mind of firing Margaret

Heckler. I don't know where these stories

have come from. They are not true.

Q. You're perfectly satisfied with her per-

formance, then?

The President. Yes. That does not mean I

don't have something else that I want her
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to do.

Q. So, she may be finding a new job

soon? Another appointment?

The President. You'll hear in due time.

Q. Will you have the decision for meeting

with Palestinian delegation? At the end of

this meeting will you arrive at any decision?

The President. Well wait until we have

the meeting.

Q. Sounds like you are letting her go

from the Cabinet.

The President. It'll all be explained soon,

but you have been given a great deal of

misinformation

Q. When you-

Q. No one's risen to her defense lately.

The President. Pardon?

Q. No one's risen to her defense from

here lately.

The President. Well, it's just burst in the

last couple of days.

Q. Do you think that you will send her to

an ambassadorial position or something of

that kind in the near future?

The President. As I said, no further

answer to this today. I would only suggest

—

I know I can't shut off the leaks, but you
ought to be more astute at recognizing

whether the leaks are true or not.

Q. Has anyone recommended, like Mr.

Regan, for example—would you consider

another position for her?

The President. No more comments on
that.

Q. the visit of His Majesty, are you
satisfied with his address at the United Na-
tions especially—said we are prepared.

Does that mean Jordan and PLO and the

Arab world or what?
The President. Well, we're going to be

discussing all those matters here together.

Note: The exchange began at 10:10 a.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House, prior

to discussions with King Hussein I of
Jordan. Donald T. Regan was Assistant to

the President and Chief of Staff. A tape

was not available for verification of the

content of this exchange.

Remarks Following Discussions With King Hussein I of Jordan

September 30, 1985

The President. I have just had a very pro-

ductive meeting with King Hussein of

Jordan. Jordan has been moving steadily

and courageously forward in a search for a

peaceful, negotiated settlement of the con-

flict in the Middle East. Jordan has not wa-

vered from this course despite terrorist at-

tacks against its diplomats and its interests

abroad and the threat of worse to come. I

told His Majesty in May that he could count

on us for the economic and security assist-

ance Jordan would need to address the risks

that it is taking. Indeed, over the summer,
the Congress improved an important pack-

age of economic aid for Jordan; but on

Friday I notified the Congress that I would

now be proposing a package of defensive

arms. And these arms are important in

meeting Jordan's proven defense needs and

as evidence that those who seek peace will

not be left at the mercy of those who

oppose it.

But peace, not arms, has been the focus

of our discussions with our Jordanian

friends. And all of us—Jordan, the United

States, and Israel—share the same realistic

objective: direct negotiations under appro-

priate auspices before the end of this year.

There are complex and sensitive issues

which must be resolved before actual nego-

tiations can begin, but I believe these issues

can be resolved.

Let me repeat that the United States is

dedicated to achieving a just and durable

peace between Israel and all its Arab neigh-

bors. We'll do all that we can to maintain

the momentum already achieved, much of

it the result of King Hussein's personal

courage and vision. The goal is peace and
stability for Jordan, Israel, and all states in

the Middle East. The way to that goal is

through direct negotiations on the basis on
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U.N. Security Council Resolutions 242 and
338. The time to begin is now. I know that

His Majesty shares this aim, and I am proud
to work with him in this noble endeavor of

peace.

Your Majesty, once again, you have my
thanks and the thanks of all our people.

The King. I wish to thank my dear and
great friend, President Reagan, for his kind

words. I value his friendship and the long-

standing relations which happily exist be-

tween our two countries and which are

based on our joint commitment to the

common values and principles of liberty,

freedom, equality, and human rights.

I have had a very useful meeting with the

President. Our discussions were as frank

and honest as our friendship dictates. I have

reiterated to him Jordan's commitment to a

negotiated settlement of the Arab-Israeli

conflict within the context of an interna-

tional conference to implement Security

Council Resolution 242. I repeated to the

President what I stated in my address to

the United Nations 3 days ago; namely, Jor-

dan's unwavering position and condemna-
tion of terrorism, irrespective of its nature

and source. Jordan condemns violence and
is committed to a peaceful resolution of the

Arab-Israeli conflict. We are prepared to

join all parties in pursuing a negotiated set-

tlement in an environment free of belliger-

ent and hostile acts.

I have also expressed Jordan's satisfaction

with the positive development of our bilat-

eral relations, especially in the economic
and military fields. We endeavor to

strengthen our ties and hope to continue

our close cooperation in all areas. I wish

you, Mr. President, continued good health,

happiness, and success. And may the Al-

mighty God bless you and grant you
strength to lead this bastion of democracy
to ever greater heights.

Thank you, sir.

Note: The President spoke at 10:52 a.m. at

the South Portico of the White House. Earli-

er, the President and King Hussein met in

the Oval Office.

Remarks at a Farewell Ceremony for General John W. Vessey, Jr.,

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

September 30, 1985

Jack, I hope you weren't embarrassed by
that uniform with the World War I helmet.

The way I look at it, you're almost old

enough now to run for President. [Laugh-

ter] But, as I say. Jack, don't let the uniform

upset you, because, you know, we enlisted

in the reserves at about the same time, and
believe me, you should have seen my uni-

form—I was in the horse cavalry, which
brings up an important point. You know,
ladies and gentlemen, I recently disclosed

that the real reason I ran for President was

to bring back the horse cavalry. And when I

took office some people told me I was now
the most powerful man in the world. So,

now that you're retiring. Jack, maybe you

can tell me why every time I've brought up
the horse cavalry in the Oval Office, you

and Cap [Secretary of Defense Weinberger]

would just smile and nod and say, "Yes, Mr.

President," and nothing would happen.

[Laughter]

Ladies and gentlemen, we're here today

to honor and thank Jack Vessey for his years

of service and devotion to America. As

you've heard, Jack Vessey 's military career

has taken him right to the top: four-star

general. Vice Chief of Staff of the United

States Army, and ultimately Chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff—and all of this

after receiving a battlefield commission. I

know Jack was proud of every rank and
command he held; in each he performed
with skill, competence, and devotion to

duty. And yet for Jack Vessey, I suspect the

title of which he was proudest was the first

one he every held during his 46—count

them—46 years of military service, the one

he earned the day he joined the Minnesota

National Guard, the title that said, "Jack
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Vessey, soldier.'*

General Vessey will be remembered for

many things: as a battlefield hero—youVe
heard today about North Africa, Monte Cas-

sino, Anzio, and that grim night with the 2d
Battalion in Vietnam; he'll be remembered
as a man of patriotism and deep religious

belief, an officer who brought character and
credit to every billet he ever held; as a

military leader who always spoke his mind
to civilian authority, respectfully but can-

didly; as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff who presided over the restoration of

America's military strength and power at a

moment critical to the fate of freedom and
his country's security. In all these things, he
bore the marks of greatness.

But there's one accomplishment that is

not there in Jack Vessey 's personnel file, yet

it's an accomplishment that made the dif-

ference in the lives of so many GI's over so

many years in so many places around the

globe. Jack Vessey always remembered the

soldiers in the ranks; he understood those

soldiers are the backbone of any army. He
noticed them, spoke to them, looked out for

them. Jack Vessey never forgot what it was
like to be an enlisted man, to be just a GI.

Mark J. Neal, of Las Cruces, New Mexico,

remembers. In January of 1975, he was a

private at Fort Carson, a member of the
drill team there. He said recently that after

one drill team event, he was in his resi-

dence doing dishes—before the volunteer

army, way back when Jack and I enlisted, it

seems to me they had another name for

doing dishes. Anyway, Mark Neal was told

the commanding general wanted to see

him. He was scared, of course, but he found
his meeting and friendly chat with the gen-

eral something he would always remember.
After that, Mark Neal followed General
Vessey's career. Hearing about his retire-

ment, he wrote to him recently: "This short

meeting made a lasting impression on me.
It was amazing to me that you even knew I

was on the premises . . . even more amaz-

ing that you would want to meet me. That
moment of thoughtfulness for a lonely en-

listed man back at Fort Carson proved the

truth of your reputation as a real soldier's

general." There were many Mark Neals in

Jack Vessey's career, and Jack Vessey made
their lives a little easier, a little less lonely.

And he made them a little prouder to wear
their country's uniform and defend free-

dom.
Jack, in the 5 years or so that I've been

doing events like this, I've learned some-
thing about people like you. A career like

yours, combining as it does heroism, patriot-

ism, competence, wisdom, and kindness,

doesn't need elaboration from commanders
in chief or President; it speaks enough all

by itself. And today I'll let history be your
valedictorian, not me.
But what I can do today is thank you. On

behalf of your friends here today who've
had the honor of working with you and on
behalf of some others who couldn't be
here—all your fellow Americans, if they had
the chance to be here, they would express

their gratitude to you for making their lives

and the lives of their children safer and
more secure. And then, there's that other

group I'm standing in for today. I know all

of them would want to be remembered to

you. I'm talking, of course, about those

young people who wore the uniform for

Jack Vessey, had the privilege of having
their own GI general. So, from all of us.

Jack—your friends, your fellow Americans,
but especially the soldiers who stood a little

taller because of you—thanks, thanks from a

great and grateful nation. May God bless

you and give you and Avis many more rich,

fruitful, and happy years together.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, it is my
honor to present to you a great soldier, a

great general, a great GI—Jack Vessey.

Note: The President spoke at 11:57 a.m. in

Hangar No. 2 at Andrews Air Force Base,

MD.
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Proclamation 5371-

September 30, 1985

-National Employ the Handicapped Week, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Today disabled men and women are en-

tering the American labor force in unprece-

dented numbers, finding personal fulfill-

ment and contributing to our society and
our economy. The reasons for this welcome
development are not hard to find: en-

hanced enforcement of laws that prohibit

discrimination against the handicapped; ac-

tions by employers to provide more accessi-

ble work places and transportation; im-

proved education and training; more inno-

vative job accommodations; and better atti-

tudes toward the disabled. The most impor-

tant reason of all is the outstanding work
record people with disabilities are achieving

at their jobs.

But none of this should make us compla-

cent. Much remains to be done if we are to

bring brighter days to all the disabled

people of our country.

All of us must constantly strive for full

acceptance of disabled people, so that we
begin to see people rather than disabilities.

We must first learn, and then seek to incul-

cate in others, especially the young, a deep
respect for the human person, whatever
that person's handicaps. By doing so, we
reaffirm the timeless American principle of

equality of opportunity and help build a

future in which the unique attributes of

every citizen are recognized and allowed to

develop for the good of all.

The Congress, by Joint Resolution ap-

proved August 11, 1945, as amended (36

U.S.C. 155), has called for the designation of

the first full week in October of each year

as "National Employ the Handicapped
Week." This special week is a time for all

Americans to join together to renew their

dedication to meeting the goal of full op-

portunities for disabled citizens.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby designate the week beginning Octo-
ber 6, 1985, as National Employ the Handi-
capped Week. I urge all governors, mayors,
other public officials, leaders in business

and labor, and private citizens to help meet
the challenge of the future by ensuring that

disabled people have the opportunity to

participate fully in the economic life of the

Nation.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirtieth day of September, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:19 p.m., September 30, 1985]

Executive Order 12533—President's Advisory Committee on
Mediation and Conciliation

September 30, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including the

Federal Advisory Committee Act, as

amended (5 U.S.C. App. I), and in order to

extend the life of the President's Advisory

Committee on Mediation and Conciliation

and clarify the status of its members, it is

hereby ordered that Executive Order No.

12462, as amended, is further amended as

follows:

Section 1 is amended by deleting the

word "twelve" and inserting in its place the

word "thirteen" and by adding the foUow-
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ing sentence at the end thereof:

"The members of the Committee other

than the Chairman shall serve as represent-

atives of labor and of management, and
labor and management shall be equally rep-

resented among its members."
Section 4(b) is amended to read: "The

Committee shall terminate on December

31, 1986, unless sooner extended."

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
September 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:50 a.m., October 1, 1985]

Executive Order 12534—Continuance of Certain Federal Advisory

Committees
September 30, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and statutes of the

United States of America, and in accord-

ance with the provisions of the Federal Ad-
visory Committee Act, as amended (5

U.S.C. App. I), it is hereby ordered as fol-

lows:

Section 1. Each advisory committee listed

below is continued until September 30,

1987:

(a) Advisory Committee on Small and Mi-

nority Business Ownership; Executive
Order No. 12190 (Small Business Adminis-
tration).

(b) Committee for the Preservation of the

White House; Executive Order No. 11145,

as amended (Department of the Interior).

(c) Federal Advisory Council on Occupa-
tional Safety and Health; Executive Order
No. 12196 (Department of Labor).

(d) President's Commission on White
House Fellowships; Executive Order No.

11183, as amended (Office of Personnel

Management).
(e) President's Committee on the Arts

and the Humanities; Executive Order No.

12367 (National Endowment for the Arts).

(f) President's Committee on the Interna-

tional Labor Organization; Executive Order
No. 12216 (Department of Labor).

(g) President's Committee on Mental Re-

tardation; Executive Order No. 11776 (De-

partment of Health and Human Services).

(h) President's Committee on the Nation-

al Medal of Science; Executive Order No.

11287, as amended (National Science Foun-

dation).

(i) President's Council on Physical Fitness

and Sports; Executive Order No. 12345, as

amended (Department of Health and
Human Services).

(j) President's Economic Policy Advisory

Board; Executive Order No. 12296 (Office

of Policy Development).

(k) President's National Security Telecom-
munications Advisory Committee; Execu-
tive Order No. 12382, as amended (Depart-

ment of Defense).

(1) President's Export Council; Executive

Order No. 12131 (Department of Com-
merce).

Sec. 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of

any other Executive Order, the functions of

the President under the Federal Advisory

Committee Act that are applicable to the

committees listed in Section 1 of this Order,

except that of reporting annually to the

Congress, shall be performed by the head of

the department or agency designated after

each committee, in accordance with guide-

lines and procedures established by the Ad-
ministrator of General Services.

Sec. 3. The following Executive Orders,

which established committees that have ter-

minated or been abolished by statute or

whose work is completed, are revoked:

(a) Executive Order No. 12502, establish-

ing the Chemical Warfare Review Commis-
sion.

(b) Executive Order No. 12369, establish-

ing the President's Private Sector Survey on
Cost Control in the Federal Government.

(c) Executive Order No. 12395, establish-

ing the International Private Enterprise
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Task Force.

(d) Executive Order No. 12433, establish-

ing the National Bipartisan Commission on
Central America.

(e) Executive Order No. 12335, establish-

ing the National Commission on Social Se-

curity Reform.
(f) Executive Order No. 12332, establish-

ing the National Productivity Advisory

Committee.

(g) Executive Order No. 12412, establish-

ing the Peace Corps Advisory Council.

(h) Executive Order No. 12426, establish-

ing the President's Committee on Women's
Business Ownership.

(i) Executive Order No. 12499, establish-

ing the President's Blue Ribbon Task Group
on Nuclear Weapons Program Manage-
ment.

(j) Executive Order No. 12428, establish-

ing the President's Commission on Industri-

al Competitiveness.

(k) Executive Order No. 12400, establish-

ing the President's Commission on Strategic

Forces.

(1) Executive Order No. 12439, establish-

ing the President's Task Force on Food As-

sistance.

(m) Executive Order No. 12421, establish-

ing the Presidential Commission on the

Conduct of United States-Japan Relations.

(n) Executive Order No. 12401, establish-

ing the Presidential Commission on Indian

Reservation Economies.
(o) Executive Order No. 12468, establish-

ing the Presidential Advisory Council on
the Peace Corps.

Sec. 4. Executive Order No. 12399 and
Executive Order No. 12489 are superseded.

Sec 5. This Order shall be effective Sep-

tember 30, 1985.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
September 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:51 a.m., October 1, 1985]

Letter Accepting the Resignation of Edward J. Rollins, Jr., as

Assistant to the President for Political and Governmental Affairs

September 30, 1985

Dear Ed:

It is with deep regret that I accept your

resignation as Assistant to the President for

Political and Governmental Affairs, effec-

tive October 1, 1985.

The poet who wrote that "parting is such

sweet sorrow" never said whether leave-

takings get any easier when they're done
twice. The first time I accepted your resig-

nation, in October 1983, it was with consid-

erable regret, but at least I had the consola-

tion of knowing that you would be near at

hand at the Reagan-Bush '84 Committee if I

ultimately decided to seek reelection to a

second term. Having counted on your pro-

fessional experience and wise counsel

throughout my first years in office, I was
reassured to know that our effort to get out

a message of hope and opportunity to the

American people would be under such ca-

pable direction.

As the adage goes, the rest is history. But
I think our success, which in so many ways
is your success, flowed from a quality that

you have exemplified at every stage of your

career. And that is a recognition that nei-

ther effective government nor successful

campaigns really depend on the delivery of

messages to the people. Rather they

depend on their willingness to hear the

message of the people, and to give voice to

their deepest aspirations of freedom, digni-

ty, and self-government. In those long hours

of travel and strategy meetings, from great

cities to the smallest plots of this good
American earth, you helped us all keep in

mind the fundamental principles that

brought our team to office in 1981.

Fm not surprised, then, that a time

should come when you would move on to

the private sector where those principles

can be practiced to the fullest. I know that
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your consummate skill and professionalism

will serve you well in all your endeavors.

But please don't expect that those endeav-
ors will forever be to the exclusion of public

life: I intend to call on you frequently in the

months ahead for the advice, wisdom, wit

and, most of all, friendship youVe provided
over the last five years.

From the bottom of my heart, Ed, thank
you for all you have done for me and for

our beloved America. Nancy joins me in

sending you our warmest wishes for every
future success and happiness.

Sincerely,

/S/RON

September 18, 1985

Dear Mr. President:

This letter is probably one of the most
difficult I will ever write because the deci-

sion it represents is the most difficult I've

ever made.
Effective October 1, 1985, I am resigning

my position as your Assistant for Political

and Governmental Affairs.

After nearly five years in the White
House and the campaign and 16 years of

service at the local, state and federal levels

of government, I've decided it's time to

move on to the private sector and give

Reaganomics a chance to work for me. As
you have often said, if we start referring to

the government as we, instead of them,
then we've been here too long. I'm starting

to think like "them" and obviously I've

been here too long.

However, it is with a mixture of nostalgia,

pride and regret that I will be leaving.

Nostalgia, because in looking back over
the past five years, I can say without hesita-

tion that they have been the most exciting,

rewarding and inspirational of my career.

Pride, because I have had the privilege of

serving a man who has been touched by
destiny and whom destiny will not let go.

Regret, because it isn't over until it's

over, and I firmly believe during the next

three years you will continue to earn a

place in history as one of this nation's great-

est Presidents.

When the history books are written on
you, Mr. President, your Presidency will be
seen as a time of turning.

A time when America turned from exces-

sive government and renewed the strength
of its economy and the vigor of its people.

A time when we as a country moved off

the defensive in the world and began to

promote the ideals of liberty, peace, trade
and democracy that nurtured our forefa-

thers before us.

A time when the life of ordinary Ameri-
cans improved, a time when they dared to

dream again.

But most of all, Mr. President, your time
in office will be viewed as a period when
the Presidency worked. A period in which
leadership and courage prevailed. Mr. Presi-

dent, you might not realize it but a whole
generation of young Americans grew up in

the last 20 years who never knew a success-

ful Presidency. Now they know a successful

two-term Presidency. That alone will help
re-write history.

When Americans look back on these

years, our gratitude for you will be even
more profound than it already is.

Mr. President, I can never thank you
enough for the privilege of serving you over
the last five years. I am honored that I was
able to be a small part of your team during
this time of choosing and this time of

changing. I will always take pride in having
been a member of your staff during this

critical period when you made America

—

Prouder, Stronger and Better—for our-

selves, our families and the future.

Thank you, Mr. President and my prayers

and best wishes for your success.

Sincerely,

/s/Ed

P.S. I'm still sorry about not winning Min-
nesota—if you had a decent campaign man-
ager, you would have won all 50 states.

Note: The originals were not available for
verification of the content of these letters.
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Statement on Congressional Action on Fiscal Year 1986
Appropriations Bills

September 30, 1985

I am pleased that the Congress has passed

H.J. Res. 388, an acceptable continuing res-

olution. Now action on the regular fiscal

year 1986 appropriations bills must proceed
without delay.

I urge the Congress to pass all the indi-

vidual bills promptly within the levels as-

sumed in the congressional budget resolu-

tion and to present to me bills that are

consistent with both the need for restraint

in domestic spending and support of the

defense and international interests of the

Nation. As we meet with the Soviets to dis-

cuss sensitive and important arms control

issues, it is particularly important that we

not be hindered by lack of congressional

action on or inadequate support for our FY
'86 national security programs.

If the Congress cannot hold spending at

its own budget resolution guidelines, we
will not have meaningful deficit reduction.

The performance to date is not encourag-
ing. Only two of the House-passed appro-

priations bills for domestic programs are

within the guidelines of the budget resolu-

tion. We will be working with the Congress
to achieve a more responsible outcome.

Note: HJ. Res. 338, approved September 30,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-103.

Statement on Signing the Federal Highway Funding Bill

October 1, 1985

I have signed S. 1514, which will approve
the Interstate Cost Estimate (ICE) and the

Interstate Substitute Cost Estimate (ISCE).

Signing this bill will permit the timely re-

lease of about $4.8 billion in Federal aid

highway funds. My administration has con-

sistently urged the passage of a clean ICE
and ISCE approval bill to permit the re-

lease of about $4.8 billion in highway user

fees. In the past 2 years, delays in approval

of the ICE and ISCE have tended to disrupt

highway construction plans. We must con-

tinue to keep the highway program free of

costly special interest projects that hamper
our ability to fund the national Federal in-

terest highway system. It is with great

pleasure that I sign S. 1514.

Note: S. 1514, approved September 30, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-104.

Message to the Congress Reporting Budget Deferrals

October I 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Impoundment
Control Act of 1974, I herewith report 23
new deferrals of budget authority for 1986
totaling $1,628,765,311. The deferrals affect

accounts in Funds Appropriated to the

President, the Departments of Agriculture,

Defense-Military, Defense-Civil, Energy,

Health and Human Services, Justice, and
State, the Pennsylvania Avenue Develop-

ment Corporation, and the Railroad Retire-

ment Board.

The details of these deferrals are con-

tained in the attached report.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 1, 1985.

Note: The attachment detailing the defer-

rals was printed in the Federal Register of
October 8.
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Message to the Congress Reporting Budget Deferrals

October 1, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Impoundment
Control Act of 1974, I herewith report two
new deferrals of budget authority for 1985
totaling $10,438,657 and two revised defer-

rals now totaling $1,433,548,866. The defer-

rals affect accounts in Funds Appropriated
to the President and the Departments of

Health and Human Services and State.

The details of these deferrals are con-

tained in the attached report.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 1, 1985.

Note: The attachment detailing the defer-

rals was printed in the Federal Register of
October 8.

Proclamation 5372—United Nations Day, 1985
October I 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The founders of the United Nations,

meeting in San Francisco 40 years ago, set

forth in the U.N. Charter the fervent hope
that humanity might experience peace and
international cooperation in the era after

the greatest and most costly war ever expe-

rienced. The ideals expressed in the Char-
ter were that all member states would work
together to maintain international peace
and security, encourage human rights, and
cooperate in dealing with the economic,
social, humanitarian, and technical prob-
lems that afflict our planet.

The United Nations and its family of

international organizations have sought,

constructively, to improve the human con-

dition. Many people today live under better

conditions because of work done in the

name of these organizations. That hope for

international cooperation, expressed 40
years ago, has been achieved most often in

the U.N.'s technical, development, and hu-

manitarian agencies. The United Nations

Children's Fund (UNICEF), the World

Health Organization (WHO), the Interna-

tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),

the World Meteorological Organization

(WMO), the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), and the World Food Pro-

gram (WFP), for example, have made major
contributions to the safety and welfare of

people everywhere.

On this the United Nation's 40th Anni-

versary, it is appropriate that all member
states reflect not only on the achievements
of the organization, but also its shortcom-
ings, its unfulfilled promise, and yes, even
its failures. We do so in a positive spirit,

seeking constructive solutions to those prob-

lems that prevent the U.N. from realizing

its full potential and fully embodying the

ideals of the Charter. We believe that by
facing those problems realistically and
working together, many can be solved. The
tasks before us are not easy. It will require

both patience and dedication to the ideals

of the U.N. Charter. We owe it to ourselves,

however, to our children, and to all future

generations to make this effort.

To the American people and their elect-

ed representatives, the United Nations plays
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an important role in the search for peace
with justice. It provides a forum where
member states can discuss and try to re-

solve their differences peacefully, in the

spirit of the Charter. We will continue to do
all we can to support that process within

the U.N., within recognized regional fora,

and in direct bilateral dialogue. As we en-

courage more responsible international be-

havior, we strengthen the United Nations

and the prospect for achieving the goals of

its Charter. But much more can and must
be done. We look to all member states to

support the sound principles upon which
the U.N. was founded. These include re-

spect for the rights and views of states that

may find themselves in the minority, and
support for recognized regional associations

as provided for in the Charter, as well as

the wise use of its own resources and estab-

lished procedures.

The people and the government of the

United States take satisfaction in the very

substantial moral, political, and financial

support we have given to the United Na-

tions since its founding. We remain firmly

committed to the noble ideals set forth in

the Charter; they are entirely consonant

with the ideals embodied in our own politi-

cal institutions. The United Nations contin-

ues to stand as the symbol of the hopes of

all mankind for a more peaceful and pro-

ductive world. We must not disappoint

those hopes.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim Thursday, October 24,

1985, as United Nations Day and urge all

Americans to acquaint themselves with the

activities of the United Nations, its accom-
plishments, and the challenges it faces. I

have appointed Peter H. Dailey to serve as

1985 United States Chairman for United
Nations Day and welcome the role of the

United Nations Association of the United
States of America in working with him to

celebrate this special day.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this first day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:57 a.m., October 1, 1985]

Nomination of C. Everett Koop To Be Surgeon General of the

Public Health Service

October 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate C. Everett Koop to be
Surgeon General of the Public Health Serv-

ice, Department of Health and Human
Services, for a term of 4 years. This is a

reappointment.

Since 1981 Dr. Koop has been serving as

Surgeon General of the Public Health Serv-

ice. Previously he was Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary of Health, Department of Health and
Human Services. He was surgeon-in-chief of

Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, PA, and
professor of pediatric surgery at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Medical School. He
began his association with the University of

Pennsylvania in 1941. He is a member of

the Commission on Cancer, American Col-

lege of Surgeons; the Surgical Steering

Committee; Children's Cancer Study

Group; and the Cancer Committee, Ameri-

can Pediatric Surgical Association. He has

received many honorary degrees and is the

author of more than 170 articles and books

on the practice of medicine.

Dr. Koop graduated from Dartmouth Col-

lege (A.B., 1937), Cornell Medical School

(M.D., 1941), and the Graduate School of

Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania

(Sc.D., 1947). He is married, has four chil-

dren, and resides in Bethesda, MD. He was
born October 14, 1916, in New York City,

NY.
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Nomination of Richard Schifter To Be an Assistant Secretary of

State

October 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Richard Schifter to be As-

sistant Secretary of State for Human Rights

and Humanitarian Affairs. He would suc-

ceed Elliott Abrams.
Mr. Schifter is a partner in the law firm

of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Kam-
pelman in Washington, DC. Since 1981 he
has been serving as U.S. Representative to

the United Nations Commission for Human
Rights. He was Deputy U.S. Representative

in the Security Council of the United Na-
tions with the rank of Ambassador in 1984-

1985; Alternate Representative for the

United Nations Commission on Human
Rights in 1981-1982; United States Repre-
sentative, Committee on Conventions and
Recommendations, UNESCO, in 1981-1982;
and a member of the President's Task
Force on American Indians in 1966-1967.
He has been a member of the United States

Holocaust Council since 1980.

Mr. Schifter graduated from the College
of the City of New York (B.S., 1943) and
Yale Law School (LL.B., 1951). He is mar-
ried, has five children, and resides in Be-
thesda, MD. He was born July 31, 1923, in

Vienna, Austria.

Executive Order 12535—Prohibition of the Importation of the
South African Krugerrand
October 1, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including the
International Emergency Economic Powers
Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.\ in order to take

steps additional to those set forth in Execu-
tive Order No. 12532 of September 9, 1985,

to deal with the unusual and extraordinary

threat to the foreign policy and economy of

the United States referred to in that Order,
and in view of the continuing nature of that

emergency, the recommendations made by
the United Nations Security Council in Res-

olution No. 569 of July 26, 1985, and the

completion of consultations by the Secre-

tary of State and the United States Trade

Representative directed by Section 5(a) of

Executive Order No. 12532, it is hereby or-

dered that the importation into the United
States of South African Krugerrands is pro-

hibited effective 12:01 a.m. Eastern Day-
light Time October 11, 1985. The Secretary

of the Treasury is authorized to promulgate
such rules and regulations as may be neces-

sary to carry out this prohibition.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
October 1, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:45 p.m., October 1, 1985]

Message to the Congress on the Prohibition of the Importation of

the South African Krugerrand
October 1, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

On September 9, 1985, I informed the

Congress pursuant to Section 204(b) of the

International Emergency Economic Powers
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Act, 50 U.S.C. 1703(b), that I had exercised

my statutory authority to prohibit certain

transactions involving South Africa (Execu-

tive Order No. 12532). I also informed the

Congress that the Executive Order directed

the Secretary of State and the United States

Trade Representative to consult with other

parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade with a view toward adopting a

prohibition on the import of Krugerrands.
In order to deal with the unusual and

extraordinary threat to the foreign policy

and economy of the United States referred

to in Executive Order No. 12532, and in

view of the continuing nature of that emer-
gency, and in view of the successful com-
pletion of those consultations, I have issued

an Executive order, a copy of which is at-

tached, exercising my statutory authority to

prohibit such imports effective October 11,

1985.

All of the measures I have adopted
against South Africa are directed at apart-

heid and the South African Government,
and not against the people of that country
or its economy. The Krugerrand measure
ordered was taken in recognition of the fact

that the Krugerrand is perceived in the

Congress as an important symbol of apart-

heid. This view is widely shared by the U.S.

public. I am directing this prohibition in

recognition of these public and congression-

al sentiments.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 1, 1985.

Message to the Congress Transmitting the Soviet-United States

Fishery Agreement
October 1, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act of 1976
(the Act) (16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.\ I transmit

herewith an exchange of Diplomatic Notes,

together with the present agreement, ex-

tending the Governing International Fish-

ery Agreement between the United States

and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

signed at Washington on November 26,

1976, until December 31, 1986. The ex-

change of notes, together with the present
agreement, constitutes a Governing Inter-

national Fishery Agreement within the re-

quirements of Section 201(c) of the Act.

In order to prevent the interruption of

joint fishery arrangements between the

United States and the Union of Soviet So-

cialist Republics when the current agree-

ment expires on December 31, I urge that

the Congress give favorable consideration

to this extension at an early date.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
October 1, 1985.

Remarks to Business Leaders During a White House Briefing on Tax
Reform
October I 1985

Thank you, and good afternoon, and wel-

come to the White House. It's an honor to

be able to greet so many leaders of Ameri-
can business. You provide our nation with

jobs, direct the creation of much of our
wealth, and oversee the development of in-

novations which keep our economy vibrant.

Now, youVe come together to perform a
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further service to our nation by supporting

America's fair share tax plan.

Permit me to congratulate you, first of all,

for taking out that full-page newspaper ad
last week. Believe me, it's not often that I

get so much pleasure from opening the

Washington Post. [Laughter] Your efforts on
behalf of our tax reform plan represent an
important contribution to the national

debate. Many already understand that our

plan will lower Federal income taxes for

most individuals, but there has been confu-

sion—some of it sown intentionally—over

just what our plan would mean to American
business. Well, permit me to set the record

straight.

For small business, our plan will repre-

sent a substantial tax break. Unincorporated
small businesses, as you know, are taxed ac-

cording to the personal incomes of their

owners. As our plan reduces personal

income tax rates for most individuals, there-

fore, it will be doing the same for many
unincorporated small businesses. The top

individual rate alone will come down from
50 to just 35 percent. Incorporated small

businesses will receive graduated rates of

15, 18, 25, and 33 percent—a measure that

will prove of particular benefit to businesses

that are just getting started. This tax relief

will benefit our entire economy as small
businesses multiply and grow. From late

1982 to late 1984, industries in which small

businesses predominated created new jobs

at the rate of more than 1 1 percent. Under
our progrowth plan, new jobs could be cre-

ated even more quickly.

For big business, America's tax plan will

mean a lower maximum corporate tax

rate—down from 46 to 33 percent. Count-
less provisions for special treatment will be
reduced or eliminated. Compare this to the

present system. The corporate tax structure

today represents a vast maze of deductions,

credits, and allowances for those industries

and corporations who happen to be favored
by Capitol Hill. It encourages competition
of the worst kind, not to produce better

products at lower prices, but to assemble
ever bigger, more clever terms of lobby-

ists—or teams of lobbyists, I should say, or

to hire lawyers more skilled in taking ad-

vantage of tax code ambiguities. It all

amounts to a so-called industrial policy

—

that's a fancy name for Washington using

the tax code to tell you how to run your
business.

Every man and woman in this room must
know a gifted fellow worker whose career
has been spent entirely on tax policy or

political calculations. Think of that person
as I assert that in making taxes simpler and
lower we'll be engaging in a great act of

liberation, and the countless individuals

who now waste their talents on tax consid-

erations will be set free—free to participate

in the ennobling work of creating new
goods, services, and techniques. My friends,

isn't it time that we let American business

get back down to business?

For capital formation, our plan envisions

a cut in the top rate on capital gains to just

11 V2 percent. This measure is founded on
clear-cut, recent experience. During the
seventies, you remember that capital forma-
tion suffered. High rates on capital gains

combined with raging inflation nearly

wiped out sources of venture capital and
turned many of our best entrepreneurs into

tax refugees. One story concerns Gene
Amdahl, the inventor of what many consid-

er the most successsful computer ever built.

Back in the seventies he decided to start his

own company. He searched America for

capital; he couldn't find enough. In the end
he was forced to go to a large high-technol-

ogy firm in Japan. They gave him capital

—

in return for the rights to his ideas.

And then in 1978 taxes on capital gains

were cut, and in 1981 we cut them again.

The number of dollars committed to ven-
ture capital has exploded, from just $39 mil-

lion available in 1977 has grown to more
than $4 billion last year. Today entrepre-

neurs like Gene Amdahl are able to get the

capital they need here at home. Indeed,
former Massachusetts Senator Paul Tsongas
said of the 1978 cut in the capital gains tax

rate—and listen carefully to these words of

his: "That bill, which I did not support, did

more for the economy of my State than
anything I did as a Congressman." When
we cut the tax on capital gains again this

year, capital formation will climb still

higher. Perhaps the most significant aspect

of our plan is that it will be good for busi-

ness, employees and customers, and the
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American people.

And I have already mentioned that well
lower the rates for most individuals. In ad-

dition, we'll increase to $4,000 the standard

deduction for married couples filing jointly,

and nearly double the personal exemption
from just over $1,000 all the way to $2,000.

The American people will have more
money in their pockets, more with which to

purchase your goods, more to save, and
more to invest. History is clear: When we
pit industry against industry in a costly

combat for special tax treatment, when we
diminish disposable income by shifting the

tax burden onto individuals and families,

then we choke off the sources of economic
growth and innovation. America's tax plan

will do the reverse. It will promote fairness

by making certain that everyone—corpora-

tions and individuals alike—pays his fair

share. It'll increase disposable income and
foster capital formation. It will, Vm con-

vinced, inaugurate a new era of economic
opportunity and growth.

Recently, the Council of Economic Advis-

ers completed a study of our proposal's

long-term economic impact. Using conserv-

ative estimates, the Council found that

America's tax plan would increase gross na-

tional product by 2 ¥2 to 3.2 percent over
the next 10 years, and that's the equivalent

of providing 11 years of growth in just a

decade. That translates into the equivalent

of almost 4 million additional new jobs over
the next 10 years and from $600 to $900 a

year in additional income for every Ameri-
can household. My friends, I think that's

growth of historic proportions. Needless to

say, these growth estimates are based on
America's tax plan, and I intend to fight for

our plan: a top corporate rate of 33 percent;

a top capital gains rate of 17y2 percent; 15,

25, 35 percent rates for individuals; a stand-

ard deduction of $4,000; and a nearly dou-

bled personal exemption of $2,000.

To those who say that we can't get tax

reform passed this year, I have a simple

answer. The word I'd like to use was a fa-

vorite of Harry Truman's, and Bess didn't

like it much

—

[laughter]—and Fm afraid

Nancy doesn't approve, either. [Laughter]

And since I can't think of an acceptable

substitute word anywhere as eloquent as

Harry's, I'll just use more words and say.

yes, it can be passed this year if all of us do
what we know is the statesmanlike thing to

do and quit playing political games.

Tax reform is among the most pressing

issues facing the country. There can be no
greater demand upon the time and atten-

tion of the Congress. For delay in enacting

it, there can be no excuse. In the words of

Congressman Rostenkowski: "To those who
are preparing to stand against the change, I

have a warning," he said. "Don't underesti-

mate the public. Demand for reform is

growing." I've kind of guessed that myself.

I've gone out, as you know, and a few
places—and we'll be doing it again this

week to talk about this to crowds. And
when you go into a town of 14,000 for an
outdoor rally and see more than 20,000
people standing in the hot sun and had
been there for a couple of hours waiting,

and they had made great banners hailing

the tax reform, and you're applauded on
just about everything that you say about it,

I think that Rostenkowski is right: The
public is further along on this than some of

the boys on the Hill are giving them credit

for.

Well, permit me one final thought. The
practice of business is, in large measure, a

moral endeavor; a practice in which men
and women give of themselves, their

strength, their intelligence, and imagination

to unlock the mysteries of the material

world on behalf of their fellow man. To
inhibit this process through an oppressive
system of taxation is, in a fundamental
sense, to inhibit human development. What
we're dealing with in the matter of tax

reform is not there for a mere collection of

facts and figures, but the liberation of the

human spirit.

And speaking about the opportunities

created by recent tax cuts, George Gilder,

author of the "Spirit of Enterprise," has

stated, and I'll read his words: "Opportuni-

ties summon initiatives. Initiatives develop
character and a sense of responsibility, a

feeling of optimism. The future looks more
open and promising to our young people

than it did before, for the simple reason

that it is more open and promising. We've
had a doubling of business starts in the last

seven years. There has been a riot of new
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technologies; there has been a convergence
of policy and technology that has changed
the spirit of America." My friends, by enact-

ing this historic tax reform, we can make
America's spirit brighter still. And with
your help, Fm confident we will.

Thank you for what you're doing. Thank
you for being here, and God bless you.

Thank you very much. Now, Don says I got

to get back to work.

Note: The President spoke at 1:30 p.m. in

the East Room at the White House. In his

closing remarks, the President referred to

Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the President

and Chief of Staff

Remarks Announcing the Nomination of Margaret M. Heckler To
Be United States Ambassador to Ireland and a Question-and-Answer
Session With Reporters

October 1, 1985

The President. I've come here to make an
announcement and also to say a few words
with regard to that announcement. I am
delighted and happier than I've been in a

long time that Margaret Heckler has agreed
to my request that she become the Ambas-
sador to Ireland.

And in saying this, I would like to say

—

and Fm sorry that I didn't start saying it

sooner—that the malicious gossip, without
any basis in fact, that had been going on for

the last several days about this is without
any basis in fact. She has done a fine job at

HHS. As a matter of fact, if she hadn't done
such a good job, I wouldn't have been so

eager to seek her out to be the Ambassador
to Ireland. And whoever finally replaces

her there, as she goes on to her new duties,

will find that that agency is in great shape
as a result of her direction and her leader-

ship.

And it has been absolutely unjustified

—

whoever has been leaking these falsehoods

and intimating—well, for one thing, I cer-

tainly have never thought of the Embassies
as dumping grounds. And, therefore, if she

hadn't been doing as well as she has been
doing, I certainly would not have picked
Ireland, or any Embassy for that matter,

but Ireland especially, for her to take that

post. And, as I say, I'm delighted that—she

had to give it some thought, of course, leav-

ing the country, and a whole new post—^but

I had been putting on quite a sales pitch

because this was my idea, and I wanted her
very much to do that.

Q. What is the malicious gossip, sir, that

you refer to? You mean the fact that leaks,

coming mainly from your administration,

said that she'd be appointed Ambassador to

Ireland?

The President. No, the leaks that we were
doing this in some way because we were
unhappy with what she was doing where
she was.

Q. You were not unhappy?
The President No.

Q. Have you reprimanded any members
of your staff or talked to them about any of

these reports?

The President. This sort of thing has been
going on—and they tell me that it's kind of

typical of the territory—this has been going
on for some time; Margaret isn't the first.

This has been happening with others—not
only Cabinet members but the staff mem-
bers and so forth. And to this day, I've

never been able to find the individuals re-

sponsible for this. And
Q. Sir, if you're not unhappy with the job

that she's been doing, why doesn't Mrs.

Heckler stay in that position?

The President Well, because we have a

need for an Ambassador, and Ireland is get-

ting very impatient, and I thought that she

might like a change of pace. It was my
desire for her, and I think that she will be
just great in that particular spot.

Q. How much of a selling tactic do you
have to do, Mr. President? We understood
that as of the other day Mrs. Heckler didn't
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want the job.

The President I think Mrs. Heckler was
justifiably upset by the kind of gossip that

was going around, and
Q. Are you appointing Jack Svahn as her

replacement?
The President No.

Q. Speak to some of that gossip, Mr.

President. The word is that she wasn't con-

servative enough, that she wasn't true

enough for the "true believers" in your ad-

ministration, particularly Mr. Regan.

The President No, Don was my messen-

ger in carrying the word to her that I

wanted her to be the Ambassador, and this

was some time ago.

Q. Mr. President, since you're here, do
you agree with

Q. Could you let him finish, please,

Andrea [Andrea Mitchell, NBC News]?
The President No, I don't know, as I say,

where this was coming from. But, as I say, it

was malicious; it was false. No
Q. Well, is she conservative enough? Just

speak to that point, sir?

The President Yes, you bet she is, and
she's executed the policies that I have
wanted for that particular agency, and, as I

say, it is in great shape. She has done a fine

job, and if she hadn't, well, then I don't

think I would have asked her to be an Am-
bassador.

Q. Is this a promotion, Mr. President?

The President What?
Q. Is this a promotion, sir?

The President I don't know whether one
job is better or greater than another, but I

think that there is a distinction to an ambas-
sadorship. The title is retained for life, and,

after all, when you come down to the Em-
bassies, the Ambassadors are the personal

representatives of the President.

Q. Mr. President, since you're here, could

you tell us, do you agree with the adminis-

tration officials who've said that they feel

the Soviet offer is unbalanced because it

locks in their superiority, particularly in

terms of strategic missiles and because it

would prevent us from deploying the D-5,
the Midgetman, the MX, some of the things

that are coming on line?

The President Andrea, I am not going to

comment on this, and I don't think anyone
should. This is in the hands now of the ne-

gotiators, and I just don't think that you,

from outside, get into public discussions

about things of that kind. But I am not

going to take any more questions on any
other subject.

Q. Mr. President, do you condone the Is-

raeli raid, sir, the Israeli raid into Tunis? Do
you condone the Israeli raid into Tunisia?

The President Sam [Sam Donaldson, ABC
News], I will take other questions later on,

but not today.

Q. Were U.S. planes involved?

The President We're due at a Cabinet
meeting. Would you like to say something?

Secretary Heckler. All right. Yes.

Q. Were U.S. planes involved, Mr. Presi-

dent? Could you clear up that one issue?

Were U.S. planes involved in the Israeli

raid?

The President I'm not going to comment
on that at all, Chris [Chris Wallace, NBC
News], and I don't know. I don't know the

facts.

Q. Because there has been a prohibition,

as you know, in the past against using U.S.

planes for offensive purposes.

Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

He said he wasn't going to comment, Chris.

The President Yes, I am not going to

comment. No.

Secretary Heckler. May I just say, Mr.

President

Q. Do you have a successor for Mrs.

Heckler?

The President. Madame Ambassador.
Secretary Heckler. Not quite. Mr. Presi-

dent, I'd like to say that I have had a really

rewarding and challenging career in public

service. In serving as a Member of Congress
for 16 years and having the honor of being
appointed by you, sir, to represent you,

carry your portfolio of health and human
services—these have been very important

opportunities for public service which has

really been my life.

Now that you have offered me the post of

Ambassador to the Republic of Ireland, I

see a new opportunity for public service.

And I think every American of Irish ances-

try can appreciate the special place that

Ireland is to each of us. It is especially spe-

cial at this time as we hoped there will be
some movement toward the reconciliation
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of the most serious and difficult issue in that

country. I look upon your trust in me as a

new facet of a public service career. I thank

you, Mr. President, for the faith that you
have reposed in me. It has been an honor

to represent you in the role that I have
played. And as I look to the new day in the

future, it will be as an honor and a very

exciting challenge to represent you as Am-
bassador to Ireland. And I thank you for the

opportunity.

Q. Mrs. Heckler, what changed your

mind, because you said in August that this

was a job that you didn't want? What
changed your mind?

Secretary Heckler. When the Great Com-
municator

—

[laughter]—our leader, the

President of the United States, asks one to

take on an assignment that is significant and
important—not only in his eyes but, truly,

in terms of its external impact as well as

internal impact, important to many Ameri-
cans of Irish background—it is, in my view,

irresponsible for one who has served in

public office for all these years—or public

service—to have said no to the President at

his request.

Q. Did Don Regan kick you out, Mrs.

Heckler? Did Don Regan force you out of

the White House?
Secretary Heckler. The President and I

are the only two who have discussed the

issue of my service in both the Cabinet and
my service as Ambassador to Ireland. I feel

very strongly that the President, in offering

me an opportunity for a new dimension in

service, he reposed in me a special degree
of trust. I looked upon this assignment with
new eyes having heard the presentation

that he made and having also his assurance

that it was my choice to stay on as Secre-

tary of HHS or to become Ambassador to

Ireland.

Q. Mrs. Heckler, what do think of the

political whispering against you?

Q. Mrs. Heckler, Mrs. Heckler, what do
think of these reports that you were not up
to the job?

Q. You've heard the whispering cam-
paign—excuse me, Chris—you've heard the

whispering campaign against you. What do

you think of that whispering campaign
which said either that you are not conserva-

tive enough or that you are not a good

administrator? Speak to it.

Secretary Heckler. I'm very proud of my
record as Secretary of Health and Human
Services. I'm proud of the fact that we inau-

gurated the perspective payment plan;

we've inaugurated a new direction in

health policy; I have carried the President's

portfolio and been faithful to his philosophy

and to his directives. I'm very proud of

what I leave behind and would expect that

the new drug approval process at FDA and
the other changes that I've inaugurated will

actually be implemented by my successor. I

would expect these things to happen. But I

am also very proud of the fact that this

President, whom I consider to be a great

leader, has now asked me to take on a new
challenge, a new direction in my life.

Q. Is this a promotion or a demotion, Mrs.

Heckler?

Q. So, you don't consider yourself incom-

petent, as that whispering campaign would
have it?

Secretary Heckler. I am proud of my serv-

ice in all regards. And, frankly, I am proud
of the team who has helped me and the

individuals at HHS who have made my
service, I believe, as distinguished as it is.

Q. Mr. President, any other changes-

Q. Was it your understanding that you
could have stayed on as Secretary of HHS?

Secretary Heckler. That was clearly my
understanding.

Q. Mr. President, have you spoken to Mr.

Regan about the furor that this caused, and
do you hold him, in any way, responsible?

The President. No. He and I have talked

about this and how to resolve this and, no,

he's

Q. You don't think he had anything to do
with stirring this up?
The President. No. He's on our side.

Q. Could she have stayed on, Mr. Presi-

dent, as she said?

The President. Yes.

Q. If she had turned this down, she could

have stayed on at HHS?
The President. Yes.

Q. Who's the successor?

The President. We have not made a selec-

tion yet.

Q. When will you?
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Q. Any other Cabinet changes, Mr. Presi-

dent?

Q. Housing?
Q. Any other Cabinet changes?

Q. Housing?

The President. No, I don't think of any
right now. But I do

Q. Mrs. Heckler, how do you figure that a

$16,000 pay cut's a promotion?
Secretary Heckler. I've never chosen my

occupation based on the compensation it

afforded because, as you know, considering

the hours one spends in Congress serving

people, or in a Cabinet post, there is no
correlation between the hours that you
invest in your job and the salary that it

actually accrues. In this case, however,
there is, if one wants to be totally financial,

the fact that the Ambassador's salary is not

taxable. [Laughter]

Q. Mr. President, Soviet diplomats have
been kidnaped in Lebanon, sir

The President We've got to go to the

Cabinet Room
Q. Is that a tax loophole? [Laughter]

Q. Soviet diplomats have been kidnaped

in Lebanon, and two of them may have
been murdered. Do you have a statement
to make on that terrorism?

The President. Well, I will break my own
self-imposed rule only to say this: That ter-

rorism, that kind of violence, is, I think, the

most cowardly, the most vicious thing the

world is faced with today, regardless of who
the victims are.

Q. Would the Soviets have a right to re-

taliate

Q. Would we cooperate with the Soviets?

Q. clearly, just as much as the Israelis

have a right to retaliate?

The President. Anyone has if they can
pick out the people who are responsible.

Q. Do you think the Israelis did pick out

the right people?
The President. Well, I've always had a

great faith in their intelligence capabilities.

Note: The President spoke to reporters at

L'54 p.m. in the Briefing Room at the

White House. John Svahn was Assistant to

the President for Policy Development, and
Donald T Regan was Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Chief of Staff

.

Appointment of Two Members of the National Commission for

Employment Policy

October 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Commission for

Employment Policy for terms expiring Sep-

tember 30, 1988:

Paul A. Russo, of Virginia, will succeed Roderick
R. Paige. Mr. Russo is president of Capitol Con-
sultants in Alexandria, VA. He served on the

Reagan-Bush '84 Committee and the 50th Pres-

idential Inaugural Committee. He was Deputy
Under Secretary for Intergovernmental Affairs

at the Department of Labor in 1983-1984 and

as Special Assistant to the President in 1981-
1983. He graduated from Ohio State University

(B.S., 1966). He was born July 21, 1943, in

Cleveland, OH, and now resides in Alexandria,

VA.

Jerry J. Naylor, of California, will succeed Rober-
to Cambo. Mr. Naylor is president and owner
of the Jerry Naylor Co. The Jerry Naylor Co. is

a public relations organization in Westlake Vil-

lage, CA. He attended the University of Mary-
land. He is married, has three children, and
resides in Agoura, CA. He was born March 6,

1939, in Erath County, TX.
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Appointment of Kay A. Orr as a Member of the Advisory
Committee on the Arts

October 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Kay A. Orr to be a member
of the Advisory Committee on the Arts

(John F. Kennedy Center for the Perform-
ing Arts, Smithsonian Institution). This is an
initial appointment.

Mrs. Orr is presently serving as State

treasurer for the State of Nebraska. Previ-

ously she was executive assistant to Gov.

Charles Thone in 1979-1981. She serves as

a member of the National Association of

State Treasurers and was vice chairman for

the midwest region in 1984-1985. She is a

member of the President's Council at Hast-

ings College.

She is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Lincoln, NE. She was born January
2, 1939, in Burlington, lA.

Remarks at a White House Ceremony Honoring the Winners in the
Secondary School Recognition Program and the Exemplary Private

School Recognition Project

October 1, 1985

Thank you all, and welcome to the White
House. You know, I have been out of school

for some time now, but I still get nervous
around so many principals. [Laughter] Actu-

ally, one of the advantages of being 39
years old as long as I have is that you devel-

op a different perspective on life. I have
come to realize that principals and Presi-

dents have a great deal in common; both of

us have to keep a lot of people happy. You
have school boards, and I have the adminis-

tration. You have the PTA, and I have the

voters. You have unruly children; Fd better

not name any names. [Laughter]

Seriously, it is a great honor to have you
here today. I don't think it's an exaggera-

tion to say that we are seeing a renaissance

in American education, and it's people like

you in communities like yours who are

making it happen. Not too long ago, much
of the news we heard about education was
bad. From 1963 to 1980, scholastic aptitude

test scores underwent a virtually unbroken
decline. Science and achievement scores of

17-year-olds were dropping, and an alarm-

ing number of those 17-year-olds were
dropping out. Crime was on the rise in our

nation's schools; teachers and students lived

in fear of violence. Our educational system.

the very underpinning of our free society,

appeared to be breaking apart. Well, as we
used to say when I was in school: That's all

ancient history. No, we haven't solved all of

the problems yet. In public and private

schools throughout the country, administra-

tors, teachers, and parents still labor like

heroes against tremendous odds. But today
there is a new spirit of optimism in our
land, and, as Secretary Bennett has said,

American education is on the mend.
Last year I issued a challenge to Ameri-

ca's students and educators. By the end of

this decade, I said scholastic aptitude test

scores should regain at least half of what
they've lost in the last 20 years. Well, that is

42 points—7 points a year—a big challenge.

1 bet a lot of people were saying to them-
selves at the time that it couldn't be done.

Well, I've learned one thing as President of

this great country: Never underestimate the

American people. Secretary Bennett told

me just last week that the SAT scores for

1985 are up 9 whole points over last year

—

2 points above the yearly increase we need
to meet our challenge. So, congratulations

to you. Congratulations to all educators out

there who are doing their part to build a

better America. Congratulations to parents
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who care, all parents who are involved in

their children's education. And let's give

credit where credit is due—to America's
students. Well done, and keep up the good
work!
You know, I have been on a number of

campuses recently, and, granted, I am talk-

ing about those who are up there on the

college level, but from all those appear-

ances, and after having gone through the

years of the sixties when it was quite differ-

ent, I have come back with the firm convic-

tion that the 21st century is going to be in

good hands. Well, one of the most hearten-

ing things I've witnessed in these last 4y2

years is the pride and exuberance with

which our young people have taken up the

call to America's future. I don't think

there's ever been a younger generation

with more spirit or promise. America's a

team effort, and as we've seen with these

recent SAT scores, America's young people
are some of our star players.

We have a challenge at the Federal level

as well: to reform programs that stand in

the way of educational excellence. That's

why we're going to make our program for

teaching English to limited English-speak-

ing students more flexible, allowing local

districts to use the teaching methods that

they know from experience work best. And
in our compensatory education program,
we're going to give parents of disadvan-

taged children the right to choose the

school that gives their children the best

education. Affluent Americans already have
that choice; why shouldn't the poor and the
minorities, too?

There can no longer be any question that

an education founded on the basics works;

that higher standards produce higher

achievement; and that an orderly, disci-

plined classroom is a prerequisite for learn-

ing. And we're also finding out again the

value of values. A recent Gallup Poll found
that the overwhelming majority of parents

want their schools to do two things above
all: to teach their children to speak and
write correctly and, just as important, to

teach them a standard of right and wrong

—

in other words, to teach them values; teach-

ers agree. In another recent poll, 92 per-

cent of teachers polled said that schools

should emphasize the development of ethi-

cal character in students. Unfortunately,

some so-called experts in the field still insist

that education should be what they call

value neutral. Well, as I've said before, a

value-neutral education is a contradiction in

terms. If we fail to instruct our children in

values of justice and liberty, we'll be con-

demning them to a world without virtue, a

life in the twilight of civilization where the

great truths have been forgotten.

In many schools, students are being
taught the economic burdens of our nation-

al defense. Fair enough, but while being
taught about the cost of defending freedom,
shouldn't they also learn that the price will

be far greater if we fail to defend freedom?
Yes, our schoolchildren should know about
their country's faults, but they should also

be taught that by any objective measure,
we live in the freest, most prosperous
nation in the history of the world. As Jeane
Kirkpatrick once said, "We must learn to

bear the truth about our society no matter
how pleasant it may be." [Laughter] Ameri-
ca's schools do not and cannot exist in isola-

tion from the rest of our society; and that

brings me to an important point.

As we work to rid our schools of crime,

drugs, and violence, isn't it time that every-

body in the media and entertainment in-

dustries followed the leadership of those

who've accepted their responsibility to our

nation's youth? Isn't it time that those who
have so much influence over young minds
stop glorifying violence and promiscuous
sex? As a matter of fact, I heard a clergy-

man one day from the pulpit ask, "When
did promiscuity become *sexually active'?"

[Laughter] Let's start being a little more
blunt with this wonderful language of ours

and using words that describe what we're
talking about. Aren't we tired of people
who plead first amendment rights when it's

as clear as day that what they're really talk-

ing about is big profits for themselves?

America's young people have rights, too.

They have a right to grow up without being
constantly bombarded by images of vio-

lence and perversity. Let's give our chil-

dren back their childhood. Let's give them
the support all children need—the support

of traditional values like family, faith, hope,

charity, and freedom.
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And maybe in this modern age our

schoolchildren need a little extra support;

maybe like the rest of us, sometime during

the day they need that extra support of

prayer. I can't help but thinking that if

some of those people who spend all their

time trying to keep God out of our nation's

schools spent just as much time trying to

keep out drugs and violence, well, they'd

certainly be doing our children a lot more
good.

Now, I realize, here—and speaking to you
particularly—I'm "preaching to the choir."

[Laughter] You here today represent the

best in American education. You're in the

vanguard of educational reform, and every

vanguard needs a flag. So, I'm going to

hand over the podium to the only substitute

teacher I know of with Cabinet rank

—

[laughter]—our Secretary of Education, Bill

Bennett, and he is going to hand out your
awards. Fly these flags with pride; you've

earned them.

And now, I'll do what the little girl told

me to do in a P.S. to a letter she wrote,

telling me all the problems that had to be
solved, and then the P.S. was, "Now get

back to the Oval Ofl^ice and get to

workJ^Laughter] So, congratulations, and
God bless you all. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 3:01 p.m. on
the South Lawn of the White House. Fol-

lowing his remarks, 281 principals were
presented with American flags, honoring
the achievements of their schools.

Proclamation 5373—General Pulaski Memorial Day, 1985

October 1, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

General Casimir Pulaski's life was com-
mitted to the cause of freedom. Before

coming to America in 1777, he fought

bravely and tirelessly for the independence
of his beloved Poland. Here, he devoted all

his energy and skill to the American War of

Independence. His personal contribution to

the Revolutionary Army on the field of

battle, his tactical innovations, and his cre-

ation of a highly effective corps of dragoons,

known informally as the Polish Legion, won
him the title: "Father of American Caval-

ry."

On October 11, 1779, General Pulaski

gave his life in our struggle for freedom. He
died from wounds suffered bravely in the

battle of Savannah. Although he died before

the goal of a free and independent America
had been achieved, his heroic example has

inspired Polish and American patriots for

over two centuries. George Washington's

words written to the Continental Congress

in 1778 memorialize General Pulaski: "The
Count's valor and active zeal on all occa-

sions have done him great honor."

As we gratefully reflect on the life of this

great champion of freedom, we are moved
to salute all Americans of Polish descent,

who from the settlement in Jamestown
through the Revolutionary War and on to

the present have contributed so greatly and
so generously to the realization of the

American dream. Generations of Polish

Americans have left a lasting imprint on
American life in every field of human en-

deavor: from science and the arts to politics,

sports, and religion. Their achievements
have enriched the lives of all Americans.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim Friday, October 11, 1985,

as General Pulaski Memorial Day, 1985, and
I direct the appropriate Government offi-

cials to display the flag of the United States

on all Government buildings on that day. In

addition, I encourage the people of the

United States to commemorate this occasion

as approriate throughout the land.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this first day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
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United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:40 a.m., October 3, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 2.

Remarks to the 54th General Assembly of Interpol, the

International Criminal Police Organization

October 2, 1985

I wanted to stop by briefly today and
extend my good wishes to each of you. The
United States is honored and proud that

you would choose our Capital as the site of

your convention. And we're especially

pleased that you have extended to one of

our distinguished public servants, John
Simpson, the privilege of serving as your
president.

John, who is a good friend, will tell you, if

he hasn't already, about the priority that

our administration has placed on the war
against the crime syndicates—syndicates

that in recent years have grown in power
and sophistication. Here in the United
States, for example, prosecutions of tradi-

tional organized crime families, as well as

some of the newer groups of drugs traders,

have gone up dramatically. And for the first

time, we feel we're making significant

headway. In addition to dramatically in-

creasing the number of prosecutors and
Federal agents working in these areas, we
have taken many other steps. One of them
is our Presidential Commission on Orga-
nized Crime, which is currently working
with your member nations to bring to light

problems like money laundering, especially

its international dimensions. And that word
"international" is, of course, the point.

Whether it's organized crime, narcotics traf-

ficking, terrorism, or any other area of

criminal activity, the increasing sophistica-

tion and power of criminal syndicates calls

for a response from those who are pledged
to uphold the law and protect society from
the hardened criminal. And this is the work
of Interpol.

You know, I'm sure a good many of

you've heard of that international celebrity.

Inspector Maigret—the celebrated French

detective from the pen of Georges Si-

menon, who in so many of his stories relied

on information from his counterparts in

other police forces throughout the world to

solve his cases. Well, as is often the case,

fiction does reflect reality. It is Interpol that

institutionalizes and makes vastly easier

those professional contacts and vital ex-

changes of information that each of you
needs to serve the people of your country.

Interpol's record of achievement in these

areas is unparalleled, and let me stress

today that the United States Government
pledges to you and your organization its full

support.

And now, if you will permit, I'd like to

leave you on a personal note. You know,
I've spoken to many law enforcement
groups throughout my time in public life,

and I doubt that I have ever failed to men-
tion that yours is one of the most difficult of

any profession in civilized society. And yet

there is no work more vital to the safety

and freedom of your fellow citizens. The
nature of your work frequently brings you
in contact with your fellow citizens when
they have been victimized by crime or

committed a crime themselves. So frequent-

ly you see people only when they're hurting

or in trouble. I hope you will not permit
this to discourage you too much about
human nature or to change your perspec-

tive on society as a whole. I hope you will

remember that not only are most people

upstanding and law-abiding citizens, but

they are also on your side in the fight

against lawlessness and are very grateful to

you for the work you do. And that's why I

think there is great cause for hope in the

war against crime.
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Georges Simenon has also said that some-
times "the truth is too simple for intellectu-

als." Well, we all remember a time when
some elaborate theories excusing criminal

wrongdoing were very fashionable, a time

when there was a great loss of will in appre-

hending and bringing to justice professional

wrongdoers. And now all of this is changing.

Increasingly, the people of my own country

and yours are coming to appreciate again

the truth of old verities like: Right and
wrong do matter, individuals should be held

accountable for their actions, and society

has the right to be protected from those

who prey on the innocent.

This trend is no better evidenced than in

the growth and renewed strength of Inter-

pol. So, again, I want to pledge the Ameri-
can people's full support. And I want to

wish each of you well in your professional

lives, in your stay here in the United States;

and I want to convey to you the warmest
welcome and the kindest regards of the

American people. And thank you for letting

me have these few minutes with you here.

God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 11:27 a.m. at

the Departmental Auditorium. John R.

Simpson was Director of the United States

Secret Service.

Nomination of Joseph Ghougassian To Be United States Ambassador
to Qatar

October 2, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joseph Ghougassian, of

California, as Ambassador to the State of

Qatar. He would succeed Charles Franklin

Dunbar.

Mr. Ghougassian began his career as an
instructor of philosophy and psychology at

the University of San Diego in 1966. Since
then and to date, he has been an assistant

professor and then associate professor of

philosophy at the University of San Diego.

He was a law student at the University of

San Diego School of Law in 1979-1980. He
joined the law office of Bruce Harrison in

San Diego in 1980-1981. From February
1981 to September 1981, Mr. Ghougassian
was a member of the Office of Policy De-
velopment at the White House. In June
1981 he also served as Special Assistant for

Public and Private Liaison, Office of Refu-

gee Resettlement, Department of Health

and Human Services. From January 1982 to

July 1982, he was a consultant with the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service, De-
partment of Justice. Since 1982 he has been
director of the Peace Corps in the Yemen
Arab Republic.

He received his B.A. (philosophy) in 1964
and his M.A. in 1965 at the Gregorian Uni-

versity in Rome, Italy. In 1966 he received

his Ph.D.c. and in 1969 his Ph.D. (philoso-

phy) from Louvain University in Belgium.

In 1974 he received his B.Sc. (family stud-

ies) from Louvain University and his M.A.
in 1977 (international relations) from the

University of San Diego and his J.D. from
the University of San Diego School of Law.
His foreign languages are Arabic, Armenian,
French, Italian, and Spanish. He is married
to the former Zena S. Yasmine, and they

have three children. He was born March 5,

1944, in Cairo, Egypt.
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Message to the Senate Transmitting the Sri Lanka-United States

Taxation Convention
October 2, 1985

To the Senate of the United States:

I transmit herewith for Senate advice and
consent to ratification the Convention be-

tween the Government of the United States

of America and the Government of the

Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka
for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and
the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Re-

spect to Taxes on Income, signed at Co-

lombo on March 14, 1985. I also transmit

the report of the Department of State on
the Convention.

The Convention is the first income tax

treaty to be negotiated between the United

States and Sri Lanka. It is based on model
income tax treaties developed by the De-
partment of the Treasury and the Organiza-

tion for Economic Cooperation and Devel-

opment. The Convention deviates from
these models, however, in several signifi-

cant respects, as indicated in the attached

report of the Department of State, to re-

flect Sri Lanka's status as a developing
country. These deviations generally provide
for broader source country right to tax than
is found in the model treaties.

Among the principal features of the Con-
vention are provisions to prevent third-

country residents from taking unwarranted
advantage of the treaty. Also included are

the usual articles on nondiscrimination,

mutual agreement, and exchange of infor-

mation.

I recommend that the Senate give early

and favorable consideration to the Conven-
tion and give its advice and consent to rati-

fication.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
October 2, 1985.

Statement on the Death of Actor Rock Hudson
October 2, 1985

Nancy and I are saddened by the news of

Rock Hudson's death. He will always be re-

membered for his dynamic impact on the

film industry, and fans all over the world

will certainly mourn his loss. He will be
remembered for his humanity, his sympa-
thetic spirit, and well-deserved reputation

for kindness. May God rest his soul.

Announcement of the Establishment of the Trade Strike Force

October 2, 1985

The President announced the creation of

an administration Trade Strike Force de-

signed to uncover unfair trading practices

used against the United States and to devel-

op strategies to counter and eliminate

them. It will identify barriers to U.S. ex-

ports, as well as unfair export subsidies. The
Strike Force will be chaired by Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige. Other mem-

bers will be the Secretaries of the Treasury,

State, Transportation, Agriculture, and the

United States Trade Representative.

The Strike Force was first mentioned in

the President's trade speech delivered on
September 23 to members of the Presi-

dent's Export Council, select Members of

Congress, and invited business leaders in

the East Room of the White House. The
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President said at that time: "I will not stand

by and watch American businesses fail be-

cause of unfair trading practices abroad. I

will not stand by and watch American
workers lose their jobs because other na-

tions do not play by the rules."

The Strike Force will report its findings

to the President through his Economic
Policy Council, along with a recommended
plan of action, on a regular basis. The ap-

propriate executive branch agencies will

then be responsible for execution of the

plan. Working groups chaired by Com-
merce Under Secretary for International

Trade Administration Bruce Smart will be
established under the Strike Force.

Note: Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President, read the

announcement to reporters in the Briefing
Room at the White House during his daily
press briefing, which began at 12:02 p.m.

Nomination of Three Members of the Board of Governors of the
United States Postal Service

October 3, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Governors
of the United States Postal Service for the

terms indicated:

J.H. Tyler McConnell, of Delaware, for the re-

mainder of the term expiring December 8,

1989. He would succeed David E. Babcock.
Mr. McConnell is retired chairman and chief

executive officer of Delaware Trust Co. He
currently serves on the board of directors of

Delaware Trust Co. He graduated from Virgin-

ia Military Institute (B.A., 1936) and the Uni-

versity of Virginia (LL.B., 1939; J.D., 1970). He
is married, has three children, and resides in

Wilmington, DE. He was born November 23,

1914, in Richmond, VA.

Barry D. Schreiber, of Florida, for the remainder
of the term expiring December 8, 1992. He
would succeed Frieda Waldman. He is a

member of the board of county commissioners
in Miami, FL. He is of counsel to the law firm

of Broad & Cassel in Bay Harbor Islands, FL.
He is a member of the State Association of

County Commissioners and the Dade League
of Cities. He graduated from Yeshiva Universi-

ty (B.A., 1964) and the University of Maryland

(J.D., 1967). He is married, has three children,

and resides in North Miami Beach, FL. He was
born April 17, 1943, in Richmond, VA.

Robert Setrakian, of the District of Columbia, for

the term expiring December 8, 1993. He
would succeed WiUiam J. Sullivan. Since 1983
he has been serving as a Commissioner of the

Federal Maritime Commission. Previously he
was president of Midstate Horticultural Co. He
was a director of FN Financial Corp. in 1976-
1983. He graduated from Stanford University

(B.A., 1949). He has four children and resides

in Washington, DC. He was born January 21,

1924, in Fresno, CA.

Nomination of W. Scott Thompson To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace
October 3, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate W. Scott Thompson to be
a member of the Board of Directors of the

United States Institute of Peace for a term
of 4 years expiring January 19, 1989. This is

a new position.

Dr. Thompson is a professor of interna-

tional politics at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy. He was a research fellow at

the Center for International Affairs at Har-

vard University in 1979-1980. In 1975-1976
he was assistant to the Secretary of Defense
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while serving as a White House fellow and

was also a member of the State Department
Promotion Board. Dr. Thompson is a found-

ing member of the board of the Committee
on the Present Danger and is a member of

the Council on Foreign Relations and of the

International Institute for Strategic Studies.

He serves on the Board of the Foreign

Policy Research Institute and the Institute

for Strategic Trade. He is the author of

many books on U.S. global strategy.

He graduated from Stanford University

(B.A., 1963) and Oxford University (Ph.D.,

1967). He is married, has three children,

and resides in Washington, DC. He was
born January 1, 1942, in Providence, RI.

Proclamation 5374—Leif Erikson Day, 1985

October 3, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Sent by King Olav in the year 1000 to

bring Christianity to the Nordic settlers in

Greenland, Leif Erikson set out on a daring

and danger-filled voyage that began a cen-

turies-long relationship between the Nordic

peoples and the lands of North America.

"Leif the Lucky," as his contemporaries

knew him, sailed well beyond the tip of

Greenland to the shores of the North Amer-
ican mainland. His enthusiastic account of

his voyage describes a fertile land abound-

ing in fruit, grain, and timber.

Hundreds of years later, millions of Nor-

dics followed in the wake of Leif Erikson,

crossing the Atlantic to make their homes
in this land of opportunity. Pressing west-

ward, they settled across the continent,

making important contributions to Ameri-

can agriculture and industry. Prizing per-

sonal freedom, hard work, and family

values, these hardy God-fearing pioneers

played a key role in shaping the American
character. Today, cultural exchanges, com-
mercial ties, and cordial diplomatic rela-

tions with the countries of Denmark, Fin-

land, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden contin-

ue to enrich the %es of all Americans.

To commemorate the courage of Leif

Erikson and in recognition of our long and
fruitful relationship with the peoples of

northern Europe, the Congress of the

United States, by a joint resolution ap-

proved on September 2, 1964 (78 Stat. 849,

36 U.S.C. 169c), has authorized and request-

ed the President to proclaim October 9 of

each year as Leif Erikson Day.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim October 9, 1985, as Leif

Erikson Day, 1985, and I direct the appro-

priate government officials to display the

flag of the United States on all government
buildings that day. I also invite the people

of the United States to honor Leif Erikson

and our Nordic-American heritage by hold-

ing appropriate exercises and ceremonies in

suitable places throughout the land.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this third day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:31 a.m., October 4, 1985]
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Remarks to Employees at the Ivorydale Soap Manufacturing Plant
in St. Bernard, Ohio
October 3, 1985

Thank you very much, Brad, and thank
you all very much, and thanks for the tour

of your plant. It was 99^yioo percent pure
fascinating. [Laughter] But I have to say,

Ed, I appreciate the introduction because I

once had an experience, back in that other

life of mine, when I was on television every
week. And on a New York street one day, a

fellow suddenly, from 30 feet away, says, "I

know you. I see you." And he started

toward me and everybody on the street

stopped. And Fm kind of being stalked by
him as he comes toward me. And he's get-

ting a piece of paper and a pen out and got

right up to me and told me he saw me all

the time and wanted my autograph—Ray
Milland. [Laughter] So, I signed Ray Mil-

land. There was no sense in

—

[laughter]

But it's great to be back in the Cincinnati

area. I was out here last year, visiting Proc-

ter and Gamble during the campaign;
didn't get exactly here, though. It hardly

seems possible now that there was actually

a Presidential candidate back then who
promised the first thing he'd do if elected

was raise your taxes. Well, the American
people held a little referendum on that idea

and sent a message loud and clear to Wash-
ington that America wants less government,
less taxes, and more prosperity. And that's

why leaders of the other party have now
joined us in our effort to overhaul our na-

tion's creaky tax code and replace it with a

streamlined version, one that cuts personal

and business tax rates, closes unfair loop-

holes, and spurs economic growth.

America's fair share tax plan is now work-
ing its way through the House of Repre-
sentatives. It's up to them to send a bill to

the Senate as quickly as possible so that we
can pass a fairer, progrowth tax plan this

year, in 1985. It's a challenge, I know, but I

just don't think that America should have to

wait for fairness and the increased growth
that lower tax rates will bring. And if we
have to, we're going to send Mr. Clean
down there to keep an eye on them

—

[laughter]—and make sure they do the job

right.

From the beginning, Procter & Gamble
has been an important ally in our fight for

tax reform. I was talking to one of your
executive officers earlier, and he had kind
of a funny way of talking, but I couldn't

have agreed more with what he was saying.

He said there's a rising Tide of good Cheer
and Joy in the land. [Laughter] We see new
Zest in the economy every day. [Laughter]
And all we need now is a Bold new Dash to

Safeguard the gain we've made already.

[Laughter] I said thanks and congratulated
him on the Top Job that you're all doing

—

[laughter]—in support of tax fairness.

Well, seriously, this company exemplifies

the forward-looking, executive—or expan-
sive philosophy, I should say, that has made
America the number one economic power
in the world, the kind of positive thinking

behind America's fair share tax plan. Your
president, John Smale, testified before the

House Ways and Means Committee that,

although Procter & Gamble would be af-

fected by our loophole closing, you support

the initiative because you know lower tax

rates mean greater growth and more jobs.

And this company has the vision to look

beyond the ledger books and see what's

good for America is good for individual

businesses and every one of their employ-
ees and customers, too.

Let me also take a moment to recognize
the contributions of your Congressman, Bill

Gradison. He's been an effective, untiring

supporter of tax reform in the House. And
if every Congressman were as supportive as

Bill Gradison, we'd have tax fairness today.

Bill and his Ohio colleagues—Tom Kindness
and Bob McEwen, and one who was going
to be with us, but then got interrupted by
the press of things in the House and
couldn't, Del Latta—they understand one
thing that is all too often forgotten in Wash-
ington: that a tax overhaul that doesn't

make life easier for America's working men
and women isn't worth the paper it's print-

ed on. That's why our profamily initiatives
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are the heart and soul of America's fair

share tax plan.

Some people in Washington are saying

that people aren't very worked up about

tax reform. Well, I think the people just

don't know yet what it is we're talking

about. We're going to make it affordable to

raise children again. You hear a lot about

tax shelters, well, the one shelter we ap-

prove of is the family home. The truth is,

the profamily measures of our tax plan are

there to right a great historical injustice.

Throughout the great tax explosion of the

sixties and seventies, everybody with a pay-

check got hit, and hit hard, by taxes; but

those trying to raise families got clobbered.

Not only did their taxes skyrocket, their

personal exemption, the real value of the

deduction they were allowed to take for

themselves and each one of their depend-
ents, was steadily knocked down by infla-

tion.

Let me insert here just some figures that

would give you an idea of how everyone
was victimized. In 1977—Henry Hazlett,

the economist, has done a study of this—the

average median income—that's the halfway

mark, half the people are above it and half

the people are below it—was $189 a

week—1977. By now its up to $299 a week.
And that means, of course, the individual

that's making that many more dollars is

paying considerably more income tax, has

moved up through the tax brackets. But
figure out that earnings in 1977 dollars. If

the dollar today had the same purchasing
power it had in 1977—that $299 only has

$171 of purchasing power compared to

$189 in 1977. But, in addition to that, be-

cause the tax is based on the number of

dollars, not their value, that individual has

moved up through a number of tax brackets

and is paying a higher percentage of less

purchasing power than he was before. In

other words, families were getting a double

whammy, double tax hikes. It wouldn't be
an exaggeration to say that the colossal

growth of government over the last two
decades was financed by raiding the dwin-

dling bank accounts of America's families.

If the personal exemption, which was

$600 in 1948, had kept pace with inflation,

it would be worth $2,700 today. But we
plan to almost double the current exemp-

tion—we can't go all the way, but our plan

would make it $2,000 to make up for some
of what families lost over the years. And to

me that is only fair, and what's fair is worth
fighting for. I hope you're with me on that.

Well, we're also increasing the standard de-

duction of $4,000—or to $4,000 I should

say, for joint returns, and this will mean
that families as well as the elderly, the

blind, or the disabled living at or below the

poverty line will be completely scratched

from the Federal income tax rolls. The U.S.

Government will no longer tax families into

poverty.

Our profamily measures will mean that a

family of four doesn't have to pay one
single cent of Federal taxes on the first

$12,000 of income. And because saving is so

essential to families but so very difficult

with all these expenses, we're expanding
the tax-free savings accounts, the IRA's, the

individual retirement accounts, so that they

are fully available to nonwage-earning
spouses. We figure that the housewife is also

working a full 40-hour week. Now, you
shouldn't have to be affluent to experience

the blessings of a home life, and that's a

right to which every American is entitled.

I am glad to say that the Democratically

controlled House Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families has rated our

tax proposal the most profamily tax propos-

al before the Congress, more profamily

than any other proposal around and light

years ahead of the present tax system. Now,
this goes beyond economics, and, although,

in my opinion, profamily policies are the

best economics there is. This gets to the

moral core of our nation. America has a

responsibility to the future, and our chil-

dren are our future. We're a nation of im-

migrants who've labored and sacrificed to

give their children a better life. And that's

the American dream. And we can't let

American tax policies and big government
policies kill that dream.

You know, our forefathers got so riled up
over a tea tax, among other things, that

they started a revolution. And now we have
a tax on families, a tax on achievement,

success, and aspiration—a tax on the Ameri-

can dream. I think I know what Thomas
Jefferson would have said about that, be-
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cause Thomas Jefferson only had one hne of

criticism when the Constitution was adopt-

ed. He said, it lacks one important thing: a

provision preventing the Federal Govern-

ment from borrowing money. Well, I think

it's time we had another revolution, a

peaceful one this time, called America's fair

share tax plan. We need your support. Let

Congress know that you're progrowth, pro-

fairness, and profamily. And America's fair

share tax plan is a gift that we owe to our

children. And with your help and with this

company's support and with these fine Rep-

resentatives in the House that I've men-
tioned who are here with me, it's a gift

that—we all do our part—we'll have

wrapped up by Christmastime. And, then,

maybe we can sing "Joy to the World" with

extra feeling.

I mentioned here this—some people have

suggested publicly, lately, that I'm so con-

cerned about the tax plan that I'm not con-

cerned about the deficit, the Federal deficit

that we're trying to correct. Well, don't let

anybody fool you. Both of these things are

important, but there's nothing more impor-

tant than eliminating the deficit in Federal

spending. And right now a few of our Sena-

tors and us are talking about a long-range

plan—not just every year trying to whittle a

dollar here or a dollar there out, but a plan

aimed at a balanced budget. And then we
will obey the wisdom of Mr. Jefferson and
see if we can't get a provision in the Consti-

tution that says the Government, from then
on, can't spend any more than it takes in.

Well, God bless you all. Thank you all. It's

been a great pleasure to be here with you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:35 p.m.

Prior to his remarks, he toured the plant

and had lunch with plant employees in the

cafeteria. In his opening remarks, the Presi-

dent referred to Owen B. Butler, chairman

of the board of Procter ir Gamble.

Informal Exchange With Reporters in St. Bernard, Ohio

October 3, 1985

Q. Mr. President, Gorbachev has made
his plans public. Does that harm serious ne-

gotiations?

The President. No, I don't believe so. The
details have not been spelled out, and the

proposal has been put before the negotia-

tors in Geneva and that's where it will

be

Q. Mr. President, he has said there will

be a

Q. Well, what's he doing, Mr. President?

He's trying to put you on the defensive,

isn't he?

Q. he said there will be a

The President. Now, wait a minute. She

said it first. Then I'll get to you. Bill [Bill

Plante, CBS News].

What?
Q. He said that there will be a cap on SS-

20's back to the June '84 level, that they

will dismantle the launchers in Europe, and
that he wants separate negotiations with

the British and French. Isn't that quite a

big change in their position?

The President. Yes. Everything they're

saying is a change in their position. Well,

with regard to the British and the French,

that is up to the Soviet Union and the Brit-

ish and the French. Certainly, the United

States cannot negotiate with the Soviets

about what they're going to do with regard

to the nuclear missiles of other countries.

With regard to the remarks he made about

the intermediate-range missiles in Europe,

this was the—when we acceded to the Eu-

ropean request and provided missiles for

them to have, intermediate missiles, in de-

fense against these missiles aimed at them

—

this is what caused the Soviets, more than a

year ago, to walk out for more than a year

from the negotiations, because we had put

those missiles in Europe. Now, they're back

negotiating, and they now, I understand,

have made a suggestion about reducing the

number of their weapons. This, too, will

have to be negotiated.
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Q. Well now, why do you think they're

doing that, sir? Are they trying to put you
on the defensive with the Europeans?
The President Oh, I don't know whether

they're trying to do that or not. It would be
nice to hope that they may have gotten

religion.

Q. Well, how do you look at them? How
do you look at these

The President. Well
Q. at the Gorbachev appearance to

the press?

The President. As I say, I'm not going to

discuss the terms they're proposing because
that's going to be dealt with by our negotia-

tors in Geneva.

Q. Yes, but what do you think of him in

trying

The President. But with regard to this

latest statement about the SS-20's, which
are their multiwarhead missiles that are

aimed at European targets, and in response

to which we had put the Pershings and the

cruise missiles in Europe. As I understand
it, the only proposal they've made is one
that would not be destroying any of their

weapons; it would simply be moving them.
Well, that missile, the SS-20, is a mobile
missile. It is transported; it can move from
place to place. To simply drive them up
into the Ural Mountains or someplace else

and then say that they're not a threat to

Europe makes no sense.

Q. Well, he did say dismantle

The President. They can be brought back
any time they want to turn on the gas.

Q. He did say dismantle the launchers for

the first time, Mr. President.

The President. Well
Q. Doesn't that change the nature of the

movement between European and Asian SS
countries?

The President. If they truly mean that,

but then, again, we'll leave that to our ne-

gotiators in Geneva.

Q. Well, Gorbachev says, sir, that if you
don't

Q. going to our European allies

Q. Gorbachev says if you don't give up
SDI, there'll be hard times in the world.

The President. Well, he could probably
feel that way because the Soviet Union is

about 10 years ahead of us in developing a

defensive system themselves, and they're

very upset at the idea that they might not

be the only ones that have a defense against

nuclear weapons as well as having the of-

fensive nuclear weapons. Now, we're work-
ing so that we, too, can have a defensive

shield that kills weapons, not people. And
I'm sure that is upsetting to them, but
we're not going to retreat from the re-

search that could deliver to the world a

defense against these nuclear weapons and
finely bring us to the realization that we
should eliminate the nuclear weapons en-

tirely.

Q. And the testing, sir? And the testing?

The President. That goes along with re-

search.

Q. What about the fact that these sepa-

rate negotiations might
Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

We've had a lot of questions

Q. undercut the U.S.-Soviet negotia-

tions in Geneva? If they go off on their own
and deal with the British and the French,

doesn't that drive a wedge between us and
our allies?

The President. No, I don't believe so at

all. It certainly would drive a wedge if we
arrogantly decided that we would negotiate

on behalf of other countries and without

their consent. No, this is between them and
the Soviet Union. And more power to them.
I've got to go on.

Q. Anything more on the Israeli raid in

Tunisia? Do you still

The President. No
Q. think it's understandable?

Q. The PLO—
The President. -no more comments.

Note: The exchange began at 12:50 p.m. fol-

lowing the President's visit to the Ivorydale

Soap Manufacturing Plant. He then trav-

eled to Cincinnati. A tape was not available

for verification of the content of this ex-

change.
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Remarks to Business Leaders in Cincinnati, Ohio
October 3, 1985

Thank you, Dr. Barrett, and thank you
all. This is quite a wonderful reception. You
know, for a minute there, I thought maybe
you thought I was Pete Rose. [Laughter]

Well, it's great to be back in Cincinnati and
a genuine honor to share the platform with
your Congressman, Bill Gradison, and his

Ohio colleagues, Tom Kindness and Bob
McEwen. Del Latta would have been with
us but, as things happen in Washington,
something happened that interfered with
his getting here. And I know that some-
place out there with you is a companion of

mine of years back when we were Gover-
nors together—Jim Rhodes. There you are,

Jim. I remember a story back from my Jim
Rhodes days, my Governor days in Califor-

nia. I was on the way to the office one
morning, had the car radio on. And there

was a disc jockey on playing songs and so

forth and suddenly, I heard him saying

—

now, we were having some problems at the

time—I heard him saying something that

endeared him to me. He said, "Every man
should take unto himself a wife, because
sooner or later, something is bound to

happen that you can't blame on the Gover-
nor." [Laughter]

Well, the last time I visited here it was
August 1984, the middle of the Presidential

campaign. And I spoke to you that day
about my dreams for America and my plans
for this second term. And I told you: "We're
going to simplify the tax system, actually

make it understandable and clear and fair.

And when we do that, your tax rates are

going to come down, not go up." Well, my
friends, today I've come back to Cincinnati

to help make good on that promise. We
now have before the Congress a sweeping
proposal to reform our entire Federal
system of taxation. It has its roots deep in

the American tradition of limited govern-
ment, individual achievement, and econom-
ic growth.

During the 1920's for example. Presidents

Harding and Coolidge instituted a series of

tax cuts that reduced the top rate on indi-

viduals from 73 percent to just 25 percent.

Today we remember the boom that fol-

lowed as the Roaring Twenties. In the
1960's John F. Kennedy cut taxes again, and
again the economy responded with great
vigor and great growth. In 1981 our own
first-term tax cuts were enacted, and in

1983, when those installments—^because it

was an installment plan of tax cuts—went
into effect and began to take full effect,

America took off on this recovery. I under-
stand that here in Cincinnati, in 1984 alone
some 20,000 new jobs were created. And
during the last 18 months, greater Cincin-

nati has seen the creation of more than
1,400 businesses. No wonder the press has
coined the term "Cincynomics." I knew the
program was succeeding when they
stopped calling it Reaganomics. [Laughter]
Today the American expansion is in its 34th
consecutive month, and across the country,

we've seen the creation of more than 8 mil-

lion new jobs.

My friends, history is clear: Lower tax

rates mean greater freedom, and whenever
we lower the tax rates, our entire nation is

better off. Freedom for people to grow is as

American as apple pie and the Cincinnati
Reds. America's fair share tax plan will give
us a new burst of economic achievement.
Now, many already understand that our
plan will mean lower Federal income taxes

for most individuals, but there's been some
confusion about just what it would mean for

business. Well, permit me to set the record
straight. For business, America's tax plan
will mean growth.

Those of you here with the Cincinnati

Institute for Small Enterprise Division of

the Greater Cincinnati Chamber should be
aware that for small businesses our plan will

represent a substantial tax break. Unincor-
porated small businesses, taxed according to

the personal incomes of their owners, will

benefit as we reduce and simplify personal
income tax rates. The top personal rate

alone will come down from 50 percent to

just 35 percent. Incorporated small busi-

nesses will receive graduated rates of 15,

18, 25, and 33 percent, a measure especially
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helpful to businesses just getting started. As
you know, small businesses create most of

our new jobs. From late 1982 to late 1984,

industries dominated by small businesses

created new jobs at the remarkable rate of

more than 11 percent. Under our pro-

growth plan, Fm convinced that small busi-

nesses will form, grow, and create new jobs

even more quickly.

Those of you here with the Cincinnati

Business Committee represent larger con-

cerns, such giants as Procter & Gamble and
Kroger Company and Federated Depart-

ment Stores. Well, it's no mistake that this

wonderful town is called the "Blue Chip
City." For corporations like your own,
America's fair share tax plan will mean a

lower top corporate rate, down from 46 to

just 33 percent. In addition, the system will

dramatically be simplified as countless pro-

visions for special treatment are reduced or

eliminated. Take a moment to compare this

simplified, low-tax rate future to the

present arrangement. The corporate tax

structure today represents a jungle of de-

ductions, credits, and allowances. The only

ones who can hack their way through it

with ease are those with friendly guides on
Capitol Hill. The whole weed-ridden, over-

grown arrangement encourages competi-

tion of the worst kind—^not to produce
better products at lower prices, but to hire

bigger and bigger teams of lobbyists and
lawyers evermore skilled in taking advan-

tage of the tax code. My friends, great

American corporations should not be
strapped by a system that is tied to the

stake of tax shelters. It should be set free to

make better products than any other indus-

try, in any country of the world. And that's

what America's tax plan, we think, is going

to do.

For capital formation, our plan envisions

a cut in the top rate on capital gains to just

YIV2 percent. Now, here again, history is

our guide. Back in 1977 the number of dol-

lars committed to venture capital, the fund-

ing so important to business start-ups, was
just $39 million. And then, in 1978 taxes on
capital gains were cut, and in 1981 we cut

them again. And last year, venture capital

commitments were over $4 billion. Even
early opponents of tax cuts on capital gains

can now see how the new availability of

venture capital has spurred our economic
growth. Indeed, former Massachusetts Rep-
resentative and then Senator, Paul Tsongas,

said of the 1978 tax cut: "That bill, which I

did not support, did more for the economy
of my State than anything I ever did as a

Congressman." When we cut the tax on
capital gains again this year, we can expect
capital formation and new business starts to

hit new highs.

As businesspeople, you'll understand that

by far the most significant aspect of our
plan is that it will be good for your employ-
ees and customers, the American people. As
I've said, rates for most individuals will

come down. To benefit the family, we'll in-

crease to $4,000 the standard deduction for

married couples filing jointly and nearly

double the personal exemption from just

over $1,000 all the way to $2,000. The
American people will have new incen-

tives—more money in their pockets, more
with which to purchase your goods, to save,

and to invest.

Just last month, the Council of Economic
Advisers completed a study of what our

long-term impact would be. Using conserva-

tive estimates—that's the only kind I ap-

prove of

—

[laughter]—the Council found
that America's fair share tax plan would in-

crease our gross national product by about

2 ¥2 to 3.2 percent over the next 10 years.

Now, that's the same as providing 11 years

worth of growth in just 10 years, in a

decade. That translates into the equivalent

of almost 4 million additional new jobs over

the next 10 years and from $600 to $900 a

year in additional income for every Ameri-
can household. Needless to say, these

growth estimates are based on our own pro-

posal. And I've said it before and I'll say it

again: I intend to fight for our plan—a top

corporate rate of 33 percent; a top capital

gains rate of 17 ¥2 percent; 15, 25, and 35
percent rates for individuals, in exchange
for the 14 tax brackets we have today; a

standard deduction of $4,000; and a nearly

doubled personal exemption of $2,000.

Now, of course, there are those who say

that getting tax reform through Congress
this year will be impossible. Well, if every-

body on Capitol Hill worked as hard for tax

reform as your own outstanding Congress-
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man, Bill Gradison, we wouldn't have to

worry. But for those who are predicting the

defeat of America's fair share tax plan, I

have a few other choice predictions Fd like

them to consider. In 1899 Charles H. Duell,

Commissioner of the U.S. Patent Office,

said this: "Everything that can be invented

has been invented." And he suggested we
should do away with the Office. [Laughter]

And with the advent of sound tracks for

motion pictures in the twenties, Harry
Warner, one of my old bosses at Warner
Brothers, said this: "Who the hell wants to

hear actors talk." [Laughter] Do you know
that Fulton tried to sell the steamboat for

warships to Napoleon. And do you know
what Napoleon said about it? "You're telling

me that you can make a ship go against the

tide and the wind and the current by build-

ing a bonfire under the deck? I won't listen

to such foolishness." [Laughter]

Well, here's one for a great baseball town
like Cincinnati. In 1921 Tris Speaker of the

Cleveland Indians said this: "Babe Ruth
made a big mistake when he gave up pitch-

ing." [Laughter] My friends, today, nay-

sayers will soon take their place beside Tris

Speaker in the Great Mistakes Hall of

Fame. Just as sure as Ruth could hit home
runs and Rose can break records, during

this session of the Congress, America's tax

plan will become law; but it's going to take

all of us and all of you letting the folks in

Washington know that you want this

change made.
I'm going to inject something here be-

cause lately I've seen some remarks or

some—no, philosophy attributed to me that

somehow I am concerned only with this

and that I'm not paying any attention to the

national deficit, the deficit spending that

the Government is doing. Thirty years ago,

out on the mashed-potato circuit, I was
saying we had to interrupt this 50-year span

that we've had of deficit spending and
which over the years we were told was nec-

essary to prosperity. And I kept saying it

would blow up and get out of control. And
it has, but I'd like to just tell you something
about that.

That's a top priority with us, and in our

wing over there, at the West Wing of the

White House, we have been talking about

not just each year trying to get further cuts

in the budget with the hope that someday
we can get down to a balanced budget; we
have been discussing a plan—over a period

of years, to start a plan of spending cuts

that will bring the percentage of gross na-

tional product that the deficit is today down
4, then 3 percent, then 2 percent, and on
down to zero in a several-year period—not

too many years—and then our dream is, at

the end of that, that year you implement a

constitutional amendment that denies the

Federal Government the right to borrow
money.

Well, just recently we discovered that

two of our Senators up on the Hill, and in

fact one of your Congressmen, Del Latta,

were engaged in discussions of exactly the

same thing. Now, we hadn't said a word
about what we were talking about; they

hadn't told us either what they were talking

about. But we found out that we were sure

thinking alike. I don't know whether the

ESP was going from them to us or us to

them or whether it crossed on the way, but

we have gotten together, and we are now
in discussions with the people up on the

Hill about that kind of a plan, to exert the

discipline that is needed in Washington so

that for someone to stage a big fight for his

particular spending and overspending that

he wanted to do or she wanted to do

—

instead they would be breaking the pattern

of a plan, over extended years, to bring

about a balanced budget. So, we're in

agreement on that, and we're going to be
talking about that.

And I just want to say to you my grati-

tude for what so many of you have done.

You know, I've talked about the things that

have happened there—for the last 4 months
inflation has only been 2^2 percent. I'd

spoke about the capital money, the venture

capital that is available. We know that inter-

est rates are coming down. We know about

the 8 million jobs that I mentioned. And we
didn't do all of that; America did all of that,

and I think the greatest contribution we
made was, we tried to get government out

of your way. And we're going to keep on
trying to do that.

Thank you all very much. God bless all of

you, and God bless Cincinnati.
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Note: The President spoke at 1:35 p.m. at

the Cincinnati Clarion Hotel. In his open-
ing remarks, the President referred to James
M. Barrett, chairman and chief executive

officer of the Western-Southern Life Insur-

ance Co., and Cincinnati Reds baseball

player Pete Rose. The event was sponsored

by the Cincinnati Business Committee and
the Cincinnati Institute for Small Enter-

prise, the small business division of the

Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
Following his remarks, the President re-

turned to Washington, DC

Remarks Announcing Bipartisan Support for Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Legislation

October 4, 1985

The President. Good morning. Fm an-

nouncing today what may well be an histor-

ic agreement to bring Federal spending
under control and, at long last, put the

United States on the course to a balanced

Federal budget.

Over the years, sincere efforts have been
made by men and women of good will in

both parties to solve the chronic problem of

overspending by the Federal Government.
But the problem has not been solved. This

week. Congress faces the unhappy task of

raising the debt ceiling to over $2 trillion.

We cannot escape the simple truth that the

budget process has failed nor will we avoid
the harsh verdict of history if we cannot
summon the political courage to put our
national house in order and finally live

within our means. The great saving

strength of democracy is that we can con-
front the truth about ourselves. Individuals

of vision, courage, and leadership can set

things right.

Well, we're going to set things right.

We're going to begin amending the budget
process today. Many Members of Congress
are joining the Senate authors—Phil

Gramm, who's been working with us on this

issue since Gramm-Latta in 1981, and
Warren Rudman; Democratic chief sponsor,

Fritz Rollings; and the House chief spon-

sors, Connie Mack and Dick Cheney—in

this important deficit control measure. I'm
delighted with the leadership support of

Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole; Bob
Michel, who's in Illinois today; House Re-

publican Whip Trent Lott; as well as the

Republican Budget Committee leaders.

Pete Domenici and Del Latta.

Let me also thank all of you here today,

of both parties, who are joining in support
of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985. This legislation

will impose the discipline we now lack by
locking us into a spending reduction plan. It

will establish a maximum allowable deficit

ceiling beginning with our current 1986
deficit of $180 billion, and then it will

reduce that deficit in equal steps to a bal-

anced budget in calendar year 1990. One of

the reasons I like this Gramm-Rudman bill

is because it attacks budget deficits the

right way, not by raising taxes, but by re-

straining spending. I want it clearly under-
stood that while spending discipline must
and will be enforced, we will honor our
commitments on Social Security. We will

maintain a strong defense, and I expect the
Congress to live up to its previous commit-
ments on defense.

Under this legislation, no budget may be
submitted with a deficit greater than the

maximum allowable as set out in law, and
neither House may consider any budget
that violates these ceilings. Speaking for

myself, I would like to make an additional

request—that Congress work with me to

put in place a balanced budget constitution-

al amendment to begin taking effect in

1991. It will make permanent our plan to

have no deficits at the Federal level.

If Congress cooperates and passes this

legislation, we can send a clear and compel-
ling message to the world: The United
States Government is not only going to pay
its bills, but we're also going to take away
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the credit cards. From now on it'll be cash

and carry. And I believe it's critical that the

Senate vote today because the debt-limit

authority expires on Monday. If we move
with bipartisan unity to pass this dramatic

but responsible plan to bring Federal

spending securely under control and, just as

important, unite to bring personal and busi-

ness tax rates further down, there will be
no barriers to America's progress. There'll

be no limits to the American dream. And
the time is now to move on. So, let's get

started.

Reporter. Mr. President, can you tell us

any more about Mr. Buckley and whether
or not the statement that he has been killed

is true?

The President. Well, that changes the sub-

ject here a little bit. But, no, we have no
word, no way to confirm. He is the one who
had been kidnaped in March of '84. We
have no confirmation, and until we know
something definite, why, we're not going to

comment.

Q. Are you worried by your allies' failure

to agree to come and see you in New York
to discuss matters before the summit?
The President. Well, I'm sorry there

seems to be a misunderstanding. This is

simply the summit, seven that meet every
year. And it was just our thought that since

they were going to be here, with the open-
ing of the U.N. and all, that we'd have an
extra summit meeting of the kind that we
usually have.

Q. Mitterrand has rejected the request
for separate negotiations with the Soviets,

does that please you or affect you in any
way?
The President. That's his decision to

make, and I'll have no comment on it.

That's

Q. Well, what about the full appeal that

Gorbachev is making to Europe? It seems
to be a very powerful appeal.

The President. Well, I'm just going to wait

until we get to Geneva to see how things

come out.

Note: The President spoke at 9:32 a.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

Remarks at a State Republican Fundraising Luncheon in

Parsippany, New Jersey

October 4, 1985

Thank you very much, and thank you
very much. Governor Tom Kean. My
friends, Frank Holman, Members of the

Congress, it's great to see you all. You
know, I have a spot in my heart for Gover-
nors

—

[laughter]—due to about 8 years of

that experience. And just recently, I was

—

well, as a matter of fact, yesterday I was
telling a story I hadn't told for a long time
about my own days as Governor. I'd come
into a situation in California as a newcomer,
and the situation was just about as bad as it

was at the Federal level in 1980. And I was
on my way to work one morning with the

car radio on, and I heard a disc jockey. And
out of the clear blue sky he spoke a line

that endeared him to me forever. He said,

"Every man should take unto himself a

wife, because sooner or later something is

bound to happen that you can't blame on
the Governor." [Laughter]

But I've come here just to let you know
that I have officially appropriated the

saying of the State across the river there,

and I just want to say, I love New Jersey!

It's wonderful to be here. I saw Tom Kean
a few months ago when I was visiting

Bloomfield, and I told him I wanted to

come back soon, and he very conveniently

arranged this fundraiser just to accommo-
date me. Wasn't that sweet of him? [Laugh-
ter] Incidentally, I should apologize to—and
I should have done this when I first started

talking here—about keeping you waiting for

so long. But, you know, the whole hitch was
that the plan called for an airplane from
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Washington to here and then a helicopter

closer to here and then an automobile for

the last few minutes, and the helicopter had
to be canceled. But if it will encourage you,

this gray stuff is all the way to Washing-
ton

—

[laughter]. And I can tell you from
having been up there, if you just want to go

2,000 feet straight up, you're in the clear

sunshine. [Laughter] It's that low.

Well, it used to be that, centuries ago,

that New Jersey was said to be a valley of

humility between two mountains of pride.

Well, if that is still true, and humility is a

virtue, then I think, Jersey, you'd better be
aware of the important place that you hold

in our White House. I want you to know

—

and I'm serious about this—I've been
watching New Jersey these past few years

and seeing it as a bellwether for the nation-

al recovery. There are reasons for this. In

many ways New Jersey is a perfect reflec-

tion of our country as a whole. You're both
industrial and agrarian; you're a big manu-
facturing State, and you're the ninth largest

State in population, and you have one of

the lowest unemployment rates in the

country. And as your Governor just told

you, you just passed yourselves a tax cut

bill, a State tax cut bill. So, New Jersey is in

good shape; it's in great shape. You've got
the Giants and the Jets, Springsteen and
Sinatra, and the single most popular Gover-
nor in the history of the State of New
Jersey.

I'm here to tell you that I am keen on
Kean. [Laughter] But I know that he's one
of the most decent and able administrators,

leaders, and political figures and Governors
in America. Now, that's just my humble
opinion. [Laughter] Let me ask—you're an
impartial nonpartisan group

—

[laughter]—
does New Jersey like Tom Kean, too? [Ap-
plause] Well, I'm with you. And there's an-

other great race in this great State. It's

been mentioned already, the race for "As-

sembly Majority '85." The Republican Party

of New Jersey is within five seats of control

of the State assembly, and you're going to

win it this year, and you're going to make
Chuck Hardwick majority leader, and
you're going to return the GOP to the

dominance that it deserves.

This, too, is an experience that I shared,

because as Governor of California for 8

years, 7 of those had a majority of the other

party. If the people of the State believe

enough in the things that Tom Kean is

doing, then they ought to give him the help
that he needs and the capital to get those

things done, instead of making an uphill

fight for him. And then next year, I'd like

to talk to you about another body. [Laugh-
ter] But the race for the State assembly and
the race for the Governor's mansion won't
be easy. They'll require all your commit-
ment, your time, your efforts, and, as well,

some of your cash. [Laughter] But it's going
to be a good cause. Ultimately, it's going to

help the party that stands for economic
growth and economic justice; the party that

cares that the poor get a piece of the pie;

the party that has finally put an end to the

tax enslavement of the middle class in

America. It's our party that has worked for

years now to get government spending
down.

And I want you to know that I have just

come from Washington where this morning
we announced an historic agreement to put
our nation on the road to a balanced

budget. We are uniting with the leaders of

the Senate to support the balanced budget
and emergency deficit control act of 1985.

This is a measure that will lock us into

spending reductions and lead us to a bal-

anced budget by 1990.

Let me just tell you something unusual

about this. Over in the west wing of the

White House, we have been huddling over
the idea of a plan—that it isn't good enough
just each year to see if we can haggle the

budget down and get a little more money
out of it. We needed a plan leading toward
a balanced budget, and so we were talking

about looking for 5 years of a declining pat-

tern of deficits. There's no way this deficit

can be eliminated in 1 year, we know, but 5
years—and then at the end of the 5 years,

let's get that balanced budget amendment
that the Federal Government will have to

stop spending more than it takes in after

we get it. But while we were doing that in

the White House, all of a sudden, a few
days ago, we discovered that up on the Hill,

two of our Senators were working on exact-

ly the same kind of plan—5 years and then
our balanced budget. And so, this morning
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was to announce that—I don't know wheth-

er the extrasensory perception was going

that way, from the White House or from
the Hill down to us, but we were all on the

same track, and we are working together

now with the Congress to bring this about

and pass as quickly as we can this 5-year

plan so that from now on, when somebody
wants to bust the budget for some particu-

lar spending program, they will be breaking

into a well-organized plan that is aimed at,

as I say, the balanced budget.

But the GOP is, in my view, the party of

the American family; the party whose tax

reform proposals, to touch on another sub-

ject, would expand the personal exemption,

increase the standard deduction, and make
IRA's—you know, those are those individual

retirement accounts—equally available to

those who work both inside and outside the

home. The GOP is the party that adheres to

the old Jeffersonian philosophy that that

government governs best that governs least.

Incidentally, Thomas Jefferson made a

little-known statement about the Constitu-

tion just about the time it was being rati-

fied. He said it only had one flaw: It did not

contain a provision preventing the Federal

Government from borrowing money.
[Laughter] Well, we're going to make Tom
Jefferson, wherever he is, happy. [Laughter]

Well, it's the GOP that would keep politi-

cal power near the true roots of that

power—in the neighborhood, the town, the

county, and then the State. Such an ap-

proach to governmental justice demands
creativity on the part of the local elements
who would lead and govern. Happily, it's

the Republican Party that strives for crea-

tivity on the local level, that encourages

and develops it. The Republican Party sees

the challenges of the world with clear eyes

and recognizes the difference between the

totalitarians and the freedom fighters and
rejects the former and hails the latter.

And finally, it's the Republican Party that

has stood up, with the help of many Demo-
crats, for SDI, our strategic space shield.

They call it Star Wars; there's nothing in

that, descriptive of what we're talking

about. We're talking about a defensive

shield that won't hurt people, but will

knock down nuclear weapons before they

can hurt people. We will go forward with

seeing if it cannot be made into a great

protector of our people and the people of

the world. It could be the device, if the

research pans out—we can perfect this—it

could be the thing that would eliminate nu-

clear weapons because they wouldn't have
any use any more. Demands to abandon a

program with real potential for strengthen-

ing deterrence and enhancing Western se-

curity do not deal with the real issue of

peace. What we need are good-faith discus-

sions, and we're seeking to discuss even
now with the Soviets in Geneva the vital

relationship between strategic offense and
defense. I see where he made a statement
in a recent interview, where he said that he
did not believe that the God above could

have done something—would prevent the

people of the world from doing something
for themselves. And I have to believe if he's

talking to God we ought to be able to get

along, because so am I.

But much is at stake when we talk about
the principles of our party. And much is at

stake when we ask New Jersey to get out

there and elect a Republican assembly. It'll

be another step toward the political realign-

ment that's been going on for a few years

now and that needs an extra push from
your wonderful State. And remember the

whole country will be watching. What you
do in a few weeks will make a difference.

And I just want to thank all of you for

caring and sharing your time. You're the

troops of a mighty movement, you are the

movement, and God bless you all.

And I thank you kindly for your recep-

tion here today. I was here, as I say, just a

few months ago, and I'll be back again soon.

I love New Jersey!

Note: The President spoke at 2:40 p.m. in

the Grand Ballroom at the Hilton Hotel. He
was introduced by Gov. Thomas H Kean.
Following his remarks, the President at-

tended a reception at the hotel for major
donors to the State Republican Party. He
then returned to Washington, DC.
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Statement on Signing the Bill Expressing Support for the

Earthquake Victims in Mexico

October 4, 1985

The tragedy that has unfolded in Mexico

in the past several days is of historic propor-

tion. Thousands have lost their lives; thou-

sands more have been injured. The devasta-

tion done to one of the world's great cities

is massive. Nancy went to Mexico City and

saw the damage firsthand. She saw the

depth of the suffering, the extent of the

destruction, and the courage and determi-

nation of the Mexican people to overcome
the catastrophe that has befallen them.

I am signing House Joint Resolution 394

that expresses our sympathy as a nation for

the people and Government of Mexico. The
United States is already providing emergen-

cy medical, water storage, and communica-
tions supplies to help alleviate the immedi-

ate suffering from this tragic event. In addi-

tion, we stand ready to cooperate with

Mexico in long-term efforts to recover from
the effects of the earthquake. A global

effort will surely be needed and will surely

be forthcoming. The United States will fully

support such an undertaking.

This resolution reflects the spontaneous

support that has come from all sectors in

the United States. State and local govern-

ments, church groups, schools, businesses,

labor unions, and individual citizens have

given generously and freely in an effort to

relieve the evident human suffering. With
pride and dignity, the people of Mexico
have accepted this help from their neigh-

bors as they have carried out an impressive

effort of their own to save lives and to pro-

tect the well-being of those affected. This

tragedy has demonstrated dramatically that,

indeed, we are more than neighbors; we
are brothers. Their pain is our pain; their

loss is our loss. Throughout the past several

days as citizens of Mexico waited, citizens of

the United States also waited for news of

loved ones. Hundreds of thousands called

our Department of State to learn the fate of

friends and family members in the earth-

quake zone.

This tragedy, the shared sorrow, the spon-

taneous acts of friendship and assistance

—

all of these things clearly demonstrate that

our lives, our fortunes, and our futures are

inextricably intertwined. We will respond

with sympathy knowing that were the situa-

tion reversed, Mexicans would react with

the same compassion for us. As I have said

many times, we are all Americans. And
today I say again, todos somos Americanos.

Note: H.J. Res. 394, approved October 4,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-116.

Proclamation 5375—Child Health Day, 1985

October 4, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

This year, we mark the golden anniversa-

ry of the landmark maternal and child

health legislation. Title V of the Social Secu-

rity Act. Under that authority, the Federal

government has sponsored a wide variety of

training, demonstration, research, and relat-

ed special activities that have made a great

contribution to our effectiveness in provid-

ing health care to American mothers and
their children.

Even more important, I believe, is the

fact that for 50 years we have provided

assistance to the States through formula

grants and, more recently, through the Ma-
ternal and Child Health Services Block

Grant. Through this approach. States have

matched Federal funds and have assumed
full responsibility for program administra-
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tion. We can all take pride in this relation-

ship that has supported a wide range of

vital preventive and therapeutic services

for mothers and infants and children and

adolescents, including highly sophisticated

help to children with special needs, such as

those with handicaps and chronic illness.

We can take pride in the services provided

and, especially, in the way they are provid-

ed, for the nature, scope, location, and
timing of these services are determined as

they should be—at the State and communi-
ty levels, and by the medical professionals

at the scene. These are the people who
know firsthand what the greatest needs are

and how best to respond to them.

On this Child Health Day, 1985, as we
celebrate 50 years of cooperative endeavor

in support of maternal and child health, we
should rededicate ourselves to the expan-

sion of State and local responsibility in this

extremely important field. We must do ev-

erything necessary to protect the health of

our mothers and children. We must remem-
ber that the best way to do this is to entrust

the responsibilities and the needed re-

sources to the States and communities in

which they live.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, pursu-

ant to a joint resolution approved May 18,

1928, as amended (36 U.S.C. 143), do
hereby proclaim Monday, October 7, 1985,

as Child Health Day.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fourth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:59 a.m., October 7, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 5.

Proclamation 5376—Columbus Day, 1985

October 4, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

We are privileged each year to pay honor
to the great explorer whose epic voyages of

discovery led to the development of the

Western Hemisphere. Christopher Colum-
bus won an imperishable place in history

and in the hearts of all Americans by chal-

lenging the unknown and defying the

doubters. In doing so he set in motion a

chain of events which transformed the

world and led to the birth of the great

country in which we live.

Columbus' achievement lies not only in

his daring navigational exploits but also in

the practical outgrowth of his efforts. More
than a great seaman, he was a man of vision

who could see the opportunities that lay

beyond the horizon. Indeed, the results of

his quest were far grander than he could

have envisioned. Those who followed in the

path he had opened built a new world
whose economic, political, and social devel-

opment have been marvels of human
energy and ingenuity. People from across

the globe have come to America to find

freedom, justice, and economic opportunity.

Columbus exemplified a spirit which still

inspires all Americans—a spirit of reaching

out, expanding the frontiers of knowledge,
a spirit of undaunted hope. In the words of

Joaquin Miller, "He gained a world; he gave

that world its grandest lesson: *On! Sail

On!' " Like Columbus, we Americans are

ready to take risks in pursuit of our goals.

We understand that boundless opportunities

await those who dare to strive.

Our tribute to Columbus has special

meaning to Americans of Italian descent.

This son of Genoa was the first of many
great Italian travelers to the New World.

Millions of his countrymen would later

settle in the new land, adding their pre-
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cious contribution to the developments that

stemmed from Columbus' voyages. Colum-
bus was the first link in a chain which today

binds the United States to Italy in a special

relationship.

This remembrance is also particularly im-

portant for those of Spanish descent. Co-

lumbus' achievement depended on the

vision and energy of a newly united Spain.

This was only the first of Spain's many cul-

tural and economic contributions to the

New World. We share with our Spanish-

speaking neighbors this heritage and our

debt of gratitude to Spain.

In the coming years this commemoration
of the voyage of 1492 will take on height-

ened significance, because we are approach-

ing the 500th anniversary of that great

event. The Christopher Columbus Quincen-

tenary Jubilee Commission, a distinguished

group of Americans assisted by representa-

tives from Spain and Italy, will plan, en-

courage, and carry forward the commemo-
ration of Columbus' great voyages of discov-

ery. The Committee held its initial meeting

on September 12, and will report within

two years its recommendations for observ-

ance of the celebration.

In tribute to Columbus' achievement, the

Congress of the United States, by joint reso-

lution approved April 30, 1934 (48 Stat.

657), as modified by the Act of June 28,

1968 (82 Stat. 250), has requested the Presi-

dent to proclaim the second Monday in Oc-
tober of each year as Columbus Day.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim Monday, October 14, as

Columbus Day. I invite the people of this

Nation to observe that day in schools,

churches, and other suitable places with ap-

propriate ceremonies in honor of this great

explorer. I also direct that the flag of the

United States be displayed on all public

buildings on the appointed day in honor of

Christopher Columbus.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fourth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11 a.m., October 7, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 5.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Budget Deficit and the Middle

East

October 5, 1985

My fellow Americans:

Today I'd like to talk to you about two
matters: a dramatic new legislative proposal

and recent events in the Middle East.

First, the new proposal: Yesterday I gave

my enthusiastic support to what might well

become historic legislation—the Balanced

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act

of 1985—introduced by Senator Phil

Gramm of Texas and Senator Warren
Rudman of New Hampshire. This legislation

will impose the discipline our government

has so long lacked to control its insatiable

appetite to spend. Under this proposal the

Federal Government, by law, would be re-

quired to lock in a deficit reduction path

leading to a balanced budget. This would be
achieved without raising taxes, without

jeopardizing our defenses, and without

breaking our commitments on Social Securi-

ty. The proposal would establish a maxi-

mum allowable deficit ceiling, beginning

with the current level of $180 billion, and

then mandate that this deficit be reduced

—

by equal amounts each year—until we
reach a balanced budget in calendar year

1990. Moreover, I personally believe in, and

I've asked Congress to put in place, a bal-

anced budget amendment to the Constitu-

tion to take effect in 1991. By doing this.
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we could make sure that our progress

would not be lost.

The importance of the proposal to elimi-

nate deficit spending can hardly be over-

stated. For decades Federal spending has

been growing virtually out of control. It

took 173 years, from the establishment of

our government in 1789 to the Kennedy
administration in 1962, for the annual

budget of the United States to reach $100
billion. It took only the next 9 years for the

budget to double to 200 billion, and in the

14 years since, it has more than quadrupled

to over 900 billion. Not surprisingly, as the

Government has been spending like a

drunken sailor, it's taken our country

deeper and deeper into the red. Indeed,

today the Federal deficit amounts to more
than $211 billion.

Now, this deficit has not—and I repeat,

not—developed because of our tax cut. On
the contrary, government revenues have
actually been rising rapidly since we cut tax

rates—42 percent since we started, but

spending has increased by 60 percent. But
overall, since our tax cut, government has

still spent more than it has taken in. It sort

of reminds me of that old definition of a

baby—an enormous appetite at one end
and no sense of responsibility at the other.

Well, with the passage of the bill I endorsed
yesterday, the Government of the United
States can show that, at long last, we are

growing up, and we're gaining that sense of

responsibility. The Senate is debating this

proposal today, and I strongly urge them to

approve it before the debt limit authority

expires on Monday.
Let me add here a personal caveat: While

spending control is vital to the economic
well-being of this nation, the highest priori-

ty of any American Government is preser-

vation of the national security. The mainte-

nance of a national defense second to none,

indeed, the only legitimate justification for

running a large annual deficit—as we ran

every year of World War II—is preservation

of the Nation, itself. When the spending

cuts are made by this administration, as

they must be made, the security of this

country, its allies, and its friends will not be
put at risk. The Congress has agreed, and
next year I will propose those amounts al-

ready accepted as necessary for keeping the

peace.

Permit me now to turn to recent events

in the Middle East. In shock and dismay,

we've watched murderous attacks on Israeli

civilians, and in response, an Israeli military

raid on a PLO headquarters in a country
that is an old friend of the United States.

Now we hear that one of our American
hostages in Lebanon may have been mur-
dered, as was a Soviet citizen earlier this

week. This return to violence is abhorrent.

All the more so because it's so useless.

Armed struggle has solved nothing. There is

no military option for resolving the difficult

conflicts of the Middle East. The only way
to bring a lasting end to this dreadful cycle

of violence is to deal with the circumstances

that underlie it through negotiations

—

direct, peaceful negotiations among the par-

ties concerned.

Permit me to close by mentioning the

gifted statesman whose country was affect-

ed by this week's violent events, President

Habib Bourguiba of Tunisia. Farseeing and
wise. President Bourguiba has been a true

friend to America for decades. There is a

particularly bitter irony about events of the

past week because President Bourguiba was
one of the very first to urge a negotiated

settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Our
hearts go out to him and to the innocent
Tunisians swept up in this violence. In this

horror, our hope lies in statesmen like

President Bourguiba and King Hussein,

President Mubarak and Prime Minister

Peres. They are men of vision and peace;

they deserve our support and our prayers.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.
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Statement Urging Senate Approval of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Bill

October 6, 1985

This is a moraentous day for the United

States Senate. Zero hour is approaching. By
tomorrow, the Federal Government's cash

balances will be virtually exhausted and we
will be facing a financial emergency. The
choice before the Senate is clear: to meet
its responsibilities by approving the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings amendment to

bring deficits down, thereby permitting the

debt ceiling increase to pass, or to resort to

a temporary quick fix that will only post-

pone the day of reckoning and raise the

price all of us must pay. This latter course

would be imprudent, unwise, and unsatis-

factory. The American people have grown
very weary of delays, excuses, and inaction.

They cannot accept that this government is

incapable of living within a reasonable

budget, when their families can and do live

within their budgets.

I'm confident that the people are united

with me, the Republican leadership, and
many other Republicans and Democrats in

urging the Senate: Seize this moment of

opportunity, move now to pass the historic

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings amendment that

will deal decisively with deficits and give

our nation a balanced budget by 1990.

There is no problem that we Americans
cannot fix if only we have the faith, unity,

and courage to act. The days of delays have
run out.

Nomination of James R. Richards To Be Inspector General of the

Department of the Interior

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James R. Richards to be
Inspector General, Department of the Inte-

rior. He would succeed Richard Mulberry.

Since 1981 he has been serving as Inspec-

tor General at the Department of Energy.

Previously, he was general counsel and vice

president of the National Legal Center for

the Public Interest in 1980-1981; vice presi-

dent of the Capital Legal Foundation in

1978-1980; consultant to the National Legal

Center for the Public Interest in 1977; and
Director of the Office of Hearings and Ap-

peals, Department of the Interior, in 1974-

1977.

He graduated from Western State Col-

lege (B.A., 1955) and the University of Colo-

rado School of Law (LL.B., 1960). He was
born November 21, 1933, in Kinder Post,

MO, and now resides in Arlington, VA.

Nomination of William J. Doyle III To Be Inspector General of the

Railroad Retirement Board

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate William J. Doyle III to be

Inspector General, Railroad Retirement

Board. This is a new position.

Since 1981 Mr. Doyle has been serving as

Inspector General for ACTION. Previously,

he was with the Law Enforcement Assist-

ance Administration, Department of Justice,

as executive assistant to the Administrator

(1979-1981) and executive management ad-
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viser to the Administrator (1976-1979); at

the Department of Housing and Urban De-

velopment as senior management adviser to

the Executive Director of the Commission
on Federal Paperwork in 1975-1976.

Mr. Doyle graduated from Catholic Uni-

versity (M.A., 1969; Ph.D., 1981). He has

two children and resides in Davidsonville,

MD. He was born May 18, 1941, in Gaines-

ville, FL.

Nomination of CM. Naeve To Be a Member of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate C.M. Naeve to be a

member of the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission, Department of Energy, for a

term expiring October 20, 1989. He would
succeed Oliver G. Richard III.

Since 1984 Mr. Naeve has been serving as

an attorney with the law firm of Skadden,

Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom in Washing-

ton, DC. Previously, he was vice president

of the Mid-Continent Oil & Gas Association

in 1982-1984; manager for Federal public

affairs at Aminoil USA, Inc., in 1980-1982;

legislative director for Senator Lloyd Bent-

sen (1978-1980); a member of the profes-

sional staff of the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works in 1977-

1978; and in the division of planning coordi-

nation, office of the Governor of Texas, in

1972-1974.

He graduated from the University of

Texas (B.S., 1970; M.P.A., 1972) and George
Washington University (J.D., 1984). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Alexandria, VA. He was born May 25, 1947,

in Rapid City, SD.

Nomination of Ralph W. Tarr To Be Solicitor of the Department of

the Interior

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Ralph W. Tarr to be Solici-

tor of the Department of the Interior. He
would succeed Frank K. Richardson.

Since 1984 Mr. Tarr has been serving as

Acting Assistant Attorney General at the

Department of Justice. Previously he was at

the Department of Justice as principal

Deputy Assistant Attorney General in 1982-

1984. Since 1982 he has also been a

member of the Administrative Committee
of the Federal Register, representing the

Department of Justice. He was with Baker,

Manock & Jensen in Fresno, CA, as director

and member of the executive committee
(1981-1982) and associate attorney (1977-

1981).

He graduated from Dartmouth College

(B.S., 1970), California State University

(M.A., 1973), and the University of Califor-

nia, Hastings College of Law (J.D., 1976).

He is married and resides in Vienna, VA.
He was born September 29, 1948, in Ba-

kersfield, CA.
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Nomination of Dennis Eugene Whitfield To Be Under Secretary of

Labor
October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Dennis Eugene Whitfield

to be Under Secretary of the Department
of Labor. He would succeed Ford Barney

Ford.

Mr. Whitfield is presently serving as

Chief of Staff to the Secretary of Labor.

Previously he was with the Republican Na-

tional Committee as regional political direc-

tor for the Southeast, then as director of

education and training, and later, director

of political affairs. He was director of the

Republican National Committee's 1979 and
1980 voter registration program.

He graduated from the University of

Georgia (B.A., 1971). He is married and re-

sides in Alexandria, VA. He was born July 9,

1948, in Albany, GA.

Remarks at a White House Meeting With Reagan-Bush Campaign
Leadership Groups

October 7, 1985

Thank you all very much, and welcome
to your home, America's home. It sure looks

good to see this old room filled with the

sons and daughters of the Grand Old Party.

This is a real treat for me today. It's a

treat because while you may not know it,

you're the ones I think of whenever those

jaded voices start telling us what we can't

do and why we shouldn't even try. I think

you know who I mean. Weren't you the

ones who rebelled against the notion that

America was becoming a sick old bird, too

wobbly to walk or fly? Seems to me you
were saying, don't hold us down, don't get

in our way. America is still an eagle, and
she's ready to soar again. And, yes, you not

only said the American people want to win,

the people will win again because we offer

a vision of victory. You did all that. At an

important moment in our history, we set

forth together to awaken our nation and
rally her spirit. We said, let the opposition

have their entrenched eUtes, their power
brokers, and let them play their special in-

terest politics. Let them have all that; we
just want the people, and we're winning

the people—millions of converts to our

cause, millions of new Republicans uniting

under bright banners of freedom and op-

portunity, turning a Grand Old Party into a

grand new party, making GOP the great

opportunity party for every American.

When we asked the people to help out

and cut spending and tax rates, bring down
inflation and interest rates, to index taxes so

government can never again profit from in-

flation at the people's expense—when we
won each of those great victories, we did it

with the people's help, and all of the people

have been helped. When we asked the

people to help America meet great new
challenges through renewed excellence in

education and developing new frontiers in

space and technology, we were declaring

that the Republican Party does not fear the

future; that the Republican Party embraces

the future with confidence, a clear vision,

and an open heart. And when we say we're

the party of opportunity, we mean to draw
attention to a modern miracle: nearly SVz

million—wait a minute, I can update that

figure as of this morning—more than 9 mil-

lion new jobs in the last 34 months; 378,000

more people went to work last month than

had been working. If you take the employ-

ment pool, as defined as everyone—male

and female, from 16 to 65—the highest per-

centage of that potential pool is employed
than has ever been employed in the United

States before.

Now, more can be done to squeeze this
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bloated Federal Establishment, and believe

me, more will be done. We're going to

bring deficits down, and we're going to

bring them down the right way—with

greater growth and spending restraint and
not higher taxes. We're backing

—

[ap-

plause]—I was just worried there for a split

second. [Laughter] I hoped you were with

me on that last part. [Laughter] We're
backing what I believe can be an historic

proposal: the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings
amendment in the Senate that will lock in

spending reductions and lead, at long last,

to a balanced Federal budget. And believe

me, that's one proposal that is worth fight-

ing for.

But this amendment is being held hostage

to a wrangling over the debt ceiling, put-

ting the Federal Government in an emer-
gency situation. The business of our nation

must go forward. We need the debt ceiling

increase passed. Now, I know it's true that

we Republicans have swallowed hard, and
we have regretted every time we've had to

sign an increase in that, but we weren't

responsible for the 50 years of deficit

spending that was a matter of policy on the

part of our opponents and that brought this

all about. We've now inherited the bomb
that we always said was there with a lighted

fuse in all of that deficit spending, and
we're going to do something about it—on a

permanent basis. And we need the Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings amendment passed so we
can reach a balanced budget without hurt-

ing our senior citizens who are on Social

Security and without raising taxes. Let's just

make one thing very plain: We don't have a

deficit problem because the American
people are not paying enough in taxes. We
have a deficit problem because the Federal

Government is spending too much of the

people's money.
I hope you didn't tell them this figure

because I'm going to tell it anyway, again.

You know, we've gone through some recent

periods here—1965 until 1980, the last year

before our administration, the Great Society

and the War on Poverty, which poverty

won, went into effect

—

[laughter]—it went
into effect in the latter part of the sixties

and then the seventies. And in those 15

years, the budget multiplied just about 5

times in 1980 what it was in 1965, 15 years

before; but the deficit multiplied 50 times

what it had been in 1965, which explains

and means that it is built in; it is structural.

And that's why we're going to set out to

change the structure with this plan that I

have just mentioned, which is a 5-year plan.

Now, I'm appealing for your help on that

plan and on another pressing matter, too.

We have another historic opportunity to

overhaul our tax code—to knock down the

barriers to achievement, to make America's

future as big and open and bright as your
dreams. We can replace an unfair system of

14 tax brackets with a simple 3-bracket

system of 15, 25, and 35 percent so that

more of what the people earn stays in their

pockets, not Uncle Sam's pockets. We can
reduce business rates to 15, 18, 25, and 33
percent and enable our firms to outcom-
pete, outproduce, and outsell anybody, any-

where in the world. We can be the Ameri-
can family's most faithful friend by nearly

doubling the personal exemption to $2,000

for each dependent; increasing the standard

deduction to $4,000; by providing the full

benefit of IRA's, those are the amounts of

earnings that could be deducted and put

into a savings account and be tax deductible

until the time of cashing in. And we want
to extend that to both spouses, those work-

ing inside the home as well as those work-
ing outside the home. I don't think anyone
can ever convince • anyone in their right

mind that a spouse working within the

home is not working.

Under our profamily plan, a family of

four won't have to pay a single cent of tax

on their first $12,000 of earnings. So, really,

it's more than a 3-bracket system; we've got

a fourth bracket—zero. Families in every

income group would be better off than

today. And I happen to believe that as the

family goes, so goes the Nation. And those

in Washington should put the needs of

family budgets ahead of the wants of the

Federal budget. Passage of our fair share

tax plan, as submitted, would increase eco-

nomic growth by some 3 percent above our

projections, create the equivalent of nearly

4 million more jobs, and provide from $600
to $900 a year in added income for every

American household. And more people

paying taxes means less red ink.
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Fm convinced that an historic reform of

this magnitude would be the most precious

gift that we could give to our children—an
America striding with confidence into the

sunlight of human progress, leading a world
that hungers for liberty, prosperity, and
peace. Here in Washington, rumor has it

that this tax issue doesn't excite the people's

passion. Well, that's not the impression I get

out in the grassroots. As a matter of fact,

one of my most recent appearances out

there—it was in a town of 14,000 and
20,000 of the 14,000 had Qome—[laugh-
ter]—for the rally. So, let me ask you. Are
you with us? [Applause] Okay. With your

strong support in your communities, con-

tacting your representatives and the media,

we can forget what the cynics say and pass

America's fair share tax plan this year.

But even that great step won't be enough
to get us where we want to be. We know
there are pockets of great pain in America,

with casualties lining the roadsides stretch-

ing back for too many years. Well, we're

the party of Lincoln, born in the deep, rich

soil of the plains, born and bred of hurdy-

sturdy stock—the hardest working, most
productive people in the world. And only

by keeping our family farmers strong and
only by keeping our family businesses

strong will our Republican Party remain
strong. When anxiety and despair knock at

our door, we must answer with a willing

hand, reaching out with support; we must
answer with tax policies that ensure robust

growth at home and with trade policies that

pry open markets that are closed to Ameri-
can exports abroad; and we must answer
with monetary policies that ensure a sound
dollar, low inflation, low interest rates, and
stable exchange rates. Incidentally, the in-

flation rate for the last 4 months has been
2V2. percent. We have learned that without

such stability, as I've just mentioned, free

trade is a fantasy. Now, all this we must
work for and more.
To those in our inner cities, in our ghet-

tos and barrios, we say, "Our progress

cannot be complete until the dream is real

for all." The party of Lincoln will not be
whole until those who were with us once

before rejoin us again, until they taste the

emancipation of full economic justice and
economic power. Let us make one thing

plain: It is we who are battling for a true

jobs agenda with enterprise zones and the

youth opportunity wage. But if we're to

open these doors for millions of whites,

blacks, and Hispanics, if we're going to help

people off unemployment, off welfare, and
into the decent jobs they deserve, then we
need to ask them for their support. We
need to elect more Republicans to the

United States Congress. You know, in 1990
there'll be another reapportionment. And
do you know that, I believe, it's been more
than 50 years since Republicans have been
in charge of reapportionment. I think in our

own State out in California the only Repub-
lican district they've left us is south of the

border. [Laughter]

My friends, when we say that we're going

forward and taking America's heritage with

us, we're saying that the values of our

fellow citizens deserve to be respected and
not patronized. For us, words like faith,

family, work, and neighborhood are not slo-

gans to be dragged out of the closet at elec-

tion time; they're values we cherish and
live by every day. For us, the right of an

unborn child to be brought into the world,

the right of children to pray and acknowl-

edge God in their schools, the right of par-

ents to guide the education and moral de-

velopment of their children—these are not

fringe issues to be forever shunted aside;

these are questions that go to the core of

who we are and what we stand for. And
these rights must and will be proudly car-

ried forward by our party.

I can't leave without reminding you that

America must remain freedom's staunchest

friend, for freedom is our staunchest ally.

It's America's responsibility and the respon-

sibility of the Republican Party to stand

with people that are being persecuted for

their beliefs, to stand with people risking

their lives for liberty, from Afghanistan to

Angola to Nicaragua. Supporting them is

not only morally right, it is the way of

honor; to abandon these brave souls would
be to condemn America to eternal shame.

By pushing forward the frontiers of free-

dom, we reinvigorate the forces for democ-
racy and peace.

At the same time, we will continue trying

to work with the Soviet Union to solve
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problems, work for an agreement to reduce

the weapons of war in a manner that is

equitable and verifiable, and build a foun-

dation for a safer world. Fm going to do my
part—after Time magazine, Fm going to

wear my pinstriped suit to Geneva. [Laugh-

ter]

Seriously, that's why Fm determined to

pursue our research program to explore the

feasibility of strategic defenses, a security

shield that could protect the United States

and our allies from a missile attack. Why
should this effort fill us with hope? Because

it would not kill people, it would destroy

weapons; because it would not militarize

space, it would help demilitarize the arse-

nals of Earth; because it's the essence of

science and spirit joining for mankind's

highest ideal—peace on Earth. It must go

forward; it will go forward. It is not a bar-

gaining chip, and we will go forward.

Thank you, and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 11:46 a.m. in

the East Room at the White House.

Nomination of Donald J. Bouchard To Be an Assistant Secretary of

State

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Donald J. Bouchard to be
an Assistant Secretary of State (Administra-

tion). He would succeed Robert E. Lamb.
He is presently serving as executive assist-

ant to the Under Secretary for Manage-
ment, Department of State. He joined the

State Department in 1962 and served in

various administrative officer positions in

Africa until 1972. He was special assistant to

the Under Secretary for Management in

1972-1976; administrative counselor at the

U.S. Embassy in Ottawa (1976-1979); ad-

ministrative counselor at the U.S. Embassy
in Madrid (1979-1981); Executive Director,

Bureau of Inter-American Affairs (1981-

1984); and Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for Personnel in 1984-1985.

He attended the University of California

at Berkeley. He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in Fairfax, VA. He was
born June 18, 1937, in Waterville, ME.

Designation of Terry Calvani as Acting Chairman of the Federal

Trade Commission
October 7, 1985

The President today designated Terry
Calvani to be Acting Chairman of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission. He has served as a

member since November 16, 1983.

Prior to becoming a member of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission in 1983, Mr. Calvani

was of counsel to the law firm of North,

Haskell, Slaughter, Young & Lewis in Bir-

mingham, AL (1980-1983); on the staff of

Vanderbilt University School of Law as pro-

fessor (1980-1983), associate professor

(1977-1980), and assistant professor (1974-

1977); and an associate with the law firm of

Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro in San Francis-

co, CA (1973-1974). He was a senior re-

search associate at the Vanderbilt Institute

for Public Policy Studies in 1977-1983.

He graduated from the University of New
Mexico (B.A., 1970) and Cornell University

(J.D., 1972). He has two children and re-

sides in Washington, DC. He was born Janu-

ary 29, 1947, in Carlsbad, NM.
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Nomination of Paul H. Lamboley To Be a Member of the Interstate

Commerce Commission
October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Paul H. Lamboley to be a

member of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for a term expiring December 31,

1989. This is a reappointment.

Since 1984 Mr. Lamboley has been serv-

ing as a member of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Previously he was in

the private practice of law in 1970-1982.

Mr. Lamboley graduated from the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame (B.S., 1962) and the

University of Wisconsin (J.D., 1967). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Chevy Chase, MD. He was born July 17,

1940, in Monroe, WI.

Nomination of Two Members of the Board for International

Broadcasting

October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board for Interna-

tional Broadcasting for a term expiring

April 4, 1988:

Michael Novak, of Washington, DC, is a reap-

pointment. Mr. Novak presently holds the

George Frederick Jewett Chair in religion and
public policy at the American Enterprise Insti-

tute. In 1981 and 1982 he served as chief of

the United States delegation to the United Na-
tions Human Rights Commission in Geneva.
He has written numerous books and articles on
philosophy, theology, and culture. He graduat-

ed from Stonehill College (A.B., 1956), the Gre-

gorian University in Rome (B.T., 1958), and
Harvard University (M.A., 1965). He is married,

has three children, and resides in Washington,

DC. He was born September 9, 1933, in Johns-

town, PA.

Edward Noonan Ney, of New York, is a reap-

pointment. Mr. Ney is chairman of Young and
Rubicam, Inc., in New York City. He first

joined Young and Rubicam in 1951 as an ac-

count executive. He was named a vice presi-

dent in 1959; senior vice president in 1963;

executive vice president and director of inter-

national in 1967; president of international in

1968; president and chief executive officer in

1970; and chairman in 1972. He is a member
of the boards of trustees of the National Urban
League, the Museum of Broadcasting, and the

United States Council for International Busi-

ness. He graduated from Amherst College

(B.A., 1946). He is married, has three children,

and resides in Pound Ridge, NY. He was born
May 26, 1925, in St. Paul, MN.

Nomination of Warren J. Baker To Be a Member of the National

Science Board
October 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Dr. Warren J. Baker to be
a member of the National Science Board,

National Science Foundation, for a term ex-

piring May 10, 1988. He would succeed

Marian E. Koshland.

Dr. Baker has been serving as president

of California Polytechnic State University

since 1979. Previously he spent 12 years at

the University of Detroit, joining the Col-

lege of Engineering faculty in 1966. In 1973

he became the Chrysler professor and dean
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of the College of Engineering and in 1977

became the chief academic officer and vice

president of the university. He was the Na-

tional Science Foundation visiting fellow at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in 1971-1972.

He graduated from the University of

Notre Dame (B.A., 1960; M.S., 1962) and
the University of New Mexico (Ph.D., 1966).

He is married, has four children, and re-

sides in San Luis Obispo, CA. He was born
September 5, 1938, in Fitchburg, MA.

Proclamation 5378—Twenty-fifth Anniversary Year of the Peace

Corps
October 7, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The American people throughout our his-

tory have shown their commitment and
concern for the welfare of their fellow men
and women, both in their own communities

and around the globe. Nowhere has the

proud American tradition of voluntarism

been better illustrated than through the

Peace Corps, which has begun a year-long

observance of its twenty-fifth anniversary.

For a quarter of a century, the Peace
Corps has recruited and trained volunteers

to serve in countries of the developing

world, helping people help themselves in

their quest for a better life. More than one
hundred and twenty thousand Americans
have served in the Peace Corps in more
than ninety countries. Their projects and
programs have built bridges of understand-

ing between the people of the United States

and the peoples of the countries they have
been privileged to serve.

Peace Corps volunteers have returned to

their communities enriched by the experi-

ence, knowing more of the world, its com-
plexities, and its challenges. They continue

to communicate with people in the coun-

tries where they served, thereby strength-

ening the ties of friendship and mutual un-

derstanding.

The Peace Corps' call for service has re-

newed importance today, as American vol-

unteers help others overseas seek long-term

solutions to the complex human problems

of hunger, poverty, illiteracy, and disease.

The generous response to this call continues

to exceed the Peace Corps' recruitment re-

quirements.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

305, has designated the period from Octo-

ber 1, 1985, through September 30, 1986,

as the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Peace

Corps and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation on this

occasion to honor Peace Corps volunteers

past and present.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim October 1, 1985, through

September 30, 1986, the Twenty-fifth Anni-

versary Year of the Peace Corps. I call upon
public and private international voluntary

organizations, development experts, schol-

ars, the business community, individuals

and leaders in the United States of America
and overseas, and past and present Peace

Corps volunteers to reflect upon the

achievements of the Peace Corps during its

twenty-five years, as well as to consider

ways that talents and expertise of its volun-

teers may be used even more effectively in

the future. During this time, I invite all

Americans to honor the Peace Corps and its

volunteers past and present, and reaffirm

our Nation's commitment to helping people

in the developing world help themselves.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this seventh day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred

and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:20 p.m., October 8, 1985]
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Proclamation 5377—Suspension of Entry as Nonimmigrants by
Officers or Employees of the Government of Cuba or the
Communist Party of Cuba
October 4, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

In light of the current state of relations

between the United States and Cuba, in-

cluding the May 20, 1985, statement that

the Government of Cuba, had decided "to

suspend all types of procedures regarding
the execution" of the December 14, 1984,

immigration agreement between the

United States and Cuba, thereby disrupting

normal migration procedures between the

two countries, I have determined that it is

in the interest of the United States to

impose certain restrictions on entry into the

United States of officers or employees of

the Government of Cuba or the Communist
Party of Cuba.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, by the

authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution and laws of the United States

of America, including section 212(f) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as

amended (8 U.S.C. 1182(f)), having found
that the unrestricted entry of officers or

employees of the Government of Cuba or

the Communist Party of Cuba into the
United States would, except as provided in

Section 2, be detrimental to the interests of

the United States, do proclaim that:

Section 1. Entry of the following classes of

Cuban nationals as nonimmigrants is hereby
suspended: (a) officers or employees of the
Government of Cuba or the Communist
Party of Cuba holding diplomatic or official

passports; and (b) individuals who, notwith-

standing the type of passport that they
hold, are considered by the Secretary of

State or his designee to be officers or em-
ployees of the Government of Cuba or the

Communist Party of Cuba.
Sec. 2. The suspension of entry as nonim-

migrants set forth in Section 1 shall not
apply to officers or employees of the Gov-
ernment of Cuba or the Communist Party
of Cuba: (a) entering for the exclusive pur-

pose of conducting official business at the
Cuban Interests Section in Washington; at

the Cuban Mission to the United Nations in

New York; or at the United Nations in New
York when, in the judgment of the Secre-

tary of State or his designee, entry for such
purpose is required by the United Nations

Headquarters Agreement; (b) in the case of

experts on a mission of the United Nations

and in the case of individuals coming to the

United States on official United Nations

business as representatives of nongovern-
mental organizations when, in the judg-

ment of the Secretary of State or his desig-

nee, entry for such purpose is required by
the United Nations Headquarters Agree-
ment; or (c) in such other cases or catego-

ries of cases as may be designated from
time to time by the Secretary of State or his

designee.

Sec. 3. This Proclamation shall be effec-

tive immediately.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this 4th day of Oct., in the year of

our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-five,

and of the Independence of the United
States of America the two hundred and
tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:19 p.m., October 8, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 8.
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Proclamation 5379—Mental Illness Awareness Week, 1985

October 7, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

At some time in their lives, millions of

Americans in all walks of life suffer from
some form of mental illness. The cost of

such illness to society is staggering, totaling

billions of dollars for treatment, support,

and lost productivity each year.

The emotional costs to those who suffer,

and the anguish it causes their families and
friends, are beyond reckoning. Because of

the unwarranted stigma too often associated

with mental illness—a by-product of fear

and misunderstanding—many victims do
not seek the help they need.

But help is available. Treatment can

bring relief to many. Scientific advances in

recent decades have led to a variety of ef-

fective treatments, using modern drugs as

well as behavioral and psychosocial thera-

pies: the lows of a depressive disorder can
be ameliorated; suicide prevented; halluci-

nations and delusions dispelled; and crip-

pling anxieties eased. Those who suffer can
be healed and again become productive
members of society.

In recognition of the unparalleled growth

in scientific knowledge about mental illness-

es and the need to increase awareness of

such knowledge, the Congress, by Senate
Joint Resolution 67, has designated the
week beginning October 6, 1985, as

"Mental Illness Awareness Week" and au-

thorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in observance of this

event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo-
ber 6, 1985, as Mental Illness Awareness
Week. I call upon all health care providers,

educators, the media, public and private or-

ganizations, and the people of the United
States to join me in this observance.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this seventh day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 2:21 p.m., Octobers, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 8.

Remarks at the Welcoming Ceremony for Prime Minister Lee Kuan
Yew of Singapore

October 8, 1985

The President. It gives me great pleasure

to welcome Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
and Mrs. Lee to Singapore. We greet you
today, Mr. Prime Minister, not only as the

leader of Singapore but also as a friend and
as a senior world citizen—a statesman.

The dazzling success of Singapore in

these last two decades shines as a tribute to

the hard work and ingenuity of its people

and also as a monument to the wise leader-

ship that you have provided your country-

men over your 26 years in office. Mr. Prime
Minister, today it is common to hear of the

vitality and progress of the Pacific rim; per-

haps more than any other, your country ex-

emplifies the spirit which is catapulting Pa-

cific rim nations into a new age. The people
of the United States, Mr. Prime Minister,

are committed to being part of this great

experiment in enterprise and freedom. We
are and will remain a Pacific rim country.

Consistent with this, our two countries
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enjoy ever-broadening commercial ties.

Two-way trade between us continues to

grow rapidly. The United States is now the
largest foreign investor in Singapore—over
400 United States corporations have a pres-

ence there. Our people are joined together

in a multitude of profitmaking enterprises

that benefit all concerned. As in many parts

of the world, Singapore is struggling to

overcome the effects of the international

economic downturn, yet your people are

free, with every reason to have faith in to-

morrow. Freedom is the mainspring of

progress that has enriched the lives of our
people. Competition, the profit motive, low
tax rates that increase incentives to work,
save, and invest—these have accomplished
much. It is the way to better lives, not only

for people in the developed nations but, as

you've proven, in the developing nations as

well.

The well-being and happiness of our two
peoples is living evidence of the rightness

of this past. Fm certain that you will agree.

Prime Minister Lee, that relatively free and
open trade has been a key element of our
success. Your country has one of the most
open trading markets on the planet. A prin-

cipal foreign policy objective of the United
States is to protect and expand free trade

by opening markets now closed or unfairly

regulated. This will be a major goal at the
next round of trade talks. In striving to ac-

complish this, I hope, as has been true in so

many other areas of common concern, that

we can stand shoulder to shoulder. Protec-

tionism is a threat to the living standards
our people have worked so hard to build.

Once unleashed, it will set in motion a

cycle of reaction and paralysis, eventually

destroying those it claims to protect.

Mr. Prime Minister, I look forward to our
discussion today. Fm confident that people
of good will working together can make our
international trading system work, defeat

protectionism, and tear down unfair trade

barriers. And, Mr. Prime Minister, you can
be proud that under your leadership, Singa-

pore has not only moved forward economi-
cally, but it has also stood for democratic
government, human rights, and internation-

al peace. As a country, like the United
States, composed of citizens with many phi-

losophies and religions, your democratic in-

stitutions encourage social harmony by pro-

tecting the rights of the minority and offer-

ing peaceful resolution to differences and
conflict. As a genuinely nonaligned nation,

Singapore is independent and beholden to

no country; we respect this, Mr. Prime Min-
ister. We also admire that, although nona-
ligned and independent, you have demon-
strated a sense of responsibility that few can
match—playing a constructive role in the

world community of nations and in the
Asian-Pacific region.

Mr. Prime Minister, most heartening has

been the stand Singapore and its colleagues

in the Association of South East Asian Na-
tions have taken against the Vietnam occu-

pation of Cambodia and ASEAN's reasona-

ble proposal for a political settlement re-

turning self-determination to the Cambodi-
an people. You and other ASEAN nations

have waged a successful diplomatic offen-

sive, rightfully denying international re-

spectability to the Cambodian puppet
regime. At the same time, support has been
provided to the non-Communist resistance

to this aggression. The United States ap-

plauds and supports this courageous effort

by its ASEAN friends.

Our two peoples, though separated by
thousands of miles, have much in common.
We both cherish our political and economic
freedom. Our populations are composed of

people who are fiercely competitive, who
strive for and expect perpetual progress.

We're builders, entrepreneurs, people of

wisdom. It's natural for us to be friends and
to work together, and I'm grateful to have
this opportunity to meet with you and dis-

cuss a broad range of issues and to renew
our personal friendship.

Prime Minister Lee, welcome to America.

The Prime Minister. Mr. President, it is an
honor to be received by you. Fm delighted

to find you as robust as ever. Great leaders

mirror the qualities of the nations they lead,

and I see in your demeanor an America at

peace, prosperous, and facing the future

with confidence.

Since 1945 American leadership has been
a constant factor in an ever-changing world.

What the leader of the world's most power-
ful country and the world's largest economy
does affects Singapore and the rest of East
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and Southeast Asia. Twenty years ago there

was no external power that could have chal-

lenged the preeminence of the United
States in Southeast Asia. In 1975, when the

Communists captured South Vietnam, Laos,

and Cambodia, the outlook turned bleak.

Few dared to believe that American resolve

to stay in power in the region would not

melt, that the U.S. fleet and Air Force

would continue to be based in the region.

What is more, America's economy has

boosted growth in the non-Communist
countries of Southeast Asia and made them
peaceful, prosperous, and confident soci-

eties. Out of the travail in Vietnam and its

tragic ending, the non-Communist countries

of Southeast Asia came to understand the

imperative of self-reliance and of coopera-

tion between themselves. They grew closer

together in political and economic coopera-

tion as member states of the Association of

South East Asian Nations. They have sus-

tained stability and achieved rapid econom-

ic growth.

I first visited the White House 18 years

ago, when I was welcomed by President

Lyndon Johnson. Since then, the bonds of

common interests between Singapore and
the United States have grown deeper and
more extensive. Mr. President, I look for-

ward to my discussions with you and your
colleagues, and I'm sure that our discussions

will be positive and constructive. The ties

between the United States and Singapore
will strengthen, for it is an association that

rests easily on both of us and our govern-
ments and brings mutual benefits.

Thank you, Mr. President, for this warm
welcome.

Note: The President spoke at 10:12 a.m. at

the South Portico of the White House, where
the Prime Minister was accorded a formal
welcome with full military honors. Follow-
ing the ceremony, the President and the

Prime Minister met in the Oval Office.

Nomination of Gregory J. Newell To Be United States Ambassador
to Sweden
Octobers, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Gregory J. Newell, of Vir-

ginia, as Ambassador to Sweden. He would
succeed Franklin S. Forsberg.

Mr. Newell attended the Church College
of Hawaii (now Brigham Young University,

Hawaii) in 1967-1968. He was then associat-

ed with Brigham Young University in 1971-
1974 and 1977. In 1974-1975 he was a

planning analyst at the Alexander Hamilton
Life Insurance Corporation of America in

Farmington Hills, MI. He then became co-

ordinator, evaluation department, language

training mission, Brigham Young University,

in Provo, UT, in 1977-1978. Mr. Newell en-

tered government service in 1975 as a staff

assistant to President Ford. In 1979 he was

director of the advance office, U.S. Senator

Robert Dole primary (Presidential cam-
paign). In 1979-1980 he was deputy admin-
istrative assistant to Gov. Richard Thorn-
burg, Harrisburg, PA. In 1980 he became
director of Presidential scheduling, Reagan-
Bush Committee, Arlington, VA. In 1980-
1981 he was a staff member of the Presi-

dential Transition Foundation, Washington,
DC. He then served as Special Assistant to

President Reagan. In 1982 Mr. Newell was
appointed Assistant Secretary of State for

International Organization Affairs.

Mr. Newell was born August 30, 1949, in

Geneseo, IL. He is married to the former
Candilynne Jones, and they have four chil-

dren.
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Nomination of Allen Weinstein To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace

Octobers, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Allen Weinstein to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

United States Institute of Peace for a term
of 4 years expiring January 19, 1989. This is

a new position.

Mr. Weinstein is president of the Center
for Democracy in Washington, DC. Previ-

ously he was university professor at George-

town University. He also served at George-

town's Center for Strategic and Internation-

al Studies in the following positions: execu-

tive editor of the Washington Quarterly,

senior fellow for American institutions and
values, and executive director of the CSIS

bipartisan congressional policy group in

international communications. He served as

Vice Chairman on the United States delega-

tion to the UNESCO World Conference on
Cultural Policies held in Mexico City in

1982. He was a member of the editorial

board of the Washington Post in 1981 and
served as professor of history at Smith Col-

lege in 1966-1981.

Mr. Weinstein graduated from the City

College of New York (B.A. and Ph.D.) and
Yale University (M.A.). He is married, has

two children, and resides in Washington,
DC. He was born September 1, 1937, in

New York City.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Senate's Delay in Confirming Presidential Nominations

October 8, 1985

The President is deeply displeased that

70 key appointments touching virtually

every area of the executive branch are

being deliberately held up by Senate

Democratic Leader Robert Byrd. These are

Assistant Secretaries, Ambassadors, Federal

circuit and district judges, and members of

important agencies, commissions, and
boards. Over 5,000 midlevel career military

personnel alone are being denied promo-
tions and pay raises. It is the largest backlog

of Presidential appointments in modern his-

tory.

Senator Byrd has decided to block these

and other nominations because of what he
terms his "deep concern" about the seven

recess appointments made last August. The
President's power to make recess appoint-

ments is grounded in the Constitution, and
this issue was decided long ago. George
Washington made three recess appoint-

ments between the sessions of the First

Congress. President Carter made 17 direct

appointments during temporary Senate

breaks, including a Cabinet member. Fif-

teen recess appointments have been made
to the United States Supreme Court, includ-

ing one sitting Justice.

President Reagan did not evade the Sen-

ate's power to confirm. The individuals he
appointed had already been nominated
before the recent Senate recess. The Senate

just hadn't acted on the nominations. And
those appointees were renominated when
the Senate returned. The Constitution

speaks without equivocation on the power
and right of the President to make recess

appointments. The courts have held the

President has the power, and history dating

to the first President confirms it. These in-

dividuals stand ready to serve.

The President respectfully requests Sena-

tor Byrd's cooperation in freeing up his

nominations without further delay.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters at 12:22 p.m. in the Briefing

Room at the White House.
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Toasts at the State Dinner for Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew of

Singapore

October 8, 1985

The President. Prime Minister Lee and
Mrs. Lee, honored guests who are here to-

night, Nancy and I welcome you to the

White House.

It was a great pleasure for me today to

renew a valued friendship with Prime Min-

ister Lee. I first met the Prime Minister on
a trip that I took on behest of President

Nixon. And when we stopped in Singapore,

I was amazed at the dynamic society that I

found there. How could a country with such

a small area and few resources be making
such strides? And then I met Prime Minis-

ter Lee, and my questions were answered.

He is a man of principle and vision. His

leadership has provided the vigorous and
creative people of Singapore the means to

move ahead, to achieve, and to build.

Singapore's experience has been in stark

contrast to developing countries where po-

litical power has been derived from terror

and brute force. Instead, Prime Minister

Lee's authority has rested on his capacity to

mold the opinion of his countrymen and
build consensus. He has used his position to

free the talents and energy of his people so

they could be channeled into constructive,

society-building activity. Fortunately, Prime
Minister Lee's sound judgment does not

stop at the water's edge. American leaders,

including this one, have frequently benefit-

ed from his wise counsel. Our meetings
today were no less beneficial. Our exchange
was cordial, reflecting a mutuality of inter-

ests and a harmony of views.

Mr. Prime Minister, I want to express my
personal admiration for your recognition of

the contributions America makes to world
peace. As the world's most powerful democ-
racy, our people carry a heavy military and
diplomatic burden and often thankless task.

But you have demonstrated an appreciation

and understanding that makes it all worth-

while. This spirit of mutual respect was evi-

denced in our meetings today. None of this

should be reason for surprise. Our two peo-

ples may, at first glance, seem worlds apart,

both in geographic location and culture; but

a closer look reveals that Singapore and the

United States are nations made up of hard-

working immigrants and their descendants,

who came to a new homeland to improve
their lot and build a decent life for their

families. We're both democratic nations

committed to peace and to the preservation

of human liberty. And these bonds are

being bolstered by continued cultural and
educational exchanges and, of course, the

many commercial ties between our peoples.

Mr. Prime Minister, we're aware that

your people are now faced with severe

challenges brought on by international eco-

nomic conditions. The United States faced

economic adversity not long ago; tough de-

cisions had to be made. It's heartening to

see that you're moving forward, Mr. Prime
Minister, with an eye toward the long-run

well-being of your people. I understand full

well this is not always easy to do, but I want
you and your citizens to know that the

people of the United States want you to

succeed and prosper. Our meetings today

confirmed again the people of Singapore, as

we say here, are our kind of people.

So, would you all join me in toasting the

people of Singapore and the distinguished

leader. Prime Minister Lee, and Mrs. Lee.

The Prime Minister. Mr. President, Mrs.

Reagan, ladies and gentlemen, my wife and
I are much honored and delighted to be
here with you, enjoying your warm hospi-

tality. We would like to express our special

thanks to Mrs. Reagan, for we learned of

her personal interest in the preparations for

this splendid occasion. It is a rare and gra-

cious First Lady who would personally

settle and approve the menu, the wines, the

floral arrangements, and the entertainment.

I read of Mrs. Reagan and her campaign
against drug abuse. Her personal efforts and
her attention to the details of the cause that

she has championed has won her wide ac-

claim. I watched her on television, standing

amidst the rubble of Mexico City a few days

after the earthquake, bringing succor and
comfort to the victims. After nearly 5 years
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in the White House, I notice the latest opin-

ion poll puts her approval rating at 71

percent

—

[laughter]—ahead of the Presi-

dent's—[Zflwg/^fer]—and by 9 percent.

[Laughter] Mr. President, your staff has to

shape up—[laughter]—or you may have to

borrow the First Lady's staff. [Laughter]

Mr. President, I have been a regular visi-

tor of the United States for about two dec-

ades. It was an ordeal to watch America

writhe in the self-inflicted agony at home

during the years she tried to fight a war in

Vietnam. And even after the war, she did

not bounce back from her depression. And

morale dropped to a new low when Ameri-

can hostages were held in Tehran. When
you were taking your oath of office as Presi-

dent, the hostages were released. It was

proof to me that the Iranian mullahs were

not as crazy as the media had made them

out to be. [Laughter]

You made your fellow Americans and

your friends feel proud and optimistic by

the confidence you radiated. You have

never allowed any problem, however

daunting, to weigh you down. Now, as im-

ports surge into America because of an

over-strong dollar. Congress, in its pessi-

mism, moves towards protectionism. You

have not yielded to such despair. You will

astound your critics yet again when you

turn the spell of apparent adversity to ad-

vantage by opening up foreign markets and

creating new jobs for Americans. The

Reagan years will surely be a noticeable

landmark in American history, for you have

restored American leadership in the main-

tenance of a just and equitable world order.

Mr. President, I have been privileged to

share some of your thoughts today. The

friendly relations between the United States

and Singapore are at their best, indeed, as

they should be. I have been a privileged

guest in these surroundings under different

Presidents, as I explained to the young lady

so judiciously selected to be my companion

tonight. [Laughter] I have never felt more

relaxed and more at home, and I think I

owe that to the other attractive young lady

on my left. I have been here and have been

impressed. Tonight, I have been here and

have enjoyed myself. [Laughter]

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, may
I now ask you to join me in a toast to the

President and the First Lady to wish them

good health and happiness.

Note: The President spoke at 10:12 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

Message to the Congress Transmitting the Annual Report of the

Railroad Retirement Board

October 9, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

I hereby submit to the Congress the

Annual Report of the Railroad Retirement

Board for Fiscal Year 1984, pursuant to the

provisions of Section 7(b) 6 of the Railroad

Retirement Act, enacted October 16, 1974,

and Section 12(1) of the Railroad Unem-

ployment Insurance Act, enacted June 25,

1938.

Railroad Retirement Board actuaries

inform me that, while the Railroad Retire-

ment Solvency Act of 1983 has removed

immediate cash-flow problems threatening

the rail pension fund, "the long-term stabili-

ty of the railroad retirement system is still

questionable." Despite the 1983 legislation,

the rail sector unemployment fund is insol-

vent and currently owes some $700 million

to the rail pension fund. Extending Feder-

al/State unemployment insurance coverage

to rail employment, as proposed, would pro-

vide comprehensive, soundly financed un-

employment insurance coverage for rail

workers, and would ensure that rail pen-

sioners' assets are protected and all debts to

the rail pension are repaid.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 9, 1985.
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Remarks at a Fundraising Luncheon for Virginia Gubernatorial

Candidate Wyatt Durrette in Arlington, Virginia

October 9, 1985

Thank you, Wyatt, very much. Thank all

of you very much—the Members of the

Congress, our former Governors, our visit-

ing Governor Dick Thornburgh of Pennsyl-

vania, and our Governor-to-be.

I've just come a short distance to be here

today, but I feel worlds away from that

town across the river. It's estimated that

nearly 60 percent of all Virginians identify

with the conservative philosophy. My only

question is, what happened to that other 40
percent? [Laughter] And how are we going

to help them see the light? I guess we all

know the answer to that. He's sitting right

here—Wyatt Durrette, the candidate for

Governor. He ranks right up with the finest

of the fine Governors that have governed
this great Commonwealth of Virginia. And
that's why so many of Virginia's most re-

spected elected officials have come out

strongly for Wyatt. And Wyatt's support ex-

tends beyond the State and crosses party

lines. I know at least two former Democrats
who are giving Wyatt Durrette their whole-

hearted endorsement. One is Harry Byrd,

who served this State so ably for so many
years, and the other one is the current

leader of the Republican Party—me.
[Laughter] When I was a child, I spake as a

child, I thought as a child. And when I

became a man, I put aside

—

[laughter]—
childish things. [Laughter]

Well, Virginia needs Wyatt Durrette 's

strong, principled leadership. But you all

know that already, and I'm here today to

tell you that America needs him, too, be-

cause it's only if we pull together at both

the State and national levels that we can

give America the bright future of expand-

ing hope and opportunity that she deserves.

Wyatt understands that the road to that

future is not paved with government pro-

grams. He knows it's freedom that creates

economic growth and prosperity, and all

over the world we are seeing more and
more freedom works.

He knows, in addition to that, that it's not

another new State office boondoggle paid

for by higher taxes that we need for any of

the problems that confront us. He knows
the way to give minorities a fair shake is to

open up with enterprise zones and a youth
opportunity wage for teenagers. He under-

stands the transportation needs of Northern
Virginia, and he knows that the way to edu-

cational excellence is through incentives for

achievement, higher standards for our stu-

dents, and merit pay for teachers.

I've been following this race in Virginia

pretty closely, and in many ways it reminds

me of that campaign I was going through

not too long ago. Last year, too, we heard

promise after promise for billions of dollars

of new government spending programs, but

at least my opponent, then, admitted that

he wanted to raise your taxes. Well, the

American people let it be known last No-
vember what they thought about that idea,

and I am convinced come November 5th,

the people of this great State are going to

repeat that message loud and clear when
they elect Wyatt Durrette Governor of Vir-

ginia.

While I'm on that subject of taxes, let me
interject a note here about the national

scene. I'm going to let you in on a little-

known fact. There are people in Washing-
ton—some of them even hold elected

office—who still harbor a secret desire, way
down deep in their hearts, to raise your

taxes. Now, I know you may find this hard

to believe, but it's true. They pine for the

old days, when the special interests were
lined up 10 deep at the Federal trough

gorging on taxpayer dollars; some even
want to pervert our fair share tax plan and
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turn it into a sneaky way of raising Ameri-

ca's taxes. Well, they can keep on dreaming
because there isn't going to be any tax hike.

Fve said it before, and I'll keep on saying

it as many times as it takes: No matter how
it's disguised or packaged, if Congress sends

me a tax hike I'll send it right back with a

big veto written across it. And for those

who are trying to torpedo tax fairness, let's

remind them exactly what's on the line.

America's fair share plan, as submitted,

would increase the gross national product

by about 3 percent above projections; that

translates into nearly 4 million more new
jobs and $600 to $900 a year in added
income for every American household.

Now, those are the benefits of America's

fair share tax plan, and those are the stand-

ards by which any alteration of the plan will

be judged. Any plan that is less progrowth,

any plan that is less profamily will be rob-

bing America of the jobs and prosperity

that are rightfully theirs.

Now, last Friday I announced our support

for an historic deficit-busting measure
called the Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985. It would put

the force of law behind deficit reduction,

locking us into a spending reduction path

that will bring the budget into balance by
1990. And then I think we should honor the

words and the complaint of another great

Virginian, Thomas Jefferson, who, when he
looked at the ratification of our Constitu-

tion, said: "It lacks only one thing—a provi-

sion to prevent the Federal Government
from borrowing." Well, let's have that come
1990 with our balanced budget. [Applause]

Well, it sounds like an awfully good idea to

me, and I gather from your reaction, you
agree.

It's funny how some of those who've been
screaming the loudest about deficits are

now obstructing and delaying, doing every-

thing they can to try and sink this bill,

which will be coming to a vote, I under-

stand, in the Senate this afternoon. Now,
I'm not accusing anybody of insincerity, but

the next time one of those folks gets up and
complains about the deficit, they'd better

have a smile on their face. You know,

there's been a lot of jousting and hustling

going on there across the river in the Cap-

ital. You learn that when you get between

the hog and the bucket, you get jousted

about a bit. [Laughter]

But when we talk about the future of

Virginia and the future of America, we're

really talking about something more funda-

mental than dollars and cents. Wyatt under-

stands that underneath all these issues lie

basic questions of values. The big spending
pressures that we still have to fight against

on both the State and national levels are

really an attempt to artificially pump up a

failed and exhausted liberal ideology. It's an
ideology that looks on America with despair

and that has spent the last several decades

trying to unravel the social order that binds

us together as a nation and as a people.

When it looks abroad, it is an ideology that,

in Jeane Kirkpatrick's famous phrase, always

"blames America first," while too often

making excuses for the enemies of freedom.

At home, it erects walls to lock out God and
keep Him away from our schoolchildren,

but has trouble locking up drug pushers,

thieves, and murderers. Well, I just have to

say—and I think you'll agree with me—that

the real walls of separation we need in this

country are prison walls that will keep
criminals off the streets and away from our

children.

You know, I often think the real heroes of

today are the parents trying to raise their

children in an environment that seems to

have grown more and more hostile to

family life. Music and the media floods their

children's world with glorifications of drugs

and violence and perversity, and there's

nothing they can do about it, they're told,

because of the first amendment. Well, I

don't think James Madison, author of the

Bill of Rights and one of Virginia's proudest

sons, ever imagined that his great docu-

ment of liberty would be twisted into a pre-

text for license. I don't believe that our

Founding Fathers ever intended to create a

nation where the rights of pornographers

would take precedence over the rights of

parents and the violent and malevolent

would be given free rein to prey upon our

children.

I guess one of the things that I like best

about Wyatt is that he has common sense

enough to know the value of values. Family,

faith, freedom, and opportunity aren't just
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campaign slogans for him; they're the foun-

dation upon which his political philosophy is

built. Wyatt is an experienced, principled

leader that Virginia can depend on and
trust.

You know, back in 1977 I spoke at my
first fundraiser for Wyatt, and by coinci-

dence the day of the fundraiser just hap-

pened to be my birthday. So, the event

turned into a kind of a dual celebration.

There I was 39 years old

—

[laughter]—for

the 27th time. [Laughter] Wyatt, I just want
to make sure that when I reach 40 next

year

—

[laughter]—you can give me a birth-

day call from the Governor's office. You
know, I learned a little truism about this

talk of age and everything else, in addition

to having 39th birthdays from here on out,

and that is someone told me very wisely

that getting old is 15 years from wherever

you are now. [Laughter]

Well, you know, ladies and gentlemen,
Virginia is one of the greatest States of the

greatest Nation on Earth. Virginia deserves

the very best—John Chichester for lieuten-

ant governor, Buster O'Brien for attorney

general, and Wyatt Durrette for Governor.
And all of them, I know, endorse the fact

that we must never forget that our very
freedom is based on this fact: that this

nation is a federation of sovereign States,

and they must never be reduced to admin-
istrative districts of the Federal Govern-
ment, as some in Washington would have us

do.

Thank you. God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 12:30 p.m. at

the Marriott Gateway Hotel. He was intro-

duced by Mr. Durrette.

Executive Order 12536—Board of the Foreign Service

October 9, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including section

153 of Public Law 99-93, it is hereby or-

dered that Section 9(e) of Executive Order
No. 12293, as amended, relating to the ap-

pointment of the Chairman of the Board of

the Foreign Service, is revoked, and that

Section 9(f) of that Order is redesignated as

Section 9(e).

Ronald Reagan
The White House,

October 9, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:34 a.m., October 10, 1985]

Proclamation 5380—Fire Prevention Week, 1985

October 9, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Fire controlled is one of man's greatest

friends; unchecked, it is our deadly enemy.
Each year, millions of fires kill thousands of

Americans and destroy billions of dollars of

property.

Carelessness and apathy are fire's greatest

allies. But an informed public aware of fire

hazards and ways to prevent and combat
fire can bring the problem under control.

Thanks to the efforts in both the public

and private sectors, our annual fire loss has

been declining in recent years. But we
must not become complacent. We must
build on the progress that has been made.

I urge every American to join the fight

against fire. During Fire Prevention Week,
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communities should begin initiatives for fire

prevention and control that can be imple-

mented throughout the year. I encourage
all citizens to join in local efforts to marshal

the forces of the entire community—^local

government, the fire service, business lead-

ers, civic organizations, and service

groups—to redouble their efforts to prevent

and control fire and minimize its toll of life

and property.

One place we can all start is with this

year's Fire Prevention Week theme, "Fire

Drills Save Lives." Everyone should plan

ahead noting the most convenient fire exits.

Families should install and maintain smoke
detectors in their homes to provide early

warning of fire. Your local fire fighters can

provide you with more detailed recommen-
dations and will be happy to do so. And let

us not forget to thank them for the great

job they do to protect us, our homes, our

businesses, and our belongings. Daily they

risk their lives to protect our communities.

It is most fitting that the culmination of

National Fire Prevention Week will be the

observance of the National Fallen Firefight-

er Memorial Service in Emmitsburg, Mary-
land. The observance will honor the scores

of brave firefighters who last year gave
their lives in service to others.

We also must recognize and commend
the efforts of all organizations concerned
with fire prevention and control, and in

particular the National Fire Protection As-

sociation, the International Association of

Firefighters, the International Association of

Fire Chiefs, the National Volunteer Fire

Council, the International Society of Fire

Service Instructors, the Fire Marshals Asso-

ciation of North America, and all the mem-
bers of the Joint Council of National Fire

Service Organizations.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of October 6,

1985, as Fire Prevention Week, and I call

upon the people of the United States to

plan and actively participate in fire preven-
tion activities during this week and
throughout the year.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this ninth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:29 a.m., October 10, 1985]

Proclamation 5381—National School Lunch Week, 1985

October 9, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Since 1946, the National School Lunch
Program has made it possible for our Na-

tion's children to enjoy nutritious, well-bal-

anced, low-cost lunches. Now in its 39th

year, the National School Lunch Program
stands as an outstanding example of a suc-

cessful partnership between Federal and
State governments and local communities

to make food and technical assistance avail-

able in an effort to provide a more nutri-

tious diet for students.

The youth of our Nation are our greatest

resource, and the school lunch program
demonstrates our commitment to the pro-

motion of their health and well-being.

Under its auspices, over 23 million lunches

are served daily in nearly 90,000 schools

throughout the country. The success of this

effort is largely due to resourceful and cre-

ative food service managers and staff, work-

ing in cooperation with government person-

nel, parents, teachers, and members of civic

groups.

By joint resolution approved October 9,

1962, the Congress has designated the week
beginning on the second Sunday of October
in each year as "National School Lunch
Week" and authorized and requested the
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President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of that week.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo-

ber 13, 1985, as National School Lunch
Week, and I call upon all Americans to give

special and deserved recognition to those

people at the State and local level who,

through their dedicated and innovative ef-

forts, have contributed so much to the suc-

cess of the school lunch program.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this ninth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:31 a.m., October 10, 1985]

Proclamation 5382—White Cane Safety Day, 1985

October 9, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Americans admire courage and respect

independence. Every day some of our

neighbors renew our appreciation of these

qualities. They are the Americans who set

forth about their daily business bearing the

white cane.

The white cane is the badge of courage
carried by those blind and visually impaired
citizens who believe freedom and inde-

pendence are meant for all Americans. The
white cane tells the world that its bearer

expects not pity but fairness and consider-

ation—on the street, on the job, and every-

where Americans' paths cross.

In recognition of the significance of the

white cane, the Congress, by joint resolu-

tion approved October 6, 1964, has author-

ized the President to designate October 15
of each year as "White Cane Safety Day."
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim October 15, 1985, as

White Cane Safety Day. I urge all Ameri-
cans to salute the courage of those who
carry the white cane and consider how each
of us, in our work and in our daily rounds,

can show our respect for these proud and
able Americans.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this ninth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:32 a.m., October 10, 1985]

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Achille Lauro Hijacking Incident

October 9, 1985

While we welcome the release of the pas-

sengers and crew of the Achille Lauro, we
are saddened and outraged at this brutal

killing of an innocent American, the second

such terrorist murder in 3 months. We are

particularly distressed that there has been
no announcement yet that those responsible

will be turned over to the appropriate au-

thority for prosecution and punishment.

From the outset the United States Gov-
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ernment made it clear to the Government
of Egypt and the Government of Italy our

opposition to negotiations with the terror-

ists and our expectation that the terrorists

would be apprehended, prosecuted, and
punished. The United States remains deter-

mined to see that those responsible for this

heinous act be brought to justice and pun-

ished to the maximum extent. There must
be no asylum for terrorists or terrorism.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters at 8:16 p.m. in the Briefing

Room at the White House. The murdered
American was Leon Klinghojfer, a passen-

ger on the ship.

Proclamation 5383—National Spina Bifida Month, 1985

October 9, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Spina bifida is one of the most common
birth defects. It affects between one and
two of every 1,000 babies born in the

United States. Infants with spina bifida may
have partially developed spinal cords and
often suffer nerve damage, muscle paralysis,

and spine and limb deformities. Most devel-

op hydrocephalus—a potentially dangerous

buildup of fluid and pressure within the

brain.

A generation ago, the majority of chil-

dren with spina bifida died. Today, their

survival rate and long-term outlook have
improved dramatically. Carefully planned
programs of biomedical research have led

to advances in neurosurgery that help alle-

viate some physical problems. Through re-

search, physicians now are able to control

brain and bladder infections more effective-

ly. Scientists have also developed lighter

braces and splints to give patients greater

mobility.

Further improvements in treating this

crippling birth defect can be expected to

result from research supported by the Fed-

eral government's National Institute of Neu-
rological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke and the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development. Achiev-

ing the long-sought goal of prevention now
appears more likely. Collaborating in this

vital effort are a number of private, volun-

tary health agencies including the Spina

Bifida Association of America, the March of

Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, and the

National Easter Seal Society. The combined
energies of these Federal and private agen-

cies assure the Nation of continued progress

toward the conquest of spina bifida.

So that we as a Nation may increase our

sensitivity to the needs of spina bifida chil-

dren and the difficulties faced by their par-

ents, the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolu-

tion 111, has designated October 1985 as

"National Spina Bifida Month" and author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation in observance of this month.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim October 1985 as National

Spina Bifida Month, and I call upon all gov-

ernment agencies, health organizations, and
the people of the United States to observe

this month with appropriate ceremonies

and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this ninth day of October, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:05 a.m., October 11, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 10.
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Proclamation 5384—Oil Heat Centennial Year, 1985
October 9, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

It was just 100 years ago that American
ingenuity developed oil heat as a practical

reality. On August 11, 1885, the Patent

Office granted to David H. Burrell of Little

Falls, New York, a patent for the first tech-

nically sound oil burner—a furnace that

could burn liquid and gaseous fuels. By
1893 oil burners were used for the first

time in major public exhibit buildings at the

Columbian Exposition in Chicago. By the

1970s oil burner technology had been
adapted to the heating needs of more than
15 million Americans, providing comfort for

homes, schools, businesses, and factories.

There is hardly an area of the Nation
where this great resource has not been a

critical development factor. The oil heat in-

dustry is, and always has been, made up of

a large and diverse group of competitive
small businesses, many of which are in the

forefront of the new energy-efficient tech-

nologies of the 1980s. They are helping de-

velop higher-efficiency oil heat, new conser-

vation techniques, solar heating, and other

technologies.

In recognition of the many thousands of

men and women who have contributed to

this important industry in our Nation over
the past 100 years, the Congress, by Senate
Joint Resolution 115, has designated 1985 as

"Oil Heat Centennial Year" and authorized
and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation to commemorate this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim 1985 as Oil Heat Centen-
nial Year. I call upon the people of the
United States to observe the occasion with
appropriate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this ninth day of October, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:06 a.m., October 11, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 10.

Informal Exchange With Reporters on the Achille Lauro Hijacking
Incident

October 10, 1985

Q. Right here, Mr. President

Q. Mr. President, do you think they

should let the hijackers go?

The President. Let me just say something
if I can, first. I know that all of us were
pleased, of course, when the hijackers were
apprehended and the hostages were all

freed, but then, I know how sorry all of us

were to learn that one, an American,
Klinghoffer, had been murdered—brutally

murdered—by the hijackers. Now, it is pos-

sible and certainly is apparent at this time,

or seems to be, that they have been allowed

to depart Egypt and—to parts unknown.
But we're doing everything we can to see if

they cannot be brought to justice. We think

that no nation, responsible nation, should

give shelter to these people, should make
them available to whichever country has

the proper jurisdiction for prosecution—if

that is us, because the victim was American,
fine; or Italy, because it was on an Italian

ship, or—Fm not a lawyer, the legal niceties

of that sort of thing, but we're going to do
everything we can to see that they are

brought to justice.
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Q. Are you mad at Egypt for letting them
go, Mr. President?

The President. Apparently, from what we
know so far—it's been rather difficult get-

ting all the information—apparently the

Egyptians did not know that a hostage had
been murdered, that there'd been a crime

committed at that time, before they were
turned over to the PLO, which evidently

was the arrangement, would get them off

the ship and free the hostages.

Q. Mr. President, Arafat has them now.

How are we going to bring them to justice

if Arafat and the PLO has them?
The President. I think certainly a demand

should be made. Mr. Arafat has said the

PLO had nothing to do with this. I would
think that we should make a demand to

him, then, to turn them over to whichever
country should have proper jurisdiction.

Q. Arafat doesn't

Q. Didn't you say the same thing about

the TWA hijackers? And yet nothing has

happened there.

The President. Yes. The problem was—we
all know the situation in Lebanon. The Gov-
ernment seems to have very little authority

with all the conflicting groups that are

there battling each other. But we feel that

they could be

—

[inaudible]—which we
have—we continue to try and find out, to

apprehend those original two hijackers who
committed the murder on TWA flight

Q. Arafat says that he'll punish them. Is

that good enough for you?
The President. Well, I would think that if

he believes that their organization has

enough of a—sort of a kind of a national

court set up, like a nation, that they can
bring them to justice and carry that out, all

right; but just so they are brought to justice.

Q. But you'd let the PLO punish them,
then?

The President. What? Yes, I said if they

were determined to do that.

Q. Do you really believe that the PLO
has nothing to do with this?

The President. I have no way of knowing
one way or the other on that. With the

factions that are existing there within the

Palestinians, I have no way to know that.

Q. But, sir, if you would let the PLO
punish them, wouldn't that be, in effect,

recognizing the PLO as a governing nation,

which we don't do?

The President. I don't think that would
necessarily follow.

Q. Is the U.S. willing to take action itself,

Mr. President? Would the U.S. take military

action to bring these people to justice?

The President You're now talking about

whether we would invade a friendly

nation

—

[inaudible]. No, we're going to try

to do this in a legal manner. The time for

action, which could have been taken by us,

is passed and was ended when the rescue

was made.
Q. Mr. President, even if they had not

murdered an American, would it have been
right to offer them free passage, in your
opinion?

The President. Well, you know our posi-

tion has always been—and we've tried to

persuade all the other countries that had an
interest in this, were involved—that you do
not negotiate or bargain with terrorists.

Q. [Inaudible]

The President. Yes, they did.

Q. What do you think of that?

The President. Well, I'm not going to

comment on it. They made a judgment
based on

Q. What is bringing them to justice? Just

giving them a 6-month jail term or some-

thing?

The President. No. This is trying them for

murder, a very brutal murder, and the

threat of murder to others. In our country

that would be capital punishment.

Q. What does this do to the peace proc-

ess, sir? Does this end the peace process for

the time being?

The President. I don't think that this has

any effect on the peace process. We're con-

tinuing with that. But I've got to go.

Note: The exchange began at 10:36 a.m. at

O'Hare International Airport in Chicago,

IL. The President then traveled to Deer-

field.
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Remarks to Employees at the Kitchens of Sara Lee in Deerfield,

Illinois

October 10, 1985

Thank you Chairman Bryan, Governor
Thompson, Representatives Porter, O'Brien,

Martin, and Hyde—thank you all. And I just

was greeted out at the helicopter by the

Deerfield High School student body, and
now I see the band is in here also. Well,

bless you. And I'd like to recognize also the

founder of Sara Lee, Charles Lubin.

Charles, you've made it very difficult for a

lot of people to stick to their diets.

But it's great to be here in Deerfield and
at the Kitchens of Sara Lee. You're the

expert when it comes to baking, but I

thought I'd bring you a recipe of my own.
It's a recipe for tax relief, as you've just

heard here from Chairman Bryan, for work-
ing families and prosperity for our country,

and we call it America's fair share tax plan.

Now, the main ingredients are tax rate cuts

for individuals and businesses, loophole clos-

ings, and a near doubling of the personal

exemption for you and every dependent in

your family. And all of it adds up to in-

creased incentives for work and achieve-

ment, rising real incomes, and a bigger eco-

nomic pie for our country.

America's fair share tax plan is a plan for

a growing, dynamic nation. You know,
using that symbol of a pie, economic pie

—

for too many years in this country, we've
had a lot of people around government that

have been trying to say that they want to

make someone's share smaller, his slice of

pie, so they can make someone else's slice

bigger. The simple answer is let's make the

whole pie bigger, and everybody gets a

bigger slice. Lower, flatter tax rates will

give Americans more confidence in the

future, it'll mean that if you work overtime,

get a raise or a promotion, or if your com-
pany does well and raises your salaries,

more of your extra earnings will end up
where they belong—in your wallet and not

in Uncle Sam's pocket.

Let's get specific: Our very conservative,

long-time estimates show that our tax plan

will add three percentage points to our

gross national product. And that translates

into the equivalent of 4 million new jobs

and from 600 to 900 extra real dollars of

income for every household, every family in

America. And the immediate benefits of our
plan are even more dramatic: We are

hiking the standard deduction and raising

the personal exemption, the deduction that

the taxpayer can take for himself and every
one of his dependents, to $2,000. Now,
that'll mean that a family of four wouldn't
pay one penny of Federal tax on the first

$12,000 of income.

We also know how hard it is these days
for families to save, so we're going to make
it a lot easier. We're expanding the tax-free

savings of IRA's, you know, those are those

tax deductible savings that you can deposit

for your own retirement some day and no
tax to be paid until the payoff day comes.
Well, we're now enlarging those so that

they will fully cover both spouses working
inside or outside the home or members of

the Sara Lee team. But we figure that the

housewife—it better be recognized—she's

working too and, therefore, she can take

out the money for that.

Now, those are some of the reasons that

the Democratic-controlled House Select

Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies, and I emphasize that it is Democratic-
controlled because that committee—to

show you that there are people on both
sides of the aisle for this tax plan—rated our
tax plan the most profamily of any of the
tax programs that've proposed to the Con-
gress. Our proposals to give families a break
from excessive taxation are really the heart

and soul of America's fair share tax plan. It's

our objective to make it affordable to raise

families again. I've been all over this coun-
try stumping for tax fairness, and every-

where I go the American people are enthu-

siastically embracing tax fairness, just as you
apparently have. I saw, and was reading as

fast as I could, all those signs you were hold-

ing up, as well as the larger signs that you
have. In fact, it wouldn't be too much of an
exaggeration to say, "Nobody doesn't like
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America's fair share tax plan."

But the truth is that many people don't

know the real story about our tax overhaul,

because for the last month our fair share tax

plan hasn't been given much space by the

national media. They say that's because
they've already reported that I've been
saying this—these things—so they don't

have to report it again. But I was thrilled to

see a poll in the paper USA Today this

week. It showed that in Cincinnati, where I

went to talk about our tax plan last week,
support for America's fair share plan among
those who had heard the explanation of

what the plan does shot up 14 points to an
overwhelming 68 percent majority. Now,
that's because the local media did its job

and did it well. When the people hear all

the facts, when they hear the case for tax

fairness, as well as the case against it, Amer-
ica's fair share tax plan wins a landslide vic-

tory. The American people know a good
deal when they see one. Now, I'd like to be
able to visit every city and town in this

country to talk about our fair share plan. I'd

like to be able to go door to door, tell every
American how our proposal will benefit

them. But there's just not enough time if

we're going to pass tax fairness this year, in

1985. So, we've just got to rely on the

media to get the information out to the

American people. Let them hear the facts

and let the American people decide for

themselves. A fellow named Thomas Jeffer-

son once said, "If the people know all the

facts, the people will never make a mis-

take."

Five years ago, one of the first things we
did when we came into office was pass an
across-the-board 25-percent cut in tax rates.

Those tax cuts saved our economy from
shipwreck and put us on a steady course of

economic growth with increasing productiv-

ity, rising real wages, and declining infla-

tion. And ever since 1984, the first full year

that all of our tax elements were in place

—

you will remember it came in three install-

ments—our expanding economy has

brought in increasing amounts of revenue
to the United States Government. The fact

is, you can cut the rates but increase the

total revenue because of the increase in

prosperity and the number of people work-

ing and all those things. In the first

months—11 months—of fiscal 1985, reve-

nues grew an astounding 10 percent at the

fully reduced rates. The tax rate cuts and
profamily measures of America's fair share

tax plan are the next necessary steps to

prosperity.

But we must also do something about the

deficit timebomb that is ticking away,
threatening to destroy all the progress that

we've made. It's clear that tax hikes are not

the answer—they're like cooking the goose

that lays the golden egg; they just slow the

economy and shrink revenues. Tax cutting

and economic growth are already bringing

in, as I mentioned, sizable revenue in-

creases. The problem is, for all the talk

about the deficit, some in Congress are still

spending and spending like mad. They
gobble up that added 10 percent and still

want more. The time has come to match all

that deficit talk with action. It's time to stop

complaining about the deficit and to simply

reduce it.

Now, last week I announced my support

for a Senate bill—the Gramm-Rudman
amendment—that will put the force of law

behind deficit reduction, locking us into a

downward deficit path that will bring the

budget into balance by 1990. Yesterday the

Senate took a major step toward this pro-

posal and should be commended. But some
who've been talking the loudest about defi-

cits would obstruct this bill. It seems that

some would do anything not to have to kick

their spending habit, even if it threatens

the well-being of our nation and under-

mines the economic security of every

American. Well, they may try to obstruct

and delay, but I've got news for them—the

American people aren't going to put up
with it.

Deficit reduction and America's fair share

tax plan—a sure recipe for a vibrant, surg-

ing economy into the 21st century. Chair-

man Bryan has been one of the most deter-

mined and eloquent supporters of our plan

in the business community. He's been
stumping the country, too, in an all-out

effort for tax fairness. And, John, I thank

you, and America thanks you. John has the

vision to see that what's good for America's

working men and women is good for Amer-
ican business and vice versa. America is a
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team, the best team there is, and if we all

pull together, there ain't no stopping us

now. And there's something else you all

should be proud of. I've heard that you've

achieved 68 percent participation in our

U.S. Savings Bond drive. Well, congratula-

tions, and keep up the good work.

Now, there's no reason that we shouldn't

have a tax fairness bill through the Con-
gress by the end of December. We're
urging the House to conclude their work so

that the Senate has time to act before the

end of the year. Tax fairness will be Ameri-

ca's Christmas present to ourselves, and we
shouldn't let any Grinch steal our Christmas

this year. Give the people in Washington a

piece of your mind, and you might let those

ladies and gentlemen in the press know
how you feel, too—who are right there with

you. [Laughter] Let's do what's right for

America. Let's pass tax fairness this year.

And let me just interject something—in

all of the conversation, and we talked about

the deficit and all the attempts now going

around to try and spread the blame around
for who's responsible for the deficit—oh,

I've come in for my share of that. This defi-

cit has been building and growing—I've

been talking out of the mashed-potato cir-

cuit 30 years ago. We've been deficit spend-
ing virtually every year for the last 50
years. And when some of us spoke up and
said, "We ought to end this; we ought to

spend no more than we take in," the voices

from Washington back over those 50 years

said, "Oh, it's quite all right; a little deficit

spending makes for prosperity," and that,

"after all, it's all right, we owe it to our-

selves." Well, let me just tell you what hap-

pened with this—it's built into the struc-

ture. And that's why you can't all at once
pull the rug out from under it and why
we've got a 5-year plan pending to do this

and bring it down, then level it off, and
then have a constitutional amendment that

says from now on government will spend
no more than it takes in.

Let me give you a figure that would show
you where trying to pin the deficit comes

—

1965 to 1980—15 years. By 1980 the

budget was just about 5 times greater than
it had been in 1965. The deficit was 50
times greater than it had been in 1965.

Well, that's just stupid; that's foolishness.

And we're not going to take 15 years; we're
going to take 5. And we're going to get the

job done for all of you.

Thank you. God bless you all. Thank you,

thanks very much.

[At this point, a large Sara Lee pound cake
was presented to the President by Thomas
MacLeod, president of Sara Lee Corp., and
Earl Ritchie, plant manager of the Kitchens

of Sara Lee.]

Thank you very much, thank you. I'll

obey your instructions. First of all, Nancy
wouldn't let me eat it all. [Laughter] But if

I could make just one little correction,

when I take it up on Capitol Hill, can I use

it to blackmail them into doing what we
want? [Laughter] All right. Thank you all.

Note: The President spoke at 11:15 a.m. In

his opening remarks, he referred to John H.

Byran, Jr., chairman of the board of direc-

tors and chief executive officer of the Sara

Lee Corp., Gov. James R. Thompson, and
Representatives John Edward Porter, George
M. O'Brien, Lynn Martin, and Henry J.

Hyde.

Informal Exchange With Reporters on the Achille Lauro Hijacking

Incident

October 10, 1985

The President. Listen, I'm just going to

take a second. I've got 30 people waiting in

there to have lunch. But apparently there's

a little confusion, and maybe I'm responsi-

ble, I don't know, with regard to the PLO
and their part in this hostage setup. I did

not mean to imply that I favored them
giving a trial or attempting to do justice to
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the hijackers. I really believe that the PLO,
if the hijackers were in their custody,

should turn them over to a sovereign state

that would have jurisdiction and could pros-

ecute them as the murderers that they are.

And that is reality—what I think should be
done and what we would make every effort

to see would be done.

Q. Well, sir, if they won't turn them over,

how can we make them turn them over?

The President. That is a problem well
have to look at and find out. And if I had an
answer to that specifically right now, I

wouldn't make it public.

Q. Are you satisfied that the PLO does

have control of the hijackers in Tunisia

now?
The President. I would have to tell you

that there had been so many things spoken
and left unanswered in this—and this aiid

then Fm going to go into lunch, after I say

this—that Fm hesitant about saying any-

thing positive. It was our understanding
that they were put in their custody. And
where they are now or whether they have
them, I don't really know. And Fm just

trying to keep in touch with our sources of

information, our Ambassador there, to try

and stay abreast of what the situation is.

Q. Are you satisfied they're out of Egypt,
though, sir?

The President. No. Fm not even satisfied

with that. All I know is they're off the boat,

and they're someplace over there, and our
people are safe.

Q. But no trial by the PLO?
Q. Mubarak said

The President. What?
Q. No trial by the PLO?
The President. No, I don't think

Q. Mr. President

The President. They are not a sovereign

nation, and I don't think that they would
have a machinery that

Q. So, you would not be
Q. Despite what Mubarak
Q. satisfied—as you said before—you

would not be satisfied if they punish them?
You said that you would be satisfied, but

now you're saying you would not be satis-

fied?

The President. Well, no. And I shouldn't

have made a statement of that kind. I think

that I was thinking kind of—as mad as I

am—vengeance instead of justice and
Q. But any sovereign nation?

The President. What?
Q. Any sovereign nation?

The President. Well, I think that there's a

possibility of our own because it was our
citizen, but Italy because it was an Italian

ship. I think because the crime began in

Egypt there could be a—I think that you
could find a reason for more then one sov-

ereign nation to have jurisdiction in this

case.

Q. Mr. President, the Israelis

Q. Mubarak says that they're out of

Egypt.

The President. What?
Q. But President Mubarak says they're

out of Egypt. Don't you believe him?
The President. The case is whether he has

all the same information or the information

he should have, too. Earlier, in his work to

get the hostages freed, he did not know
that a crime had been committed either.

Q. He said they were all safe.

Q. Mr. President, the Israelis say that

The President. What?
Q. Yasser Arafat knew in advance of

the raid. Is that your understanding, sir?

The President. That what?

Q. The Israelis say Yasser Arafat knew in

advance of the hijacking.

The President. I wouldn't have any way of

knowing whether that's true or not.

Q. They say you were planning a military

operation to free the hostages if they had
not been freed.

The President. Now, Sam [Sam Donald-
son, ABC News], you know that that's some-
thing I can't talk about either.

Q. Have a nice lunch.

Note: The exchange began at 11:36 a.m. in

the cafeteria of the Kitchens of Sara Lee in

Deerfield, IL. The President then returned

to Chicago.
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Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Students and
Faculty at Gordon Technical High School in Chicago, Illinois

October 10, 1985

The President. Reverend clergy, Gover-
nor Thompson, Representatives Porter and
O'Brien and Martin and Hyde—and Fve got

to stop on one of those names there. Con-
gresswoman Martin represents the district

in Illinois that contains a town called Tam-
pico, where I was born, and a town called

Dixon, where I grew up. So, I didn't think

the rest would mind if I gave a special men-
tion here. I can still call her my Congress-

woman. But you the faculty and the stu-

dents—I thank all of you very much. Be-

lieve me, it's great to be in Chicago; it's my
kind of town. And it's wonderful to be at

Gordon Tech and the home of the Rams.

Now, you know, it'd be awfully tempting
to say, "Beat Loyola," but then, again, in

my present job I'm not supposed to take

sides within the country that way.

Audience. Boo-o-o!

The President. But let me tell you what I

will say. I remember back playing football

at Eureka College down here in the center

of the State, and I remember one night in a

chalk talk—I guess maybe today they're

called skull sessions—but anyway, in this

chalk talk the conversation got around—

I

don't know how—now, I'd always known
that I never started a football game without
asking somebody's help. And I wouldn't
have said that out loud; I'd have been afraid

to. But I was amazed that, one by one, we
found there wasn't a man in the squad that

didn't pray before a game. We got compar-
ing notes on what we prayed and what we
asked, and somehow all of us, on our own,
had figured out we couldn't ask God to help

us win, because he couldn't take sides

either. But we found that we'd finally

worked it out for ourselves that each one of

us was praying that no one would get hurt,

be no injuries, that everyone would do their

best, that the best team would win, and
we'd have no reason for regret at how it

turned out. So, I'll pass that prayer on to all

of you for the game at Loyola.

But I've come here not just to talk to you,

but to talk with you and to have a little give

and take about some of your concerns and
your hopes and dreams for the future. But
first let me just say a few words about the

kind of future that I hope for you, and it is

a nation that prospers in a world that is

free. This is the America that we've been
trying to—well, maybe—I was going to say

create, but no; I think it's the kind of Amer-
ica we have created. And I looked at some
of your signs up here, and I know some-
thing about your student body. Did you
ever realize how unique you are and we are

in all the world?

Audience. Yes!

The President. All of us. All of us—either

by ourselves, on our own, or by way of our
ancestors, our parents, grandparents, or

great-grandparents—all of us came here
from someplace else in the world, and it

meant that somebody in our family had an
inner spirit, a desire and love for freedom,
and the courage to pick up and leave a

homeland and come here to a strange land

and start all over again and become a whole
new breed of people called Americans. And
we all retain, as the signs indicate, a feeling

with regard to the land of our heritage. You
know, a man doesn't have to give up his

mother because he takes a wife; so, it's a

little bit that way with us. Yes, we're Ameri-
cans, but, yes, we have a feeling of kinship

with those places from whence we came,
and there isn't any other place on Earth
like it.

Now, a few years ago when we first start-

ed in Washington, we found that we had a

broken economy that needed a little

fixing—government had grown so big,

taxing and spending were out of control,

families were struggling to get by, a web of

regulations were so thick that businesses

were spending most of their time filling out

forms instead of tending to business and
rather than keeping America number one
in the world. So we tried to use some
common sense. We put the people back in

charge and cut the increase in government
spending nearly in half. We cut the growth
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of regulations by about a third, and we're
still whittling at those. And we passed the

first across-the-board tax cut for everyone
since 1964, and then we indexed the tax

rates to inflation.

And maybe some of you haven't thought
about what that means. The income tax is

based on the number of dollars you earn,

not their purchasing power. And so, when
we were going through these long decades
of inflation that continued to erode the

value of the dollar and when people had to

get cost-of-living pay raises to make them
keep even with inflation, they didn't keep
even because the number of dollars in-

creased, and Uncle Sam pushed you into

higher tax brackets, and you found out you
were paying a higher tax, year after year,

just for trying to keep even with the depre-

ciating value of your money. Well, we've
indexed that now, so that can't happen
again. Government can't get any tax in-

creases for free by just simply moving you
up into higher tax brackets. The brackets

now are indexed along with inflation.

But we also did something about infla-

tion. It was about 12y2 percent when we
came here, came to Washington. For the

last 4 months it's been 2 ¥2 percent, and
we're going to get that down. We've had 34
months of economic growth, and we've cre-

ated about 8y2 million new jobs. Our trad-

ing partners in Europe—the European
Community, 10 nations there—have not in-

creased or had a new job created in any of

the countries there in over the last 10 years.

We've had a record number of new busi-

ness incorporations.

But our job isn't finished; the Govern-
ment is still spending too much. If your
families can live within a reasonable
budget, the Federal Government ought to

be able to do the same thing. So, I'm sup-

porting a thing that the Senate was taking

action on yesterday—and maybe it's one of

the reasons why our friend. Congressman
Rostenkowski, couldn't be here today, be-

cause now it's over to the House—and that

is a plan called the Gramm-Rudman
amendment that would force the Govern-
ment to control spending and give the

United States a balanced budget. In other

words, to bring the deficits down over a

period of 5 years, and by 1990, we would

balance the budget. And then it is my
dream that we adopt a constitutional

amendment that says henceforth the Feder-
al Government cannot spend more than it

takes in.

And so with the help of your fine Con-
gressman Dan Rostenkowski, we're going to

do that, and we're going to overhaul that

complicated tax system and make it shine

with fairness for everyone and make it

simple. The present tax system has 14 dif-

ferent brackets in which you earn a few
more dollars and the Government shoves
you automatically up into another bracket.

Well, our proposal will only have 3 brack-

ets—15 percent, 25 percent, and 35 per-

cent. Well, there will be a fourth bracket
that we haven't talked about. That'll be
zero because there'll be a lot of people
down at the lower end of the earning scale

that won't have to pay any tax at all.

So, taxable income all the way up to

$29,000 a year, you'll keep 85 cents out of

every dollar you earn. And from $29,000 up
to $70,000 a year, you'll keep 75 cents in

that bracket out of everything that you
earn. And above $70,000, you'll keep about

65 cents out of every dollar that you earn.

When we began 5 years ago, the top brack-

et was 70 percent, not 35 percent. We've
lowered it to 50. And it's been 50 now for

these few years, but we want to come down
some more; that top bracket should be 35
percent.

We think our plan is also very profamily,

because one of the important reforms we'd
make is in the personal exemption. Now,
you know, each one of you—you're an ex-

emption. When your parents sit down to

figure out the income tax every year, they
get to deduct, now, $1,040 from their tax-

able income for each one of you. Well, we
think that isn't enough any more, after the

inflation we've had. We're holding out now
that it be $2,000. Now, some of the people
in the Congress want to cut that down.
They don't want to make it $2,000. I think

we've got a pretty good argument—^because

back in 1948, when it was $600, and then,

to try and keep pace with inflation, it went
up to $1,040 as it is now—well, to tell you
the honest truth, if we'd really kept up with
inflation, that exemption would be $2,700,
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but we're only asking for $2,000. But we re

sure going to have an argument against

anybody that wants to cut it back.

But there's more than just doing some-
thing about the economy. It's also renewing
America's mind and heart and spirit. And
some of that renewal has evidently been
going on right here, from what I've heard.

We're determined to stand up for the rights

of the family, to strengthen the community,
to acknowledge that we're a nation under
God that gives all children the right to pray
in their schools. And that's why we're deter-

mined to renew excellence in education, to

help restore discipline to schools, to reward
teachers of merit, to make sure all our stu-

dents learn English, and to put parents

back in charge of their own families. Now,
we've been making some gains in that edu-
cational field because those SAT scores

—

you know, the scores that you take in the

examinations with regard to college en-

trance—well, they have been up now for 3
of the last 4 years, after 20 years of straight

decline. And this year's jump was the big-

gest jump since 1963. Now, there's one
other reform that we want. We've tried,

and we haven't gotten it so far, but we're
going to keep trying because it's right and
it's fair. We believe for parents who are

sending young people to schools like yours,

they are entitled to a tuition tax credit.

Well, these are some of the things that

we're trying to do, including the fact, yes,

that we feel there is a right for every
unborn child to be born. And we're going
to strive for that. We also want to leave you
a world that is at peace. And some people
seem to misunderstand the job that we
have been doing in these last few years of

refurbishing our armed forces to the point

that we can stand in the world with a deter-

rent to war. As a matter of fact, one of our
large military bases in this country has a

sign over their entrance gate that says,

"Our business is peace."

But you tempted me beyond my
strength, and I talked longer than I was
supposed to. But we're going to have a

dialog now instead of a continued monolog,
and I know that you have chosen some for

questions. And I'll start with the right

microphone and then switch back and
forth—take your questions.

The President's Visit to the School

Q. I have a question I'd like to ask you.

Why did you choose to come to this school?

The President. Why did I choose to come
to this school? Well, I'd have to ask them

—

no, I'd have to ask some people that were
doing some of the scheduling. But all I can
tell you is that I keep needling those people
that put a schedule on my desk and tell me
what I'm going to do. I keep needling them
to let me come to more schools, because I

like what I've seen of young America. But
you also were picked on the basis of some
of the things that you have accomplished
and we know you're here, and we tied that

into our trip here to Chicago to come and
see you.

Hijacking of the Achille Lauro

Q. I'm a junior here at Gordon Tech.
What is your comment on the hostage crisis

this past week?
The President. The comment this last

week on the hostage question? First, a gen-
eral comment: This terrorism and this thing

that is going on in the world is the most
frustrating thing to deal with. You know,
you want to say retaliate when this is done,

get even. But then what do you say when
you find out that you're not quite sure that

a retaliation would hit the people who were
responsible for the terror and the crime,

and you might be killing innocent people,

and so you swallow your gorge and don't do
it.

But in this last situation, we had moved;
we were ready and prepared, and then this

thing that happened with the Egyptian
Government offering to release the hos-

tages. They did not know at the time that a

murder had been committed. I can only say

about this one that we are making every
effort to see if those hostages cannot be—or

not the hostages, those terrorists, the four of

them, cannot be located and turned over to

one of the governments—our own or Italy

or Egypt—the governments that would
have a legitimate right to prosecute them
and bring them to the court of justice for

the murder.

Q. Thank you very much, Mr. President.

The President. Thank you.
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The President's Visit to the School

Q. Fm a freshman. My question is what
are your feeUngs now that you have seen

Gordon Tech?
The President. You turned down a little

away from the microphone, there. Say that

again; I lost you.

Q. What are your feelings now that you
have seen Gordon Tech?
The President. What are my feelings now

that IVe seen Gordon Tech? You saw me
have to tilt the mike up. I grew 3 inches

since I came in the room here. I must say, I

was somewhat prepared. You have friends

who told me that I would find a great spirit

here, told me some other things about your

school, your accomplishments. But believe

me, I heartily approve, and I think, looking

at all of you, the 21st century is in good
hands.

Student Financial Aid

Q. Fm a junior at Gordon Tech. Mr.

President, my question is: What about more
financial aid to college students?

The President. What about more financial

aid to college students? All right. Well, as

one who worked his way through college,

believe me, I have a sympathy for those

who could not go without having some kind

of help. As a matter of fact, one of the

better jobs Fve ever had was working my
way through college. I washed dishes in the

girls' dormitory. But there seems to have
been some misunderstanding. I know why
you ask about us and our approach to that

very subject. First of all, we found when we
arrived in Washington that there were
people who were getting grants and loans

whose family income was such that they

weren't justified. We thought that the help

should be aimed more directly to those who
would actually have to have help if they

were to go to school.

So, we did make some changes. And
there were some people, then, that on the

basis of income were ruled out as to getting

this help. And we have directed more to

those with the incomes that made it neces-

sary. But, also, the idea that in these

changes that somehow we have cut back

—

we have reduced requests for more spend-

ing, but we right now are spending more
on that program of college aid to students

than has ever been spent in the country's

history. And right this year, we're spending
around $9 billion on college aid, and more
than 40 percent of the college students in

this country are getting some kind of Fed-
eral help. So, I think we're doing—in the

situation we're in, what with deficits and
all—as much as could be expected of the

Federal Government.

Views on the Presidency

Q. Fm a freshman from homeroom 114,

and my question is: What is it like to be the

President of the United States?

The President. What is it like to be the

President? Well, I have to say, first of all, I

view the Presidency as—you know, some
people become President, but I've always

thought of it that temporarily you are given

custody of an institution called the Presi-

dency. And you must then return the custo-

dy of that or hand it on to someone else

when your turn is over.

Obviously, there is a great pride and
there's a great thrill to serving the people

of this great country, and I feel it very

deeply. I have to say, also, there are mo-
ments of great stress when decisions have
to be made. I don't know of a strain on a

President or a problem that could be great-

er and more anguishing than to some day
have to put the young men and women in

uniform in our country out where they face

the risk of wounds or death. And I made
such a decision with regard to the invasion

of Grenada. I have made decisions of that

kind with regard to terrorism and then
found that the exercises didn't need to be
carried out. But you have moments, things

that you will never forget, such as the death
of our marines at the hands of a fanatic

terrorist in Lebanon. Those things you have
to learn to live with. Well, all I can tell you
is that every morning when I wake up I

thank God for having given me the oppor-

tunity to serve.

Q. Mr. President, we have time for two
more questions.

The President. Thank you. Father.

Military Strength and Deterrence

Q. Fm a sophomore. Mr. President, my
question is: Will you continue to stand by
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your strategy of peace through strength?

The President Yes, we're a peace-loving

people, and out of the wars we've been in,

we haven't taken additional territory or

conquered other lands. We've had peace for

40 years, and I believe that peace is based
on two things: a deterrent capacity, and the

other is that after wars—and there've been
four in my lifetime—after previous wars,

peace would come and, yet, in the terms of

the peace we would lay the foundation for

the next war. The hatreds, the rivalries

would still pertain. And 40 years ago, our

country—when we came to the end of the

World War II—our country set out to help

all the war-ravaged nations, including our

enemies. And today those enemies—Japan,

West Germany, Italy—they are our staunch-

est and strongest allies. And we believe that

part of the 40 years of peace has been due
to the fact that we, for once, helped in

bringing about a peace that erased the

hatreds and rivalries, rather than just

smoothing them over until there would be
another chance to express them.

When we came into office, we found that

our military had been allowed to decline.

We had, as you know, the draft, and we
have now a volunteer army. Do you know
that we meet our quotas every year on en-

listment. We do better on reenlistment than
has ever been done. But do you also know
that we have the highest percentage of

high school graduates in uniform in this

country than we have ever had in the histo-

ry of the United States.

And I can sum up why it must be peace
through strength. We tried over the years

in unilateral disarmament. I saw some signs

of some demonstrators outside that were
asking for that very thing. We tried detente

and letting our military decline and not

building weapons, canceling the B-1
bomber, and so forth. Instead, the enemy
kept on—or the adversaries, I'm not going

to call them an enemy anymore—an adver-

sary who is contesting with us continued to

buid up to where there was a dangerous
imbalance that was growing. And I think

the greatest proof came in a cartoon I saw
of two Russian generals when we started to

rearm. And one of them was saying to the

other, "I liked the arms race better when
we were the only ones in it." Well, they're

not going to be the only ones in it. We're
going to do everything we

—

[inaudible].

This will be one of our goals in Geneva next
month—to reveal to them that we both can
bring down those mountains of armaments
if we are willing to agree that neither one
of us should be responsible for starting a

war. But that if they're going to insist on
building up these tremendous arsenals of

offensive weapons, which they are, then
they might as well face it—we are not
going to let them get enough advantage
that they can ever make war.

The President's Future Plans

Q. I would like to know what you plan to

do after you finish your final term of Presi-

dent.

The President What do I intend to do
after I finish my final term as President?

Well, this is the final term. Well, for one
thing, I'll go back to the ranch and catch up
on a little ranch work that I haven't been
able to do much of. Oh, people keep telling

me I'll write a book. They say it's the

proper thing to do. But, no, I think then

—

as you know, I've been 39 years old 33
times now. [Laughter] I think that I will try

to do just whatever I can, as a citizen, to

help whoever is in government keep on
with the things that need to be done to

keep our nation great.

I wish I'd have forgotten the opening re-

marks so we could have taken more ques-

tions here; I love to do this. And I just want
to tell you I also have received from your
student council a document, a letter con-

taining a lot of things and subjects that you
are interested in. Many of them did not

come up in the limited questioning so far

today, but I'm going to take that back with
me. I just received it today and saw it for

the first time. I'm going to take it back and
I'm going to write an answer to that letter

to your student council for all of you.

Thank you very much. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 2:15 p.m. in

the school gymnasium. Following his re-

marks, the President returned to Washing-
ton, DC.
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Nomination of Manuel H. Johnson To Be a Member of the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System
October 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Manuel H. Johnson of Vir-

ginia, District 5, to be a member of the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System for a term of 14 years from Febru-

ary 1, 1986, vice J. Charles Partee term
expiring.

Dr. Johnson is currently Assistant Secre-

tary for Economic Policy at the Depart-

ment of the Treasury. He previously served

as Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic
Policy, 1981-1982. He was an associate pro-

fessor of economics at George Mason Uni-

versity in Fairfax, VA, 1980-1981, and an
assistant professor of economics, 1977-1980.

He was an instructor and research associate

at Florida State University in the Depart-

ment of Economics, 1973-1976.

Dr. Johnson graduated from Troy State

University (B.S., 1973), Florida State Univer-

sity (M.S., 1974; Ph.D., 1977). He was born
February 10, 1949, in Troy, AL, is married,

and has two children. Dr. Johnson resides in

Fairfax, VA.

Nomination of Wayne D. Angell To Be a Member of the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System

October 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Wayne D. Angell of

Kansas, District 10, to be a member of the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System for the unexpired term of 14 years

from February 1, 1980, vice Lyle Elden
Gramley resigned.

Dr. Angell is currently Director, Federal

Reserve Bank of Kansas City. He was first

elected to the Bank in 1979. He has been a

professor of economics at Ottawa Universi-

ty, Ottawa, Kansas, since 1956, and dean of

the college, 1969-1972. Dr. Angell has

served on the Advisory Committee to the

staff of the Federal Reserve Board of Gov-
ernors, 1972-1973.

He graduated from Ottawa University

(B.A., 1952) and the University of Kansas

(M.A., 1953; Ph.D., 1957). He was born June
28, 1930, in Liberal, KS, is married, and has

three children. Dr. Angell resides in

Ottawa, KS.

Nomination of James Curtis Mack II To Be Deputy Administrator of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

October 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James Curtis Mack II to be

Deputy Administrator, National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration, Depart-

ment of Commerce. He would succeed An-

thony Calio.

Mr. Mack served as executive director of

Citizens for the Republic in Santa Monica,

CA, in 1979-1985. Previously he served at

the Veterans Administration regional office

in Los Angeles as assistant to the Regional

Director and assistant veterans services offi-

cer in 1973-1979. Since 1984 he has served

as a Commissioner on the President's Com-
mission on White House Fellowships. He is

also a director of Brentwood Square Savings
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and Loan Association in Los Angeles.

Mr. Mack graduated from the University

of Southern California (B.A., 1967; M.P.A.,

1969; M.A., 1976). He was born December
22, 1944, in Los Angeles, CA, where he
now resides.

Nomination of Adele Langston Rogers To Be an Alternate United
States Representative to the 40th Session of the United Nations

General Assembly
October 10, 1985

The President today nominated Adele
Langston Rogers to be an Alternate Repre-

sentative of the United States of America to

the 40th session of the General Assembly of

the United Nations.

Mrs. Rogers has been involved in civic

and charitable activities for many years. She

graduated from Cornell University (A.B.,

1933; LL.B., 1936) and attended Stanford

Law School (1934-1935).

Mrs. Rogers is married, has four children,

and resides in Bethesda, MD. Mrs. Rogers

was born August 15, 1911, in Wenonah, NJ.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Achille Lauro Hijacking Incident

October 10, 1985

At the President's direction, U.S. military

forces intercepted an aircraft over interna-

tional airspace that was transporting the

Achille Lauro terrorists. The aircraft was
diverted to the airbase at Sigonella, Italy. In

cooperation with the Government of Italy,

the terrorists were then taken into Italian

custody for appropriate legal proceedings.

Earlier today, upon learning that the terror-

ists would be flown from Egypt to their

freedom, the President directed that U.S.

forces intercept the aircraft and escort it to

a location where the terrorists could be ap-

prehended by those with appropriate juris-

diction. U.S. F-14 aircraft, flying from the

carrier Saratoga, detected the aircraft in

international airspace and intercepted it.

They instructed it to follow them and es-

corted it to the military airbase at Sigonella,

Italy. This operation was conducted without

firing a shot. The aircraft landed with Ital-

ian consent and was surrounded by Ameri-

can and Italian troops. The terrorists aboard

were taken into custody by Italian authori-

ties. The Egyptian aircraft, with its crew

and other personnel on board, is returning

to Egypt.

We have been assured by the Govern-
ment of Italy that the terrorists will be sub-

ject to full due process of law. For our part,

we intend to pursue prompt extradition to

the United States of those involved in the

crime. This action affirms our determina-

tion to see that terrorists are apprehended,
prosecuted, and punished. This episode also

reflects our close cooperation with an exem-
plary ally and close friend—Italy—in com-
bating international terrorism. The Ameri-

can Government and people are grateful to

Prime Minister Craxi, his Government, and
the Italian people for their help. We are

also grateful to the Government of Tunisia

for its refusal to permit the aircraft trans-

porting the terrorists to land in Tunis.

Finally, we must at this point note our

gratitude to the Government of Egypt for

its eflbrts to end this dangerous crisis with-

out additional loss of life. We strongly dis-

agreed with the Government of Egypt,

however, on disposition of the terrorists.
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From the onset, the United States Govern-
ment made clear to all the Governments
involved our firm opposition to negotiations

with the terrorists or concessions to them.
We also made clear our expectation that the

terrorists would be brought to justice. We
were, therefore, deeply distressed to learn

that those responsible for the death of Leon
Klinghoffer might be permitted to go free.

We said yesterday that we were deter-

mined to see justice done and that we
would use every appropriate means to that

end.

The decision on ending the hijacking was
an independent one by the Government of

Egypt. When we were consulted, we ad-

vised strongly against any arrangements
which would permit the terrorists to escape

justice. Since the time the terrorists were
taken off the ship, we have continued in-

tensive contacts with the Government of

Egypt to pursue that point. The United
States wants to emphasize the fundamental
and durable interests that the United States

and Egypt share, interests which transcend
this difficult incident. These have been
trying times for both our governments. We
will do all we can to ensure that the basic

U.S.-Egyptian relationship—in which both
our countries have taken so much pride for

so long—remains unaffected.

In closing, the President wants to empha-
size once again that the international

scourge of terrorism can only be stamped
out if each member of the community of

civilized nations meets its responsibility

squarely—passing up no opportunity to ap-

prehend, prosecute, and punish terrorists

wherever they may be found. We cannot
tolerate terrorism in any form. We will con-

tinue to take every appropriate measure
available to us to deal with these dastardly

deeds. There can be no asylum for terror-

ism or terrorists.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters at 11:15 p.m. in the Briefing

Room at the White House.

Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Reporters

October 11, 1985

The President's Health

The President. Before making the an-

nouncement and the business that has

brought me here and knowing your great

concern and not wanting you to lose any
sleep at night

—

[laughter]—let me explain

the patch on my nose. I figured you might
ask. The doctor has been keeping track of

me since the first operation for skin cancer

on my nose and felt that there was some
additional work needed. So, yesterday after-

noon when we came back from Chicago, I

went over there in the White House to the

doctor's office, and he did the additional

work. And a biopsy revealed there were
some cancer cells. And now I have a verdict

of—my nose is clean.

Hijacking of the Achille Lauro

So, listening to all the questions and com-
ments regarding my thoughts on last night's

events, I felt it might be helpful to take a

moment here to make a comment, and
then I'd ask Bud McFarlane to be here to

provide answers to all the questions that

you may have.

Events of the past 24 hours reinforce the

determination of all of those who share the

privileges of freedom and liberty to join to-

gether in countering the scourge of interna-

tional terrorism. All civilized peoples wel-

come the apprehension of the terrorists re-

sponsible for the seizure of Achille Lauro
and the brutal murder of Leon Klinghoffer.

The pursuit of justice is well served by this

cooperative effort to ensure that these ter-

rorists are prosecuted and punished for

their crimes.

I want to point out the crucial role played

by the Italian Government in bringing this

operation to a successful and peaceful con-

clusion. Throughout, Prime Minister Craxi

has been courageous in his insistence that

those apprehended shall be subject to full
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due process of law. I also want to note my
gratitude that the Government of Egypt
was able to end the crisis without additional

loss of life, although I disagreed with their

disposition of the terrorists. And, additional-

ly, I wish to praise President Bourguiba's

forthright decision to refuse the entry of

the fugitives.

Most of all, I am proud to be the Com-
mander in Chief of the soldiers, sailors,

airmen, and marines who deployed, sup-

ported, and played the crucial role in the

delivery of these terrorists to Italian au-

thorities. They and the men and women of

our foreign service and intelligence com-
munity performed flawlessly in this most
difficult and delicate operation. They have
my gratitude and, I'm sure, the gratitude of

all of their countrymen. These young Amer-
icans sent a message to terrorists every-

where. The message: You can run but you
can't hide.

End of statement.

Q. Mr. President, Mr. President, does
your action last night increase the danger
for other Americans being held hostage in

the Middle East?

The President. I don't believe so. I don't

think that there's any increase that could be
made. I think that Americans are, as well as

many other people from other countries—as

was evidenced in the passenger list of that

ship—are targets of continued terrorism.

Q. Mr. President, we were told you'd
answer a few questions. If I might ask one.

The Egyptians are apparently holding on to

the Achille Lauro, the ship that the hijack-

ing took place on. What do you know about
that? Is there any tie to the fact that Italy is

now holding the Egyptian plane, and what
are you going to do to try to get that ship

released? There are apparently still Ameri-
cans on it.

The President. I really don't know wheth-
er that is being held there for anything
other than just simply it is berthed there at

this time. I don't know whether the other

passengers who were away from Port

Said—they are waiting for them to come
aboard or anything—whatever might be
true of that. I just don't know.

Q. Mr. President, can you tell us about
your attitude now toward Egypt, and can
you tell us whether we intercepted this

plane without any help from Egyptian au-

thorities, either the top officials of the Gov-
ernment or lower down or whether in fact

they did give us some sort of help?

The President. Knowing that we could not
risk a leak of any plans of this kind—this

plan was ours, and the decision was made
yesterday afternoon on Air Force One
coming back from Chicago.

Q. You're telling us, sir, if I may follow

up, you're telling us that Egypt then didn't

know we were going to do it and didn't

sanction it in any way?
The President. And nor did the Italians

know we were going to do it, as far as I'm
aware.

Q. Mr. President, you say the decision

was made on Air Force One. Can you tell

all of us exactly what you did on this yester-

day? What went through your mind, what
decisions exactly you made, and what it was
like for you yesterday?

The President. Well, I can't answer exact-

ly on some of those things, on the decisions

that were made. The operation, as it was
carried out, was the operation that I or-

dered and approved of. But the reason I

don't want to answer any more specifically

on things of that kind is because terrorism

and fighting terrorism is an ongoing thing,

and again, as we've said before, I don't

want to make public decisions that we've
made as to what we would or would not do
in events of that kind, because I think it's

for the terrorists to wonder what we're
going to do.

Q. But was it difficult for you or easy for

you? Can you give us some sense of your
own state of mind?
The President. I don't know whether a

decision like that can ever be called easy,

but I had complete faith in our forces, and
the opportunity was there, and I believed

that the mission was possible, and I didn't

think there was any way that I could not

approve a mission of that kind with what
was at stake.

Q. Mr. President, what kind of message
do you think this sends regarding your re-

solve? You've been criticized in the past for

not taking action against terrorists. How
does this fit the profile of what you think is

possible, feasible, and what kind of message
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for the future?

The President. Well, our problem in the

past has not been a lack of will. Our prob-

lem has been in terrorist attacks that have

taken place in the past. First of all, in a

number of them, such as the terrible trage-

dy with the marines, the perpetrators of the

act went up with the bomb. They were
suicides, so, there wasn't—you couldn't

—

you were faced with, well, who were their

collaborators, who were behind them, how
do you retaliate—they're gone. And the

other thing is in a number of incidents

where to retaliate would simply be an act of

violence without any knowledge that you

were striking the perpetrators of the deed
and you might be attacking many innocent

people. This has been our great problem
with terrorism. But here was a clear-cut

case in which we could lay our hands on
the terrorists.

Q. Well, since you know that these were
the criminals and since you knew there

were not innocent people around, were you
prepared to fire? Were you prepared to

shoot that plane down?
The President. This, again, is one of those

questions, Andrea [Andrea Mitchell, NBC
News], that I'm not going to answer. That's

for them to go to bed every night wonder-
ing.

Q. Mr. President, on extradition, will you
press to extradite the terrorists to the

United States if the Italians do give them
what you consider to be justice, knowing
that there is no capital punishment in Italy?

The President. Well, we think this is the

proper thing to do because—I'm not a

lawyer, and I don't intend to get into too

many legal areas where I might be caught

short—^but they could be tried in both coun-

tries, and in this country they would be
tried for murder, where in Italy they will

probably be tried on the basis of piracy be-

cause of the taking over of the Italian

vessel. So, this is why we have put in a

request for extradition.

Q. Well, do you want two trials, or would
you be satisfied if the Italians give them,

say, a long prison sentence?

The President. That remains to be decid-

ed as to how far we go or how far we
pursue this. What we want is justice done.

Q. Does that mean death?

The President. What?

Q. Does that mean death to the hijack-

ers?

The President. Well, I'm just going to say

justice done.

Q. Mr. President, there were reports that

there was disagreement between yourself

and Prime Minister Craxi about the disposi-

tion of these terrorists—how they'd be
tried, where they'd be tried. Is there any

truth to that?

The President. No. We had a phone call

last night. He told me what his situation

was with regard to them, and I told him
what ours was. And I told him that we
would introduce an extradition request. He
told me what their legal process was with

regard to that, that it wasn't something that

he could just give an opinion on himself,

any more than I could if the situation was

reversed. And, no, we had full cooperation.

But now, I think the few are finished. I

know there are many hands, and I'm going

to turn them all over to Bud McFarlane.

The President's Health

Q. Well, can you just tell us about your

nose, Mr. President? Does

The President. What?

Q. Can you tell us what

—

[laughter]—for-

give us, but what kind of finding the biopsy

you had, what level of cancer?

The President. Oh, I thought I answered

that—that there were
Q. Well, there are different levels. Was it

melanoma? Was it basal cell?

The President. there were some can-

cerous cells found

Q. Let him
The President. and now, following

that, the examination following the little

minor operation, there is such that, as I say,

I can stand before you proudly and say,

"My nose is clean."

Q. Do you mean cancer cells found yes-

terday, sir, or are you referring to the origi-

nal swatch a month ago?

The President. There were a few found

yesterday. This was, as I say—the doctor

had felt that there was additional work that

he needed and wanted to do.
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Hijacking of the Achille Lauro

Q. Well, Mr. President, are you con-

cerned that this act may endanger the

other six American hostages—that the

action taken yesterday may endanger the

other six?

The President. I have no way of knowing
that or what they're thinking. All I know is

that we are still doing everything we can,

and investigating every channel we can, to

try and get back the other six hostages.

Q. Are you

The President's Health

Q. basal cell or a melanoma, sir? Can
you tell us the diagnosis?

The President. I heard the term. I'm not

medical, and Fm not a lawyer. And I'm not

medical, either, but I did hear the term

basal cell.

Hijacking of the Achille Lauro

Q. Are you angry at Mubarak?
The President. Pardon?

Q. Are you angry at President Mubarak
for his conduct in this whole affair?

The President. No. As I say, we disagreed,

but we have had too firm a relationship

between our two countries, and there's too

much at stake with regard to peace in the

Middle East for us to let a single incident of

one kind or a disagreement of this kind

color that relationship.

Q. But did he not lie to you, sir?

Q. lie to the U.S.

Q. Mubarak
Q. Did he not lie about where the hijack-

ers were to the United States?

The President. I have no way of knowing
that, either, or in knowing what that

Q. Did the Egyptians assist in any way,

Mr. President?

Q. Did you call the Klinghoffer

Q. Did the Egyptians assist in any way in

this operation? Did the Egyptians in any
way assist you in this operation?

The President. No. As I say, we did this all

by our little selves.

Q. Mr. President, are you satisfied that all

the perpetrators are in custody?

Q. Have you talked to Mubarak
Q. Mr. President, are you satisfied that all

of the perpetrators are in custody?

The President. I don't think any one of us

could answer that. We have no way of

knowing that. We know that the four that

were on the ship were the ones that perpe-

trated the crime. Very obviously, they are

part of a splinter group from the PLO and
have their own goals and aims, and how
many were involved in planning or support-

ing such a mission of this kind, we don't

know.

Q. But, sir, it is said that there are two
additional Palestinians

Q. Have you called the Klinghoffer family

yet, sir? Have you called the Klinghoffer

family yet?

The President. That's what I'm going to

the office to do, and you're making me late.

Q. two additional Palestinians on that

plane; one of them is said to be one of the

murder experts for the PLO, who has orga-

nized many raids of this type.

The President. All of these things, I think,

will be answered in the investigation lead-

ing to prosecution.

Q. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:25 p.m. in

the Briefing Room at the White House. Fol-

lowing the President's remarks. Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs

Robert C. McFarlane briefed reporters and
answered questions.
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Proclamation 5385—National Learning Disabilities Month, 1985

October 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The crowning wonder of our marvelous

universe is the human brain. This organ of

awesome complexity usually functions so

dependably that thoughts can be transmit-

ted from one person to another across the

centuries, across the barriers of language,

custom, and place. In all our daily transac-

tions, we assume that others will compre-
hend and respond to the symbols of logic

and language that are processed through

the instrumentality of the brain.

Yet many Americans do not always find

our language, numbers, and symbols natural

and logical. They exhibit learning disabil-

ities. In a sense, they are most aware of the

deep complexity of our mental processes,

for they must struggle to make the connec-

tions that, for most of us, are effortless

habits.

While science still knows little about the

biochemical and structural differences in

brain function that may account for the var-

ious anomalies we call learning disabilities,

our educators are finding alternative meth-
ods of teaching which help the learning dis-

abled enjoy a greater use of their mental
potential despite the difficulties they may
face in reading, calculating, and other forms
of mentation and expression. Meanwhile,
scientific observation of the difficulties and

the successes of learning-disabled persons is

helping researchers gain greater under-
standing of both the learning process and
the functioning of the brain.

Awareness of learning disabilities is one of

the most important advances in education
in recent years. As more and more Ameri-
cans become aware, our citizens with learn-

ing disabilities will have even greater op-

portunity to lead full and productive lives

and to make a contribution to our society.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

287, has designated the month of October
1985 as "Learning Disabilities Awareness
Month'* and has authorized and requested
the President to issue a proclamation in

honor of this observance.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of October
1985 as Learning Disabilities Awareness
Month, and I call upon all Americans to

observe this week with appropriate ceremo-
nies.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this eleventh day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:15 p.m., October 11, 1985]

Proclamation 5386—National Down Syndrome Month, 1985

October 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Over the past decade, Americans have

become increasingly aware of the accom-

plishments and the potential of the devel-

opmentally disabled. Nowhere has this

become more evident than in the changed
attitudes and perceptions regarding Down
Syndrome.

Just a few short years ago, this condition

carried with it the stigma of hopeless

mental retardation. There were few options

available other than institutionalization or

other forms of custodial care. Today, great
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progress has been made on all fronts.

Through advances in medical science, the

basis for the condition has been uncovered,

raising hopes for eventual prevention. Al-

ready, treatment can minimize the effects

of the condition and increase the life span

of people with Down Syndrome.

Through the efforts of concerned physi-

cians, teachers, and parent groups, such as

the National Down Syndrome Congress,

programs are being put into place to assure

access to appropriate medical treatment,

education, rehabilitation, and employment.
Such programs can have a dramatic impact

on the lives of those with this disorder, re-

specting their intrinsic worth as individuals

and maximizing the contributions they can

make to society. These efforts include de-

veloping special education classes within

the context of mainstream school programs;

providing vocational training in preparation

for competitive employment in the work
force; and preparing young adults with
Down Syndrome for independent living.

In addition, parents of babies with Down
Syndrome are receiving the education and
support they need to understand this condi-

tion and acquire new hope for the future of

their children. We must work together to

increase the awareness of the American

public as a whole to the true nature of this

condition and dispel the stubborn myths
about the degree to which it is disabling.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

40, has designated the month of October
1985 as "National Down Syndrome Month"
and authorized and requested the President

to issue a proclamation in observance of this

month.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of October
1985 as National Down Syndrome Month. I

invite all concerned citizens, agencies and
organizations to unite during October with
appropriate observances and activities di-

rected toward resolution of the condition of

Down Syndrome and toward assisting af-

fected individuals and their families to

enjoy to the fullest the blessings of life.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this eleventh day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:18 p.m., October 11, 1985]

Proclamation 5387—Lupus Awareness Week, 1985
October 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Systemic lupus erythematosus (also

known as lupus or SLE) is a potentially seri-

ous, complicated, inflammatory connective

tissue disease that can produce changes in

the structure and function of the skin,

joints, and internal organs. More than

500,000 Americans are estimated to have
lupus; approximately 90 percent of these

are women. One of the most frequent seri-

ous disorders of young women, lupus is

characterized by periods when the disease

is active alternating with periods of remis-

In recent years, the outlook for lupus pa-

tients has become progessively brighter as a

result of advances from biomedical re-

search. Positive findings have emerged
from such diverse projects as studies of the

immune system; research on genetic and
environmental factors; investigations of hor-

monal effects; and evaluations of the course

and treatment of the disease and its compli-

cations. The Federal government and pri-

vate voluntary organizations have devel-

oped a strong and enduring partnership

committed to research on lupus. Working
together, our objective must be to eradicate

lupus and its tragic consequences.
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In order for us to take advantage of the

knowledge already gained, to increase

public awareness of the characteristics and
treatment of lupus, and to point up the

urgent need for continuing research, the

Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution 57, has

designated the week beginning October 20,

1985, through October 26, 1985, as "Lupus
Awareness Week" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-

tion in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim October 20 through Octo-

ber 26, 1985, as Lupus Awareness Week. I

urge the people of the United States and
educational, philanthropic, scientific, medi-
cal, and health care organizations and pro-

fessionals to observe this week with appro-

priate ceremonies and programs.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this eleventh day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:19 p.m., October 11, 1985]

Nomination of Bruce Marshall Carnes To Be a Deputy Under
Secretary of Education

October 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Bruce Marshall Carnes to

be Deputy Under Secretary for Planning,

Budget and Evaluation, Department of

Education. He would succeed Gary L.

Bauer.

Mr. Carnes is presently serving as assist-

ant to the Secretary of Education. Previous-

ly, he was at the National Endowment for

the Humanities as Director of the Office of

Planning and Budget in 1983-1985; Acting

Director of Administration in 1985; and As-

sistant Director of the Office of Planning in

1979-1983. He was a member of the plan-

ning staff and program officer in the Office

of Education, HEW, in 1976-1979.

He graduated from the University of Col-

orado (B.A., 1966) and Indiana University

(M.A., 1969; Ph.D., 1971). He is married,

has two children, and resides in Springfield,

VA. He was born May 19, 1944, in Xenia,

OH.

Nomination of Jennifer Lynn Dorn To Be an Associate Deputy
Secretary of Transportation

October 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jennifer Lynn Dorn to be
Associate Deputy Secretary of Transporta-

tion. This is a new position.

Since 1984 Ms. Dorn has been serving as

Director of the Office of Commercial Space

Transportation, Department of Transporta-

tion. Previously, she was Special Assistant to

the Secretary of Transportation in 1983-

1984; a professional staff member of the

U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations

in 1981-1983; and legislative assistant to

Senator Mark O. Hatfield in 1977-1981.

Ms. Dorn graduated from Oregon State

University (B.A., 1973) and the University of

Connecticut (M.A., 1971). She was born De-
cember 7, 1950, in Grand Island, NE, and
now resides in Silver Spring, MD.
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Nomination of Edward H. Fleischman To Be a Member of the
Securities and Exchange Commission
October 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Edward H. Fleischman to

be a member of the Securities and Ex-

change Commission for the remainder of

the term expiring June 5, 1987. He would
succeed James C. Treadway, Jr.

Mr. Fleischman is a partner in the firm of

Gaston Snow Beekman & Bogue in New
York City. He was a member of the Ameri-
can Law Institute in 1976-1985 and the

American College of Investment Counsel in

1982-1985. He served at New York Univer-

sity Law School as an adjunct professor in

securities regulation (1976-1985).

Mr. Fleischman graduated from Harvard
College (B.A., 1953) and Columbia Law
School (LL.B., 1959). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Glen Rock, NJ. He
was born June 25, 1932, in Cambridge, MA.

Proclamation 5388—Myasthenia Gravis Awareness Week, 1985
October 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Myasthenia gravis is a harrowing neuro-

muscular disorder that enfeebles as many as

250,000 of our citizens, most of them in

their prime years. It debilitates strength

and destroys vigor. Extreme muscle weak-
ness and abnormal fatigue weigh down its

victims, sapping their ability to stand, to

walk, to pick up a glass and drink from it,

and—in critical cases—even to breathe.

Myasthenia gravis can strike anyone at

any time. While its exact cause is unknown,
scientists have found evidence that a chemi-
cal needed to stimulate muscle movement
is somehow blocked, leaving muscles unable
to contract. Such new knowledge suggests

the possibility of one day preventing myas-
thenia gravis by replenishing the missing

chemical and restoring the transmission of

nerve impulses. To this end, scientists sup-

ported by the Federal government's Na-
tional Institute of Neurological and Commu-
nicative Disorders and Stroke and by pri-

vate voluntary groups—^notably the Myas-
thenia Gravis Foundation, Inc., and the

Muscular Dystrophy Association—are dili-

gently investigating the basic neurological

processes that underlie voluntary move-

ment. Studies of immune system function

are also underway to help scientists under-
stand why myasthenia gravis patients seem
more susceptible than others to infections.

Thanks to previous investigations, several

drugs have been developed that can help

many myasthenia gravis patients regain

muscle strength and resume a fairly normal
life. More research is needed, however, to

find ways of liberating patients and their

families from rigid medication schedules

and from the side effects that accompany
long-term drug use.

To acquaint the public with the tragedy
of myasthenia gravis and the hope that re-

search holds for eliminating this disorder,

the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

183, has designated the week of October 6,

1985, through October 12, 1985, as "Myas-
thenia Gravis Awareness Week'* and au-

thorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in observance of this

week.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo-
ber 6, 1985, as Myasthenia Gravis Aware-
ness Week. I call upon all government
agencies, health organizations, communica-
tions media, and people of the United
States to observe this week with appropri-
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ate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this eleventh day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:39 a.m., October 15, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 12.

Proclamation 5389—National Housing Week, 1985

October 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

A gratifying sign of our continuing eco-

nomic upswing is the greatly improved
housing picture. The strength and ingenuity

of private enterprise, the efficiency and li-

quidity of our capital markets, and sound
government policies have brought decent
and affordable housing to the overwhelm-
ing majority of Americans. The opportunity

to own a home or to live in decent rental

housing strengthens the family, the commu-
nity, and the Nation. It gives individual

Americans a stake in the local community
and encourages responsible political in-

volvement.

Since World War II, the housing industry

has made an immense contribution to the

economic prosperity of the United States. It

has created millions of productive jobs, cre-

ating demand for goods and services, and
generated billions of dollars in tax revenues.

Shelter is one of the most basic human
needs, and therefore encouraging the pro-

duction of decent affordable housing must
be a primary concern at all levels of gov-

ernment. It is, then, fitting to reaffirm our
national commitment to livable housing and

family home ownership and to recognize
the multiple economic benefits engendered
by the current housing recovery.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

197, has designated the week beginning Oc-
tober 6, 1985, through October 13, 1985, as

"National Housing Week" and authorized

and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo-

ber 6, 1985, as National Housing Week. I

call upon the Governors, Mayors of our

cities, and people of this Nation to observe

this week with appropriate ceremonies and
activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this eleventh day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:40 a.m., October 15, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 12,
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Radio Address to the Nation on Soviet Strategic Defense Programs

October 12, 1985

Last week our State and Defense Depart-

ments released the most comprehensive

report yet on the strategic defense pro-

grams of the Soviet Union. You can obtain a

copy of—it's called "Soviet Strategic De-
fense Programs"—by writing the Depart-

ment of Defense in Washington, DC. This

report shows that the Soviets not only con-

tinue to build up their offensive nuclear

forces at an unprecedented rate, they're

also spending almost as much on strategic

defense.

For years, we have deterred aggression

through the threat of nuclear retaliation,

but we virtually ignored our defensive

needs. While the Soviets were expanding

their own involvement in strategic defense,

we were virtually standing still. At this

point, their buildup of offensive weapons
combined with their very extensive strate-

gic defense programs is threatening the se-

curity of the West. We must respond in

three ways: first, by modernizing our own
strategic forces, the forces on which deter-

rence depends; second, by doing our part to

get an agreement with the Soviets in

Geneva for equitable and verifiable reduc-
tions in offensive nuclear forces; and third,

by investigating the possibilities of nonnu-
clear defenses to help protect the United
States and our allies from attack.

It's our hope that this research and test-

ing under our Strategic Defense Initiative,

or SDI, may, in fact, point the way to ad-

vanced defenses that could protect millions

of people. We've got to restore military bal-

ance between the United States and the

Soviet Union, and we need your support for

both a strong defense and a strong deter-

rent against aggression. In a democracy, no
policy can be sustained without such public

support, but the Soviet Union is not a de-

mocracy. We see this in its internal struc-

ture, in its treatment of the individual, and
in the way it conducts its foreign affairs.

The Soviets refuse to admit they have any
strategic defense program at all. This is not

only deception, its dangerous deception, for

without a full picture of what is going on.

the people of the world cannot know what
they need to know to keep the peace.

Let me give you just a few details about
Soviet strategic defense programs. First of

all, unlike our own, Soviet activities go well

beyond research. The Soviet Union today

has the world's only operational antiballistic

missile system. The Soviet Union also has

the world's only operational antisatellite

system and the world's most extensive stra-

tegic air defense network. Beyond that, the

Soviets are engaged in a number of activi-

ties that raise questions about their commit-
ment to the antiballistic missile treaty of

1972, including the construction of a new
radar in central Siberia, which is an out-

and-out violation of the treaty. But that's

not all. The Soviets have for a long time

been doing advanced research on their ver-

sion of SDI. They don't talk about that; all

they say about SDI is that the United States

shouldn't have it, but as many as 10,000

Soviet scientists and engineers are believed

to be working on research related to SDI.

They're doing so well, our experts say they

may be able to put an advanced technology

defensive system in space by the end of the

century.

When you look at what the Soviets are

doing in both strategic offense and defense,

you realize that our SDI research program
is crucial to maintain the military balance

and protect the liberty and freedom of the

West. America's research and testing is

being conducted within the terms of the

ABM treaty. I want to make it clear that we
welcome the day when the Soviet Union
can shoot down any incoming missile, so

long as the United States can shoot down
any incoming missile, too. Our SDI research

offers the hope that we can enhance U.S.

and allied security through greater reliance

on defenses which threaten no one, rather

than on offensive nuclear weapons which
could kill millions. What I'm speaking of is a

balance of safety, as opposed to a balance of

terror. This is not only morally preferable,

but it may result in getting rid of nuclear

weapons altogether. It would be irresponsi-
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ble and dangerous on our part to deny this

promise to the world.

And so, we're dealing with the real issue

of peace, with the real issue of how to free

the entire world from the nuclear threat.

And this is why we want the Soviets to join

us now in agreeing to equitable and verifia-

ble reductions, and I mean significant re-

ductions in offensive nuclear arms. And it's

why we're seeking to discuss with the

Soviet Union, even now in Geneva, our

hopes for the creation of a world with more

defense and less and less offense. The
sooner the Soviet Union comes clean about
its own strategic defense programs and joins

with us in a real dialog to reduce the risk of

war, the better it will be for the world.

Write the Defense Department and ask for

the "Soviet Strategic Defense Programs."

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Murder of Iskander Odeh
October 12, 1985

The Santa Ana office of the Arab Ameri-

can Anti-Discrimination Committee was
bombed October 11, killing the center's di-

rector, Mr. Iskander (Alex) Odeh. The ad-

ministration deeply deplores this tragic

event and condemns in the strongest possi-

ble terms the criminal use of violence and
terrorism to achieve political ends. To think

even for a moment that there exists a justi-

fication for such heinous acts does grave

injustice to the principles of political free-

dom upon which this country was founded.

The President extends his sincere condo-

lences to Mr. Odeh's widow Norma and his

three small daughters, as well as to other

members of the family. The President has

instructed that appropriate Federal authori-

ties provide the fullest possible support to

the local police investigation now under-

way.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Italian Government's Release of Palestinian Terrorist Abu el Abbas
October 13, 1985

The U.S. Government finds it incompre-
hensible that Italian authorities permitted
Abu el Abbas to leave Italy despite a U.S.

Government request to the Italian Govern-
ment for his arrest and detention. Abbas is

one of the two Palestinians who accompa-
nied the four Achille Lauro hijackers on the

plane that was intercepted after leaving

Egypt Thursday night. A U.S. Federal judge

Friday issued a warrant for Abbas' arrest,

charging him with violation of 18 U.S.C.

1203, hostage taking, as well as piracy and
conspiracy to commit both offenses. The
Italian Government was notified, and the

U.S. requested Italy to arrest Abbas provi-

sionally pending transmission of a formal re-

quest for extradition.

Abbas, also known as Abu Khaled, is one
of the most notorious Palestinian terrorists

and has been involved in savage attacks on
civilians. Evidence at hand strongly suggests

that Abbas was criminally implicated in the

hijacking of the Achille Lauro; indeed, that

he planned and controlled the operation.

The Italian Government has informed us,

however, that its judicial authorities did not

consider this evidence legally strong

enough to support provisional arrest of

Abbas while awaiting a formal U.S. request
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for his extradition. The U.S. Government is standard of due process and is deeply disap-

astonished at this breach of any reasonable pointed.

Remarks on Arrival in Boise, Idaho

October 15, 1985

The President. Well, it's great to be back

here in Idaho again and to be here in sup-

port of your fine Senator, Steve Symms.
You know, our country is enjoying peace

and prosperity, and this just didn't happen
by accident. We got rid of some irresponsi-

ble policies that have been kicking around

Washington for a while, and we put in a

growth-oriented program in their place.

And that couldn't have been done without

a Republican Senate. When we got to

Washington, when Steve got there to the

Senate and I got there in the White House,

we found that inflation was more than 12

percent. It's now, for the last 4 months,

been 2 ¥2 percent. We lowered the income
tax rates by 25 percent. And the prime in-

terest rate was 21 ¥2 percent, and it's now
down to less than half of that. And Steve

Symms was a soldier in the frontline of the

battle that brought these things about, and
that battle is still being fought.

We're going to end something that's been
going on ever since World War II, and that

is deficit spending, and we're going to get a

hold of it once and for all.

Audience member. Way to go with the

PLO!
The President. And we're going to have a

tax reform that will make the tax program
fairly understandable and I think a little bit

cheaper. And it'll be fair, which isn't true of

the present system. And we're going to do
this, and in spite of some critics to the con-

trary, we're going to do it at the same time
we keep our military forces strong, as they

should be.

So, I know I've got to go into town

—

there's some people waiting there—^but I

just wanted to say to you, you keep Steve

Symms right there in Washington where he
belongs for this next Senate term. You need
him, and our country needs him, and I'll

guarantee you, I need him.

So, thank you all for coming out here.

Thank you. God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 11:30 a.m. at

the Boise Air Terminal.

Remarks at a Fundraising Event for Senator Steven D. Symms in

Boise, Idaho

October 15, 1985

Thank you, Steve, and thank you. Senator

McClure and Lieutenant Governor Leroy,

Congressman Craig, and all of you, the dis-

tinguished people up here. And, especially,

I want to mention these two grandstands

filled with these wonderful young people

up here. This is what these contests are all

about. And a special congratulations to Ve-

ronica Barnes for her award-winning essay

on why she's proud to be an American.

Well, it's a pleasure for me to be here in

support of a champion of liberty, a tough

advocate for the interests of Idaho and for

all of America—Senator Steve Symms.
Somebody asked me earlier today how it

feels to be leaving Washington for a visit to

Idaho. Well, I said, it's a little like coming
home to old friends after a trip through the

Twilight Zone. [Laughter] And it really

does feel like being home with friends.

Steve mentioned this already, but I haven't

forgotten the 66-percent and the 72-per-
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cent majorities the Gem State gave me in

1980 and 1984. And all I can say is: Thank
you, Idaho! You not only helped me get my
present job, you also sent to Washington
one of this country's finest and most respon-

sible Senators, Steve Symms. And along

with Senator Jim McClure and Congress-

man Larry Craig, they're all doing a terrific

job. I need them. Can I count on you to

keep them there? [Applause] All right.

A little over AV2 years ago, we set out to

revitalize our country and to turn around
some ominous trends. Inflation was raging,

our economy was declining, and our mili-

tary strength was getting weaker by the

day. With the help of hard-working, con-

cerned citizens like yourselves, we've put

America back on track. Now, some of the

experts said that it would take 10 years to

wring inflation out of our economy. Well,

you know what an expert is? That's some-
one who can tell you every reason why
something can't be done. We didn't listen

to the naysayers and neither did Steve

Symms. And now, instead of the 12-percent

inflation rate we inherited last—well, last

month, and as it's been for most of the last

3 years, inflation was under 4 percent, and
for the last 4 months, it has been 2 ¥2 per-

cent. Now, that's good for you, it's good for

Idaho, and it's good for America.
The drop in the inflation rate is only part

of the picture. The prime interest rate was
21 ¥2 percent before we got to Washington;
today it's under 10. Productivity has
jumped, real take-home pay has increased,

and that's real, not just pay that was raised

to keep pace with inflation. And we've had
34 straight months of economic growth. Un-
employment is down to 7.1 percent, and
this year we have had a higher percentage
of our working-age population employed
than at any time in our nation's recorded
history. Last month 378,000 more people
found jobs in America. Now, this couldn't

have been accomplished without effective

Senators like the two that are here, like Jim
McClure and like Steve Symms.
The progress that we've enjoyed has not

been, as our liberal opposition would like

the public to believe, as a result of luck or

personality or the celestial effects of Hal-

ley's Comet. America is back because we
discarded wrongheaded solutions that relied

on big government, high taxes, and more
Federal regulation. Instead, we put power
back in the names [hands] of the people.

Your success proves the best thing that

anyone can do for the American people is

to get the Government off your backs and
out of your way. Our program, aimed at

private sector growth rather than more
government and higher taxes, stood in stark

contrast to failed liberal policies of the past

two decades. It was about as popular with
the Washington establishment, that pro-

gram of ours, as a skunk at a lawn party.

[Laughter] So, it hasn't been easy. I've had
to rely heavily on individuals with courage,

energy, and principle. And you know now
I'm talking about Steve Symms. Steve has

been a linchpin, a driving force behind our
efforts to keep our country free, prosperous,

and at peace.

And today we're on the verge of a land-

mark victory for America's economic
future. Last week, as Steve told you, the

Republican Senate, with the support of a

majority of Democrat Senators, adopted the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings deficit reduction

plan. This farsighted legislation puts in

place a fair, enforceable method of reduc-

ing the budget deficit by equal amounts
each year, mandating a balanced budget by
1990. And then, I hope we'll be able to get

a constitutional amendment to ensure that

from then on the Federal Government
doesn't spend any more than it takes in.

Maybe over the weekend, on some of the

talk shows, you have seen some people

—

without mentioning them—snidely calling

this some kind of a gimmick, this Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings plan, and some kind of a

trick to cover up the fact of the deficits.

Well, it's no such thing. Let me just take

a second and tell you briefly what it is.

From the moment we got there, we've
been trying to reduce the deficits and elimi-

nate them and get them down to the bal-

anced budget. If we had gotten all the

spending cuts that we asked for in 1981, the

deficit would be $50 billion less than it is

right now. And so, each succeeding year,

you got back to the same old fight, asking

some of those in Congress who have favor-

ite programs that are supported by special

interest groups, trying to get further reduc-
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tions in the spending of government. Well,

finally, the idea came, let's have a pro-

gram—we're on a path, right now, started

on a path of decline in the deficits in pro-

portion to the gross national product. So,

we said, why don't we have a 5-year plan in

which we keep this downward path of defi-

cits to the point that it arrives at the bal-

anced point? And then, instead of battling

that same old battle every year, anyone
who tries to bust the budget with a spend-

ing program will be violating an adopted 5-

year program. And that's what that amend-
ment does.

And, of course, it's now over in the

House. Friday, the House of Representa-

tives took a step in the right direction, but

we still have a large hurdle to get over. In a

few days, the House-Senate conferees will

meet to iron out their differences. And they

need to know, back in Washington, how
you feel about it and what you want. So,

don't hesitate to take pen in hand or a tele-

gram or a wire. The American people will

not tolerate, I don't believe, any attempt to

scuttle this last, best hope to come to grips

with the budget deficit. The days of the big

spender are over. The House-Senate confer-

ence committee should realize the Ameri-
can people are watching.

Steve Symms has fought long and hard
against the profligate spending that

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings will finally put
behind us. One indication of the respect his

colleagues have for Steve is his membership
on the critical Senate Finance Committee.
It is a tribute for a freshman Senator to get

a coveted seat on that committee. And it,

along with his Budget and Environment
and Public Works Committee assignments,

allows him effectively to represent the

needs and views of Idaho in our Nation's

Capital. For instance, as chairman of the

Senate Transportation Subcommittee, he
has worked hard and successfully to keep
up this State's and the Nation's infrastruc-

ture, making certain that your roads and
bridges are in tiptop shape. Effective as he
has been for your State, Steve has never lost

sight of the fact that what's best for Idaho is

what's best for America.
We've come a long way, but there's still

much more to do. I know that here in

Idaho some of your key industries are still

struggling. Quick fixes aren't the answer.

We've had a half a century of that. We're
opposed to any policy that raises trade bar-

riers against our products. With our farmers

under stress as they are now, we must not

hurt them further with a trade policy that

cuts them off from the foreign markets that

are the key to a recovery for our agricultur-

al economy. Now is not the time to be clos-

ing markets and retreating; now is the time
to let the world know we mean business.

The era of the all-providing, never-com-
plaining America is over. Fair trade means
fair trade for us, too. I don't care if we're
talking about microchips, potatoes, chemi-
cals, or any other product. It has to be free,

fair, and open trade for all.

Restoring America's economic vitality was
priority number one for this administration.

To do that we had to come to grips with
economy-destroying levels of taxation. We
cut the Federal income tax rates 25 percent
across the board, offsetting tax increases

that were built into the system. And then,

we indexed taxes so they wouldn't increase

because of inflation.

Some idea of what had happened to you
in the years just a few years before—let me
give you just one little set of figures here.

Indexing, and what does it mean? Maybe
some of our young people who haven't paid
an income tax yet don't know that as infla-

tion was raging back over the last decade
and a half or so, and we were getting pay
raises to try and keep pace with inflation

—

not to increase our income, but just to stay

even—well, you're taxed on the number of

dollars you earn, not on their value. So, you
get a cost-of-living increase and you're

pushed up into another one of those 14 tax

brackets. And you pay a higher rate of tax,

but you hadn't improved yourself at all, and
you're worse off than you were back there

before you got the cost-of-living pay raise.

Well, this is what is cured with indexing;

now it can't happen. Now, it'll be really

done away with when we get tax reform.

But right now with the present tax system,

that is indexed so that, as you get cost-of-

living pay raises, you don't go up into an-

other tax bracket. You stay in the same
bracket you were until you actually get a

real raise. But the figures I was going to
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mention—in 1977 the average weekly wage
in America was $189. By 1985 that had
gone to $299. That sounds like a pretty

hefty raise, doesn't it? But if you count that

299 in 1977 dollars, without the intervening

inflation, the 299 was only equal to $171 in

the 1977 purchasing power. And yet think

how many tax brackets that 189 to 299 had
taken you up, so that the Government
could profit by your bad fortune. Well,

thanks to the hard work of Steve and Jim
and Larry and others, we also dramatically

brought down the inheritance tax so fami-

lies, especially family farmers and small

businessmen, won't lose through taxation

what they spent a lifetime building.

Now it's time for step two. Our taxes are

still too high. The system is unfair, as I've

just pointed out, and too complicated. We
propose to overhaul the system from top to

bottom, bringing down the tax rates, simpli-

fying the process, and making it more fair.

Now, some of the Washington cynics who
are opposing this say that you don't really

care. I say it's time for a change. Can we
count on your help to get the job done?
[Applause] Thank you, you just made my
day. I've always had the sneaking suspicion

that not only can Americans run their own
affairs better than government can, they
can probably run the Government better

than the bureaucrats and politicians.

You know, I've read a lot of the constitu-

tions of other countries, including the

Soviet Constitution. And I was amazed to

find that it has a lot of things in there that

it promises, that our own Constitution

promises. Of course, they don't keep those

promises over there, but they're in there.

But then, I was trying to figure out, what is

the great difference between our two con-

stitutions? And for these young people, if

they've ever wondered, I want them to

listen clearly. All those other constitutions I

read said, we, the government allow you,

the people, the following rights and privi-

leges. Our Constitution says, we, the

people, will allow the Government to do
the following things, and nothing more than

we have allowed them.
Now, some of the important issues that

we face as a people concern our own na-

tional security. During the last decade we
permitted our military strength to erode.

The Soviets, at the same time, rushed ahead
with one of the most massive peacetime
strategic and conventional buildups in histo-

ry. No one in a free country likes to spend
money on weapons. I'd much rather see

that money left in the hands of those who
work for it, but as long as I'm President, I

will not see our free country relegated to a

position of weakness or inferiority to any
other country. Now, this does not have to

mean, necessarily, more and more weapons.
One way out is reaching arms agreements
which will reduce the number of nuclear

weapons threatening mankind to equal and
verifiable levels. If we're resolute in our
search for an agreement while, at the same
time, firm in protecting our own interests,

arms reduction can be a reality. But let's

not kid ourselves, progress in this arena will

not come from weakness or vacillation. If

the United States negotiates with anyone, it

must be from a position of strength.

As the world has been reminded repeat-

edly in recent weeks, we're involved in a

major research effort to see if it is feasible

to build a system, a security space shield,

which would protect us against missile at-

tacks, against those giant intercontinental

ballistic missiles. This program is an historic

turning point. For the first time, energy

and resources are being put to use in an
attempt to find new technology that is

aimed at saving lives. If we're successful, it

will improve the opportunity for arms re-

duction because missiles, no longer the ulti-

mate weapon they are today, will be more
negotiable. You wouldn't know it from what
they've been saying about the American re-

search effort, but the Sviets have had an
expensive, ongoing strategic defense re-

search program of their own for years

before we ever started such a thing. Well,

the idea of using American technological

genius to develop a system to protect us

against nuclear missiles is moral and in the

fundamental interest of the United States

and our allies and the cause of peace. We
will not bargain this research and testing

program away when we get to Geneva.

Technological advances, like developing a

space shield, offer us new options. Yet we
should never forget that our independence
and freedom ultimately depend on our
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courage, determination, and strength of

character. And I think there's reason for

optimism here, too. There is a new patriot-

ism alive in our country. Fve been in a few
schools recently, doing what I am doing

here and talking to some students. And I've

been on a few campuses recently, and I've

seen something that back when I was Gov-
ernor and those rioting days were going on
that I haven't seen. And I have to tell you,

as you look at these young people up here,

I have come to the conclusion the 21st cen-

tury is going to be in good hands.

There's a new patriotism alive in our

country. And, something about which I'm

most proud, those brave men and women
who are defending our way of life have no
doubt that their fellow countrymen appreci-

ate their dedication. As a former marine,

Steve knows how important that is. He un-

derstands that the fellows who intercepted

those terrorists last week need to know that

we are behind them all the way. And I can
tell you, I'm mighty proud of the job they

did, as I know you are. They didn't have
more than an hour's notice, and yet out

there over the Mediterranean, with all the

aerial traffic that is going on in that area, in

the dark of night, they were able to pick

out the target plane and persuade it to land

where they wanted it to land. Any time,

now and then, if you see someone in uni-

form—it only takes a couple of steps out of

the way—you might want to say hello and
give them a smile and tell them how proud
we are. Do you know that today we have in

our military the finest young men and
women that I think we've ever had? As a

matter of fact, we have the highest percent-

age of the military that are high school

graduates that we have ever had in our
nation's history—91 percent are graduates.

We're building an America that is confi-

dent and proud, where every citizen enjoys

the fruits of peace and prosperity. Steve
Symms and I know that our greatest days
are still ahead. There's no limit to what free

men and women can do, and there's no
limit to how far America can go.

Thank you all. God bless you, and send
these fellows back. Thank you very much.

Note: The President spoke at 12:05 p.m. at

the Morrison Center for the Performing
Arts at Boise State University. He was intro-

duced by Senator Symms. Following his re-

marks, the President attended a reception at

the center for major donors to Senator

Symms' reelection campaign. He then trav-

eled to Milwaukee, WI.

Remarks at a Fundraising Dinner for Senator Robert W. Kasten, Jr.,

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin

October 15, 1985

Thank you. Bob, and ladies and gentle-

men here on the dais with me and all of

you, thank you very much. You know, in

the business that I used to be in, I don't

think I can top what's already happened
here. I should maybe take a bow and leave.

But it's great to be back here in the great

city of Milwaukee. I noticed on the way
that there were some protesters outside.

Bob, I always think of protesters as a good
luck sign. We had them all through last

fall's campaign, and as I remember that

election turned out fair to middling.

[Laughter] Now, that means, then, that

1986 is going to be a victory year for Bob

Kasten, too. I just know that a State whose
motto is "Forward" and whose official song
is "On Wisconsin" is going to want a fight-

er, a man with bold vision for the future

and the imagination, willpower, and just

plain guts to take us there. And that man is

Bob Kasten. He's just one of the best Sena-

tors your State has ever had. Incidentally, I

want you to know that I have a few little

pangs, too, when I said, "On Wisconsin." I

played football south and a little west of

here, Dixon, Illinois, in our high school. And
like so many high schools, our song was
"Onward Dixon," and it sounded an awful
lot like "On Wisconsin"

—

[laughter]—in
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both lyrics and music.

Well, in the battle to control Federal

spending and make our tax system fairer, as

Bob was telling you, Bob is leading the

charge. He's effective because he works

hard, knows the issues inside and out, and
really cares about the people of Wisconsin.

And when it comes to delivering for Wis-

consin and America, you can count on Bob
Kasten. He'll always come through for you.

Wisconsin needs Bob Kasten, but you know
that already. Fm here to tell you America

needs him, too. Bob has been a leader in

America's economic renaissance, keeping

our nation on an upward path of economic

growth and prosperity. You know, I've

heard that there is a new version of Trivial

Pursuit, that game; it's called the econo-

mist's edition. In this one there are 100

questions, 3,000 answers. [Laughter] But

Bob has learned one lesson well from histo-

ry: The one great nonanswer in economics

is tax increases.

Tax rates in this country long ago passed

the point where they became counterpro-

ductive, stunting economic growth and ac-

tually bringing in less revenue than the tax

rate cuts that spur growth and draw invest-

ment out of wasteful loopholes and back

into productive economy. Look at the effect

of our first across-the-board 25-percent tax

cut. Now, I've heard some voices of the

cynics in Washington suggesting that that

contributed to the deficits. Not on your life!

First of all, that was the principal cause of

the economic recovery that we've been
having. But second of all, would it interest

you to know that the revenues for govern-

ment have increased as the rates were re-

duced. Everything—you know, it was a 3-

year installment plan—our program, eco-

nomic program—and finally, it was all in

place. And so, 1984 was really the first year

when all the elements were there so you
would see what had been happening—and

the tax revenues were increasing at a rapid

pace. In the first 11 months of fiscal '85,

this year. Federal revenues grew a remark-

able 10 percent, and that's quite unusual.

Let me suggest that over the long haul,

the Federal Government simply can't raise

revenue any faster than by cutting tax rates

and then cutting tax rates again. It stimu-

lates everybody to do better and more

people go to work. You know, as the great

Yogi Berra once said, "You can observe a

lot just by watching." [Laughter] He's full of

those. [Laughter]

Well, Bob Kasten knows these issues

inside out, and that's why he's in the fore-

front of the fight for our tax overhaul. He's

going to make sure that we get a tax system

that's profamily, profairness, and pro-

growth. And incidentally, in the House just

a short time ago, the Democratic-dominat-

ed committee having to do with youth and
family and all said that, in their study of all

the tax proposals before the Congress, this

one is the most profamily. And that's one
good reason I'm confident that come No-
vember 1986, the people of Wisconsin are

going to say, "Six more years for Bob
Kasten in the United States Senate." Bob
knows that the economy is more than num-
bers; the economy is people, their hopes

and dreams, their hard work, and their

faith. He knows that high taxes are more
than just an economic mistake; they're a

human mistake. They destroy our dreams;

they dash our hopes; they make our hard

work futile; and they undermine our faith.

And he knows that America's economic

renaissance didn't come about through gov-

ernment programs; it is the spirit of Amer-
ica unleashed, a spirit that knows no

bounds, that can scale any heights.

If I had to give just one brief phrase as to

what was at the bottom of and the best

description of what our economic program
was beginning in 1981 is: We just tried to

get government out of your way. I men-
tioned a moment ago about what tax cuts, I

thought, had done in regard to the recov-

ery. Well, we have had one of the strongest

economic expansions in our nation's history.

We have helped put nearly SV2 million

more people to work—new jobs—in this

country in the last 34 months alone. And
after trailing behind so much in the years

just immediately following World War II,

when our Marshall plan had set up the

economies of so many other countries, now
a Japanese study shows that United States

plant and equipment is, today, newer than

Japan's, and that's for the first time since

World War II. And that came about because

more businesses and industries and more
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people had more money to invest. And
that's what does it.

Just a few years ago, there was only $39
million available in venture capital in the

United States. And last year there was $4
billion of venture capital available for in-

vestment in business and industry in the

United States. America is the world's leader

in job creation, growth, and technological

innovation. And I can tell you it was a big

thrill for me just recently—well, last year's

economic summit with the other six coun-

tries that are in that summit with us—and
when I got there—and instead of them
jumping on me for this or that or the value

of the dollar, they said, "What explains the

American miracle?" And so, I had the pleas-

ure of sitting there and telling them how
they, too, could have a miracle—cut spend-

ing in their governments and do away with
some of the rigidities that were harassing

their economic programs and their private

industry. And they all listened. Now, we'll

see if they'll do it. [Laughter]

Let's continue to build the American
dream by passing a fair, progrowth Ameri-
can tax plan this year, in 1985. And just as a

free society needs laws, so, too, a free econ-
omy needs the assurance of a stable dollar,

a dollar that will be worth as much tomor-
row as it is today, so that savings can't be
stolen away by inflation and Americans can
invest in the future with confidence. This
stealing away of the people's money—and
government contributed to that also. In

1977 the average income in the United
States was—the weekly wage—was $189;
this year that average is $299. But wait a

minute. Let me tell you what's been done
to all of you—this was throughout those

years, that great spiral of inflation—well,

that $299 in '77 dollars has only $171 as

compared to the 189 in 1977. And yet by
going up to $299, how many tax brackets

did you go up through? That's why we've
indexed the tax brackets for the future, so

government can never again make a profit

on your cost-of-living pay raises.

Now, we've got another thing in Wash-
ington that's cooking right now. Let's put
the force of law behind the deficit reduc-

tion with the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings bill.

Last week the Republican Senate, with the

support of a majority of Democrat Senators,

adopted the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings defi-

cit reduction plan. This farsighted legisla-

tion puts in place a fair, enforceable

method of reducing the budget deficit by
equal amounts each year, mandating a bal-

anced budget by the end of 1980—or 1990;

I'm sorry. 1980 is kind of Freudian with me;
something happened then, too. [Laughter]

Well, Friday the House of Representa-
tives took a step in the right direction, but
we still have a large hurdle to get over. I

know that there are some critics now that

are saying this is some kind of gimmick.
Well, ever since 1981 we have been trying

to whittle at the deficits by attacking gov-

ernment spending. And then, those who
wanted to defend particular pet spending
programs—Senator Russell Long once said,

you know, "The game in Washington is

don't cut you and don't cut me, cut that

fellow behind the tree." [Laughter] Well,

then, every year we've had the same battle,

trying to whittle down spending to reduce
the deficits.

What this bill does is make this a 5-year

program, a program in which we start a

deficit decline that by 1990 will bring us to

the even stage. And, then, I pray that we'll

have the sense to have a constitutional

amendment that says from 1990 on the

Federal Government will not spend more
than it takes in. You see what this does
now? This makes it so that somebody that

tries to bust the budget now in the future

will be going against a plan that has been
put into effect by law. And we won't have
to every year fight that same futile and
frustrating fight with the big spenders. In a

few days, the House-Senate conferees will

meet to iron out their differences. The
American people I don't think will tolerate

any attempt to scuttle this last, best hope to

come to grips with the budget deficit. The
days of the big spender are over. The
House-Senate conference committee should
realize the American people are watching.

America's future never held more prom-
ise, but we need Bob Kasten in the Senate
to make that promise real. Our agenda is

full: fair taxes, balanced budgets, and,
beyond the economy, excellence in educa-
tion and the end to government-sanctioned
discrimination and, important above all.
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using our technology, in which we're the

world's leader, to make peace more secure
for generations to come.

I know you've heard all about it. First of

all, a hostile voice was raised and called our
defense plan that we're working on Star

Wars. Well, it isn't anything of the kind.

Then, we've been going by SDI, which is

the Strategic Defense Initiative. Well, I tell

you what I prefer to call it. It is the strate-

gic space shield, a nonlethal weapon that is

not going to kill people, but that is going to

kill antiballistic missiles before they can
reach their target. Today our deterrent, our
war deterrent, is based on: They have mis-

siles, we have missiles; and if they fire their

missiles and kill millions of our people, we
will fire ours and kill millions of theirs.

That's no way to go. How long can the

American people stand still for a strategy

that threatens so many innocent lives? But
our goal is that once we can prove and
establish—we can with this research—that

the kind of weapon we're talking about, a

defensive weapon aimed at missiles, is ef-

fective, then, we really can do away with
nuclear weapons in the world once and for

all, because they'll be useless from then on.

We're searching for the most cost-effec-

tive means of providing for our defense
based on rapid advances in technology, and
that's the American way. We are high tech
and the highest tech in the world today.

Computers that, not so long ago, used to fill

whole rooms and cost millions of dollars are

today outperformed by little silicon chips

smaller than your thumbnail and costing

only a fraction of a penny. Technology is

getting more productive and cheaper every
day. Doesn't a cost-effective defense, allied

with high technology, make sense in this

day and age? The semiconductor industry is

discovering a world of seemingly unlimited
possibility in the infinitely small recesses of

a grain of sand. Our technological achieve-

ments of the past few years are one of the

greatest stories ever told, and if we can
bring this great resource of knowledge and
wisdom to bear in creating a more secure

and peaceful world, it may be one of the

greatest blessings that mankind has ever re-

ceived.

Well, it's been a real pleasure coming

—

oh, I'm going to interrupt for a second and
just tell you something. We have a new
head at the United Nations, you know,
former General Walters. And General Wal-
ters recently—he's Ambassador Walters
now—was on a mission for us to China. And
there they were speaking critically to him
of this strategic shield that I have men-
tioned, and they didn't seem very optimis-

tic about it. And then one of the govern-
ment officials there said to him, "We have a
problem here in China that we often speak
of." He said, "If a man has invented a spear
that can penetrate any shield, and another
man has invented an impenetrable shield

and they meet, what happens?" And Am-
bassador Walters said, "I don't know the
answer to that. But," he said, "I do know
what happens if a man with a spear that

can penetrate anything meets a man who
doesn't have a shield at all—I know what
happens then. They sort of changed their

mind about our defense program."
Well, it's been a real pleasure coming out

to this beautiful State once again. Pretty

soon I am going to have to be getting back
to Washington, and I'm just hoping that the

people of Wisconsin will send Bob Kasten
back there to keep me company. Bob is the

Senator Wisconsin needs to represent it into

the 1990's, and he's the kind of leader

America needs to carry us proudly into the

21st century. So, you elect Bob Kasten in

1986 and that would really make my day.

And it would make America's day, too.

And I just want to thank you all. God
bless you, and we'll both be there to thank
you in Washington.

Note: The President spoke at 6:32 p.m. in

Bruce Hall at the Milwaukee Convention
Center. He was introduced by Senator
Kasten. Prior to his remarks, the President

attended a reception at the center for major
donors to Senator Kasten's reelection cam-
paign. Following his remarks, the President

returned to Washington, DC
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Proclamation 5390—National Forest Products Week, 1985

October 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

of America

A Proclamation

From the dense stands of hardwoods in

New England to the towering redwoods of

California, America has been blessed with

an abundance of forestland. There is much
to praise in the beauty of our forests and
much to be thankful for. John Muir once

said of the forests of America that they

"must have been a great delight to God; for

they were the best He ever planted." They
are also a great boon to man. Besides their

beauty, they act as protectors of our drink-

ing water and wildlife and provide us with

abundant opportunities for recreation. They
bring us cooling shade in summer and
break the icy winter winds.

America's forests also are an unparalleled

resource. For the past three centuries they

have contributed greatly to the economic
and social development of our Nation.

From our forests come the lumber we use

to build our houses and the paper for the

books, magazines, and newspapers we read.

Though we may sometimes overlook the

fact in this age of technological break-

throughs, wood is an enduring and invalu-

able part of our everyday lives.

The Pennsylvania Dutch have a saying:

"We don't inherit the land from our ances-

tors, we borrow it from our children." That
is a profound insight we cannot afford to

ignore. Fortunately, Americans have proven
time and again that we see ourselves as the

stewards of this abundant land of ours. We
well understand that we cannot take our

forests for granted. From the time of Gif-

ford Pinchot, the Nation's first American-
born trained forester, Americans have
sought and found ways to insure the health

and improve the management of our for-

ests. Today, we have reached a point where
the growth of our forests exceeds the har-

vest. This has come about thanks to the

continuing efforts of our Nation's forestry

and natural resource schools, hundreds of

trained foresters, and other resource spe-

cialists, working with private firms and
local. State, and Federal agencies such as

the United States Forest Service.

Through the success of sustained-yield

forestry, Americans can enjoy the splendor

of our Nation's woodlands, as well as benefit

from an abundant supply of the numerous
products that come from trees. The forests

provide jobs for millions of people, and they

afford a healthy environment for the many
who take to the woods in their leisure time.

Even though forests provide us with a vari-

ety of products today, we will still have

—

thanks to proper management—millions of

acres of forest as a living legacy for genera-

tions to come.

To promote greater awareness and appre-

ciation of the manifold benefits of our forest

resources to our economy and the world
economy, the Congress, by Public Law 86-

753 (36 U.S.C. 163), has designated the

week beginning on the third Sunday in Oc-
tober of each year as National Forest Prod-

ucts Week.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning Octo-

ber 20, 1985, as National Forest Products

Week and request that all Americans ex-

press their appreciation for the Nation's for-

ests through suitable activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:20 p.m., October 16, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 16.
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Proclamation 5391-

October 15, 1985

-Veterans Day, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Veterans Day is a special day for all

Americans. It is a time to reflect on the

many sacrifices and the great achievements
of the brave men and women who have
defended our freedom, and to salute them
for their loyal and valiant service.

The blessings of liberty which our ances-

tors secured for us, and which we still

enjoy, are ours only because, in each gen-

eration, there have been men and women
willing to bear the hardships and sacrifices

of serving in the military forces we need to

preserve our freedom.
These fine men and women have not

sought glory for themselves, but peace and
freedom for all. They exemplify the spirit

that has preserved us as a great Nation, and
they deserve our recognition for everything

they have done. With a spirit of pride and
gratitude, we honor and remember our vet-

erans today.

I urge all Americans to recognize the

valor and sacrifice of our veterans through
appropriate public ceremonies and private

prayers. I urge the families and friends of

our sick and disabled veterans to visit them
and extend to them a grateful Nation's

promise that they will not be forgotten. I

ask all Americans, whether or not a family

member or friend is a veteran, to find ways
to pay a special sign of respect to a veteran

in their community on this day.

I also call upon Federal, State, and local

government officials to display the flag of

the United States and to encourage and
participate in patriotic activities throughout
the country. I invite the business communi-
ty, churches, schools, unions, civic and fra-

ternal organizations, and the media to sup-

port the national observance with suitable

commemorative expressions and programs.

In order that we may pay meaningful
tribute to those men and women who
proudly served in our Armed Forces, Con-
gress has provided (5 U.S.C. 6103(a)) that

November 11 shall be set aside each year as

a legal public holiday to honor America's

veterans.

Now, Therefore, 1, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby invite the American people to join

with me in a fitting salute on Veterans Day,

1985, Monday, November 11, 1985. Let us

resolve anew to keep faith with those

whose love of country has placed their

names on a well-deserved roll of honor.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:21 p.m., October 16, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 16.

Proclamation 5392—OPERATION: Care and Share, 1985

October 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Since the days of our Founding Fathers,

the American people have banded together

to meet the needs of their communities.

This spirit of neighbor helping neighbor is

one of the Nation's finest traditions. Gener-
osity and awareness of community needs
are traits that have kept our country strong.

Voluntary service remains as important
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today as it was in earlier decades, and per-

sonal involvement lends a warmth to giving

and sharing that no government or institu-

tion by itself can.

During the holiday season, I call upon all

Americans to join in partnership with

others to help provide food for those who
are in need. The agriculture and food indus-

tries, churches, civic and fraternal organiza-

tions, corporations, and nonprofit groups
can each play a vital role in reaching out to

their fellow Americans. Let the caring and
sharing that stems from private sector ini-

tiatives reach out across this great land of

ours like the warming rays of dawn and
bring to all the blessings of compassion and
goodwill, to those who give as much as to

those who receive.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the forthcoming holiday

season to be a time in which partnerships

are forged under OPERATION: Care and
Share. Further, I proclaim that November
25, 1985, should be a day upon which each
of us should focus upon our fellow citizens

and collect and distribute food to those in

need.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:22 p.m., October 16, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 16.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Free
and Fair Trade
October 16, 1985

President Reagan is today instructing Am-
bassador Yeutter to initiate proceedings
under the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT) against wheat export

subsidies offered by the European Commu-
nity. He is also asking Ambassador Yeutter

to begin an investigation under section 301
of the Trade Act of 1974 of Korea's prac-

tices for protecting intellectual property
rights.

The President is also pleased to announce
today that consultations between the Amer-
ican Institute in Taiwan and the Coordina-

tion Council for North American Affairs

have resulted in an agreement by Taiwan
to improve access to its market for Ameri-
can beer, wine, and cigarettes. Ambassador
Yeutter will report to the President by De-
cember 31, 1985, on Taiwan's progress in

implementing these changes. This market-

opening step by Taiwan is particularly grati-

fying because it represents the kind of re-

sponse we would hope to receive from all

nations to our request for elimination of

trading practices that prohibit free and fair

competition between the goods and serv-

ices produced by all nations.

Through the actions we have already

taken and the further actions we are an-

nouncing today, we are asking all nations to

live up to their responsibility to preserve
and enhance free trade. Our objective con-

tinues to be to enlarge and enhance the

world trading system for the benefit of all.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement

to reporters at 10 a.m. in the Briefing Room
at the White House. Also present to answer
reporters' questions was Michael B. Smith,

Acting U.S. Trade Representative.
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Message to the Congress Transmitting the Annual Report on
Radiation Control for Health and Safety

October 16, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with Section 360D of the

PubHc Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 263 1),

I am transmitting the report of the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services re-

garding the administration of the Radiation

Control for Health and Safety Act. The
report discusses the progress of the Food
and Drug Administration's (FDA) Center
for Devices and Radiological Health toward
the accomplishment of its objectives during

calendar year 1984.

The report recommends that Section

360D of the Public Health Service Act that

requires the completion of this annual

report be repealed. All of the information

found in this report is available to the Con-
gress on a more immediate basis through
congressional committee oversight and
budget hearings and the FDA Annual
Report. This annual report serves little

useful purpose and diverts Agency re-

sources from more productive activities.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
October 16, 1985.

Note: The report was entitled "1984 Annual
Report on the Administration of the Radi-
ation Control for Health and Safety Act of
1968, Public Law 90-602.

"

Proclamation 5393-

October 16, 1985

-World Food Day, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

One of the most encouraging results of

World Food Day, which the Food and Agri-

culture Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations inaugurated in 1980, has been the

rising tempo of public interest in the world
food situation. Last year in the United
States alone, millions of people in more
than 3,000 communities participated in a

wide variety of World Food Day activities.

Yet even this great outpouring paled
before the American response to the terri-

ble famine in Africa, especially in Ethiopia

and Sudan.

For many years, the United States has

shared its agricultural abundance and tech-

nical expertise with nations in need. We
have led the effort to alleviate world
hunger. Yet it is clear that charitable assist-

ance in the form of emergency food deliv-

eries, no matter how extensive, treats only

the symptoms of malnourishment, not the

causes.

The persistent problem of underfed
people has deep roots that unfortunately

are too often nourished by government
policies that discourage economic growth
and progress, put obstacles in the way of

international trade, and inhibit a free

market system. Governments dictate urban
food prices at the expense of farmer
income, and the farmer's judgement on the

type of crops to plant and harvest is ig-

nored.

Although some American farmers have
recently suffered economic reverses, this

Nation has not wavered in its commitment
to aid the developing nations of the world
to improve their agricultural methods and
to provide food relief during emergencies.

Our assistance has paid dividends to the re-

cipient countries. Since 1954, when the Ei-

senhower Food For Peace program was
adopted by the United States, food produc-

tion per person has increased an average of

21 percent in the developing countries.

Food consumption in the same areas has
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increased an average of 7.5 percent per
person since 1963. We are especially proud
that America has taken the lead in the pro-

motion and distribution of oral rehydration

therapy. This simple technology saved the

lives of half a million children around the

world last year.

In recognition of the continuing problem
and of the need to continue focusing public

awareness on means to alleviate world
hunger, the Congress, by Senate Joint Reso-

lution 72, has designated October 16, 1985,

as "World Food Day" and authorized and
requested the President to issue a procla-

mation in observance of that day.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim October 16, 1985, as

World Food Day, and I call upon the
people of the United States to observe that

day with appropriate activities to explore
ways in which our Nation can further con-

tribute to the elimination of hunger in the
world.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this sixteenth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:23 p.m., October 16, 1985]

Remarks at a Dinner Honoring Senator Russell B. Long of Louisiana

October 16, 1985

Ladies and gentlemen, one of the things

I've been trying to figure out is why anyone
as young as Russell Long would want to

retire. [Laughter] Now, of course, that's

only a cue for a story I want to tell you,

because, you know, in my position anymore
I have to be very careful of whether there
is any ethnic note to any jokes that I tell,

but I find that I can still tell jokes about
people getting old. [Laughter] They know
Fm not picking on anyone. So, this doesn't

have any bearing on his being too young to

retire.

But it is a story about an elderly couple
who were getting ready for bed one night,

and she said, "Oh, I just am so hungry for

ice cream, and there isn't any in the

house." And he said, "I'll get some." "Oh,"
she said, "you're a dear." And she said, "Va-

nilla with chocolate sauce." He says, "Vanil-

la with chocolate sauce." She says, "Write it

down. Now, you'll forget, dear." He says, "I

won't forget." She said, "With some
whipped cream on top." And he said, "Va-
nilla with chocolate sauce, whipped cream
on top." And she said, "And a cherry." And
he said, "And a cherry on top." Well, she

said, "Please write it down. I know you'll

forget." And he said, "I won't forget. Vanil-

la with chocolate sauce, whipped cream,
and a cherry on top." And away he went.
By the time he got back, she was already in

bed, and he handed her the paper bag. She
opened it and there was a ham sandwich.

[Laughter] And she said, "I told you to

write it down. You forgot the mustard."
[Laughter]

But, ladies and gentlemen, I'm delighted

that I could be here tonight to salute one of

the most important presences in the United
States Senate for, yes, over 36 years. There's
one thing about being able to talk first, and
before you all have dinner because then no
one can—well, maybe I'm taking some ma-
terial away from some others

—

[laughter].

But the simple facts about Russell Long are

that he's the son of an American political

legend. He ran a celebrated campaign for

student body president at Louisiana State

University. He earned four battle stars in

his country's service in World War II; was
elected in 1948 to the United States Senate,

and that was the day before he turned 30;

and he became one of the most powerful
Senators in that body's history, including a

committee chairmanship and a leadership

post.

Now, these are the simple facts, but, you
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know, in a curious way, they don't really

tell the whole story. You see, for those who
really know Washington well, Russell Long
is regarded as one of the most skillful legis-

lators, compromisers, and legislative strate-

gists in history. Lyndon Johnson, Richard
Nixon, and many others who knew the Con-
gress intimately fully appreciated the enor-

mous weight and power that Russell Long
wielded on Capitol Hill and the tremendous
savvy that he brought to any legislative en-

terprise. For example. Senator Long is

famed for his capacity to anticipate the

truly critical moments in the legislative

process. He was the one legislator who had
his mind on the conference, one observer

noted, when the others were worrying
about the floor debate. Indeed, it's true that

this son of a political legend has become a

legend on his own.
Russell Long is not one of the truly im-

portant Senators of our time simply because

he's a skillful statesman or was a fine politi-

cal mind. He also has a great capacity for

personal friendship and a warmth and
candor that has won him many friends. For
example—and I shouldn't be telling this

until after the session is over—he used to

ask, and I am quoting him, "What is a loop-

hole?" [Laughter] And he answered, "That
is something that benefits the other guy. If

it benefits you, it's tax reform." [Laughter]

But to be serious, we're not here this

evening simply because Russell Long was
and is a distinguished and important United
States Senator. We're here tonight because
Russell Long, throughout one of the longest

and most substantive careers in public life,

has been a friend of ours, a friend of his

country, and of the American people. Rus-

sell, I assure you that I speak not only for

your friends on Capitol Hill but for the
people of Louisiana and for the American
people who say "thank you" for your devo-
tion to duty, for the years of service to your
country. You won four battle stars making
amphibious landings in North Africa, Italy,

and southern France. And if the truth be
known, you won many more battle stars in

your country's service on Capitol Hill. I

want you to know how grateful we are to

you. And, Carolyn, I especially want to

thank you for your years of devotion to

your family and your country.

Thank you all, and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 8:17 p.m. at

the Madison Hotel.

Nomination of Charles Roger Carlisle for the Rank of Ambassador
While Serving as United States Negotiator on Textile Matters

October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles Roger Carlisle, of

Vermont, for the rank of Ambassador
during his tenure of service as United States

Negotiator on Textile Matters in the Office

of the United States Trade Representative.

He would succeed Richard H. Imus.

Mr. Carlisle entered the Foreign Service

in 1956 as an international economist in the

Trade Agreements Division in the Bureau
of Economic Affairs. He was political officer

in Bogota, Colombia (1958-1960), and com-
mercial officer in Melbourne, Australia

(1960-1962). In 1962-1963 he attended ad-

vanced economic studies at Harvard Uni-

versity and was assigned as minerals officer

in Santiago, Chile, in 1963. Mr. Carlisle

then returned to the Department as an eco-

nomic planning officer in the Office of

Cuban Affairs (1963-1966) and senior staff

assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Inter-

American Affairs (1966-1967). In 1967 he
was economic officer at the United States

Mission to the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-

nization in Paris and Brussels. In the De-
partment he was chief of the Industrial and
Strategic Materials Division in the Bureau
of Economic and Business Affairs (1967-

1968) and special assistant to the Under
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs

(1969-1970). He resigned from the Foreign

Service in 1970. In 1970-1971 he was direc-
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tor of the international action branch of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development and chairman of the Lead-

Zinc Producers Committee in 1971-1974.

He was vice president of St. Joe Minerals

Corp. in 1974-1983 and president of Man-
Made Fibers Producers Association, Inc., in

1983-1984. In 1984 he became special ne-

gotiator in the Office of the Assistant Secre-

tary for Economic and Business Affairs, De-
partment of State.

He graduated from the University of Cin-

cinnati (B.A., 1953) and Harvard University

(M.P.A., 1963). His foreign languages are

Spanish and French. He is married to the

former H. Nadeane Howard, and they have
two children. He was born April 11, 1929,
in Marietta, OH.

Nomination of Jerry Lee Calhoun To Be a Member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority, and Designation as Chairman
October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jerry Lee Calhoun to be a

member of the Federal Labor Relations Au-
thority for the remainder of the term expir-

ing July 29, 1987. He would succeed Bar-

bara Jean Mahone. Upon his confirmation,

the President intends to designate him
Chairman.
Mr. Calhoun is presently serving as

Acting Assistant Secretary and Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Manpower, Installations and Logistics, De-
partment of Defense. Previously he was
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Civilian Per-

sonnel Policy and Requirements in the

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower, Installations and Logistics).

Prior to joining the Department of Defense,
he was manager of industrial and labor rela-

tions with the Boeing commercial airplane

company in Seattle, WA. He also taught on
the faculty of the University of Washington
School of Business.

He graduated from Seattle University

(B.A., 1967) and the University of Washing-
ton (M.A., 1975). He has two children and
resides in Washington, DC. He was born
September 9, 1943, in Ludlow, MA.

Nomination of Gerald Ralph Riso To Be an Assistant Secretary of

the Interior

October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Gerald Ralph Riso to be
an Assistant Secretary of the Interior

(Policy, Budget and Administration). He
would succeed J. Robinson West.

Mr. Riso most recently served as vice

president of the health care division of

Korn-Ferry International in New York City

(1984-1985). Previously, he was at the De-
partment of Justice as Deputy Commission-
er of the Immigration and Naturalization

Service in 1982-1984; vice president, health

and medical division, at Booz-AUen & Ham-

ilton in New York City in 1978-1982; with
Touche Ross & Co. in New York City in

1977-1978; managing director of the Amer-
ican Lung Association in 1974-1977; and
managing director of Knight, Gladieux &
Smith in 1973-1974.

Mr. Riso graduated from Lafayette Col-

lege (B.A., 1953) and Wharton School of

Business and Finance, University of Penn-
sylvania (M.B.A., 1956). He is married, has

four children, and resides in Scarsdale, NY.
He was born January 31, 1930, in New York
City.
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Designation of Charles D. Hobbs as Director of the Office of Policy

Development
October 17, 1985

Charles D. Hobbs, Deputy Assistant to

the President for PoUcy Development, has

been designated as the Director of the

Office of Policy Development, replacing

Dr. Roger B. Porter, who has left the ad-

ministration to return to the faculty at Har-

vard University.

Mr. Hobbs has served on the White
House staff since April 1984. From 1972 to

1984, he was president and principal con-

sultant of Charles D. Hobbs, Inc., a Califor-

nia-based public policy and management
consulting firm. His company served a wide
variety of Federal, State, and local govern-

ment agencies in the development of public

service programs and management plans.

Mr. Hobbs was chief deputy director of

social welfare in California from 1970 to

1972 and also served on then-Governor
Reagan's tax limitation and local govern-
ment task forces in 1973 and 1974. He was
a delegate to the Economic Summit Confer-
ence on Inflation in 1975. Mr. Hobbs de-

signed and managed the development of

computer-based information and command/
control systems from 1958 to 1970.

He graduated from Northwestern Univer-
sity (B.S., 1955) and was a Woodrow Wilson
fellow at UCLA in 1958 and 1959. He was
the distinguished military graduate at

Northwestern in 1955 and served 3 years as

an officer in the U.S. Air Force. He was
born September 2, 1933, in Kansas City,

MO, and now resides in Arlington, VA.

Appointment of Donald A. Clarey as Special Assistant to the

President and Deputy Director of the Office of Cabinet Affairs

October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Donald A. Clarey to be Spe-

cial Assistant to the President and Deputy
Director of the Office of Cabinet Affairs.

Mr. Clarey has served as Associate Direc-

tor of the Office of Cabinet Affairs since

August 1983. Previously he was a consultant

to the State Department for the 1983 Wil-

liamsburg Summit of Industrialized Nations

Task Force. Prior to joining the Reagan ad-

ministration, Mr. Clarey served as adminis-

trative assistant to the majority leader of

the New York State Senate from 1980 to

1983. In 1977-1980 he was a program asso-

ciate in the office of the Senate majority

leader. In both 1980 and 1982 he was a

Republican/Conservative candidate for the

New York State Assembly. From 1973 to

1976, he was executive assistant to the Di-

rector for Congressional Affairs at the Fed-
eral Energy Administration. In 1972 he
served on the staff of Congressman Howard
W. Robison (R-NY).

Mr. Clarey graduated from Union College

(B.A., 1972) and the Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard University (M.P.A.,

1977). He is married to the former Wendy
Allen and resides in Alexandria, VA. He was
born on February 8, 1950, in Johnson City,

NY.
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Appointment of Deborah Steelman as Deputy Assistant to the

President and Director of the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Deborah Steelman as

Deputy Assistant to the President and Di-

rector of the Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs.

Since April 1983, Ms. Steelman has been
serving in the Office of Intergovernmental

Affairs at the White House, handling policy

matters. Ms. Steelman served as Director of

Intergovernmental Affairs at the Environ-

mental Protection Agency in 1983-1985.

Previously, she was legislative director to

Senator John Heinz of Pennsylvania; deputy
director of the Missouri Department of Nat-

ural Resources under Governor Christopher

S. (Kit) Bond; and campaign manager for

the reelection effort of Attorney General

John Ashcroft. She began her career as as-

sistant public defender in Kansas City, MO.
She graduated from the University of Mis-

souri (B.A., 1976; J.D., 1978). She was born
February 4, 1955, in Salem, MO, and now
resides in Alexandria, VA.

Appointment of Cecilia Cole Mclnturff as Special Assistant to the

President for Political and Intergovernmental Affairs

October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Cecilia Cole Mclnturff as

Special Assistant to the President for Politi-

cal and Intergovernmental Affairs.

She currently serves at the White House
in the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs,

acting as liaison between the White House
and State legislators. Ms. Cole Mclnturff
served as director of communications for

the National Republican Senatorial Commit-
tee in 1983-1984. Previously she served as

press spokesman for Senator Bill Armstrong
of Colorado.

She attended the University of Florida

College of Journalism and Communications
in 1974-1978. She is married and resides in

Alexandria, VA. She was born November
19, 1956, in Ocala, FL.

Nomination of Robert Logan Clarke To Be Comptroller of the

Currency
October 17, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert Logan Clarke to be
Comptroller of the Currency, Department
of the Treasury, for a term of 5 years. He
would succeed C.T. Conover.

Since 1968 Mr. Clarke has been an attor-

ney with the law firm of Bracewell & Pat-

terson in Houston, TX. He serves as head of

the banking section of Bracewell & Patter-

son, which he formed in 1972. He is a di-

rector of Allied Beltway Bank in Houston
and an advisory director of the Centerville

State Bank in Centerville, TX. He served as

a captain in the United States Army in

1966-1968.

He graduated from Rice University (B.A.,

1963) and Harvard Law School (LL.B.,

1966). He is married, has one child, and
resides in Houston, TX. He was born June
29, 1942, in Tulsa, OK.
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Remarks to Representatives of Ethnic and Fraternal Benefit

Organizations During a White House Briefing on Tax Reform
October 17, 1985

Well, thank you all, and welcome to the

White House. I just stopped and stuck my
head in the door of a meeting that's going

on down the hall you'd have liked very

much. They range from about that high on
up to that high. They were the Young As-

tronauts. This is the first anniversary of the

Young Astronauts Program. Well, a special

greeting to Virgil Dechant and Al Ma-
zewski—two men that I know have done a

great deal in support of our fair share tax

plan.

Washington, I'm glad to say, is cooling off

now that it's fall, but the battle for tax fair-

ness is just beginning to heat up. As some-

one once said, government is too big and
important to be left to the politicians. The
same could be said of our struggle to over-

haul our tax system. We need you, America
needs you to get actively involved and to

help get the message out to the American
people and, through them, back to Con-
gress that we want a progrowth, profair-

ness, and profamily tax bill this year, in

1985.

I've been all around this country stump-
ing for tax fairness, and everywhere I go,

the American people enthusiastically em-
brace our proposals. I was thrilled to see a

poll in USA Today recently—where I went
to talk about our tax plan earlier this

month; that was in Cincinnati. Support for

America's fair share plan among those who
had read or heard my explanation of what
the plan does shot up 14 points to an over-

whelming 68-percent majority. I have com-
plained that I think one of the reasons

there isn't more action from the people is

that there just isn't enough information out

there about what the plan will do. When
the people hear all the facts, when they

hear the case for tax fairness as well as the

case against it, America's fair share tax plan

wins a landslide victory. The American
people know a good deal when they see

one, but you have to show it to them first.

Now, I'd like to be able to visit every city

and town in this country and talk about our

fair share tax plan. I'd like to be able to go
door to door and tell every American how
our proposal will benefit them, but there's

just not enough time if we're going to pass

tax fairness in 1985. And that's why you
were asked here to the White House today.

We can't rely on the media to tell the good
news of America's fair share tax plan to the

American people. They've got all kinds of

news to report and just can't take that on.

But you represent ethnic and fraternal ben-
efit organizations all across our country. You
are the grassroots that everyone talks about.

You are America. You can get the message
out directly to the American people that if

we want our nation to achieve its full po-

tential, if we want America to be first in

economic growth and technological innova-

tion, if we want to save the American
family from being crushed under the

burden of Federal taxation, and if we want
our children to have the bright and pros-

perous future they deserve, we must re-

structure our nation's tax system; we must
pass America's fair share tax plan. I know
you've had some briefings and some talk

already, but I hope I won't be plowing

plowed ground, but let me get into a few
specifics of our plan.

First, we see no reason to start up a new
tax on America's fraternal benefit organiza-

tions. We should be bolstering and encour-

aging, not taxing and discouraging these es-

sential organizations that mean so much to

the private life of our nation. But let me
also tell you some of the specifics of how we
plan to make it easier for families, because
our profamily initiatives are the heart and
soul of America's fair share tax plan. The
historians Will and Ariel Durant once wrote
that the family "is the nucleus of civiliza-

tion." Well, they were right, but for the

past several decades, the Federal Govern-
ment has been treating the family almost as

if it didn't matter. Throughout the great tax

explosion of the sixties and the seventies,

everybody with a paycheck got hit and hit

hard by taxes, but those trying to raise fami-
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lies got clobbered. Not only did their taxes

skyrocket, their personal exemption, the
real value of the deduction they were al-

lowed to take for themselves and each one
of their dependents, was steadily being
knocked down by inflation. In other words,
families were getting a double whammy, a
double tax hike.

It wouldn't be an exaggeration to say that

the colossal growth of government over the
last two decades was financed by raiding

the dwindling bank accounts of America's
families. If the personal exemption, which
was $600 in 1948, had kept pace with infla-

tion, it would be worth $2,700 today. So,

there's a tax increase the people didn't

even know was being imposed on them. We
plan to almost double the current exemp-
tion to $2,000. We can't go all the way, but
our plan would raise the exemption in

order to make up for some of what the
families lost over those years. To me, that's

only fair, and what's fair is worth fighting

for. And I hope you're with me on that.

[Applause] Thank you.

Now, we are also increasing the standard
deduction for joint returns to $4,000, and
our proposal will mean that families as well
as the elderly, the blind, and the disabled
living at or below the poverty line will be
completely scratched from the Federal
income tax rolls. The United States Govern-
ment will no longer tax families into pover-
ty. Our profamily measures will mean that a
family of four doesn't have to pay one
single cent of Federal taxes on the first

$12,000 of income. And because saving is so

essential to families but so very difficult

with all these expenses, we're expanding
the tax-free savings accounts of the IRA's so
that they are fully available to nonwage-
earning spouses. We figure that the house-
wife is also working a full 40 hours a week
and probably much more. So, let's have an
end to treating homemakers like second-
class citizens.

Our profamily initiatives are designed to

make it affordable to raise families again.

You shouldn't have to be affluent to experi-

ence the blessings of home life, and that's a
right to which every American is entitled.

I'm glad to say that the Democratic-con-
trolled House Select Committee on Chil-

dren, Youth, and Families has rated our tax

proposal the most profamily tax proposal
before the Congress, more profamily than
any other proposal that's around and light

years ahead of the present system. Now

—

and this goes beyond economics, although
in my opinion profamily policies are the
best economics there is—this gets to the
moral code—or core of our nation. America
has a responsibility to the future, and our
children are our future. We're a nation of
immigrants who've labored and sacrificed

to give our children a better life, and we
can't let big government, high tax policies

take away what we've worked so hard to

achieve.

You know, our forefathers got so riled up
over a tea tax, among other things, that
they started a revolution. Now, today we
have a tax on families, a tax on achieve-
ment, success, and aspiration—a tax on the
American dream. Well, I think it's time we
had another revolution, a peaceful one this

time, called America's fair share tax plan.

This fair share tax plan is a gift that we owe
to ourselves and to our children. And with
your help, mobilizing support out there in

the grassroots, we'll have it wrapped up by
the holiday season, and then we'll really

have something to celebrate on New Year's

Day.

So, thank you all for being here. God
bless you all. Thank you. When I first got
here, a little 11 -year-old girl wrote me a
letter, and she told me all the things that I

should do. And by golly, she had a pretty
good grasp on what was needed. But I've

always remembered her letter. She wound
up and said, "Now get back over to the
Oval Office and go to work." [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 1 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Ruilding.
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Remarks Following Discussions With Prime Minister Shimon Peres

of Israel

October 17, 1985

The President. It has been a special pleas-

ure for me to welcome Prime Minister

Peres to the White House, both as a person-

al friend and the leader of the Government
of Israel. It's a great honor for me to re-

ceive the Weizmann Institute's honorary
degree of doctor of philosophy. The Weiz-
mann is synonymous with humanitarianism
and the pursuit of excellence. For Israel,

the institute is a symbol of an old intellectu-

al tradition that has survived even the rav-

ages of the Holocaust. The institute made a

magnificent contribution to the future state

of Israel, helping to assure its leading role in

the vanguard of peaceful democratic na-

tions leading the world toward the 21st cen-

tury. And Fm very pleased to have been
honored by this award.

Our talks today have been in the tradi-

tion of the close regular dialog that we have
with Israel, a reflection of the warm and
enduring relationship between our two na-

tions. In our talks, we paid special attention

to two issues; our commitment to Israel's

security and well-being and our shared

desire to move forward together toward a

just and lasting peace between Israel and all

its Arab neighbors. Prime Minister Peres

and I fully agreed to press ahead in this

search. We recognize there are obstacles,

significant obstacles to peace, but we also

recognize that there is a better opportunity

for real progress now than there has been
for some time and a better chance than we
may have for some time to come; much
progress has already been made.
Prime Minister Peres has made clear Isra-

el's desire for direct negotiations without

preconditions, and King Hussein stated here

at the White House on September 30 that

he welcomes the prospect of beginning ne-

gotiations with Israel promptly and directly.

This kind of determination and good faith

gives the United States confidence that the

hurdles to peace can be overcome. Prime
Minister Peres and I are also fully agreed

that a strong, secure Israel is a shared inter-

est. In the year since the Prime Minister's

last visit, Israel and the United States have
strengthened and expanded our security co-

operation, which furthers a number of

common objectives, including the mainte-

nance of Israel's qualitative military advan-
tage against any combination of adversaries.

We also discussed the evil scourge of ter-

rorism which has claimed so many Israeli,

American, and Arab victims and has

brought tragedy to many others. Terrorism
is the cynical, remorseless enemy of peace,

and it strikes most viciously whenever real

progress seems possible. We need no fur-

ther proof of this than the events of the last

few weeks. The Prime Minister and I share

a determination to see that terrorists are

denied sanctuary and are justly punished.

Furthermore, and just as important. Prime
Minister Peres and I agreed that terrorism

must not blunt our efforts to achieve peace
in the Middle East.

Prime Minister Peres and I also have re-

viewed many other issues on our common
agenda. We took stock with real satisfaction

of what Israel and the United States have
accomplished together. Among other

things, we've concluded a free trade area

agreement, the first of its kind for us. In

this regard, I salute Prime Minister Peres

and his government for their courage in

adopting an economic reform program that

holds promise if effectively implemented
for leading Israel to strong and steady non-

inflationary growth. We agreed last year

that growth is the main objective. And we
will continue to explore in our joint eco-

nomic group and elsewhere ways to pro-

mote Israel's strong economic potential.

Mr. Prime Minister, I thank you very

much for your visit. It's been an occasion to

renew a friendship and to review and en-

hance the strength of our unique bilateral

relationship.

The Prime Minister. Mr. President, I'm

grateful for the opportunity of expressing to

you the admiration and the gratitude of the

people of Israel. In our country, pluralistic

as it is, where the national consensus is re-
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served for very rare occasions, you have
achieved it—an admiration of all parts in

our country, all people, who came, really, to

learn to know you and to admire you.

We admire your leadership because it

gave American greatness a new dimension;

because it has introduced a new solidarity

to the free world; because it has enhanced
the desire for knowledge in the realm of

science; because it has demonstrated a

moving friendship for the new and old

Israel. On a personal note, may I add that

one who has had to take decisions affecting

the lives of young soldiers, I appreciate

both your correct instinct and decisive reac-

tion to the unfolding drama in the east

Mediterranean last week as it was manifest-

ed in real leadership and real courage.

Twelve months ago, Mr. President, when
we met here, I felt that I was standing at a

new beginning. You then extended your

support for some of Israel's ambitious plans.

Since then, we have removed the Lebanese
wall from the agenda of Arab-Israel rela-

tions. We tightened our belts in order to

stabilize our economy, reduce inflation, and
deficits. We have begun a process meant to

transform the peace treaty into a viable

precedent for the whole region—Fm refer-

ring to the peace treaty with Egypt. We
have changed our policy on the West Bank.

We confronted the agony of terrorism with-

out losing hope that peace would destroy

terror before terror would destroy peace.

Today we stand ready to take bold steps in

a no less challenging direction, and I trust,

Mr. President, that we shall have the bene-
fit of your continued support.

The first objective is the most challenging

of all: making peace. With our hand of

peace extended across the Jordanian River,

we call upon our eastern neighbor to heed
and accept this sincere invitation. We
should not miss the opportunity of putting

an end to belligerency and of entering hon-

orable and direct negotiation. We are ready

to meet without preconditions, without

losing time, at any suitable location—be it

in Amman, in Jerusalem, or Washington.

We are prepared to consider any proposal

put forward by the Jordanians. Let us bear

the cost of peace in preference to the price

of war. Our second objective is to move
economically from stabilization to growth.

We are grateful for your continued support

in reaching both objectives, particularly in

the light of our heavy security burden and
lack of natural resources, save for a highly

motivated people. Finally, Mr. President,

we would like to join hands with the United
States in an appeal to the heart of our

fellow men. We welcome the opportunity

to participate in amplifying the voice of de-

mocracy and echoing its values as we ad-

dress those who are denied its reality, yet

yearn for it. In so doing, we reaffirm our

commitment to strive for a world free of

discrimination, free of oppression, free of

terror.

Mr. President, Chaim Weizmann, a

world-renowned scientist, was our first

president. He believed that ancient prophe-

cy and modern science, together reaching

across the gulf of generations, could set our

small nation on the road to development at

its highest values. In recognition of your
proven ability to lead a great country to

even greater heights by seeking the new
horizons of real and great promise, the

Weizmann Institute, which has gained high

repute, was proud to bestow on you, Mr.

Ronald Reagan, an honorary doctorate.

Your search for a more stable and safer

world has unleashed human curiosity in

pursuit of wisdom and knowledge as well as

of untold opportunity.

Mr. President, as always, it was a great

pleasure and honor to meet with you to

discuss in a real friendly way and free spirit

our common problems and hopes. And
again, thank you for your support, and I'm

sure we shall be able to cooperate in the

future in the same good way that our two
countries were working together for such a

long period of time.

The President. The feeling is mutual.

The Prime Minister. Thank you very

much.

Reporter. Mr. President, Italy says we vio-

lated their airspace. Did we, sir? Italy, vio-

lated their airspace, plane.

The President. I'm not going to take ques-

tions or get into a debate on what took

place. I am satisfied with what we did.

Q. Does the PLO still have a place in the
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peace process?

Q. What would you expect

Q. Should Hussein go ahead without the

PLO?
The President. Fm not going to take your

questions on these things.

Q. What about the Jordanian arms sale,

sir? Is Israel going to support us?

Note: The President spoke at 3:12 p.m. at

the South Portico of the White House. Earli-

er, the President and the Prime Minister

met in the Oval Office.

Proclamation 5394—National High-Tech Month, 1985

October 17, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

National High-Tech Month provides an
opportunity for all Americans to learn how
technological advances contribute to our

economic growth and rising standard of

living and to reaffirm our national commit-
ment to maintain the leadership of the

United States in high-technology develop-

ment. Technology is crucial to our physical

well-being, a strong national defense, and
economic growth. It is transforming not just

industry, but medicine, agriculture, educa-
tion, communications—indeed, virtually

every field of human endeavor.
History has demonstrated that progress in

technology is essential to maintaining com-
petitiveness, creating new products, and im-

proving productivity. Enhanced productivi-

ty lowers unit costs, thereby increasing

profits and allowing industries to reduce
prices and capture a larger share of the
market. Technology-induced productivity

gains help hold down inflation, make Amer-
ican products more competitive in world
markets, and raise our standard of living.

I am calling upon all Americans to open
themselves to the opportunities presented
by the incorporation of technology into

their lives and livelihoods. First, govern-

ment policies should not penalize but

rather improve incentives for the entrepre-

neurial development of new technology so

critical to maintaining industrial leadership.

Second, American business should redouble

its efforts to channel investment into prom-
ising research and development projects.

Third, American labor and management
must recognize and welcome the opportu-

nities provided in a high-technological

economy and actively cooperate in adapting
to the changing work environment, availing

themselves of the benefits to their working
lives that will come with enhanced produc-
tivity and innovation.

Finally, we must pay attention to the

education of American youth—education

that will give them the skills and insights

they need to grow and develop in a high-

technology future. School systems from the

elementary level to graduate school must
conscientiously seek opportunities to edu-

cate our young people about the benefits of

technology and to encourage development
of the basic knowledge our citizens will re-

quire if they are to function successfully in

tomorrow's world.

In recognition of the importance of high

technology to our lives, the Congress, by
House Joint Resolution 128, has designated

the month of October 1985 as "National

High-Tech Month" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-
tion in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of October
1985 as National High-Tech Month, and I

request all Federal, State, and local officials

to cooperate in its observance.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this seventeenth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-

dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:29 a.m., October 18, 1985]
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Announcement of the 1986 President's Volunteer Action Awards
Program
October 17, 1985

The President today announced the fifth

annual President's Volunteer Action Awards
to honor outstanding volunteer achieve-

ment by individual citizens and organiza-

tions. The President will present the awards

at a White House ceremony in April. Award
categories include arts and humanities, edu-

cation, the environment, health, human
services, international volunteering, mobili-

zation of volunteer, public safety, youth,

and the workplace.

In a unique cooperative effort between
the private sector and government, VOL-
UNTEER: The National Center, a private

nonprofit volunteer support organization,

and ACTION, the Federal agency for vol-

unteering, are cosponsoring the program
for the fifth year. Funding for the program
is provided by private sector corporate and
foundation sponsors. In announcing the pro-

gram, the President said: "Citizens from
every walk of life volunteer their time,

energy, and resources to help those less for-

tunate than themselves. We can never fully

measure the positive effects that each kind

word or deed has upon this great and won-
derful land of ours."

VOLUNTEER is the primary national or-

ganization supporting greater citizen in-

volvement in community problem-solving,

providing technical assistance to volunteer-

involving organizations, public agencies.

unions, and corporations. It works closely

with a network of over 225 associated Vol-

unteer Action Centers and more than 1,000

other local. State, and national organiza-

tions. ACTION serves to stimulate volunta-

rism and to demonstrate the effectiveness

of volunteers in addressing social problems.

Its major programs include the Foster

Grandparent, Retired Senior Volunteer, and
Senior Companion programs for the elderly

and a variety of programs for youth.

ACTION also promotes private sector initia-

tives by providing short-term grants to in-

novative volunteer projects in such areas as

literacy and drug abuse.

Among the corporations and foundations

providing support for the 1986 program are

Aid Association for Lutherans, Avon Prod-

ucts, Inc., Keyes Martin and Co., Knights of

Columbus Supreme Council, the Mayflower

Hotel, the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance

Co., Rexnord, Inc., and Tenneco, Inc. Presi-

dent Reagan presented the fourth annual

awards to 15 individuals and groups, 1 labor

union, and 2 corporations at a White House
luncheon on April 22, 1985.

Nomination forms can be obtained by
writing: The President's Volunteer Action

Awards, P.O. Box 37488, Washington, DC
20013. The deadline for submission for

nominations for the 1986 awards is January

25, 1986.

Remarks to Business Leaders During a White House Briefing on the

Federal Budget and Deficit Reduction

October 18, 1985

Thank you, and it's a pleasure to add my
welcome to the others that I know youVe
already had.

Change in a free society is never easy,

and the battle for a balanced budget is no
exception. And that's why we have asked
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you here today—or have you guessed that?

We need some help from the first string.

Many of us have been slugging it out on the

issue of deficit spending for a number of

years, many years. I think that we now
have a window of opportunity to establish

—

or accomplish what we have so long strived

for. We cannot let this opportunity pass,

and I hope I can count on every one of you
to maximize your efforts in the days ahead.

The Gramm-Rudman-HoUings deficit re-

duction plan, if passed, will be a landmark
victory for responsible government. The
need for structural reform has been evident

to some of us for quite some time, and
that's why we've been raising our voices in

support of a balanced budget amendment.
What we haven't realized, however, and
what is clear now is that there is also need
for a transition to that point where structur-

al change is possible. And that's what
Gramm-Rudman-HoUings is all about. This

farsighted and practical proposal gives us an
enforceable method of reducing the budget
deficit each year, leaving us with a balanced
budget by 1990. An end to deficits can be
made permanent with an amendment to

the U.S. Constitution requiring a balanced
budget and preventing us from ever getting

behind the eight ball again.

The passage of Gramm-Rudman-HoUings
will be an affirmation to the entire coun-
try—well, yes, even to the world—that we
Americans have finally gotten serious about
deficit spending. Gramm-Rudman-HoUings
will replace "no way" with "can do." We
can, if we have the will to do it, bring the

deficit down without raising taxes and with-

out undermining our national security.

Now, let me just underscore that last point.

No one should look at our energetic support
of Gramm-Rudman-HoUings as an indica-

tion that America's military strength is

going to be weakened. There's too much at

stake. We must keep this country strong

and at peace. We'll continue spending what
is necessary in this vital area, but no more,
no less.

During the last election much was said on
this issue. I think any political figure who
declaimed in front of the voters against the

deficit owes it to the people to support this

bipartisan approach or explain him or her-

self. I'm counting on each of you to help me

let our fellow citizens know who's standing
in the way and who's clearing the way. Or,

put in the vernacular of the 1960's, who's
part of the solution or who's part of the

problem. By being here today, we figure

that you're part of the solution. The big

spenders, still trying to hold on to the free-

wheeling days of the past, have got to real-

ize how serious the American people are

about this. The American people are watch-
ing, and I don't think they'll tolerate ob-

structionism. Those politicians who try to

scuttle this reform in the fall of 1985 do so

at their own peril.

But I must tell you, I am optimistic. I

think we can be proud of the foursquare

example the Senate has set on this issue.

The Gramm-Rudman-HoUings amendment
passed the United States Senate with the

support of a majority of members of both
parties and is now in a House-Senate con-

ference committee. If you hear some unusu-
al noises floating in through the window,
that's what's going on. [Laughter] Our
elected representatives must know that on
this issue, no one is anonymous; everyone is

on record. If they understand this, then
we'll be on the edge of an historic victory.

But your perseverance is needed, and we
can't afford to wait a day. I hope you'll be
up on the Hill this afternoon to let them
know how high a priority Gramm-Rudman-
HoUings is on your agenda. And as I have
said already today to another group of indi-

viduals who you might run into up on the

Hill, it isn't necessary that you make them
see the light, just make them feel the heat.

[Laughter]

Having worked in my current job going
on 5 years now, I have a perspective on our
country I'd like to share. As I mentioned
earlier, change is never easy in a democra-
cy. I'm proud of the changes that we've
made. But each time we've succeeded, it's

always been due to the efforts of the

people. Certainly, political leaders have
meetings and talk about differences, but
when fundamental change happens, it's be-

cause the people are involved, giving lever-

age to those that are fighting for the right.

In this particular case, the American people
want us to end this deficit spending that has

been mortgaging the future of our children
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and undercutting confidence in our own.

We have it in our power to put this prob-

lem behind us. When we do, I predict a

new surge of optimism will be felt through-

out our land. It will sweep us into a time of

prosperity as never imagined. And pardon

me for using a phrase from the campaign,

but when we get deficit spending under

control, as far as the economic progress

we've enjoyed so far, well, you ain't seen

nothin' yet!

I've been telling some people some fig-

ures—and I just will close with this—that

prove—I know there's a great deal of con-

troversy and everybody's expressing opin-

ions out there—well, who's to blame for the

deficit? The deficit is built into the struc-

ture of our government. And the greatest

proof of that I can give you is that 1965 to

1980—15 years—in those 15 years, the

budget increased to five times what it was

in 1965; the deficit increased to 50 times

what it was in 1965. And that rate of in-

crease has continued through the years

we've been here. In spite of our efforts to

cut, all we've been able to do is reduce the

increase in spending. We've fought every

year for a number of cuts, and now we've
come to the conclusion that this thing of

instead of every year, trying to whittle

away here and there and hope we can get

enough votes to do so and hope that one
day the budget deficit will disappear.

But today the idea is—with this amend-
ment I've been talking about—is a 5-year

plan in which you look at the rate of de-

crease in the deficit and you can point to a

year down here in which sticking to this

plan—that is the balanced budget and,

then, we get that constitutional amendment
and make sure that Uncle Sam gets off his

sailor's binge and stays within the limits of

the revenues.

Well, thank you all for being here. Go get

'em! And God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 1:14 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building.

Proclamation 5395—National CPR Awareness Week, 1985

October 18, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Heart attack is the number one cause of

sudden death in the United States. More
than a million and a half Americans will

experience heart attacks this year, of which
over a half million will be fatal. We are

making progress: Mortality from heart at-

tacks has declined significantly over the

past decade. But since heart attacks remain
by far the leading cause of death in Amer-
ica, much remains to be done.

Heart attacks sometimes cause the heart

to stop pumping, and cardiopulmonary re-

suscitation (CPR) then becomes a critical

and potentially life-saving first-aid proce-

dure. Trained individuals applying CPR can

often preserve the life of a heart attack

victim until proper medical care can be ob-

tained. Tens of thousands of Americans who

have had heart attacks are leading produc-

tive lives today only because someone
trained in CPR quickly and effectively ap-

plied this life-saving technique.

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation may also

be life-saving first aid for other conditions

that cause sudden cessation of the heartbeat

or cut off the delivery of oxygen into the

lungs. Medical authorities are in agreement
that a person adequately trained in CPR
can make all the difference between life

and death in many emergencies. But they

stress that CPR is effective only when em-
ployed by people who are properly trained.

Because of the effectiveness of CPR, the

number of sudden deaths from heart at-

tacks and other emergencies could be re-

duced still further if more Americans were
trained in this procedure. Facilities for CPR
training are widespread, and I am pleased

to acknowledge the contribution by those
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who train others. I urge all qualified Ameri-

cans to take advantage of this training and
to become certified in the use of CPR. This

could be a life-saving decision.

To reinforce this message and to increase

awareness among all Americans that people

trained in CPR can be an effective means
of reducing mortality from heart attacks,

the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

175, has designated the week beginning Oc-

tober 20 through October 26, 1985, as "Na-

tional CPR Awareness Week" and author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of October 20

through October 26, 1985, as National CPR

Awareness Week. I invite the Governors of

the States, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the officials of other areas subject to

the jurisdiction of the United States, and
the American people to join with me in

acknowledging the benefits of this valuable

life-saving technique and to undergo train-

ing in its use.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this eighteenth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:10 p.m., October 18, 1985]

Radio Address to the Nation on the 40th Anniversary of the United
Nations General Assembly

October 19, 1985

My fellow Americans:
Next week Nancy and I will be traveling

to New York City. We'll be joining some 80
world leaders and other distinguished

guests from around the globe to commemo-
rate the 40th anniversary of the United Na-
tions General Assembly. FU be meeting
with many of these leaders, and I want to

share with you my thoughts and hopes on
this special occasion.

I can remember vividly the high hopes
and expectations we all shared when the

United Nations was created in 1945. The
nations of the world, exhausted and devas-

tated after the most destructive war in his-

tory, came together to lay the foundation

for a better world, one free of war. Presi-

dent Harry Truman declared on behalf of

all Americans our solemn dedication to

fight for the principles of the U.N. Charter:

peace, freedom, and an end to tyranny,

hunger, and human suffering.

Americans have never stopped striving to

uphold and defend those principles. The
American people have held high the torch

of freedom for all those fighting for liberty

around the world. Our farmers have provid-

ed food for millions of needy people across

the globe. We helped rebuild the nations

ravaged by the Second World War. We and
our allies have worked to prevent a third.

We've come to the aid of our friends threat-

ened by aggression in Korea, Vietnam,

Pakistan, El Salvador, and Grenada. And
we've worked to bring about peace in the

Middle East and offered far-reaching pro-

posals to reduce nuclear arsenals. For 40

years, we have honorably carried out our

responsibilities to the U.N. Charter, and we
have not hesitated to stand firm against

those who've sought to undermine peace
and freedom for their own sinister ends.

In the coming weeks, we will have a new
opportunity to pursue the charter's lofty

goals. On Monday, Nancy will be meeting
with 31 other first ladies at the U.N. to

continue the cooperative efforts she began
last spring to focus world attention on the

devastating problem of drug abuse. This is a

problem which affects the well-being of vir-

tually every country and can only be solved

through the kind of cooperative efforts the

United Nations was intended to foster. In 1
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month, I will be meeting with Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev. I intend to discuss with

him, openly and frankly, the obstacles to

peace and to suggest how, together, we can
remove some of them. If he's receptive, our

discussions can go a long way toward build-

ing a safer world and realizing the ideals of

the U.N. Charter.

The United Nations' founders understood

that true peace must be based on more
than just reducing the means of waging
war. It must address the sources of tension

that provoke men to take up arms. True
peace is based on self-determination, re-

spect for individual rights, open and honest

communications, and that is the kind of

peace we want. We want countries to stop

trying to expand their power and control

through armed intervention and subversion.

We have the opportunity—in fact, we have
the mandate—to reduce the danger of nu-

clear war by drastic reduction of nuclear

arsenals. And that's why we've proposed
radical, verifiable, and balanced reductions

of offensive nuclear weapons and why
we're pursuing research and testing to iden-

tify defensive technologies which threaten

no one.

We must defend human rights every-

where, since countries which respect
human rights are unlikely to unleash war or

to impose their will on others. And that's

why we insist that the Helsinki accords and
other international commitments be ob-

served. We must establish better communi-
cation between our societies, since misun-
derstandings make the world more danger-
ous. These will be the subjects of my discus-

sion with General Secretary Gorbachev. I

hope that our discussions will contribute to

building true peace, to guaranteeing a safe

path into the 21st century. But whether this

comes to pass will depend on the Soviet

willingness to address the real sources of

tension in the world and, in particular, their

conduct in the world, their treatment of

their own citizens, and their continuing and
longstanding arms buildup. In preparing for

my meeting with General Secretary Gorba-
chev, I'll be seeking the advice and counsel
of our allies and friends, some of whom will

be in New York with me. With their sup-

port and yours, we can set a course now for

a safer future.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.

Remarks During a White House Briefing for United States

Attorneys

October 21, 1985

Well, I'm delighted to have this opportu-
nity to be with you today. Actually, I was
thinking on the way over that this is the

second gathering of attorneys I've ad-

dressed in the last few months. When I

spoke to the American Bar Association a

short time ago, I said how disappointed I

was that the White House counsel wouldn't

let me accept the honorarium. [Laughter] I

was really looking forward to the first time
I ever talked to a group of lawyers and
came home with the fee. [Laughter]

Well, I'm told there won't be any hono-
rarium this morning, either. [Laughter] But,

you know, that's not quite right either, be-

cause there will be honorariums today,

except this time it's the speaker who is

going to be handing them out. By that I

mean I just wanted to be here today to say

how grateful I am to all of you, to each one
of you. All of you are on the front line; each
one of you holds one of the toughest jobs

there is in law enforcement. You know,
sometimes when I've spoken to police offi-

cers, I've reminded them to be cautious

about drawing too many conclusions based
on their daily work, to remember that too

often they only see their fellow citizens

when they've committed a crime or been
victimized by one, when they're hurting or
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in trouble. It's easy to forget the people
they don't see every day—that great majori-

ty of Americans who are law-abiding citi-

zens and who are proud of those in law
enforcement, grateful to them and anxious

to give them their full support.

Well, not only do you have to deal with
the criminals and their victims every day,

you also have to deal with judges and juries

and other lawyers. And all of that, I know,
demands the utmost in professional skill

and dedication from each one of you. Fm
sure there are moments of enormous frus-

tration, and Fm sure there are times when
you feel unappreciated. But I hope that in

such moments in the future you'll remem-
ber the fellow who lives in public housing

just across the street here and spoke to you
once about your work and its meaning, a

fellow who, on behalf of millions of your
fellow Americans who never get the

chance, wants to say to you today: We're
mighty appreciative and mighty grateful to

you and proud of you also. I want to under-
score a point that I know the Attorney Gen-
eral has regularly made. You and your as-

sistants are in large measure the Justice De-
partment. Our job here in Washington is to

support you, to give you the tools that you
need to do your job.

Now, I don't want to keep you too long,

so let me just touch quickly on a few items

of mutual interest. As you know, there was
some speculation that this second term
might turn out to be a caretaker Presiden-
cy, a quiet time that saw little in the way of

reform or action. And I just happen to think

that the work you're doing is one bit of

strong evidence to the contrary.

For example, you're cutting deeply into

the infrastructure of the mob by prosecut-

ing major crime bosses. You are not—as one
longtime crusader against organized crime.

Professor Robert Blakey, of Notre Dame,
said about past government prosecutions

—

picking off the retired or wounded. In fact,

organized crime convictions are running at

a rate quadruple what they were in 1981.

This means we're finally doing something
about a black mark on our national history,

one that's been there roughly since the turn

of the century.

And you know, I've heard some people

wonder about the sudden appearance of the

powerful new drug rings, but no one should
really be surprised. In many ways these

new criminal syndicates are a result of our
past failure to deal effectively with the
older organized crime rings who have at-

tempted to corrupt so much of American
life. The new groups see in these older syn-

dicates their prototype, an example to emu-
late, an inspiration to follow. And that's why
we have to act as promptly and as effective-

ly as we can against the syndicates, old and
new.

I always steer away from questions about
any kind of a personal legacy I'd like to

leave America after 8 years in office. An-
swering questions like that sound a bit

pompous, and right now, thank you very
much, I think such thoughts are just a bit

premature. [Laughter] But just this once I'll

break my rule, and I'll tell you. Some years

ago, many of us in Hollywood saw orga-

nized crime at work when it attempted to

infiltrate and corrupt unions there; indeed,

the union of which I later became presi-

dent. And we've never forgotten. And be-

lieve me, there is nothing I'd like better

than to be remembered as a President who
did everything he could to bust up the syn-

dicates and give the mobsters a permanent
stay in the jailhouse, courtesy of the United

States Government. The American people

feel just as strongly on this issue, a fact

sometimes forgotten by too many in Ameri-
can politics. But if you look at the careers of

Tom Dewey, Estes Kefauver, John and
Robert Kennedy, and others in public life, I

think you will see evidence the American
people have always cared deeply about this

issue and approved of public officials who
spoke and acted responsibly in dealing with
it.

So, let me repeat what I said to you the

last time we were together. We are in this

thing to win. There will be no negotiated

settlements, no detente with the mob. It's

war to the end where we're concerned.

Our goal is simple: We mean to cripple

their organization, dry up their profits, and
put their members behind bars where they
belong. They've had a free run for too long

a time in this country. And that's the end of

quoting myself. [Laughter] One other thing,

after due process has been done, after
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you're certain the defendant's rights have
been protected and a fair trial has been
held, should the jury return a guilty verdict

and the court ask you for a sentencing rec-

ommendation, will you do me and the mil-

lions of Americans who are fed up with

professional gangsters and career crimi-

nals—do us the favor of asking His Honor to

throw the book at them?
And while we're on the subject, let me

bring up another area you have to deal

with: waste and fraud against the United

States Government, which has been unre-

lenting national scandal. Well, now that

we've reinvigorated the Inspector Generals'

program as well as instituted reforms that

have uncovered items like $400 hammers,
that scandal may be starting to relent, but

only a bit. Believe me, we're still a long

way from home. Frankly, I can think of few
criminals more contemptible than those

who for selfish ends would cheat our service

men and women out of the best we can

give them to defend America or those who
for personal gain would corrupt a social

welfare program designed to benefit the

less fortunate members of our society. So, I

encourage you to prosecute fraud against

the government cases and seek severe pen-

alties against those who seek to cheat the

taxpayers by shortchanging the armed serv-

ices or depriving the truly needy.
You know, about that, let me just say one

thing that maybe hasn't been called to your
attention. These $400 hammers and expen-

sive toilet covers and a few things like

that—these have been portrayed generally

as if our people and this administration is

somehow responsible. Well, we are respon-

sible—for finding them. They've been going

on for a long time, and every time they

have come to public attention, it's because

we brought them to public attention by dig-

ging them out and doing something about

it. And we're going to keep on doing that,

and we'll take your help whenever we can

get it.

And finally, let me speak about another

matter that comes up from time to time,

and that's the selection of Federal judges.

I'm very proud of our record of finding

highly qualified individuals who also adhere

to a restrained and truly judicious view of

the rule of the courts—or the role of the

courts under our Constitution. The inde-

pendence of the courts from improper po-

litical influence is a sacred principle. It

must always be guarded. And let me assure

you, it always will be guarded while this

administration is in office. But as you know,
the Founding Fathers knew that, like any
other part of the Government, the power of

the judiciary could be abused. They never
intended, for example, that the courts pre-

empt legislative prerogatives or become ve-

hicles for political action or social experi-

mentation or for coercing the populace into

adopting anyone's personal view of Utopia.

So, to make sure the courts weren't misused
in this way and did not set themselves up as

an institution entirely removed from the so-

ciety they're intended to serve, the Found-
ing Fathers provided for checks and bal-

ances, one of which was to place the ap-

pointive power for the judiciary in the

hands of those who are in office as a result

of popular election.

Now, during the past two Presidential

elections, I've made it clear to the Ameri-
can public that I felt the courts had some-
times gone too far in interfering with the

constitutional prerogatives of other

branches of government, even while they

neglected their constitutional duty of pro-

tecting society from those who prey on the

innocent. Well, this is still my belief. So, I

intend to go right on appointing highly

qualified individuals of the highest personal

integrity to the bench, individuals who un-

derstand the danger of short-circuiting the

electoral process and disenfranchising the

people through judicial activism. I want
judges of the highest intellectual standing

who harbor the deepest regard for the Con-
stitution and its traditions, one of which is

judicial restraint.

So, again, my thanks to each one of you,

and please tell all of those working with you
in your offices and in the investigative

agencies how proud and grateful I am. And
that is just an echo of how the people of

this country feel about you and the way you
serve. Thank you. Thank all of you, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 11:46 a.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building.
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Appointment of David A. Bockorny as Special Assistant to the
President for Legislative Affairs (House)

October 21, 1985

The President today appointed David A.

Bockorny to be a Special Assistant to the

President for Legislative Affairs (House). He
will succeed Tom Donnelly.

Mr. Bockorny has been on the staff of the

National Association of Realtors since 1981
serving most recently as staff vice president

of political and legislative liaison. In 1977-
1981 he served as legislative assistant to

Senator James Abdnor (R-SD) during Mr.
Abdnor's tenure in the House of Represent-
atives.

Mr. Bockorny graduated from Dakota
State College (B.S., 1976) and the University
of South Dakota (M.B.A., 1978). He is mar-
ried, has one daughter, and resides in An-
nandale, VA. He was born August 24, 1954,
in Huron, SD.

Appointment of J. Edward Fox as Special Assistant to the President
for Legislative Affairs (House)

October 21, 1985

The President has appointed J. Edward
Fox to be a Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent for Legislative Affairs (House). He will

succeed Henry Gandy.
Mr. Fox most recently served as Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Leg-
islative and Intergovernmental Affairs. Pre-

viously he served as the Department's
Deputy Assistant Secretary in charge of liai-

son with the House of Representatives in

1983-1984. He was a minority staff consult-

ant with the House of Representatives

Committee on Foreign Affairs in 1975-
1982. He also served as legislative assistant

to Representative John R. Rousselot (R-CA)
in 1974-1975 and as research assistant to

Representative John Ashbrook (R-OH) in

1973-1974.

He graduated from Ohio State University

(B.A., 1972) and George Washington Uni-

versity (M.A., 1976). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Washington,
DC. He was born December 1, 1948, in

Columbus, OH.

Appointment of Merlin P. Breaux as Special Assistant to the
President for Public Liaison

October 21 1985

The President has appointed Merlin P.

Breaux as a Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent for Public Liaison. Mr. Breaux will

have responsibility for economic issues.

Mr. Breaux most recently served as vice

president of industrial relations for Gulf Oil

Corp. in Houston, TX. Previously, he was
vice president of human resources (1975-

1976), director of labor relations (1968-

1975), labor negotiator (1967-1968), and in-

dustrial relations assistant (1966-1967) at

Gulf. He graduated from Lamar University

in Beaumont, TX, in 1958, where he is cur-

rently vice chairman of the board of re-

gents. He served in the United States Air

Force in 1951-1953. He was recently ap-

pointed by President Reagan to the Presi-

dent's Advisory Committee on Mediation

and Conciliation. He has been a member of

the Business Roundtable and served on sev-
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eral of its committees. dren. He was born January 15, 1932, in Ed-
Mr. Breaux is married and has five chil- gerly, LA.

Appointment of Thomas F. Gibson III as Special Assistant to the
President and Director of Public Affairs

October 21, 1985

The President has appointed Thomas F.

Gibson III to be Special Assistant to the

President and Director of Public Affairs.

For the past 2 years, Mr. Gibson has

served as an Associate Director of the

White House Office of Cabinet Affairs.

From 1982 to 1983, he was an editor on the

opinion staff of USA Today. From 1979 to

1981, Mr. Gibson was director of govern-

ment relations for the Brick Institute of

America, and from 1978 to 1979, he was a

legislative assistant to United States Senator
Dewey F. Bartlett. He was a freelance polit-

ical illustrator for a number of publications

from 1977 to 1982.

Mr. Gibson graduated from Princeton
University (B.A., 1977) and Harvard Univer-
sity (M.P.A., 1982). He was born January 23,

1955, in Indianapolis, IN, and now resides

in Alexandria, VA.

Appointment of Susan K. Mathis as Special Assistant to the
President and Director of Media Relations

October 21 1985

The President has appointed Susan K.

Mathis to be Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Director of Media Relations.

Ms. Mathis has served in the Media Rela-

tions Office since 1981, first as Deputy Di-

rector, then Acting Director. Prior to join-

ing the administration, she was a television

and radio correspondent in Washington for

Cox Communications. In 1976 Ms. Mathis
was a press assistant with the Ford-Dole
committee. From 1973 to 1976, she an-

chored a daily newscast on cable television

in East Lansing, MI, and produced public

affairs programs. From 1971 to 1973, she

was a secondary school communications in-

structor and coached drama, debate, and
forensics in Roseville, MI. She was also a

newspaper columnist and freelance writer.

Ms. Mathis graduated from the University

of Michigan (B.A., 1971). She was born June
21, 1949, in Detroit, MI, and now resides in

Alexandria, VA.

Appointment of Agnes M. Waldron as Special Assistant to the
President and Director of Research

October 21 1985

The President has appointed Agnes M.
Waldron to be Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Director of Research. This is a

new position.

Miss Waldron most recently served as a

professional staff member of the Senate Re-

publican Policy Committee in 1977-1984.

She served at the White House in the

Office of the Press Secretary (1970-1973);

Director of Research (1973-1976); and as
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Deputy Director of Communications in

1976.

She graduated from the University of

Connecticut (B.S., 1946) and Catholic Uni-

versity (M.S.W., 1949). She was born Octo-
ber 2, 1924, in New Canaan, CT.

Statement Following a Meeting with Solidarity Movement
Representative Jerzy Milewski on the Situation in Poland
October 21, 1985

I had the pleasure today to meet Mr.

Jerzy Milewski, the distinguished represent-

ative in Brussels of the Polish labor union
Solidarity and a close friend of Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate Lech Walesa. We discussed

a subject of great interest to me, the situa-

tion in Poland.

I told Mr. Milewski of my high hopes that

the amnesty declared in July 1984 would
represent a giant step toward national rec-

onciliation. Unfortunately, most of the

recent news from Poland has not been
good. The number of persons detained for

purely political reasons has once again risen

sharply. Amendments to the penal code
have gone into effect which empower the

authorities to make summary judgments on
a wide variety of so-called crimes. A new
law on higher education impinges severely

upon traditional academic freedoms.
Amendments to the 1982 trade union law
effectively rule out de jure trade union plu-

ralism for the foreseeable future. The par-

liamentary elections just concluded, and
like elections before them, have failed to

provide a genuine public mandate for Po-
land's legislative representatives.

Mr. Milewski and other thoughtful ob-

servers of the Polish scene understandably
feel deep concern over this trend of events.

History proves that increased repression

only aggravates current problems and sows
the seeds of future discontent. I continue to

believe that a genuine dialog between the

government and important elements of so-

ciety, including free and independent trade

unions, is the only way to solve Poland's

serious problems. The release of political

detainees would certainly be a prerequisite,

both for improving conditions within

Poland and for pursuing that country's rela-

tions abroad. Mr. Milewski's work in keep-
ing the Western World abreast of his coun-

trymen's efforts to bring their needs and
aspirations to the attention of their govern-

ment is thus extremely important.

Note: The President met with Mr. Milewski
at 11:30 a.m. in the Oval Office at the

White House.

Remarks in an Interview With J.N. Parimoo of the Times of India,

Together With Written Responses to Questions

October 21, 1985

Mr. Parimoo. Good afternoon, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President. Well, hello there. Pleased

to see you.

South Asia and Nuclear Weapons

Mr. Parimoo. I thank you, sir. I believe

you are making some certification to Con-
gress on Pakistan. Is it your judgment that

Pakistan doesn't have the bomb?
The President. Well, we have no evidence

that they do—and this is required. We're
very hopeful that south Asian countries will

forgo nuclear weapons—all of the countries

there. And yet at the same time, we want
to be of assistance with regard to legitimate

energy needs, and that is a source of
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energy, but should not be a coverup for

bombs and the making of nuclear weapons.
As a matter of fact, we're going to try our

best to see if we, at the level of the Soviet

Union and ourselves, cannot do something
about curbing those, and I would like to

think that they might one day eliminate

them all.

Mr. Parimoo. Mr. Gandhi, the Prime Min-
ister, has suggested in Newsweek in an
interview that this Symington amendment
waiver need not be extended. Why should

it be extended any further? You know, it's

the waiver of the Symington amend-
ment
The President. I don't

Mr. Parimoo. which allows sale of

arms to Pakistan. See, because otherwise

—

that's a law, Symington law, which will not

allow sale of arms to Pakistan because of

this ex-nuclear weapons waiver. But you
have granted the waiver that—and that

waiver will expire in September in '87. He
says it need not be extended. Why should it

be extended?
The President. We hope by that time that

we definitely know that there are no nucle-

ar weapons—not going to be any, because
that's what we've tried to, as I say, to im-

press on both the major countries there

—

and on all of south Asia or, for that matter,

the rest of the world.

India

Mr. Parimoo. Are you coming to India,

sir?

The President. What?
Mr. Parimoo. You accepted an invitation

to India, to come visit India? Will you and
Mrs. Reagan be visiting?

The President. If we can work out a

schedule to do that, we would like it very

much.
Mr. Parimoo. India is the largest democra-

cy of

The President. My only experience in

your country was one in which I wasn't

even aware of it. I was on a flight from
Taiwan to London, England, on my way
home from some tours that I'd had over

there in the Far East, and it seems like long

before dawn, early in the morning, the

plane dropped down in New Delhi for re-

fueling

Mr. Parimoo. Oh, is that right?

The President. and I was sound
asleep

—

[laughter]—so at least I slept a few
moments in India. But no, we'd like that

very much.
Mr. Parimoo. We'll be very happy to see

you there. You already visited China
once
The President. Yes.

Mr. Parimoo. ^but you did not visit

India, so it's time that you also visited India.

India is the largest democracy of the world.

The President. I know. We'd like that

very much.
Mr. Parimoo. And you are the leader of

that democratic world.

The President. Thank you. Good to see

you.

Mr. Parimoo. Thank you, sir.

The President. Looking forward to seeing

your Prime Minister in the next couple of

days.

Mr. Parimoo. Yes. He's really concerned
about Pakistan's program. He has been
The President. Well, we'll have a good

talk about it.

Mr. Parimoo. Thank you, sir.

The President. You bet.

The President's Responses to Questions

Submitted by the Times ofIndia

U.S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, in the postwar era, no
two leaders came to the summit with so

much political support at home and with
such charisma. We in India look upon the

next month's meeting between you and Mr.
Gorbachev as a unique opportunity for dis-

armament and durable peace. Do you share

that view?

The President. I believe that our meeting
offers a unique opportunity to set U.S.-

Soviet relations on a more constructive

course for years to come. I have no illusions.

I understand well the difficulties involved,

but I feel an obligation to make a sincere

effort at least to narrow some of the pro-

found differences between us. If we can
make any progress toward that goal, I be-

lieve that all peoples throughout the world
will benefit. General Secretary Gorbachev
and I will surely discuss our respective ideas

of how best to bring about deep reductions
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in arms levels. If the Soviets are ready for

the give and take that an arms agreement
will require, they'll find us ready as well.

I think it is also important to remember
that arms, whether nuclear or conventional,

do not come to exist for no reason. They
exist because nations have very real differ-

ences among themselves and suspicions

about each other's intentions. Thus, a frank

discussion of our concerns about Soviet be-

havior, particularly its attempts to expand
its influence by force and subversion, is an
important part of our effort to focus on the

sources of world tension, not just the symp-
toms. To establish the foundation for a truly

more constructive relationship, I want to

talk with General Secretary Gorbachev not

only about arms control but also about re-

gional tensions, about our bilateral relation-

ship, and about the obligation of both our

nations to respect human rights—all of

these issues are as important to us as the

question of nuclear arms. I will go to

Geneva ready to make whatever progress

the Soviets will allow toward resolving

them.
May I add that I am aware the people of

India and of many other nations sometimes
feel that they have no control over what
the big powers do in matters that affect all

mankind. I want to do my part to dispel

this impression. I am very aware of the way
people around the globe will be watching
our decisions in Geneva, and I can assure

them that I will have their concerns in

mind when I sit down at the table with
General Secretary Gorbachev. I only hope
that the General Secretary will come to our
talks with a similar attitude. And in my
speech to the United Nations General As-

sembly this week, I will be spelling out in

more detail just how I believe we can make
real progress toward easing the world ten-

sions that are of concern to us all.

Q. Important as it is, arms control by
itself cannot resolve the geopolitical rival-

ries of the two superpowers. Would the

summit agenda next month include a dis-

cussion on some more abiding ways of re-

solving these differences?

The President. I think you are right in

viewing arms control in this broader con-

text. As anyone who has studied the differ-

ences between the Western democracies

and the Communist system realizes, we
have fundamentally different views of the

world and fundamentally different ways of

behaving in it. My hope would be to find

ways with Mr. Gorbachev to ensure that

our differences continue to be peaceful. In

some other areas, serious discussions may
permit the bridging of differences. In those

areas, if the Soviets are willing, we can
make immediate progress. This progress

may lead, in turn, to agreements in other,

more contentious areas.

I hope that Mr. Gorbachev and I can re-

inforce the intensive regional dialog that we
and the Soviets have had since the begin-

ning of this year. As you know, our regional

experts have already met to discuss Afghan-
istan, the Middle East, Africa, and east Asia.

Later this month in Washington, we'll have
talks on Central America and the Caribbe-

an. Although these talks haven't resulted in

any solutions to problems in those parts of

the world, they have been useful for two
reasons. First, by clarifying our respective

positions on regional issues, we lessen the

chance of miscalculations or misunderstand-

ings between us. Second, these talks give us

an opportunity to make clear what we, our

allies, and our friends consider important.

Regional Conflicts

Q. Regional conflicts in south Asia, the

Middle East, South Africa, Central America,

and Southeast Asia could escalate into a

world war. Even if an arms control agree-

ment were to be reached at Geneva, these

regional conflicts would continue to threat-

en world peace. Would you not like to pro-

pose next month some restraint on the po-

litical conduct of superpowers to defuse

these regional conflicts?

The President. Our regional exchanges

with the Soviets have covered and will con-

tinue to cover these points. Let me suggest

briefly how the Soviets can advance the

cause of peace in one of these regions, your

very own. In Afghanistan, we are witness-

ing a brutal war simply because the Afghan
people are determined to resist an attempt

by outsiders to impose a government on
them. It's clear that the Afghan spirit of

independence cannot be crushed; that con-

tinued war will only mean more bloodshed,-
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and that only a political solution is possible.

The Soviets claim that they, too, believe in

a negotiated settlement. I will be asking

General Secretary Gorbachev in Geneva
whether, if that is so, he is willing to ad-

dress the crucial issue: withdrawal of the

more than 100,000 Soviet troops in Afghani-

stan and the restoration of that country's

independence and nonalignment.

I know the Soviet Union has concerns

about the countries on its border, but Af-

ghanistan poses no threat to Soviet security.

We Americans also have neighbors, and
neighbors that do not always agree with us;

however, look at our borders with Canada
and Mexico. They stretch for thousands of

miles, and not an inch of them is defended.

Bear in mind, too, that both of these coun-

tries have very independent political sys-

tems and foreign policies, and, in fact,

Mexico is one of the leaders of the nona-

ligned movement. The way to solve region-

al problems is through dialog and negotia-

tions, not invasion and occupation.

Arms Sales and Nuclear Weapons

Q. Former President Nixon has suggested

that one of the ways to reduce world ten-

sions is for the two superpowers to stop

supplying sophisticated arms to poor devel-

oping countries. Do you agree with this

view, and would you like to propose a mor-
atorium on such arms supplies at the next

summit?
The President. To my mind, poor nations

are entitled to security just as rich nations

are. That ought to be obvious. The hard
question is, what really promotes their secu-

rity? To answer that, we need a more so-

phisticated approach than simply trying to

cut off military sales and assistance; that has

its place in an overall strategy, but it

doesn't seem like quite the right place to

start. Instead, I think we have to look at the

underlying conflicts and ask how to ease

them and to build confidence among neigh-

boring states that have known only hostility

and mistrust. If such a process takes root,

outside states may well be able to help it

along in various ways, perhaps by limiting

arms supplies; perhaps by providing assur-

ances of some sort or by helping the parties

to integrate themselves more successfully

into the world economy; perhaps simply by

offering what the diplomats call "good of-

fices."

Start with the real sources of conflict and
see how they can most realistically be over-

come—that's our approach. I might add
that it hasn't been everyone's approach.
Over the past 10 years, a growing source of

instability and war in the developing world
has been the imposition of new regimes

—

Marxist-Leninist ones—that are, almost
from the day they take over, at war with
their own people, and then before very
long, at war with their neighbors. This is a

problem that simply has to be addressed, a

pattern that has to be broken if we are to

avoid the further spread of conflict. The
Soviet Union, as we see it, is too often sup-

porting, and sometimes directing, these

wars. In such cases, the flow of arms from
outside is a major concern, and we want to

do something about it. I'll speak on this

subject this week at the United Nations and,

of course, with General Secretary Gorba-
chev when I meet him in Geneva.

Q. In view of the danger of proliferation

and the graver risk of miniaturization of

nuclear weapons, which could bring such
weapons within the reach of terrorists,

would you not like to put some more deter-

mined restraint on countries that have an
advanced nuclear weapons-making pro-

gram?
The President. Our concern about the

proliferation of nuclear weapons is a matter
of public record. We have been working
with a number of countries, including the

Soviet Union, to control access to both
weapons and technology, in good part be-

cause of the kind of concerns you mention.
It really is a grave threat, both proliferation

and miniaturization, and restraining prolif-

eration is a big part of our effort to reduce
the threat of nuclear war or nuclear acci-

dent or incident. We recognize that a coun-

try's sense of insecurity may lead it to look

for a nuclear option, yet if one pauses to

think, one has to agree that possession of

nuclear weapons actually adds to the inse-

curity. We hope that the countries of south

Asia will set an example by forgoing nuclear

weapons.

At the same time, we have always sup-

ported the legitimate energy needs of de-
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veloping countries. The United States has

shared its know-how with many nations

around the world, starting with the Atoms
for Peace program in the 1950's. However,
we strongly believe that energy programs
must not provide a cover for the develop-

ment of nuclear weapons.

Terrorism

Q. Recently, the Soviet Union also came
in for attack from the terrorists—one of its

diplomats was killed in the Middle East.

Countries like the United States and India

have been facing the problem of interna-

tional terrorism. Would you not like to

bring this up and make a joint declaration

from the summit pronouncing terrorism

and abetment of terrorism an international

crime?
The President. We have condemned the

kidnaping of Soviet diplomats in Beirut.

The murder of one of the Soviets was an
abhorrent act, and we have expressed our

regret to the Soviet Union. In turn, we note

with satisfaction their condemnation of the

Achille Lauro terrorists. We hope that this

is a sign that their own recent experiences

may have made them aware that terrorism

knows no international boundaries and lead

them to reassess their policy of support for

terrorist organizations and states. India for

its part has suffered the terrible loss of a

great national leader, Madame Gandhi. The
U.S. also has suffered terribly from terror-

ism and is determined to combat it vigor-

ously. We would be pleased if the Soviets

would join us in a common effort to stamp
out terrorism. Unfortunately, we believe

some of their policies actually encourage
terrorism.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Mr. President, it is believed that your
stand on the Strategic Defense Initiative,

which has come to be known as the Star

Wars system of defense, is crucial to the

success of the summit next month. What is

SDI, and why does the United States have
to change from deterrence to defense?

The President. For at least the past 30
years, deterrence has rested on the threat,

of offensive nuclear retaliation; the United

States and the Soviet Union have been hos-

tage to each other's nuclear forces. Our re-

taliatory deterrent has enabled us to live in

peace with freedom; however, the ability to

deter rests on an equitable and stable stra-

tegic balance. That balance is now being
increasingly threatened by the continuing

Soviet buildup in offensive nuclear forces, a

buildup which began in the early seventies,

as well as deep Soviet involvement in stra-

tegic defense. Our Strategic Defense Initia-

tive is a prudent response to these Soviet

programs. It is a research program, being

conducted in conformity with our treaty ob-

ligations, which seeks to establish whether
in the future deterrence could be based in-

creasingly on defensive systems which
threaten no one, rather than on the threat

of offensive retaliation.

I began this intensified research effort on
March 23, 1983, when I proposed that we
explore the possibility of countering the

awesome Soviet missile threat with defen-

sive systems that could intercept and de-

stroy missiles before they strike their tar-

gets. Such a defense-oriented world would
not be to any single nation's advantage, but

would benefit all. And the research and
testing of SDI would move us toward our

ultimate goal of eliminating nuclear weap-
ons altogether from the face of the Earth.

By necessity, this is a very long-term goal.

For years to come, we will have to continue

to base deterrence on the threat of nuclear

retaliation, but there is no reason why we
should not begin now to seek a safer, more
stable world.

Q. Does SDI violate any U.S. treaty obli-

gations? Specifically, does it violate article 5
of the ABM treaty of 1972, which prohibits

not only deployment but also development
of space-based antiballistic missiles?

The President. I have directed that the

SDI research program be conducted in a

manner fully consistent with all U.S. treaty

obligations, including the ABM treaty. We
are and intend to remain in full compliance
with the ABM treaty and to seek Soviet

compliance as well.

Q. Sir, you have said that new technol-

ogies are now at hand which make possible

a truly effective nonnuclear defense, and
for that reason you have launched the SDI.

Do you believe that the U.S.A. will continue

to have a lasting lead in these technologies?
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Don't you think that the Soviet Union will

catch up as it did in the case of the MIRV
technology, which was a U.S. monopoly in

the sixties?

The President It is not a question of the

Soviet Union catching up with U.S. technol-

ogies. For over two decades, the Soviet

Union has pursued an intensive research

program in many of the same basic techno-

logical areas that our research program will

address. For example, more than 10,000

Soviet scientists and engineers are engaged
in their advanced laser research program. A
comprehensive report on Soviet strategic

defense programs has just been released by
our State and Defense Departments. If we
do not respond to Soviet strategic defense

efforts, Soviet programs in both offense and
defense could seriously threaten our ability

to deter attack.

Q. The first nation to achieve both defen-

sive and offensive capabilities might well be
tempted to launch a devastating nuclear

first strike. Since decisionmaking in the

Soviet political system is secret and highly

centralized, as distinct from the open
system of governance in the U.S.A., the

U.S.S.R. could well be that nation. By advo-

cating SDI, therefore, sir, are you not pro-

moting the first-strike capabilities of the

Soviet Union?
The President. If the Soviet Union were

to achieve overwhelming superiority in

both offensive and defensive systems, it

could come to believe that it could launch a

nuclear attack against the U.S. or its allies

without fear of effective retaliation. That is

why the U.S. is concerned over the massive

Soviet investment in both offensive and de-

fensive systems. SDI is, in part, a response

to the danger from these Soviet military

programs. It is aimed precisely at strength-

ening deterrence and stability by reducing

the danger that the Soviets might be tempt-

ed to think in terms of a nuclear first strike.

Q. Mr. President, do you share the appre-

hension that SDI would give a new dimen-
sion to the arms race by taking nuclear

weapons into outer space and that this

could heighten tensions at the decisionmak-

ing levels of both the superpowers, making
the world more unstable and insecure?

The President. No, Fm certain the impact

of SDI will be quite the opposite. Given the

hope it offers the world, it will ease ten-

sions, not increase them.

Q. Some strategists have suggested that

while the U.S.A. moves close to actual de-

ployment of a defensive space weapons
system, the Soviet Union would be under
an increasingly desperate temptation to

strike while it still has a chance. For that

reason, would you not like to launch a joint

superpower initiative for research in defen-

sive space weapons so that the fears and
suspicions raised by SDI are obviated?

The President. As I said earlier, we are

seeking agreement in Geneva on ways to

strengthen deterrence through the intro-

duction of defensive systems into the force

structures of both sides, if the technologies

which we are both investigating prove fea-

sible and cost-effective. Our negotiators at

Geneva are prepared to discuss how such a

transition could be carried out in a stable

manner. And I want very much to explain

personally to General Secretary Gorbachev
how important it is for him not to let this

chance to set arms control on a more hope-

ful course pass by.

Q. What is the Soviet Union doing in the

field of strategic defense? Do you think that

the Soviet opposition to SDI is merely pre-

summit posturing similar to their opposition

to cruise missile deployment in Western
Europe?
The President. Posturing is a good word.

Although they have been treating strategic

defenses as if they were solely an American
invention, the Soviets, over the past 20

years, have spent roughly as much for stra-

tegic defense as they have for their massive

offensive buildup. During this time, it has

been the Soviets who have built the world's

most extensive network of civil defenses

and the most widespread air defense

system; who have deployed the world's only

operational ABM and antisatellite systems;

and who have devoted extensive resources

to investigating many of the very same
technologies we are now examining in our

SDI research. Some of these Soviet efforts,

such as their construction of a large phased-

array radar in central Siberia, are in clear

violation of the 1972 ABM treaty; others are

questionable under the treaty.

In light of all this, Soviet criticism of SDI
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is more than a little hypocritical. It is quite

clear that the Soviets are intent on under-
mining the U.S. SDI program, while mini-

mizing any constraints on their own ongo-
ing strategic defense activities. For our part,

we believe that it is important that our two
countries get down to a serious, no-non-

sense dialog about the questions of how we
might together enable our mutual interest

in strategic defenses to lead to a more
stable balance.

Developing Countries

Q. All the ills of the world are not due to

Russia. If there were no Russia, the prob-

lems of poverty and underdevelopment of

most of the world would still be there. Next
month, the two strongest leaders of the

world are meeting in Geneva. Is this not an
opportunity to cry halt to the deployment
and development of all new nuclear weap-
ons and to divert the resources thus saved

to improve the lot of the poorest countries

of the world?
The President I certainly would like to

see a world in which there are no nuclear

weapons and plentiful resources devoted to

the eradication of world poverty. I suspect

that I won't see such an ideal world during
my lifetime, but I will do all I can to help
this dream come true. If General Secretary
Gorbachev and I can address some of our
differences frankly, we will perhaps have
taken one small step towards this goal, and
no one should underestimate the impor-
tance of that.

Although the Soviet Union is not the

source of all the troubles of the developing
world, we do think that the Soviet Govern-
ment has too often supported forces intent

on imposing their rule by violence. This not

only creates untold suffering and halts eco-

nomic and social development but often in-

troduces an East-West element in the dis-

putes when there should be none. These
practices must stop if we are to create a

safer and better world. All nations are enti-

tled to work out their destinies free from
force and violence, particularly that coming
from other countries.

Let me suggest, then, one immediate way
that the peoples of the West and the Soviet

Union can help the poorer nations: by keep-
ing the competition of ideas peaceful. Let
there be competition by example—no sub-

version of free governments, no invasion,

no occupation, no injection of foreign

troops to support factions in internal dis-

putes. Developing habits of solving prob-

lems peacefully would benefit all. We al-

ready are observing those principles, be-

cause they are the only ones consistent with
our vision of the future.

Perhaps I can close by saying a word
about that vision as it applies to the devel-

oping nations. As you know, the United
States has contributed billions of dollars to

economic and social development in all re-

gions of the globe; most of this aid has gone
to nations that won their independence
during the past few decades. Hundreds of

thousands of Third World students, many of

them from India, have received American
university educations. Both the U.S. Gov-
ernment and private American donors are

contributing great sums today to famine
relief in especially needy countries.

But, to be frank, aid levels aren't the

heart of the matter. The future of the de-

veloping nations, both economic and politi-

cal, really depends on the resolution of a

broader issue; that is, whether those institu-

tions of freedom are created that are the

best, and in the long term the only source

of economic growth and guarantee of indi-

vidual dignity. India's great victory in the

past 40 years has been to protect those in-

stitutions through good times and bad. The
benefits you win from them are probably
only just beginning. They are the basis of so

much of the cultural vigor and economic
dynamism that we see in your country now.
Free institutions, however, aren't just a

freak of history, something that only a few
peoples can ever hope to enjoy. There's no
reason they can't take deeper root through-

out the Third World. If they do—well,
almost anything will be possible.

Note: A tape was not available for verifica-

tion of the content of the oral portion of
this interview, which was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on October 22.
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Nomination of John R. Bolton To Be an Assistant Attorney General

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John R. Bolton to be an

Assistant Attorney General (Office of Legis-

lative and Intergovernmental Affairs), De-
partment of Justice. He would succeed

Robert A. McConnell.

Since 1983 Mr. Bolton has been a partner

in the law firm of Covington & Burling in

Washington, DC. Previously, he was execu-

tive director of the Committee on Resolu-

tions (Platform) at the Republican National

Committee in 1983-1984; Assistant Admin-
istrator for Program and Policy Coordina-

tion at the Agency for International Devel-

opment in 1982-1983; General Counsel at

the Agency for International Development
in 1982-1983; and an associate with Coving-
ton & Burling in 1974-1981.

He graduated from Yale College (B.A.,

1970) and Yale Law School (J.D., 1974). He
was born November 20, 1948, in Baltimore,

MD, and now resides in Arlington, VA.

Nomination of Alexander Hansen Good To Be Director General of

the United States and Foreign Commercial Service

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Alexander Hansen Good
to be Director General of the United States

and Foreign Commercial Service, Depart-

ment of Commerce. He would succeed

Kenneth S. George.

Mr. Good is presently serving as Principal

Deputy Assistant Secretary, International

Economic Policy, Department of Com-
merce. Previously, he was Deputy Solicitor

of the Department of the Interior in 1983;

Associate Solicitor for Energy and Re-

sources, Department of the Interior, in

1981-1983; and with the law firm of O'Mel-

veny and Myers in 1976-1981.

He graduated from the University of Cali-

fornia (A.B., 1972) and Loyola University in

Los Angeles Q.D., 1975). He was born De-
cember 5, 1949, in Glendale, CA, and now
resides in Washington, DC.

Nomination of Charles Edward Horner To Be an Associate Director

of the United States Information Agency
October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles Edward Horner to

be an Associate Director for Programs of

the United States Information Agency. He
would succeed Charles E. Courtney.

Mr. Horner has been serving as Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for Science and
Technology since October 1981. Previously,

he served as U.S. Deputy Representative to

the United Nations Conference on Law of

the Sea (1981); at Georgetown University as

a member of the adjunct faculty at the

School of Foreign Service and as an associ-

ate of the Landegger program in interna-

tional business diplomacy; as senior legisla-

tive assistant to Senator Daniel Moynihan;

and on the staff of the Senate's Subcommit-

tee on National Security and International

Operations. He has written on international

issues for various publications, including the

Wall Street Journal, Commentary, and
American Spectator.
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He graduated from the University of

Pennsylvania (B.A., 1964) and the Universi-

ty of Chicago (M.A., 1967). He studied in

the Far East at National Taiwan University

and then at Tokyo University. He is mar-
ried, has two children, and resides in Wash-
ington, DC. He was born April 8, 1943, in

New York City.

Nomination of Sam A. Nixon To Be a Member of the Board of

Regents of the Uniformed Services University of the Health
Sciences

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Sam A. Nixon to be a

member of the Board of Regents of the

Uniformed Services University of the

Health Sciences, Department of Defense,

for a term expiring June 20, 1991. He
would succeed Caro Elise Luhrs.

Dr. Nixon is currently director of the Uni-

versity of Texas Health Science Center in

Houston. He has been a practicing physi-

cian specializing in family medicine and

surgery since 1954 and was chief of staff at

Memorial Hospital, Floresville, TX, 1968-
1972. Dr. Nixon served in the U.S. Army
Medical Corps in Korea, Japan, and Texas,

1950-1954.

He graduated from Texas A&M Universi-

ty (B.S., 1946) and the University of Texas
Medical Branch (M.D., 1950). Dr. Nixon is

married, has four children, and resides in

Houston, TX. He was born June 28, 1927, in

Galveston, TX.

Appointment of Joyce Lee Gorringe as a Member of the National

Advisory Council on Adult Education

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Joyce Lee Gorringe to be a

member of the National Advisory Council

on Adult Education for a term expiring July

10, 1988. This is a reappointment.

Mrs. Gorringe has been owner and man-
ager of Farm Business since 1959. She has

also been a schoolteacher in elementary
and secondary schools in the Chicago area,

1965-1972. Mrs. Gorringe has been active

in a number of civic programs for adult

education and has served as a counselor for

crisis intervention and family relations.

Mrs. Gorringe graduated from Northwest-
ern University (B.M., 1949) and has done
graduate work at Valparaiso and Northwest-

ern Universities. Mrs. Gorringe is married,

has four children, and resides in Naperville,

IL. She was born August 8, 1928, in Ham-
mond, IN.

Appointment of Six Members of the President's Commission on
White House Fellowships

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the President's Commission
on White House Fellowships:
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Betty H. Brake has been active in political and

civic activities in Oklahoma for many years.

She graduated from the University of Oklaho-

ma (B.A., 1942). She was born May 14, 1920, in

Oklahoma City, OK.

Francis Winford Cash is executive vice president

of Marriott Corp. Prior to Marriott, he spent 10

years with Arthur Anderson & Co. He graduat-

ed from Brigham Young University (B.A.,

1965). He was born March 16, 1942, in Buena
Vista, VA, and currently resides in Potomac,

MD. He is married and has five children.

LeGree S. Daniels has most recently served as

chairman of the National Black Republican

Council. Previously she was employed by the

Bureau of Motor Vehicles, Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania. She was born February 29, 1920,

in Denmark, SC, and attended Temple Univer-

sity. She is married and has 15 foster children.

She currently resides in Harrisburg, PA.

Robert Elliott Freer, Jr., is a partner with the law

firm of Wheeler and Wheeler. Previously he

served as general counsel of Roswell, Kimberly-

Clark Corp. He graduated from Princeton Uni-

versity (B.A., 1963) and the University of Vir-

ginia (J.D., 1966). He was bom February 19,

1941, in Washington, DC. He is married, has

four children, and currently resides in Chevy
Chase, MD.

Lester Bernard Korn is chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Korn/Ferry
International. From 1960 to 1969, he was a

partner with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. He
graduated from UCLA (B.S., 1959; M.B.A.,

1960). He was born January 11, 1936, in New
York, NY, and currently resides in Los Angeles,

CA. He is married and has two children.

Judith Anne Walter is Deputy Comptroller for

Operations, Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency. Her previous positions with Comp-
troller of the Currency include Director, Stra-

tegic Planning; Acting Director, Strategic Anal-

ysis; and Deputy Director, Strategic Analysis.

She graduated from the University of Wiscon-

sin (B.A., 1964); University of California at

Berkeley (M.A., 1968; M.B.A., 1975). She was
born February 14, 1941, in Ames, IA, and cur-

rently resides in Washington, DC. She is mar-

ried and has two children.

Appointment of Two Delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business

October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business:

Scott A. (Casey) Clugston is currently president

of the Clugston Companies, Inc., a consulting

firm. Previously Mr. Clugston was president of

Oklahoma Energy Shutters, Inc., and from
1972 to 1980, was vice president of Loveless

Manufacturing Co. Mr. Clugston graduated

from Kansas State College (B.S., 1967) and
served in the United States Army, 1968-1972.

He was born October 13, 1945, in Pittsburg,

KS, and currently resides in Tulsa, OK. He is

married and has two children.

Henry Hammond Stith, Jr., is president and gen-

eral manager of Stith Equipment Co. He grad-

uated from Georgia Tech University (B.S.,

1958). He was born August 3, 1936, in Atlanta,

GA, and currently resides in Atlanta. He is

married and has one child.

Appointment of Frances Barrett Hammer as an Alternate United

States Member of the Roosevelt Campobello International Park

Commission
October 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Frances Barrett Hammer to

be an alternate member on the part of the

United States on the Roosevelt Campobello
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International Park Commission. She will

succeed Grace TuUy.
Mrs. Hammer is a member of the Amaz-

ing Blue Ribbon 400 and is on the board of

directors of the Armand Hammer United
World College of the American West. She
has participated in the Armand Hammer
Conferences for Peace and Human Rights

as well as other projects for improvements

in human and cultural needs. Mrs. Hammer
is one of the founders of the International

Student Center at UCLA. She is also a re-

cipient of the Award of the American
Women for International Understanding
and Peace.

Mrs. Hammer was born April 4, 1902, in

Chicago, IL. She is married and resides in

Los Angeles, CA.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate
on the Removal of Portugal as a Trade Beneficiary Developing
Country
October 22, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

I am writing to inform you of my intent

to remove Portugal from the list of benefici-

ary developing countries under the Gener-
alized System of Preferences (GSP) Pro-

gram, effective January 1, 1986.

This action is required by section 502(b)

of Title V of the Trade Act of 1974, as

amended (the Act), which states that no
member state of the European Communi-
ties may be designated as eligible for GSP
benefits. Portugal will become a member

state of the European Communities on Jan-

uary 1, 1986.

This notice is being provided pursuant to

section 502(aX2) of the Act.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Bush, President of
the Senate.

Proclamation 5396—^A Time of Remembrance, 1985
October 23, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The problem of terrorism has become an
international concern that knows no bound-
aries—^religious, racial, political, or national.

Thousands of men, women, and children

have died at the hands of terrorists in na-

tions around the world, and the lives of

many more have been blighted by the fear

and grief that terrorist attacks have caused

to peace-loving peoples. Today, unfortu-

nately, terrorism continues to claim many
innocent lives.

Recent events in the Middle East, includ-

ing the piratic seizure of the ACHILLE
LAURO and the brutal murder of Leon
Klinghoffer, only serve to remind us of the

intolerable threat from terrorists. All Ameri-
cans share the sorrow of the families of

their victims, and we are determined that

those responsible be brought to justice.

October 23 is the second anniversary of

the date on which the largest number of

Americans was killed in a single act of ter-

rorism—the bombing of the United States

compound in Beirut, Lebanon on October
23, 1983, in which 241 United States serv-

icemen lost their lives. These brave soldiers

died defending our cherished ideals of free-

dom and peace. It is appropriate that we
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honor these men and all other victims of

terrorism. Let us also offer our profound
condolences to the families and friends of

the victims of these unprovoked and con-

temptible acts of violence.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

104, has designated October 23, 1985, as "A
Time of Remembrance" and authorized

and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim October 23, 1985, as A
Time of Remembrance. I urge all Ameri-

cans to take time to reflect on the sacrifices

that have been made in the pursuit of

peace and freedom.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-third day of October,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:38 a.m., October 23, 1985]

Toast at a Luncheon for the Heads of Delegations to the 40th
Session of the United Nations General Assembly in New York, New
York
October 23, 1985

Well, Mr. Secretary General and distin-

guished guests, on behalf of the people of

the United States, Fm honored to be with
you today to commemorate the 40th anni-

versary of the United Nations. The world is

a busy place. It's full of movement and
action, and it's good for us to get away from
things for an hour or two and meet in the
quiet of this great room, consider the mean-
ing of the United Nations, its past and its

future. There are a great number of distin-

guished world leaders here today. I believe,

Mr. Secretary General, that their presence
bears witness to the enduring vitality of the

idea of the United Nations. I believe it also

bears witness to the success of your leader-

ship during a challenging time for both the

U.N. and the world.

This anniversary, for all of us—a time for

reflection as well as celebration. The na-

tions and the peoples of the world value the

United Nations for many things, but most,

perhaps, for what it symbolizes. The U.N.

began as a symbol of hope and reconcilia-

tion 40 years ago after the worst war in

history; it's no less a symbol today. The
United Nations is still a symbol of man's
great hope that some day he'll be able to

resolve all disputes through peaceful discus-

sion and never again through the force of

arms. The United Nations is a symbol of

man's long struggle to rise beyond his own
flawed nature and live by the high ideals

that the best of mankind have defined and
declared down through the ages.

As the host country, the United States

believes in the United Nations and in what
it symbolizes. We have criticized it some-
times in the past when we felt that it was
not all it could be and should be. And we
have on occasion been frustrated, but we
have never stopped believing in its possi-

bilities, and we've never stopped taking the

United Nations seriously. That is why we
are determined to see to it that the United
Nations lives up to its noble potential to

further the cause of freedom, defend indi-

vidual rights, increase economic growth and
well-being, and strengthen the rule of law.

And so, today, 40 years after the birth of

the United Nations and 15 years before the

end of the century whose tribulations in-

spired it, let us, together, seize the moment.
Let us recapture the vision of the charter

and recall the principles upon which the

U.N. was founded. Let us resolve to make
this organization and the world it repre-

sents a better, safer place. And let us renew
our commitment, individually and together,

to peace and justice and the rights of man.
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And may I presume to suggest a toast to the

Secretary General and what he has accom-
plished and what he is doing for all of us.

Note: The President spoke at 2:45 p.m. in

the North Delegate's Lounge at the United

Nations in response to a toast by Secretary

General Javier Perez de Cuellar de la

Guerra.

Address to the 40th Session of the United Nations General Assembly
in New York, New York
October 24, 1985

Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General,

honored guests, and distinguished delegates,

thank you for the honor of permitting me
to speak on this anniversary for the United

Nations. Forty years ago, the world awoke
daring to believe hatred's unyielding grip

had finally been broken, daring to believe

the torch of peace would be protected in

liberty's firm grasp. Forty years ago, the

world yearned to dream again innocent

dreams, to believe in ideals with innocent

trust. Dreams of trust are worthy, but in

these 40 years too many dreams have been
shattered, too many promises have been
broken, too many lives have been lost. The
painful truth is that the use of violence to

take, to exercise, and to preserve power re-

mains a persistent reality in much of the

world.

The vision of the U.N. Charter—to spare

succeeding generations this scourge of

war—remains real. It still stirs our soul and
warms our hearts, but it also demands of us

a realism that is rockhard, clear-eyed,

steady, and sure—a realism that under-

stands the nations of the United Nations are

not united. I come before you this morning
preoccupied with peace, with ensuring that

the differences between some of us not be
permitted to degenerate into open conflict,

and I come offering for my own country a

new commitment, a fresh start.

On this U.N. anniversary, we acknowl-

edge its successes: the decisive action

during the Korean war, negotiation of the

nonproliferation treaty, strong support for

decolonization, and the laudable achieve-

ments by the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees. Nor must we close our

eyes to this organization's disappointments:

its failure to deal with real security issues,

the total inversion of morality in the infa-

mous Zionism-is-racism resolution, the poli-

ticization of too many agencies, the misuse

of too many resources. The U.N. is a politi-

cal institution, and politics requires compro-
mise. We recognize that, but let us remem-
ber from those first days, one guiding star

was supposed to light our path toward the

U.N. vision of peace and progress—a star of

freedom.

What kind of people will we be 40 years

from today? May we answer: free people,

worthy of freedom and firm in the convic-

tion that freedom is not the sole preroga-

tive of a chosen few, but the universal right

of all God's children. This is the universal

declaration of human rights set forth in

1948, and this is the affirming flame the

United States has held high to a watching
world. We champion freedom not only be-

cause it is practical and beneficial but be-

cause it is morally right and just. Free
people whose governments rest upon the

consent of the governed do not wage war
on their neighbors. Free people blessed by
economic opportunity and protected by
laws that respect the dignity of the individ-

ual are not driven toward the domination of

others.

We readily acknowledge that the United

States is far from perfect. Yet we have en-

deavored earnestly to carry out our respon-

sibilities to the charter these past 40 years,

and we take national pride in our contribu-

tions to peace. We take pride in 40 years of

helping avert a new world war and pride in

our alliances that protect and preserve us

and our friends from aggression. We take

pride in the Camp David agreements and
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our efforts for peace in the Middle East,

rooted in resolutions 242 and 338; in sup-

porting Pakistan, target of outside intimida-

tion; in assisting El Salvador's struggle to

carry forward its democratic revolution; in

answering the appeal of our Caribbean
friends in Grenada; in seeing Grenada's

Representative here today voting the will of

its own people; and we take pride in our

proposals to reduce the weapons of war. We
submit this history as evidence of our sin-

cerity of purpose. But today it is more im-

portant to speak to you about what my
country proposes to do in these closing

years of the 20th century to bring about a

safer, a more peaceful, a more civilized

world.

Let us begin with candor, with words that

rest on plain and simple facts. The differ-

ences between America and the Soviet

Union are deep and abiding. The United
States is a democratic nation. Here the

people rule. We build no walls to keep
them in, nor organize any system of police

to keep them mute. We occupy no country.

The only land abroad we occupy is beneath
the graves where our heroes rest. What is

called the West is a voluntary association of

free nations, all of whom fiercely value

their independence and their sovereignty.

And as deeply as we cherish our beliefs, we
do not seek to compel others to share them.
When we enjoy these vast freedoms as

we do, it's difficult for us to understand the

restrictions of dictatorships which seek to

control each institution and every facet of

people's lives—the expression of their be-

liefs, their movements, and their contacts

with the outside world. It's difficult for us to

understand the ideological premise that

force is an acceptable way to expand a po-

litical system. We Americans do not accept

that any government has the right to com-
mand and order the lives of its people, that

any nation has an historic right to use force

to export its ideology. This belief, regarding

the nature of man and the limitations of

government, is at the core of our deep and
abiding differences with the Soviet Union,

differences that put us into natural conflict

and competition with one another.

Now, we would welcome enthusiastically

a true competition of ideas; welcome a

competition of economic strength and sci-

entific and artistic creativity; and, yes, wel-

come a competition for the good will of the

world's people. But we cannot accommo-
date ourselves to the use of force and sub-

version to consolidate and expand the reach
of totalitarianism. When Mr. Gorbachev and
I meet in Geneva next month, I look to a

fresh start in the relationship of our two
nations. We can and should meet in the

spirit that we can deal with our differences

peacefully. And that is what we expect.

The only way to resolve differences is to

understand them. We must have candid
and complete discussions of where dangers
exist and where peace is being disrupted.

Make no mistake, our policy of open and
vigorous competition rests on a realistic

view of the world. And therefore, at

Geneva we must review the reasons for the

current level of mistrust. For example, in

1972 the international community negotiat-

ed in good faith a ban on biological and
toxin weapons; in 1975 we negotiated the

Helsinki accords on human rights and free-

doms; and during the decade just past, the

United States and the Soviet Union negoti-

ated several agreements on strategic weap-
ons. And yet we feel it will be necessary at

Geneva to discuss with the Soviet Union
what we believe are violations of a number
of the provisions in all of these agreements.

Indeed, this is why it is important that we
have this opportunity to air our differences

through face-to-face meetings, to let frank

talk substitute for anger and tension.

The United States has never sought trea-

ties merely to paper over differences. We
continue to believe that a nuclear war is

one that cannot be won and must never be
fought. And that is why we have sought for

nearly 10 years—still seek and will discuss

in Geneva—^radical, equitable, verifiable re-

ductions in these vast arsenals of offensive

nuclear weapons. At the beginning of the

latest round of the ongoing negotiations in

Geneva, the Soviet Union presented a spe-

cific proposal involving numerical values.

We are studying the Soviet counterproposal

carefully. I believe that within their propos-

al there are seeds which we should nurture,

and in the coming weeks we will seek to

establish a genuine process of give and take.

The United States is also seeking to discuss
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with the Soviet Union in Geneva the vital

relationship between offensive and defen-

sive systems, including the possibility of

moving toward a more stable and secure

world in which defenses play a growing
role.

The ballistic missile is the most awesome,
threatening, and destructive weapon in the

history of man. Thus, I welcome the inter-

est of the new Soviet leadership in the re-

duction of offensive strategic forces. Ulti-

mately, we must remove this menace, once
and for all, from the face of the Earth. Until

that day, the United States seeks to escape
the prison of mutual terror by research and
testing that could, in time, enable us to neu-

tralize the threat of these ballistic missiles

and, ultimately, render them obsolete.

How is Moscow threatened if the capitals

of other nations are protected? We do not
ask that the Soviet leaders, whose country
has suffered so much from war, to leave

their people defenseless against foreign

attack. Why then do they insist that we
remain undefended? Who is threatened if

Western research and Soviet research, that

is itself well-advanced, should develop a

nonnuclear system which would threaten
not human beings but only ballistic missiles?

Surely, the world will sleep more secure
when these missiles have been rendered
useless, militarily and politically; when the
sword of Damocles that has hung over our
planet for too many decades is lifted by
Western and Russian scientists working to

shield their citizens and one day shut down
space as an avenue of weapons of mass de-
struction. If we're destined by history to

compete, militarily, to keep the peace, then
let us compete in systems that defend our
societies rather than weapons which can de-

stroy us both and much of God's creation

along with us.

Some 18 years ago, then-Premier Aleksei

Kosygin was asked about a moratorium on
the development of an antimissile defense

system. The official news agency, TASS, re-

ported that he replied with these words: "I

believe the defensive systems, which pre-

vent attack, are not the cause of the arms
race, but constitute a factor preventing the

death of people. Maybe an antimissile

system is more expensive than an offensive

system, but it is designed not to kill people.

but to preserve human lives." Preserving
lives—^no peace is more fundamental than
that. Great obstacles lie ahead, but they
should not deter us. Peace is God's com-
mandment. Peace is the holy shadow cast

by men treading on the path of virtue.

But just as we all know what peace is, we
certainly know what peace is not. Peace
based on repression cannot be true peace
and is secure only when individuals are free

to direct their own governments. Peace
based on partition cannot be true peace.
Put simply: Nothing can justify the continu-

ing and permanent division of the Europe-
an Continent. Walls of partition and distrust

must give way to greater communication
for an open world. Before leaving for

Geneva, I shall make new proposals to

achieve this goal. Peace based on mutual
fear cannot be true peace, because staking

our future on a precarious balance of terror

is not good enough. The world needs a bal-

ance of safety. And finally, a peace based on
averting our eyes from trouble cannot be
true peace. The consequences of conflict

are every bit as tragic when the destruction

is contained within one country.

Real peace is what we seek, and that is

why today the United States is presenting

an initiative that addresses what will be a

central issue in Geneva—the issue of re-

gional conflicts in Africa, Asia, and Central

America. Our own position is clear: As the

oldest nation of the New World, as the first

anticolonial power, the United States re-

joiced when decolonization gave birth to so

many new nations after World War II. We
have always supported the right of the

people of each nation to define their own
destiny. We have given $300 billion since

1945 to help people of other countries, and
we've tried to help friendly governments
defend against aggression, subversion, and
terror.

We have noted with great interest similar

expressions of peaceful intent by leaders of

the Soviet Union. I am not here to chal-

lenge the good faith of what they say. But
isn't it important for us to weigh the record
as well? In Afghanistan, there are 118,000
Soviet troops prosecuting war against the
Afghan people. In Cambodia, 140,000
Soviet-backed Vietnamese soldiers wage a
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war of occupation. In Ethiopia, 1,700 Soviet

advisers are involved in military planning
and support operations along with 2,500
Cuban combat troops. In Angola, 1,200
Soviet military advisers involved in plan-

ning and supervising combat operations

along with 35,000 Cuban troops. In Nicara-

gua, some 8,000 Soviet-bloc and Cuban per-

sonnel, including about 3,500 military and
secret police personnel.

All of these conflicts—some of them un-

derway for a decade—originate in local dis-

putes, but they share a common characteris-

tic: They are the consequence of an ideolo-

gy imposed from without, dividing nations

and creating regimes that are, almost from
the day they take power, at war with their

own people. And in each case, Marxism-
Leninism's war with the people becomes
war with their neighbors. These wars are

exacting a staggering human toll and
threaten to spill across national boundaries
and trigger dangerous confrontations.

Where is it more appropriate than right

here at the United Nations to call attention

to article II of our charter, which instructs

members to refrain "from the use or threat

or use of force against the territorial integri-

ty or political independence of any
state. . .

'? During the past decade, these
wars played a large role in building suspi-

cions and tensions in my country over the
purpose of Soviet policy. This gives us an
extra reason to address them seriously

today.

Last year, I proposed from this podium
that the United States and Soviet Union
hold discussions on some of these issues, and
we have done so. But I believe these prob-
lems need more than talk. For that reason,

we are proposing and are fully committed
to support a regional peace process that

seeks progress on three levels.

First, we believe the starting point must
be a process of negotiation among the war-
ring parties in each country I've mentioned,
which in the case of Afghanistan includes

the Soviet Union. The form of these talks

may and should vary, but negotiations and
an improvement of internal political condi-

tions are essential to achieving an end to

violence, the withdrawal of foreign troops,

and national reconciliation.

There is a second level. Once negotia-

tions take hold and the parties directly in-

volved are making real progress, represent-

atives of the United States and the Soviet

Union should sit down together. It is not for

us to impose any solutions in this separate

set of talks; such solutions would not last.

But the issue we should address is how best

to support the ongoing talks among the
warring parties. In some cases, it might well
be appropriate to consider guarantees for

any agreements already reached. But in

every case, the primary task is to promote
this goal: verified elimination of the foreign

military presence and restraint on the flow
of outside arms.

And finally, if these first two steps are
successful, we could move on to the third:

welcoming each country back into the
world economy so its citizens can share in

the dynamic growth that other developing
countries, countries that are at peace, enjoy.

Despite past differences with these regimes,
the United States would respond generously
to their democratic reconciliation with their

own people, their respect for human rights,

and their return to the family of free na-

tions. Of course, until such time as these

negotiations result in definitive progress,

America's support for struggling democratic
resistance forces must not and shall not

cease.

This plan is bold; it is realistic. It is not a

substitute for existing peacemaking efforts;

it complements them. We're not trying to

solve every conflict in every region of the
globe, and we recognize that each conflict

has its own character. Naturally, other re-

gional problems will require different ap-

proaches. But we believe that the recurrent
pattern of conflict that we see in these five

cases ought to be broken as soon as possible.

We must begin somewhere, so let us begin
where there is great need and great hope.
This will be a clear step forward to help
people choose their future more freely.

Moreover, this is an extraordinary opportu-
nity for the Soviet side to make a contribu-

tion to regional peace which, in turn, can
promote future dialog and negotiations on
other critical issues.

With hard work and imagination, there is

no limit to what, working together, our na-

tions can achieve. Gaining a peaceful reso-
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lution of these conflicts will open whole
new vistas of peace and progress—the dis-

covery that the promise of the future lies

not in measures of military defense or the

control of weapons, but in the expansion of

individual freedom and human rights. Only
when the human spirit can worship, create,

and build, only when people are given a

personal stake in determining their own
destiny and benefiting from their own risks,

do societies become prosperous, progres-

sive, dynamic, and free.

We need only open our eyes to the eco-

nomic evidence all around us. Nations that

deny their people opportunity—in Eastern

Europe, Indochina, southern Africa, and
Latin America—^without exception, are

dropping further behind in the race for the

future. But where we see enlightened lead-

ers who understand that economic freedom
and personal incentive are key to develop-

ment, we see economies striding forward.

Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea, India,

Botswana, and China—these are among the

current and emerging success stories be-

cause they have the courage to give eco-

nomic incentives a chance.

Let us all heed the simple eloquence in

Andrei Sakharov's Nobel Peace Prize mes-
sage: "International trust, mutual under-
standing, disarmament and international se-

curity are inconceivable without an open
society with freedom of information, free-

dom of conscience, the right to publish and
the right to travel and choose the country
in which one wishes to live." At the core,

this is an eternal truth; freedom works.

That is the promise of the open world and
awaits only our collective grasp. Forty years

ago, hope came alive again for a world that

hungered for hope. I believe fervently that

hope is still alive.

The United States has spoken with candor
and conviction today, but that does not
lessen these strong feelings held by every
American. It's in the nature of Americans to

hate war and its destructiveness. We would
rather wage our struggle to rebuild and
renew, not to tear down. We would rather

fight against hunger, disease, and catastro-

phe. We would rather engage our adversar-

ies in the battle of ideals and ideas for the

future. These principles emerge from the

innate openness and good character of our

people and from our long struggle and sac-

rifice for our liberties and the liberties of

others. Americans always yearn for peace.

They have a passion for life. They carry in

their hearts a deep capacity for reconcilia-

tion.

Last year at this General Assembly, I indi-

cated there was every reason for the United
States and the Soviet Union to shorten the

distance between us. In Geneva, the first

meeting between our heads of government
in more than 6 years, Mr. Gorbachev and I

will have that opportunity. So, yes, let us go
to Geneva with both sides committed to

dialog. Let both sides go committed to a

world with fewer nuclear weapons, and
some day with none. Let both sides go com-
mitted to walk together on a safer path into

the 21st century and to lay the foundation

for enduring peace. It is time, indeed, to do
more than just talk of a better world. It is

time to act. And we will act when nations

cease to try to impose their ways upon
others. And we will act when they realize

that we, for whom the achievement of free-

dom has come dear, will do what we must
to preserve it from assault.

America is committed to the world be-

cause so much of the world is inside Amer-
ica. After all, only a few miles from this

very room is our Statue of Liberty, past

which life began anew for millions, where
the peoples from nearly every country in

this hall joined to build these United States.

The blood of each nation courses through
the American vein and feeds the spirit that

compels us to involve ourselves in the fate

of this good Earth. It is the same spirit that

warms our heart in concern to help ease

the desperate hunger that grips proud
people on the African Continent. It is the

internationalist spirit that came together

last month when our neighbor Mexico was
struck suddenly by an earthquake. Even as

the Mexican nation moved vigorously into

action, there were heartwarming offers by
other nations ofl^ering to help and glimpses

of people working together, without con-

cern for national self-interest or gain.

And if there was any meaning to salvage

out of that tragedy, it was found one day in

a huge mound of rubble that was once the

Juarez Hospital in Mexico City. A week
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after that terrible event, and as another day
of despair unfolded, a team of workers

heard a faint sound coming from some-

where in the heart of the crushed concrete.

Hoping beyond hope, they quickly bur-

rowed toward it. And as the late afternoon

light faded, and racing against time, they

found what they had heard, and the first of

three baby girls, newborn infants, emerged
to the safety of the rescue team. And let me
tell you the scene through the eyes of one

who was there. "Everyone was so quiet

when they lowered that little baby down in

a basket covered with blankets. The baby
didn't make a sound either. But the minute

they put her in the Red Cross ambulance,

everybody just got up and cheered." Well,

amidst all that hopelessness and debris

came a timely and timeless lesson for us all.

We witnessed the miracle of life.

It is on this that I believe our nations can

make a renewed commitment. The miracle

of life is given by One greater than our-

selves, but once given, each life is ours to

nurture and preserve, to foster, not only for

today's world but for a better one to come.
There is no purpose more noble than for us

to sustain and celebrate life in a turbulent

world, and that is what we must do now.
We have no higher duty, no greater cause

as humans. Life and the preservation of

freedom to live it in dignity is what we are

on this Earth to do. Everything we work to

achieve must seek that end so that some
day our prime ministers, our premiers, our
presidents, and our general secretaries will

talk not of war and peace, but only of

peace. We've had 40 years to begin. Let us

not waste one more moment to give back
to the world all that we can in return for

this miracle of life.

Thank you all. God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 10:08 a.m. in

the General Assembly Hall at the United
Nations. Upon his arrival at the United Na-
tions, the President was greeted by Secre-

tary General Javier Perez de Cuellar de la

Guerra.

Informal Exchange With Reporters Prior to a Meeting With Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze in New York, New York
October 24, 1985

Q. Mr. President, why were you so tough
in outlining Soviet misdeeds today?

The President. You haven't been around
for previous photo ops, but I've made it a

rule today not to take any questions.

Q. Mr. Shevardnadze, what did you think

of the President's speech, sir?

The Foreign Minister. Well, I've outlined

it in my speech today.

Q. It sounded like you didn't like it.

Q. Are you going to talk to Mr. Shevard-

nadze about your plan for settling regional

conflicts in this meeting?

The President. No answers, Sam [Sam
Donaldson, ABC News].

Q. Mr. President, [Nicaraguan President]

Ortega says that your speech flew in the

face of peace.

The President. Never have I regretted so

much that Fm not giving an answer as on

that one.

Q. Is there any questions you will

answer?

Q. Mr. Shevardnadze, what, sir, do you
think of the President's plan for settling re-

gional conflicts?

The Foreign Minister. That's what we
shall be discussing.

Q. In this meeting here?

Q. Does it make arms control

The Foreign Minister. I don't think we
shall be able to discuss it today because of

the shortage of time—all of it today.

Q. But does it have some positive as-

pects?

The Foreign Minister. If there were no
positive seeds, we would not have met at

all.

Q. Do you think it makes arms control

less important, Mr. Shevardnadze?
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Mr. Weinberg. Let's go, Andrea [Andrea
Mitchell, NBC News]. We're done.

Note: The exchange began at 4 p.m. at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Mark Weinberg was
Assistant Press Secretary to the President. A
tape was not available for verification of
the content of this exchange.

Nomination of Laurence William Lane, Jr., To Be United States

Ambassador to Australia and Nauru
October 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Laurence William Lane,

Jr., of California, as Ambassador to Australia

and to serve concurrently as Ambassador to

the Republic of Nauru. He would succeed

Robert Dean Nesen.

From 1946 to the present, Mr. Lane has

been with the Lane Publishing Co. in

Menlo Park, CA, serving in various positions

such as marketing representative, salesman,

editorial assistant, sales manager, vice presi-

dent, president, and chairman of the board.

He is also publisher of Sunset magazine.

From 1965 to the present, he was a

member of the advisory board for Liberty

Mutual Insurance Company of Northern
California; 1967 to the present, a member
of the board of directors of the California

Water Service Co. in San Jose; 1971 to the

present, a member of the board of directors

of Crown Zellerbach Corp. in San Francis-

co; and 1980 to the present, a member of

the board of directors of Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. in San Francisco. Mr. Lane's

government service has included chairman-

ship of the Water Panel, Governor's "Cali-

fornia Changing Environment" in 1969;

1972, Chairman, President's Commission
for National Parks Centennial; 1973-1974,
member. President's National Advisory

Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere;
1974-1985, member. Secretary of the Inte-

rior Advisory Council for National Parks;

1975, Ambassador/Commissioner General
of the U.S. Exhibition at the International

Ocean Exposition in Okinawa, Japan; 1976-

1981, chairman of the Pacific Area Travel

Association, USTS/Commerce; and 1981-

1983, a member of the National Productivi-

ty Advisory Committee. He was also mayor
and councilman, town council of Portola

Valley, CA.
Mr. Lane graduated from Stanford Uni-

versity (B.A., 1942). He served in the

United States Navy from 1942-1946. His

foreign language is Spanish. He is married

to the former Donna Jean Gimbel and has

three children. He was born November 7,

1919, in Des Moines, IA, and currently re-

sides in Portola Valley, CA.

Nomination of John Edwin Upston To Be United States Ambassador
to Rwanda
October 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John Edwin Upston, of

Virginia, as Ambassador to the RepubUc of

Rwanda. He would succeed John Blane.

Mr. Upston was an associate with Draper,

Gaither, and Anderson in Palo Alto, CA,
from 1959 to 1964. In 1964 he became a

member of the management planning staff

(West Africa) with the Department of State.

From 1966 to 1968, he was a member of

the permanent U.S. delegation to the

United Nations in New York and an adviser

in the Bureau of International Organization

Affairs in the Department. In 1969 he was
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an associate with the investment banking
firm of Burnham and Co. Mr. Upston then
returned to the Department in 1971 to

serve as special assistant to the Under Sec-

retary of State for Management, where he
remained until 1973 when he became Exec-

utive Director of the United States National

Commission for Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), United
Nations, in the Department. In 1981 he was
a Presidential delegate to the independence

celebration of Antigua and Barbuda. In

1981 he also served as a member of the

White House Puerto Rico Task Force. Since

1981 he has been Department of State Co-

ordinator for Caribbean Affairs.

Mr. Upston graduated from Stanford Uni-

versity (A.B., 1958). He has four children.

He was born April 17, 1935, in Maxwell
Field, AL, and currently resides in Lees-

burg, VA.

Nomination of Helen M. Witt To Be a Member of the National

Mediation Board
October 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Helen M. Witt, of Pennsyl-

vania, to be a member of the National Me-
diation Board for the term expirmg July 1,

1988. This is a reappointment.

Mrs. Witt has been a member of the Na-
tional Mediation Board since 1983. Previ-

ously, she was assistant to the chairman,

board of arbitration, USS/USWA, in 1975-
1982; special arbitrator, U.S. Steel Corp.

and United Steelworkers of America, in

1974; on the first expedited arbitration

panel formulated by Coordinating Commit-
tee Steel Companies and the United Steel-

workers under the 1971 basic agreements
in 1972; and in the private practice of law
with the firms of Cleland, Hurtt & Witt and
Witt & Witt in 1970-1974.

Mrs. Witt graduated from Dickinson Col-

lege (B.A., 1955) and the University of Pitts-

burgh School of Law Q.D., 1969). She is

married, has five children, and resides in

Washington, DC. Mrs. Witt was born July

13, 1933, in Atlantic City, NJ.

Appointment of Stephen I. Danzansky as Special Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs and Senior Director of

International Economic Affairs for the National Security Council

October 24, 1985

The President today announced the ap-

pointment of Stephen I. Danzansky as Spe-

cial Assistant to the President for National

Security Affairs and Senior Director of

International Economic Affairs

Mr. Danzansky is a partner in the Wash-
ington ofBce of the law firm of Willkie Farr

& Gallagher, where he served as managing
partner. He has been appointed under
three Presidents and elected Chairman of

the District of Columbia Law Revision

Commission; has been an adjunct professor

at George Washington University School of

Law; and is a member of the D.C. Bar Asso-

ciation, International Trade Commission
Trial Lawyers Committee, and the Interna-

tional Law Institute Advisory Board. He
was appointed by President Reagan to serve

as a member of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations. Mr. Danzansky has also

served as an officer and director of numer-
ous civic and cultural organizations.

He graduated from Washington & Lee
University (B.A., 1961) and George Wash-
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ington University School of Law (J.D.,

1964). He is married to Joan Winston Cox.

They have two children and reside in Wash-
ington, DC. He was born July 31, 1939.

Appointment of Ronald Keith Sable as Special Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs and Senior Director of

Legislative Affairs for the National Security Council

October 24, 1985

The President today announced the ap-

pointment of Ronald Keith Sable as Special

Assistant to the President for National Secu-

rity Affairs and Senior Director of Legisla-

tive Affairs for the National Security Coun-
cil. He will succeed Christopher M.
Lehman.
Mr. Sable has served since December

1983 as Director of Legislative Affairs for

the National Security Council. Previously he
served as special assistant to Kenneth M.
Duberstein, Assistant to the President for

Legislative Affairs. Prior to that time, Mr.

Sable served as Chief of Air Operations,

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force,

1979-1982, and Air Force advance agent

for Presidential travel from 1974 to 1978.

Mr. Sable, a commercial and military pilot,

is retired from the Air Force (colonel). He
graduated from Iowa Wesleyan College
(B.S., 1963) and Southern Illinois University

(M.S., international relations, 1975). He also

studied international security affairs at Har-
vard University. He is a recipient of the

Valley Forge Freedoms Foundation George
Washington Honor Medal, the Defense Su-

perior Service Medal, the Distinguished

Flying Cross, the Meritorious Service

Medal, and the Air Medal.

Mr. Sable is married and has one child.

He was born May 8, 1941, in Farmington,
lA, and currently resides in Alexandria, VA.

Appointment of Raymond F. Burghardt as Special Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs

October 24, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Raymond F. Burghardt as

Special Assistant to the President for Na-
tional Security Affairs. Mr. Burghardt will

succeed Constantine C. Menges as Senior

Director of Latin American Affairs on the

National Security Council staff.

Mr. Burghardt has served on the National

Security Council staff since March 1984 as

Director of Latin American Affairs, with re-

sponsibility for Central America and the

Caribbean region. Prior to joining the Na-
tional Security Council staff, Mr. Burghardt,

a career Foreign Service officer, was chief

of the political section at the American Em-
bassy in Honduras. His earlier Latin Ameri-

can experience included an assignment as

political officer in Guatemala, 1973-1975.

Before joining the Foreign Service in 1969,

Mr. Burghardt spent 1 year as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Colombia. Mr. Burg-

hardt also has had extensive experience in

east Asia, including assignments in Saigon

and Hong Kong and in the State Depart-
ment's Bureau of East Asian Affairs.

Mr. Burghardt graduated from Columbia
College (B.A., 1967) and attended Columbia
University's School of International Affairs.

He is married to the former Susan Day, and
they have two children. He was born on
May 27, 1945, in New York City and resides

in Great Falls, VA.
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Radio Address to the Nation on International Stability

October 26, 1985

My fellow Americans:

As you know, Nancy and I were in New
York City this week to help mark the 40th
anniversary of the United Nations. I re-

member well that summer in 1945 when,
out of the great devastation of World War
II, the United Nations was born.

Well, this week also marks another impor-
tant anniversary. Just 2 years ago, the

United States came to the rescue of democ-
racy and of hundreds of American students

in Grenada. All of us can be proud of the

swift response of our country, together with
Grenada's democratic Caribbean neighbors
to the SOS from Grenada's Governor Gen-
eral Paul Scoon. He appealed for our help
to restore order in his country, threatened
by the machinery of dictatorship. The
scores of Communist-bloc advisers that we
found on the island, not to mention the
supplies of Soviet arms and files of secret

treaties with Communist states, showed the
world what the people of Grenada had
learned firsthand how Communist revolu-

tionaries can hijack an entire country.
Today Grenada is free, and we're helping
rebuild their economy. Their democratical-
ly elected leader, Herbert Blaize, told me
there's more to be done, but "thanks to

America, we will make it work."
Well, the deep desire to be free moves

people everywhere to resist oppression,
from Afghanistan to Cambodia, Angola,
Ethiopia, and Nicaragua. Make no mistake,
the attempt to impose repressive dictator-

ships subordinated to Soviet objectives is a
fundamental source of tension in many re-

gions of the world. This is why our support
for struggling resistance forces shall not
cease, why in my address to the U.N. I pro-

posed a three-part initiative to resolve re-

gional conflicts: First, negotiations among
warring parties to end the violence and to

bring about the democratic reforms and re-

spect for human rights essential for national

reconciliation. Second, once progress is

made by those directly involved, the United
States and the Soviet Union should negoti-

ate the elimination of all foreign military

presence and flow of outside arms. Third,
when progress is made through negotiations

to end the violence, to bring about demo-
cratic reforms and to eliminate the foreign
military presence, the United States will ask
other nations to join in supporting econom-
ic recovery and reconstruction.

When I meet with General Secretary
Gorbachev in Geneva, I intend to make our
regional peace initiative a key part of our
discussions. How can we discuss the goal of
a more peaceful and civilized world without
discussing those places where peace is

being violated and innocent people are
being killed? Does the Soviet Union share
our conviction that true peace must rest on
the right of all people to choose their desti-

ny, to grow and develop free from coercion
and fear? Well, we shall see in Geneva. Sec-
retary of State Shultz will be taking up
these and other issues on his forthcoming
trip to Moscow.
We Americans are practical. We seek

practical solutions to problems that seemed
intractable, from achieving the universal

immunization of children to finding new
ways to protect civilization against missile

attack. Talking about a safer world is not
good enough; we must make it happen. I

had detailed discussions with some of our
allied leaders this past week. Our conversa-
tions convinced me more than ever that we
are on the right track. We're negotiating
hard with the Soviet Union on reducing of-

fensive nuclear weapons. We have proposals
on the table for deep reductions and are
examining their counterproposal. We're also

determined to move ahead on research and
testing of our Strategic Defense Initiative to

see whether an effective nonnuclear de-
fense against a nuclear attack is feasible.

Finally, we're combating the deadly
menace of international terror. Our action
weeks ago to apprehend the Palestinian hi-

jackers was not our last. We're working
with all peace-loving nations to create a
united front against terrorism, and we're
fighting the international narcotics traffick-

ers poisoning our youth. The First Lady's
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drug conference at the United Nations,

which Nancy hosted this week, bringing to-

gether 31 first ladies from around the

world, will raise global awareness and hope-
fully touch the conscience of the world.

This has been an important week. We
have held high our banner for personal

freedom, human progress, and global peace.

Now we must go forward to do what is not

only practical and beneficial but what is

right and just.

Until next week, thanks for listening.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Remarks on Receiving the Final Report of the President's Private

Sector Survey on Cost Control in the Federal Government
October 28, 1985

Fm delighted that all of you are here

today. First, the distinguished leaders of the

Grace Congressional Caucus—Chairman
Beau Boulter and Cochairman Buddy
Roemer and Gordon Humphrey—also, rep-

resentatives from Associations United To
Cut Federal Spending—38 trade organiza-

tions led by Wayne Smith, who advised the

caucus—and lastly, former members of the

Grace commission and of another of my fa-

vorite organizations. Citizens Against Gov-
ernment Waste, cochaired by Peter Grace
and Jack Anderson. You know, Peter, every
time you're here I start thinking about how
the Grace contingent keeps growing in

numbers, in power, and in influence. Be-

lieve me, nothing delights me more, be-

cause we need a people's lobby here in

Washington.

All of you are here today because of your
deep concern about a problem in govern-

ment that's easy to talk about in terms of

saving billions of dollars a year. The war
against waste and inefficiency is worth
waging on just these grounds alone, but I

know your involvement goes even beyond
this. The people who came before us in this

nation put a heavy emphasis on what is

today almost a forgotten virtue. I remember
back in Dixon, Illinois, when I was growing
up, it was called thriftiness. Thriftiness was
a quality appreciated as a kind of signal

about the maturity and judgment of a

person or institution, an indication that

deeper values were there. Some of you in

business have noticed that when a company
gets in trouble, there are more serious

problems than simple inefficiency—all sorts

of projects and activities that are wasteful

or marginal and a neglect of those products
or services that made the firm successful in

the first place.

Well, government is no different. And as

the people here know better than most, the

Federal Government was headed a few
years ago in much the same direction. It

was neglecting essential tasks like protect-

ing our nation's security abroad and uphold-

ing the law at home while it built gigantic

bureaucracies to handle all sorts of prob-

lems, problems it was neither competent
nor intended to handle. I used to use an
example in some of my mashed-potato cir-

cuit days about the town that decided that

they would have better traffic safety if they

raised the height of their traffic signs and
various warning signs from 5 feet above the

ground to 7 feet above the ground. And
then, the Federal Government stepped in

and said they had a department to come in

and help them, and their plan was to lower
the streets 2 feet. [Laughter^

Well, then these special interests became
involved. Pretty soon the way to a prosper-

ing political career was to vote for higher

appropriations and for grand, new spending
schemes that appeal to this or that voting

bloc. And if this pattern of putting politics

over country sounds familiar, that's because
it is. Historians have frequently seen in this

"bread and circuses" climate the signs of

government in decline and a nation in

decay. Faith in our democratic system—and
without that faith democracy simply can't
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work—was being undermined. As James
Madison said, "It*s the gradual and silent

encroachments of governments, not sudden
revolutions, that prove to be the threat to

freedom." So, it was the average citizen

who harbored enormous feelings of resent-

ment toward government and an enormous
sense of frustration. They believed the only

voices that were heard in this city were
those of the organized lobbies or special

interests, not the taxpayers.

Those of you associated with the Grace
commission have forthrightly and without

apologies helped change all of this. YouVe
shown that citizens from every walk of life

could come to the Capitol and not only

make their voices heard but persuade and,

yes, push and prod government to change
its ways. The Grace commission stood back

and took a look at government, concluded

that the Federal Government had lost its

moorings, came up with concrete proposals

on how to recover those moorings. But, as I

know Peter believes, the most important

part of the job is upon us—making sure that

the Grace commission is not remembered
as just another government commission and
that its recommendations don't become just

another pile of reports gathering dust in the

Library of Congress; in short, implementing
as many recommendations as possible.

And on this point, I've just come from a

meeting with the Domestic Policy Council.

I've received a final report that shows we
are going forward with over 80 percent—as

a matter of fact, 83 percent of the commis-
sion's recommendations. Many have already

been implemented; others included in the
'86 budget; and a number will be proposed
in the '87 budget. Even with the recom-
mendations deferred at this time, we have
every intention of trying to implement as

many of them as possible in the future. I've

asked Jim Miller to have OMB continue to

monitor our progress and report to me peri-

odically through the Domestic Policy Coun-
cil. I also thanked Peter Grace at the close

of the meeting, and let me do so now again

publicly.

Peter, I can think of few Americans who
have done more to make the people's voice

heard in Washington. You shook this city

up. You put the issue of waste and ineffi-

ciency front and center on the public

agenda, and I am grateful to you and so is

America. But now, we must work together

to get your recommendations through the

Congress, and that's what this people's

lobby of yours is all about. It's why the Con-
gressional Caucus leaders who are here

today are so important. Imagine the cour-

age of these Members of Congress who
would dare to associate themselves with

such a clear-cut effort to thwart the special

interests. And I want to thank each one of

them who are here today.

In carrying on this battle, you're going to

need the help of the largest pressure group
of all—the taxpayers. And that's why the

multimillion-dollar, nonpartisan campaign
by the Advertising Council is so important

in helping to inform and educate the tax-

payers. And finally, that's why the work of

the trade associations and Citizens Against

Government Waste are also vital—vital in

the battle against budget deficits and vital

to the strength and resiliency of the demo-
cratic system and public confidence in our

government.

So, I want to congratulate you on all that

you've done. You know, I've mentioned this

to you before, but I can well remember a

time when waste and inefficiency were
thought of as issues without any political

appeal, issues that stirred little interest in

the media or among the seers and sayers of

Washington. Well, all of that has changed.

Government management—mismanage-
ment, I should say, is a hot story, and the

Grace commission has played a key role in

bringing the change about. In fact, I want
you to know the vigor with which you've

pursued this fight has inspired me on other

closely related matters, and once again, the

issue is your issue—making government re-

sponsive to the people.

First, I must warn the Congress that their

unwillingness to deal with the debt ceiling

and to take responsible action on the deficit

is creating a large and unnecessary prob-

lem. We're running up against the possibili-

ty that we may have to disinvest the Social

Security Trust Fund, shortchanging that

trust fund of accumulated interest, all be-

cause of the inexcusable dithering and delay

in meeting the responsibilities about raising

the debt ceiling. So, please help us convince
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them—present company exempted; they're

convinced—that the time for political

gamesmanship was over long ago.

All of us know the importance of an ef-

fective resolution this year to our deficit

problem, and I happen to think the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings proposal is an ex-

cellent one. This proposal is linked closely

to what you're doing, because if we can

adopt the plan, we can maintain our com-
mitment to a strong defense while provid-

ing a framework for the Grace reforms and
a device for flushing out waste and ineffi-

ciency. Congress must not fail the people

on this.

And second, I think some of you know
that we have a tax reform plan on the

agenda this fall. It's a plan I'm certain has

the support of the American people. Right

now. Congress is in deliberation on this

matter, and that deliberative process is

something I deeply respect. I will await its

outcome attentively. But let it be said

today, I believe that the essential items of

tax reform, as I've outlined them, have the

support of the American people. And I

want action on this plan; I want action this

year and so do the people. Believe me, if

necessary, I'm prepared to spend a lot more
time with Congress at Christmas this year

than either of us originally anticipated.

[Laughter]

Well, let me conclude by, again, thanking
Peter Grace and all those thousands of pa-

triotic Americans who gave unstintingly of

their time, their efforts, and their talents to

help the Government. And let me assure

you that we, for our part, will not rest in

the fight to have their recommendations
implemented.

So, again, thank all of you. God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 11:45 a.m. in

the Rose Garden at the White House.

Proclamation 5397—National Hospice Month, 1985

October 28, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Hospices play an important role in our

national medical care system. Terminally ill

hospice patients receive expert medical

care while they and their families can de-

velop essential emotional and spiritual sup-

port.

Hospices have shown their ability to pro-

vide appropriate, competent, and compas-
sionate care. Under the hospice concept,

each program has a team of physicians,

nurses, social workers, pharmacists, psycho-

logical and spiritual counselors, and commu-
nity volunteers—all trained to assist the ter-

minally ill. The team works together to care

for patients and their families, especially

helping them to cope with their pain and
grief.

Hospices are rapidly becoming full part-

ners in our health care system. In Novem-
ber 1983, hospice care benefits became

available to people under Medicare. Many
private insurance carriers and employers

have also recognized the value of hospice

care and included hospice benefits in their

health care plans.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

155, has designated the month of Novem-
ber 1985 as "National Hospice Month" and
authorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in observance of this

event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby designate the month of November
1985 as National Hospice Month, and I

direct the appropriate government officials,

all citizens, and interested organizations

and associations to observe this month with

activities that recognize this important

event.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-eighth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of
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the United States of America the two hun- [Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

dred and tenth. ter, 3:09 p.m., October 28, 1985]

Ronald Reagan

Proclamation 5398—National Farm-City Week, 1985

October 28, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

American farmers are the most produc-

tive in the world. But without farm machin-

ery, fuel, electric power, chemical products,

and other supplies from industry, our farms

could never have achieved this remarkable

level of efficiency.

American consumers have the widest va-

riety and the most plentiful supply of food

and fiber products that can be found any-

where. But without adequate transporta-

tion, processing, and marketing, our con-

sumers could not reap the full benefits of

our bounteous farms, orchards, and ranches.

It is the successful synergism of farms,

towns, cities, industry, and business that

makes the United States a cornucopia for its

own citizens, able to share its superabun-
dance with a world where large regions

suffer from critical shortages of food, often

because of policies that discourage initiative

and thwart progress.

To arrive at a better appreciation of how
our American system works—with its coop-

eration between farm workers and city

workers—we set aside in each November a

Farm-City Week. During this time we seek

to highlight the contributions that farmers
and city dwellers, working together, make
to the bounty, vitality, and strength of our
Nation.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning No-
vember 22, 1985, through November 28,

1985, as National Farm-City Week. I call

upon all Americans, in rural areas and in

cities alike, to join in recognizing the ac-

complishments of our productive farmers

and of our urban residents in working to-

gether in a spirit of cooperation and inter-

dependence to create abundance, wealth,

and strength for the Nation.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-eighth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 3:10 p.m., October 28, 1985]

Proclamation 5399—National Family Week, 1985

October 28, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

America's families are America's greatest

strength. Just as American society is more
than the sum of its parts, families are more
than just collections of individuals.

It is within the family that we first gain

an understanding of who we are; that we
learn to give and receive love; that we
learn to respect the individuality of others;

that we grow to be strong, healthy adults

able to take our place in the larger families

of community, country, and the world.
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Through the family we pass on our tradi-

tions, our rituals, and our values. From our

families we receive the love, encourage-

ment, and education needed to meet life's

challenges. Family life also provides a stim-

ulus for the spiritual growth that fosters

probity of character, generosity of spirit,

and responsible citizenship.

It is important that we dedicate ourselves

to the promotion of strong families for, with

their strength, commitment, and loyalty,

they form the hearth and heart of our na-

tional life. As an eminent American educa-

tor has wisely observed: "The security and

elevation of the family and of family life are

the prime objects of civilization, and the

ultimate ends of all industry." Special con-

cern is due to troubled families, for we rec-

ognize that any chain is only as strong as its

weakest link. At their best, strong families

are small communities of love. Let us help

them prosper.

National Family Week gives us a chance

to honor all families and especially to honor

those Americans who have extended the

love and support of their families to a child

through adoption or foster care. By giving

the shelter of their loving arms to such a

child on a temporary or permanent basis,

these Americans demonstrate in a special

way the unconditional love that only fami-

lies can provide.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

31, has designated the week of November
24 through 30, 1985, as "National Family

Week" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this week.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of November 24

through November 30, 1985, as National

Family Week. I invite the Governors of the

several states, the chief officials of local gov-

ernments, the leaders in industry, and all

Americans to observe this week with appro-

priate ceremonies and activities. As we cel-

ebrate this Thanksgiving Week, I also invite

all Americans to give thanks for the many
blessings that they have derived from their

family relationships and to reflect upon the

importance of maintaining strong families.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-eighth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-

dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 3:11 p.m., October 28, 1985]

Remarks on Signing the Bill Designating the Centennial Year of

Liberty in the United States

October 28, 1985

Three very nice young people. I will

speak about them in a few moments. Lee
lacocca, chairman of the Statue of Liberty-

Ellis Island Foundation, honored guests, and
ladies and gentlemen, on this date in 1886,

President Grover Cleveland stood on an

island in New York Harbor to dedicate a

statue entitled "Liberty Enlightening the

World." Ninety-nine years later, the statue

is known by a more familiar affectionate

name, the Statue of Liberty or simply Miss

Liberty. She's cherished across America,

and the torch that she bears is recognized

throughout the world as a symbol of human

freedom.

The Statue of Liberty was conceived and

created by the French sculptor Frederic

Bartholdi. Legend has it that as he worked,

he modeled the statue's face—that face of

utter calm and nobility—on the features of

his own mother. Completed, the statue rose

more than 150 feet and was constructed of

200,000 pounds of hand-hammered copper

sheathing hung on an iron frame engi-

neered by Gustav Eiffel, who later designed

the Eiffel Tower. On July 4th, 1884, the

statue was presented to the American Am-
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bassador to France. Built using funds donat-

ed by the French people, she was then dis-

mantled and shipped to the United States.

Then, she was rebuilt using funds donated
by the American people, including money
raised by schoolchildren. Ever since, she's

stood on her island in that great harbor

lighting the way to freedom.

Just a few hundred yards away, there's a

second island, Ellis Island. Between 1892
and 1954, nearly 17 million immigrants to

the New World passed through the Ellis

Island checkpoint. Most immigrants moved
through the checkpoint in a few hours to

begin their new lives in America and free-

dom. And I like to picture the scene as a

boatload of immigrants leaving Ellis Island

for New York, they pass Miss Liberty and
crowd the rails to gaze. Someone on board
knows English, he reads and translates the

inscription that the statue bears, words that

have proclaimed the meaning of America
for millions of immigrants, for shiploads of

returning soldiers in two great wars, for

every family that has ever visited that glori-

ous statue. And those words: "Give me your
tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free, the wretched
refuse of your teeming shore. Send these,

the homeless, tempest-tost, to me. I lift my
lamp beside the Golden Door." Well, many
of those immigrants remain at the rails until

Miss Liberty is lost in the fog. It would be
no surprise if some shed tears of joy.

In recent years, it became all too appar-

ent that Ellis Island and Miss Liberty, her-

self, were being ravaged by the passing of

decades. Nearly half of all Americans can
trace their ancestry to someone who passed
through the Ellis Island checkpoint. But
that island, which should be a proud memo-
rial to our forebearers, had instead become
a sad and ramshackled place. Miss Liberty,

for her part, had been badly corroded by
decades of salt air; her iron supports had
weakened; in places, she'd become pocked
with jagged, rusty holes.

Well, then, in 1982 the Statue of Liberty-

Ellis Island Foundation was formed to re-

store Miss Liberty and rebuild Ellis Island,

and to do so with private funds. This effort

has become one of the largest private sector

initiatives in American history. Across

America, everyone is lending a hand; major

corporations are making contributions;

small businesses are helping out. And I'm
pleased to say that just as schoolchildren

helped raise the money to build her pedes-

tal and install Miss Liberty back in the

1880's, today, a century later, they're hold-

ing bake sales and car washes to see to it

that she gets the restoration she needs.

Let me give you just three of many stir-

ring examples. Michael Haverly, of Indian-

apolis, Indiana, has raised over $5,000 for

the statue by going door to door with an
appeal to help Miss Liberty. Well, I'm
proud to be in Michael's company here in

the Rose Garden today. And then, there is

Amy Nessler, of West Deptford Township,
New Jersey, who brought a jar of 365 pen-
nies into her first-grade class to help raise

money for the Statue of Liberty. The pen-

nies had been collected 15 years earlier by
Amy's mother, who, day by day, put one
into a jar to mark the time that her fiance

was in Vietnam. And now, after all these

years, they felt it was only appropriate to

give these special coins to Lady Liberty,

who symbolizes what Amy's dad fought

for—freedom. Well, I'm very happy that

Amy, her mother, and father are here with

us today. And finally, there is Donna Daley,

a 13-year-old from Ridgeland, South Caroli-

na. When Donna's hometown learned that

she was losing her sight to an incurable eye
disease, they pitched in to raise money to

send her and her family to visit the Statue

of Liberty. However, Donna, in the spirit of

generosity, donated part of this contribution

to the Liberty Restoration Project. And,
Donna, you're a fine example to us all.

So far, this private sector initiative has

raised more than $170 million, well on its

way to its goal of 230 million. Today Miss

Liberty and Ellis Island are surrounded by
scaffolding; workers are on the sites 24
hours a day. Among countless other repairs,

they're giving the statue new iron supports

and fitting her pedestal with the tallest hy-

draulic elevator in America. On Ellis Island,

they're giving the main building a new
roof, replacing the copper towers, and com-
pletely restoring the interiors. Much has

been accomplished, but there's still a great

deal to be done in order to reopen Ellis

Island and the Statue of Liberty by the only
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appropriate date—the Fourth of July, 1986.

And mindful of this need, the Congress
has passed a resolution which it is my honor
to sign today. The resolution reads in part:

"Whereas, the nation will celebrate the

Statue of Liberty's 100th anniversary

through commemorative events scheduled

to take place during the Fourth of July

weekend in 1986, and on October 28, 1986;

now therefore be it resolved—that the 12-

month period ending on October 28, 1986,

is designated as the centennial year of liber-

ty. . r
Well, I'm looking forward to attending

the Liberty Weekend celebration next July

and the hundredth anniversary a year from
today. David Wolper, who is producing the

Liberty Weekend activities, has promised to

outdo himself, which won't be easy, after

seeing the superb job he did with the 1976
bicentennial and the 1984 Olympics. And
Ambassador Mosbacher has planned quite a
display himself with the tall ships of Oper-
ation Sail.

Throughout this Centennial Year of Lib-

erty, let us join in the great work of restor-

ing the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island,

perhaps our nation's most moving and pow-
erful symbols of freedom. And drawing in-

spiration from these symbols, let us rededi-

cate ourselves to the great cause of human
liberty throughout the world.

I thank you, and God bless you. And now
I'm going to sign that resolution.

Note: The President spoke at 2 p.m. in the
Rose Garden at the White House. H.J. Res.

407, approved October 28, was assigned
Public Law No. 99-136.

Proclamation 5400—Centennial Year of Liberty in the United States

October 28, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

She remains a Wonder of the World—an
uncanny fusion of art and engineering. She
is the result of a unique collaboration be-

tween two freedom-loving Frenchmen with
a profound affection for America: a great

sculptor, Frederic-Auguste Bartholdi, and
the greatest structural engineer of his time,

Alexandre Gustave Eiffel. Next year she will

be 100 years old.

Nineteen hundred and eighty-six marks
the Centennial of the Statue of Liberty.

Originally called "Liberty Enlightening the

World," the Statue was a generous gift from
the people of France to the people of the

United States. It represents the close and
cordial relationship that traditionally has ex-

isted between our countries and our

common devotion to freedom and democra-
cy.

She rises majestically 151 feet above the

magnificent base designed by Richard M.
Hunt, the preeminent American architect.

But she is much more than her awesome
dimensions and her physical splendor. For
millions of anxious immigrants, the fore-

bears of countless millions of today's Ameri-
cans, she was the first glimpse of America.

She was assurance of journey's end, safe

harbor reached at last, and the beginning of

a new adventure in a free and blessed land.

For them she was a dream come true, the

Lady with the Lamp, a warm welcome to a

new world and a new life.

The gifted American poet, Emma Laza-
rus, hailing her as the "New Colossus," put
the message of the Statue of Liberty in un-
forgettable words:

Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp.
Give me your tired, your poor.

Your huddled masses yearning to breathe
free.

The wretched refuse of your teeming
shore.

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost, to

me.

I lift my lamp beside the Golden Door.

Since its dedication on October 28, 1886,
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the Statue of Liberty has held high the

beacon of freedom, hope, and opportunity

to welcome millions of immigrants and visi-

tors from foreign lands. From that time she

has been one of the proudest symbols of the

American ideal of liberty and justice for all.

Today, the Statue of Liberty and nearby
Ellis Island are being restored from the rav-

ages of time and weather by the Statue of

Liberty-Ellis Island Centennial Foundation,

Inc.

The United States will celebrate the one
hundredth anniversary of the Statue of Lib-

erty through commemorative events sched-

uled to take place during the Fourth of July

Weekend in 1986 and on October 28, 1986.

In recognition of the importance of the

Statue of Liberty to the American people,

the Congress, by House Joint Resolution

407, has designated the twelve-month

period ending on October 28, 1986, as the

"Centennial Year of Liberty in the United

States" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this occasion.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the twelve-month period

ending on October 28, 1986, as the Centen-
nial Year of Liberty in the United States,

and I call upon the people of the United
States to observe this year with appropriate

ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-eighth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:40 a.m., October 29, 1985]

Executive Order 12537—President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory

Board
October 28, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and statutes of the

United States of America, and in order to

enhance the security of the United States

by improving the quality and effectiveness

of intelligence available to the United
States, it is ordered as follows:

Section 1. There is hereby established

within the White House Office, Executive

Office of the President, the President's For-

eign Intelligence Advisory Board (the

"Board"). The Board shall consist of not

more than fourteen members, who shall

serve at the pleasure of the President and
shall be appointed by the President from
among trustworthy and distinguished citi-

zens outside the government who are quali-

fied on the basis of achievement, experi-

ence, and independence. The President

shall establish the terms of the members
upon their appointment. To the extent

practicable, one-third of the Board at any

one time shall be comprised of members

whose current term of service does not

exceed two years. The President shall desig-

nate a Chairman and Vice Chairman from
among the members. The Board shall uti-

lize full-time staff and consultants as author-

ized by the President. Such staff shall be
headed by an Executive Director, appoint-

ed by the President.

Sec. 2. The Board shall assess the quality,

quantity, and adequacy of intelligence col-

lection, of analysis and estimates, of coun-

terintelligence, and other intelligence ac-

tivities. The Board shall have the authority

to continually review the performance of all

agencies of the Federal government that

are engaged in the collection, evaluation, or

production of intelligence or the execution

of intelligence policy. The Board shall fur-

ther be authorized to assess the adequacy of

management, personnel, and organization

in the intelligence agencies.

Sec. 3. The Board shall report directly to

the President and advise him concerning
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the objectives, conduct, management, and
coordination of the various activities of the

agencies of the intelligence community.
The Board shall report periodically, but at

least semiannually, concerning findings and
appraisals and shall make appropriate rec-

ommendations for actions to improve and
enhance the performance of the intelli-

gence efforts of the United States.

Sec. 4. The Board shall receive, consider,

and recommend appropriate action with re-

spect to matters, identified to the Board by

the Director of Central Intelligence, the

Central Intelligence Agency, or other gov-

ernment agencies engaged in intelligence

or related activities, in which the support of

the Board will further the effectiveness of

the national intelligence effort. With re-

spect to matters deemed appropriate by the

President, the Board shall advise and make
recommendations to the Director of Cen-

tral Intelligence, the Central Intelligence

Agency, and other government agencies en-

gaged in intelligence and related activities,

concerning ways to achieve increased effec-

tiveness in meeting national intelligence

needs.

Sec. 5. The Board shall have access to the

full extent permitted by applicable law to

all information necessary to carry out its

duties in the possession of any agency of the

Federal government. Information made
available to the Board shall be given all

necessary security protection in accordance

with applicable laws and regulations. Each
member of the Board, each member of the

Board's staff, and each of the Board's con-

sultants shall execute an agreement never

to reveal any classified information obtained

by virtue of his or her service with the

Board except to the President or to such

persons as the President may designate.

Sec. 6. Members of the Board shall serve

without compensation, but may receive

transportation, expenses, and per diem al-

lowance as authorized by law. Staff and
consultants to the Board shall receive pay
and allowances as authorized by the Presi-

dent.

Sec. 7. Executive Order No. 12331 of Oc-

tober 20, 1981 is revoked.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 28, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:41 a.m., October 29, 1985]

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Export of Alaskan Oil

October 28, 1985

On the recommendation of his Economic
Pohcy Council, the President has decided to

permit the export of a small quantity of

Alaskan oil produced at Cook Inlet. This

administrative action does not permit

export of oil from the North Slope of

Alaska, which is a question to be addressed

in a Commerce Department study that will

be submitted to Congress next April.

This decision is consistent with the ad-

ministration's market-oriented policy of re-

moving barriers to trade and encouraging

others to do likewise. U.S. interests will be

well served because of the reduced oil

transportation costs associated with shipping

oil to Asia rather than to U.S. refining ter-

minals. This will generate higher revenues

to producers, thereby generating higher

Federal and Alaska State tax revenues. In

addition, the incentive to explore and de-

velop oil reserves in the Cook Inlet area

will increase. The President, in making his

decision, sought nothing in exchange. We
have made it clear to our friends in Asia

that we would like to see them move more
rapidly in opening their markets to U.S.

products.

This action has long been recommended
by Senator Frank Murkowski, and the Presi-

dent has expressed his utmost appreciation
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to the Senator for his advice on the issue.

Furthermore, the administration will be

consulting with Congress to ensure that

these benefits to the U.S. are well under-

stood.

Proclamation 5401—National Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
Awareness Month, 1985

October 28, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS),

the sudden and unexpected death of appar-

ently healthy babies, is the major cause of

death of infants between the ages of one
month and one year. Between 5,000 and
6,000 babies die of SIDS annually in the

United States. Most die unobserved in their

sleep. Despite two decades of aggressive

biomedical and behavioral research, sup-

ported in large part by the Federal govern-

ment, the exact cause of SIDS remains elu-

sive. From what we have learned through

research, choking, neglect, infection, and
heredity have been ruled out as probable

causes, and today the syndrome is attrib-

uted to a combination of subtle physiologi-

cal deficiencies in the infant.

The parents and families of SIDS victims

frequently experience intense and traumat-

ic grief, often accompanied by unwarranted
feelings of guilt that can result in psychoso-

cial and even physical problems. It is ex-

tremely important that the facts about SIDS
be widely disseminated and understood in

order to banish myths and misconceptions.

By working together, parents, schools, pri-

vate and voluntary organizations, and gov-

ernment at all levels can bring about a

greater public understanding of this tragic

syndrome.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

322, has designated the month of October
1985, as "National Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome Awareness Month" and author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of October
1985, as National Sudden Infant Death Syn-

drome Awareness Month.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-eighth day of October,

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:05 a.m., October 29, 1985]

Nomination of Francis Anthony Keating II To Be an Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury

October 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Francis Anthony Keating

II to be an Assistant Secretary of the Treas-

ury (Enforcement and Operations). He
would succeed John Walker, Jr.

Mr. Keating is a partner in the law firm

of Pray, Walker, Jackman, Williamson, and

Marler in Tulsa, OK. Previously he was a

partner in the law firm of Leonard, Snider

and Keating and a trustee of the Heller Co.

He was United States Attorney for the

Northern District of Oklahoma and Chair-

man of the Attorney General's Advisory

Committee for United States Attorneys in
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1981-1983 and partner in the law firm of

Blackstock, Joyce, Pollard, Blackstock, and
Montgomery in 1972-1981. In 1972-1981
he served as a member of the Oklahoma
House of Representatives and later a

member of the Oklahoma State Senate.

Mr. Keating graduated from Georgetown
University (B.A., 1966) and the University of

Oklahoma (J.D., 1969). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Tulsa, OK. He
was born February 10, 1944, in St. Louis,

MO.

Appointment of Joseph C. Harder as a Member of the

Intergovernmental Advisory Council on Education

October 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Joseph C. Harder to be a

member of the Intergovernmental Advisory

Council on Education for a term expiring

July 27, 1989. This is a reappointment.

Since 1961 Mr. Harder has been serving

as a State senator in Kansas. In the senate

he serves as chairman of the senate educa-

tion committee; chairman of the master

planning commission; a member of the

senate ways and means committee; and a

member of the commercial and financial

institutions committee. From 1972 to 1976,

he was the majority floor leader of the

Kansas senate. In 1979 Mr. Harder served

as educator in residence at the University of

Kansas in Lawrence. He was manager of

the Moundridge Telephone Co. in 1962-

1978.

He is married, has one child, and resides

in Moundridge, KS. He was born February

1, 1916, in HiUsboro, KS.

Nomination of Nanette Fabray MacDougall To Be a Member of the

National Council on the Handicapped
October 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Nanette Fabray MacDou-
gall to be a member of the National Council

on the Handicapped for a term expiring

September 17, 1987. This is a reappoint-

ment.
Mrs. MacDougall is an actress. She is also

active in organizations benefiting the hear-

ing handicapped and other disabled per-

sons. She serves on the boards of the Na-

tional Captioning Institute, the Better Hear-

ing Institute in Washington, DC, the Ear

Research Institute, and the Museum of Sci-

ence and Industry in Los Angeles. She is

past chairman of the National Easter Seal

Society for Crippled Children, the National

Mental Health Association, and the National

Advisory Committee for Education of the

Deaf. She has received many awards for her
service, including the President's Distin-

guished Service Award in 1971 and the El-

eanor Roosevelt Humanitarian Award in

1964.

Mrs. MacDougall has one child and re-

sides in Pacific Palisades, CA. She was born

October 27, 1920, in San Diego, CA.
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Appointment of Six Members of the Commission of Fine Arts

October 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Commission of Fine
Arts for a term of 4 years:

Neil H. Porterfield, of Missouri, will succeed
Sondra Gelb Myers. Mr. Porterfield is professor

and head of the Department of Landscape Ar-

chitecture at Pennsylvania State University. He
graduated from Pennsylvania State University

(B.S., 1958) and the University of Pennsylvania

(M.S., 1964). He is married, has three children,

and resides in St. Louis, MO. He was born
August 15, 1936, in Murrysville, PA.

Pascal Regan, of California, will succeed John S.

Chase. Mrs. Regan, a sculptress, is well known
for sculpturing glass by hammer and chisel. She
is married, has one child, and resides in Bever-

ly Hills, CA. She was born March 19, 1914, in

Miles City, MT.

/ Carter Brown, of the District of Columbia, is a

reappointment. Mr. Brown has been serving as

Director of the National Gallery of Art since

1969. He graduated from Harvard University

(A.B., 1956; M.B.A., 1958) and the Institute of

Fine Arts, New York University (M.A., 1962).

He is married, has two children, and resides in

Washington, DC. He was born October 8,

1934, in Providence, RI.

Carolyn Deaver, of California, will succeed Alan
Novak. Mrs. Deaver is a consultant to Mary
Pettus & Associates in Washington, DC. She
also is a council member of the Phillips Collec-

tion in Washington. She graduated from the

University of California, Berkeley (B.A., 1960).

She is married, has two children, and resides in

Washington, DC. She was born January 17,

1939, in San Francisco, CA.

Diane Wolf, of New York, will succeed Edward
Durell Stone, Jr. She served as founder and
chairman of the Junior Committee of the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art in 1979-1983 and as a
member of the Friends Council of the Whitney
Museum in 1978-1982. She graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania (B.A., 1976) and Co-
lumbia University (M.A., 1980). She was born
March 16, 1954, in Cheyenne, WY, and now
resides in New York City.

Roy M. Goodman, of New York, will succeed
Harold Burson. He has been serving as a State

senator in New York for 17 years. He serves as

vice chairman of the Senate Special Committee
on the Cultural Industry. He graduated from
Harvard College (1951) and Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration (M.B.A.,

1953). He is married, has three children, and
resides in New York City. He was born March
5, 1930, in New York City.

Appointment of Two United States Commissioners on the
International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas
October 29, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be United States Commissioners on the

International Commission for the Conserva-
tion of Atlantic Tunas:

Michael B. Montgomery, of California, will suc-

ceed Frank Eberle Carlton. He is president of

Mr. B. Montgomery Properties, Inc., in San
Marino, CA. He also serves as a director of the

following corporations: Majestic Housing Corp.,

Los Angeles, CA; Pacific Waste Management
Co.; and Natural Energy Conservation Manage-
ment, Inc. Mr. Montgomery graduated from
the University of California at Los Angeles

(B.S., 1960) and the University of Southern

California Law School (J.D., 1963). He is mar-
ried, has three children, and resides in South
Pasadena, CA. He was born September 12,

1936, in Santa Barbara, CA.

Leon John Weddig, of Maryland, will succeed

John S. McGowan. He has been serving as ex-

ecutive vice president of the National Fisheries

Institute since 1977. Previously he was execu-

tive director of the National Fisheries Institute

in 1975-1977 and 1967-1973. In 1973-1974 he
was president of C.L. Watt, Inc., and president

of Financial Management Services, Inc., both
in Dayton, OH. He graduated from Marquette
University (B.S., 1956). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Rockville, MD. He was
bom September 22, 1935, in Fond du Lac, WI.
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Remarks to Religious Leaders at a White House Meeting on Tax
Reform
October 29, 1985

Thank you all very much, and welcome
to the White House. I always feel self-con-

scious when I say that, and I say that every
time Fm in here, but somehow, technical-

ly—and that just kind of explains some of

the problems of government—that this Old
Executive Office Building is part of the

White House. I haven't put my clothes in a

single closet over here.

Well, Fm glad to welcome members of

the clergy and lay leaders to Washington.

Fve always assumed that men of the cloth

can visit this town and really see how it

works without returning home feeling the

need to pray fervently, and let me tell you,

we need all the help we can get. I also feel

a certain kinship with those of you who are

members of the clergy. Now, this is a com-
parison that isn't always made, but politi-

cians and clergy do have a lot in common.
We both have to make speeches and keep
our audiences interested, and I know Fm
running a risk in telling members of the

clergy a story about their own profession,

but maybe it will be new to some of you.

It has to do with a young minister who
was very disturbed because sometime, par-

ticularly on those hot Sunday or summer
mornings—Sunday mornings, he'd see his

group nodding off while he was preaching
his sermon. And he told about his distress to

a more experienced and older clergyman
who said that he'd had that same problem,
but he'd found an answer to it. He said,

"When you see them and their eyes begin-

ning to close," he said, "you just insert a

line in your sermon and say, *Last night, I

held another man's wife in my arms.'

"

[Laughter] And he said, "They'll wake up."

[Laughter] Well, it happened. There came a

hot Sunday morning, and there they were
and the eyes were closing, and remember-
ing, he said the line: "Last night, I held in

my arms a woman who was not my wife."

Well, the first minister had told him that

after he got them awake, he was to then

say, "That woman was my dear mother."

And this young fellow said the line and

then said, "I can't remember who she was."
[Laughter] Well, I hope I have better luck

today. [Laughter]

Fve come to talk to you about our efforts

to overhaul our nation's tax code, but I first

want to stress our commitment to solving

the school dropout problem and youth un-
employment. The two subjects aren't unre-
lated because a vital, growing economy, lib-

erated from high tax rates and an unfair

and restrictive tax code, is the best way to

provide opportunity for all. For the special

problem of our unemployed young people,

a youth employment opportunity wage is

also vital. Now, if you haven't heard that

term expressed, it's something we've asked
of the Congress and asked that they do. The
figures reveal that every time the minimum
wage has increased, the number of jobs

available for teenagers, young people, has

gone down—those afterschool jobs, those

weekend, and those summer jobs. The jobs

are simply priced out of existence. They
aren't that necessary, and we've made the

cost too high. The school dropout problem
is more complex, but I think that we can all

agree that it's at least attributable in part to

the increase in family breakdown. But one
of the common causes of dropout from
school also is a need or desire to be earning
some money.

In this modern age, families are subject to

intense pressures from all sides. And sad to

say, the Federal Government, instead of

helping, has been adding to the burden of

families. Throughout the great tax explosion

of the sixties and seventies, everybody with
a paycheck got hit and hit hard by taxes,

but those trying to raise families really got

clobbered. Not only did their taxes skyrock-

et, their personal exemption, the real value

of the deduction that they were allowed to

take for themselves and each one of their

dependents, was steadily knocked down by
inflation. If the personal exemption, which
was $600 in 1948, had kept pace with infla-

tion, that exemption today would be $2,700.

Now, this is where the profamily initia-
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tives of America's fair share tax plan come
in. We're not going to go to the $2,700—or

haven't asked to do that—but in our tax

plan we have asked to almost double it, to

raise it to $2,000 in order to make up for

some of what the family has lost over those

years. We're also increasing the standard

deduction to $4,000 for joint returns. Our
proposal will mean that families, as well as

the elderly, the blind, and the disabled,

living at or below the poverty line will be
completely scratched from the Federal

income tax rolls. The U.S. Government will

no longer tax families into poverty. And
under our proposal, a family of four

wouldn't have to pay one single cent of

Federal income taxes on the first $12,000 of

income. And because saving is so essential

to families, but so very difficult with all

those expenses, we're expanding the tax-

free savings accounts of IRA's, the individ-

ual retirement accounts, so that they're

fully available to nonwage-earning spouses.

We think they're working, too.

America's fair share tax plan has received
commendations from some unexpected
quarters. The Democratically controlled

House Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families rated our plan more
profamily than any other tax proposal

around and light years ahead of the present
system. And then, there's Pat Moynihan,
the Democratic Senator from New York.

He said that our profamily provisions will

"do more for the poor than Lyndon John-
son ever did during the years of the Great
Society." So, I guess the question is: Are we
going to give up and stick with a tax system
loved only by the special interests and their

high-priced tax attorneys, or are we going
to stop making excuses and give the poor
the break from unfair taxation they so very
urgently need? Indeed, giving everyone a

break from this unfair tax situation.

You know, the Lord has told us that his

share is a tenth of what we earn, and He
has told us that if we prosper 10 times as

much, we will give 10 times as much. But
when we start computing Caesar's share

under our present tax policy, you can pros-

per 10 times as much and find you're

paying 50 times as much tax. So, I think

what's fair for the Lord ought to be more
reasonably fair for Caesar, also. [Laughter]

Opportunity also means economic
growth, and the best way to achieve that's

by cutting tax rates still further. One of the

great economic lessons of the last few years

is the beneficial effect of tax rate reduc-

tions. We've seen that as tax rates go down,
all the negative economic indicators, like

poverty and inflation, go down, too; and all

the positive economic indicators, like pro-

ductivity, disposable income, and employ-
ment, go up. Something else also goes up
when marginal tax rates are cut—^believe it

or not—at the lower rates, government rev-

enue increases; it does not go down with
the cut in the rates.

Tax rates in this country, long ago, passed
the point where they became counterpro-
ductive, stunting economic growth and ac-

tually bringing in less revenue than tax rate

cuts that spur growth and draw investment
out of wasteful loopholes and back into the

productive economy. Just a few years ago,

before our present tax cut—the one that we
launched in 1981—^before that, there was
only $39 million in America available for

what is called venture capital—to be invest-

ed into new ventures and new business and
so forth. Well, last year, after our tax cuts

were in effect, there was $4 billion available

for such investment.

Our first tax cut—you can see the across-

the-board thing—it was 25 percent. And
since 1984—that was the first year that all

of the three installnients of our tax cut were
in place—we found that the tax revenues
have been increasing at a rapid pace. And
in fiscal year 1985, which ended October
1st, Federal revenues continued to grow at

the remarkable rate of 10 percent. Now, let

me suggest that over the long haul, the

Federal Government simply can't raise rev-

enue any faster than by cutting tax rates

and, then, cutting them again. So, it doesn't

make much sense to blame the deficit on
tax cuts, and even less to ask for economy-
busting tax hikes as a cure. The deficit is

quite clearly caused by overspending. The
government Gargantua has been eating up
those extra revenues from our tax cut and
pounding on the table demanding more.
Well, we're going to put Gargantua on a

diet, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings diet. It

would pare $36 billion a year off its over-
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eating, resulting in a balanced budget by
1990. All we're asking is that Congress take

a little over one-half the extra $60-odd bil-

lion in revenue generated by our tax cuts

and economic growth and use it to reduce
the deficit.

And the way some people in government
spend the public's money also reminds me
of a story. And again, it's about a clergyman
who had gone to a small hamlet about a

hundred miles from his own parish to

preach at a revival meeting. And driving

into the village, he noticed a man from his

own community. The fellow was known, a

little bit, for his drinking. And he was sit-

ting on the front steps of the general store,

and he had a bottle of beer in his hands.

And the preacher stopped his car, and he
asked the drinker why he was so far from
home. And the man told him that beer was
5 cents a bottle cheaper where they were
then. Well, the minister pointed out the

cost of travel back and forth, the price for a

hotel room. And the beer drinker retorted,

"I'm not stupid. Reverend, I just sit here
and drink till I show a profit." [Laughter]

Well, we're seeing an economic renais-

sance in this country, but we need two
things to keep it going: cuts in the deficit

and cuts in the tax rates. Both are in the

Congress now, and we need your support to

keep their noses to the grindstone. As for

America's fair share tax plan, we're shooting

for Christmastime. Economic growth and
tax fairness are gifts we owe ourselves and
our children, and with your help, we'll have
them all wrapped up by the holiday season,

ready to take effect in 1986. And then we'll

really have something to celebrate on New
Year's Day.

I thank you all, thank you for being here.

God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 1:02 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building.

Remarks at a Reception for the McLaughlin Group
October 29, 1985

I've always wanted to be on a McLaugh-
lin show. [Laughter] I was in the neighbor-

hood and thought I'd just drop in. [Laugh-

ter] Let's cut the nonsense and get down to

beltway business. [Laughter] Issue one

—

[laughter]—the McLaughlin Group, 3 years

running strong and getting stronger, seen

in—^well, you've just heard how many mar-
kets. And now we know that next year it's

going to play the big towns. [Laughter] In

just 3 short years, the McLaughlin Group
has distinguished itself on three fronts.

First, it became a stable—staple

—

[laugh-

ter]—that was a Freudian slip

—

[laughter]—
in America's diet of political commentary.
Its intellectual nutritional values fall some-

where between potato chips and Twinkies.

[Laughter] Second, the McLaughlin Group
also serves as the most tasteful program-

ming alternative to professional wrestling

—

[laughter]—^live from Madison Square

Garden. And third, it's also been an obedi-

ence school for White House staffers.

Issue two, political potpourri. [Laughter]

We're talking about the four horsemen of

the political apocalypse and their now-
famous rotating chair. By the way, Pat Bu-

chanan rotated all the way to a windowless
office down the hall in the west wing just

across from the broom closet. [Laughter]

Well, I can dish it out, as well as take it.

[Laughter] I'm going to give it to you with

the bark on. [Laughter] That's McLaughlin
Group talk. [Laughter] Robert Novak, the

Prince of Darkness. [Laughter] I only said

that because he's so darn liberal. [Laughter]

Morton Kondracke, neoconservative, neo-

liberal, one of the best open minds in the

business. [Laughter] Jack Germond, every-

thing Geraldine Ferraro is today she owes
to Jack. [Laughter] But don't laugh, at least

he got Minnesota right. [Laughter] And
John McLaughlin, Mr. T of TV journalism.

[Laughter] I once described John by saying

the United States needs a tax increase like

John McLaughlin needs assertiveness train-
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ing. [Laughter] John took a simple Sunday
morning discussion format out of the issues

of our day and, using the insight, skill, and
great humility that have become his trade-

marks

—

[laughter]—managed to turn it into

a political version of "Animal House."
[Laughter]

One last word in keeping with the format

of the show—I'd like to offer a prediction.

[Laughter] I predict that besides your cur-

rent outlets, you're going to be carried by
at least one other major city

—
"Miami

Vice," watch out. [Laughter] As you've

heard, the group promises real mayhem,
and this kid McLaughlin, he means busi-

ness. [Laughter] Well, thank you for making
that half hour every weekend something
very special to look forward to. I wouldn't
miss it. I can't afford to. [Laughter]

God bless you all. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 6:46 p.m. at

the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. In his remarks, the

President referred to Patrick J. Ruchanan,
Assistant to the President and Director of
Communications.

Interview With Brian Widlake of the British Broadcasting
Corporation

October 29, 1985

U.S.-Soviet Summit Meeting

Mr. Widlake. Mr. President, your meeting
with Mr. Gorbachev is only 3 weeks away
now; everyone regards it as crucial. What
do you hope, personally, to get out of the

summit with Mr. Gorbachev?
The President. Well, I think that the most

that we could get out is if we could elimi-

nate some of the paranoia, if we could
reduce the hostility, the suspicion that

keeps our two countries particularly—^but

basically, should we say, the Warsaw bloc

and the West—at odds with each other.

And while I know everyone is looking

toward and emphasizing a reduction in

arms—this is vital and important, but I see

reduction in arms as a result, not a cause. If

we can reduce those suspicions between
our two countries, the reduction of arms
will easily follow because we will reduce
the feeling that we need them.
Mr. Widlake. Mr. Shultz is off to Moscow

on Saturday to do the groundwork for this

summit fully aware, as he himself admits,

that there are major differences between
the United States and Russia. Apart from
the paranoia which you talked about, what
are those differences as you see them?
The President. Oh, my heavens. Here are

two systems so diametrically opposed that

—

I'm no linguist, but I've been told that in

the Russian language there isn't even a

word for freedom. And two nations every-

one's referring to as the "superpowers" ob-

viously are competitive and our philoso-

phies and our ideas on the world—and that

probably can't be corrected, but we can
have a peaceful competition. We have to

live in the world together. There's no sense

in believing that we must go on with the

threat of a nuclear war hanging over the

world because of our disagreements. We
don't like their system; they don't like ours,

but we're not out to change theirs. I do feel

sometimes they're out to change ours—^but

if we could get along. They have a system
of totalitarian government and rule of their

people; we have one in which we believe

the people rule the government. And there

isn't any reason why we can't coexist in the

world. Where there are legitimate areas of

competition, compete; but do it in a

manner that recognizes that neither one of

us should be a threat to the other.

Mr. Widlake. When Mr. Shultz talks to

Mr. Gorbachev and Mr. Shevardnadze,
what will be the topics of discussion? Will it

be trying to find some groundwork, for ex-

ample, on arms control and reduction?

The President. No, I would think that

probably the main point in their meeting
ahead of the major meeting is to establish

an agenda. In other words, Secretary [of

State] Shultz would tell them the things
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that we feel are important to be discussed.

Minister Shevardnadze will probably have a

list of things that are on their agenda, so

that we can plan and neither one of us be

caught by surprise at the summit with

having a subject come up that hadn't even

been considered. So, I think that this is

probably the main, useful purpose that will

be served by their getting together.

Mr. Widlake. Is there any chance at all

that the discussions Mr. Shultz has in

Moscow might enable you to produce an

initiative before you go to Geneva?

The President. Right now we are in the

position of studying what we call a counter-

proposal. In Geneva, where our arms con-

trol delegations are meeting and have been

meeting for a long time, we have had a

proposal for a reduction of nuclear weap-

ons. Now, for the first time, the Soviet

Union has made a counterproposal. We
have put that in the hands of our people in

Geneva now for them to look at; we our-

selves are studying it. There are some ele-

ments in there that are—well, we've called

them "seeds to nurture," things that we
look at and say, "Yes, these could very

easily be acceptable." At the same time, in

their proposal there are some things that

we believe are so disadvantageous to us that

they should be negotiated and some
changes made.

And with all of this going on, I'm not in a

position to say now at what point will we
make our reply to their counteroffer and
state where we are or where we differ and

so forth, and then, that should be the area

in which negotiations would take place.

Now, whether that doesn't happen prior to

the summit meeting or whether our team

in Geneva tables it before they adjourn for

their recess that is coming up, that I can't

answer; that still remains to be seen.

Mr. Widlake. But I must tell you, Mr.

President, that Mrs. Thatcher has already

told the leader of the opposition—and she

said this today in the House of Commons

—

that you were going to come up with an

initiative before Geneva. Has she been talk-

ing to

—

[inaudible]?

The President. Well, I'm personally hope-

ful of that, also. So, she's right that that is

what we're striving to do.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Mr. Widlake. Now, can we look at some
of the things which obviously are going to

affect Geneva, but particularly I'd like to

talk to you about the Strategic Defense Ini-

tiative and how important that is going to

be. Can anything be achieved in Geneva
without some understanding from both

sides in this area?

The President. Probably not, but I think

there can be an understanding when they

hear what we have in mind. I believe that

this is something that is probably one of the

most momentous things in a century. We
have a team that, within the terms of the

ABM treaty, is researching to see if there is

a defensive weapon, the possibihty of a de-

fensive weapon that could intercept missiles

before they reach their target, instead of

having a deterrent to war, as we have now,

which is both sides with massive weapons of

destruction—nuclear missiles—and the only

thing deterring war is the threat we repre-

sent to each other of killing millions and

millions of citizens on both sides.

Now, if we can come up with a defensive

weapon, then, we reach—and we know that

we have it, that it is there, that it is practi-

cal, that it will work—then, my idea is that

we go to the world, we go to our allies, we
go to the Soviet Union, and we say, "Look,

we are not going to just start deploying this

at the same time we maintain a nuclear

arsenal. We think this weapon, this defen-

sive weapon—we would like to make avail-

able, and let's have the world have this for

their own protection so that we can all

eliminate our nuclear arsenals." And the

only reason, then, for having the defensive

weapon would be, because since everyone

in the world knows how to make one, a

nuclear weapon—we would all be protected

in case some madman, some day down
along the line, secretly sets out to produce

some with the idea of blackmailing the

world, and the world wouldn't be black-

mailed because we would all be sitting here

with that defense. I've likened it to what

happened in 1925, after World War I—all

the nations got together and outlawed

poison gas, but everybody kept their gas

masks. So, we would have a world with

some nuclear gas masks, and we could sleep
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at night without thinking that someone
could bring this great menace of the nucle-

ar threat against us.

Mr. Widlake. When you say, Mr. Presi-

dent, you'd go to the world once you had
proved—satisfactory to yourself—that here

was a weapon which would actually work. If

you go to the world, would you include

Russia in that?

The President. Yes. I think that—what
could be safer than—today everything is of-

fensive weapons. It's the only weapon I

know of that's ever been developed in his-

tory that has not brought about a defense

against it. But what would be safer than if

the two great superpowers, the two that

have the great arsensals—both of us sat

there with defensive weapons that ensured
our safety against the nuclear weapons and
both of us eliminated our nuclear missiles.

Mr. Widlake. But the Russians, presum-
ably, would have to make their own SDL
You wouldn't offer it to them, would you,

off the shelf?

The President. Why not? And I think this

is something to be discussed at the summit
as to what kind of an agreement we could
make in the event. I would like to say to

the Soviet Union, we know you've been re-

searching for this same thing longer than
we have. We wish you well. There couldn't

be anything better than if both of us came
up with it. But if only one of us does, then,

why don't we, instead of using it as an of-

fensive means of having a first strike against

anyone else in the world, why don't we use
it to ensure that there won't be any nuclear

strikes?

Mr. Widlake. Are you saying then, Mr.
President, that the United States, if it were
well down the road towards a proper SDI
program, would be prepared to share its

technology with Soviet Russia, provided, of

course, there were arms reductions and so

on on both sides?

The President. That's right. There would
have to be the reductions of offensive

weapons. In other words, we would switch

to defense instead of offense.

Mr. Widlake. That, of course, is quite a

long way away
The President. Yes.

Mr. Widlake. this idealistic world of

yours, if I may say so.

The President. Yes, although we're opti-

mistic. We've had some good breakthroughs
in our research so far.

Mr. Widlake. It's going well, is it?

The President. Yes.

Mr. Widlake. And is the research going so

well as to suggest to you that a defensive

weapon of this kind is really practical now?
The President. As a matter of fact, very

leading scientists who are involved in this

have said that, that they can foresee us

achieving this weapon.
Mr. Widlake. Will it take long?

The President. Oh, I think we're talking a

matter of years.

Mr. Widlake. Let us say, though, this isn't

going to come about, as you say, for a

matter of years. And Mr. Gorbachev, as we
all know, is very worried about SDI. Would
you be prepared to negotiate on SDI at

Geneva?
The President. Well, negotiate in the

sense of coming to an agreement, which we
are bound by in the future for whenever
that weapon happens—Abound to this matter
of worldwide sharing.

Mr. Widlake. I wonder if you'd be kind

enough to clear up one point on the SDI,

and it's this: Mr. Gorbachev, I think, accepts

the idea that you could do nothing about
research because it's not really verifiable;

testing, on the other hand, worries him.

Now, does testing, in your view, come
within the ABM treaty?

The President. Yes, I believe it does. I

think that we're well within it and within a

strict adherence to the treaty, although you
could have a more liberal interpretation of

the treaty that I believe is justified. But
rather than have any debate or argument
about that, we are staying within the strict

limits of the treaty.

Mr. Widlake. Do you think the SDI is

likely to be a stumbling block at Geneva,
bearing in mind what Mr. Gorbachev thinks

about it, these reservations?

The President. I think it should be the

other way around. I think it should be one
of the most helpful things in erasing some
of that paranoia I mentioned or that hostili-

ty or suspicions between us.

Mr. Widlake. You have a horror of nucle-

ar weapons and that's why you say that SDI
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is a good thing. If we had SDI worldwide,
would there still be nuclear weapons avail-

able?

The President. I wouldn't see any need
for them at all. I wouldn't know why a

nation would strap itself to invest in them.
But, as I say, there is always the possibility

of a madman coming along, and, as I say,

you can't eliminate the knowledge about

building those weapons—who might seize

upon them. We've had an experience in our

lifetime of a madman in the world who
caused great tragedy worldwide. And so, I

would think that this would be our gas

mask.

Regional Conflicts

Mr. Widlake. Mr. President, can we turn

now to some of the things you said in your
U.N. speech? One of the central themes you
brought up there concerned those areas of

regional conflict, such as Afghanistan, in

which the Soviets have a hand. Are you
going to bring these up with Mr. Gorba-
chev? And, if so, do you expect him to re-

spond positively?

The President. Well, I would think that

this is very much a part of trying to rid the

world of the suspicions. They claim that

they fear that we of the Western World
threaten them, that somehow we're lying

here in wait for a day when we can elimi-

nate their method of government and so

forth. There is no evidence to sustain that.

If you look back to the end of World War
II, our country, for example, absolutely

undamaged—^we hadn't had our industries

destroyed through bombings and so forth

—

and we were the only nation with the

bomb, the nuclear weapon. We could have
dictated to the world; we didn't. We set out

to help even our erstwhile enemies recover.

And today those erstwhile enemies are our

staunchest allies in the NATO alliance.

They, on the other hand, have created

—

well, they've gone through the biggest mili-

tary buildup in the history of man, and it is

basically offensive. Now, we, therefore,

claim we've got some right to believe that

we are threatened; not the other way
aroimd. Now, to eliminate that suspicion or

that fear, if they really want to live in a

peaceful world and be friends and associate

with the rest of the world, then, we need

more than words. And the deeds could be
the stopping of their attempt to—either

themselves or through proxies and through
subversion—to force their system on other

countries throughout the world. And that

could be one of the greatest proofs there is

that

Mr. Widlake. Do you think you were
being a bit optimistic in your U.N. speech?
You proposed the idea that these areas of

' regional conflict should be discussed. But, of

course, you took them much further than
that. What you actually said—they should
be discussed up to the point when they're

just eliminated. Now, do you think you're

being optimistic when you recognize the

fact that the fellow sitting opposite you is

Mr. Gorbachev, and he's tied up in these

things.

The President. Yes. But on the other

hand, he has some practical problems in his

own country, some problems of how long

can they sustain an economy that provides

for their people under the terrific cost of

building up and pursuing this expansionist

policy and this great military buildup.

Mr. Widlake. His economic problems.

The President. Yes. And if we can show
him that he can resolve those economic
problems with no danger to themselves,

convince him that we represent no threat,

then I could see us—as I've said before, we
don't like each other's systems, maybe we
don't like each other; but we're the only

two nations that can probably cause a world
war. We're also the only two nations that

can prevent one.

Human Rights

Mr. Widlake. Will you want to talk to him
about human rights? You've probably heard
that Mrs. Yelena Bonner has just been
granted a visa

The President. Yes.

Mr. Widlake. to come to the West so

she can get medical treatment, but she'll

have to go back to Russia, of course. Do you
see that as a propaganda move by the Rus-

sians? Or is it a step along the road?

The President. I would like to feel it's a

step along the road, and there needs to be
more. I don't think, however, that the

himian rights thing should be a kind of a
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public discussion and accusing fingers being

pointed at each other and their claim that

this is an internal matter with them. But I

think it should be explained that some of

these violations—well, first of all is the vio-

lation of the Helsinki pact. This was one of

the main reasons why we are signatories to

that pact is this agreement about not sepa-

rating families and so forth, allowing people

freedom to choose. What they have to un-

derstand is that in some of the major areas

where we could seek agreement, we have a

better chance in our type of society of get-

ting the approval that we need from our

Congress, from our people of some of these

agreements if these issues, these human
rights problems are not standing in the way.

And maybe I can point that out.

U.S. -Soviet Relations

Mr. Widlake. Mr. President, there have
been fears expressed in Europe that arms
control will be pushed right down the

agenda at Geneva in favor of issues like

regional conflict and human rights, which
we've been discussing. Can you give an as-

surance that that is not the case?

The President. I certainly can, as far as

I'm concerned. But, as I've said, that follows

another thing. The effort is to arrive at an
understanding about our ability to live in

the world together and at peace and the

other—that can follow. Someone—if I can
only remember the quote correctly—the

other day said: "Nations aren't suspicious of

each other because of their arms. They are

armed because they are suspicious."

Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev

Mr. Widlake. There is a feeling, Mr.
President, that Mr. Gorbachev has seized

the initiative in Europe. European leaders

have undoubtedly been impressed by his

performance. Mrs. Thatcher, as you know,
said that he is someone she can do business

with. What do you think about it?

The President. Well, I don't know him as

yet, but he seems to have shown more of an
interest in the people, the man in the

street, than other Soviet leaders have. He
has expressed great concern about the eco-

nomic problems and the improvements that

he feels that should be made there. And
he's younger and more energetic than some

of the more recent leaders have been. And
I'm optimistic by nature, but I have to be
optimistic that he is looking at the entire

picture. On the other hand, I don't think

we should believe that he is not dedicated

to the principles of their system, to commu-
nism and so forth. If he wasn't, he wouldn't
be where he is.

Mr. Widlake. Do you think he's, in terms
of youth, energy, if you like, intelligence,

and obviously a powerful grasp of public

relations—do you think he is a pretty formi-

dable Russian leader to deal with compared
with his predecessors?

The President. Well, I don't know. On the

public relations thing, he did far better with
some of our own press than he did with the

French press on his recent visit when he
was there. I can't judge him on that. Some-
times public relations are made by those

reporting, not by those doing.

Terrorism

Mr. Widlake. Can I take one or two other

areas with you, Mr. President? The first is

terrorism. We know how you handled the

Achille Lauro affair, but does that carry the

risk of alienating friendly governments?
Egypt, if you remember, wasn't too pleased.

The President. Well, I know, and yet we
felt that we had no choice in the matter if

we were going to prevent those terrorists

from suddenly, as so many in past have,

disappearing into the rabbit warrens that

abound the Middle East, Lebanon and so

forth; and therefore they would escape
being brought to justice. They had mur-
dered a man, a helpless individual. We felt

we had to do it. But I'm pleased to say,

now, that I think the flurry is over and that

both Egypt and Italy want to continue the

warm relationship that we've had. And so,

that has worked out all right.

Mr. Widlake. Mr. President, would you
do it again, even if it meant, say, violating

international law?

The President. Well, it actually didn't vio-

late international law. Well

Mr. Widlake. But, say, could in the

future?

The President. It could, I suppose. It's a

hypothetical question.

Mr. Widlake. But terrorism is always with
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us.

The President. Yes. And I think that you'd

have to judge each case on its own as to the

need to bring terrorists to justice; the need
to convince them that terrorism is not

going to be successful, it is not going to

make governments, like your own or our

own, change their policies out of fear of

terrorism. If that ever happens, then, the

world has gone back to anarchy. So, you
would have to judge that against how much
you would be violating international law to

achieve your goal.

Mr. Widlake. But if it was necessary, I

take it you would.

The President. Yes.

Mr. Widlake. And you would pursue ter-

rorism as hard as you can, as often as you
can?

The President. Yes. It's been very frustrat-

ing for a number of the things that have

happened, and I've been taken to task by
members of the press that I talked, but I

didn't take action. But just look at the

nature of some of those terrorist acts. The
terrorist blows himself up with all the inno-

cent people that he also kills at the same
time. So, there's no way you're going to

punish him. You now seek to find—well,

who does he belong to? What group
brought this about? Well, there the difficul-

ty is almost insurmountable. But also, even
if you do get some intelligence that indi-

cates it's a certain group, they're in some
foreign city and you say, "Well, how do we
punish them without blowing up a neigh-

borhood and killing as many innocent

people as they did?" And this has been our

problem up until this last time when we
had a very clear-cut case.

Administration Accomplishments

Mr. Widlake. Mr. President, this may be a

difficult question for you to answer, but

what would you most like to be remem-
bered for by history?

The President. Well, 5 years ago when we
came here, the United States had allowed

its defenses to decline. The United States

economy—I remember attending my first

economic summit in Ottawa, Canada—and
that was just in the spring of the year, my
first year here—and I remember our friends

and allies, the heads of state of the other

summit nations there, beseeching me to

stop exporting our inflation and our reces-

sion to their countries in this world of inter-

national trade and all—that we were ex-

porting bad economic situations to the rest

of the world. The Soviet Union—again, as I

say, through surrogates or on their own

—

there was Afghanistan, there was Ethiopia,

South Yemen, Angola, Nicaragua, and they

had forced governments of their choosing

into all of those countries.

Well, it's been 5 years now. We have the

greatest recovery, economic recovery that

we've ever had in our history. It is not we
who are exporting inflation anymore. Infla-

tion is down from those double-digit fig-

ures—well, for the last 5 months it's only

been 2 ¥2 percent, and none of our trading

partners can match that. Our interest rates

are down. We have created almost 9 million

new jobs over these 5 years with our eco-

nomic recovery.

And in the world abroad, the Soviet

Union has not stepped in or created a gov-

ernment of its kind in any new country in

these 5 years. It's not moved under one
additional inch of territory, and I just like to

feel that maybe some of the things we did

here—the American people, their spirit was
down, they had heard talks, prior to our

arrival, that maybe we should give up our

high expectations, that never again could

we look toward the future as we had in the

past, lower our expectations, and so forth.

Today we have a volunteer military, we
exceed our enlistment quota every year.

We have the highest level of education in

the military, in this volunteer military, that

we've ever had in our history, even in war-

time drafts. The American people have ral-

lied, and with a spirit of voluntarism, volun-

tarily stepping into problems that once they

just let go by and thought somebody in the

Government would take care of them. And
as I say, the economy—last year some
600,000 new businesses were incorporated

in our country.

I would like to be remembered not for

doing all those things—I didn't do them;

the American people did them. All I did

was help get government out of their way
and restore our belief in the power of the

people and that government must be limit-
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ed in its powers and limited in its actions.

And that part I helped in—Fd like to be
remembered for that.

The President's Health

Mr. Widlake. One final question, Mr.

President, it's about your health. How do
you feel, and what do the doctors say?

The President. The doctor said that Fd
had a 100 percent recovery. Fm riding

horses regularly now, as Fve always done,

and Fm doing my exercises in the gym
every day at the end of the day. I have a

little gymnasium upstairs and some weights
and so forth, and Fm doing all those things.

And Fve just never felt better.

Mr. Widlake. Well, it's a pleasure—you
look remarkably fit. It's been a pleasure to

talk to you. Thank you.

The President. Well, my pleasure, and I

thank you.

Note: The interview began at 2:35 p.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. The
transcript was released by the Office of the

Press Secretary on October 30.

Nomination of Wendell L. Willkie II To Be General Counsel of the

Department of Education

October 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Wendell L. Willkie II to

be General Counsel, Department of Educa-
tion. He would succeed Maureen E. Corco-

ran.

Mr. Willkie has been serving as Chief of

Staff at the Department of Education since

February of this year. Previously, he was at

the White House as Associate Counsel to

the President in 1984-1985; General Coun-

sel at the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities in 1982-1984; and an associate

with the firm of Simpson, Thacher & Bart-

lett in 1978-1982.

Mr. Willkie graduated from Harvard Col-

lege (B.A., 1973), Oxford University, Eng-
land (M.A., B.A., 1975), and the University

of Chicago (J.D., 1978). He was born Octo-

ber 29, 1951, in Indianapolis, IN, and now
resides in Washington, DC.

Nomination of Walter J Shea To Be a Member of the Board of the

Panama Canal Commission
October 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Walter J. Shea to be a

member of the Board of the Panama Canal
Commission. He would succeed William

SideU.

Mr. Shea is vice president of the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Teamsters. Previously

he served as executive assistant to two gen-

eral presidents of the International Brother-

hood of Teamsters in 1967-1982. He joined

the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
in 1957 as a member of the research de-

partment of the eastern conference. In

1960-1967 he was assistant to the eastern

conference director.

Mr. Shea was appointed to the President's

Commission on Alcohol Abuse in 1983. He
is married, has six children, and resides in

Annapolis, MD. He was born November 30,

1929, in Brooklyn, NY.
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Message to the Congress Transmitting a Report on the Exclusion of

Certain Federal Employees From the Performance Management
and Recognition System

October 30, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Supervisors and management officials in

GS-13, 14, and 15 positions throughout the

Federal government are covered by the

Performance Management and Recognition

System as required by Chapter 54, Title 5,

U.S. Code, unless otherwise excluded by
law.

Upon proper application from the heads

of dfected agencies and upon the recom-

mendation of the Director of the Office of

Personnel Management, I have excluded,

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5402(bXl), three agen-

cies, units of agencies, and classes of em-
ployees from coverage under the Perform-

ance Management and Recognition System.

In accordance with Section 205(d) of P.L.

98-615, any agency or unit of an agency
that was excluded from merit pay immedi-
ately prior to enactment of this legislation is

excluded from coverage under the Perform-

ance Management and Recognition System
for the 12-month period beginning on the

date of enactment. However, such exclusion

may be revoked at any time in accordance
with 5 U.S.C. 5402(bX5). Upon request of

the heads of the affected agencies and upon
recommendation of the Director of the

Office of Personnel Management, I have re-

voked the exclusion of seven agencies and
units of agencies so that they may imple-

ment the Performance Management and

Recognition System in fiscal year 1986.

Attached is my report describing the

agencies to be excluded and the reasons

therefor. I am also providing the names of

those agencies for which the exclusion is

revoked.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
October 30, 1985.

Note: The exclusions affected certain em-
ployees of the Board of Veterans Appeals,

Veterans Administration; NATO Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe; NATO
International Staff (Evere, Belgium); NATO
Integrated Communications System Man-
agement Agency; NATO Supply Center

(Cappellen, Luxembourg); SHAPE; and the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Arts

and Crafts Board, Department of the Interi-

or. The revocations of exclusions affected

the Advisory Committee on Historic Preser-

vation; the Committee for Purchase from
the Blind and Other Severely Handicapped;
the Commission of Fine Arts; the Foreign

Claims Settlement Commission; the Japan-
United States Friendship Commission; the

Office of Hearings and Appeals, Depart-

ment of the Interior; and the United States

Architectural and Transportation Barriers

Compliance Board.

Message to the Senate Transmitting the Hague Convention on the

Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction

October 30, 1985

To the Senate of the United States:

With a view to receiving the advice and
consent of the Senate to ratification, I trans-

mit herewith a certified copy of the Hague
Convention on the Civil Aspects of Interna-

tional Child Abduction, adopted on October

24, 1980 by the Fourteenth Session of the

Hague Conference on Private International

Law and opened for signature on October

25, 1980.

The Convention is designed to secure the

prompt return of children who have been
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abducted from their country of habitual res-

idence or wrongfully retained outside that

country. It also seeks to facilitate the exer-

cise of visitation rights across international

borders. The Convention reflects a world-

wide concern about the harmful effects on
children of parental kidnapping and a

strong desire to fashion an effective deter-

rent to such conduct.

The Convention's approach to the prob-

lem of international child abduction is a

simple one. The Convention is designed

promptly to restore the factual situation

that existed prior to a child's removal or

retention. It does not seek to settle disputes

about legal custody rights, nor does it

depend upon the existence of court orders

as a condition for returning children. The
international abductor is denied legal ad-

vantage from the abduction to or retention

in the country where the child is located, as

resort to the Convention is to effect the

child's swift return to his or her circum-

stances before the abduction or retention.

In most cases this will mean return to the

country of the child's habitual residence

where any dispute about custody rights can
be heard and settled.

The Convention calls for the establish-

ment of a Central Authority in every Con-
tracting State to assist applicants in securing

the return of their children or in exercising

their custody or visitation rights, and to co-

operate and coordinate with their counter-

parts in other countries toward these ends.

Moreover, the Convention establishes a ju-

dicial remedy in wrongful removal or reten-

tion cases which permits an aggrieved

parent to seek a court order for the prompt
return of the child when voluntary agree-

ment cannot be achieved. An aggrieved

parent may pursue both of these courses of

action or seek a judicial remedy directly

without involving the Central Authority of

the country where the child is located.

The Convention would represent an im-

portant addition to the State and Federal

laws currently in effect in the United States

that are designed to combat parental kid-

napping—specifically, the Uniform Child

Custody Jurisdiction Act now in effect in

every State in the country, the Parental

Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980, the

1982 Missing Children Act and the Missing

Children's Assistance Act. It would signifi-

cantly improve the chances a parent in the

United States has of recovering a child from
a foreign Contracting State. It also provides

a clear-cut method for parents abroad to

apply for the return of children who have
been wrongfully taken to or retained in this

country. In short, by establishing a legal

right and streamlined procedures for the

prompt return of internationally abducted
children, the Convention should remove
many of the uncertainties and the legal dif-

ficulties that now confront parents in inter-

national child abduction cases.

Federal legislation will be submitted to

provide for the smooth implementation of

the Convention within the United States.

This legislation will be consistent with the

spirit and intent of recent congressional ini-

tiatives dealing with the problem of inter-

state child abduction and missing children.

United States ratification of the Conven-
tion is supported by the American Bar Asso-

ciation. The authorities of many States have
indicated a willingness to do their part to

assist the Federal government in carrying

out the mandates of the Convention.

I recommend that the Senate give early

and favorable consideration to the Conven-
tion and accord its advice and consent to

ratification, subject to the reservations de-

scribed in the accompanying report of the

Secretary of State.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

October 30, 1985.
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Appointment of Five Delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business

October 30, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business. These are

new positions.

William H. Marumoto, of Virginia, is president

and founder of the Interface Group, Ltd., of

Washington, DC, a management consulting

firm. He graduated from Whittier College

(B.A., 1957). He is married, has four children,

and resides in McLean, VA. He was born De-

cember 16, 1934.

B.F. (Chip) Backlund, of Illinois, is president and

chief executive officer of Bartonville Bank in

Peoria, IL. He graduated from Washburn Uni-

versity (B.A., 1946) and the University of Colo-

rado (LL.B., 1949). He is married, has three

children, and resides in Peoria, IL. He was

born May 31, 1924, in Stromsburg, NE.

Vincent G. Bell, Jr., of Pennsylvania, is chairman
of the board and president of Safeguard Busi-

ness Systems, Inc., in Fort Washington, PA. He
graduated from Lehigh University (B.S., 1949).

He is married, has three children, and resides

in Radnor, PA. He was born November 30,

1925, in Wilkes-Barre, PA.

Thomas Norman Innes, of Virginia, is president

of Brooks & Innes, Inc., realtors in Richmond,
VA. He graduated from the University of Rich-

mond (B.A., 1971). He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in Richmond, VA. He was
born October 9, 1949, in Somers, NY.

Milo Eugene Smith, of Indiana, is president of

M.E. Smith, Inc., a real estate firm in Colum-
bus, IN. He attended the University of Indiana.

He has two children and resides in Columbus,
IN. He was born July 18, 1950, in Columbus.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate

on Copper Production Restraints

October 30, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

In accordance with Section 247(cX2) of

the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-

573), I am writing to inform you of my
decision not to seek to negotiate voluntary

production restraints on copper.

Section 247(b) conveyed the sense of

Congress that I should negotiate "with the

principal foreign copper-producing coun-

tries to conclude voluntary restraint agree-

ments with those governments for the pur-

pose of effecting a balanced reduction of

total annual foreign copper production for

a period of between three and five

years ..." In light of this provision, an

interagency task force, chaired by the

Office of the United States Trade Repre-

sentative, was formed to take another look

at the possibility of negotiating such re-

straints—^which had been considered, and
rejected, in the context of the determina-

tion made on September 6, 1984, on import

relief in accordance with Section 202(bXl)

of the Trade Act of 1974.

The task force reviewed all questions rel-

evant to the issue of voluntary production

restraints, including:

1. The consistency of voluntary produc-

tion restraints with the basic policies of this

Administration.

2. The situation of the U.S. copper indus-

try.

3. The extent of subsidization or unfair

trade practices in the world copper econo-

my.
4. The probable economic effects of pro-

duction restraints.

5. The feasibility of negotiating and im-

plementing such restraints.

The findings of the task force are outlined

in the attached report.

In light of this review, I have determined
that it would be inappropriate for this Gov-
ernment to seek to negotiate voluntary pro-
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duction restraint agreements with the gov-

ernments of the principal foreign copper-

producing countries.

An attempt to negotiate such restraints

would be inconsistent with the overall,

market-oriented trade and economic policy

objectives of this Administration. It would
set an undesirable precedent in light of

both our efforts to increase the responsive-

ness of the domestic and international econ-

omy to market forces and our continued

opposition to cartels or other arrangements

aimed at controlling world markets. More-
over, any effort by this Government, in the

context of production restraint negotiations,

to give foreign producers assurances regard-

ing the intentions of U.S. copper producers

would raise serious antitrust concerns.

Efforts to raise world copper prices

through the restraint of foreign production

would also be inefficient and expensive for

the U.S. economy; they would incur losses

to U.S. consumers substantially in excess of

any gains accruing to U.S. producers.

Finally, I do not believe it would be feasi-

ble either to conclude or to implement pro-

duction restraint agreements. The major
copper-producing countries have made it

clear that they are opposed to the negotia-

tion of such restraints—largely because they

do not feel that such actions would be effec-

tive in improving the longer term situation

in the world copper market. Moreover, past

experience shows that production restraint

agreements are extremely difficult to imple-

ment effectively and that any benefits from
restraints tend to be eroded or reversed in

the years following their termination.

While I do not believe that the negotia-

tion of restraints is an appropriate course of

action, I have asked the United States

Trade Representative to continue to follow

closely developments in the world copper
market and to explore other possibilities for

improving the situation of the U.S. copper
industry. I also continue to be deeply con-

cerned about the problems facing many
workers in the U.S. copper industry. In re-

sponse to my directives of September 6,

1984, the Department of Labor has devel-

oped, and begun to implement, a plan for a

special effort to assist workers displaced

from the copper industry.

This plan consists of three elements. First,

of the funds reserved by the Secretary

under Title III of the Job Training Partner-

ship Act (fTPA), $5.0 million has been ear-

marked specifically for retraining programs
to assist copper workers in heavily impacted
States and localities. To assure that a maxi-

mum effort is made in the States to assist

copper workers, the States have been asked
to contribute an amount equivalent to twice
the Federal allocation to support these

projects. In total this will amount to ap-

proximately $15 million in new training and
employment services for copper workers. In

addition, the 12 States targeted by this plan

already have been allocated almost $38 mil-

lion of title III grant resources which they
have matched with some $25 million in

State support. These combined resources to-

talling almost $63 million are also available

for States to use in assisting dislocated

copper workers.

Second, a team of senior Department of

Labor staff has been made available to work
with those State and local governments that

request assistance to help establish pro-

grams of retraining, relocation, and related

assistance for displaced copper workers.

Finally, Secretary Brock, working closely

with representatives of industry and labor

and officials from all levels of government,
is monitoring these efforts and seeking ways
to improve upon them. A more detailed

report on the Department of Labor's efforts

to assist dislocated copper workers is at-

tached.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Rush, President of
the Senate.
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Proclamation 5402—National Foster Grandparent Month, 1985

October 30, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

This year, we celebrate the 20th Anniver-

sary of the Foster Grandparent Program. In

its first year of operation, 782 foster grand-

parents carried out 33 projects in 27 States.

Today, some 19,000 foster grandparents are

serving some 65,000 children through 245

projects in all 50 States, Puerto Rico, the

Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia.

The program, which has achieved both

great success and great acceptance, is ad-

ministered by ACTION, a Federal agency

that promotes voluntarism.

Most of us have been fortunate enough to

have enjoyed a very special relationship

with our grandparents. They were the

living bridge to the past. They handed
down to us the hard-won lessons they had
learned from life and the wisdom they had
received from their own grandparents.

They provided us with the patient, unques-

tioning love and understanding that gave us

the strength to face the future with confi-

dence and hope.

Today, the elderly and retired partici-

pants in the Foster Grandparent Program
provide unique, personal guidance and care

to tens of thousands of physically, emotion-
ally, and mentally handicapped children as

well as those who have been abused, ne-

glected, or who are in the juvenile justice

system, or in need of other special help.

Love is the only thing we have more of

the more we give it away. And these volun-

teers who give of themselves, of their

wisdom, and of their time, reap rich bene-

fits. They rejoice in a newfound independ-

ence. Their loneliness and fear of isolation

disappear. In many cases, their health im-

proves. Their sense of self-worth is en-

hanced as they find themselves deeply in-

volved with others who depend on them.
They experience a new fulfillment in per-

forming a much-needed community service

which taps all their reserves of understand-

ing, creativity, and warmth.
The children in the program blossom

under the golden glow of counsel and
caring that foster grandparents bring into

their lives. This program has truly worked
wonders for hearts young and old.

I urge all Americans to join me in ap-

plauding the activities of these foster grand-

parent volunteers. Their service encourages
positive attitudes about the abilities of the

elderly. It demonstrates how greatly society

benefits when it calls on the experience and
seasoned judgment of older persons.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

92, has designated the month of October
1985 as "National Foster Grandparent
Month" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of October

1985 as National Foster Grandparent
Month. I invite all citizens and appropriate

agencies and organizations to unite during

October with appropriate observances and
activities to honor these volunteers and the

children they serve.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirtieth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:48 a.m., October 31, 1985]
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Proclamation 5403—American Education Week, 1985
October 30, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

From their very beginnings, the colonies

that later were to form the United States of

America set great store by the education of

the young, and with the birth of the New
Nation this commitment to education deep-

ened. Our Founding Fathers shared the in-

sight of an ancient sage that "only the edu-

cated are free," and they took to heart the

inspired maxim that it is the truth which
sets us free. To them it was clear that since

here the people would rule, the people
must have the means to understand the

issues and to make wise decisions. As James
Madison put it: "On the diffusion of educa-

tion among the people rest the preservation

and perpetuation of our free institutions."

American Education Week offers all

Americans an invitation to reflect on the

importance of education to our Nation, not
only to its prosperity but to the proper
functioning of our whole system of govern-
ment. It invites each of us to play a part in

the national commitment to sound educa-
tion and to the constant striving to, improve
the institutions that provide education at

every level, from pre-school through gradu-

ate school. American Education Week is a

time for all Americans to seek to do some-
thing to further the cause of education

—

whether by involvement in parent-teacher

groups, contributions to private educational

institutions, serving on local school boards,

participation in adult education programs,
furthering the utilization of libraries and
museums, or any similar activity. For educa-
tors it is a time to rededicate themselves to

what is surely one of the noblest of callings;

and to students it is a challenge to make the
best use of the manifold educational oppor-
tunities this country offers.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning No-
vember 17, 1985, and the first full week
preceding the fourth Thursday of Novem-
ber of each succeeding year, as American
Education Week, and to observe this time
with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirtieth day of October, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:49 a.m., October 31, 1985]

Statement on the Death of John Davis Lodge
October 30, 1985

Nancy and I are deeply saddened by the

loss of our friend, John Davis Lodge. His

death is not only a personal loss to those of

us who trusted in his friendship and advice

but to the country he served so patriotically

throughout his long and full life.

John was a man of great and varied tal-

ents who excelled in each of his chosen oc-

cupations. We will never forget the young
lawyer-cum-movie star who acted in such
film classics as "Little Women" and "The

Scarlet Empress" and who continued his

acting career on the stage. But we shall

always be most grateful to John Davis
Lodge, the able public servant. As a Con-
gressman and Governor of Connecticut,

Ambassador to Spain, Argentina, and Swit-

zerland, and in many other important posi-

tions, John was a tireless fighter against

communism and a constant friend of free-

dom, both at home and abroad. At the time
of his death, John was still serving his nation
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and the cause of humanity as a delegate to

the United Nations. He will be sorely

missed by his friends and by the country to

which he gave such a full measure of his

devotion.

On behalf of all Americans, Nancy and I

extend our heartfelt sympathy to the Lodge
family.

Remarks Congratulating the Championship Kansas City Royals

Following the World Series

October 31, 1985

The President Well, I thank you all. Wel-
come to the White House and back to the

White House for some of you. It's a great

pleasure to have you here, just as it was a

great pleasure to watch these gentlemen
perform in the World Series, and all of my
words of welcome are intended for all of

you, also.

In that Interstate 70 series, the "Show
Me" spirit really came through. Your team
showed the world, and you did it royally.

YouVe proved to America what a never-

say-die spirit can do. Even after losing the

first two games of the series at home, you
met the challenge, and you kept America in

suspense for seven full games and rallied to

bring the World Series trophy to Kansas
City. Only five other teams in World Series

history have managed to overcome such a

margin.

Now, look at how enthusiastic I'm being
in—I pitched in a World Series, but I was
with the Cardinals at the time. [Laughter]

Three games—it was the 1926 World Series,

but I was doing it in 1952 in a movie.

[Laughter] I had an edge on all of you in

the sense that I knew the script in advance,

so I knew it was going to come out right.

[Laughter]

Well, Dick Howser, you may not have the

words to describe it, but in the words of

Bret Saberhagen, it was a dream come true.

And what a dream it's been for Bret—a 20
and 6 regular season record—at 21, the

youngest player ever to win the World
Series Most Valuable Player, a leading can-

didate for the Cy Young Award, and a

proud papa to brand-new Drew William.

You're not only a hot pitcher, Bret, but I

understand you're a pretty good coach, too.

[Laughter] And if you don't think so, just

ask Jeannine.

The Royals have some super talented

players. George Brett, the third baseman
who has captured the essence of hitting, has

become something of a Kansas City institu-

tion. He's an inspiration for future ballplay-

ers all across the country. Then, there's

Willie Wilson, who batted .367 in the series;

Frank White, the ever-steady second base-

man; slugger Steve Balboni and Hal McRae;
and, of course, Dan Quisenberry, the pre-

mier relief man, whom I called Jim on the

phone the other night. [Laughter] Heads
will roll in the west wing for that. [Laugh-

ter]

But it's the Royals' team play, a combina-

tion of the great spirit and hard work of

every one of you on the roster, that brought

you this championship. I always like to

point to experience as a major element of

success, but it's hard in this case when you
could add up the ages of three of the five

starting pitchers and come up with fewer
birthdays than I've seen. [Laughter] Seri-

ously, you've fought long and hard through-

out the season. And your dedication has

paid off. And now that you've proved
you're the champions of the world, what do
you do for an encore?

Mr. Howser. Next year.

The President. All right. Congratulations.

God bless all of you.

[At this point, the President was presented

with a Royalsjacket and cap.]

Reporter. Mr. President, have you sent

your new arms proposal to Gorbachev?

The President. I'm making an announce-
ment this afternoon.
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Q. Right here?

Q. a letter, sir?

Q. Are we going to see you in the Brief-

ing Room, sir?

The President. Yes.

Q. Fifty-percent cut?

The President. FU see you soon.

Q. Have a nice day!

Q. It's a date.

Q. Make it early!

Note: The President spoke at 11:52 a.m. in

the Rose Garden at the White House. Dick
Howser was the manager of the team.

Nomination of William R. Kintner To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace

October 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate William R. Kintner to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

United States Institute of Peace for a term
of 2 years expiring January 19, 1987. This is

a new position.

Dr. Kintner currently is a professor of

political science at the Wharton School of

the University of Pennsylvania. In 1973-

1975 he was the United States Ambassador
to Thailand. He served at the Foreign
Policy Research Institute in Philadelphia as

president (1976), director (1969-1973), and

deputy director (1961-1969). He was a

member of the Board of Foreign Scholar-

ships in 1970-1973 and a member of the

academic board of the Inter-American De-
fense College in 1967-1972. Dr. Kintner
also is the author of many books on military

policy.

He graduated from the United States

Military Academy (B.S., 1940) and George-
town University (Ph.D., 1949). He is mar-
ried, has four children, and resides in Bryn
Athyn, PA. He was born April 21, 1915, in

Lock Haven, PA.

Nomination of Michael H. Mobbs To Be an Assistant Director of the

United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
October 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Michael H. Mobbs to be
an Assistant Director of the United States

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(Bureau of Strategic Programs). He would
succeed Henry F. Cooper, Jr.

Mr. Mobbs is currently special counsel to

the head of the U.S. delegation to negotia-

tions on nuclear and space arms, Interna-

tional Security Policy, Office of the Secre-

tary of Defense. Previously he was repre-

sentative of the Secretary of Defense to

strategic arms reduction talks in 1982-1985.

He was senior associate with the law firm of

Stroock & Stroock & Lavan in Washington,
DC (1977-1981), and an associate with the

law firm of Bradley, Arant, Rose & White in

Birmingham, AL (1974-1977).

Mr. Mobbs graduated from Yale Universi-

ty (B.A., 1971) and the University of Chica-

go Law School (J.D., 1974). He is married,

has one child, and resides in Leesburg, VA.
He was born December 25, 1948, in Law-
renceburg, TN.
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Nomination of James J. Carey To Be a Commissioner of the Federal
Maritime Commission
October 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate James J. Carey to be a

Federal Maritime Commissioner for the

term expiring June 30, 1990. This is a reap-

pointment.

Mr. Carey was appointed Commissioner
of the Federal Maritime Commission in

1981 and was elected Vice Chairman of the

Commission in 1983. Prior to this time, he
was a business development manager with

Telemedia, Inc. He was a management con-

sultant to Telemedia in 1978-1979. He was

president, Coordinated Graphics, in 1976-
1978; executive vice president. Total

Graphic Commimication, Inc., in 1974-
1976; and president of the Chicago Offset

Corp. in 1972-1974.

He served in the U.S. Navy in 1962-1965
as an officer in the First and Seventh Fleets

and held three commands. He graduated
from Northwestern University (B.A.). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Arlington, VA. He was born April 9, 1939,

in Berlin, WI.

Remarks Announcing the Presentation of a New United States

Proposal at the Nuclear and Space Arms Negotiations With the

Soviet Union
October 31, 1985

The President I have instructed our nego-

tiators in Geneva at the nuclear and space

talks to present a new United States propos-

al designed to advance the prospects for

achieving real reductions in nuclear arms,

enhancing stability, and addressing the le-

gitimate concerns of the United States and
our allies as well as of the Soviet Union. I

have also asked our negotiators to seek

Soviet agreement to extend this round of

the negotiations into next week so that our

negotiating team can make a full presenta-

tion of our proposal and have a real give-

and-take with the Soviets on its details. Fi-

nally, I have written to the leaders of allied

nations and have transmitted a personal

letter to General Secretary Gorbachev on
this subject.

History has shown that progress is more
surely made through confidential negotia-

tions; therefore, I'm not going into any de-

tails about our proposal. Suffice to say that

our proposal is serious, it is detailed, and it

addresses all three areas of the negotiations.

It builds upon the very concrete reductions

proposals, which our negotiators had tabled

earlier, as well as the Soviet counterpropos-

al.

The Soviet counterproposal was first pre-

sented to me by Foreign Minister Shevard-

nadze at our White House meeting in Sep-

tember, following which it was tabled at

Geneva by the Soviet negotiators. Since

that time, our arms control experts have
analyzed the Soviet counterproposal ex-

tremely carefully. This analysis now com-
pleted, I have met with my senior advisers,

decided on our response, and have instruct-

ed our negotiators to make this move.
During our careful review, we measured
the Soviet counterproposal against our con-

crete proposals for deep, equitable, and ver-

ifiable reductions which we already had on
the table and against the criteria which we
have long held for attaining effective arms
control agreements. We have made clear

that, measured against these criteria, the

Soviet counterproposal, unfortunately, fell

significantly short in several key areas. At
the same time, as I indicated in my address

to the United Nations General Assembly
last week, the counterproposal also had cer-
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tain positive seeds which we wish to nur-

ture.

Our new proposal builds upon these posi-

tive elements and calls for very significant

balanced reductions of comparable nuclear

systems, particularly those that are the most
destabilizing. It's my hope that our new
proposal will enable both of our nations to

start moving away from ever-larger arsenals

of offensive forces. At the same time, we
seek in Geneva to undertake with the Sovi-

ets a serious examination of the important

relationship between offensive and defen-

sive forces and how people everywhere can
benefit from exploring the potential of non-

nuclear defenses which threaten no one.

Fm pleased that we seem to have made a

successful start on this long process. The
Soviet response to our earlier proposals and
the new proposal which we're making are

important milestones in moving these nego-

tiations forward.

Additionally, I hope we can achieve

progress in the other key areas of the broad
agenda which Mr. Gorbachev and I will dis-

cuss in Geneva—human rights, regional

issues, and bilateral matters. Strengthening
the peace and building a more constructive,

long-term U.S.-Soviet relationship requires

that we move ahead in all of these areas. I

believe progress is, indeed, possible if the

Soviet leadership is willing to match our
own commitment to a better relationship.

Now, I'm going to leave here because I

can't discuss the details or answer any ques-

tions on it since it will be introduced tomor-

row and then all of those things will be
available.

Reporter. What about a general question?

The President. Just let me—just sum up.

What I wanted to say is that I would charac-

terize our arms control position as deep
cuts, no first-strike advantage, defensive re-

search—^because defense is safer than of-

fense—and no cheating.

Q. Let me ask you a question that is—sir,

could we ask you a question that is general?

Q. Mr. President, do you think anything

can be accomplished in time for the

Geneva summit?
The President. What?
Q. Do you think anything can be accom-

plished on arms control on this new coun-

terproposal in time for a broad statement of

principles at the Geneva summit?
The President. Well now, this is all I'm

going to respond to and simply say—^be-

cause it touches on something I said here
and explains. Since they were scheduled

—

the negotiations—to recess, they will do
that, but hopefully a week late. Naturally,

both sides are going to have to agree to

that. We're asking our people to extend it

by a week, but it will give them time to

table this and at least be able to see back
and forth. After all, it isn't that deep a doc-

ument, but the figures and where they are.

And then they will find the relationship be-

tween the counterproposal and our original

proposal.

Q, the Soviet journalists

Q. no give on Star Wars, sir—no give

on Star Wars, sir?

Q. in time for the Geneva summit,
which was the question—in time for you
and Mr. Gorbachev to actually announce
something?

The President. No, I don't—they may say

something about it, but you'll have all the

facts and figures-

Q. Sir, you told the-

Presi-

Q. Are you going to ask

Q. no give on Star Wars, Mr.

dent?

Q. you told the Soviet journalists, Mr.
President

Q. No give on Star Wars, Mr. President?

Q. Sir, if I may ask

The President. In my statement, I said

that defense and—I hope that we can arrive

at a discussion of defensive weapons.

Q. Mr. President, do you intend to go
ahead with Star Wars?

Q. You told the Soviet journalists that you
hoped for concrete achievements at

Geneva. Just a couple of days ago you told a

BBC interviewer that perhaps the hope was
that the paranoia might be lessened. It

sounds like you're more optimistic about ac-

tually coming out with something?

The President. I'm always optimistic, Sam
[Sam Donaldson, ABC News].

Q. Yes, but do you hope for concrete re-

sults, meaning some sort of broad frame-

work of at least the principles?

The President. Well, I was answering—

I

think that some of you have misinterpreted
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the answer that I gave in that BBC inter-

view. The question had been what was my
hope—what I thought—felt would come out

and so forth. And I was simply putting in

place that arms control is a result; that first,

youVe got to eliminate the suspicions and
the paranoia between us and so forth, and
then, you find out that arms control can

come easily. But to just simply dwell on
arms control—if both of you are sitting

there suspiciously saying how can we keep
an advantage—each side saying the same
thing to itself, well, then, it doesn't really

matter how many missiles youVe counted.

Q. Is [Secretary of State] Shultz going to

ask for regular summit meetings when he
goes to Moscow?

The President I can't speak for him of

what's going to be

Q. Will you be actually negotiating with

Mr. Gorbachev when you meet with him

—

arms control negotiations?

The President. Well, yes, of course. That's

one of the main features.

Q. You mean you'll be talking figures?

The President. will be negotiated at

Geneva, but I'm quite sure that there will

be—they'll want to discuss this and why
they've taken certain positions and so forth.

Note: The President spoke to reporters at 3
p.m. in the Briefing Room at the White
House.

Message to the Congress Reporting on Economic Sanctions Against

Nicaragua

October 31, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

On May 1, 1985, in Executive Order No.

12513, I declared a national emergency to

deal with the threat to the national security

and foreign policy of the United States

posed by the policies and actions of the

Government of Nicaragua. In that order, I

prohibited: (1) all imports into the United

States of goods and services of Nicaraguan

origin; (2) all exports from the United States

of goods to or destined for Nicaragua except

those destined for the organized democratic

resistance; (3) Nicaraguan air carriers from
engaging in air transportation to or from
points in the United States; and (4) vessels

of Nicaraguan registry from entering

United States ports.

The declaration of emergency was made
pursuant to the authority vested in me as

President by the Constitution and laws of

the United States, including the Interna-

tional Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50

U.S.C. 1701 et seq., and the National Emer-
gencies Act, 50 U.S.C. 1601 et seq. I report-

ed the declaration to the Congress on May
1, 1985, pursuant to Section 1703(b) of the

International Emergency Economic Powers

Act.

The Office of Foreign Assets Control of

the Department of the Treasury issued the

Nicaraguan Trade Control Regulations im-

plementing the prohibitions in Executive

Order No. 12513 on May 8, 1985, 50 Fed.

Reg. 19890 (May 10, 1985). I am enclosing a

copy of these regulations with this report.

It should be noted that Section 540.505

permits the issuance of licenses authorizing

the export of goods from the United States

to Nicaragua in certain circumstances in-

volving contractual obligations which the

exporter incurred prior to May 1, 1985. The
regulation provides that such exports may
be authorized only through October 31,

1985. Once this deadline has passed, li-

censes for exports on prior contractual

grounds will no longer be available.

The policies and actions of the Govern-

ment of Nicaragua continue to pose an un-

usual and extraordinary threat to the na-

tional security and foreign policy of the

United States. I shall continue to exercise

the powers at my disposal to apply econom-
ic sanctions against Nicaragua as long as

these measures are appropriate, and will

continue to report periodically to the Con-

gress on significant developments, pursuant
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to 50 U.S.C. 1703(c). The White House,

RONALD Reagan ^^^^^^^ ^1' l^^^-

Nomination of Charles L. Woods To Be a Member of the National
Mediation Board
October 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Charles L. Woods to be a

member of the National Mediation Board
for the remainder of the term expiring July

1, 1986. He would succeed Robert Obern-
doerfer Harris.

Since 1975 he has been serving as the

airline representative to the Teamsters Air-

line Division. Previously, he was an airline

pilot (captain) for United Air Lines (1947-
1975) and a copilot for United (1944-1947).
He is married, has three children, and

resides in Manhattan Beach, CA. He was
born May 10, 1915, in Redlands, CA.

Appointment of John George Pappajohn as a Member of the
Advisory Committee on the Arts

October 31, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint John George Pappajohn to

be a member of the Advisory Committee
on the Arts (John F. Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts, Smithsonian Institu-

tion). This is an initial appointment.
He is president of Equity Dynamics, Inc.,

in Des Moines, lA. Previously he was presi-

dent of Guardsman Life Investors Co.

Mr. Pappajohn graduated from the Uni-

versity of Iowa (B.S.C., 1952). He is mar-
ried, has one child, and resides in Des
Moines, IA. He was born July 31, 1928, in

St. Lukes, Greece.

Nomination of Paul Matthews Cleveland To Be United States

Ambassador to New Zealand
November 1, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Paid Matthews Cleveland,
of Florida, a career member of the Senior
Foreign Service, Class of Minister-Counsel-

or, as Ambassador to New Zealand. He
would succeed H. Monroe Browne.
Mr. Cleveland served with the Depart-

ment of Navy as a management analyst in

the Office of Management in 1956-1957.
He entered on duty as a Foreign Service

officer with the Department of State in

1957 and became a staff aide to the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Operations in 1958.

In 1959 Mr. Cleveland went to Canberra,
Australia, as economic, then political officer,

where he served until 1962. He then
became Ambassador's aide in Bonn, Germa-
ny, in 1963-1964. In 1964-1965 he took
academic training and received his M.A.
from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplo-

macy. From there he went to Jakarta, Indo-
nesia, as economic officer, where he served
until 1968, when he returned to the De-
partment as an economic officer in the
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Office of Fuels and Energy. In 1970 he
became special assistant to the Assistant

Secretary for East Asian Affairs, departing

in 1973 to become political/military officer,

then political counselor at the U.S. Embassy
in Seoul, Korea. In 1977 he was named
Deputy Director and Director of Regional

Affairs in the Bureau of East Asian Affairs

in the Department. In 1980-1981 Mr.

Cleveland was Director of Thai Affairs, and
in 1981-1982 he was Director of Korean

Affairs. Since 1982 he has been deputy
chief of mission at the U.S. Embassy in

Seoul, Korea.

Mr. Cleveland graduated from Yale Uni-

versity (B.A., 1953) and the Fletcher School

of Law and Diplomacy (M.A., 1965). He was
a pilot in the United States Air Force in

1953-1956. His foreign language is German.
He is married to the former Carter Sell-

wood, and they have four children. He was
born August 25, 1931, in Boston, MA.

Notice of the Continuation of the Iran Emergency
November 1, 1985

On November 14, 1979, by Executive

Order No. 12170, the President declared a

national emergency to deal with the threat

to the national security, foreign policy, and
economy of the United States constituted

by the situation in Iran. Notices of the con-

tinuation of this national emergency were
transmitted by the President to the Con-
gress and the Federal Register on Novem-
ber 12, 1980, November 12, 1981, Novem-
ber 8, 1982, November 4, 1983, and No-
vember 7, 1984. Because our relations with
Iran have not yet returned to normal and
the process of implementing the January
19, 1981, agreements with Iran is still un-

derway, the national emergency declared

on November 14, 1979, must continue in

effect beyond November 14, 1985. There-

fore, in accordance with Section 202(d) of

the National Emergencies Act (50 U.S.C.

1622(d)), I am continuing the national

emergency with respect to Iran. This notice

shall be published in the Federal Register

and transmitted to the Congress.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

November 1, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:19 p.m., November 1, 1985]

Message to the Congress Reporting on the Continuation of the Iran

Emergency
November 1, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Section 202(d) of the National Emergen-
cies Act (50 U.S.C. 1622(d)) provides for the

automatic termination of a national emer-

gency unless, prior to the anniversary date

of its declaration, the President publishes in

the Federal Register and transmits to the

Congress a notice stating that the emergen-

cy is to continue in effect beyond the anni-

versary date. In accordance with this provi-

sion, I have sent the enclosed notice, stating

that the Iran emergency is to continue in

effect beyond November 14, 1985, to the

Federal Register for publication. Similar no-

tices were sent to the Congress and the

Federal Register on November 12, 1980,

November 12, 1981, November 8, 1982, No-

vember 4, 1983, and November 7, 1984.

The crisis between the United States and
Iran that began in 1979 has not been fully

resolved. Although the international tribu-

nal established to adjudicate claims of U.S.
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nationals against Iran and of Iranian nation-

als against the United States continues to

function, full normalization of commercial
and diplomatic relations between the

United States and Iran will require more
time. In these circumstances, I have deter-

mined that it is necessary to maintain in

force the broad authorities that may be

needed in the process of implementing the

January 1981 agreements with Iran and in

the eventual normalization of relations with

that country.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
November 1, 1985.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Soviet-United States Nuclear
and Space Arms Negotiations

November 2, 1985

My fellow Americans:

Yesterday in Geneva American negotia-

tors presented to their Soviet counterparts

new proposals designed to achieve real re-

ductions in the nuclear arsenals of both the

United States and the Soviet Union. My in-

structions to our negotiators also asked that

this round of the negotiations be extended
into this coming week so that our team can
make a full presentation of our new propos-

als and so that the Soviets have the oppor-

tunity to ask questions about them. I am
very pleased that the Soviet Union has

agreed to this extension of the talks. I know
you join me in hoping that this will be a

productive week in Geneva. Our new pro-

posals address all three areas of these nego-

tiations: strategic nuclear arms, intermedi-

ate-range nuclear forces, and defense and
space systems. They build upon the con-

crete reduction proposals American nego-

tiators have had on the table since early in

the talks, and they take into account ex-

pressed Soviet concerns.

Our objective since the start of the ad-

ministration in 1981 has been to achieve

real progress in reducing not only nuclear

arms but conventional forces and chemical

weapons as well. WeVe been firm and con-

sistent in our arms control approach. Just as

important, we have placed great value on
maintaining the strength and unity of our

alliances and ensuring that the security in-

terests of our allies are enhanced in these

negotiations. And we've demonstrated flexi-

bility in taking legitimate Soviet interests

into account. Fm pleased to report to you

that our strategy has been working. I be-

lieve we've laid the groundwork for produc-

tive negotiations in Geneva. The first sign

of this was when Soviet Foreign Minister

Shevardnadze presented to me at our

White House meeting in September a

Soviet counteroffer to our own earlier pro-

posals. The Soviet negotiators then present-

ed this in detail in Geneva, and our negotia-

tors and our experts here at home have had
a chance to analyze it carefully.

Based on this analysis, I decided upon the

new U.S. proposals and instructed our nego-

tiating team to present them in Geneva.

Judged against our very careful criteria for

reaching sound arms control agreements,

we found that the Soviet counterproposal

had some flaws and in some ways was one-

sided. But as I made clear in my speech to

the United Nations, the Soviet move also

had certain positive seeds which we wish to

nurture. Our new proposals build upon
these positive elements. One of them is the

Soviet call for 50-percent reduction in cer-

tain types of nuclear arms. For more than 3

years we've been proposing a reduction of

about half in the strategic ballistic missiles

of both sides. We therefore have accepted
the 50-percent reduction proposed by the

Soviets.

At the same time, we're making it clear

that we have a safer and more stable world.

And if we're to have that, reductions must
be applied to systems which are compara-
ble, and especially to those which would
give either side a destabilizing first-strike

advantage. We not only want to bring nu-
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clear arms way down to equal levels in a

stable way, we also want to decrease our

mutual reliance for security on these ex-

tremely destructive offensive arsenals. Thus,

we're seeking to discuss at the same time

with the Soviets in Geneva how together

we can try to help make the world a safer

place by relying more on defenses which
threaten no one, rather than on these offen-

sive arsenals. Each of us is pursuing re-

search on such defenses, and we need to be
talking to each other about it.

I have written to both allied leaders and
Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev about

our new proposals. And I have informed

Mr. Gorbachev how much I am looking for-

ward to our meeting later this month in

Geneva. He and I will have a broad agenda

at our meeting, one that includes human
rights, regional issues, and contacts between
our peoples, as well as the Geneva and
other arms control negotiations, ff we hope
to succeed in our efforts to create a safer

world and to bring about a fresh start in the

U.S.-Soviet relationship, progress will be

needed in all of these areas. And this can
only be accomplished if the Soviet leaders

share our determination. We're encouraged
because after a long wait, legitimate negoti-

ations are underway.
Now, we've had a proposal on the table

in Geneva for quite a while. Now the Soviet

Union has offered a counterproposal, and
we, in turn, have a new proposal now re-

flecting some of the elements of both of the

others. And this is what negotiation is all

about. I can't give you any more details

about our new arms control proposals be-

cause we have to let the negotiators work
this out behind closed doors in Geneva. But
I want to leave you with the four key objec-

tives our American negotiators are seeking:

deep cuts, no first-strike advantages, defen-

sive research—^because defense is much
safer than offense—and no cheating.

Until next week, thanks for listening. God
bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Remarks in an Interview With Representatives of Soviet News
Organizations, Together With Written Responses to Questions

October 31, 1985

The President. May I welcome you all. It's

a pleasure here, and I appreciate very
much the opportunity to be able to speak,

in a sense, to the people of your country.

I've always believed that a lot of the ills of

the world would disappear if people talked

more to each each other instead of about

each other. So, I look forward to this meet-
ing and welcome your questions.

Q. Mr. President, we appreciate greatly

this opportunity to ask to you, personally,

questions after you kindly answered our

written questions. We hope that they will

be instructive and will facilitate success for

your forthcoming meeting with our leader.

The President. Well, I'm looking forward

to that meeting. I'm hopeful and optimistic

that maybe we can make some concrete

achievements there.

Q. We are planning to ask our questions

in Russian. I think you don't mind.

The President. No.

Nuclear and Space Arms Negotiations

Q. Mr. President, we have become ac-

quainted with the answers which you fur-

nished to our written questions. They basi-

cally reflect the old U.S. proposals, which
have been evaluated by the Soviet side as

being unbalanced and one-sided in favor of

the U.S. side, and you have not answered
concerning the new Soviet proposal. And
this reply to the new Soviet proposal is

what is of greatest interest before the meet-
ing in Geneva.

The President. When this interview is

over, later this afternoon at 3 o'clock, I will

be making a statement to our own press

—

well, to all the press—to the effect that we
have been studying the Soviet proposal, and
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tomorrow in Geneva our team at the disar-

mament conference will be presenting our
reply, which will be a proposal that reflects

the thinking of the original proposal that

we had, but also of this latest. Indeed, it will

show that we are accepting some of the

figures that were in this counterproposal by
the Secretary General. There are some
points in which we have offered compro-
mises between some figures of theirs and
some of ours, but all those figures will be
available tomorrow, and I will simply be
stating today that that is going to take place

tomorrow in Geneva. But it is a detailed

counterproposal to a counterproposal, as is

proper in negotiations, that will reflect, as I

say, the acceptance on our part of some of

this latest proposal as well as compromises
with earlier figures that we'd proposed.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Yd like to have another question for

you, Mr. President. According to a survey
taken by the Washington Post and ABC on
Tuesday, it was found that 74 percent of

the American people, as compared to 20
percent, said that they would like the U.S.

and the Soviet Union to reduce their nucle-

ar arsenals and not to have the U.S. develop
space weapons. This seems to be the choice

which the American people have made. It

seems clear that without stopping the de-

velopment of weapons in space there can
be no reduction of nuclear weapons. This is

the position of the Soviet side. So, how then
will you react, Mr. President, to this opinion
expressed by the American public?

The President. Well, for one thing, it is

based on a misconception. The use of the

term Star Wars came about when one polit-

ical figure in America used that to describe

what it is we're researching and studying,

and then our press picked it up, and it has

been worldwide. We're not talking about
Star Wars at all. We're talking about seeing

if there isn't a defensive weapon that does

not kill people, but that simply makes it

impossible for nuclear missiles, once fired

out of their silos, to reach their objective

—

to intercept those weapons.
Now, it is also true that—to show that this

is a misconception on the part of the people
when you use the wrong terms—^not too

long ago there was a survey taken, a poll of

our people, and they asked them about Star

Wars. And similar to the reaction in this

poll, only about 30 percent of the ^people in

our country favored it, and the rest didn't.

But in the same poll they then described, as

I have tried to describe, what it is we're
researching—a strategic defensive shield

that doesn't kill people, but that would
allow us one day—all of us—to get rid of

nuclear weapons, and over 90 percent of

the American people favored our going for-

ward with such a program.

Now, this is one of the things that we will

discuss. We are for and have for several

years now been advocating a reduction in

the number of nuclear weapons. It is uncivi-

lized on the part of all of us to be sitting

here with the only deterrent to war—ofl^en-

sive nuclear weapons that in such numbers
that both of us could threaten the other

with the death and the annihilation of mil-

lions and millions of each other's people.

And so that is the deterrent that is sup-

posed to keep us from firing these missiles

at each other. Wouldn't it make a lot more
sense if we could find that—as there has

been in history for every weapon—a defen-

sive weapon? Weapon isn't the term to use

for what we're researching. We're research-

ing for something that could make it, as I

say, virtually impossible for these missiles to

reach their targets. And if we find such a

thing, my proposal is that we make it avail-

able to all the world. We don't just keep it

for our own advantage.

Q. Mr. President, with the situation as it

stands today in the international arena, at-

tempts to create such a space shield will

inevitably lead to suspicion on the other

side that the country creating such a space
shield will be in a position to make a first

strike. This is a type of statement whose
truth is agreed to by many people. Now, it's

apparent that the American people have
indicated their choice, that if it comes down
to a choice between the creation of such a

space system and the decrease in nuclear

arms, they prefer a decrease in nuclear
arms. So, it seems to be a realistic evalua-

tion on the part of the American people.

And I would like to ask how the American
government would react to the feelings of

the American people in this regard.
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The President. Well, in the first place, yes,

if someone was developing such a defensive

system and going to couple it with their

own nuclear weapons, offensive weapons,
yes, that could put them in a position where
they might be more likely to dare a first

strike. But your country, your government,
has been working on this same kind of a

plan beginning years before we ever started

working on it, which, I think, would indi-

cate that maybe we should be a little suspi-

cious that they want it for themselves. But I

have said and am prepared to say at the

simimit that if such a weapon is possible,

and our research reveals that, then our
move would be to say to all the world,

"Here, it is available." We won't put this

weapon—or this system in place, this defen-

sive system, until we do away with our nu-

clear missiles, our offensive missiles. But we
will make it available to other countries,

including the Soviet Union, to do the same
thing.

Now, just whichever one of us comes up
first with that defensive system, the Soviet

Union or us or anyone else—^what a picture

if we say no one will claim a monopoly on
it. And we make that offer now. It will be
available for the Soviet Union as well as

ourselves. And if the Soviet Union and the

United States both say we will eliminate our
offensive weapons, we will put in this de-

fensive thing in case some place in the

world a madman some day tries to create

these weapons again—^nuclear weapons

—

because, remember, we all know how to

make them now. So, you can't do away with
that information, but we would all be safe

knowing that if such a madman project is

ever attempted there isn't any of us that

couldn't defend ourselves against it. So, I

can assure you now we are not going to try

and monopolize this, if such a weapon is

developed, for a first-strike capability.

U.S. Troops Stationed Abroad

Q. Mr. President, I would like to ask you
about some of the matters which concern
mutual suspicion and distrust. And you indi-

cated at your speecfh at the United Nations

that the U.S. does not have troops in other

coimtries, has not occupied other countries,

but there are 550,000 troops, military per-

sonnel, outside of the United States; in 32

countries, there are 1,500 military bases. So,

one can see in this way which country it is

that has become surrounded. And you have
agreed that the Soviet Union has the right

to look out for the interest of its security.

And it is inevitable that the Soviet Union
must worry about these bases, which are

around it. The Soviet Union, in turn, has

not done the same. So, how do you in this

respect anticipate to create this balance of

security, which you have spoken about?

The President. Well, I can't respond to

your exact numbers there that you've
given. I don't have them right at my finger-

tips as to what they are, but we're talking

about two different things. We're talking

about occupying a country with foreign

troops, such as we see the Soviet Union
doing in Afghanistan, and there are other

places, too—Angola, South Yemen, Ethio-

pia.

Yes, we have troops in bases. The bulk of

those would be in the NATO forces, the

alliance in Europe along the NATO line,

there in response to even superior numbers
of Warsaw Pact troops that are aligned

against them. And the United States, as one
of the members of the alliance, contributes

troops to that NATO force. The same is

true in Korea in which, at the invitation of

the South Korean Government, we have
troops to help them there because of the

demilitarized zone and the threatening

nature of North Korea, which attacked

them without warning. And that was not an
American war, even though we provided
the most of the men; that war was fought

under the flag of the United Nations. The
United Nations found North Korea guilty of

aggression in violation of the charter of the

U.N. And finally. South Korea was defend-

ed, and the North Koreans were defeated,

but they still have maintained a sizable,

threatening offensive force. Other places

—

we have bases in the far Pacific; we've had
them for many years in the Philippines. We
lease those; those are bases we rent. In fact,

we even have a base that is leased on Cuba,
that was there long before there was a

Castro in Cuba, a naval base.

But this, I think, is a far cry from occupy-

ing other countries, including the nations in

the Warsaw Pact. They never were allowed
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the self-determination that was agreed to in

the Yalta treaty—the end of World War II.

So, I think my statement still goes: that

there is a difference in occupation and a

difference in having bases where they are

there in a noncombat situation, and many
where they are requested by the parent

country.

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base

Q. If there's a referendum and the Cuban
people decide that the base at Guantanamo
should be evacuated, would it be evacuat-

ed?
The President No, because the lease for

that was made many years ago, and it still

has many years to run, and we're perfectly

legal in our right to be there. It is fenced

off; there is no contact with the people or

the main island of Cuba at all.

U.S. Foreign Policy

Q. Mr. President, you have mentioned Af-

ghanistan. I would like to say that in Af-

ghanistan, Soviet troops are there at the

invitation of the Afghan Government to

defend the Afghan revolution against the

incursions of forces from abroad that are

funded and supported by the United States.

In the United Nations and in your written

replies to our questions, you have indicated

that the United States has not attempted to

use force but has fostered the process of

democracy by peaceful means. Now, how
does this reply fit in with the use of force

by the United States in many countries

abroad, beginning with Vietnam, where
seven million tons of weapons were
dropped—seven million tons more than
were in the Second World War, and, also,

Grenada? I ask this not to dwell on the past,

but simply to clarify this issue.

The President. And it can be clarified,

yes. First of all, with regard to Afghanistan,

the government which invited the Soviet

troops in didn't have any choice because

the government was put there by the

Soviet Union and put there with the force

of arms to guarantee. And in fact, the man
who was the head of that government is the

second choice. The first one wasn't satisfac-

tory to the Soviet Union, and they came in

with armed forces and threw him out and
installed their second choice, who continues

to be the governor. Now, there are no out-

side forces fighting in there. But, as a

matter of fact, I think there are some things

that, if they were more widely known,
would shock everyone worldwide. For ex-

ample, one of the weapons being used
against the people of Afghanistan consists of

toys—dolls, little toy trucks, things that are

appealing to children. They're scattered in

the air, but when the children pick them
up, their hands are blown off. They are

what we call boobytraps; they're like land-

mines. This is hardly consistent with the

kind of armed warfare that has occurred
between nations.

Vietnam? Yes, when Vietnam—or let's

say, French Indochina—was given up as a

colony, an international forum in Geneva,
meeting in Geneva, established a North
Vietnam and a South Vietnam. The North
Vietnam was already governed by a Com-
munist group and had a government in

place during the Japanese occupation of

French Indochina. South Vietnam had to

start and create a government. We were
invited, with instructors, to help them es-

tablish something they had never had
before, which was a military. And our in-

structors went in in civilian clothes; their

families went with them; and they started

with a country that didn't have any military

schools or things of this kind to create an
armed force for the Government of South
Vietnam. They were harassed by terrorists

from the very beginning. Finally, it was
necessary to send the families home.
Schools were being bombed. There was
even a practice of rolling bombs down the

aisles of movie theaters and killing countless

people that were simply enjoying a movie.

And finally, changes were made that our

people were allowed to arm themselves for

their own protection.

And then, it is true that President Kenne-
dy sent in a unit of troops to provide pro-

tection. This grew into the war of Vietnam.

At no time did the allied force, and it was
allied—there were more in there than just

American troops—at no time did we try for

victory. Maybe that's what was wrong. We
simply tried to maintain a demilitarized

zone between North and South Vietnam.
And we know the result that has occurred
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now. And it is all one state of Vietnam. It

was conquered in violation of a treaty that

was signed in Paris between North and
South Vietnam. We left South Vietnam, and
North Vietnam swept down, conquered the

country, as I say, in violation of a treaty.

But this is true of almost any of the other

places that you mentioned. I've talked so

long I've forgotten some of the other exam-
ples that you used.

Q. Grenada.
The President What?
Q. Grenada.
The President. Grenada. Ah, we had some

several hundred young American medical

students there. Our intelligence revealed

that they were threatened as potential hos-

tages and the Government of Grenada re-

quested help, military help, not only from
the United States but from the other Com-
monwealth nations—island nations in the

Caribbean—from Jamaica, from Dominica,

a number of these others. They in turn re-

layed the request to us because they did not

have armed forces in sufficient strength.

And, yes, we landed, and we found ware-

houses filled with weapons, and they were
of Soviet manufacture. We found hundreds
of Cubans there; there was a brief engage-

ment. We freed the island. And in a very

short time, our troops came home after res-

cuing our students, rescuing the island.

There are no American troops there now.
Grenada has set up a democracy and is

ruling itself by virtue of an election that

was held shortly thereafter among the

people, and of which we played no part.

And there is the contrast: The Soviet

troops have been in Afghanistan for 6 years

now, fighting all that time. We did what we
were asked to do—the request of the Gov-
ernment of Grenada—and came home.

ARM Treaty

Q. Mr. President, with relation to the

ABM treaty, which was signed in 1972, arti-

cle V of that treaty indicates, and I quote,

"that each side will not develop or test or

deploy antiballistic missile components or

systems which are sea-based, air-based,

space-based, or mobile land-based." Now,
some administration representatives say

that the treaty is such that it permits all of

these things—the development, the testing.

and deployment of ABM systems. Such an
interpretation of that treaty certainly

cannot help achieve agreement. What is the

true position of the American administra-

tion with regard to the interpretation of

this treaty? Will the U.S. abide by the treaty

or not? And certainly the results of your
meeting with General Secretary Gorbachev
will depend a great deal on that fact.

The President. There are two varying in-

terpretations of the treaty. There is an addi-

tional clause in the treaty that would seem
to be more liberal than that paragraph 5

—

or clause 5. The other hand, we have made
it plain that we are going to stay within a

strict definition of the treaty, and what we
are doing with regard to research—and that

would include testing—is within the treaty.

Now, with regard to deployment, as I said

earlier, no, we are doing what is within the

treaty and which the Soviet Union has al-

ready been doing for quite some time, same
kind of research and development. But
when it comes to deployment, I don't know
what the Soviet Union was going to do
when and if their research developed such

a weapon, or still if it does. But I do know
what we're going to do, and I have stated it

already. We would not deploy—it is not my
purpose for deployment—until we sit down
with the other nations of the world and
those that have nuclear arsenals and see if

we cannot come to an agreement on which
there will be deployment only if there is

elimination of the nuclear weapons.

Now, you might say if we're going to

eliminate the nuclear weapons, then why
do we need the defense? Well, I repeat

what I said earlier. We all know how to

make them, the weapons; so it is possible

that some day a madman could arise in the

world—we were both allies in a war that

came about because of such a madman

—

and therefore, it would be like in Geneva
after World War I when the nations all got

together and said no more poison gas, but

we all kept our gas masks. Well, this

weapon, if such can be developed, would be
today's gas mask. But we would want it for

everyone, and the terms for getting it and
the terms for our own deployment would
be the elimination of the offensive weapons,

a switch to maintain trust and peace be-
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tween us of having defense systems that

gave us security, not the threat of annihila-

tion—that one or the other of us would an-

nihilate the other with nuclear weapons.
So, we will not be violating this treaty at

any time, because, as I say, it is not our

purpose to go forward with deployment if

and when such a weapon proved practical.

U.S.-Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, we've about run out of

time unless you had something in conclu-

sion you wanted to state.

The President. All right. We haven't cov-

ered—I guess I've filibustered on too many
of these questions here with lengthy an-

swers. I know you had more questions

there. I'm sorry that we haven't time for

them.
But I would just like to say that the Soviet

Union and the United States—well, not the

Soviet Union, let us say Russia and the

United States have been allies in two
wars—the Soviet Union and the United
States, allies in one, the last and greatest

war. World War II. Americans and Russians

died side by side, fighting the same enemy.
There are Americans buried on Soviet soil.

And it just seems to me—and what I look

forward to in this meeting with the General
Secretary—is that people don't start wars,

governments do. And I have a little thing

here that I copied out of an article the

other day, and the author of the article ut-

tered a very great truth: "Nations do not
distrust each other because they are armed.
They arm themselves because they distrust

each other." Well, I hope that in the

summit maybe we can find ways that we
can prove by deed—^not just words, but by
deeds—that there is no need for distrust

between us. And then we can stop punish-

ing our people by using our wherewithal to

build these arsenals of weapons instead of

doing more things for the comfort of the

people.

Q. Thank you very much, Mr. President,

and
The President. Thank you.

Q. it's a pity, sir, too, that there can't

be enough time to have your answers for all

our questions.

The President Well, all right. Okay.

Q. Thank you, Mr. President.

Q. Unfortunately, Mr. President, we
cannot discuss with you the history of ques-

tions which we just asked already, because
we have sometimes a very different attitude

of that. But no time.

Q. As you know, the world is sort of dif-

ferent.

The President. I was waiting for a ques-

tion that would allow me to point out that,

under the detente that we had for a few
years, during which we signed the SALT I

and the SALT II treaties, the Soviet Union
added over 7,000 warheads to its arsenal.

And we have fewer than we had in 1969.

And 3,800 of those were added to the arse-

nal after the signing of SALT II. So

Q. But still you have more warheads
The President No, we don't.

Q. Mr. President.

The President Oh, no, we don't.

Q. Yes, you have—well, to 12,000

Q. You know, it's an interesting phe-
nomenon, because in '79, after 7 years of

very severe—I would say the researching in

SALT II, President Carter and other spe-

cialists told that there was a parity in strate-

gic and military. And then you came to the

power, and you said it sounded that the

Soviet Union is much ahead. Then, recent-

ly, in September, you said almost the same,

though the Joint Chiefs of Staffs told this

year that there is a parity. What is the con-

tradiction?

The President No, there really isn't.

Somebody might say that with the sense of

that we have sufficient for a deterrent, that,

in other words, we would have enough to

make it uncomfortable if someone attacked

us. But, no, your arsenal does outcount ours

by a great number.
Q. People say that

—

[inaudible]. [Laugh-
ter] The generals, your generals say that

they wouldn't

Q. Okay.

Q. switch, you know, with our gener-

als, your arsenal.

Q. I would like to tell you also that those

stories about dolls in Afghanistan. I was in

Afghanistan there a little bit

Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

He's—maybe we'll have another opportimi-

ty

Q. Yes, we hope so.
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Mr. Speakes. And he's got to go down and
tell the General Secretary, through our

press, what he's going to do.

Q. Thank you very much, Mr. President,

and we wish you certainly success and good
achievements in your meeting with Mr.

Gorbachev. We hope for this.

Q. Thank you very much, Mr. President.

The President. Thank you.

The President's Responses to Questions

Submitted by Soviet News Organizations

U. S. -Soviet Relations

Q. The forthcoming meeting between
General Secretary Gorbachev and you, Mr.

President, is for obvious reasons looked

upon as an event of special importance.

Both sides have stated their intention to

make an effort to improve relations be-

tween our two countries, to better the over-

all international situation. The Soviet Union
has, over a period of time, put forward a

whole set of concrete proposals and has uni-

laterally taken steps in various areas direct-

ly aimed at achieving this goal. What is the

U.S., for its part, going to do?

The President. I fully agree that my meet-
ing with General Secretary Gorbachev has

special significance, and I am personally

looking forward to it very much. I sincerely

hope that we will be able to put relations

between our two countries on a safer and
more secure course. I, for my part, will cer-

tainly do all I can to make that possible.

We, of course, study every Soviet propos-

al carefully, and when we find them prom-
ising, we are happy to say so. If, on the

other hand, we find them one-sided in their

effect, we explain why we feel as we do. At
the same time we, too, have made concrete

proposals, dozens of them, which also cover

every sphere of our relationship, from the

elimination of chemical weapons and reso-

lution of regional conflicts to the expansion

of contacts and exchanges, and we hope
these receive the same careful attention

that we give to Soviet proposals. Let me
give you a few examples.

One thing that has created enormous ten-

sion in U.S.-Soviet relations over the last

few years has been attempts to settle prob-

lems around the world by using military

force. The resort to arms, whether it be in

Afghanistan, Cambodia, or in Africa, has

contributed nothing to the prospects for

peace or the resolution of indigenous prob-

lems and has only brought additional suffer-

ing to the peoples of these regions. This is

also dangerous, and we need to find a way
to stop attempts to solve problems by force.

So, I have proposed that both our countries

encourage parties to these conflicts to lay

down their arms and negotiate solutions,

and if they are willing to do that, our coun-

tries should find a way to agree to support a

peaceful solution and refrain from provid-

ing military support to the warring parties.

And if peace can be achieved, the United
States will contribute generously to an
international effort to restore war-ravaged
economies, just as we did after the Second
World War, contributing to the recovery of

friends and erstwhile foes alike, and as we
have done on countless other occasions.

Both of our governments agree that our

nuclear arsenals are much too large. We are

both committed to radical arms reductions.

So, the United States has made concrete

proposals for such reductions: to bring bal-

listic missile warheads down to 5,000 on
each side and to eliminate a whole category

of intermediate-range missiles from our ar-

senals altogether. These have not been
take-it-or-leave-it proposals. We are pre-

pared to negotiate, since we know that ne-

gotiation is necessary if we are to reach a

solution under which neither side feels

threatened. We are willing to eliminate our

advantages if you will agree to eliminate

yours. The important thing is to begin re-

ducing these terrible weapons in a way that

both sides will feel secure and to continue

that process until we have eliminated them
altogether.

Events of the past 10 to 15 years have
greatly increased mistrust between our

countries. If we are to solve the key prob-

lems in our relationship, we have to do
something to restore confidence in dealing

with each other. This requires better com-
munication, more contact, and close atten-

tion to make sure that both parties fulfill

agreements reached. That is why we have
made literally 40 to 50 proposals to improve
our working relationship, expand communi-
cation, and build confidence. For example.
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we have proposed an agreement to cooper-

ate on the peaceful use of space. The
ApoUo-Soyuz joint mission was a great suc-

cess in 1975, and we should try to renew
that sort of cooperation. We have also made
several proposals for more direct contact by
our military people. If they talked to each
other more, they might find that at least

some of their fears are unfounded. But most
of all, ordinary people in both countries

should have more contact, particularly our
young people. The future, after all, belongs

to them, rd like to see us sending thousands
of students to each other's country every
year, to get to know each other, to learn

from each other, and most of all to come to

understand that, even with our different

philosophies, we can and must live in

peace.

Obviously, we are not going to solve all

the differences between us at one meeting,
but we would like to take some concrete
steps forward. Above all, I hope that our
meeting will give momentum to a genuine
process of problemsolving and that we can
agree on a course to take us toward a safer

world for all and growing cooperation be-

tween our countries.

Q. The Soviet Union stands for peaceful
coexistence with countries which have dif-

ferent social systems, including the U.S. In
some of your statements, the point has been
made that in spite of differences between
our countries, it is necessary to avoid a mili-

tary confrontation. In other words, we must
learn how to live in peace. Thus, both sides

recognize the fact that the issue of arms
limitation and reduction is and will be de-
termining in these relations. The special re-

sponsibility of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. for the
fate of the world is an objective fact. What
in your opinion can be achieved in the area
of security in your meeting with Gorba-
chev?
The President. Well, first of all, I would

say that we think all countries should live

together in peace, whether they have the

same or different social systems. Even if

social systems are similar, this shouldn't give

a country the right to use force against an-

other.

But you are absolutely right when you say

that we must learn to live in peace. As I

have said many times, a nuclear war cannot

be won and must never be fought. And this

means that our countries must not fight any
type of war. You are also right when you
say that our countries bear a special respon-

sibiHty before the world. This is the case

not only because we possess enormous nu-
clear arsenals but because as great powers,
whether we like it or not, our example and
actions affect all those around us.

Our relations involve not only negotiating
new agreements but abiding by past agree-
ments as well. Often we are accused by
your country of interfering in your internal

affairs on such questions as human rights,

but this is a case in point: Ten years ago we
both became participants in the Helsinki

accords and committed ourselves to certain

standards of conduct. We are living up to

those commitments and expect others to do
so also. Soviet-American relations affect, as

well regional conflicts, political relations

among our friends and allies, and many
other areas.

The fact that our countries have the larg-

est and most destructive nuclear arsenals

obliges us not only to make sure they are

never used but to lead the world toward
the elimination of these awesome weapons.
I think that my meeting with General Sec-

retary Gorbachev can start us on the road
toward the goal our countries have set: the
radical reduction of nuclear weapons and
steps to achieve their complete elimination.

We can do this by finding concrete ways to

overcome roadblocks in the negotiating

process and thus give a real impetus to our
negotiators. Of course we will also have to

deal with other problems, because it will be
very hard to make great progress in arms
control unless we can also act to lower ten-

sions, reduce the use and threat of force,

and build confidence in our ability to deal

constructively with each other.

Nuclear and Space Arms Negotiations

Q. As is well known, the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. reached an understanding last Janu-
ary in Geneva that the top priority of the
new negotiations must be the prevention of

the arms race in space, but now the Ameri-
can delegation in Geneva is trying to limit

the discussion to consideration of the ques-
tion of nuclear arms and is refusing to talk
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about the prevention of the arms race in

space. How should we interpret this Ameri-
can position?

The President. You have misstated the

January agreement. Actually, our Foreign
Ministers agreed to work out effective

agreements aimed at preventing an arms
race in space and terminating it on Earth,

at limiting and reducing nuclear arms, and
at strengthening strategic stability. Further,

they agreed that the subject of negotiations

will be a complex of questions concerning

space and nuclear arms, both strategic and
medium range, with all these questions con-

sidered and resolved in their interrelation-

ship. Since your question reflects a misun-

derstanding of the United States position,

let me review it for you:

First, we believe that the most threaten-

ing weapons facing mankind today are nu-

clear weapons of mass destruction. These
are offensive weapons, and they exist today
in numbers that are much too high. Our
most urgent task therefore is to begin to

reduce them radically and to create condi-

tions so that they can eventually be elimi-

nated. Since most of these weapons pass

through space to reach their targets, reduc-

ing them is as important to prevent an arms
race in space as it is to terminate an arms
race on Earth. As I noted earlier, we have
made concrete, specific proposals to achieve
this. Recently your government finally

made some counterproposals, and we will

be responding in a genuine spirit of give-

and-take in an effort to move toward practi-

cal solutions both countries can agree on.

Second, we believe that offensive and de-

fensive systems are closely interrelated and
that these issues should be treated, as our
Foreign Ministers agreed, as interrelated.

Our proposals are fully consistent with this

understanding. We are seeking right now
with Soviet negotiators in Geneva a thor-

ough discussion of how a balance of offen-

sive and defensive systems could be
achieved and how, if scientists are able to

develop effective defenses in the future, we
might both use them to protect our coun-

tries and allies without threatening the

other. And if we ever succeed in eliminat-

ing nuclear weapons, countries are going to

require a defense against them, in case

some madman gets his hands on some and

tries to blackmail other countries.

Specifically, we have proposed:

On strategic nuclear arms, a reduction of

each side's nuclear forces down to 5,000
warheads on ballistic missiles—that would
be a very dramatic lowering of force levels

in a way that would greatly enhance strate-

gic stability. We have also offered to negoti-

ate strict limits on other kinds of weapons.
Because our force structures are different

and because the Soviet Union has com-
plained about having to reconfigure its

forces, we have offered to seek agreements
which would balance these differing areas

of American and Soviet strength.

On intermediate-range nuclear forces, we
believe the best course is to eliminate that

entire category of forces, which includes

the 441 SS-20 missiles the Soviet Union has

deployed and our Pershing II and ground-
launched cruise missiles. If this is not imme-
diately acceptable, we have also offered an
interim agreement, which would establish

an equal number of warheads on U.S. and
Soviet missiles in this category at the lowest

possible level.

In the area of space and defense, we are

seeking to discuss with Soviet negotiators

the possibility that new technology might
allow both sides to carry out a transition to

greater reliance on defensive weapons,
rather than basing security on offensive nu-

clear forces. So that there would be no mis-

understandings about our research program
on new defensive systems, which is being
carried out in full compliance with the

ABM treaty, I sent the director of our stra-

tegic defense research program to Geneva
to brief Soviet negotiators. Unfortunately,

we have not had a comparable description

of your research in this area, which we
know is longstanding and quite extensive.

Frankly, I have difficulty understanding
why some people have misunderstood and
misinterpreted our position. The research

we are conducting in the United States re-

garding strategic defense is in precisely the

same areas as the research being conducted
in the Soviet Union. There are only two
differences: First, the Soviet Union has

been conducting research in many of these

areas longer than we have and is ahead in

some; second, we are openly discussing our
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program, because our political system re-

quires open debate before such decisions

are made. But these differences in ap-

proaches to policy decisions should not lead

to erroneous conclusions. Both sides are in-

volved in similar research, and there is

nothing wrong in that; however, this does
make it rather hard for us to understand
why we should be accused of all sorts of

aggressive intentions when we are doing
nothing more than you are. The important
thing is for us to discuss these issues candid-

ly.

In sum, what we are seeking is a bal-

anced, fair, verifiable agreement—or series

of agreements that will permit us to do
what was agreed in Geneva in January: to

terminate the arms race on Earth and pre-

vent it in space. The United States has no
tricks up its sleeve, and we have no desire

to threaten the Soviet Union in any way.
Frankly, if the Soviet Union would take a

comparable attitude, we would be able to

make very rapid progress toward an agree-
ment.

U.S. Foreign Policy

Q. Mr. President, officials of your admin-
istration claim that the U.S., in its interna-

tional relations, stands for the forces of de-

mocracy. How can one reconcile statements
of this kind with the actual deeds of the
U.S.? If you take any current example, it

seems that when a particular country wants
to exercise its right to independent devel-
opment, whether it be in the Middle East,

in southern Africa, in Central America, in

Asia, it is the U.S., in particular, which sup-
ports those who stand against the majority
of the people, against legitimate govern-
ments.
The President. Your assertion about U.S.

actions is totally unfounded. From your
question, one might think that the United
States was engaged in a war in some other
country and in so doing had set itself

against the majority of the people who want
self-determination. I can assure you that

this is not the case. I am proud, as are all

Americans, that not a single American sol-

dier is in combat anywhere in the world. If

every coimtry could say the same, we
would truly live in a world of less tension

and danger.

Yes, we are very supportive of democra-
cy. It is the basis of our political system and
our whole philosophy. Our nation was not
founded on the basis of one ethnic group or

culture, as are many other countries, but on
the basis of the democratic ideal. For exam-
ple, we believe that governments are legiti-

mate only if they are created by the people
and that they are subordinate to the people,
who select in free elections those who
govern them. But democracy is more than
elections in which all who wish can com-
pete. In our view there are many things
that even properly elected governments
have no right to do. No American govern-
ment can restrict freedom of speech or of
religion, and no American government can
tell its people where they must live or
whether they can leave the country or not.

These and the other individual freedoms
enshrined in our Constitution are the most
precious gift our forefathers bequeathed us,

and we will defend them so long as we exist

as a nation.

Now, this doesn't mean that we think we
are perfect; of course we are not. We have
spent over 200 years trying to live up to

our ideals and correct faults in our society,

and we're still at it. It also doesn't mean
that we think we have a right to impose our
system on others; we don't because we be-

lieve that every nation should have the
right to determine its own way of life. But
when we see other nations threatened from
the outside by forces which would destroy
their liberties and impose the rule of a mi-
nority by force of arms, we will help them
resist that whenever we can. We would not
be true to our democratic ideals if we did
not.

We respond with force only as a last

resort and only when we or our allies are
the victims of aggression. For example, in

World War II we took a full and vigorous
part in the successful fight against Hitler-

ism, even though our country was not in-

vaded by the Nazis. We still remember our
wartime alliance and the heroism the peo-
ples of the Soviet Union displayed in that

struggle. And we also remember that we
never used our position as one of the victors

to add territory or to attempt to dominate
others. Rather we helped rebuild the devas-
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tated countries, friends and erstwhile foes

alike, and helped foster democracy where
there was once totalitarianism. Have we not
all benefited from the fact that Japan and
the Federal Republic of Germany are today

flourishing democracies and strong pillars of

a stable and humane world order? Well, the

German and Japanese people deserve the

most credit for this, but we believe we
helped along the way.

In the areas you mention, we are heart-

ened by trends we see, although there are

still many troubling areas. In the southern

part of Africa, Angola is torn by civil war,

yet we have determined not to supply arms
to either side and to urge a peaceful settle-

ment. In South Africa the system of apart-

heid is repugnant to all Americans, but here

as well, we seek a peaceful solution, and for

many years we have refused to supply arms
or police equipment to the South African

Government. In Latin America great

progress in the transition from authoritarian

to democratic societies has been made, and
now on that continent there exist only four

countries that do not have democratically

elected governments. Since 1979 seven
Latin American countries have made major
strides from authoritarian to democratic sys-

tems. Over the years we have been a lead-

ing voice for decolonization and have used
our influence with our closest friends and
allies to hasten this process. We are grati-

fied by the nearly completed process of de-

colonization and take pride in our role.

I should emphasize that our aim has been
to encourage the process of democratization
through peaceful means. And not just the

American government but the American
people as a whole have supported this proc-

ess with actions and deeds.

American society has long been charac-

terized by its spirit of voluntarism and by
its compassion for the less fortunate. At
home we are proud of our record of sup-

port for those who cannot manage for

themselves. It is not simply that the govern-

ment but the American people, through a

host of voluntary organizations, who bring

help to the needy—the victims of floods

and fires, the old, the infirm, and the handi-

capped. Americans have been no less gen-

erous in giving to other peoples. I remem-
ber the efforts of Herbert Hoover in orga-

nizing the American relief effort to feed

Soviet victims of famine in the 1920's. And
these efforts continue to this day, whether
it be food for the victims of famine in Ethi-

opia or of earthquakes in Mexico.

Nuclear Weapons

Q. The Soviet Union has unilaterally

taken a series of major steps. It has pledged
not to be the first to use nuclear weapons.
It has undertaken a moratorium on any
kind of nuclear tests. It has stopped deploy-

ment of intermediate-range missiles in the

European part of its territory and has even
reduced their number. Why hasn't the U.S.

done anything comparable?

The President. Actually, we have fre-

quently taken steps intended to lower ten-

sion and to show our good will, though
these were rarely reciprocated. Immediate-
ly after World War II, when we were the

only country with nuclear weapons, we pro-

posed giving them up altogether to an
international authority so that no country

would have such destructive power at its

disposal. What a pity that this idea was not

accepted. Not only did we not use our nu-

clear monopoly against others, we signaled

our peaceful intent by demobilizing our

armed forces in an extraordinarily rapid

way. At the end of the war in 1945, we had
12 million men under arms, but by the be-

ginning of 1948 we had reduced our forces

to one-tenth of that number—1.2 million.

Since the 1960's we have unilaterally cut

back our own nuclear arsenal. We now have
considerably fewer weapons than in 1969
and only one-third of the destructive power
which we had at that time.

The United States and the NATO allies

have repeatedly said that we will never use

our arms, conventional or nuclear, unless

we are attacked. Let me add something
that might not be widely known in the

Soviet Union. In agreement with the NATO
countries, the United States since 1979 has

removed from Europe well over 1,000 nu-

clear warheads. When all of our withdraw-

als have been completed, the total number
of warheads withdrawn will be over 2,400.

That's a withdrawal of about 5 nuclear

weapons for every intermediate-range mis-

sile we plan to deploy. It will bring our
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nuclear forces in Europe to the lowest level

in some 20 years. We have seen no compa-
rable Soviet restraint.

If the Soviet Union is now reducing its

intermediate-range missiles in Europe,
that's a long overdue step. The Soviet

Union has now deployed 441 SS-20 missiles,

each with 3 warheads—that is 1,323 war-
heads. I don't have to remind you that this

Soviet deployment began when NATO had
no comparable systems in Europe. We first

attempted to negotiate an end to these sys-

tems, but when we could not reach agree-

ment NATO proceeded with a limited re-

sponse which will take place gradually.

Today the Soviet Union commands an ad-

vantage in warheads of 7 to 1 on missiles

already deployed. Our position remains as it

has always been: that it would be better to

negotiate an end to all of these types of

missiles. But even if our hopes for an agree-

ment are disappointed and NATO has to go
to full deployment, this will only be a maxi-
mum of 572 single-warhead missiles.

Moreover, President Carter canceled
both the enhanced-radiation warhead and
the B-1 bomber in 1978, and the Soviet

Union made no corresponding move. In
fact, when asked what the Soviet Union
would reduce in response, one of your offi-

cials said, "We are not philanthropists." In
1977 and 1978 the United States also tried

to negotiate a ban on developing antisatel-

lite weapons; the Soviet Union refused a

ban and proceeded to develop and test an
antisatellite weapon. Having already estab-

lished an operational antisatellite system,
the Soviet Union now proposes a freeze
before the U.S. can test its own system. Ob-
viously that sort of freeze does not look
very fair to us. If the shoe were on the
other foot, it wouldn't look very fair to you
either.

The issues between our two countries are
of such importance that the positions of
each government should be communicated
accurately to the people of both countries.

In this process the media of both countries
have an important role to play. We should
not attempt to score points against each
other, and the media should not distort our
positions. We are committed to examining
every Soviet proposal with care, seeking to

find areas of agreement. It is important that

the Soviet Government do the same in

regard to our proposals. The important
thing is that we both deal seriously with
each other's proposals and make a genuine
effort to bridge our differences in a way
which serves the interests of both countries
and the world as a whole. It is in this spirit

that I will be approaching my meeting with
General Secretary Gorbachev.

Note: The interview began at 2:05 p.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. Partici-

pants included Genrikh Borovik of Novosti,

Stanislav Kondrashov of Izvestia, Vsevolod
Ovchinnikov of Pravda, and Gennadiy
Shishkin of TASS. The questions were asked
in Russian and translated by an interpreter.

The interview was released by the Office of
the Press Secretary on November 4.

Nomination of Sylvester Robert Foley, Jr., To Be an Assistant

Secretary of Energy
November 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Sylvester Robert Foley, Jr.,

to be an Assistant Secretary of Energy (De-

fense Programs). He would succeed William

W. Hoover, who has resigned.

Admiral Foley most recently served as

Commander in Chief of the U.S. Pacific

Fleet, 1982-1985. During his 35 years with

the U.S. Navy, Admiral Foley served as

Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Plans,

Policy and Operations), 1980-1982; Com-
mander, U.S. Seventh Fleet, 1978-1980;
and Deputy Director, Strategic Plans and
Policy Division of the Navy staff, 1975-
1977.

Admiral Foley graduated from the United
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States Naval Academy (B.S., 1950) and
George Washington University (M.S., 1968).

He is married, has four children, and re-

sides in Chester, MD. Admiral Foley was
born September 19, 1928, in Manchester,
NH.

Nomination of J. Steven Griles To Be an Assistant Secretary of the

Interior

November 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate J. Steven Griles to be an
Assistant Secretary of the Interior (Land
and Minerals Management). He would suc-

ceed Garrey Edward Carruthers, who has

resigned.

Mr. Griles has been Acting Assistant Sec-

retary for Land and Minerals Management
and Deputy Assistant Secretary for Land
and Water Resources since 1983; Deputy
Director, Office of Surface Mining, 1981-

1983, at the Department of the Interior.

Previously, Mr. Griles served in the Virginia

Department of Conservation and Economic
Development as executive assistant, 1978-
1981, and as programs administrator, 1977-
1978.

Mr. Griles graduated from the University

of Richmond (B.S., 1970). He is married, has

three children, and resides in Reston, VA.
Mr. Griles was born December 13, 1947, in

Clover, VA.

Appointment of Bernard Eugene Smith, Jr., as a Member of the

Advisory Board of the National Air and Space Museum
November 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Bernard Eugene Smith, Jr.,

to be a member of the Advisory Board of

the National Air and Space Museum, Smith-
sonian Institution. He would succeed Rich-

ard H. Jones.

Since 1978 Mr. Smith has been a partner

with Lawrence, O'Donnell & Co., a stock

brokerage firm in New York, NY. From
1967 to 1978, he was a partner with Lasker,

Stone and Stern and from 1950 to 1967, a

partner with LaMorte Maloney & Co., also

stock brokerage firms. Mr. Smith served in

the United States Navy, 1946-1949 and
1951-1952.

Mr. Smith graduated from the United
States Naval Academy (B.S., 1946). He was
born December 20, 1924, in New York, NY.
He is married, the father of seven children,

and resides in New York, NY.

Message to the Senate Transmitting Protocols to the Oil Pollution

Damage Conventions

November 5, 1985

To the Senate of the United States:

I transmit herewith, for the advice and
consent of the Senate to ratification, the

Protocol of 1984 to Amend the Internation-

al Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pol-

lution Damage, 1969 (Civil Liability Con-
vention) and the Protocol of 1984 to Amend
the International Convention on the Estab-
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lishment of an International Fund for Com-
pensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971

(Fund Convention). The Department of

State has prepared a Technical Report on
the Protocols, which is attached for the in-

formation of the Senate.

The 1984 Protocols to the Civil Liability

and Fund Conventions are intended to

revise and update the international system

of liability and compensation for damage
caused by vessel source oil pollution. In

light of worldwide experience with costly

oil spills since the conventions were first

negotiated, they both required substantial

amendment to raise their liability and com-
pensation limits. The maximum liability and
compensation limits contained in the new
Protocols are approximately four times

higher than in the original conventions and
are now deemed sufficient to compensate
all legitimate claimants with regard to any

oil spill likely to occur in waters off the

coasts of the United States. These new
limits would provide substantially greater

levels of compensation for United States

citizens who sustain oil pollution damage
than is currently available under existing

domestic statutes or voluntary industry

mechanisms.
A United States understanding of the

term "pollution damage'* and declarations

by which the United States would exercise

the option under the Protocols to delay the

effective date of our instruments of ratifica-

tion, are included in the Technical Report
of the Department of State for consider-

ation of the Senate. If approved, these dec-

larations and understanding would be ap-

pended to the United States instruments of

ratification.

Expeditious ratification of the 1984 Proto-

cols would demonstrate not only our inter-

est in assuring compensation for United
States citizens who sustain oil pollution

damage, but also our commitment to

higher, uniform international standards for

mitigating such damage which can be gen-

erally accepted worldwide.
I recommend that the Senate give early

and favorable consideration to the 1984
Protocols to the Civil Liability and Fund
Conventions and give its advice and con-

sent to ratification.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
November 5, 1985.

Proclamation 5404-

November 5, 1985

-National Drug Abuse Education Week, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Only a decade ago, many people believed

that drug abuse was an insurmountable

problem. Throughout America, parents,

educators, law enforcement officials, and
other community leaders are proving that

the fight against drugs can be won. Law
enforcement and international cooperation

are reducing the availability and supply of

illegal drugs. Research and experience have
given us new insight into the causes and
treatment of drug and alcohol abuse. Most
important, Americans have changed their

attitudes toward both drugs and drug users.

Negative attitudes have been replaced with

understanding, and drug abuse is seen for

what it really is: destructive of life's poten-

tial and a tragic waste of health and oppor-

tunity.

We have developed a sense of responsi-

bility, collectively and individually. Today,

we hold the key to creating a drug-free

society: prevention of drug abuse through

awareness and education.

Many people have contributed to this im-

proved situation. During the past four

years, all segments of American society

have worked together to stop drug abuse

among our young and have brought about

new laws and public policies. Young people

everywhere are moving away from drug-

taking behavior and embracing positive
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goals such as excellence in education, physi-

cal fitness, and personal integrity.

Parents have banded together, and young
people are receiving strong support for be-

havior that is anti-drug, pro-achievement,

and that recognizes individual responsibil-

ity. These efforts are creating an environ-

ment that nurtures our Nation's greatest

asset—our children.

But while much has been done, we
cannot let up on our efforts against illicit

drugs and those who would profit from the

havoc they wreak.

We must continue to work together to

address drug and alcohol problems in our

homes and families. We must carry these

concerns into our schools, churches, work-

places, and community life. By heightening

awareness, we can gather the moral
strength to do what is right and channel it

into effective measures against this menace.
To encourage widespread participation in

efforts directed at preventing drug abuse,

the Congress, by House Joint Resolution

126, has designated the week of November
3 through November 9, 1985, as "National

Drug Abuse Education Week" and author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation in observance of this occasion.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of November 3

through November 9, 1985, as National

Drug Abuse Education Week. I call upon all

Americans to join me in observing this

week with personal dedication and a public

commitment to protect the future of our
Nation by eliminating drug abuse.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifth day of November, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:36 a.m., November 6, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on November
6.

Remarks at a White House Meeting With 1984 Reagan-Bush
Campaign Supporters

November 6, 1985

Good morning, and welcome. It's a pleas-

ure to look out on this audience and see so

many old and loyal friends. I seem to recall

that we shared a great moment on this date

1 year ago. And I can't think of anyone I'd

rather be celebrating this anniversary with

than each one of you.

We worked hard during the campaign of

1984, you and I. There were funds to be
raised, voters to be registered, rallies to be
planned, and speeches to be given. By the

way, I can't help but recalling that at about

my 10th or 20th speech that I was remind-

ed of something an old boss of mine once

said, that was Harry Warner of Warner
Brothers, when I was under contract there.

And back during the twenties when sound
pictures were just coming in, when the

"talkies" were coming in, Harry Warner de-

manded to know who the heck wants to

hear actors talk? [Laughter]

While I was taking our message around
the country, you were taking it to the most
important level of all—the grassroots. And
that message, that historic message, went
like this: Four years before, when our party

had first won the White House and the

Senate, we'd inherited the disastrous results

of two vast and prolonged experiments.

The first experiment, a domestic endeav-

or, had begun during the thirties and had
been renewed on a massive scale during

the sixties. And based upon the premise
that the answer to virtually every problem
was government intervention, this experi-

ment involved an ever-growing tax burden,

an endless proliferation of government reg-

ulations, and a Federal budget that took in
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more and more of our gross national prod-

uct. By the late seventies, the results of this

domestic experiment had become clear. In-

flation was spiraling up at double-digit num-
bers, interest rates were sky-high, and the

basis for sustained growth in our economy
and standard of living had been under-

mined.
The second experiment had involved for-

eign affairs. We'd allowed our military capa-

bilities to erode. Indeed, with regard to the

Navy alone, by 1980 our fleet had fallen

from nearly a thousand battle-ready ships to

fewer than 500. And then we had waited

for the Soviets to demonstrate their good
faith by doing the same. We're trusting

souls. [Laughter] The Soviets, however, had
embarked upon the biggest arms buildup in

the history of the world. And while Ameri-
can liberals had treated the realm of foreign

affairs like a dream world, the grim realities

had been felt in places like Afghanistan and
Poland.

But our administration, we told the

people, had brought those experiments to

an end. In foreign affairs, we'd begun the

rebuilding of our military. We had boldly

restated the fundamental, moral difference

between democracy and communism. And
in 1983 we had begun the Strategic De-
fense Initiative, an initiative aimed at

knocking down weapons, not people. Here
at home, we'd weeded out needless regula-

tions, supported a sound monetary policy,

and enacted an across-the-board cut in per-

sonal income tax rates of 25 percent. By
mid-1984 our economy had been expanding
for 19 months, our gross national product
was soaring, productivity was up, interest

rates were down, and inflation was headed
toward the lowest level in over a decade.

We took this message to the people, and
we asked them to make a fundamental de-

cision: Forward or back? Our opponent, you
may remember—I said may remember

—

[laughter]—actually promised the American
people that he would raise their taxes. He
told the people that we wanted to reform

the system to make tax rates even lower

—

we told you that, not he. Well, spreading

that message was exciting, but exhausting.

And on this date 1 year ago, we'd given it

everything we had, all of us in this room.

There was nothing to do but wait. And by

the wee hours of the next morning, we'd
heard the final news. My friends, I'm sure

you'll agree, 49 out of 50 ain't bad. The
American people had answered loud and
clear: Forward, full throttle, to more limited

government, stronger defenses, and still

greater economic growth.

With your help, we've worked hard to

put that mandate into effect in this second
term. In foreign affairs, we're determined
and strong. Indeed it's precisely because of

our continued strength that the Soviets may
well prove ready to engage in a genuine
give-and-take at the upcoming meeting in

Geneva. And permit me to add that—as we
made clear just last month—the United
States of America isn't about to be pushed
around by the nickel-and-dime cowards
who commit acts of terror.

In domestic policy, we continue to face

two great challenges, two challenges on
which our administration will continue to

need your help. The first is deficit spend-

ing. This autumn the Congress has faced

the unhappy task of raising the debt ceiling

to over $2 trillion. With only a few days left

before that deadline. Congress must realize

that by failing to act they're entering very

dangerous territory. Already they have
forced us to redeem prematurely the Social

Security and other trust funds in order to

make payments to recipients. Never before

in our history has the Federal Government
failed to honor its financial obligations. To
fail to do so now would be an outrage, and
the Congress must understand this and bear

full responsibility. And the final date is the

15th of this month.

But there's hope. By an overwhelming
vote the Senate has initiated the Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings amendment, a bipartisan

measure that would lock the Federal Gov-
ernment onto a path to eliminate the

budget deficit in 1990. And to protect that

achievement, I will ask the Congress to

enact a balanced budget amendment to the

Constitution to take effect in that break-

even year. The reason that I so strongly

support the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings pro-

posal is that it attacks budget deficits the

right way—not by raising taxes, but by re-

straining spending. It will enable us to en-

force spending restraint while at the same
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time we honor our commitments on Social

Security and defense.

Just last week the House produced a ver-

sion which, unfortunately, missed the op-

portunity. But I believe it's essential that

the House and Senate agree on a version of

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings that provides for

an assured path to a balanced budget with-

out tax increases and without attacking our

defenses. We agreed with the Congress in

the budget resolution to the 0-3-3 arrange-

ment on defense spending, and we expect

them to live up to it; 0-3-3 means that in

1986 defense spending will be zero as to

real increase over 1985. It will, however, be
allowed the difference in inflation. And 3-3,

those 2 years, there will be allowed a real

increase in defense spending of 3 percent

each year.

Now, this brings me to the other great

challenge—tax reform. Yes, tax reform has

its ups and downs—so do all proposals of

consequence. But to paraphrase Mark
Twain, reports of its death are greatly exag-

gerated. You see, the American people, I

believe, want tax reform; many Members of

the Congress want tax reform; and it so

happens that this administration, over-

whelmingly sent back to office 1 year ago
today, wants tax reform, too. Tax reform is

very much alive on the Hill, and I'm con-

vinced we can get it and get it this year.

But once again, we'll need to turn up the

heat. Can I count on your help to do that?

[Applause] All right. We need the kind of

tax reform that we originally proposed and
not with some of the waterings down that

are taking place as they discuss it up there.

My friends, these are historic times for

the Republican Party and the ideals that

unite us. On every front, from foreign

policy to education to economic growth, it

is the Republican Party that is moving for-

ward with intelligence and vigor. Our num-
bers are growing; indeed, for the first time
in 27 years, back in my home State, as

many Californians consider themselves now
Republicans as consider themselves Demo-
crats. I remember 8 years when I wished
that had happened then. [Laughter] And in

the country at large, the polls show that we
hold a commanding lead among Americans
between the ages of 18 and 24. We hold a

lead, in other words, on the years ahead.

Not too long ago, sitting where you're

sitting were 150 officeholders, elected offi-

cials from all over the country, who had all,

since their election, switched from being
Democrats to being Republicans. It was
quite an inspiring gathering. So it is that we
stand poised to become the party of the

future and party of ideas, the party of a

new and durable governing coalition. All

this—all that we've accomplished, all of our

noble hopes for the future—has been built

by your intelligence, dedication, and will-

ingness to give and to work. Each of you is

a participant in history, and from my heart,

I thank you. I know George [Bush] has al-

ready told you how much he appreciates it.

God bless you all, and now some of us are

going to go back to work.

Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 10:46 a.m. in

the East Room at the White House.

Appointment of Barber B. Conable, Jr., as a Member of the

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management
November 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Barber B. Conable, Jr., to be
a member of the President's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense Management. This

is a new position.

Mr. Conable was a U.S. Congressman
from the 30th District of New York from

1965 to 1984. At the time of his retirement

he was ranking Republican on the House
Ways and Means Committee. He is now a

professor at the University of Rochester in

New York.

Mr. Conable graduated from Cornell Uni-

versity (A.B., 1942; LL.B., 1948). He is mar-
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ried, has four children, and resides in Alex- in Warsaw, NY.
ander, NY. He was born November 2, 1922,

Appointment of Five Members of the National Advisory Committee
on Oceans and Atmosphere
November 6, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Oceans and Atmosphere for

terms expiring July 1, 1988.

Gordon Snow, of California, is a reappointment.

He is assistant secretary for resources, Cali-

fornia Resources Agency, in Sacramento. He
graduated from Chico State College (A.B.,

1951; M.A., 1952) and Oregon State College

(Ph.D., 1956). He is married, has one child, and
resides in El Macero, CA. He was born Febru-

ary 11, 1925, in Rush Springs, OK.

Richard T. Leier, of Minnesota, is a reappoint-

ment. He is a mineral processing engineer at

the Reserve Mining Co. in Silver Bay, MN. He
graduated from the University of Minnesota
(B.S., 1974). He is married, has two children,

and resides in Silver Bay, MN. He was born

July 1, 1951, in St. Paul, MN.

Stanley W. Legro, of California, will succeed John

N. Moore. He is the principal officer in the

firm of Potomac Capitol in Washington, DC.
He graduated from the United States Naval
Academy (B.S., 1959) and Harvard University

(J.D., 1966). He is married, has two children,

and resides in Washington, DC. He was bom
July 3, 1936, in Muskogee, OK.

John J. Real, of California, will succeed Donald
Walsh. He is a former president and chief exec-

utive officer of Star Kist Foods, Inc. He grad-

uated from Loyola University (A.B., 1939; J.D.,

1943). He is married, has three children, and
resides in San Pedro, CA. He was bom July 4,

1917, in Wilmington, CA.

Alan D. Hutchison, of Nevada, will succeed Wil-

liam Brewster. He is president of Marlborough
Investments, Ltd., in Reno, NV. He graduated

from Ohio State University (B.S., 1956) and
George Washington University (J.D., 1960). He
is married, has three children, and resides in

Reno, NV. He was born January 23, 1931, in

New York City.

Statement on the Death of Spencer W. Kimball

November 6, 1985

Spencer W. Kimball spent a long and full

life devoted to his church and the service of

his fellow man. As a young man, he com-
bined dedication to work with an active

role in charitable and community work, ex-

emplifying the Mormon ethic of rugged
free enterprise and mutual aid. Following

in the footsteps of his grandfather, a con-

temporary of Joseph Smith, Spencer Kim-
ball went on to 30 years of service in his

church's governing Council of Twelve Apos-

tles, before becoming president in 1973.

Nancy and I note with sorrow the passing

of one of the important figures of our gen-

eration. Our deepest sympathy goes out to

his wife and family.
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Interview With Representatives of the Wire Services

November 6, 1985

U.S.'Soviet Summit Meeting

Q. Secretary [of State] Shultz did give

rather a bleak news conference in Moscow
and seemed to have struck out, coming
back empty-handed. That may or may not

be true; maybe you're getting private infor-

mation otherwise. But is it so, and do you

think that the Soviets are being very hard-

line? And what are your maximum and

minimum goals for this summit? What do

you really think you can get out of it?

The President Oh, Helen [Helen Thomas,

United Press International], I haven't tried

to pin it down to success or failure or terms

of that kind. We're going there to try and
basically eliminate if we can or certainly

reduce the distrust between our two coun-

tries. We have to live in the world together.

And it is that distrust that causes the prob-

lems and causes the situation with regard to

arms negotiations. As I cited to our Russian

friends when they were in here the other

day that statement—it isn't mine, I wish it

were—^but a statement that I read in the

press the other day that summed it up so

succinctly; and that is that nations do not

distrust each other because they're armed,

they are armed because they distrust each

other.

Q. Well, do you think you can get any-

where near a semblance of an arms agree-

ment? Will you negotiate Star Wars at all?

Any aspects?

The President Well, I will be presenting

the same thing that I told those others. My
concept of the strategic defense system has

been one that, if and when we finally

achieve what our goal is, that is a weapon
that is effective against incoming missiles

—

not a weapon, a system that's effective

against incoming weapons—missiles—then

rather than add to the distrust in the world

and appear to be seeking the potential for a

first strike by rushing to implement, my
concept has always been that we sit down
with the other nuclear powers, with our

allies and our adversaries and see if we
cannot use that defensive system for the

elimination of nuclear weapons.

And that, certainly, I will discuss there

and try to impress upon them how firmly

we believe in this. I don't think the negotia-

tion of facts and figures about which
weapon and how many and numbers and so

forth in weaponry should take place at the

summit. I think that belongs where we
have already put it and that is with the

arms control negotiators that are already in

Geneva. That's their kind of figuring that

should go on. We shouldn't be doing that

with all of the things we have to discuss at

the summit meeting. At that meeting there

are a number of things—some of them I

hinted at in the speech in the U.N.—region-

al situation. In other words, try to, as I say,

eliminate the distrust that exists between
us.

Q. Well, that's the maximum goal, then?

The President Yes, because the other

things would automatically follow.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Mr. President, if I could pursue the

SDI a little bit more. Considering what you

told the Soviet journalists when they were
here last week, there seems to be some dis-

crepancy between your comments to them
and your comments today about what the

conditions for deployment would be. Could

you explain it to us now?
The President Yes, because I have al-

ready explained that to our allies at the

United Nations, and this was the first mis-

understanding that I have seen about it. I

went through the transcript of that inter-

view, and I mentioned it three or four

times through there, in the transcript. And
I think it was someone just jumped to a

false conclusion when they suggested that I

was giving a veto to the Soviets over this;

that, in other words, if that thing that I've

just described to you, that meeting, took

place and we couldn't get satisfaction, that I

would say, "Well, then, we can't deploy this

defensive system." I couldn't find any place

where that was anything but an erroneous

interpretation of what I'd been saying.

Obviously, if this took place, we had the
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weapon—I keep using that term; it's a de-

fensive system—we had a defensive system

and we could not get agreement on their

part to eliminate the nuclear weapons, we
would have done our best and, no, we
would go ahead with deployment. But even
though, as I say, that would then open us

up to the charge of achieving the capacity

for a first strike. We don't want that. We
want to eliminate things of that kind. And
that's why, frankly, I think that any nation

offered this under those circumstances that

I've described would see the value of going

forward. Remember that the Soviet Union
has already stated its wish that nuclear

weapons could be done away with.

Q. You say today that you would go
ahead with deployment if you had the

system and there weren't international

agreement on mutual deployment. The
other day you said that that deployment
would be only on condition of what you call

disarmament. This misunderstanding, it

seems to me, on whoever's part has caused

a lot of confusion. Does that disrupt your
negotiations with Gorbachev, and what can
he expect when you have said this to his

journalists and now you are telling us some-
thing different?

The President. No, I'm not telling some-
thing different. I'm saying that reading that

transcript of what I told to the journalists

—

someone has jumped to an erroneous con-

clusion. I don't find anything in there

—

maybe it's because I've talked about this

with so many individuals, as I've said, at the

U.N. and all—that maybe having more of an
understanding of it, I see it more clearly

than some others might. But I have not

—

and I have had others now that look at this

transcript and they don't get that interpre-

tation, that I'm giving anyone a veto over

this defensive system.

Q. May I ask you, Mr. President, it seems
that in the recent weeks you have been
more flexible in the way you have talked

about the SDL You have not said that it

could not be a bargaining chip, as you used

to say it very often before. Are you more
flexible? Do you want your message to be
seen as more flexible? Is there room for

compromise?
The President Well, this is the point

where flexibility, I think, is not involved.

The demands that have been made on us

already with regard to arms control are that

we stop the research and any efl^ort to

create such a defensive system. And I have
said that there's no way that we will give

that up, that this means too much to the

world and to the cause of peace if it should

be possible to have an effective defensive

system. In discussions here in the oflice,

I've likened it many times to the gas

mask—1925, when all the nations of the

world after World War I and the horror of

poison gas in that war. When it was over, all

the nations got together in Geneva and
ruled out the use of poison gas, but we all

had gas masks, and no one did away with
their gas masks. Well, this, in a sense, is how
I see what this could be. The defense that

would—it would be so practical and sensible

for any country, including the Soviet Union,

to say, why go on building and maintaining

and modernizing these horrible weapons of

destruction if there is something that can
be implemented that makes them useless?

U.S.-Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, Secretary [of State]

Shultz held a press conference in Iceland

today on his way back to report to you and
with him was a senior official—not identi-

fied, but we can guess who it is—who held

a background briefing for reporters. And he
said that the impression that the American
delegation got during this weekend's talks

in Moscow was that Mr. Gorbachev was
concerned that U.S. policy was influenced

by a small circle of anti-Soviet extremists.

Now, if Mr. Gorbachev said that to you per-

sonally, how would you respond, Mr. Presi-

dent?

The President. I would respond with the

truth as clearly as I could enunciate it. This

is one of the things that I feel with regard

to the distrust, that the Soviet Union tends

to be distrustful and suspicious that things

that are presented to them are perhaps

concealing some ulterior motive. And I

want to discuss with him the record—our

own record, that if this were true, that if

the United States was guided by some
desire to one day assault the Soviet Union,

why didn't we do it when we were the

most powerful military nation on Earth
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right after World War II. Our military was
at its height. We had not had the great

losses in the millions that the other nations

had had that had been there longer. Our
industry was intact. We hadn't been
bombed to rubble as all the rest had, and
we were the only ones with the ultimate

weapon, the nuclear weapon. We could

have dictated to the whole world, and we
didn't. We set out to help the whole world.

And the proof of it is, today, that our

erstwhile enemies—and there could never
have been more hatred in the world than

there was between the enemies of World
War II and ourselves—they are today our

staunchest allies. And yet here is a former

ally—there are Americans buried in the soil

of the Soviet Union that fought side by side

against the same enemies. And so, I think

we can prove by the record that any fair-

minded person would have to see that we
did not have expansionism in mind. We
never took an inch of territory as a result of

the victory of World War II or of World
War I, for that matter. And on the other

hand, to point out to him why we are con-

cerned about them—that their expansionist

policy is very evident. The gunfire hasn't

stopped for a moment in Afghanistan. We
could name all the other spots where they

or their surrogate troops are in there. So,

this is my hope, that I can convince him, if

he's a reasonable man—and there's every
indication that he is—would see that if we
both want peace, there'll be peace.

Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev

Q. Mr. President, your remark that you
think Mr. Gorbachev is a reasonable man
brings me to another question. I assume
that you have been doing a lot of reading

about Mr. Gorbachev, the man, and Gorba-

chev, the leader of the Soviet Union, and
that perhaps you've even seen some video-

tapes of him in action. What sort of an op-

ponent do you expect to face across the

table at Geneva?
The President. Ralph [Ralph Harris, Reut-

ters], I would think that any Soviet leader

who reaches the office that he holds would
be a formidable opponent. If he does not

subscribe to the party philosophy, he
wouldn't be in that position.

Soviet Defectors

Q. Mr. President, this [Vitaly] Yurchenko
case is very puzzling, baffling to everyone.

The President. Yes.

Q. Is it baffling to you?
The President. Yes.

Q. And also—yes? Have you ordered an
investigation of the CIA handling? And
have you gone even further to order an
investigation of handling by any agency of

defectors per se?

The President. Well, right now the Justice

Department is investigating the INF and
their

Q. Right.

The President. or INS, I mean, and
their handling of the [Miroslav] Medvid in-

cident down in New Orleans to see just

what led to all of that. I have to say that

—

coming as they do together—these three

particular incidents, you can't rule out the

possibility that this might have been a de-

liberate ploy or maneuver. Here you have
three separate individuals in three different

parts of the world who defected and then
recanted and, of their own free will, said

they wanted to return to the Soviet Union.

And in every one of the three incidents, we
insisted on and did secure the last word, the

final meeting with each one of them, to

make sure that they understood completely

that they were welcome here, that we
would provide safety and sanctuary for

them here in the United States. And in

every incident that was repudiated, and we
had to say that, of their own free will, as far

as we could see

Q. So
The President. and for whatever

reason, they wanted to go back.

Q. So, were we had by Yurchenko? Was
he not a true defector? And is this a sort of

a disinformation plan to disrupt

The President. Well, Helen, as I say,

there's no way that you can prove that that

isn't so. On the other hand, there's no way
you can prove that it is. So, you just have to

accept that we did our best in view of their

expressed desires, and then they did what
other defectors before them have not done,

and they—oh, I think here and there,

there's been one or two that went back. So,

you can't rule out personal desire, home-
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sickness, whatever it might be. Fm sure

that, as has been suggested by someone dis-

cussing this, that people who go through

that must be under quite some strain, and it

must be a traumatic experience to step

forth from the land of your birth and de-

nounce it and say you want to live some-
place else, in another country. But there's

no way to establish this. Either they honest-

ly did feel they wanted to defect and then

changed their minds, or the possibility is

there that this could have been a deliberate

ploy.

Q. It sounds like you're leaning toward
the latter, that there has been something
very systematic

The President. No, maybe I spent more
time explaining why I didn't think you
could rule that out but

Q. But you said at the outset that there

seemed to be a deliberate

The President. No, no. I said there is this

suspicion that has been voiced by more
people than me

Q. But you don't agree with the

The President. and all I have to say is

we just have to live with it because there's

no way we can prove or disprove it.

Q. Do you think that that makes the in-

formation that he did give the CIA worth-

less or perhaps even, you know, that it was
misinformation?
The President. Well, actually, the informa-

tion that he provided was not anything new
or sensational. It was pretty much informa-

tion already known to the CIA.

Q. Oh, really? So, that would tend to sup-

port your thought that perhaps this whole
thing was cooked.

The President. [Laughing] If you want to

take it that way. I'm not going to comment
on that one way or the other.

Q. Would you say you're perplexed by it?

The President. Yes. I think anyone is per-

plexed by this. I think it's awfully easy for

any American to be perplexed by anyone
that could live in the United States and
would prefer to live in Russia.

Q. Mr. President, if I may
Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

You'd better tell them one more time that

there's no way to tell either way. You said it

about four times, but the questions keep
coming back.

The President. [Laughing] Yes.

Q. We got it. [Laughter]

U.S. -Soviet Summit Meeting

Q. If I may come back to the

Mr. Speakes. I want to read the lead

before you go

Q. to the summit preparation. What
do you expect from the summit on the

human rights issue? You have been very

cautious on the human rights issue in the

Soviet Union. Is it because you sense that

there might be something positive coming
out and you don't want to

The President. I have always felt that

there are some subjects that should remain
in confidence between the leaders discuss-

ing them. In this world of public life and
politics, if you try to negotiate on the front

page—some items—you have almost put
the other fellow in a corner where he can't

give in because he would appear in the

eyes of his own people as if he's taking

orders from an outside government. And
the greatest success that, I think, has been
had in this particular area has been with

predecessors of mine who have discussed

these subjects privately and quietly

with

Human Rights

Q. Are you encouraged by Yelena Bonner
being allowed to have medical treatment in

the West, or do you think it's just something
to defuse the issue before the summit?
The President. I don't know, but I wel-

come it. It's long overdue, and we're

pleased to see it happen. But let me point

out also this does not mean that human
rights will not be a subject for discussion.

They will be very much so. They're very

important to the people of our country and,

in their view, of a relationship with the

Soviet Union. But I don't think that it is

profitable to put things of this kind out in

public where any change in policy would
be viewed as a succumbing to another

power.

Espionage

Q. Mr. President, talking of spies, some
months ago—I forget the date—in one of

your Saturday radio speeches, you said

there were too many Soviet and East Euro-
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pean diplomats in this country and too

many spies among them.
The President. Yes.

Q. And you said, in effect or perhaps pre-

cisely, that you were going to cut these

numbers down. Could you brief us on what
has happened since then, sir?

The President. Well, we're having discus-

sions about that and reducing numbers. We
recognize that when we do anything of this

kind there's going to be retaliation, but
what we're trying to do is to simply arrive

at agreements that will be mutual and with
regard to reductions of staff and numbers in

each other's countries.

Q. So, when you say you're having discus-

sions, you mean with the Soviet Union and
East European countries

The President. Yes, this has

Q. or within this administration?

The President. this has been done at a

ministerial level.

Q. Oh, I see.

Mr. Speakes. If you could go quickly, we
can get one more round, but you've got to

do it quickly.

The President. All right.

Secretary of Defense Weinberger / Libyan
Chief of State Qadhafi

Q. Is Weinberger trying to sabotage the
summit? And are you trying to overthrow
Qadhafi? [Laughter]
The President. [Laughing] Oh, let me
Q. One at a time. [Laughter]
The President. Let me simply say no. Sec-

retary Weinberger isn't trying to sabotage
anything of the kind. He's been most help-

ful in all of the meetings that we have had
on this. And all of the talk that we unhappi-
ly read about feuds and so forth; again, this

is a distortion or misinterpretation of my
desire for what I've always called Cabinet-

type government, where I want all views to

be frankly expressed, because I can then
make the decision better if I have all those

viewpoints. And the fact that we have
debate and discussion in that regard, in that

way, should not be construed as feuds and
battles and so forth. I want all sides.

Q. You want it—it's okay in the public?

It's okay in public and on the front page?
The President Well, not the way it's been

portrayed on the front page. It's been por-

trayed

Q. You've been quoted.

The President. Well, but it'd been por-

trayed not in the spirit in which I just spoke
of it. It's been portrayed as animus and
anger and so forth, and it isn't that kind. It's

the devil-advocate type of thing where I

hear all sides.

Now, with regard to Qadhafi, let's just say

we don't have a very personal relationship.

Q. What? Were you going to try to over-

throw him indirectly?

The President. No, no comment on
Q. No comment on are you trying to

overthrow him?
The President. No. I never like to talk

about anything that might be being done in

the name of intelligence.

The President's Health

Q. Mr. President, your health is vital to

the long-range success of any progress that

you make at the summit. Why won't you
permit the release of the test results from
your periodic examinations to reassure the

public that there is no recurrence of the

cancer?

The President. Well, for heaven's sakes.

First of all, that term "the recurrence of

cancer"—you've given me an opportunity

to give an answer I've wanted to give for

some time. I'm deeply appreciative of the

concern of people and all the letters of con-

dolence and good wishes and so forth that

I've received. But I feel the people have
been doing this under a little misapprehen-
sion. The whole thing has been portrayed as

that I was a sufferer of cancer, I had cancer.

And then an operation took place, and now
I have had a good recovery. No, the truth

of the matter was, I had a polyp. There are

two kinds of polyps in the intestines, and
one kind, if allowed to go on, eventually

becomes cancerous and then would spread.

I had a polyp removed. It is true that it,

within itself, had begun to develop a few
cancer cells, but it was still a self-contained

polyp. The only way that type of polyp can
be removed is by major surgery. So, in re-

ality, the only real illness that I suffered in

any way and at any time was the incision.

And my healing was not a healing of

cancer; mine was a healing of a 10- or 12-
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inch incision. So, Fm delighted to get this

out and on the table before you.

Yes, they gave me a complete schedule,

and they said we will want to do this down
the line periodically, and then, it gets far-

ther and farther apart as time goes on. It

would mainly be an examination, periodi-

cally, to see if any further polyps of that

kind—if one could start, then, I suppose an-

other could start. And then, if so, you'd

want to get rid of them. The examinations

that I have had are also spaced out, like this

last time, are part of the kind of annual

physical that I've had for many years and
long before I came here. Where, once I

used to go into the hospital for a few days

and have all the whole physical done, well,

now we do it in bits and parts. So, this last

one, mainly I went in and they simply ex-

amined the incision—wanted to see how
the healing was coming—and then I had
some x-rays of the lungs, which had nothing

to do with the operation, but that are a

normal part of the general physical that I

have. Now, there will be another trip there

coming up in the near future and that will

be the first trip for a look at the intestines

for the possibility of polyps.

And so, when the doctors come out and
when the doctors—they say the same thing

to me that has been said to you—maybe I'll

have them say it to you instead of me re-

peating it—when they stand there in front

of me and say, "You've had 100-percent re-

covery. Everything is just fine. You're as

healthy as you could possibly be." I go out

and tell you that and you think I'm cover-

ing something up.

Q. I just would suggest that, while I'm

not suggesting we don't believe you, it

would be reassuring to a lot of people to see

the test results and know what's being done
and how it's being done and
The President. Well, the test result, in the

cases of this kind, is simply to tell you what
happened. For example, if they do the ex-

amination to see—to check if there's an-

other polyp—well, the only test is they say

to you

—

[laughter]—there wasn't one or

there is one; whichever way it comes out.

So, it's a case of verbalizing. There isn't any
report to be given you that—oh, incidental-

ly, I also had the blood check taken this

time also with the x-rays. But that was done

here a few days before, not at Bethesda.

They take a little blood, see what it is. And
that would be done, this would have been
done, now, even without any physical ex-

amination. They always do this prior to a

trip abroad, make sure that they know
what's there, and in the event of an acci-

dent or anything, they know what could be
needed.

Angola

Q. Mr. President, we were talking about

Qadhafi, but do you think the U.S. should

give some aid to the rebels in Angola, as it

is doing in Nicaragua or in Afghanistan?

The President. We were embarked on a

plan of trying to negotiate the Cubans out

of Angola and the independence of Na-
mibia, and this also involved that in that

there would be a reconciliation between
UNITA, the Savimbi forces and the present

government, which, more or less, was in-

stalled by the presence of the Cuban troops.

Now, with the elimination of the Clark

amendment, we are still most supportive of

that, that we believe a settlement in Angola
should involve UNITA, and the people of

that country have a choice in making a de-

cision as to the government they wanted to

have. And so, all of this is going forward.

Q. So, you don't envision your covert aid

to rebels in Angola because of the Clark

amendment, as you mentioned, having

been
The President. No, I think there are some

areas where we could be of help to them.

Q. I have no further questions, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President. All right.

Administration Goals

Q. Well, how do you feel on the anniver-

sary of your reelection?

The President. Well, I feel just fine. I wish

the Congress would have a sharp memory
of it as they're discussing tax reform and
some other things.

Q. Do you have any particular goals for

the next 3 years?

The President Oh, yes, and you know
most of them: tax reform, a program that

will set us, even longer than 3 years, on a

course for the elimination of the deficit;
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then, the achievement of a balanced budget
amendment, so that once and for all we'll

be free of this. And IVe had one tucked
away in the back of my mind for a long

time, that once we can do that, then, I

would like to see us start on the reduction

of the national debt.

Q. Well, then, would you veto the House
version of the Gramm-Rudman as it stands

now?
The President. Now, you know, Helen, I

never comment on whether I will or will

not veto until it

Q. Except for tax increases.

The President. Well, that's a general

thing; this is talking about a particular piece

of legislation. Fm going to wait and see

what it is.

Q. Thank you.

Note: The interview began at 11:35 a.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. Also
participating in the interview were Mike
Putzel of the Associated Press and Pierre

Rousselin of Agence France Presse. The
transcript of the interview was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on Novem-
ber 7.

Remarks at the Presentation Ceremony for the Presidential Medal
of Freedom
November 7, 1985

The President. Welcome. The Medal of

Freedom is our nation's highest honor for

those outside the Armed Forces whoVe
rendered outstanding service to their coun-

try. It acknowledges discipline, courage,

high standards, and moral character. The
three Americans we honor today have con-

tributed among them more than a century

of public service. They have been personal-

ly involved in answering the great questions

of their day, questions of war or peace in a

nuclear age. And today we underscore their

impressive contributions with a token of ap-

preciation from their fellow countrymen.

Paul Nitze brought unmatched experi-

ence and expertise to his current responsi-

bilities. He has served so long and so faith-

fully in the highest councils of state that his

presence has been almost taken for granted.

Today we acknowledge for all the world
that Paul is indeed an exceptional individ-

ual, a great man and a great public servant.

And Paul Nitze played a key role in the

design and implementation of the Marshall

plan. He was a principal architect of our

security strategy after World War II, help-

ing us understand what it would take in

resources and commitment to meet the

new challenges emerging in the postwar

world. Paul, we may need to call on you to

give our current foreign assistance program

the same boost that you gave to Harry Tru-

man's.

Paul Nitze has held numerous positions of

high responsibility—Secretary of the Navy,
Assistant Secretary of Defense, and Deputy
Secretary of Defense. For the past 15 years

he's played a special role in the Nation's

search for ground arms policy. He worked
in government to ensure our approach was
right. When he saw things headed in the

wrong direction, he worked outside the

Government to alert his fellow citizens.

Paul is now playing an indispensable role in

our efforts to forge a bold and creative arms
control policy. Peace and equilibrium are

terms we associate with international af-

fairs, and yet they also describe Paul Nitze,

the man who seeks them. He is consistently

shrewd, but never cynical; impressively eru-

dite, yet never pedantic; immensely digni-

fied, yet never stuffy; always hopeful, and
yet ever realistic. We're happy, then, to

honor him for what he has done and, even
more, for what he is.

Now, we also honor Roberta and Albert

Wohlstetter, two of the finest strategic ana-

lysts and security specialists our country has

known. In saying this, however, we only

begin to describe their work in helping citi-

zens and statesmen to understand funda-

mental relationships in this nuclear age be-
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tween technology, politics, history, and psy-

chology. It's been the good fortune of our

country to have these two brilliant people

help us make sense of the unprecedented
security problems we've faced in our

modern age.

Roberta Wohlstetter, a generation ahead
of her time, asserted her influence in areas

dominated by and, in some cases, reserved

for men. She rose above all obstacles and
has had a profound influence. Her inquiries

went to the heart of the system of our socie-

ty, focusing on essential questions. Her anal-

ysis of the problems of terrorism, intelli-

gence, and warning and, with Albert, the

problem of nuclear deterrence broke new
ground and opened new alternatives for

policymakers. I daresay that she has blankly

enjoyed posing the same penetrating ques-

tions to her husband that she has to the

intellectual and political leaders of the

country. And that is certainly one explana-

tion for the clarity and persuasiveness of his

own voluminous words on strategy, politics,

and world affairs.

Albert Wohlstetter is a brilliant man with

enormous strength of character. His intel-

lectual integrity is renowned, and his ana-

lytical standards have been increasingly and
unceasingly rigorous. He's been a steady

hand in an uncertain time. His understand-

ing on many levels has been indispensable

to the well-being of the free world. In these

last 30 years, Albert has been influential in

helping to design and deploy our strategic

forces—an awesome task. He's sought ways
to make our forces safer from attack, less

destructive, and thereby less dangerous to

us all. Many of the basic concepts and re-

quirements for deterrence in the nuclear

age—analysis on which we've operated

—

can be traced to this outstanding individual.

And his work on the problem of nuclear

proliferation gave us the insight we needed
to better curb the irresponsible flow of sen-

sitive material and technology.

Albert has always argued that in the nu-

clear age technological advances can, if

properly understood and applied, make
things better; but his point, and Roberta's,

has been a deeper one than that. He has

shown us that we have to create choices

and, then, exercise them. The Wohlstetters

have created choices for our society where

others saw none. They've taught us that

there is an escape from fatalism.

Those we honor today continue to make
contributions. Their genius has made it pos-

sible for us to start on a new path which
can free mankind of the fear of nuclear

holocaust. These three people began their

work in far different times, four decades

ago when our national success was far from
certain. Who would have foreseen the ex-

traordinary achievements of the past gen-

eration, not the least of these a general

peace, which has remained intact for 40
years. We praise these three extraordinary

individuals who played a significant role in

the most successful of all peace movements.
They gave us strength through clarity; secu-

rity through preparedness; and progress

through intellect. They were the engineers

and architects of a system that works and
has served mankind well. They are the in-

novators who are leading mankind to the

next step forward: Peace, based on protec-

tion, rather than retaliation.

Jonathan Swift, author of "Gulliver's

Travels," once wrote, "Who'er excels in

what we prize, appears a hero in our eyes."

Well, these individuals are indeed American
heroes.

I will now read the citations, which ac-

company our expression of gratitude for all

that our honorees have done.

[At this point, the President read the cita-

tions which accompanied the medals. The
texts of the citations follow.]

Paul H. Nitze:

In a career spanning nine Presidencies, Paul

Nitze has made enormous contributions to the

freedom and security of his country. Paul Nitze

exemplifies the powers of mind, commitment,
and character needed to fulfill America's world

responsibilities. He was present at the creation of

the strategy that has kept us at peace for 40
years. His deep understanding of the issues of

war and peace, his discharge of high public as-

signments, and his advice to those in authority

have been invaluable to our national well-being.

He remains the most rigorous, demanding, and
independent of analysts and the wisest of coun-

selors.

Paul, congratulations, and thank you.

Ambassador Nitze. Thank you, Mr. Presi-

dent. Mr. President, I'm deeply honored at
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having received and you having awarded
me the Medal for Freedom. There is, I

think, the task that gives the greatest op-

portunity for development and for doing

things is service in this government. You,

today, have really a marvelous team helping

you on foreign policy and national security,

led by Secretary [of State] Shultz and Bud
McFarlane, but they're also supported by
an able team of negotiators, a most able

team of negotiators, in Geneva. And we all

thank you for your leadership.

Thank you, Mr. President.

The President Thank you.

Now, Roberta and Albert Wohlstetter

—

one citation, but two medals.

Participants in the nuclear era's most momen-
tous events, Roberta and Albert Wohlstetter have

shaped the ideas and deeds of statesmen, and
have helped create a safer world. Over four dec-

ades, they have marshaled logic, science, and his-

tory and enlarged our democracy's capacity to

learn and to act. Through their work, we have
seen that mankind's safety need not rest on
threats to the innocent, and that nuclear weapons
need not spread inexorably. Their powers of

thought and exposition are, in themselves, among
the Free World's best defenses.

I want to make sure I have these right.

Albert, to you. All right.

Mrs. Wohlstetter. Thank you, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President. And now—all right. Thank
you both, and congratulations.

Mrs. Wohlstetter. Thank you. Fm dazzled
and very deeply honored. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Wohlstetter. Mr. President, I receive

this great honor not only for myself but for

the brilliant and devoted research men and
students with whom Fve been lucky

enough to work for nearly 35 years. I take

particular pride in being given this Medal
of Freedom from a President who's stressed

that it's freedom that we're defending, that

we have to defend it without bringing on a

holocaust that would end both free and
unfree societies. Fm most grateful and hon-
ored, Mr. President. Thank you very much.

Note: The President spoke at 11:05 a.m. in

the East Room at the White House.

Nomination of Otis R. Bowen To Be Secretary of Health and
Human Services

November 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Otis R. Bowen to be Sec-

retary of Health and Human Services. He
would succeed Margaret M. Heckler.

Dr. Bowen is presently serving as the

Lester D. Bibler professor of family medi-
cine and director of undergraduate family

practice education at the Indiana University

School of Medicine. He was Governor of

Indiana in 1973-1981. He was a member of

the Indiana House of Representatives in

1957, 1958, and 1961-1972, serving as mi-

nority leader in 1965-1966 and speaker

from 1967 to 1972. Dr. Bowen has served

on a number of Federal advisory commis-
sions, including the Advisory Council on
Social Security (Chairman, 1982-1984); the

Presidential Advisory Committee on Feder-

alism (member, 1981-1982); the Education
Commission of the States (member, 1973-

1981; Chairman, 1978-1979); the Republi-

can Governors Association (member, 1973-

1981; Chairman, 1978-1979); the Presi-

dent's Committee on Science and Technolo-

gy (member, 1976-1977); and as a member
of the Advisory Council of the United Stu-

dent Aid Fund. Dr. Bowen is the recipient

of many awards for his contributions to the

field of public health. He has written exten-

sively on health issues.

He graduated from Indiana University

(A.B., 1939) and Indiana University School

of Medicine (M.D., 1942). He is married and
has four children. He was born February

26, 1918, in Richland Center, IN.
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Nomination of Two Members of the Board of Directors of the

National Institute of Building Sciences

November 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate the following individuals

to be members of the Board of Directors of

the National Institute of Building Sciences:

Philip D. Winn, of Colorado, will succeed

Rudard Jones. Mr. Winn is chairman of Philip

D. Winn & Associates, Inc., a real estate devel-

opment company, in Englewood, CO. Previ-

ously he was senior vice president of Witkin

Homes/U.S. Home Corp. in 1964-1976. He
graduated from the University of Michigan

(B.A., 1948). He is married, has two children,

and resides in Englewood, CO. He was born

February 1, 1925, in New Britain, CT.

Fred E. Hummel, of California, will succeed Her-

bert H. Swinburne. He is an architect, planner,

and consultant in Sacramento, CA. He served

as a member of the National Capital Commit-
tee of the American Institute of Architects

(1973-1974) and was chairman of the California

State Building Standards Coordination Council

in 1970-1971. He graduated from the Universi-

ty of California at Berkeley (B.A., 1951). He is

married, has seven children, and resides in

Carmichael, CA. He was born January 10,

1927, in Sheridan, NY.

Appointment of Two Members of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations

November 7, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Advisory Committee for

Trade Negotiations for terms of 2 years:

/ Kenneth Robinson, of Virginia, will succeed

Russell Hanlin. He was a United States Con-

gressman from the Seventh District of Virginia

from 1970 to 1985. He is now an orchardist in

Winchester, VA. He graduated from Virginia

Polytechnic Institute (B.S., 1937). He is mar-

ried, has six children, and resides in Winches-

ter, VA. He was born May 14, 1916, in Win-

chester.

Robert P. Visser, of Virginia, is a reappointment.

He is a partner in the firm of Barnett & Alagia

in Washington, DC. Previously he was presi-

dent and chief executive officer of Vistra Inter-

national, Inc., in Washington, DC. He graduat-

ed from the City College of New York (B.S.,

1963) and George Washington University Q.D.,

1966). He is married, has three children, and
resides in Vienna, VA. He was born October 7,

1940, in New York City.

Statement on the Taxation of Multinational Corporations by States

November 8, 1985

Since early in this administration, we
have been working with the States, the

business community, and foreign govern-

ments in an effort to resolve issues related

to State use of the worldwide unitary

method of taxation. At this time I believe it

appropriate for the Federal Government to

state its support for the concept of legisla-

tion that would:

1. Effect a requirement that multination-

als be taxed by States only on income de-

rived from the territory of the United States

("the water's edge requirement"); and

2. Address the question of equitable tax-

ation of foreign source dividends.

We hoped that by this time these princi-

ples would have been enacted by the vari-

ous States that have unitary taxation. Since
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States have not universally accepted these

principles, I am instructing the Secretary of

the Treasury to initiate the process of craft-

ing Federal legislation to incorporate these

principles into law and to work with the

Congress for passage and also, where appro-

priate, to enter into negotiations to amend
double taxation agreements. I am also in-

structing the Secretary of the Treasury to

pursue enactment of the domestic "spread-

sheet" legislation, which has been previous-

ly proposed and which is designed to assist

nonunitary States with tax enforcement re-

specting multinational corporations in order

to promote full taxpayer disclosure and ac-

countability. Further, I am instructing the

Attorney General to ensure that the United
States interests are represented in appropri-

ate controversies and cases consistent with
this approach.

Nomination of Rockwell Anthony Schnabel To Be United States

Ambassador to Finland

November 8, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Rockwell Anthony Schna-

bel, of California, as Ambassador to the Re-

public of Finland. He would succeed Keith

Foote Nyborg.

Mr. Schnabel began his career in the

international investment banking field in

1959 with Quincy Cass Associates in Los
Angeles. In 1965 he joined Bateman
Eichler, Hill Richards Group (members
N.Y.S.E.), and held various positions to

president. Since 1983 Mr. Schnabel has

been deputy chairman of Morgan, Olm-
stead, Kennedy & Gardner, Inc. (invest-

ment bankers). He also is a director of a

number of U.S. and foreign corporations.

Mr. Schnabel has been active in a number

of civic and political organizations, includ-

ing Citizens for America, Americans for Re-

sponsible Government, the Los Angeles
World Affairs Council, and the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee. This year

Mr. Schnabel received the Medal of Honor
of The Netherlands Olympic Committee.
During 1983-1984 he was the Los Angeles
Olympic Committee's envoy to The Nether-

lands.

Mr. Schnabel was born December 30,

1936, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

where he attended Trinity College. He
served in the U.S. National Guard in 1959-
1965. Mr. Schnabel is married to the former
Marna Belle Del Mar, and they have three

children. They reside in Malibu, CA.

Appointment of Elizabeth I. Board as Special Assistant to the

President and Director of the Television Office

November 8, 1985

The President has appointed Elizabeth I.

Board to be Special Assistant to the Presi-

dent and Director of the Television Office

at the White House.

Since January 1985 Miss Board has served

as Director of the Television Office at the

White House. Miss Board worked for NBC
News in 1979-1984, first as senior unit man-
ager and later as network news editor. Pre-

viously she was director of creative services

for WMAL Radio and executive producer of

the Washington Redskins Radio Network.

She was also an account executive at WRC
Radio and producer of "Empathy" on
WWDC Radio.

Miss Board graduated from the University

of Colorado (B.A., 1974), the Stanford Uni-

versity Broadcasting and Film Institute, and
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George Washington University (M.B.A.,

1981). She now resides in Washington, DC,
where she serves on the board of directors

for Big Sisters.

Message to the House of Representatives Returning Without
Approval the Health Research Extension Bill

Novembers, 1985

To the House ofRepresentatives:
I am returning herewith without my ap-

proval H.R. 2409, the "Health Research Ex-

tension Act of 1985," which would extend

and amend the biomedical research authori-

ties of the National Institutes of Health

(NIH).

My action on this bill should in no way be
interpreted as a lessening of this Adminis-

tration's strong commitment to the biomed-
ical research endeavors of NIH. In fact, I

want to underscore my personal support

and the support of my Administration for

biomedical research and for the NIH. For
over 40 years, the NIH has enjoyed unparal-

leled success. Enormous progress in re-

search and the improved health of the

American people attest to that success. An
appropriations bill or a continuing resolu-

tion will provide uninterrupted funding for

NIH activities in fiscal year 1986.

I believe that instead of fostering a strong

Federal biomedical research effort, H.R.

2409 would adversely affect the pursuit of

research excellence at NIH by:

—imposing numerous administrative and
program requirements that would
interfere with the ability to carry for-

ward our biomedical research activities

in the most cost-effective manner and
would misallocate scarce financial and
personnel resources;

—establishing unneeded new organiza-

tions, which would lead to unnecessary

coordination problems and administra-

tive expenses while doing little to assist

the biomedical research endeavors of

NIH; and
—imposing a uniform set of authorities on

all the research institutes, thus dimin-

ishing our administrative flexibility to

respond to changing biomedical re-

search needs.

Although H.R. 2409 is overloaded with
objectionable provisions that seriously un-

dermine and threaten the ability of NIH to

manage itself and is therefore unacceptable,

I recognize there are areas in which the

Administration can step forward to

strengthen specific research efforts.

As Senator Hatch pointed out when intro-

ducing the NIH reauthorization bill in the

Senate in June of this year, arthritis afllicts

some 49 million of this Nation's citizens and
"all of us suffer, at some time in our life,

from some form of arthritis." Further, ar-

thritis, along with musculoskeletal and skin

diseases, "collectively result in an extraordi-

nary loss to our economy from lost produc-
tivity as well as from medical expense."

In recognition of the plight of the mil-

lions of arthritis victims and society's costs, I

have directed the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to establish administrative-

ly a separate National Institute of Arthritis

and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases that

will meet the continuing need for coordi-

nated research in this important area. This

directive is consistent with the Depart-
ment's recommendation to me that this In-

stitute be established.

At the same time, I do not believe that

the establishment of a nursing research

center at NIH is appropriate, for a very

basic reason—there is a lack of compatibil-

ity between the mission of such a center

and the mission of NIH. The biomedical re-

search activities of NIH are concerned with
discovering the etiology of and treatment
for diseases. In contrast, nursing research

uses substantive scientific information and
methodology and focuses on their relevance
to nursing practice and administration. This

research is important, but neither it nor dis-

ease-oriented research are served by the

provisions of the bill.
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H.R. 2409 manifests an effort to exert

undue political control over decisions re-

garding scientific research, thus limiting the

ability of the NIH to set this Nation's bio-

medical research agenda. I do not believe

that it is either necessary or wise to restrict

the flexibility under which the NIH has op-

erated so successfully. In 1984, I rejected a

very similar bill, and once again I find no
reasonable justiipication for the extensive

changes to the NIH mandated by H.R.

2409. In order to allow NIH to continue to

provide excellence in biomedical research

and in its management, I am disapproving

this bill.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

November 8, 1985.

Note: H.R. 2409, which passed over the

President's veto on November 20, was as-

signed Public Law No. 99-158.

Proclamation 5405—National Alzheimer's Disease Month, 1985

Novembers, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

For more than two million Americans
with Alzheimer's disease, each day is

fraught with fear and frustration. Fear of

getting lost in one's own neighborhood; of

not recognizing members of one's immedi-
ate family; of not being able to perform
simple, familiar chores. For the victims of

this disease, tying shoes or setting a table

can be overwhelming tasks. As our elderly

population grows, more and more people
will be affected by this malady.

Alzheimer's disease is the major cause of

the confusion, erratic behavior, and forget-

fulness once believed to be a "normal" part

of old age. This "senility" is actually the

result of the destruction of certain brain

cells.

As the afflicted person loses the ability to

function intellectually, the family faces

growing emotional, physical, and financial

burdens. Eventually, many victims require

specialized professional care. Fifty percent

of all nursing home residents in America
suffer from Alzheimer's disease or other se-

rious, irreversible forms of dementia.

The medical research community is focus-

ing special attention on Alzheimer's disease

in an effort to discover its causes and devel-

op effective treatments. Recently, a Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services task

force defined the current state of medical

knowledge of Alzheimer's disease and rec-

ommended future research directions. Or-
ganizations leading this research include

the National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke; the

National Institute on Aging; the National

Institute of Mental Health; and the National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

For Alzheimer's patients and their families,

this intensive research is the greatest source

of hope.

But until a way to prevent Alzheimer's

disease is found, these families need our

support and understanding. I commend the

superb services provided by voluntary

health organizations, notably the Alzhei-

mer's Disease and Related Disorders Asso-

ciation.

To enhance public awareness of Alzhei-

mer's disease, the Congress, by Senate Joint

Resolution 65, has designated the month of

November 1985 as "National Alzheimer's

Disease Month" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-

tion in observance of this month.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of November
1985 as National Alzheimer's Disease

Month, and I call upon the people of the

United States to observe that month with

appropriate observances and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this 8th day of November, in the
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year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:15 a.m., November 12, 1985]

Radio Address to the Nation and the World on the Upcoming
Soviet-United States Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 9, 1985

My fellow Americans:
We're expanding the format of our radio

broadcast today. During the next 10 min-
utes, 111 be speaking to the citizens of the

Soviet Union over the Voice of America
about the upcoming Geneva summit. My
words will be directed to them, but I want
you to hear what I say. My speech is also

being broadcast to over 50 nations by the

Worldnet Television Network.
So, good evening, this is Ronald Reagan,

President of the United States, speaking to

you from Washington about my upcoming
meeting with General Secretary Gorbachev
in Geneva and my hopes for a better rela-

tionship between our two governments.
Your leaders can freely appear on American
radio and television and be interviewed by
our magazines and newspapers. So, I was
grateful for my recent and rare opportunity
to speak with representatives of the Soviet

press. While I appreciate that, only parts of

the interview were published in Izvestia,

and much of what was left out I think is

important. So, I wish to speak to you per-

sonally as a husband, father, and grandfa-

ther who shares your deepest hopes—that

all of our children can live and prosper in a

world of peace.

I grew up in a small town in America's

heartland where values of faith in God,
freedom, family, friends, and concern for

one's neighbors were shared by all—values

you also share. During my school years I

worked during vacations, for a time on con-

struction and then for several summers as a

lifeguard at a river beach. After finishing

my education I became a radio sports an-

nouncer, which led to acting in Hollywood
where I was elected head of our actor's

guild. I'm the only American President who
was also president of a labor union. Back
then I had no intention of engaging in na-

tional politics, but America's a great coun-
try filled with opportunities. In the years

that followed, including my years as Gover-
nor of California and as President, I have
not forgotten the values I learned as a boy
nor have my fellow Americans.

Now, I know that much has been written

in your press about America's hostile inten-

tions toward you. Well, I reject these distor-

tions. Americans are a peace-loving people;

we do not threaten your nation and never
will. The American people are tolerant,

slow to anger, but staunch in defense of

their liberties and, like you, their country.

More than once, our two countries have
joined to oppose a common enemy. During
our War of Independence, Russia provided
assistance to the distant American colonists.

A century and a half later, we joined to-

gether to defeat the common enemy of fas-

cism; before that, we were allies in World
War I.

Even before we entered World War II,

America was supplying massive quantities

of food and equipment to those fighting the

Nazis. We provided 14,795 aircraft to your
forces, 7,056 tanks, more than half a million

vehicles, and more than 6 million tons of

food and other staples. Americans will

never forget the valor, the pain, and, at last,

the joy of victory that our peoples shared. I

remember President Roosevelt's praise for

the Russian people's heroism. How can any
of us alive then forget that terrible year of

1941 when the Nazis were repulsed at the

gates of Moscow, the courage of Lenin-
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graders during the 900-day siege, the vic-

tory at Stalingrad, or our historic meeting
on the Elbe in 1945? Americans fought for

4 years on all fronts. Many lie buried in

northern Africa, Europe, Burma, China, the

Pacific islands, and at the bottom of the sea.

Some are buried on Soviet soil—in the hero

city of Murmansk, where they had brought

precious supplies through the treacherous

convoy route.

Yet after that victory, Americans gave

generously to help rebuild war-torn coun-

tries, even to former enemies, because we
had made war on a vicious ideology, not on
a people. And we demonstrated our desire

for peace by rapidly demobilizing. At the

end of 1945, we had an armed force of

almost 12 million men; by 1948 we had
reduced that number to less than iy2 mil-

lion. We were the only country with nucle-

ar weapons. We proposed giving those

weapons up altogether to an international

authority so that no country would have
such destructive power at its disposal. What
a pity this idea was not accepted.

Today we must both face the challenge of

eliminating nuclear weapons. I have said

many times and will say again to you: A
nuclear war cannot be won and must never
be fought. I pray God that we can rid the

world of these dangerous weapons, in part

by finding a reliable defense against them.

Our negotiators in Geneva are working
hard to reach a breakthrough. I am pleased

that the Soviet Union finally responded to

our original proposals. We studied the re-

sponse carefully and replied quickly. These
are complicated negotiations and satisfac-

tory results will take long, hard work.
Let me be clear about our research and

testing program on strategic defense tech-

nologies. Our goal is to make the world
safer through development of nonnuclear

security shields that would protect people

by preventing weapons from reaching their

targets and, hopefully, render ballistic mis-

siles obsolete. Your own government has

been conducting longstanding and exten-

sive programs on its own defensive systems,

including advanced research. The United

States is just beginning a long process of

investigating defenses. If and when our re-

search proves that a defensive shield against

nuclear missiles is practical, I believe our

two nations, and those others that have nu-

clear weapons, should come together and
agree on how, gradually, to eliminate offen-

sive nuclear weapons, as we make our de-

fensive system available to all. We ought to

start talking about this process at the

Geneva arms talks.

We must live together in peace. Ameri-
ca's whole history has been a search for

peace and opportunity by pioneers seeking

freedom, many from the old European
order. We're proud of the Russians, the

Ukrainians, the Jews, the Armenians, and
many others who sailed by our Statue of

Liberty and reached our shores. Diversity is

one of our great strengths. This is partly

why we're confusing to outsiders. Our gov-

ernment is elected by the people; it is not

above the people or above the law. We be-

lieve the truth is found through debate and
discussion. Truth does not burn in the fire

or drown in the water. Our system is often

uncomfortable for elected officials, because

one of our proudest institutions is a free

press. The press criticizes me, and some-

times it hurts, but that is their role—to raise

difficult questions and keep officials ac-

countable to the people. But no one should

mistake our freedoms for weakness. We
favor free and open dialog not just for

Americans, but for all peoples. We believe

in freedom of the individual. Freedom of

worship, freedom of speech, freedom of the

press are, as our Declaration of Independ-

ence says, unalienable rights of all men.
Ten years ago the United States and the

Soviet Union, along with 33 other countries,

signed the Helsinki accords. We all pledged
to respect human rights, permit our citizens

freedom of speech and travel, and improve
communication among the peoples of the

signatory nations. America asks the world's

leaders to abide by what they have commit-
ted themselves to do. As the world's two
strongest nations, we owe it to the rest of

humanity not only to keep our word but to

help find peaceful settlements to local and
regional conflicts in Afghanistan, Africa,

Latin America, and elsewhere.

We must also join forces against terror-

ism. There is no place in a civilized world

for assassinations, terrorist bombings, and
other mindless violence. I strongly urge you
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and your government to join us in combat-
ing terrorism and ensuring that no country

will offer succor or comfort to terrorists.

We have much to learn from each other.

Americans have long been enriched by
your cultural giants. The works of Tolstoy,

Dostoyevsky, Turgenev, Chekov, and Pas-

ternak are taught in many American uni-

versities; just as American authors from
James Fenimore Cooper, Mark Twain, and
Jack London to Ernest Hemingway and
William Faulkner are popular in your coun-

try. I want expanded contacts between our

two great societies, wherever there is

mutual interest. I am particularly interested

in increasing exchanges among our young
people, for they are our future. We should

open a dialog between our nations, so lead-

ers of each country would have the same
chance to communicate to the people of

the other on television. If more of your citi-

zens visited us, you would understand that

our people want peace as fervently as you

do.

I hope my discussions with Mr. Gorba-
chev in Geneva will be fruitful and will lead

to future meetings. We seek peace not only

for ourselves but for all those who inhabit

this small planet. We share borders with
three countries—Mexico, Canada, and the

Soviet Union. We pride ourselves on our
friendly relations and open borders with
our two North American neighbors. And I

hope the day will come when that narrow
chain of islands stretching from Alaska to

the eastern shore of Siberia will symbolize
the ties between our two great peoples, not
the distance between us.

Everything has a season. Let us hope as

we near Christmas and the New Year that

this will be the season for peace. Thank you
for welcoming me into your homes. God
bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the studios of the Voice of America.

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Soviet

Jamming of the President's Radio Address on the Upcoming Soviet-

United States Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 9, 1985

The President's address to the Soviet

people today via the Voice of America was
monitored by Russian language-qualified of-

ficers of the American Embassy in Moscow
and the American consulate in Leningrad.

They report that in Moscow, two and possi-

bly three frequencies were clearly audible

and probably not jammed; the signal on one
of them was as clear as a local station, ac-

cording to the Embassy monitoring report.

On another 15 frequencies, there were
varying degrees of jamming. In Leningrad,

one Russian-language frequency was re-

ceived loud and clear. All others were
jammed. A Lithuanian broadcast of the

speech was also received clearly in Lenin-

grad; however, this same frequency may
have been jammed in Lithuania.

Atmospheric conditions on November 9
were conducive to good reception of short-

wave signals in the Soviet Union. English-

language broadcasts, which are not normal-

ly jammed, were well received. We are

pleased and hope that this development
will set a precedent which will allow the

Soviets to put a permanent end to jamming
on all frequencies. A free flow of informa-

tion would be a very positive development
in people-to-people communications be-

tween the two nations.
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Toasts at a White House Dinner for the Prince and Princess of
Wales
November 9, 1985

The President. Your Royal Highnesses, Sir

Oliver and Lady Wright, and Ambassador
and Mrs. Price, ladies and gentlemen,
Nancy and I are deeply honored to wel-

come the Prince and Princess of Wales to

the White House. Permit me to add our
congratulations to Prince Charles on his

birthday, just 5 days away, and express also

our great happiness that we have been able

to have this affair with Princess Diana, here
on her first trip to the United States—that

we should be able to share in that first trip.

In his 1941 address before a Joint Session

of the United States Congress, Prime Minis-

ter Churchill remarked, "I cannot help re-

flecting that if my father had been Ameri-
can and my mother British, instead of the

other way around, I might have got here on
my own." [Laughter] But Your Royal High-
nesses, the reception youVe received here
suggests that if you had been American, you
might well have gotten to this house on
your own. [Laughter]

Our two countries are bound together by
innumerable ties of ancient history and
present friendship. Our language, our law,

our democratic system of government, our
fierce belief in the God-given right of men
to be free—all of these we owe to you.

We've stood together through two great
world conflicts. Today we go on, shoulder to

shoulder, in an alliance to protect freedom
and democracy.

This evening we've gathered on a happy
occasion, a celebration of the "Treasure
Houses of Britain," perhaps the most mag-
nificent exhibition ever mounted and five

centuries of British achievement, five cen-

turies of elegance, beauty, and charm; I

should add, wit. When Nancy and I toured
the exhibition, we were struck by a settee

from Balmoral Castle, constructed almost

entirely of deer antlers. I've been wonder-
ing ever since whether something like that

could be done with cattle horns out on the

ranch. [Laughter] But one misadventure in

the corral one day has taught me that it

might be more painful than pleasant, so

—

[laughter]. The "Treasure Houses of Brit-

ain" truly is a great gift from the houses'

owners, the British people, and you, the ex-

hibition's patrons. I speak for all Americans
when I say a heartfelt "thank you."

Your Royal Highnesses, in the eyes of my
countrymen, you and your family hold a

place of high honor; your devotion to duty
commands our esteem. Americans join our
British cousins in looking upon you with
affection and respect. And in that same
1941 address, Winston Churchill said: "It is

not given to us to peer into the future. Still

I avow my hope and faith, sure and invio-

late, that in the days to come, the British

and American people will, for their own
safety and for the good of all, walk together
in majesty, in justice, and in peace." And
today that noble hope is a glorious reality.

Would you please join me in a toast to

Her Majesty, the Queen. To the Queen.
Prince Charles. Mr. President, Mrs.

Reagan, ladies and gentlemen, if I may say

so, Mr. President, you really have touched
both my wife and myself most deeply this

evening by your extremely kind words. And
we can't possibly, both of us, thank you
enough for your immense hospitality and
your great kindness in having us here this

evening and in making us feel so unbeliev-

ably welcome.
I would think one of the most marvelous

things about coming to the United States is

that you have this extraordinary gift for

making people feel welcome. And apart

from the friendliness with which you greet

everybody, it really does warm the heart to

come here and be made to feel welcome. I

can't tell you what it means to us both. It

really does. As you know, we've flown in

hesitant stages from Australia and tried to

stop on the way in order to regain our
strength. And all that's happened is we're
suffering terribly from jet lag. [Laughter]
And I've yet to discover a foolproof method
for actually getting one over the problems
of this particular affliction.

However, we are greatly looking forward
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to the opportunity of seeing this exhibition,

the "Treasure Houses of Britain," which we
are both very proud to be patrons of. And
we hear from all sides just how stupendous
this particular exhibition is. I think if you go
and look at most of the country houses in

Britain at the moment, you'll find them
completely empty

—

[laughter]—of all the

furniture and pictures, some emptier than

others and, no doubt, with rather dirty

marks on the walls where the pictures

were. I only hope that they manage to get

them all back in the right place at the right

time. [Laughter]

Fm also very much looking forward,

myself, to going to the Congress Library on
Monday and discussing something about the

Constitution, of which I know you celebrate

the bicentenary in 1987. And I was very
intrigued to discover that of the 55 dele-

gates that came to the Federal convention
in 1787, nearly all of them were in their

thirties, which just goes to show what an
extremely good age the midthirties is.

[Laughter] I keep telling myself that be-

cause you reminded me about my birthday,

and Fm not sure I need reminding. [Laugh-
ter]

I would also just like to say that coming,
as we have, down from Australia, it is one
of the more interesting aspects, I think, of

the pioneering spirit of the English-speak-

ing peoples. That here were two great con-

tinents—Australia and the United States of

America, the former having developed
about 150 years later than this great coun-
try—and in many ways there are similarities

between the two. And I think that one of

the things that becomes most obvious about
Australia and America is that personal inde-

pendence becomes a very dominant fea-

ture, particularly, I think, in American life.

And one Englishman observed in 1796 that

Americans tend to pass their lives without
any regard to the smiles or frowns of men
in power. However, in your case, Mr. Presi-

dent, Fm sure it's completely different.

So, if I may, finally, again say what an
enormous pleasure it gives both of us to be
here and how proud we are to be able to

represent Britain here in America. As you
say, it does, I think, emphasize the very
strong links that do exist between our two
countries—always have done, and Fm sure

always will. And in the end, that bond be-

tween our two peoples is one of the most
important and enduring features of this

Earth.

Mr. President, thank you very much.

Note: The President spoke at 10:09 p.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

In his opening remarks, he referred to Sir

Oliver Wright, British Ambassador to the

United States, and Charles H. Price II, U.S.

Ambassador to the United Kingdom.

Remarks at the Veterans Day Wreath-Laying Ceremony at

Arlington National Cemetery
November 11, 1985

Secretary Weinberger, Harry Walters,

Robert Medairos, reverend clergy, ladies

and gentlemen, a few moments ago I

placed a wreath at the Tomb of the Un-
known Soldier, and as I stepped back and
stood during the moment of silence that

followed, I said a small prayer. And it oc-

curred to me that each of my predecessors

has had a similar moment, and I wondered
if our prayers weren't very much the same,

if not identical.

We celebrate Veterans Day on the anni-

versary of the armistice that ended World
War I, the armistice that began on the 11th

hour of the 11th day of the 11th month.
And I wonder, in fact, if all Americans'
prayers aren't the same as those I men-
tioned a moment ago. The timing of this

holiday is quite deliberate in terms of his-

torical fact but somehow it always seems
quite fitting to me that this day comes deep
in autumn when the colors are muted and
the days seem to invite contemplation.

We are gathered at the National Ceme-
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tery, which provides a final resting place for

the heroes who have defended our country
since the Civil War. This amphitheater, this

place for speeches, is more central to this

cemetery than it first might seem apparent,
for all we can ever do for our heroes is

remember them and remember what they
did—and memories are transmitted through
words. Sometime back I received in the
name of our country the bodies of four ma-
rines who had died while on active duty. I

said then that there is a special sadness that

accompanies the death of a serviceman, for

we're never quite good enough to them

—

not really; we can't be, because what they
gave us is beyond our powers to repay. And
so, when a serviceman dies, it's a tear in the
fabric, a break in the whole, and all we can
do is remember.

It is, in a way, an odd thing to honor
those who died in defense of our country,
in defense of us, in wars far away. The
imagination plays a trick. We see these sol-

diers in our mind as old and wise. We see
them as something like the Founding Fa-
thers, grave and gray haired. But most of

them were boys when they died, and they
gave up two lives—the one they were living

and the one they would have lived. When
they died, they gave up their chance to be
husbands and fathers and grandfathers.
They gave up their chance to be revered
old men. They gave up everything for our
country, for us. And all we can do is re-

member.
There's always someone who is remem-

bering for us. No matter what time of year
it is or what time of day, there are always
people who come to this cemetery, leave a
flag or a flower or a little rock on a head-
stone. And they stop and bow their heads
and communicate what they wished to

communicate. They say, "Hello, Johnny," or

"Hello, Bob. We still think of you. You're
still with us. We never got over you, and we
pray for you still, and we'll see you again.

We'll all meet again." In a way, they repre-

sent us, these relatives and friends, and
they speak for us as they walk among the

headstones and remember. It's not so hard
to summon memory, but it's hard to recap-

ture meaning.
And the living have a responsibility to

remember the conditions that led to the

wars in which our heroes died. Perhaps we
can start by remembering this: that all of
those who died for us and our country
were, in one way or another, victims of a
peace process that failed; victims of a deci-

sion to forget certain things; to forget, for

instance, that the surest way to keep a
peace going is to stay strong. Weakness,
after all, is a temptation—it tempts the pug-
nacious to assert themselves—^but strength
is a declaration that cannot be misunder-
stood. Strength is a condition that declares

actions have consequences. Strength is a
prudent warning to the belligerent that ag-

gression need not go unanswered.
Peace fails when we forget what we stand

for. It fails when we forget that our Repub-
lic is based on firm principles, principles

that have real meaning, that with them, we
are the last, best hope of man on Earth;
without them, we're little more than the
crust of a continent. Peace also fails when
we forget to bring to the bargaining table

God's first intellectual gift to man: common
sense. Common sense gives us a realistic

knowledge of human beings and how they
think, how they live in the world, what mo-
tivates them. Common sense tells us that

man has magic in him, but also clay.

Common sense can tell the difl^erence be-

tween right and wrong. Common sense for-

gives error, but it always recognizes it to be
error first.

We endanger the peace and confuse all

issues when we obscure the truth; when we
refuse to name an act for what it is; when
we refuse to see the obvious and seek safety

in Almighty. Peace is only maintained and
won by those who have clear eyes and
brave minds. Peace is imperiled when we
forget to try for agreements and settle-

ments and treaties; when we forget to hold
out our hands and strive; when we forget

that God gave us talents to use in securing

the ends He desires. Peace fails when we
forget that agreements, once made, cannot
be broken without a price.

Each new day carries within it the poten-
tial for breakthroughs, for progress. Each
new day bursts with possibilities. And so,

hope is realistic and despair a pointless little

sin. And peace fails when we forget to pray
to the source of all peace and life and hap-
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piness. I think sometimes of General Mat-

thew Ridgeway, who, the night before D-
day, tossed sleepless on his cot and talked to

the Lord and listened for the promise that

God made to Joshua: "I will not fail thee,

nor forsake thee."

We're surrounded today by the dead of

our wars. We owe them a debt we can
never repay. All we can do is remember
them and what they did and why they had
to be brave for us. All we can do is try to

see that other young men never have to

join them. Today, as never before, we must
pledge to remember the things that will

continue the peace. Today, as never before,

we must pray for God's help in broadening

and deepening the peace we enjoy. Let us

pray for freedom and justice and a more
stable world. And let us make a compact
today with the dead, a promise in the words
for which General Ridgeway listened, "I

will not fail thee, nor forsake thee.*'

In memory of those who gave the last full

measure of devotion, may our efforts to

achieve lasting peace gain strength. And
through whatever coincidence or accident

of timing, I tell you that a week from now
when I am some thousands of miles away,
believe me, the memory and the impor-
tance of this day will be in the forefront of

my mind and in my heart.

Thank you. God bless you all, and God
bless America.

Note: The President spoke at 11:30 a.m.

after laying a wreath at the Tomb of the

Unknown Soldier. In his opening remarks,

the President referred to Secretary of De-
fense Caspar W. Weinberger, Harry N Wal-
ters, Administrator of Veterans Affairs, and
Robert Medairos, national commander of
AMVETS

Proclamation 5406—National Reye's Syndrome Week, 1985

November 11, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

There is a potentially deadly disorder that

affects our children called Reye's Syn-

drome. It is one of the top ten killers

among all diseases affecting young people

aged one to ten. Each year in the United
States, a number of healthy children under
age nineteen are afflicted with Reye's Syn-

drome, and many victims die or become
crippled within several days.

We did not recognize Reye's Syndrome as

a specific illness until 1963, and we still do
not know what causes it or how to prevent

it. Diligent research has identified its symp-
toms: severe vomiting, delirium, lethargy,

unusual drowsiness, and belligerence.

During last winter's flu season, only 171

cases of Reye's Syndrome were reported in

the United States, down from the 422 cases

reported as recently as 1980. A variety of

factors have contributed to this sharp de-

cline, which is an encouraging chapter in

the annals of American medicine. Experi-

ence has taught us that quick medical inter-

vention usually can avert death or disability.

But much remains to be learned. Federal

scientists, supported by the National Insti-

tute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke and other units of the

National Institutes of Health such as the Na-
tional Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases, the National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development, and the

National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes, and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases, are untiring

in their efforts to understand this lethal dis-

order. They are assisted in this endeavor by
their Federal colleagues at the Food and
Drug Administration and Centers for Dis-

ease Control, who monitor the occurrence
of Reye's Syndrome throughout the coun-

try.

In recent years, the medical community
and groups of concerned citizens have
brought Reye's Syndrome into the public

eye. Volunteer organizations such as the

American Reye's Syndrome Association and
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the National Reye's Syndrome Foundation

have launched effective public education

campaigns. We must build upon these ef-

forts to acquaint all parents and medical

professionals with the dangers of this illness.

We must stimulate further scientific investi-

gation of the origin of this enigmatic killer

in the biomedical research arena, where
our greatest hope of conquering this disease

lies.

To focus public and professional attention

on the seriousness of Reye's Syndrome, the

Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution 29, has

designated the week of November 11

through November 17, 1985, as "National

Reye's Syndrome Week" and authorized

and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of that week.

Now, Therefore, 1, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim the week of November 11

through 17, 1985, as National Reye*s Syn-
drome Week. I call upon all government
agencies, health organizations, communica-
tions media, and people of the United
States to observe that week with appropri-

ate ceremonies and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this 11th day of November, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:02 a.m., November 13, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on November
12.

Nomination of Lois Burke Shepard To Be Director of the Institute

of Museum Services

November 12, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Lois Burke Shepard to be
Director of the Institute of Museum Serv-

ices, National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities. She would succeed Susan
E. Phillips.

Mrs. Shepard served as chairman of Re-
publicans Abroad at the Republican Nation-

al Committee in 1981-1985 and was direc-

tor of Americans Abroad for Reagan/Bush
'84. She was the first representative for

overseas Americans at the 1982 White
House Conference on Aging.

She graduated from Hartford College

(A.A., 1957) and Vassar College (B.A., 1959).

She is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Potomac, MD. She was born Febru-
ary 1, 1938, in Hartford, CT.

Interview With Foreign Broadcasters on the Upcoming Soviet-

United States Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 12, 1985

Q. Mr. President, thank you very much
for receiving us at the White House, just a

week before your meeting with Mikhail

Gorbachev. Fm Claude Smadja, from the

Suisse Television. Let me introduce my col-

leagues: Martin Bell, from the BBC; Giu-

seppe Lugato, from RAI; Dieter Kron-

zucker, from ZDF; and Jacques Abouchar,
from AN-2.
Mr. President, 1 week before the summit

in Geneva, the prospects seem quite bleak.

Do you still expect to strike a deal in

Geneva, and, in fact, are you going to strike

a deal in Geneva?
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The President. Well, Fra not as pessimistic

as that. I understand, of course, that it's not

going to be easy. There's a long history of

meetings between our two countries and,

many times, without much result. But Fm
going to make every effort to try and
reduce the mistrust and suspicion that

seems to exist between our—well, not only

our two nations but sort of the East and the

West. And I believe there are possibilities.

We're going to try to deal in some four

areas—arms control, of course, is one; the

regional disputes that are going on in the

world and where the major powers are in-

volved. Bilateral issues, a number of kind,

that are between us probably would be the

easiest thing that we'll face in those meet-
ings. And we'll just carry on, see what we
can do.

Q. Mr. President, I wonder, on arms con-

trol, are you going with a set negotiating

position—some counterproposals to Mr.
Gorbachev's proposals—and is your team of

advisers finally united behind you?
The President. Yes, we are united, and I

think that there's been some distortion as to

whether we weren't. In our government
here, I solicit and encourage varying opin-

ions and ideas. I think it helps to make a

decision when I hear all viewpoints. But I

don't envision this meeting as being one
where we will get down to specific num-
bers and so forth. We have a team of nego-
tiators, each side, in Geneva that have been
negotiating on the possibility of nuclear
arms reductions for some time.

We have had a proposal on the table in

those talks for a considerable period of

time, and finally, the Soviet Union came
back with a counterproposal. And we have
now offered a counter to that. We found
encouragement in their counterproposal;

there were numbers that we could agree
with. And so, the proposal that we've made
in response is one that kind of compromises
between our original proposal and theirs,

accepting some of their figures—in fact,

some of the main figures on basic numbers
and so forth—and then, our view on some
of the complex issues about the mix of

weapons and so forth. And to me, this is

legitimate negotiations.

But I would think what we should be
dealing with at the summit is, as I said earli-

er, the elimination of suspicion and mistrust

to the point that we could turn the specific

numbers over to those other negotiators,

but that they could have a signal from both
sides, from their government and ours from
us, have a knowledge that we want them to

continue and to arrive at an agreement.

Q. Mr. President, over the last few days
and even now here, you continue to sound
optimistic about the summit in Geneva,
though we know now there will be no sub-

stantial agreement, there will be no arms
agenda, and even, probably, there would be
no joint communique. Now, what would it

be—just a get-acquaintance meeting? And
in this case, even the atmosphere, I think

it's a bit strange, considering the last occur-

rences. So, what's the reason of your opti-

mism?
The President. Oh, no, I don't think this is

just a get-acquainted meeting, important
though that may be. But I think there are

many areas for agreement here. And as I

say, Fm not pessimistic about them. Look at

the one situation that has both of us con-

tinuing to build these arsenals of weapons.
The Soviet Union claims that they fear that

we mean harm to them, that somehow
we're nursing a plan of invading them or

attempting to change their system. On the

other hand, we believe, and I think with
some evidence, that their policy has been
expansionist; that's evidenced by Afghani-

stan, Ethiopia, South Yemen, Angola.

And I think that if we sit and face each
other and lay our cards on the table as to

the fact that they don't like us or our
system and we don't like theirs. But we're
not going to try to change theirs, and they
better not try to change ours. But we have
to live in the world together. And we're the

only two countries that probably could start

world war III. We're also the two countries

that could prevent world war III from hap-
pening. And I think that a little common
sense should make us find out that we can
continue to be competitive in the world,

but in a peaceful way and without the

threat of annihilation hanging over the

world as it does now.

Q. Mr. President, scientific results show
up to now that your space defense shield is

not as impenetrable as originally thought.
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Does this make SDI more of a bargaining

chip? Could you compromise on this

system?
The President. Not compromise in the

sense of giving up on the research. Now,
the truth of the matter is thereVe been
some breakthroughs that have a number of

scientists quite optimistic about this re-

search, and since this research is all going

on within the bounds of the ABM treaty,

we're going to continue, because I think it

would be the greatest thing in this century

if we could come up with the idea that, at

last, there is a defensive measure, a system
against nuclear missiles. Nuclear missiles

—

these are the only weapons in the history of

man that have not given birth, so far, to a

defense against them, but this, as I say,

would be the greatest thing for peace. If we
could switch from a setup today in which
peace is maintained on the basis that we
can destroy each other, totally offensive

weapons, each with a great arsenal and the

threat that, well, if one starts, the other will

retaliate. Doesn't it make much more sense

if we could come up with a defensive

system and then sit down with all the nu-

clear powers in the world and say, "Look,
let us get to less of an offensive nature and
let us take up the idea of reassurance for

ourselves on a basis of defensive systems,

not offensive weapons"?
And so, this isn't a bargaining chip in that

sense—of being willing to trade off the re-

search and stop what we're doing in order
to get X number of missiles eliminated; we'll

continue with that. Then, as I've said many
times, I think if the research, and when the

research, would show that such a weapon is

practical, then, before deployment, I think

we sit down together and decide how we
use this to bring about the elimination of

nuclear weapons, offensive weapons, and to

make the world safer.

Q. Mr. President, you have described Mr.

Gorbachev as a formidable opponent. Did
his Paris meeting with the French Presi-

dent give you a new light on the Soviet

leader's personality and did that change
your approach of the summit in any way?
The President. Well, no, but some of our

own people, now, have met with Mr. Gor-

bachev. Unfortunately, President Mitter-

rand couldn't be at the U.N. meeting.

where I managed to meet with the heads of

state of our other economic summit allies.

And so, I heard secondhand, however, from
some of them who had had an opportunity
and then from Margaret Thatcher and then,

as I say, with our own people who've met
with him. I recognize all they say. On the

other hand, I just told our people this morn-
ing that there will be another first in these

meetings. It'll be the first time we've ever
had someone on our side of the table who's
older than the fellow on the other side of

the table. So, maybe I can help this young
man with some fatherly advice.

Q. Mr. President, you have set regional

conflict high on the agenda. What will be
your approach to Mr. Gorbachev on this

regional conflict? The substance of your talk

will be enough is enough? Will it be kind of

fist-on-the-table approach to Mr. Gorba-
chev?

The President. Well, I believe if we're

going to eliminate or reduce the tensions or

the mistrust between us, it's going to have
to be by deeds rather than words. And I

enunciated what I believe about the region-

al things in my speech to the United Na-
tions, that here are these conflicts, people

are being killed, such as is going on in Af-

ghanistan. And it is true that there is a gov-

ernment in Afghanistan that is on the side

of the Soviet Union. It also is true that the

Soviet Union installed that government
there; it was not chosen by the people of

Afghanistan. Now, my thought is that if we
can take these up as examples of the expan-

sionism that I mentioned and see if we to-

gether, these two great powers together,

cannot withdraw foreign forces and then
help and perhaps get international custodial

forces while they settle peacefully the dis-

pute within each one of these regions.

This is what we've been trying to do in

Nicaragua, where, again, the Soviet Union
is—no question—they're involved with ad-

visers, trainers, and great amounts of weap-
onry, more than any Central American
country needs for its own defense. So, you
have to believe that they, too, are looking

toward spreading beyond their borders this

totalitarianism. But we have urged the con-

tras and the Sandinista government of Nica-

ragua to come together, lay down their
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weapons, declare a truce and come togeth-

er, and then, we suggested there the

church overall supervise or mediate while

they seek to settle their differences without

further bloodshed. So far the contras have
agreed. The Sandinista government is the

—

and so has the church—the Sandinista gov-

ernment has said no.

But this is the type of thing that we think

should be the answer to these regional

problems, not only out of humanitarianism
and a desire to see people be able to live

peacefully in their countries but because
those regional conflicts run the risk of

spreading and leading to confrontation be-

tween major powers.

Q. Mr. President, Mrs. Thatcher de-

scribed you last night as our champion; that

is, you're going in to bat at Geneva for the

Europeans as well as the Americans. Is that

so, and what can you do for us?

The President. Well, I think the world is

pretty much divided right now, certainly

Europe and our own hemisphere here be-

tween East and West and the NATO alli-

ance—that NATO line does seem to be a

dividing line between that and the Warsaw
Pact, and there's no way that I could go
there and deal with the subjects before us

without having in mind the best interests of

our allies also, because in the event of catas-

trophe they are there on the front line,

they would be the first to feel that. So, yes,

I expect to have their interests very much
in mind.

Q. Sir, this is in a way a foUowup on
Martin Bell's question. I should say that the

Europeans have a great nostalgia of de-

tente, and what's your message to them at

the eve of Geneva, and what's your vision

of a new detente? Limits also?

The President. If it is a real detente, if it

is based on the elimination or reduction of

the suspicions that now exist—but in the

past, under the guise of detente, we saw the

Soviet Union engage in the greatest military

buildup in world history and at the same
time that we were supposed to be talking as

if we had friendly relations and had
achieved some kind of a detente. And what
was really, finally, going on was an arms
race, because when they achieved an imbal-

ance so great that we felt our own security

was threatened, we had to get into the arms

race. I've often told of a cartoon that ap-

peared in one of our papers when we start-

ed our refurbishing of our military power.
And it was a cartoon of two Soviet generals,

and one was saying to the other, "I liked

the arms race better when we were the

only ones in it." And I know that Mr.
Brezhnev at one point, to his own people,

publicly made the statement that through
detente they had gained enough that they
would soon, shortly, be able to have their

way and work their will throughout the
world. Well, that isn't really detente.

Q. Mr. President, if SDI is not negotiable

at the moment, so there might be no com-
promise also on ballistic missiles, could you
envision an understanding with Mr. Gorba-
chev in the area of theater nuclear weapons
already in Geneva?
The President. Well, yes, as you say, this is

already in Geneva. And this is definitely

one of the topics we will take up there at

the summit. As you know, our original pro-

posal was—we were willing to cancel all of

them. The Soviets were sitting with SS-20's

in great numbers, multiple-warhead missiles

targeted on Europe. And Europe had asked
us—^before my arrival here—had asked my
predecessor for weapons to counter those.

And the agreement was made that we
would. And I inherited the job when I got

in here of providing those weapons. They
had not yet been delivered. We at no time
ever were delivering an equal number of

what the Soviets had, but we did propose
zero-zero. And on that case, the Soviets met
us halfway—zero for us and they'd continue
to have their SS-20's. But, yes, we would
like to see that, as we're negotiating in

Geneva, as treated separately from the

intercontinental ballistic missiles, the strate-

gic weapons, to see if we could not elimi-

nate those medium-range weapons that

could target each other in a matter of just a

few minutes.

Q. So, you should be closer in this area?

The President. Well, I know that the Sovi-

ets have talked about such things as a nu-

clear-free zone in Europe. And we're will-

ing to engage them, and will, in conversa-

tion on that kind of a subject.

Q. Mr. President, in the past, you have
referred to the Soviet Union as an "evil
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empire." Then, lately, you avoided the ex-

pression. Have you changed your opinion,

or do you still consider that Gorbachev,
U.S.S.R., is still a totalitarian regime?
The President Well, it is a totalitarian

regime. They don't see freedom for their

people as the democracies do. But as Fve
said before, we're not trying to change their

system internally. What I think it's neces-

sary to do is to let them know that the

democratic world is not going to hold still

for their expansionism into other parts of

the world and to our own countries. Yes, I

used the term the "evil empire." There've
been some things that have gone on that

—

and yet I have a few quotes of my own that

they have said; one in which they even
called us "cannibals." So, I think both of us

have stopped that language, thinking that

we'll get farther at the meetings if we come
together to try and eliminate the need for

such talk.

Q. Mr. President, the summit of Geneva
will be the first in 6 years, and you will

have about 8 hours of discussion with Mr.
Gorbachev, which is not so much. So, what
kind of approach will you try on him? Will

you try a kind of man-to-man approach to

try to convince, to get your point?

The President Yes. As a matter of fact,

there are some meetings scheduled where
it will just be one on one, the two of us.

And I will do my utmost, with the evidence
at hand, to prove to them that if he does
nurse any suspicion that we mean him
harm—I think the presentation of some
facts such as at the end of World War II,

when we were the only nation whose indus-

try and capacity had not been bombed to

rubble, when we were the only ones with
the nuclear weapon, we could have been
pretty dictatorial, ourselves, in the world.

But we weren't; we didn't do that—and
then point out to him how we see their

expansionist policies and so forth and see if

we can't come together and recognize that

this—when I said deeds, this is how we can
eliminate the suspicion. I think the theme
that I will take was cited by someone—the

line is not original with me—who said that

nations do not distrust each other because

they are armed, they're armed because

they distrust each other. So, we'll see if we
can't work on that last half.

Q. Mr. President, this is obviously the
most important meeting of your Presidency.

You're up against a very formidable figure.

I wonder, are you nervous at all?

The President Not really, no. Maybe I'm
relying on past experience. Long before I

ever thought I would be in public life in

this way—for about 20 years, I did the ne-

gotiating for the union of which I was presi-

dent for 6 of those 20 years, our contract

negotiations, repeatedly, with management.
I'm the first President of the United States

who was ever president of a labor union.

And I think I know something about negoti-

ating, and I intend to go at it in the same
manner.

Q. Mr. President, do you really want an
agreement with the Soviets, and consider-

ing the situation and the differences, the
gap between the two systems, what kind of

an agreement do you want? On what basis?

Naturally, this is in perspective, not only

Geneva. Let's see Geneva as the starting

point.

The President Well, an overall agreement
that we do understand the positions that

we're in as the two so-called superpowers
and that we have a great responsibility to

maintain peace in the world and that it

doesn't mean that we interfere with each
other's internal policies af all, but that we
agree to exist in the world and compete
peacefully. And that's the overall tone I

think that should come out of the summit.
But as I say, it can't just be based on each of

us making a promise and saying we feel

that way. There have to be some things

done, some deeds that really prove that we
mean our words.

Q. Mr. President, do you already have a

forward copy of the new book of Mr. Gor-
bachev, "Time for Peace," which will come
to the market this week?
The President No, I don't have that. I'll

look forward to that.

Q. Mr. President, do you intend to meet
Mr. Gorbachev regularly, maybe on an
annual base?

The President I think whether it's on an
annual basis or back and forth and so forth,

I think those are things to be settled at this

summit. But I definitely think that a great

measure of success would be if we came
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away from this meeting with a decision that

we were going to continue meeting and
discussing the problems between us.

Q. Mr. President, it has been said that

there will be no final communique, but will

you bet, at least, on a set of guidelines to

give a new impetus to the arms talk?

The President. Yes, Fm not a great fan of

communiques, the sort of settling on a

statement in advance. And I know we dis-

cussed this with them. I think that it'd

make far more sense if each one of us came
forth and gave our own view of the meet-
ings and what had been achieved, told

frankly what had been accomplished and
what hadn't. I have agreed with the heads
of state of our NATO allies that on the day
that we leave Geneva to come home, Fm
going by way of Brussels, and if they will be
there, I m going to give a briefing right

then. And then, when I arrive here that

night, I am going to go directly from the

plane to the Congress and before a Joint

Session of our Congress and on television to

the people of the United States, report on
the meetings. And I think that's a better

thing to do. If there are things that we
haven't been able to agree on, let's be will-

ing to say it, but say we'll keep on trying

—

but not have a communique which all too

often seems to want to gloss over the things

that weren't accomplished.

Q. So, how will we know whether you
have failed or succeeded? Will it be wheth-
er you have managed to set up another
meeting?
The President. Well, I think it'll be on the

basis of when I report, judgment of the out-

come of the things that I will specify that

were done or the things that were left

undone or the things, then, that we've
agreed to go on talking about.

Q. Sir, apparently, according to several

reports, Mr. Shultz came back from Moscow
with quite a bad impression of Mr. Gorba-

chev. Do you share that opinion?

The President. Now, who did you say

came away with the

Q. Mr. Shultz

The President. Oh.

Q. according to several reports-

The President. No, no, as a matter of fact,

he told me that they kind of went at it and
that he was argumentative and interrupted

at times. But then he said he, [Secretary of

State] George Shultz, interrupted also and
found out that it wasn't resented, that it

was that kind of a free-for-all discussion.

And he said that he was very set in his

ways—or I mean, about his views on the

aims of his country and so forth. And, well,

we're very set on ours.

Q. Mr. President, in the second debate
with the then-candidate of the Democrats,
Mr. Mondale, you said that, even possibly,

you would share the results of the scientific

research on SDI with the Russians in order

to make the world safer. Do you still consid-

er in doing that, finally?

The President. Maybe I didn't make it

clear. That's what I meant in my earlier

answer—not just share the scientific re-

search with them. Let me give you my
dream of what would happen. We have the

weapon. We don't start deploying it. We
get everybody together, and we say, "Here,
here it is. And here's how it works and
what it'll do to incoming missiles." Now, we
think that all of us who have nuclear weap-
ons should agree that we're going to elimi-

nate the nuclear weapons. But we will

make available to everyone this weapon. I

don't mean we'll give it to them. They're

going to have to pay for it

—

[laughter]—but
at cost. But we would make this defensive

weapon available.

Now, some can say, "Well, if you're going

to do away with the nuclear offensive weap-
ons, then, why does anyone need this?"

Well, because we all know how to make it.

And someday there may be a madman in

the world, as there have been before, who
would start in secretly to produce these

weapons. But it's like when in Geneva in

1925 all the nations of the world after

World War I got rid of poison gas—every-

body kept their gas masks. Well, the same
thing—this is kind of the gas mask thing.

We could say, "Look, we'll never, any of us,

have to fear that maybe some one of us

cheating or maybe there is going to be that

madman someday if we all have the ability

to defend ourselves against nuclear mis-

siles." And I think this would make far

more sense than for us to say, "Oh, we
found it. We'll go ahead and deploy it now
while we still keep our other missiles." The
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world would have a right to expect that

maybe we were thinking first blow.

Q. And if the Soviets don't share that

view, what will happen?
The President I certainly don't believe

that we could stand by and let them veto

our use or implementation of a defensive

weapon.

Q, Mr. President, what's your feeling

when some of your allies, France, but not

only France, are either reluctant or openly

opposed to the SDI? What can you tell

them?
The President Well, I think there was

some misunderstanding about it and where
we were going with it. And I know in the

meetings up at New York, at the U.N. open-

ing this time, there was a great change on

the part of a number of them when I ex-

plained what our view of this was. And so I

think that there is not that great opposition

to it. And a number of the countries where
they, as governments, did not want to

become involved, for whatever reasons they

had, but would not object to their own sci-

entists, their own private business firms and
so forth, or industries getting involved and
joining in with us in this research and de-

velopment.

Q. Mr. President, on behalf of my col-

leagues here, I would like to thank you very

much for granting us this interview and
sharing your views just a week before your
summit meeting in Geneva with the Soviet

leader. Thank you very much, Mr. Presi-

dent.

The President Well, I'm greatly honored
that you all wanted to do this, and thank
you very much. I appreciate it.

Q. Thank you.

Note: The interview began at 2:30 p.m. in

the East Room at the White House.

Proclamation 5407—High Blood Pressure Awareness Week, 1985

November 12, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

High blood pressure is a disease that af-

fects as many as 60 million Americans and
is a major contributing factor in 1.25 million

heart attacks and half a million strokes that

take place every year in the United States.

More than half a million of those who have
a heart attack will die this year, and the

economic cost to the Nation in direct medi-
cal costs, lost work days, and lost production

is estimated to be in excess of ten billion

dollars annually.

There are many encouraging signs that

we are making progress in bringing this dis-

ease under control. The death rates from
heart attacks and stroke have been declin-

ing dramatically over the past decade and
more. From 1972 to 1984, for example, the

death rate for heart attack dropped by 33

percent, and for stroke by 48 percent.

At least one of the factors responsible for

this decline is an enhanced awareness

among the medical profession and the

public of the dangers of high blood pressure

and the steps that must be taken to control

it. This growing awareness has been
brought about with the assistance of the Na-

tional High Blood Pressure Education Pro-

gram, a coordinated effort involving the

Federal government; community volunteer

organizations; medical associations; industry

and labor; State and local public health

agencies, and many other groups. Since the

program began in 1972, public understand-

ing of high blood pressure, the number of

people being treated, and the number of

those effectively controlling their high

blood pressure has increased considerably.

Often called the "silent killer" because it

usually has no easily detectable symptoms,
high blood pressure is an insidious condition

that may lead to heart attack, stroke, or

kidney damage. It is one of three major risk

factors, along with cigarette smoking and
elevated blood cholesterol, for cardiovascu-

lar diseases. All of these factors can be con-
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trolled or eliminated.

High blood pressure can be detected

using the familiar inflatable arm cuff and
stethoscope. The test takes only a few mo-
ments and is painless. Once detected, high

blood pressure can be very effectively con-

trolled. Sometimes this can be accomplished
by such measures as weight loss, salt restric-

tion, and exercise. When these do not work,

the physician can select an appropriate

treatment program from a wide range of

drug therapies.

I urge all Americans to take advantage of

the high blood pressure screening activities

in their communities, their work places,

and their public health facilities. They
should ask their physicians how often they

should have a blood pressure check. All

Americans should be aware of the dangers

of this very widespread condition and they

should also know that these dangers can be
eliminated by proven methods.
To stimulate awareness among Americans

of the importance of having their blood
pressure measured, the Congress, by Senate

Joint Resolution 130, has designated the
week beginning November 10, 1985, as

"High Blood Pressure Awareness Week"
and authorized and requested the President

to issue a proclamation in observance of this

week.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning No-
vember 10, 1985, as High Blood Pressure

Awareness Week. I invite the American
people to join with me in reaffirming our
commitment to the resolution of the prob-
lem of high blood pressure.

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this 12th day of November, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:03 a.m., November 13, 1985]

Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Failure of Congress To Pass Appropriations and National Debt
Ceiling Bills

November 13, 1985

Because of failure by Congress to act on
appropriations bills and on legislation to

raise the ceiling on the national debt, our
country faces an unprecedented crisis in

our history. It is an unnecessary crisis, and it

can be avoided. But the President cannot
stand by and wait for the worst to happen,
including dishonoring the Government's
checks.

We cannot avoid some serious damage.
However, to mitigate the problem, the

President has authorized the Director of

the Office of Management and Budget, Jim
Miller, to instruct the Federal agencies,

starting Friday, to stop issuing any new
checks if the debt ceiling is not raised by

then. The Government would continue to

function, but it would temporarily stop

paying its bills—to vendors, to its own em-
ployees, to individuals receiving govern-
ment benefits, to State and local govern-

ments—until this crisis is resolved. We are

not going to issue checks that will bounce.

The hardship this will cause would be
solely the result of congressional failure to

do what everyone knows is necessary. We
trust that Congress will understand the con-

sequences of its inaction.

Note: Larry M. Speakes read the statement
to reporters at 10:50 a.m. in the Briefing

Room at the White House.
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Nomination of John C. Layton To Be Inspector General of the
Department of Energy
November 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate John C. Layton to be In-

spector General of the Department of

Energy. He would succeed James R. Rich-

ards.

Since 1984 Mr. Layton has been Inspec-

tor General of the Department of the

Treasury. Previously, he was Deputy In-

spector General of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) in 1983-
1984; OIG Center Director, NASA Office of

Inspector General, in 1982-1983; regional

director of investigations, NASA Office of

Inspector General, in 1980-1982; and on
the investigative staff of the U.S. Senate

Committee on Appropriations in 1972-
1980.

Mr. Layton graduated from Rider College

(B.A., 1966). He was born October 9, 1944,

in East Stroudsburg, PA, and now resides in

Woodbridge, VA.

Appointment of Kathleen Osborne as Special Assistant to the

President

November 13, 1985

The President today announced the ap-

pointment of Kathleen Osborne to be Spe-

cial Assistant to the President. Ms. Osborne
will remain in the personal office of the

President, where she has served as his per-

sonal secretary for 4 years, and will contin-

ue carrying out her duties in that capacity.

While President Reagan was Governor of

California, Ms. Osborne was assistant per-

sonal secretary to the Governor for approxi-

mately 2 years and was also personal secre-

tary to the First Lady of California, Mrs.

Ronald Reagan, for approximately 2 years.

In 1975 she opened her own business, a

ladies apparel store, in Sacramento, CA, and
managed it until she was appointed in Oc-
tober 1981 to be the President's personal

secretary. Ms. Osborne closed her business

in December 1984.

A native of Sacramento, CA, Ms. Osborne
currently resides in Arlington, VA, with her
11-year-old daughter, Shelley. Her 18-year-

old son, Scott, is a freshman in college in

Sacramento, CA.

Appointment of Linas J. Kojelis as Special Assistant to the President
for Public Liaison

November 13, 1985

The President today announced the ap-

pointment of Linas J. Kojelis as Special As-

sistant to the President for Public Liaison.

Mr. Kojelis will head the division of foreign

policy and defense issues in the Office of

Public Liaison. He has served 2V2 years as

Associate Director in the same office.

In 1981-1983 Mr. Kojelis served at the

Department of Defense in the Office of Eu-

ropean and NATO Affairs in the Office of

International Security Policy. In 1981 he
served on the staff of the Assistant to the

President for Political Affairs. Before joining

the administration, Mr. Kojelis was a legisla-

tive assistant for former Pennsylvania Sena-

tor Richard S. Schweiker (R-PA).
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Mr. Kojelis received his bachelor's degree

in history (highest departmental honors)

and economics at the University of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles (1976). He earned a master

of public affairs degree, specializing in

international relations, from the Woodrow

Wilson School of Public and International

Affairs at Princeton University in 1978,

where he was a McConnel Foundation
fellow. A native of Los Angeles, CA, Mr.

Kojelis currently resides in the District of

Columbia.

Appointment of Nancy J. Risque as Deputy Assistant to the

President for Legislative Affairs

November 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Nancy J. Risque to be
Deputy Assistant to the President for Legis-

lative Affairs.

Ms. Risque has served as Special Assistant

to the President for Legislative Affairs since

1982 and currently serves as Deputy Direc-

tor of the Office of Legislative Affairs. She
was designated a member of the U.S. dele-

gation to the World Conference To Review
and Appraise the Achievements of the

United Nations Decade for Women, which
was held last July in Nairobi, Kenya. Ms.

Risque is also a member of the President's

Interagency Committee on Women's Busi-

ness Enterprise.

Ms. Risque has been with the Reagan ad-

ministration since January 1981. Previously,

she was a government affairs representative

for private industry; a Ford administration

appointee at the Commerce Department;
and a publicist. She also worked in program
and campaign development for the Repub-
lican Party. She has a bachelor of arts

degree from Radford College and currently

resides in Virginia.

Statement on Signing the Fair Labor Standards Amendments of

1985

November 13, 1985

Today I have signed S. 1570, the "Fair

Labor Standards Amendments of 1985."

This law once again permits State and local

governments and their employees the flexi-

bility to serve their citizens effectively. It is

the culmination of a vigorous effort by State

and local governments, their employees,

and a bipartisan coalition in the Congress.

All these efforts have had the strong sup-

port of my administration. While this law

does not fully restore State and local gov-

ernments to the position they held prior to

the Supreme Court's decision in Garcia v.

San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Author-

ity, it does recognize, in significant meas-

ure, their special burdens, responsibilities,

and character.

Without this legislation, the cost of serv-

ices that State and local governments pro-

vide—police, firefighters, and other services

necessary to the success of any communi-
ty—would have increased by as much as $3
billion per year. The new law provides im-

portant relief to State and local govern-

ments, their employees, and all American
taxpayers. The law contains an effective

date of April 15, 1986, eliminating the un-

expected back pay liability for overtime pay

dating from the court's decision. It enables

all State and local governments to accept

offers of voluntary service from civic-

minded citizens, and it allows the continu-

ation of a longstanding practice by legiti-

mizing the use of compensatory time as a

substitute for cash in paying overtime
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hours.

Although real improvement has been
brought about by this legislation, I believe

the constitutional principles of federalism

must be recognized so that limits are placed

on Federal regulation of State and local

governments in a manner consistent with
their special status in our system of govern-

ment. In this and in other regards, federal-

ism will remain a major priority of my ad-

ministration.

I commend all those officials and workers
in State and local governments and all those

in the Congress who worked to secure this

much-needed legislative success. Secretary

of Labor William Brock; Attorney General

Edwin Meese III; Senators Orrin Hatch,
Don Nickles, Howard Metzenbaum, and
Pete Wilson; Representatives Gus Hawkins,

Jim Jeffords, Austin Murphy, Tom Petri,

and Steve Bartlett all provided essential

leadership. I am especially grateful to Sena-

tor Nickles, whose early leadership and
hard work were essential to the enactment
of the legislation.

Note: The President signed the bill at 2:30

p.m. at a ceremony in the Oval Office at

the White House. S. 1570, approved Novem-
ber 13, was assigned Public Law No. 99-

150

Proclamation 5408—National Diabetes Month, 1985
November 13, 1985

Ry the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Each year, an estimated 500,000 more
Americans are told by their physicians that

they have diabetes. This chronic disease

interferes with the body's ability to derive

energy from glucose, a type of sugar and an
important product of digested food. When
diabetes strikes children, it is in a form that

can soon be fatal without daily injections of

the life-saving hormone insulin. Most
people with diabetes have another form of

the disease that begins in adulthood and
that, over the years, can insidiously and pro-

gressively damage the heart, eyes, kidneys,

and nervous system.

The acute illness and long-term complica-

tions of diabetes cost the country an esti-

mated $14 billion each year in medical out-

lays, disability payments, and loss of income.
Individuals and families suffer an inestima-

ble drain on their emotional and economic
resources in coping with this disease.

Hope for the future lies in research. In

recent years, scientists have laid the

groundwork for an eventual cure for diabe-

tes. Basic research has provided the tools

with which scientists are describing the ge-

netic, immunologic and biochemical mecha-

nisms that underlie diabetes. Through re-

search, we now know that diabetes has mul-
tiple causes, and scientists are developing

the means to understand and correct these

defects in ways specific to each cause. Re-

search is also clarifying how best to treat

diabetes. This research, along with efforts to

transmit the most up-to-the-minute knowl-

edge to health practitioners and to individ-

uals who might be affected by diabetes, is

helping to preserve the health of its poten-

tial victims.

Only through the continued commitment
and cooperation of the Federal govern-

ment, the scientific community, and the

private agencies and citizens dedicated to

the fight against diabetes can progress con-

tinue.

To increase public awareness of diabetes

and to emphasize the need for continued
research and educational efforts aimed at

controlling and one day curing this disease,

the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

145, has designated the month of Novem-
ber 1985 as "National Diabetes Month'* and
authorized and requested the President to

issue a proclamation in observance of this

month.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
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hereby proclaim the month of November
1985 as National Diabetes Month. I call

upon all government agencies and the

people of the United States to observe this

month with appropriate programs and ac-

tivities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirteenth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred

and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:23 a.m., November 14, 1985]

Proclamation 5409-

1985

November 13, 1985

-National Women Veterans Recognition Week,

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

We Americans are justly indebted to all

who have served in uniform in the cause of

our national defense. It is an honor for me
to invite special attention to the unique
contributions made to that cause by women
veterans.

Throughout our Nation's history, Ameri-
can women have answered duty's call, even
when that call exacted a great price. Many
women have become casualties in their

country's service, and countless more have
suffered family disruptions and dislocations

caused by commitments to the armed serv-

ices.

The nearly 1.2 million women veterans
living in the United States today have con-

tributed immeasurably to restoring and
maintaining the peace. Their performance
in a wide range of demanding specialties in

all branches of service has been in the

proudest traditions of our Armed Forces,

and it is altogether fitting that we as a

Nation pause to express our appreciation.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

47, has designated the week beginning No-
vember 10, 1985, as "National Women Vet-
erans Recognition Week" and authorized
and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of that week.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning No-
vember 10, 1985, as National Women Vet-

erans Recognition Week. I call upon the

American people, the Federal government,
and State and local governments to cele-

brate this week with appropriate observ-

ances.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this thirteenth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty-five, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the two hun-
dred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:24 a.m., November 14, 1985]

Nomination of C. Dale Duvall To Be Commissioner of the Bureau of

Reclamation

November 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten- missioner of Reclamation, Department of

tion to nominate C. Dale Duvall to be Com- the Interior. He would succeed Robert N.
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Broadbent.

Mr. Duvall is presently serving as Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the Overseas Private In-

vestment Corporation. Previously, he
served as White House liaison at the Com-
munity Services Administration in 1981 and
before that as a member of the staff in the

office of the President-elect (1980-1981).

From 1965 to 1980, he was partner and
managing partner at Morris, Lee & Co. in

Spokane, WA.
Mr. Duvall graduated from Kinman Busi-

ness University, Spokane, WA, in 1960. He
is married, has four children, and resides in

Arlington, VA. He was born May 11, 1933,

in Spokane, WA.

Nomination of David M.L. Lindahl To Be Director of the Office of

Alcohol Fuels

November 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate David M.L. Lindahl to be
Director of the Office of Alcohol Fuels, De-
partment of Energy. He would succeed
James G. Sterns.

Since 1972 Mr. Lindahl has been serving

at the Congressional Research Service, Li-

brary of Congress, as a specialist in energy
policy. Previously, he was Federal repre-

sentative for the National Petroleum Coun-
cil in 1978-1980; Assistant Director for Re-

search and Analysis, Office of Energy
Transportation, Department of Energy
(1978). Since 1973 he has also served as a

consultant to the National Geographic
Society.

Mr. Lindahl graduated from the Univer-
sity of Indiana (B.Sc, 1967) and Western
Michigan University (M.A., 1968). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Springfield, VA. He was born August 6,

1944, in Fort Wayne, IN.

Message to the Congress Reporting on the National Emergency
With Respect to Iran

November 13, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Pursuant to Section 204(c) of the Interna-

tional Emergency Economic Powers Act
(lEEPA), 50 U.S.C. Section 1703(c), I hereby
report to the Congress with respect to de-

velopments since my last report of April 22,

1985, concerning the national emergency
with respect to Iran that was declared in

Executive Order No. 12170 of November
14, 1979.

1. The Iran-United States Claims Tribu-

nal, established at The Hague pursuant to

the Claims Settlement Agreement of Janu-

ary 19, 1981 (the "Algiers Accords"), contin-

ues to make progress in arbitrating the

claims before it. Since my last report, the

Tribunal has rendered 25 more decisions,

for a total of 194 final decisions. Of these,

146 have been awards in favor of American
claimants; 101 were awards on agreed
terms, authorizing and approving payment
of settlements negotiated by the parties;

and 45 were adjudicated decisions. As of

October 15, 1985, total payments to suc-

cessful American claimants from the Securi-

ty Account stood at approximately $368
million. In cases between the governments,
the Tribunal has issued two decisions in

favor of each government, dismissed one
claim that had been filed by the United
States, and dismissed four claims that had
been filed by Iran. In addition, Iran has

withdrawn fifteen of its government-to-gov-
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eminent claims, while the United States has

withdrawn only three.

2. My last report noted various changes in

the composition of the Tribunal, including

the designation of Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel as

President of the Tribunal and Chairman of

Chamber One. During the past six months,
Swiss lawyer Robert Briner and French law
professor Michel Virally have assumed their

new positions as Chairmen of Chambers
Two and Three, respectively. Shortly before

Messrs. Briner and Virally assumed their

new positions. Tribunal proceedings had
been briefly disrupted because of travel dif-

ficulties allegedly encountered by Iranian

respondents in connection with the Iran-

Iraq war. With these alleged difficulties

having abated, and the two new arbitrators

having assumed their roles as Chairmen,
the Tribunal has resumed normal oper-

ations.

3. The Tribunal continues to make
progress in the arbitration of claims of U.S.

nationals for $250,000 or more. More than
36 percent of the claims for over $250,000
have now been disposed of through adjudi-

cation, settlement, or voluntary withdrawal,

leaving 330 such claims on the docket. The
Tribunal issued long-awaited orders in

claims involving dual United States-Iranian

nationals, allowing these claimants to

resume actively arbitrating their claims by
demonstrating their dominant and effective

U.S. nationality. The Chambers have also

made significant awards to several Ameri-
can claimants, including a $7.3 million con-

tested award to Sylvania Technical Systems,
Inc. The Sylvania decision also purports to

set forth a uniform standard for awarding
interest in Tribunal cases. In another impor-
tant decision, the Tribunal decided that, at

least in the context of that case, the Treaty
of Amity, Economic Relations and Consular
Rights between Iran and the United States

governs the standard of compensation in

claims for expropriation of property, and
determined that the claimant in that case

was entitled to recover the fair market
value of the going concern that had been
expropriated by Iran. Settlement discussions

continue to proceed between numerous
American claimants and Iranian respond-

ents.

4. The Tribunal has made significant

progress in the arbitration of the claims of

U.S. nationals against Iran of less than

$250,000 each. As described in my last

report, in addition to 18 test cases, the Tri-

bunal has selected 100 other claims for

active arbitration. As of October 15, 1985,

the Department of State had submitted
Supplemental Statements of Claim in 85 of

these claims, containing more than 25,000
pages of text and evidence. Additional

pleadings are being filed weekly. Although
Iran repeatedly seeks extensions of time
within which to file its responsive pleadings

to these claims, the Tribunal has continued
to press for their resolution. At the Tribu-

nal, three senior legal officers and a law
clerk work exclusively on these claims. The
first three test case hearings have been set

for December, and six additional cases have
been set for hearing during the spring of

1986. The Department of State remains op-

timistic that the Tribunal will issue its first

decision in a fully arbitrated small claim in

early 1986. Finally, since my last report,

another two small claimants have received
awards on agreed terms, bringing the total

to twelve.

5. The Department of State continues to

coordinate the efforts of concerned govern-

mental agencies in presenting U.S. claims

against Iran as well as responses by the U.S.

Government to claims brought against it by
Iran. Since my last report, the Department
has filed pleadings in six government-to-
government claims based on contracts for

the provision of goods and services. The
Tribunal held one hearing in a major con-

tract dispute on whether it could hear ap-

proximately 1,500 cases under the Iranian

Foreign Military Sales Program closed

before October 1, 1978.

In addition to work on the government-
to-government claims, the Department of

State, working together with the Depart-
ment of the Treasury and the Department
of Justice, filed five pleadings in disputes

concerning the interpretation and /or per-

formance of various provisions of the Al-

giers Accords. The Tribunal issued one sig-

nificant decision in an interpretive dispute,

ruling that—subject to a limited exception,

which Iran has stated does not apply to any
of its claims—the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction
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over claims brought by Iran against U.S.

banks for allegedly unpaid deposits and for

interest on transferred deposits. This, to-

gether with the Tribunal's earlier decision

that it lacked jurisdiction over standby

letter of credit claims asserted by Iran

against U.S. banks, has resulted in the dis-

missal of more than 400 of Iran's claims

against such banks.

Since my last report, Iran has initiated

two new interpretive disputes. The first

concerns the purported obligation of the

U.S. Government to satisfy Tribunal awards
issued in favor of Iran against private U.S.

claimants. The second concerns the Tribu-

nal's jurisdiction over indirect claims for

losses incurred by corporations (and similar

entities) that lack U.S. nationality, but

which are controlled by U.S. nationals. The
Department of State is now preparing re-

sponsive pleadings in both these proceed-

ings.

6. The Algiers Accords also provide for

direct negotiations between U.S. banks and
Bank Markazi Iran concerning the payment
from Dollar Account No. 2 (the interest-

bearing escrow account established at the

Bank of England in January 1981 with the

deposit of $1,418 billion of previously

blocked Iranian funds) of nonsyndicated
debt claims of U.S. banks against Iran. Since

my last report. Continental Illinois National

Bank and Trust Company of Chicago
reached a settlement with Iran, bringing to

30 the total number of bank settlements

involving payments from Dollar Account
No. 2. About 16 banks have yet to settle

their claims. In addition, a number of those

banks that have already reached settle-

ments with Iran have reserved claims

against Dollar Account No. 2.

As mentioned in my previous report, at-

torneys from the Department of the Treas-

ury and the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York have been negotiating an "Agreed
Clarification" with Bank Markazi to allow

for the payment from Dollar Account No. 2

of certain amounts still owing on Iran's syn-

dicated debt. Agreement on the text of this

"Agreed Clarification" was reached in June,

and Treasury instructed the Federal Re-

serve Bank of New York, as fiscal agent of

the United States, to sign the document;
however, the Bank Markazi representatives

were not prepared to sign. They claimed

the delay was due to the need to obtain

additional formal clearances in Tehran and
that there was no substantive problem with

the agreement. The Department of the

Treasury is hopeful that the necessary ap-

proval in Tehran will be forthcoming.

7. There have been no changes in the

Iranian Assets Control Regulations since my
last report.

8. Pursuant to a June 7, 1982, Directive

License from the Department of the Treas-

ury, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
had been deducting two percent from
amounts received from the Security Ac-

count in satisfaction of awards rendered by
the Tribunal in favor of U.S. claimants. The
purpose of the deduction was to reimburse
the U.S. Government for a portion of the

expenses incurred in connection with the

arbitration of claims of U.S. persons against

Iran before the Tribunal and the mainte-

nance of the Security Account from which
such claims are paid. In ordering the deduc-

tion of this user fee. Treasury relied solely

on the authority of the Independent Offices

Appropriation Act (the "lOAA"). The
amounts deducted, which as of August 16,

1985, totaled $7.3 million, had been paid

into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

Last May, in a case brought by Sperry Cor-

poration, the U.S. Claims Court issued a

bench ruling holding that the two percent

fee did not comply with the requirements

of the lOAA and hence was invalid. No
judgment has yet been issued, and, in light

of the new legislation described below, it is

unlikely that one will be issued.

On August 16, 1985, the President signed

the Foreign Relations Authorization Act for

Fiscal Years 1986 and 1987, Public Law 99-

93, Title V of which deals with claims

against Iran. Section 502 of this legislation

directs the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York to deduct one and one-half percent

from the first $5 million awarded on each

claim paid from the Security Account, and
one percent from any amount over $5 mil-

lion, and to deposit the amounts deducted
into the Treasury to the credit of miscella-

neous receipts. The constitutionality of this

legislation has been challenged, however, in

a continuation of the litigation by Sperry.
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By its terms, Section 502 is effective as of

June 7, 1982. Consequently, the Depart-

ment of the Treasury is in the process of

refunding to those claimants that have re-

ceived awards paid from the Security Ac-

count the difference between the two per-

cent fee already deducted and the one and
one-half/one percent fee authorized by Sec-

tion 502 of Public Law 99-93. These re-

funds will total approximately $2.6 million.

Title V of Public Law 99-93 alsp grants

standby authority to the Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission to determine the

validity and amounts of any claims against

Iran that are settled en bloc by the United
States and Iran, and provides certain limit-

ed exceptions to the disclosure provisions of

the Freedom of Information Act for Tribu-

nal-related documents within the possession

of the U.S. Government.
9. Financial and diplomatic aspects of the

relationship with Iran continue to present
an unusual challenge to the national securi-

ty and foreign policy of the United States.

In particular, the Iranian Assets Control

Regulations, issued pursuant to Executive
Order No. 12170, continue to play an im-
portant role in regulating that relationship

and in enabling the United States properly
to implement the Algiers Accords. I shall

continue to exercise the powers at my dis-

posal to deal with these problems and will

continue to report periodically to the Con-
gress on significant developments.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
November 13, 1985.

Statement Following a Meeting With the United States Delegation
to the Nuclear and Space Arms Negotiations With the Soviet Union
November 14, 1985

I met today with the senior American ne-

gotiators at the Geneva nuclear and space

arms talks. Ambassadors Max Kampelman,
John Tower, and Maynard Glitman. The
meeting provided an opportunity for our
chief negotiators to brief me on the just

concluded round of negotiations in Geneva
and on their perspectives for future devel-

opments in the talks.

This past round in Geneva, the third in

the negotiations which began this past

March, has been useful. It was marked by
the Soviet presentation, in late September,
of a counterproposal to the concrete reduc-

tions offers which the U.S. had put forward
at the outset of the talks. Drawing on the

counsel of our negotiating team and of our
experts in Washington, we analyzed this

Soviet counteroffer very carefully, making
clear both its positive elements and the

areas in which it fell seriously short of the

criteria which we have established for an
effective and equitable arms reduction

agreement. As I have emphasized before,

these necessary criteria are deep cuts; no
first-strike advantages; research on defense,

because defense is much safer than offense;

and no cheating—that is to say, full compli-

ance.

Building upon these criteria, as well as

the positive seeds in the Soviet counterpro-

posal, I instructed, on November 1, our ne-

gotiators to table a new set of proposals in

Geneva. These new U.S. proposals cover all

three areas of the negotiations: strategic nu-

clear arms, intermediate nuclear forces, and
defense and space arms. These new devel-

opments in the Geneva negotiations dem-
onstrate that a serious give-and-take process

can now take place. We welcome this, and
we are determined to do our part to bring

about the real nuclear reductions that the

world desires and deserves. If there is equal

determination and flexibility on the Soviet

part, this can be done. I therefore hope that

my coming meeting with General Secretary

Gorbachev will give further momentum to

this process.

Finally, I expressed the gratitude of all

Americans to Ambassadors Kampelman,
Tower, and Glitman for their highly profes-

sional and very patient negotiating efforts
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in Geneva, and my own appreciation for

the wise counsel they have provided to me.
Their continued efforts and advice will be

vital in the days and months ahead, as we
strive for radical, equitable, and verifiable

cuts in nuclear arms.

Appointment of Joseph A. Latham, Jr., as Staff Director of the

Commission on Civil Rights

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Joseph A. Latham, Jr., to be
Staff Director of the Commission on Civil

Rights. He will succeed Linda Chavez Ger-

sten.

Since 1983 Mr. Latham has been serving

as Chief Counsel at the National Labor Re-

lations Board. Previously he was an attorney

with the law firm of Paul, Hastings, Jan-

ofsky and Walker of Atlanta, GA, and Los
Angeles, CA, in 1976-1983.

He graduated from Yale University (B.A.,

1973) and Vanderbilt University (J.D.,

1976). He is married and resides in Alexan-

dria, VA. He was born September 16, 1951,

in Kinston, NC.

Nomination of Thomas A. Bolan To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Thomas A. Bolan to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation,

United States International Development
Cooperation Agency, for a term expiring

December 17, 1988. This is a reappoint-

ment.
Mr. Bolan has been a member of the

Board of Directors of the Overseas Private

Investment Corporation since March 2,

1982. He is counsel to the law firm of Saxe,

Bacon, and Bolan in New York City. He
joined the firm, then Saxe, Bacon and
O'Shea, in 1959 as an associate and became
a partner in 1960 and counsel in 1972.

He graduated from St. John's University

(B.A., LL.D.). He is married, has five chil-

dren, and resides in Flushing, NY. He was
born May 30, 1924, in Lynn, MA.

Designation of John R. Trice as a Member of the Board of

Governors of the United Service Organizations, Incorporated

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to designate John R. Trice to be a

member of the Board of Governors of the

United Service Organizations, Inc., for a

term of 3 years. This is a reappointment.

Mr. Trice is in the private practice of law

in CarroUton, TX. He is a member of the

Reserve Officers Association of the United

States and serves on the national executive

committee and the building committee. He
is former chairman of the Central Texas

Salvation Army Advisory Committee and
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former member of the board of directors of

the Dallas County Mental Health Associa-

tion.

He has two children and resides in Car-

roUton, TX. He was born September 28,

1932, in Houston, TX.

Appointment of Carol A. Morrow as a Delegate to the National

White House Conference on Small Business

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Carol A. Morrow to be a

delegate to the National White House Con-
ference on Small Business. This is a new
position.

Ms. Morrow is owner of C&M Consult-

ants, real estate consultants, in Burbank,

CA. Previously she was vice president of

Betty Zane Corp. in San Dimas, CA. Ms.

Morrow has also served on the board of

trustees of the California Agriculture Foun-
dation.

She graduated from the University of Ala-

bama (B.A., 1962). She has one child and
resides in Burbank, CA. She was born Sep-

tember 10, 1939, in Miami, FL.

Appointment of Susan Schiffer Stautberg as a Member of the

Commission on Presidential Scholars

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Susan Schiffer Stautberg to

be a member of the Commission on Presi-

dential Scholars. This is a new position.

Mrs. Stautberg is director of communica-
tions for Touche Ross & Co. in New York
City. Previously, she served as executive as-

sistant to the president of Morgan Stanley

& Co. in 1980-1982; vice president of

Fraser Associates, Washington, DC, in 1980;

director of communications, McNeil Con-

sumer Products Co., in Fort Washington,
PA, in 1978-1980; and Director of Commu-
nications, U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission, in 1976-1978. She was a

White House fellow in 1974-1975.

Mrs. Stautberg graduated from Wheaton
College (B.A., 1967) and George Washing-
ton University (M.A., 1970). She is married,

has one child, and resides in New York, NY.
She was born November 9, 1946, in Bryn
Mawr, PA.

Appointment of Four Members of the National Advisory Council on
Continuing Education

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Continuing Education for terms ex-

piring September 30, 1988:

Richard O. Brinkman is a reappointment. He is

president emeritus, Clark Technical College, in

Springfield, OH. Mr. Brinkman has also served

as president of the Ohio College Association.

He is married, has two children, and resides in

Springfield, OH. Mr. Brinkman graduated from
Wittenberg University (B.A.), Kent State Uni-

versity (M.A.), and the Harvard Institute for

Educational Management. He was born Febru-

ary 8, 1926, in Springfield, OH.
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Morris Hadley Mills is a reappointment. He is

currently a State senator in Indianapolis, IN,

(1973-present) and a partner in Mills Brothers

Farms (1962-present). Since 1973 Mr. Mills has

served on higher education, secondary, and el-

ementary committees in the Indiana senate.

Mr. Mills is married, has three children, and
resides in Indianapolis, IN. He was born Sep-

tember 25, 1927, in West Newton, IN.

Indiana Retana would succeed W. Hughes
Brockbank. She has been president of Conroy's

Florist in Bell, CA, since 1982. Previously, Ms.

Retana has worked in management capacities

with the engineering firms of EON Corp.

(1977-1979) and Bechtel Corp. (1972-1975).

She graduated from West Los Angeles College,

1980. Ms. Retana has one child and resides in

Los Angeles, CA. She was born May 6, 1949, in

Managua, Nicaragua.

Donald L. Smith would succeed David O.

Martin. He is currently an assemblyman in An-

chorage, AK (1975-present); owner of a print-

ing business; and publisher of the Alaska Regis-

ter. He served as a representative in the State

legislature in 1965-1969. Mr. Smith has four

children and resides in Anchorage, AK. He was
born March 14, 1939, in Anchorage, AK.

Nomination of Truman McGill Hobbs To Be a Member of the Harry
S. Truman Scholarship Foundation

November 14, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Truman McGill Hobbs to

be a member of the Harry S. Truman Schol-

arship Foundation for a term expiring De-
cember 10, 1991. This is a reappointment.

Since 1980 Mr. Hobbs has been serving as

U.S. District Judge for the Middle District

of Alabama. Previously he had a private law
practice in Alabama, 1949-1980, and during

that time he served as president of the Ala-

bama Bar Association, 1970-1971; the

Montgomery Bar Association, 1965-1966;

and the Alabama Trial Lawyers Association,

1964-1965.

Mr. Hobbs graduated from the University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1942) and
Yale Law School (LL.B., 1948). He is mar-

ried, has four children, and resides in Mont-
gomery, AL. Mr. Hobbs was born February

8, 1921, in Selma, AL.

Letter to Congressional Leaders Transmitting a Report on the

Central American Conflict

November 14, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

(Dear Mr. Chairman.)

The enclosed report is transmitted in

compliance with the requirements of Sec-

tion 722(j) of the International Security and
Development Cooperation Act of 1985 (P.L.

99-83), and Section 104 of Chapter V of the

Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1985

(P.L. 99-88).

The report, with appropriate background,

describes efforts by the United States and
others, including developments in the Con-
tadora process, to promote a negotiated set-

tlement in Central America and Nicaragua;

alleged human rights violations by the

democratic resistance and the Government
of Nicaragua; and disbursement of humani-
tarian assistance to the democratic resist-

ance (with a classified annex).

During the period covered by the report,

the Sandinistas have continued their refusal

to engage in dialogue with the democratic

opposition and have adopted an intransi-

gent position in Contadora negotiations.

The October 15 suspension of civil liberties

dramatically reflected the Sandinistas' con-

tinued repression of human rights and their

desire to silence their opponents rather
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than pursue internal reconciliation.

The events of the ninety days covered by
the attached report clearly show the need
for continued support for the Nicaraguan

democratic resistance. Only it can provide

the sharp pressure needed to move the San-

dinistas toward serious negotiations and pre-

vent the consolidation of a totalitarian state

allied with Cuba and the Soviet bloc in

Central America.

An identical letter with a copy of the at-

tached report has also been forwarded to

the President of the Senate and the Chair-

men of the Senate and House Select Com-
mittees on Intelligence.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives; George Bush, President of the

Senate; Barry Goldwater, chairman of the

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence;

and Edward P. Poland, chairman of the

House Permanent Select Committee on In-

telligence.

Address to the Nation on the Upcoming Soviet-United States

Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 14, 1985

My fellow Americans:
Good evening. In 36 hours I will be leav-

ing for Geneva for the first meeting be-

tween an American President and a Soviet

leader in 6 years. I know that you and the

people of the world are looking forward to

that meeting with great interest, so tonight

I want to share with you my hopes and tell

you why I am going to Geneva.
My mission, stated simply, is a mission for

peace. It is to engage the new Soviet leader

in what I hope will be a dialog for peace
that endures beyond my Presidency. It is to

sit down across from Mr. Gorbachev and try

to map out, together, a basis for peaceful

discourse even though our disagreements
on fundamentals will not change. It is my
fervent hope that the two of us can begin a

process which our successors and our peo-

ples can continue—facing our differences

frankly and openly and beginning to

narrow and resolve them; communicating
effectively so that our actions and intentions

are not misunderstood; and eliminating the

barriers between us and cooperating wher-
ever possible for the greater good of all.

This meeting can be an historic opportu-

nity to set a steady, more constructive

course to the 21st century. The history of

American-Soviet relations, however, does

not augur well for euphoria. Eight of my
predecessors—each in his own way in his

own time—sought to achieve a more stable

and peaceful relationship with the Soviet

Union. None fully succeeded; so, I don't un-

derestimate the difficulty of the task ahead.

But these sad chapters do not relieve me of

the obligation to try to make this a safer,

better world. For our children, our grand-

children, for all mankind—I intend to make
the effort. And with your prayers and God's

help, I hope to succeed. Success at the

summit, however, should not be measured
by any short-term agreements that may be
signed. Only the passage of time will tell us

whether we constructed a durable bridge to

a safer world. This, then, is why I go to

Geneva—to build a foundation for lasting

peace.

When we speak of peace, we should not

mean just the absence of war. True peace
rests on the pillars of individual freedom,

human rights, national self-determination,

and respect for the rule of law. Building a

safer future requires that we address can-

didly all the issues which divide us and not

just focus on one or two issues, important as

they may be. When we meet in Geneva,
our agenda will seek not just to avoid war,

but to strengthen peace, prevent confronta-

tion, and remove the sources of tension. We
should seek to reduce the suspicions and
mistrust that have led us to acquire moun-
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tains of strategic weapons. Since the dawn
of the nuclear age, every American Presi-

dent has sought to limit and end the dan-

gerous competition in nuclear arms. I have
no higher priority than to finally realize

that dream. I've said before, I will say

again: A nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought. We've gone the extra

mile in arms control, but our offers have
not always been welcome.

In 1977 and again in 1982, the United

States proposed to the Soviet Union deep
reciprocal cuts in strategic forces. These
offers were rejected out-of-hand. In 1981

we proposed the complete elimination of a

whole category of intermediate-range nu-

clear forces. Three years later, we proposed

a treaty for a global ban on chemical weap-
ons. In 1983 the Soviet Union got up and
walked out of the Geneva nuclear arms
control negotiations altogether. They did

this in protest because we and our Europe-
an allies had begun to deploy nuclear weap-
ons as a counter to Soviet SS-20's aimed at

our European and other allies. I'm pleased

now, however, with the interest expressed

in reducing offensive weapons by the new
Soviet leadership. Let me repeat tonight

what I announced last week. The United
States is prepared to reduce comparable nu-

clear systems by 50 percent. We seek re-

ductions that will result in a stable balance

between us with no first-strike capability

and verified full compliance. If we both
reduce the weapons of war there would be
no losers, only winners. And the whole
world would benefit if we could both aban-

don these weapons altogether and move to

nonnuclear defensive systems that threaten

no one.

But nuclear arms control is not of itself a

final answer. I told four Soviet political

commentators 2 weeks ago that nations do
not distrust each other because they're

armed; they arm themselves because they

distrust each other. The use of force, sub-

version, and terror has made the world a

more dangerous place. And thus, today

there's no peace in Afghanistan; no peace in

Cambodia; no peace in Angola, Ethiopia, or

Nicaragua. These wars have claimed hun-

dreds of thousands of lives and threaten to

spill over national frontiers. That's why in

my address to the United Nations, I pro-

posed a way to end these conflicts: a region-

al peace plan that calls for negotiations

among the warring parties—withdrawal of

all foreign troops, democratic reconciliation,

and economic assistance.

Four times in my lifetime, our soldiers

have been sent overseas to fight in foreign

lands. Their remains can be found from
Flanders Field to the islands of the Pacific.

Not once were those young men sent

abroad in the cause of conquest. Not once
did they come home claiming a single

square inch of some other country as a

trophy of war. A great danger in the past,

however, has been the failure by our en-

emies to remember that while we Ameri-
cans detest war, we love freedom and stand

ready to sacrifice for it. We love freedom
not only because it's practical and beneficial

but because it is morally right and just.

In advancing freedom, we Americans
carry a special burden—a belief in the dig-

nity of man in the sight of the God who
gave birth to this country. This is central to

our being. A century and a half ago,

Thomas Jefferson told the world, "The mass
of mankind has not been born with saddles

on their backs ..." Freedom is America's

core. We must never deny it nor forsake it.

Should the day come when we Americans
remain silent in the face of armed aggres-

sion, then the cause of America, the cause

of freedom, will have been lost and the

great heart of this country will have been
broken. This affirmation of freedom is not
only our duty as Americans, it's essential for

success at Geneva.

Freedom and democracy are the best

guarantors of peace. History has shown that

democratic nations do not start wars. The
rights of the individual and the rule of law
are as fundamental to peace as arms con-

trol. A government which does not respect

its citizens' rights and its international com-
mitments to protect those rights is not

likely to respect its other international un-

dertakings. And that's why we must and
will speak in Geneva on behalf of those who
cannot speak for themselves. We are not

trying to impose our beliefs on others. We
have a right to expect, however, that great

states will live up to their international obli-

gations.
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Despite our deep and abiding differences,

we can and must prevent our international

competition from spilling over into vio-

lence. We can find, as yet undiscovered,

avenues where American and Soviet citi-

zens can cooperate fruitfully for the benefit

of mankind. And this, too, is why I'm going

to Geneva. Enduring peace requires open-

ness, honest communications, and opportu-

nities for our peoples to get to know one

another directly. The United States has

always stood for openness. Thirty years ago

in Geneva, President Eisenhower, prepar-

ing for his first meeting with the then

Soviet leader, made his Open Skies proposal

and an offer of new educational and cultur-

al exchanges with the Soviet Union. He rec-

ognized that removing the barriers be-

tween people is at the heart of our relation-

ship. He said: "Restrictions on communica-
tions of all kinds, including radio and travel,

existing in extreme form in some places,

have operated as causes of mutual distrust.

In America, the fervent behef in freedom of

thought, of expression, and of movement is

a vital part of our heritage."

Well, I have hopes that we can lessen the

distrust between us, reduce the levels of

secrecy, and bring forth a more open world.

Imagine how much good we could accom-
plish, how the cause of peace would be
served, if more individuals and families

from our respective countries could come
to know each other in a personal way. For
example, if Soviet youth could attend Amer-
ican schools and universities, they could

learn firsthand what spirit of freedom rules

our land and that we do not wish the Soviet

people any harm. If American youth could

do likewise, they could talk about their in-

terests and values and hopes for the future

with their Soviet friends. They would get

firsthand knowledge of life in the U.S.S.R.,

but most important, they would learn that

we're all God's children with much in

common. Imagine if people in our nation

could see the Bolshoi Ballet again, while

Soviet citizens could see American plays

and hear groups like the Beach Boys. And
how about Soviet children watching

"Sesame Street."

We've had educational and cultural ex-

changes for 25 years and are now close to

completing a new agreement. But I feel the

time is ripe for us to take bold new steps to

open the way for our peoples to participate

in an unprecedented way in the building of

peace. Why shouldn't I propose to Mr. Gor-

bachev at Geneva that we exchange many
more of our citizens from fraternal, reli-

gious, educational, and cultural groups?

Why not suggest the exchange of thousands

of undergraduates each year, and even
younger students who would live with a

host family and attend schools or summer
camps? We could look to increased scholar-

ship programs, improve language studies,

conduct courses in history, culture, and
other subjects, develop new sister cities, es-

tablish libraries and cultural centers, and,

yes, increase athletic competition. People of

both our nations love sports. If we must
compete, let it be on the playing fields and
not the battlefields. In science and technol-

ogy, we could launch new joint space ven-

tures and establish joint medical research

projects. In communications, we'd like to

see more appearances in the other's mass

media by representatives of both our coun-

tries. If Soviet spokesmen are free to appear

on American television, to be published and
read in the American press, shouldn't the

Soviet people have the same right to see,

hear, and read what we Americans have to

say? Such proposals will not bridge our dif-

ferences, but people-to-people contacts can

build genuine constituencies for peace in

both countries. After all, people don't start

wars, governments do.

Let me summarize, then, the vision and
hopes that we carry with us to Geneva. We
go with an appreciation, born of experi-

ence, of the deep differences between us

—

between our values, our systems, our be-

liefs. But we also carry with us the determi-

nation not to permit those differences to

erupt into confrontation or conflict. We do
not threaten the Soviet people and never

will. We go without illusion, but with hope,

hope that progress can be made on our

entire agenda. We believe that progress can

be made in resolving the regional conflicts

now burning on three continents, including

our own hemisphere. The regional plan we
proposed at the United Nations will be
raised again at Geneva. We're proposing

the broadest people-to-people exchanges in
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the history of American-Soviet relations, ex-

changes in sports and culture, in the media,

education, and the arts. Such exchanges can

build in our societies thousands of coalitions

for cooperation and peace. Governments
can only do so much. Once they get the

ball rolling, they should step out of the way
and let people get together to share, enjoy,

help, listen, and learn from each other, es-

pecially young people.

Finally, we go to Geneva with the sober

realization that nuclear weapons pose the

greatest threat in human history to the sur-

vival of the human race, that the arms race

must be stopped. We go determined to

search out and discover common ground

—

where we can agree to begin the reduction,

looking to the eventual elimination, of nu-

clear weapons from the face of the Earth. It

is not an impossible dream that we can

begin to reduce nuclear arsenals, reduce

the risk of war, and build a solid foundation

for peace. It is not an impossible dream that

our children and grandchildren can some-

day travel freely back and forth between
America and the Soviet Union; visit each

other's homes; work and study together;

enjoy and discuss plays, music, television,

and root for teams when they compete.

These, then, are the indispensable ele-

ments of a true peace: the steady expansion

of human rights for all the world's peoples;

support for resolving conflicts in Asia,

Africa, and Latin America that carry the

seeds of a wider war; a broadening of

people-to-people exchanges that can dimin-

ish the distrust and suspicion that separate

our two peoples; and the steady reduction

of these awesome nuclear arsenals until

they no longer threaten the world we both

must inhabit. This is our agenda for

Geneva; this is our policy; this is our plan

for peace.

We have cooperated in the past. In both

world wars, Americans and Russians fought

on separate fronts against a common
enemy. Near the city of Murmansk, sons of

our own nation are buried, heroes who died

of wounds sustained on the treacherous

North Atlantic and North Sea convoys that

carried to Russia the indispensable tools of

survival and victory. While it would be
naive to think a single summit can establish

a permanent peace, this conference can

begin a dialog for peace. So, we look to the

future with optimism, and we go to Geneva
with confidence.

Both Nancy and I are grateful for the

chance you've given us to serve this nation

and the trust you've placed in us. I know
how deep the hope of peace is in her heart,

as it is in the heart of every American and
Russian mother. I received a letter and pic-

ture from one such mother in Louisiana re-

cently. She wrote, "Mr. President, how
could anyone be more blessed than I?

These children you see are mine, granted to

me by the Lord for a short time. When you
go to Geneva, please remember these faces,

remember the faces of my children—of Jon-

athan, my son, and of my twins, Lara and
Jessica. Their future depends on your ac-

tions. I will pray for guidance for you and
the Soviet leaders." Her words, "my chil-

dren," read like a cry of love. And I could

only think how that cry has echoed down
through the centuries, a cry for all the chil-

dren of the world, for peace, for love of

fellow man. Here is the central truth of our

time, of any time, a truth to which I've

tried to bear witness in this office.

When I first accepted the nomination of

my party, I asked you, the American
people, to join with me in prayer for our

nation and the world. Six days ago in the

Cabinet Room, religious leaders—Ukrainian

and Greek Orthodox bishops. Catholic

church representatives, including a Lithua-

nian bishop, Protestant pastors, a Mormon
elder, and Jewish rabbis—made me a simi-

lar request. Well, tonight I'm honoring that

request. I'm asking you, my fellow Ameri-

cans, to pray for God's grace and His guid-

ance for all of us at Geneva, so that the

cause of true peace among men will be ad-

vanced and all of humanity thereby served.

Good night, and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 8 p.m. from
the Oval Office at the White House. His

address was broadcast live on nationwide

radio and television.
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Letter to President Belisario Betancur Cuartas Offering Support
Following the Volcanic Eruption in Colombia

November 14, 1985

Dear Mr. President:

I was stunned to learn of the devastation

following the eruption of the volcano

Nevado Del Ruiz. The loss of life and the

destruction have caused sorrow to us all.

Our prayers are with you and all those who
are working to rescue those who have been
affected. Colombia is a great friend and ally

of the United States. I want you to know in

this hour of need, that we want to work

with your government and be of help.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: The original was not available for
verification of the content of this letter,

which was released by the Office of the

Press Secretary on November 15.

Written Responses to Questions Submitted by Japanese Journalists

on the Upcoming Soviet-United States Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 14, 1985

Q. Your first meeting with the Soviet

party secretary in Geneva has focused

worldwide attention upon the subject of

U.S.-Soviet relations, greatly raising the ex-

pectations of many for possible improve-
ments in this relationship. What do you
yourself think that the outcome of the

summit meeting will be?
The President. I am optimistic that my

meeting with General Secretary Gorbachev
can be an important step on the path to a

safer, more stable, and more productive

East-West relationship—if the Soviets come
to Geneva with the same goal in mind.
Such an outcome would be an investment
in the future, in a safer and better world for

ourselves and our children. I think it's clear

that the Soviets see things much differently

than do we of the democratic world and
that those differences will ensure continued

competition for years to come. Yet this

competition can and must be peaceful.

Arms control is one obvious area where
we must limit our competition. I hope that

General Secretary Gorbachev shares my de-

termination to go to Geneva with the idea

of moving forward the arms control process

as well as other areas of our relationship. To
establish a more constructive relationship,

discussion of arms reductions must be ac-

companied by a frank discussion of areas of

tension and the causes of those tensions

which have led the U.S. and our allies, in-

cluding the Japanese, to build up our defen-

sive capabilities. Someone once said, "Na-

tions do not distrust each other because

they are armed; they are armed because
they distrust each other." That's why it's

especially important to make progress in all

areas, even as we seek to cut our nuclear

arsenals.

On October 24 at the United Nations, I

proposed a comprehensive approach to

dealing with five long-running conflicts—in

Afghanistan, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Angola,

and Nicaragua. We are also seeking ways to

increase contact and communication be-

tween the Soviet and American peoples,

and we hope the Soviet Union will take

practical steps to meet Western concerns

on human rights and humanitarian ques-

tions. I cannot predict breakthroughs in any
of these areas. But I think the meeting will

be an important step towards real progress

down the road.

Q. Could you discuss the possibility that

an even broader, more encompassing
framework for arms control negotiations

might come about as a result of your meet-
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ing with the Soviet leader in Geneva next

month? In your view, are there any sub-

stantive issues not now included in the arms
control talks that should be?
The President. I do not believe that the

problem has been in the structure of the

arms talks. The Geneva nuclear and space

forum provides a good framework for us to

address the most pressing problems we
face: first, to bring about the radical reduc-

tion of offensive nuclear weapons to equal

levels under verifiable agreements; and
second, to discuss with the Soviets the possi-

bilities for moving toward a more stable

and secure world in which defenses play an
increasingly prominent role, if the techno-

logical research being done by the United

States and the Soviet Union shows this is

feasible.

There are other arms control fora where
the United States and our NATO allies are

pursuing a broad arms control agenda, for

example, the MBFR talks on troop levels in

central Europe; the Stockholm CDE Con-
ference; and the Conference on Disarma-

ment, where we have proposed a compre-
hensive global ban on chemical weapons.
On nuclear testing, we think the first step is

to improve the verification of compliance
with the thresholds set down in the Thresh-

old Test Ban Treaty. IVe unconditionally

invited Soviet experts to observe one of our

nuclear tests, a practical step toward verifi-

cation of effective limits on underground
nuclear testing.

To reach effective arms control agree-

ments requires genuine give-and-take on
both sides. For too long the Soviet Union
has not been willing to engage in serious

negotiations or to make reasonable propos-

als. And they coupled their massive military

buildup with an attempt to win in the

streets and parliaments of the democratic
world concessions that they couldn't win at

the bargaining table. Fortunately, Western
governments and public opinion remained
steadfast in their insistence that arms con-

trol agreements improve stability rather

than give unilateral Soviet advantage and
that they meet other criteria of a successful

agreement, such as significant reductions in

nuclear warheads and the most destabiliz-

ing missile systems, equitable limits and
constraints on other systems, and verifiabil-

ity.

This steadfastness brought the Soviets

back to the negotiating table after their

walkout and, more recently, convinced
them to table an arms control counterpro-

posal that accepts the principle of deep re-

ductions. Although the Soviet counterpro-

posal is unacceptable to us as is, it includes

positive elements. It is for this reason that I

instructed American negotiators at Geneva
to put forward a new U.S. proposal de-

signed to advance the prospects for achiev-

ing real reductions in nuclear arms, enhanc-
ing stability and addressing the legitimate

concerns of the United States and our allies,

as well as the Soviet Union.

Q. Although we can assume that this up-

coming summit meeting between the two
superpowers might contain a sort of give-

and-take process, it seems to us that you
have struck a hard or rather nonnegotiable

position on behalf of the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI), to which the Soviet leader

is deadly opposed. Are you confident in

persuading Mr. Gorbachev to accept this

SDI concept, or are you going to take a

little bit more flexible stance on this issue?

The President. My vision of the future is

of a more stable and secure world in which
strategic defenses play a dominant role, one
which would neutralize the menace of bal-

listic missiles and, ultimately, allow us to

eliminate nuclear weapons altogether. And
since a transition from reliance on offensive

to defensive weapons will be neither simple

nor quick, it is in everyone's interest to ex-

plore now the possibilities for doing so.

That's why we have raised with the Soviets

the vital relationship between offensive and
defensive systems and sought to discuss

ways for jointly managing a stable transition

to a peace based on defense systems which
threaten no one, rather than the threat of

nuclear retaliation.

Now, let me speak more specifically

about SDI. It is a research program to as-

certain the feasibility of defenses against

ballistic missiles. SDI research has been and
will continue to be conducted within the

bounds of the ABM treaty. Incidentally, the

Soviets have conducted strategic defense

programs since the 1960's. Their research

and development program far exceeds ours
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in this area. When our research is complet-

ed, and if strategic defenses prove feasible,

we will consult with our allies before decid-

ing whether to develop and deploy strate-

gic defenses. We will discuss and, as appro-

priate, negotiate with the Soviets prior to

deployment, in accordance with the ABM
treaty.

Q. Large numbers of Soviet SS-20's have
been deployed in the Pacific Far East in

recent years, but the Soviets have refused

to negotiate their presence. Is the U.S. plan-

ning to try to include these SS-20's in the

Geneva arms control talks? What is the U.S.

position on the strategic importance of the

Soviet SS-20's that are stationed in Asia? Do
they threaten Western security interests in

the Pacific region?

The President. These missiles are included

in the Geneva talks. The Soviet SS-20 is

more accurate than earlier Soviet interme-

diate-range forces. It is mobile and thus

easily redeployed. It also carries three inde-

pendently targetable warheads, as opposed
to the single warhead of the earlier genera-

tion of Soviet intermediate-range missiles;

thus, the SS-20 greatly increases the threat

to Asia as well as to Europe. In 1981 we
advocated that a total elimination of U.S.

and Soviet missiles in this category is the

best solution, and we have made this pro-

posal to the Soviets in the Geneva arms
control talks. As an interim measure, we
have proposed reductions to the lowest pos-

sible equal number of these U.S. and Soviet

missile warheads on a global basis. We have
made this position clear in the Geneva
talks.

Nuclear weapons that threaten our allies

and friends anywhere in the world are, of

course, of deep concern to us. We could

not, therefore, accept any Soviet proposal in

Geneva which would endeavor to address

European security by increasing the threat

to our friends and allies in Asia. We have
consulted and will continue to consult with

the Japanese Government as negotiations

over Soviet intermediate-range forces pro-

ceed.

Q. What kind of progress are you expect-

ing to make in Geneva on regional prob-

lems such as Afghanistan and the Middle

East? We are particularly interested in what
might happen with regards to Afghanistan.

The President. Discussion of our regional

differences is an important part of our over-

all dialog. We have initiated experts' talks

on these problems between our regional

specialists and their Soviet counterparts. In

my speech to the United Nations on Octo-

ber 24, I proposed that we and the Soviets

make a special effort to contribute to the

resolution of crises in Afghanistan, Cambo-
dia, Ethiopia, Angola, and Nicaragua. Our
starting point would be a process of negoti-

ation among the warring parties in troubled

countries. In the case of Afghanistan, this

would include the Soviet Union; in Cambo-
dia, the Vietnamese. On a second level,

once negotiations take hold and the parties

involved are making progress, representa-

tives of the United States and the Soviet

Union should sit down together and ask

how we can best support the ongoing talks

among warring parties. Finally, if the first

two steps are successful, we would welcome
each country back into the world economy,
so that its citizens can share in the dynamic
growth that other developing countries

enjoy.

Actions by the Soviet Union in Asia,

Africa, and the Western Hemisphere have
been a major cause of tension in our rela-

tions over the last decade. Moreover, they

could lead to situations that could be hard

for either side to control. I hope we will

make substantial progress in resolving our

differences over our approaches to regional

problems. General Secretary Gorbachev can

contribute to this progress by bringing a

positive response to my U.N. initiative. Af-

ghanistan would be a good place to start.

The Soviets say that they agree with us that

only a political solution can end Afghani-

stan's war. If so, they should begin by ad-

dressing the critical question: that of the

more than 100,000 Soviet troops waging
war against the Afghan people. As for the

Middle East, the way to peace is through
direct negotiations with the parties in-

volved. Unfortunately, the Soviet Union has

not shown it is ready to play a constructive

role in the Middle East. The Soviet Union
consistently attacks the very concept of

direct negotiations between the parties.

Q. What do you think is the most impor-

tant thing on your part to make this summit
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meeting productive?

The President. The meeting with Mr.

Gorbachev is an important part of a process

we have long pursued—putting East-West
relations on a safer and more productive

course. I have no illusions about the difficul-

ties involved. But General Secretary Gorba-

chev and I have an obligation to try and
narrow some of the profound differences

between us. ff we make progress toward

that goal, all of the world will benefit. To
establish the foundation for a more con-

structive relationship, I want to discuss not

just arms control but regional tensions, our

bilateral relationship, and our mutual obli-

gation to respect human rights. All of these

issues are important to us. Even before the

meeting, we want to make as much
progress as possible in all aspects of our

relationship. We are ready to do this and
hope the Soviet Union will cooperate.

Obviously, we're not going to solve every

difference in the next few weeks. I hope,

however, that the meetings will give mo-
mentum to a genuine process of problem-

solving and that we can agree on a bilateral

agenda that will bring dividends in the

future. A dedicated approach to a safe

future would be the most important thing I

can bring home from Geneva.

Q. How might Japan and the other allies

countries contribute to the success of the

upcoming summit?
The President. You have already made a

considerable contribution to peace and

East-West stability through your steadfast

support of a policy which brought the Sovi-

ets back to the bargaining table and con-

vinced them to respond to our arms control

proposals with a serious counterproposal of

their own. The free world has contributed

by maintaining its strength, unity, and sense

of purpose. The revival of democratic be-

liefs in all corners of the world and the

expanding global prosperity within the free

world has to have made a deep impression

in the Soviet leadership. Nowhere is this

more apparent than in east Asia, where
countries such as Japan, which are dedicat-

ed to individual freedom and initiative,

have set new standards for social and eco-

nomic development.
The United States can be proud of its role

in the recent history of the Pacific. The
evolution of the U.S.-Japanese relationship

during the past 40 years, for example, is

evidence of the foresight of two generations

of American and Japanese statesmen. The
support of nations such as Japan, which
share our democratic values, has played a

crucial role in strengthening our hand as

we look to our meeting in Geneva. I have
consulted frequently with Prime Minister

Nakasone in the months leading up to the

meeting and I will continue to do so as our

discussions with the Soviets develop.

Note: The questions and answers were re-

leased by the Office of the Press Secretary

on November 15.

Statement on the United Kingdom-Ireland Agreement Concerning
Northern Ireland

November 15, 1985

I am delighted to join with Speaker

O'Neill in welcoming the important Anglo-

Irish accord announced today by Mrs.

Thatcher and Dr. FitzGerald. We applaud

its promise of peace and a new dawn for

the troubled communities of Northern Ire-

land. I wish to congratulate my two good

friends—and outstanding Prime Ministers

—

who have demonstrated such statesmanship,

vision, and courage.

The peoples of the United Kingdom and
of Ireland have made a great contribution

to the political and intellectual heritage of

the United States and to our economic and
social development. We are particularly

pleased that these two neighbors, faithful

friends of America, so close to the United

States in their ties of history, kinship, and
commitment to democratic values have

joined on a common causeway toward hope
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and harmony in Northern Ireland. All

Americans—and above all those of Irish de-

scent who have prayed for an end to vio-

lence in the land of their ancestry—can
take pride in this important step forward.

We view this agreement as a clear dem-
onstration of British and Irish determination

to make progress concerning Northern Ire-

land and in their bilateral relations. Given
the complex situation in Northern Ireland,

all may not applaud this agreement. But let

me state that the United States strongly

supports this initiative, which pledges to

both communities in Northern Ireland re-

spect for their rights and traditions within a

society free from violence and intimidation.

On a number of occasions, we have joined

the Irish and British Governments in con-

demning violence and discord in Northern
Ireland and calling on all Americans not to

assist, either with money or moral support,

those misguided efforts that prolong the

nightmare of terrorism and hatred. Our call

is even more compelling now that a frame-

work for peace has been agreed upon. I

wish to reconfirm and reinforce our con-

demnation of terrorism wherever it may
take place.

Now that a framework has been estab-

lished, the work of constructing a durable
peace must proceed. This will involve re-

building what has been destroyed by hatred
and violence and giving hope td those who
have been tempted by despair. We have
often encouraged Americans to let their for-

eign investments and vacation dollars, and

the employment opportunities that accom-
pany such spending, find their way to the
Emerald Isle. I am proud that Northern Ire-

land enterprises in which American money
is involved are among the most progressive

in promoting equal opportunity for all.

The British and Irish Governments have
pledged their cooperation in promoting the
economic and social development of those

areas, in both parts of Ireland, which have
suffered from the instability of recent years.

It is entirely fitting that the United States

and other governments join this important
endeavor. As President Carter said on
August 30, 1977, "In the event of a settle-

ment, the U.S. Government would be pre-

pared to join with others to see how addi-

tional job-creating investment could be en-

couraged, to the benefit of all the people of

Northern Ireland."

There are many in Congress who have
shown their concern and sympathy for the
people of Northern Ireland. And I will be
working closely with the Congress, in a bi-

partisan effort, to find tangible ways for the
United States to lend practical support to

this important agreement. The Speaker,

who has kindly joined me at the White
House today, and I have already discussed

how the United States could assist in pro-

moting peace, friendship, and harmony be-

tween the two great Irish traditions.

In closing, permit me to underscore our
heartfelt support for this courageous and
determined effort to promote peace and
reconciliation in Northern Ireland.

Remarks on the United Kingdom-Ireland Agreement Concerning
Northern Ireland

November 15, 1985

The President. The Speaker and I are

very pleased this morning to be able to tell

you that we have each issued a statement

about what has taken place today between
the Taoiseach of Ireland and the Prime
Minister of England in regard to Northern
Ireland in trying to finally settle the tragic

internecine warfare going on there. We're
delighted that this has come about, and we

hope that, in a bipartisan way, that we can
go forward with anything we can do to

help—and they have agreed to—the two
governments, other two governments—to

help in restoring sound economics there

—

and anything we can do to encourage pri-

vate investment that will provide prosperity

and employment for their people. But it has

been, we think, a great breakthrough which
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shows great promise. Now, Tip.

Speaker O'Neill. Well, thank you, Mr.

President. I think it was very courageous on
the part of the leaders of the English Gov-
ernment and the Government of Ireland to

get together to try to work out and solve

the problems of Northern Ireland. There, in

the land of cultures, yet 90 miles from the

European Gontinent, there have been hun-

dreds of killings and thousands of wound-
ings, and it has showed through the years

that bullets and bombs are not the

answer—the answer is talking the question

over. And Fm glad that both of these coun-

tries appreciate the severity of the ques-

tions. America has flourished because of di-

versity, and there's no reason that Northern

Ireland can't be the same way. And so, I

stand here beside the President of the

United States, part of the fact that we both

support the leaders of those two great na-

tions—the Taoiseach and the Prime Minis-

ter.

And I want to assure you how delighted I

am that America is backing a policy which
all Presidents have said, that if we could

bring this to an end, we would do every-

thing that we humanly could. And I speak

for the House, Mr. President—any means
that we can use in the Gongress of the

United States to help bring peace in North-

ern Ireland, I assure you that we'll have the

full cooperation of the Gongress; there's no
question in my mind.

So, again, we congratulate the people of

Ireland, the leaders and the people of Eng-
land, Mrs. Thatcher, their Prime Minister.

And our hope and our prayers and our best

wishes and our support is with them that

this venture will be a success.

Reporter. Mr. President, Speaker O'Neill

is predicting major results at the summit in

Geneva next week. Do you agree with him?
The President. I'm—this is almost—this

was that knuckleball I was talking about
yesterday, to throw something—I was pre-

pared not to take any questions. We're not

going to take questions here at this particu-

lar occasion; statements have been issued.

But when you ask one like that with the

Speaker standing here, yes, I am very
pleased and delighted with what he had to

say.

Speaker O'Neill. I want you to know that

we wish you all the success and happiness

and best wishes, and you come home with

the greatest results—everyone in America.

You're our leader, and we know that you're

going to have results.

Q. Mr. President, Mr. Arbatov, today in

Geneva calls you a "Grade B movie actor."

The President. Well, he's never seen

"King's Row." [Laughter]

Note: The President spoke at 9:54 a.m. in

the Oval Office at the White House. Sir

Oliver Wright, British Ambassador to the

United States, and Padraic McKernan, Irish

Ambassador to the United States, were also

present. In the final question, a reporter

referred to Georgiy Arbatov of the Soviet

Union, director of the Institute for the

Study of the United States of America and
Canada. A tape was not availablefor verifi-

cation of the content of these remarks.

Nomination of Arnold I. Burns To Be Associate Attorney General

November 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten- in the law firm of Burns, Jackson, Miller,

tion to nominate Arnold I. Burns to be As-

sociate Attorney General, Department of

Justice. He would succeed D. Lowell

Jensen.

Since 1960 Mr. Burns has been a partner

Summit & Jacoby in New York Gity. Previ-

ously, he was an associate with the firm of

Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer &
Wood in New York Gity.

He graduated from Union GoUege (A.B.,
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1950) and Cornell University Q.D., 1953).

He is married, has two children, and resides

in New York, NY. He was born April 14,

1930, in Brooklyn, NY.

Nomination of Arch L. Madsen To Be a Member of the Board for

International Broadcasting

November 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Arch L. Madsen to be a

member of the Board for International

Broadcasting for a term expiring April 28,

1987. This is a reappointment.

Mr. Madsen is president of Bonneville

International Corp., an independent broad-

cast organization wholly owned by the

Mormon Church, in Salt Lake City, UT. He

has served as chairman of the international

committee. National Association of Broad-
casters, and is a member of the Broadcast-
ers Foundation. In 1981 he was recognized
by the National Association of Broadcasters
for his achievements in broadcasting.

He is married, has five children, and re-

sides in Salt Lake City, UT. He was born
December 4, 1913, in Provo, UT.

Appointment of 14 Members of the President's Foreign Intelligence

Advisory Board, and Designation of the Chairman and Vice
Chairman
November 15, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint 14 members to the Presi-

dent's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board
(PFIAB) for 2-year terms. The Board was
recently reconstituted by the President on
October 28, 1985, by Executive Order
12537. The most significant change in the

new Board is that it establishes a limit of 14
members. The existing PFIAB, with 21
members, had grown to a size that made it

difficult to carry out its advisory responsibil-

ities.

The PFIAB is a permanent, nonpartisan

body of distinguished Americans who per-

form a continuing and objective review of

the performance of the intelligence com-
munity. The Board reports directly to the

President and has full access to all informa-

tion necessary to advise the President on
the conduct, management, and coordination

of the various agencies of the intelligence

community.

The PFIAB (then known as the Board of

Consultants on Foreign Intelligence Activi-

ties) was first established by President Ei-

senhower in 1956. The Board was contin-

ued by each President thereafter until its

termination in 1977 by President Carter.

The PFIAB was reconstituted by the Presi-

dent on October 20, 1981, by Executive
Order 12331.

Under the new Board, Anne Armstrong
will remain as Chairman and Leo Cherne as

Vice Chairman. The following are the

members who will be reappointed to the
new Board:

Anne Legendre Armstrong is currently chairman
of the advisory board of the Georgetown Uni-

versity Center for Strategic and International

Studies. She was United States Ambassador to

Great Britain in 1976-1977 and served as

Counsellor to the President in 1973-1974. She
is married, has five children, and resides in

Armstrong, TX.

Leo Cherne is an economist and currently serves

as executive director of the Research Institute

of America in New York City. He was a

member of the President's Foreign Intelligence

Advisory Board in 1973-1976 and served as

chairman in 1976-1977. He is married, has one
daughter, and resides in New York City. He
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was born September 8, 1912.

Howard H. Baker, Jr., is a senior partner in the

law firm Vinson & Elkins in Washington, DC.
He served as a United States Senator from Ten-
nessee from 1966 to 1985. He was minority

leader in 1977-1981 and majority leader in

1981-1985. He is married, has two children,

and resides in Washington, DC. He was born
November 15, 1925.

William O. Baker is a research chemist and was
chairman of the board of Bell Telephone Lab-

oratories. He was a member of the President's

Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board in 1959-

1977. He is married, has one son, and resides in

Morristown, NJ. He was born July 15, 1915.

W. Glenn Campbell has been director. Hoover
Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stan-

ford University, since 1960 and has served as

the chairman of the President's Intelligence

Oversight Board since 1981. He was a member
of the National Science Board, National Science

Foundation, in 1972-1978. He is married, has

three children, and resides in Stanford, CA. He
was born April 29, 1924.

John S. Foster, Jr., is vice president, science and
technology, TRW, Inc. He was Director of De-
fense Research and Engineering for the De-
partment of Defense in 1965-1973. Mr. Foster

served as a member of the President's Foreign

Intelligence Advisory Board in 1973-1977. He
is married, has five children, and resides in

Cleveland, OH. He was born September 18,

1922.

Henry A. Kissinger is chairman of Kissinger and
Associates, Inc. He was Secretary of State in

1973-1977 and served as the Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs from
1969-1974. He is married, has two children,

and resides in New York City. He was born
May 27, 1923.

Clare Boothe Luce was a member of the Presi-

dent's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board in

1973-1977. She is a playwright and journalist.

She was also a Member of Congress in 1943-

1947 and Ambassador to Italy in 1953-1957.

She resides in Washington, DC.

William French Smith is a partner in the firm of

Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher of Los Angeles.

Previously he served as Attorney General of

the United States in 1981-1985. He is married,

has four children, and resides in San Marino,

CA. He was born August 26, 1917.

Albert D. Wheelon is senior vice president and
group president of the Space and Communica-
tions Group of Hughes Aircraft Co. He was
Deputy Director for Science and Technology
at the Central Intelligence Agency in 1962-
1964. He is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Los Angeles, CA. He was born January
18, 1929.

The following are the four new members
who will be appointed to the Board:

Jeane J. Kirkpatrick was the representative of the

United States to the United Nations and a

member of the Cabinet (1981-1985). She has

resumed her position as Leavey professor at

Georgetown University and as senior fellow at

the American Enterprise Institute. She is mar-
ried, has three children, and resides in Bethes-

da, MD.

Bernard A. Schriever was commander of the U.S.

Air Force Systems Command in 1961-1966. He
retired from the Air Force with the rank of

general. He was Chairman of the President's

Advisory Council on Management Improve-
ment and is currently serving as a member of

the National Commission on Space. He is mar-

ried, has three children, and resides in Wash-
ington, DC. He was born September 14, 1910.

James Q. Wilson is Henry Lee Shattuck professor

of government at Harvard University and

James Collins professor of management at

UCLA. He is chairman of the board of direc-

tors of the Police Foundation and former chair-

man of the White House Task Force on Crime
and the National Advisory Council on Drug
Abuse Prevention. He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in Belmont, MA. He was
born May 27, 1931.

Albert J. Wohlstetter is director of research at

PAN Heuristics, Marina del Rey, CA. He held

the university professorship for 15 years at the

University of Chicago and before that was a

member of the research council and assistant

to the president at RAND Corp. He is married,

has one child, and resides in Los Angeles, CA.
He was born December 19, 1913.
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Statement on the Veto of the Treasury Department, Postal Service,

and Certain Independent Agencies Appropriations Bill

November 15, 1985

Today I am vetoing H.R. 3036, which
makes appropriations for the Treasury De-
partment, the United States Postal Service,

and certain Independent Agencies for the

fiscal year 1986. Last night, under emergen-
cy conditions, I signed two pieces of tempo-
rary legislation to prevent the Federal Gov-
ernment from shutting down and having its

checks dishonored.

This is an unacceptable situation in two
respects. First, the temporary bills on ap-

propriations and the debt ceiling again illus-

trate the failure of the budget process. I

have received only 4 of the required 13

appropriations bills, though all were sup-

posed to be passed by September 30th. We
have known for months that the debt limit

would have to be increased, yet legislative

inaction forced us to accelerate the re-

demption of securities in the Social Security

and other trust funds and waste millions of

taxpayer dollars.

Second, this episode is just the latest ex-

ample of an ingrained incapacity to tackle

the large budget deficit. Although a budget
resolution was finally produced 2V2 months
behind schedule, its presumed savings have
not been achieved. The old propensity to

spend and spend and to capitulate to one
interest group after another continues una-
bated. The solution to solving the deficit

problem is not to be found in spending
more money. The need to veto this unac-

ceptable measure is proof positive of the

need to sign acceptable legislation to im-

prove the budget process, such as the

amendment proposed by Senators Gramm,
Rudman, and Rollings.

Many Members of Congress share my

frustration. That is why the Senate passed
in early October the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings legislation to force hard decisions and
set us on a course toward a balanced
budget. We need this legislation urgently,

just as we need the line-item veto. There is

still ample time to enact both before this

session of Congress ends. This chronic budg-
etary crisis, and the inexcusable waste of

taxpayer dollars that it entails, highlights

once again the pressing need for basic

reform of the congressional budget process.

But there can be no gain for our prosperity

or our security if Congress approves the
version of Gramm-Rudman-HoUings passed
by the House—a distorted version that

takes unacceptable risks with our national

security.

In my budget last February I proposed a

commonsense path toward lower deficits by
reforming, reducing, or eliminating about

50 domestic spending programs. The Con-
gress has accepted very few of these pro-

posals, and every nondefense appropriations

bill will far exceed my budget. The bill I am
vetoing today is a case in point. For discre-

tionary programs the bill is more than $900
million above my budget and $180 million

for budget authority and other discretionary

resources above the level for this bill im-

plied in the budget resolution. Its language
contains provisions that are purely and
simply bad policy, and one section of the

bill raises serious constitutional concerns
with respect to Presidential appointments.
The Presidential veto is an instrument to

be used with care. But unless and until a

genuine effort is made to control spending,

the veto is an instrument I shall not hesitate

to employ.
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Message to the House of Representatives Returning Without

Approval the Treasury Department, Postal Service, and Certain

Independent Agencies Appropriations Bill

November 15, 1985

To the House ofRepresentatives:
I am returning herewith without my ap-

proval H.R. 3036, making appropriations for

the Treasury Department, the United States

Postal Service and certain Independent

Agencies for the fiscal year 1986.

In my budget last February I proposed

reforms, reductions, and terminations in

some 50 domestic programs to start us on a

sensible path to lower budget deficits. Be-

cause Congress has accepted very few of

these proposals, it is now clear that all of

the non-defense appropriations bills will be

far above my budget.

However, in the interest of accommoda-
tion, I have indicated that I would accept

appropriations bills, even if above my
budget, that were within the limits set by
Congress' own budget resolution. This bill

does not meet that test.

For discretionary programs the bill pro-

vides $900 million more than my budget

and is $180 million above the level for

budget authority and other discretionary re-

sources implied in the budget resolution.

For example, my budget proposed a major

paring of the remaining postal subsidies,

and the Congressional budget resolution en-

visaged a lesser saving. This bill provides

$820 million for these subsidies, which rep-

resents little saving from current levels and
is $72 million above the budget resolution

level.

Apart from its spending levels, this bill

contains a number of language provisions

that are highly objectionable. Among them
are provisions blocking performance-based

regulations for civil servants issued by the

Office of Personnel Management, curbing

the authority of the General Services Ad-

ministration to contract out certain services

to the private sector, forbidding review by
the Office of Management and Budget of

marketing orders for agricultural products,

and one section of the bill raises serious

constitutional concerns with respect to pres-

idential appointments.

The presidential veto is an instrument to

be used with care. But until the Congress

comes to grips with the problem of the

large budget deficit, it is an instrument that

I shall not hesitate to employ.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
November 15, 1985.

Proclamation 5411—National Adoption Week, 1985

November 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The basic unit of our society is the family.

Families transmit the values and traditions

of the past. They are the primary civilizing

agent, preparing the young for good citi-

zenship. It is, therefore, fitting that we give

special recognition to those generous fami-

lies that encourage and take part in adop-

tion.

Children who live in a permanent home
with caring adoptive parents are far less

likely to develop emotional and psychologi-

cal problems. We must encourage the effort

to promote the adoption of all children

without families—with particular emphasis

on those who are older, handicapped, or

members of minority groups. Whenever
possible, the adoption process should work
to keep siblings together as they are placed

in new families.
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Through promotional efforts in the work-
place and through inclusion of adoption
benefits in employee benefit plans, the

American corporate sector has been sup-

porting the adoption of children with spe-

cial needs. Furthermore, through the Adop-
tion Assistance and Child Welfare Act,

many children with special needs have
been adopted who otherwise might not
have been.

National Adoption Week should remind
us that no woman need fear that the child

she carries is unwanted. It is a sad paradox
that while thousands of American couples

desperately desire to adopt a baby, many
women who undergo abortions every year
in the United States are unaware of all the

couples eager to share their home with a

newborn and to give that child all the love

and care they would give if they had been
its natural parents. Adoption is an alterna-

tive that provides family life for children

who cannot live with their biological par-

ents, and it is especially fitting that at

Thanksgiving time we emphasize the im-
portance of family life through the observ-

ance of National Adoption Week.
This week provides an opportunity to re-

affirm our commitment to give every child

waiting to be adopted the chance to

become part of a family. During this holi-

day season, let us work to encourage com-
munity acceptance and support for adop-

tion, and take time to recognize the efforts

of adoptive parent groups, companies, orga-

nizations, and agencies that assure adoptive
placements for waiting children. We also

pay tribute to those magnanimous people
who have opened their homes and hearts to

children, forming the bonds of love that we
call the family.

The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

51, has designated the week of November
24 through November 30, 1985, as "Nation-
al Adoption Week" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-
tion in observance of this week.
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of November 24
through November 30, 1985, as National
Adoption Week, and I call on all Americans
and governmental and private agencies to

observe the week with appropriate activi-

ties.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of November, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:41 a.m., November 18, 1985]

Proclamation 5412—^Thanksgiving Day, 1985
November 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Although the time and date of the first

American thanksgiving observance may be
uncertain, there is no question but that this

treasured custom derives from our Judeo-
Christian heritage. "Unto Thee, O God, do
we give thanks," the Psalmist sang, praising

God not only for the "wondrous works" of

His creation, but for loving guidance and
deliverance from dangers.

A band of settlers arriving in Maine in

1607 held a service of thanks for their safe

journey, and twelve years later settlers in

Virginia set aside a day of thanksgiving for

their survival. In 1621 Governor William
Bradford created the most famous of all

such observances at Plymouth Colony when
a bounteous harvest prompted him to pro-

claim a special day "to render thanksgiving

to the Almighty God for all His blessings."

The Spaniards in California and the Dutch
in New Amsterdam also held services to

give public thanks to God.

In 1777, during our War of Independ-
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ence, the Continental Congress set aside a

day for thanksgiving and praise for our vic-

tory at the battle of Saratoga. It was the

first time all the colonies took part in such

an event on the same day. The following

year, upon news that France was coming to

our aid, George Washington at Valley Forge
prescribed a special day of thanksgiving.

Later, as our first President, he responded
to a Congressional petition by declaring

Thursday, November 26, 1789, the first

Thanksgiving Day of the United States of

America.
Although there were many state and na-

tional thanksgiving days proclaimed in the

ensuing years, it was the tireless crusade of

one woman, Sarah Josepha Hale, that finally

led to the establishment of this beautiful

feast as an annual nationwide observance.

Her editorials so touched the heart of Abra-

ham Lincoln that in 1863—even in the

midst of the Civil War—he enjoined his

countrymen to be mindful of their many
blessings, cautioning them not to forget

"the source from which they come," that

they are "the gracious gifts of the Most
High God ..." Who ought to be thanked
"with one heart and one voice by the whole
American People."

It is in that spirit that I now invite all

Americans to take part again in this beauti-

ful tradition with its roots deep in our histo-

ry and deeper still in our hearts. We mani-
fest our gratitude to God for the many
blessings he has showered upon our land
and upon its people.

In this season of Thanksgiving we are

grateful for our abundant harvests and the

productivity of our industries; for the dis-

coveries of our laboratories; for the re-

searches of our scientists and scholars; for

the achievements of our artists, musicians,

writers, clergy, teachers, physicians, busi-

nessmen, engineers, public servants, farm-

ers, mechanics, artisans, and workers of

every sort whose honest toil of mind and
body in a free land rewards them and their

families and enriches our entire Nation.

Let us thank God for our families, friends,

and neighbors, and for the joy of this very
festival we celebrate in His name. Let
every house of worship in the land and
every home and every heart be filled with
the spirit of gratitude and praise and love

on this Thanksgiving Day.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, in the

spirit and tradition of the Pilgrims, the Con-
tinental Congress, and past Presidents, do
hereby proclaim Thursday, November 28,

1985, as a day of national Thanksgiving. I

call upon every citizen of this great Nation

to gather together in homes and places of

worship and offer prayers of praise and
gratitude for the many blessings Almighty
God has bestowed upon our beloved coun-

try.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of November, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:42 a,m., November 18, 1985]

Executive Order 12538—Imports of Refined Petroleum Products

From Libya

November 15, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States, including Section 504 of the

International Security and Development
Cooperation Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-

83), and considering that the Libyan gov-

ernment actively pursues terrorism as an

instrument of state policy and that Libya

has developed significant capability to

export petroleum products and thereby cir-

cumvent the prohibition imposed by Procla-

mation No. 4907 of March 10, 1982 and
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retained in Proclamation No. 5141 of De-
cember 22, 1983 on the importation of

Libyan crude oil, it is ordered as follows:

Section 1. (a) No petroleum product re-

fined in Libya (except petroleum product
loaded aboard maritime vessels at any time
prior to two days after the effective date of

this Executive Order) may be imported into

the United States, its territories or posses-

sions.

(b) For the purposes of this Executive

Order, the prohibition on importation of

petroleum products refined in Libya shall

apply to petroleum products which are cur-

rently classifiable under Item Numbers:
475.05; 475.10; 475.15; 475.25; 475.30;

475.35; 475.45; 475.65; 475.70 of the Tariff

Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C.

1202).

Sec. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury may
issue such rulings and instructions, or, fol-

lowing consultation with the Secretaries of

State and Energy, such regulations as he
deems necessary to implement this Order.

Sec. 3. This Order shall be effective im-

mediately.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

November 15, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:43 a.m., November 18, 1985]

Proclamation 5410-

November 15, 1985

-Eugene Ormandy Appreciation Day, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Eugene Ormandy was a consummate mu-
sician and a masterly conductor, as well as a

father figure and an inspiration to genera-
tions of gifted American musicians.

As music director of the Philadelphia Or-
chestra for 44 years, he brought that ensem-
ble to a point of such polish and perfection

that many esteemed it the very greatest in

the world. No one could mistake the "Phila-

delphia Sound," a perfectly pitched and art-

fully blended miracle of sonorities that was
at once lush and supple. Virgil Thomson,
the noted critic, has described Ormandy's

goal as "beauty of sound and virtuosity of

execution ... at the service of the music in

complete humility."

Maestro Ormandy achieved that goal by
dint of patience, persuasion, and example.
He persuaded his musicians to do it his way
without taimts or tantrums. They knew how
much he loved the music, how much he
loved the audiences, and how much he
loved them. They could not fail him—they

did not. And he never stinted in giving his

musicians the credit. "They play," he said

once "as one great Stradivarius, not as indi-

vidual musicians."

It was an accurate description and a su-

preme tribute from a child prodigy whose
musicial genius first found expression on the

violin—at the age of three! Born in Buda-
pest on November 18, 1899, Eugene Or-

mandy came to the United States in 1921.

His first job was as a violinist with the or-

chestra of the Capitol motion picture thea-

ter in New York City. Soon he became its

conductor. Then, after a brief stint with the

Minneapolis Symphony, Ormandy succeed-

ed the legendary Leopold Stokowski as di-

rector of the Philadelphia Orchestra. It

would be his true home for the rest of his

life. Under the magic of his baton, conduc-
tor and orchestra entered the musical pan-

theon of the United States and of the world.

Eugene Ormandy brought widespread ac-

claim to his adopted nation, which he loved

with the passion of a patriot. He served as

an ambassador of goodwill through the

Philadelphia Orchestra's tours of China, the

Soviet Union, South America, Europe, and
Japan.

To commemorate these magnificent and
enduring contributions of Eugene Ormandy
to the rich cultural traditions of the United
States, the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolu-
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tion 174, has authorized and requested the

President to declare the anniversary of the

birth of Eugene Ormandy as "Eugene Or-
mandy Appreciation Day" and called upon
the American people to observe the day
with appropriate ceremonies.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby declare November 18, 1985, Eugene
Ormandy Appreciation Day.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of November, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:40 a.m., November 18, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on November
16.

Radio Address to the Nation on the American National Red Cross

November 16, 1985

My fellow Americans:

As I speak to you today, I am flying across

the ocean to Geneva, Switzerland, on a mis-

sion for peace. As you know, I'll be meeting
with General Secretary Gorbachev of the

Soviet Union. Those meetings may occupy
the news for the next few days, but right

now I want to talk to you about something
closer to home—the American Red Cross.

Actually, the Red Cross was founded in

Geneva over a hundred years ago to care

for the victims of war. Then Clara Barton,

who became known as the "Angel of the

Battlefield" during our Civil War, brought
the idea to the United States and expanded
it to include disaster relief during peace-
time. One way or another the Red Cross

has touched most of our lives. Last year
close to \V2 million volunteers worked for

the Red Cross, with many millions more
giving blood and participating in their pro-

grams for young people. It was with the

Red Cross, in fact, that I received training

for one of my first jobs—as a lifeguard. And
today I'm proud to serve as this noble orga-

nization's honorary chairman.

This year has been unprecedented in the

history of Red Cross disaster relief efforts,

and their resources have been stretched to

the limit. In addition to helping our neigh-

bors around the world—in famine-stricken

Africa, after the devastating earthquake in

Mexico City, and most recently with the

eruption of a volcano in Colombia—well.

Red Cross has had its work cut out for it

here at home, too. A series of natural disas-

ters has struck the United States since last

July 1st. Several of them you probably know
by name: Bob, Danny, Elena, Gloria, and
Juan. But in addition to these hurricanes,

there have been other disasters: fires, evac-

uations, the Puerto Rican mudslides, and
the floods in Virginia, West Virginia, Mary-
land, and Pennsylvania, which were ex-

tremely destructive and have added enor-

mously to the burden of Red Cross relief

efforts.

Still, each time disaster struck, the Red
Cross volunteers were there. I'm sure that

for those people whom the storms made
homeless a hot meal, a Red Cross blanket, a

soft bed, and a warm smile helped get them
through the nightmare and take that first

step on the difficult road to rebuilding their

lives. I guess the only good thing to come
out of natural disasters like these are the

stories of self-sacrifice and downright hero-

ism, and so often those heroes turn out to

be Red Cross volunteers.

That was the case recently in West Vir-

ginia when some volunteers heard a dog
barking inside a flooded house. By the time
they got there, the water was already rising

past the windows. Inside, a man was strug-

gling to save his furniture from the water
and had no idea the peril he was in. He was
blind and may not have been evacuated if

the Red Cross hadn't come to save both
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him and his dog. Then there was a family in

West Virginia marooned in their home; the

only way food and supplies could reach
them was by a Red Cross boat. And there

were the volunteers who dove into a rush-

ing torrent to save a mother and her chil-

dren just before they got swept away by the

current.

The Red Cross is always there for us; now
we need to be there for them. You may be
surprised to know that, as big as it is, the

Red Cross receives no government funding;

it is entirely dependent on private contribu-

tions for support. Just since the beginning
of July, the Red Cross has spent a record

$48 million responding to emergencies, and
they are quite simply running out of funds.

So, they are launching an emergency disas-

ter relief campaign, and they've set a fund-

raising goal of $20 million. It's now time for

all of us to volunteer for the volunteers, to

give to those who've given so much of

themselves. In recent years we've witnessed

a resurgence in the great American spirit of

neighbor helping neighbor. Now more of

you are volunteering your time and contrib-

uting money to charity than any time in our
nation's past. We've seen Americans unite

to help feed the hungry around the world,

provide emergency assistance to disaster

victims in foreign lands, and we've seen one
of the largest private sector initiatives in

history raise funds to restore our great

Statue of Liberty. Well, today I ask your
help so that others may be helped. Please

contact the Red Cross chapter nearest you
and ask what you can do to give them a

hand.

Till next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President's remarks were recorded
at 1:30 p.m. on November 15 in the Diplo-
matic Reception Room at the White House
for broadcast at 12:06 p.m. on November
16

Remarks on Arrival in Geneva, Switzerland

November 16, 1985

President Furgler, I would like to extend
to you and to the Swiss people my apprecia-

tion for helping to make possible the

coming meetings between representatives

of the United States and the Soviet Union.
Nancy and I are delighted to be in this

magnificent city on the shores of Lake
Geneva. On behalf of the American people,

thank you for your warm and friendly wel-

come.

Mr. President, it is fitting that the meet-
ings of the next few days should take place

on Swiss soil, for Switzerland has long been
a leader in the search for peace and the

defense of human freedom. Again and
again, you've provided your territory for

international meetings and your good of-

fices in the mediation of disputes. It was the

Swiss who founded one of the great human-
itarian organizations of our time, the Inter-

national Red Cross. And it is Switzerland

that often represents the diplomatic inter-

ests of other nations, including the United

States, in lands where these nations have no
formal diplomatic relations of their own.
Indeed, in your unshakable commitment to

independence, democratic government,
and human rights, the Swiss Confederation
in itself serves as an example to all the

world.

The motto on the Great Seal of the

United States, Mr. President, is "E Pluribus

Unum"—Out of many, one. Well, here in

Switzerland, a country of rich religious, cul-

tural, and linguistic variety, you practice

just such unity in diversity. Permit me to

add that our two countries are bound to-

gether by family ties. As early as 1562 a

Swiss citizen appeared in Florida, and in

1670 a Swiss settlement was established

near Charleston, South Carolina. Ever since,

Americans of Swiss descent have pioneered
and led the development of our nation.

Today Swiss Americans number in the hun-
dreds of thousands, and I would be remiss if

I failed to express their affection for you.
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their Swiss cousins. Indeed, just last month
the good will of the American people

toward the Swiss was formally expressed in

a joint resolution of the Congress of the

United States.

And recently, Mr. President, Boston Uni-

versity awarded you an honorary doctorate

of laws. In your acceptance address, you
stressed the obligations incumbent upon the

West to defend its values and its way of life.

"It is," you said, "part of the definition and
vocation of the human being to be free."

Well, Mr. President, each in its own way,

our two nations stand at the forefront of

this struggle for liberty; each stands deter-

mined to defend the freedoms of its own
people and to advance the cause of free-

dom throughout the world; and each rests

confident in the knowledge that freedom
will endure and prevail.

It is to make certain that this great work
on behalf of human freedom can go for-

ward in peace that I have come here today.

As I stated last month before the United
Nations, I'm convinced that American-
Soviet relations need a fresh start—a genu-
ine give-and-take on regional conflicts, on
human rights, and on the reduction of arms.

American and Soviet differences on these

matters run deep. Mr. Gorbachev and I

cannot surmount them in only 2 days, but
Fm here in the fervent hope that on behalf

of all the people of the world, we can at

least make a start.

President Furgler, once again, to you and
the people of Switzerland, our friendship

and our deepest gratitude.

Note: The President spoke at 10:36 p.m. at

Cointrin Airport. He was greeted by Presi-

dent Kurt Furgler of Switzerland.

Joint Soviet-United States Statement on the Summit Meeting in

Geneva
November 21, 1985

By mutual agreement. President of the

United States Ronald Reagan and General
Secretary of the Central Committee of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union Mik-

hail Gorbachev met in Geneva November
19-21. Attending the meeting on the U.S.

side were Secretary of State George Shultz;

Chief of Staff Donald Regan; Assistant to

the President Robert McFarlane; Ambassa-
dor to the USSR Arthur Hartman; Special

Advisor to the President and the Secretary

of State for Arms Control Paul H. Nitze;

Assistant Secretary of State for European
Affairs Rozanne Ridgway; Special Assistant

to the President for National Security Af-

fairs Jack Matlock. Attending on the Soviet

side were Member of the Politburo of the

Central Committee of the CPSU, Minister

of Foreign Affairs E. A. Shevardnadze; First

Deputy Foreign Minister G. M. Korniyenko;

Ambassador to the United States A. F. Do-
brynin; Head of the Department of Propa-

ganda of the Central Committee of the

CPSU, A. N. Yakovlev; Head of the Depart-

ment of International Information of the

Central Committee of the CPSU L. M. Za-

myatin; Assistant to the General Secretary

of the Central Committee of the CPSU, A.

M. Aleksandrov.

These comprehensive discussions covered
the basic questions of U.S.-Soviet relations

and the current international situation. The
meetings were frank and useful. Serious dif-

ferences remain on a number of critical

issues.

While acknowledging the differences in

their systems and approaches to interna-

tional issues, some greater understanding of

each side's view was achieved by the two
leaders. They agreed about the need to im-

prove U.S.-Soviet relations and the interna-

tional situation as a whole.

In this connection the two sides have con-

firmed the importance of an ongoing dia-

logue, reflecting their strong desire to seek

common ground on existing problems.

They agreed to meet again in the nearest

future. The General Secretary accepted an
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invitation by the President of the United
States to visit the United States of America
and the President of the United States ac-

cepted an invitation by the General Secre-

tary of the Central Committee of the CPSU
to visit the Soviet Union. Arrangements for

and timing of the visits will be agreed upon
through diplomatic channels.

In their meetings, agreement was
reached on a number of specific issues.

Areas of agreement are registered on the

following pages.

Security

The sides, having discussed key security

issues, and conscious of the special responsi-

bility of the USSR and the U.S. for main-
taining peace, have agreed that a nuclear

war cannot be won and must never be
fought. Recognizing that any conflict be-

tween the USSR and the U.S. could have
catastrophic consequences, they empha-
sized the importance of preventing any war
between them, whether nuclear or conven-
tional. They will not seek to achieve mili-

tary superiority.

Nuclear and Space Talks

The President and the General Secretary

discussed the negotiations on nuclear and
space arms.

They agreed to accelerate the work at

these negotiations, with a view to accom-
plishing the tasks set down in the Joint U.S.-

Soviet Agreement of January 8, 1985,

namely to prevent an arms race in space
and to terminate it on earth, to limit and
reduce nuclear arms and enhance strategic

stability.

Noting the proposals recently tabled by
the U.S. and the Soviet Union, they called

for early progress, in particular in areas

where there is common ground, including

the principle of 50% reductions in the nu-

clear arms of the U.S. and the USSR appro-

priately applied, as well as the idea of an
interim INF agreement.
During the negotiation of these agree-

ments, effective measures for verification of

compliance with obligations assumed will

be agreed upon.

Risk Reduction Centers

The sides agreed to study the question at

the expert level of centers to reduce nucle-

ar risk taking into account the issues and
developments in the Geneva negotiations.

They took satisfaction in such recent steps

in this direction as the modernization of the

Soviet-U.S. hotline.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation

General Secretary Gorbachev and Presi-

dent Reagan reaffirmed the commitment of

the USSR and the U.S. to the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and
their interest in strengthening together

with other countries the non-proliferation

regime, and in further enhancing the effec-

tiveness of the Treaty, inter alia by enlarg-

ing its membership.

They note with satisfaction the overall

positive results of the recent Review Con-
ference of the Treaty on the Non-Prolifera-

tion of Nuclear Weapons.
The USSR and the U.S. reaffirm their

commitment, assumed by them under the

Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, to pursue negotiations in good
faith on matters of nuclear arms limitation

and disarmament in accordance with Arti-

cle VI of the Treaty.

The two sides plan to continue to pro-

mote the strengthening of the International

Atomic Energy Agency and to support the

activities of the Agency in implementing
safeguards as well as in promoting the

peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

They view positively the practice of regu-

lar Soviet-U.S. consultations on non-prolif-

eration of nuclear weapons which have
been businesslike and constructive and ex-

press their intent to continue this practice

in the future.

Chemical Weapons

In the context of discussing security prob-

lems, the two sides reaffirmed that they are

in favor of a general and complete prohibi-

tion of chemical weapons and the destruc-

tion of existing stockpiles of such weapons.
They agreed to accelerate efforts to con-

clude an efl^ective and verifiable interna-

tional convention on this matter.

The two sides agreed to intensify bilateral

discussions on the level of experts on all

aspects of such a chemical weapons ban,
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including the question of verification. They
agreed to initiate a dialogue on preventing

the proliferation of chemical weapons.

MBFR
The two sides emphasized the impor-

tance they attach to the Vienna (MBFR)
negotiations and expressed their willingness

to work for positive results.

CDE
Attaching great importance to the Stock-

holm Conference on Confidence and Secu-

rity Building Measures and Disarmament in

Europe and noting the progress made
there, the two sides stated their intention to

facilitate, together with the other partici-

pating states, an early and successful com-
pletion of the work of the conference. To
this end, they reaffirmed the need for a

document which would include mutually

acceptable confidence and security building

measures and give concrete expression and
effect to the principle of non-use of force.

Process of Dialogue

President Reagan and General Secretary

Gorbachev agreed on the need to place on
a regular basis and intensify dialogue at var-

ious levels. Along with meetings between
the leaders of the two countries, this envis-

ages regular meetings between the USSR
Minister of Foreign Affairs and the U.S. Sec-

retary of State, as well as between the

heads of other Ministries and Agencies.

They agree that the recent visits of the

heads of Ministries and Departments in

such fields as agriculture, housing and pro-

tection of the environment have been
useful.

Recognizing that exchanges of views on
regional issues on the expert level have
proven useful, they agreed to continue such

exchanges on a regular basis.

The sides intend to expand the programs

of bilateral cultural, educational and scien-

tific-technical exchanges, and also to devel-

op trade and economic ties. The President

of the United States and the General Secre-

tary of the Central Committee of the CPSU
attended the signing of the Agreement on
Contacts and Exchanges in Scientific, Edu-

cational and Cultural Fields.

They agreed on the importance of resolv-

ing humanitarian cases in the spirit of coop-

eration.

They believe that there should be greater

understanding among our peoples and that

to this end they will encourage greater

travel and people-to-people contact.

Northern Pacific Air Safety

The two leaders also noted with satisfac-

tion that, in cooperation with the Govern-
ment of Japan, the United States and the

Soviet Union have agreed to a set of meas-

ures to promote safety on air routes in the

North Pacific and have worked out steps to

implement them.

Civil Aviation / Consulates

They acknowledged that delegations from
the United States and the Soviet Union
have begun negotiations aimed at resump-
tion of air services. The two leaders ex-

pressed their desire to reach a mutually

beneficial agreement at an early date. In

this regard, an agreement was reached on
the simultaneous opening of Consulates

General in New York and Kiev.

Environmental Protection

Both sides agreed to contribute to the

preservation of the environment—a global

task—through joint research and practical

measures. In accordance with the existing

U.S.-Soviet agreement in this area, consulta-

tions will be held next year in Moscow and
Washington on specific programs of coop-

eration.

Exchange Initiatives

The two leaders agreed on the utility of

broadening exchanges and contacts includ-

ing some of their new forms in a number of

scientific, educational, medical and sports

fields {inter alia, cooperation in the devel-

opment of educational exchanges and soft-

ware for elementary and secondary school

instruction; measures to promote Russian

language studies in the United States and
English language studies in the USSR; the

annual exchange of professors to conduct

special courses in history, culture and eco-

nomics at the relevant departments of

Soviet and American institutions of higher

education; mutual allocation of scholarships

for the best students in the natural sciences,
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technology, social sciences and humanities
for the period of an academic year; holding

regular meets in various sports and in-

creased television coverage of sports

events). The two sides agreed to resume
cooperation in combatting cancer diseases.

The relevant agencies in each of the

countries are being instructed to develop
specific programs for these exchanges. The
resulting programs will be reviewed by the

leaders at their next meeting.

Fusion Research

The two leaders emphasized the potential

importance of the work aimed at utilizing

controlled thermonuclear fusion for peace-

ful purposes and, in this connection, advo-

cated the widest practicable development
of international cooperation in obtaining

this source of energy, which is essentially

inexhaustible, for the benefit for all man-
kind.

Remarks on Issuing the Joint Soviet-United States Statement on the

Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 21, 1985

General Secretary Gorbachev. YouVe al-

ready been handed the joint statement. The
President and I have done a huge amount
of work. We've gone into great detail;

we've really done it in depth. And we've
done it totally openly and frankly. We've
discussed several most important issues. The
relations between our two countries and
the situation in the world in general

today—these are issues and problems the

solving of which in the most concrete way
is of concern both to our countries and to

the peoples of other countries in the world.

We discussed these issues basing our discus-

sions on both sides' determination to im-

prove relations between the Soviet Union
and the United States of America. We de-

cided that we must help to decrease the

threat of nuclear war. We must not allow

the arms race to move off into space, and
we must cut it down on Earth.

It goes without saying that discussions of

these sort we consider to be very useful,

and in its results you find a clear reflection

of what the two sides have agreed together.

We have to be realistic and straightforward

and, therefore, the solving of the most im-

portant problems concerning the arms race

and increasing hopes of peace, we didn't

succeed in reaching at this meeting. So, of

course there are important disagreements

on matters of principle that remain be-

tween us; however, the President and I

have agreed that this work of seeking mutu-

ally acceptable decisions for these questions

will be continued here in Geneva by our
representatives. We've also going to seek

new kinds of developing bilateral Soviet-

American relations. And also we're going to

have further consultations on several impor-

tant questions where, for the most part, our

positions, again, are completely different.

All this, we consider these forthcoming talks

to be very, very useful.

But the significance of everything which
we have agreed with the President can
only, of course, be reflected if we carry it

on into concrete measures. If we really

want to succeed in something, then both
sides are going to have to do an awful lot of

work in the spirit of the joint statement

which we have put out. And in this connec-
tion, I would like to announce that the

Soviet Union, for its part, will do all it can
in this cooperation with the United States of

America in order to achieve practical re-

sults to cut down the arms race, to cut

down the arsenals which we've piled up,

and produce the conditions which will be
necessary for peace on Earth and in space.

We make this announcement perfectly

aware of our responsibility both to our own
people and to the other peoples of the

Earth. And we would very much hope that

we can have the same approach from the

administration of the United States of

America. If that can be so, then the work
that has been done in these days in Geneva
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will not have been done in vain.

I would like to finish by thanking most
profoundly the Government of Switzerland

for the conditions which they've created for

us to be able to work. Thank you for atten-

tion.

The President. President Furgler, General
Secretary Gorbachev, may I express Nancy's

and my deep personal appreciation and
that of all Americans to the people of Swit-

zerland for welcoming us so warmly and
preparing the foundations for productive

discussions. Yours is a long and honorable

tradition of promoting international peace
and understanding. You should take pride

in being the capital for international discus-

sions. So, again, to the Government of Swit-

zerland and to the citizens of Geneva,
many, many thanks.

We've packed a lot into the last 2 days. I

came to Geneva to seek a fresh start in

relations between the United States and the

Soviet Union, and we have done this. Gen-
eral Secretary Gorbachev and I have held

comprehensive discussions covering all ele-

ments of our relationship. I'm convinced
that we are heading in the right direction.

We've reached some useful interim results

which are described in the joint statement
that is being issued this morning. In agree-

ing to accelerate the work of our nuclear

arms negotiators, Mr. Gorbachev and I have
addressed our common responsibility to

strengthen peace. I believe that we have
established a process for more intensive

contacts between the United States and the

Soviet Union. These 2 days of talks should

inject a certain momentum into our work
on the issues between us, a momentum we
can continue at the meeting that we have
agreed on for next year.

Before coming to Geneva, I spoke often

of the need to build confidence in our deal-

ings with each other. Frank and forthright

conversation at the summit are part of this

process, but I'm certain General Secretary

Gorbachev would agree that real confi-

dence in each other must be built on deeds,

not simply words. This is the thought that

ties together all the proposals that the

United States has put on the table in the

past, and this is the criteria by which our
meetings will be judged in the future.

The real report card on Geneva will not

come in for months or even years, but we
know the questions that must be answered.
Will we join together in sharply reducing
offensive nuclear arms and moving to non-
nuclear defensive strengths for systems to

make this a safer world? Will we join to-

gether to help bring about a peaceful reso-

lution of conflicts in Asia, Africa, and Cen-
tral America so that the peoples there can
freely determine their own destiny without
outside interference? Will the cause of lib-

erty be advanced, and will the treaties and
agreements signed—past and future—be
fulfilled? The people of America, the Soviet

Union, and throughout the world are ready

to answer yes.

I leave Geneva today and our fireside

summit determined to pursue every oppor-

tunity to build a safer world of peace and
freedom. There's hard work ahead, but

we're ready for it. General Secretary Gor-

bachev, we ask you to join us in getting the

job done, as I'm sure you will.

Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 10:13 a.m. in

the International Press Center. In his re-

marks, he referred to President Kurt Furgler

of Switzerland. Following his remarks, the

President returned to Washington, DC. A
tape was not available for verification of
the content of these remarks.

Address Before a Joint Session of the Congress Following the Soviet-

United States Summit Meeting in Geneva
November 21, 1985

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, Members of

the Congress, distinguished guests, and my
fellow Americans:

It's great to be home, and Nancy and I
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thank you for this wonderful homecoming.
And before I go on, I want to say a personal

thank you to Nancy. She was an outstanding

Ambassador of good will for all of us. She
didn't know I was going to say that. Mr.

Speaker, Senator Dole, I want you to know
that your statements of support here were
greatly appreciated. You can't imagine how
much it means in dealing with the Soviets

to have the Congress, the allies, and the

American people firmly behind you.

I guess you know that I have just come
from Geneva and talks with General Secre-

tary Gorbachev. In the past few days, the

past 2 days, we spent over 15 hours in vari-

ous meetings with the General Secretary

and the members of his official party. And
approximately 5 of those hours were talks

between Mr. Gorbachev and myself, just

one on one. That was the best part—our

fireside summit. There will be, I know, a

great deal of commentary and opinion as to

what the meetings produced and what they

were like. There were over 3,000 reporters

in Geneva, so it's possible there will be
3,000 opinions on what happened. So,

maybe it's the old broadcaster in me, but I

decided to file my own report directly to

you.

We met, as we had to meet. I called for a

fresh start, and we made that start. I can't

claim that we had a meeting of the minds
on such fundamentals as ideology or nation-

al purpose, but we understand each other

better, and that's a key to peace. I gained a

better perspective; I feel he did, too. It was
a constructive meeting; so constructive, in

fact, that I look forward to welcoming Mr.
Gorbachev to the United States next year.

And I have accepted his invitation to go to

Moscow the following year. We arranged

that out in the parking lot. I found Mr.
Gorbachev to be an energetic defender of

Soviet policy. He was an eloquent speaker

and a good listener.

Our subject matter was shaped by the

facts of this century. These past 40 years

have not been an easy time for the West or

for the world. You know the facts; there is

no need to recite the historical record. Suf-

fice it to say that the United States cannot

afford illusions about the nature of the

U.S.S.R. We cannot assume that their ideol-

ogy and purpose will change; this implies

enduring competition. Our task is to assure

that this competition remains peaceful.

With all that divides us, we cannot afford to

let confusion complicate things further. We
must be clear with each other and direct.

We must pay each other the tribute of

candor.

When I took the oath of office for the

first time, we began dealing with the Soviet

Union in a way that was more realistic than
in, say, the recent past. And so, in a very
real sense, preparations for the summit
started not months ago, but 5 years ago
when, with the help of Congress, we began
strengthening our economy, restoring our
national will, and rebuilding our defenses

and alliances. America is once again strong,

and our strength has given us the ability to

speak with confidence and see that no true

opportunity to advance freedom and peace
is lost. We must not now abandon policies

that work. I need your continued support to

keep America strong.

That is the history behind the Geneva
summit, and that is the context in which it

occurred. And may I add that we were es-

pecially eager that our meetings give a

push to important talks already underway
on reducing nuclear weapons. On this sub-

ject it would be foolish not to go the extra

mile or, in this case, the extra 4,000 miles.

We discussed the great issues of our time. I

made clear before the first meeting that no
question would be swept aside, no issue

buried, just because either side found it un-

comfortable or inconvenient. I brought
these questions to the summit and put them
before Mr. Gorbachev.

We discussed nuclear arms and how to

reduce them. I explained our proposals for

equitable, verifiable, and deep reductions. I

outlined my conviction that our proposals

would make not just for a world that feels

safer, but one that really is safer. I am
pleased to report tonight that General Sec-

retary Gorbachev and I did make a meas-
ure of progress here. We have a long way to

go, but we're still heading in the right di-

rection. We moved arms control forward
from where we were last January, when the

Soviets returned to the table. We are both
instructing our negotiators to hasten their

vital work. The world is waiting for results.
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Specifically, we agreed in Geneva that

each side should move to cut offensive nu-

clear arms by 50 percent in appropriate cat-

egories. In our joint statement we called for

early progress on this, turning the talks

toward our chief goal—offensive reductions.

We called for an interim accord on inter-

mediate-range nuclear forces, leading, I

hope, to the complete elimination of this

class of missiles—and all of this with tough

verification. We also made progress in com-
bating, together, the spread of nuclear

weapons, an arms control area in which
weVe cooperated effectively over the years.

We are also opening a dialog on combat-

ing the spread and use of chemical weap-
ons, while moving to ban them altogether.

Other arms control dialogs—in Vienna on
conventional forces and in Stockholm on
lessening the chances for surprise attack in

Europe—also received a boost. And finally,

we agreed to begin work on risk reduction

centers, a decision that should give special

satisfaction to Senators Nunn and Warner
who so ably promoted this idea.

I described our Strategic Defense Initia-

tive, our research effort, that envisions the

possibility of defensive systems which could

ultimately protect all nations against the

danger of nuclear war. This discussion pro-

duced a very direct exchange of views. Mr.
Gorbachev insisted that we might use a

strategic defense system to put offensive

weapons into space and establish nuclear

superiority. I made it clear that SDI has

nothing to do with offensive weapons; that,

instead, we are investigating nonnuclear de-

fense systems that would only threaten of-

fensive missiles, not people. If our research

succeeds, it will bring much closer the safer,

more stable world that we seek. Nations

could defend themselves against missile

attack and mankind, at long last, escape the

prison of mutual terror. And this is my
dream.

So, I welcomed the chance to tell Mr.

Gorbachev that we are a nation that de-

fends, rather than attacks; that our alliances

are defensive, not offensive. We don't seek

nuclear superiority. We do not seek a first-

strike advantage over the Soviet Union.

Indeed, one of my fundamental arms con-

trol objectives is to get rid of first-strike

weapons altogether. This is why we've pro-

posed a 50-percent reduction in the most
threatening nuclear weapons, especially

those that could carry out a first strike.

I went further in expressing our peaceful

intentions. I described our proposal in the

Geneva negotiations for a reciprocal pro-

gram of open laboratories in strategic de-

fense research. We're offering to permit

Soviet experts to see firsthand that SDI does

not involve offensive weapons. American
scientists would be allowed to visit compa-
rable facilities of the Soviet strategic de-

fense program, which, in fact, has involved

much more than research for many years.

Finally, I reassured Mr. Gorbachev on an-

other point. I promised that if our research

reveals that a defense against nuclear mis-

siles is possible, we would sit down with our

allies and the Soviet Union to see how to-

gether we could replace all strategic ballis-

tic missiles with such a defense, which
threatens no one.

We discussed threats to the peace in sev-

eral regions of the world. I explained my
proposals for a peace process to stop the

wars in Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Ethiopia,

Angola, and Cambodia—those places where
insurgencies that speak for the people are

pitted against regimes which obviously do
not represent the will or the approval of

the people. I tried to be very clear about

where our sympathies lie; I believe I suc-

ceeded. We discussed human rights. We
Americans believe that history teaches no
clearer lesson than this: Those countries

which respect the rights of their own
people tend, inevitably, to respect the

rights of their neighbors. Human rights,

therefore, is not an abstract moral issue; it is

a peace issue. Finally, we discussed the bar-

riers to communication between our soci-

eties, and I elaborated on my proposals for

real people-to-people contacts on a wide
scale. Americans should know the people of

the Soviet Union—their hopes and fears and
the facts of their lives. And citizens of the

Soviet Union need to know of America's

deep desire for peace and our unwavering
attachment to freedom.

As you can see, our talks were wide rang-

ing. And let me at this point tell you what
we agreed upon and what we didn't. We
remain far apart on a number of issues, as
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had to be expected. However, we reached
agreement on a number of matters, and as I

mentioned, we agreed to continue meeting,
and this is important and very good.
There's always room for movement, action,

and progress when people are talking to

each other instead of about each other.

WeVe concluded a new agreement de-

signed to bring the best of America's artists

and academics to the Soviet Union. The ex-

hibits that will be included in this exchange
are one of the most effective ways for the
average Soviet citizen to learn about our
way of life. This agreement will also expand
the opportunities for Americans to experi-

ence the Soviet people's rich cultural herit-

age, because their artists and academics will

be coming here. We've also decided to go
forward with a number of people-to-people

initiatives that will go beyond greater con-

tact, not only between the political leaders

of our two countries but our respective stu-

dents, teachers, and others as well. We have
emphasized youth exchanges. And this will

help break down stereotypes, build friend-

ships, and, frankly, provide an alternative to

propaganda.
We've agreed to establish a new Soviet

consulate in New York and a new American
consulate in Kiev. And this will bring a per-
manent U.S. presence to the Ukraine for

the first time in decades. And we have also,

together with the Government of Japan,
concluded a Pacific air safety agreement
with the Soviet Union. This is designed to

set up cooperative measures to improve
civil air safety in that region of the Pacific.

What happened before must never to be
allowed to happen there again. And as a
potential way of dealing with the energy
needs of the world of the future, we have
also advocated international cooperation to

explore the feasibility of developing fusion

energy.

All of these steps are part of a long-term
effort to build a more stable relationship

with the Soviet Union. No one ever said it

could be easy, but we've come a long way.
As for Soviet expansionism in a number of

regions of the world—while there is little

chance of immediate change, we will con-
tinue to support the heroic efforts of those

who fight for freedom. But we have also

agreed to continue, and to intensify, our

meetings with the Soviets on this and other
regional conflicts and to work toward politi-

cal solutions.

We know the limits as well as the prom-
ise of summit meetings. This is, after all, the
11th summit of the postwar era and still the
differences endure. But we believe contin-

ued meetings between the leaders of the
United States and the Soviet Union can
help bridge those differences. The fact is,

every new day begins with possibilities; it's

up to us to fill it with the things that move
us toward progress and peace. Hope, there-

fore, is a realistic attitude and despair an
uninteresting little vice.

And so, was our journey worthwhile?
Well, 30 years ago, when Ike, President Ei-

senhower, had just returned from a summit
in Geneva, he said, ".

. . the wide gulf that

separates so far East and West is wide and
deep." Well, today, three decades later, that

is still true. But, yes, this meeting was
worthwhile for both sides. A new realism
spawned the summit. The summit itself was
a good start, and now our byword must be:

steady as we go. I am, as you are, impatient
for results. But good will and good hopes do
not always yield lasting results, and quick
fixes don't fix big problems. Just as we must
avoid illusions on our side, so we must
dispel them on the Soviet side. I have made
it clear to Mr. Gorbachev that we must
reduce the mistrust and suspicions between
us if we are to do such things as reduce
arms, and this will take deeds, not words
alone. And I believe he is in agreement.
Where do we go from here? Well, our

desire for improved relations is strong.

We're ready and eager for step-by-step

progress. We know that peace is not just

the absence of war. We don't want a phony
peace or a frail peace. We didn't go in pur-
suit of some kind of illusory detente. We
can't be satisfied with cosmetic improve-
ments that won't stand the test of time. We
want real peace.

As I flew back this evening, I had many
thoughts. In just a few days families across

America will gather to celebrate Thanksgiv-
ing. And again, as our forefathers who
voyaged to America, we traveled to Geneva
with peace as our goal and freedom as our
guide. For there can be no greater good
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than the quest for peace and no finer pur-

pose than the preservation of freedom. It is

350 years since the first Thanksgiving,

when Pilgrims and Indians huddled togeth-

er on the edge of an unknown continent.

And now here we are gathered together on

the edge of an unknown future, but, like

our forefathers, really not so much afraid,

but full of hope and trusting in God, as

ever.
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Thank you for allowing me to talk to you

this evening, and God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 9:20 p.m. in

the House Chamber of the Capitol. He was
introduced by Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Speak-

er of the House of Representatives. The ad-

dress was broadcast live on nationwide

radio and television.

Nomination of Chapman B. Cox To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Defense
November 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Chapman B. Cox to be an

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Man-
agement and Personnel). He would succeed

Lawrence J. Korb.

Mr. Cox is presently serving as General

Counsel at the Department of Defense.

Previously he was Assistant Secretary of the

Navy for Manpower and Reserve Affairs in

1983-1984. From 1981 to 1983, Mr. Cox
was Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy
for Logistics.

He graduated from the University of

Southern California (B.A., 1962) and Har-

vard Law School (J.D., 1965). He is married,

has two children, and resides in Arlington,

VA. He was born July 31, 1940, in Dayton,

OH.

Nomination of Robert B. Barker To Be Chairman of the Military

Liaison Committee to the Department of Energy

November 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Robert B. Barker to be
Chairman of the Department of Defense

Military Liaison Committee to the Depart-

ment of Energy. He would succeed Richard

L. Wagner.
Since 1983 Mr. Barker has been Deputy

Assistant Director, Bureau of Verification

and Intelligence, Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency. Previously, he was at

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

in Livermore, CA, as assistant associate di-

rector in 1982-1983; special projects divi-

sion leader in 1978-1982; evaluation and
planning division leader in 1973-1978; and
strategic warhead design group leader in

1971-1973.

He graduated from Dartmouth College

(A.B., 1960) and Syracuse University (Ph.D.,

1966). He is married and resides in Arling-

ton, VA. He was born March 9, 1939, in

New York City.
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Nomination of Frank B. SoUars To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the National Consumer Cooperative Bank
November 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Frank B. SoUars to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the

National Consumer Cooperative Bank for a

term of 3 years. This is a reappointment.

Mr. SoUars is chairman of the board of

SoUars Brothers Corp., manufacturers of

farm equipment, in Washington Court

House, OH. He is also on the board of di-

rectors of the Nationwide Insurance Co.

and chairman of the board of the Nation-

wide Mutual Insurance Co. He is a past

president of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federa-

tion and a past president of the Ohio Feder-

ation of SoU and Water Conservation Dis-

tricts.

He is married, has five chUdren, and re-

sides in Washington Court House, OH. He
was born June 29, 1921, in Washington
Court House, OH.

Appointment of John H. Rousselot as Chairman of the United States

Section of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, United States and
Canada
November 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint John H. Rousselot to be
Chairman of the United States Section of

the Permanent Joint Board on Defense,

United States and Canada. He will succeed

Charles S. Gubser.

Since July 1985, Mr. Rousselot has been
serving as chairman of the National Council

of Savings Institutions. He was Special As-

sistant to the President and Deputy Direc-

tor of the Office of Public Liaison in 1983.

Prior to that time, he was a partner with

the firm of Alcalde, Henderson & O'Ban-

non in Washington, DC. He served as a

United States Congressman from California

in 1961-1962 and 1970-1983.

Mr. Rousselot is married, has six children,

and resides in Falls Church, VA. He was
born November 1, 1927, in Los Angeles,

CA.

Appointment of Two Members of the Board of Visitors to the

United States Air Force Academy
November 22, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Board of Visitors to the

United States Air Force Academy for terms

expiring December 30, 1988. These are

reappointments.

Julian Martin Niemczyk, of Missouri, is chairman
of the executive committee of People to

People headquarters in Kansas City, MO. He
graduated from the University of the Philip-

pines (B.A., 1956). He is married and resides in

Kansas City, MO. He was born August 26,

1920, in Fort Sill, OK.

Lynda Smith, of Colorado, has been a member of

the University of Colorado Medical Center Ad-
visory Committee in Denver. She also serves as

a member of the advisory board to the chancel-

lor of the University of Colorado. She graduat-

ed from the University of Texas (B.S., 1962).

She is married, has three children, and resides

in Colorado Springs, CO. She was born August

1, 1940, in Tyler, TX.
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Radio Address to the Nation on the Soviet-United States Summit
Meeting in Geneva
November 23, 1985

My fellow Americans:

This has been a busy and eventful week
for Nancy and me. Now that the summit in

Geneva is behind us, we need to look ahead
and ask: Where do we go from here? As I

told Congress, weVe made a fresh start in

U.S.-Soviet relations. Every issue was on the

table, and our 15 hours of discussions were
tough and lively throughout. I got a better

perspective from listening to General Secre-

tary Gorbachev, and I think he went home
with a lot to think about, too. I plan to meet
Mr. Gorbachev again next year in Washing-
ton, but between now and then, we have
much work to do. Opportunities to address

important problems of Soviet-American re-

lations should not be squandered. We must
always be realistic about our deep and abid-

ing differences, but we should be working
for progress wherever possible.

On arms control, the Soviets, after several

years of resisting talks, have now agreed
that each side should cut nuclear arms by
50 percent in appropriate categories. And
in our joint statement, we called for early

progress on this, directing the emphasis of

the talks toward what has been the chief

U.S. goal all along: deep, equitable, fully

verifiable reductions in offensive weapons.
If there's a real interest on the Soviet side,

there's a chance the talks can begin to

make headway.

Mr. Gorbachev and I discussed our work
on SDI, America's Strategic Defense Initia-

tive. I told him that we're investigating

nonnuclear defensive systems designed to

destroy offensive missiles and protect

people. Although reluctant to acknowledge
it, the Soviets have been carrying forward a

research program, far more extensive than

ours, on their own version of SDI. I think

it's fair to point out that the Soviets main
aim at Geneva was to force us to drop SDI.

I think I can also say that after Geneva Mr.

Gorbachev understands we have no inten-

tion of doing so—far from it. We want to

make strategic defense a strong protector of

the peace. A research and testing program
that may one day provide a peace shield to

protect against nuclear attack is a deeply
hopeful vision, and we should all be cooper-

ating to bring that vision of peace alive for

the entire world.

Regional conflicts were prominent in our
discussions, and we'll be watching very

closely for any change in Soviet activities in

the Third World. Another resounding vote

of the U.N. General Assembly has just

called for Soviet withdrawal from Afghani-

stan. Next month a new round of talks on
this question takes place, also under United
Nation auspices. If these talks are to suc-

ceed, the Soviets must provide a timetable

for getting out and recognize that the free-

dom fighters will not be conquered.

On bilateral and human rights questions,

there were some small, encouraging steps

before the summit, and in the agreements
we reached there, to promote people-to-

people contacts. In both areas, we're hoping
greater steps will follow. As I also told the

Congress, human rights is a true peace
issue.

If there is one conclusion to draw from
our fireside summit, it's that American poli-

cies are working. In a real sense, prepara-

tions for the summit started 5 years ago
when, with the help of Congress, we began
strengthening our economy, restoring our

national will, and rebuilding our defenses

and alliances. America is strong again, and
American strength has caught the Soviets

attention. They recognize that the United
States is no longer just reacting to world
events; we are in the forefront of a power-
ful, historic tide for freedom and opportuni-

ty, for progress and peace.

There's never been a greater need for
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courage and steadiness than now. Our stra-

tegic modernization program is an incen-

tive for the Soviets to negotiate in earnest.

But if Congress fails to support the vital

defense efforts needed, then the Soviets

will conclude that America's patience and
will are paper thin, and the world will

become more dangerous again. Courage
and steadiness are all important for free-

dom fighters, too. I made it clear in Geneva
that America embraces all those who resist

tyranny and struggle for freedom. Breaking

faith with freedom fighters would signal

that aggression carries no risk, and this we
will not allow. My fellow Americans, we are

entering a season of hope. If we remain
resolute for freedom and peace, if we keep
faith with God, then our American family,

238 million strong, will be even more
thankful for next year.

Again it's wonderful to be home; so until

next week, thanks for listening. God bless

you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.

Proclamation 5413—National Day of Fasting To Raise Funds To
Combat Hunger, 1985

November 23, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

At this time of national Thanksgiving,

when we thank God for our many blessings,

we are especially mindful of those in dis-

tress. And we thank God for inviting us to

respond with open hearts to the cry of the

afflicted and the needy. For in being gener-
ous to others we become more like Him
Who has been so generous to us. Most re-

cently, we heard the cry for help that came
from the rubble of Mexico City and from
the people of Colombia whose villages were
engulfed by mud slides. We heard and we
responded.

Similarly, we hear and we continue to

respond to the cry that comes to our ears

from the famine-stricken regions of Africa.

That famine has already caused the death of

hundreds of thousands of people and endan-

gers the lives of millions. The solution to

such famine involves not only rushing

emergency food and medical supplies to the

areas stricken, but also improving agricul-

tural policies and enlisting greater coopera-

tion by certain governments with interna-

tional relief agencies.

Americans from all walks of life and
every part of our country have responded
quickly and generously to every famine that

has occurred since World War II. And we
have already raised more than $120 million

for emergency relief for victims of the cur-

rent famine in Africa. The generosity and
compassion of our people deserve to be rec-

ognized and commended.
It has been estimated that in Africa 24

people die of starvation each minute; clear-

ly much more must be done.

Various private organizations are organiz-

ing a day of fasting as a means by which
Americans can show their concern, express

solidarity with the plight of fellow human
beings suffering from hunger, and draw at-

tention to efforts to raise funds to help the

victims of famine.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

386, has designated November 24, 1985, as

"National Day of Fasting to Raise Funds to

Combat Hunger" and authorized and re-

quested the President to issue a proclama-

tion in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim November 24, 1985, as Na-
tional Day of Fasting to Raise Funds to

Combat Hunger. I call upon the people of

the United States to observe such day with
appropriate ceremonies and other activities

and to consider donating to relief organiza-

tions fighting hunger.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
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my hand this twenty-third day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-

dred and eighty-five, and of the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the

two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

{Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:27 a.m., November 25, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on November
25

Statement on United States Arms Sales to Jordan

November 25, 1985

On October 21 I submitted to the Con-
gress a formal notification of the proposed
sale of fighter aircraft, air defense missiles,

armored vehicles, and other equipment to

the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The
number and type of arms included in our

proposal were selected only after careful

study of Jordan's legitimate defensive

needs.

I have today signed into law Senate Joint

Resolution 228, which provides that no
letter of offer for any of the advanced
weapons systems, including advanced air-

craft and advanced air defense systems, in-

cluded in our proposed sale to Jordan will

be valid before March 1, 1986, unless

Jordan enters direct negotiations with Israel

before that date. This legislation expresses

Congress' belief that the peace process

should be our primary concern. Peace re-

mains my main concern, as it is that of King
Hussein, Prime Minister Peres [of Israel],

and other responsible leaders throughout

the Middle East. King Hussein has taken
dramatic steps towards peace, steps which
have exposed him and the people of Jordan
to strong pressure and bloody violence from
those adamantly opposed to any peaceful

settlement. Our arms proposals are de-

signed to strengthen Jordan's ability to

pursue its demonstrated commitment to

peace.

In the months between now and March
1, we will continue to work towards achiev-

ing the goal we all share, the goal King
Hussein outlined in his recent speech to the

United Nations General Assembly: prompt,
direct negotiations between Jordan and
Israel. I remain equally committed to pro-

viding Jordan the defensive arms it re-

quires. These weapons are neither a reward
nor penalty for Jordan's actions, but tangi-

ble proof that we remain committed to pro-

viding a good friend of many years with the

tools needed to protect itself during the

search for peace in a troubled region.

Statement on Signing the Department of Housing and Urban
Development-Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 1986
November 25, 1985

I have today signed H.R. 3038, a bill pro-

viding for appropriations for the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development
and several independent agencies, includ-

ing the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).

This bill would also authorize FEMA,
through a new "national board," to oversee

an emergency food and shelter program. I

am deeply concerned about the member-
ship of the Board. Under this bill the Board
is to be composed of seven members who
would be officers of the executive branch
because the Board will perform executive

functions. If read literally, the bill would
permit six private organizations to appoint
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members of the Board, in violation of the

appointments clause of the Constitution (Ar-

ticle II, section 2, clause 2). In order to

avoid this constitutional infirmity, I direct

the Director of FEMA to construe this pro-

vision as granting him complete discretion-

ary authority to determine who should be
appointed to the national board. The orga-

nizations mentioned in the bill may make
recommendations, but only the Director, as

the "head of a department," id., is author-

ized to appoint members to the Board.

The bill also provides, in section 413, that

"[n]o part of any appropriation contained in

this Act shall iDe available to implement.

administer, or enforce any regulation which
has been disapproved pursuant to a resolu-

tion of disapproval duly adopted in accord-

ance with the applicable law of the United
States.'* The "applicable law of the United
States" includes, of course, the Constitution

and the decision of the Supreme Court in

INS V. Chadha. Under the Constitution and
that decision, the "resolution of disapprov-

al" referred to in section 413 must be a

joint resolution presented to the President

for approval or disapproval.

Note: H.R. 3038, approved November 25,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-160.

Message to the Congress Transmitting the Sweden-United States

Social Security Agreement
November 25, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

Pursuant to section 233(eXl) of the Social

Security Act, as amended by the Social Se-

curity Amendments of 1977 (P.L. 95-216,

42 use 433(eXl)), I transmit herewith the

Agreement between the United States of

America and the Kingdom of Sweden on
Social Security which consists of two sepa-

rate instruments. The Agreement was
signed at Stockholm on May 27, 1985.

The U.S.-Sweden agreement is similar in

objective to the social security agreements
already in force with Italy, the Federal Re-

public of Germany, Switzerland, Canada,
Belgium, Norway, and the United Kingdom.
Such bilateral agreements, which are gener-

ally known as totalization agreements, pro-

vide for limited coordination between the

United States and foreign social security sys-

tems to overcome the problems of gaps in

protection and of dual coverage and tax-

ation for workers who move from one coun-

try to the other.

I also transmit for the information of the

Congress a comprehensive report prepared
by the Department of Health and Human
Services, which explains the provisions of

the Agreement and provides data on the
number of persons affected by the Agree-
ment and the effect on social security fi-

nancing as required by the same provision

of the Social Security Act.

The Department of State and the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services join

with me in commending the U.S.-Sweden
Social Security Agreement and related doc-

uments.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
November 25, 1985.

Message to the Congress Reporting Budget Deferrals

November 25, 1985

To the Congress of the United States:

In accordance with the Impoundment
Control Act of 1974, I herewith report 8

new deferrals of budget authority for 1986
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totaling $2,023,327,275. The deferrals affect

accounts in Funds Appropriated to the

President, the Departments of Commerce,
Defense-Military, Health and Human Serv-

ices, Transportation, and Treasury.

The details of these deferrals are con-

tained in the attached report.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

November 25, 1985.

Note: The attachment detailing the defer-

rals was printed in the Federal Register of
December 2.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the Chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Reporting on the Cyprus Conflict

November 25, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. Chairman:)
In accordance with Public Law 95-384, I

am submitting to you a bimonthly report on
progress toward a negotiated settlement of

the Cyprus question.

Since my previous report, the United Na-
tions Secretary General has continued to

work with the two Cypriot communities to

achieve a framework agreement for a com-
prehensive Cyprus settlement. As I report-

ed to you earlier, the Secretary General an-

nounced in June that the Greek Cypriot

side had accepted revised documentation
incorporating such an agreement. On
August 8 the Turkish Cypriot leader, Mr.
Denktash, sent the Secretary General a

letter with detailed comments on the Secre-

tary General's documentation and ex-

pressed willingness to meet with him for

further discussion.

The Secretary General invited Mr. Denk-
tash to New York and they met on Septem-
ber 12-13. Following their meetings the

Secretary General said he had most useful

talks with Mr. Denktash and that these talks

would be helpful in deciding the steps to be
taken in the near future.

The Security Council heard an oral report

from the Secretary General on September
20. He told the Council that his efforts had
brought the positions of the two sides closer

than ever before; and he expressed his con-

viction that what had been achieved so far

should lead to an early agreement on a

framework for a just and lasting settlement

of the Cyprus question. The United King-

dom Permanent Representative to the Se-

curity Council, speaking as President of the

Council, expressed strong support on behalf

of its members for the mandate of the Sec-

retary General and called upon all parties

to make a special effort in cooperation with

the Secretary General to reach an early

agreement.

Continuing his consultations, the Secre-

tary General met with President Kyprianou
on October 16 and October 25 for discus-

sion of recent developments on the Cyprus
issue. The Secretary General also met on
October 25 with Turkish Prime Minister

Ozal.

During this period, American officials

continued their active efforts in support of

the Secretary General's good offices mission

and urged a cooperative and constructive

attitude by all the parties. Ambassador
Boehm encouraged support for a negotiated

settlement in his meetings with President

Kyprianou and Mr. Denktash. Secretary

Shultz met with the Secretary General and
during the General Assembly with the

Greek and Turkish Foreign Ministers.

Under Secretary Armacost also had useful

talks with senior officials of Greece and
Turkey during his October 28-November 3

visit to those countries.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and Richard G. Lugar, chair-

man of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee.
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Proclamation 5414—National Mark Twain Day, 1985

November 26, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Like the comet that startled the night sky

at his birth and returned as a bright chariot

to "carry him home" 75 years later, the

literary achievements of Mark Twain can

truly be called an "astronomical" phenome-
non.

Born Samuel Langhorne Clemens, No-

vember 30, 1835, in Florida, Missouri, he
enjoyed an idyllic boyhood in Hannibal,

Missouri. There by the banks of the mighty
Mississippi, he came to know and love the

common people of America. Their crotchets

and kindnesses; their exasperating foibles;

their endearing loyalties; their dreams and
hopes were printed indelibly in his

memory. Annealed through time and art,

those recollections would be transformed by
his genius into immortal characters in mas-

terworks that not only won great popularity

in his day but have also stood the test of

time.

Today, as we commemorate the 150th an-

niversary of Mark Twain's birth—and as

Halley's Comet again brightens the skies of

our planet—the wit, the wisdom, and the

inimitable style of Mark Twain continue to

delight and instruct young and old—in

more than 50 languages.

It is a measure of the richness of Twain's

genius and the complexity of his character

that debates still go on as to whether he
was primarily a humorist, a novelist, a

charming spinner of provincial yarns, a

cynic, or a sentimentalist. The truth is he
was all of these—and more.

He was American to the core and he was
also a sophisticated world traveller. He
evoked the concrete details of his own time

and place as no one else could, and he was
also deeply versed in history.

He relished the innocent joys of child-

hood and the storybook adventures of his

young manhood. He knew the fulfillment of

a happy marriage and the heady wine of

wealth and adulation. The dons of Yale and
Oxford honored him with exalted degrees,

and when he died the common people

wept.

Twain also knew the shattering humilia-

tion of betrayal and bankruptcy. He en-

dured the soul-searing desolation of be-

reavement, and in the depths of his grief he
could sometimes rail like the proverbial vil-

lage atheist. But he could also write of the

saintly Joan of Arc with the awe and ardor

of a hagiographer. In many ways Twain re-

mains a riddle. He still awaits a definitive

biography. He would probably have been
amused at all the fuss that has been made
over him and chuckle at some of the theo-

ries the critics have spun about him and his

works. Self-deprecation was the hallmark of

his humor; he loved to puncture pomposi-

ty—even his own.

New York, Connecticut, California, and
Hawaii are only some of the States that can

claim to have shaped his life, but Hannibal,

Missouri, where he grew up, will always

have a prior claim. And so it is especially

fitting that while all Americans celebrate

this anniversary, Hannibal—which main-

tains his boyhood home as a museum—has

been the scene of special events starting in

May and culminating on November 30, the

150th anniversary of his birth.

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution

259, has designated November 30, 1985, as

"National Mark Twain Day" and authorized

and requested the President to issue a proc-

lamation in observance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim November 30, 1985, as Na-

tional Mark Twain Day. I call upon the

people of the United States to observe such

day with appropriate ceremonies and activi-

ties.
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In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-sixth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-
dred and eighty-five, and of the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the

two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on November
29.

Radio Address to the Nation on Efforts to Prevent Espionage
Against the United States

November 30, 1985

My fellow Americans:

YouVe heard me say that nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought.

Well, today I wish to speak to you about a

struggle which we do wage every day, a

struggle we must win if we're to protect

our freedom and our way of life. At stake

are government secrets essential to our na-

tional security. Protecting these secrets

against espionage and any hostile intelli-

gence threat to the United States is a heavy
responsibility.

Operations to protect America's secrets

are usually done quietly with little publici-

ty. Well, lately they've been making big

news. Some of you may be wondering if the

large number of spy arrests in recent weeks
means that we're looking harder or wheth-
er there are more spies to find. Well, I

think the answer to both questions is yes.

The threat is certainly increasing. The
number of hostile intelligence officers in

the United States and working against us

around the world has grown sharply in

recent years. Espionage, spying, is not a

game. It costs our country secrets and mil-

lions of dollars in stolen technology. It can
also cost lives and threaten our national sur-

vival.

This administration had given high priori-

ty to improving our ability to detect and
counter any hostile intelligence threat.

We've added resources, people, and top-

level attention to this task. We will not hesi-

tate to root out and prosecute the spies of

any nation. We'll let the chips fall where
they may. And we've had impressive re-

sults. From 1975 to 1980, the United States

apprehended a total of 13 spies. From 1981
through this year, we've apprehended 34.

Here, let me add a word of appreciation in

particular to the men and women of the

FBI who have been working so diligently

on this vital and sometimes thankless task.

In the past, we've had some difficulty in

readily admitting the intensity of this

threat. Today, however, we approach the

intelligence threat with a new degree of

realism. We recognize that the KGB and
others seeking to exploit the openness of

our society are not 10 feet tall; neither,

however, are they midgets. We're up
against aggressive people who take their job

seriously. There's no reason to sugar-coat

reality. The free world is today confronted

with some of the most sophisticated, best

orchestrated efforts of theft and espionage
in modern history. Today the Soviet intelli-

gence services and secret police, the KGB
and the GRU, and their surrogate services

among the Soviet-bloc countries—Czecho-
slovakia, Poland, East Germany, Bulgaria,

Cuba, and others—are hard at work. Their

activities include classical espionage and
what they call active measures. They are

employing all the means we associate with

spies, including electronic espionage against

sensitive communications and other sophis-

ticated techniques, to steal our secrets and
technology.

As events of recent days have made clear,

many nations spy on the United States. The
totality of this threat underscores just how
important it is that we protect ourselves.

What better time than this Thanksgiving
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weekend to remember and give thanks that

we live in the freest land God has placed on
this Earth. Yet even with our freedom, we
must have the ability to protect certain vital

secrets. So much depends on this: our diplo-

matic efforts to advance liberty and pre-

serve peace, our own ability to see and hear

what is going on in the world, and the read-

iness of our military forces and their effec-

tiveness in carrying out their mission any-

where in the world.

While our security is tied to protecting

certain secrets, there is no need to fight

repression by becoming repressive our-

selves. Understanding the problem is the

first step. The arrests we are seeing now
should alert us to the danger we face. Even
skeptics should recognize how necessary it

is to maintain our top-quality counterintelli-

gence efforts. At the same time, we can
learn through each espionage case how to

prevent these spies and turncoats from
hurting us. In 1981 we began a comprehen-
sive review of counterintelligence, security.

and countermeasures. While much has been
done, culminating in additional arrests,

there is more we can and must do.

We are currently seeking a broad range
of reforms and improvements, including re-

ducing the size of the hostile intelligence

threat within our borders, better monitor-
ing of exchange programs, improving gov-

ernment communications and personnel
procedures, better analysis, expanding
counterintelligence capabilities abroad, and
ensuring the security of U.S. Embassies and
bases throughout the world. We are work-
ing closely with the Congress in addressing

many of these needs. I am asking for your
understanding and support as we move
ahead together to win this struggle and
keep America free, secure, and at peace.

Until next week, thanks for listening, and
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 9:06 a.m. from
Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa Bar-

bara, CA.

Remarks at the All-Star Tribute to Ronald "Dutch" Reagan in

Burbank, California

December 1, 1985

The President. Well

—

[laughter]—it's good
to be Dutch again, and it's wonderful to be
surrounded by so many fine and talented

friends. To paraphrase Jack Kennedy, there

hasn't been so much talent assembled in

one room since—well, since the last time
Monty Hall hosted "Let's Make a Deal."

[Laughter] Seriously, Nancy and I have
watched these parties over the years, and
we're thrilled to be a part of the good work
of the Variety Clubs International. And
something Lucy [Ball] said last year applies

to the way that I feel right now. Let's see if

I can quote her accurately: "To those of you
who said such nice things about me tonight,

I just wish you were all under oath."

[Laughter] I wish you were all Members of

Congress. [Laughter]

You know, when I first started in my
present job, I'd sometimes put together in

my mind my own dream Cabinet—you

know, John Wayne as Secretary of State

—

[laughter]—Clint Eastwood at Defense

—

[laughter]—Jack Benny as Secretary of

Treasury

—

[laughter]—Groucho Marx at

Education. [Laughter] But even Presidents

can't have everything, except tonight; to-

night, all of you here, well, you've really

made my day. [Laughter] And as for all of

you who were so generous in sharing your
talents with us tonight, will you please

stand up so that I can applaud you all once
more? Come on, those of you

—

[applause].

Thank you. And, Frank
Mr. Sinatra. Yes, sir.

The President. "Old Blue Eyes," as

always, you've been the perfect host. Your
voice rings just as pure and clear as ever for

all of us guys and dolls who are still young
at heart. And speaking of music, Steve and
Eydie, I like the songs you sang—not a

clinker in the bunch. [Laughter] And Dean
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Martin, there you go again. [Laughter]

Dean, I am thrilled that you were able to

be here tonight for Burt Reynolds' party.

[Laughter] And sometime, if they ever have
a party for Nancy and me, I hope you can

make that one, too. [Laughter] And Vin
Scully, you brought back a lot of happy
memories. And Monty Hall, the voice of

Variety Clubs, thank you for your presenta-

tion. And Mike Frankovich, you share those

words of gratitude; everybody knows how
devoted you are to Variety. [Laughter] And
Ben Vereen, youVe danced your way into

America's heart. And Emmanuel Lewis, we
should never lose sight of what you said

—

wait a minute—even if sometimes we lose

sight of you. [Laughter] Well, there you are,

Manny. And that was a lovely sentiment

that was expressed by the International [Na-

tional] Children's Choir. And Chuck
Heston, I knew you had leadership qualities

when I saw you play Moses. You were elo-

quent and gracious in your remarks about

me—that guard on the Eureka varsity

—

thank you.

To all of you associated with the good
work of Variety, you have our eternal grati-

tude for arranging this party, for all the

good work that you have done in your half

a century of giving and caring for those

who need our help the most, the innocent

children of the world. Having my name as-

sociated with your good work—the Univer-

sity of Nebraska Medical Center will always

have a special place in my heart, and I

thank you all very much.
And now, speaking for Nancy as well as

myself, to all of you here and to all Ameri-
cans everywhere, paraphrasing something
that Moses said earlier, God shed His grace

on each of thee. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 7:53 p.m. at

the NBC studios. The fundraiser was spon-

sored by Variety Clubs International. Fol-

lowing his remarks, he attended a dinner

for program participants and guests. At the

end of the evening, the President went to

the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles,

CA, where he stayed overnight.

Remarks at a Fundraising Luncheon for Senator Slade Gorton in

Seattle, Washington
December 2, 1985

Thank you all very much, and I was de-

lighted to see these young people here, be-

cause that's what these elections for the

next few times are all about—them and the

America that they are going to grow up in.

Well, I thank you. Senator Gorton, for your
very kind words about party duties. I think

I should confess: I'm doing penance for all

those wasted years before I

—

[laughter].

Senator Evans, Congressmen Miller, Morri-

son, and Chandler, Bill Ruckelshaus, and
you ladies and gentlemen, it's an honor for

me to be here today in support of a coura-

geous champion of good government and
fiscal responsibility, your Senator, Slade

Gorton.

Slade has been a powerful voice for the

State of Washington, and an ally of mine on
the major issues of the day. And if I have
one message for you, it is: Please send Slade

Gorton back to the United States Senate. I

was going to ask if I could count on you to

do that, but I think you've already an-

swered that. I didn't think you paid this

much for lunch just to hear me talk.

[Laughter] It's a pleasure to be here to

keep Slade in a job in which he has so

distinguished himself.

There's a story—you knew I'd have a

story—about a fellow who had a different

kind of job in mind, but he was out there

working for the job. And then he saw an ad
in the help wanted ads, where the zoo
wanted a worker at the zoo, and he imme-
diately applied because he had always

wanted to work and loved to work with

animals. And when he got there, though, he
found that the job was to put on a gorilla

suit, sit in the cage, and be the gorilla for

the people who came to visit the zoo. Their
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old gorilla had died, and they had not yet

received delivery of his successor. Well, he
was a little upset by that, but then they

explained that it would only be temporary
and then he would have a legitimate job in

the zoo. So, he took the job. And pretty

soon he got a little bored just sitting there

in that cage and people coming by, so he
began doing tricks, particularly for the chil-

dren that had come by to see the gorilla.

And there was a rope in there and he'd get

on the rope, and he'd swing around, and he
was kind of getting into the act pretty good.

And one day, very rambunctious, he swung
so far on the rope that he landed in the

lion's cage. And the lion started for him,

and he stood up, and he started screaming,

"Get me out of here! Get me out of here!"

And the lion jumped on him and said, "Shut
up, or you'll get both of us fired!" [Laugh-
ter]

Well, seriously though, Slade and I were
both elected in 1980 because there was a

critical job to do. And thanks to the policies

of tax and tax and spend and spend, our

country was heading toward an economic
catastrophe. We were suffering the ravages

of both double-digit inflation and stagna-

tion. Our military strength had been per-

mitted to erode, and our confidence as a

people was shaken. Turning around that sit-

uation was no easy job, but with the leader-

ship of Senate Republicans like Senator
Gorton, we went to work. It took some
doing to reverse the decades of more and
more government as the answer to every
problem and to put our program in place,

and even more to stand firm until it had
time to produce results. There was enor-

mous pressure to go back to the policies

that we'd left behind. Let me just ask you:

Were we right to stick to our guns? [Ap-

plause] You just made my day. [Laughter] I

think most Americans feel the way you do.

We've now had 3 years of growth. Last

quarter the gross national product grew at a

healthy 4.3-percent rate. Now, that was
higher than had been projected by a great

many of the critics and the naysayers in

Washington. The economic resurgence has

opened new opportunities and a chance for

a better life for all people. We have created

nearly 9 million new jobs since the recovery

began. Almost 2 million businesses, most of

them small, independent businesses, have
been incorporated in the last 3 years. And
during this same time, we've reduced infla-

tion—it's been 3.2 percent for the last 12
months. And there are still some diehards

who refuse to acknowledge that the
changes we've made have had anything to

do with America's dramatic progress in

these last few years. They sort of remind
me of the fellow who was asked which was
worse, ignorance or apathy, and he said, "I

don't know, and I don't care." [Laughter]

We can all be proud that there's a new
spirit alive in America today. We've left

cynicism and pessimism behind and recap-

tured that confidence and optimism that

has been a hallmark of our people. We have
it within our power to lay the foundation
for a generation of prosperity and peace.

With the leadership of responsible, hard-

working, future-oriented elected officials

like Senator Slade Gorton, we'll do just that.

We can be proud that since he arrived in

our Nation's Capital, Senator Gorton has re-

mained immune to the Potomac disease,

which causes too many elected officials to

give up a better tomorrow for America in

order to placate special interests today. I

think that reflects well on you, the people
he represents.

For the people of Seattle and the State of

Washington, like the people of my home
State of California, have always been able to

see a great future just beyond the horizon
and understand that it is not beyond our
power to get there. You are America's door-

way to the Pacific rim, the most dynamic
region of the planet. We have to keep lead-

ing the great advances that are being made
there, or we'll be left behind by people who
are waiting for no one. While others are

overwhelmed by fear and apprehension,

you are excited by the vista of new chal-

lenges and opportunities. Underscoring this,

Senator Gorton has been a timeless defend-
er of free trade. He knows that free trade is

a cornerstone of America's prosperity.

I know that there's been much talk of

late about America's trade challenges. But
we've been leading the way out of a global

recession and pulling the world into better

times with us. As foreign economies
strengthen, their currencies are strengthen-
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ing, too. As this happens, other nations will

buy more from us, and pressure on the

trade balance will ease. Short-term protec-

tionist measures now will undermine the

chances of economic growth, not only in

friendly countries but here as well. Protect-

ing an industry here by imposing these re-

strictions will inevitably result in counter-

measures that will cost the jobs of Ameri-

cans in other industries. Those who claim to

be concerned about the American farmer,

for example, should realize that protection-

ism is the greatest single threat to the well-

being of American agriculture, which is one

of our main exports.

Instead of shooting ourselves in the foot

with job-killing protectionism, what we can,

should, and will do is demand that free

trade be a two-way street. And I can assure

you our representatives are doing just that.

The markets must be open on both sides of

the ocean. The solution we seek is not de-

creasing what others send us, but increasing

what we send them. Balancing the trade

deficit up means a better life for all. Balanc-

ing it down through protectionism and
weaker economic growth means stagnation

and decline. I firmly believe that if the

deck is not stacked against us, the American
people can outproduce and outcompete
anyone in the world. The genius, creative

talents, and hard work of our people have
always been our greatest assets. With free-

dom and the profit motive, there's nothing

we can't do.

Seattle has a man who exemplifies this

spirit: Mr. T. Wilson, a giant of American
enterprise. And thanks to the business

sense, foresight, and everyday effort of indi-

viduals like Mr. Wilson, America is today on
the edge of vast new frontiers. The world
already marvels at American aircraft and
space technology. Our latest aircraft are

doing more and using less fuel than ever

before. The common man now jets across

continents and it's no big thing. Our space

shuttle missions now are all but routine, and
we're just beginning to touch the commer-
cial use of space, something which, in the

not too distant future, will be a tremendous
asset to our country. I know that Senator

Gorton is one of the Senate's leading advo-

cates of putting space to use to benefit all

mankind.

Our technology can also help us leave

behind the threat of nuclear holocaust,

which has hung over our heads like the

sword of Damocles for four decades. Our
leading minds have been mobilized to see if

it's possible to build a defense system, not

to kill people, but to protect them. If suc-

cessful, our research could usher in a new
era of security. A space shield could make
arms reduction more feasible by rendering

nuclear missiles obsolete, and so they would
become more negotiable. I expressed these

sentiments to General Secretary Gorbachev
during our recent meetings in Geneva. I

went to Geneva as a first step. I didn't

expect miracles; I did expect progress, an
opening, a crack in the door, for improved
relations. General Secretary Gorbachev and
I spoke frankly, over many hours, about our

differences, about a wide range of issues

including Soviet expansionism.

As I reported to a joint session of Con-
gress and to you, the American people,

when I returned, I was pleased with the

results of our sessions. It was the fresh start

we wanted. We're not claiming any great

breakthroughs and so forth, but—start. As a

matter of fact, we had thought before we
left that if we could even get agreement
from them to continued meetings in the

next few years to come that that would
make the trip worthwhile. Well, we got that

promise from them on a parking lot on the

first day we were there. [Laughter] It was,

as I say, the fresh start that we wanted.

And Geneva let loose a lot of hopes, mine
among them; but there've been hopeful

times before. We have to understand which
policies work and which ones don't. Blur-

ring the issues and ignoring the areas of

friction between the Soviet Union and the

United States is no way to create a more
peaceful world. In fact, the progress we
made at Geneva was possible only because

in the last 5 years we've been determined
to make America stronger. That's how the

meeting came about. Because we've spoken
out clearly about Soviet policies that threat-

en peace, that policy is working. I'm confi-

dent that if we remain firm in our convic-

tions, realistic in our approach, and strong

enough to defend our interests, the compe-
tition that we have with the Soviets can
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remain peaceful. Jefferson is quoted as

saying, "Eternal vigilance is the price of lib-

erty." Well, it's as true today as it was two
centuries ago.

But just as in Jefferson's day, Americans
are preparing themselves for great strides

forward. Our technological advances of the

last four decades are only the foundation for

a new era that is almost beyond imagina-

tion. We have just given thanks as a nation

to God for all our many blessings, but we
should be also grateful for this bright future

that lies just over the horizon.

And, again, I have to say to you we have

a representative government that repre-

sents the will and the desires of the people.

And I think it is high time that we not only

dwelt on sending someone in charge of the

executive branch of government but send

those people, as you have sent your two
Senators there, to represent the interests of

your State and of the people of this country

in seeing that we can put forth the policies

that apparently the people of this country
have approved. So, 1986—there'll be a No-
vember day, and you send Slade Gorton
back there to join your junior Senator. And
just think, you won't have a situation in

which one Senator is canceling out the

other Senator's vote for the things that you
want done in Washington. There'll be two
votes there for all those right things. Send
us people back there in the Congress to

help with the things that we have started so

far, and I think maybe you'll be very
pleased with the result.

Thank you all. God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 12:54 p.m. in

the Grand Ballroom at the Westin Hotel.

Prior to his remarks, he attended a recep-

tion at the hotel for major contributors to

Senator Gorton's reelection campaign. Fol-

lowing his remarks, the President returned

to Washington, DC.

Remarks at a White House Ceremony for Participants in the

National Initiative on Technology and the Disabled

December 3, 1985

Good afternoon, and welcome to the

White House. It's a pleasure to be able to

welcome participants in the National Initia-

tive on Technology and the Disabled—men
and women who've given so much to their

fellow Americans.

This is an age of marvels, technological

marvels. And today we have calculators the

size of playing cards and computers that

can fit inside a suitcase—or a briefcase—boil

it down a little. We have home entertain-

ment centers that put the great music and
literature of the ages at a family's fingertips.

And we have dazzling communications.

Indeed, I remember my disbelief—and I

still have trouble with this—when I was told

one day of a satellite that could transmit the

entire Encyclopaedia Britannica in 3 sec-

onds.

Perhaps the central marvel of our age is

space travel. It was less than three decades

ago that the first U.S. satellite was launched

and less than two decades ago that man
first walked on the Moon. And yet today

the dream of regular space travel is already

becoming a reality, a working part of our

everyday lives. It seems like yesterday

when Nancy and I watched the space shut-

tle Columbia glide to a magnificent landing

in the California desert, 1 of 23 space shut-

tle missions so far. I think my greatest sur-

prise was, out there in Edwards Air Force
Base, to be told to get up on the platform,

that it was on its approach. And I said,

"Where is it now?" And they said, "Just

over Honolulu." [Laughter] And it was on
its approach. I have to tell you, it was the

biggest thrill I'd felt since hearing that

Lindbergh had landed in France. [Laugh-
ter]

But reflecting on the new technology,

and in particular on aerospace technology.

Secretary [of Health and Human Services]

Heckler and others began to wonder about
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its wider applications. They thought that

maybe technology could be applied not just

out in space but here on Earth. If we could

give astronauts jetpacks, couldn't we give

the disabled better wheelchairs? And if we
could enable a spacecraft orbiting the Earth

to talk to Houston control, couldn't we help

those with speech impairments? And so it

was that an exciting new partnership be-

tween the Government and the private

sector was born, the National Initiative on
Technology and the Disabled. Already, the

initiative is hard at work, encouraging the

development of dramatic new technologies.

Our one new device is called Compu-talk
and is designed for people incapable of in-

telligent speech—intelligible speech, I

should say. The person simply types the

phrase he wants to pronounce, then a com-
puter synthesizes the sound. And the whole
unit—that's the one that fits inside a suit-

case—it can bring to an end the misery of

those who can think clearly but cannot

make themselves understood. Another new
device is called the blink writer, and this is

designed to help persons, like stroke vic-

tims, who are completely paralyzed and can
neither speak nor write. Imagine the frus-

tration they encounter when trying to com-
municate. But with the blink writer a para-

lyzed person can look at a television screen

and construct phrases simply by blinking. In

a very real sense, the blink writer is a

device of liberation, an instrument which
sets free men and women who would other-

wise be trapped in the isolation of their

own minds.
Other new high-tech medical instruments

and techniques are being developed every

day. There are motorized wheelchairs made
of strong, lightweight metal alloys. There
are the artificial heart, the pacemaker, and
a handheld x-ray device called the Lixi-

scope. There's an implantable device called

the human tissue stimulator which shows
great promise for controlling chronic pain,

like that associated with arthritis, rheuma-
tism, and cancer. And there's a remarkable
arrangement called the programmable im-

plantable medication system or, for short,

PIMS. Although still in the testing stages,

it's hoped that PIMS can actually be insert-

ed into the patient's body and used to deliv-

er specified doses of medication to particu-

lar parts of the body at carefully chosen
times. It holds out enormous hope for

people who must receive periodic injec-

tions, people like diabetics or patients with

inoperable tumors.

To help make certain that these technol-

ogies reach the people who need them, you
of the National Initiative on Technology
and the Disabled are assembling Tech-Net,

a national information network that can be
consulted by physicians and disabled citi-

zens alike. You're also working on Tech-
Team, a network of local technological pro-

fessionals who are applying their skills,

knowledge, and talents to the problems en-

countered by the disabled. And day in and
day out, you're hard at work raising the

money to make all these efforts possible. In

the last year alone, I understand the Initia-

tive has raised more than $2 million. What
it all comes down to is remarkable Ameri-
can know-how being used to help the

American people.

Tom Cusworth, on the dais with us today,

understands. Five years ago at the age of

19, Tom suffered a swimming accident

which left him a paraplegic. But Tom went
to a high-technology rehabilitation center in

Seattle and overcame his handicap so well

that he even learned computer program-
ming. And I have to tell you, Tom, that's a

subject we didn't have when I was your

age. [Laughter] Today, Tom is a computer
analyst in Tech-Net. And, Tom, I know I

speak for everyone here when I give you
my heartfelt congratulations.

Susan Yim is also with us today. She is

also someone who understands. While a

graduate student in biology at Duke Uni-

versity, Susan suffered a severe brain stem
stroke which left her a quadraplegic. She
was unable to speak and unable to move
any part of her body except her thumbs.

But Susan's mind was sound. For months
she struggled to communicate, always de-

pendent on others to decipher her

thoughts. Then nothing less than a miracle

took place. Jim Jaklitsch, a brilliant engineer

who's also with us today, designed a com-
puter that could be operated by Susan's

thumb movements, and Susan became able

to communicate on her own. And today she

has retained a large measure of the free-
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dom that she thought was gone forever.

And, Susan, you're what it's all about and
you make us very proud.

On behalf of Susan and all of the disabled

Americans, I want to thank Secretary Mar-

garet Heckler, the Department of Defense,

and NASA for bringing the National Initia-

tive on Technology and the Disabled into

being. And I know that each of us wants to

express his deep gratitude to Robert Kirk,

the head of the Initiative's executive com-
mittee. But the Initiative would be nothing

without its many participants and so it is

that I want to thank you, the men and
women who have given this Initiative its

drive and substance.

Yes, technology can lift hopes and
dreams. And so, really, I can say it all—

I

just want to thank you all for what you're

doing, and God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 1:34 p.m. in

the East Room at the White House.

Proclamation 5415—National Home Care Week, 1985

December 3, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Americans have always cared for one an-

other in both good times and bad. When a

family has a loved one—elderly, disabled, or

a child—needing special care at home, it

will inevitably respond by doing everything

to keep that person at home. This is the

American spirit. Home health care has a

long tradition in our Nation. The Federal
government, the States, and families are

now working in a cooperative way to see

that this commitment continues.

No one would suggest that a family can
do more for a patient when a hospital or

other appropriate institution is clearly

needed. But American families go the extra

step or mile, if needed, to protect, care for,

and serve a member in need. The Federal

government has done its share to help.

Now, our many States have taken on the

initiative to create special programs to en-

hance home health care. They are to be
commended for this humane action.

In addition, there are countless churches,

voluntary organizations, and private agen-

cies that assist our families to care for a

member at home. Our Nation is learning

that, in spite of a time when "doing your

own thing" is in, caring for a mother.

father, sister, or brother—or any relative or

friend—in the home is vastly more impor-

tant. Independence, under God's loving

care and guidance, is to be cherished. Who,
then, should care for our own than those

who love them best? Once again our long

tradition prevails as so many in govern-

ment, charitable groups, and families work
for the well-being of one in need at home.
The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

139, has designated the week beginning

December 1, 1985, as "National Home Care
Week" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning De-
cember 1, 1985, as National Home Care
Week. I call upon the people of the United
States to observe the week with appropriate

programs, ceremonies, and activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this third day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:46 a.m., December 4, 1985]
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Proclamation 5416—National Temporary Services Week, 1985

December 3, 1985

Ry the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The temporary services industry provides

employers much needed flexibility to tailor

their work forces to meet short-term needs.

It also provides important job opportunities

for American workers: last year, the tempo-
rary services industry provided employ-
ment for an estimated five million people.

The temporary services industry current-

ly is the second fastest growing business

sector in our economy, in terms of new jobs

created. Approximately one out of every

two hundred nonagricultural jobs in the

United States is provided through tempo-
rary services.

It is appropriate that we recognize the

many and vital contributions that the men
and women of the temporary services in-

dustry provide to our economy.
The Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

195, has designated the week of December

1 through December 7, 1985, as "National

Temporary Services Week'* and has author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation in commemoration of this ob-

servance.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of December 1

through December 7, 1985, as National

Temporary Services Week, and I call upon
the people of the United States to observe
this week with appropriate programs and
activities.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this third day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:47 a.m., December 4, 1985]

Executive Order 12539—President's Council on Physical Fitness

and Sports

December 3y 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including the

Federal Advisory Committee Act, as

amended (5 U.S.C. App. I), and in order to

increase the membership of the President's

Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, it is

hereby ordered that Section 2(b) of Execu-

tive Order No. 12345, as amended, is fur-

ther amended by increasing the number of

members of the Council from fifteen to

eighteen.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

December 3, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:48 a.m., December 4, 1985]
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Remarks to the Students and Faculty at Fallston High School in

Fallston, Maryland
December 4, 1985

Thank you, Alyson, and thank you all

very much. Governor Hughes, Senator Ma-
thias. Representative Bentley, and the rep-

resentatives of the board of education, the

administration, the faculty, and you, the stu-

dent body—^believe me, it is good to be
here. It's great to be here at Fallston High
School, home of the Cougars

—

[laughter]—
and the Cougar cheerleaders, who I under-

stand will be competing in a big contest this

evening. I hope you can all get out to Sun-

rise [Rising Sun] for that event. I wish I

could be there. [Laughter]

You know, IVe only been out of school a

few years, but

—

[laughter]—they tell me
that things have changed quite a bit in the

meantime. There's one thing that I bet,

though, hasn't changed. When you heard
that you'd have to cancel your scheduled
class for a special assembly, well, I hope you
weren't too disappointed. [Laughter] I

know I've been looking forward to this

chance to speak to you, because I've got a

very important mission that I want young
Americans to be a part of. Let me first just

give a little background.
As you know, Nancy and I returned

almost 2 weeks ago from Geneva where I

had several lengthy meetings with General
Secretary Gorbachev of the Soviet Union. I

had more than 15 hours of discussions with
him, including 5 hours of private conversa-

tion just between the two of us. I found him
to be a determined man, but one who is

willing to listen. And I told him about
America's deep desire for peace and that

we do not threaten the Soviet Union and
that I believe the people of both our coun-

tries want the same thing—a safer and
better future for themselves and their chil-

dren. You know, people don't start wars,

governments do. Our meeting should be of

special importance to all of you. I know
you're concerned about the future, about

the growth in nuclear arsenals, about injus-

tice and persecution of fellow human
beings, and about threats to peace around
the world. Well, it's because I shared that

concern that I went to Geneva to begin a

dialog for peace with Mr. Gorbachev.
We talked about many things—the need

to cut the number of offensive nuclear

weapons on each side, the wars of inde-

pendence being waged by freedom fighters

against Soviet-backed regimes around the

world, human rights, and how we could im-

prove our overall relationship. I also

stressed to Mr. Gorbachev how our nation's

commitment to the Strategic Defense Initi-

ative, our research and development of a

nonnuclear, high-tech shield that would
protect us against ballistic missiles, and how
we were committed to that. I told him that

SDI was a reason to hope, not to fear; that

the advance of technology, which originally

gave us ballistic missiles, may soon be able

to make them obsolete. I told him that SDI
history had taken a positive turn, that men
of good will should be rejoicing, that our
deliverance from the awful threat of nucle-

ar weapons may be on the horizon, and I

suggested to him that I saw the hand of

Providence in that. What could be more
moral than a system based on protecting

human life rather than destroying it? I

could no more negotiate away SDI than I

could barter with your future. As I told Mr.
Gorbachev, as far as I'm concerned, a de-

fense shield is an insurance policy for your
future, and I think he understood our sin-

cerity on this issue.

We were realistic going into these meet-
ings with the Soviets. The United States and
the Soviet Union are as different as any two
nations can be. These differences are based
on opposing philosophies and values and no
differences could be more profound or

meaningful. It is virtually impossible for us

to understand their system and how, over
these—what—70 years, it has imposed a

way of thinking on their people. So, we
didn't expect miracles. But we wanted
these talks, if possible, to plant the seeds of

hope in our relationship, the hope that

some day, perhaps, might blossom into a

real peace, a lasting peace, resting upon the
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only foundation on which a true peace can
be built—the indestructible foundation of

human freedom. And I was determined to

see if we could begin to narrow some of our
differences and even come to some agree-

ments where there was common ground. I

believe that weVe made a good start.

This is the mission IVe come to speak to

you about. One of the most exciting devel-

opments to come out of Geneva was Mr.

Gorbachev's agreement to people-to-people

exchanges. We're still negotiating the spe-

cifics, and it remains to be seen how much
the Soviets will be willing to open up their

closed society. But our objective is massive

exchange programs between private citi-

zens in both countries—^between people,

not government bodies. Let's allow the

people of the Soviet Union and the people
of the United States to get to know each
other, without governments getting in the

way. And that's one reason I'm here
today—to encourage young people like you
from across the country to take part in

these people-to-people exchanges as never
before in our history, I believe such con-

tacts are an essential part of our building a

lasting foundation for peace, because true

peace must be based on openness and
people talking to each other rather than
about each other, and the peace must also

be based on understanding. And that's why
I proposed to Mr. Gorbachev that we let

young people from each country spend
time in the other's schools, universities,

summer camps, and homes. Americans
would be able to see for themselves what
life is like in the Soviet Union, and their

young people could see for themselves the

freedom and openness of our society and
that we do not bear the people of the

Soviet Union any ill will.

So, we'll establish scholarship funds to

make it possible for the best and the bright-

est of both countries to take part in these

exchanges. We will also exchange teachers

to impart a deeper understanding of our
respective histories, cultures, and lan-

guages—where we have much to learn

from one another. We'll resume coopera-

tion in cancer research to combat one of

the century's most hated diseases. And we
can jointly prepare for the demands of the

21st century with a cooperative program

for the development of educational soft-

ware. It won't be all work and no play.

We'll have regular meets in various sports

and increased television coverage of these

sports events. We can't eliminate competi-
tion from our relationship, but we can chan-
nel some of it to the playing fields and
courts rather than the international arena.

These programs and others that may be
worked out will not solve all the problems
that exist between us, but they can be a

beginning to building communities of trust

and understanding. If Soviet mistrust of our
country is at the bottom of some of the

tension between us, then, I know that even
a few hours spent with America's open and
eager younger generation would dispel mis-

trust in even the most suspicious soul. So,

those who participate in these programs
will be our good-will ambassadors to the

Soviet Union.

I know that all of you have dreams and
hopes for the future. For some, there are

dreams of college and a challenging career;

for others, a good job, a car, a house of your
own. And most of you, I'm sure, plan to

marry and raise a family. All these dreams
can come true if we have peace. Twice in

my lifetime I have seen world wars that

robbed our young people of their dreams.

And the awesome power of nuclear weap-
ons makes me even more determined to

see that it doesn't happen again. As I've

said many times before, a nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought.

So, I went to Geneva to set a course for

enduring peace. And while I can't say that

the path is clear, we've made a start.

Mr. Gorbachev and I agreed to press on
in several arms control areas where there is

common ground, especially to achieve deep
reductions in nuclear arsenals. We will also

continue talking about our differences on
regional issues. And we had a heart-to-heart

talk about human rights. These are the cor-

nerstones on which peace and your future

rest. You and young people like you have a

vital role in bringing about a better future

by keeping America strong and by helping

draw the people of the United States and
the Soviet Union closer together. And we
will continue the dialog begun at Geneva to

reach agreements for deep reductions in
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nuclear arsenals with strict compliance; to

help support an end to the regional con-

flicts that carry the seeds of wider wars; and
to uphold the ideal of human rights and
justice for all peoples.

Mr. Gorbachev, as the leader of the

Soviet Union—the new leader—has held

out the promise of change. He has said that

he wants better relations between our two
nations. Well, what better way than allow-

ing people to travel freely back and forth?

Let's begin, at the very least, to draw back

the barriers that separate our peoples from
one another. We're asking for no more than

what the Soviets have already agreed to in

the Helsinki accords. Freedom of move-
ment and information, contact between
peoples—the Soviet Union has already

signed its name to a commitment to these

things. We should have no illusions that

people-to-people contacts will solve all the

problems, however, that exist between us.

The Soviet Union is not a democracy. The
hopes and aspirations of the Soviet people
have little or no direct effect on govern-

ment policy. But these changes are a begin-

ning to building a better world, one based
on better human understanding. You can
have a vital role in bringing about this

better future, in drawing the people of our

two nations closer together. It's an exciting

adventure, one that will not be completed
this year or next. But we must begin some-
where. And with God's help, we may reach
that free and peaceful world that we all

desire.

I promise the young people of America
that I will see to it that information on
these people-to-people exchanges is widely

disseminated. I want all of you throughout
America to have a chance to meet and get

to know your counterparts in the Soviet

Union, so that you can tell them all about
this great country of ours. And we'll contin-

ue our efforts to reach agreements for deep
reductions in nuclear arsenals with strict

compliance; to help support an end to re-

gional conflicts; and to see to it that human
rights are respected. Together we can build

a future that will be safer and more secure
for you and your children.

I couldn't help but—one point in our dis-

cussions privately with General Secretary
Gorbachev—when you stop to think that

we're all God's children, wherever we may
live in the world, I couldn't help but say to

him, just think how easy his task and mine
might be in these meetings that we held if

suddenly there was a threat to this world
from some other species, from another
planet, outside in the universe. We'd forget

all the little local differences that we have
between our countries, and we would find

out once and for all that we really are all

human beings here on this Earth together.

Well, I don't suppose we can wait for some
alien race to come down and threaten us,

but I think that between us we can bring

about that realization.

Thank you all. God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 10:17 a.m. in

the school theater. He was introduced by
Alyson Moore, the 9th grade student repre-

sentative. Prior to his remarks, the President

was presented with a stuffed cougar and
the schools academic letter, given to those

students demonstrating outstanding aca-

demic achievement.

Question-and-Answer Session With Students at Fallston High School
in Fallston, Maryland
December 4, 1985

The President. Hello, there.

Q. The class of students here at Fallston

High School have several questions pre-

pared for you today.

The President. All right.

Q. Would you speak this morning on the

Geneva summit? We'd like to

The President. How come I'm nervous?

[Laughter] We'll all be seated. Well, it's

good to see you, and I'll try my best with
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the questions that you have. And have you
decided who's first?

U.S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, my name is Bill Greer.

Mr. Gorbachev and yourself are very strong

proponents of your respective political sys-

tems. It was apparent that the two of you
formed a friendship, but there was also a

sense of mistrust between you. Do you
really believe we can achieve world peace
with the Soviets?

The President. Yes, I have to believe that

we can, and I'm optimistic and hopeful of

it. In spite of the differences between our

systems, I think one thing on our side is the

Soviet people are virtually obsessed with

the desire for peace because of the suffer-

ing they underwent in World War II. The
Soviets lost 20 million people in that war.

And that was not just military; that was the

civilians that died as the attacks went into

their cities, like at Stalingrad and all. So,

there is a great desire for peace there. At
the same time there is a mistrust, and we
have to at least recognize that. I got the

impression that many of them do believe

that we have hostile intentions toward
them. And I tried to disabuse them of that

thought by pointing out that when World
War II ended, ours was the only country
that our industry hadn't been bombed to

rubble in the war. Our military was virtual-

ly intact. We had 12 ¥2 million people, men
and women, in uniform. And we were the
only ones with the nuclear weapon. We
were the only ones who had the bomb. At
that point we could have literally dictated

to the world if we'd chosen to do so, and
we didn't. We set out to help the other

nations in the war, including our enemies.
And I pointed this out to him—that we had
some evidence on our side that we didn't

have hostile intentions. And I can only hope
that it registered.

Terrorism

Q. Mr. President, I'm Craig Hatfield. The
recent outburst of terrorist actions in the

Middle East has shown that both the U.S.

and the Soviet Union are victims of terror-

ism. Have you considered some way the

Soviets and we can join forces to prevent

further terrorism?

The President. This is one of the things

that I think could come out of these meet-
ings that we're having, because now that

they, too, have been victims of terrorism, I

think that they've got a very definite reason
for wanting that. We do cooperate with all

the other nations in the world—or most of

them. We've managed to establish a con-

tact, exchange information, and so forth on
terrorism, and I hope the same thing can
happen with them.

You, and then I'll go that way.

Weapons Systems

Q. My name's Troy Baisden. Mr. Presi-

dent, I've been wondering what test you're

putting in place to stop a $2 billion failure

like the Sergeant York program from hap-
pening again.

The President. Well, it isn't a case of put-

ting things in place. You don't want those

things to happen, and yet you must realize

that in that field, as in so many others, you
are going to research. And your research

indicates the potential of some weapons
system, and you go forward. And now and
then you're going to find that defensive

abilities have been developing all the time,

too. And suddenly, you find that something
that looked good when you first planned it

and ordered it has now been overtaken by
a superior defense. And I don't know any
answer to that. Just try our best and see

that those kinds of things don't occur.

Nuclear Disarmament

Q. My name is Andrea Hooper. Mr. Presi-

dent, do you believe that a verifiable agree-

ment of nuclear disarmament can ever be
accomplished?

The President. A verifiable

Q. Agreement.
The President. agreement?

Q. Yes.

The President. Yes, but it's going to take

confidence and trust on both sides. This was
one of the first things that I talked to Gen-
eral Secretary Gorbachev about—that for us

to start talking, reducing arms, or doing this

or that, we would first have to—by deed,

not just word—prove that we were losing

our distrust of each other. Because as long

as we distrust to the point that there are
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restrictions on whether you can go in and
verify what the other fellow is doing, then
you're going to have to be suspicious and
believe that those restrictions are based on
a desire to not keep the agreement. And
this was the basis of one of our talks—and
made it plain again that it's more than just

words. There have to be deeds, both sides,

to show that we mean we want to get

along. And this was why I offered to them,
with our Strategic Defense Initiative—I told

him that their scientists could come into

our laboratories if ours could come into

theirs, where this research was going on, so

that they could see exactly what it was we
were trying to develop.

Import Quotas

Q. Mr. Reagan, my name is Brenda
Cannon. Since the steel imports are still

coming into the country above the quotas

that were set, what steps are going to be
taken to enforce these quotas?

The President. We have the quotas, and,

here and there, there are violations, and
sometimes there are countries that get into

the steel business that haven't been there

before. Our whole system is based on
equity in trade between the countries, and
we just have to pursue that. And wherever
we find a violation, why, we then bring that

case forward and nail the other country or

where that violation is occurring.

I think I should maybe turn this way for a

minute, if I'm going to be fair at all,

shouldn't I? Yes.

Accomplishments of the Geneva Summit

Q. Mr. President, my name is Valerie

Clunk. What do you feel is the most impor-
tant accomplishment of the summit meet-
ing outside of the cultural exchange?
The President. I think the most important

thing was the very fact that we decided to

continue having the meetings. We had
thought when we left that the Soviets

might be so resisting to future meetings
that this alone could make the summit a

success, if we could get an agreement. And
we got it on the first day there, and with no
problem at all. He was almost eager for

that.

And I think that our agreement—you
know, ever since 1946 our country has been

proposing controls of weapons and, in more
recent years, the controls of nuclear weap-
ons. And we've had negotiators—Vienna, in

Stockholm, and in Geneva—on this subject.

For the first time, really, now, the Soviets

have actually suggested a figure to which, if

we can work out the conditions, they would
be willing to reduce their numbers. Up till

now, we've been the only ones that have
had a number and said, let's do away with x
number of weapons. And there's never
been, in the negotiation, of them coming
back and say, well, we're willing to reduce
this number, so you could then haggle
about it. Now we've both come to the

agreement that the idea would be, right

now, to start with 50 percent of the nuclear

weapons. And so, I think this was an accom-
plishment, also.

Visits to Educational Institutions

Q. Mr. President, my name is Steve

Baliko. I was wondering, why was Fallston

High School chosen out of thousands of

schools across the country to be honored by
your visit?

The President. Well, you're a pretty out-

standing high school, and you're also here,

within range of the Capital. I'd like to do
this in more areas of the United States. But
we just thought that this was a pretty good
place to start telling your generation about

our dreams of people exchanges, and with
the hope that we have that it will be your
generation that will start these exchanges
where we can get better acquainted.

Soviet Views on Human Rights

Q. My name is Scoop Kelly. I'm wonder-
ing what position was held by the Russians

about the human rights issue.

The President. I have to be a little careful

here on that because I talked privately with

General Secretary Gorbachev about that.

They feel very strongly that they could

appear to be yielding to an outside influ-

ence if they changed their laws and so forth

that we think are so repressive. So, I felt

that that was something that we should talk

about in private. And I can tell you that he
has our full view and understanding of how
we feel about the differences between our
two nations in that respect. But it isn't
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something that I think you go public with

because of this resistance of anyone in a

leadership position in a government about

seeming to give in to an outside govern-

ment. But I can assure you they know how
we feel, and they know what we think

would be a good move.

U.S.'Soviet Relations

Q. Mr. President, my name is Kim Ey. Do
you believe that in the future an economic
exchange will be established between the

United States and the Soviet Union?
The President An economic
Q. Exchange.
The President Well, there are certain

areas of trade now, as you know, between
us. And this, too, would come along with

this better understanding. Right now, with

the conditions the way they are and the

arms race that has been going on and their

evident desire to be number one militarily,

we've had to have restrictions on trading

with them things that might help them in

their arms race. And those are the restric-

tions—the only ones that I know—^basically,

on the trade between us. But there is trade,

particularly in our agricultural field, and we
want to keep those doors as open as we can.

Q. Thank you.

Q. Mr. President, I'm Ericka Pearce. On
the issue of arms reduction, do you believe

that there will ever be any significant

agreement settled between the U.S. and the

Soviet Union, because of the unwillingness

on either side to deplete nuclear weapons
out of each other's major stockpiles?

The President I think, as I said before,

that we made a pretty good start here on
this matter of the nuclear weapons. I think

that both sides recognize that as long as we
keep building these mountains of arma-

ments higher in an effort to stay even with

each other—and here I have to say on our

behalf, we are the ones who are trying to

catch up. They are the ones who went out

ahead and have placed their military em-
phasis on offensive weapons, where we
have thought of them as a deterrent to war,

and why we're seeking a defensive shield

right now that would render nuclear mis-

siles, if not obsolete, at least more harmless

as a threat. But I believe that, for the first

time, they recognize, with some of their

problems, that the arms race has helped
create those problems for them. They have
dwelt so much on military buildup that

they've had to deny their people many of

the things that you and I think are just

everyday—in our ability to go down to the

store and buy them. Well, they don't have
such privileges. And we hope that with that

as a help that maybe we can begin a reduc-

tion.

Back in 1980, when I was running for this

job, there had been a number of arms
agreements, but all of them were limita-

tions on how fast and how much we would
increase. And I got pretty outspoken that

those weren't the kind of agreements we
needed, that we needed an agreement that

started reducing them. And so, for the first

time, that's what we're proposing and what
is going on in Geneva.

Way in the back there.

Q. My name is Jennifer Harrison. How do
you and Mr. Gorbachev propose to organize

a risk reduction center to prevent acciden-

tal nuclear war?

The President Now, wait a minute. I had
a little problem there.

Q. How do you and Mr. Gorbachev pro-

pose to organize a risk reduction center to

prevent accidental nuclear war?

The President How do we propose to

—

you've got to forgive me, I have a little

problem.

Q. To organize a risk reduction center.

The President The risk, oh. Well, this is a

thing that we're trying to put together here

and have proposed, and they seem very

willing to go along with this. And this is to

have, again, meeting places where our own
military can meet with each other so that

there wouldn't be danger of one or the

other of us thinking that a hostile action

had been taken. This is more information

on maneuvers, war games, practice war
games, and so forth. And we would have
these centers where we could immediately

communicate with each other at a military

level and know what's going on. So, we are

going to go forward with those. And it's

kind of a new experiment, so I can't tell

you exactly how they'll work out.

Q, As you've said, the Soviet people be-

lieve that Americans are looking for war.
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What can we as Americans do to help

change

—

[inaudible].

The President. I think it comes from our

understanding of the basic Marxian princi-

ple, because Karl Marx had always said that

socialism could never succeed until the

whole world was a one-world Communist
state. And so, this has caused us to view
with alarm, as I say, their outright buildup

of offensive weapons. Now, I think this

would be one of the things and the type of

deeds that we would talk about if they do
not still follow that Marxian principle. If

they are not aimed at expansionism and
conquering or taking over the whole world,

then they can help prove that by joining in

arms reductions to show that they have no
hostile intent. But this is one of the reasons

for the basic suspicion between us.

Space Program

Q. Mr. President, Greg Romanski. I have
a question concerning a different issue. Due
to the success of the crew of the Atlantis

experiments in the area of space construc-

tion, what are your plans concerning a

skylab or space station?

The President. We believe that the

newest frontier in the world is space, and
we believe that the shuttle experiments so

far have shown us so many, literally, mir-

acles that can be performed in the weight-
lessness of outer space—that instead of

these just shuttle flights going up with ex-

periments, that we should see if we cannot
put together out there a place where then
the shuttles could carry workers. And work-
ers in space could develop—let's take in the

fields of medicines alone, we have an incur-

able ailment, diabetes. We have found in

the experiments in the shuttle out there

that a cell which, in order to have a cure
for diabetes, must be able to be divided and
split. We can't do it here on Earth as we
could do it up there in the weightlessness of

space. So, there are other medicines and
things of that kind, that from the experi-

ments already conducted, we believe we
need a place now not just to experiment,

but to actually manufacture. And so, this

kind of a space station—I don't particularly

like that name—space station. You know, I

know some people are toying with things

like call it a "universal space camp." "Sta-

tion," again, has a kind of a hard, possibly

military, sound to it, and that isn't what it's

for.

Views on the Presidency

Q. My name is Beth Biedronski. First, I'd

like to thank you for mentioning the cheer-

leaders' competition at Rising Sun today.

I'm a cheerleader. My question to you, Mr.
President, is simply: How do you feel now
that the effects of any decision you make
concerning the Strategic Defense Initiative,

or more generally the nuclear arms race,

literally affects the lives of billions of people
all around the world?

The President. Well, it's something
anyone in this position has to live with. It

isn't easy, and I have come to understand
very much why Abraham Lincoln once said

that he had been driven to his knees many
times because there was no place else to go.

And he said if he didn't believe that he
could call on someone who was stronger

and wiser than all others, he couldn't meet
the responsibilities of his position for a

single day. And all you can do is to try to

the best of your ability, with all the input

and knowledge you get, then hope that the

decisions you make are based on what is

morally right. And that's all you can do. As I

say, I've come to understand very much
what Mr. Lincoln meant. He's supposed to

be around the White House, you know, now
and then. [Laughter]

SALT II Agreement

Q. My name's Todd Pegg. I would like to

know, what will the United States' position

be when the SALT II agreement expires

late in December?
The President. We haven't made a deci-

sion on that yet. We have compiled a report

right now that shows the Soviet Union has

committed 23 violations of the SALT II

agreement. And we have to decide whether
we can have complete agreement on both
sides that we're going to abide by it, even
though it has never been ratified. Or we're
going to have to conduct ourselves on the

basis of what they are doing also. There's no
way that we could be so one-sided as to be
destroying missiles and things of that kind,

stay within a limit that they are violating.
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This is one of the things—when I talk about

an arms buildup and where the race start-

ed—^when SALT I was agreed upon, from
the time of SALT I, the Soviet Union has

added 6,000 warheads, nuclear warheads.

And since SALT II, 3,850 of those have

been added. And this is what I mean about

agreements that were aimed at trying to

limit the increase instead of flatly saying,

"Let's get rid of some of these things." So,

we have a decision yet to make on that.

And it's going to, in part, depend on our

negotiations with them about the present

violations of that agreement.

Nuclear Proliferation

Q. Mr. President, my name is Michelle

Martin. I was wondering, do you feel that a

nation other than the United States or the

Soviet Union could possibly start a nuclear

war?
The President. That another nation other

than the Soviet Union or the United States

could start a nuclear war? Well, we know
that there are a few other nations—some
allies of ours—that have some nuclear

weapons. We suspect that, here and there,

there have been efforts. Whether they've

succeeded yet in creating a missile or not,

we don't know. But other countries—and
some of them, the countries that are in the

Third World and where there is a lot of

hostility and instability, wars can start by
accident. If you take World War I, it's been
called by everyone who ever knew in histo-

ry, the war that no one wanted. But it start-

ed when a terrorist, a radical, threw a bomb
at a leader of a European country—assassi-

nated the leader of the European country.

And out of that came World War I, which
finally included even the United States.

Wars can start accidentally. Wars can

spread across borders—^regional wars, such

as the one in Nicaragua. And this is why
this was one of our subjects also for negotia-

tion. We want to help in any way we can to

persuade the Soviet Union to withdraw its

troops, that they've had there fighting for 6

years, and bring them home and then let

the people of Afghanistan, within their

country, settle peacefully what kind of a

government they want. The present gov-

ernment of Afghanistan was installed there

by the Soviet Union, so that's why they're

in, defending that government.

Soviet General Secretary Gorbachev

Q. Mr. President, my name is Andrew
Llyd. I've heard that first impressions are

very important

The President. A little louder, there, for

old dad.

Q. I feel that first impressions are very

important. What were your first impressions

of General Secretary Gorbachev?

The President. My first impressions of

him? A very intelligent man. And, while at

the same time I recognize that he, heart

and soul, believed in the system that he's

grown up in—he's young enough that this is

all he's ever known. He grew up from even
earlier than you in this system. He has faith

in it and believes in it. But, at the same
time, having dealt with other leaders—the

Soviet Union who can kind of pound the

table and get quite excited about things, no.

Our discussions, I must say, would be like

we're having. He listened well, and I lis-

tened to him. And we were affable in this.

And it was a case of disagreeing on particu-

lar issues, but no hostility, no enmity.

And I had to believe that he believed

some of the propaganda that's been going

on for 70 years about us, that he—he's

never been to the United States—and that

his impression of us—he was ready to be-

lieve, for example, that our Strategic De-
fense Initiative, that we're trying to find a

defense against nuclear weapons, that,

really, out of that research we might devel-

op something that would be a weapon in

space for attacking them. And I countered

that by telling him that if our research

yielded a defensive weapon, we would sit

down with them and with our allies—with

all the world—and share it, and say, "Look,

why don't we all have this, and then none
of us have to have nuclear missiles." And I

hope that that had some impact on him.

But, no, I think that I have no illusions

about him suddenly turning soft about their

system or not. He totally believes in—that

that's the system that the people should

have. And I said to him, "Look, you have
your system. We don't like it. And you don't

like ours. But we can each have our own
systems and still get along together."
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Q. Thank you, Mr. President. the band room at the school. Following the

exchange, the President returned to the

Note: The exchange began at 10:50 a.m. in White House.

Remarks Announcing the Resignation of Robert C. McFarlane as

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and the

Appointment of John M. Poindexter

December 4, 1985

The President. I have a statement I wish

to read to you.

It's with deep regret and reluctance that

I have accepted the resignation of Bud
McFarlane as my Assistant for National Se-

curity Affairs. Bud's more than 30 years of

service to his nation have been exemplary
in every respect. He has served in peace
and war, ranging from his early days at the

Naval Academy to Vietnam and to the

White House. And few have served with

more dedication, none with more loyalty.

A little over 2 years ago, I asked Bud to

serve as my national security adviser. He
continued his record of distinguished serv-

ice in this most sensitive and critical assign-

ment. I know of no President who has been
better served. Bud has offered me wise

counsel and has been a trusted adviser and
confidant in carrying out our administra-

tion's foreign policy goals and objectives.

He has an impressive list of successes of

which he can justly be proud: his key role

in the preparation for the Geneva summit
meeting and his contribution toward great-

er stability in East-West relations; his un-

ending efforts which have helped strength-

en the Western alliance; his service in the

Middle East as my personal envoy at a most
difficult time and at great personal risk; his

key role in carrying out our counterterror-

ism policies, as exemplified by the TWA hi-

jacking incident and our recent operation

leading to the apprehension of the hijackers

of the Achille Lauro.

Bud, I know that you're eager now to

move on to new personal and professional

challenges. Let me say that I shall never
forget the sacrifices that you and your

family have made in the service of your

country, and I wish you and your family the

best success and happiness in the future.

But before you get too comfortable, I

should warn you that I'll probably be calling

on you from time to time for your wise

counsel and advice.

As in all things in life, while Bud's depar-

ture is a cause of deep regret for me, I'm

pleased to announce that I have appointed

Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter to be the

new Assistant to the President for National

Security Affairs. I appointed John as Deputy
Assistant for National Security Affairs on
October 17th, 1983. He has served in that

capacity in an exemplary manner and has

proved to be a truly steady hand at the

helm. Since he first joined the National Se-

curity Council staff in June 1981 as the Mili-

tary Assistant, he has played a key role. His

naval career began with his graduation at

the head of his class at the U.S. Naval Acad-

emy. And he was not only first in his class

at the Naval Academy but, also, brigade

commander, an achievement rarely dupli-

cated. And I know of only one other, and
that was Douglas MacArthur at West Point.

In choosing Admiral Poindexter for this

key position in our national security affairs

structure, I am acknowledging the very im-

portant contribution that he has already

made to the formulation and carrying out of

our major foreign policy objectives. I'm also

underscoring the great value I place in the

continuity of our foreign policy. For 5 years

John has been intimately involved in this

administration's national security affairs and
is well prepared and able to assume this

very important post. So, I welcome you on-

board the captain's deck, John, and wish

you the very best success.

Admiral Poindexter. Thank you, sir. Mr.
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President, Fm greatly honored by this posi-

tion that you are bestowing upon me. It's

going to be very difficult to fill in behind
Bud. WeVe worked together as a team

—

really, the three of us—^for over the past 2

years, and it's always difficult to lose one of

the team members. But we've got a very

good staff, and we will continue to provide

the President with the best advice avail-

able.

Mr. McFarlane. Mr. President, John, and
colleagues, ladies and gentlemen, I'm

deeply grateful, Mr. President, for you have
allowed me to serve in your administration

at a moment in our history that is terribly

exciting, where the opportunity for our

country has been enormous. I think philoso-

phers have devoted a great amount of

thought to whether or not intrinsic flaws in

democracy and free enterprise would, over

time, lead such systems to decline. And I

think it's fair to say that 5 years ago many
were saying that that decline was in fact

taking place: We'd lost a war, our economy
was in great chaos, the military balance had
shifted dramatically against us, and with it

the willingness of the Soviet Union to take

risks was being expressed from Angola to

Ethiopia, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Nicara-

gua. And yet the importance of your stew-

ardship, Mr. President, has been that those

predictions have declined, have been re-

versed, and that a great national renewal
has taken place. Today, 5 years later, we
see the expression of that renewal, fore-

mostly, in the reality of peace, that the

United States is once more leading and de-

terring, and an economy that is recovering

with impressive pace and quality, and with
it the resources going to provide assistance

where it's needed to struggling countries

that gives them some hope for their own
futures.

And so, the recovery and the restoration

of American leadership is very, very well

along indeed. That's not to say the job is

finished. There are very, very fundamental
questions to be answered in the next 3

years. For example, can the impressive re-

newal of the American economic strength

be replicated in other democracies? Can
the countries of Europe follow this model,

reduce government intervention in their

economy, reduce consumption of the prod-

uct of their own societies? With regard to

developing countries, can the United
States—^without imposing its model, by
sheer example—provide sufficient political,

economic, and moral incentives to lead

these countries in the post-colonial period

to adopt democracy, free enterprise? With
regard to East-West relations, after the

enormously successful renewal of a stable

discourse, can we move beyond to wage
peace and wage a peaceful competition
with a fundamentally different system at

lower levels of arms, with broadened coop-

eration, but always at peace? Based upon
the strength of your leadership, Mr. Presi-

dent, and the support you've engendered
from industrial democracies and developing
countries in these past 5 years, there's no
question in my mind but that your steward-

ship will include as its legacy continued

peace, stability, arms reduction, and an ev-

ermore inspiring model for developing
countries throughout the world.

For my own part, after 30 years, I can
only say how deeply grateful I am for the

honor and privilege that you have bestowed
upon me to serve at this time. Thank you.

Q. Why are you leaving?

Q. Mr. President, there's been a lot of

talk, as you well know, that Mr. McFarlane
is really leaving because of personality

clashes, turf battles, with Mr. Regan. Could
you and Mr. McFarlane both speak to this

question of what role the McFarlane-Regan
problems had in his decision to leave?

The President. Whether he feels he wants
to speak or not about this, let me just say

—

and I say this with full confidence that he
endorses what I'm going to say—you have
all been misinformed about that. The
reason that has been given is one in which,

after 30 years in which this country has

been his first priority, he feels a responsibil-

ity, that I think all of us feel, toward his

family. And the things that he just spoke of

here and about what I might have contrib-

uted and what has taken place and the

change in America in these last few years,

he has been a very, very major part of that

change. And we're all going to miss him.

Q. Are you saying there is no turf

war

Q. But weren't there problems with Mr.
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Regan, sir?

Mr. McFarlane. That's nonsense.

The President. There.

Q. Mr. President, there are those who
suggest that you were better served when
there were multiplicity of voices competing
for attention inside the west wing. And that

under Mr. Regan, there will be no point of

view funneled to you, which doesn't go
through him. What do you say to that, sir?

The President. I can just simply say that

the national security adviser reports directly

to me and does not go through the chief of

staff.

Q. Did you tell him that?

The President. What?
Q. Does he know that?

The President. Yes. Yes.

Q. Mr. Poindexter, do you get along with

Mr. Regan? Do you think you will have
clashes and turf battles with him?
Admiral Poindexter. Well, as you prob-

ably know, the Navy and the Marine Corps
always get along well together. [Laughter] I

don't anticipate any problems. Don and I

are good friends. I've known him since he
was Secretary of Treasury. And with regard
to the last question about access to the

President, Don Regan told me that yester-

day, that I had direct access. So, it won't be
a problem.

Q. Mr. President, in the

Q. Mr. President, what does this

Q. ^nearly 6 years of your Presiden-

cy

Q. what does this change
Q. an extraordinarily large number of

people have either resigned under pressure

or of their own volition. Can you tell us

why?
The President. I have read stories that

have disturbed me probably more than any-

thing that has happened since I've been in

this office, things of that kind. I happen to

believe in something that might be a little

unusual in Washington with regard to the

Cabinet structure and staff. And that is that

I want to hear all sides of every issue before

I make the decision that I have to make.
And as I understand it, normally, that's not

been the nature of Cabinet and staff work-
ings in this office. Whether that's true or

not, I don't know; I only know about ours.

But for that to be translated into what I am

desiring—for that to be translated into as

somehow friction and every time someone
leaves—I said in the very beginning, when I

first came here and realized I had appoint-

ments to make, that I would take people if

they could only stay a year, 2 years, what-
ever it might be, because the kind of

people I wanted were the kind of people
who didn't necessarily want government
jobs. And I wanted that kind of success in

here. And so, every once in a while some-
one has to move on and have their own
obligations, their own responsibilities, and
this is the case here.

Q. Mr. President, in terms of Mr. Beggs
and others who have had to leave govern-
ment under your regime, don't you wonder
at the clearance policies of the administra-

tion, where so many people have had to

leave under a cloud?

The President. I don't think it's been so

many people, when you stop to think that

there are upwards of a thousand people
that are appointed. And with regard to Mr.
Beggs, I don't know of anyone who could

have done a finer job than he has done and
is doing at NASA. And we're talking about

something that is supposed to have hap-

pened prior to government service. And,
also, if you read it correctly, not something
in which he in any way was doing any-

thing—if he was doing this at all—that

would redound to his benefit personally or

enrich him in any way. And I believe that

everyone is innocent until proven guilty of

whatever they're charged with. And
Q. But you did

The President. 1 can look over the

record

Q. approve of him stepping aside for

a while?

The President. What? Well, I think that

that is necessary for him because—time re-

quirements that'll be brought about by this.

But I think

Q. Mr. McFarlane, could you tell us

where you're going and what you're going

to do?

Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes.

This is going to be the last question.

Mr. McFarlane. I have no plans and I—

I

don't know. If you've got any leads, let me
know. [Laughter]
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Q. How about an ambassadorship?

Q. How would you feel about appointing

him as an Ambassador, Mr. President?

The President What?
Q. There's been some talk that he might

like to be an Ambassador. How would you
feel about that?

The President That—I—what do I say?

Yes, anything. But the man has told me and
has said that he needs to leave government
service now for certain responsibilities that

he feels to his family.

Q. Do you support Rostenkowski's tax

plan, Mr. President?

The President What did he say?

Q. Tax plan.

Q. Rostenkowski's tax plan.

Q. Tax plan.

Q. Rostenkowski's tax plan, sir?

The President I hope that the process

goes forward and through the Senate and
then into a conference and that we get tax

reform.

Q. Does that mean yes?

Q. That's a yes?

Q. Yes, you do?
The President What?
Q. Yes, you support it?

The President I just said I want the proc-

ess to go forward.

Q. Admiral, will we ever see you?
[Laughter]

Admiral Poindexter. Maybe.
Q. Thank you.

Note: The President spoke to reporters at

2:31 p.m. in the Briefing Room at the

White House.

Letter Accepting the Resignation of Robert C. McFarlane as

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

December 4, 1985

Dear Bud:

It is with deep regret and reluctance that

I accept your resignation as Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs. Your
more than thirty years of service to the

United States have been exemplary in all

regards. As a career Marine, you served

your country in peace and war—from your
days at the Naval Academy to Vietnam.

Your contributions since 1981 have been
in the highest tradition of national service.

As Counselor to the Secretary of State and
as Deputy Assistant to the President for Na-
tional Security Affairs, you served tirelessly.

A little more than two years ago, I asked

you to be my National Security Adviser.

You continued your record of distinguished

service in the most sensitive and critical as-

signment in the national security area. I

know of no President who has been better

served. You have offered wise counsel and
have been a trusted adviser and confidant.

Your kind words to me regarding our na-

tional renewal are due in no small part to

your own efforts over the last five years.

As you move on to new personal and pro-

fessional challenges, I shall never forget the

sacrifices you and your family made in serv-

ice. I trust you will still permit me to call on
you from time to time.

Again, my thanks to you and Jonny. You
have truly lived up to the proudest tradi-

tions of your beloved Marines Semper Fide-

lis; a President could ask no more.
Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Dear Mr. President,

It is with a deep sense of gratitude, sad-

ness and fulfillment that I tender my resig-

nation as your national security advisor.

Five years ago, without knowing me, you
appointed me to serve in your administra-

tion. It was an important moment in our

history. During the previous five years, a

number of historic events had occurred: we
had lost a war, with all that implied for our

reputation as a reliable ally; our economy
was stricken—overseas, leaders were asking

whether we could solve our own problems,
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much less lead in the resolution of theirs;

and finally, there had been a dramatic shift

in the military balance, and with it a great-

er willingness on the part of the Soviet

Union to challenge us through ambitious ex-

cursions from Angola to Ethiopia to Cambo-
dia to Afghanistan to Nicaragua. But it was
also a time at which the deep and enduring
self-confidence of the American people was
reasserting itself in a call for leadership.

Looking back over these five years, it is

difficult to encompass the enormity of

change. Under your leadership, America
has indeed come back. We are deterring,

"Not one square inch of territory has been
lost ..." and democracy is once more the

ascendant model for developing countries

everywhere. There is little doubt that histo-

ry will record this period of your steward-

ship as the time when Spengler was dis-

proved. Truly, you have led in the highest

tradition of Churchill and Roosevelt.

As for me, to have been a part of this

national renewal has been an honor and
privilege beyond expression. For that I am
deeply grateful. In the coming years, as you
continue to consolidate this foundation of

political, economic and military strength

and move beyond it to greater stability in

East-West relations, I shall be one of the

millions of proud Americans out there in

support. Hopefully, there will be a little

more time for Jonny and the family. But we
won't forget that we were a part of some-
thing very important. Thanks, Mr. Presi-

dent.

God bless.

/S/BUD

Note: The originals were not available for
verification of the content of these letters.

Appointment of John M. Poindexter as Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

December 4, 1985

The President announced the appoint-

ment of John M. Poindexter as the Assistant

to the President for National Security Af-

fairs. He will succeed Robert C. McFarlane.

Admiral Poindexter was appointed as the

Deputy Assistant to the President for Na-
tional Security Affairs by President Reagan
on October 17, 1983. He was promoted to

vice admiral on May 15, 1985. Admiral
Poindexter first joined the National Security

Council staff in June 1981 as military assist-

ant to the Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs. Immediately
before joining the National Security Council

staff, he was Deputy Chief of Naval Educa-
tion and Training and chief of staff of the

Naval Education and Training Command in

Pensacola, FL. In 1958 he graduated from
the U.S. Naval Academy at the head of his

class. He was a Burke scholar at the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology in Pasadena,

where he earned the degree of doctor of

philosophy in nuclear physics in 1964,

studying under the Nobel laureate Rudolph

Mossbauer. He was on the personal staff of

Secretaries of the Navy John Chafee, John
Warner, and J. William Middendorf II from
1971 to 1974, and was executive assistant to

the Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. James
L. HoUoway III, from 1976 to 1978. During
his naval career, Admiral Poindexter served

aboard a number of surface ships. He com-
manded the guided missile cruiser U.S.S.

England (CG-22) and later commanded de-

stroyer squadron 31. In this capacity, he
was a battle group antisurface and antisub-

marine warfare commander on deploy-

ments to the western Pacific, Indian Ocean,
and South Pacific. His decorations include

the Legion of Merit with Gold Star in lieu

of Second Award, the Meritorious Service

Medal, the Navy Expeditionary Medal for

service in the Indian Ocean, and the Sea
Service Deployment Ribbon.

Admiral Poindexter is married to the

former Linda A. Goodwin, has five sons,

and resides in Rockville, MD. He was born
in Washington, IN, on August 12, 1936.
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Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Leave of Absence of James M. Beggs as Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

December 4, 1985

James M. Beggs has requested that the

President relieve him of his duties as Ad-
ministrator of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration pending disposition of

the charges against Mr. Beggs. While reluc-

tantly acceding to his request, the President

has asked Mr. Beggs to assist temporarily in

the orderly transition of his responsibilities

to his colleagues at NASA to facilitate conti-

nuity of management at this critically im-

portant agency. Mr. Beggs has agreed to do
so. Under Mr. Beggs' leadership the space

program has been revitalized, a fact which
is accepted by virtually everyone in the

field. This important record must be contin-

ued.

Appointment of 12 Members of the Presidential Task Force on
Project Economic Justice, and Designation of the Chairman
December 4, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Presidential Task Force
on Project Economic Justice. These are new
positions.

/ William Middendorf II will be designated

Chairman upon his appointment. He is United
States Ambassador to the European Economic
Community. Previously he was Ambassador to

the Organization of American States. He was
born September 22, 1924, in Baltimore, MD.

Walter Bish is president of the Independent
Steelworkers Union in Weirton, WV. He was
born October 12, 1946, in E. Liverpool, OH,
and now resides in Weirton, WV.

Robert Dickson Crane is president of Native

American International in Vienna, VA. He was
born March 26, 1929, in Cambridge, MA, and
now resides in Vienna, VA.

Richard A. Derham is Assistant Administrator of

the Agency for International Development in

Washington, DC. He was born May 29, 1940,

in Seattle, WA, and now resides in Washington,

DC.

Steve H. Hanke is assistant professor of economics

at the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.

He was born December 29, 1942, in Macon,
GA, and now resides in Baltimore, MD.

Norman G. Kurland is president of Norman Kur-

land & Associates in Arlington, VA. He was

born April 27, 1930, in Bridgeport, CT, and
now resides in Arlington, VA.

John McClaughry is president of the Institute for

Liberty and Community in Concord, VT. He
was born September 15, 1937, in Detroit, MI,

and now resides in Concord, VT.

Paul W. McCracken is the Edmund Ezra Day
university professor of business administration.

School of Business Administration, University of

Michigan. He was born December 29, 1915, in

Richland, lA, and now resides in Ann Arbor,

MI.

Michael Novak is the George Frederick Jewett
chair in religion and public policy at the Amer-
ican Enterprise Institute in Washington, DC.
He was born September 9, 1933, in Johnstown,

PA, and now resides in Washington, DC.

Malott White Nyhart is vice president and
member of the executive committee of the

Nyhart Co., Inc., in Indianapolis, IN. He was
born July 6, 1950, in Indianapolis, where he
currently resides.

Carlos M. Perez is president of Banana Services,

Inc., in Coral Gables, FL. He was born May 28,

1932, in Arte MisaPinar del Rio, Cuba, and
now resides in Coral Gables.

Norman A. Weintraub is chief economist and di-

rector of the International Brotherhood of

Teamsters in Washington, DC. He was born

May 24, 1936, in Springfield, MA, and now
resides in Alexandria, VA.
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Statement on Signing the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal

Year 1986

December 4, 1985

I am pleased to sign into law H.R. 2419,

the "Intelligence Authorization Act for

Fiscal Year 1986." This act represents an-

other positive step in our efforts to revital-

ize America's intelligence capabilities and
to protect our nation from hostile intelli-

gence threats, particularly those of the

Soviet Union and its surrogates. It is essen-

tial that we authorize sufficient appropria-

tions and provide adequate authorities to

enable our intelligence agencies to under-

take effectively their vital mission. With this

act, the Congress has provided the basis for

ensuring that the intelligence community is

equipped to deal with the increasingly com-
plex and diverse challenges facing it.

The congressional vote of support for the

Unified Nicaraguan Opposition (UNO) re-

flected in this legislation is a recognition of

the threat the repressive Sandinista regime
in Managua poses to all the peoples of Cen-
tral America. H.R. 2419 demonstrates our

resolve to support the brave men and

women of the Nicaraguan resistance in the
crucial campaign to achieve a democratic
outcome in Nicaragua. Although the Con-
gress did not authorize the full program re-

quested by the administration to support
the democratic forces in Nicaragua and to

facilitate the reconciliation of the Nicara-

guan people, the legislation is a positive

step and furthers important United States

policy objectives in this vital region.

I am disappointed that H.R. 2419 is used
as a vehicle to amend the National Security

Act of 1947 and mandates reporting re-

quirements that are best left to working
arrangements and guidelines agreed to by
the Congress and the Director of Central
Intelligence. Despite my disappointment, I

believe, on the whole, that this legislation

represents a positive step toward fulfilling

our commitment to strengthen our intelli-

gence capabilities.

Note: H.R. 2419, approved December 4, was
asssigned Public Law No. 99-169.

Statement Urging the House of Representatives To Support Tax
Reform Legislation

December 4, 1985

The House of Representatives is nearing a

crucial decision in our historic effort to

streamline the Nation's tax code for greater

growth, simplicity, and fairness. Both the

Ways and Means Committee and the Ways
and Means Republicans have developed

proposals that, like our own, represent sub-

stantial progress from current law. Each
would simplify the tax bracket structure,

lower individual and corporate rates,

remove families living at or near poverty

level from the tax rolls entirely, and sub-

stantially increase the personal exemption
and standard deduction.

We do not want to risk damaging, per-

haps irreparably, an entire year's effort to

achieve real tax reform, so I strongly be-

lieve the legislative process must be allowed

to go forward. But let me add this caveat:

This can only be considered a good start,

not an end product. More can and must be
done to broaden the tax base, reduce tax

rates further, and lower the cost of capital,

so we can strengthen economic growth and
personal opportunity for every American.
Any legislation that ends up retarding eco-

nomic growth and thereby diminishing the

number of jobs upon which American fami-

lies depend is not what we mean by tax

reform. True tax reform is imperative. The
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first step must begin with a positive vote in

the House of Representatives. I urge Mem-
bers of the House to act affirmatively on
this important matter.

Statement on a NATO Proposal To Reduce Troops in Central

Europe
December 5, 1985

Consistent with the Joint Statement

issued by General Secretary Gorbachev and
me at the conclusion of the Geneva meet-

ing and with our efforts to promote a more
constructive East-West relationship, we and
our NATO allies are introducing in Vienna

today a new proposal designed to break the

long deadlock on conventional arms reduc-

tions in Europe.

Since the early 1970's, NATO has en-

gaged the Warsaw Pact in discussions aimed
at limiting the numbers of troops on both

sides in central Europe. These discussions,

known as the Mutual and Balanced Force
Reduction Talks (MBFR), now constitute

one of the longest continuously running
arms control negotiations in history. The
NATO allies have consistently tried to move
these negotiations forward. In 1982 and
1984, the U.S. and the allies presented new
proposals designed to achieve progress in

the MBFR negotiations. Regrettably, both
proposals were rejected by the Warsaw
Pact. After extensive national reviews of

these talks and their objectives, we and our
allies have concluded that a significant and
forthcoming new move could provide new
impetus to the negotiations.

In an effort to move the negotiations for-

ward, and taking into account expressed

Eastern concerns, we have today tabled a

new proposal for reductions with effective

verification. The proposed package of verifi-

cation measures is intended to verify the

numbers of troops withdrawn as well as the

numbers which will remain. Thus, in ex-

change for a comprehensive and effective

package of verification measures, NATO
would be willing to accept the general

framework of the February 1985 model
proposed by the Soviet Union and its allies

for a noncomprehensive agreement. We
will no longer insist, as we have since the

outset of negotiations, that the sides come
to an agreement on Eastern troop levels

before treaty signature. Nor will we contin-

ue to insist, for now, on a comprehensive
approach whereby East and West must
agree at the outset on all the steps needed
to reduce to parity.

In this context, the U.S. is now prepared
to accept a reduction of 5,000 U.S. and
11,500 Soviet ground troops in the central

European reduction area. These figures re-

flect the ratio between existing U.S. and
Soviet troop levels in the area. As soon as

these reductions are completed, NATO is

prepared to accept a commitment by both

alliances not to increase forces in central

Europe. As verified by implementation of

the verification measures, this no-increase

commitment would last for 3 years.

The new Western proposal builds on key

aspects of the Warsaw Pact's ideas of Febru-

ary 1985. These include a time-limited,

noncomprehensive agreement; reductions

without prior data agreement on Eastern

forces; and a no-increase agreement. The
main element which NATO has added is in

the area of verification. Fair, effective, and
reciprocal verification measures are essen-

tial so that both sides will be able to know
whether the terms of the accord are being

complied with. This is especially important
if we are to accept a no-increase commit-
ment on troops in the area without prior

agreement on the level of those troops. The
Soviets have contended that such prior

agreement was unnecessary and that West-

ern concerns could be satisfied through im-

plementation of verification measures. This

new Western proposal offers them an op-

portunity to pursue that approach. Agree-

ment on all aspects of the proposed verifica-

tion measures would, of course, have to be
reached prior to the signature of a treaty.
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We urge the Soviet Union and the other

Warsaw Pact countries to consider carefully

the details of our proposal. This NATO initi-

ative can help fulfill the commitments

made at the Geneva summit and produce
real progress in Vienna which would reduce
forces in central Europe.

Proclamation 5417—National Consumers Week,
December 5, 1985

1986

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Because ours is a free society, we Ameri-
cans are blessed with many choices. We can
choose to live where we want. We can
choose our education and our vocation. We
are free to speak our minds, to worship God
as our conscience prompts us, and to choose
our political affiliation. And nowhere else in

the world is there a wider variety of goods
and services from which to choose, thanks

to an open marketplace and the freedom to

produce and purchase. This bountiful mar-
ketplace has provided us with a standard of

living that is the marvel and envy of the

world.

The outlook for the future is even bright-

er. The regulatory reform of recent years is

spawning innovation and reinvigorated
competition; by opening new markets, it

has resulted in even more choices for con-

sumers. This gives buyers both a new op-

portunity and a new responsibility to make
informed decisions about the quality and
value of products and services offered for

sale.

To make responsible decisions in our dy-

namic and abundant economy, consumers
need both information and education if

they are to reap the full benefits of the

marketplace. They need information, the

facts about the goods and services; they

need to be educated so they can analyze

those facts before making a purchase. This

will enable them to make wise choices

whether they are shopping for food, shelter,

clothing, transportation, recreation, health

care, entertainment, and so on. Prudent, in-

formed, discriminating consumers put pres-

sure on suppliers to keep improving prod-

ucts and services while devising production

efficiencies that will permit them to keep
their prices competitive.

In light of the central role of the con-

sumer in our free economy, it is especially

appropriate to recognize that relationship

during National Consumers Week, 1986.

The slogan for 1986, "Consumers Rate
Quality," acknowledges that consumers, by
seeking quality and value, set the standards

of acceptability for products and services by
"voting" with their marketplace dollars, re-

warding efficient producers of better qual-

ity products and performance. It is also a

ringing declaration that consumers are enti-

tled to and can insist on honest value for

their hard-earned income.

Indeed, American businessmen and
women are becoming aware that the broad-

ened competition of a global marketplace

necessitates attention to quality if they are

to succeed. They must do more than just

build better products—they must strive to

improve marketing, sales, warranties, and
service. Quality demands efficient manage-
ment, productive use of human resources,

and responsiveness to consumer needs and
preferences.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week beginning April

20, 1986, as National Consumers Week. I

urge businesses, educators, community or-

ganizations, labor unions, the media, gov-

ernment leaders, and consumers to recog-

nize the pursuit of quality and excellence in

every aspect of our lives, and to contribute

to consumer and economic awareness
during this week.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this fifth day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the
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United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

\Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:24 p.m., December 6, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on December
6.

Proclamation 5418—National Community College Month, 1986

December 6, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The more than thirteen hundred commu-
nity, technical, and junior colleges, public

and private, in the United States have con-

tributed enormously to the richness and
availability of American higher education.

Nearly half of all undergraduate college stu-

dents in the Nation today are enrolled in

such institutions.

By providing educational opportunities at

costs and locations accessible to all who are

qualified, community, technical, and junior

colleges have greatly enhanced the oppor-

tunity for every ambitious student, young or

old, to enter a postsecondary school pro-

gram. As community-based institutions,

these schools provide varied programs and
offer specialized training for more than one

thousand occupations.

In recognition of the important contribu-

tion of community, technical, and junior

colleges to our total educational system, the

Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution 158,

has designated the month of February 1986

as "National Community College Month"
and authorized and requested the President

to issue a proclamation in observance of this

event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the month of February
1986 as National Community College

Month. I ask all Americans to observe this

month with appropriate activities that ex-

press recognition of the significant contribu-

tion these institutions are making to the

strength, vitality, and prosperity of our

Nation.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this sixth day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:25 p.m., December 6, 1985]

Radio Address to the Nation on the Farm Industry

December 7, 1985

My fellow Americans:

Before I get to my main topic today, Fd
like to say a word about tax reform. Next

week the House will decide whether the

Congress will continue working on this im-

portant issue. While the proposals before

the House are far from perfect, they do

represent an essential step toward a tax

code that is fairer, simpler, and encourages

greater growth. I hope the House will vote

yes next week and allow the Senate to con-

sider debate and to improve this important

measure.

Now, permit me to talk about the trouble

faced by some of the most important Amer-
icans among us: our nation's farmers and
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those who provide them with goods and
services. Here's a letter I received from
Debbie Wilson, a farm wife in Bennington,
Oklahoma: "Dear Mr. President, we've seen
a neighbor lose his farm and we've seen
neighbors throw up their hands and quit

because they couldn't make enough money
to cover their farm expenses. We have felt

the devastation those losses inflicted on the

children, as well as the parents, because
farming is a family endeavor."
Debbie speaks for thousands of farmers

from Maine to California. The reason our
farmers are facing such hard times are com-
plicated, but three main reasons stand out.

First, a dramatic drop in land values as the

inflation of the seventies was cut dramati-

cally. Suddenly farmers who used their land

as collateral found it much harder to obtain

the loans they needed to purchase goods
like chemicals, livestock, and tractors. The
second major problem involved a fall in the

demand for farm exports. The last adminis-

tration contributed to this by imposing
grain embargoes, a failed policy that our
administration will never repeat. Later,

many countries that had been purchasing
large quantities of American farm goods
began to purchase less, in large part be-

cause their economies had weakened. The
third cause involved a sharp drop in the
prices of many commodities as inflation

slowed. Indeed, in the last year alone,

prices that farmers receive for grains have
fallen nearly 15 percent. All these problems
mean hard times. I'm reminded of the trou-

bles I saw during the Depression, growing
up in Illinois, the heart of the Corn Belt,

and living later in Iowa. The worst of it

then was the hopelessness. Well, I'm deter-

mined not to let that terrible hopelessness

spread through our farm communities
today.

Our farm communities have, as I said,

been hurt by grain embargoes and failed

policies of other administrations, by past in-

flation and the difficulty of adjusting to our
success in bringing that inflation under con-

trol. Well, since government had much to

do with causing these problems, govern-

ment must do its part to help our farm
conmiunities get back on their feet. Gov-
ernment should do so, of course, in a

manner consistent with its obligation to cut

deficit spending. But lend a hand govern-
ment must.

To bolster farm credit, we proposed and
the Senate, under the able leadership of

Senators Dole and Helms, has passed a bill

to strengthen the farm credit system and
put it back on a sound basis. The House
Agriculture Committee, under the leader-

ship of Congressmen de la Garza, Madigan,
Jones, and Coleman, has reported out a

similar bill. I hope to sign an acceptable
measure soon. To expand farm exports. Sec-

retaries Block and Baker have been work-
ing to open markets and promote stronger

economic growth in Europe and the Third
World. And Secretary Baker is continually

working with his foreign counterparts to

ensure that the value of the dollar reflects

economic conditions here and abroad. The
dollar's decline during the past few months
will brighten prospects for agriculture ex-

ports. The Congress is also putting together

a comprehensive farm bill to guide our agri-

cultural policy for years to come. As they
work, the House and Senate must under-
stand that more Federal dollars alone are

not the answer. Indeed, during our adminis-

tration farm price and income supports

have more than quadrupled. What's needed
is policy reform, including a long-term plan
to get government out of farming and es-

tablish a more market-oriented farm policy.

I call upon the Congress to send me a bill I

can sign, one that provides America's farm-
ers with hope.

Perhaps most significant, our administra-

tion is continuing the policies that have al-

ready done so much to foster economic
growth: the encouragement of sound mone-
tary growth, the limiting of government,
and the preventing of tax hikes. In the past

3 years, we've enabled America to put 8.8

million more people to work. And in recent
months, the news for farmers has been
hopeful as interest rates have dropped;
indeed, the prime rate has dropped a full

point since last spring. And inflation has re-

mained low, helping to hold down the
prices farmers must pay for equipment and
supplies. Times are still hard, but I'm con-
vinced that a more prosperous future for

our farms is beginning to take shape at last.
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Until next week, thanks for listening, and Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

God bless you. from the Oval Office at the White House.

Statement on the Death of Former Supreme Court Justice Potter

Stewart

December 7, 1985

Nancy and I are deeply saddened to learn

of the death this afternoon of our friend,

former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stew-

art. Potter Stewart was born in 1915 and
grew up in Cincinnati, OH, in an atmos-

phere steeped in the law; indeed, his father,

a prominent lawyer and former Cincinnati

mayor, once served as a member of the

Ohio Supreme Court. Potter went east to

study at the Hotchkiss School, Yale, and
Yale Law School. But just a few years after

receiving his law degree, he returned home
to practice in Cincinnati.

In 1954 President Eisenhower appointed
Potter to the Sixth U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals, and at 39, Potter became the Na-
tion's youngest Federal judge. Four years

later. President Eisenhower raised Potter to

the Supreme Court, making Potter, at 43,

the second youngest justice to be appointed
since the Civil War. On the Court, Potter

soon became renowned for his measured
and insightful opinions, his wit, and his

lucid prose. Always, he strove for complete

impartiality and complete fidelity to the

Constitution. "The mark of a good judge,"

Potter once said, "is a judge whose opinion
you can read and . . . have no idea if the

judge was a man or woman. Republican or

Democrat, a Christian or Jew . . . You just

know he or she was a good judge." In 1981,

after 23 years of untiring service. Potter

stepped down from the Supreme Court in

order to spend more time with his family.

After his retirement, it was my honor to

appoint Potter to the President's Commis-
sion on Organized Crime.

In a moment of reflection. Potter once
remarked, "I never thought of putting a

label on myself, except trying to be a good
lawyer." It is as a patriot and a good
lawyer—indeed, a brilliant man of the

law—that we remember Justice Potter

Stewart this day. Nancy and I join Potter's

family and his close friends, the Vice Presi-

dent and Mrs. Bush, in mourning Potter's

death and in cherishing the memory of his

magnificent life.

Proclamation 5419—National Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week, 1985

December 7, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

Motorists who drive while impaired by
alcohol or other drugs are one of our Na-
tion's most serious public health and safety

problems. Each year, drunk drivers account

for tens of thousands of highway fatalities

and hundreds of thousands of injuries.

This needless carnage on our streets and

highways can be reduced through increased

public awareness and a willingness to take

the necessary steps to prevent it. We must
not wait until personal tragedy strikes to

become involved.

Strict law enforcement and just penalties

are essential. Contrary to popular opinion,

driving is not a right, but a privilege that

can and should be withdrawn when a

drunken or drugged driver endangers
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others. We also need to develop better

means of detecting these drivers and get-

ting them off the road before they cause an
accident.

Statistics show that a disproportionate

number of our young people are involved

in accidents in which alcohol and drugs are

a contributing factor. In recognition of the

considerable evidence that such accidents

can be drastically reduced by raising the

legal drinking age, the Federal government
is encouraging each State to establish 21 as

the minimum age at which individuals may
purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic bev-

erages. Many States have already raised the

legal drinking age, as a result of efforts of

dedicated citizen volunteers and the grow-
ing awareness that motor vehicle accidents

are the leading cause of death among young
people. States that have not raised their

legal drinking age should review these de-

velopments carefully.

We need informed, concerned citizens

who are willing to help generate awareness;

we need education and action to eliminate

drunk and drugged drivers from our high-

ways. With the continued involvement of

private citizens and action at all levels of

government, we can control the problem of

drunken and drugged driving.

In line with the recommendations of the
Presidential Commission On Drunk Driv-

ing, we have embarked on a long-term sus-

tained effort to focus the resources of our
local. State, and Federal governments on

this problem.

In order to encourage citizen involve-

ment in prevention efforts and to increase

awareness of the seriousness of the threat,

the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution

137, has designated the week of December
15 through December 21, 1985, as "Nation-

al Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness
Week."
Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the week of December 15
through December 21, 1985, as National

Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness
Week. I call upon each American to help
make the difference between the needless

tragedy of alcohol- and drug-related acci-

dents and the blessings of health and life. I

ask all Americans to take this message to

heart and to urge others not to drive if they
are under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this seventh day of December, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:09 a.m., December 10, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on December
9

Letter to Members of the House of Representatives Urging Support
for Tax Reform Legislation

December 9, 1985

As the House prepares to vote on H.R.

3838, the Tax Reform Act of 1985, let me
repeat my strong support for tax reform
and for moving a bill forward to the Senate.

The tax reform proposals pending before

the House are a substantial improvement
over present law and represent a significant

and essential first step toward real tax

reform. Under both proposals, individual

and corporate tax rates are reduced sub-

stantially, with the top individual tax rate

reduced to its lowest level since 1931. The
personal exemption and standard deduc-
tions are increased substantially, and mil-

lions of working poor families would be re-

moved from the tax rolls. Tax shelters are

curtailed, special preferences are eliminat-

ed or restricted, and a stiff minimum tax is

imposed.

I share the concern many have over par-
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ticular aspects of the pending bills. As I

have said, they can only be considered a

good start, not an end product. More can

and must be done to reduce tax rates fur-

ther, and lower the cost of capital, so we
can strengthen economic growth and op-

portunity for every American.

A tremendous amount of work has al-

ready gone into the process that has

brought us this far. If a bill does not move
forward from the House now, it is reasona-

ble to suggest that tax reform might be

"dead" for several years. From this perspec-

tive, the House vote is essentially a vote on

whether or not to sustain the possibility of

tax reform—to allow the legislative process

to continue in the difficult effort to fashion

a satisfactory bill.

To fail to advance a bill now would mean

maintaining the status quo—a tax system
with all its inequities, complexities, and ten-

dencies to discourage efficient economic
growth. That is not what I want. It is not

what the American people want. I trust it is

not what the House wants.

I strongly urge you to vote for tax

reform—the Republican alternative or,

should it not prevail, the Ways and Means
bill. A vote against final passage in the

House would doom our efforts to achieve

real tax reform for the American people.

We must not allow that to happen.

Note: Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President, read the

President's letter at 9:17 a.m. to reporters in

the Briefing Room at the White House. The
original was not available for verification

of the content of this letter.

Message on the Observance of Hanukkah
December 9, 1985

I am delighted to send my warmest
greetings to everyone marking the joyous

feast of Hanukkah, which commemorates
one of the most significant and symbolic
events in Jewish history.

The story of the Maccabees and their

brave struggle has inspired Jewish families

down through the ages, calling to mind the

valor and zeal of their forebears and bring-

ing to life the rich character of their herit-

age. Hanukkah provides a fitting opportuni-

ty to reflect on the gifts a generous God
ever wills to bestow on those who are faith-

ful to Him.
As each candle of the menorah is lighted

over the eight days of celebration, Jewish

families gratefully remember the miracle of

God's sustaining love which has brought

them through every trial and persecution.

The Miracle of the Flame is a message of

hope against great odds, of rededication in

the midst of doubt and oppression. It, and
all the other beautiful traditions of Hanuk-
kah, remind people everywhere that the

light of God's presence can never be extin-

guished by the night of fear and human
malice.

Nancy joins me in wishing His choicest

blessings on all who observe this holiday.

May the fires of faith and reverence you
seek to rekindle on this feast blaze with
renewed power the whole year through.

Nomination of H. Lawrence Garrett III To Be General Counsel of

the Department of Defense

December 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate H. Lawrence Garrett III

to be General Counsel of the Department
of Defense. He would succeed Chapman B.
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Cox.

Since 1983 Mr. Garrett has been serving

at the White House as Associate Counsel to

the President. Previously, he was Regional

Director of the Merit Systems Protection

Board in Seattle, WA (1982-1983); Execu-

tive Assistant to the President and chief op-

erating officer, U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corpo-

ration (1981-1982); assistant counsel in the

Office of the Counsel to the President at

the White House in 1981; senior attorney/

adviser to the Director, Office of Govern-
ment Ethics (1979-1981). During his Navy
service, he served as Force Judge Advocate,
Commander, Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific

Fleet, Pearl Harbor, HI (1974-1978).

Mr. Garrett graduated from the Universi-

ty of West Florida (B.S., 1969) and the Uni-

versity of San Diego School of Law (J.D.,

1972). He is married, has two children, and
resides in Oakton, VA. He was born June
24, 1939, in Washington, DC.

Nomination of Jed Dean Christensen To Be Director of the Office

of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
December 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Jed Dean Christensen to

be Director of the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement, Department
of the Interior. He would succeed John D.

Ward.
Mr. Christensen is Acting Director of the

Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement at the Department of the In-

terior. Previously, he was Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Water and Science at the De-
partment of the Interior; staff assistant to

the Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation,

Department of the Interior (1981-1984); fi-

nance and administrative services director

for the city of Provo, UT (1979-1981); and
budget officer in the office of the county
manager, Clark County, NV (1977-1979).

Mr. Christensen graduated from Brigham
Young University (B.S., 1970) and Arizona

State University (M.P.A., 1972). He is mar-
ried, has three children, and resides in

Springfield, VA. He was born March 11,

1945, in Salina, UT.

Nomination of J. Craig Potter To Be an Assistant Administrator of

the Environmental Protection Agency
December 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate J. Craig Potter to be an
Assistant Administrator (Air and Radiation)

of the Environmental Protection Agency.
He would succeed Joseph A. Cannon.
Mr. Potter is currently Acting Assistant

Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks at

the Department of the Interior. Previously,

at the Department of the Interior he was
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Fish and Wildlife (1982-1985) and special

assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Fish

and Wildlife and Parks (1981-1982). He

served on the professional staffs of the U.S.

Senate Appropriations Committee (1978-

1981) and the U.S. Senate Government Af-

fairs Committee (1977-1978). He was chief

counsel of the U.S. Senate Post Office and
Civil Service Committee in 1976-1977.

Mr. Potter graduated from the University

of Illinois (A.B., 1967) and the University of

Wyoming (J.D., 1972). He is married, has

one child, and resides in Alexandria, VA.
He was born December 23, 1943, in La
Jolla, CA.
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Appointment of Two Delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business

December 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business:

Nicholas A. Zoto, of Pennsylvania, is founder and

owner of Zoto's, Inc., a family restaurant in

Hatfield, PA. He served on the boards of the

directors of the Philadelphia Industrial Devel-

opment Corp. and the Philadelphia Small Busi-

ness Investment Corp. He is married, has three

children, and resides in Huntingdon Valley,

PA. He was born May 29, 1937, in Philadel-

phia, PA.

Bernhardt William Collins, of Arizona, is a part-

ner in charge of emerging business service

with the national accounting firm of Coopers &
Lybrand, Tucson office. He is also associated

with the accounting firm of Turigliatto, Collins,

Bitner & Palm in Tucson. He graduated from

St. Louis University (B.S., 1956). He has four

children and resides in Tucson, AZ. He was
born December 28, 1932, in St. Louis, MO.

Nomination of Delia M. Newman To Be a Member of the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs

December 9, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Delia M. Newman to be a

member of the National Advisory Council

on Women's Educational Programs for the

remainder of the term expiring May 8,

1987. She would succeed Peter Douglas
Keisler.

Ms. Newman is president and owner of

Village Real Estate, Inc., in Seattle, WA.
She is also treasurer of Pacific Factors, Ltd.,

Inc., and sole proprietor of Braemar Associ-

ates, consulting services. She was on the

board of directors of the Washington State

Council on Economic Education and was
secretary /treasurer, on the board of direc-

tors and executive committee for the Asso-

ciation of Washington Business.

She is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Seattle, WA. She was born June 6,

1932, in Seattle.

Announcement of Donald R. Fortier as Principal Deputy Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairs

December 10, 1985

The President today announced that

Donald R. Fortier will serve as the Principal

Deputy Assistant to the President for Na-

tional Security Affairs. He will succeed John
M. Poindexter.

Mr. Fortier joined the National Security

Council staff in September 1982 as Director

for Western Europe and NATO. In June
1983 he assumed the position of Senior Di-

rector for Political-Military Affairs and Spe-

cial Assistant to the President. In December

of 1983 he was appointed to the rank of

Deputy Assistant to the President with re-

sponsibility for poHcy development. From
February 1981 until joining the National Se-

curity Council staff, Mr. Fortier served as

Deputy Director for PoHcy Planning at the

Department of State. He received the De-
partment's Superior Honor Award for his

work in that position. Prior to his service in

the Department of State, Mr. Fortier served

for 5 years as a senior member of the pro-
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fessional staff of the House Foreign Affairs

Committee. Prior to joining the Govern-
ment, Mr. Fortier also worked as a consult-

ant to the Rand Corp. on national security

issues.

Mr. Fortier received a B.A. from Miami
University in Oxford, OH, and his M.A. in

political science and international relations

from the University of Chicago. He was the

recipient of a Ford Foundation fellowship

in Chicago and served as the executive ad-

ministrator of the university's symposium
on "The Role of the Expert in a Democra-
cy." Mr. Fortier is married, has one child,

and resides in Bethesda, MD. He was born
January 9, 1947, in Columbus, OH.

Nomination of Morton I. Abramowitz To Be an Assistant Secretary

of State

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Morton I. Abramowitz to

be an Assistant Secretary of State (Intelli-

gence and Research). This is a new position.

Mr. Abramowitz is Director of the

Bureau of Intelligence and Research at the

Department of State. Previously he was
United States Ambassador to the Mutual
and Balanced Force Reduction talks in

1981-1982. He joined the Foreign Service

in 1960 as an economic officer specializing

in Chinese affairs. During his career in the

Foreign Service, he has progressed to the

rank of Career Minister. He was Ambassa-
dor to Thailand in 1978-1981; Deputy As-

sistant Secretary of Defense for Internation-

al Affairs, on detail from the Foreign Serv-

ice, in 1974-1978; political adviser to

CINC-PAC in 1973-1974; foreign affairs an-

alyst at the State Department in 1971-1973;

special assistant in the office of the Deputy
Secretary of State in 1969-1971; interna-

tional economist at the State Department in

1966-1968; political officer. Hong Kong, in

1963-1966; and consular-economic officer

in Taipei in 1960-1962. He served with the

International Cooperation Administration in

1958-1960.

He graduated from Stanford University

(B.A., 1953) and Harvard University (M.A.,

1955). He served in the U.S. Army in 1957.

He is married, has two children, and resides

in Washington, DC. He was born January

20, 1933, in Lakewood, NJ.

Nomination of H. Allen Holmes To Be an Assistant Secretary of

State

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate H. Allen Holmes to be an
Assistant Secretary of State (Politico-Military

Affairs). This is a new position.

Mr. Holmes served in the United States

Marine Corps in 1954-1957 as captain. He
was an intelligence research analyst in the

Department of State in 1958-1959 and en-

tered the Foreign Service in 1959 as consul-

ar and political officer in Yaounde. In the

Department he was foreign affairs officer

(1961-1963) and staff assistant to the Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs

(1963). In 1963-1967 he was political officer

in Rome and was foreign affairs officer in

the Department in 1967-1970. He was
Counselor for Political Affairs in Paris in

1970-1974. He attended the executive sem-

inar in national and international affairs at

the Foreign Service Institute in 1974-1975

and was Director of the Office of NATO
and Atlantic Affairs in the Bureau of Euro-
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pean Affairs in 1975-1977. He was deputy

chief of mission in Rome in 1977-1979 and
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of

State for European Affairs in 1979-1982.

He served as United States Ambassador to

Portugal in 1982-1985.

He graduated from Princeton University

(A.B., 1954) and received a certificate in

1958 from the University of Paris. His for-

eign languages are French and Italian. He
was born January 11, 1933, in Bucharest,

Romania, of American parents.

Nomination of Henry F. Schickling To Be a Member of the Board of

Directors of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Henry F. Schickling to be

a member of the Board of Directors of the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation,

United States International Development
Cooperation Agency, for a term expiring

December 17, 1988. This is a reappoint-

ment.
Mr. Schickling is international president

of the International Union of Tool, Die and
Mold Makers (lUTDM) and the Internation-

al Society of Skilled Trades (ISST), labor or-

ganizations. Previously he served as presi-

dent of the lUTDM and ISST.

Mr. Schickling is married, has five chil-

dren, and resides in Langhorne, PA. He was
born December 13, 1926, in Philadelphia,

PA.

Appointment of Robert W. McVey as a United States Commissioner
of the International Pacific HaHbut Commission
December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Robert W. McVey to be a

United States Commissioner on the Interna-

tional Pacific Halibut Commission for the

term expiring December 12, 1986. This is a

reappointment.

Since 1980 Mr. McVey has been Director,

Alaska Region, National Marine Fisheries

Service (NMFS), in Juneau, AK. Previously

he was Deputy Director, Alaska Region,

NMFS (1970-1980). He was assistant fisher-

ies attache at the U.S. Embassy in Copenha-
gen, Denmark, in 1966-1979.

He graduated from the University of Mis-

souri (B.A., 1953; M.A., 1955). He is mar-

ried, has two children, and resides in

Juneau, AK. He was born February 19,

1932, in Stockton, KS.

Appointment of John A. Nuetzel as a Member of the President's

Committee on the National Medal of Science

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint John A. Nuetzel to be a

member of the President's Committee on

the National Medal of Science for a term

expiring December 31, 1987. He would suc-

ceed John R. Whinnery.
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Since 1962 Dr. Nuetzel has been serving

as medical director of St. Mary's Health

Center in St. Louis, MO. At St. Mary's

Health Center he served as director of car-

diology (1955-1977) and director of medical

service (1955-1962). Since 1954 he has also

been affiliated with St. Louis University

School of Medicine, where he now serves as

clinical professor of internal medicine.

He graduated from Washington Universi-

ty (M.D., 1947). He is married, has six chil-

dren, and resides in St. Louis, MO. He was
born February 16, 1925, in East St. Louis,

IL.

Remarks on Signing the Bill of Rights Day and the Human Rights

Day and Week Proclamation

December 10, 1985

The President. Well, good afternoon, and
welcome to the White House. Today we
mark the 37th anniversary of the signing of

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

a document to which virtually every nation

on Earth subscribes. It's a day for us to take

stock, to survey the globe with an eye not

so much to words, as to actual deeds, to

measure the world against the noble asser-

tions of the Universal Declaration, and to

reaffirm our commitment to the cause of

human dignity.

America has, since its founding, been a

refuge for those suffering under the yoke of

oppression. A belief in the dignity of man
and government by the consent of the
people lies at the heart of our national char-

acter and the soul of our foreign policy. I

had the pleasure of explaining that to a gen-
tleman in Geneva not too long ago. [Laugh-
ter] But here the difference is our docu-
ments, such as the Constitution, say we, the

people, will allow government to do the

following things.

Today, more than ever, we're proud to be
champions of freedom and human rights

the world over. So, in observing Human
Rights Day, we celebrate our commitment
to the beliefs and moral teachings on which
our own nation is founded, a belief in liber-

ty, in the dignity of man, and in the inalien-

able rights of free men and women to

choose their destinies. We have not hesitat-

ed when these rights and freedoms have
been threatened. Last month on Veterans

Day, I visited the graves of our soldiers who
gave their lives so that the rest of us might
know the blessings of peace and freedom.

Our sons, brothers, and fathers also lie in

cemeteries and fields from Flanders to

Manila, under undying testimony to our de-

termination that these rights shall not
perish.

We've learned from history that the cause

of peace and human freedom is indivisible.

Respect for human rights is essential to true

peace on Earth. Governments that must
answer to their peoples do not launch wars
of aggression. That's why the American
people cannot close their eyes to abuses of

human rights and injustice, whether they

occur among friend or adversary or even on
our own shores. And we must be particular-

ly appalled that, on the threshold of the

21st century, when man has made gigantic

strides in opening the universe of space and
finding cures for dread diseases, millions of

our fellow men still suffer the grossest

abuses. There are regimes, some friendly,

some adversarial, that engage in frequent
violations of human rights. There are other

regimes which by their very nature are

built upon the denial of human rights and
the subordination of the individual to the

state.

In Afghanistan and Cambodia, for exam-
ple, alien dictatorships, with the support of

foreign occupation troops, subject their peo-
ples to unceasing warfare. Today, 6 years

after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, up
to 120,000 Soviet troops remain. They have
slaughtered innocent women and children.

They have employed poison gas. And they
have loaded toys with small explosives, an
attempt to demoralize the people by crip-

pling Afghan children. Some 3 ¥2 million Af-
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ghans, fully one-fourth of the prewar popu-
lation, have been forced to flee to Pakistan

and Iran. The Communist rulers of Vietnam
have launched vicious attacks upon Cambo-
dian refugees, refugees who were fleeing a

Communist regime in Cambodia itself,

which led to the deaths of up to one-quar-

ter of the entire Cambodian population.

In Ethiopia a Marxist government has

used famine to punish large segments of its

own population. Vice President Bush visited

a camp for Ethiopian refugees in the Sudan
last March. Men and women of all ages

were dying; but the Vice President told me
there's something unbearably painful about
seeing the eyes of the children, the huge,

sad eyes of starving children. And the peo-

ples and governments of the democracies
have responded generously to those pleas

with tangible evidence of our concern.

In the Western Hemisphere, where so

much progress toward democracy has been
made, Cuba stands out as the country
where institutionalized totalitarianism has

consistently violated the rights of the citi-

zens. Unfortunately, the Sandinista regime
in Nicaragua seems determined to embark
on the same course.

On three continents we see brave men
and women risking their lives in anti-Com-
munist battles for freedom. We cannot and
will not turn our backs on them. This year
the House of Representatives has heeded
their call and voted aid to the freedom
fighters in Cambodia, Afghanistan, and
Nicaragua and repealed a ban on aid to

freedom fighters in Angola. Elsewhere we
have seen considerable progress toward ob-

servance of human rights. In El Salvador,

Grenada, and Honduras, freely selected—or

elected governments, I should say, repre-

sent the best hope of their peoples for the

future. And just over the last weekend, a

new civilian president was elected in Gua-
temala—that's the first time in 15 years. We
laud those achievements, but our concern
remains for those who are still captive and
oppressed. This is where our voices must
speak for justice, for the force of world
opinion can and does make a difference.

One of the more tragic cases today is that

of the Baha'i, whose leaders are with us

today. The Government of Iran is engaged
in rampart religious persecution, especially

against the Baha'is. Since 1979, 198 Baha'is

have been put to death, 767 are impris-

oned, some 10,000 made homeless, and
over 25,000 forced to flee their country.

Only the continued world outcry can help
bring an end to their suffering. In South
Africa the inhuman policy of apartheid con-

tinues. The declaration of a state of emer-
gency has given the police in that country
essentially unlimited powers to silence crit-

ics of the government. Thousands of South
African citizens have been detained without
cause—or charge, I should say, and denied
even elementary judicial protection. I have
said that apartheid is abhorrent. It's time
that the Government of South Africa took
steps to end it and to reach out for compro-
mise and reconciliation to end the turmoil

in that strife-torn land. In Chile and the

Philippines, too, we've shown our strong

concern when our friends deviate from es-

tablished democratic traditions.

In Eastern Europe the hopes and aspira-

tions of millions of people for religious free-

doms, civic rights, remain alive despite

years of repression. The Solidarity labor

union is still outlawed in Poland, and the

Polish regime has once again moved to re-

strict the few freedoms that its people still

enjoy. In Romania religious persecution in-

cludes the destruction of Bibles, while in

Bulgaria the repression of the Turkish mi-

nority and the Islamic faith are witness to

the unyielding denial of the basic freedom
of speech, assembly, religion in this region.

I addressed human rights in my meetings
with General Secretary Gorbachev, and I

made it very clear to him that human rights

are an abiding concern of the American
people. We had a long and confidential dis-

cussion, and at the conclusion of our meet-
ings, we declared in a joint statement that

humanitarian issues would be resolved in a

humanitarian spirit. Americans will be
watching hopefully to see whether that

pledge is observed. Make no mistake about
it, human rights will continue to have a

profound effect on the United States-Soviet

relationship as a whole, because they are

fundamental to our vision of an enduring
peace.

President Lincoln once called America
the last, best hope of man on Earth. Mr.
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Lincoln's remark has special poignancy

today, when American determination and
strength are central to the peace and free-

dom of the entire democratic world. It is

therefore incumbent upon us to work for

the expansion of freedom throughout the

world. In this great effort, my friends, I

deeply believe we have a good cause for

hope. Evidence of the triumph of the ideal

of freedom and respect for human rights

can be seen in every corner of the globe,

and this is because freedom is not only mor-
ally right but practical and beneficial.

Indeed, governments that rest upon the

consent of the governed and the rule of law

are more successful in fulfilling their peo-

ple's aspirations for a better life. Democrat-
ic government and economic freedom have
turned a number of small nations into eco-

nomic giants. It even appears to have

roused a giant nation from its economic
slumber.

Permit me in closing to return to Mr.

Lincoln: "What defined America, what gave
our nation its purpose and mission," he
once said, "was something in that Declara-

tion of Independence giving liberty not

alone to the people of this country, but

hope to the world. It was that which gave
promise that in due time, the weights

should be lifted from the shoulders of all

men." Well, let us always be true to that

distinctly American cause. Let us never
cease to work and pray that the weights

should be lifted from the shoulders of all

men.
Thank you, and God bless you, and I will

now sign the proclamation designating De-
cember 10th as Human Rights Day and De-
cember 15th, 1985, as Bill of Rights Day,
and the week beginning today is now rec-

ognized officially as Human Rights Week.

[At this point, the President signed the

proclamation.]

Mr. Nelson. Mr. President, you have men-
tioned in your remarks the relentless perse-

cution of the Baha'is in Iran. And though
the mullahs of that country may choose to

perpetuate these atrocities, they must know
that because of you and the voices that you
will encourage to speak out against it, these

cannot now be perpetrated, except in the

full light of public opinion. For this we are

deeply and eternally grateful. We are aware
also, Mr. President, that this is not a one-

dimensional commitment; that in addition,

you are morally and spiritually committed
to the establishment of the peace we all

want among the nations of the world

—

peace, the most pressing of all issues facing

humanity today, and for which the Baha'is

ardently pray, and that this country will

help lead the world out of its current pre-

dicament.

Therefore, Mr. President, in recognition

of your devotion to human rights, the Na-
tional Spiritual Assembly presents to you,

on behalf of the 100,000 American Baha'is,

a commemorative plate. And in recognition

of your continuous commitment to world
peace, we have the honor, Mr. President, to

transmit to you, from the Universal House
of Justice, the international governing body
of the Baha'is of the world, a statement on
world peace. Thank you, Mr. President.

The President. Well, thank you very

much, and thank all of you for what you're

doing in this. I had the pleasure of quoting

a statement of Thomas Jefferson to my col-

league there in Geneva, and he called it,

after he had heard it, very profound when
Thomas Jefferson said, "If the people know
all the facts, the people will never make a

mistake." So, you, the people, and all of us

together, I think, can continue to be a tide

that will prove irresistible. Thank you all

very much.

Note: The President spoke at 1:47 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building. James Nelson was chairman of
the National Spiritual Assembly of the

Baha'is of the United States.
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Proclamation 5420—Bill of Rights Day, Human Rights Day and
Week, 1985

December 10, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

On December 15, 1791, the adoption of

the first ten amendments to the Constitu-

tion of the United States—the Bill of

Rights—gave legal form to the noble princi-

ples which our Founding Fathers had set

forth in the Declaration of Independence as

the very basis for the birth of our Nation.

Benjamin Franklin, then 81 years old, in

a moving address, reminded the members
of the Constitutional Convention that it was
God who had seen them safely through the

War of Independence and that it was only

through His "kind Providence" that they

were able to meet in peace to shape "the

means of establishing . . . future national

felicity. . . . And if a sparrow cannot fall to

the ground without His notice," Franklin

asked, "is it probable that an empire can
rise without His aid?"

Mindful of this, and deeply convinced
that fundamental human rights are not a

concession from the state but a gift of God,
the Founding Fathers knew that govern-

ment has a solemn obligation to safeguard

those rights. That is why they were at pains

to devise and ordain a constitutional system
that would ensure respect for the dignity

and uniqueness of every human being.

Thus, they brought into existence a form of

limited government—representative de-

mocracy—whose powers are circumscribed

by law and whose legitimacy derives from
the consent of the governed. For the first

time in the history of nations, a written

Constitution based on the inalienable God-
given rights of the individual was promul-

gated.

It is with sincere thanksgiving that we
reflect on the successful efforts of those

wise patriots of two hundred years ago who
laid the political foundations of our beloved

Nation, and also to those millions of citizens

ever since who have cherished and defend-

ed the Constitution and the principles it

embodies. Many have given their lives on
the field of battle so that freedom and
human dignity might live both at home and
abroad; let us never forget our debt to

them or fail to honor their sacrifice and
courage.

One hundred and fifty-seven years after

the adoption of our Bill of Rights, the fun-

damental concepts enshrined in our Consti-

tution were internationally acknowledged
as applying to all peoples when the United
Nations adopted the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights on December 10, 1948.

Although we can take heart at the

number of nations in which human rights

are respected and real progress towards
democratic self-government is being made,
a disturbingly large number of governments
continue to commit serious abuses of

human rights. In the tradition of our forefa-

thers, we protest against these abuses wher-
ever they occur. We condemn the practice

of torture, racial and religious persecution,

and the denial of the right of free expres-

sion and freedom of movement.
The United States will never cease to be

in the forefront of the noble battle for

human rights. We have committed our re-

sources and our influence to efforts aimed
at extending throughout the world the

rights we enjoy, rights which are rightly the

prerogative of all people. This Nation must
remain and will remain a beacon of hope
for all who strive for human dignity. There
is no better way of showing our gratitude

for our inheritance of liberty.

We believe it is a right, not a privilege, to

be allowed to speak freely; to assemble

peacefully; to acquire and dispose of private

property; to leave the country of one's resi-

dence; to form trade unions; to join or not

to join groups and associations; and to wor-

ship according to one's conscience. Experi-

ence teaches us that the best check against

tyranny is a government of the people in

which leaders are elected in fair and open
balloting and where the government's
powers are subject to constitutional limita-
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tions. We pray that one day all nations of

the earth may share with us the joys and
rewards of living in free societies, and we
resolve not to rest from our labors until the

most noble longings of the human spirit,

those for freedom of belief and expression,

are fully realized.

During this commemorative week, let us

rededicate ourselves to the advancement of

human rights throughout the world, recall-

ing the words of Alexander Hamilton that

"natural liberty is a gift of the beneficent

creator to the whole human race . . . and
cannot be wrested from any people without

the most manifest violation of justice."

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do

hereby proclaim December 10, 1985, as

Human Rights Day, and December 15,

1985, as Bill of Rights Day, and I call upon
all Americans to observe the week begin-

ning December 10, 1985, as Human Rights

Week.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this 10th day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:11 a.m., December 11, 1985]

Appointment of Three Members of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations

December 10, 1985

The President has appointed the follow-

ing individuals to be members of the Advi-

sory Commission on Intergovernmental Re-

lations:

Robert Boone Hawkins, Jr., of California, for a

term of 2 years. This is a reappointment. Mr.

Hawkins is president of the Sequoia Institute

and Trendsetter Energy Systems, Inc. He was a

fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International

Center for Scholars, 1975-1976; and he has

published several articles on local and Federal

Government. He graduated from San Francisco

State College (B.S., 1965) and the University of

Washington (Ph.D., 1969). He is married and
has two children. He was born September 6,

1941, in Berkeley, CA.

Sandra R. Smoley, of California, for a term of 2

years. This is a reappointment. Ms. Smoley
serves as supervisor for the third district for

the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors.

She is active in both civic and community af-

fairs. She graduated from the University of

Iowa (B.S., 1959). She is married and has three

children. She was born July 8, 1936, in Spirit

Lake, lA.

John T. Bragg, of Tennessee, for a term of 2

years. Mr. Bragg currently serves as deputy
speaker for the Tennessee House of Represent-

atives, where he has chaired the house finance,

ways and means committee since 1973. He
graduated from Middle Tennessee State Uni-

versity (B.A.). He has two children. He was
born May 9, 1918, in Woodbury, TN.

Nomination of Larry K. Mellinger To Be an Alternate Executive
Director of the Inter-American Development Bank
December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Larry K. Mellinger to be
an Alternate Executive Director for the

Inter-American Development Bank. He

would succeed Hugh Foster.

Mr. Mellinger is senior vice president and
chief financial officer of GRUMA Corp. in

Malibu, CA. Previously, he was with Union
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Bank in Los Angeles as senior vice presi-

dent, planning and development (1983-

1985); senior vice president, international

banking department (1981-1983); senior

vice president, Asia/Pacific (1978-1981);

and vice president, Latin America (1974-

1978).

Mr. Mellinger graduated from the Uni-

versity of Kansas (B.A., 1967; B.S., 1968). He
is married, has two children, and resides in

Malibu, CA. He was born April 28, 1944.

Appointment of Three Members of the National Advisory Council
on Indian Education

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Indian Education for terms expiring

September 29, 1988:

Clarence Wallace Skye, of South Dakota. This is a

reappointment. Mr. Skye currently serves as

executive director of the United Sioux Tribes of

South Dakota. He is active in both civic and
community activities. He attended the Univer-

sity of South Dakota (B.S.). He is married and
has three children. He was born July 26, 1941,

in Fort Yates, SD.

Eddie Leon Tullis, of Alabama. This is a reap-

pointment. Mr. Tullis currently serves as utility

foreman for the Monsanto Corp. He is active in

several American Indian community organiza-

tions. He attended Faulkner State Junior Col-

lege. He is married and has four children. He
was born January 9, 1938, in Mobile, AL.

Robert Youngdeer, of North Carolina. This is a

reappointment. Mr. Youngdeer currently

serves as chief to the Eastern Band of Chero-

kee Indians. He is married and has two chil-

dren. He was born April 13, 1922, in Cherokee,

NC.

Appointment of T. Marshall Hahn, Jr., as a Member of the
President's Export Council

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint T. Marshall Hahn, Jr., to be
a member of the President's Export Coun-
cil.

Mr. Hahn is chairman and chief executive
officer of the Georgia-Pacific Corp. He has

been with the Georgia-Pacific Corp. since

1973 as director (1973-present); chairman
of the board, president and chief executive

officer (1984-1985); president and chief ex-

ecutive officer (1983-1984); president and
chief operating officer (1982-1983); presi-

dent (1976-1982); executive vice president,

pulp, paper, and chemicals (1975-1976);

and executive vice president, chemicals

(1975). Prior to joining the Georgia-Pacific

Corp., Mr. Hahn was president of Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University

(1962-1975); dean of arts and sciences at

Kansas State University; and head of the

physics department at Virginia Polytechnic

Institute (1954-1959).

He graduated from the University of

Kentucky (B.S., 1945) and the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (Ph.D., 1950). He is

married, has two children, and resides in

Atlanta, GA. He was born December 2,

1926, in Lexington, KY.
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Appointment of John A. Love as a Member of the President's

Commission on White House Fellowships

December 10, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint John A. Love to be a

member of the President's Commission on
White House Fellowships. This is an initial

appointment.
Mr. Love has been with Ideal Basic In-

dustries, Inc., in Denver, CO, since 1974
and is currently chairman of the board. In

1962 he was elected Governor of Colorado,

and he served three consecutive 4-year

terms. Mr. Love also served as chairman of

the Republican Governors Conference in

1966-1967 and as chairman of the National

Governors Conference in 1969-1970. He is

a director of Frontier Airlines, the Manville

Corp., United Banks of Colorado, and the

Denver Chamber of Commerce. He is also

a trustee of the University of Denver.

Mr. Love graduated from the University

of Denver (A.B., 1938; L.L.B., 1941). He is

married, has three children, and resides in

Denver, CO. He was born November 29,

1916, in Gibson City, IL.

Statement Endorsing the Congressional Conference Agreement on
the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Bill

December 10, 1985

I am pleased that the Senate and House
conferees have produced a bill that I can
support which will bring the Federal

budget into balance by 1991. I strongly en-

dorse this measure and urge the Congress
to act quickly and make this the law of the

land. The American people have made
clear their desire to eliminate the Federal
deficit, and this bill provides a realistic way
to accomplish that goal. Additionally, it is

my strong hope that the Congress will build

upon this effort to adopt a balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution to ensure

that these deficit reductions are permanent.
While this proposal is welcome, I am con-

cerned that in the extreme it could have
adverse effects on maintaining adequate
levels of defense spending. We have no
higher priority than maintaining a strong

national defense. To that end, I am commit-
ted to and will propose budgets that meet

this requirement. I look forward to working
with Congress to implement our previous

agreements on defense spending levels. In

pursuing our commitment to a balanced

Federal budget, I am pleased that Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings does so in the proper
way, by providing the incentive to reduce
Federal spending, not by raising taxes. As I

have said, the budget deficits are not the

result of Americans paying too little in

taxes; they come from the Federal Govern-
ment spending too much money.

This agreement is the result of a lot of

hard work and determination. In particular.

Senators Gramm, Rudman, and HoUings
have energetically fought to produce this

landmark legislation. Much credit also goes

to Senators Domenici and Packwood and
Congressmen Foley, Gephardt, and Panet-

ta. They are to be commended for their

dedicated efforts to deficit reduction.
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Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on the

Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement Negotiations

December 10, 1985

The President today gave formal notifica-

tion to the Congress of the administration's

intention to enter into negotiations leading

to a bilateral free trade arrangement with

Canada. The notification, required under
1984 amendments to section 102 of the

Trade Act of 1974, requires 60 days' notice

to the House Committee on Ways and
Means and the Senate Committee on Fi-

nance.

On September 26, 1985, Canadian Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney telephoned the

President, followed by a formal letter pro-

posing that the two governments explore

more directly the scope and prospects for a

new trade agreement "... involving the

broadest possible package of mutually bene-

ficial reductions in barriers to trade in

goods and services." The President thereaf-

ter instructed the United States Trade Rep-

resentative (USTR), Clayton Yeutter, to

begin the process of informal consultations

with the Congress and the private sector.

That process having been completed. Am-
bassador Yeutter recommended that the

President proceed with formal notice.

In his notification letters to the congres-

sional committees, the President empha-
sized that he viewed the initiation of nego-

tiations as an opportunity to significantly

enhance U.S. efforts to eliminate trade fric-

tions with Canada. The President also wel-

comed the Canadian proposal as consistent

with administration and congressional ef-

forts to further open foreign markets for

U.S. exports. "As you know, Canada is both

our largest trading partner and fastest

growing export market, representing one-

fifth of our total exports," wrote the Presi-

dent.

Written Responses to Questions Submitted by Foreign Publications

December 6, 1985

U.S.-Soviet Summit Meeting

Q. Mr. President, if you would get the

possibility of replaying the summit with Mr.
Gorbachev, would you change anything in

what you did and said in Geneva? Would it

have been possible to produce better re-

sults?

The President. I met with Mr. Gorbachev
for 15 hours, and 5 of those hours were
spent in private conversations together, one
on one. As Mr. Gorbachev has said, we did

a lot of work together. We were both frank

and serious in discussing our points of view.

I told him exactly what I wanted to, and I

found Mr. Gorbachev to be energetic and
clear in making his points. Fm ready for the

difficult, step-by-step work it will take to

achieve lasting results in arms control,

human rights, on regional issues, and in bi-

lateral and other vital areas. Important as

they were, our words in Geneva were not

as important as the deeds that must follow

them if we are to reduce the mistrust and
suspicions between us. I believe Mr. Gorba-
chev and I have made a fresh start.

Strategic Defense Initiative

Q. Mr. President, you are pursuing a mili-

tary program, the SDI, that will last some
years before producing results. How can

you be sure that your successor will not

abandon the program? How can you assure

the allies about the continuity of this initia-

tive?

The President. No freely elected leader

can guarantee the actions of his successors.

Our allies understand this. They also under-

stand, however, that democracies tend to

sustain those defense programs that are

vital to their national interests and to the

defense of freedom. I believe that the Stra-

tegic Defense Initiative is one of those pro-
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grains. You must keep in mind that SDI is,

at this stage, a research program designed

to answer basic questions about whether de-

fenses against ballistic missiles are feasible.

This effort enjoys broad bipartisan support

in the United States. Over the longer term,

if we find that strategic defenses are feasi-

ble, I believe that SDI will continue to com-
mand support because it holds out the

promise of effective deterrence through de-

fense, rather than through the threat of

massive death and destruction. It will

endure because it offers the hope of creat-

ing a safer, more stable world and of some-
day rendering nuclear weapons obsolete.

Italy's International Role

Q. Mr. President, in the last few years,

Italy has become more active on the inter-

national scene, not always in full agreement
with the American policy. How do you
assess this more autonomous role of Italy,

for instance in the Middle East, and do you
see any danger of potential misunderstand-

ings or concerns in U.S.-Italian relations?

The President. We assess Italy's interna-

tional role as positive. For instance, Italy

has played a valued role in Middle East

peacekeeping by its participation in the

United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL) and the Sinai multinational force.

Italy and the United States sometimes have
differing assessments on how best to pro-

mote the Middle East peace process. But
both Italy and the United States firmly sup-

port the peaceful resolution of the Arab-
Israeli conflict and Israel's right to exist

behind secure and recognized boundaries. I

do not see a danger of misunderstandings in

Italo-American relations. We will continue

to stay in close touch and consult with each
other in a manner befitting our very friend-

ly relations. The United States certainly in-

tends to do this, and we are confident Italy

has the same desire.

West German Participation in SDI

Q. The Government of the German Fed-
eral Republic is at the moment taking a

decision about a German participation in

SDI and has been attacked by Moscow for

doing so. How significant would this kind of

partnership in SDI be for the U.S.A. from a

political and technological point of view?

The President. The United States appreci-

ates the unique achievements of the Feder-
al Republic of Germany in technologies

which could have direct applications in the

Strategic Defense Initiative research. The
technical expertise and scientific capabili-

ties of German institutions and corporations

involved in advanced research would be
helpful and very welcome. We believe that

the technological results of joint efforts will

lead to enhanced security for the alliance as

a whole and that the participation of the

Federal Republic of Germany and other

NATO allies in the research effort itself will

foster closer cooperation within NATO.

Chemical Weapons

Q. The question of chemical weapons is

becoming a matter of growing anxiety in

Europe. Can we expect a new American
initiative for a worldwide ban of these

weapons in the near future?

The President. We are firmly committed
to reaching agreement on an effective,

comprehensive, and verifiable global ban on
all chemical weapons. As you may know,
Vice President Bush tabled a draft chemical

weapons treaty at the Conference on Disar-

mament in April 1984. This treaty would
ban chemical weapons throughout the

world. Since then, we have worked closely

with our allies and others to improve upon
our draft provisions and to press for

progress in the Geneva Conference on Dis-

armament negotiations. We feel, however,
that the negotiations on that treaty, particu-

larly with regard to the essential verifica-

tion measures, have not progressed as rap-

idly as they should.

This was one of the issues which I dis-

cussed in Geneva with General Secretary

Gorbachev. I was heartened that we could

record our agreement in the joint state-

ment to accelerate our efforts to conclude
an effective and verifiable global ban. We
also agreed to intensify bilateral discussions

on all aspects on such a chemical weapons
ban, including verification questions. Fur-

ther, we agreed to initiate a dialog on pre-

venting the proliferation of chemical weap-
ons. The United States has often expressed

concern with the spread of chemical weap-
ons, particularly with regard to instances of
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chemical weapon use. We welcome Mr.

Gorbachev's expression of interest in this

problem and hope the U.S.S.R. will take

concrete steps to help deal with it. Ulti-

mately, the way to stem the spread of

chemical weapons is to conclude an effec-

tive and verifiable global ban on them.
Until such a ban is achieved, it is important

that the United States retain a modern and
credible deterrent against the existing

Soviet chemical weapon capability.

U.S.-Soviet Summit Meeting

Q. Is Mr. Gorbachev a man—to quote

Mrs. Thatcher—one can do business with?

What has been for you the most surprising

aspect and impression of this meeting?
The President Since I took office, I have

sought to deal realistically with the U.S.S.R.

We are all aware of the facts of the past 40
years of international relations. The basis

for my meeting with General Secretary

Gorbachev was 5 years of firm and consist-

ent policies pursued by the United States

and its allies. It was on this basis that I came
to Geneva, ready for a constructive dialog

and to make a fresh start. In Geneva, I

spent a good deal of time with Mr. Gorba-
chev, including 5 hours in one-on-one con-

versations. I found him an energetic expo-

nent of Soviet policy and a good listener.

Our exchanges were lively, open, and seri-

ous. We had a lot of give-and-take. We
agreed on some things and disagreed on
much else. But we agreed that deeds, and
not words, will be necessary to make real

and lasting progress in our relations. We are

ready and eager for step-by-step progress in

the months ahead.

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Weapons

Q. When do you expect an agreement on
intermediate-range missiles, separate from
the other negotiations, and if there will be
an agreement before 1988, is there a possi-

bility that Holland won't need to deploy the

cruise missile?

The President. As you know, the United
States made a new proposal on intermedi-

ate nuclear forces (INF) systems at the end
of the last round oiF the Geneva arms talks.

This new proposal, drawing on the positive

elements of the Soviet INF counterproposal

made during the round, establishes an in-

terim ceiling on United States and Soviet

longer range INF launchers in Europe or in

range of NATO Europe, but allows freedom
to mix under that ceiling. The Soviet Union
has not yet fully responded to our new pro-

posal, which we intend to pursue when the

talks resume in January.

Although there are significant differences

which still separate the sides. General Sec-

retary Gorbachev and I have agreed that

our arms control negotiators should acceler-

ate their work toward arms control agree-

ments which provide for significant reduc-

tions and increased stability and which can
be effectively verified. As we noted in our
joint statement of November 21, both sides

have called for early progress on an interim

INF agreement. Further, I would note that

the Government of the Netherlands has

stated that it would accept its proportional

share of cruise missiles under the terms of

an INF agreement which provides for re-

ductions in U.S. and Soviet LRINF missiles.

If the Soviet Union were to agree to the

United States objective in INF, the total

ban on LRINF missiles, that would of

course be a significant step toward improv-

ing stability and prospects for peace.

Trade With the Soviet Union

Q. In the area of more cooperation with

the Soviet Union, are you prepared to

soften your policy on high-tech exports to

Eastern Europe, and is the new American-
Russian nuclear fusion project a first step in

that direction?

The President. While the United States

favors mutually beneficial, nonstrategic

trade with the Soviet Union and its allies,

we maintain export controls to ensure that

American exports to these destinations do
not undercut our security interests. In addi-

tion, we, our NATO allies, and Japan con-

trol strategic exports to the Soviet Union
through COCOM. COCOM maintains a list

of controlled items with potential military

significance which cannot be exported to

the Soviet Union or its allies without special

approval. Since the Soviet invasion of Af-

ghanistan, we and our COCOM partners

have followed a policy of strictly enforcing

these controls. We generally do not author-

ize exports to the Soviet Union of items on
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the COCOM control list. This policy will be
continued. Cooperative fusion research with

the Soviets would not result in the transfer

of COCOM controlled technology to the

Soviet Union. American and allied partici-

pation in the fusion project would be car-

ried out within existing COCOM guidelines

to prevent transfer of sensitive technology

with military potential.

South Africa

Q. If human rights are so important for

you, as you pointed out to Mr. Gorbachev,
why don't you push harder on human rights

for the black majority in South Africa?

The President. We have been doing all we
can to foster the development of a just soci-

ety in South Africa, and will continue to do
so. My administration has on repeated occa-

sions publicly condemned the system of

apartheid as systematic racial discrimination

that denies the black majority its unaliena-

ble rights. We have done so even more
often in private discussions with officials of

the South African Government. American
policy is based on ensuring peaceful change
in South Africa. Change is inevitable. The
issue, in our view, is not whether apartheid

is to be dismantled, but how and when. All

men of good will want to see it replaced by
a just society, not through a racial conflagra-

tion where the people could well exchange
one oppressor for another. To encourage
peaceful change, on September 9, I ordered
a set of measures aimed against the machin-
ery of apartheid. We favor actions against

the racist system, not actions that would
penalize the black population in South
Africa or the peoples of the neighboring
states.

U.S. -Soviet Relations

Q. Your perceptions of the Soviet leader-

ship, its policies, interests, and long-term

aims seem to have changed during your
time in office. Is this a normal develop-

ment, reflecting changing times, preoccupa-

tions, and interests in the U.S., or do you
see a different type of leadership at work in

the Kremlin with a real prospect for

change?
The President. Our policy toward the

Soviet Union is based on a long-term and
realistic understanding of the differences

between us. We are all aware of the lessons

of the past 40 years. We have no illusions

about the nature of communism and Soviet

foreign policy. We must not hold out hopes
for immediate, dramatic change. Given
these facts, our relations with the U.S.S.R.

have been and will continue to be essential-

ly competitive. At the same time, we must
and will ensure that our competition re-

mains peaceful. As I have said many times,

and as General Secretary Gorbachev and I

agreed in Geneva, a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be fought. We must
strive for real progress in human rights, re-

gional issues, arms control, bilateral and
other areas wherever we can. In Geneva, a

new Soviet leader and I made a fresh start.

I have no illusions, but I do have hope. And
I hope and believe Mr. Gorbachev is ready,

as I am ready, for the hard, productive

work that lies ahead.

United Nations

Q. The Swiss people will vote next spring

on whether, finally, to join the United Na-

tions. American skepticism towards this

body seems to have grown in the last

decade. What is your view of the role the

U.N. plays and should play in the modern
world?

The President The United Nations has

not been a panacea for all of the world's

problems as some expected. Nevertheless, it

has been and can be a force for great good.

The U.N.'s peacekeeping and peacemaking
efforts have been important at many critical

times, for example, in Korea, the Congo,
Cyprus, and in the Middle East. Many of its

specialized agencies have served the pur-

poses for which they were intended and
performed valuable services in the fields of

health, economic assistance and develop-

ment, care of refugees, and in various other

humanitarian and technical areas. While ac-

knowledging the U.N.'s achievements, we
must not close our eyes to its disappoint-

ments: its failures to deal efl*ectively with

essential security issues, the politicization of

too many of its agencies, the misuse of too

many resources. Given the divided state of

the world, realism demands we recognize

the U.N.'s limitations. But we must not

overlook its real potential and opportuni-
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ties, opportunities that for the good of man-
kind we cannot afford to waste. The princi-

ples of the U.N. Charter are as valid today

as in 1945 and provide a guide for action. If

the member states live up to them, the

U.N. can be the means to a better and safer

world.

Note: The questions were submitted by Cor-

riere Delia Sera, of Italy; Die Welt, of the

Federal Republic of Germany; NRC Han-
delsblad, of the Netherlands; and Neue
Zurcher Zeitung, of Switzerland. The ques-

tions and answers were released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on December
11.

Appointment of Lane A. Carson as a Member of the Architectural

and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
December 11, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint Lane A. Carson to be a

member of the Architectural and Transpor-

tation Barriers Compliance Board for a

term expiring December 3, 1988. He will

succeed Jackie McSpadden.
Mr. Carson is presently serving as assist-

ant district attorney for St. Tammany Parish

in Louisiana. Since 1977 he has also been a

partner in the law firm of Carson & Exni-

cios. Mr. Carson was elected to serve as a

member of the Louisiana Legislature in

1976 and reelected for another 4-year term
in 1979.

He graduated from Louisiana State Uni-

versity (B.S., 1971) and Tulane University

School of Law (J.D., 1974). He is married,

has two children, and resides in Mandeville,

LA. He was born August 21, 1947, in New
Orleans, LA.

Appointment of Three Members of the National Council on
Educational Research

December 11 1985

The President has appointed the follow-

ing individuals to be members of the Na-
tional Council on Educational Research for

terms expiring September 30, 1988:

Donald Barr, of Connecticut. This is a reappoint-

ment. Mr. Barr is currently the headmaster for

Hackley School in Tarrytown, NY. He is the

author of several articles on education and has

published various children's books. He is mar-
ried and has four children. He was born August

2, 1921, in New York City.

Robert H. Mattson, of Oregon. Mr. Mattson is

currently serving as associate dean and profes-

sor of education at the University of Oregon,
where he also serves as director for the Center
for Educational Policy. He is married with four

children. He was born November 11, 1925, in

Outlook, MT.

James Harvey Harrison, Jr., of Virginia. This is a

reappointment. Mr. Harrison currently serves

as Washington area manager for the interna-

tional systems division. He graduated from
Middle Tennessee State College (B.S., 1951).

He is married and has two children. He was
born September 13, 1927, in Shellyville, TN.
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Remarks During a White House Briefing for Supporters of Tax
Reform
December 11, 1985

Sorry that I have kept you waiting a few
minutes here. I was a little late; I was meet-

ing with some Congressmen. You can't

imagine what we were talking about.

[Laughter] Well, I thank you for being with

us here. And I would like to say a few
words about the upcoming vote on tax

reform. It's a deeply significant vote in our

long, uphill climb to streamline the Nation's

tax code to make it the strongest possible

engine for growth and opportunity and a

model for simplicity and fairness. Now, we
do not believe that after all our efforts,

good-faith efforts on both sides of the aisle,

and after today's developments, that our

work should be lost for lack of a handful of

votes. I hope Members will vote yes on final

passage to allow this important issue to

move forward.

Both the tax reform proposals before the

Congress would reduce corporate and indi-

vidual tax rates substantially, bringing the

top individual rate down to its lowest level

since 1931. The minimum tax would be
strengthened, even as tax shelters and spe-

cial preferences are eliminated and restrict-

ed. And millions of the working poor would
be removed from the tax rolls as the per-

sonal exemption and standard deduction
are increased.

But I realize there are loyal supporters of

mine who have difficulties with the Ways
and Means bill, even some with the Repub-
lican substitute. But let me say here that

despite the good aspects of these proposals,

as far as we're concerned, more improve-

ment needs to be done. We continue to

insist that true tax reform is imperative, but

when we examined the legislation, we did

conclude that, in many respects, it is better

than the current tax law. It is the begin-

ning, or at least it can be the beginning, of

a final product that is true and historic tax

reform. And it's your support and help that

can give us the chance to move forward

now on the tax reform.

We can't afford to wait. If we let tax

reform die, I think it will be years before

we can bring it back. You only have to look

back in your own memories to say, how far

back do I have to remember before anyone
ever attempted to reform this tax system,

which has grown more complex and more
cumbersome and more unjust as the years

have gone on. So, what I'm saying and
urging you today is simply this: Give us the

chance to finish the job. Give us the chance
to improve this initiative in the Senate

based on what I've just said. I thank you for

all that you're doing, but we need you more
than ever right now.

You know, it's hard to realize that a Sena-

tor back in 1913, when they were debating

the first income tax amendment, was literal-

ly laughed out of politics and lost his office

because in opposing the income tax—he
said, "Why, the way this is worded," he
said, "some day we could find that a gov-

ernment could take even as much as 10

percent of a man's earnings." [Laughter]

And they thought that was so ridiculous

that they literally, as I say, laughed him out

of politics. Well, wouldn't it be nice to be
back there. The business I used to be in—it

was good enough for an agent. [Laughter]

But there is one other comparison also. The
Lord says that His share is a tenth. We be-

lieve in tithing, but when you start comput-
ing Caesar's share nowadays

—

[laughter]—
and the Lord had said, "If I profit you 10

times as much, you will give 10 times as

much." Now, in Caesar's case, if he profits

you 10 times as much, you give 50 times as

much

—

[laughter]—to him.

Well, I don't think Caesar ought to be
better than that other friend. So, keep at it,

and I'm going back to talk to some more
people about tax reform. Thank you all very

much for being here.

Note: The President spoke at 3:48 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building.
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Statement on Signing the Bill Increasing the Public Debt Limit and
Enacting the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act
of 1985

December 12, 1985

Today I have signed HJ. Res. 372, which
increases the statutory limit on the public

debt and includes the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985,

also known as the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings
amendment. With the passage of this land-

mark legislation, the Congress has made an
important step toward putting our fiscal

house in order. Deficit reduction is no
longer simply our hope and our goal; deficit

reduction is now the law. From here to the

end of the decade, mandated cuts can put

the deficit on a declining path and elimi-

nate governmental overspending by 1991.

It is my hope that we will move even one
step further to secure the gains we have
made by adopting a balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution.

Deficits have threatened our economic
well-being for too long. For years the Con-
gress has talked about the deficit, and now
it has done something about it. But the

tough work of controlling Federal spending
still lies ahead. It is important that we now
cooperate in good faith toward building a

solid fiscal foundation for economic growth.

This legislation mandates that the President

and the Congress work together to elimi-

nate the deficit over the next 5 years. The
first step in that process will begin early

next year. At that time I anticipate that we
will have to take some significant across-

the-board reductions in a wide range of

programs. That means cutting back on the

expansion of government, an expansion
which has slowed, but which still continues

apace. Whether increased government
spending is financed through taxes or bor-

rowing, it imposes a heavy burden on the

private economy, the source of our prosper-

ity and the foundation of our hopes for the

future. That is why increasing taxes is not

an option: Deficit reduction must mean
spending reductions. We must also never
lose sight of the necessity to maintain a

strong national defense. Restoring our de-

fenses has been vital not only to our securi-

ty but to the cause of freedom. Today our

once ailing alliances are stronger than
before. America is looked upon with re-

newed admiration around the world, and
the principles of human freedom that we
embody are no longer in retreat. I am con-

fident that implementing our previous

agreements with Congress for steady real

growth in defense will keep our defenses

secure.

In signing this bill, I am mindful of the

serious constitutional questions raised by
some of its provisions. The bill assigns a

significant role to the Director of the Con-
gressional Budget Office and the Comptrol-

ler General in calculating the budget esti-

mates that trigger the operative provisions

of the bill. Under the system of separated

powers established by the Constitution,

however, executive functions may only be
performed by officers in the executive

branch. The Director of the Congressional

Budget Office and the Comptroller General
are agents of Congress, not officers in the

executive branch. The bill itself recognizes

this problem and provides procedures for

testing the constitutionality of the dubious

provisions. The bill also provides a constitu-

tionally valid alternative mechanism should

the role of the Director of the Congression-

al Budget Office and the Comptroller Gen-
eral be struck down. It is my hope that

these outstanding constitutional questions

can be promptly resolved.

Similar constitutional concerns are raised

by a provision in the bill authorizing the

President to terminate or modify defense

contracts for deficit reduction purposes, but

only if the action is approved by the Comp-
troller General. Under our constitutional

system, an agent of Congress may not exer-

cise such supervisory authority over the

President. As the Supreme Court made
clear in its Chadha decision. Congress can
veto Presidential action only through the

constitutionally established procedure of
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passing a bill through both Houses and pre-

senting it to the President.

My administration alerted Congress to

these various problems throughout the leg-

islative process in an effort to achieve a bill

free of constitutionally suspect provisions.

Although we were unsuccessful in this goal,

I am nonetheless signing the bill. In doing

so, I am in no sense dismissing the constitu-

tional problems or acquiescing in a violation

of the system of separated powers carefully

crafted by the framers of the Constitution.

Rather, it is my hope that the constitutional

problems will be promptly resolved so that

the vitally important business of deficit re-

duction can proceed.

In addition, the legislation also increases

the debt ceiling so that the Federal Govern-

ment can continue to meet its financial ob-

ligations.

The many Senators and Representatives

whose hard work has borne fruit in this bill

are to be commended. The American
people expect their elected officials to take

action now to reduce the size of govern-

ment and to set upon a reasonable and eq-

uitable course to eliminate Federal budget
deficits. I am unequivocally committed to

that goal. I am hopeful and confident that

Congress will act responsibly in meeting its

obligations under the bill and thus in future

years will render implementation of the

automatic budget reduction mechanism un-

necessary. Deficit reduction is on the hori-

zon. We are embarked on this promising
new path together, and together we will

make it work.

Note: HJ. Res. 372, approved December 12,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-1 77.

Remarks at the Presentation Ceremony for the Presidential

Distinguished Executive Awards
December 12, 1985

Thank you all very much. Who's tending

the store? [Laughter] Connie Horner and
ladies and gentlemen, good morning, and
welcome to the White House. We've assem-

bled today to—if some of you think that's

strange, I always have to explain that. I had
to have it explained to me—that they tech-

nically call this the White House. I know
we're across the street. [Laughter] But
we're assembled here today to honor the

best of our Senior Executive Service, those

of you whom it is my privilege to bestow
distinguished Presidential Rank Awards.

You know, any administration, even one
that lasts 8 years, is keenly aware of the

ticking of the clock and the calendar pages

flipping by as it strives to achieve what it

set out to accomplish. Each President, each
administration, is a rendezvous with Father

Time. Father Time—I did—I went to school

with him; he was a classmate. [Laughter]

But the clock is ticking, and even as our

administration has called for government to

play a more limited role in American life,

we've worked hard to see that government

performs its legitimate functions with great-

er diligence and efficiency. It's men and
women like you who have made this vital

effort successful. At Treasury and Justice, in

the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, at Agri-

culture, NASA, and so many others, you've

become shining examples of individuals

who have delivered on the promises of the

Government to the American people.

Now, time won't permit me to discuss

each of your achievements, but I do want to

mention just, at least, a few. One of you has

fought crime by developing a program to

help cut drug smuggling in Miami; another

helped put Americans on the Moon and is

now working to make NASA's space station

a reality. Several of you've made advances
of critical importance to our national de-

fense. And at this time of battles to bring

deficit spending under control, I have to

point out that several of you've saved our

taxpayers major sums: one, a financial offi-

cer at the Agency for International Devel-

opment, saved the Government more than

$4y2 million. An award winner at Treasury
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is credited with saving taxpayers $12 mil-

lion. And an award winner in the Navy pio-

neered changes that, it's estimated, will

save some $300 million. And you know,
even in Washington $300 million is real

money. [Laughter]

Even more important than these specific

savings and advances—each of you has pro-

vided an example, an inspiration to others

in the civil service, to work hard and to be
more conscientious of the great trust that is

shared by all in public service. Through
your personal achievement, you, whom we
honor today, have improved the lives of

millions of your fellow citizens throughout

our nation. And these awards represent the

appreciation that each of us feels for you
having accomplished so much for so many.
On behalf of all Americans, permit me to

offer my heartfelt congratulations on a job

well done. Thank you all, and God bless

you. And now, Connie, if you'll get up here
and do your chore, FU step over here and

do mine.

Note: The President spoke at 11:30 a.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building. Constance Horner, Director of the

Office of Personnel Management, read the

names of the recipients. The 1985 award
recipients were: Valdus V. Adamkus, Rich-
ard C. Armstrong, Robert N. Battard, Curtis

W. Christensen, James E. Colvard, Guy H.

Cunningham III, Angelo J. DiMascio, An-
thony R. DiTrapani, Robert I. Dodge III,

Barry Felrice, Kenneth M. Fogash, Robert
M. Forssell, Gerald D. Griffin, Arthur H.

Guenther, Richard L. Haver, David A.

Israel, Samuel W. Keller, John C Keeney,
Ruth L. Kirschstein, Michael G. Kozak, Jack
W. McGraw, James C. McKinney, Alexia L.

Morrison, James W. Morrison, Jr., William
Y. Nishimura, R. Max Peterson, Stanley M.
Silverman, John A. Simpson, Andrew J.

Stofan, Naomi R. Sweeney, Margery
Waxman, and Larry G. Westfall.

Statement on the Crash of an Airliner Transporting Members of the

101st Airborne Division

December 12, 1985

Nancy and I are deeply shocked and sad-

dened by the report of the tragic crash of a

chartered airliner returning U.S. troops to

the United States from peacekeeping duty
with the United Nations' Multinational

Force and Observers in the Sinai. The loss,

tragic at any time, is especially painful at

this holiday period. I have been advised by
the Secretary of Defense that the full re-

sources of the U.S. Army and the U.S. Gov-
ernment are being made available to assist

families of victims however possible. Our
hearts go out to the loved ones of these

brave soldiers who have paid the fullest

price in the service of their country and the

cause of peace.

Note: Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President, read the

President's statement to reporters in the

Briefing Room at the White House during
his daily press briefing, which began at

noon. The airliner, which was en route to

Fort Campbell, KY, crashed at 6:45 a.m. in

Gander, Newfoundland. There were 248
casualties.

Remarks on Lighting the National Christmas Tree
December 12, 1985

My fellow Americans, thank you for join- The menorah stands lighted in Lafayette

ing Nancy and me on this festive evening. Park, for this is also the time of Hanukkah,
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and this season is rich in the meaning of our

Judeo-Christian tradition. In a moment
we'll be lighting the National Christmas

Tree, carrying forward what is now a 62-

year tradition first begun by Calvin Coo-

lidge.

Tonight we're drawn in warmth to one
another as we reflect upon the deeply holy

meaning of the miracle we shall soon cele-

brate. We know that Mary and Joseph

reached the stable in Bethlehem sometime
after sunset. We do not know the exact

moment the Christ Child was born, only

what we would have seen if we'd been
standing there as we stand here now: Sud-

denly, a star from heaven shining in our

eyes, shining with brilliant beauty across

the skies, a star pointing toward eternity in

the night, like a great ring of pure and
endless light, and then all was calm, and all

was bright. Such was the beginning of one
solitary life that would shake the world as

never before or since. When we speak of

Jesus and of His life, we speak of a man
revered as a prophet and teacher by people

of all religions, and Christians speak of

someone greater—a man who was and is

divine. He brought forth a power that is

infinite and a promise that is eternal, a

power greater than all mankind's military

might, for His power is Godly love, love

that can lift our hearts and soothe our sor-

rows and heal our wounds and drive away
our fears. He promised there will never be
a long night that does not end. He prom-
ised to deliver us from dark torment and
tragedy into the warming sunlight of

human happiness, and beyond that, into

paradise. He's never been a halfway giver;

His generosity is pure and perfect and sure.

This, then, expresses the true meaning of

Christmas. If each of us could give but a

fraction to one another of what He gave to

the whole human family, how many hearts

could heal, how much sorrow and pain

could be driven away? There's still time for

joy and gladness to touch a sad and lonely

soul, still time to feed a hungry child, to

wrap a present for a kind old man feeling

forlorn and afraid, and to reach out to an
abandoned mother raising children on her

own. There's still time to remember our

Armed Forces, to express our profound
gratitude to those keeping watch on far-

away frontiers of freedom, and to redouble

our energies to account for our MIA's. They
are not and never will be forgotten. And
there's still time to remember the deepest

truth of all: that there can be no prisons, no
walls, no boundaries separating the mem-
bers of God's family.

Let us reach out tonight to every person

who is persecuted; let us embrace and com-
fort, support and love them. Let us come
together as one family under the father-

hood of God, binding ourselves in a com-
munion of hearts, for tonight and tomorrow
and for all time. May we give thanks for an

America abundantly blessed, for a nation

united, free, and at peace. May we carry

forward the happiness of the Christmas

spirit as the guiding star of our endeavors

365 days a year. And as we light this mag-
nificent tree, may all the youthful hope and
joy of America light up the heavens and
make the angels sing.

Merry Christmas, and God bless you all.

And now we're going to light the tree.

[At this point, the National Christmas Tree,

which was located on the Ellipse, south of
the White House grounds, was lighted.]

Merry Christmas!

Note: The President spoke at 5:45 p.m. at

the South Portico of the White House
during the annual Christmas Pageant of
Peace.

Nomination of James L. Malone To Be United States Ambassador to

Belize

December 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten- ginia, to be Ambassador to Belize. He
tion to nominate James L. Malone, of Vir- would succeed Malcolm R. Bamebey.
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Mr. Malone is currently a consultant to

the Department of State. He served as an
Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and
International Environmental and Scientific

Affairs, and in that capacity he was also the

Special Representative of the President for

the Law of the Sea Conference, with the

personal rank of Ambassador, 1981-1985. In

1981 Mr. Malone served as the Acting Di-

rector of the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency. Mr. Malone practiced law

with the firm of Doub and Muntzing in

Washington, DC, 1978-1981. He served as

U.S. Representative to the Conference of

the Committee on Disarmament, 1976-

1977; General Counsel to the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, 1973-

1976; Assistant General Counsel, 1971-

1973; and senior principal trial attorney for

the Federal Maritime Commission, 1970-
1971. He was a visiting professor of law.

School of Law, University of Texas, in 1969;

dean and professor of law. College of Law,
Willamette University, in 1967-1968; assist-

ant dean and lecturer in law. School of

Law, University of California, Los Angeles,

1961-1967.

Mr. Malone graduated from Pomona Col-

lege (B.A., 1953), Stanford Law School Q.D.,

1959), and Fletcher School of Law and Di-

plomacy (M.A., 1965). He is married, has

three children, and resides in McLean, VA.
Mr. Malone was born December 22, 1931,

in Los Angeles, CA.

Nomination of Michael A. Samuels To Be a Deputy United States

Trade Representative

December 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Michael A. Samuels, of the

District of Columbia, to be a Deputy United
States Trade Representative with the rank
of Ambassador. He would succeed Peter

Otto Murphy.
Dr. Samuels is currently vice president,

international division, at the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, 1981 to the present; and he
has also been serving as vice chairman and
executive director at the Center for Inter-

national Private Enterprise, 1978 to the

present. He was executive director of the

Third World Studies Center for Strategic

and International Studies at Georgetown

University in 1977-1981. Dr. Samuels

served as U.S. Ambassador to Sierra Leone
in 1975-1977; as Executive Assistant to the

Deputy Secretary of State in 1973-1974;

and as legislative management officer at the

Department of State in 1970-1973. He was

a teacher and supervisor with the Peace

Corps in Nigeria in 1962-1964.

Dr. Samuels graduated from Yale Univer-

sity (A.B., 1961) and Teachers College at

Columbia University (M.A., 1962; Ph.D.,

1965). He is married, has one child, and
resides in Washington, DC. Dr. Samuels was
born April 4, 1939, in Youngstown, OH.

Nomination of Hugh W. Foster To Be Alternate United States

Executive Director of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
December 13, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Hugh W. Foster, of Cali-

fornia, to be United States Alternate Execu-

tive Director of the International Bank for
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Reconstruction and Development for a

term of 2 years. This is a reappointment.

Mr. Foster has been serving in this posi-

tion since October 1983, and prior to that

he served as Alternate Executive Director

for the Inter-American Development Bank
in 1982-1983. He was associated with the

Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco, CA,
where he last served as vice president and
area manager of the bank's Asia Pacific divi-

sion. Previously, Mr. Foster served as vice

president and area manager in Mexico City

in 1977-1980; vice president and area man-
ager, China Sea area, in 1975-1977; and as-

sistant vice president and area manager,
Australasia area, in 1974-1975. He has held
other positions with the Wells Fargo Bank
since 1969.

Mr. Foster graduated from Colgate Uni-

versity (A.B., 1965) and Stanford University

Graduate School of Business (M.B.A., 1969).

He is married, has five children, and resides

in Washington, DC. He was born December
13, 1943, in Baltimore, MD.

Designation of Heather J. Gradison as Chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission
December 13, 1985

The President today announced the des-

ignation of Heather J. Gradison, of Ohio, to

be Chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. She would succeed Reese H.

Taylor, Jr.

Mrs. Gradison has been serving as a

member of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission since June 1982. Previously she was

with the Southern Railway System in Wash-
ington, DC, 1974-1982.

Mrs. Gradison graduated from Radford
College (B.A., 1975) and attended George
Washington University, 1976-1978. She is

married and resides in Washington, DC.
Mrs. Gradison was born September 6, 1952,

in Houston, TX.

Radio Address to the Nation on Tax Reform and the Situation in

Nicaragua

December 14, 1985

My fellow Americans:
I have two subjects to speak about today.

First, taxes. I think you know how strongly I

want to improve our unfair and complicat-

ed tax code. A problem that's grown so

monstrous over the years isn't easy to cor-

rect. But we're on the edge of a break-

through that can bring personal income tax

rates down to the lowest level in over 50
years. This past week the House began final

consideration of crucial reform legislation,

but because of a parliamentary impasse, the

House was unable to vote. Unless it's over-

turned, the result can only be a defeat for

all Americans, who know taxes are too high

and the system is hopelessly unfair. Today
I'd like to make a personal request of the

House of Representatives. You have the op-

portunity to provide the relief millions of

Americans demand. If, together. Republi-

cans and Democrats would agree to a

format for considering this vote, I believe

there will be sufficient bipartisan support

for tax reform to pass. This is one time poli-

tics must be put aside on both sides of the

aisle. There are ways to permit this much-
needed reform to go forward. There are

ample excuses for not going forward; there

will be no justification if it does not.

Now, I must address recent disturbing

events in a country close to our borders

—

the Communist dictatorship in Nicaragua.

Nicaragua today is an imprisoned nation. It
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is a nation condemned to unrelenting cruel-

ty by a clique of very cruel men—by a dic-

tator in designer glasses and his comrades,
drunk with power and all its brutal applica-

tions. They stripped the Nicaraguan people

of their rights by a state decree last October
15th, yet that decree only made official,

and by their reckoning permissible, the

theft of liberty that took place years ago.

No institution more deeply embodies or

glorifies or seeks to perfect the moral and
spiritual goodness of man than the church

in all of its denominations. Yet in Nicaragua,

the church is the enemy. Protestant minis-

ters and lay people have been arrested, in-

terrogated, and tormented at secret police

headquarters; some forced to stand naked
in very cold rooms for long periods. A tiny

population of Jews was bullied and driven

out. Cardinal Obando y Bravo, a great hero

of truth and courage, is prevented from
speaking freely to his flock. The state police

have expelled foreign priests and drafted

seminarians, who are virtual prisoners in

the Sandinistas' armed forces. And the

Catholic Church's newspaper has been
seized and Radio Catolica censored, some-
times shut down entirely. The same dicta-

tors who insulted Pope John Paul II also

stopped Radio Catolica from broadcasting a

letter from the Pope and this beatitude:

"Blessed are those who are persecuted for

righteousness sake, for theirs is the kingdom
of Heaven." The truth is, these men are

nothing but thugs, a gang of hardcore Com-
munists to whom the word of God is a dec-

laration of liberation that must be stamped
out.

Their denial of rights, their trampling of

human dignity, their wrecking of an econo-

my with suffocating socialist controls—all

hurt and deeply offend us. But there's a

cause for deeper concern: the specter of

Nicaragua transformed into an international

aggressor nation, a base for subversion and
terror. Some 3,000 Cuban military person-

nel now lead and advise the Nicaraguan
forces down to the smallest combat units.

The Cubans fly the Soviet assault helicop-

ters that gun down Nicaraguan freedom
fighters. Over 7,000 Cubans, Soviets, East

Germans, Bulgarians, Libyans, PLO, and
other bloc and terror groups are turning

Managua into a breeding ground for sub-

version. A delegation of Nicaraguans is now
in Iran. Nicaragua's border violations

against Honduras and Costa Rica continue.

And Nicaragua's connection with the recent

terrorist attack against Colombia's Supreme
Court is now clear.

What are we to do about such aggres-

sions? What are we to do about Cuba's will-

ful disregard of the 1962 Kennedy-Khru-
shchev understanding of which President

Kennedy said, ".
. . if Cuba is not used for

the export of aggressive Communist pur-

poses, there will be peace in the Caribbe-

an."? Well, the answer is: more than we're

doing now. If Nicaragua can get material

support from Communist states and terror-

ist regimes and prop up a hated Communist
dictatorship, should not the forces fighting

for liberation, now numbering over 20,000,

be entitled to more effective help in their

struggle for freedom? Yes, and to reinforce

this message, I sent my new national securi-

ty adviser, John Poindexter, this week to

visit the Central American democracies and
make clear our commitment to a democrat-
ic outcome in Nicaragua. Those who strug-

gle for freedom look to America. If we fail

them in their hour of need, we fail our-

selves as the last, best hope of liberty.

Until next week, thanks for listening. God
bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from the Oval Office at the White House.

Remarks at a Dinner for the Board of Governors of the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Foundation

December 14, 1985

I have been quite surprised in the last

few moments, and every bit of show busi-

ness instinct in me tells me I ought to keep
my mouth shut and sit down. [Laughter]
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But Nancy and I want to thank all of you
for being here tonight and tell you how
grateful we are for your kind efforts on
behalf of the foundation. Paul Laxalt men-
tioned the other day how fitting it was that

so many old friends there from the begin-

ning should be associated with a project

that someday will mark the formal end to 8

years of government, though we pray not

an end to the idea and principles for which
we stood.

Now, like the good chairman that he is, I

think Paul also said something about creat-

ing a proper mood for fundraising. Entre-

preneurial leverage, I think he called it.

[Laughter] Shame on you, Paul. [Laughter]

You're talking bureaucratese. That's a lan-

guage peculiar to Washington, and there

are no interpreters of it. Let me give you
an example. Some of you have heard this

before, but I'm going to tell it anyway. One
day early in my first term a native bureau-

crat stood in front of my desk and said,

"Action-oriented orchestration of meaning-
ful indigenous decision-making dialog, fo-

cusing on multilinked problem complexes,

can maximize the vital thrust toward nona-
lienated and viable urban infrastructure."

[Laughter] Now, that's pure basic bureau-

cratese. So, I took a chance and said, "Well,

why don't we try busing" and hoped he'd

go away. [Laughter]
But I look out here tonight and I see so

many old friends. I'm gravely tempted to

reminisce. I could tell a few stories that I

think would interest future historians, but
there isn't time for that this evening, except

to say the moments that we've spent to-

gether are locked away forever in our
memory and our hearts. Nancy and I want
you to know that we looked forward to this

dinner for a special reason: We thought this

a particularly good time to extend our
thanks, first, because of the season—and we
wanted to share the joy of it with you—and
second, through this foundation you are

helping to guide future generations of

Americans to a deeper appreciation of our

nation's past.

Now, in that film you just saw, I men-
tioned how living in the White House can

overwhelm you with a sense of the past—so

many events, so many Presidents. I know

all of you share this sentiment and this at-

tachment to history, so I think we are here
for a good cause and a noble work. But I

can assure you in one century or ten, schol-

ars and students looking through these

records will find an anecdote of heart or

humor or a detail of warmth and wit that

will not so much tell the story of one man's
Presidency as the story of an entire people,

a good and generous people, proud of their

heritage of freedom, determined that

America shall be, as it was said on that tiny

ship, the Arabella, off the Massachusetts

coast some three centuries ago, "A light

unto the nations, a shining city on a hill."

And you know, what we've done as

friends and fellow citizens to keep faith

with those who came before us, those who
won for us the blessings of liberty, is at the

heart of our purpose here this evening.

Have we had some success? Well, I believe

we have. But we haven't won all the bat-

tles. Just these last few days we lost a skir-

mish, but the battle goes on. And it's the

nature of this battle, and the other battles

in these last 5 years, that has changed.

We're no longer the embattled few trying

to stem the tide of ever-increasing govern-

ment growth, fighting to halt the adoption

of new programs and the increase of gov-

ernment interference in the people's lives.

No, today the debate has switched; it's over

how much government should be reduced,

which programs should be eliminated, and
how best to make government less intrusive

in people's lives and less costly.

You know, in a play some years ago called

"Benjamin Franklin in Paris," Franklin sits

alone in the final act and wonders what he
would find if after 200 years: "I, too, should

rise up and stand once more on Pennsylva-

nia land and walk and talk and breathe the

free air. For I know in my heart it will be
free. I know it—I know it even now. What
a dream. Two hundred years, and I

wonder—I wonder how I should find them
then, those Americans to whom the name
^American' will not be new. Will they love

liberty, being given it outright in the crib

for nothing? And will they know that if you
are not free, you are, sir, lost without hope?
And will they who reap this harvest of ideas
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be willing to strive to preserve them as we
so willingly strove to plant them—that all

men are created equal and that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain in-

alienable rights'? Well, the ham in me
makes me think I would have loved to have

had a speech like that in a theatrical pro-

duction. But I think old Ben, were he to

make such a visit, might be a little proud of

what he would find. And he might even

have a word or two of praise for what the

American people have achieved. It is those

inalienable rights that were threatened not

too long ago. And tonight I believe they're

safe, made so by we, the people. My every

instinct is to turn to you for answers to our

problems, and you have always responded.

As long as I'm here, I'll turn to you.

In one of the Geneva meetings, I spoke of

having read the constitutions of a number
of countries, including that of the Soviet

Union. And in each, the government enu-

merated the privileges granted to the citi-

zenry. For the most part, they were very

much the same as the privileges that we
take for granted here. But I pointed out to

the General Secretary that there was one

difference between those other constitu-

tions and ours, a difference that's often

overlooked and yet a difference so great

that it tells the entire story. Those other

constitutions are grants to the people by
government; our Constitution says we the

people grant to government the following

powers and government shall have no
power or privilege that is not granted in

that document by we, the people. This ad-

ministration, which you have so generously

helped, has one guiding thought. I have said

it very often to the people surrounding me
in the administration. That guiding thought
is, when we start talking about government
as "we" instead of "they," we've been here
too long. For that, and for helping through
this foundation to record a part of the

American saga, Nancy and I extend to you
tonight our heartfelt thanks and wish you
the best of the season and a joyous New
Year.

Thank you all more than I can say, and
God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 9:01 p.m. in

the Main Ballroom at the Ritz-Carlton

Hotel

Remarks at a Benefit Concert for the Children's Hospital National

Medical Center

December 15, 1985

Nancy and I are delighted that so many
have lent their talents tonight to help bene-

fit the Children's Hospital National Medical

Center here in Washington. On occasions

like this, our thoughts reach back to that

day 1,985 years ago in Bethlehem. Tom, I

hope you won't feel like I'm horning in on
your profession, but I'd like to read a con-

temporary news account of that event 2,000

years ago: "And there were in the same
country shepherds abiding in the field

keeping watch over their flock by night.

And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon
them and the glory of the Lord showed
'round them, and they were sore afraid.

And the angel said unto them. Tear not, for

behold, I bring you good tidings of great

joy, which shall be to all people. For unto

you is born this day in the City of David a

Savior, which is Christ the Lord.'
"

So, it's appropriate that in the Christmas

season we honor the little children. Like

the Savior who first appeared in this world

a helpless infant, our children, in their vul-

nerability, innocence, and trust, carry the

light of the world in their hearts. With our

children, we literally hold the future in our

arms. Let us follow the better angels of our

nature and come to see this thing which the

Lord has made known to us in the spirit of

every little child.

Let me read a little more of that news
account: " *And this shall be a sign unto

you,' the angel said to the shepherds. Te
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shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling

clothes, lying in a manger.' And suddenly

there was with the angel, a multitude of the

heavenly hosts, praising God and saying,

'Glory to God in the highest, and on earth,

peace, good will toward men.'
"

Thank you again for all that you've done
for the Children's Hospital. Let us find

comfort and joy in our children and with

them pray for peace on Earth and good will

toward men.
Thank you, and God bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 5:55 p.m. at

the National Building Museum. Tom
Brokaw, NBC News correspondent, hosted

the concert and introduced the President.

Proclamation 5421—Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the Boy Scouts of

America, 1985

December 15, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

The Boy Scouts of America, our Nation's

largest organization for young people, has

served our youth since 1910. Thanks to

dedicated adult volunteers, more than 70

million young people have learned Scout-

ing's lessons of patriotism, courage, and self-

reliance over the past 75 years, and millions

more have benefited from the service, in-

spiration, and leadership of the Boy Scouts.

Former Scouts have gone on to become
leaders in all fields, including business, edu-

cation, and government. The values they

learned through Scouting have given them
the confidence to make ethical choices and
to realize their full potential as active and
responsible citizens.

America's young people have always been
treasured as our most precious resource.

Since Scouting has had a strong positive in-

fluence on young people, it has played a

vital role in shaping America's future. The
Boy Scouts have clearly shown that it is

possible to innovate while remaining faith-

ful to their original principles. I am confi-

dent that they will continue to play an im-

portant role in American society for many
years to come, molding our youth with pro-

grams that build confidence and compe-
tence, and instilling in them principles that

can guide them through their lives.

The Congress of the United States, by
House Joint Resolution 159, has designated

the year 1985 as the "75th Anniversary of

the Boy Scouts of America" and has author-

ized and requested the President to issue a

proclamation to commemorate this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the year 1985 as the Sev-

enty-fifth Anniversary of the Boy Scouts of

America.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this fifteenth day of December, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 4:27 p.m., December 16, 1985]

Note: The proclamation was released by the

Office of the Press Secretary on December
16.
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Remarks at a Memorial Service in Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for the
Members of the 101st Airborne Division Who Died in the Airplane
Crash in Gander, Newfoundland
December 16, 1985

We are here in the name of the American
people. The passing of American soldiers

killed as they returned from difficult duty

abroad is marked by our presence here. At
this point the dimensions of the tragedy are

known to almost every person in the coun-

try. Most of the young men and women we
mourn were returning to spend the holi-

days with their families. They were full of

happiness and laughter as they pushed off

from Cairo, and those who saw them at

their last stop spoke of how they were sing-

ing Christmas carols. They were happy;

they were returning to kith and kin.

And then the terrible crash, the flags low-

ered to halfstaff, and the muffled sobs, and
we wonder: How this could be? How could

it have happened, and why? We wonder at

the stark tragedy of it all, the enormity of

the lost. For lost were not only the 248 but
all of the talent, the wisdom, and the ideal-

ism that they had accumulated; lost too

were their experience and their enormous
idealism. Who else but an idealist would
choose to become a member of the Armed
Forces and put himself or herself in harm's

way for the rest of us? Who but the idealist

would go to hard duty in one of the most
troubled places of the world and go not as a

matter of conquest, but as a force that exist-

ed to keep the peace?

Some people think of members of the

military as only warriors, fierce in their

martial expertise. But the men and women
we mourn today were peacemakers. They
were there to protect life and preserve a

peace, to act as a force for stability and

hope and trust. Their commitment was as

strong as their purpose was pure. And they

were proud. They had a rendezvous with
destiny and a potential they never failed to

meet. Their work was a perfect expression

of the best of the Judeo-Christian tradition.

They were the ones of whom Christ spoke

when He said, "Blessed are the peacemak-

ers: for they shall be called the children of

God.''

Tragedy is nothing new to mankind, but
somehow it's always a surprise, never loses

its power to astonish. Those of us who did

not lose a brother or a son or daughter or

friend or father are shaken nonetheless.

And we all mourn with you. We cannot
fully share the depth of your sadness, but
we pray that the special power of this

season will make its way into your sad

hearts and remind you of some old joys;

remind you of the joy it was to know these

fine young men and women, the joy it was
to witness the things they said and the jokes

they played, the kindnesses they did, and
how they laughed. You were part of that,

and you who mourn were a part of them.
And just as you think today of the joy they

gave you, think for a moment of the joy you
gave them and be glad. For love is never
wasted; love is never lost. Love lives on and
sees us through sorrow. From the moment
love is born, it is always with us, keeping us

aloft in the time of flooding and strong in

the time of trial.

You do not grieve alone. We grieve as a

nation, together, as together we say good-
bye to those who died in the service of

their country. In life they were our heroes,

in death our loved ones, our darlings. They
were happy and singing, and they were
right: They were going home. And so, we
pray: Receive, O Lord, into your heavenly
kingdom the men and women of the 101st

Airborne, the men and women of the great

and fabled Screaming Eagles. They must be
singing now, in their joy, flying higher than

mere man can fly and as flights of angels

take them to their rest.

I know that there are no words that can
make your pain less or make your sorrow
less painful. How I wish there were. But of

one thing we can be sure—as a poet said of

other young soldiers in another war: They
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will never grow old; they will always be
young. And we know one thing with every
bit of our thinking: They are now in the

arms of God.
God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 10:38 a.m. at

Fort Campbell Army Air Field to family
members and friends of the victims. The
crash occurred at 6:45 p.m. on December
12.

Statement on Signing the China-United States Nuclear Energy
Agreement Implementation Bill

December 16, 1985

I am pleased to sign into law today S.J.

Res. 238, in which the Congress states that

it favors the agreement for peaceful nuclear

cooperation between the United States and
the People's Republic of China, which I

transmitted to Congress on July 24, 1985.

The agreement will have a significant, posi-

tive effect on the relations between the

United States and the People's Republic of

China and will lead to a continuing dialog

with China on important nuclear energy
and nonproliferation matters. It will further

U.S. nonproliferation and other foreign

policy interests. I therefore welcome the

Congress' support for the agreement. Since
I submitted the agreement without exempt-
ing it from any requirement in section

123(a) of the Atomic Energy Act, no affirm-

ative legislation was required to permit the
agreement to be brought into force after

the legally stipulated time periods for con-
gressional review had been completed. The
agreement may therefore be brought into

force at that time in accordance with the

procedure set forth in article 10 of the

agreement.

The joint resolution does require a one-
time certification and a one-time report

before exports to China under the agree-

ment may commence. It assigns exclusively

to the President the responsibility to review
the matters to be certified to and to decide
whether the certification may be made.
Three matters must be certified: (1) that the

arrangements for visits and exchanges of in-

formation made pursuant to article 8 of the

agreement are, as called for by this article

itself, designed to be effective in ensuring

that nuclear exports under the agreement
are used solely for intended peaceful pur-

poses; (2) that, after examining all informa-

tion available to the United States Govern-
ment, including any additional information
that China has provided, nuclear exports to

China are not precluded under section

129(2) of the Atomic Energy Act; and (3)

that the obligation to consider favorably a

request to carry out activities described in

article 5(2) of the agreement does not preju-

dice the decision of the United States to

approve or disapprove such a request. In

addition, the joint resolution requires a

report on Chinese nonproliferation policies

and practices before exports commence.

The joint resolution also states that U.S.

exports are subject to U.S. laws and regula-

tions in effect at the time of export. This is

a restatement of existing U.S. law and does
not conflict with any obligations undertaken
by the United States under the agreement.
Finally, the joint resolution contains a sec-

tion intended to ensure that the provisions

in the China agreement that are textually

different from provisions of the type con-
tained in other U.S. peaceful nuclear coop-
eration agreements will not be the starting

point for future nuclear cooperation agree-
ment negotiations with other countries.

This joint resolution serves our interests

in promoting peaceful nuclear cooperation
and a nonproliferation dialog with China.
For this reason, I have decided to sign the
joint resolution. I appreciate the efforts of
Senators Lugar and Cranston and Repre-
sentatives Fascell, Broomfield, Bonker,
Solarz, as well as others, in developing a

joint resolution text that both the adminis-

tration and the Congress could accept. I

understand that an amendment relating to

the U.S.-China peaceful nuclear cooperation
agreement is currently under consideration
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in the conference on the continuing resolu-

tion. I strongly object to that amendment.
Note: S.J. Res. 238, approved December 16,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-183.

Remarks at a White House Ceremony Observing National Drunk
and Drugged Driving Awareness Week
December 16, 1985

Secretary Dole [of Transportation], ladies

and gentlemen, good afternoon, and wel-

come to the Old Executive Office Building.

You know, I can remember when it was the

"New" Executive Office Building

—

[laugh-

ter]—the carriage entrance. [Laughter] But
it*s an honor to welcome you all here

during this National Drunk and Drugged
Driving Awareness Week, a week when
Americans throughout the country will re-

flect upon an urgent and worthy cause—the

battle against drunk driving.

Year in and year out, drunk driving levies

its gruesome toll upon our nation. Every 12

months, it kills some 25,000 Americans

—

one death every 20 minutes, 70 a day, 500 a

week. Every 12 months, drunk and drugged
driving injures some 700,000. Every 12

months, it accounts for more than $20 bil-

lion in medical costs, insurance payments,
and lost production. For young people from
16 to 24, drunk and drugged driving repre-

sents now the leading cause of death.

Indeed, if a foreign power did to America
what drunk drivers do in just a single day,

we would consider it an act of war. And to

their credit, millions of Americans have
done just that, including you—gone to war
against drunk driving.

Today in America we have people like

Secretary Dole, who is doing all within her

power to make our highways safer. We
have people like Jim Aducci, the Chairman
of the National Commission on Drunk Driv-

ing, and John Volpe, the Chairman of the

Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving,

who are devoting untold hours of their time

to studying the problem with a view to rec-

ommending specific solutions. Perhaps most
important, we have people like Mothers

Against Drunk Driving, and thousands of

others like them—everyday Americans,

mothers and fathers, teachers and students,

who are, frankly, fed up with drunk driving

and absolutely determined to bring it to an
end. The progress has been encouraging.

During our administration, fatalities from
drunk driving have fallen to their lowest

point in more than two decades. And be-

tween 1980 and 1984, the number of fatally

injured drunk drivers dropped from 14,000

to 11,000, a decrease of 24 percent. The use

of seat belts, the best defense against drunk
drivers, is up.

Concern through the country, moreover,
has led to the passage of important new
laws. Today we have child safety seat laws

in all 50 States and the District of Colum-
bia. And a year-and-a-half ago, it was my
honor to sign into law a measure encourag-

ing a uniform drinking age of 21 across the

country. And Fm pleased to be able to tell

you that 37 States have adopted the law

and that efforts are afoot to raise the drink-

ing age in still more States. Fm sure youll

agree there's no measure more vital to the

safety and well-being of our young people.

But perhaps the most effective work against

drunk driving has involved not govern-

ment, but private, volunteer efforts, efforts

like the seminars sponsored by Mothers
Against Drunk Driving and the work of stu-

dent groups to reduce drunk driving among
young people. Today Fm pleased to an-

nounce a new private sector initiative that I

know youll find inspiring.

Jerry Sacks is the president of the Capital

Centre sports arena here in the Washington
area. Some time ago, Jerry realized that

fans at sports events often need to be re-

minded not to drink and then drive home.
So, Jerry founded TEAM, Techniques of Ef-

fective Alcohol Management. And under
the TEAM plan, those who sell drinks at the

Capital Centre put up banners and wear
buttons that urge their customers not to
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drink and drive. And during the game,
more reminders are flashed across the

scoreboard. The whole atmosphere in the

stadium is transformed into one that en-

courages not only enjoyment but safety.

Now, TEAM is going national. In an effort

supported by David Stern, the commission-
er of the National Basketball Association,

the International Association of Auditorium
Managers, the National Automobile Dealers'

Association, the GEICO Insurance Compa-
ny, CBS, and the Department of Transpor-

tation—six major arenas will join the TEAM
plan, which has worked so well here in the

Nation's Capital. Beginning tonight, more-
over, CBS will air public service announce-
ments during their broadcasts of NBA
games. These announcements will feature

basketball stars, including one of my favor-

ites, Magic Johnson, of the Los Angeles
Lakers. All told, this new team effort will

reach millions, and it's just getting started.

To Jerry Sacks and to all of you who've
worked so hard to bring TEAM into being,
my congratulations.

This holiday season, as American families

gather from around the country, they'll be
able to drive on roads that are safer than
they used to be, and getting safer still. Ev-
eryone in this room has helped to make
that possible. And now, at the beginning of

National Drunk and Drugged Driving
Awareness Week, I want to give you—and I

think on behalf of an awful lot of people

—

my heartfelt thanks. And just thank you for

what you're doing, and God bless you.
Thank you.

Note: The President spoke at 3:36 p.m. in

Room 450 of the Old Executive Office
Building. He signed Proclamation 5419,
which proclaimed National Drunk and
Drunk Driving Awareness Week, on Decem-
ber 7.

Proclamation 5422—Wright Brothers Day, 1985
December 17, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

From the time the first human being
glimpsed the first bird, the dream of flight

has captivated the human imagination. The
great Leonardo da Vinci sketched elaborate

designs for flying machines, and the poet
Tennyson had a vision of the heavens filled

with commerce and "argosies of magic
sails."

But it was not until early in this century
that the remarkable ingenuity and dogged
determination of two young Americans fi-

nally made that dream come true. On a

sandy strip of the North Carolina coast on
the morning of December 17, 1903, Orville

Wright, then 32, made the first piloted

power-driven flight in a heavier-than-air ve-

hicle. He did it in a 750-pound machine
designed and built by him and his older

brother, Wilbur. It was the culmination of

four years of intensive research by the two

inseparable brothers whose talents and tem-
perament complemented each other per-

fectly.

That first conquest of the sky lasted only

12 seconds and took Orville only 120 feet,

far less than the wingspan of today's great

jets. But it changed forever the course of

human history.

The lives of the Wright Brothers reveal a
quintessentially American success story.

Their father first sparked their interest in

flight when he gave them a toy helicopter

powered by rubber bands. Neither of these

boys from Dayton, Ohio had ever attended
college. Indeed, although they were bright

students, neither ever formally graduated
from high school. They made a living manu-
facturing bicycles, but all their spare time
was devoted to the conquest of the skies.

Wilbur read everything available in the

local library and then wrote away to the
Smithsonian Institution for more.

But what others had written was not
enough. The Wright Brothers experimented
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for years with kites and gliders. They took

detailed notes and made up tables of ratios.

To master the challenge of controlling their

craft, they designed and built their own
wind tunnel and tested hundreds of differ-

ent wing designs in small scale models.

For all its historic importance, only five

people were present that fateful morning
eight days before Christmas when Orville at

the controls of his 12-horsepower plane

took off into a 27-mile-per-hour wind and

managed to stay aloft 12 seconds. Later that

day with Wilbur piloting it, the craft cov-

ered 852 feet in 59 seconds.

Three years after that first flight the

Wright Brothers were awarded U.S. Patent

No. 821,393. They continued to pioneer de-

velopments in flight for as long as they

lived. Wilbur died in 1912, while jealous

rivals were still contesting their claims to

priority and just before the rapid develop-

ment of aviation. But Orville, who sold the

Wright company in 1915, served for many
years on the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics and lived to see his and his

brother's claim fully vindicated and univer-

sally recognized. Before he died in 1948 the

revolution they had set in motion was
moving on to new achievements. Jet planes

had broken the sound barrier and Bill

Odum had flown around the world in just

over 73 hours.

That revolution continues, and America
has stayed on its cutting edge. This year

some 400 million passengers will fly some
334 million miles, and almost 66 percent of

all the aircraft they will fly on are made in

the U.S.A. America leads in space, reaching

the moon and beyond. And today our engi-

neers are working on aircraft that will be

able to travel coast to coast in 12 minutes

and reach any point on the globe in an hour
and a half.

Truly, the age of flight is still young and
its greatest achievements are yet to come,
but we must never forget those two ex-

traordinary young men, the Wright Broth-

ers. Eighty-two years ago they turned an
impossible dream into reality.

To commemorate the historic achieve-

ment of the Wright Brothers, the Congress,

by joint resolution of December 17, 1963

(77 Stat. 402; 36 U.S.C. 169), has designated

the seventeenth day of December of each

year as Wright Brothers Day and requested

the President to issue annually a proclama-

tion inviting the people of the United States

to observe that day with appropriate cere-

monies and activities.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim December 17, 1985, as

Wright Brothers Day, 1985, and I call upon
the people of this Nation and local and na-

tional governmental officials to observe this

day with appropriate ceremonies and activi-

ties, both to recall the accomplishments of

the Wright Brothers and to provide a stimu-

lus to aviation in this country and through-

out the world.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this seventeenth day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-

dred and eighty-five, and of the Independ-

ence of the United States of America the

two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 3:01 p.m., December 17, 1985]

Statement on House of Representatives Action on Tax Reform
Legislation

December 17, 1985

I want to express my heartfelt thanks to

the bipartisan majority of Members of the

House of Representatives who, by their

vote this afternoon, have allowed tax

reform to come before the House of Repre-

sentatives. As heartened as I was by the

vote on the rule, I will not relax until Con-

gress has once and for all cast the final vote
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that will ensure true tax reform for the

American people. Tonight there will be an-

other step in that process. I want to urge all

Members of both parties to send a bill on to

the Senate, so they can finish the job when
they return after Christmas.

Statement on House of Representatives Approval of Tax Reform
Legislation

December 17, 1985

Today the House of Representatives

moved us one historic step closer toward a

new tax code for America. I congratulate

the Members of both parties who worked
together to enable the long and arduous

process of tax reform to go forward. We
now look to the Senate to move quickly,

and to make all necessary changes, to

ensure that the final bill is unequivocally

profamily, projobs, and progrowth.

Message to the House of Representatives Returning Without
Approval the Textile and Apparel Industries Bill

December 17, 1985

To the House of Representatives:
I am returning herewith without my ap-

proval H.R. 1562. It is my firm conviction

that the economic and human costs of such

a bill run far too high—costs in foreign re-

taliation against U.S. exports, loss of Ameri-
can jobs, losses to American businesses, and
damage to the world trading system upon
which our prosperity depends.
At the same time, I am well aware of the

difficulties of the apparel, textile, copper,

and shoe industries, and deeply sympathetic
about the job layoffs and plant closings that

have affected many workers in these indus-

tries.

As I stated in my trade speech in Septem-
ber, I will not stand by and watch American
businesses fail because of unfair trading

practices abroad. I will not stand by and
watch American workers lose their jobs be-

cause other nations do not play by the rules.

I am directing Secretary of the Treasury

Baker, as Chairman Pro Tempore of the

Economic Policy Council, to investigate the

import levels of textiles and apparel to de-

termine if these imports have exceeded
those limits agreed upon in international

negotiations. I have directed that he report

back to me within 60 days and recommend

changes in existing administrative and en-

forcement procedures, if necessary, so that

corrective action is taken.

Also, I am directing the Office of the

United States Trade Representative to most
aggressively renegotiate the Multi-Fiber Ar-

rangement (MFA) on terms no less favor-

able than present. Our trading partners

must be put on notice that we will not

allow unfair trading practices to continue. I

am further directing Ambassador Yeutter to

closely consult with the U.S. textile and ap-

parel industry to ensure that their views

will be fully represented during the negoti-

ations.

Finally, I have directed Secretary of

Labor Brock to work with the Congress to

provide an additional $100 million increase

in funds appropriated to help retrain and
relocate displaced workers under the Job
Training Partnership Act. The Job Training

Partnership Act is a more effective way
than Trade Adjustment Assistance for the

Secretary of Labor to target those American
workers and geographic areas most affect-

ed. This is the way we can best help dislo-

cated workers—and without pitting one
American worker against another.
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Free and fair trade policies have helped

create nearly 9 million new jobs in the last

3 years and given us the highest rate of

employment in our Nation's history. Still,

for some workers in troubled industries,

these are difficult times. The personal dis-

tress of those who lose their jobs is very

real. None of us wants to see American

workers lose their jobs or American busi-

nesses suffer. I pledge to you to do every-

thing possible to combat unfair trade prac-

tices. But in so doing we must take wise

and positive steps to redress wrongs. To do

otherwise would be counterproductive.

Unfortunately, H.R. 1562 would invite

immediate retaliation against our exports

resulting in a loss of American jobs in other

areas. Because this bill is so sweeping in its

provisions, we could expect that retaliation

to be extensive. The United States exported

tens of billions of dollars worth of goods to

the countries which would be most affected

by this measure, including approximately a

third of our farm exports. Workers in agri-

culture, aerospace, high-tech electronics.

chemicals, and pharmaceuticals would be
the first to feel the retaliatory backlash, but

the damaging effects would soon be felt by
every American in the form of lost jobs,

higher prices, and shrinking economic
growth.

We are pursuing an aggressive trade

policy, based on the knowledge that Ameri-
can know-how is still number one and that

American industry thrives on fair competi-

tion. Where U.S. industries are hurt by
unfair practices, we will continue to take

vigorous actions. Where foreign trade bar-

riers lock out U.S. exports, we will do every-

thing in our power to knock those barriers

down. Our philosophy will always be to in-

crease trade, increase economic growth,

and increase jobs. We want to open markets

abroad, not close them at home. In a fair

and open world market, we know that

America can out-produce and out-compete
anybody.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,
December 17, 1985.

Statement on Signing the Gold Bullion Coin Act of 1985

December 17, 1985

I have given my approval today to S.

1639, the "Gold Bullion Coin Act of 1985."

I have previously indicated support for leg-

islation to permit the Secretary of the

Treasury to mint and sell gold bullion coins.

Indeed, when I issued Executive Order No.

12532, concerning South Africa, on Septem-

ber 9, 1985, 1 specifically requested that the

Treasury conduct a study "regarding the

feasibility of . . . expeditiously seeking legis-

lative authority to accomplish the goal of

issuing such coins." Legislation prepared

pursuant to this directive was under review

within the administration at the time S.

1639 was passed by the Congress. Although

I would have preferred that the Congress

defer action on S. 1639 until the administra-

tion's proposal could have been submitted

and duly considered, I support the principal

objectives of this legislation.

I must note, however, that certain provi-

sions are troublesome. Specifically, enact-

ment of this legislation may raise questions

about the willingness of the United States to

honor its international obligations. In this

regard, my administration will strongly sup-

port the prompt enactment of appropriate

legislative clarifications, should any prove to

be necessary. In addition, I am also con-

cerned about a provision of this legislation

that would effectively prohibit the Secre-

tary of the Treasury from using gold held in

the United States' reserves in producing

gold coins. In my view, this restriction

denies the United States a potentially major

source of revenue. At a time when we have

committed ourselves to eliminating the

budget deficit over the next several years, a

limitation of this nature is especially unfor-

tunate. Therefore, I am instructing the De-
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partment of the Treasury to work closely

with the Congress to provide the Secretary

of the Treasury with authority in minting

gold coins to use gold from sources, includ-

ing the Nation's reserves, that the Secretary

deems necessary or appropriate.

Note: S. 1639, approved December 17, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-185.

Remarks to Congressional Supporters of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

December 18, 1985

Good morning, and welcome to the

White House. There's good news for the

American people in the paper this morning.

Tax reform is alive and well and kicking.

[Laughter] What's that I heard about lame-

duckery? [Laughter]

Congratulations are due to all of those in

the House who worked so long and hard to

bring us to this point. And we can now look

forward to a lot more hard work, but today
America can feel that a true tax reform is

within its grasp. We must not disappoint

the American people. We must move for-

ward from here with all deliberate speed to

pass a tax reform bill that will spur econom-
ic growth, create jobs, and give America's

families the long overdue tax relief that

they deserve. In this last week, we have
begun to put into place a solid, progrowth
framework of lowered marginal tax rates

and spending restraints. And together, they
promise to make our economy fit and trim

and competitive for the future.

Now, Phil, Warren, and Fritz, you who
have given your names to Gramm-Rudman-
HoUings bill, also deserve our congratula-

tions. From now on when the public hears

the names Gramm, Rudman, or HoUings,

they'll think deficit reduction. And Connie
Mack and Dick Cheney, who followed quite

quickly in the House, you deserve our

thanks. All of you here today who have
given so much time and hard work to this

bill have earned your country's thanks. The
Government Gargantua has been gorging

on taxpayer dollars for too long. We plan to

get it slimmed down into shape by the end
of the decade.

For years we've been warning that the

growing deficit reflects a dangerous in-

crease in the size of government. Polls, too,

demonstrate public concern. Now Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings locks in a long-term com-
mitment to lowering and eventually elimi-

nating deficits. It's my hope that history will

record last week as the time when the re-

lentless expansion of the Federal Govern-
ment was finally halted and put into re-

verse. But we can't aflbrd to be compla-
cent. It's going to take a lot more hard
work and many more difficult decisions if

we're to live up to the promise of this

moment. The law now puts a time limit on
governmental overspending. It mandates a

balanced budget. But while Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings gives us some guidelines

and directions, it doesn't take us to our des-

tination. It's essential as we embark on this

journey toward a balanced budget that we
keep a clear sense of our priorities and hold

our first purposes firmly in mind.

We must not allow Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings to become an excuse to avoid the

tough decisions entailed in cutting back on
runaway domestic spending. We will not

only be held responsible for cutting the def-

icit; ultimately, we will be judged on how
we reduce the deficit. Will we, for instance,

continue to fund welfare for the rich? Will

we continue to insist that low-income tax-

payers subsidize programs for people who
make 10 or 11 times as much money as

they do? Will we fund wasteful pork barrel

programs at the expense of essential de-

fense requirements? Will we stifle economic
growth and kill off our new-found prosperi-

ty with a tax increase? Gramm-Rudman-
HoUings won't make our decisions any
easier, but it will make our choices crystal

clear for all to see. Last year, for instance,
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we said the United States Government had
no business running a railroad—and run-

ning it, by the way, hundreds of millions of

dollars in the red. We proposed eliminating

Federal subsidies to Amtrak, but intense

lobbying pressure kept money flowing.

Next time around, no program will get a

free ride. We can abide by the letter of the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings law and still vio-

late its spirit.

If we try to accomplish deficit reduction

by tax increases or through just deep cuts in

defense that endanger our national security,

we will have failed in our paramount duty

to the American people—the duty of good
and responsible government. Raising taxes

in order to reduce the deficit is robbing

Peter to pay Paul, and Peter went bankrupt

a long time ago. Whether excess spending is

financed through taxes or borrowing, it puts

a heavy burden on the private economy
and slows the engines of prosperity. In fact,

by slowing economic growth, a tax increase

might well make the deficit bigger, not

smaller. And I want you all to know that

when I sat at my desk in the Oval Office

and signed Gramm-Rudman-HoUings, I

kept my veto pen ready in the top drawer.

It's sitting ,there right now waiting for any
tax increase that might come my way.

We should also remember that when we
passed Gramm-Rudman-HoUings, we didn't

absolve ourselves of our first responsibility

as the elected representatives of this coun-
try to provide for the national defense. The
last thing we want to do is return our coun-

try to the weakened, vulnerable state in

which we found it in 1980. It was a stronger

and reinvigorated national defense that al-

lowed the United States to move swiftly and

confidently, liberating Grenada from com-
munism and bringing the terrorist murder-
ers of Leon Klinghoffer to justice. It was
this renewed sense of purpose and commit-
ment that gave confidence to friends and
allies around the globe, and particularly to

those struggling for freedom against Soviet-

imposed regimes.

And it was our determination to proceed
with the modernization of our nuclear de-

terrent that, through Geneva, has improved
the prospects for real arms reduction. Main-
taining a strong national defense is not only

our obligation to America, it's our duty as

the last, best hope of mankind to the cause
of human freedom. I feel confident that if

Congress abides by its already established

agreement for real growth in defense, we
can meet our national security require-

ments. We will meet the Gramm-Rudman-
HoUings targets in the budgets that we
submit to Congress, and we'll do it the right

way—^by cutting or eliminating wasteful

and unnecessary programs.
I hope that each of us will pledge to

follow through in the spirit of Gramm-
Rudman-HoUings to see that government
does only that which it must do and no
more. And I hope that we'll all work to-

gether to secure the deficit cutting gains

that we make by adopting a balanced

budget amendment to the Constitution. So,

as I said, the real work of controlling Feder-

al spending has only just begun. We've
taken a dramatic step forward; let's keep
the momentum going.

Thank you all for coming down here. God
bless you all.

Note: The President spoke at 10:50 a.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

Nomination of Daniel Oliver To Be a Commissioner of the Federal

Trade Commission, and Designation as Chairman
December 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Daniel Oliver to be a Fed-

eral Trade Commissioner for the unexpired

term of 7 years from September 26, 1981.

He would succeed James C. Miller III. Upon
his confirmation, the President will desig-

nate him Chairman.

Since 1983 Mr. Oliver has been serving as
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General Counsel at the Department of Ag-

riculture. He is also a member of the Coun-
cil of the Administrative Conference of the

United States. Mr. Oliver was General
Counsel at the Department of Education in

1981-1983. He practiced law in New York
City with the firms of Alexander & Green
(1976-1979 and 1971-1973) and Hawkins,

Delafield & Wood (1967-1970). He served

as executive editor of National Review in

1973-1976.

He graduated from Harvard College

(A.B., 1964) and Fordham Law School

(LL.B., 1967). He is married, has five chil-

dren, and resides in Washington, DC. He
was born March 10, 1939, in New York
City.

Message on the Observance of Christmas

December 18, 1985

Nancy and I are pleased to share our

warmest greetings with all Americans

during the celebration of this Christmas

season.

Amid all the hubbub and hustle this time

of year always brings, we should not forget

the simple beauty of that first Christmas

long ago. Joseph and Mary, far from home
and huddled in a place barely fit for habita-

tion, felt the universal love that binds all

families together and a unique awe at the

special purpose for which God had chosen
them. Gathering around them first the

shepherds and later, the Magi—poor and
rich, humble and great, native and for-

eign—each bowed before the King whose
dominion knows no boundaries. Above
them was the Star, the guiding light which
would shine down through the centuries for

everyone seeking the Way, the Truth, and
the Life.

In the center of all lay the infant, born in

the shadows and straw of a stable in Bethle-

hem, yet truly the fulfillment of ancient

prophecies and the hope of every age to

come.
Today, as we celebrate the birth of Christ

in our homes and churches, among family

and friends, and by our many different tra-

ditions, let us accept and share the gener-

ous gifts of joy, peace, and love given on
that first Christmas. May we honor them in

our hearts and keep them through the year.

Nancy and I pray that this Christmas will

be a time of hope and happiness not only

for our nation but for all people of the

world. Merry Christmas, and God bless you.

Ronald Reagan

Nomination of Joan M. Gubbins To Be a Member of the National

Council on Educational Research

December 18, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Joan M. Gubbins to be a

member of the National Council on Educa-
tional Research for a term expiring Septem-
ber 30, 1988. This is a reappointment.

Mrs. Gubbins is executive director of the

Watchman Foundation in Indiana. She was
a State senator in Indiana in 1968-1980 and
served on the education committee (chair-

man, 1978-1980); public safety committee

(chairman, 1969-1974); public policy com-
mittee; public health and welfare commit-
tee; and governmental affairs committee. In

1978-1980 she was the Indiana representa-

tive to the Education Commission on the

States.

She attended the University of Illinois.

She is married, has two children, and re-

sides in Noblesville, IN. She was born July

2, 1929, in White Plains, NY.
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Statement by Principal Deputy Press Secretary Speakes on Nuclear
Testing

December 19, 1985

The Soviet Union has both publicly and
through confidential diplomatic channels

continued to press its proposal for a morato-

rium on all nuclear explosions that it made
public on July 29. For our part, the Presi-

dent has long advocated a dialog with the

Soviet Union to arrive at the improved veri-

fication procedures necessary for any test-

ing limitations. It was the President who
extended an unconditional invitation to

Soviet experts to visit the U.S. nuclear test

site to measure the yield of a U.S. nuclear

test, with any instrumentation devices they

deemed necessary. This initiative was de-

signed with the hope that it might set in

motion a process that could increase confi-

dence and cooperation between our nations

regarding limitations on nuclear testing.

The U.S. would, of course, welcome Soviet

willingness to agree to reciprocal visits to

nuclear testing sites.

It is through measures of this type that a

basis could be created to develop and insti-

tute the type of verification measures
needed to make effectively verifiable the

pending treaties dealing with nuclear test-

ing, namely, the threshold test ban and
peaceful nuclear explosions treaties. This is

an issue, however, quite separate from that

of a moratorium on nuclear explosions.

As we have stated many times previously,

the U.S. has learned through experience

that moratoria cannot be counted on to lead

to the enhanced security desired. The
Soviet Union broke a nuclear testing mora-
torium a quarter of a century ago with the
most intensive nuclear test series in histo-

ry—some 40 explosions over a period of

several weeks. We made clear when the
Soviets announced their moratorium the
reasons for our nuclear testing limitation

policy, as well as for continuing the U.S.

testing program. U.S. testing is required to

ensure the continued credibility and effec-

tiveness of our deterrent and to ensure the
reliability and safety of the U.S. arsenal.

While we are actively investigating tech-

nologies that may one day make the U.S.

less dependent on offensive nuclear weap-
ons for our security, nuclear weapons will

remain, for the foreseeable future, the key
element of our deterrent. In such a situa-

tion, where both the U.S. and our allies

must rely upon nuclear weapons to deter

aggression, nuclear testing will be required.

A comprehensive test ban, however, is a

long-term objective of the U.S. in the con-

text of achieving broad, deep, and verifiable

arms reductions; substantially improved
verification capabilities; expanded confi-

dence-building measures; greater balance in

conventional forces; and at a time when a

nuclear deterrent is no longer as essential

an element as currently for international se-

curity and stability. The United States is

currently involved in discussions with the

Soviet Union in most of these areas.

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate
on the Designation of Aruba as a Trade Beneficiary Developing
Country
December 19, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

I am writing to inform you of my intent

to add Aruba to the list of beneficiary de-

veloping countries under the Generalized

System of Preferences (GSP) Program, ef-

fective January 1, 1986.

Aruba will become independent of the

Netherlands Antilles on January 1, 1986.
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The Netherlands Antilles is a GSP Benefici-

ary and this designation will permit Aruba
to continue to receive GSP benefits after it

becomes independent.

This notice is submitted in accordance
with section 502(aXl) of the Trade Act of

1974.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Bush, President of
the Senate.

Appointment of Five Members of the Board of Foreign Scholarships

December 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Board of Foreign Schol-

arships:

Peter Miller Dawkins, of New York, for the re-

mainder of the term expiring September 22,

1986. He will succeed Milorad M. Drachko-

vitch. He is managing director of Lehman
Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., in New York City.

He graduated from the United States Military

Academy and Princeton University (M.A.,

1969; Ph.D., 1979). He is married, has two chil-

dren, and resides in New York City. He was
born March 8, 1938, in Highland Park, MI.

Forrest McDonald, of Alabama, for the term
expiring September 22, 1988. This is a reap-

pointment. He is professor of history at the

University of Alabama. He graduated from the

University of Texas at Austin (B.A., M.A., 1949;

Ph.D., 1955). He is married, has five children,

and resides in Coker, AL. He was born January

7, 1927, in Orange, TX.

James Babcock Meriwether, of South Carolina, for

the term expiring September 22, 1988. This is

a reappointment. He is professor of English at

the University of South Carolina. He graduated
from the University of South Carolina (B.A.,

M.A.) and Princeton University (Ph.D., 1952).

He is married, has five children, and resides in

Columbia, SC. He was born May 8, 1928, in

Columbia, SC.

Richard Anderson Ware, of Michigan, for the

term expiring September 22, 1988. This is a

reappointment. He is president emeritus and
trustee of the Earhart Foundation in Ann
Arbor, MI. He graduated from Lehigh Univer-

sity (B.A., 1941) and Wayne State University

(M.P.A., 1943). He is married, has three chil-

dren, and resides in Ann Arbor, MI. He was
born November 7, 1919, in New York City.

James Robert Whelan, of Virginia, for the term
expiring September 22, 1988. He will succeed
Marvin G. Kelfer. He is managing director of

CBN News in Washington, DC. He graduated
from Florida International University (B.A.,

1972). He has two children and resides in Ar-

lington, VA. He was born July 27, 1933, in

Buffalo, NY.

Appointment of Six Delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business

December 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be delegates to the National White House
Conference on Small Business. These are

new positions.

Murchison B. Biggs is secretary/treasurer of K.M.

Biggs, Inc., in Lumberton, NC. He graduated

from North Carolina State University (B.A.,

B.S., 1977). He was born August 1, 1954, in

Lumberton, NC, where he now resides.

William E. Fletcher is president and director of
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Termiflex Corp. in Merrimack, NH. He attend-

ed the California Institute of Technology and
Harvard Business School. He is married, has

two children, and resides in Nashua, NH. He
was born April 4, 1935, in Los Angeles, CA.

William I. Gulliford, Jr., is president of Pilot

Equipment Co. in Jacksonville, FL. He grad-

uated from the University of Florida (B.S.,

1966). He is married, has four children, and
resides in Atlantic Beach, FL. He was born
November 18, 1943, in Deland, FL.

Dean I. Harrison is president of Harrison Chevro-

let-Cadillac, Inc., in Dixon, IL. He graduated

from the University of Illinois (B.S., 1950). He

is married, has three children, and resides in

Dixon, IL. He was born October 3, 1926, in

Tama, lA.

Larry Larison is president of Columbia Paint Co.

in Spokane, WA. He graduated from Carroll

College (B.A., 1965). He is married, has two
children, and resides in Spokane, WA. He was
born October 17, 1940, in Chicago, IL.

Patsy R. Williams is a partner in Rhyne Lumber
Co. in Newport, TN. She graduated from the

University of Tennessee (B.S., 1955). She is

married, has three children, and resides in

Newport, TN. She was born April 6, 1934, in

Asheville, NC.

Appointment of Three Members of the Presidential Task Force on
Project Economic Justice

December 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be members of the Presidential Task Force
on Project Economic Justice. These are new
positions.

John E. Carbaugh, Jr., is a partner in the law firm

of Vance, Joyce, Carbaugh, Huang, Fields, and
Crommelin in Washington, DC. He graduated
from the University of the South (B.A., 1967),

the University of South Carolina (M.A., 1969),

Georgetown University (M.A., 1979), and the

University of South Carolina (J.D., 1973). He is

married, has two children, and resides in Alex-

andria, VA. He was born September 4, 1945, in

Greenville, SC.

Howard J. Wiarda is resident scholar and director

of the Center for Hemispheric Studies at the

American Enterprise Institute. He graduated

from the University of Miami (B.A., 1961) and
the University of Florida (M.A., 1962; Ph.D.,

1965). He is married, has three children, and
resides in Amherst, MA. He was born Novem-
ber 30, 1939, in Crosse Pointe, MI.

Keith Leonard Miceli is director, Latin American
Affairs, and executive vice president of the As-

sociation of American Chambers of Commerce
in Latin America, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
He graduated from Fordham University (B.A.,

1965) and Tulane University (M.A., 1968). He is

married, has three children, and resides in

Reston, VA. He was born March 29, 1943, in

New London, CT.

Appointment of Four United States Commissioners on the Pacific

Salmon Commission
December 19, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to appoint the following individuals to

be United States Commissioners on the

United States Section of the Pacific Salmon
Commission.

Don W. Collingsworth, to serve for a term of 4

years. He is currently the commissioner of the

Alaska Department of Fish and Game in

Juneau, AK. He graduated from California

State University at Sonoma (B.A., 1970) and the

University of California at Davis (M.S., 1972).

He is married, has two children, and resides in

Juneau, AK. He was born June 9, 1941, in

Glendale, CA.

David A. Colson, to serve for a term of 4 years.

He is Assistant Legal Adviser for Oceans for

International Environmental and Scientific Af-
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fairs, Office of the Legal Adviser, Department
of State. He graduated from California State,

Hayward (B.A.) and the University of California

at Berkeley (J.D.). He is married and resides in

Bethesda, MD. He was born August 31, 1943,

in Olympia, WA.
Sherman Timothy Wapato, to serve for a term of

2 years. He is executive director of the Colum-
bia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission in Port-

land, OR. He attended California State College.

He is married, has three children, and resides

in Portland, OR. He was born July 18, 1935, in

Chicago, IL.

William R. Wilkerson, to serve for a term of 2

years. He is director of the Washington Depart-

ment of Fisheries in Olympia, WA. He graduat-

ed from the University of Washington (B.A.,

1968) and the University of Oregon Q.D.,

1971). He is married, has one child, and resides

in Olympia, WA. He was born March 2, 1946,

in Seattle, WA.

Letter to the Chairmen of the Senate Committee on Finance and
the House Committee on Ways and Means Transmitting Reports

Concerning Trade Barriers on Wine
December 19, 1985

Dear Mr. Chairman:
I am submitting to you the country re-

ports required by Title IX, Section 905(b),

of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. These
reports concern the trade barriers on wine
that are maintained by Canada, Japan,

Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago, Korea, and
Taiwan, countries previously identified by
the U.S. Trade Representative.

We have made progress in reducing or

eliminating the trade barriers maintained

by several of these countries. In particular,

Taiwan has agreed to greatly improve
market access for U.S. wines. The Japanese
Government has agreed to further reduce
its tariffs on wine. In all cases, we will con-

tinue to work with the concerned Govern-
ments to pursue the reduction or elimina-

tion of the trade barriers to wine. I am
optimistic that more progress can and will

be made.
Additionally, I would like to point out

that three other countries not cited in the

reports have taken action to liberalize their

import restrictions on wine. Last winter, as

part of our implementation of Title IX, we
discussed our concerns about barriers to

wine trade with the representatives of

many countries. Since that time, the Philip-

pines removed its ban on wine imports, Ja-

maica eliminated its wine import licensing

restrictions, and Switzerland opened its

quota for bulk red wine imports to all coun-

tries thereby providing access for U.S.

products.

As you will note in the enclosed reports,

our wine exports face a number of barriers

that impede trade but that are not necessar-

ily inconsistent with existing international

trade rules. Notably, several countries main-

tain high tariff barriers. Under current law,

I have no tariff-cutting authority to negoti-

ate reductions in foreign tariffs, a problem
that also confronts other U.S. exports. As I

said in my speech of September 23 on
international trade, this is an area where I

look forward to working with the Congress

to put into place legislation that will help us

promote U.S. exports.

Sincerely,

Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Robert

Dole, chairman of the Senate Committee on
Finance, and Dan Rostenkowski, chairman

of the House Committee on Ways and
Means.
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Nomination of Frances M. Norris To Be an Assistant Secretary of

Education

December 20, 1985

The President today announced his inten-

tion to nominate Frances M. Norris to be
Assistant Secretary for Legislation and
Public Affairs, Department of Education.

She would succeed Anne Graham.
Mrs. Norris is currently serving as Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Legislation at the

Department of Education. Previously, she

was Director for Legislative Education at

the Department of Education in 1983; staff

assistant in the office of the Republican

Whip, Trent Lott, U.S. House of Represent-

atives (1981-1983); staff assistant to Con-
gressman Trent Lott, U.S. House Commit-
tee on Rules, in 1979-1980; and legislative

assistant to Congressman G.V. Montgomery
in 1974-1978.

She graduated from the University of Mis-

sissippi (B.S., 1968) and the University of

Kentucky (M.S.L.S., 1970). She is married
and resides in McLean, VA. She was born
March 27, 1946, in Jackson, MS.

Proclamation 5423—Amending the Generalized System of

Preferences

December 20, 1985

Ry the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

1. Pursuant to section 502(b) of the Trade
Act of 1974 (the Trade Act) (19 U.S.C.

2462(b)), as amended, and section 604 of

the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2483), I have de-

termined that it is appropriate to provide

for the termination of preferential treat-

ment under the Generalized System of

Preferences (GSP) for articles which are

currently eligible for such treatment and
which are imported from Portugal. Such
termination is the result of the accession of

Portugal to the European Economic Com-
munity.

2. Section 502(b) of the Trade Act speci-

fies that member states of the European
Economic Community are ineligible for

such preferential treatment under the GSP.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, acting

under the authority vested in me by the

Constitution and the statutes of the United

States of America, including but not limited

to sections 502(b) and 604 of the Trade Act,

do proclaim that:

(1) General headnote 3(eXvXA) to the

Tariff Schedules of the United States

(TSUS), Usting those countries whose prod-

ucts are eligible for benefits of the GSP, is

amended by striking out "Portugal."

(2) No article the product of Portugal and
imported into the United States after the

effective date of this proclamation shall be
eligible for preferential treatment under
the GSP.

(3) The modifications to the TSUS made
by this proclamation shall be effective with

respect to articles both: (1) imported on or

after January 1, 1976, and (2) entered, or

withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion, on or after January 1, 1986.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this 20th day of December, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
eighty-five, and of the Independence of the

United States of America the two hundred
and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 11:08 a.m., December 23, 1985]
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Statement on Signing the Arts, Humanities, and Museums
Amendments of 1985

December 20, 1985

I have today approved S. 1264, the "Arts,

Humanities, and Museums Amendments of

1985." The main purpose of this legislation

is to extend for 5 years the authorizations

for the National Endowment for the Arts

and the Humanities, which was proposed by
the administration in legislation submitted

to the Congress last April. S. 1264 also ex-

tends the authorizations for the Institute of

Museum Services and contains another

amendment to the Museum Services Act
about which I wish to comment. Section

201 of the bill contains a clause stating that

the National Museum Services Board "may
not include, at any time, more than three

members from a single State." I have been
advised by the Attorney General that this

provision applies only to future appoint-

ments and that it does not require me, and
could not constitutionally require me, to

remove any of the present members of the

Board in order to comply immediately with
that clause. I shall be guided by that advice.

Note: S. 1264, approved December 20, was
assigned Public Law No. 99-194.

Radio Address to the Nation on the Major Legislative Achievements
of 1985

December 21, 1985

My fellow Americans:
This week the Congress adjourned for the

holidays, and today I'd like you to join me
in considering the main legislative achieve-

ments of 1985. There were many, including

the passage of a vital farm bill, but Yd like

to draw your attention to three of truly his-

toric importance.
None is of greater significance than the

passage 4 days ago in the House of a tax

reform bill, a bill which calls for the most
sweeping overhaul of the income tax system
in more than 40 years. The House bill is

broadly based upon the proposal first put
forward by our administration. It includes

sharp cuts in both personal and corporate

income tax rates, a large increase in the

standard deduction, and an enlargement of

the personal exemption. To help the needy,
the bill would remove some 6 million low-

income workers from the income tax rolls

altogether. It's clear that in working on this

bill, the House took to heart what I said in

my speeches and you said in your thousands

of letters and telegrams: It's time to pro-

mote economic growth and give the family

a break. Historic as it is, the House bill.

unfortunately, contains serious flaws; these

the Senate must deal with when the Con-
gress returns to Washington early in 1986. I

know you join me in looking to the Senate

to perform its work quickly and to make
absolutely certain that the final bill is un-

equivocally profamily, projobs, and profu-

ture.

The passage of the Gramm-Rudman-Hol-
lings amendment, a measure to bring Fed-

eral spending under control once and for

all, represented a second historic achieve-

ment. This legislation mandates steady de-

creases in the Federal budget deficit every

year for 5 years, with the result that in 1991

the Federal Government will have a bal-

anced budget at last. All my political life

I've urged the Government to stop spend-

ing more than it takes in. So, it was with

great pleasure that I signed this measure
into law just 9 days ago. It's my hope that

history will record that day as the moment
when the relentless expansion of the Gov-
ernment was finally brought to a halt. But
although Gramm-Rudman-HoUings tells us

that we must cut the deficit, it does not
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altogether tell us how to do so. And that

means we still have our work cut out for us.

Will we fund wasteful, pork barrel pro-

grams at the expense of our national de-

fense? Will we kill off our prosperity with a

tax increase? No matter how intense the

political pressures become, the answer to

both of these questions must and will

remain an unmistakable no. Defense spend-

ing must depend not upon this or that

guideline, but one consideration alone: the

size of the threat with which our adversar-

ies confront us. To sacrifice our defenses in

order to balance the budget would be to

abdicate the paramount duty of the Gov-

ernment to the people.

As for a tax hike, the lesson is clear:

When government raises taxes, incentives

for achievement are undermined and eco-

nomic growth is stifled. My friends, we
simply cannot allow that to happen again. I

want you to know that my veto pen is

inked up and ready to go. Fm just waiting

for the first tax hike that has the temerity

to come across my desk. We intend to meet
the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings requirements

in the only proper way—^by seeing to it that

government fulfills its few and legitimate

functions more efficiently at the same time

that we eliminate government waste.

The final legislative achievement I want
to mention concerns foreign affairs. It in-

volves the emergence in the Congress of a

new mood, a new point of view. During this

past year, the Congress repudiated isola-

tionism and weakness and reasserted Amer-
ica's legitimate world role on behalf of

human freedom. Indeed, in July, Congress
voted aid to freedom fighters in Cambodia,
Afghanistan, and Nicaragua and repealed a

ban on aid to the freedom fighters in

Angola. This effort marked the appearance
of a sober-minded realism, a new willing-

ness to see clearly and to confront the

dread effects of Communist expansion upon
innocent peoples like those of Afghanistan

and Nicaragua. And it's especially signifi-

cant that aid to freedom fighters was also

approved by the Democrat-controlled
House. Fm convinced that a new, bipartisan

foreign policy consensus is emerging, one
based upon realism and which unites

Democrats and Republicans alike in support

of a strong national defense and help for

freedom fighters around the globe.

As so many of us prepare to celebrate

Christmas, we can take comfort in the

knowledge that, although we must continue

our efforts to improve it, the legislative

process established by the Founding Fa-

thers is still working. Yes, as 1985 draws to

a close, we Americans can take stock of our

nation with pride: inflation is down, jobs are

up, our country is at peace, and the Ameri-

can spirit is proud and bright.

From the Reagan family to your family.

Merry Christmas. And until next week,
thanks for listening, and God bless you.

Note: The President spoke at 12:06 p.m.

from Camp David, MD.

Remarks at the Signing Ceremony for the Food Security Act of

1985 and the Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985

December 23, 1985

Thank you all very much. Members of

the Congress, ladies and gentlemen: First, I

want to thank Secretary [of Agriculture]

Block and all the Members, those with us

today and those who worked so hard on this

but couldn't be here. Thank you all for the

Herculean effort youVe put forth on behalf

of America's farmers.

The plight of so many of our farmers has

been a major concern of this administration

and of responsible Members of Congress on
both sides of the aisle. The level of concern,

however, was much higher than the level of

agreement on how best to deal with the

problem. It's taken extraordinary hard work
and cooperation, not to mention the tenaci-

ty of a mule, to maneuver these bills

through Congress. The two pieces of legisla-
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tion being signed into law today represent

divergent approaches, but on balance,

they're a step forward for American agricul-

ture. They underscore the commitment of

the legislative and executive branches to

make things better for America's farmers,

yet we must recognize, even while signing

these bills, that there are no quick fixes.

The Food Security Act of 1985 is a com-
prehensive bill that improves our existing

farm programs. It gives the Secretary of Ag-

riculture the flexibility needed to maintain

farm price supports at levels consistent with

market realities. Unrealistic price supports

put many farmers out of the running. This

legislation will help put America's farmers

back into a competitive position in world

markets. America's farmers are the most
productive in the world. This bill will help

unleash their enormous productive capacity

and will help America reclaim lost markets.

Under this bill, farmers will be eased into

a market-oriented policy with generous

income supports to ensure the viability of

the transition. I believe more progress

could have been made in keeping down
costs, but I recognize that many Members
of Congress have made a good-faith effort

in this regard. With the signing of this legis-

lation, we are moving away from the failed

policies of the past. Our farmers must share
in the growth and prosperity that is spread-

ing throughout America. Our reforms will

provide new hope for America's hard-work-
ing farmers and our rural communities.

This bill includes laudatory conservation

measures, provisions for the training of food

stamp recipients, and other positive fea-

tures. On the negative side, it maintains

costly and counterproductive government
intervention in the dairy industry; encour-

ages surplus production; and mandates

export subsidies, which could well backfire

on us. It will hurt sugar-producing nations

that are our friends and allies. And, ironical-

ly, it could actually provide taxpayer subsi-

dies to our adversaries. I intend to work
with Congress to rectify these problems, es-

pecially in the area of trade.

The second bill being signed today is the

Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985. This

law enables the farm credit system to pool
its considerable resources in a self-help

effort. It establishes a stronger and more
complete regulatory oversight system, and
it authorizes a backstop system of Federal
assistance, although we believe that it will

never be necessary. This reform will ensure
a steady supply of credit to America's farm-
ers and assure the investors of the safety

and soundness of the system. What we do
today recognizes that the health of Ameri-
can agriculture is essential to the well-being

of the American economy. If things are not

going well down on the farm, things cannot
continue to go well in our cities and towns.

Members of both parties have managed
to work together in passing these bills for

the sake of our overall economy and for the

sake of those Americans who produce our

food and fiber. Cicero said so many centur-

ies ago: "Of all occupations from which gain

is secured, there is none better than agricul-

ture. Nothing more productive, nothing
sweeter, nothing more worthy of a free

man." Well, today I sign these bills with
that ancient wisdom in mind.
And now I'll get to the signing.

Note: The President spoke at 11:03 a.m. in

the State Dining Room at the White House.

H.R. 2100, the Food Security Act of 1985,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-198; S.

1884, the Farm Credit Amendments Act of
1985, was assigned Public Law No. 99-205.

Remarks and a Question-and-Answer Session With Broadcasters and
Editors on the Food Security Act of 1985 and the Farm Credit

Amendments Act of 1985

December 23, 1985

The President. Well, thank you. Secretary

[of Agriculture] Block. And as you've been
told, I've just come from the White House,

where I signed the farm bill, which is for-
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mally called the Food Security Act of 1985.

I also signed a farm credit act, which prom-
ises to have considerable impact on various

farming areas throughout the country.

Before I tell you about these bills, I want
to mention one thing that's personal. I don't

mind saying that, because of your letters

and what I've been told and seen myself,

few things have made a greater impression

on me the past few years than the problems
of the farmer. My guiding thought through-

out our efforts to put together a truly help-

ful farm bill has been: We're nothing with-

out the farmers. They're the backbone of

this country. And everything we do to help

them helps our country and its future. So,

with all that in mind, I signed the bills this

morning, and now I want to tell you about
them.
The 1985 farm bill is, in my opinion and

the opinion of a bipartisan majority in the

Congress, a clear and obvious improvement
over existing farm programs. Perhaps the

most helpful thing it does is establish pre-

dictable long-term policies so that our farm-

ers will be able to make realistic plans for

investment and production. The farm bill

gives the Secretary of Agriculture the flexi-

bility he needs to maintain farm price sup-

ports at levels that reflect the realities of

the market. This will help put our farmers
back in a more competitive position in

world markets. With this bill, we hope to

ease American agriculture away from the

heavy hand of government and toward a

more market-oriented system. We're trying

to free farmers from the influence and di-

rectives of government and encourage
them to produce for the public market
basket and not for government storage bins.

The bill also contains income supports that

will ease the problems that occur during
the transition to a market economy.
The farm bill is comprehensive. It in-

cludes some very good conservation meas-
ures and provisions to train food stamp re-

cipients. But there are problems with the

bill, too. It continues the truly unhelpful

Federal involvement in the dairy industry.

It also expands government intervention in

the area of export subsidies. In fact, the bill

mandates subsidized export sales, meaning
citizens of other countries could pay less for

American grain than American consumers.
Now, these provisions are totally counter-

productive, and we'll be working with the

Congress to make appropriate changes next
year.

The second bill I signed today is the

Farm Credit Act Amendments of 1985. This

will enable the farm credit system to pool

its resources and reorganize with an eye to

improving their ability to supply reasonable

credit. It will make for a stronger farm
credit system with a stronger oversight

setup. It also provides a backstop system of

Federal assistance should that ever become
necessary. The whole point of all this retool-

ing is to help rural Americans who rely on a

steady stream of reasonable credit.

I want to note here that the farm bill of

1985 is not exactly what we wanted, but in

government you can't let the perfect be the

enemy of the good. You can't let your
desire for a superior product lead you to kill

a bill that's really pretty good. We worked
closely with Congress on both these bills.

And, as I said, a majority of Republicans

and Democrats in both Houses came to-

gether to declare these bills the very best

they could do. And we've accepted their

honest efforts.

I believe that the 1985 farm bill will

bring about a long-awaited rebirth and re-

newed opportunities for American agricul-

ture. It is clear that Congress has heeded
the message that our farm policies need
fundamental reforms. This bill begins that

reform. I believe that these two bills will

help lead to a healthy, sustained recovery
for those who are engaged in the proud and
peerless way of life called American farm-

ing. This is the season for new beginnings.

And I truly believe today marks a new be-

ginning, a new season of hope for all of

American agriculture.

Thanks for listening. And now with the

help of the people of the USDA here, we
are able to have a sort of satellite news
conference. And I guess, Jim Johnson, I'd

better throw it back to you.

Mr. Johnson. Thank you, Mr. President.

We do have some farm broadcasters and
farm editors and writers out on a telephone

hookup with us, and so, let's go to those
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questioners. Our first stop will be in Chica-

go—Orian Samuelson with WGN. Orian.

Q. Thank you very much, Jim. And, Mr.

President, thank you for this opportunity.

My question deals with cost, Mr. President,

because your administration has been con-

cerned about cutting the budget and
budget deficits. How do you reconcile that

concern with spending $52 billion—$2 bil-

lion over your limit—on a government farm
price support program?
The President. Well, because this is what

is necessary if we're to do the job. And I

would have to tell you that we have—in this

administration, in these last few years

—

while we have been trying to reduce gov-

ernment spending elsewhere, we have
spent more with regard to the farm prob-

lems than has ever been spent by any
American Government heretofore. This

particular bill, the $52 billion, is over a 3-

year period. And it's true, we had set the

figure at—as we said—$50 billion. But we
believe that we can live with an increase of

this particular amount. But, also, it is neces-

sary if we are to solve the farm problem in

the right way. And that is, as I said in my
remarks, to get farming more market-ori-

ented and less of a heavy hand of govern-
ment. But since it's government that's been
responsible for many of the farmers' prob-

lems, it's also only fair that government
now not just abandon but make an effort to

help the farmers through this transition.

Mr. Johnson. The next questioner—we'll

be going to Philadelphia and Lane Palmer
with the Farm Journal. Lane, your question,

please.

Q. Thank you. Mr. President, during the

congressional debate on the farm credit bill,

there were many questions about whether
they were talking about enough money or

whether they could move it quickly enough
to where it's needed. What confidence do
we have that the farm credit act really will

solve the financial problems being faced by
farmers?

The President. Well, we believe that these

bills do contain what is necessary to help

them. For example, the farm credit bill.

The program that we're helping supplies a

third of the total credit to farmers in the

United States. And we have made that pro-

gram more practical now and brought it

together where the resources can be direct-

ed to the points of greatest need. And I

think that, based on our previous experi-

ence with things that didn't work too well, I

think that we now have a farm program
that has eliminated many of the faults of

the past and that will bring farming, as we
say, back out into the market economy. But
recognize also that, with regard to our
fights against deficit spending and all, that

nothing could be more helpful to that than
to take a great industry like agriculture and
make it more independent and more capa-

ble of realistic earnings and growth.

Mr. Johnson. Our next questioner will be
from Indiana—New Palestine, to be exact.

The Rural Radio Net—Dan Modland. Dan.

Q. Mr. President, earlier this year. Secre-

tary Block came to Indiana to unveil plans

for the conservation reserve. Now that this

program is part of the farm bill, what will it

mean to American agriculture?

The President. Well, I know that farmers

themselves have been very concerned over,

for one thing, the erosion of topsoil, which
could wipe out great sections of agriculture,

if allowed to continue at an excessive rate.

And what this program does is make it pos-

sible for farmers to take marginal land out

of production so that you don't have that

erosion. I remember some time ago when a

farmer friend of mine in Illinois sent me
some snapshots about erosion. They were in

the winter, and he was talking about the

practice of plowing and leaving the ground
exposed, all plowed up, and then the winds
would come in the fall and the winter and
so forth. And it would be wind erosion was
taking this away. And I handed those snap-

shots over to Secretary Block and said,

"What are we going to do about this?" The
snapshots were taken after snowfall, and
they were taken in two areas: in an area

where there was not plowing of the land, to

lie there all through the winter, and where
it had been done. And what the snapshots

revealed was that—in one set of photo-

graphs the snow was dark gray; in the

others the snow was white, and it was a

pretty good example of what wind erosion

was doing in those particular areas. So, I

think that the farmers, themselves, are

going to be the first to benefit from this
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setting aside of marginal land and knowing
that we are saving some of their precious

topsoil and hanging on for any future need.
Mr. Johnson. The next questioner we

have will be from Illinois—Bill Kilby, Couri-

er Journal, from Jacksonville, Illinois. Bill,

your question, please.

Q. Mr. President, the big question bounc-
ing around my area at the present time is:

Will this farm legislation benefit the small

family farmer, or will it simply further sub-

sidize the large-scale farming operations?

The President. We believe it will help the

family farmer. I can turn to Jack to see if

he's nodding yes here on that. It will, and
it's aimed at doing precisely that. Bill, I

hope you'll forgive me of a little nostalgia

and a little reminiscence here—when I saw
Jacksonville, Illinois, as your home there,

and the Courier Journal—my last college

football game was played against Illinois

College in Jacksonville on a very cold

winter day with a frozen field. It isn't a

happy memory, particularly because we
lost. [Laughter]

Mr. Johnson. The next question we have
will be from Wichita, Kansas—Larry Steck-

line with the Mid-America Ag-Net and
KSN-TV. So, Larry, your question, please.

Q. Thank you, Jim, and thank you, Mr.
President, for this opportunity. Mr. Presi-

dent, is the farm credit act that you signed
this morning just an institutional bailout for

the farm credit banks or will this bill really

help farmers?
The President. Well, this bill will help

farmers in the sense that here is a com-
bined source for about one-third of all of

the farm credit in America. And it has been
managed in such a way that it was scattered

and there would be some parts of it with
plenty of funds but in an area where there

was no demand for them; while in other

areas, the way it was locally managed, there

wasn't enough for the problems at hand.

This has now been brought together under
a single administration. And it is now set up
so that the money can be directed from all

of the resources to wherever it might be
needed most. And we think that this, as I

say, since it provides a third of the credit

that farming needs, it is going to now be
able to be much more practical and much
more effective.

Mr. Johnson. I'd like to point out that the

fact is that we've gone through five ques-

tioners and time is about out. President

Reagan does need to leave very soon.

Before we do break away, though, I would
turn to Secretary Block and see if you have
any comments to make at this time with
President Reagan right here.

Secretary Block. Well, my only comments
would be that we're just delighted that the
President would come over here. And Mr.
President, as you talked about those snap-

shots of that soil erosion—I remember well

that Cabinet meeting when they came
across the table to me. And I do believe

that we have done something about soil

erosion in this legislation that I'm proud of

and I know you are, too. Not only the con-

servation reserve, which will take this ero-

sive land out of production and set it aside

for future generations, but also in this con-

servation package there's included a provi-

sion that effectively says that we believe in

conservation so much in this country that if

we provide farm program benefits to farm-

ers in future years out there, those farmers

are going to be obligated to protect the

land. They're not going to be allowed to

abuse the land as long as the Government is

providing that kind of helping hand. I don't

think that's too much to expect, and I think

it's also part of this process of trying to save

this land for future generations.

It's a pleasure to have you with us, Mr.
President.

The President. Well, pleased to be here.

And I'm glad to have you help me out on
that answer. [Laughter]

Secretary Block. You did it just right.

Note: The President spoke at U:30 a.m. at

the Department of Agriculture via the De-
partment's AGNET Farm Network. Jim
Johnson was Chief of Radio and Television

at the Agriculture Department.
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Statement on Signing the Food Security Act of 1985

December 23, 1985

I have today signed H.R. 2100, the Food
Security Act of 1985, into law. This legisla-

tion reauthorizes virtually all of our farm
programs, from the major commodity price

support programs to research, credit, food

stamp, and export promotion. It represents

the culmination of a year-long effort to es-

tablish a sound policy to guide U.S. agricul-

ture for the rest of this decade.

Farmers and ranchers, hard-working men
and women who till the fields and tend the

herds, have always been an important part

of our heritage and of our economy. Today,

however, our farmers and ranchers and the

thousands of small towns and communities
in which they live are currently suffering

through difficult times. These difficulties

have been caused in part by the very same
government programs that were designed

to help American agriculture. Earlier this

year, my administration proposed a market-

oriented farm bill designed to correct past

farm policies that have often worked at

cross purposes. We have encouraged farm-

ers to produce more commodities by artifi-

cially propping up prices while, at the same
time, forcing farmers to set aside more and
more land to reduce production so prices

would not drop. As a result of years of such
counterproductive farm policies, the Ameri-
can farmer has become less competitive in

the international marketplace, the cost of

our farm programs has risen to unsustaina-

ble levels, and farm income has stagnated.

Clearly, our past policies have failed.

The legislation that I have today signed

contains some of the needed reforms sought

by my administration:

• Crop price support levels that are a

major factor in establishing minimum
market prices are lowered, thus helping

make U.S. commodities more competitive

in the international marketplace.
• Planting decisions are partially uncou-

pled from government program income
benefits by making those benefits available

if only 50 percent of a farmer's acreage is

planted into a price-supported commodity.
Planting decisions on the remaining 50 per-

cent of the land will be based on market
signals, not government benefits.

• Farmers are discouraged from increas-

ing their planted acreage for the purpose of

receiving greater Federal income pay-

ments.

American agriculture is the most efficient

in the world. This legislation will help our

farmers use that efficiency to regain export

markets without sacrificing the income they

need to operate effectively in our domestic

economy.

Unfortunately, however, the bill did not

make all of the reforms we requested. By
failing to totally uncouple farm income sup-

port from planting decisions, and by keep-

ing support prices artificially high, we will

encourage more and more farmers to

become dependent upon our farm pro-

grams. In addition, the legislation includes

several highly objectionable features that

must be changed. These include:

• A mandatory 3-year payment-in-kind

export promotion program which will give

away $2 billion worth of commodities to

encourage U.S. exports. A program of this

size and nature threatens to precipitate an
agricultural commodity trade war with our
allies. Moreover, it may well be impossible

to fulfill the $2 billion goal over the next 3

years without subsidizing exports in a

manner which will be contrary to the na-

tional security interests of the United States.

• A mandatory reduction in the size of

the sugar quota that threatens to severely

disrupt the economies of the Caribbean
Basin countries and the Philippines. This

provision is inconsistent with the foreign

policy objectives of our country and may
also be violative of our obligations under
international trade agreements. I find it dif-

ficult to ask other countries to bear the cost

of our sugar program while encouraging
them to maintain a stable course toward
development with democracy.

• The inclusion of a dairy assessment tax,

which will tax all milk producers to fund a

program that will force the Government to

pay farmers to liquidate their dairy herds.
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The Government is also required to buy
meat above our needs in order to keep
prices up while dairy herds are being liqui-

dated.

These programs represent the worst in

the way of policy. My administration will

seek modifications of these programs next

year. Although I have serious reservations

about these and other provisions of the con-

ference agreement, I have signed this bill

into law because it represents a step in the

right direction toward a sound agricultural

policy. It promises to make American farm
products more competitive in the interna-

tional marketplace, and it begins to break

the link between high government price

supports and production decisions. Most im-

portantly, the bill will ensure adequate sup-

plies of reasonably priced food for Ameri-
can consumers and the beginning of re-

newed hope for America's farmers and our

rural communities. They have suffered far

too long because of the mistakes of the past.

Because I believe this bill represents a

promise of a better future, I have signed it

into law.

Note: H.R. 2100, approved December 23,

was assigned Public Law No. 99-198.

Proclamation 5424—Made in America Month, 1985

December 23, 1985

By the President of the United States

ofAmerica

A Proclamation

America's current trade problems have
caused some to wonder whether this coun-
try may not be in danger of losing its repu-

tation as a supplier of high quality products
at competitive prices. As America's strong

economic growth has led to increased

demand for goods and services, imports

have become more attractive because of

the relative strength of the dollar. U.S. ex-

ports have become less attractive to foreign

buyers for the same reason. Recently, how-
ever, increased growth in the economies of

our trading partners and movement of the

dollar toward a more sustainable equilibri-

um give us reason to expect that our trade

deficit should ease in the near future.

Tough foreign competition, in the last few
years, has presented our manufacturers and
our work force with a stiff challenge.

But America's producers are responding
to that challenge, and it is time for consum-
ers both here and abroad to take a fresh

look at what America has to offer. Those
who do will find the traditional variety,

high quality, and dependability that "Made
in the U.S.A." has come to symbolize. They
also will find this quality at more competi-

tive prices.

Made in America Month also provides an
opportunity for American firms and work-
ers to resolve to take greater advantage of

new competitive opportunities both here at

home and in overseas markets. We Ameri-
cans do not shrink from competition; we
believe in competition—^/a/r competition.

Historically, competition constantly creates

pressure for innovation, product improve-

ment, and customer satisfaction. The open
marketplace makes the consumer the king,

and we are all consumers.

In an increasingly competitive world, we
Americans must redouble our efforts to

make products of the highest quality in the

most efficient way and market them aggres-

sively. As we do I have no doubt that more
and more Americans and foreigners will be
drawn to the products with the proud label:

"Made in America."

The Congress of the United States, by
Senate Joint Resolution 206, has authorized

and requested the President to proclaim

December 1985 as "Made in America
Month" and authorized and requested the

President to issue a proclamation in observ-

ance of this event.

Now, Therefore, I, Ronald Reagan, Presi-

dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim December 1985 as Made
in America Month. I invite the people of
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the United States to observe this month
with appropriate programs and activities to

recognize and celebrate the excellence of

American products.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set

my hand this twenty-third day of Decem-
ber, in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-

dred and eighty-five, and of the Independ-

ence of the United States of America the

two hundred and tenth.

Ronald Reagan

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 10:40 a.m., December 24, 1985]

Letter to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate
Transmitting a Report on Soviet Noncompliance With Arms Control

Agreements
December 23, 1985

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

In response to Congressional requests as

set forth in Public Law 99-145, I am for-

warding herewith classified and unclassified

versions of the Administration's report to

the Congress on Soviet Noncompliance with

Arms Control Agreements.

Detailed classified briefings will be avail-

able to the Congress early in the new year.

I believe the additional information pro-

vided, and issues addressed, especially in

the detailed classified report, will signifi-

cantly increase understanding of Soviet vio-

lations and probable violations. Such under-
standing, and strong Congressional consen-

sus on the importance of compliance to

achieving effective arms control, will do
much to strengthen our efforts both in seek-

ing corrective actions and in negotiations

with the Soviet Union.

Sincerely,

/s/Ronald Reagan

Note: Identical letters were sent to Thomas
P. O'Neill, Jr., Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives, and George Bush, President of
the Senate. The original was not available

for verification of the content. The text of
the President's unclassified report was in-

cluded in the White House press release.

Memorandum on the Fiscal Year 1987 Budget
December 26, 1985

Memorandum for the Heads of Depart-

ments and Agencies

I want to take this opportunity to thank

each of you for your efforts during the past

several weeks in working with OMB Direc-

tor Jim Miller and his associates to develop

my FY 1987 budget. Preparing the budget
is never an easy task, for it requires the

balancing of competing priorities and the

sacrificing of some goals in order that our

overall agenda can go forward. This year's

budget was no exception, especially in view
of my decision to meet lower deficit targets

without increasing taxes or cutting into de-

fense preparedness.

The true test comes in the spring, howev-
er, when we will either succeed or fail in

persuading the American people, and their

elected representatives, to accept the com-
prehensive program I will be submitting on
February 3. As we move forward in that

effort, I know I can count on you to be an
able and forceful advocate. Only by work-
ing together can we achieve those goals

that brought us here in the first place.

Ronald Reagan
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Statement on the Sixth Anniversary of the Soviet Invasion of

Afghanistan

December 27, 1985

Today, December 27, marks the sixth an-

niversary of the Soviet invasion of Afghani-

stan. Since December 27, 1979, when a

massive Soviet force crossed the Afghan
frontier to support a faltering Marxist

regime, the Afghan resistance has grown in-

creasingly effective. The Soviet-supported

regime in Kabul has failed to gain even a

modicum of popular support or internation-

al acceptance. The Soviets and their Afghan
surrogates have resorted to barbaric meth-
ods of waging war in their effort to crush

this war of national liberation. Indiscrimi-

nate air and artillery bombardments against

civilian areas, savage reprisals against non-

combatants suspected of supporting the re-

sistance, and the calculated destruction of

crops and irrigation systems have ravaged

the Afghan countryside. Thousands of

young Afghans are being shipped to the

Soviet Union for reeducation in summer
camps, universities, and specialized institu-

tions.

The Afghan people, however, are un-

swerving in their determination to resist

the invader. The resistance fighters are

more numerous, better armed, and more
effective than ever before. Unable to trust

Kabul's forces to counter the enhanced re-

sistance, the Soviets have begun using their

own troops in a more active combat role.

But the effort has availed them little. Last

summer, when fighting was at its peak, re-

sistance forces repeatedly attacked Soviet

lines of communication, convoys, barracks

and facilities, and mounted their largest,

longest, and best coordinated offensive op-

eration of the war. The resistance has also

drawn together into a political alliance,

which can present Afghanistan's cause to

the world in unambiguous terms and co-

ordinate all aspects of the liberation strug-

gle.

Since 1980 the United States has strongly

advocated a negotiated political settlement,

the only reasonable alternative to the bleak

prospect of an open-ended military strug-

gle. Seven United Nations resolutions

passed by growing and overwhelming mar-
gins since that year show that the United
States is not alone in this view. These reso-

lutions call for the withdrawal of foreign

troops, the restoration of Afghanistan's inde-

pendent and nonaligned status, self-deter-

mination, and the voluntary and safe return

of the refugees. The United States reiterat-

ed its support for the U.N.-sponsored talks

during the November summit meetings in

Geneva. We also indicated that the contin-

ued Soviet occupation of Afghanistan re-

mains an obstacle to overall improvement
in our relationship. Although we welcome
any suggestion that the Soviets are pre-

pared to back U.N.-led peace efforts, we
will await positive developments on the

ground and concrete evidence of Soviet

willingness to agree to a timetable for with-

drawal of their troops.

The victims of this war also command
American attention. The United States has

played, and will continue to play, a major
role in the humanitarian efforts to alleviate

the suffering of the 2 to 3 million Afghan
refugees now living in Pakistan. Since 1980

we have spent over $430 million in aid. In

the face of deteriorating conditions inside

Afghanistan caused largely by the increas-

ingly widespread Soviet reprisals against ci-

vilians suspected of opposing the regime,

we have allocated, in the current 2-year

timeframe, almost $25 million in assistance

to the brave people who remain inside Af-

ghanistan.

When the Soviet Union invaded Afghani-

stan 6 long and bloody years ago, few in the

West knew much about that distant land

and its proud people. That certainly has

changed, as the Afghan people, in their de-

termination to defend their liberty, have
added new chapters to the long annal of

human courage in the face of tyranny.

Forged in a similar crucible two centuries

ago, the United States stands squarely on
the side of the people of Afghanistan and
will continue its support of their historic

struggle in the cause of liberty.
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Radio Address to the Nation on the Soviet Occupation of

Afghanistan

December 28, 1985

My fellow Americans:

Today Fd like to talk to you about a

matter of vital importance to our country

and the world: the struggle for a free Af-

ghanistan. It's been 6 years since the Soviet

Union invaded that nation, 6 years of utter

hell for the Afghan people who still fight on
in the name of the ideals upon which our

own nation was founded: freedom and inde-

pendence. To demoralize and defeat the

Afghans, the Soviets have unleashed the full

force of their modern weaponry. Poison gas

has been razed down from the air upon
Afghan settlements. Massive attack helicop-

ters have been used against mere villages.

Hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians

have been injured or killed, and countless

tiny mines have been strewn across the

countryside to maim and blind Afghan chil-

dren.

Today Soviet troops inside Afghanistan

number nearly 120,000. And in the face of

this brutal onslaught, the Afghan people

still refuse to surrender—is surely a miracle.

And in this holiday season of renewed faith

in miracles, it is surely fitting for us to

honor and pray for those brave men and
women. These courageous people have
shown the world that the Soviets can never
achieve the outright subjugation of the

Afghan mind and spirit that they seek. The
Afghan people are too proud, too fiercely

determined to fight on. The Soviets under-

stand this. They know that, in a sense, the

battle for Afghanistan has shifted from the

mountains of Afghanistan itself to the wider
field of world opinion. So it is that the Sovi-

ets are prolonging the war and blacking out

news about the daily atrocities which
they're committing. They're waiting for

world attention to slip, for our outrage to

wane. Then, they believe the support which
the free world has been providing to the

freedom fighters will dwindle. The Soviets

at that point will have effectively cut off

the freedom fighters' lifelines, and although

the mujahidin may never surrender, the So-

viets will have achieved indisputable con-

trol of the country. An entire nation will

have been strangled.

My friends, in the name of human free-

dom, we cannot, we must not, allow that to

happen. From the first, the United States

has insisted on a settlement of the Afghan
conflict that ensures the complete with-

drawal of all Soviet troops. We're doing all

that we can to see that a settlement comes
about. Indeed, in my discussions with Mr.
Gorbachev in Geneva, I made it clear that

the presence of Soviet forces in Afghanistan
represent an obstacle to the improvement
of American-Soviet relations. As long as the

Soviets insist upon a policy of aggression,

they must face the fact that free men will

oppose them. The Soviet Union has always

presented itself as a champion of anticolon-

ialism and national liberation; history pre-

sents a different picture.

But if, at any time, the Soviets choose to

withdraw from Afghanistan, we will place

no barriers in their way. The sixth round of

United Nations negotiations aimed at

achieving a political settlement in Afghani-

stan has just come to an end with no signifi-

cant change. If the Soviets want progress,

they must simply put forward a timetable

for the withdrawal of their forces from Af-

ghanistan and for the restoration of the

rights of the Afghan people. As I said, the

United States will do everything in its

power to make this the course which the

Soviets choose. Indeed, we're prepared to

serve as a guarantor of a comprehensive
Afghan settlement so long as it includes the

complete withdrawal of foreign forces

within a fixed timetable; ensures genuine
independence, not de facto Soviet control

over the Afghan people and their govern-

ment; and allows the millions of Afghan ref-

ugees to return to their homeland in safety.

Only then can the process of national rec-

onciliation and rebuilding Afghanistan

begin and the killing of Russians and Af-

ghans alike come to an end.

My friends, I want to ask for your help to

make sure that those who struggle in Af-
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ghanistan receive effective support from us.

Indeed, such support is a compelling, moral

responsibility of all free people. What takes

place in that far-off land is of vital impor-

tance to our country and the world. Cer-

tainly the struggle in Afghanistan is of great

strategic military importance. Yet the most
important battle involves not guns, but the

human spirit—the longing to be free and
the duty to help the oppressed, ff the free

world were to turn its back on Afghanistan,

then, in a sense, the free world would
become less free and less humane. But

when we support the Afghan people, we
become caught up in and ennobled by their

struggle for freedom. Isn't that what Amer-
ica is always—^what it has always stood for

and what we should stand for in 1986 and
beyond?

Until next week, thanks for listening. God
bless you in the coming new year.

Note: The President spoke at 9:06 a.m. from
the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles,

CA.

Executive Order 12540-

AUowances
December 30, 1985

-Adjustments of Certain Rates of Pay and

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, it is hereby or-

dered as follows:

Section 1. In accordance with the Supple-

mental Appropriations Act, 1985 (Public

Law 99-88; 99 Stat. 293, 310), Executive

Order No. 12496 of December 28, 1984, is

amended by replacing Schedule 7 attached

thereto with the corresponding new Sched-

ule 7 attached hereto. The rates of pay so

established are effective on the first day of

the first applicable pay period beginning on
or after January 1, 1985.

Sec. 2. In accordance with section 601 of

the Department of Defense Authorization

Act, 1986 (Public Law 99-145>—
(a) Section 4 of Executive Order No.

12496 is amended to read as follows:

*'Sec. 4. Pay and Allowances for Members
of the Uniformed Services. Pursuant to the

provisions of section 601 of the Department
of Defense Authorization Act, 1986, the

rates of monthly basic pay (37 U.S.C.

203(a)), the rates of basic allowance for sub-

sistence (37 U.S.C. 402), and the rates of

basic allowance for quarters (37 U.S.C.

403(a)) are adjusted as set forth at Schedule

8 attached hereto and made a part hereof,

for members of the uniformed services.".

(b) Executive Order No. 12496 is further

amended by replacing Schedule 8 attached

thereto with the corresponding new Sched-

ule 8 attached hereto. The rates of pay and
allowances so established are effective on
October 1, 1985.

Sec. 3. Section 5 of Executive Order No.

12496 is amended to read as follows:

''Sec. 5. Effective Dates. The adjustments

in rates of pay under sections 1 through 3

of this Order, as set forth at Schedules 1

through 7 attached hereto, are effective on

the first day of the first applicable pay

period beginning on or after January 1,

1985. The adjustments in rates of monthly
basic pay and allowances for subsistence

and quarters for members of the uniformed
services under section 4 of this Order, as set

forth at Schedule 8 attached hereto, are ef-

fective on October 1, 1985.".

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

December 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 12:04 p.m., January 6, 1986]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on Decem-
ber 31. The schedules were printed in the

Federal Register ofJanuary 7, 1986.
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Executive Order 12541—Amending Executive Order 11157 as It

Relates to a Basic Allowance for Quarters While on Sea Duty
December 30, 1985

By the authority vested in me by Section

403(JX1) of title 37, United States Code, and
in order to define the term "sea duty," it is

hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Section 401, Part IV, of Execu-

tive Order No. 11157 of June 22, 1964, as

amended, is further amended:
(a) by adding at the end of subsection (c)

of section 401, Part IV, the following sen-

tence:

"Duty for less than three months is not

considered to be sea duty. Duty for more
than three months under temporary orders

which provide for return to the member's
same permanent station is not considered

sea duty.".

(b) by striking all of subsection (f).

Sec. 2. This Executive Order shall be ef-

fective as of January 1, 1986.

Ronald Reagan

The White House,

December 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 12:05 p.m., January 6, 1986]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on Decem-
ber 31.

Executive Order 12542—President's Blue Ribbon Commission on
Defense Management
December 30, 1985

By the authority vested in me as Presi-

dent by the Constitution and laws of the

United States of America, including the

Federal Advisory Committee Act, as

amended, it is hereby ordered that Section

2(c) of Executive Order No. 12526 is

amended by deleting "December 31, 1985"

as the date for submission of the Commis-
sion's conclusions and recommendations on
the procurement section of its study and

inserting

1986.".

in lieu thereof "February 28,

Ronald Reagan
The White House,
December 30, 1985.

[Filed with the Office of the Federal Regis-

ter, 12:06 p.m., January 6, 1986]

Note: The Executive order was released by
the Office of the Press Secretary on Decem-
ber 31.

New Year's Message to the People of Japan
December 31, 1985

It is a great pleasure to extend my sincere

best wishes for the New Year to the people

of Japan. Americans and Japanese alike

have much to be thankful for on this first

day of the New Year, not least our shared

friendship and respect. In both countries.

this is an opportunity to be with our fami-

lies, to look back upon the accomplishments
of the past year and ahead to the challenges

of the coming year. We are grateful for the

bounty that we enjoy and are conmiitted to

sharing it with those less fortunate. Most
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importantly, our families can celebrate this

holiday in safety, knowing that we are at

peace.

In 1985, we moved a bit closer to the

ideal of a lasting, global peace. People

around the world began to recognize the

value of moving toward a day when we can

rely for our security on defensive instead of

offensive weapons. And the United States,

with the help and advice of our allies, made
a serious effort at beginning a dialog with

the Soviet Union on issues of concern to all

countries, such as arms control and human
rights, as well as issues of more regional

concern, such as the occupations of Afghan-

istan and Cambodia, that must be settled in

order to achieve global peace and stability.

The United States entered into that dialog

confident in the support it had at home and
abroad. Continued support from our friends

and allies in the months ahead will be vital

in order to achieve the objective of building

a more stable and constructive relationship

with the Soviet Union. There is much work
to be done, but I promise that the effort

will be made.
The strength of the ties between our two

countries helped us to put in motion long-

needed changes in our trade relations.

While these changes will require time to

take effect, our shared commitment to pre-

serve the world's free trade system was an
essential bulwark against the protectionism

that would deprive us of the prosperity for

which we and those before us have labored.

The cooperative spirit of the relationship

gives me great confidence that we will

reach our mutual goals. The growing inter-

national role of Japan is one of the most
welcome trends of the eighties and holds

much promise for the last half of the

decade. The United States deeply values

our consultation and cooperation in dealing

with global issues and welcomes a partner-

ship with Japan that threatens no one and
holds promise for so many. I look forward

to returning to Tokyo for the economic
summit in May.
To all the people of Japan: I wish you

health and prosperity in the coming year.
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Appendix A—Digest of Other White House Announcements

The following list includes the President's public

schedule and other items of general interest an-

nounced by the Office of the Press Secretary and
not included elsewhere in this book.

June 29
Throughout the day, the President met at the

White House with his national security advisers

and consulted by telephone with other advisers

concerning the TWA hijacking situation.

Julyl
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—the Cabinet.

In the afternoon, the President participated in

the swearing-in ceremony in the Roosevelt Room
for Clayton Yeutter as United States Trade Rep-
resentative.

July 2
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—business leaders, to discuss deficit reduction;

—^Armando C. Albarron, the 1985 Disabled

Veteran of the Year;

—Edward F. Cadman, president of Rotary

International.

In the afternoon, the President telephoned the

family of Robert D. Stethem, the Navy service-

man killed in Beirut during the hijacking of

Trans World Airlines flight 847, to again extend
his and Mrs. Reagan's condolences.

July 3
Throughout the day, the President met at the

White House with members of the White House
staff.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

18th annual report on the operation of the Auto-

motive Products Trade Act of 1965.

July 5
In the morning, the President left the White

House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

July?
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

Julys
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Vice President and administration offi-

cials, for a luncheon meeting to discuss the

Vice President's trip to Europe.

July 9

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss the budget;

—the bipartisan congressional leadership, to

discuss the budget.

The President announced his intention to ap-

point the following individuals to be members of

the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation:

James A. Baker III, Secretary of the Treasury; and

Christopher Hicks, Deputy Assistant to the President for

Administration.

July 10
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—^members of the Budget Conference Commit-
tee.

The President announced his intention to

nominate Robert L. Thompson, an Assistant Sec-

retary of Agriculture (Economics), to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the National

Consumer Cooperative Bank for a term of 3

years. He would succeed William Gene Lesher.

July 11

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Senators Strom Thurmond of South Carolina,

Orrin Hatch of Utah, and Paul Laxalt of

Nevada, to discuss a constitutional amend-
ment for a balanced budget;

—the Domestic Policy Council.

The President transmitted to the Congress a

report reviewing preparations for the 1985 Con-
ference to Review and Appraise the Achieve-

ments of the United Nations Decade for Women.

July 12
The President met at the White House with

members of the White House staff.

In the afternoon, the President went to Bethes-

da Naval Hospital to have the benign polyp that

was discovered during his March 8 physical ex-

amination removed. During the procedure, a

larger polyp was discovered in his intestines and
biopsied. The decision was made to remove it
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surgically on the following day. Dr. Dale Oiler,

USN, head of general surgery at the hospital,

stated that "The President is in superior condi-

tion, and chances for a normal and full recovery

are excellent." In the evening, the President un-

derwent preoperative testing and spoke by tele-

phone with Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the

President and Chief of Staff, from his room at the

hospital, where he remained overnight.

July 13

In the morning, the President met at Bethesda

Naval Hospital with Donald T. Regan, Assistant

to the President and Chief of Staff; Fred Field-

ing, Counsel to the President; and Larry M.
Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President. Later in the morning, he underwent a

right hemicolectomy and an ileo-transverse colos-

tomy. Dr. Dale Oiler, USN, stated that the "oper-

ation went without incident."

July 14
After spending the night in the recovery room,

the President returned to his suite at Bethesda

Naval Hospital. Later in the morning, he met
with Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the President

and Chief of Staff. The White House announced
that the President was recovering more quickly

than anticipated.

July 15
In the morning, the White House announced

that the President continued to recover well

from his surgery. In the afternoon, he met at

Bethesda Naval Hospital with Donald T. Regan,
Assistant to the President and Chief of Staff. Late
in the afternoon. Dr. Dale Oiler, USN, an-

nounced that, based on the results of the biopsy,

the tumor was cancerous but that it had not

spread, and that no further therapy was indicat-

ed.

The President announced his intention to

nominate the following individuals to be mem-
bers of the Board of Directors of the Commodity
Credit Corporation:

John William Bode would succeed Mary Claiborne Jar-

ratt. He is an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture-desig-

nate (Food and Consumer Services).

Raymond D. Lett would succeed C.W. McMillan. He is

an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture-designate (Mar-

keting and Inspection Services).

The President announced his intention to ap-

point Robert Michael Kimmitt, General Counsel

of the Department of the Treasury, to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the Federal

Financing Bank.

July 16
The White House announced that the Presi-

dent continued to recover well from surgery. He

met in his room at Bethesda Naval Hospital with

Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the President and
Chief of Staff.

The President announced his intention to ap-

point the following individuals to serve as ex offi-

cio, advisory, nonvoting members of the National

Commission on Space:

Orville G. Bentley, Assistant Secretary of Science and
Education, Department of Education;

Erich Bloch, Director, National Science Foundation;

Jennifer L. Dorn, Director, Commercial Space Transpor-

tation, Department of Transportation;

George A. Keyworth II, Director, Office of Science and
Technology Policy; and

Richard H. Shay, Deputy General Counsel, Department
of Commerce.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent received the report of the Blue Ribbon Task
Group on Nuclear Weapons Program Manage-
ment. The report was prepared in compliance
with section 1632 of the Department of Defense
Authorization Act, 1985 (Public Law 98-525) and
Executive Order 12499 of January 18, 1985. The
Task Group addressed procedures used by the

Departments of Defense and Energy in establish-

ing requirements and providing resources for the

research, development, testing, production, sur-

veillance, and retirement of nuclear weapons.

July 17
The White House announced that the Presi-

dent continued to recover well from surgery. He
met in his room at Bethesda Naval Hospital with

the Vice President; Donald T. Regan, Assistant to

the President and Chief of Staff; and Craig L.

Fuller, Assistant to the President for Cabinet Af-

fairs. They discussed the budget, the Vice Presi-

dent's and Mr. Regan's meeting with the Senate

Finance Committee, and other domestic and for-

eign issues.

The President requested the Congress to pro-

vide the following:

—$3.2 million in transfer authority for fiscal

year 1985 for the Department of Housing
and Urban Development to handle the in-

creased single-family mortgage insurance

workload.

—$3.6 million in fiscal year 1986 for the De-
partment of Justice to enable the Attorney

General to participate in a classified project.

—Offsetting budget amendments in fiscal year

1986 to reflect a transfer of functions in the

Department of Justice.

—$1.0 million in fiscal year 1986 for the De-
partment of Justice to enable the Presidential

Commission on Organized Crime to com-
plete its work.
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July 18

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent continued to recover extremely well from
surgery. He met in his room at Bethesda Naval

Hospital with Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the

President and Chief of Staff, who briefed the

President on economic issues; and Robert C.

McFarlane, Assistant to the President for Nation-

al Security Affairs, who briefed the President on
the conclusion of round two of the U.S.-Soviet

nuclear and space arms negotiations and also on
terrorism and efforts to combat it.

July 19

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent continued on the road to recovery. He met
in his room at Bethesda Naval Hospital with:

—Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the President

and Chief of Staff, to review candidates for

Director of the Office of Management and

Budget and other personnel matters and the

budget;

—Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs, to discuss

Mr. McFarlane's upcoming meeting with

Soviet leaders and the final round of the

U.S.-Soviet nuclear and space arms negotia-

tions;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz, to report

on his trip to Pacific and Southeast Asian

countries.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

sixth annual report of the Federal Labor Rela-

tions Authority.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has declared a major disaster for the State of

California as a result of grass, wildlands, and
forest fires beginning on or about June 26, which
caused extensive property damage.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has designated Treasury Secretary James A.

Baker III to head the United States Presidential

delegation to attend the inauguration of Peruvian

President-elect Alan Garcia in Lima, Peru, on

July 28. The other two members of the delega-

tion are U.S. Ambassador to Peru David Jordan

and Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri-

can Affairs Elliott Abrams. Secretary Baker will

make a brief stop in Guatemala on Monday, July

29, on his return to Washington.

July 20
In the afternoon, the President left Bethesda

Naval Hospital and returned to the White House.

July 22
The President met at the White House with

members of the White House staff.

July 23
The President met at the White House with

Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs, Secretary of State

George P. Shultz, and other administration offi-

cials, who briefed the President on the current

status of the proposed China-United States agree-

ment on nuclear energy.

July 24
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—bipartisan congressional leaders, to discuss

the remaining congressional agenda and the

budget.

July 25
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Cabinet, to discuss domestic and foreign

issues.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

1984 annual report of the Saint Lawrence
Seaway Development Corporation and the fiscal

year 1984 annual report of the Rehabilitation

Services Administration.

July 26
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—his foreign poHcy advisers.

The President requested the Congress to pro-

vide $2.4 million in transfer authority for fiscal

year 1985 for the Small Business Administration

to handle the processing of the greater-than-an-

ticipated number of disaster loan applications re-

ceived during the year.

The President appointed Edward Moore Ken-

nedy, United States Senator from the State of

Massachusetts, upon recommendation of the

President pro tempore of the Senate and in con-

sultation with the majority leader and minority

leader of the Senate, to be a member of the

Commission on the Bicentennial of the United

States Constitution. This is a new position.

The President requested the Congress to con-

sider amended fiscal year 1986 appropriations re-

quests totaling $1.1 billion. These proposals elimi-

nate the 5 percent pay cut proposed in the Presi-

dent's fiscal year 1986 February budget for Fed-

eral civilian employees as endorsed by the ad-

ministration and are reflected in the Senate

budget resolution. The amendments cover all

nondefense agencies.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

July 28
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.
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July 29
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—Adm. William J. Crowe, Jr., USN, Command-
er in Chief, Pacific.

July 30
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss the budget and other issues before

the Congress;

—Senator Pete V. Domenici of New Mexico
and Representative William H. Gray III of

Pennsylvania, chairmen of the Senate and
House Budget Committees, respectively, for

a luncheon meeting to discuss the budget.

The President announced his intention to ap-

point Donald P. Hodel, Secretary of the Interior,

to be a member and representative of the United

States to the Delaware River Basin Commission
and the Susquehanna River Basin Commission.

He will succeed William P. Clark.

July 31

Throughout the day, the President met at the

White House with members of the White House
staff.

The President met in the Oval Office at the

White House with his daughter Maureen, who
reported on her recent trip to Africa, where she

participated in the United Nations Conference on
Women.
The President telephoned Secretary of Health

and Human Services Margaret M. Heckler at Co-
lumbia Women's Hospital to wish her well and a

speedy recovery from surgery.

The President attended a farewell party for

David A. Stockman, Director of the Office of

Management and Budget, in the Roosevelt Room
at the White House.

August 1

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Economic Policy Council, to receive an
update on the farm situation;

—the Vice President, for lunch.

The White House announced that on Tuesday,

July 30, a small area of irritated skin on the right

side of the President's nose was removed. The
irritation had recently been aggravated by the

adhesive tape used while the President was in

the hospital. It was examined for evidence of

infection, and it was determined no further treat-

ment was necessary.

August 2
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who re-

ported on his recent trip to Helsinki, Fin-

land.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

August 4

The President returned to the White House
from Camp David.

August 5
Throughout the day, the President met at the

White House with members of the White House
staff.

August 6

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—his national security advisers;

—Senator Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia;

—the executive board of the Knights of Colum-
bus, to discuss tax reform;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

In the morning, the President telephoned Gov.
Lamar Alexander of Tennessee to congratulate

him on his election as Chairman of the National

Governors Conference.

August 7

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—his national security advisers;

—the Economic Policy Council, to review

trade policy.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Wyoming as a result of severe storms,

hail, and flooding beginning on August 1, which
caused extensive property damage.

August 8
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—^his national security advisers;

—the Cabinet, to review plans for the fiscal

year 1987 budget;

—the Vice President, for lunch.

August 9

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—his national security advisers;

—the Joint Chiefs of Staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz;

—the Economic Policy Council, to review the

U.S. International Trade Commission's op-

tions concerning shoe imports.

The President announced his intention to

recess appoint the following-named persons:
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Vance L. Clark, to be Administrator of the Farmers

Home Administration. He will succeed Charles Wilson

Shuman.

Thomas John Josefiak, to be a member of the Federal

Election Commission for a term expiring April 30,

1991. He will succeed Frank P. Reiche.

Raymond D. Lett, to be an Assistant Secretary of Agri-

culture.

Hugh Montgomery, to be the Alternate Representative

of the United States of America for Special Political

Affairs in the United Nations with the rank of Ambas-
sador. He will succeed Harvey J. Feldman.

Herbert Stuart Okun, to be Deputy Representative of

the United States of America to the United Nations

with the rank and status of Ambassador. He will suc-

ceed Jose S. Sorzano.

Robert E. Rader, Jr., to be a member of the Occupation-

al Safety and Health Review Commission for the term
expiring April 27, 1991. He will succeed Timothy F.

Cleary.

John R. Wall, to be a member of the Occupational

Safety and Health Review Commission for the remain-

der of the term expiring April 27, 1987. He will suc-

ceed Robert A. Rowland.

August 11

The President left the White House for a trip

to California.

August 18

The President spoke by telephone with Senator

Paul Laxalt of Nevada, who informed the Presi-

dent of his plans to retire.

August 19

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has invited Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
A. Shevardnadze to a meeting at the White
House on September 27, and the Foreign Minis-

ter has accepted. The meeting will review all

areas of our relations and will help prepare for

the President's meeting with General Secretary

Mikhail Gorbachev in November. Among those

participating from the U.S. side will be Secretary

of State George P. Shultz and Robert C. McFar-
lane. Assistant to the President for National Secu-

rity Affairs.

August 28
The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has invited Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
of the Republic of Singapore to make an official

working visit to the United States. Prime Minister

Lee has accepted the invitation and will meet
with the President at the White House on Octo-

ber 8.

September 2
The President returned to Washington, DC,

following his trip to Rancho del Cielo, his ranch

near Santa Barbara, CA.

September 3
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Cabinet, to discuss the legislative agenda
for the fall and the international situation.

September 4
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has invited President Samora Moises Machel
of the People's Republic of Mozambique to make
an official working visit to the United States.

President Machel has accepted the invitation and
will meet with the President at the White House
on September 19.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Mississippi as a result of Hurricane Elena,

beginning on or about September 2, which
caused extensive property damage.

September 5
The President met in Room 450 of the Old

Executive Office Building with U.S. marshals.

The President met at the White House with his

foreign policy advisers to discuss South Africa.

September 6
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—U.S. Ambassador to the Federal Republic of

Germany and Mrs. Richard Burt;

—Martha Seger, member of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

September 7
The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Alabama as a result of Hurricane Elena,

beginning on or about September 2, which
caused extensive property damage.

September 8
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

September 9
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—U.S. Ambassador to South Africa Herman W.
Nickel, who was returning to his post with a

letter from President Reagan to President

Pieter Willem Botha;

—the NATO Military Committee and major
NATO commanders;

—American Jewish leaders, to discuss Soviet

Jews;
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—the Economic Policy Council, to discuss trade

policy.

The President requested the Congress to pro-

vide the following for fiscal year 1986:

—Offsetting amendments that would enable

the Department of Health and Human Serv-

ices to provide an additional $30.8 million for

research into the causes of and measures for

the prevention of acquired immune deficien-

cy syndrome (AIDS).

—$20.7 million for the Department of the Inte-

rior to improve the Minerals Management
Services' royalty management program, refi-

nance a loan by the Federal Financing Bank
to the Guam Power Authority, and provide

for a payment to the Alaska Nature Escrow
Account as required by law.

—$8.0 million for the Department of Justice to

provide for the consolidation of various of-

fices of the Department in the Washington,

DC, area.

The President also proposed amended 1986

budget requests for the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, the Department of Housing

and Urban Development, the Small Business Ad-

ministration, and the Navajo and Hopi Relocation

Commission.

September 10

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—members of a coalition for tax reform;

—Senators Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia,

Strom Thurmond of South Carolina, Sam
Nunn of Georgia, John W. Warner of Virgin-

ia, Dennis DeConcini of Arizona, George J.

Mitchell of Maine, Claiborne Pell of Rhode
Island, and Paul S. Sarbanes of Maryland,

who reported on their recent trip to the

Soviet Union.

The White House announced that President

Reagan sent a message to President Jose Napole-

on Duarte Fuentes of El Salvador expressing his

concern regarding the kidnaping of President

Duarte's daughter, Ines.

September 11

The President met at the White House with:

—Prince Sultan Bin Salman al-Saud, the Saudi

Arabian astronaut who flew on board the

space shuttle Discovery, and Daniel C. Bran-

denstein, crew commander of the space shut-

tle;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss South Africa, trade legislation, tax

reform, and the continuing budget resolu-

tion;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

September 12

In the evening, the President hosted a recep-

tion for the Republican Eagles, major donors to

the Republican Party, in the Residence.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Florida as a result of Hurricane Elena,

which caused extensive damage.

September 13

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Intelligence Oversight Board.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

September 15
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

September 16

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—members of the Republican National Hispan-

ic Assembly.

The President announced his intention to des-

ignate Malcolm Forbes, Jr., as Chairman of the

Board for International Broadcasting. He has

served as a member since September 23, 1983.

He will succeed Frank Shakespeare.

The President transmitted to the Congress a

report on the recommendations of the Office of

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and
the 1984 annual report of the National Advisory

Council on Adult Education.

September 1

7

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on
Defense Management, to discuss the Com-
mission's activities and plans;

—the Commission on the Bicentennial of the

United States Constitution, to receive a

report;

—congressional leaders, to discuss agricultural

issues.

In an Oval Office ceremony, the President re-

ceived diplomatic credentials from Ambassadors
F. Rawdon Dalrymple of Australia, Eulogio Jose

Santarella UUoa of the Dominican Republic,

Edward A. Laing of Belize, Federico Vargas Per-

alta of Costa Rica, Padraic N. MacKernan of Ire-

land, and Hector Luisi of Uruguay.

The President announced his intention to

nominate Richard N. Holwill, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs, to

be a member of the board of the Panama Canal
Commission. He would succeed John Alden Bush-

nell.
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September 18
While en route to address the citizens of Con-

cord, NH, the President called Rev. Benjamin
Weir, who had recently been released after being

held hostage in Lebanon for 18 months, to ex-

press his relief at Reverend Weir's release and his

determination to see the remaining hostages

freed.

The President met at the White House with

Senator Bob Packwood, chairman of the Senate

Committee on Finance, to discuss the legislative

agenda.

September 19
The President met at the White House with

the Domestic Policy Council to discuss a flat-rate

per diem, bilingual education, the U.S. Synthetic

Fuels Corporation, and aviation safety.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Michigan as a result of severe storms and
flooding beginning on September 5, which
caused extensive property damage.
The President announced his intention to ap-

point the following individuals to be Governors
of the Board of Governors of the American Na-

tional Red Cross for terms of 3 years:

Adm. William J. Crowe, Jr., Chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff. He will succeed Gen. John W. Vessey, Jr.; and

George P. Shultz, Secretary of State. This is a reappoint-

ment.

The President announced his intention to ap-

point the following individuals to be members of

the National Armed Forces Museum Advisory

Board of the Smithsonian Institution for terms
expiring April 9, 1990:

John F. Lehman, Jr., of Virginia, Secretary of the Navy;

and

John O. Marsh, Jr., of Virginia, Secretary of the Army.

September 20
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—a group of agricultural leaders.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

1984 annual report of the Federal Prevailing

Rate Advisory Committee.
The White House announced that President

Reagan sent a letter on September 19 to Presi-

dent Miguel De la Madrid Hurtado of Mexico
offering his condolences to the people of Mexico
following a serious earthquake on September 19.

President Reagan also expressed his willingness

to provide any assistance that the Mexican Gov-
ernment or people might require.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.
En route to Camp David, the President stopped

at Bethesda Naval Hospital for routine post-oper-

ative exams, including a chest x-ray and blood

tests.

September 22
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

September 23
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the President's Export Council;

—President Mohammed Hosni Mubarak of

Egypt;

—Congressman Jack Kemp of New York and
the board of governors of the NFL Alumni
Association;

—Congressman Michael Bilirakis of Florida and
Scott McQuigg, a high school journalism stu-

dent;

—Congressmen Norman D. Shumway of Cah-
fornia and Howard C. Nielson of Utah;

—Raymond Lansford, president of Kiwanis

International;

—Senator Jesse Helms and Congressman
Charles O. Whitley of North Carolina and
Dr. Norman Wiggins, president of Campbell
College;

—Senator John H. Chafee of Rhode Island and
a group of Vietnam veterans.

In the evening, the President went to the

Washington Hilton to attend the Inner Circle re-

ception.

Later in the evening, the President spoke by
telephone with Mrs. Reagan, who had traveled to

Mexico to observe conditions after a series of

earthquakes struck that country the previous

week. While in Mexico City, Mrs. Reagan pre-

sented President Miguel De la Madrid Hurtado
with a letter from President Reagan conveying
the sympathy and support of the American
people.

September 25
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—U.S. Ambassadors Harvey F. Nelson, Jr. (Swa-

ziland), Sheldon J. Krys (Trinidad and
Tobago), Owen W. Roberts (Togo), Robert V.

Keeley (Greece), Natale H. Bellocchi (Bot-

swana), Michael G. Sotirhos (Jamaica), and
Richard W. Bogosian (Niger), prior to their

departure for their overseas posts.

September 26
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs, to discuss

the September 25 meeting between Secre-

tary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze at

the United Nations;

—the Vice President, for lunch;
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—U.S. Naval Academy Midshipman Napoleon
McCallum, Heisman Trophy candidate;

—a group of new White House fellows;

—the Domestic Policy Council, to discuss syn-

thetic fuel legislation.

September 27
The President met at the White House with:

—Prime Minister Marquez Fehpe Gonzalez of

Spain;

—Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevard-

nadze;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President designated J. Fernando Niebla as

Chairperson of the National Council on Vocation-

al Education. He has served as a member of the

Council since February 12, 1985.

The President transmitted to the Congress

amended fiscal year 1986 appropriation requests

totaling a net reduction of $207.4 million. These

include:

—$54.0 million to assist the armed forces and
the law enforcement agencies of El Salvador,

Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, Behze, and
Guatemala to combat terrorism in their

countries.

—$20.6 million for the Department of Trans-

portation to provide funds to the Federal

Aviation Administration for improved civil

aviation security and additional safety inspec-

tors. In addition to this amount, $15.0 million

would be transferred from unobligated prior

year balances in another function to provide

for aviation security-related research and de-

velopment.

—A net reduction of $282.0 million for the

Small Business Administration. This reduc-

tion is possible because of the lower-than-

anticipated need for additional capital for the

Business Loan and Investment Fund.

September 30
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of Health and Human Services

Margaret M. Heckler.

In the evening, the President hosted a private

dinner for the Prince and Princess of Lichten-

stein in the Residence.

October 1

The President met at the White House with:

—Republican Senators, for a breakfast meeting;

—the Cabinet, to discuss the continuing resolu-

tion, appropriations bills, the status of the

1987 budget process, debt ceiling legislation,

recent meetings with foreign leaders, and
the upcoming meeting with Soviet General

Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev in Geneva;

—the leadership of the Order Sons of Italy in

America, the oldest and largest Italian-Amer-

ican organization in the United States.

The President participated in the swearing-in

ceremony in the Oval Office for Adm. William J.

Crowe, Jr., as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff.

The President hosted a reception in the State

Dining Room for the Justices of the Supreme
Court of the United States.

October 2
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

annual reports for fiscal years 1981 and 1982 by
the Secretary of Labor under the Federal Mine
Safety and Health Act of 1977.

The President hosted a reception in the Resi-

dence for major donors to Citizens for America, a

national nonpartisan civic organization that sup-

ports the President's economic and national secu-

rity programs.

October 3

The President announced that upon the confir-

mation of John Norton Moore, he will be desig-

nated as Chairman of the Board of Directors of

the United States Institute of Peace for a term of

3 years. Mr. Moore was nominated on September
9.

October 4

The President announced his intention to re-

designate Armand Hammer as Chairman of the

President's Cancer Panel for a term of 1 year.

In the afternoon, the President went to Parsip-

pany, NJ, to attend a fundraising luncheon for

the New Jersey State Republican Party. Follow-

ing his remarks, he went to Camp David, MD,
for a weekend stay.

October 6

The President returned to the White House
from Camp David.

October 7

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Lord Carrington, Secretary General of

NATO, to discuss the President's upcoming
meeting with Soviet General Secretary Mik-

hail Gorbachev and East-West developments;

—Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs, to discuss

the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship

Achille Lauro.
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October 8
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs, to discuss

the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship

Achille Lauro.

In the morning, the President attended the

swearing-in ceremony in the Roosevelt Room for

James C. Miller III as Director of the Office of

Management and Budget. Mr. Miller was sworn

in by the Vice President.

The President declared a major disaster for the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as a result of

severe storms and flooding, beginning on Sep-

tember 27, which caused extensive property

damage.

October 9
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs, to discuss

the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship

Achille Lauro.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has designated Theodore F. Brophy to be
Chairman of the President's National Security

Telecommunications Advisory Committee for the

term of 1 year. Mr. Brophy has been a member
of the Committee since December 16, 1982, and
has held the position of Vice Chairman until

April 2, 1985. He would succeed Joseph V.

Charyk.

October 10
The President declared a major disaster for the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as a result of

severe storms, landslides, mudslides, and flooding,

beginning on October 6, which caused extensive

property damage.
The President announced his intention to ap-

point the following individuals to be members of

the National Critical Materials Council:

Danny J. Boggs, Deputy Secretary of Energy, to be des-

ignated Chairman;

Thomas Gale Moore, a member of the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers; and

Robert N. Broadbent, an Assistant Secretary of the Inte-

rior.

In the evening, the President called Prime
Minister Bettino Craxi of Italy to express his ap-

preciation and praise for Italy's role in the coordi-

nated effort to bring to justice the terrorists in-

volved in the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship

Achille Lauro.

Throughout the night, the President was kept

abreast of the terrorists involved in the hijacking

of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro by Vice

Adm. John M. Poindexter, Deputy Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs.

October 11

The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President called the family of Leon
Klinghoffer, who was killed during the hijacking

of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro, to express

his and Mrs. Reagan's condolences.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Connecticut as a result of Hurricane
Gloria beginning on September 27, which caused

extensive property damage.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.

October 14

The President returned to the White House
from Camp David.

October 15

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of New Jersey as a result of Hurricane

Gloria beginning on September 27, which caused

extensive property damage.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Rhode Island as a result of Hurricane

Gloria beginning on September 27, which caused

extensive property damage.

October 16

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

October 1

7

The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—a group of Republican Governors.

In the evening, the President went to the J.W.

Marriott Hotel to attend a fundraising dinner for

the Republican Governors Association.

October 18

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of New York as a result of Hurricane Gloria

beginning on September 27, which caused exten-

sive property damage.

October 21

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Congressman G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery of

Mississippi and Susan Aiken, Miss America.
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October 22
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss foreign and domestic issues;

—Senator Paul Laxalt of Nevada, to discuss the

Senator's meeting with President Ferdinand
E. Marcos of the Philippines in Manila;

—Prime Minister Herbert Blaize of Grenada;

—Kamoya Kimeu, of Kenya, recipient of the

National Geographic John Oliver La Gorce
Medal for his anthropological achievements
in Africa;

—the House Appropriations Committee, to dis-

cuss the ABM treaty and strategic defense

appropriations.

October 23
In the morning, the President went to New

York to address the 40th Session of the United
Nations General Assembly. Upon arrival, he went
to the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, where he stayed

during his visit. In the afternoon, the President

went to the United Nations to attend a reception

and luncheon for the heads of state and govern-

ment participating in the session. The luncheon
was hosted by United Nations Secretary-General

Javier Perez de Cuellar de la Guerra. Following
the luncheon, the President returned to his suite

at the hotel where he held bilateral meetings
with Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi of India, Presi-

dent Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq of Pakistan, and
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of the United
Kingdom. In the evening, the President hosted a

reception for the heads of state and government
and their accompanying foreign ministers at the

hotel.

October 24
Following his address before the United Na-

tions Assembly, the President went to the United
States Mission where he met with Prime Minister

Bettino Craxi of Italy and later with allied lead-

ers. The President then returned to his suite at

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where he met with
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney of Canada. In the

evening, the President hosted a reception and
working dinner for allied leaders at the hotel.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has invited President Leon Febres-Cordero
of the Republic of Ecuador to make an official

working visit to the United States. President

Febres-Cordero has accepted the invitation and
will meet with President Reagan at the White
House on January 8, 1986.

October 25
In the morning, the President held bilateral

meetings in his suite at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

with Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone of Japan

and with Chancellor Helmut Kohl of the Federal
Republic of Germany. Later he met with the
family of Leon Klinghoffer, who was killed

during the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship

Achille Lauro. The President then returned to

Andrews Air Force Base, MD, where he boarded
Marine One and left for a weekend stay at Camp
David.

October 27
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

The President spoke by telephone with several

members of the Kansas City Royals baseball

team, following their winning of the World Series

championship in Kansas City, MO.

October 28
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Domestic Policy Council, to receive the
final report of the President's Private Sector

Survey on Cost Control in the Federal Gov-
ernment;

—family members of hostages abducted in

Lebanon.

The President declared a major disaster for the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts as a result of

Hurricane Gloria beginning on September 27,

which caused extensive property damage.

October 29
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Senators Mack Mattingly and Sam Nunn and
Congressman J. Roy Royland of Georgia and
Lucy McTier of Georgia;

—Senator Warren B. Rudman of New Hamp-
shire and Emil Nagy of New Hampshire;

—Congressman Robert H. Michel of Illinois

and Christine Green and David Dehymer of

Illinois;

—Congressman J. Alex McMillan of North
Carolina and Harry Dalton of North Caroli-

na;

—Congressman Michael G. Oxley of Ohio and
actor Don Williams, who portrayed the Presi-

dent in a production by Hexagon, a Washing-
ton, DC, theater group.

The President attended a reception for Senator

James Abdnor of South Dakota at the Sheraton
Grand Hotel.

October 30
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Vice President, for lunch;

—a group of new Republicans;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.
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In the afternoon, the President and Mrs.

Reagan went to the National Gallery of Art to

view the "Treasure Houses of Britain" exhibit.

October 31

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—President Jose Napoleon Duarte Fuentes of

El Salvador and his daughter Ines Guadalupe
Duarte, who had been kidnaped by terror-

ists, to express his support for President

Duarte's efforts in fighting terrorism;

—Ambassador Robert L. Barry, U.S. Represent-

ative to the Conference on Confidence and
Security-Building Measures and Disarma-

ment in Europe, who reported on the final

round of negotiations in Stockholm.

The President requested the Congress to pro-

vide $16.0 million in fiscal year 1986 to the De-
partment of Commerce for the implementation
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration's research and management responsibil-

ities under the United States-Canada pacific

salmon treaty.

November 1

The President met at the White House with

members of the White House staff.

The President announced the members of the

United States delegation to observe the Guatema-
lan Presidential election in Guatemala on
Sunday, November 3.

Senator Richard Lugar and Representative

Buddy Roemer of Louisiana will serve as cochair-

men of the delegation. The members of the dele-

gation will be:

Senator Mitch McConnell ofKentucky;

Representative William B. Richardson of New Mexico;

Representative Chester Atkins of Massachusetts;

Representative Robert Lagomarsino of California;

Representative John McCain ofArizona;

Alberto Piedra, U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala;

William Walker, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for

Inter-American Affairs;

Louise Hoppe, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for

Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs;

Raymond F. Burghardt, Senior Director for Latin Amer-
ican Affairs, National Security Council;

Bruce McColm, U.S. Representative to the OAS Commis-
sion on Human Rights, Washington, DC;

Dr. Howard Penniman, political scientist, American En-

terprise Institute, Washington, DC;
Carl Gershman, president, National Endowment for De-
mocracy, Washington, DC;

Georges Fauriol, author and foreign affairs analyst,

Washington, DC;
Bruce Cameron, consultant, formerly with Americans for

Democratic Action, Washington, DC;

Jose Sorzano, associate professor of government, George-

town University, Washington, DC;

Josiah Moore, chairman, Papago Tribe of Arizona;

Richard Ouderkirk, professor of history, Principia Col-

lege, Elsah, IL;

William Doherty, director, American Federation for

Free Labor Development, AFL-CIO, Washington,
DC;

Cameron Clark, Jr., president, Production Sharing Inter-

national, Ltd., Southport, CT;

John Silber, president, Boston University, Boston, MA;
and

Charles Bartlett, president, Jefferson Foundation and
Pulitzer Prize winner, Washington, DC.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Louisiana as a result of Hurricane Juan
beginning on or about October 27, which caused
extensive property damage.

In the afternoon, the President went to Bethes-

da Naval Hospital, where he underwent a routine

post-operative examination. Following the exami-

nation, he went to Camp David, MD, for a week-
end stay.

November 3
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

November 4
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Wyatt Durrette, Virginia gubernatorial can-

didate;

—the Economic Policy Council, for an update
on the farm credit system.

November 5
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—James C. Miller III, Director of the Office of

Management and Budget.

In an Oval Office ceremony, the President re-

ceived diplomatic credentials from Ambassadors
Stanislas Batchi of the Congo, Leshele A. Thoah-
lane of Lesotho, Timon S. Mangwazu of Malawi,

Salah Ahmed of Sudan, Nalumino Mundia of

Zambia, Johannes H.A. Buekes of South Africa,

Albert O. Xavier of Grenada, and Edouard Kadi-

giri of Burundi.

November 6
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who re-

ported on his recent trip to the Soviet Union.

November 7

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—private sector supporters of the Strategic De-
fense Initiative;

—Soviet affairs experts, for lunch.
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The President attended the swearing-in cere-

mony in the Roosevelt Room for Edward V.

Hickey, Jr., as Chairman of the Federal Maritime

Commission.

November 8
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss the President's upcoming meeting
with Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gor-

bachev;

—religious leaders, for lunch;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of West Virginia as a result of severe

storms, landslides, and flooding beginning on or

about November 3, which caused extensive prop-

erty damage.
The President transmitted to the Congress the

annual reports for fiscal years 1983 and 1984

under the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of

1977 as prepared by the Secretary of Labor.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

1984 annual reports on activities under the Occu-

pational Safety and Health Act of 1970 of the

Departments of Labor and Health and Human
Services and of the Occupational Safety and
Health Review Commission.

November 9
In the morning, the President welcomed

Prince Charles and Princess Diana of Wales in a

ceremony on the South Lawn of the White
House.
The President declared major disasters for the

Commonwealths of Pennsylvania and Virginia as

a result of severe storms, landslides, and flooding,

beginning on or about November 3, which
caused extensive property damage.

November 12
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House stafl^;

—the congressional leadership, to discuss the

President's upcoming meeting with Soviet

General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev and
the Gramm-Rudman-HoUings balanced

budget legislation.

November 13
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Cabinet, to discuss the President's up-

coming meeting with Soviet General Secre-

tary Mikhail Gorbachev;

—George F. Moody, chairman, and Richard F.

Schubert, president, of the American Nation-

al Red Cross, to discuss their disaster relief

campaign.

November 14
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House stafl";

—^U.S. Ambassador to the Philippines Stephen
Warren Bosworth;

—U.S. arms negotiators, to discuss the current

status of the nuclear and space arms negotia-

tions in Geneva.

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has invited Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
of Canada to make an official visit to the United
States. Prime Minister Mulroney has accepted
and will meet with the President at the White
House on March 18, 1986.

November 15
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz;

—Senators Pete Wilson of California and
Ernest F. HoUings of South Carolina, who
delivered a letter signed by Senators who
support the Strategic Defense Initiative.

The President announced the members of the

United States delegation to attend ceremonies
marking Oman's National Day, November 18-19.

Former President Gerald R. Ford will serve as

chairman of the delegation. The other members
of the delegation are:

Former First Lady Betty Ford, of California;

Joseph D. Ambrose, president, Ambrose Properties, Inc.,

Fort Worth, TX;

Kathleen A. Warwick, corporate securities counsel,

Mobil Corp., New York, NY;

Alexandra Hufty Hayes, of Palm Beach, FL;

Archibald Roosevelt, director of international affairs,

Chase Manhattan Bank, New York, NY;

Darius N. Keaton, former chairman of the board and
president. Charter Oil Co., and former chairman and
owner, Edington Oil Co., San Francisco, CA; and

Robert Barrett, president, Barrett Consultants, of Califor-

nia.

November 16
In the evening, President Reagan arrived at

Geneva-Cointrin Airport, where he was greeted

by Swiss President Kurt Furgler. He then went
to Maison de Saussure, his residence during his

stay in Switzerland.

November 1

7

In the afternoon, the President met with senior

advisers at the Pometta residence.

November 18
In the morning, the President met with senior

advisers and again later at a working luncheon at

the Pometta residence. In the afternoon, the

President went to Le Reposoir for a formal wel-

coming ceremony. Participating in the ceremony
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were Switzerland's President Kurt Furgler, For-

eign Minister Pierre Aubert, and Chief of Proto-

col Johannes Manz. President Reagan and Presi-

dent Furgler then participated in a bilateral

meeting.

November 19
In the morning, the President met with senior

advisers at the Pometta residence. Later in the

morning, the President began the first day of the

Soviet-U.S. summit meeting by conferring at

Fleur d'Eau with Soviet General Secretary Mik-

hail Gorbachev, first in an extended private

meeting and then in a plenary session. After a

working luncheon with senior advisers at the Po-

metta residence, the President participated in a

plenary session at Fleur d'Eau. After the session,

at the suggestion of the President, the two lead-

ers left the residence and walked to a nearby

pool house, where they spoke privately. In the

evening, the President attended a dinner at the

Soviet Mission hosted by General Secretary Gor-

bachev. The President then returned to Maison

de Saussure.

November 20
In the morning, the President met with senior

advisers at the Pometta residence. Later in the

morning, the President met privately with Soviet

General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev at the

Soviet Mission and then participated in a plenary

session. After a working luncheon with his senior

advisers at the Pometta residence, the President

returned to the Soviet Mission for private meet-

ings with General Secretary Gorbachev and a

plenary session. The final private meeting of the

day was concluded with the two leaders receiv-

ing status reports from each of their delegations.

In the evening, the President attended a recep-

tion for the summit meeting delegations and
Swiss community leaders at La Gandole. Later in

the evening, the President hosted a dinner for

General Secretary Gorbachev at Maison de Saus-

sure.

November 21
In the morning, following their remarks on is-

suing a joint statement. President Reagan and
Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev met
privately to say goodbye. In the afternoon, the

President arrived at Zaventem Airport, Brussels,

Belgium, where he was greeted by King Bau-

douin I and Queen Fabiola. The President went
to NATO Headquarters, where he addressed a

special meeting of the North Atlantic Council on

the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting in Geneva. The
President then returned to Washington, DC.

November 22
The President met at the White House with:

—^the Vice President, for lunch;

—the Cabinet, to discuss the Soviet-U.S.

summit meeting in Geneva.

The President announced his intention to

nominate Chester A. Crocker, an Assistant Secre-

tary of State (African Affairs), to be a member of

the Board of Directors of the African Develop-

ment Foundation for a term expiring September

22, 1991. This is a reappointment.

November 25
The President met at the White House with

members of the White House staff.

The President presented the Department of

Defense Medal for Distinguished Public Service

to Verne Orr, Secretary of the Air Force, who is

retiring.

In a Rose Garden ceremony, the President was

presented with a 60-pound turkey for Thanksgiv-

ing by John Holden, president, and Lew Walts,

executive vice president, of the National Turkey

Federation. The occasion marked the 38th pres-

entation to the Nation's First Family in com-

memoration of the holiday.

In the afternoon, the President presented the

1985 Sertoma International Service to Mankind

Award to John Fling in recognition of his work

with the blind and needy of Columbia, SC.

In an Oval Office ceremony, the President re-

ceived the official 1985 Christmas Seals of the

American Lung Association from entertainer

Pearl Bailey, the 1985 Christmas Seal chairman.

The White House announced that the Aggre-

gate Report on Personnel was being transmitted

to the Speaker of the House and the President of

the Senate.

The White House announced that the Consoli-

dated Grain and Barge Co. of St. Louis, MO, has

requested an exemption from the requirements

of section 7(aX2) of the Endangered Species Act

of 1973, as amended, that would permit establish-

ment of a barge fleeting area on the Ohio River

near Mound City, IL. The President has appoint-

ed James R. Reilly, chief of staff. Office of the

Governor, State of Illinois, and Bruce Williams,

administrative assistant. Office of the Governor,

State of Kentucky, to represent their respective

States on the Endangered Species Committee to

consider this application. In addition to the two

members from the affected States, the Commit-

tee consists of six designated Federal officials,

with the Secretary of the Interior serving as

Chairman.

November 26

The President left the White House and went

to Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa Bar-

bara, CA, for the Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
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December 2
The President returned to Washington, DC,

after spending the Thanksgiving holiday week-
end at Rancho del Cielo, his ranch near Santa

Barbara, CA, and traveling to Seattle, WA, to

address a fundraising luncheon for Senator Slade

Gorton.

December 3
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Republican congressional leadership, to

discuss government funding, tax reform, the

debt ceiling, and farm legislation;

—Senator Paul Laxalt, of Nevada, to discuss the

situation in the Philippines;

—the National Security Council and the Eco-

nomic Policy Council.

The President declared a major disaster for the

State of Florida as a result of Hurricane Kate,

which caused extensive damage.

December 4
The President met at the White House with

Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

18th annual report of the U.S.-Japan Cooperative

Medical Science Program covering calendar year

1984.

The President transmitted to the Speaker of

the House and the President pro tempore of the

Senate a report on the Federal agencies imple-

mentation of the Privacy Act of 1974.

December 5
The President met at the White House with

members of the White House staff.

The President telephoned the Environmental
Protection Agency on the 15th anniversary of its

existence. His remarks were transmitted to EPA
employees over the agency's public address

system.

The President met in Room 450 of the Old
Executive Office Building with former Members
of Congress.

The President appointed Secretary of Defense
Caspar W. Weinberger as Chairman of the Inter-

agency Committee for the Purchase of United
States Savings Bonds for a term of 2 years.

In the evening, the President attended the

30th anniversary dinner of National Review mag-
azine at the Plaza Hotel in New York City. The
President stayed at the hotel overnight. While in

New York, the President telephoned Gino Casa-

nova, of Seattle, WA, a veteran who had been
fasting since mid-October to promote more
active efforts in locating servicemen still missing

in Southeast Asia.

December 6
The President met at the White House with:

—the Vice President, for lunch;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz;

—James C. Miller III, Director of the Office of

Management and Budget, to discuss the fiscal

year 1987 budget.

The President transmitted to the Congress the

eighth annual report on Federal energy conser-

vation programs undertaken during fiscal year

1984.

The President announced the members of the

United States delegation to observe the Presiden-

tial run-off elections in Guatemala on December
8. Senator Mark O. Hatfield (R-OR) and Repre-
sentative WiUiam B. Richardson (D-NM) will

serve as Cochairmen of the delegation. The re-

maining members of the delegation are:

Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island;

Representative Mickey Edwards of Oklahoma;

Representative Bob McEwen of Ohio;

Georges Fauriol, Center for Strategic and International

Studies, Georgetown University, of Washington, DC;
Cameron Clark, Jr., president, Production Sharing Inter-

national, Ltd., and Central America/Caribbean Inves-

tor Advisory Service of Southport, CT;

John Carbaugh, of Washington, DC;
Howard Penniman, political scientist, American Enter-

prise Institute, of Washington, DC;

Jose Sorzano, professor of history, Georgetown Universi-

ty, and president, Cuban American National Founda-
tion, of Washington, DC;

Carlos Perez, president, Banana Services, Inc., of Miami,

FL;

Bruce Cameron, of Washington, DC;

Diego Suarez, president, Inter-American Transport, Inc.,

of Miami, FL;

Carol Hallett, national field director, Citizens for Amer-
ica, of Sacramento, CA;

Samuel Haddad, deputy director, American Institute for

Free Labor Development, of Washington, DC;
Maurice Sonnenberg, investment consultant, of New

York, NY;

Luis Acle, Associate Director for Public Liaison, the

White House, Washington, DC;
Walt Raymond, Special Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs and Senior Director for Inter-

national Communications Policy, National Security

Council, the White House, Washington, DC;
Alberto Piedra, United States Ambassador to Guatemala;

and

Charles Bartlett, of Washington, DC.

December 8
In the evening, the President and Mrs. Reagan

attended the annual gala at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts honoring the re-

cipients of the Kennedy Center Honors awards
for lifetime achievements in the arts.

December 9
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;
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—Senator Thad Cochran and Congressman
G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery of Mississippi and
Donna Russell, Mrs. America, 1985;

—Senator James Abdnor of South Dakota and
Wallace Wells, chief of the Crow, Creek, and
Sioux Tribes;

—Congressman Ronald C. Packard of Califor-

nia and Senator Orrin G. Hatch of Utah;

—Congressman Michael DeWine of Ohio;

—Congressman Bob Stump of Arizona.

Throughout the day, the President telephoned
Republican Members of the House of Represent-

atives to discuss pending tax reform legislation.

December 10
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the bipartisan congressional leadership, to

discuss the continuing resolution, the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings balanced budget
legislation, farm legislation, and tax reform;

—U.S. Ambassadors L.W. Lane (Australia and
Nauru), Paul M. Cleveland (New Zealand),

Joseph A. Ghougassian (Qatar), and Gregory

J. Newell (Sweden), prior to departure for

their overseas posts.

In an Oval Office ceremony, the President

signed H.R. 3327, the Military Construction Ap-
propriations Act, 1986, which was assigned Public

Law No. 99-173.

In the evening, the President and Mrs. Reagan
hosted a Christmas dance for Members of Con-
gress in the Residence.

December 11

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—American Friends of Lubavitch;

—the U.S. Savings Bonds Volunteer Commit-
tee;

—Republican Members of Congress, to discuss

tax reform.

In the morning, the President participated in a

review of the budget.

The President telephoned Senator Barry Gold-
water of Arizona to convey his sympathy on the

death of the Senator's wife.

Throughout the day, the President telephoned
Members of Congress to discuss pending tax

reform legislation.

December 12
The President met at the White House with:

—^members of the White House staff;

—the Vice President, for lunch;

—the Cabinet, to discuss the budget.

In an Oval Office ceremony, the President met
with 6-year-old Scott Cunningham, of Eight Mile,

AL, the 1986 National Ambassador for the March
of Dimes.

Throughout the day, the President telephoned
Members of Congress to discuss pending tax

reform legislation.

December 13

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the leadership of the National Conference of

State Legislators;

—Merrett Smith, of the California State Repub-
lican Party.

December 16

In the afternoon, the President met with Re-
publican Members of the House of Representa-
tives at the Rayburn House Office Building to

discuss tax reform legislation.

Later in the afternoon, the President met with
Mother Teresa in the Oval Office.

In the evening, the President spoke by tele-

phone with Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., discussing pending
tax reform legislation.

December 1

7

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Republican Members of Congress, to discuss

tax reform legislation.

The White House announced that although

there has been no final passage of a continuing

resolution, the administration feels there is suffi-

cient assurance of passage to warrant keeping
employees on the job through the remainder of

the day. If a resolution is not passed by the end
of the legislative day, nonessential government
employees will be informed through the news
media not to come to work tomorrow.

In the afternoon, the President attended a fare-

well reception for Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairs, in

the Roosevelt Room at the White House.

In the evening, the President went to the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts to

attend a performance of "Aren't We All."

The White House announced that the Presi-

dent has designated Michael H. Armacost, Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs, to repre-

sent him at the funeral of former Philippine For-

eign Minister Carlos P. Romulo in Manila on De-
cember 19.

December 18

The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—leading medical scientists, for lunch;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who re-

ported on his recent 10-day European visit.
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December 19
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—the Vice President, for lunch;

—the Domestic and Economic Policy Councils,

in a joint session to discuss possible effects of

antitrust laws on U.S. trade abroad and to be
briefed on the impact of U.S. programs to

combat AIDS.
In the evening, the President attended the

White House senior staff Christmas party in the

Residence.

December 20
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of State George P. Shultz.

The President attended a reception in the Roo-

sevelt Room for Margaret M. Heckler, the new
U.S. Ambassador to Ireland.

The President participated in the swearing-in

ceremony in the Roosevelt Room for Otis R.

Bowen as Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

ices.

In the afternoon, the President left the White
House for a weekend stay at Camp David, MD.
Prior to his departure, the President was present-

ed with a Christmas card signed by the citizens

of Westminster, MD.

December 22
The President returned to the White House

from Camp David.

December 23
The President met at the White House with:

—members of the White House staff;

—Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige,

who reported on his trip to the Soviet Union.
The President requested the Congress to pro-

vide $4.0 billion for fiscal year 1986 for the De-
partment of Agriculture to enable the Commodi-
ty Credit Corporation to continue to finance its

fiscal year 1986 program obligations under cur-

rent law.

December 25
The President and Mrs. Reagan spent Christ-

mas at the White House.

December 27
The President and Mrs. Reagan left the White

House for a trip to California. In the afternoon,

they arrived in Los Angeles and went to the

Century Plaza Hotel, where they remained over-

night.

The White House announced that by mutual
agreement, the President and Soviet General
Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev will exchange New
Year's greetings. The President will address the

people of the Soviet Union and the General Sec-

retary will address the people of the United
States on January 1, 1986. Their recorded mes-
sages will be broadcast on radio and television.

December 28
While in Los Angeles, CA, the President tele-

phoned Lou Rawls, who was hosting "The Lou
Rawls Parade of Stars," an annual nationally

broadcast telethon to help raise money for the

United Negro College Fund.

December 29
The President and Mrs. Reagan left Los Ange-

les and traveled to the home of Walter and Leon-
ore Annenberg in Palm Springs, CA, where they

stayed through New Year's Day.

December 30

In the morning, the President telephoned Sec-

retary of Labor William E. Brock III to convey
his sympathy on the death of the Secretary's

wife.

The President appointed the following individ-

uals to be members of the Federal Council on
the Aging for terms of 3 years. These are reap-

pointments.

Katie Dusenberry, of Tucson, AZ.

Edna Bonn Russell, of Atherton, CA.
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The following list does not include promotions of
members of the Uniformed Services, nominations

to the Service Academies, or nominations of For-

eign Service officers.

Submitted July 1

Terrence M. Scanlon,

of the District of Columbia, to be Chairman of

the Consumer Product Safety Commission, vice

Nancy Harvey Steorts, resigned, to which posi-

tion he was appointed during the recess of the

Senate from October 12, 1984, until January 3,

1985.

Anne Graham,
of Virginia, to be a Commissioner of the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission for a term of 7

years from October 27, 1984, vice Nancy Harvey
Steorts, resigned.

Submitted July 3

Michael E. Baroody,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Labor,

vice John F. Cogan.

Richard F. Hohlt,

of Indiana, to be a member of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Overseas Private Investment Cor-

poration for a term expiring December 17, 1987,

vice William G. Simpson, term expired.

Submitted July 9

Thomas Michael ToUiver Niles,

of the District of Columbia, a career member of

the Senior Foreign Service, Class of Minister-

Counselor, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to Canada.

Joe M. Rodgers,

of Tennessee, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to France.

Submitted July 11

Robert L. Thompson,
an Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, to be a

member of the Board of Directors of the National

Consumer Cooperative Bank for a term of 3

years, vice William Gene Lesher.

Submitted July 11—Continued

Curtis E. von Kann,

of the District of Columbia, to be an Associate

Judge of the Superior Court of the District of

Columbia for a term of 15 years, vice Timothy C.

Murphy, retired.

Submitted July 12

Gary L. Matthews,

of Virginia, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Malta.

Harvey Frans Nelson, Jr.,

of California, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Kingdom of

Swaziland.

Irvin Hicks,

of Maryland, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Counselor, to be Ambassa-

dor Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the

United States of America to the Republic of Sey-

chelles.

Submitted July 15

Lydia E. Glover,

of South Carolina, to be United States Marshal for

the District of South Carolina for the term of 4

years, vice William C. Whitworth.

Submitted July 17

Douglas H. Ginsburg,

of Massachusetts, to be an Assistant Attorney

General, vice J. Paul McGrath, resigned.

Richard Kennon Willard,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Attorney General,

vice William F. Baxter, resigned.

Raymond D. Lett,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Agri-

culture, vice C.W. McMillan, resigned.
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Submitted July 1 7—Continued
Vance L. Clark,

of California, to be Administrator of the Farmers
Home Administration, vice Charles Wilson
Shuman, resigned.

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Directors of the Commodity Credit

Corporation:

John William Bode, of Oklahoma, vice Mary
Claiborne Jarratt.

Raymond D. Lett, of Virginia, vice C.W. Mc-
Millan.

Joyce A. Doyle,

of New York, to be a member of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Review Commission for

the remainder of the term expiring August 30,

1986, vice Rosemary M. Collyer, resigned.

Richard S. Nicholson,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Director of the

National Science Foundation, vice Edward A.

Knapp.

Anthony J. Calio,

of Maryland, to be Administrator of the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, vice

John V. Byrne, resigned.

Submitted July 18

Robert Vossler Keeley,

of Florida, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to Greece.

Francis J. Meehan,
of Virginia, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Cerman
Democratic Republic.

John Pierce Ferriter,

of Florida, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Djibouti.

Orson G. Swindle III,

of Georgia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce, vice J. Bonnie Newman, resigned.

Submitted July 19

John Gunther Dean,
of New York, a career member of the Senior

Foreign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be

Submitted July 19—Continued

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to India.

James W. Spain,

of California, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, and to serve con-

currently and without additional compensation as

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Maldives.

Ferdinand F. Fernandez,

of California, to be United States District Judge
for the Central District of California, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

Brian P. Joffrion,

of Louisiana, to be United States Marshal for the

Western District of Louisiana for the term of 4

years (reappointment).

Leo C. McKenna,
of New York, to be a member of the Advisory

Board of the Saint Lawrence Seaway Develop-

ment Corporation, vice Jacob L. Bernheim.

Submitted July 22

John Blane,

of Illinois, a career member of the Senior Foreign

Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Chad.

Richard Wayne Bogosian,

of Maryland, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Counselor, to be Ambassa-

dor Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the

United States of America to the Republic of

Niger.

Submitted July 23

Winston Lord,

of New York, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to the People's Republic of China.

Ralph B. Guy, Jr.,

of Michigan, to be United States Circuit Judge for

the Sixth Circuit, vice a new position created by
P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.
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Submitted July 23—Continued
Stephen H. Anderson,

of Utah, to be United States Circuit Judge for the

Tenth Circuit, vice a new position created by
P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Glen H. Davidson,

of Mississippi, to be United States District Judge
for the Northern District of Mississippi, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved

July 10, 1984.

Robert B. Maloney,

of Texas, to be United States District Judge for

the Northern District of Texas, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Thomas John Josefiak,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Federal Elec-

tion Commission for a term expiring April 30,

1991, vice Frank P. Reiche, term expired.

Bill D. Colvin,

of Virginia, to be Inspector General, National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, vice June
Gibbs Brown, resigned.

Submitted July 24

Frank Shakespeare,

of Connecticut, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to the Republic of Portugal.

Constance Horner,

of the District of Columbia, to be Director of the

Office of Personnel Management for a term of 4

years, vice Donald J. Devine, term expired.

Withdrawn July 24

Donald J. Devine,

of Maryland, to be Director of the Office of Per-

sonnel Management for a term of 4 years (reap-

pointment), which was sent to the Senate on
March 8, 1985.

Submitted July 25

David Bryan Sentelle,

of North Carolina, to be United States District

Judge for the Western District of North Carolina,

vice Woodrow W. Jones, retired.

Vinton DeVane Lide,

of South Carolina, to be United States Attorney

for the District of South Carolina for the term of

4 years, vice Henry Dargan McMaster, resigned.

Submitted July 26

Donald James Quigg,

of Virginia, to be Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks, vice Gerald J. Mossinghoff, resigned.

The following-named persons to be members of

the National Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs for terms expiring May 8,

1988:

Betty Ann Gault Cordoba, of California (reap-

pointment).

Irene Renee Robinson, of the District of Co-

lumbia (reappointment).

Judy F. Rolfe, of Montana (reappointment).

Larry L. DeVuyst,

of Michigan, to be a member of the Federal

Farm Credit Board, Farm Credit Administration,

for a term expiring March 31, 1991, vice Jewell

Haaland, term expired.

Submitted July 31

Diana Powers Evans,

of Oregon, to be a member of the National Advi-

sory Council on Women's Educational Programs
for a term expiring May 8, 1988, vice Gilda Bo-

jorquez Gjurich, term expired.

Submitted August 1

James C. Miller III,

of the District of Columbia, to be Director of the

Office of Management and Budget, vice David A.

Stockman, resigned.

Herbert Stuart Okun,

of the District of Columbia, a career member of

the Senior Foreign Service, Class of Minister-

Counselor, to be the Deputy Representative of

the United States of America to the United Na-

tions, with the rank and status of Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary.

Hugh Montgomery,
of Virginia, to be the Alternate Representative of

the United States of America for Special Political

Affairs in the United Nations, with the rank of

Ambassador.

George D. Gould,

of New York, to be Under Secretary of the Treas-

ury, vice Norman B. Ture, resigned.

Charles O. Sethness,

of Massachusetts, to be an Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury, vice Thomas J. Healey, resigned.
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Submitted August 1—Continued
Brian B. Duff,

of Illinois, to be United States District Judge for

the Northern District of Illinois, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Donna R. Fitzpatrick,

of the District of Columbia, to be an Assistant

Secretary of Energy (Conservation and Renew-
able Energy), vice Joseph J. Tribble, resigned.

Anthony G. Sousa,

of Hawaii, to be a member of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission for a term expiring Octo-

ber 20, 1988 (reappointment).

J.C. Argetsinger,

of Virginia, to be a Commissioner of the Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal for the term of 7 years

from September 27, 1984, vice Douglas Coulter,

term expired.

L. William Seidman,

of Arizona, to be a member of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-

ration for a term of 6 years, vice William M.
Isaac, term expired.

Robert B. Sims,

of Tennessee, to be an Assistant Secretary of De-
fense, vice Michael Ira Burch, resigned.

Elizabeth Flores Burkhart,

of Texas, to be a member of the National Credit
Union Administration Board for the term of 6
years expiring April 10, 1991 (reappointment).

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Directors of the United States

Institute of Peace for the terms indicated:

For terms of 2 years expiring January 19, 1987:

Sidney Lovett, of Connecticut (new position).

Richard John Neuhaus, of New York (new posi-

tion).

W. Bruce Weinrod, of the District of Columbia
(new position).

For a term of 4 years expiring January 19, 1989:

John Norton Moore, of Virginia (new position).

Submitted September 9

Patricia Mary Byrne,

of Ohio, a career member of the Senior Foreign

Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be
Deputy Representative of the United States of

America in the Security Council of the United

Nations, with the rank of Ambassador.

Submitted September 9—Continued
Alan Lee Keyes,

of Maryland, to be an Assistant Secretary of State,

vice Gregory J. Newell.

Natale H. Bellocchi,

of New York, a career member of the Senior

Foreign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to

be Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentia-

ry of the United States of America to the Repub-
lic of Botswana.

Michael Sotirhos,

of the District of Columbia, to be Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the United

States of America to Jamaica.

Jean Broward Shevlin Gerard,

of New York, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to Luxembourg.

Clyde D. Taylor,

of Maryland, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Paraguay.

Roger Kirk,

of the District of Columbia, a career member of

the Senior Foreign Service, Class of Career Min-

ister, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-

potentiary of the United States of America to the

Socialist Republic of Romania.

Robert G. Houdek,

of Illinois, a career member of the Senior Foreign

Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Republic of

Uganda.

Malcolm Richard Wilkey,

of Texas, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to the Oriental Republic of Uruguay.

Elliott Abrams,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the Board of Directors of the Inter-American

Foundation for a term expiring September 20,

1990, vice Langhorne A. Motley.

David A. Nelson,

of Ohio, to be United States Circuit Judge for the

Sixth Circuit, vice a new position created by P.L.

98-353, approved July 10, 1984.
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Submitted September 9—Continued
James L. Ryan,

of Michigan, to be United States Circuit Judge for

the Sixth Circuit, vice George Chfton Edwards,

Jr., retired.

Stephen V. Wilson,

of California, to be United States District Judge
for the Central District of California, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

Alan H. Nevas,

of Connecticut, to be United States District Judge
for the District of Connecticut, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

David Sam,

of Utah, to be United States District Judge for the

District of Utah, vice Aldon J. Anderson, retired.

Stephen M. McNamee,
of Arizona, to be United States Attorney for the

District of Arizona for the term of 4 years, vice

A. Melvin McDonald, resigned.

William A. Maddox,
of Nevada, to be United States Attorney for the

District of Nevada for the term of 4 years, vice

Lamond Robert Mills, resigned.

Patrick M. McLaughlin,

of Ohio, to be United States Attorney for the

Northern District of Ohio for the term of 4 years,

vice J. William Petro.

Roger Hilfiger,

of Oklahoma, to be United States Attorney for

the Eastern District of Oklahoma for the term of

4 years, vice Gary Loy Richardson, resigned.

Dennis Miles Kass,

of New York, to be an Assistant Secretary of

Labor, vice Donald L. Dotson.

Ronald E. Robertson,

of Virginia, to be General Counsel of the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, vice Juan
A. del Real, resigned.

Marshall Jordan Breger,

of the District of Columbia, to be Chairman of

the Administrative Conference of the United

States for the term of 5 years, vice Loren A.

Smith.

Carol Gene Dawson,
of Virginia, to be a Commissioner of the Con-

sumer Product Safety Commission for a term of 7

years from October 27, 1985 (reappointment).

Submitted September 9—Continued
Lawrence J. Jensen,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Administrator of

the Environmental Protection Agency, vice Jack
E. Ravan.

Jennifer Joy Manson,
of Virginia, to be an Assistant Administrator of

the Environmental Protection Agency, vice Jose-

phine S. Cooper, resigned.

M. Alan Woods,
of the District of Columbia, to be a Deputy
United States Trade Representative, with the

rank of Ambassador, vice Robert Emmet Lighth-

izer, resigned.

James P. McNeill,

of Maryland, to be an Associate Director of the

Federal Emergency Management Agency, vice

Fred Joseph Villella.

The following-named persons to be Federal

Maritime Commissioners for the terms indicated:

For the remainder of the term expiring June 30,

1986:

Edward V. Hickey, Jr., of Virginia, vice Alan

Green, Jr., resigned.

For the remainder of the term expiring June 30,

1987:

Francis J. Ivancie, of Oregon, vice Robert Se-

trakian, resigned.

William R. Barton,

of Virginia, to be Inspector General, General

Services Administration, vice Joseph A. Sickon,

resigned.

Craig C. Black,

of California, to be a member of the National

Science Board, National Science Foundation, for

a term expiring May 10, 1990, vice David V.

Ragone, term expired.

Charles L. Hosier,

of Pennsylvania, to be a member of the National

Science Board, National Science Foundation, for

the remainder of the term expiring May 10,

1988, vice John H. Moore.

Roger A. Yurchuck,

of Ohio, to be a Director of the Securities Inves-

tor Protection Corporation for a term expiring

December 31, 1987 (reappointment).

The following-named persons to be members of

the United States Advisory Commission on Public

Diplomacy for the terms indicated:
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Submitted September 9—Continued
For a term expiring April 6, 1988:

Herbert Schmertz, of New York (reappoint-

ment).

For terms expiring July 1, 1988:

Edwin J. Feulner, Jr., of Virginia (reappoint-

ment).

E. Robert Wallach, of California (reappoint-

ment).

Anne E. Brunsdale,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the United States International Trade Commis-
sion for the term expiring June 16, 1993, vice

Veronica A. Haggart, resigned.

Richard H. Francis,

of Virginia, to be President of the Solar Energy
and Energy Conservation Bank, vice Joseph S.

Bracewell.

Raymond D. Lett,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Agri-

culture, vice C.W. McMillan, resigned.

Raymond D. Lett,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the Commodity Credit Corporation,

vice C.W. McMillan.

Winston Lord,

of New York, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to the People's Republic of China.

Sidney Lovett,

of Connecticut, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace
for a term of 2 years expiring January 19, 1987
(new position).

John Norton Moore,
of Virginia, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace
for a term of 4 years expiring January 19, 1989
(new position).

Richard John Neuhaus,

of New York, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace
for a term of 2 years expiring January 19, 1987
(new position).

James W. Spain,

of California, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be Am-
bassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to the Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, and to serve con-

currently and without additional compensation as

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

Submitted September 9—Continued
the United States of America to the Republic of

Maldives.

Helen Marie Taylor,

of Virginia, to be a member of the National

Council on the Humanities for a term expiring

January 26, 1990, vice Mary Beth Norton, term
expired, to which position she was appointed

during the recess of the Senate from June 29,

1984, until July 23, 1984.

Charles A. Trabandt,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission for a term expir-

ing October 20, 1988, vice Georgiana H. Sheldon,

term expired.

W. Bruce Weinrod,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the Board of Directors of the United States Insti-

tute of Peace for a term of 2 years expiring Janu-

ary 19, 1987 (new position).

Submitted September 11

Nicholas Tsoucalas,

of New York, to be a Judge of the United States

Court of International Trade, vice Nils A. Boe,

retired.

Laurence H. Silberman,

of the District of Columbia, to be United States

Circuit Judge for the District of Columbia Cir-

cuit, vice a new position created by P.L. 98-353,

approved July 10, 1984.

Henry T. Wingate,

of Mississippi, to be United States District Judge
for the Southern District of Mississippi, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved

July 10, 1984.

Paul N. Brown,

of Texas, to be United States District Judge for

the Eastern District of Texas, vice a new position

created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Alan A. McDonald,

of Washington, to be United States District Judge
for the Eastern District of Washington, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved

July 10, 1984.

Roy C. Hayes, Jr.,

of Michigan, to be United States Attorney for the

Eastern District of Michigan for the term of 4

years, vice Leonard R. Gilman, deceased.
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Submitted September 12

The following-named persons to be members of

the United States Sentencing Commission for the

time being and for the terms indicated, subject to

the conditions prescribed by Public Law 98^73
of October 12, 1984, as amended (new positions):

For terms of2 years:

Stephen G. Breyer, of Massachusetts.

Paul H. Robinson, of New Jersey.

For terms of4 years:

Michael K. Block, of Arizona.

Helen G. Corrothers, of Arkansas.

George E. MacKinnon, of Maryland.

For terms of 6 years:

Ilene H. Nagel, of Indiana.

William W. Wilkins, Jr., of South Carolina.

William W. Wilkins, Jr.,

of South Carolina, to be Chairman of the United

States Sentencing Commission (new position).

Esther Kratzer Everett,

of New York, to be a member of the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-

grams for a term expiring May 8, 1987, vice

Marie Sheehan Muhler, term expired.

Submitted September 16

William Robert Graham,
of California, to be Deputy Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

vice Hans Michael Mark, resigned.

Michael A. McManus, Jr.,

of New York, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the Communications Satellite Corpo-
ration until the date of the annual meeting of the

Corporation in 1987, vice Robert M. Garrick,

term expired.

Submitted September 1

7

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Regents of the Uniformed Services

University of the Health Sciences for terms

expiring June 20, 1991:

Carol Johnson Johns, of Maryland, vice Lauro
F. Cavazos, term expired.

Mario Efrain Ramirez, of Texas, vice William

R. Roy, term expired.

Paul Freedenberg,
of Maryland, to be an Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce, vice Lawrence J. Brady, resigned.

Roger Dale Semerad,
of Maryland, to be an Assistant Secretary of

Labor, vice Frank C. Casillas, resigned.

Submitted September 1 /^Continued
Hazel M. Richardson,

of California, to be a member of the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-

grams for a term expiring May 8, 1988, vice Elea-

nor Thomas Elliott, term expired.

Mark L. Edelman,

an Assistant Administrator of the Agency for

International Development, to be a member of

the Board of Directors of the African Develop-

ment Foundation for a term expiring September
22, 1991 (reappointment).

Neal B. Freeman,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the Communications Satellite Corpo-

ration until the date of the annual meeting of the

Corporation in 1988 (reappointment).

Jeffrey I. Zuckerman,

of Maryland, to be General Counsel of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission for a term
of 4 years, vice David L. Slate, resigned.

Ford Barney Ford,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Federal Mine
Safety and Health Review Commission for a term
of 6 years expiring August 30, 1990, vice Frank
F. Jestrab, term expired.

Barbara J.H. Taylor,

of Maryland, to be a member of the National

Commission on Libraries and Information Sci-

ence for a term expiring July 19, 1990, vice

Gordon M. Ambach, term expired.

Roger William Jepsen,

of Iowa, to be a member of the National Credit

Union Administration Board for the remainder of

the term expiring August 2, 1987, vice Edgar F.

Callahan, resigned.

James M. Stephens,

of Virginia, to be a member of the National

Labor Relations Board for the term of 5 years

expiring August 27, 1990, vice Robert P. Hunter,

term expired.

William J. Merrell, Jr.,

of Texas, to be an Assistant Director of the Na-

tional Science Foundation, vice Floyd James
Rutherford.

Joseph A. Grundfest,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the Securities and Exchange Commission for the

term expiring June 5, 1990, vice Charles L. Mar-

inaccio, term expired.
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Submitted September I Z^Continued
To be Representatives and Alternate

Representatives of the United States of America
to the 40th Session of the General Assembly of

the United Nations:

Representatives:

Vernon A. Walters, of Florida.

Herbert Stuart Okun, of the District of Colum-
bia.

Daniel A. Mica, United States Representative

from the State of Florida.

Gerald B.H. Solomon, United States Represent-

ative from the State of New York.

John David Lodge, of Connecticut.

Alternate Representatives:

Patricia Mary Byrne, of Ohio.

Hugh Montgomery, of Virginia.

Joseph Verner Reed, of New York.

Robinson Risner, of Texas.

Withdrawn September 1

7

Peter Douglas Keisler,

of Connecticut, to be a member of the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-

grams for a term expiring May 8, 1987, vice

Maria Pornaby Shuhi, term expired, to which po-

sition he was appointed during the last recess of

the Senate, which was sent to the Senate on Jan-

uary 3, 1985.

Submitted September 18

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Directors of the United States

Institute of Peace for terms of 4 years expiring

January 19, 1989 (new positions):

Dennis L. Bark, of California.

Evron M. Kirkpatrick, of Maryland.

Thefollowing-named persons to the positions

indicated, to which positions they were
appointed during the last recess of the Senate:

Vance L. Clark,

of California, to be Administrator of the Farmers
Home Administration, vice Charles Wilson

Shuman, resigned.

Thomas John Josefiak,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Federal Elec-

tion Commission for a term expiring April 30,

1991, vice Frank P. Reiche, term expired.

Hugh Montgomery,
of Virginia, to be the Alternate Representative of

the United States of America for Special Political

Affairs in the United Nations, with the rank of

Ambassador.

Submitted September 18—Continued
Herbert Stuart Okun,

of the District of Columbia, a career member of

the Senior Foreign Service, Class of Minister-

Counselor, to be the Deputy Representative of

the United States of America to the United Na-

tions, with the rank and status of Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary.

Robert E. Rader, Jr.,

of Texas, to be a member of the Occupational

Safety and Health Review Commission for the

term expiring April 27, 1991, vice Timothy F.

Cleary, term expired.

John R. Wall,

of Ohio, to be a member of the Occupational

Safety and Health Review Commission for the

remainder of the term expiring April 27, 1987,

vice Robert A. Rowland.

Submitted September 20

Richard N. Holwill,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the board of the Panama Canal Commission, vice

John Alden Bushnell.

The following-named persons to be the

Representative and Alternate Representatives of

the United States of America to the Twenty-ninth

Session of the General Conference of the

International Atomic Energy Agency:

Representative:

Danny J. Boggs, of Kentucky.

Alternate Representatives:

Richard T. Kennedy, of the District of Colum-
bia.

Nunzio J. Palladino, of Pennsylvania.

Bruce Chapman, of Washington.

Submitted September 23

Mary L. Walker,

of Maryland, to be an Assistant Secretary of

Energy (Environment, Safety and Health), vice

William Addison Vaughan, resigned.

John A. Gaughan,

of Maryland, to be Administrator of the Maritime

Administration, vice Harold E. Shear, resigned.

Kenneth John Hill,

of Virginia, to be a member of the National

Transportation Safety Board for the remainder of

the term expiring December 31, 1986, vice

Donald D. Engen, resigned.
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Submitted September 23—Continued
John K. Lauber,

of California, to be a member of the National

Transportation Safety Board for the term expir-

ing December 31, 1989, vice George Herbert
Patrick Bursley, term expired.

Submitted September 26

Charles J. Cooper,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Attorney General,

vice Theodore B. Olson, resigned.

Stephen J. Markman,
of Virginia, to be an Assistant Attorney General,

vice Harold J. Lezar, Jr., resigned.

Charles Fried,

of Massachusetts, to be Solicitor General of the

United States, vice Rex E. Lee, resigned.

Donald R. Brookshier,

of Illinois, to be United States Marshal for the

Southern District of Illinois for the term of 4

years, vice William J. Nettles, resigned.

Submitted September 27

Joseph Verner Reed,

of Connecticut, to be the Representative of the

United States of America on the Economic and
Social Council of the United Nations, with the

rank of Ambassador.

Fred L. Hartley,

of California, for the rank of Ambassador during
the tenure of his service as Commissioner Gener-
al of the United States Exhibition for the Interna-

tional Exposition, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, 1986.

John S. Rhoades, Sr.,

of California, to be United States District Judge
for the Southern District of California, vice

Leland C. Nielsen, retired.

Lyle E. Strom,

of Nebraska, to be United States District Judge
for the District of Nebraska, vice Albert G.

Schatz, deceased.

Jose Antonio Fuste,

of Puerto Rico, to be United States District Judge
for the District of Puerto Rico, vice Juan R. Tor-

ruella Del Valle, elevated.

Richard H. Battey,

of South Dakota, to be United States District

Judge for the District of South Dakota, vice

Andrew W. Bogue, retired.

Submitted September 5/^Continued
Ross O. Swimmer,
of Oklahoma, to be an Assistant Secretary of the

Interior, vice Kenneth L. Smith, resigned.

Submitted September 30

Robert L. Barry,

of New Hampshire, a career member of the

Senior Foreign Service, Class of Career Minister,

for the rank of Ambassador during the tenure of

his service as United States Representative to the

Conference on Confidence and Security Building

Measures and Disarmament in Europe.

Julius W. Becton, Jr.,

of Virginia, to be Director of the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency, vice Louis O. Giuf-

frida, resigned.

Francis S.M. HodsoU,

of Virginia, to be Chairman of the National En-
dowment for the Arts for a term of 4 years (reap-

pointment).

The following-named persons to be members of

the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science for terms expiring July 19,

1990:

Lee Edwards, of Maryland, vice Paulette H.

Holahan, term expired.

Frank Gannon, of New York, vice Charles Wil-

liam Benton, term expired.

Submitted October 2

Richard Schifter,

of Maryland, to be Assistant Secretary of State for

Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, vice El-

liott Abrams, resigned.

Edward R. Korman,
of New York, to be United States District Judge
for the Eastern District of New York, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

C. Everett Koop,

of Pennsylvania, to be Surgeon General of the

Public Health Service for a term of 4 years (reap-

pointment).

Submitted October 4

Joseph Ghougassian,

of California, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to the State of Qatar.
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Submitted October 4—Continued

W. Scott Thompson,

of New Hampshire, to be a member of the Board

of Directors of the United States Institute of

Peace for a term of 4 years expiring January 19,

1989 (new position).

Submitted October 7

David R. Thompson,
of California, to be United States Circuit Judge
for the Ninth Circuit, vice a new position created

by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Bobby Ray Baldock,

of New Mexico, to be United States Circuit Judge

for the Tenth Circuit, vice Oliver Seth, retired.

Robert E. Cowen,

of New Jersey, to be United States District Judge

for the District of New Jersey, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Governors of the United States

Postal Service for the terms indicated:

For the remainder of the term, expiring December
8, 1988:

J.H. Tyler McConnell, of Delaware, vice David
E. Babcock, resigned.

For the remainder of the term expiring December
8, 1992:

Barry D. Schreiber, of Florida, vice Frieda

Waldman.

For the term expiring December 8, 1993:

Robert Setrakian, of California, vice William J.

Sullivan, term expired.

Submitted October 8

Carolyn Miller Parr,

of Maryland, to be a Judge of the United States

Tax Court for a term expiring 15 years after she

takes office, vice William M. Fay.

B. John Williams, Jr.,

of Virginia, to be a Judge of the United States

Tax Court for a term expiring 15 years after he
takes office, vice Howard A. Dawson, Jr.

Submitted October 9

William J. Zloch,

of Florida, to be United States District Judge for

the Southern District of Florida, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Submitted October 9—Continued
Dennis Eugene Whitfield,

of Virginia, to be Under Secretary of Labor, vice

Ford Barney Ford.

Submitted October 10

Donald J. Bouchard,

of Maine, to be an Assistant Secretary of State,

vice Robert E. Lamb.

Adele Langston Rogers,

of Maryland, to be an Alternate Representative

of the United States of America to the Fortieth

Session of the General Assembly of the United

Nations.

Ralph W. Tarr,

of Virginia, to be Solicitor of the Department of

the Interior, vice Frank K. Richardson, resigned.

CM. Naeve,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission for a term expir-

ing October 20, 1989, vice Oliver G. Richard III,

resigned.

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board for International Broadcasting for

terms expiring April 28, 1988 (reappointments):

Edward Noonan Ney, of New York.

Michael Novak, of the District of Columbia.

Warren J. Baker,

of California, to be a member of the National

Science Board, National Science Foundation, for

a term expiring May 10, 1988, vice Marian E.

Koshland, term expired.

William J. Doyle III,

of Maryland, to be Inspector General, Railroad

Retirement Board (new position).

Submitted October 16

James Curtis Mack II,

of California, to be Deputy Administrator of the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion, vice Anthony J. Calio.

James L. Buckley,

of Connecticut, to be United States Circuit Judge
for the District of Columbia Circuit, vice Edward
Allen Tamm, deceased.

John T. Noonan, Jr.,

of California, to be United States Circuit Judge
for the Ninth Circuit, vice a new position created

by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.
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Submitted October 16—Continued
Glenn L. Archer, Jr.,

of Virginia, to be United States Circuit Judge for

the Federal Circuit, vice Jack R. Miller, retired.

Jane R. Roth,

of Delaware, to be United States District Judge
for the District of Delaware, vice Walter K. Sta-

pleton, elevated.

Albert I. Moon, Jr.,

of Hawaii, to be United States District Judge for

the District of Hawaii, vice a new position cre-

ated by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Patrick A. Conmy,
of North Dakota, to be United States District

Judge for the District of North Dakota, vice

Bruce M. Van Sickle, retired.

Lynn N. Hughes,
of Texas, to be United States District Judge for

the Southern District of Texas, vice Robert

O'Conor, Jr., resigned.

Submitted October 1

7

Gregory J. Newell,

of Virginia, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to Sweden.

Jennifer Lynn Dorn,
of Maryland, to be Associate Deputy Secretary of

Transportation (new position).

Bruce M. Carnes,

of Virginia, to be Deputy Under Secretary for

Planning, Budget and Evaluation, Department of

Education, vice Gary L. Bauer.

Edward H. Fleischman,
of New Jersey, to be a member of the Securities

and Exchange Commission for the remainder of

the term expiring June 5, 1987, vice James C.

Treadway, Jr., resigned.

Allen Weinstein,

of the District of Columbia, to be a member of

the Board of Directors of the United States Insti-

tute of Peace for a term of 4 years expiring Janu-

ary 19, 1989 (new position).

Submitted October 21

Charles Roger Carlisle,

of Vermont, for the rank of Ambassador during

his tenure of service as United States Negotiator

on Textile Matters.

Robert Logan Clarke,

of Texas, to be Comptroller of the Currency for a

term of 5 years, vice C.T. Conover, resigned.

Submitted October 21—Continued
Gerald Ralph Riso,

of New York, to be an Assistant Secretary of the

Interior, vice J. Robinson West, resigned.

Jerry Lee Calhoun,

of Washington, to be a member of the Federal

Labor Relations Authority for the remainder of

the term expiring July 29, 1987, vice Barbara

Jean Mahone, resigned.

William J. McGinnis, Jr.,

of New Jersey, to be a member of the Federal
Labor Relations Authority for a term of 5 years

expiring July 1, 1989, vice Ronald W. Haughton,
term expired, to which position he was appointed
during the recess of the Senate from October 12,

1984, until January 3, 1985.

Submitted October 22

Alan B. Johnson,

of Wyoming, to be United States District Judge
for the District of Wyoming, vice a new position

created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Submitted October 23

Frank X. Altimari,

of New York, to be United States Circuit Judge
for the Second Circuit, vice Ellsworth A. Van-
Graafeiland, retired.

Jefferson B. Sessions III,

of Alabama, to be United States District Judge for

the Southern District of Alabama, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

Morris S. Arnold,

of Arkansas, to be United States District Judge for

the Western District of Arkansas, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Robert L. Miller, Jr.,

of Indiana, to be United States District Judge for

the Northern District of Indiana, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Garrett E. Brown, Jr.,

of New Jersey, to be United States District Judge
for the District of New Jersey, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Stanley A. Twardy, Jr.,

of Connecticut, to be United States Attorney for

the District of Connecticut for the term of 4

years, vice Alan H. Nevas.
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Submitted October 23—Continued
William C. Carpenter, Jr.,

of Delaware, to be United States Attorney for the

District of Delaware for the term of 4 years, vice

Joseph J. Farnan, Jr., resigned.

Benjamin L. Burgess, Jr.,

of Kansas, to be United States Attorney for the

District of Kansas for the term of 4 years, vice

Jim J. Marquez, resigned.

Marvin Collins,

of Texas, to be United States Attorney for the

Northern District of Texas for the term of 4

years, vice James A. Rolfe, resigned.

Submitted October 25

John R. Bolton,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Attorney General,

vice Robert A. McConnell, resigned.

Submitted October 28

Laurence William Lane, Jr.,

of California, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to Australia and to serve concurrently

and without additional compensation as Ambassa-
dor Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the

United States of America to the Republic of

Nauru.

John Edwin Upston,

of Virginia, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to the Republic of Rwanda.

Sam A. Nixon,

of Texas, to be a member of the Board of Re-

gents of the Uniformed Services University of the

Health Sciences for a term expiring June 20,

1991, vice Caro Elise Luhrs, term expired.

Alexander Hansen Good,

of the District of Columbia, to be Director Gen-
eral of the United States and Foreign Commer-
cial Service, vice Kenneth S. George.

Helen M. Witt,

of Pennsylvania, to be a member of the National

Mediation Board for the term expiring July 1,

1988 (reappointment).

Charles Edward Horner,

of the District of Columbia, to be an Associate

Director of the United States Information

Agency, vice Charles E. Courtney.

Submitted October 29

Thomas J. McAvoy,
of New York, to be United States District Judge
for the Northern District of New York, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved
July 10, 1984.

Sidney A. Fitzwater,

of Texas, to be United States District Judge for

the Northern District of Texas, vice Robert M.
Hill, elevated.

Submitted October 30

Francis Anthony Keating II,

of Oklahoma, to be an Assistant Secretary of the

Treasury, vice John M. Walker, Jr.

Nanette Fabray MacDougall,
of California, to be a member of the National

Council on the Handicapped for a term expiring

September 17, 1987 (reappointment).

Submitted October 31

Deanell Reece Tacha,

of Kansas, to be United States Circuit Judge for

the Tenth Circuit, vice a new position created by
P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Submitted November 1

Michael H. Mobbs,
of the District of Columbia, to be an Assistant

Director of the United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, vice Henry F. Cooper, Jr.,

resigning.

Wendell L. Willkie II,

of the District of Columbia, to be General Coun-
sel, Department of Education, vice Maureen E.

Corcoran.

James J. Carey,

of Illinois, to be a Federal Maritime Commission-
er for the term expiring June 30, 1990 (reap-

pointment).

Charles L. Woods,
of California, to be a member of the National

Mediation Board for the reminder of the term
expiring July 1, 1986, vice Robert Oberndoerfer
Harris, resigned.

Walter J. Shea,

of Maryland, to be a member of the Board of the

Panama Canal Commission, vice William Sidell.

William R. Kintner,

of Pennsylvania, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the United States Institute of Peace
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Submitted November 1—Continued
for a term of 2 years expiring January 19, 1987
(new position).

Submitted November 6

Paul Matthews Cleveland,

of Florida, a career member of the Senior For-

eign Service, Class of Minister-Counselor, to be
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America to New Zealand.

J. Steven Griles,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of the

Interior, vice Carrey Edward Carruthers, re-

signed.

Sylvester R. Foley, Jr.,

of Florida, to be an Assistant Secretary of Energy
(Defense Programs), vice William W. Hoover, re-

signed.

Submitted November 7

J. Spencer Letts,

of California, to be United States District Judge
for the Central District of California, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

Dickran M. Tevrizian, Jr.,

of California, to be United States District Judge
for the Central District of California, vice a new
position created by P.L. 98-353, approved July

10, 1984.

George H. Revercomb,
of Virginia, to be United States District Judge for

the District of Columbia, vice Thomas A. Flan-

nery, retired.

Harry D. Leinenweber,
of Illinois, to be United States District Judge for

the Northern District of Illinois, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

Submitted November 12

Rockwell Anthony Schnabel,

of California, to be Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to the Republic of Finland.

The following-named persons to be members of

the Board of Directors of the National Institute of

Building Sciences for terms expiring September

7, 1986:

Fred E. Hummel, of California, vice Herbert

H. Swinburne, term expired.

Philip D. Winn, of Colorado, vice Rudard A.

Jones, term expired.

Submitted November 13

James R. Richards,

of Virginia, to be Inspector General, Department
of the Interior, vice Richard Mulberry, resigned.

Harold L. Cushenberry, Jr.,

of the District of Columbia, to be an Associate

Judge of the Superior Court of the District of

Columbia for a term of 15 years, vice Paul F.

McArdle.

Michael L. Rankin,

of the District of Columbia, to be an Associate

Judge of the Superior Court of the District of

Columbia for a term of 15 years, vice Nicholas S.

Nunzio.

Lois Burke Shepard,

of Maryland, to be Director of the Institute of

Museum Services, vice Susan E. Phillips.

Submitted November 14

Russell A. Rourke,

of Maryland, to be Secretary of the Air Force,

vice Verne Orr.

Duross Fitzpatrick,

of Georgia, to be United States District Judge for

the Middle District of Georgia, vice a new posi-

tion created by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10,

1984.

C. Dale Duvall,

of Washington, to be Commissioner of Reclama-

tion, vice Robert N. Broadbent.

John C. Layton,

of Virginia, to be Inspector General of the De-
partment of Energy, vice James R. Richards.

David M.L. Lindahl,

of Virginia, to be Director of the Office of Alco-

hol Fuels, vice James G. Stearns, resigned.

Submitted November 15

Arnold I. Burns,

of New York, to be Associate Attorney General,

vice D. Lowell Jensen.

Arch L. Madsen,

of Utah, to be a member of the Board for Inter-

national Broadcasting for a term expiring April

28, 1987 (reappointment).

Truman McGill Hobbs,

of Alabama, to be a member of the Board of

Trustees of the Harry S Truman Scholarship

Foundation for a term expiring December 10,

1991 (reappointment).
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Submitted November 15—Continued
Thomas A. Bolan,

of New York, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the Overseas Private Investment

Corporation for a term expiring December 17,

1988 (reappointment).

Submitted November 22

Chapman B. Cox,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of De-

fense, vice Lawrence J. Korb, resigned.

Robert B. Barker,

of California, to be Chairman of the MiUtary Liai-

son Committee to the Department of Energy,

vice Richard L. Wagner, Jr.

Submitted November 25

Frank B. SoUars,

of Ohio, to be a member of the Board of Direc-

tors of the National Consumer Cooperative Bank
for a term of 3 years (reappointment).

Submitted November 26

Howard V. Adair,

of Alabama, to be United States Marshal for the

Southern District of Alabama for the term of 4

years (reappointment).

Robert L. Pavlak, Sr.,

of Minnesota, to be United States Marshal for the

District of Minnesota for the term of 4 years

(reappointment).

Kernan H. Bagley,

of Oregon, to be United States Marshal for the

District of Oregon for the term of 4 years (reap-

pointment).

Submitted December 3

Chester A. Crocker,

an Assistant Secretary of State, to be a member
of the Board of Directors of the African Develop-

ment Foundation for a term expiring September
22, 1991 (reappointment).

Submitted December 4

Otis R. Bowen,
of Indiana, to be Secretary of Health and Human
Services.

David R. Hansen,

of Iowa, to be United States District Judge for the

Northern District of Iowa, vice Edward J.

McManus, retired. ^

Submitted December 4—Continued
Walter J. Gex III,

of Mississippi, to be United States District Judge
for the Southern District of Mississippi, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved
July 10, 1984.

Miriam G. Cedarbaum,
of New York, to be United States District Judge
of the Southern District of New York, vice

Charles E. Stewart, Jr., retired.

Robert J. Bryan,

of Washington, to be United States District Judge
for the Western District of Washington, vice a

new position created by P.L. 98-353, approved
July 10, 1984.

Submitted December 6

Margaret M. O'Shaughnessy Heckler,

of Massachusetts, to be Ambassador Extraordi-

nary and Plenipotentiary of the United States of

America to Ireland.

Submitted December 9

Danny J. Boggs,

of Kentucky, to be United States Circuit Judge
for the Sixth Circuit, vice a new position created

by P.L. 98-353, approved July 10, 1984.

Joseph M. Whittle,

of Kentucky, to be United States Attorney for the

Western District of Kentucky for the term of 4

years, vice Ronald E. Meredith, resigned.

Thomas C. Greene,

of Alabama, to be United States Marshal for the

Northern District of Alabama for the term of 4

years (reappointment).

Melvin E. Jones,

of Alabama, to be United States Marshal for the

Middle District of Alabama for the term of 4

years (reappointment).

Herman Wirshing Rodriquez,

of Puerto Rico, to be United States Marshal for

the District of Puerto Rico for the term of 4

years, vice Jose A. Lopez.

Roger Ray,

of Virginia, to be United States Marshal for the

Eastern District of Virginia for the term of 4

years, vice Herbert M. Rutherford III, resigned.

Delaine Roberts,

of Wyoming, to be United States Marshal for the

District of Wyoming for the term of 4 years (re-

appointment).
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Submitted December 10

H. Lawrence Garrett III,

of Virginia, to be General Counsel of the Depart-

ment of Defense, vice Chapman B. Cox.

Jed Dean Christensen,

of Virginia, to be Director of the Office of Sur-

face Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, vice

John D. Ward, resigned.

Delia M. Newman,
of Washington, to be a member of the National

Advisory Council on Women's Educational Pro-

grams for the remainder of the term expiring

May 8, 1987, vice Peter Douglas Keisler, re-

signed.

J. Craig Potter,

of Virginia, to be an Assistant Administrator of

the Environmental Protection Agency, vice

Joseph A. Cannon.

Henry F. Schickling,

of Pennsylvania, to be a member of the Board of

Directors of the Overseas Private Investment

Corporation for a term expiring December 17,

1988 (reappointment).

Submitted December 11

Wayne D. Angell,

of Kansas, to be a member of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System for the

unexpired term of 14 years from February 1,

1980, vice Lyle Elden Gramley, resigned.

Manuel H. Johnson,

of Virginia, to be a member of the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System for a

term of 14 years from February 1, 1986, vice J.

Charles Partee, term expiring.

Submitted December 12

Morton I. Abramowitz,

of Massachusetts, a career member of the Senior

Foreign Service, Class of Career Minister, to be
an Assistant Secretary of State (new position).

H. Allen Holmes,

of the District of Columbia, a career member of

the Senior Foreign Service, Class of Career Min-

ister, to be an Assistant Secretary of State (new
position).

Submitted December 12—Continued
Larry K. Mellinger,

of California, to be United States Alternate Exec-
utive Director of the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank, vice Hugh W. Foster.

Submitted December 13

James L. Malone,
of Virginia, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America
to Belize.

Michael A. Samuels,

of the District of Columbia, to be a Deputy
United States Trade Representative, with the

rank of Ambassador, vice Peter Otto Murphy.

Hugh W. Foster,

of California, to be United States Alternate Exec-
utive Director of the International Bank for Re-

construction and Development for a term of 2
years (reappointment).

The following-named persons to be members of

the National Council on Educational Research for

terms expiring September 30, 1988:

Donald Barr, of Connecticut (reappointment).

James Harvey Harrison, Jr., of Virginia (reap-

pointment).

Robert H. Mattson, of Oregon, vice Paul Cop-
perman, term expired.

Submitted December 18

Daniel Oliver,

of Connecticut, to be a Federal Trade Commis-
sioner for the unexpired term of 7 years from
September 26, 1981, vice James C. Miller III.

Joan M. Gubbins,
of Indiana, to be a member of the National Coun-
cil on Educational Research for a term expiring

September 30, 1988 (reappointment).

Submitted December 19

Paul H. Lamboley,
of Nevada, to be a member of the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a term expiring De-
cember 31, 1989 (reappointment).

Submitted December 20

Frances M. Norris,

of Virginia, to be Assistant Secretary for Legisla-

tion and Public Affairs, Department of Educa-
tion, vice Anne Graham.
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Appendix C—Checklist of White House Press Releases

The following list contains releases of the Office

of the Press Secretary which are not included in

this book.

ReleasedJune 30

Transcript:

Interview of Assistant to the President for Na-

tional Security Affairs Robert C. McFarlane by
ABC News

Transcript:

Interview of Assistant to the President for Na-

tional Security Affairs Robert C. McFarlane by
CBS News

Transcript:

Interview of Assistant to the President for Na-

tional Security Affairs Robert C. McFarlane by
NBC News

Transcript:

Interview of Assistant to the President for Na-

tional Security Affairs Robert C. McFarlane by
Cable Network News

Transcript:

Interview of Assistant to the President for Na-
tional Security Affairs Robert C. McFarlane by
Independent Network News

Transcript:

Press briefing on the release of American hos-

tages from the Trans World Airlines hijacking

incident—^by Secretary of State George P. Shultz

Summary of events:

Trans World Airlines hijacking incident

Released July 2

Statement:

Sales of new, single-family homes in May—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Released July 3

Transcript:

Press briefing on the planned summit meeting

between the President and Soviet General Secre-

tary Mikhail Gorbachev on November 19-20 in

Geneva, Switzerland—^by Secretary of State

George P. Shultz

Released July 8

Fact sheet:

National Defense Stockpile policy

Released July 9

Transcript:

Press briefing following the President's meeting
with the Republican congressional leadership on
the budget and deficit reduction—by Senate Ma-
jority Leader Robert Dole and House Minority

Leader Robert H. Michel

Released July 10

Transcript:

Press briefing following the President's meeting
with congressional Budget Committee chair-

men—^by Senator Pete V. Domenici of New
Mexico and Congressman William H. Gray III of

Pennsylvania

Released July 11

Announcement:
Nomination of Curtis E. von Kann to be an Asso-

ciate Judge of the Superior Court of the District

of Columbia

Released July 12

Statement:

Producer Price Index figures—by Larry M.

Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released July 15

Statement:

On the President's recovery from surgery—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Statement:

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense

Management—by Larry M. Speakes, Principal

Deputy Press Secretary to the President

Announcement:

Nomination of Lydia E. Glover to be United

States Marshal for the District of South Carolina
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Released July 16

Statement:

On the President's recovery from surgery—^by

Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President (2 releases)

Announcement:
Receipt of the report of the Blue Ribbon Task
Group on Nuclear Weapons Program Manage-
ment

Released July 17

Statement:

On the President's recovery from surgery—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President (2 releases)

Statement:

Personal income, disposable income, personal

consumption, and housing starts figures for

June—by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President

Released July 18

Statement:

On the President's recovery from surgery—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President (2 releases)

Statement:

Gross national product preliminary estimate fig-

ures for the second quarter and the Index of

Industrial Production figures for June—by Larry
M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Announcement:
Nomination of Ferdinand F. Fernandez to be
United States District Judge for the Central Dis-

trict of California

Announcement:
Nomination of Brian Paul Joffrion to be United
States Marshal for the Western District of Louisi-

ana

Released July 19

Statement:

On the President's recovery from surgery—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Transcript:

Press briefing on the conclusion of the second
round of the Soviet-U.S. nuclear and space arms
negotiations—by Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant

to the President for National Security Affairs

Released July 1

9

—Continued
Statement:

On the President's schedule—^by Larry M.
Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released July 23

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for June—^by Larry

M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Announcement:

Nomination of Stephen H. Anderson to be United
States Circuit Judge for the Tenth Circuit

Announcement:

Nomination of Glen H. Davidson to be United
States District Judge for the Northern District of

Mississippi

Announcement:

Nomination of Ralph B. Guy, Jr., to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Sixth Circuit

Announcement:

Nomination of Robert B. Maloney to be United

States District Judge for the Northern District of

Texas

Advance text:

Toast at the state dinner for President Li Xian-

nian of China

Released July 25

Announcement:
Nomination of Vinton DeVane Lide to be United
States Attorney for the District of South Carolina

Announcement:
Nomination of David Bryan Sentelle to be United

States District Judge for the Western District of

North Carolina

Released July 29

Statement:

Administration economic assumptions—by Beryl

W. Sprinkel, Chairman of the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers (2 releases)

Released July 30

Statement:

Trade with Japan—by Secretary of the Treasury

James A. Baker III, Chairman of the Economic
Policy Council
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Released July 31

Statement:

Index of leading economic indicators for June

—

by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Sec-

retary to the President

Released August 1

Announcement:
Nomination of Brian B. Duff to be United States

District Judge for the Northern District of Illinois

Fact sheet:

Shuttle pricing for foreign and commercial users

Released August 2

Statement:

Unemployment rate figures for July—by Larry M.

Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Announcement:

Nomination of William A. Maddox to be United

States Attorney for the District of Nevada

Announcement:

Nomination of Patrick M. McLaughlin to be

United States Attorney for the Northern District

of Ohio

Announcement:
Nomination of Roger Hilfiger to be United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Oklahoma

Released August 8

Announcement:
EO 12528, Presidential Board of Advisors on Pri-

vate Sector Initiatives

Released August 12

Statement:

Producer Price Index figures—^by Larry M.

Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released August 13

Transcript:

Press briefing on a meeting with members of the

White House staff to discuss plans and an agenda

for 1985-1986—by Donald T. Regan, Assistant to

the President and Chief of Staff, and Robert C.

McFarlane, Assistant to the President for Nation-

al Security Affairs

Released August 14

Statement:

President's meeting with the Vice President to

discuss trade issues—^by Larry M. Speakes, Princi-

pal Deputy Press Secretary to the President

Released August 15

Transcript:

Press briefing on the announcement by President

Pieter Willem Botha of South Africa on changes

in the system of apartheid—^by Robert C. McFar-
lane, Assistant to the President for National Secu-

rity Affairs

Released August 20

Statement:

Gross national product estimates for second quar-

ter—^by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President

Released August 22

Advance text:

Remarks at a California Republican Party fund-

raising dinner in Los Angeles

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for July—by Larry

M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Released August 27

Fact sheet:

1984 Census Bureau report on family income and

poverty

Statement:

Responses to news stories concerning the U.S.

investigation of a Soviet tracking agent and on
the coup in Nigeria—^by Larry M. Speakes, Prin-

cipal Deputy Press Secretary to the President

Released August 28

Fact sheet:

Nonrubber footwear industry

Transcript:

Press briefing on the nonrubber footwear indus-

try—by Clayton Yeutter, U.S. Trade Representa-

tive

Released August 29

Statement:

New homes sales figures—^by Larry M. Speakes,

Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the Presi-

dent
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Released August 30

Statement:

Leading economic indicators for July—by Larry

M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Released September 5

Advance text:

Remarks to students and faculty at North Caroli-

na State University in Releigh

Released September 6

Announcement:
Nomination of David Sam to be United States

District Judge for the District of Utah

Announcement:
Nomination of Alan H. Nevas to be United States

District Judge for the District of Connecticut

Announcement:
Nomination of Stephen V. Wilson to be United

States District Judge for the Central District of

California

Announcement:
Nomination of James L. Ryan to be United States

Circuit Judge for the Sixth Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of David A. Nelson to be United
States Circuit Judge for the Sixth Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of Stephen M. McNamee to be
United States Attorney for the District of Arizona

Transcript:

Press briefing on recent economic trends—^by

Beryl W. Sprinkel, Chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers

Fact sheet:

Indicators of real economic activity

Released September 7

Fact sheet:

Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974

Transcript:

Press briefing on U.S. international trade—by
Clayton Yeutter, U.S. Trade Representative

Released September 9

Fact sheet:

Economic sanctions against South Africa

Released September 9—Continued
Statement by the President:

Economic sanctions against South Africa (as read

to reporters in the Oval Office)

Transcript:

Press briefing on U.S. actions regarding economic
sanctions against South Africa—by Secretary of

State George P. Shultz

Released September 10

Announcement:
Nomination of Nicholas Tsoucalas to be a Judge
of the United States Court of International Trade

Announcement:

Nomination of Roy C. Hayes, Jr., to be United
States Attorney for the Eastern District of Michi-

gan

Announcement:
Nomination of Laurence H. Silberman to be
United States Circuit Judge for the District of

Columbia Circuit

Announcement:

Nomination of Henry T. Wingate to be United

States District Judge for the Southern District of

Mississippi

Announcement:

Nomination of Paul N. Brown to be United States

District Judge for the Eastern District of Texas

Announcement:
Nomination of Alan A. McDonald to be United

States District Judge for the Eastern District of

Washington

Released September 11

Transcript:

Press briefing following the President's meeting
with the Republican congressional leadership to

discuss South Africa, trade legislation, tax reform,

and the continuing budget resolution—by House
Minority Leader Robert H. Michel

Released September 12

Advance text:

Remarks to senior citizens in Tampa, FL

Released September 13

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Nation's economy—^by Beryl

W. Sprinkel, Chairman of the Council of Eco-

nomic Advisers
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Released September 1

7

Announcement:
On the President's meeting with the President's

Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Manage-
ment

Released September 18

Advance text:

Remarks to citizens in Concord, NH

Released September 20

Statement:

Gross national product for the second quarter

—

by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Sec-

retary to the President

Released September 23

Advance text:

Remarks to business leaders and members of the

President's Export Council and Advisory Com-
mittee for Trade Negotiations

Fact sheet:

The President's trade policy action plan

Released September 24

Advance text:

Remarks to citizens in Athens, TN

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for August—^by

Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Transcript:

Press briefing on tax reform—^by Beryl W. Sprin-

kel. Chairman of the Council of Economic Advis-

Released September 25

Announcement:
Nomination of Donald R. Brookshier to be
United States Marshal for the Southern District of

Illinois

Released September 26

Aimouncement:
Submission by Presidential Emergency Board No.

208 of its report to the President concerning a

dispute between certain railroads represented by
the National Carriers' Conference Committee o£

the National Railway Labor Conference and their

employees represented by the United Transpor-

tation Union

Released September 26—Continued
Announcement:
Nomination of Lyle E. Strom to be United States

District Judge for the District of Nebraska

Announcement:
Nomination of Richard H. Battey to be United
States District Judge for the District of South
Dakota

Announcement:
Nomination of John S. Rhoades, Sr., to be United
States District Judge for the Southern District of

California

Transcript:

Press briefing on the President's meeting with
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze

—

by Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to the Presi-

dent for National Security Affairs

Released September 27

Statement:

The economy and international trade—^by Larry

M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Announcement:
Nomination of Jose Antonio Fuste to be United
States District Judge for the District of Puerto

Rico

Transcript:

Press briefing on the President's meeting with

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze

—

by Secretary of State George P. Shultz

Released September 30

Statement:

Leading economic indicators for August—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Advance text:

Remarks at a farewell ceremony for Gen. John
W. Vessey, Jr., Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff

Released October 1

Announcement:
Nomination of Edward R. Korman to be United

States District Judge for the Eastern District of

New York

Released October 2

Transcript:

Press briefing following the President's meeting
with the Republican congressional leadership—^by
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Released October 2—Continued
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole and House
Minority Leader Robert H. Michel

Advance text:

Remarks to the 54th General Assembly of Inter-

pol

Statement:

Sales of single-family homes in August—by Larry

M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

the President

Released October 3

Advance text:

Remarks at the Ivorydale Soap Manufacturing

Plant in St. Bernard, OH

Advance text:

Remarks to business leaders in Cincinnati, OH

Released October 4

Advance text:

Remarks announcing bipartisan congressional

support of proposed balanced budget and emer-
gency deficit control legislation

Fact sheet:

Proposed balanced budget and emergency deficit

control legislation

Advance text:

Remarks at a fundraising luncheon for the New
Jersey State Republican Party in Parsippany

Statement:

Employment figures for September—^by Larry M.
Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released October 7

Announcement:
Nomination of Bobby Ray Baldock to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Tenth Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of David R. Thompson to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of Robert E. Cowen to be United

States District Judge for the District of New
Jersey

Released October 8

Announcement:
Nomination of Carolyn Miller Parr to serve as a

Judge on the United States Tax Court

Released October 8—Continued
Announcement:
Nomination of B. John Williams, Jr., to serve as a

Judge on the United States Tax Court

Announcement:
Nomination of William J. Zloch to be United
States District Judge for the Southern District of

Florida

Released October 9

Advance text:

Remarks at a fundraising luncheon for Virginia

gubernatorial candidate Wyatt Durrette in Ar-

lington

Released October 10

Advance text:

Remarks at the Kitchens of Sara Lee in Deer-
field, IL

Released October 11

Statement:

Retail sales for September—by Larry M. Speakes,

Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the Presi-

dent

Transcript:

Press briefing on the hijacking of the Italian

cruise ship Achille Lauro—^by Robert C. McFar-
lane. Assistant to the President for National Secu-

rity Affairs

Released October 15

Advance text:

Remarks at a fundraising event for Senator

Steven D. Symms in Boise, ID

Advance text:

Remarks at a fundraising dinner for Senator

Robert W. Kasten, Jr., in Milwaukee, WI

Released October 16

Fact sheet:

Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974

Announcement:
Nomination of James L. Buckley to be United

States Circuit Judge for the District of Columbia

Announcement:
Nomination of Jane R. Roth to be United States

District Judge for the District of Delaware

Announcement:
Nomination of Albert I. Moon, Jr., to be United

States District Judge for the District of Hawaii
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Released October 1

6

—Continued
Announcement:
Nomination of Patrick A. Conmy to be United

States District Judge for the District of North

Dakota

Announcement:
Nomination of Lynn N. Hughes to be United

States District Judge for the Southern District of

Texas

Announcement:
Nomination of Glenn L. Archer, Jr., to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Federal Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of John T. Noonan, Jr., to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Ninth Circuit

Released October 1

7

Statement:

Gross national product for the third quarter—^by

Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Released October 18

Statement:

Personal income and personal consumption ex-

penditures for September—^by Larry M. Speakes,

Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the Presi-

dent

Released October 22

Announcement:
Nomination of Alan B. Johnson to be United

States District Judge for the District of Wyoming

Transcript:

Press briefing following the President's meeting
with the Republican congressional leadership to

discuss foreign and domestic issues—^by Senate

Majority Leader Robert Dole and House Minority

Leader Robert H. Michel

Released October 23

Announcement:
Nomination of Frank X. Altimari to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Second Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of Morris S. Arnold to be United

States District Judge for the Western District of

Arkansas

Announcement:
Nomination of Garrett E. Brown, Jr., to be

United States District Judge for the District of

New Jersey

Released October 23—Continued
Announcement:
Nomination of Benjamin L. Burgess, Jr., to be
United States Attorney for the District of Kansas

Announcement:
Nomination of William C. Carpenter, Jr., to be
United States Attorney for the District of Dela-

ware

Announcement:
Nomination of Marvin Collins to be United States

Attorney for the Northern District of Texas

Announcement:
Nomination of Robert L. Miller, Jr., to be United

States District Judge for the Northern District of

Indiana

Announcement:
Nomination of Jefferson B. Sessions III to be
United States District Judge for the Southern Dis-

trict of Alabama

Announcement:
Nomination of Stanley A. Twardy, Jr., to be
United States Attorney for the District of Con-

necticut

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for September—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Advance text:

Toast at a luncheon for heads of delegations to

the 40th session of the United Nations General

Assembly in New York, NY

Released October 24

Advance text:

Address to the 40th Session of the United Nations

General Assembly in New York, NY

Fact sheet:

Address to the 40th Session of the United Nations

General Assembly in New York, NY

Transcript:

Press briefing on the President's meetings with

allied leaders—^by Secretary of State George P.

Shultz

Transcript:

Interview of Secretary of State George P. Shultz

by CBS Morning News

Transcript:

Interview of Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President For National Security Affairs, by
NBC News
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Released October 24—Continued
Transcript:

Press briefing on the President's meeting with
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze

—

by Secretary of State George P. Shultz

Transcript:

Interview of Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs, by
Cable Network News

Released October 25

Transcript:

Interview of Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs, by
ABC News "Good Morning America"

Transcript:

Interview of Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the

President and Chief of Staff, by NBC News
"Today"

Statement:

President's meeting with the family of Leon
Klinghoffer, who was killed during the hijacking

of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro—^by Larry
M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to

The President

Released October 28

Statement:

Productivity in the Nation's business sector for

the third quarter—^by Larry M. Speakes, Princi-

pal Deputy Press Secretary to the President

Announcement:
Signing of a proclamation designating the Cen-
tennial Year of Liberty in the United States

Released October 29

Announcement:
Nomination of Thomas J. McAvoy to be United
States District Judge for the Northern District of

New York

Announcement:
Nomination of Sidney A. Fitzwater to be United
States District Judge for the Northern District of

Texas

Released October 30

Statement:

On the Granmi-Rudman-Hollings balanced
budget legislation—^by James C. Miller III, Direc-

tor of the Office of Management and Budget

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Granmi-Rudman-Hollings
balanced budget legislation—^by James C. Miller

Released October 30—Continued
III, Director of the Office of Management and
Budget

Released October 31

Statement:

Leading economic indicators for September—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Announcement:
Nomination of Deanell Reece Tacha to be United
States Circuit Judge for the Tenth Circuit

Released November 1

Statement:

Establishment survey of nonfarm business for Oc-
tober—^by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President

Released November 7

Announcement:
Nomination of Harry D. Leinenweber to be
United States District Judge for the Northern
District of Illinois

Announcement:

Nomination of J. Spencer Letts to be United

States District Judge for the Central District of

California

Announcement:
Nomination of George H. Revercomb to be
United States District Judge for the District of

Columbia

Announcement:
Nomination of Dickran M. Tevrizian, Jr., to be
United States District Judge for the Central Dis-

trict of California

Released November 8

Fact sheet:

Radio address to the Nation and the world on the

upcoming Soviet-U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Released November 9

Fact sheet:

Jamming of Voice of America broadcasts

Advance text:

Radio address to the Nation and the world on the
upcoming Soviet-U.S. summit meeting in Geneva
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Released November 13

Transcript:

Press briefing on congressional inaction on appro-

priations and national debt ceiling bills—^by

James A. Baker III, Secretary, and Robert M.

Kimmitt, General Counsel, Treasury Depart-

ment; and James C. Miller III, Director, and

Joseph R. Wright, Deputy Director, Office of

Management and Budget

Announcement:

Nomination of Harold L. Cushenberry, Jr., and

Michael L. Rankin to be Associate Judges of the

Superior Court of the District of Columbia

Released November 14

Announcement:

Nomination of Duross Fitzpatrick to be United

States District Judge for the Middle District of

Georgia

Transcript:

Press briefing on the upcoming Soviet-U.S.

summit meeting in Geneva—^by Secretary of

State George P. Shultz

Excerpts:

Address to the Nation on the upcoming Soviet-

U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Advance text:

Address to the Nation on the upcoming Soviet-

U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Fact sheet:

Address to the Nation on the upcoming Soviet-

U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Released November 15

Statement:

Producer Price Index figures for October—^by

Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Released November 1

7

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting

in Geneva—^by Ambassador Paul H. Nitze, Spe-

cial Adviser to the President and Secretary of

State on arms reduction negotiations

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting

in Geneva—^by Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs

Released November 17—Continued
Transcript:

Interview of Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs, by
NBC News "Meet the Press"

Transcript:

Interview of Secretary of State George P. Shultz

by ABC News "This Week With David Brinkley"

Transcript:

Interview of Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the

President and Chief of Staff, by Lesley Stahl on
CBS News "Face the Nation"

Transcript:

Interview of Arthur A. Hartman, U.S. Ambassa-
dor to the Soviet Union, by USIA WORLDNET

Released November 18

Transcript:

Interview of Donald T. Regan, Assistant to the

President and Chief of Staff, by ABC News
"Good Morning America"

Transcript:

Interview of Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs, by
NBC News "Today"

Transcript:

Interview of Arthur A. Hartman, U.S. Ambassa-

dor to the Soviet Union, by Cable News Network

Transcript:

Interview of Arthur A. Hartman, U.S. Ambassa-

dor to the Soviet Union, by Independent Net-

work News (2 releases)

Transcript:

Interview of Secretary of State George P. Shultz

by CBS "Morning News"

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting
in Geneva—^by Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs

Transcript:

Interview of Secretary of State George P. Shultz

by MacNeil / Lehrer

Transcript:

Interview of Secretary of State George P. Shultz

by Cable News Network

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting
in Geneva—^by Robert C. McFarlane, Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs
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Released November 19

Statement:

Housing starts and building permit figures for

October—by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President

Transcript:

Interview of Ambassador Edward L. Rowny, Spe-

cial Adviser to the President and Secretary of

State on arms reduction negotiations, by USIA
WORLDNET

Released November 20

List:

Allied participation at a special meeting of the

North Atlantic Council in Brussels, Belgium, on
the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting

in Geneva—by Larry M. Speakes, Principal

Deputy Press Secretary to the President

Released November 21

Fact sheet:

Soviet-U.S. general exchanges agreement

Fact sheet:

North Pacific air safety agreement

Fact sheet:

Exchange of consulates in Kiev and New York

Fact sheet:

The President's people-to-people initiatives

Fact sheet:

Magnetic fusion research

Transcript:

Press briefing on the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting
in Geneva—^by Secretary of State George P.

Shultz

Advance text:

Address before a joint session of the Congress on
the Soviet-U.S. summit meeting in Geneva

Statement:

Personal income and personal consumption ex-

penditure figures for October—by Larry M.
Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released November 22

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for October—^by

Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Released November 26

Announcement:
Nomination of the following individuals to be
United States Marshals: Howard V. Adair, for the

Southern District of Alabama; Kernan H. Bagley,

for the District of Oregon; and Robert L. Pavlak,

Sr., for the District of Minnesota

Released December 2

Advance text:

Remarks at a fundraising luncheon for Senator

Slade Gorton in Seattle, WA

Released December 3

Statement:

Leading economic and coincident indicators for

October—by Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy
Press Secretary to the President

Released December 4

Advance text:

Remarks to students and faculty of Fallston High
School in Fallston, MD

Announcement:
Nomination of Robert J. Bryan to be United

States District Judge for the Western District of

Washington

Announcement:
Nomination of Miriam G. Cedarbaum to be
United States District Judge for the Southern Dis-

trict of New York

Announcement:
Nomination of Walter J. Gex III to be United
States District Judge for the Southern District of

Mississippi

Announcement:
Nomination of David R. Hansen to be United

States District Judge for the Northern District of

Iowa

Released December 9

Announcement:
Nomination of Danny J. Boggs to be United

States Circuit Judge for the Sixth Circuit

Announcement:
Nomination of Thomas C. Greene to be United

States Marshal for the Northern District of Ala-

bama

Announcement:
Nomination of Melvin E. Jones to be United
States Marshal for the Middle District of Alabama
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Released December 9—Continued

Announcement:

Nomination of Delaine Roberts to be United

States Marshal for the District of Wyoming

Announcement:

Nomination of Joseph M. Whittle to be United

States Attorney for the Western District of Ken-

tucky

Announcement:

Nomination of Herman Wirshing Rodriquez to be

United States Marshal for the District of Puerto

Rico

Announcement:

Nomination of Roger Ray to be United States

Marshal for the Eastern District of Virginia

Transcript:

Press briefing on Federal funding and the con-

tinuation of the Federal Government's activi-

ties—^by James C. Miller III, Director of the

Office of Management and Budget

Released December 10

Statement:

Economic studies of two House of Representa-

tives tax reform proposals—^by Beryl W. Sprinkel,

Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers,

and Manuel H. Johnson, Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury (Economic Affairs)

Released December 12

Statement:

Retail sales figures for November—by Larry M.
Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secretary to the

President

Released December 13

Statement:

Producer Price Index figures for November—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Released December 16

Advance text:

Remarks at a memorial service in Fort Campbell,
KY, for victims of the 101st Airborne who died in

an airplane crash in Gander, Newfoundland, on
December 12

Released December 20

Statement:

Consumer Price Index figures for November—by
Larry M. Speakes, Principal Deputy Press Secre-

tary to the President

Transcript:

Press briefing on revisions of the national income
and product accounts—^by Beryl W. Sprinkel,

Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers

Released December 30

Statement:

Leading economic and coincident indicators for

November—^by Larry M. Speakes, Principal

Deputy Press Secretary to the President
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Appendix D—Acts Approved by the President

Approved July 2

H.R. 1699 / Public Law 99-58

Energy Policy and Conservation Amendments
Act of 1985

ApprovedJuly 3

S. 413 / Public Law 99-59

An act to extend the provisions of title XII of the

Merchant Marine Act, 1936, relating to war risk

insurance

HJ. Res. 159 / Public Law 99-60

An act commemorating the 75th Anniversary of

the Boy Scouts of America

Approved July 9

H.R. 47 / Public Law 99-61

Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Commemorative
Coin Act

Approved July 11

H.R. 2800 / Public Law 99-62

An act to provide authorization of appropriations

for activities under the Land Remote-Sensing

Commercialization Act of 1984

S. 822 / Public Law 99-63

An act to extend the time for conducting the

referendum with respect to the national market-

ing quota for wheat for the marketing year be-

ginning June 1, 1986

ApprovedJuly 12

S. 883 / Public Law 99-64

An act to reauthorize the Export Administration

Act of 1979, and for other purposes

S. 1141 / Public Law 99-65

An act relating to certain telephone services for

Senators

ApprovedJuly 17

H.J. Res. 325 / Public Law 99-66

A joint resolution to designate July 13, 1985, as

"Live Aid Day"

Approved July 19

S.J. Res. 154 / Public Law 99-67

A joint resolution to designate July 20, 1985, as

"Space Exploration Day"

H.R. 1373 / Public Law 99-68

An act to designate the wilderness in the Point

Reyes National Seashore in California as the Phil-

lip Burton Wilderness

Approved July 22

S. 1455 / Public Law 99-69

An act to extend the authority to establish and
administer flexible and compressed work sched-

ules for Federal Government employees

H.J. Res. 198 / Public Law 99-70

A joint resolution providing for appointment of

Barnabas McHenry as a citizen regent of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution

Approved July 24

H.J. Res. 342 / Public Law 99-71

A joint resolution making an urgent supplemen-

tal appropriation for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30, 1985, for the Department of Agricul-

ture

S.J. Res. 40 / PubHc Law 99-72

A joint resolution to designate the month of Oc-

tober 1985 as "National Down Syndrome Month"

ApprovedJuly 29

H.R. 1617 / Public Law 99-73

National Bureau of Standards Authorization Act

for Fiscal Year 1986

S.J. Res. 86 / PubUc Law 99-74

A joint resolution to designate the week of July

25, 1985, through July 31, 1985, as "National Dis-

ability in Entertainment Week"

S.J. Res. 144 / Public Law 99-75

A joint resolution to authorize the printing and
binding of a revised edition of Senate Procedure

and providing the same shall be subject to copy-

right by the author
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Approved July 31

HJ. Res. 106 / Public Law 99-76

A joint resolution designating August 1985 as

"Polish American Heritage Month"

Approved August 2

SJ. Res. 57 / Public Law 99-77

A joint resolution to designate the week of Octo-

ber 20, 1985, through October 26, 1985 as

"Lupus Awareness Week"

H.J. Res. 164 / Public Law 99-78

A joint resolution to designate August 4, 1985, as

"Freedom of the Press Day"

S.J. Res. 180 / Public Law 99-79

A joint resolution commemorating the tenth an-

niversary of the signing of the Helsinki Final Act

Approved August 5

H.R. 2378 / Public Law 99-80

An act to amend section 504 of title 5, United

States Code, and section 2412 of title 28, United

States Code, with respect to awards of expenses

of certain agency and court proceedings, and for

other purposes

Approved August 6

S.J. Res. 161 / Public Law 99-81

A joint resolution to appeal for the release of

Soviet Jewry

Approved August 7

S.J. Res. 168 / Public Law 99-82

A joint resolution designating August 13, 1985, as

"National Neighborhood Crime Watch Day"

Approved August 8

S. 960 / Public Law 99-83

International Security and Development
eration Act of 1985

Coop-

S.J. Res. 137 / Public Law 99-84

A joint resolution to designate the week of De-

cember 15, 1985, through December 21, 1985, as

"National Drunk and Drugged Driving Aware-

ness Week"

S.J. Res. 108 / Public Law 99-85

A joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of

Defense to provide to the Soviet Union, on a

reimbursable basis, equipment and services nec-

essary for an improved United States /Soviet

Direct Communication Link for crisis control

Approved August 9

H.J. Res. 251 / Public Law 99-86

A joint resolution to provide that a special gold

medal honoring George Gershwin be presented

to his sister, Frances Gershwin Godowsky, and a

special gold medal honoring Ira Gershwin be pre-

sented to his widow, Lenore Gershwin, and to

provide for the production of bronze duplicates

of such medals for sale to the public

S. 1195 / Public Law 99-87

An act to amend title 3, United States Code, to

authorize the use of penalty and franked mail in

efforts relating to the location and recovery of

missing children

Approved August 15

H.R. 2577 / Public Law 99-88

Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1985

H.R. 2908 / Public Law 99-89

Indian Education Technical Amendments Act of

1985

S.J. Res. 98 / Public Law 99-90

A joint resolution condemning the passage of

Resolution 3379, in the United Nations General

Assembly on November 10, 1975, and urging the

United States Ambassador and United States del-

egation to take all appropriate actions necessary

to erase this shameful resolution from the record

of the United Nations

S. 1147 / Public Law 99-91

Orphan Drug Amendments of 1985

Approved August 16

H.R. 2370 / Public Law 99-92

Nurse Education Amendments of 1985

H.R. 2068 / Public Law 99-93

Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years

1986 and 1987

Approved September 19

S.J. Res. 31 / Public Law 99-94

A joint resolution to designate the week of No-
vember 24 through November 30, 1985, and the

week of November 23 through November 29,

1986, as "National Family Week"

Approved September 23

H.J. Res. 128 / Public Law 99-95

A joint resolution designating the month of Octo-

ber 1985 as "National High-Tech Month"
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Approved September 25

S. 444 / Public Law 99-96

An act to amend the Alaska Native Claims Settle-

ment Act

Approved September 26

S. 818 / Public Law 99-97

An act to authorize appropriations for activities

under the Federal Fire Prevention and Control

Act of 1974

S.J. Res. 141 / Public Law 99-98

A joint resolution to designate the week begin-

ning on May 18, 1986, as "National Tourism

Week"

S.J. Res. 173 / Public Law 99-99

A joint resolution to designate the month of Sep-

tember 1985 as "National Sewing Month"

Approved September 27

S.J. Res. 186 / Public Law 99-100

A joint resolution to designate the week of Sep-

tember 23, 1985, through September 29, 1985, as

"National Historically Black Colleges Week"

H.J. Res. 218 / Public Law 99-101

A joint resolution to designate the week begin-

ning September 15, 1985, as "National Dental

Hygiene Week"

H.J. Res. 229 / Public Law 99-102

A joint resolution designating the week begin-

ning September 22, 1985, as "National Adult Day
Care Center Week"

Approved September 30

H.J. Res. 388 / Public Law 99-103

A joint resolution making continuing appropria-

tions for the fiscal year 1986, and for other pur-

poses

S. 1514 / Public Law 99-104

An act to approve the Interstate Cost Estimate

and Interstate Substitute Cost Estimate

S. 817 / Public Law 99-105

An act to authorize appropriations under the

Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 for

fiscal years 1986 and 1987, and for other pur-

poses

S.J. Res. 127 / Public Law 99-106

A joint resolution to grant the consent of Con-

gress to certain additional powers conferred upon
the Bi-State Development Agency by the States

of Missouri and Illinois

Approved September 30—Continued
H.R. 3452 / Public Law 99-107

"Emergency Extension Act of 1985"

S. 1671 / Public Law 99-108

An act to amend title 38, United States Code, to

provide interim extensions of the authority of the

Veterans' Administration to operate a regional

office in the Republic of the Philippines, to con-

tract for hospital care and outpatient services in

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, and to con-

tract for treatment and rehabilitation services for

alcohol and drug dependence and abuse disabil-

ities; and to amend the Emergency Veterans' Job

Training Act of 1983 to extend the period for

entering into training under such Act

H.R. 3414 / Public Law 99-109

An act to provide that the authority to establish

and administer flexible and compressed work
schedules for Federal Government employees be

extended through October 31, 1985

Approved October 1

H.J. Res. 299 / Public Law 99-110

A joint resolution recognizing the accomplish-

ments over the past 50 years resulting from the

passage of the Historic Sites Act of 1935, one of

this Nation's landmark preservation laws

H.J. Res. 305 / Public Law 99-111

A joint resolution to recognize both Peace Corps

volunteers and the Peace Corps on the Agency's

twenty-fifth anniversary, 1985-86

S.J. Res. 67 / Public Law 99-112

A joint resolution to designate the week of Octo-

ber 6, 1985, through October 12, 1985, as

"Mental Illness Awareness Week"

S.J. Res. Ill / Public Law 99-113

A joint resolution to designate the month of Oc-

tober 1985 as "National Spina Bifida Month"

H.R. 3454 / Public Law 99-114

An act to extend temporarily certain provisions

of law

Approved October 4

H.J. Res. 287 / Public Law 99-115

A joint resolution to designate October 1985 as

"Learning Disabilities Awareness Month"

H.J. Res. 394 / Public Law 99-116

A joint resolution reaffirming our historic solidari-

ty with the people of Mexico following the devas-

tating earthquake of September 19, 1985
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Approved October 7

S. 1689 / Public Law 99-117

An act to amend various provisions of the Public

Health Service Act

S.J. Res. 115 / Public Law 99-118

A joint resolution to designate 1985 as the

Heat Centennial Year"

'Oil

H.R. 1042 / Public Law 99-119

An act to grant a Federal charter to the Pearl

Harbor Survivors Association

Approved October 8

H.J. Res. 393 / PubUc Law 99-120

A joint resolution to provide for the temporary

extension of certain programs relating to housing

and community development, and for other pur-

poses

Approved October 11

H.R. 2475 / Public Law 99-121

An act to amend the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 to simplify the imputed interest rules of

sections 1274 and 483, and for other purposes

Approved October 16

S.J. Res. 72 / Public Law 99-122

A joint resolution to designate October 16, 1985,

as "World Food Day"

S.J. Res. 183 / PubUc Law 99-123

A joint resolution to provide for the designation

of the week of October 6 through October 12,

1985, as "Myasthenia Gravis Awareness Week"

S.J. Res. 197 / PubUc Law 99-124

A joint resolution to designate the week of Octo-

ber 6, 1985 through October 13, 1985, as "Na-

tional Housing Week"

Approved October 18

S.J. Res. 155 / Public Law 99-125

A joint resolution to designate the month of No-

vember 1985, as "National Hospice Month"

S.J. Res. 175 / PubUc Law 99-126

A joint resolution to designate the week of Octo-

ber 20, 1985, as "National CPR Awareness
Week"

S.J. Res. 194 / PubUc Law 99-127

A joint resolution to designate the week begin-

ning October 1, 1985, as "National Buy American

Week"

Approved October 22

S.J. Res. 158 / Public Law 99-128
A joint resolution designating February 1986 as

"National Community College Month"

H.R. 2410 / Public Law 99-129

Health Professions Training Assistance Act of

1985

Approved October 28

S. 1349 / Public Law 99-130
An act to provide for the use and distribution of

funds awarded in docket 363 to the Mdewakan-
ton and Wahpekute Eastern or Mississippi Sioux

before the United States Court of Claims and
Claims Court

S.J. Res. 92 / Public Law 99-131

A joint resolution to designate October 1985 as

"National Foster Grandparent Month"

S.J. Res. 104 / Public Law 99-132
A joint resolution to proclaim October 23, 1985,

as "A Time of Remembrance" for all victims of

terrorism throughout the world

H.R. 2174 / Public Law 99-133

An act to provide for the transfer to the Colville

Business Council of any undistributed portion of

amounts appropriated in satisfaction of certain

judgments awarded the Confederated Tribes of

the ColviUe Reservation before the Indian Claims

Commission

H.J. Res. 79 / PubUc Law 99-134
A joint resolution to designate the week begin-

ning October 6, 1985, as "National Children's

Week"

H.J. Res. 386 / Public Law 99-135
A joint resolution to designate November 24,

1985, as "National Day of Fasting to Raise Funds
to Combat Hunger"

H.J. Res. 407 / Public Law 99-136
A joint resolution designating the twelve-month
period ending on October 28, 1986, as the "Cen-
tennial Year of Liberty in the United States"

Approved October 30

H.J. Res. 308 / PubUc Law 99-137
A joint resolution designating the week begin-

ning on October 20, 1985, as "Benign Essential

Blepharospasm Awareness Week"

H.J. Res. 322 / PubUc Law 99-138
A joint resolution to provide for the designation

of October 1985, as "National Sudden Infant

Death Syndrome Awareness Month"
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Approved October 30—Continued
S. 1726 / Public Law 99-139

An act to amend section 51(b) of the Arms
Export Control Act, relating to the funding of the

Special Defense Acquisition Fund

Approved October 31

H.R. 3605 / Public Law 99-140

An act to provide that the authority to establish

and administer flexible and compressed work
schedules for Federal Government employees be
extended through December 31, 1985

Approved November 1

H.R. 2959 / Public Law 99-141

An act making appropriations for energy and
water development for the fiscal year ending

September 30, 1986, and for other purposes

Approved November 5

SJ. Res. 145 / Public Law 99-142

A joint resolution designating November 1985 as

"National Diabetes Month"

Approved November 7

HJ. Res. 126 / Public Law 99-143

A joint resolution to designate the week of No-
vember 3, 1985, through November 9, 1985, as

"National Drug Abuse Education Week"

Approved November 8

S.J. Res. 227 / PubUc Law 99-144

A joint resolution to conunend the people and
the sovereign confederation of the neutral nation

of Switzerland for their contributions to freedom,

international peace, and imderstanding on the

occasion of the meeting between the leaders of

the United States and the Soviet Union on No-
vember 19-20, 1985, in Geneva, Switzerland

S. 1160 / Public Law 99-145

Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1986

Approved November 11

H.R. 1903 / Public Law 99-146

An act to provide for the use and distribution of

funds appropriated in satisfaction of judgments

awarded to the Chippewas of Lake Superior in

Dockets Numbered 18-S, 18-U, 18-C, and 18-T
before the Indian Claims Conmiission, and for

other purposes

Approved November 12

H.J. Res. 282 / Public Law 99-147
A joint resolution designating the week begin-
ning October 27, 1985, as "National Alopecia
Areata Awareness Week"

S.J. Res. 29 / Public Law 99-148
A joint resolution designating the week of No-
vember 11 through November 17, 1985, as "Na-
tional Reye's Syndrome Week"

S.J. Res. 130 / Public Law 99-149
A joint resolution designating the week begin-
ning on November 10, 1985, as "National Blood
Pressure Awareness Week"

Approved November 13

S. 1570 / Public Law 99-150
Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1985

H.R. 2942 / Public Law 99-151
Legislative Branch Appropriations Act, 1986

S.J. Res. 47 / Public Law 99-152
A joint resolution designating the week begin-

ning November 10, 1985, as "National Women
Veterans Recognition Week"

Approved November 14

S.J. Res. 51 / Public Law 99-153
A joint resolution to designate the week begin-

ning November 24, 1985, as "National Adoption
Week"

H.J. Res. 441 / Public Law 99-154
A joint resolution making further continuing ap-

propriations for the fiscal year 1986

H.R. 3721 / Public Law 99-155
An act to temporarily increase the limit on the

public debt and to restore the investments of the

Social Security Trust Fund and other trust funds

Approved November 15

H.J. Res. 449 / Public Law 99-156
A joint resolution to provide for the temporary
extension of certain programs relating to housing
and community development, and for other pur-

poses

S. 1851 / Public Law 99-157
An act to extend temporarily the dairy price sup-

port program and certain food stamp program
provisions, and for other purposes

Passed November 20, over the President's veto

H.R. 2409 / PubUc Law 99-158
Health Research Extension Act of 1985
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Approved November 22

H.R. 1210 / Public Law 99-159

National Science, Engineering, and Mathematics

Authorization Act of 1986

Approved November 25

H.R. 3038 / Public Law 99-160

Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment-Independent Agencies Appropriations Act,

1986

H.R. 3447 / Public Law 99-161

Congressional Award Amendments of 1985

S.J. Res. 228 / Public Law 99-162

A joint resolution relating to the proposed sales

of arms to Jordan

S.J. Res. 174 / Public Law 99-163

A joint resolution to designate November 18,

1985, as "Eugene Ormandy Appreciation Day"

Approved November 26

H.J. Res. 259 / Public Law 99-164

A joint resolution to designate November 30,

1985, as "National Mark Twain Day"

Approved December 3

S.J. Res. 139 / Public Law 99-165

A joint resolution to designate the week of De-
cember 1, 1985, through December 7, 1985, as

"National Home Care Week"

H.R. 505 / Public Law 99-166

Veterans' Administration Health-Care Amend-
ments of 1985

S. 1042 / Public Law 99-167

Military Construction Authorization Act, 1986

S.J. Res. 195 / Public Law 99-168

A joint resolution to designate the week of De-
cember 1, 1985, through December 7, 1985, as

"National Temporary Services Week"

Approved December 4

H.R. 2419 / Public Law 99-169

Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year

1986

Approved December 5

H.R. 1714 / Public Law 99-170

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Authorization Act of 1986

Approved December 9

H.R. 3235 / Public Law 99-171

An act to authorize the Administrator of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration to

accept title to the Mississippi Technology Trans-

fer Center to be constructed by the State of Mis-

sissippi at the National Space Technologies Lab-
oratories in Hancock County, Mississippi

H.R. 1806 / Public Law 99-172
An act to recognize the organization known as

the Daughters of Union Veterans of the Civil

War 1861-1865

Approved December 10

H.R. 3327 / Public Law 99-173
Military Construction Appropriations Act, 1986

Approved December 11

H.J. Res. 459 / Public Law 99-174
A joint resolution reaffirming the friendship of

the people of the United States with the people
of Colombia following the devastating volcanic

eruption of November 13, 1985

S.J. Res. 206 / Public Law 99-175
A joint resolution to authorize and request the

President to designate the month of December
1985, as "Made in America Month"

H.J. Res. 473 / Public Law 99-176

A joint resolution waiving the printing on parch-

ment of the enrollment of H.J. Res. 372

Approved December 12

H.J. Res. 372 / Public Law 99-177
A joint resolution increasing the statutory limit

on the public debt

H.R. 3424 / Public Law 99-178
Departments of Labor, Health and Human Serv-

ices, and Education and Related Agencies Appro-
priation Act, 1986

Approved December 13

H.J. Res. 476 / Public Law 99-179
A joint resolution making further continuing ap-

propriations for fiscal year 1986

H.R. 2965 / Public Law 99-180
Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State,

the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropria-
tion Act, 1986

H.R. 3918 / Public Law 99-181

An act to extend until December 18, 1985, the

application of certain tobacco excise taxes, trade
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Approved December 13—Continued
adjustment assistance, certain medicare reim-

bursement provisions, and borrowing authority

under the railroad unemployment insurance pro-

gram

H.R. 3919 / Public Law 99-182
An act to extend temporarily the dairy price sup-

port program and certain food stamp program
provisions, and for other purposes

Approved December 16

S.J. Res. 238 / Public Law 99-183
A joint resolution relating to the approval and
implementation of the proposed agreement for

nuclear cooperation between the United States

and the People's Republic of China

Approved December 1

7

H.J. Res. 491 / Public Law 99-184
A joint resolution making further continuing ap-

propriations for fiscal year 1986

S. 1639 / Public Law 99-185
Gold Bullion Coin Act of 1985

Approved December 18

S. 727 / Public Law 99-186
An act to clarify the application of the Public

Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 to encour-

age cogeneration activities by gas utility holding

company systems

S. 1116 / Public Law 99-187
An act to amend the Act of October 15, 1982,

entitled "An Act to designate the Mary McLeod
Bethune Council House in Washington, District

of Columbia, as a national historic site, and for

other purposes"

H.J. Res. 485 / Public Law 99-188
A joint resolution waiving the printing on parch-

ment of enrolled bills and joint resolutions during

the remainder of the first session of the Ninety-

ninth Congress

H.R. 3981 / Public Law 99-189
An act to extend until December 19, 1985, the

application of certain tobacco excise taxes, trade

adjustment assistance, certain medicare reim-

bursement provisions, and borrowing authority

under the railroad unemployment insurance pro-

gram

Approved December 19

H.J. Res. 465 / Public Law 99-190
A joint resolution making further continuing ap-

propriations for the fiscal year 1986, and for

other purposes

Approved December 19—Continued
H.R. 1789 / Public Law 99-191

An act relating to the authorization of appropria-

tions for certain components of the National

Wildlife Refuge System

H.R. 3735 / Public Law 99-192

An act to designate the pedestrian walkway cross-

ing the Potomac River at Harpers Ferry National

Historical Park as the "Goodloe E. Byron Memo-
rial Pedestrian Walkway"

H.J. Res. 424 / Public Law 99-193

A joint resolution to designate the year of 1986 as

the "Year of the Flag"

Approved December 20

S. 1264 / Public Law 99-194

Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments of

1985

Approved December 23

H.R. 664 / Public Law 99-195

An act to amend the Panama Canal Act of 1979
with respect to the payment of interest on the

investment of the United States

H.R. 1534 / Public Law 99-196

An act to convert the temporary authority to

allow Federal employees to work on a flexible or

compressed schedule under title 5, United States

Code, into permanent authority

H.R. 1627 / Public Law 99-197

Kentucky Wilderness Act of 1985

H.R. 2100 / Public Law 99-198

Food Security Act of 1985

H.R. 2976 / Public Law 99-199

An act to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to

release the condition requiring that a parcel of

land conveyed to New York State be used for

public purposes and to convey United States min-
eral interests in the parcel to New York State

H.R. 3085 / Public Law 99-200

An act to clear title to certain lands along the

California-Nevada boundary

H.R. 4006 / Public Law 99-201

An act to extend until March 15, 1986, the appli-

cation of certain tobacco excise taxes and certain

medicare reimbursement provisions

H.J. Res. 436 / Public Law 99-202

A joint resolution to designate 1986 as "Save for

the U.S.A. Year", and for other purposes
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Approved December 23—Continued

H.J. Res. 450 / Public Law 99-203

A joint resolution to authorize and request the

President to issue a proclamation designating

April 20 through April 26, 1986 as "National

Organ and Tissue Donor Awareness Week"

S. 947 / Public Law 99-204

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

Amendments Act of 1985

S. 1884 / Public Law 99-205

Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985

S.J. Res. 32 / Public Law 99-206

A joint resolution to authorize and request the

President to designate September 21, 1986, as

"Ethnic American Day"

S.J. Res. 70 / Public Law 99-207

A joint resolution to proclaim March 20, 1986, as

"National Agriculture Day"

S.J. Res. 213 / Public Law 99-208

A joint resolution to designate January 19

through January 25, 1986, "National Jaycee

Week"

H.R. 729 / Public Law 99-209

An act to amend the Panama Canal Act of 1979
in order that claims for vessels damaged outside-

the-locks may be resolved in the same manner as

those vessels damaged inside the locks, and for

other purposes

H.R. 2694 / PubUc Law 99-210
An act designating the United States Post Office

Building located at 300 Packerland Drive, Green
Bay, Wisconsin, as the "John W. Byrnes Post

Office and Federal Building"

Approved December 26

H.R. 2391 / Public Law 99-211

An act to authorize the Administrator of General

Services to collect additional contributions of

money provided to him by private individuals or

organizations for the Nancy Hanks Center

H.R. 2542 / Public Law 99-212

An act designating the building located at 125

South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, as the

"Wallace F. Bennett Federal Building"

H.R. 2698 / Public Law 99-213

An act to designate the United States Courthouse

in Tucson, Arizona, as the "James A. Walsh
United States Courthouse"

H.R. 2903 / Public Law 99-214

An act to designate the Federal Building and
United States Post Office located in Philadelphia,

Approved December 26—Continued
Pennsylvania, as the "Robert N.C. Nix, Sr., Feder-

al Building and United States Post Office"

H.R. 3003 / Public Law 99-215

An act to authorize the Secretary of the Interior

to convey certain land located in the State of

Maryland to the Maryland-National Capital Park
and Planning Commission

H.R. 3718 / Public Law 99-216

District of Columbia Revenue Bond Act of 1985

H.R. 3837 / PubUc Law 99-217
Sentencing Reform Amendments Act of 1985

H.R. 3914 / Public Law 99-218
An act to preserve the authority of the Supreme
Court Police to provide protective services for

Justices and Court personnel

H.J. Res. 495 / Public Law 99-219

A joint resolution to provide for the temporary
extension of certain programs relating to housing

and community development, and for other pur-

poses

S.J. Res. 189 / Public Law 99-220

A joint resolution designating the week begin-

ning January 12, 1986, as "National Fetal Alcohol

Syndrome Awareness Week"

S. 1728 / Public Law 99-221

Cherokee Leasing Act

Approved December 28

H.R. 1603 / Public Law 99-222

Shareholder Communications Act of 1985

H.R. 1784 / Public Law 99-223

Panama Canal Commission Authorization Act,

Fiscal Year 1986

H.R. 1890 / Public Law 99-224
An act to provide for an equitable waiver in the

compromise and collection of Federal claims

H.R. 2962 / Public Law 99-225

An act to remove certain restrictions on the

availability of office space for former Speakers of

the House

H.R. 3608 / Public Law 99-226
An act to amend the Small Business Investment

Act of 1958

H.R. 3974 / Public Law 99-227
An act to provide for temporary family housing

or temporary housing allowances for dependents
of members of the Armed Forces who die on or

after December 12, 1985, and for other purposes
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Approved December 28—Continued
S. 1621 / Public Law 99-228

An act to amend title 25, United States Code,
relating to Indian education programs, and for

other purposes

S. 1706 / Public Law 99-229

An act to authorize the Architect of the Capitol

and the Secretary of Transportation, in consulta-

tion with the Chief Justice of the United States,

to study alternatives for construction of a build-

ing adjacent to Union Station in the District of

Columbia, and for other purposes

S. 1918 / Public Law 99-230

An act to change the date for transmittal of a

report

Approved December 28—Continued

SJ. Res. 198 / Public Law 99-231

A joint resolution to designate the year 1986 as

the "Sesquicentennial Year of the National Li-

brary of Medicine"

SJ. Res. 235 / Public Law 99-232

A joint resolution to designate the week of Janu-

ary 26, 1986, to February 1, 1986, as "Truck and
Bus Safety Week"

S.J. Res. 255 / Public Law 99-233

A joint resolution relative to the convening of the

second session of the Ninety-ninth Congress
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ABC of Spain—497
AID. See Development Cooperation Agency, U.S.

International
AIDS. See Health and medical care
AMVETS—1368
ANZUS alliance—136-139, 265
ASAT. See Arms and munitions, antisatellite

weapons
ASEAN. See South East Asian Nations, Association

for

A Time of Remembrance—1283
Abortion—8, 62, 133, 1226
Academy. See other part of subject
Achille Lauro^ hijacking situation—1216, 1218,

1222, 1226, 1230, 1231, 1241, 1277, 1314
Acid rain. See Environment
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome. See

Health and medical care
ACTION—98, 470, 751, 1264
Administration. See other part of subject

Administrative Conference of tne U.S.—272, 747,

826, 1044
Adoption Week, National—1401
Adult Day Care Center Week, National—1146
Adult Education, National Advisory Council on

—

1021, 1281
Advisory boards, committees, councils, etc. See

other part of subject
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Nation-

al—87, 184, 364, 932, 939, 1080, 1124, 1430,

1442, 1445
Afghanistan, Soviet occupation—151, 823, 1126,

1152, 1275, 1334, 1371, 1394, 1417, 1439,

1505, 1506
Afghanistan Day—325
Africa

See also specific country
Administration policies—1119
Food assistance. See Food assistance

Soviet role—822
African Development Foundation—1086
African National Congress—783
Afro-American (Black) History Month, National

—

100
Afro-American History and Culture Commission,

National—74, 663, 703, 748
Aged. See specific subject

Agency. See other part of subject

Aging, Federal Council on the—655, 979
Agriculture

See also Conservation
Administration policies—905, 1088, 1096, 1100,

1449, 1497-1502
Beef—1029
Citrus fruit—809
Dairy products—1502

Agriculture—Continued
Developing countries, U.S. assistance for—

6

Export policies—1502
Farmers, loans—132, 145, 198, 201, 203, 207,

248-251, 455, 1498-1501
Fruit—993, 1053, 1128
Government's role—207, 903, 996, 1046, 1096,

nil, 1497, 1499, 1502
Pasta products—809, 993
Payment-in-kind program. See Agriculture, De-

partment of

Price supports—1498-1502
Sugar products—83, 101, 368, 369, 629, 630,

1029, 1502
Tax simplification. See Taxation

Tobacco—1053, 1128, 1252
Wheat—1252

Agriculture, Department of

Assistant Secretaries—321, 322, 706, 915
Commodity Credit Corp.—250
Conservation, role—891, 1500
Deputy Secretary—241
Farm loans, role—249
Farmers Home Administration—915
Land management, role—541
Payment-in-kind program—1502
Secretary—83, 207, 249, 368, 369, 419, 507,

508, 629, 891, 1179, 1450, 1497, 1498, 1500,

1501
Soil Conservation Service—334
Sugar price supports, role—83, 629
Wilderness preservation, role—508

Air Force, Department of the
See also Armed Forces, U.S.

Air Force Academy, U.S.—23, 1416
Secretary—613, 1146
Succession order—613

Air and Space Museum, National. See Smithsoni-

an Institution

Aircraft. See Aviation
Alabama
Birmingham, mayor—727
President's visit—727
Republican Party events—727, 731

Alaska
Arctic policy, role—86
Governor—86, 87
Oil exports—1303

Alaska, U.S.S.—741
Alcohol Fuels, Office of. See Energy, Department

of
Alcoholic beverages, exports—1252, 1494
Algeria
Ambassador, U.S.—627
President—443, 447
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Algeria—Continued
Relations with U.S.—443, 447

Alliance. See other part ofsubject
Alzheimer's Disease Month, National—1361
Ambassadors. See specific country
American. See other part of subject
Americans Outdoors, President's Commission
on—991, 1145

Americans for Tax Reform—1078
Americas, Council of the—646
Amtrak. See Railway Passenger Corp., National
Angola

Administration policies—1354
Relations with U.S.—563

Antigua and Barbuda, trade with U.S.—1029
Antilles. See Netherlands Antilles

Antisatellite weapons. See Arms and munitions
Apparel industry—1486
Appeals, Special Panel on—613
Arab American Anti-Discrimination Committee

—

1241
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Com-

pliance Board—149, 171, 830, 1144, 1317, 1469
Arctic—85
Arctic Research Commission—85, 214
Arctic Research Policy Committee, Interagen-

cy—87
Argentina
Democracy, support—313
President—311, 313, 315, 455
Relations with U.S.—311, 315

Armed Forces, U.S.

See also specific military department; Defense
and national security

Chartered transport plane, crash—1473, 1481
Inauguration, role—60
Pay and pensions—145, 1507, 1508
Quality—651, 723, 1246

Armed Forces Day—633
Armed Forces Museum Advisory Board, National.

See Smithsonian Institution
Arms Control and Disarmament, General Adviso-

ry Committee on—102
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, U.S.

—

51, 63, 76, 153, 638, 918, 945, 966, 998, 1324,

1355, 1407
Arms and munitions

See also Nuclear weapons
AntisateUite weapons (ASAT>—1000, 1105,

1106, 1342
Chemical weapons—88, 153, 639, 760, 1141,

1330, 1408, 1413, 1466
Conventional weapons—99, 303, 639, 1141,

1330, 1413, 1447
Developing countries, U.S. arms sales—1276
Import restrictions—1059, 1061
Jordan, U.S. arms sales—984, 1147, 1419
Offsets in military-related exports. See Com-
merce, international

Pakistan, U.S. arms sales—1274
Space weapons—5, 23, 26, 35, 36, 50, 51, 57,

74, 76, 134, 144, 158, 161, 184, 203, 229, 254,

258, 265, 304, 309, 330, 363, 372, 376, 380,

498, 516, 520, 537, 556, 569, 572, 581, 585,

593, 639, 667, 668
Strategic defense programs. See Nuclear weap-

ons

Arms Reduction Negotiations in Geneva, U.S.

Office for—254, 256, 340, 348, 543, 661, 662,

966, 1081, 1384
Army, Department of the

See also Armed Forces, U.S.

Assistant Secretary—703
Military Academy, U.S.—22, 42, 404
Secretary—613
Succession order—613

Art, National Gallery of. See Smithsonian Institu-

tion

Arthritis, research. See Health and medical care
Arts, Advisory Committee on the—1094
Arts, Humanities, and Museums Amendments of

1985—1496
Arts, National Council on the. See Arts and the

Humanities, National Foundation on the
Arts, National Endowment for the. See Arts and

the Humanities, National Foundation on the
Arts, National Medal of—445, 485
Arts, President's views—485
Arts and the Humanities, National Foundation on

the
Arts, National Council on the—10, 256, 325,

485
Arts, National Endowment for the—487, 1143,

1496
Humanities, National Council on the—169
Humanities, National Endowment for the—394
Museum Services, Institute of—245, 436, 636,

1369, 1496
Arts and the Humanities, President's Committee
on the—485, 1094, 1160

Aruba, trade with U.S.—1491
Asia-Pacific region

See also specific country
Economic growth—987
North Pacific air safety agreement. See Avia-

tion

Relations with U.S.—1154
Asian/Pacific American Heritage Week—477
Assassination attempt on President, anniversary

—

370
Association. See other part ofsubject
Associations United To Cut Federal Spending

—

1295
Asthma and Allergy Awareness Week, National

—

604
Astrology, President's views—21
Atlantic tuna commission. See Conservation of At-

lantic Tunas, International Commission for the
Atlantic tuna convention. See Maritime affairs

Atomic Energy Agency, International—745, 823,

945, 1055, 1059, 1124, 1408
Attorney General. See Justice, Department of

Attorneys, U.S. See specific State or territory

Auditorium Managers, International Association

of—1484
Australia

Ambassador, U.S.—1291
Prime Minister—136, 137
Relations with U.S.—137

Authority. See other part of subject
Automobile Dealers Association, National—1484
Automobiles. See Motor vehicles
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Aviation
Chartered transport plane, crash. See Armed

Forces, U.S.

Civil aircraft—196, 1028
Hijacking prevention—778, 886
North Pacific air safety agreement—1409, 1414

Aviation Administration, Federal. See Transporta-

tion, Department of
Award. See other part of subject

Baha'is of the U.S., National Spiritual Assembly of

the—1460
Bahamas, trade with U.S.—287
Baltic Freedom Day—768
Baltimore Orioles—769
Banco Hispano Americano—578
Bangladesh, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Bank. See other part of subject
Bar Association, American—894, 1268
Barbados, taxation convention with U.S. See Tax-

ation

Barbuda. See Antigua and Barbuda
Baseball strike. President's views—976
Basketball Association, National—741, 1484
Battle Monuments Commission, American—99,

323
Beef. See Agriculture
Belgium
Foreign Minister—37
NATO, role—35, 37
Prime Minister—37
Relations with U.S.—37

Belize, U.S. Ambassador—1474
Benin, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Berlin—1, 388, 389, 571
Berliner Morgenpost—

1

Bhutan, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Bicentennial boards, committees, councils, etc.

See other part of subject
Big Brothers and Big Sisters Week, National—162
Bill of Rights Day, Human Rights Day and
Week—1458, 1461

Bipartisan boards, committees, councils, etc. See

other part of subject
Bissau. See Guinea-Bissau
Black colleges week. See Historically Black Col-

leges Week, National
Black Mayors, National Conference of—79, 635
Blacks

See also Civil rights

Administration appointees—81
Administration policies—47, 78, 81, 160, 228
Colleges. See Colleges and universities
Employment. See Employment and unemploy-
ment

Blind and Other Severely Handicapped, Commit-
tee for Purchase from the—96, 1317

Board. See other part of subject
Boise State University—1246
Bolivia, U.S. Ambassador—628
Bonn Economic Summit—82, 497, 518, 522, 524,

544, 547, 550, 552, 556, 557, 569, 598, 605, 667
Boston Celtics—741
Boston Pops—922
Boston University—68, 1407
Botswana
Ambassador, U.S.—999

Botswana—Continued
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

Boundary Commission, U.S. and Canada, Interna-

tional—772
Boy Scouts of America—146, 1480
Brazil

President—471
President-elect—402, 471
Trade with U.S.—1053, 1128
Whaling. See Conservation

Britain. See United Kingdom
British Broadcasting Corp.—1310
Broadcasting. See Communications
Broadcasting, Board for International—998, 1203,

1398
Brotherhood/Sisterhood Week—172
Budget, Federal

See also specific agency
Administration policies—25, 27, 46, 132, 358,

441, 451, 496, 1069
Balanced budget—46, 49, 56, 77, 105, 125, 132,

149, 210, 228, 385, 717, 722, 792, 893, 968,

970, 971, 1069, 1120, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1191,

1195, 1197, 1200, 1213, 1222, 1225, 1243,

1248, 1264, 1309, 1346, 1355, 1400, 1464,

1471, 1488, 1496
Congressional role—18, 27, 46, 77, 78, 145,

279, 331, 338, 358, 385, 409, 451, 480, 493,

525, 546, 603, 623, 665, 676, 810, 893, 901,

904, 931, 954, 967, 1009, 1376, 1464, 1471,

1488
Deficits—18, 21, 24, 46, 47, 56, 77, 91, 111,

124, 125, 132, 145, 149, 228, 230, 236, 249,

252, 314, 331, 334, 338, 409, 417, 440, 451,

479, 492, 532, 556, 577, 601, 603, 665, 717,

785, 810, 893, 901, 954, 967, 970, 972, 1009,

1108, 1120, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1191, 1195,

1197, 1200, 1213, 1221, 1225, 1243, 1248,

1265, 1296, 1308, 1346, 1354, 1376, 1400,

1401, 1471, 1488, 1496
Fiscal year 1986—104, 110, 114, 115, 121, 132,

198, 209, 230, 333, 334, 412, 440, 479, 492,

525, 546, 601, 603, 623, 659, 665, 893, 904,

954, 967, 971, 972, 1163, 1376, 1400, 1401
Fiscal year 1987—1504
Line-item veto—105, 125, 132, 163, 210, 228,

237, 279, 355, 496, 623, 717, 722, 792, 894,

931, 968, 971, 1057, 1400
Rescissions and deferrals—13, 128, 224, 335,

620, 796, 958, 1163, 1164, 1420
Building Sciences, National Institute of—148,

1358
Bureau. See other part of subject
Burkina Faso, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Burundi, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Business, National Alliance of—635
Business Conference, American—278
Business and industry

See also specific industry
Administration policies—1127
Deregulation. See Regulatory reform
Enterprise zones. See Enterprise zones
Government subsidies—132, 230, 441, 495, 533
Government's role—1128, 1133
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Business and industry—Continued
High technology, role—1132
Industrial competitiveness and productivity

—

131, 184, 280, 355, 358, 578, 672, 701
Multinational corporations, taxation. See Tax-

ation

Research, information classification. See De-
fense and national security

Small and minority business—79, 572, 578, 681,

700, 977
Summer youth employment, role—635
Tax simplification. See Taxation

"C" Flag Awards—764
CBS. See Columbia Broadcasting System
CBS News—328
CDE. See Confidence and Security Building

Measures and Disarmament in Europe, Confer-

ence on
COCOM. See Coordinating Committee
CORE. See Congress of Racial Equality
CPR Awareness Week, National—1266
CSCE. See Security and Cooperation in Europe,
Conference on

Cabinet
See also specific position
Domestic Policy Council—419, 541, 801, 1296
Economic Policy Council—491, 955, 1179,

1303, 1486
Functions—11, 13, 46, 51

California

Governor—356, 1004, 1005
President's visit—2, 168, 174, 412, 1004, 1009,

1011, 1012, 1014, 1032, 1424, 1507
Republican Party event—1004

Cambio 16—557
Cambodia, internal situation—1207
Campobello park commission. See Roosevelt
Campobello International Park Commission

Canada
Acid rain. See Environment
Ambassador, U.S.—901
Defense. See Defense and national security
Energy cooperation with U.S. See Energy
External Affairs Minister—264, 265
Fishery agreements with U.S. See Maritime af-

fairs

Fur seals convention. See Conservation
International Trade Minister—307
Law enforcement. See Law enforcement and
crime

NATO, role—264, 303, 308
President's visit—294, 296, 297, 301, 305
Prime Minister—264-266, 294, 296-308, 539,

550, 555, 766, 1142, 1465
Quebec, Premier—297
Quebec City, mayor—301
Relations with U.S.—264-266, 296-298, 301,
305

Trade with U.S.—307, 520, 537, 1142, 1465,

1494
U.S. military, chartered plane crash. See Armed

Forces, U.S.

Vancouver, international exposition—1140
Canada-U.S., Permanent Joint Board on De-
fense—308, 1416

Canada-U.S. commission. See Boundary Commis-
sion, U.S. and Canada, International

Canada-U.S. Pacific Salmon Commission—1493
Cancer Control Month—337
Cancer Panel, President's—213
Cape Verde, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Capital Planning Commission, National—763
Captive Nations Week—935
Caribbean Basin Initiative—67, 287, 288, 523,

647, 1028, 1029
Caribbean region. See specific country; Caribbe-

an Basin Initiative

Census, Bureau of the. See Commerce, Depart-

ment of

Centennial Year of Liberty in the U.S.—1299,
1301

Center. See other part of subject
Central African Republic, trade with U.S.—526,
888

Central America. See Latin America
Central America, National Bipartisan Commission
on—28, 68, 82, 157, 372, 401, 983, 1161

Central Intelligence Agency—642, 814, 885, 895,

1303, 1352, 1446
Chad
Ambassador, U.S.—933
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.—531
Chemical Warfare Review Commission—88, 273,

760, 1160
Chemical weapons. See Arms and munitions
Chief State School Officers, Council of—458, 932
Child Abuse and Neglect, National Center on.

See Health and Human Services, Department
of

Child Abuse Prevention Month, National—405
Child Health Day—1193
Child Safety Awareness Month, National—527,

529
Child Safety Partnership, President's—527, 530
Children and youth
Domestic violence. See Law enforcement and
crime

Drinking age. See Law enforcement and crime,

drunk and drugged driving
Education. See Education
Employment. See Employment and unemploy-
ment

Missing children—253, 392, 422, 527
Parental kidnaping. See Law enforcement and
crime

Refugees. See Developing countries
Voluntarism. See Voluntarism

Children's Choir, National—1425
Children's Hospital National Medical Center

—

1479
Chile

Administration policies—561
Ambassador, U.S.—512

China
Ambassador, U.S.—941
Atomic Energy Agency, International, mem-
bership—824

Emigration—708
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China—Continued
Fishery agreement with U.S. See Maritime af-

fairs

Nuclear energy agreement with U.S. See

Energy
Premier—945
President—941, 943
Relations with U.S.—941, 943, 945
Scientific cooperation with U.S. See Science

and technology
Trade with U.S.—708, 709
Vice President's visit—943

Christian Broadcasting Network—1120
Christmas—1490
Christmas Pageant of Peace—1473
Christopher Columbus Quincentenary Jubilee

Commission—171, 751
Cigarettes. See Agriculture, tobacco
Cincinnati Business Committee—1189
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce—1189
Cincinnati Reds—1075
Circuit judges, U.S. See Appeals, U.S. Courts of

Citizens Against Government Waste—211, 1295,

1296
Citizenship Day and Constitution Week—1101
Citrus fruit. See Agriculture
Civil rights

See also specific group
Administration policies—57, 79, 160, 772, 830
Quotas—773
Sex discrimination—70

Civil Rights, Commission on—1385
Coalition. See other part of subject
Colleges and universities

See also specific institution

Black institutions—78
Curriculum—1066
Grants, Federal—69
Research, information classification. See De-

fense and national security

Student aid—218, 293, 358, 442, 1227
Collegiate Athletic Association, National—393
Colombia
Ambassador, U.S.—385
Disaster assistance—1392
Drug trafficking. See Law enforcement and
crime

President—396, 399, 402, 413, 468, 1392
Regional conflict. See Latin America
Relations with U.S.—396
Terrorist act—1477

Colonial Williamsburg Foundation—694
Columbia Broadcasting System—1484
Columbus commission. See Christopher Colum-
bus Quincentenary Jubilee Commission

Columbus Day—1194
Combined Federal Campaign. See Government

agencies and employees
Commerce, Department of

Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—929, 1082
Census Bureau—1014
Export controls, role—913
General Counsel—471
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Na-
tional—928, 1229

Oil exports, role—1303

Commerce, Department of—Continued
Patent and Trademark Office—946
Private sector initiatives, role—981
Secretary—101, 183, 184, 419, 704, 766, 981,

1058-1060, 1179
South Africa sanctions, role—1058, 1060
U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service—1280
Under Secretary—711, 1180

Commerce, international

See also specific country or subject; Economy,
international

Bonn Economic Summit policy—554, 667
Congressional role—539, 913
Debts, international—554, 561
Exports, U.S.—36, 355, 361, 547, 647, 766, 913,

955, 993, 1015-1017, 1031, 1053, 1055, 1058,

1088, 1097, 1100, 1127, 1128, 1252, 1303,

1319, 1327, 1450, 1467, 1482, 1486, 1517,

1529
Free trade—135, 198, 224, 279, 328, 355, 383,

475, 519, 520, 522, 537, 539, 556, 563, 576,

580, 598, 749, 948, 955, 1010, 1015-1017,

1031, 1053, 1088, 1099, 1103, 1107, 1110,

1113, 1123, 1126, 1127, 1155, 1179, 1244,

1252, 1303, 1319, 1426, 1436, 1465, 1486,

1494, 1509
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT>-101, 279, 307, 417, 475, 520, 523,

554, 576, 704, 796, 809, 993, 1015, 1060,

1061, 1110, 1127, 1129, 1155, 1166, 1167,

1252
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)—525,

615, 760, 887, 1028, 1283, 1491, 1495
Imports, U.S.—83, 101, 187, 196, 202, 203, 328,

368, 369, 547, 560, 563, 615, 629, 630, 647,

704, 760, 766, 796, 809, 887, 955, 993, 1010,

1015-1017, 1027, 1031, 1053, 1055, 1059,

1128, 1166, 1167, 1252, 1327, 1403, 1436,

1486, 1491
Loans—1055, 1058, 1061
Multinational corporations, taxation. See Tax-

ation
Offsets in military-related exports—813
Tariff Schedules of the U.S. (TSUS)—84, 101,

196, 288, 368, 369, 615, 629, 760, 809, 887,

993, 1016, 1027, 1495
Trade deficits—2, 124, 180, 203, 1031, 1053,

1100, 1108, 1427
Trade in services—707

Commission. See other part of subject

Committee. See other part of subject

Commodity Credit Corp. See Agriculture, De-

partment of

Commodity Futures Trading Commission—353
Communications

Broadcasting agreement, international—14
Soviet-U.S. military communications. See Union

of Soviet Socialist Republics
Telecommunication convention—616

Communications Commission, Federal—698
Communications Satellite Corp.—1020, 1087
Communism, President's views—305, 311, 371,

401, 431, 587, 593, 599, 624, 625, 665, 674,

717, 729, 730, 737, 806
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Community College Month, 1986, National

—

1449
Comoros, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Comptroller of the Currency, Office of the. See

Treasury, Department of the
Comptroller General. See General Accounting

Office
Computer industry—1053, 1055, 1058, 1061
Conference. See other part of subject
Confidence and Security Building Measures and
Disarmament in Europe, Conference on—44,

551, 581, 586, 607, 639, 1141, 1143, 1409
Congress
See also specific subject
Bipartisan gatherings—58, 96, 114, 130, 1117,

1411
House districts, reapportionment—1201
House Speaker. See Speaker of House of Repre-

sentatives

Republican gatherings—314, 622
Senate President. See Vice President

Congress of Racial Equality—160
Congressional Budget Office—1471
Congressional Gold Medal—460
Congressional inaugural committee. See Inaugu-

ral Committee, Joint Congressional
Conrail. See Consolidated Rail Corp.
Conservation

See also Environment
Energy. See Energy
Forests—541
North Pacific fur seals convention—319
Outdoor recreation—89
Soil—334, 891, 1500
Water—334, 891
Whales—704
Wild and scenic rivers—507
Wilderness preservation—507

Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, International

Commission for the—1306
Conservative Political Action Conference—226-
230

Conservative Union, American—226, 230
Conservatives, President's views—226
Consolidated Rail Corp.—456, 1052, 1085
Constitution, Commission on the Bicentennial of

the U.S.—816, 925, 1063
Constitution Week—1101
Constitutional amendments
Balanced Federal budget. See Budget, Federal
Line-item veto. See Budget, Federal
Prayer in schools. See Education

Consumer Cooperative Bank, National—1416
Consumer Price Index. See Economy, national,

economic indicators

Consumer Product Safety Commission—887,

1039
Consumers Week, National—238, 1448
Contadora group—68, 82, 264, 312, 372, 379,

397, 401, 416, 455, 468, 489, 518, 550, 641, 644
Continuing Education, National Advisory Council
on—33, 1386

Conventional weapons. See Arms and munitions
Coordinating Committee—521, 913, 1467
Coordination Council for North American Af-

fairs—1252
Copper. See Mining

Copyright Royalty Tribunal—544, 956
Corporation. See other part ofsubject
Correctional Officers Week, National—604
Cost control in Federal Government. See Private

Sector Survey on Cost Control in the Federal

Government, President's

Costa Rica
Ambassador, U.S.—610
President—421, 430
Regional conflict. See Latin America

Council. See other part of subject
Counties, National Association of—233
Court. See other part of subject
Credit Union Administration, National—446, 965
Crime. See Law enforcement and crime
Cuba
Guantanamo, U.S. military installation—1333
Latin American conflict. See Latin America, re-

gional conflict

Nonimmigrant entry into U.S., restrictions

—

1205
Premier—142, 158, 159, 269, 673, 675, 896,

1013
Relations with U.S.—159, 269, 1013
Terrorism, role—896

Cuban-American Foundation—673
Customs Service, U.S. See Treasury, Department

of the
Cyprus
Ambassador, U.S.—434, 1421
Conflict resolution—17, 374, 386, 434, 1038,

1421
President—17, 434, 1421
Relations with U.S.—820

DECA Week, National—166
DES Awareness Week, National—503
Dairy products. See Agriculture
Dallas Morning News—17
Days of observance. See other part of subject
Deerfield High School—1220
Defense, Department of

See also specific military department; Armed
Forces, U.S.

Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—330, 599, 652, 965, 966,

1415
Budget—18, 27, 78, 104, 114, 116, 122, 132,

253, 279, 284, 314, 333, 338, 359, 382, 408,

412, 480, 495, 532, 598, 601, 623, 634, 666,

675, 901, 1347, 1464, 1471, 1489, 1497
Employees in Panama, quarters allowance

—

795
Export controls, role—913
General Counsel—1453
Handicapped, role—1430
Joint Chiefs of Staff—63, 348, 649, 653, 723,

907, 923, 1157, 1336
Management reform—923, 1435
Military Liaison Committee to Department of

Energy—1415
Nuclear weapons, role—52, 743
Operational Test and Evaluation, Director of

—

127
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Subject Index

Defense, Department of—Continued
Secretary—42, 63, 69, 88, 192, 248, 283, 301,

348, 364, 408, 412, 613, 634, 775, 800, 923,

967, 1059, 1157, 1353, 1366, 1473
South Africa sanctions, role—1059
Soviet military buildup, report—1240
Succession order—613
Under Secretary—813
Uniformed Services University of the Health

Sciences—1093, 1281
Waste and fraud elimination—412, 480, 495,

634, 650, 675, 719, 723, 775, 810
Defense Management, President's Blue Ribbon
Commission on—775, 810, 921, 923, 1347,

1508
Defense and national security

See also Armed Forces, U.S.; Arms and muni-
tions; Nuclear weapons

Canada-U.S. cooperation—308
Espionage—885, 1109, 1352, 1423
Expenditures—998, 1196
Export controls. See Science and technology
Intelligence—885, 1302, 1353, 1424
Military strength and deterrence—5, 36, 57,

153, 156, 161, 231, 232, 246, 252, 257, 265,

308, 317, 359, .363, 382, 495, 516, 521, 532,

537, 556, 585, 623, 634, 650, 652, 674, 718,

723, 760, 810, 971, 975, 1109, 1189, 1226,

1227, 1245, 1412, 1435, 1446, 1489
Research, information classification—1148
Technology, role—1249

Defense Transportation Day, National, and Na-
tional Transportation Week—488

Deficit Reduction Coalition—440, 1264
Democracy, Center for—66, 68, 316
Democracy, Concerned Citizens for—341, 343,

673
Democracy, National Endowment for—587
Democracy and freedom. President's views—68,

311, 374, 401, 429, 517, 570, 575, 581, 587,

592-596, 599, 626, 646, 737, 770, 898, 1074,

1201, 1286, 1340, 1363, 1389, 1407, 1433,
1434, 1458, 1479, 1507

Democratic Party
Elections. See Elections
President's views—622, 626, 728, 739

Denmark
Prime Minister—1071-1074
Relations with U.S.—1071, 1074

Department. See other part of subject
Deposit Insurance Corp., Feaeral—956
Developing countries

See also specific country or region; Caribbean
Basin Initiative

Agricultural assistance, U.S. See Agriculture
Arms sales, U.S. See Arms and munitions
Bonn Economic Summit policy—551, 554
Debts, international. See Commerce, interna-

tional

Defense and security—1276
Economic and social development—135, 523,

525, 563, 577, 1067, 1279
Generalized System of Preferences. See Com-
merce, international

Refugees—906, 998
Women's role—906

Development, Agency for International. See De-
velopment Cooperation Agency, U.S. Interna-

tional

Development Cooperation Agency, U.S. Interna-

tional

Director—69
International Development, Agency for

(AID)—6, 473, 710
Overseas Private Investment Corp.—710, 836,

1385, 1457
Diabetes Month, National—1379
Diario De Noticias—562
Digestive Diseases Awareness Week, National

—

632
Diplomatic corps, reception—922
Disability in Entertainment Week—958
Disabled. See Education, handicapped; Health

and medical care
Disadvantaged

Administration policies—57, 131, 132, 479, 496,

532
Employment. See Employment and unemploy-
ment

Enterprise zones. See Enterprise zones
Poverty rate—1014, 1114
Tax simplification. See Taxation

Disarmament, Conference on—351, 639, 1466
Disarmament in Europe conference. See Confi-

dence and Security Building Measures and Dis-

armament in Europe, Conference on
Disaster assistance. See specific State, territory, or

country
Discovery. See Space program, shuttle

Discrimination. See Civil rights

Distinguished Executive Rank Awards, Presiden-

tial—1472
District of Columbia
Budget—968
Mayor—343

District of Columbia Commission on Judicial Dis-

abilities and Tenure—746
District of Columbia Judicial Nomination Com-

mission—930
District judges, U.S. See specific State or territory

Djibouti
Ambassador, U.S.—928
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

Dr. Jonas E. Salk Day—573
Domestic policy

Administration policies—55, 61, 70
Government's role—49, 55, 71, 75, 118, 123,

127, 283, 338, 359, 441, 455, 479, 493, 494,

510, 533, 576, 666, 671, 952, 1113, 1478,

1488
Domestic Policy Council. See Cabinet
Domestic violence. See Law enforcement and
crime

Dominican Republic, U.S. Ambassador—435
Down Syndrome Month, National—1235
Drug Abuse Education Week, National—1344
Drug abuse and trafficking. See Law enforcement

and crime
Drug Enforcement Administration. See Justice,

Department of
Drunk Driving, National Commission on—1483
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Drunk Driving, Presidential Commission on

—

1483
Drunk and Drugged Driving Awareness Week,
National—1451, 1483

EFE of Spain—560
EPCOT Center. See Walt Disney World
EURATOM. See European Atomic Energy Com-
munity

Economic Advisers, Council of—121, 122, 194,

225, 419, 660, 1015-1017, 1031, 1045, 1136,

1169
Economic Cooperation and Development, Orga-

nization for—554, 555, 563
Economic justice project. See Project Economic

Justice, Presidential Task Force on
Economic Policy Advisory Board, President's

—

1160
Economic Policy Council. See Cabinet
Economic Report of the President—121, 122
Economy, international

See also Commerce, international
Administration policies—1129
Bonn Economic Summit policy—552
Debts, international. See Commerce, interna-

tional

Economic recovery—519, 563, 805
Monetary exchange rates—168, 187, 203, 417,

519, 563
Economy, national

Deficits, relationship. See Budget, Federal
Economic indicators—25, 61, 193, 197, 235,

478, 634, 720, 948, 970, 1045, 1081, 1089
Government's role—672
Growth—47, 56, 61, 67, 71, 75, 91, 110, 114,

116, 122, 130, 132, 149, 184, 193, 197, 209,

216, 235, 303, 355, 357, 497, 525, 531, 576,

580, 634, 665, 678, 699, 725, 811, 948, 969,
971, 1042, 1053, 1096, 1103, 1108, 1113,
1122, 1128, 1135, 1243, 1426, 1489

Tax simplification. See Taxation
Ecuador, U.S. Ambassador—309
Education

See also Colleges and universities
Administration policies—133, 235, 798, 1008,

1120
Congressional role—69
Curriculum—2 1

9

Government's role—31, 218, 1070
Grants, Federal—69, 218, 736
Handicapped—736
Parents, role—221
Prayer in schools—133, 729, 1008, 1120
Quality—1132, 1175
School discipline—219
School dropouts—1307
Secondary and private school recognition pro-

grams—1174
Student groups, meetings—729
Teachers—219, 458, 825, 1070
Tuition tax credits. See Taxation
Vouchers—219
Women—906

Education, Department of
Assistant Secretary—702, 1495
General Counsel—1316
Missing children, role—530

Education, Department of—Continued
Secretary—31, 32, 71, 216, 217, 358, 419, 458,

530, 798, 932, 1008, 1174, 1176
Under Secretary—472, 1237

Education, Intergovernmental Advisory Council

on—968, 1142, 1305
Education, National Commission on Excellence

in—1070
Education, National Partnerships in—218
Education Day, U.S.A.—407
Education Week, American—1322
Educational Research, National Council on—171,

391, 1469, 1490
Egypt
Achille Lauro, hijacking situation. See Achille

Lauro
Economic assistance, U.S.—995
Middle East peace efforts. See Middle East
President—80, 168, 274, 276, 327, 332, 418,

819, 1125, 1149, 1196, 1223, 1234
Relations with U.S.—274, 276, 1231, 1234

El Pais—558
El Salvador
Ambassador, U.S.—753
Internal situation—28, 158, 401, 408, 468, 518,

619, 647, 664, 1024
Military assistance, U.S.—69, 403, 619, 800
President—401, 412, 416, 421, 430, 468, 518,

537, 619, 647, 664, 738, 800, 1019, 1124
Regional conflict. See Latin America
Terrorist acts—800, 807, 810, 811, 886, 934,

1019
Election Commission, Federal—942
Elections, congressional. President's views—622,

626
Emergency Management Agency, Federal—996,

1048, 1147, 1419
Employ the Handicapped Week, National—1159
Employee Relocation Council—479
Employment Policy, National Commission for

—

169,609,612, 1173
Employment and unemployment
See also specific industry
Administration policies—124, 948, 1032, 1099,

1128, 1129
Bonn Economic Summit policy—552
Enterprise zones. See Enterprise zones
Job training—132, 329, 1015, 1016, 1018, 1067,

1068, 1099, 1486
Minorities and youth—79, 81, 132, 235, 343,

345, 441, 479, 634, 948, 949, 1201, 1307
Monthly statistics. See Economy, national, eco-

nomic indicators

Encyclopaedia Britannica—458
Endowment. See other part of subject
Energy

Canada-U.S. cooperation—766
China-U.S. nuclear energy agreement—945,

1482
Conservation. See Conservation
Ethanol—437
Export controls. See Science and technology
Finland-U.S. nuclear energy agreement—638,

913, 914
Inertial confinement fusion—421
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Subject Index

Energy—Continued
Nuclear energy—1273, 1276, 1410, 1414, 1468
Oil—180, 204, 681, 766, 903, 904, 954, 1303,

1403
Tax simplification. See Taxation

Energy, Department of
Alcohol Fuels, Office of—1381
Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—223, 353, 959, 1116,

1342
Energy Regulatory Commission, Federal—824,

959, 1198
Energy Research, Office of—421
General Counsel—353
Inspector General—1377
Nuclear energy agreement, report—638
Nuclear weapons, role—52
Reorganization—3

1

Secretary—2, 31, 419, 437, 638, 945, 967, 1059,

1404
South Africa sanctions, role—1059
Under Secretary—450

Energy Regulatory Commission, Federal. See

Energy, Department of

Energy Research, Office of. See Energy, Depart-
ment of

England. See United Kingdom
Enterprise zones—79, 131, 235, 948
Entitlement programs. See specific program
Environment
See also Conservation
Acid rain—266, 298, 300
Bonn Economic Summit policy—555
Oil pollution conventions—1343
Ozone layer convention—1038
Soviet-U.S. cooperation—1409
Toxic waste—133, 205

Environmental Protection Agency—87, 205, 206,

322, 504, 829, 994, 1048, 1454
Equal Access to Justice Act—977
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

—

1082
Equatorial Guinea, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Erikson day. See Leif Erikson Day
Espionage. See Defense and national security
Etnanol. See Energy
Ethiopia, food assistance. See Food assistance
Eugene Ormandy Appreciation Day—1404
Europe

See also specific country
Defense and security—35, 44, 99, 119, 516,

537, 551, 558, 607, 667, 1064, 1152, 1447
East-West relations—1151, 1190, 1372
Economic growth—498, 718
Economy—1053, 1123
Espionage. See Defense and national security
Human rights—955
Monetary system—522
NATO, participation—35
Nuclear weapons deployment. See Nuclear
weapons, intermediate-range weapons

Relations with U.S.—547, 583, 584, 587, 1106,

1154
Soviet role—372, 498, 584
Unification—539, 570, 583, 587
Yalta agreement—119

European Atomic Energy Community—239, 240,

945

European Communities—73, 286, 522, 527, 551,

556, 557, 560, 575, 579, 580, 583, 590, 597,

646, 796, 809, 993, 1053, 1128, 1155, 1252,

1283, 1495
European Parliament—546, 581, 598, 606
European Space Agency—555
Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Salaries, Com-

mission on—64
Executive branch. See specific constituent unit

Executive Exchange, President's Commission
on—648

Executive Office of the President. See specific

constituent unit
Executives, Association, American Society of

—

766
Export Administration Amendments Act of

1985—913
Export Council, President's—1127, 1130, 1160,

1463
Export-Import Bank of the U.S.—423, 495
Exports, U.S. See Commerce, international

Fair Housing Month—506
Fair Labor Standards Amendments of 1985

—

1378
Fallston High School—1432, 1434
Family Reunion Month—767
Family Week, National—1298
Farm-City Week, National—1298
Farm Credit Administration—946
Farm Credit Amendments Act of 1985—1497,
1498

Farm Safety Week, National—658
Farmers Home Administration. See Agriculture,

Department of

Farming. See Agriculture
Fasting to Raise Funds to Combat Hunger, Na-

tional Day of—1418
Father's Day—762
FBI. See Justice, Department of

Federal. See other part of subject
Federal acts, agencies, associations, programs,

etc. See other part of subject
Federal advisory committees
Annual report—655
Reform—64

Federalism. See Domestic policy, government's
role

Federalism. See State and local governments
FEMA. See Emergency Management Agency,
Federal

Festival of India. See India, Festival of

Financial Aid to Education, Council for—218
Fine Arts, Commission of—483, 1306, 1317
Finland
Ambassador, U.S.—1359
Nuclear energy agreement with U.S. See

Energy
Finland, nuclear energy agreement with U.S. See

Energy
Fire Prevention Week—1214
First Ladies Conference on Drug Abuse—606
Fishery agreements. See Maritime affairs

Fishing. See Maritime affairs

Flag Day Foundation, National—771
Flag Day and National Flag Week—769, 771

A-9
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Florida
Disaster assistance—1075
President's visit—671, 673, 1075
Republican Party event—673
Tampa, mayor—1076

Food and Agricultural Development, Board for

International—1095
Food assistance, Africa—6, 248, 249, 305, 377,

409, 481, 554, 806, 820, 1067, 1119, 1289
Food Assistance, President's Task Force on—1161
Food Security Act of 1985—1497, 1498, 1502
Footwear industry—1010, 1015-1017, 1031,

1053, 1128, 1486
Foreign assistance

See also specific country or region
Administration—69

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the

U.S. See Justice, Department of
Foreign Commercial Service, U.S. and. See Com-
merce, Department of

Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, President's.

See White House Office
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, Presi-

dent's—222, 424
Foreign policy

See also specific country, region, or subject
Administration policies—55, 57, 71, 134, 228,

971, 998, 1061, 1125, 1333, 1334, 1341
Bonn Economic Summit policy—551
Congressional role—66, 202, 421, 442, 453,

454, 467, 497, 536, 719, 730, 737, 753, 971,

982, 1497
Foreign Relations Authorization Act, fiscal

years 1986 and 1987—998
Security assistance—135, 982, 983

Foreign Scholarships, Board of—1492
Foreign Service. See State, Department of
Forest Products Week, National—1250
Forest System, National. See Conservation
Fort McHenry—769
Foster Grandparents Month, National—1321
Foundation. See other part of subject
France
Ambassador, U.S.—900
Arms control negotiations. See Nuclear weap-

ons
Atlantic tuna convention. See Maritime affairs

Defense nuclear cooperation with U.S. See Nu-
clear weapons

President—456, 537, 550, 555, 1152, 1371
President Reagan's visit—546, 581, 598, 602,
606

Relations with U.S.—1154
Soviet General Secretary's visit—1151, 1152
Strategic weapons. See Nuclear weapons

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commis-
sion—817, 962

Freedom, Presidential Medal of—413, 656, 802,
1355

Freedom of the Press Day—969
Friends of the Americas—431
Fruit. See Agriculture
Fund. See other part ofsubject
Fur seals convention. See Conservation
Fusion. See Energy
Fusion energy. See Energy, nuclear energy
Future Farmers of America—1110

GATT. See Commerce, international
GEICO. See Government Employees Insurance

Co.
GNP. See Economy, national, economic indicators

GSP. See Commerce, international

Gambia, trade with U.S.—526, 888
General Accounting Office—1471
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. See

Commerce, international

General Pulaski Memorial Day—1176
General Services Administration—65, 88, 90, 321,

530, 541, 655, 814, 832, 924, 1039, 1401
Generalized System of Preferences. See Com-
merce, international

Georgetown University—393
Georgia
Macon, mayor—721
President's visit—720, 723
Republican Party events—720, 723

German Democratic Republic
Ambassador, U.S.—927
Berlin. See Berlin
U.S. Army officer, death—344, 347, 380, 483,

523, 586
German Democratic Republic, U.S. Ambassa-
dor—927

Germany, Federal Republic of

Ambassador, U.S.—776
Berlin. See Berlin
Bonn summit. See Bonn Economic Summit
Chancellor—331, 440, 456, 457, 534, 555, 557,

564, 565, 568, 569
Internal situation—572
President—388, 389, 550, 568, 569
President Reagan's visit—82, 330, 383, 388,

440, 456, 524, 534, 544, 546, 564, 565, 568,

569, 598, 602, 667, 785
Relations with U.S.—331, 388, 440, 524, 534,

568, 569, 598, 1067
Strategic defense programs, role—1466
Terrorist act—800, 807

Girl Scouts of America—292
Globes, imports—196
Goddard Memorial Trophy—366
Gold Bullion Coin Act of 1985—1487
Good Housekeeping—458
Gordon Technical High School—1224, 1226
Government agencies and employees
See also specific agency
Administration appointees—15, 19, 20, 26, 29,

48, 70, 81
Combined Federal Campaign—940
Litigation, role—977
Management reform—65, 113, 132, 212, 240,

960, 961, 1296
Pay and pensions^—446, 1018
Performance Management and Recognition

System—1317 . .

Presidential appointees—1122, 1209, 1400,

1401
President's views—1097
Real property management—540
Regulations. See Regulatory reform
Relocation assistance—216, 814
Senior Executive Service—648, 1018, 1472
Social Security. See Social Security
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Subject Index

Government agencies and employees

—

Continued
Special Panel on Appeals—613
Waste and fraud elimination—211, 284, 960,

961, 1270, 1295
Government Employees Insurance Co.—1484
Government National Mortgage Association—620
Governors' Association, National—208, 209
Grace commission. See Private Sector Survey on

Cost Control in the Federal Government,
President's

Graduate Fellows Program Fellowship Board, Na-
tional—908, 1088

Grandparents Day—1045
Great Britain. See United Kingdom
Great Valley Corporate Center—699
Greece

Airport security—779
Ambassador, U.S.—927
Cyprus conflict. See Cyprus
Foreign Minister—1421
NATO, role—203, 374, 820

Grenada
Prime Minister—1294
Relations with U.S.—1294

Grenadines. See St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Gross national product. See Economy, national,

economic indicators

Grove City College—69
Guatemala

Internal situation—468
Regional conflict. See Latin America

Guinea-Bissau, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Gulf Cooperation Council—822
Guyana, President—979

Haiti, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Handicapped. See Education
Handicapped, health and medical care. See

Health and medical care
Handicapped, National Council on the—100, 170,

392, 761, 1305
Hanukkah—1453
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation—1387
Health, National Institutes of. See Health and
Human Services, Department of

Health, President's—919, 937, 938, 949, 974, 975,

1004, 1013, 1047, 1057, 1122, 1231, 1233,

1316, 1353
Health and Human Services, Department of

Arctic policy, role—87
Budget—1360
Child Abuse and Neglect, National Center on

—

528
Food and Drug Administration—1253
General Counsel—1047
Handicapped, role—1430
Health, National Institutes of—996, 1360
Missing children, role—528, 530
Public Health Service—1165
Radiation control, report—1253
Secretary—419, 530, 1155, 1170, 1357, 1360,

1428, 1430
Social Security Administration—618
Social Security agreements, reports—242, 1420

Health and medical care
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS)—1104, 1108

Health and medical care—Continued
Arthritis, research—1360
Handicapped—1428
High technology, role—1428
Medicare—655
Radiation control—1253

Hearing and Appeals, Office of. See Interior, De-
partment of the

Heart Month, American—91
Helen Keller Deaf-Blind Awareness Week, Na-

tional—827
Helsinki Human Rights Day—542
High Blood Pressure Awareness Week—1375
High-Tech Month, National—1263
Highway Safety Advisory Committee, National

—

34, 1001, 1049, 1088
Highways. See Transportation
Hispanic Heritage Week, National—1089
Hispanics

See also Civil rights

Employment. See Employment and unemploy-

ment
President's views—499, 1091, 1093

Historic Preservation, Advisory Council on—936,

1317
Historically Black Colleges Week, National—1149
Holmes devise committee. See Oliver Wendell
Holmes Devise, Permanent Committee for the

Holocaust, President's views—383, 440, 457, 459,

535, 564, 565, 785
Holocaust Memorial Council, U.S.—460, 917
Home Builders, National Association of—90
Home Care Week, National—1430
Honduran-U.S. Relations, Joint Commission on

—

641, 643
Honduras
Ambassador, U.S.—482
Economic and military assistance, U.S.—69, 643
Military exercises, U.S.—403, 643
President—421, 430, 639, 641, 643
Regional conflict. See Latin America
Relations with U.S.—641, 643

Hospice Month, National—1297
Housing industry—90, 478
Housing and Urban Development, Department

of
Budget—1419
Inspector General—366
Relocation assistance, role—216
Secretary—81, 90
Under Secretary—347

Housing Week, National—1239
Human Events—226
Human life day. See Sanctity of Human Life Day,

National
Human rights

See also specific country or region

Administration policies—955, 1363, 1413, 1458
Human Rights, Universal Declaration of—1458
Human Rights Day and Week—1458, 1461
Humanities, National Council on the. See Arts

and the Humanities, National Foundation on
the

Humanities, National Endowment for the. See

Arts and the Humanities, National Foundation

on the
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Hungary
Emigration—708
Trade with U.S.—708, 709

Hunger. See Food assistance

Hiirriyet—374

ICBM. See Nuclear weapons, strategic weapons
INF. See Nuclear weapons, intermediate-range

weapons
INTERPOL. See Police Organization, Interna-

tional

Iceland, U.S. Ambassador—628
Idaho
Lieutenant Governor—1242
President's visit—1242
Republican Party events—1242, 1246

II Resto Del Carlino—371
II Tempo—667
Illinois

Chicago Heights, mayor—832
Governor—832, 1220, 1224
President's visit—832, 1218, 1220, 1222, 1224

Immigration and naturalization, reform policies

—

1093
Immigration and Naturalization Service. See Jus-

tice, Department of
Impasses Panel, Federal Service. See Labor Rela-

tions Authority, Federal
Imports, U.S. See Commerce, international
Inaugural, Committee for the 50th American

Presidential—54
Inaugural Committee, Joint Congressional—54
Inauguration, President's—53-55, 58, 60, 671
Independence Day—892
Independent Schools, National Association of—
216

India
Ambassador, U.S.—920
President's visit—1274
Prime Minister—320, 450, 577, 749, 754, 1274
Relations with U.S.—749, 754
Scientific cooperation with U.S. See Science
and technology

Terrorist act—1277
India, Festival of—450, 750, 754
India-U.S. Fund for Cultural, Educational, and

Scientific Cooperation—689
Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See Interior, Depart-
ment of the

Indian Arts and Crafts Board—1317
Indian Education, National Advisory Council
on—1463

Indian Reservation Economies, Presidential Com-
mission on—1161

Indiana
Governor—791
Indianapolis, mayor—791
Mooresville, Chamber of Commerce—786, 790
President's visit—786, 791

Industrial Competitiveness, President's Commis-
sion on—364, 1161

Industrial Production, Index of. See Economy, na-

tional, economic indicators
Industry. See specific industry; Business and in-

dustry
Inertial confinement fusion. See Energy
Inertial Confinement Fusion, Technical Review
Group on—420

Inflation. See Monetary affairs

Information Agency, U.S.

Associate Director—1280
Budget—998, 999
Deputy Director—612
Director—999
Radio Marti—675
Voice of America—1362, 1364

Initiative. See other part ofsubject
Innovation and Productivity, National Commis-

sion on—1049
Institute. See other part of subject
Institution. See other part of subject
Insurance industry—1053, 1128
Intellectual property rights. See Patents, copy-

rights, and trademarks
Intelligence. See Defense and national security

Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1986—1446

Inter-American Council for Education, Science,

and Culture—1117
Inter-American Development Bank—67, 342,

1462
Inter-American Foundation—139, 817
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission—244
Interagency. See other part of subject
Intercontinental ballistic missiles. See Nuclear

weapons, strategic weapons
Interest rates. See Monetary affairs

Intergovernmental. See other part of subject
Intergovernmental Relations, Advisory Commis-

sion on—43, 795, 916, 943, 1462
Interior, Department of the

Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—807, 1140, 1256, 1343
Hearing and Appeals, Office of—1317
Indian Affairs, Bureau of—1317
Inspector General—1197
Land management, role—541
Reclamation, Bureau of—1380
Reorganization—3

1

Secretary—1, 2, 26, 31, 90, 419, 507, 508
Solicitor—1198
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement,

Office of—1454
Wilderness preservation, role—508

Internal Revenue Service. See Treasury, Depart-

ment of the
International. See other part of subject
Interstate Commerce Commission—1203, 1476
Investigation, Federal Bureau of. See Justice, De-
partment of

Iran
Hostage situation—781, 783
Latin American conflict. See Latin America
Persian Gulf conflict. See Middle East
Prime Minister—897
Terrorism, role—80, 381, 895
U.S. national emergency, report—472, 1329,

1381
Iraq

Ambassador, U.S.—513
Persian Gulf conflict. See Middle East

Ireland
Ambassador, U.S.—1170
Ambassador to U.S.—291, 1397
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Ireland—Continued
Northern Ireland, role. See United Kingdom
Prime Minister—1395, 1396
Relations with U.S.—291, 294, 1395

Ireland, Northern. See United Kingdom
Israel

Ambassador, U.S.—410
Economic and military assistance, U.S.—159,

995
Industry and Trade Minister—475, 748
Lebanese conflict. See Middle East
Middle East peace efforts. See Middle East
Prime Minister—168, 497, 748, 819, 1196,

1261, 1262, 1419
Prisoners, release—832
Relations with U.S.—1261
Trade with U.S.—475, 526, 748, 1027

Israel-U.S. Free Trade Area Implementation Act

of 1985—748
Italy

Achille LaurOy hijacking situation. See Achille

Lauro
Internal situation—522
Middle East, role—1466
Prime Minister—242, 373, 550, 555, 667, 1230,

1231 1233
Relations with U.S.—242, 373, 1067, 1466
Social Security agreement with U.S. See Social

Security
Iwo Jima, anniversary—185
Izvestia—1342, 1362

Jamaica
Ambassador, U.S.—1002
Trade with U.S.—1494

Japan
Export controls. See Science and technology
Foreign Minister—2-4
Fur seals convention. See Conservation
Hiroshima, bombing anniversary—978
North Pacific air safety agreement. See Avia-

tion

Prime Minister—2, 224, 320, 383, 520, 537,
539, 550, 555, 954, 1395

Relations with U.S.—2, 978, 987, 1067, 1128,
1395, 1508

Scientific cooperation with U.S. See Science
and technology

Trade with U.S.—2, 3, 187, 196, 202, 224, 328,

383, 520, 537, 954, 987, 1053, 1128, 1494,
1509

Whaling. See Conservation
Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission—1317
Japan-U.S. Relations, Presidential Commission on

the Conduct of—1161
Jaycees, U.S.—791
Jefferson Educational Foundation—341
Jerome Kern Day, National—^5
Jewish Heritage Week—459, 462
Jewish High Holy Days—1080
Jews

Leaders, meeting with President—459
Soviet Jewry. See Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics

Job Corps—441, 479
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.

See Smithsonian Institution

John F. Kennedy Library Foundation—814
Joint boards, committees, councils, etc. See other

part of subject
Joint Chiefs of Staff. See Defense, Department of

Jonas E. Salk day. See Dr. Jonas E. Salk Day
Jordan
Arms sales, U.S. See Arms and munitions
Economic and security assistance, U.S.—995,

1156
King—159, 160, 328, 332, 418, 683, 785, 818,

984, 1125, 1147, 1149, 1156, 1196, 1261,

1419
Lebanese conflict. See Middle East
Middle East peace efforts. See Middle East
Terrorist act—807

Judiciary

Judges, U.S. See specific State or U.S. court
Selection process—1270

Justice, Department of

Assistant Attorneys General—773, 926, 1138,

1139, 1280
Associate Attorney General—289, 773, 830,

1397
Attorney General—5, 19, 20, 122, 215, 220,

392, 419, 506, 527, 530, 807, 919, 1269, 1359,

1379, 1496
Attorneys, U.S. See specific State or territory

Civil rights enforcement, role—773
Deputy Attorney General—288
Drug Enforcement Administration—395
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the

U.S.—1317, 1384
Immigration and Naturalization Service—1351
Investigation, Federal Bureau of (FBI)—1423
Iran, claims settlement—473
Marshals, U.S. See specific State or territory

Missing children, role—392, 530
Officials, meeting with President—1268
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal—34, 891
School discipline, role—220
Solicitor General—1139

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

Office of. See Justice, Department of

Kansas, Governor—211
Kansas City Royals—1323
Kansas-Oklahoma-Arkansas River Commission

—

256
Keller deaf-blind awareness week. See Helen

Keller Deaf-Blind Awareness Week
Kennedy Center. See Smithsonian Institution

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. See

Smithsonian Institution

Kennedy library foundation. See John F. Kennedy
Library Foundation

Kentucky, President's visit—1481
Kern day. See Jerome Kern Day, National
Korea, Democratic Republic of

President—896, 897
Terrorism, role—896, 897

Korea, Republic of

Internal situation—157
Opposition leader—157
President—514, 896
Relations with U.S.—514
Trade with U.S.—1053, 1128, 1252, 1494
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La Libre Belgique—35
La Vanguardia—516
Labor, Department of

Assistant Secretaries—223, 888, 985, 1086
Job training, role—1015, 1016, 1018, 1320,

1486
Secretary—294, 295, 317, 318, 419, 634, 1015-

1018, 1129, 1320, 1379, 1486
Under Secretary—1199

Labor Day—1033
Labor issues. See specific industry
Labor Organization, President's Committee on

the International—1160
Labor Relations Authority, Federal—295, 1256
Labor Relations Board, National—271, 272, 1083
Latin America
See also specific country
Administration policies—28, 66, 72, 82, 135,

173, 517, 1006
Central America initiative—647, 664
Contadora group. See Contadora group
Economic and military assistance, U.S.—67, 157
Leaders, meeting in U.S.—341
Peace proposal, U.S. See Nicaragua
Regional conflict—28, 66, 79, 82, 142, 157, 173,

312, 341, 370, 372, 397, 400, 408, 415, 429,

442, 453, 467, 468, 490, 499, 548, 549, 559,

561, 584, 619, 641-644, 646, 647, 664, 674,

719, 722, 737, 753, 770, 896, 1013, 1024,

1064, 1092, 1097, 1371, 1387, 1477
Law Day, U.S.A.—433
Law enforcement and crime

Administration policies—25, 463
Canada-U.S. cooperation—306
Children, parental kidnaping—1317
Criminal justice system—134, 464, 674, 722,

807
Domestic violence—906
Drug abuse and trafficking—397, 399, 402,

557, 667, 674, 695, 722, 806, 1267, 1294
Drunk and drugged driving—1483
Fraud against U.S. Government. See Govern-
ment agencies and employees

Organized crime—235, 1177, 1269
United Kingdom-U.S. extradition treaty—929
Victims rights—25, 134, 464

Le Figaro—1151
Learning Disabilities Month, National—1235
Leather industry—1053, 1128
Lebanon

Beirut airport, security—899
Conflict resolution. See Middle East
Internal situation—782
Newsmen, deaths—328
Terrorist acts—80, 270, 774, 778, 781, 782, 784,

790, 791, 807, 812, 832, 836, 886, 889, 898,

904, 905, 1047, 1115, 1116, 1122, 1173, 1190,

1219, 1234, 1277
Legislative branch. See specific constituent unit
Leif Erikson Day—1181
Lesotho, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Liberals, President's views—226
Liberia, U.S. Ambassador—609
Libraries and Information Science, National

Commission on—148, 1087, 1147
Library of Congress Trust Fund Board—707

Libya
Administration policies—821
Chief of State—68, 143, 821, 896, 897, 1353
Import restrictions, U.S.—1403
Latin American conflict. See Latin America
Relations with Morocco. See Morocco
Terrorism, role—821, 896, 897, 1403

Lions Club International—803
Lithuanian Independence Day—182
Los Angeles Lakers—741
Loyalty Day—432
Lupus Awareness Week, National—1236
Luso-American Foundation—563, 597
Luxembourg, U.S. Ambassador—1003

MADD. See Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
MBFR. See Mutual and Balanced Force Reduc-

tions

MX missile. See Nuclear weapons, strategic weap-
ons

Maclean's—264
Made in America Month—1503
Magazine Publishers Association—282
Malawi, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Maldives
Ambassador, U.S.—920
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

Mali
Trade with U.S.—526, 888
Vice President's visit—409

Malta, U.S. Ambassador—909
Management and Budget, Office of—10, 13, 18,

65, 78, 101, 114, 116, 167, 202, 215, 216, 419,

541, 813, 832, 833, 924, 934, 961, 962, 1296,

1376, 1401, 1504
Management Improvement, President's Council

on—216, 541
Manufacturers, National Association of—664
March of Dimes—204
March for Life—62
Marine Corps, U.S. See Navy, Department of the
Maritime Administration. See Transportation, De-
partment of

Maritime affairs

Atlantic tuna convention—286
Canada-U.S. Pacific salmon agreement—163,

306
China-U.S. fishery agreement—1079
Poland-U.S. fishery agreement—1079
Soviet-U.S. cooperation—705
Soviet-U.S. fishery agreement—1167
Whaling. See Conservation

Maritime Commission, Federal—1020, 1040,

1325
Maritime Day, National—637
Mark Twain Day, National—1422
Marshall Islands

Ambassador, U.S.—190
Free association compact—190

Marshals, U.S. See specific State or territory

Martin Luther King Jr. Elementary School—422
Maryland

Baltimore, mayor—769
Governor—769, 1432
President's visit—649, 769, 1432, 1434

Massachusetts, Governor—829
Mauritania, U.S. Ambassador—544
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McLaughlin Group—1309
Medal. See other part of subject
Mediation Board, National—1026, 1027, 1292,

1328
Mediation and Conciliation, President's Advisory

Committee on—195, 1159
Medical care. See Health and medical care
Medical Transcriptionist Week, National—645
Medicare. See Health and medical care
Memorial boards, committees, councils, etc. See

other part ofsubject
Memorial Day. See Prayer for Peace, Memorial
Day

Mental Illness Awareness Week—1206
Mental Retardation, President's Committee on

—

42,621,763,892,1160
Mexico
Ambassador, U.S.—1004
Disaster assistance—1126, 1131, 1193, 1289
President—468, 1131
Regional conflict. See Latin America
Trade with U.S.—984, 1494

Micronesia
Ambassador, U.S.—190
Free association compact—190

Middle East
See also specific country
Lebanese conflict—328, 685, 780, 812, 832
Military assistance, U.S.—159
Palestinian autonomy—151, 160, 168, 275, 276,

328, 332, 683, 818
Peace efforts, international—80, 151, 159, 167,

168, 199, 275, 276, 328, 332, 373, 375, 418,

683-685, 785, 818-823, 995, 1125, 1147,

1149, 1156, 1196, 1219, 1261, 1419, 1466
Persian Gulf conflict—151, 168, 418, 822, 1125
Relations with U.S.—819, 820
Soviet role—199, 685, 820-822, 1394
Terrorist acts—1196, 1232, 1261

Military Academy, U.S. See Army, Department of

the
Mine Safety and Health Review Commission,
Federal—916, 1083

Mining, copper—1319, 1486
Minorities

See also specific group; Civil rights

Economic growth, effect—71
Employment. See Employment and unemploy-
ment

Small business. See Business and industry
Minority Enterprise Development Week—677
Missing and Exploited Children, National Center
for—253, 392

Mississippi River Commission—100
Missouri
Governor—1034
Independence, mayor—1034
President's visit—1034

Molasses. See Agriculture, sugar products
Monetary affairs

See also Economy, national, economic indica-

tors

Banking, government's role—331, 333
Bonn Economic Summit policy—554
Europe. See Europe
Exchange rates. See Economy, international

Gold coins—1055, 1060, 1061, 1487

Monetary affairs—Continued
Inflation and interest rates—61, 125, 133, 720,

725, 787
International loans. See Commerce, interna-

tional

Money supply—126, 142
Monetary Fund, International—67, 554, 1119,

1128
Months of observance. See other part of subject

Montserrat, trade with U.S.—1029
Morocco
Ambassador, U.S.—762
Internal situation—821
King—821
Relations with Libya—820
Relations with U.S.—820

Mortgage Association, Federal National—890
Mother's Day—533, 606
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers—606, 1483
Motor vehicles

Automobile industry—202, 224, 328
Safety—41, 324

Mozambique
President—1109, 1119
Relations with South Africa. See South Africa

Relations with U.S.—563, 1119
Munitions. See Arms and munitions
Museum Services, Institute of. See Arts and the

Humanities, National Foundation on the

Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions negotia-

tions—99, 367, 639, 1141, 1409, 1447
Myasthenia Gravis Awareness Week—1238

NASA. See Aeronautics and Space Administration,

National
NATO. See North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NBA. See Basketball Association, National

NORAD alliance—265, 306, 308
National. See other part of subject
National Review—226, 228
NaturaUzation. See Immigration and naturaliza-

tion

Nauru, U.S. Ambassador—1291
Naval Academy, U.S. See Navy, Department of

the
Navy, Department of the

See also Armed Forces, U.S.

Defense, role—650-652
Marine Corps, U.S.—649, 653, 810, 811
Naval Academy, U.S.—22, 505, 649, 689
Secretary—81, 614, 649, 650
Succession order—614

Nebraska Medical Center, University of—1425
Neighborhood Crime Watch Day, National—989
Nepal, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Netherlands, nuclear weapons deployment. See

Nuclear weapons, intermediate-range weapons
Netherlands Antilles, trade with U.S.—1029, 1491

New Hampshire
Concord, mayor—1112
Governor—1112
President's visit—1112

New Jersey
Bloomfield, mayor—756, 758
Governor—756, 758, 759, 1190, 1192
New Year's Day—1508
President's visit—756, 1190
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New Jersey—Continued
Republican Party events—1190, 1192

New York
Ellis Island, restoration—1300
Governor—356, 903
President's visit—355, 356, 1284, 1285, 1290

New York Stock Exchange—355, 764
New York Times—156
New Zealand, relations with U.S.—136, 137, 187,

265
New Zealand, U.S. Ambassador—1328
Newspaper Association, National—251
Newsweek—258
Nicaragua

Contras, U.S. assistance—971, 982, 983, 995,

1013, 1022, 1024, 1092, 1097, 1098, 1327,

1387, 1446, 1477
Contras, U.S. assistance—158, 173, 200, 202,

228, 263, 269, 284, 332, 342, 371, 379, 401-

403, 412, 421, 430, 455, 468, 469, 518, 537,

549, 550, 639, 642, 648, 665, 730, 737, 753
Defense Minister—897
Economic sanctions, U.S.—547-549, 600, 619,

1327
Interior Minister—342
Internal situation—28, 79, 135, 142, 157, 172,

173, 200, 312, 341, 370, 372, 379, 397, 400,

408, 427-431, 439, 442, 443, 452, 453, 469,

518, 538, 548, 600, 665, 730, 737, 1024, 1092,

1098, 1371, 1387, 1476
Peace proposal, U.S.—400, 402, 408, 409, 412,

415, 421, 430, 442, 454, 467, 468, 489, 497,

536, 538, 549, 559, 560
President—428, 548, 549, 600, 624, 674, 719,

730, 737, 897
Regional conflict. See Latin America
Terrorism, role—79, 173, 372, 730, 896, 897,

1477
Nicaragua Refugee Fund—427
Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office. See

State, Department of
Niger
Ambassador, U.S.—933
Trade with U.S.—526, 888
Vice President's visit—409

North American affairs council. See Coordination
Council for North American Affairs

North Atlantic Treaty Organization—35, 99, 203,

265, 303, 320, 327, 348, 373, 374, 416, 499,
516, 517, 521, 557, 558, 569, 582, 607, 639,

669, 822, 1072, 1141, 1151, 1153, 1154, 1317,
1333, 1341, 1372, 1374, 1393, 1447, 1466, 1467

North Carolina
Governor—1041
President's visit—1041

North Carolina State University—1041
North Pacific fur seals convention. See Conserva-

tion

Northern Ireland. See United Kingdom
Northern Mariana Islands—190
Northern Mariana Islands Commission on Federal
Laws—170

Northside High School—723
Novosti—1342
Nuclear energy. See Energy

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Confer-

ence—661
Nuclear Regulatory Commission—638, 731, 1124
Nuclear weapons
Administration policies—28, 57, 103, 268, 521,

584, 586, 743-745, 976, 1069, 1339
Arms control negotiations—74, 76, 103, 144,

153, 156, 158, 167, 203, 231, 232, 247, 252,

254, 256, 262, 285, 317, 326, 348, 360, 364,

371, 376, 380, 415, 416, 517, 521, 539, 543,

569, 593, 639, 667, 668, 743, 744, 925, 953,

971, 976, 978, 1072, 1081, 1104, 1105, 1137,

1141, 1150, 1184, 1185, 1190, 1192, 1228,

1240, 1241, 1245, 1274, 1275, 1278, 1286,

1294, 1310, 1325, 1330, 1332, 1337, 1339,

1342, 1350, 1362, 1370, 1384, 1388, 1391,

1392, 1406, 1407, 1411, 1412, 1417, 1432,

1435-1437, 1467, 1489, 1491
Arms control preliminary negotiations—5, 17,

23, 27, 28, 37, 42, 44, 63, 153
Bonn Economic Summit policy—551
Congressional role—317, 326, 349, 352, 360
France-U.S. cooperation—967
Intermediate-range weapons—35-37, 51, 348,

498, 516, 517, 521, 558, 559, 562, 569, 585,

668, 669, 925, 1184, 1330, 1339, 1342, 1394,

1408, 1413, 1467
Nonproliferation—163, 1273, 1276, 1408, 1413,

1439, 1482
Risk reduction centers—1408, 1413, 1437
Space weapons. See Arms and munitions
Strategic defense programs—917, 971, 1006,

1104, 1106, 1108, 1150, 1152, 1184, 1192,

1202, 1240, 1245, 1249, 1277, 1278, 1287,

1311, 1326, 1330, 1332, 1335, 1339, 1349,

1363, 1370, 1374, 1393, 1408, 1413, 1417,

1427, 1432, 1436, 1437, 1439, 1465, 1466
Strategic weapons—28, 51, 103, 134, 136, 231,

232, 237, 245, 252, 256, 260, 265, 279, 283,

314, 317, 326, 330, 340, 348, 352, 360, 370,

416, 498, 516, 517, 521, 584, 585, 599, 668,

743-745, 784, 917, 925, 1153, 1240, 1277,

1287, 1325, 1330, 1332, 1335, 1336, 1338,

1339, 1341, 1363, 1372, 1388, 1389, 1394,

1408, 1413, 1437, 1438
Testing—103, 953, 976, 978, 1393, 1491
Treaties, compliance. See Union of Soviet So-

cialist Republics
Trident submarines—29, 81, 233, 246, 315

Nuclear Weapons Program Management, Presi-

dent's Blue Ribbon Task Group on—52, 225,

1161
Nursing Home Week, National—610

OAS. See States, Organization of American
OECD. See Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment, Organization for

Occupational Safety and Health, Federal Adviso-

ry Council on—1160
Occupational Safety and Health Review Commis-
sion—391, 756

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Na-
tional. See Commerce, Department of
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Oceans and Atmosphere, National Advisory Com-
mittee on~22, 36, 65, 378, 1348

Office. See other part of subject
Ohio
Banking crisis—331, 333
President's visit—1182, 1184, 1186

Oil. See Energy; Environment
Oil Heat Centennial Year—1218
Oklahoma
Governor—713
President's visit—713, 716
Republican Party event—716

Older Americans Month—504
Oliver Wendell Holmes Devise, Permanent Com-
mittee for the—34, 1102

Oman, U.S. Ambassador—732
OPERATION: Care and Share—1251
Organ Donation Awareness Week, National—476
Organization. See other part of subject
Organized crime. See Law enforcement and
crime

Organized Crime, President's Commission on

—

335, 1177
Ormandy appreciation day. See Eugene Ormandy
Appreciation Day

Osteoporosis Awareness Week, National—644
Outdoor recreation. See Conservation
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review, Presiden-

tial Commission on—89, 991
Overseas Private Investment Corp. See Develop-
ment Cooperation Agency, U.S. International

PLO. See Palestine Liberation Organization
P.O.W./M.I.A. Recognition Day, National—831
Pacific fur seals convention. See Conservation
Pacific Halibut Commission, International—1457
Pacific region. See Asia-Pacific region and specif-

ic country
Pacific salmon agreement. See Maritime affairs

Pacific salmon commission. See Canada-U.S. Pa-

cific Salmon Commission
Pakistan
Arms sales, U.S. See Arms and munitions
Nuclear nonproliferation. See Nuclear weapons

Palestine Liberation Organization—68, 160, 167,

328, 332, 373, 418, 684, 685, 984, 1219, 1222,
1223, 1234

Pan American Day and Pan American Week

—

431
Panama
President—468
Regional conflict. See Latin America

Panama Canal Commission—1316
Panel. See other part ofsubject
Paraguay
Aoministration policies—561
Ambassador, U.S.—999

Partnership. See other part of subject
Pasta products. See Agriculture
Patent and Trademark Office. See Commerce,
Department of

Patents, copyrights, and trademarks—1252
Patriotism, President's views—1122
Pay, Advisory Committee on Federal—1018
Peace, President's views—1228, 1268, 1287,

1367, 1414, 1427
Peace, U.S. Institute of—966, 1101, 1180, 1209,

1324

Peace Corps—481, 1204
Peace Corps, Presidential Advisory Council on
the—1161

Peace Corps Advisory Council—1161
Peacekeeper. See Nuclear weapons, strategic

weapons
Pennsylvania
Governor—699, 1212
President's visit—699

Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corp.—977
Pension Benefit Guarantee Corp.—746
"People and Power" portrait exhibit—39
Permanent boards, committees, councils, etc. See

other part of subject
Personnel Management, Office of—255, 446, 801,

1317, 1401, 1472, 1473
Philippines

Internal situation—157
Military assistance, U.S.—1333
President—157
Relations with U.S.—157
Trade with U.S.—1494

Physical Fitness and Sports, President's Council

on—425, 1160, 1431
Phyton Technologies, Inc.—1133
Poland

Fishery agreement with U.S. See Maritime af-

fairs

Internal situation—161, 1033, 1273
Premier—1033
Solidarity movement—1032, 1273

Police Organization, International—80, 1177
Police Week, Police Officers' Memorial Day—610
Policy Development, Office of—1257
Polish American Heritage Month—988
Pollution. See Environment
Poor. See Disadvantaged
Pope. See Vatican City
Portugal

Africa, role—563, 589
Ambassador, U.S.—944
Deputy Prime Minister—589
Military cooperation with U.S.—562
NATO, role—562, 592, 597
President—562, 596, 597
President Reagan's visit—544, 546, 588-590,

594, 596, 598, 602, 667
Prime Minister—562, 589, 594, 596
Relations with U.S.—562, 589, 596, 597
Trade with U.S.—562, 1283, 1495

Post-Presidency, President's views—1228
Postal Rate Commission—545
Postal Service, U.S.—1180, 1400, 1401
Pravda—1342
Prayer, National Day of—92
Prayer Breakfast, National—96
Prayer for Peace, Memorial Day—506, 671
Prayer in schools. See Education
Preservation of the White House, Committee for

the—1160
Presidency, President's views—48, 384, 500, 953,

1120, 1151, 1227, 1228, 1315, 1438
Presidential agencies, awards, programs, etc. See

other part of subject
President's agencies, awards, programs, etc. See

other part of subject
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Press coverage
Network control—329
President's views—21, 329, 332, 452

Principe. See Sao Tome and Principe
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal. See Justice, De-
partment of

Private Enterprise Task Force, International

—

1160
Private sector initiatives. See Voluntarism
Private Sector Initiatives, Office of. See White
House Office

Private Sector Initiatives, Presidential Board of

Advisors on—970
Private Sector Initiatives, President's Advisory

Council on—352, 764
Private Sector Initiatives, President's Citation

Program for—764
Private Sector Survey on Cost Control in the

Federal Government, President's—211, 960,

1160, 1295
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Co.—1182,

1184
Producer Price Index. See Economy, national,

economic indicators
Productivity Advisory Committee, National

—

1161
Productivity improvement. See Government

agencies and employees, management reform
Project Economic Justice, Presidential Task Force
on—1445, 1493

Protectionism. See Commerce, international, free

trade
Public Diplomacy, U.S. Advisory Commission
on—411, 986, 1004

Public Health Service. See Health and Human
Services, Department of

Public Works Improvement, National Council
on—608, 707, 947

Puerto Rico, Governor—647
Pulaski memorial day. See General Pulaski Me-

morial Day

Qatar, U.S. Ambassador—1178

Radio broadcasting. See Communications
Radio Broadcasting to Cuba, Advisory Board
for—186, 278, 435, 621

Radio Marti. See Information Agency, U.S.
Railroad industry, labor disputes—45, 1026, 1027,
1040

Railroad Retirement Board—366, 1197, 1211
Railway Labor Conference, National—1026, 1027
Railway Passenger Corp., National—441, 456,

479, 495, 533, 1021, 1027, 1489
Rancho del Cielo, President's views—174, 201
Reagan Administration Executive Forum—70
Reagan presidential foundation. See Ronald
Reagan Presidential Foundation

Real property. Federal. See Government agencies
and employees

Realtors, National Association of—478
Reclamation, Bureau of. See Interior, Department

of the
Reconstruction and Development, International

Bank for—67, 554, 1119, 1128, 1475
Recreation

See also specific activity

Recreation—Continued
Outdoor. See Conservation

Red Cross, American National—109, 425, 1405
Red Cross, International—1406
Red Cross, International Committee for the—

7

Red Cross Month—108
Reform '88. See Government agencies and em-

ployees, management reform
Refugees. See Developing countries
Regional conflicts

See also specific region
Administration policies—1275, 1287, 1288,

1294, 1313, 1337, 1363, 1371, 1389, 1390,

1394, 1407, 1411, 1413, 1417
Regulatory reform, administration policies—10,

12, 113, 124, 126, 133, 167, 234, 659, 969
Rehabilitation Services Administration. See Edu-

cation, Department of

Religion
President's views—98, 117, 200, 437
Religious leaders, meetings with President

—

1307
Religious persecution—438, 439, 618
Student groups. See Education

Religious Broadcasters, National—117
Religious Liberty, Conference on—437
Republic. See other part of subject
Republican Heritage Groups Council, National

—

624
Republican Party

See also Congress
1984 campaign supporters, meeting with Presi-

dent—1345
Elections. See Elections

Leaders, meetings with President—1051, 1084,

1199
Party unity—331, 1107
Philosophy—623, 625, 626, 673, 721, 728, 738-

740, 1005, 1085, 1191, 1199
State party organizations, fundraisers, etc. See

specific State

Women's role—1051, 1084
Reserve System, Federal—126, 142, 331, 333,

1229, 1383
Retired Senior Volunteer Program—509
Revenue sharing. See State and local govern-

ments
Reye's Syndrome Week, National—1368
Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey

Circus—422
Romania
Ambassador, U.S.—1025
Emigration—709
President—709
Trade with U.S.—708, 709

Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation—1477
Roosevelt Campobello International Park Com-
mission—83, 1282

Roosevelt memorial commission. See Franklin

Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission
Rwanda
Ambassador, U.S.—1291
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

SDL See Nuclear weapons, strategic defense pro-

grams
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Safe Boating Week, National—189
St. John's University—356
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corp. See

Transportation, Department of
St. Lucia, trade with U.S.—1029
St. Patrick's Day—291, 294
St. Vincent and the Grenadines, trade with

U.S.—1029
Salk day. See Dr. Jonas E. Salk Day
Salmon agreement. See Maritime affairs

San Francisco 49'ers—53
Sanaa. See Yemen Arab Republic
Sanctity of Human Life Day, National—38
Santa Barbara News-Press—174
Sao Tome and Principe, trade with U.S.—526,

888
Sara Lee Corp.—1220
Saudi Arabia
Ambassador to U.S.—156
Foreign Affairs Minister—156, 328
King—80, 150, 153, 159, 168, 328, 819
Middle East peace efforts. See Middle East
Persian Gulf conflict. See Middle East
Relations with U.S.—150, 153, 168

Save Your Vision Week, National—194
Scholars, Commission on Presidential—798, 1049,

1062, 1144, 1386
Scholars, Presidential—798
School Lunch Week, National—1215
School Safety Center, National—218
Schools. See Education
Science, National Medal of—214
Science, President's Committee on the National

Medalof—808, 1160, 1457
Science Foundation, National—86, 87, 223, 543,

677, 703, 732, 916, 985, 1020, 1084, 1203
Science and technology

Administration policies—165
Bonn Economic Summit policy—555
China-U.S. cooperation—320
Defense, role. See Defense and national securi-

ty

Espionage. See Defense and national security
Export controls—36, 37, 101, 196, 361, 521,

913-915, 1055, 1059, 1061, 1467
Handicapped, role. See Health and medical

care
India-U.S. cooperation—320, 754
International activities, U.S.—319
Japan-U.S. cooperation—320
Research—165, 183, 215, 217, 572, 1148
Soviet-U.S. cooperation—320
Space program. See Space program
Space weapons. See Arms and munitions

Science and Technology Policy, Office of—87,

214, 215, 420, 421
Science Week, National—616
Secretaries Week—466
Securities and Exchange Commission—1082,

1238
Securities Investor Protection Corp.—323, 985
Security, national. See Defense and national secu-

rity

Security and Cooperation in Europe, Conference
on—955, 1064

Security Council, National—15, 746, 913, 924,

982, 1292, 1293

Security and Development Cooperation Act of

1985, International—982, 983
Security telecommunications advisory committee.

See Telecommunications Advisory Committee,
President's National Security

Selective Service Appeal Board, National—944
Semiconductor chip products—101, 196
Senegal, U.S. Ambassador—611
Senior Center Week—631
Senior Executive Service. See Government agen-

cies and employees
Sentencing Commission, U.S.—1073
Service. See other part of subject
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Boy Scouts of

America. See Boy Scouts of America
Sewing Month, National—1145
Sex discrimination. See Civil rights

Seychelles, U.S. Ambassador—910
Ships. See specific vessel

Shoes. See Footwear industry
Sierra Leone, trade with U.S.—526, SSS
Singapore
Prime Minister—1206, 1208, 1210
Relations with U.S.—1206, 1210
Trade with U.S.—1207

Sirups. See Agriculture, sugar products
Skin Cancer Prevention and Detection Week,
National—336

Small business. See Business and industry

Small Business Administration—441, 495, 832
Small business conference. See White House Con-

ference on Small Business, National

Small Business Week—354
Small and Minority Business Ownership, Advisory

Committee on—1144, 1160
Smithsonian Institution

Air and Space Museum, National—1343
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing

Arts—14, 378, 436, 505, 613, 1062, 1174,

1328
Woodrow Wilson Center for International

Scholars—33, 608
Social Security

Administration policies—18, 1077, 1099, 1189,

1347
Budget, relationship—972, 1296, 1400
Cost-of-living adjustments—19, 24, 331, 408,

412, 442, 496, 598, 954, 972
Federal employees—618
Italy-U.S. agreement—241
Sweden-U.S. agreement—1420

Social Security Administration. See Health and
Human Services, Department of

Social Security Reform, National Commission
on—1161

Society. See other part of subject
Soil conservation. See Conservation
Soil Conservation Service. See Agriculture, De-
partment of

Solidarity movement. See Poland
Somalia, trade with U.S.—526, 888
South Africa

Ambassador, U.S.—783, 1055
Apartheid—82, 382, 973, 992, 1010, 1011,

1046, 1054, 1057, 1058, 1061, 1107, 1167,

1468
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South Africa—Continued
Internal situation—329, 381, 783
Krugerrands—1055, 1060, 1061, 1166, 1167
President—992, 1055-1057
Relations with Mozambique—1119
Soviet role—1012
U.S. national emergency declaration—1058

South Africa, Advisory Committee on—1060,

1061
South East Asian Nations, Association for—1207
South Pacific Commission—930-931
Soviet Union. See Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-

lics

Space, National Commission on—361, 365, 827
Space Club, National—363
Space Exploration Day—938
Space program
Budget—165
Manned space station—165, 364
Research—133, 364, 572, 1438
Science and technology, role—165, 364
Shuttle—364, 449, 824, 932, 1427, 1428, 1438
Teacher in Space Project—932
Teachers, role—825
Young Astronauts Program—365, 1259

Space weapons. See Arms and munitions, antisat-

ellite weapons; Nuclear weapons, strategic de-

fense programs
Spain
Foreign Minister—560
King—498, 575, 579-581
Latin America, role—499, 579
Military cooperation with U.S.—558, 559
NATO, role—499, 517, 557, 558, 560, 570, 575,

581
President's visit—498, 544, 546, 573, 575, 579,

598, 693
Prime Minister—455, 498, 558, 579, 580
Queen—579
Relations with U.S.—498, 558, 560, 575, 579,

580
Trade with U.S.—560

Spanish International Network—1090
Speaker of House of Representatives—17, 55,

130, 131, 136, 206, 239, 287, 334, 401, 423,

434, 455, 468, 526, 622, 636, 891, 919, 968,

1038, 1283, 1319, 1387, 1395, 1396, 1411,

1415, 1421, 1491, 1504
Special Olympics—339
Spending, Federal. See Budget, Federal
Spina Bifida Month, National—1217
Spingarn High School—292
Sports, President's views—285, 339, 360, 393
Sportscasters Association, American—635
Sri Lanka
Ambassador, U.S.—920
Taxation convention with U.S. See Taxation

State, Department of
Ambassador at Large—431
Ambassadors. See specific country
Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—238, 346, 418, 424, 483,

546, 646, 747, 778, 1047, 1166, 1202, 1407,

1456
Conservation convention, report—319
Cuban entry restrictions, role—1205
Cyprus Coordinator, U.S. Special—1038

State, Department of—Continued
Deputy Secretary—451
Extradition treaty, report—^929

Fishery agreements, reports—163, 286
Food-for-Peace Program—979
Foreign Service—73, 1214
Iran, claims settlement—472
Iran claims settlement, role—1382
Legal Adviser—491
Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office

—

1022, 1023
Nuclear energy agreements, reports—638, 823
Oil pollution conventions, report—1344
Radio regulations, report—14
Secretary—3, 4, 17, 18, 23, 28, 38, 42, 44, 51,

63, 69, 87, 101, 192, 287, 320, 327, 419, 483,

498, 560, 586, 636, 638, 664, 689, 709, 778,

800, 898, 945, 955, 973, 982, 984, 998, 999,

1022, 1024, 1055, 1057-1061, 1128, 1166,

1167, 1179, 1205, 1294, 1310, 1327, 1374,

1404, 1407, 1409, 1421
Security, Office of—934
Social Security agreement, support—242
South Africa sanctions, role—1055, 1058-1060,

1166
Soviet military buildup, report—1240
Taxation convention, report—213
Telecommunication convention, report—617
Under Secretary—1421
United Nations members, report—636

State and local governments
Conservation, role—335
Enterprise zones. See Enterprise zones
Federal-State relationship—49, 208, 209, 233,

252, 952
Federalism—1379
Multinational corporations, taxation. See Tax-

ation
Revenue sharing—198, 236
Summer youth employment, role—635
Tax simplification. See Taxation
Voluntary services, compensation—1378
Water resources development, role. See Water

State of the Union—130
States, Organization of American—68, 72, 142,

158, 200, 202, 263, 269, 401, 402, 415, 538,

550, 648, 896
Statue of Liberty—1299
Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation—1299,

1300
Steel industry—523, 1436
Strategic Defense Initiative. See Nuclear weapons
Strategic Forces, President's Commission on

—

1161
Students. See Education
Sudan
Economic assistance, U.S.—377
Food assistance. See Food assistance

President—377
Trade with U.S.—526, 888
Vice President's visit^-409

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Awareness
Month, National—1304

Sugar products. See Agriculture
Super Bowl XIX—53
Superfund. See Environment, toxic waste
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Supreme Court, U.S.—53, 55, 58, 63, 69, 1471
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement,

Office of. See Interior, Department of the
Surgeon General of the Public Health Service.

See Health and Human Services, Department
of

Swaziland, U.S. Ambassador—909
Sweden
Ambassador, U.S.—1208
Social Security agreement with U.S. See Social

Security
Switzerland
Ambassador, U.S.—310
Arms control negotiations in Geneva. See Nu-

clear weapons
President—1406, 1411
President Reagan's visit—1405-1407, 1411
Relations with U.S.—1406
Trade with U.S.—1494

Synthetic Fuels Corp., U.S.—607

TASS—1342
TEAM. See Techniques of Effective Alcohol Man-
agement

TSUS. See Commerce, international
TWA hijacking incident. See Lebanon, terrorist

acts

Taiwan, American Institute in—1252
Taiwan, trade with U.S.—1252, 1494
Tanzania, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Tariff Schedules of the U.S. See Commerce, inter-

national
Tax Reform Action Coalition—1167
Taxation

Administration policies—954, 1488, 1496
Barbados-U.S. convention—213
Budget, relationship—104, 115, 314, 333, 441,

480, 493, 519, 525, 532, 577, 811, 893, 972
Congressional role—1446, 1449, 1452, 1470,

1476, 1485, 1486, 1496
Multinational corporations—1358
Recordkeeping, reform—659
Sri Lanka-U.S. convention—1179
Tax simplification—20, 26, 27, 30, 56, 71, 75,

105, 112, 114, 116, 126, 131, 140, 194, 197,

199, 210, 228, 235, 279, 283, 338, 357, 384,

419, 452, 480, 493, 532, 556, 577, 601, 623,

666, 669, 671, 672, 678, 682, 686, 691, 695,

699, 705, 711, 713, 717, 721, 725, 729, 733,

756, 784, 786, 792, 804, 828, 832, 833, 901-
904, 948, 963, 970, 971, 1006, 1009, 1012,

1032, 1034, 1041, 1051, 1065, 1076, 1077,

1084, 1090, 1096, 1099, 1114, 1121, 1132,

1133, 1135, 1168, 1182, 1186, 1200, 1212,

1220, 1225, 1244, 1247, 1258, 1297, 1307,

1347, 1354, 1355, 1443, 1446, 1449, 1452,

1470, 1476, 1485, 1486, 1488, 1496
Tuition tax credits—141, 219
Value-added tax—204

Teacher in Space Project. See Space program
Teacher of the Year, National—458
Teachers. See Education
Techniques of Effective Alcohol Management

—

1483
Technology. See Science and technology
Technology Awards, National—183

Technology and the Disabled, National Initiative

on—1428
Telecommunication convention. See Communica-

tions

Telecommunication Union, International—14,

377, 617
Telecommunications Advisory Committee, Presi-

dent's National Security—255, 1160
Telephone and Telegraph Co., American—713
Temporary Services Week, National—1431
Tennessee

Athens, mayor—1134
Governor—211, 1132, 1135
President's visit—1131, 1134, 1137

Tennessee, University of—1131
Terrorism

Administration policies—779, 784, 800, 807,

823, 832, 833, 886, 895, 1019, 1226, 1231,

1233, 1276, 1277, 1294, 1315, 1363, 1435
Antiterrorism efforts—8, 79, 142, 270, 373, 374,

381, 517, 886, 899, 1019
Terrorist acts. See specific country or region
United Kingdom-U.S. cooperation. See Law en-

forcement and crime
Victims, day of remembrance—1283

Texas, President's visit—803
Textile industry—523, 1486
Thailand, U.S. Ambassador—513
Thanksgiving Day—1402
Time—949, 1037
Times of India—1273
Times of London—414
Tobacco. See Agriculture
Tobago. See Trinidad and Tobago
Togo, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Totalitarianism, President's views—899
Tourism Week, National—540
Toxic waste. See Environment
Trade. See Commerce, international

Trade Commission, Federal—1202, 1489
Trade Commission, U.S. International—83, 368,

369, 629, 630, 660, 813, 1015-1017, 1142
Trade Negotiations, Advisory Committee for

—

290, 391, 436, 617, 808, 957, 994, 1019, 1095,

1127, 1141, 1358
Trade Representative, Office of the U.S.—196,

287, 307, 318, 328, 388, 419, 475, 748, 796,

809, 993, 994, 1015, 1053, 1055, 1060, 1061,

1128, 1142, 1166, 1167, 1179, 1252, 1255,

1319, 1320, 1465, 1475, 1486, 1494
Trade Strike Force—1179
Trans World Airlines hijacking incident. See Leb-

anon, terrorist acts

Transportation
See also specific industry
Government subsidies—230, 237, 441, 495, 533
Highways—41, 281, 324, 1163

Transportation, Department of
Arctic policy, role—87
Assistant Secretaries—751, 795
Associate Deputy Secretary—1237
Drunk driving prevention, role—1484
Maritime Administration—1118
Relocation assistance, role—216
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corp.

—

921
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Transportation, Department of—Continued
Secretary—419, 778, 940, 1179, 1483

Transportation Safety Board, National—1124
Transportation Week, National. See Defense

Transportation Day, National, and National

Transportation Week
Treasury, Department of the

Assistant Secretaries—95, 96, 957, 963, 1304
Budget—1400, 1401
Comptroller of the Currency, Office of the

—

1258
Customs Service, U.S.—913
Deputy Secretary—31, 32
Export controls, role—913
Foreign Assets Control, Office of—1327
Free trade, role—1486
General Counsel—653
Gold coins, minting—1055, 1060, 1061, 1487
Internal Revenue Service—618, 788
Iran, claims settlement—473, 1382
Secretary—15, 16, 20, 40, 114, 116, 131, 288,

384, 419, 420, 519, 548, 660, 689, 704, 712,

733, 736, 1055, 1058-1061, 1128, 1166, 1179,

1358, 1404, 1450, 1486, 1487
South Africa sanctions, role—1055, 1058-1061,

1166
Tax simplification, role—30, 384, 1035, 1065
Under Secretary—917

Treaties. See specific subject
Trident submarines. See Nuclear weapons
Trinidad and Tobago
Ambassador, U.S.—395
Trade with U.S.—1494

Truman scholarship foundation. See Harry S.

Truman Scholarship Foundation
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands—190
Tuna commission. See Inter-American Tropical

Tuna Commission
Tuna convention. See Maritime affairs

Tunisia
Achille Lauro, hijacking situation. See Achille

Lauro
President—776, 1196, 1232
Relations with U.S.—776

Turkey
Cyprus conflict. See Cyprus
Foreign Minister—1421
Internal situation—374, 375
Military assistance, U.S.—69, 374, 386
NATO, role—386, 820
President—386
Prime Minister—375, 376, 386, 1421
Relations with U.S.—375, 376, 386

Twain day. See Mark Twain Day, National

USA Today—45, 1221
Uganda
Ambassador, U.S.—1003
Trade with U.S.—526, 888

Unemployment. See Employment and unemploy-
ment

Uniformed Services University of the Health Sci-

ences. See Defense, Department of
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Afghanistan occupation. See Afghanistan
Africa, role. See Africa
Air service with U.S.—1409

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Continued
Ambassador, U.S.—1407
Ambassador to U.S.—1407
Arms control. See Nuclear weapons
Central Committee—1407
Cruise missile incident—

1

Cultural exchanges with U.S.—1364, 1390,

1409, 1414, 1433, 1434, 1436
Defections to U.S.—1351
Deputy Foreign Minister—1407
Environmental cooperation with U.S. See Envi-

ronment
Espionage. See Defense and national security

Europe, role. See Europe
Fishery agreement with U.S. See Maritime af-

fairs

Fishing. See Maritime affairs

Foreign Minister—8, 23, 28, 44, 51, 144, 259,

341, 370, 379, 380, 498, 539, 1125, 1126,

1138, 1149, 1290, 1311, 1325, 1330, 1407,

1409
Fur seals convention. See Conservation
General Secretary—918, 952, 953, 971, 1010,

1014, 1037, 1068, 1081, 1106, 1126, 1137,

1150-1152, 1184, 1268, 1274-1276, 1278,

1279, 1286, 1294, 1310, 1313, 1314, 1325-

1327, 1331, 1332, 1336-1338, 1342, 1351,

1352, 1362, 1371, 1373, 1384, 1388, 1392,

1394, 1395, 1405, 1407-1412, 1414, 1417,

1427, 1432, 1433, 1437, 1439, 1447, 1465-

1468, 1479, 1506
Human rights—617, 1313, 1352, 1363, 1413,

1417, 1436
Latin American conflict. See Latin America, re-

gional conflict

Middle East, role. See Middle East
Military buildup—35, 232, 257, 348, 382, 556,

584, 586, 650, 918, 1067, 1098, 1126, 1240,

1313, 1351, 1372, 1437, 1438
Military communications with U.S.—586
North Pacific air safety agreement. See Avia-

tion

Politburo members—271, 273
President and General Secretary—28, 77, 144,

167, 254, 259, 268-271, 273, 285, 304, 327,

376, 379, 415, 439, 523, 537, 539, 589, 599,

600, 668, 781, 822
Presidium Chairman—894
Regional conflicts, role—1287
Relations with U.S.—3, 23, 29, 44, 270, 271,

273, 304, 371, 375, 415, 484, 523, 539, 585,

586, 589, 598, 607, 668, 1037, 1066, 1068,

1149, 1152, 1201, 1274, 1286, 1310, 1312,

1326, 1331, 1349, 1350, 1362, 1370, 1388,

1392, 1407, 1411, 1412, 1417, 1432, 1433,

1435, 1437, 1465, 1467, 1468, 1506
Scientific cooperation with U.S. See Science

and technology
South Africa, role. See South Africa

Soviet Jews—459, 618
Strategic defense programs. See Nuclear weap-

ons
Summit with U.S.—28, 327, 379, 415, 523, 537,

599, 600, 668, 669, 781, 971, 1010, 1014,
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics—Continued
Summit with U.S.—Continued

1037, 1046, 1068, 1098, 1104-1106, 1123,

1126, 1150, 1152, 1268, 1274, 1286, 1289,

1294, 1311, 1312, 1314, 1326, 1331, 1337,

1338, 1352, 1353, 1362, 1364, 1370, 1384,

1388, 1392, 1397, 1406, 1407, 1410, 1411,

1417, 1427, 1432, 1436
Terrorism, role—898
Terrorist kidnaping of Soviet diplomats. See

Lebanon, terrorist acts

Trade with U.S.—1409, 1437
Treaties, compliance—24, 81, 102, 156, 198,

203, 304, 330, 371, 517, 704, 743, 744, 918,

955, 1286, 1438, 1504
U.S. broadcasts, jamming—1364
Vice President's visit—269, 327
Whaling. See Conservation

United Kingdom
Ambassador, U.S.—1365
Ambassador to U.S.—192, 1365, 1397
Arms control negotiations. See Nuclear weap-
ons

Extradition treaty with U.S. See Law enforce-

ment and crime
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Secre-

tary—330
Northern Ireland situation—1395, 1396
Prime Minister—17, 186, 187, 191, 198, 536,

555, 1004, 1311, 1371, 1395, 1396
Prince and Princess of Wales—1365
Relations with U.S.—187, 193, 418, 1365, 1395

United Nations
See also specific specialized agency
Afghanistan situation, role—823, 1505, 1506
Budget—998
Crime prevention and treatment of offenders

program—905
Cyprus conflict resolution, role—17, 374, 386,

434, 1038
Deputy Representatives, U.S.—912, 1102
Drug abuse prevention, role—1267, 1295
Economic and Social Council—912
Espionage activities—886
40th anniversary—1267, 1284, 1285
General Assembly, 40th session—1102, 1230,

1284, 1285
Members, U.S. foreign policy support—636
Middle East, role—685, 819, 1466
Narcotic Drugs, Commission on—172
Pacific islands, role—190
Peacekeeping forces—1473
President's views—1468
Representatives, U.S.—19, 81, 147, 1102
Secretary-General—17, 374, 387, 434, 509,

1038, 1284, 1285, 1290, 1421
Security Council—509, 911, 1058, 1421
Special Political Affairs, U.S. Alternate Repre-

sentative for—911
U.S. participation, role—508
Vienna Office, U.S. Representative—745
Women's conference—906

United Nations Day—732, 1164
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-

tural Organization—321
United Service Organizations, Inc.—1125, 1385

U.S. agencies, organizations, officials, programs,

etc. See other part of subject
U.S.S. See other part of subject
United Transportation Union—1026, 1027
Universities. See specific institution; Colleges and

universities

Urban affairs, enterprise zones. See Enterprise

zones
Uruguay, U.S. Ambassador—1025

Variety Clubs International—1424
Vatican City, Pope—321, 400, 557, 594, 1477
Venezuela

President—468
Regional conflict. See Latin America

Very Special Arts U.S.A. Month—690
Veterans Administration—1317, 1366, 1368
Veterans Day—1251, 1366
Vice President

African relief, role—482
Antiterrorism, role—800, 899
Appearances with President—55, 59, 60, 70,

192, 482, 531, 602, 738, 907, 982, 1347
Arms control, role—42, 1466
Cabinet, role—419
Cyprus conflict resolution, role—434
Foreign visits. See specific country or region

Hostages' families, meeting—1115, 1116
Inauguration—53
PoHtical future—162
President's views—162, 986
Senate President, role—130, 206, 239, 287, 334,

423, 526, 636, 891, 968, 1283, 1319, 1387,

1411, 1491, 1504
Teacher in Space Project, role—932
Temporary Presidential powers—919, 951

Victims of Crime Week—463, 465
Vietnam
Cambodian occupation. See Cambodia
Conflict, President's views—454
Internal situation—731
Relations with U.S.—731

Vietnam Veterans Recognition Day—595
Villanova University—393
Virginia
Governor—690
President's visit—690
Republican Party event—1212
Williamsburg, mayor—690

Vocational Education, National Council on—139,

926, 947, 1050, 1063
Voice of America. See Information Agency, U.S.

Voluntarism—133, 210, 235, 469, 481, 487, 500,

509, 527, 606, 635, 724, 727, 764, 770, 788,

805, 940, 1067, 1111, 1134, 1264, 1406, 1483
Volunteer Action Awards, President's—469, 1264
VOLUNTEER: The National Center for Citizen

Involvement—471, 1264
Volunteer Week, National—466

WRHC Radio—1013
WSB Radio—1011
Wall Street Journal—140
Walt Disney World, EPCOT Center—671
Warsaw Pact—99, 607, 639, 1141, 1333, 1447
Washington

President's visit—1425
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Washington—Continued
Republican Party event—1425

Washington, DC. See District of Columbia
Washington Broadcast News, Inc.—1009
Washington Post—379, 1057
Washington Redskins—1057
Water

Conservation. See Conservation
Resources development—996

Weapons. See Arms and munitions
Weather Satellite Week, National—404
Weeks of observance. See other part of subject
Weizmann Institute of Science—1261
Western Hemisphere Legislative Leaders

Forum—66
Western Samoa, trade with U.S.—526, 888
Whaling. See Conservation
Whaling Commission, International—704, 705
Wheat. See Agriculture
White Cane Safety Day—1216
White House Conference on Small Business, Na-
tional—310, 831, 1113, 1282, 1319, 1386, 1455,

1492
White House fellows—654
White House Fellowships, President's Commis-

sion on—545, 654, 1050, 1160, 1281, 1464
White House Office

Assistant to President—992
Assistant to President and Chief of Staff—15,

16, 19, 20, 40, 105, 355, 419, 649, 706, 712,

733, 788, 951, 954, 963, 1170-1172, 1407,

1441
Assistant to President and Deputy Chief of

Staff—9, 20, 26, 250, 602, 603
Assistant to President and Deputy to Chief of

Staff—106
Assistant to President and Deputy to Deputy
Chief of Staff—367

Assistant to President and Director of Commu-
nications—119, 268

Assistant to President for Legislative Affairs

—

987
Assistant to President and Legislative Strategy

Coordinator—120
Assistant to President for National Security Af-

fairs—8, 17, 23, 28, 63, 248, 404, 419, 648,

652, 924, 982, 992, 1231, 1234, 1407, 1440,

1443, 1444, 1477
Assistant to President for Policy Develop-
ment—1171

Assistant to President for Political and Govern-
mental Affairs—121, 738, 1161

Assistant to President for Political and Inter-

governmental Affairs—988
Assistant to President and Principal Deputy

Press Secretary—31, 63, 69, 232, 273, 295,

301, 347, 377, 483, 549, 639, 801, 924, 953,

954, 974, 982, 1000, 1037, 1142, 1148, 1180,

1209, 1216, 1230, 1241, 1252, 1303, 1336,

1364, 1376, 1445, 1453, 1465, 1473, 1491
Assistant Press Secretary—396
Counsel to President—919
Deputy Assistant to President—127
Deputy Assistant to President for Administra-

tion—95

White House Office—Continued
Deputy Assistant to President and Cabinet Sec-

retary—93
Deputy Assistant to President and Director of

Intergovernmental Affairs Office—351, 1258
Deputy Assistant to President and Director of

Political Affairs Office—411
Deputy Assistant to President and Director of

Presidential Personnel—136
Deputy Assistant to President and Director of

Private Sector Initiatives—981
Deputy Assistant to President and Director of

Public Liaison Office—414
Deputy Assistant to President for Drug Abuse
Policy—274

Deputy Assistant to President and Executive

Assistant to Chief of Staff—94
Deputy Assistant to President for Legislative

Affairs—289, 1378
Deputy Assistant to President for National Se-

curity Affairs—652, 1440, 1455
Deputy Assistant to President for Policy Devel-

opment—1257
Deputy Assistant to President and Staff Secre-

tary—94
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, Presi-

dent's—1302, 1398
Physician to President—

9

Private Sector Initiatives Office—127, 635, 981
Special Assistant to President—472, 1377
Special Assistant to President and Deputy Di-

rector of Cabinet Affairs Office—1257
Special Assistant to President and Deputy Di-

rector of Public Liaison Office—414
Special Assistant to President and Deputy Press

Secretary for Domestic Affairs—396
Special Assistant to President and Deputy Press

Secretary for Foreign Affairs—1116
Special Assistant to President and Director of

Media Relations—1272
Special Assistant to President and Director of

Public Affairs—1272
Special Assistant to President and Director of

Research—1272
Special Assistant to President and Director of

Television Office—1359
Special Assistant to President for Political and
Intergovernmental Affairs—1258

Special Assistant to President and Presidential

Advance Director—818
Special Assistants to President for Legislative

Affairs—290, 1271
Special Assistants to President for National Se-

curity Affairs—1292, 1293, 1407
Special Assistants to President for Political Af-

fairs—410, 492
Special Assistants to President for Public Liai-

son—1139, 1271, 1377
Special Consultant to Presidential Personnel

Office—467
Staff Assistant to Press Secretary—286

White House preservation committee. See Preser-

vation of the White House, Committee for the
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Wild and Scenic Rivers System, National. See World Bank. See Reconstruction and Develop-

Conservation ment. International Bank for

Wilderness Preservation System, National. See World Food Day—1253
Conservation World Health Week and World Health Day—406

Williamsburg foundation. See Colonial Williams- J^^rld Series—1323

burg Foundation ^^^ Tv^deW^I^^jT
Wilson center. 5^^ Smithsonian Institution ^^^j^ ^^j. „ president's views-82, 330, 383,

WiTc^on^tn ""^^^^ ^^'^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^'

!5S*JrP^i\™^^ WoM Television Network-1362
Republican Party events-1246, 1249 ^^. j^^ Brothers Day-1484

Women. See specific subject ° ^

Women Veterans Recognition Week, National

—

Yalta agreement. See Europe
1380 Years of observance. See other part of subject

Women's Business Ownership, President's Com- Yemen Arab Republic, trade with U.S.—526, 888

mittee on 1161 Young Americans for Freedom—226

Women's Educational Programs, National Adviso- Young Astronauts Program. See Space program

ry Council on 9 947 957, 1063, 1094, 1455 ^rth'^cidefcSM^^th-712Women s Equality Day-1007 Y^^^^ Year, International-129Women s History Week-267 Yugoslavia, U.S. Ambassador-676
Woodrow Wilson Center for International Schol- °

ars. See Smithsonian Institution Zambia, U.S. Ambassador—635
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Abdnor, James S.—659, 660
Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem—741
Abe, Shintaro--2-4
Abell, Richard Bender—34
Abramowitz, Morton I.—1456
Abrams, Elliott—546, 646, 817
Abu el Abbas—1241
Adamkus, Valdus V.—1473
Adams, Abigail Smith—892, 937
Adams, John—56
Adams, John Quincy—418, 892
Adams, Paul A.—366
Adelman, Kenneth L.—63, 638, 945, 966
Adenauer, Konrad—571, 583, 584
Adkinson, F. Keith—1019
Adkisson, Perry L.—732
Aducci, Jim—1483
Akiyama, Toyohiro—534
Aladjem, Henrietta—470
Alberdi, Juan Bautista—311
Albert, Frank—721
Aleksandrov, A.M.—1407
Alexander, Bill—715, 1135
Alexander, Lamar—210, 211, 991, 1132, 1135
Alexander III—591
Alfieri, Dennis V.—1062
Alfonsin, Maria Lorenzo—316
Alfonsm, Raul—311, 313, 315, 455
Algood, Alice Wright—636
AUbritton, Joe L.—505
Allen, John Morey—1067
Allison, Edward E.—436
Althaus, William J.—936
Alvarado, Donna M.—98, 470
Alvarez, Luis W.—362
Amdahl, Gene Myron—280, 1133, 1168
Ames, George Johnston—1050
Anderson, Carl A.—1139
Anderson, Jack—211, 1295
Anderson, Terry A.—1115, 1122, 1234
Andrews, John K.—968
Angell, Wayne D.—1229
Antonovich, Mike—1004, 1005
Antonucci, Al—370
Arafat, Yasser—167, 332, 1219, 1223
Arbatov, Georgi A.—1397
Arbuckle, Ernest—921
Archduke. See other part of name
Arendt, Hannah—582
Arey, Linda Lugenia—414
Argetsinger, J.C.—956
Armacost, Michael H.—1421
Armey, Richard—803
Armstrong, Anne Legendre—1398
Armstrong, Ben—117
Armstrong, Debbie—340
Armstrong, Neil A.—362

Armstrong, Richard C—1473
Armstrong, William L.—314
Arndt, Mary Jo—
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Ashcroft, John—1034
Ashford, Nicholas—414, 418
Assad, Hafiz al—904
Atwater, Lee—977
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Babson, Marshall B.—271
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1231, 1233
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Crowley, John J., Jr.—1117
Crutcher, Ronald J.—74
Cruz, Arturo—401, 430, 737
Cuadra, Pablo Antonio—342
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Cuomo, Mario—356, 752, 903
Curran, Edward A.—394
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Cusworth, Tom—1429
Cutler, Lloyd Norton—64

Da Gama, Vasco—596
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D'Agostino, Claire A.—905
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Dantorth, Douglas D.—1130
Danforth, John C—748
D'Angelo, Eugene C, Jr.—752
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Gramm, Phil—740, 1189, 1195, 1400, 1464, 1488
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Gray, Nellie—62, 63
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Grebe, Michael W.—42
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Greer, Peter R.—908
Gregg,Judd—1112, 1113
Gregg, Kathleen M.—1112
Griffin, Gerald D.—1473
Griggs, S. David—449, 450
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Gromyko, Andrey A.—8, 23, 28, 44, 51, 144, 259,

341, 370, 380, 498, 539, 894
Grosvenor, Gilbert Melville—991
Grotberg, John E.—833, 836
Grundfest, Joseph A.—1082
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Gubbins, Joan M.—1490
Guenther, Arthur H.—1473
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GuUiford, William I., Jr.—1493
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Hackler, Loyd—291
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Hammerman, Stephen L.—323
Hancock, John—208
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Hanke, Steve H.—1445
Hanhn, Russell L.—1130
Haq, Abdul—228
Harder, Joseph C—1305
Hardin, Fred A.—196
Harding, Warren G.—1186
Hardman, Jason—502
Hardwick, Chuck—1191
Hare, Paul Julian—635
Harlow, Bryce L.—290
Harrison, Dean I.—1493
Harrison, Fred—524
Harrison, James Harvey, Jr.—1469
Hart, Frederick Elliot—483
Hart, George D.—169
Hartley, Fred L.—1140
Hartling, Poul—
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Hartman, Arthur Adair—1407
Harwood, Madeline B.—763
Hassan II, King—821
Hatch, Orrin G.—343, 1360, 1379
Hatsopoulos, George Nicholas—280
Hausenfluck, Lilli K. DoUinger—
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Hauser, Charles R.—149
Hausman, Arthur H.—1130
Haver, Richard L.—1473
Haverly, Michael—1299, 1300
Hawke, Robert—136, 137
Hawkins, Gus—1379
Hawkins, Paula—527, 671, 673, 676, 1075, 1078
Hawkins, Robert Boone, Jr.—1462
Hayes, Rutherford B.—183
Hayes, WiUiam C—1050
Hazlett, Henry—1183
Heckler, Margaret M.—419, 1155, 1170-1173,

1428, 1430
Heilman, Phil—482
Heinz, John—622, 624, 660, 699, 914
Heiskell, Andrew—485
Hellenbrand, Samuel H.—1021
Helms, Jesse—332, 1041, 1450
Hemingway, Ernest—1364
Henke, Randolph—1133
Henry, Patrick—691
Henry, Prince—596
Herder, Peter—90
Hermann, Sylvia Bernstein—33
Herres, Robert T.—296
Herrington, John S.—31, 419, 437, 638, 945, 967
Herrington, Lois Haight—905
Herzfeld, Charles M.—362
Heston, Charlton—487, 1425
Hewlett, Waiiam R.—215
Hickey, Edward V., Jr.—1040
Hickok, Eugene Welch, Jr.—908
Hicks, Christopher—95
Hicks, Donald Alden—813
Hicks, Irvin—910
Hill, E.V.—925
Hill, Freddie—147
Hill, Kenneth John—1124
Hillings, Jennifer Ann—751

Hills, Carla Anderson—922
Himmelfarb, Gertrude—33
Hinckle, Guadalupe F.—945
Hinckley, John W., Jr.—370
Hines, Rudolph—724
Hitchcock, Frederick Edward (Fritz), Jr.—1001
Hitler, Adolf—564, 566, 627, 717, 815, 1335
Hobbs, Charles D.—1257
Hobbs, Truman McGill—1387
Hodel, Donald Paul—2, 29, 31, 419
HodsoU, Francis S.M.—485, 1143
Hoffman, David—379
Hoffman, Jeffrey A.—449, 450
Hoffmann, Roald—215
Hohlt, Richard F.—836
Holden, Glen A.—436
Holland, Jerome—413, 657
Holland, Laura—657
HoUiday, Shannon—799
HoUings, Ernest Fritz—1189, 1400, 1464, 1488
Hollo, Tibor—673
HoUoway, James—922
Holman, Frank—1190
Holmer, A. Freeman—608
Holmes, H. Allen—1456
Holmes, Thom L.—1002
Holt, Marjorie S.—649
Hook, Sidney—413, 657
Hooley, James L.—818
Hooper, Perry—728
Hoover, Herbert—1100, 1341
Hope, Bob—622
Hopkins, Harry L.—438
Horn, William P.—807
Horner, Charles Edward—1280
Horner, Constance J.—801, 1317, 1472, 1473
Hosier, Charles L.—1020
Houdek, Robert G.—1003
Howe, Geoffrey—330, 520
Howser, Dick—1323
Hoyte, Hugh Desmond—979
Hudnut, William H., Ill—791
Hudson, Rock—1179
Hughes, Harry R.—769, 1432
Hughes, Norman—830
Hugo, Victor—302, 584
Hummel, Fred E.—1358
Hummer, William Kerby—763
Humphrey, Gordon J.—1112, 1113, 1295
Humphrey, Hubert—773
Hussein I, King—159, 160, 167, 328, 332, 418,

683, 686, 785, 818, 819, 886, 984, 1125, 1147-

1149, 1156, 1196, 1261, 1419
Hutchison, Alan D.—1348
Hutton, John E., Jr.—10
Hwang, Henry Y.—1141
Hyde, Henry J.—1220, 1224

lacocca, Lee—1299
Ibn-Khaldun, 'Abd-al-Rahman—519
lUueca Sibauste, Jorge Enrique—469
Ingels, Dianne E.—891
Ink, Dwight A.—710
Innes, Thomas Norman—1319
Innis, Roy—160
Ireland, Andy—671, 673, 740, 1076
Isaac, William M.—333
Isabella I, Queen—579
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Jackson, Jesse—293
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Jaklitsch, Jim—1429
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Jaza'iri, Abd Al-Qadr Al—444
Jefferson, Edward G.—1130
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675, 729, 791, 987, 1008, 1074, 1183, 1184,

1192, 1213, 1221, 1389, 1428, 1460
Jeffords, Jim—1379
Jenco, Lawrence Martin—1115, 1122, 1234
Jenkins, Diane—430, 431
Jenkins, Frank W.—1021
Jenkins, James E.—1130
Jenkins, Louis (Woody)—430
Jenkins, Paul M.—1142
Jensen, D. Lowell—288
Jensen, Lawrence J.—1048
Jepsen, Roger William—446
Jobs, Steven P.—185
Johansen, Wilford W.—272
John I, King—597
John II, King—596
John Paul II, Pope—400, 427, 439, 557, 594, 602,

1477
Johns, Carol Johnson—1093
Johnson, Bill—340
Johnson, Greg—799
Johnson, Jim—1499
Johnson, Lyndon B.—798, 949, 972, 974, 1255,

1308
Johnson, Magic—741, 1484
Johnson, Manuel H.—963, 1229
Johnson, Marvin M.—184
Johnson, Roger Stanley—892
Johnston, J. Bennett—991
Johnstone, L. Craig—627
Jones, Earl—293
Jones, Emmanuel—292
Jones, John Paul—624, 649, 653
Jones, Melvin—803, 805
Jones, Walter B.—1450
Jordan, Bruce R.—1041
Jordan, Charles R.—991
Jordan, Yolanda—799
Josefiak, Thomas John—942
Jostrom, Eric Harrison—1002
Joyce, John T.—196
Joyner, Hannah—799
Juan Carlos I, King—498, 575, 579-581

Kaiser, Henry—441
Kalb, Bernard—778
Kampelman, Max M.—33, 51, 63, 74, 254, 340,

348, 349, 543, 966, 1081, 1384
Karpov, V.P.—74, 348
Kashani, Mahmoud M.—473, 474
Kasher, Richard R.—1040
Kass, Dennis Miles—985
Kassebaum, Nancy Landon—673
Kasten, Robert W., Jr.—694, 695, 1246, 1249
Katakov, Arkady—1196

Kean, Thomas H.—756, 758, 759, 1190, 1191
Keating, Francis Anthony, II—1304
Keeley, Robert Vossler—927
Keeney, John C—1473
Kefauver, Estes—1269
Kelleher, James—307
Keller, Samuel W.—1473
Kellermann, Oscar—439
Kellermann, Sarita—439
Kelly, John H.—483
Kelly, Peter—66
Kennedy, Anthony M.—906
Kennedy, Caroline—814, 816
Kennedy, Cornelia G.—816
Kennedy, Edward M.—816
Kennedy, John F.—193, 253, 356, 359, 371, 452,

495, 496, 510, 567, 583, 634, 691, 733, 739,

814, 976, 1121, 1186, 1269, 1334, 1424, 1477
Kennedy, John F., Jr.—814, 816
Kennedy, Richard T.—1124
Kennedy, Robert—1269
Kern, Jerome—65
Kerrebrock, J.L.—362
Kester, John G.—273
Key, Francis Scott—769-771
Keyes, Alan Lee—1047
Keyworth, George A., 11—214, 215
Khomeini, RuhoUah—68, 443, 467, 730, 896
Kilburn, Peter—1115, 1122, 1234
Kilby, Bill—1501
Kilday, Lowell C—435
Kim Dai Jung—157
Kim Il-s6ng—897
Kimball, Spencer W.—1348
Kimmitt, Robert Michael—653
Kinder, John—756, 758
Kindness, Thomas N.—1182, 1186
King. See other part of name
King, Mackenzie—308
King, Martin Luther, Jr.—40, 773
Kingon, Alfred H.—93
Kintner, William R.—1324
Kirk, Robert—1430
Kirk, Roger—1025
Kirkland, Joseph Lane—318
Kirkpatrick, Evron M.—1101
Kirkpatrick, Jeane J.—19, 80, 220, 225, 362, 413,

422, 657, 907, 1175, 1213, 1399
Kirschke, James J.—908
Kirschstein, Ruth L.—1473
Kirstein, Lincoln—445
Kissinger, Henry A.—28, 82, 157, 401, 421, 1399
Klinghoffer, Leon—1216, 1218, 1231, 1234, 1489
Knecht, Lawrence—458
Knecht, Timothee—458
Koelemij, John—91
Kohl, Hannelore—568
Kohl, Helmut—331, 440, 456, 457, 534, 555, 557,

564, 565, 568-570
Kojelis, Linas J.—1377
Kolberg, Bill—634, 635
Komlos, Sharon—464
Kondracke, Morton—258, 1309
Kondrashov, Stanslav—1342, 1389
Koonce, Marian North—392
Koop, C. Everett—1165
Korn, Lester Bernard—1282
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Kosciusko, Thaddeus—173
Kosygin, Aleksei N.—304, 1287
Kozak, Michael G.—1473
Kramer, Josef—564
Kranowitz, Alan Michael—289
Kreinberg, Sarah—481
Krings, John E.—127
Kroc, Ray—725
Krys, Sheldon J.—395
Kubic, Charles R.—654
Kuhn, James F.—472
Kupchak, Mitch—741
Kurland, Norman G.—1445
Kuznetsov, Vasiliy Vasil'yevich—271, 273
Kvitsinskiy, Y.A.—74
Kwiatkowski, Patrick R.—807, 810, 811, 1367
Kyprianou, Spyros—17, 434, 1421

Lacovara, Philip A.—930
Lacy, William B.—411
Lafayette, Marquis de—173, 1112, 1154
Lagergren, Gunnar—473, 474
Laird, Melvin R.—14
Lamb, Ray—724
Lamboley, Paul H.—1203
Landau, Ralph—185
Landsberg, Helmut E.—215
Lane, Laurence William, Jr.—1291
LaPage, Wilbur F.—991
Larison, Larry—1493
Larson, Charles R.—649, 653
Larson, Ray—236
Latham, Joseph A., Jr.—1385
Latta, Delbert L.—1182, 1186, 1188, 1189
Lauber, John K.—1124
Lauder, Leonard A.—995
Laurinitis, Cecile—464
Lawn, John C—395
Lawrence, Steve—1424
Laxalt, Carol—1000
Laxalt, Paul—2, 97, 1000, 1478
Layton, John C—1377
Lazarus, Kenneth A.—995
Leavitt, Oliver—214
Lee, Kenneth—10
Lee, Robert Edward—814
Lee Geok Choo—1206, 1210
Lee Kuan Yew—1206, 1210
Legro, Stanley W.—1348
Lehman, John—81, 649, 650
Lehman, Ronald F., 11—662
Lehtinen, Dexter—740
Leier, Marcilyn D.—
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Leier, Richard T.—1348
Leiken, Robert—428
Lenin, Vladimir I.—228, 438, 719, 1068
Leroy, David H.—1242
Lesher, Richard L.—531, 533
Lett, Raymond D.—915
Leubsdorf, Carl—17
Levesque, Corinne Cote—297
Levesque, Rene—297, 298
Levitt, Arthur, Jr.—281
Levy, Robert P.—425
Lewis, Andrew L.—299, 300, 622
Lewis, Emmanuel—1425
Lewis, Thomas F.—527
Li Xiannian—941, 943

Liddicoat, Marilyn D.—1050
Lightner, Candy—606, 1001
Lightner, Cari—606
Lightsey, Harry McKinley, Jr.—816
Lin Jiamei—941, 944
Lincoln, Abraham—58, 61, 117, 130, 565, 592,

606, 675, 719, 731, 1074, 1201, 1438, 1459,

1460
Lincoln, Nancy Hanks—606
Lindahl, David M.L.—1381
Lindbergh, Charles Augustus—672, 1428
Lindeman, Anne—968, 1142
Linebaugh, Patricia—464
Linen, James A., IV—226, 230
Liu, Mary B.—139
Locke, John—583
Lodge, Henry Cabot—222
Lodge, John Davis—1102, 1322
London, Herbert I.—220
London, Jack—1364
London, Staci—220
Long, Carolyn—1255
Long, Gillis W.—55
Long, Russell B.—1248, 1254
Longmire, William P., Jr.—213
Lord, Winston—941
Lott, Trent—343, 1189
Louis XVI, King—458
Love, John A.—1464
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